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PUERTO RICANS BETWEEN HUNGER AND DEATH: POINTS OF VIEW ON
FOOD AND DEATH IN THE PUERTO RICAN SOCIETY AND ITS RELATION
WITH THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGES DURING 1900-1952

JUAN GARCÍA-CACHO
UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO, RIO PIEDRAS CAMPUS
SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

Puerto Ricans between Hunger and Death: Points of View on Food and Death
in the Puerto Rican Society and its Relation with the Political and Economic
Changes during 1900-1952

The historical study of modern Puerto Rico has generated lots of interests within Puerto
Rican historiography caused by very important multiple facts in the historical process of the
island such as the United States Great Depression or World War II. These facts are very
significant, because they became a key for economic and political reforms in the 50‟s, which
were managed by political figures such as Rexford G. Tugwell and Luis Muñoz Marín from the
Popular Democratic Party (PDP).
The historiography problem that has faced the studies of the XX century Puerto Rico is
the affluence of investigations with economic and political focus leaving a less important role to
social and cultural explanations that could provide supplementary perspectives to the historical
process. That is why the purpose of this investigation was the study of the Puerto Rican
mentalities and attitudes toward food and death and its relation with the economic and political
projects such as “Operation Bootstrap” and the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico (ELA).
Basing on the theory of historians such as Massimo Montanari, Cruz Ortiz Cuadra,
Philippe Àries, Michel Vovelle, and the American anthropologist Sidney W. Mintz, we identified
some mentalities and attitudes toward food and death through diverse cultural references like
Ramón Frade‟s painting Pan Nuestro (Our Daily Bread, 1905); Rafael Hernández‟ song
Lamento Borincano (Puerto Rican’s Lament, 1929); in the literature field Enrique Laguerre‟s
novel La llamarada (The Flare-Up, 1935); and the oral testimonies of Anastacio (Eustaquio)
Zayas Alvarado gathered by Sidney W. Mintz in his book Taso, trabajador de la caña (Worker
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in the Cane, 1960). It was through critical analysis that we have identified a continuity in the
collective attitudes toward food and death in contrast to the accelerated political and economic
reforms that the island faced during the first 50 years of the XX century.
Food vision through painting
There are many cultural manifestations about food and death that we can see imprinted
during the first decades of the twentieth century. An example is Ramón Frade‟s painting, El pan
Nuestro (Our Daily Bread, 1905). In this painting the “jíbaro” (Puerto Rican peasant) is
represented as a very thin man with deep eyes and no shoes carrying “our daily bread”: A banana
cluster that is not mature yet. The cluster is painted in Frade‟s work as a Puerto Rican signature
food because of its daily consumption. We must not overlook neither the painter‟s intention of
choosing El pan nuestro (Our Daily Bread, 1905) as the title of his work, alluding to the Divine
Providence that the prayer Our Father evokes when it says “give us our daily bread”, in the
middle of the faming that the island was passing through, putting in second place all the culinary
intentionality that the painting could have.
Death vision through music
Painting is not the only artistic manifestation that we can use to identify collective
mentalities that prevailed in Puerto Rico. Music, like painting, also gathers the vision that Puerto
Ricans had about food, or in this case, death as we can appreciate through Rafael Hernández‟
composition Lamento Borincano (Puerto Rican’s Lament, 1929). Through this song, composed
in the early 30‟s, we can learn how the “jibaros” went through many difficulties to earn the
necessary sustenance to maintain their families as it can be appreciated in verses such as the
following:
Todo, todo está desierto,
Y el pueblo está muerto
De necesidad,
3

de necesidad. [...]
Borinquen, la tierra del edén
La que al cantar, el gran Gautier
Llamó la perla de los mares.
Ahora que tú te mueres
Con tus pesares
Déjame que te cante yo también.
Yo también.
(Everything is deserted,
The Town is death of necessity,
of necessity. [...]
Borinquen, the Land of Eden
The one while Gautier Singing
Called the Pearl of the Seas
Now that You are Dying
with Your Sorrows
Let me also sing to you
Let me also).
These verses talk about how the economical and alimentary necessities of the Puerto
Ricans led many of them to death. Anyhow, what were the basic necessities that the Puerto
Ricans had at that time? We will never know if we only rely on Hernández‟ song, but through
other sources we can see the necessities that affected Puerto Rican‟s everyday life.
A study made in early decades of the twentieth century by Lydia Roberts revealed that
the Puerto Rican society, at that time, suffered from many diseases and shortage of drinkable
water; an annual revenue less than $1,000 for the working class, a minority group in the island
compared to the unemployed majority; and a deficient diet in nutrients such as calcium,
riboflavin, proteins, vitamin C, and other vitamins and minerals that could be acquired through
green and yellow vegetables.1 Could this mean that poverty, diseases and shortage of nutrient
1

Lydia J. Roberts y Rosa Luisa Stefani, Patterns of Living in Puerto Rican Families. United States,
University of Puerto Rico, 1949 pp. 243- 245.
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food were part of the necessities of the people, and that they were “dying” across the island like
the song affirms? Although, we must be aware that this is Hernández‟ recreation, the vision of
his own reality, we can‟t take for granted that this is still that: A vision of the reality during the
decade of the „30s that focused on death.
Vision of food and death through literature
Let‟s stop for a moment on the importance that literature has, as a way to imprint Puerto
Rican life in the early decades of the twentieth century. Lots of Puerto Rican writers wrote about
the problems that affected Puerto Ricans, so did Enrique Laguerre. We can use as a resort one of
the important novels written in the early decades, La llamarada (The Flare-Up, 1935), that
describes the work at a sugar cane plantation. Through his novel, Laguerre narrates the hard
conditions of work of his fictional characters at Oscar Mendoza‟s sugar cane plantation. An
example of these hard working conditions is the case of the worker Ventura Rondón, who fainted
in the middle of work due to health problems and was revived with coffee. Juan Antonio Borrás,
an agronomist in charge of managing the colony that worked in the plantation and main character
of the novel, sends Ventura Rondón to his home with a doctor and recommends him to have
some soup, which caused the worker to answers:
“Ajá, allí me acabaré de morir”, (yeah, I will just die there).2
These passages of La llamarada (The Flare-Up, 1935) are very significant because they
demonstrate the vision that dominated in food and death. Food was not seen as a something
delightful, it was seen as something necessary to regain vitality. Also, death was seen as a
premonition and the lowest point of misery demonstrated when the worker Rondón replies “allí
me acabaré de morir” (I will just die there).

2

Enrique Laguerre, La llamarada. Colombia, Editorial Cultural inc., 2003, pp. 77 y 78.
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But the visions of death demonstrated in La llamarada (The Flare-Up, 1935) don‟t stop
there. Once again they‟re expressed when Borrás was visiting Rondón and found his son‟s
complexion too pale and his figure too skinny. He was seated in a “Buda like way”. When asked
about his health problems, the mother and Rondón‟s wife answers:
“¡Qué se yo! [...] Siempre jincho el pobre. Y se muere, ¡Pobrecito!” (How should I know!
Always pale the poor kid. And he‟s dying, the poor!).
Unsatisfied with her answer, Borrás suggests her to take the kid to the doctor while she is
preparing food to the other crying kids who Laguerre describes as “la salmodia ritual del
hambre” (the monotonous singing of hunger).3
As a prophecy that auto fulfills the idea, Rondón dies. Borrás finds out about Rondón‟s
death while the funeral procession is carried out, asking the following:
-¿Quién se murió?
-Ventura Rondón, que Dios perdone.
-¡Ventura! ¿Y cuándo?
-Ayer, cuando pardaba el sol.
-No sabía nada.
-Murió casi de repente.
Fue tanto el asombro de Borrás que se quedó en silencio y lo que hizo fue pensar en los
hijos huérfanos que dejaría el difunto. En un momento fue arropado por indiferencia,
pero no pudo contenerla, sino que no se borraba de su mente el rostro de Rondón que
“¡[...] nada decía y que tanto decía!”4
(-Who died?
-Ventura Rondón. God forgives him.
-Ventura! When?
-Yesterday, when the sun darkened.
-I didn‟t know.
-He died almost suddenly.
3

Enrique Laguerre, Ibidem, pp. 97 y 99.

4

Enrique Laguerre, Ibidem, pp. 119 y 120.
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It was so the astonishment of Borrás that he remained silent thinking of the orphans that
the deceased left. Momentarily, he was covered with indifference, but he couldn‟t contain
it, instead he couldn‟t forget Rondón‟s face that “didn‟t say anything, but said a lot”).
Death, as a tragic outcome of the hardships that the Puerto Ricans had to face, was
exteriorized in the bereavement with indifference until the deceased was buried in obscurity, as
part of the conduct, codes, rites and signs experienced in what Michel Vovelle called Mort vecue
or the experience of death.5 While on one hand the fruit of work is represented in the novel at the
sugar cane and other crops, on the other hand the fruit of misery is death, just as was the outcome
of Rondón for staying in his home.
Vision of death and food through the oral testimony
In what other ways did the Puerto Rican demonstrate their grief? The American
anthropologist Sydney W. Mintz conducted an investigation to a Puerto Rican from Santa Isabel
called Anastacio (Eustaquio) Zayas Alvarado, or “Taso”, during the years 1953 to 1956. The
purpose of Mintz‟ investigation was to collect oral testimonies that described life in Puerto Rico
at the beginning of the Twentieth Century. During the interview, “Taso” narrates the death of
“Tomasa”, one of his sisters, and how people behaved during her funeral and were having fun in
it telling stories.
“[...] La gente en el funeral se entretenía durante la noche hasta que amanecía. Y a veces
seguía así hasta el momento de salir con el entierro.” (People at the funeral were having
fun during the night until dawn. And there were times that it went like that until the
moment we had to go to the burial).6
“Taso” doesn‟t deny that there were moments that he and Tomasa‟s husband suffered
sadness for Tomasa‟s death, but he assures Mintz that people who went to the funeral had a good
time, including themselves. It is not a coincidence that people that assisted Tomasa‟s Funeral had
5

Michel Vovelle, Ideologies and Mentalities, pp. 65-68; Mourir autre fois: Attitudes collectives devant la
mort aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles. France, Éditions Gallimard/Juliard, 1974, pp. 11.
6

Sidney W. Mintz, Taso, trabajador de la caña. República Dominicana, Ediciones Huracán, 1988, pp. 105.
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a good time while they paid their respects, or that Juan Antonio Borrás in La llamarada (The
Flare-Up, 1935) assimilated the news of his deceased worker with indifference, since death is an
inevitable event, and was seen as the lowest point of misery. That is why death could be received
with an attitude of indifference or happiness, because the deceased were freed from a “desierto”
(desert), “lleno de pesares” (full of sorrows), and “muerto de necesidad” (dead of necessities)
referring to Puerto Rico, as it is contained in Lamento Borincano’s (Puerto Rican’s Lament)
verses.
The autobiography of “Taso” doesn‟t finish there. Interested in finding an immediate
solution to help his family, he decides to continue working, and later in the decade of the 40‟s he
affiliates to the Popular Democratic Party (PDP) as many of the people of Santa Isabel. The
situation of the island was getting worse with the entry of the United States in World War II.
Rexford G. Tugwell, the last American governor on the island, in his work Stricken Land said
the following:
“It was a slow and agonizing situation. Here we were helpless in our island while ship
after ship was sinking with our provisions, medicines, firemen equipments, ammunitions
and all other needs. [...] The food warehouses were all out. It was not unusual to request
to the Continent a special plane with an urgent load; [...] But the food was the worst of
our worries. Hardly we might receive 30, 000 tons of food a month, by airline [...]”.7
The active presence of the PDP in the economic and political problems that the island
was facing was a turning point in the political and economic reforms that the island took in the
subsequent years. With a populist discourse mainly by Luis Muñoz Marín, the PDP promised a
reconstruction of the economy which was affected by the Great Depression of the 1930‟s and
World War I; And the political and also the economic consequences that implied the
participation of the United States in World War II. With the slogan, “Bread, Land, and Liberty”,
7

Rexford G. Tugwell, La tierra azotada: memorias del último gobernador estadounidense de Puerto Rico.
Editado por Jorge Rodríguez Beruff. Traducido por Teresita Santini y Mayra Cardona. China, Editorial Tal Cual,
2010, pp. 201.
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the Party faced the economic and political crisis with the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
Constitution in 1952 and with their economic project Operation Bootstrap, promoting the
industrialization of the island inviting the American capital to invest in it. The historical process
of the island then began to change quickly with the projects that the PDP were implanting, but
they did not implied a quick change in the Puerto Ricans‟ mentalities and attitudes toward food
and death as it occurred in politics and economy.
Even though it‟s true that Puerto Rico in the Twentieth First Century generally doesn‟t
suffer famine or food shortage as it occurred at the beginnings of the XX century, the island still
faces problems of malnutrition just as Lydia Roberts had described in the previously mentioned
work. The streets and malls may be filled with restaurants and fast food establishments, but the
most sold food is not necessarily the healthiest. The same happens with the supermarkets. The
healthy food is the most expensive. In synthesis, the paradox of food abundance hasn‟t implied
changes in the relation that one can find in the Puerto Rican attitude toward food and death.
Through the collective mentalities one can identify popular expressions that are very deeply
rooted in the collective mentalities toward death and food such as “la luz de alante es la que
alumbra” (The light in front is the one that lights up), meaning to take advantage of eating
wherever one is offered to eat due to the possibility of not having food to eat in one‟s own home;
“Me cayó como carne de puerco (it felt to me as pork), alluding to the indigestion that caused
eating too much pork when the Puerto Ricans had the opportunity to eat it, but now refers when
the Puerto Ricans don‟t like someone; The expression “Para que falte, que sobre” (It‟s better to
have excess of food that let it be scarce), means to cook a lot of food even though nobody is
going to eat it since it‟s better to have a lot in case there won‟t be any tomorrow; “Para que se
pierda, mejor que me haga daño” (It‟s better that the food hurts me or sickens me than let it be
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wasted), alludes to the case when the Puerto Ricans are full, but keep eating so that food doesn‟t
get wasted; “Lo que mata no engorda” (the thing that kills me doesn‟t make me fat), refers to
the situations when people eat knowing that food is harmful to the health, and has been eaten
although it is of general knowledge that it‟s unhygienic, without giving importance to the
possibility that it can affect health negatively or cause death.
This conducts us to reaffirm what the Puerto Rican Historian Cruz Ortiz Cuadra has said
on what he defines as “Paladar-Memoria” (Palate-Memory), as the following:
“(El paladar-memoria es) el recuerdo casi indeleble formado tanto por la repetición de
confecciones, la cocina de las madres, la abundancia o la escasez, así como por aquello
que devino culturalmente comestible y que a lo largo de la historia cambió pausadamente.
Es una memoria palatal que cuesta mucho olvidar y a veces modificar” (The PalateMemory is The almost indelible memories formed by the repetition of confections, the
mothers‟ cooking, the abundance or the shortage, as well as for that thing that developed
culturally eatably and that changed slowly through the historical process. It is a palatal
memory that is hard to forget or modify in some cases).8
On the other hand, this questions Massimo Montanari‟s idea that West Culture
substituted fear of hunger to fear of excess through time. Even though this could be true in a lot
of cases of modern Puerto Rico, but the island still emits attitudes of eating fearing hunger as it is
demonstrated in expressions such as “Lo que mata no engorda” (the thing that kills me doesn‟t
make me fat), or “Para que se pierda, mejor que me haga daño” (It‟s better that the food hurts
me or sickens me than let it be wasted) that would contradict his thesis.
Though today maybe people in Puerto Rico do not die of hunger, it‟s certain that many
Puerto Ricans die because of an unhealthy diet. This can be demonstrated in deaths caused by
diseases such as diabetes, overweight or cholesterol problems. Maybe death is not the lowest
point of necessity nowadays, but is still the lowest point in a neglectful diet, when promoting a
healthy diet is to promote a good way of living.
8

Cruz Miguel Ortiz Cuadra, La historia entra por la cocina. Ponencia leída en la Asamblea Anual de la
Asociación Puertorriqueña de Historiadores, Universidad de Humacao, 2003, pp. 3.
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A Copological Paradigm Matrix for Understanding and Preventing GenderBased Criminal Sexual Terrorism

Sexuality and sex provoke a myriad of perceptions and images in the mind ordinarily. A
good number of them are pleasantly memorable with excited anticipation of the future. Inversely,
considerable perceptions and images are unpleasantly fraught with mental pain and behavioral
avoidance. And, when the subject of sexuality and sex arise one categorizes sexuality as male
and female, often omitting hermaphrodite, an individual who has the overt physical genitalia of
males and females.
Even further, the physical characteristics of an individual may not be overtly evident.
They may have a same sexuality or sex preference in which generally society has termed gay or
homosexual. Managing sexuality and sex can be quite complex and challenging on a personal,
interpersonal, contextual level. I define criminal sexual terrorism as an extreme form of sex
harassment that interferes with daily functioning: work, social, and leisure. The function is to
intimidate, humiliate, dehumanize, brutalize, control, and extort for some type of gain with sex
being the mean to that end rather than the end in itself. These behavioral and communications,
often as a pattern, has the potential to occur anytime, place, and conditions, in the home, school,
church, at work, prisons, in the communities, social situations, conditions of war and social
unrest, any economic, class, and or educational level.
Gender-based criminal sex terrorism can occur from a sensory perspective in many
different forms. It can occur optically where the perpetrator uses elevator eyes staring a person
up and down in lengthy ways, or fixed on a certain part of the body such as the buttocks, groin,
breasts, legs area, or even the eyes. In addition to the natural eyes, a person may use visual
instruments such as a camera (still or movie) or binoculars. This is pandemount to visual stalking
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and can be extremely frightening. Wearing certain types of clothes can be disturbing. For
example, clothes that are too revealing for the occasion can be problematic, such as pants that
purposely reveals the body extensively makes many people uncomfortable.
Auditorily, a person or group of people may engage in claudestine listening, such as ease
dropping. The perpetrator may use his or her natural ears or may use instruments, such as a tape
recorder. He or she may send the victim frightening telephone phone calls or tape recordings.
Language can be used to terrorize others in overt and subtle ways.
From a cutaneous or tactile perspective, the perpetrator attacks the victim up close. He or
she may make contact personally with his or her body, using the hands (extended hand shaking
can be upsetting as well), limbs, feet, mouth, and genitalia with froteurism or penetration. The
perpetrator may use instrumentation with some type of object for rubbing or penetration.
Additionally, standing and sitting too close invading a person‟s immediate physical space can be
disturbing as well.
Olfactorily, excessive perfume or cologne gets attention involuntarily and disturbs some
people. Additionally, pungent body or clothing odors can be very disturbing.
Gustatorily, people may feel intimidated by puckered lips or a protruding tougue. Of
course this is a good example of how combinations of sensory (taste, sounds, sight) means can be
used in intimidating others.
In this work, a “simplexitous” Copology meta-model, Crimes Reduction, Investigation
Model for Evaluation System (C.R.I.M.E.S.), is used toward efforts to understand and prevent
gendered-based criminal sexual terrorism. Sexuality is broadly who we are and how we
experience it. It is an internal personal thing. Sex is how we express it. It is a community or
contextual interpersonal thing. Sex can be used as a weapon. For example, if we express sex in
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ways that elicit emotional, physical, social, and/or economic extremes fear leading to harm we
have committed criminal sexual terrorism. Gender-based criminal sexual terrorism has its
sources and targets. The potential sources and targets are within and between genders: male,
female, and hermaphrodite,
Nine possibilities of sources and targets on the bases of gender-based criminal sexual
terrorism are identified and needs to be addressed for reduction leading to the prevention of
related crimes:
Targets
Male

Female

Hermaphrodite

M

M/F

M/H

Female

F/M

F

F/H

Hermaphrodite

H/M

H/F

H

Male
Sources

Figure 1: Sources and Targets of Gender-Based Sexual Terrorism.

Figure 1 shows three sources and targets of gender-based criminal sex terrorism: male,
female and hermaphrodite. This can occur in 9 combinations of within and between gender acts.
The act can be male on male (M), female on female (F), hermaphrodite on hermaphrodite (H),
male on female (M/F), female on male (F/M), male on hermaphrodite (M/H), female on
hermaphrodite (F/H), hermaphrodite on male (H/M), and hermaphrodite on female (H/F).
Criminal sexual acts occur in three basic forms: 1) statutory rape or assault and battery by an
adult on a minor, 2) coerced personal, instrumental penetration-anal, oral, sex on a person, and
3) coercion of a person to act on themselves selves or others in sexually personal and or
instrumental ways.
Our world is filled with many examples of criminal sexual terrorism on a daily basis.
Early in life being strangely and inappropriately touched as a child bringing about strange
sensations, mental confusion, and anguish is likely ones first experience with sex and the related
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stress. Many studies that are available show that sexual terrorism through violence is experienced
by all genders (Coker, A.L., Davis, K.E., Desai, S., Sanderson, M., Brandt, H., and Smith, P.,
2002; Gadd, 2000; Schafer, J, Caetano, R., and Clark, C.L., 1998; Watson, H and Parson, S.,
2005). I would add every economic and cultural level as well.
As with many problems today society‟s efforts to address this problem has been largely
reactive. Fewer resources have been provided for innovative models and systems for preventing
criminal sexual terrorism. Research emphasis has primarily been on the prevalence of criminal
sexual terrorism, such as the rate and frequency of incidences by counting the number of
occurrences. While counting the numbers give some insight into the urgency of the problem, this
emphasis has limited impact on resolution of the problem at the primary preventive level.
Resulting reactive symptoms, such as withdrawal (from threatening settings: work, social,
church, school, home), aggressive acting out, especially by children and adolescents; depression,
dressing down, posttraumatic stress disorder.
TRADITIONAL THEORIES OF CRIME APPLIED TO CRIMINAL SEX TERRORISM
Classical Theories
According to classical theories a person will commit a criminal sexual terroristic act if the
benefits outweigh the costs or risks. They consider the act to be a free will rational choice. They
pursued self-interest depending on the risk of punishment. Significant cost, such as risk, to the
terrorist will increase the probability of deterrence. Beccaria (1738-94) was a leading theorist of
the Classical School of Criminology. Beccaria believed people make decisions of their own free
will. Environmental or biological factors do not influence one's decisions with regard to crime.
Beccaria felt people were pleasure seekers. He believed man loves pleasure and avoids pain.
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Positivist
Lombroso and Ferrero (1972) see the act of criminal sexual terrorism as caused or
determined. More emphasis is placed on biological deficiencies. Later positivistic scholars
focused more on sociological and psychological factors. The Classical idea of crime is
discounted. Serious crimes were committed by atavistic people with mental or physical defects.
They were concerned with scientifically isolating and identifying the determining causes of
criminal behavior in individual offenders. The sexual terrorist is born in their view.
Individual Trait Criminals
Glueck & Glueck (1936) and Mednick, Gabue, and Hutchings (1984) purported that
criminals who commit sexual crimes differ from noncriminals on a number of biological and
psychological traits. These traits cause crime in their interactions with the social environment.
Social Disorganization
Disorganized communities cause crime because informal social controls break down and
criminal cultures emerge. They lack collective efficacy to fight crime and disorder (Sampson and
Byron, 1989).
Differential Association Social Learning
Sutherland, Cressey, and Luckenbill (1992) among others lead the views that subcultural
sexual crime is learned through associations with criminal definitions. These definitions might be
generally approving of criminal conduct or be neutralizations that justify crime only under
certain circumstances. Interacting with antisocial peers is a major cause of crime. Criminal
behavior will be repeated and become chronic if reinforced. When criminal subcultures exist,
then many individuals can learn to commit crime in one location and crime rates—including
violence—may become very high.
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Anomie Institutional-Anomie
According to Merton (1993) and others the gap between the American Dream‟s goal of
economic success and the opportunity to obtain this goal creates structural strain. Norms weaken
and „anomie‟ ensues, thus creating high crime rates. When other social institutions (such as the
family) are weak to begin with or also weakened by the American Dream, the economic
institution is dominant. When such an institutional imbalance exists—as in the United States—
then crime rates are very high. Crime involving sex as a weapon may be a way of acting out.
General Theory of Crime
Hirschi and Gottfredson (1993) in collaboration ask the question, “Why don‟t people
commit crime?” They assume that criminal motivation is widespread. Under their assumptions a
key factor in crime causation is the presence or absence of control. These controls or
containment might be rooted in relationships (e.g., social bonds) or be internal (e.g., selfcontrol). Exposure to control also might differ by social location and by the historical period,
such as the changing level and type of control given to males and females.
Psychodynamic Psychoanalytic Theory
The psychoanalytic-dynamic school of thought was postulated largely by Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939). He and many of his followers assumed that a person who commits criminal sexual
acts shows difficulty in suppressing their natural sex drives, urges, and impulses which happens
to be unconscious or out of direct awareness. Socialization of these urges and impulses during
childhood has not been effective and internalized. Faulty identification during the Oedipus
(Electra for the female) complex, where the child fails the attempt to identify with the same
gender parent or caregiver. This increases the likelihood of the unsocialized natural sexual urges
to be acted out with no or limited controls. A personality disturbance may arise that causes the
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person to direct antisocial impulses outward in a sexual manner resulting in criminal sexual
terrorism.
Cognitive Development Theory
The cognitive developmental approach examines how a person uses their thinking
regarding morality, behaviors, and the law. Lawrence Kohlberg (1958) advocated three levels of
reasoning, containing two stages each. Level one occurs during middle childhood. At this level,
the pre-conventional, moral reasoning is based on obedience and avoiding punishment. The
second level is reached at the end of middle childhood. The moral reasoning of individuals at this
level is based on the expectations that their family and significant others have for them. Kohlberg
found that the transition to the third level, the post-conventional level of moral development,
usually occurs during early adulthood. At this level, individuals are able to go beyond social
conventions. They value the laws of the social system; however, they are open to acting as agents
of change to improve the existing law and order. People who do not progress through the stages
on societially expected sexual behavior may become arrested in their moral development, and
consequently be prone to commit criminal sexual terrorism.
Learning Theory
Learning theorists, such as Bandura (1973) and Eysenck (1989) supports the view that a
person learns criminal sexual terrorism behavior and this behavior is continued depending on the
reward or punishment value administered by external sources as a direct result of behavior of
that behavior, (social status, power, control). Secondly, the person gets vicarious reinforcement
by observing criminal sexual terroristic or related behaviors in others, and self-regulatory
mechanisms, such as people responding negatively or positively to their behaviors, such as likeminded people. Learning theorists posits that if you take away the reward value of criminal
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sexual terrorism it will be eliminated or modified. People can unlearn poor moral thinking and
learn or relearn healthy safe moral thinking and behaviors regarding sex. From the classical,
operant, and modeling conditioned perspective, exposing the criminal sexual terrorist to paired
and reliable positive stimulus with his or her positive response reduces the probability of the
commission of criminal sex terrorism acts.
Constructionist
Finally, I examined constructionist theories, such as labeling theory. Social
constructionist theories hold that criminal acts and criminal behavior are not just matters of the
behavior of alleged offenders. Instead, this constructionist theory suggests that many factors
influence the perception of both acts and persons, and also differentially effect the social
audience‟s decision as to whether or not to perceive and label the act or person as dangerous and
illegal.
Kaariginen, (1997) purports that constructionists do not understand the world to be
divided up into categories of right and wrong, deviant and non-deviant. The basic issue
surrounding designations of deviance is not why certain people violate a particular norm, but
how are norms constructed (including what factors are taken into consideration in defining
certain acts/people as deviant) and how are sanctions applied--why are some people engaged in
certain behaviors (or who possess particular characteristics) condemned and labeled, "deviant." It
is the "social construction of deviance" that needs to be explained, not the ("wrong") choices of
individuals.
Needless to say there are several others theories of crime on criminal sex terrorism. Many
are overlapping or take components of theories and make them theories. into niche-finding.
Overall they are fragmented, narrowly focused strategies. Due to what appears to be “niche-
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finding” they appear to be conflictual in nature with each other rather than reciprocally
supportive and collaborative. It is against this back ground that C.R.I.M.E.S. evolved.
THE CRIMES REDUCTION INVESTIGATION MODEL FOR EVALUATION SYSTEM
(C.R.I.M.E.S.) APPLIED TO CRIMINAL SEX TERRORISM
These traditional theories and models have had some utility, however, primarily in the
area of shedding light on the severity of the problem collecting data on the rate of criminal
sexual terrorism. However, with current rates of crimes there effect has been limited. Attention
to needs in terms of explaining cultural-ethnic diversity relative to criminal sex terrorism has
been limited as well
Unfortunately, few universities train students in various professionals from criminal
justice to media in criminal gender-based sex terrorism. Consequently, few professionals
demonstrate the knowledge, skills, abilities, or attitude necessary to safely guide not only
themselves but potential perpetrators and potential victims in the reduction and prevention of sex
violence. In fact, the burden of reduction and prevention has fallen primarily upon local police
agencies that are routinely ill-equipped to cope and deal with criminal sex terrorism. Perhaps
these are two reasons professionals and society have, in essence avoided, ignored, passed over,
and neglected the issue for many years. At the risk of being trite, we can no longer pass the buck.
In personal, interpersonal, and work situations, professional and other helping sources
cause, contribute to, intervene in, and prevent potential and actual sex terrorism as our society
development. We are a part of the problem but we can and must be a part of the solution as well.
C.R.I.M.E.S. offers the potential perpetrator in society as the first line of defense against
criminal sex terrorisms. The individual works to stop him or herself from committing this
criminal act. Secondly, the potential victim can function in ways to reduce the probability or
prevent this act. Third, potential witnesses in society can think and act in ways to reduce or
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prevent this act. Fourth, law enforcement (who is ordinarily thought of as the first-line of defense
against this act) thinks and acts in ways to reduce and prevent this act. While law enforcement is
a necessary component of defending against the act, it is reactive rather than preventive.
Additionally, they cannot manage this problem alone. They need the first, second, and third
levels of defense as part of the team. In addition, other professions from health, business,
religion, media, and so on beyond criminal justice law enforcement needs to be an integral
collaborative part of the prevention team.
C.R.I.M.E.S. offers strategies to those who are not aware of them and support and
reinforce those who are aware of them. Limited space in this monograph allows only an
introduction to C.R.I.M.E.S. However, more in-depth information and services can be obtained
with requests follow-up information, training, workshops, seminars, and in future literature in
books, journals, and articles.
GOALS OF C.R.I.M.E.S.
C.R.I.M.E.S. has two primary goals regarding reduction leading to the prevention of criminal
sex terrorism: (1) to assist persons in understanding themselves in relationship to life events that
they face concerning criminal sex crimes and the related stress, and (2) to assist persons in
concrete pragmatic strategies necessary for coping with the stress of life events with a risk for
criminal sex terrorism.
Goal one involves an assessment formula that must be used in the consumer‟s language
and at an ethnic-sociocultural-racial-economic level that persons can easily understand and
apply. Sue and Sue (1977) related that getting effective help and premature termination of
getting assistance maybe a result of miscommunication between helpers and helpees due to
cultural variations in communication.
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A basic tenant of C.R.I.M.E.S. helps to explain its assessment format. That is, the degree
to which a person can communicate something, orally and behaviorally, about themselves and/or
others, to themselves and/or others is a good measure of the degree to which they can manage
themselves in relationship to that phenomenon, such as their safety coping factors with life
events that may lead to the risk of criminal sex terrorism either as a potential perpetrator or
potential victim (Hughley, 2004, 2000).
Goal two involves helping persons learn a seven-phase, wrap-around, continuous,
interactive framework. The framework contains six natural safety coping factors, twenty-one
natural safety coping factor components and an intervening natural safety coping evaluative step.
Natural safety coping factors are natural human characteristics useful for physical, mental,
emotional, spiritual, economic, and social survival.
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TOMÁS RIVERA’S “THE CHICANO RENAISSANCE AND THE
HUMANIZATION OF THE SOUTHWEST”
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Tomás Rivera’s “The Chicano Renaissance and the Humanization of the
Southwest”

In April, 1972, Tomás Rivera delivered an address titled “The Chicano Renaissance and
the Humanization of the Southwest” at Michigan State University to an auditorium filled
audience comprised of students, faculty, and residents of the East Lansing, Michigan area. The
essential elements of his remarks were to serve as the seed for many of the speeches he was to
give throughout the United States, Latin America, and the world. and they provided examples of
Rivera’s commitment to the ideals developing as essential themes expressed during the apex of
the Chicano Movement during the 1960s and 1970s. The author of this essay was a member of
the faculty at Michigan State University and had arranged for Rivera’s presentation. Together
and with deliberate exchange of ideas we developed the essence of his remarks as well as the
title for his presentation. As the result he allowed me to retain his original script along with his
notes, which have remained unpublished. He continued to present similar thoughts throughout
the period that became to be referred to as “The Chicano Movement”, “El movimiento”, and
better yet “La Causa”. His notes and original written text for the Michigan State address, serve as
the basis for this presentation.
As anyone who has studied Chicano literature or his life knows, Tomás Rivera had a
tremendous influence not only in inspiring Chicano ideals among Mexican Americans, but his
legacy extended beyond Mexican Americans to all peoples regardless of ethnicity, race, or
nationality. This author takes great pride and pleasure in relating the substance of Tomás
Rivera’s contribution to the ideals and the mission of the Chicano Movement. What follows does
not aspire nor pretend to be complete, but rather is provided in order to broaden the general circle
in which Tomás Rivera circulated and participated, to introduce material heretofore not
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presented, to elaborate on his life and emphasize the spirit of the times at which he presented his
address on “The Chicano Renaissance and the Humanization of the Southwest”.
Tomás Rivera knew he would be addressing an audience comprised of many sectors from
the Lansing/East Lansing community and this is what made his address particularly challenging.
He would be speaking at a university in a physical environment in which another author, Jorge
Luis Borges, had recently lectured to students and professors and he was aware his talk was
sponsored by a department (Romance Languages) and a college (Arts and Letters) which
included educated attendees who at least had heard of the Renaissance in Europe but knew little
about the residents of the Southwestern United State. This segment of the audience would be
relatively small; the general university constituency was familiar with the issues of equality,
justice, and inclusion raised by Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights movement. The
university environment had been exposed to those ideals at MSU with Clifton Wharton as its
President. Rivera was later to quote Wharton when he became President at UC Riverside. For
Tomás Rivera it was important that they be sensitized to the essence of the Chicano. Rivera was
also aware that there would be many mexicanos from the community. The Alfaro brothers had
been organizing La Raza Unida in Michigan, la gente del pueblo was aware of Tomás Rivera’s
coming to East Lansing. they were informed of his lecture and they were strongly encouraged to
attend. Although only a few were aware of Quinto Sol Publications, they were informed that
Tomás was the recipient of the Premio Quinto Sol from an important source of information about
Mexicans, Mexican American’s and Chicanos. Word had spread among the people that Tomás
Rivera was from Crystal City, Texas, and was going to be addressing them. Bert Corona, a
Representative from California had recently spoken to the Lansing community, and even though
the people knew they would not be hearing an address based primarily on political issues from
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Tomás Rivera, they anticipated hearing words of cultural enrichment and encouragement from a
spokesman dignifying their heritage. Most of those among the people from the community at
large were not aware of the essence and importance of the Renaissance that had embraced
Europe during the 1500s. What they did know was that it was el Doctor Tomás Rivera who was
coming to strengthen dignity in their heritage. They had heard of José Angel Gutiérrez from
Texas, César Chavez from California, Reies López Tijerina from New Mexico and other raza
leaders from the Southwest.
Tomás Rivera acknowledged he did not know what kind of public he “… was going to be
speaking to. What awareness there was to the Chicano movement and so forth”. Nevertheless he
prepared an address divided into four parts. The first was to provide initial knowledge to those
who knew little, perhaps nothing about the Renaissance, and to offer a reminder to those familiar
with the concept of the Classical Renaissance and its effects. From that point he would lead into
the second part of his talk in which he would draw parallels from the Classical Renaissance to
the Chicano cultural movement and elucidate the essential descriptors of the Chicano movement.
The third part consisted of explaining the sources and conditions creating the Chicano
Renaissance, its ideals and commitments; and the fourth was an identification of the obstacles
confronting the Chicano in the latter’s quest to bring about the humanization of the Southwest.
In this speech Rivera points out many virtues of humankind which were to be constant
themes throughout his writings and the remainder of his public life. The principal point he makes
with great optimism for all, not only for the Chicano is the importance of education. Educatio
superat omnia (Education conquers all) he was to say many times in different ways. This theme
which signals perhaps the greatest theme of the Renaissance was one of Tomás Rivera’s
principal convictions, one to which he was to dedicate his life. Included in this was his
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commitment to education, his belief in the public education system,, the liberal arts as well as the
professional areas, the humanities and the sciences. Culturally, education gave the mexicano, the
Mexican American, the Black and all minorities the means through which they would gain fuller
participation in our democracy as a part of the educated public. All would gain from a more
complete awareness of our cultures, a better understanding of our environment, a clearer
awareness of science and technology.
It is significant that two of his first public addresses would include, as would most of his
“work, aspects of his private life seen in universal terms because they would essentially be
human issues. “Recuerdo, descubrimiento y voluntad” (Remembrance, Discovery and Will) was
an address he gave at Indiana University, also in April of 1972. Into that address he incorporated
experiences from his family, his life as a migrant worker, aspects of his work, concepts he had
taken from courses he had taken at the University of Oklahoma, ideas which had come to him
from his academic colleagues, fellow writers and artists, his students and his personal experience
as a human being. He states that:
“In my work ‘… y no se lo tragó la tierra’ I emphasized remembrance, discovery and the
expression of will. It was my desire that a collective voice express that synthesis so that I
would give strength to the idea that we had always been and were complete persons, and
also, I wanted to reflect that now that we searched for the abstract form that represents
this complete person, we would reveal not only our struggle as summarily complete, but
reveal also the Chicano as a complete human being. Upon recalling my years as a migrant
worker life was revealed to me as: remembrance, discovery and will.
The speech he delivered at Michigan State University was to serve as a model for later
professional and general presentations. In that address he states:
“… You may well remember that in the Classical Renaissance man uses his “knowledge
for the benefit and a love in mankind. The human condition is felt, the human condition is
studies, and the human condition is futurized. Education becomes of great importance, as
a reaction to the hopelessness and despair, there came forth a spirit of optimism and
rebirth. There was an impulse for self-direction and self-purpose. There was also an
internalization and exteriorization of the individual. There was also a search into the past,
to origin and identity: a construction and reconstruction of the image of man. Of course,
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of necessity there was a delivery into the humanities and into the sciences. All of this
brought forth disunity, but out of this seeming disunity came forth a stronger unity in
mankind. In essence, what was evolving was a manifestation of life and for life.”
In this presentation Tomás’s concern for human values comes through quite forcefully.
The concern for human dignity, honor, justice and opportunity as topics for study, in addition to
their intrinsic merit for human behavior was one which we he was to express throughout his life.
Virtu, (virtue-strength) ars, (Art) stadium, (study-dedication are appropriate words to describe
Tomás Rivera’s perspective on the study of human qualities and their development trough the
arts.
We are aware of Tomás as a writer. However, in order to be a writer one also has to be a
reader. His study of literature and philosophy was extensive. Was one to have been a student at
The University of Texas at San Antonio studying “The History of Ideas in Spain and Spanish
America” during Spring Semester, 1975, one would have had the pleasure of sharing with him
one’s thoughts on Ortega y Gasset, the Reformation and Counter Reformation in Spain, and
Spain’s historical position within the context of Christianity in the history of Western
philosophy. Pietas literate (the devotion to letters) was to fill his life. He would often quote from
the great writers of the world including writers from throughout the Hispanic world including the
American Tradition. He was particularly fond of instilling in young minds the same desire for
writing which he had received early in his own experience. In fact one of the last activities in
which he was to be involved was to judge a creative writing contest. This devotion to literature
was to complete his life.
By example Tomás Rivera and through his humanistic perspective he was providing
insights into the general nature of literature, the relationship of literature to the other arts and the
underlying premises that apply to the study of any literature and culture. The common
relationships that exist among art, music, dance, film, and literature were observed through
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Mexican American literature and could be observed in their themes as well as in their forms.
Rivera was moved by his desire to capture the essence of human experience during his particular
time and place. At the same time that his creative experience was individual it was also
collective in its nature. He intensified, reflected, interpreted and transformed his perception of
human nature into literary form. His expressions were caught up in the spirit of the time in which
he lived but was able to relate them to previous writers and lay the foundation for future literary
documents. Rivera was committed to penetrating the inner being of human destiny and will. He
transcended his specific social context by dealing with universal and timeless themes of love,
spirituality, sensitivity.
Tomás Rivera possessed the sensitivity to express the significance of the experiences he
felt, to bring about an awareness by the reader of the importance of man’s nature, and by relating
his personal experiences through a rational process was able to communicate completely with his
contemporaries, be they readers or listeners. The causes and influences he cites include:
1. An awakening about individual and collective identity. this was brought about
through education which had previously not been accessible to most Mexican
Americans.
2. The opportunity to experience cultures beyond the American environment. the
heritage learned from parents participating in World War II, relatives’ involvement in
the Korean War, and the contemporary Vietnamese conflict.
3. The increase in knowledge about Mexico beyond the stereotypes propagated by the
dominant culture.
4. A general search for identity which inspired discovery on one’s own dignity which
included the Chicano’s heritage emanating from a European (particularly Hispanic),
Indigenous, African and oriental mixture
5. The Civil - Rights movement
6. An optimistic future based on the construction of new images and the reconstruction
of positive images.
7. The instilling of optimism among the Mexican American Population.
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The obstacles to be faced include
1. White power structure
2. Older generation of Mexican Americans who believe their should not be an activist
organization that will antagonize the general population and who possess subservient
attitudes
3. A general cultural blindness within the United States
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Abstract
The dropout rate among minority students continues to rise. Although many efforts have been
made to help intervene with African American and Latino students, little success is being made.
This qualitative research identifies emerging themes as reported by previous dropouts. Much of
the research focuses primarily on prevention efforts and not re-entry. This qualitative case-study
research identifies emerging themes as reported by previous dropout that made the decision to reenter school years after dropping out. The participants identify factors that influenced their
decision to dropout, reasons for re-entering, and motivations for completion. Finally,
recommendations are made for schools, teachers, and other support personnel on how to work
more effectively with these types of students.

Schools have a responsibility to educate our students and give them a basic foundation
for an opportunity for success in the real world. Each day parents and guardians entrust these
systems to with the hope that one day will one day graduate and become a productive citizen.
Unfortunately, this dream is not being a reality, especially for those who are considered minority
or persons of color. Hundreds of thousands of students drop out each year, with minority
children being at greater risk. Despite the inaction and development of specialized education
programs, children of color are still being overrepresented in dropout rates and still ineffectively
served in some educational settings. With these growing numbers, schools continue to face
challenges in addressing the overall needs of these students, while the minority dropout rates
continue to increase.
Every few seconds, a student makes the decision to drop-out of school (Children’s
Defense Fund, 2002). These students leave the educational systems and many times are
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unaccounted for and almost never recovered. This decision leads to other consequences, not only
for that individual, but society as well. For example, dropouts are reported to have higher
incarceration rates, higher unemployment, earn less money, and have poorer healthcare, which in
turn increases the likelihood for these individuals to remain in poverty (NGA Center for Best
Practices, 2009).As a result of the monetary consequences on the economy, policies have been
enacted to help educational systems address the dropout problem.
Although the numbers of students dropping out of school is steadily increasing, the
dropout rates of minority students, specifically African American and Latino, are alarming. So
much so, it has been identified as a civil rights issue. In 1996, the Civil Rights project at Harvard
University was developed to research racial, social, and civil rights concerns among minority
populations. Results from the project highlighted the reality of the seriousness of the dropout
problem among these populations (Orfield, 2004). The research gathered from this project led to
collaborations in national conferences related to the problem of school dropout in America which
eventually led to ideas from this project being presented to congress and ultimately being
included in a section of the No Child Left Behind Act (Orfield, 2004). Despite these provisions,
minority students and students with disabilities are still being overrepresented and have the
highest dropout rates. Nationally, only half of all Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans who
enter the ninth grade graduate four years later, with regular high school diplomas (Orfield, 2004).
With these growing numbers, schools as well as society, continue to face challenges in
addressing the overall needs of these students by keeping them in school and also recovering
them once they leave.
The low rate of school completion among minority youth as compared to their nonminority peers remains a persistent problem. The National Center for Education Statistics report
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that the dropout rate for whites is 6 percent, for blacks 12 percent, and for Hispanics 20 percent
(NCES, 2008). It has been reported that many minority students and students with special needs,
continue to fall behind because educators and other related school personnel are not equipped
with methods to effectively intervene with certain populations. As a result of the lack
understanding of these students’ needs and maybe a lack of specialized training among school
personnel, these individuals tend to get overwhelmed with the overall educational process,
perceive a lack of caring among these educators and often go on to dropout.
National concern over these high rates of dropouts have placed educators at all levels
under unprecedented pressure to examine causes and develop effective remedies that will
decrease dropout and improve school completion rates especially for minority youth and students
with disabilities. As a result of this pressing call for action, the issue of dropout prevention has
become a hot topic among educational organizations among the past few years. There was a time
when dropouts weren’t tracked and they just disappeared, not to be heard from again. But
because of the huge future economic impact of this epidemic, it is estimated that the cost of these
individuals who dropout, the issue must be addressed and institutions are focusing more on
prevention and intervention efforts so that this societal problem might improve.
REASONS WHY STUDENTS DROPOUT
The decision to dropout is not one that is made overnight, but rather a process that one
leads up to. Many students, especially minority students and students with disabilities are falling
by the wayside because educators and other related school personnel do not know how to
effectively intervene. Not only that, there are other complex factors that come into play when a
student makes this decision. In order to understand the problem better, one must examine the
bigger picture. One must understand that every relationship, within the context of home, school,
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and the community, has an impact on a student’s decision (Christenson, Sinclair, Lehr, &
Hurley, 2000). These students often have difficulty with academic success as well as other
factors such as high absenteeism, behavior problems, retention, lack of engagement and low self
esteem. Along with these issues, students also may have a feeling of alienation from the school
environment (Rumberger & Larson, 1998). For minority students, specifically Latinos, issues
such as poverty, low academic achievement, lack of motivation, pregnancy, low expectations,
and disengagement have also been reported in the literature as being causes for dropout (Hess,
2000; Velez & Saenz, 2001).
In a report done among dropouts from the National Education Longitudinal Study,
students gave specific reasons for dropping out of school which included: failing school, not
liking school, inability to get along with teachers, becoming a parent, unsupportive family,
caring for a family member, and need for employment and having a job (Berktold, Geis, &
Kaufman, 1998). In a study done by the Oregon Department of Education, many of the reasons
were the same. The top ten reasons mentioned in this study included: not having enough credits
for graduation, lack of parental support, dysfunctional family life, having more than a part-time
work week, addiction to alcohol or other drugs, discipline problems at school, not fitting in at
school, being a young parent, pressure from peers, and high rates of transitioning (ODE, 2000).
The results of these studies are echoing reasons given by other national reports and previous
literature.
Getting more specific, in an effort to understand the problem in detail, specific factors
have been identified to be related to higher incidences that will lead to likely dropout. Personal,
family, and school related factors have been identified in the research as contributors to dropout
decisions. Research done on the influence of gender has lead to inconclusive results. Rumberger
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(1995) conducted a study that implied that boys were at increased likelihood for dropout while
later research contradicted these findings and reported that girls were more likely to dropout
(Alexander et al. 1997; Battin-Pearson et al. 2000). Also children with mental health problems
such as anxiety and depression and those with aggressive and delinquent behaviors were reported
for being at a greater risk for premature school departure (Fortin et al. 2004; Marcotte et al.
2001; Newcomb et al. 2002). Adjudicated youth are also at higher risk for dropout. According to
the U.S. Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (2005) these individuals fail to
re-enter school because of poor academic performance, reenrollment processes, truancy, and the
need for special education services. It is reported that 8 in 10 of these juveniles in the justice
system have some type of learning disability. These students also have substance abuse and
mental health problems that so often go unaddressed by the educational systems (National Center
on Addiction and Substance Abuse, 2005).
Many times the reports that are out there have come from highly educated individuals
who are in these schools for only a short period of time and make assumptions as to why these
individuals are making this decision. We have so often heard from others as to why students
dropout, but what do the students themselves say?
It is important to remember the reality of the continued problems that exist among
individuals in minority groups in this nation. First, it is important to acknowledge that many of
these minority students are heavily populated in inner cities and/or live in low income families,
low income areas, and under poverty ridden conditions, which initially are strong indicators of
early school departure. This coupled with other factors such as criminal involvement, peer and
family pressures, lack of family support, and high transition rates are all reported as affecting the
decision to dropout. Also, it is important to remember that although many things have improved
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in the areas of racial justice, equality, and discrimination, these students continue to report
feelings of “marginalization”, alienation, discrimination, and racism in school and community
settings (Gunn, Chorney, & Poulsen, 2009, p. 18). Not only this, many students also report
continued poor relations with teachers who consistently exhibit a “lack of care and concern”,
expectations and assumptions of failure,
In the age of recession, budget cutbacks throughout the nation, and a competitive labor
market, it becomes hard for individuals without a diploma to gain employment and provide the
basic necessities for themselves as well as their families. These individuals are finding it harder
to find jobs, which leads to increased involvement in the welfare system and other social funding
sources. During times of unemployment, individuals also may began to feel desperate to provide,
which then leads to involvement in other illegal activities and therefore then become tied to the
criminal justice system. Raphael and Stoll (2009) report that of the more than two million
individuals involved in the prison system are incarcerated for offenses that would not have led to
prison time thirty years ago. This incarceration results in more complicated family relationships
and also makes it harder for these individuals with records to gain future employment. Orfield
(2004) brings the subject within a very realistic view by saying, “When an entire racial or ethnic
group consistently experiences high dropout rates, the problems can deeply damage the
community, its families, its social structure and its institutions” (p .2).
Prevention Efforts
School completion rates provide evidence of the extent to which schools engage students
in the educational process, and as such, have become measures of school performance. The
passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act – No Child Left Behind (No Child Left
Behind Act, 2001) has focused attention on the problem of dropout and graduation and is a
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driving force in efforts to increase rates of school completion. Accountability measures in NCLB
requires schools to monitor progress of all students using indicators of adequate yearly progress
(AYP) and measures of academic performance and graduation rates at the high school level and
measures of academic performance and rates of school attendance for middle grades. NCLB also
places emphasis on the use of scientifically validated teaching methods to improve educational
outcomes for all children. Even though the importance of school completion among students has
received considerable attention, the numbers, especially among minority students, as well as
students with disabilities, are not drastically changing.
FOCUS ON RECOVERY
Although much of the focus has been given to dropout prevention efforts, not much
attention has been given to recovery among these students who have dropped out. What is being
done to recover individuals who have dropped out, suffering the consequences of this decision,
and want to re-enter in an attempt for life improvement? Programs that have been offered to
recover some of these individuals include national programs such as Job Corps and Youth Build,
and other smaller programs run by community based organizations on the state and city levels.
These programs have been efficient and attractive to individuals who have dropped out because
they offer a combination of education, training resources, and social and behavioral services.
These so called “second-chance” programs target at-risk populations such as minorities, those
with disabilities, and/or those who have had prior involvement in the criminal justice system. As
a result, because the efficiency of these types of programs, many public schools have began to
offer similar alternatives in their dropout prevention efforts.
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Methodology
Because a small amount of research exists on research related specifically to the efficacy
of dropout recovery and their effectiveness with minority participants, this research examined
factors influencing students’ decisions to dropout as perceived by dropouts themselves. Results
of the study will help in improving dropout prevention programs for students at risk of dropping
out, and designing training activities for administrators and practitioners that will help them
support efforts to improve dropout prevention, re-entry, and school completion. Qualitative data
analysis for the study was done by organizing the summary for each research question and
identifying themes that emerged in the answers.
Participants
Research indicates that males can be at a greater risk for early dropout and have other
influences such as diagnosis of a learning or emotional disability, behavioral problems in school,
and higher rates of retention. Participants in this case-study included African American and
Hispanic/Latino males, ranging in age from 19 – 25 who had dropped out of school and later
enrolled and successfully completed an alternative education program to get a GED.
Results
The findings of this study are based on themes that emerged from the interviews as well
as answers given by the interviewees to the main research questions that led the study. Although
each respondent was unique, there were some basic comparable experiences that were common
among the participants.
Reasons for Dropping Out
In an attempt to better understand the dropout problem, it is necessary to know reasons
why individuals drop out of school in the first place. The main research questions targeted
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answers as to (1) Reasons for Dropping Out, (2) Reasons for Re-Entry, and (3) Reasons for
Continuing and Completing the Program.
Research question #1 attempted to investigate the reasons why these individuals made the
decision to drop out of school while matriculating through a traditional program. The main
reasons given were academic failure, not liking school, family problems, discipline or behavioral
problems, involvement in criminal activities, need for employment, not fitting in with peers, and
being in an unsupportive educational environment.
Eric
There were so many circumstances that led me to dropping out of school. School
to me was boring, and I felt that I had already learned everything I needed
to know from being on the streets. The only thing I felt I needed to learn was how
to continue to be smarter, more ruthless, and bring in more money than anyone
else. I had been bounced around to almost all the high schools in the city. School
was just a place where I could go and hang out with my boys, selling drugs to
anyone who would buy them from me. I really did not see the point of learning
math or science when I could be selling and using. I was constantly in trouble
with the law, because I kept getting caught with drugs. I was in and out of jail so
much there was no time for school. I decided to drop out just six months short of
graduation. Let me tell you, I have regretted that decision ever since. I have been
trying for four years to erase that mistake.
Carlos
For me, school always a challenge, and I could never really focus. I mostly
enjoyed going because it allowed me to get away from the problems at home and
socialize with my friends. I was a pretty decent student, I didn’t get the best
grades, but it was like that every since kindergarten. My main problem was I was
a talker. I guess it was because school was the only place I felt I could be heard.
Home wasn’t really a positive environment. Things really started going downhill
at the end of junior high. I found myself zoning out a lot during class because I
was thinking about my personal problems and home issues. I ended up staying
back my freshman year. The following year, I faced the same issues. I made a
threat to one of the teachers and ended up getting suspended for three weeks. At
that time we were in the middle of exams, and while I was suspended I missed all
my exams and ended up staying back once again. I wasn’t doing another year in
the same grade. I felt hopeless and discouraged so I decided to just leave and
dropped out at the age of 17.
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Reasons for Re-Entry
The second research questions addressed reasons why these individuals made the
conscious decision to return to school to complete their requirements for a high school diploma
or GED. The participants reported self motivation, family support, opportunities to learn job
skills, realization for the need of a diploma so they could make more money, opportunities for a
better future, approval of others, and program characteristics as leading influences to re-enter
school.
Juan
In life there are not that many breaks, so if you got a good paying job without an
educational background then you have caught a break. I realized that things are
getting more advanced and more tricky. All the companies that I applied to
required a high school diploma or GED. I wanted to be able to support my family
and that is why I went back.
Antonio
After dropping out I began working. After working for about 3 months, I wasn’t
happy. I had to finish my education.
Motivations for Completing
Many of the reasons the respondents listed for continuing and completing the program
included the program characteristics, supportive teachers and staff, peer support, having a higher
self-worth and a feeling of accomplishment and having the opportunity to give family, mainly
children, a better future.
Tori
The teachers and staff here gave me the confidence in myself to go out there and
do something good. I would rather go here than to a regular school. The reason
why is because they make you feel welcomed and not ashamed of not knowing an
answer. They also helped me to change my state of mind. I don’t handle problems
like I used to. They helped me realize that I was a part of the community and
played a role in how my neighborhood looks. They also taught me basic skills.
They stuck with me through the easy and hard times and they really cared. I am
more focused, have a more positive state of mind and always want to catch a good
night’s sleep so that I can be prepared for the next day.
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John
It was easier for me to complete this program versus regular high school due to
the classroom setting, the hands on training, and the friendly staff. In high school
I was disruptive and often got into trouble. It was mostly due to the population
and dull lessons. I find it easier to concentrate in smaller classes where you are
surrounded by the same people. After a while I felt like we were family and I
actually looked forward to going to school. I was a drastic change for me. I can
say that I grew as a person. I became motivated, self-confident and eager to learn.
I believe my overall view of life changed while I was in this program. My past
definition of life was hanging out and smoking marijuana, not really caring about
the consequence. Now I have an urge to succeed and make something of myself
rather than waste my life. This program gave people like me a second chance at
an education and at life.
Discussion and Implications
This study gives more insight to the influences that led African American and Hispanic
males to dropout, re-enter, and complete requirements for a GED. The themes that emerged from
the interviews highlighted the need for more diverse interventions when working with these
types of individuals. The participants indicated that there were some major reasons for dropping
out which included: negative school interactions, family problems, and need for better
communication, socialization, and positive behavioral health interventions and supports help to
give ideas for interventions that could help facilitate a more successful educational experience
for some students, which might in turn lead to more students staying in school rather than
dropping out.
The majority of these individuals faced significant life events and had the odds against
them, but a strong desire for completion and inner motivation were factors of resilience that
helped in their successful completion. Another factor that helped was the positive and
encouraging feedback received from staff at the re-entry program. This type of positive
reinforcement aided them in their persistence to complete the program and change negative ways
of thinking.
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Because of the precedence of this issue, schools can no longer point the finger and give
complete responsibility to the student for making the decision to dropout. Schools and programs
that serve these students must also address the reality of the non-traditional homes and
environments that these students come from. Schools must now have plans in place to address
more supportive environments for students on the verge of dropping out, as well as trying to
reach those that have dropped out with more enticing motivators to return and complete their
program of study. This can happen in settings in which the school puts the student first and
attends to the whole student, addressing mental, physical, and academic needs.
Academic Interventions
Based on the findings, teachers should implement diverse learning strategies to reach all
students. It is important to remember that many individuals who have dropped out of school have
some type of learning disability, which often goes unidentified. Therefore smaller classroom
settings are very helpful so that these students can receive one on one assistance. Schools and reentry programs must also be willing to offer remedial coursework for students who may have
fallen behind academically.
Behavioral Interventions
Respondents also reported some life event that had an impact on their mental health and
often resulted in a negative behavioral response. This information calls for the development of
interventions that address delinquent and oppositional behaviors, when working with individuals
similar to these who may be experiencing the same problems. An example of one such strategy
that is being implemented with dropouts is through the use of Positive Behavioral Supports.
Many of the students also reported problems with the infrastructure of the family system,
lack of support in the family system, and ongoing problems in the family environment that led to
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feelings of isolation and dysfunction for some which resulted in involvement with other groups
such as gangs, in search for a sense of connection. This can call for the implementation of family
counseling as well as individual counseling to address certain types of related issues. Another
emerging problem among these individuals was the reported involvement in drug related
activities, whether by means of selling drugs or using them. When an issue like this becomes a
problem, substance abuse treatment may be necessary for certain individuals before academic
changes can even be addressed. Problems with peers, feelings of low self worth, lack of
motivation, and daily life problems these students face calls for the integration of social skills
training, self-esteem enhancement, stress and anger management techniques, as well as
interventions that stress inner motivation, are all strategies that emerge as beneficial when
working with at-risk youth.
Alternative Offerings
The research has shown that students who have opportunities for alternative education
settings and flexibility during nontraditional school hours, are at a decreased likelihood to
dropout of school. The NGA Center for Best Practices promotes the use of expanded learning
opportunities (ELO) because they help students meet academic standards while at the same time
maintaining relevant and engaging practices, supportive relationships, and flexible access and
availability. The participants in this study continually expressed the need for each of these
components as well as opportunities for job training that would help them more easily secure
future employment. The research implies that those programs that have shown the most success
in intervening with individuals that have dropped out and later return are those that offer job
skills training and provide opportunities for employment placement or post-secondary options
(Davis, 2006).
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Finally, it is important to remember that these individuals who may be on the verge of
dropping out, or who may want to re-enter the educational pipeline, must be given alternative
options. One such option is through online school programs. Robleyer (2006) reminds educators
that at-risk students such as students who are pregnant, started families, or need flexible
scheduling, should be considered for virtual school through online options that offer
opportunities for students to finish their degrees. Although these types of programs have
difficulties, just like the traditional setting, these programs too can be successful for those who
are committed to completion and have a willingness to enhance their educational experiences
through the use of technology. Many of these students also reported dropping-out because of the
need to financially support their families. Therefore programs must offer opportunities for
employment while in school and also some type of job skills training, especially for those who
do not want to continue on the post-secondary track.
Conclusion
This study offers a better understanding of the needs that prior dropouts face. The
availability of second chance programs not only give opportunities for individuals completing a
high school education, but also offer skill development for greater job and life opportunities.
These meaningful shared experiences given by these individuals will hopefully help systems to
better understand and intervene with populations similar to these, while gaining a better picture
of why they dropped out, why they re-entered, and the motivators that kept them engaged
enough to complete a program.
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Abstract
As the nation continues to face issues related to school drop-out, there is a dire need to remedy
the problem and find unique ways to make progress toward increasing school completion. The
research reports have identified many factors that contribute to a student‟s decision to dropout.
These complex factors that occur in all facets of the student‟s life are very influential in their
decision making process. Because many of these issues are so complex, more effective models of
service are needed to help address these students‟ needs. One model that should be added to
these educational interventions is the integration of services between school and mental health
counselors in the academic setting. This unique collaboration would offer opportunities for
development of more effective interventions for these at risk youth, which may in turn impact
their decision to stay in school.

High school dropout continues to be a serious problem in the U.S. and is now considered
a crisis. Researchers agree that an average of 7 out of 10 students complete high school (Stillwell
& Hoffman, 2008). In fact, some reports suggest that every few seconds, a student makes the
life-changing decision to dropout of school (Children‟s Defense Fund, 2002). The dropout crisis
impacts the students personally as well as society as a whole. Dropouts are reported to have
higher incarceration rates, higher unemployment, earn less money, and have poorer healthcare,
which in turn increases the likelihood for these individuals to remain in poverty (NGA Center for
Best Practices, 2009) which leads to other personal and problems. Dropping out of school has an
educational and social impact on individual‟s lives, and more specifically impacts an individual‟s
physical, mental, and emotional well-being.
Unfortunately, schools have experienced difficulty in reaching their goals of educating all
students. In the past, schools had not been tracking dropouts, but because of present mandates
and policy changes within the educational system, this can no longer continue. Because of the
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economic impact of the dropout epidemic on society, as well as on the individual and their
families, it has become imperative for schools to develop systemic remedies that will decrease
dropout rates among these youth. In essence, schools must address the physical, mental, and
emotional problems surrounding student dropout as well as the educational problems. One way
to address this problem is to form collaborations between school and mental health professionals
to assist these students and their families.
DROP OUT RISK FACTORS
The decision to dropout is a process and not a simple decision that is made overnight.
There are numerous multifaceted issues that influence a student‟s decision to dropout. These
influences that exist with the student occur within the context of home, school, and the
community (Christenson, Sinclair, Lehr, & Hurley, 2000). According to the U.S. Department
of Education (2004), “in the 2004 Dropout Prevention Act, the following factors were identified
as indicating potential dropouts: poor attendance, low grade point average, low standardized test
scores, low reading and math scores, special program placement, grade retention, discipline
referrals and suspensions, low socioeconomic status, frequent school moves, teen parenthood,
and certain kinds of family status”. Additionally, according to the National Education
Longitudinal Study, students gave specific reasons for dropping out of school which included:
failing school, not liking school, inability to get along with teachers, becoming a parent,
unsupportive family, caring for a family member, and need for employment and having a job
(Berktold, Geis, & Kaufman, 1998). Other reasons mentioned in the literature include: not
having enough credits for graduation, lack of parental support, dysfunctional family life, having
more than a part-time work week, addiction to alcohol or other drugs, discipline problems at
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school, not fitting in at school, being a young parent, pressure from peers, and high rates of
transitioning.
Specifically, certain social, emotional, and behavioral factors have been identified to be
related to higher incidences that will lead to likely dropout. Children with mental health
problems such as anxiety and depression and those with aggressive and delinquent behaviors
were reported for being at a greater risk for premature school departure (Fortin et al. 2004;
Marcotte et al. 2001; Newcomb et al. 2002). Also youth who display behavioral issues related to
opposition and defiance, such as adjudicated youth are also at higher risk for dropout. According
to the U.S. Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (2005) these individuals fail to
re-enter school because of poor academic performance, reenrollment processes, truancy, and the
need for special education services. It is reported that 8 in 10 of these juveniles in the justice
system have some type of learning disability. These students also have substance abuse and
mental health problems that are often unaddressed (National Center on Addiction and Substance
Abuse, 2005).
Events that occur in the home environment often directly and indirectly affect what takes
place in the school environment. Two risk factors that are most frequently reported in the
research are low socioeconomic status (Ekstrom et al. 1986; Alexander et al. 1997; BattinPearson et al. 2000) and dysfunctionality of families (Lessard et al. 2008). Research has
previously supported the hypothesis that there is an association between poverty and mental
illness. Impaired families, familial conflicts, lack of cohesion and little communication and
familial support are other reasons that appear to affect increased risk for dropout (Potvin et al.
1999; Rumberger, 1995; Fortin et al. 2004). Sadly, these issues are often ignored, but there is a
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need for them to be addressed so that the student will have an opportunity to be more successful
in the school environment.
CONSEQUENCES OF DROPPING OUT
Research has shown that students who do not complete high school are more likely to
experience negative outcomes such as unemployment, poverty, and incarceration. Dropping out
of school affects a person‟s life in many different ways. One‟s inability to complete high school
combined with other internal and external factors and forces greatly reduces the odds for them to
become productive adults. It has been reported that the average yearly income for a high school
graduate was slightly over $26,000 while the yearly income for a high school dropout was
slightly under $18,000 (Balfanz et al. 2009). Nationally, individuals who drop out of high school
are 72 percent more likely to be unemployed and earn 27 percent less than high school graduates
(U.S. Department of Labor, 2003). In essence, dropouts earn less and experience a poorer quality
of life than those who graduate. Another repercussion is that children of dropouts are far more
likely to be weak in school, perform poorly, and dropout themselves, thus continuing the vicious
cycle. In addition to that, dropouts are less likely to vote and may be less effective at parenting
(Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009).
This crisis not only affects these students‟ life outcomes, but affects society as a whole.
While the nation is facing an economic crisis, if the dropout rate continues to increase, it is
predicted that the problem will cost the country even more money. This dropout problem will
cost the nation over $3 trillion dollars in public healthcare cost, unemployment, welfare, and
criminal justice system involvement if these numbers remain unchanged (NGA, p. 2).
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Justifications for Collaborations
Because the dropout crisis is largely affecting the progress of the nation, schools find
more effective ways to address the problem. Knesting (2008) urges systems to examine factors
that occur in the school setting that has possible influences on students‟ decisions to dropout.
Rather than push students out the door, schools should be places where students feel welcomed,
accepted, and motivated to continue their learning. This can happen in comprehensive settings in
which the school prioritizes the need to nurture the „whole‟ student.
It is also important to note that the numbers of youth with mental, emotional, and
behavioral difficulties are also significantly increasing. Although many of these youth will be
affected by mental health problems, a greater number of them will display some type of
behavioral difficulty during their childhood. One author states the importance of school
involvement by saying: “Promoting children‟s mental health within schools has important
educational payoffs” (DFES, 2001, p. 7). Addressing these factors might help reduce the
numbers of dropouts and also increase the resilience among these youth. Therefore in order to
make a difference in the lives of these youth, schools and communities must begin to offer better
support systems by providing new models of care.
Findings from research indicate the need for collaborations among school and mental
health professionals as well as other support personnel such as social workers and case managers
in order to help support improved academic, familial, and behavioral functioning among these
individuals. Practices such as mentoring, parent and teacher behavior management training, and
psychosocial skills development have proven to be helpful (Prevatt & Kelly, 2003). While these
practices are available, implementing these practices to decrease dropout need further
examination.
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The literature also provides evidence-based support for a variety of secondary transition
practices that promote school completion and/or dropout prevention including: completing
vocational education coursework including career awareness, career exploration, generic and
occupationally-specific coursework, and paid employment (Corbett et al. 2002; Kemp, 2006),
involving students in their program planning process, changing program structure (Kortering
et al. 2002), reducing class sizes, and increasing alternative education programs. The focus on
evidence based practices, student development, interagency collaboration, and family
involvement conveys a clear need for a multiple services approach to transition related
interventions to provide opportunities that will keep student in school and prepare them for a
productive adulthood.
Functions of School Counselors
School counselors also serve in a very unique position. Because children spend such a
great amount of time at school in the school environment, the school counselor can often be the
initial point of contact in establishing support services. Teachers may be less likely to get
involved and refer students to the school counselor when they present with non-academic issues
because of their various roles and responsibilities and accountability demands. Not only is it a
part of the school counselor‟s professional responsibility in serving every student, but they are
also accountable for student success and or failure.
Counselors should have an open-door policy for at-risk students who are known to have
behavioral concerns or unique family situations. They should be on the lookout for students who
experiences special situations such as the death of a loved one, teen parents, involvement in
criminal activities and the juvenile justice system, those with retentions, behavioral problems and
those who have problems fitting in. An open-door policy should be implemented for students
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who are known to have behavioral concerns and follow-up should be done with students who get
suspended.
Functions of Mental Health Counselors
In order for students to be successful academically they must be psychologically healthy
(Becker& Luthar, 2002). The research on dropout prevention reveals that many individuals often
report significant life events that had an impact on their mental health and often resulted in a
negative behavioral response as well as academic difficulties. Mental health counselors can
address the mental and behavioral problems experienced by students. Mental health counselors
have specific training in behavioral interventions and knowledge of disorders. Mental health
counselors can help students with problems ranging from mild disorders such as anxiety and
depression to severe disorders such as bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. Community mental
health counselors may also be helpful in providing assistance in other areas as well including
issues of abuse, abandonment, suicide, substance abuse, and violence. Additionally, counselors
can address problems with peers, feelings of low self worth, lack of motivation and daily life
problems these students face. Students can be assisted with these problems through individual
and/or group counseling. Mental health counselors can provide these students with the long term
treatment that many of these problems will need. Students can also be referred to other types of
treatments as deemed necessary including inpatient psychiatric hospitalization and substance
abuse facilities.
Mental health counselors can also provide family therapy to assist students with the many
family problems they experience. This is important due to findings from the literature that report
problems that students identified with their families including lack of structure, lack of support,
and dysfunctional home environment. According to researchers, family involvement in treatment
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has shown significant improvements in the academic problems of students with problems such as
adolescent problems, conduct disorder, and substance abuse (Rones & Hoagwood, 2000). The
literature on family systems approach illustrates that it has proven to be equally or more effective
than other types of therapy. It quickly produces positive change and shows a 71% improvement
in children‟s behavioral problems (Carter & McGoldrick, 1999: Mullis &Edwards, 2001). This
approach is effective because it focuses the problems on the entire family, instead of focusing on
the child or another member of the family (Gladding, 2011). Mental health counselors are able to
provide this needed and effective intervention to families to help students cope with their
problems and remain in school. Essentially, both school and mental health counselors have a
responsibility to effectively intervene with these youth and their families, but just may use
different approaches.
While the two groups may offer different ways of delivering services, this does not stop
them from working together to provide more specific services to teachers and parents. These
students who are diverse in many ways some with exceptionalities, some with differing ways of
learning, usually begin by falling behind in learning for various reasons, with most resulting
from psychosocial and psycho-educational challenges that impact their learning, growth, and
achievement. It is a reality that teachers receive little or no training in dealing with mental health
issues, developing behavioral plans, or working specifically with students with disabilities. Both
school and mental health counselors can offer workshops to teachers and parent training on how
to work more effectively with these groups and also explain different disorders.
Conclusion
The decision to drop out is often affected by many internal and external factors.
Collaborations among school and mental health counselors can be an integral part in meeting the
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diverse needs of students who present with differing issues and at a high likelihood for dropping
out. In order for the educational and community systems to effectively reach all youth, multiple
intervention strategies and options should be examined to assist students in being successful.
These collaborations between school and mental health professionals might be the answers that
will help at least one student make the decision to stay in school.
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Introduction
A school district or school system is an entity representing a designated area which is
required by state law to provide education for all students within its attendance boundaries. For
this discussion, the terms “school system” and “school district” are used interchangeably.
Operating a school system or school district is a major responsibility. This major
leadership responsibility is shared by the school system‟s school board and the superintendent.
The school board‟s focus is primarily on issues of governance, direction, and policy. Reimer
(2008) indicated that “the role and responsibilities of the school board members were specific,
identified within the education laws and regulations of the state … board members had a
governance role” (p. 58). The superintendent provides leadership in the school system‟s
educational, administrative, and operational functions, and works with the school board in
governance matters. Danzberger (1998) reported that “leading and governing a school district
requires that a school board and superintendent form and maintain a productive partnership.
While each has separate roles and functions, each depends upon the other to be successful”
(Edwards, 2007, p. 41). School system leaders should be familiar with current research and best
practices in operating school systems. What does the research indicate and what are the best
practices for operating a school system?
The Superintendent and School Board
The major goal of the school board and the superintendent should be to provide high
quality teaching and learning that improves student achievement and success. Payzant (2011)
stated the following:
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“In a good system of schools, the commitment is to improve all schools in the system,
consistent with the expectation that school leaders and teachers will improve instruction
for all students in all classrooms. The goal for the superintendent is to lead a system of
schools with a commitment to improve all schools and not have a legacy marked by the
improvement of only a few schools. The goal for central office people should be the same
whether leadership touches only a few schools where they have responsibilities or serves
all schools in the system” (p. 5).
“When superintendents make education the top priority for their leadership, they allocate their
time to targeted tasks and delegate responsibility for management to competent subordinates.
Superintendents still remain accountable for the entire functioning of the school system”
(Wallace, 1996, p. 19). “The superintendent must set the leadership expectations for all and
model the leadership behavior expected of central office and school leaders” (Payznat, 2011,
p. 3-4).
The superintendent of a school system is responsible for many tasks but selecting and
assigning principals are two of the most important decisions superintendents make that greatly
impact a school. Wallace (1996) stated that “in making a commitment to be an educational
leader, superintendents recognize that they must have a visible presence in the schools” (p. 21).
Carter & Cunningham (1997) found that “internal communication is essential to the success of a
superintendent. Educators who feel trusted and supported by central office leaders will be more
willing to take part in plans for improvement” (Edwards, 2007, p. 64). Superintendents also
participate with teachers and administrators in professional development activities conducted in
the school system (Wallace, 1996, p. 22).
The fiscally responsible superintendent has an understanding of the district‟s finances and
budgets (Edwards, 2007, p. 82). The effective superintendent collects and analyzes both
quantitative and qualitative data to monitor the implementation of the excellence agenda
(Wallace, 1996, p. 21). Payzant (2011) reported that:
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“Leaders in school districts and schools must be skilled in leading courageous
conversations with adults and students about race, class, and equity, and what it will take
to create opportunities for all students to graduate from high school ready without
remediation for postsecondary education of some kind” (p. 10).
Wallace (1996) found that “the effective superintendent collects and analyzes both quantitative
and qualitative data to monitor the implementation of the excellence agenda (p. 21). “A skilled
superintendent will understand the need to identify the external forces and groups that relate to
the school district, and the superintendent‟s commitment to include these groups must be
genuine” (Edwards, 2007, p. 65).
Owen & Ovando (2000) reported that “conflict management is an essential function of
successful superintendents” (Edwards, 2007, p. 97). Carter & Cunningham (1997), stated “a
primary responsibility of the superintendent is handling competing expectations, numerous
political agendas, and diverse ideas without unnecessarily creating enemies or distrust”
(Edwards, 2007, p. 133). “Superintendents need to be prepared to deal with critical incidents
properly. Some of the hot buttons that we all know about but cannot predict are: sexual
misconduct; values conflicts; student discipline matters; financial mismanagement; conflicts of
interests; racial or diversity insensitivity; alcohol and drug abuse” (Edwards, 2007, pp. 97-98).
“Superintendents survive or fail based on their ability to manage the politics of the school
system‟s many facets” (Edwards, 2007, p. 133). Payzant (2011) reported the following
characteristics of school district and school leaders:
 “Leaders must know who they are, what their strengths and weaknesses are, and how
others view them.
 Leaders must model the behavior they expect others in the organization to model.
 Leaders must be thick skinned but not insensitive.
 Leaders must eschew the „leader says‟ culture by giving permission to others to talk
freely with them.
 Leaders must be great listeners and provide constructive feedback to acknowledge
what they have heard and how they are going to use the information.
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 Leaders must respect all of the employees in the organization regardless of their
statuses or roles.
 Leaders must have a moral sense of right and wrong without being moralistic.
 Leaders must build relationships that convey transparency and integrity.
 Leaders must distribute leadership and build high-functioning teams.
 Leaders must embrace diversity in the workplace and provide the opportunity for all
employees to increase their understanding of issues concerning gender, race, class,
language, and disability to build a culture of collaboration.
 Leaders must convey to all that hiring the right people for the appropriate positions is
the most important decision made in the organization.
 Leaders must have knowledge of the organization‟s core work to lead the
improvement of teaching and learning for all students.
 Leaders must be transparent about the organization‟s accountability system, the
standards for performance in the organization, and the metrics and data used to assess
results.
 Leaders must be authentic communicators who can connect with many different
audiences in a variety of venues and in good and bad times.
 Leaders must be forthcoming and clear when mistakes are made, take responsibility
for the organization‟s performance, and show that steps will be taken to ensure that
the mistakes will not be repeated.
 Leaders must have a keen sense of what should be sustained and what must be
changed and improved in the organization to realize desired results. (pp. 178-179)
Hess & Meeks (2010) found that “94.5 percent of school board members were elected to
office and 5.5 percent were appointed” (p. 14). It is not uncommon for board members to have
no board training prior to serving on a school board. Training for board members is very
important to the success of the school board. Laura Reimer (2008) stated the following:
“Misunderstanding about the work of the school board has resulted in a lack of clarity
about the purpose of the school board member and the resultant misunderstanding of the
role of the school board…Good governance is not inherent; people do not suddenly
acquire the skills of good governance when they are elected to the school board… Board
members must learn to govern” (pp. 36- 37).
Reimer (2008) indicated that “new board members needed to be trained, but they needed to be
trained in board excellence, not just in district traditions” (Hess & Meeks, 2010, p. 84).
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“The decision to hire a superintendent to lead the school district is the most significant
decision a school board makes” (Hess & Meeks, 2010, p. 29). Although superintendents and
school boards may at times get frustrated with their partnership, they need each other if the
school system is to accomplish its mission and goals. This partnership presents positives and
negatives, such as frequent school board member changes with the potential of new members not
supportive of the superintendent. In addition, the reality of the school board‟s authority to hire
and fire the superintendent may be a matter of concern for a superintendent if the partnership
diminishes. Townsend, Brown, & Buster (2005) reported that “when the board-superintendent
relationship sours or when it is not functioning the way it should, the ability of the leadership
team to stay focused on teaching and learning is diminished” (p. 15). Superintendents are aware
that their relationship with the school board is important to their ability to lead in the school
system and to their employment security. It is important that the superintendent and school board
develop a clear understanding of the expectations and obligations of their partnership.
School boards are sometimes criticized for being ineffective. Smoley (1999) found that:
“school boards fail for three reasons: they work in a difficult situation, with conflict and
misunderstanding among board, superintendent, and community; their role is unclear and
misunderstood; and in district after district, they repeat a handful of practical errors that
interfere with their effectiveness” (p. 1)
Six common mistakes of school boards are: making political decisions, functioning without
ground rules, responding to coercion, not connecting with the community, neglecting selfimprovement, and taking fragmented actions (Smoley, 1999, p. 14).
Many school boards establish a school board committee structure. Houston and Eadie
(2002) found that:
“The most important design feature of all is to ensure that there are only three to four
committees that are organized along broad governing lines (e.g., planning and
development, performance oversight and evaluation, and development and management),
each of which cuts across all school district educational programs and administrative
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operations. Organizing board committees along broad governing lines achieves the
horizontal discipline that makes effective committee work possible. The polar opposite
approach, which is notoriously ineffective from the governance standpoint, is to make
committees merely a reflection of the narrower educational and administrative functions
of the school district (e.g., curriculum and instruction, extracurricular activities,
personnel, finance). This old-fashioned „silo‟ approach to committee structure inevitably
leads to a board that is more of a high-level technical advisory body than a true governing
entity, and encourages board meddling in details left to the superintendent and
executives” (pp. 48-49).
Houston and Eadie (2002) further suggested that ”school board member serve on only one school
board committee, that full agenda items come through the standing committees, and that an
executive senior administrator serve as team leader for each standing committee” (p. 49).
Smoley (1999) indicated that “superintendents should promote board development, build
partnerships with their boards, and focus attention on what matters most” (p. 90). The
superintendent should work with the school board to develop a plan for the flow of information.
“Board members reported that superintendents played a crucial role in determining what
information board members had when making decisions. Eighty-eight percent said they do so
often or almost always” (Hess & Meeks, 2010, pp. 26-27). “Superintendents and board members
need to be informed about and take part in what is happening at the state and federal level
regarding public education” (Edwards, 2007, p. 74). Before the legislative session begins, the
effective superintendent and school board will plan and meet with the local legislative delegation
to discuss educational issues.
Townsend, Brown, and Buster (2005) stated that “the practice of developing an annual
calendar that provides a snapshot of the significant issues and events for the school board agenda
serves multiple audiences – the board, superintendent, staff, public, and the media” (p. 29).
“Effective superintendents pay careful attention to preparations for school board
meetings, particularly in planning the agenda and individual agenda items, setting premeeting arrangements, designing the board packet and backup information, and
communicating the agenda with board members and others” (Townsend, Brown and
Buster, 2005, p. 23).
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The superintendent provides leadership during the school board planning meetings with the staff,
clearly stating expectations for agenda items, responsibilities for items, timeline for submissions,
and any other parameters and issues related to the school board meeting. The meeting room
preparations are also delegated to appropriate staff. If school board members are to present or
introduce someone during the meeting, the superintendent will usually assign responsibility for a
presentation packet to be prepared for the school board member(s) to help ensure a professional
presentation by the board member. “When the superintendent believes an issue could become
volatile, the board members should be alerted of the potential controversies, security
arrangements, and contingency plans” (Townsend, Brown, and Buster, 2005, p. 65). It is
important that the superintendent and cabinet staff stay alert at all times during the school board
meeting, making notes of items requiring follow-up. After the meeting, the superintendent must
follow-up with cabinet staff on board discussions and actions, and assigns responsibility for
follow-up on particular items.
Smoley (1999) indicated a model for board effectiveness that included the following:
1. Make rational decisions: access and use relevant information, discuss deliberately,
consider alternative actions, and work towards consensus (p. 26);
2. Function cohesively as a group: operate with norms, demonstrate leadership,
articulate cohesiveness, act on values, and show respect (pp. 29-39);
3. Exercise appropriate authority: act with defined roles, take initiative, overrule the
superintendent, and resist pressure (pp. 43-50);
4. Connect to the community: structure community involvement, obtain input, explain
actions, facilitate information flow, connect with the internal community (pp. 53-60);
5. Work toward board improvement: cultivate leadership, assess competence, and obtain
assistance (pp. 64-66);
6. Act strategically: address critical issues, plan, organize, consider context, and
evaluate (pp. 71-77); and
7. Strengthen the superintendent-board partnership: focus on what matters, develop and
implement an action plan, forge a relationship with the superintendent.” (pp. 86-90).
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Payzant (2011) reported that:
“The leadership challenge for district and school leaders is to understand the importance
of clarifying priorities. Every program is a top priority for its supporters, and public
opinion often is shaped by the desires of those who do not have school-age children. …
For leaders the choices are difficult, particularly when constituents expect equal treatment
in allocation of resources and do not understand that the equitable allocation of resources
must be the standard, based on what is best for students and not what may be desired by
adults who have a variety of special interests” (p.19).
Student Achievement
“The quality of instruction in classrooms and the effectiveness of leadership in schools
and school districts are the most important variables that schools can influence to improve
student achievement” (Payzant, 2011, p. 1). “Among individual board members surveyed, three
out of four considered improving student learning „extremely urgent‟ or „very urgent‟, while
almost 70 percent said the same about closing achievement gaps” (Hess and Meeks, 2010, p. 4).
“Classrooms must have capable teachers whose instruction will inspire and support each student
to meet high standards that only some students were expected to meet in the past…Retaining
effective teachers is essential” (Payzant, 2011, p. 3).” Payzant (2011) stated that:
“staff who guide from the middle levels of the central office must understand and execute
their roles as they help school leaders develop their instructional leadership and
management skills, as well as hold them accountable for the steady increase in student
achievement” (p. 3).
“The issue of expectations plays out between individual teachers and students at the
classroom level. Weinstein (2002, p. 103) identified six features of classroom life that
influence expectations. These included:
1. The ways in which students are grouped for instruction.
2. The materials and activities through which the curriculum is taught.
3. The evaluation system that teachers use to assess student learning.
4. The motivational system that teachers use to engage student learning.
5. The responsibility that students have in directing and evaluating their learning, and
6. The climate of relationships within the class, with parents, and with the school”
(Duke, 2010, p. 18).
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Payzant (2011) reported that:
“This is an unprecedented climate in which superintendents and principals, particularly in
urban and rural areas, must lead school districts and schools populated by students from
families struggling to find jobs, affordable places to live, and money to provide for their
children. These create additional challenges for district and school leaders as they
struggle to distribute shrinking resources equitably” (p. 11).
“Differentiated student needs required differentiated allocation of resources to meet the goal of
participating on a level playing field” (Payzant, 2011, p. 12).
Payzant (2011) reported that:
“Leaders must hold themselves and those they lead accountable for expecting growth in
learning, a minimum of a year of growth in student achievement for a year of school, and
accelerated progress where achievement gaps must be closed. Moreover, leaders must
continue to look for other sources of funding from district and school partners, local
business and community organization foundations, and other grant opportunities”
(pp. 54-55).
Payzant (2011) reported the following strategies to close achievement gaps:
“Acknowledge that achievement gaps exist and affirm our commitment to closing them.
Establish and maintain high standards and expectations across the board.
Take a whole-school approach to closing the gap.
Support principals in leading the work.
Engage families and the community.
Use a variety of assessments to measure student progress and improve the quality of
instruction.
Equip teachers with a variety of instructional strategies to address the broad range of
student learning styles and needs.
Change belief systems by demonstrating evidence of success.
Foster a school climate that is positive, safe, and nurturing.
Identify students at greatest risk of failure and provide them with additional instructional
time.
Make classroom learning culturally relevant.
Recruit, hire, and retain diverse teams of teachers and administrators.
Secure and allocate appropriate resources for schools and classrooms based on the needs
of students.
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Duke (2010) reported six effective district-based initiatives in reducing the achievement gap:
“Raise awareness of achievement gaps.
Increase expectations and set targets.
Identify and investigate proven policies, programs, and practices.
Develop a strategic plan that focuses on literacy, order, and instruction.
Allocate extra resources to schools where achievement gaps are greatest.
Continuously monitor, evaluate, and fine tune policies, programs, and Practices (p. 16).”
Duke (2010) reported the following strategies for promoting equity through excellence:
“Reduce low-level middle school courses.
Increase access to challenging courses in high school.
Develop programs of gifts and talents.
Expose students to multiple models of excellence” (p. 25).
Marzano & Waters (2009) conducted a meta-analysis study seeking to answer two basic
questions: “1. What is the strength of relationship between district-level administrative actions
and average student achievement? 2. What are the specific district leadership behaviors that are
associated with average student achievement? (p. 2)” Marzano and Waters (2009) found that
“five district-level leadership „responsibilities‟ or „initiatives‟ with a statistically significant
correlation with student academic achievement. They were as follows:
1. Ensuring collaborative goal setting
2. Establishing nonnegotiable goals for achievement and instruction
3. Creating board alignment with and support of district goals
4. Monitoring achievement and instruction goals
5. Allocating resources to support the goals of achievement and instruction” (p. 6)
“Another finding was that district level leadership contributes positively to student
achievement when an understanding of defined autonomy is shared and honored by all.
Defined autonomy means that the superintendent expects building principals and all other
administrators in the district to lead within the boundaries defined by the district goals”
(Marzano and Waters, 2009, p. 9).
“There was a „Bonus‟ finding from the study. This finding implies that the longevity of
the superintendent has a positive effect on the average academic achievement of students
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in the district. This positive effect may manifest itself as early as two years into a
superintendent‟s tenure” (Marzano and Waters, 2009, p. 9).
Urban Districts
“The public‟s perception is that too many urban schools are dysfunctional and incapable of
teaching all students the necessary skills” (Payzant, 2011, p. 19). Jackson in Payzant (2011)
stated that:
“Knowing who is being served in urban schools is an essential first step in ensuring that
the learning needs of all children will be met. A commitment to „leave no child behind‟
requires that we face the harsh realities of the contexts of the lives of many children in
urban schools” (p. 69).
Resnick and Glennan (2002) reported that:
in the national drive to raise school achievement, urban school districts pose the greatest
challenges. These districts serve the vast majority of poor, minority, and immigrant
children in the country… Achievement levels are low in urban districts, even when
controlling for their level of poverty” (p. 160).
“The increase of students of color in urban schools is coupled with a sharp increase in the
number of students living in poverty” (Jackson in Payzant, 2011, p. 71). “Urban school districts
and schools often have a higher percentage of students in special education programs that
suburban and rural districts because cities have medical care and other services children with
disabilities require” (Payzant, 2011, p. 157). Seventeen percent of poor children lack health
insurance. Children living in poverty are often exposed to violence and crime, stress, and lack of
employment and recreational opportunities” (Jackson in Payzant, 2011, p. 72). “The walls
between families and schools must come down” (Jackson in Payzant, 2011, p. 78). “All students
should be engaged with a rigorous curriculum that challenges them to master basic knowledge
and skills while pushing them to stretch their capacity to engage in complex and creative
thinking” “Jackson in Payzant, 2011, p. 80).
“The goal of graduating all students with high school diplomas that certify they are ready
without remediation to continue their education and prepare for careers creates high
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expectations for urban districts and school leaders who are addressing the additional
challenges of doing more with fewer resources” (Payzant, 2011, p. 3).
Resnick & Glennan (2002) found that:
“urban schools generally have a more difficult time attracting and holding well- prepared
teachers. Leadership turns over rapidly…There is evidence that careful and sustained
attention to the quality of instruction and the conditions of learning can make a difference
to urban students” (p. 160).
“In many urban school districts, 50 percent of new teachers leave during the first five years of
their employment” (Payzant, 2011, p. 3).
“Schools with large numbers of poor children tend to have less qualified and less
experienced teachers, higher teacher turnover, and lower graduation rates. Researchers
have found that students in urban classrooms are offered less challenging course work.
Schools with larger number of children living in poverty experience high student
mobility. Poor families find themselves changing residences for involuntary reasons, such
as eviction, mortgage foreclosures, inability to pay the rent or utility bills, housing code
enforcement, eminent domain actions, condominium conversions, upgrading
rehabilitation, and other gentrification pressures (Hartman, n.d., p. 228). These disparities
contribute to the achievement gaps that plague our nation‟s schools” (Jackson in Payzant,
2011, p. 73).
“The issue today is not whether it is possible for urban students to learn well, but rather how
good teaching and learning can become the norm rather than the exception in urban education
settings” (Resnick and Glennan, 2002, p. 161). Jackson in Payzant (2011) reported that:
“In a 2004-2005 study by the Center for Strengthening the Teaching Profession, 92
percent of new teachers said they had received training in how to teach diverse student
population, but only 25 percent felt confident that they could actually do it. Over the last
decade, the rhetoric in education has been to support the learning of all children who
cross the schoolhouse door. In reality, not enough has been done to help teachers acquire
the knowledge and skills needed to educate a population that has been traditionally
underserved. Yet the mandate has been set into law” (p. 74).
Jackson in Payzant (2011) reported that:
“Diamond, Randolph, and Spillane (2004) found that in predominantly low-income black
schools, teachers emphasized students‟ deficits and had a reduced sense of responsibility
for children‟s learning. They found in contrast when a large portion of the students were
middle income, white, or Asian, students‟ intellectual assets were emphasized, and
teachers felt more accountable for what students learned” (p. 75).
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“Leaders must build the professional capacity of the staff and administrators and that quality
professional development was one of the key conditions that support changes in practice”
(Jackson in Payzant, 2011, p. 79).” „Leaders must create student-centered learning climates that
are safe, orderly, and conducive to learning” (Jackson in Payzant, 2011, p. 80).
Resnick & Glennan (2002) stated that “…urban districts in particular possess
bureaucratized management structures that tend to provide fragmented direction, often reinforced
by the demands of funding, and regulatory agencies” (Hill, 2000; Hill, Pierce, & Guthrie, 1997;
Tyack, 1974; Wise, 1979) (p. 161). “In many districts, efforts to reform schooling are further
hampered by rules associated with collective-bargaining agreements that constrain the use of
staff time and the functions of management” (Resnick and Glennan, 2002, p. 161). “With most
time and attention swallowed by management and political concerns, usually little central focus
remains in urban school districts on what Elmore (1996) has termed the instructional core ”
(Resnick and Glennan, 2002, p. 162). “The structure of large school districts makes it difficult
for administrators to provide instructional leadership” (Resnick and Glennan, 2002, p. 162).
Resnick & Glennan (2002) reported that:
“these design principles lead to a district whose operations have the following
characteristics:
1. A commitment to an effort-based concept of intelligence and education. District staff
should act in the belief that all students can reach demanding standards, provided they
are enabled to do so and are willing to work.
2. A focus on classroom instruction throughout the district. Personnel at all levels in the
instructional line as well as those in instructional support offices should spend the
bulk of their time and attention on instructional, as opposed to managerial, functions.
Their work should be aimed at encouraging and supporting classroom instruction that
is powerful in both content and pedagogy.
3. A culture emphasizing continuous learning and two-way accountability – the core
elements of nested learning communities – throughout the system. Schools need to
become places of learning for teachers as well as for students. Principals and senior
district administrators should be in a similar relationship of two-way accountability
for continuous learning and school improvement.
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4. Continuing professional development for all staff, based in schools and linked to the
instructional program for students. Educating the full range of urban students in
intellectually demanding programs will require education professionals to learn new
ways of teaching and, in many cases, new content. Much of that professional
development should take place in schools and frequently embedded in the
professional‟s jobs. For maximum impact, professional development should be linked
to the instructional program actually taught to students, rather than being generic in
nature.
5. Coherence in standards, curriculum, assessment, and professional development.
Curriculum and assessment should be aligned throughout the district and focus on a
set of clear achievement standards. The district should consider adopting a core
instructional program in each subject matter area around which all or most of its
professional development efforts will be focused. Variations in instructional program
and implementation should be carefully studied, with the most effective variants
gradually incorporated into the district‟s core program.”
Implicit in these design principles is a commitment to a shared set of beliefs in the district
concerning good instructional practice, sustained communication among professionals concerned
with instruction, and a shared conviction that continued learning is a professional responsibility.
The principles rest on the premise that districts with these qualities will be high performing”
(pp. 166-167).
Resnick & Glennan (2002) reported that:
“Profound changes sought in the culture and organization of a school district can occur
only if the top district leadership understands the instructional design and provides
leadership consistent with it” (p. 168).
“Developing skills of instructional leadership at all levels in a district, but with particular
emphasis on the building principal, is critical to bringing reform ideas to scale in the
district” (p. 169).
“Developing a district-wide focus on a shared set of instructional and learning goals can
be facilitated by concentrating on one or two core subject areas, normally literacy and
math” (p. 170).
“…fundamental learning of practice needs to focus on the educator‟s day-to-day teaching
and learning work. This focus can be realized through systems of on-site coaching (in
classroom for teachers, in schools for principals) coupled with study groups in which
educators analyze their own practice against examples of „best practices‟ and principles
of effective instruction” (p. 170).
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“A strategic planning process is fundamental to establishing mutual accountability among
district administrators, principals, and teachers for progress on agreed- upon reform
goals” (p. 180).
“Reforming districts also cultivate strong norms of inquiry within the central office,
which engender system-wide commitment and capacity to change. District administrators
and staff explicitly model the learning and risk taking that are essential to effective
change while reforming their own practice” (p. 181).
“Reforming districts express a single-minded system emphasis on teaching and learning”
(p. 183).
“Reforming districts‟ clear unitary focus on teaching and learning is backed by
responsive instructional support” (p. 184).
“Reforming districts establish accountability for student outcomes throughout the system
and with local stakeholders” (p. 186).
“Even when district staff understand and seek coherence, forging coherent strategies,
enacting them, and realizing their potential equitably across a complex district‟s
classroom is daunting. In addition to an inevitable “implementation gap,” four critical
challenges arise in the unfolding interaction between district actions and classroom
practice:
1) managing the politics of instructional renewal;
2) accommodating variability among schools, classrooms, and teachers;
3) balancing school and district authority over teaching conditions; and
4) making renewal strategies appropriately sensitive to subject matter” (p. 198).
Summary
School system superintendents and school boards should work together to accomplish the
mission and goals of the school system. School board members should participate in school
board training that would build members capacity to transition the board into an high functioning
board that would positively impact teaching and learning in the school system. A review of
research and best practices should be an on-going task as school leaders work to improve
teaching and learning in the school system and reduce the achievement gaps of the students. The
school system leadership should provide opportunities for administrators and staff to increase
their professional capacity to support teaching and learning. Those in leadership positions should
continue to address equity issues in the school system.
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The Persistent Desire for Universal Quality Education

Introduction
Since its inception, the study of educational policy has largely centered on decisions
related to who gets what, when and how (Laswell, 1936). This supposition was present in the
1930’s, but we have historically seen the results of it from as early as the post antebellum era to
the present. The purpose of this historical review is to discuss the quest by black families for
equal universal education. Free universal education is defined as equitable public education for
all children. The problems described throughout this review are related to the conceptual
framework described as the radicalized educational setting (Bonilla-Silva, E. (2001). This
framework focuses on the multiple disadvantages that accumulate and impact children within the
educational setting. These disadvantages prevent the ability of black students to receive universal
education. Under this framework black students can be disadvantaged in three ways:
(a) structurally by limited access to outside resources, (b) institutionally by being positioned in
less advantaged locations, (c) having their intellectual capacity questioned. This review
addresses the continuous historical disadvantage related to limited financial resources, positioned
in less advantageous geographical locations and how these disadvantages have affected black
children throughout history.
Methods
The mode of inquiry for this review includes a synopsis of historical attempts in the past
by black families to secure universal education for their children. Past efforts have been
contextualized in southern geographic locations and have divided the synopsis into time frames
described as crusades. Each crusade involves attempts by the black community to secure
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universal education and each crusade is constrained by the lack of sufficient funding for
construction of the schools, and resources for successful operation.
Historical Data
At the end of the Civil War the first educational crusade for blacks began. Blacks
emerged from slavery with a strong desire for literacy. In the south, republicans were the major
political party in power at that time. Their response to the request of the ex-slaves for education
was to legalize public education but they redirected government funds toward the building of
white schools and away from the new schools for Black children. The restraint of funding was
driven by class and economics. If the ex-slaves remained illiterate, than the white planters was
still a station above them in society. In addition without schools blacks were available for
agricultural labor. Together these two factors of economics and resources preserved a racially
qualified caste system of potential laborers. In spite of the lack of government funds and social
resistance, by the beginning of the 1900’s-22% of all black children in the southern states
between the ages of 5-9 attended school as compared to 37% white children (Anderson, 1988).
By 1913 the second crusade commenced the next major attempt at universal education by
black parents for their children. This effort began with partial help from the Rosenwald Fund.
This was a missionary group committed to helping children in the south acquire an education.
Black families were again confronted with the issue of funding which required them to partially
pay the building costs. As a result of the Rosenwald funding the federal and local governments
offered very little financial support. Available funds raised by the black community required
families to pay for the building and pay for taxes on completion. This was a form of double
taxation. Once again in order to have equity in available schools, the families had inequity in
financial resources. The parents were still willing to double pay in order to reach the goals of
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universal education for their children. Approximately 3,769 schools were constructed from 19141927(Anderson, 1988). The Rosenwald efforts resulted in additional school buildings but often
lacked qualified teachers and limited textbooks which were 10-20years old. Southern black
children were educated in these public schools for the next 50 years.
By the 1960’s pressure came from the black middle and lower classes. They began to
again demand a better quality of education for their children. These demands led to the third
crusade for the education of black children which occurred during the Civil Rights movement
and was impacted by the Brown vs. the Board of Education case. The results of this court case
promised integration of segregated public schools. The outcomes did not meet the promises. The
court cases resulted in the desegregation of urban schools and then within a few years the resegregation of the community due to white flight. This is a phenomenon seen when white
families flee to the suburbs to maintain a white community and school district.
With a continuation of larger government funding to white schools and limited funding to
black schools several black schools closed due to low enrollment. The closing of schools and the
demands of the Brown case led to black children being bused into white schools and they were
frequently tracked into lower courses. The outcome of the third crusade was a subtle shift in
focus from finances and funding for resources to funds and finances aligned with achievement
and test scores.
This shift led to the fourth crusade for universal education which commenced with the
introduction of the No Child Left Behind Policy (NCLB) The NCLB policy came just prior to
the country experiencing a critical economic period. The difficulties of the recession impacted
educational resources to schools in both the north and the south.
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Where are we now?
One success story is being played out in Newark New Jersey. In spite of the poverty,
economics and housing conditions Newark schools are graduating Black males in numbers
comparable tot the national average. In another part of the country and in a post Katrina era the
East Baton Rouge Parish Laboratory school has a high school graduation rate well above the area
35% rate for black males. Finally in New York City where the rate is 22% the Harlem Childrens
Zone is a national Success story. All these institution operate from the premise that without
existing pathology all students can learn. If we follow the recommendations of the recently
published Schott report there are a few basic needs for success across the country not just in
these three schools. The needs include:

Schott50state-execsummary.pdf.
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In conclusion to return to Laswell’s viewpoint from the 1930’s quality universal
education is driven by what, when and how. These terms translate to race, social status and
demographic location system. When educational historians look to the past we can see the
mistakes that have been made in relation to black families in the south in relation to the quest for
a quality education. Having a clear understanding of these mistakes can help guide policy makers
with future plans. There are slow but steady improvements in the state of affairs occurring across
the nation in schools and agencies where the operating philosophy is parents and children have a
right to both equal and equitable education. Let us return once again to the philosophical
viewpoint of W.E.B. Dubois (1935) “theoretically the Negro Child does not need segregated
schools or mixed schools he needs and education
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Science of Successful Supervision and Mentorship: Examining Supervision
and Mentorship of Minority Populations in Higher Education

The scope of this paper will be to represent the importance of mentorship and supervision
in the training of minority professionals in higher education. These individuals may include
returning students, career changers, older students, as well as those from traditionally
underrepresented groups such as Hispanics, and other cultures. This is an area that the present
author has studied for approximately the last 10 years and has reported on in prior conferences of
the National Association of Hispanic and Latino Scholars (Carozza, 2002). Leadership in this
area will help our future scholars achieve professional satisfaction more readily than previous
generations.
This paper will examine the concepts of both supervision and mentorship as well as how
these are applicable to minority individuals. The issues faced by minorities in higher education
will then be presented using normative data and current research. These encompass both
challenges in the supervision/mentorship of culturally and linguistically diverse students as well
as broader issues in supervision overall. Several methods for addressing these issues will then be
presented, as well as additional suggestions for future improvements in this area.
In my current book, The Science of Successful Supervision and Mentorship (Carozza,
2010), the areas of both effective supervision and mentorship are described in depth. The present
paper summarizes the major points of the book and also serves as a call to action to raise
awareness of the importance of providing evidence-based supervision/mentorship to our diverse
population of junior scholars.
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Introduction to Concepts
Let us begin by examining the concepts of supervision and mentorship, being that the
lines between the two are often blurred. Milne (2007) defines supervision as the formal provision
of a relationship-based education and training that is work-focused and which manages, supports,
develops, and evaluates the work of supervisees. Supervisors have multi-faceted roles and
responsibilities, including the following:





Provision of corrective feedback on the supervisee‟s performance
Teaching
Collaborative goal-setting
Management of various issues (i.e., workload, organization of care and treatment
services, triage, recording practices)
(World Health Organization, 2006)

According to Milne (2007), the objectives of clinical supervision is tri-fold and includes
“normative” (e.g., quality control), “restorative” (e.g., encourage emotional processing), and
“formative” (e.g., maintaining and facilitating supervisees‟ competence, capability, and general
effectiveness) functions.
Mentorship, on the other hand, is defined as a system of practical training and
consultation that may take place within or between professional ranks as well as within or across
disciplines (Eby & Allen, 2007). The purpose of mentorship is to foster mutual growth, learning,
and development in personal, professional, and career domains that extend within and beyond
organizational boundaries. The purpose of mentorship, according to Ragins and Verbos (2007),
is to yield sustainable high-quality clinical care outcomes. Furthermore, a crucial aspect of
mentoring is to promote a nurturing relationship with the mentee.
Clinical supervision and mentorship are both distinct areas of practice in speech-language
pathology, which is the author‟s primary profession and will be the lead illustrative example
used throughout the paper. Supervision and mentorship are essential components in the
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education of students as well as the continual professional growth of the profession according to
the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) (ASHA, 2008). While they may
have certain overlapping roles and functions, supervision and mentorship should be seen as
complementary activities which are both necessary to build a system of care. It is important to
note that one of the key differences between supervision and mentoring is that supervision
includes an evaluative component.
Supervision and mentorship have both been found to have a number of benefits,
including enhancement of professional confidence and identity and increased opportunities for
employment (Allen & Eby, 2007). Several studies (Dixon-Reeves, 2003; Smith & Davidson,
1992) have shown that among African-American graduate students, having a mentor was
associated with higher rates of scholarly submissions, publications, and conference presentations.
It has also been reported that mentored professionals have more satisfying careers, and that the
mentors themselves benefit from the enriching components of a life devoted to mentoring others.
Understanding the Issues: Underrepresentation of Minorities in Higher Education
In order to understand some of the issues and challenges facing minorities in higher
education, let us first examine the root of the problem. According to normative data compiled by
Fry (2002), Latinos are currently the most poorly educated major population group in the United
States. The following statistics provide evidence of this:


46% of whites and 40% of African-American high school graduates ages 18-24 are
enrolled in college as compared to 35% of Latinos



85% of white and African-American students ages 18-24 years old attend college fulltime as compared to 75% of Latino students (exception: Latinos of Cuban origin)



44% of Latino students ages 18-24 attend a 2 year college as compared to 30%
percent of both white and African-American students



3.8% of white and 3% of African-American students ages 25-34 are enrolled in
graduate school as compared to 1.9% percent of Latino students
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In looking at these statistics, it comes as no surprise that Latinos are among the most
significantly underrepresented minorities in many higher education settings (Carozza, 2002).
However, it is necessary to dig deeper in order to uncover some of the reasons for this
unfortunate trend. In a paper entitled Latinos in higher education: Many enroll, too few
graduate, Fry (2002) examines the issue in-depth. According to Fry (2002), the
underrepresentation of Latinos in higher education is due to a combination of several risk factors,
including high enrollment in community colleges, attending school part-time, low enrollment in
graduate and professional schools, and prolonging college education late into their twenties.
Many Latinos attend community colleges due to the appeal of lower tuition, evening
classes to accommodate those with full-time jobs, availability of ESL classes, and the ability to
live at home and maintain close family ties. Many attend school part-time because they are
holding down full-time jobs in order to support their families. Finally, enrollment in graduate
schools is limited because few are able to make it past college and obtain a Bachelor and/or
Associate degrees. Another significant factor impacting upon Latino education is immigration
status. First generation Latinos are less likely to complete a college education than those born in
the U.S. due to the factors of limited English proficiency, limited exposure to U.S. culture and
educational norms, and the fact that many Latinos immigrate to the U.S. in pursuit of work rather
than a college education (Fry, 2002).
To further compound the issue, this trend continues to be reflected in higher level
professional ranks, such as in communication disorders (the primary professional affiliation of
the author). According to a 2009 survey by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, the certifying body for speech-language pathologists and audiologists,
approximately 6.9% of ASHA members identify themselves as members of a racial minority,
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with only 3.7% constituting Latinos. It is of great concern to note that not only are there
drastically few Latinos in a field which both emphasizes and embraces cultural and linguistic
diversity, and depends on cultural competence in its professional goals, but that these figures are
also vastly disproportional to the national Latino population in the U.S. (Carozza, 2010).
In light of this information, we must keep in mind that there will be serious consequences
if this trend persists. Not only will there be a critical shortage of qualified minority individuals in
high-ranking leadership and supervisory positions, but the potential is there for corresponding
trickle-down effects which can undermine the entire educational system (Carozza, 2002). In
particular, educational systems which strive for cultural representation in faculty to serve diverse
student bodies stand to be most affected.
One method by which we may ensure improvement in this area is the provision of more
adequate and effective mentorship and supervision of minorities in higher education (Carozza,
2010). Improvements in the extent and quality of education will undoubtedly have far-reaching
benefits. These include raising the economic prospects, well-being, and civic engagement of both
the Hispanic population as well as that of the work force (Fry, 2002). Ways in which to go about
this will be discussed in greater detail throughout the paper.
Understanding the Issues: Challenges in the Supervision/Mentorship of Minorities and
Application of Research
While some studies have shown that the mentoring of racial minority students equals
and/or exceeds that of students from majority backgrounds, research in this area is vastly limited
(Allen & Eby, 2007). However, before delving into the issues, let us first examine some of the
components of a successful supervisory/mentorship relationship.
First and most importantly, the success of a supervisory/mentoring relationship depends
on the goodness of the fit between both parties (Rhodes, Reddy, Grossman, and Lee, 2002). This
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broadly encompasses factors such as personality, communication and interaction style, and
openness to viewpoints different than one‟s own. Some may argue that the issue of compatibility
is even more significant for students from diverse backgrounds. For example, studies of
independent mentor/mentee selection conducted by Sanchez and Reyes (1999) and Santos and
Reigadas (2000) yielded some interesting conclusions. Some of the most significant findings
from these studies included that students from diverse backgrounds (Latino, African-American)
more frequently selected mentors from their racial/ethnic background; students from diverse
backgrounds (Latino, Chinese, White) more frequently chose mentors of their gender; Latino
students who were matched with Latino/a mentors perceived them to be more helpful in
furthering their personal and career development, and showed greater satisfaction with mentoring
programs than students matched with mentors of different ethnicities. While independent
selection and/or a system based program of matching individuals based upon compatibility
measures would be ideal, this is typically not standard procedure in the real world.
With this in mind, let us examine some of the potential factors which may affect the
dynamics of the supervisory/mentorship relationship. These include cross-cultural differences,
supervision/mentorship of non-traditional students, and communication breakdowns due to
differences in interpersonal communication style (Carozza, 2002). The following hypothetical
brief case study (Carozza, 2010, p. 17-18) highlights the issue of cross-cultural differences in a
clinical education scenario drawn from the experience of mentees in professional training
settings.
Cultural Differences: Case Study
“You have to think harder!” Ms. Smith, the clinical supervisor, said to one of her students. She
pointed her finger at Janet‟s forehead. Janet took a quick glance around her. The nurses at the
station were trying to hide their shock by looking down at their patient files. Silence was
deafening. Janet said to herself, „how could I let my supervisor know that what she‟s saying was
never taught in class that way?‟ Janet was the only Asian student in her class. Being Asian, she
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was always brought up not to speak back towards superiors. Little did Ms. Smith know, Janet was
among the few straight A students in her class.

In this case, it can be seen that culture is an important aspect in clinical supervision and is
one of the primary issues that faces students and supervisors who come from different
backgrounds, as exemplified in the vignette above. All cultures have their values and
expectations. Most Asian cultures, for example, show respect for elders or superiors by avoiding
direct confrontation. Other cultures, on the other hand, stress the importance of “speaking one‟s
mind” (Allen & Eby, 2007). Cross-cultural theory indicates that some factors which may lead to
obstacles in cross-race relationships include mistrust, power dynamics, obstacles to requesting
help, and differences in methods for addressing racial differences (direct engagement discussion
vs. avoidance) (Allen & Eby, 2007).
Yet another confounding issue which affects supervision as a broad construct is the fact
that supervisory dynamics are difficult to study using traditional research methods. This is due to
the fact that each clinical scenario presents with its own distinct interpersonal dynamic which
must be placed in objective terms in order to be scientifically evaluated. Thus, it becomes our
challenge to apply the principles of scientifically-based and evidence-based practice to the study
of supervision and use these to analyze the issues and challenges affecting the
supervision/mentorship of minorities. The study of how to effectively supervise and mentor
draws on a number of interdisciplinary areas and continues to be a growing field of investigation.
One of the most common scientific approaches in this field is the case study approach.
The case study approach allows examination and analysis of clinical interactions using an indepth approach on an individual basis (Carozza, 2010). In my most recent publication,
The Science of Successful Supervision and Mentorship, several case studies are presented in
order to further highlight the issues of which the readership of this paper can undoubtedly add to.
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Developing Knowledge & Skills as a Clinical Supervisor/Mentor
Now that we have explored some of the challenges inherent in supervision itself, let us
turn our attention to some of the characteristics that make for a good supervisor/mentor. As we
have already established, supervisory/mentorship effectiveness requires a much broader skill set
than simply possessing knowledge of the technical competencies specific to one‟s profession.
Additional helpful skills and competencies for all supervisors, and especially those
supervising/mentoring students from diverse backgrounds, include effective interpersonal
communication skills, personal resilience, and sensitivity to social power (Carozza, 2010). Let us
examine each of these separately.
Interpersonal communication skills are an essential skill for professionals in any area that
requires a great deal of interpersonal interaction. According to ASHA (2008), aspects of
interpersonal communication reported to be most highly regarded included unconditional
positive regard, earnestness, empathy, and concreteness. Effective interpersonal communication
skills are invaluable to us as clinicians, clinical supervisors, and mentors, and enhancing
sensitivity to our own style of communication can be greatly beneficial. Metapragmatic
assessment is one method which allows us to analyze and enhance self-awareness of our
interpersonal communication style. A pilot study (Behrens & Jablon, 2008) indicated that
metapragmatic awareness has the potential to prevent communication breakdowns and supports
the establishment of rapport between clinical supervisors and undergraduate supervisees (see
Carozza, 2010 for a more complete description of this approach).
The next characteristic of a good supervisor/mentor, personal resilience, is a concept that
has been extensively studied by Salvatore Maddi, who developed the Hardiness Survey.
“Hardiness” and self-discipline are used to contribute to problem-solving abilities and help deal
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with personal and professional challenges that one will encounter throughout their career (see
http://www.hardinessinstitute.com/sample_test.htm and Carozza, 2010 for more information).
Social power comes into play when looking at outcome measures and expectations. A
formal way to do this may be to administer instruments such as a modified Rahim Leader Power
Inventory (Wagner & Hess, 1997) or the Powell Attitude Survey (1987) at significant junctures
within the clinical process. This would be a way in which to acknowledge the impact of
perception and power as well as perceived expectations. An additional consideration may be to
develop one‟s own outcome assessment measure using several foundation questions such as
What is supervision? What do I expect to gain from this supervisory experience? What type of
supervision am I most comfortable providing/receiving? What should students and supervisors
expect from each other? (adapted from Manderson, 1997).
This can be done in either a written or verbal format and may be a good way in which to
start off the initial supervisory/mentor meeting. Discussion of roles and expectations is deemed
to be very beneficial for both parties in order to gage a comparison of each one‟s perceptions and
hopefully come to a mutual middle-ground. It would also help to open a discussion about any
confounding issues and has the potential for long-term benefit of the supervisor/mentor
relationship. Implementation of such measures may be particularly useful for minority students
who may feel anxious or uneasy within the supervisory/mentorship dynamic, particularly in the
beginning.
We now turn our attention to several additional evidence-based strategies that may be
used to increase the effectiveness of the supervisory/mentorship process. Metapragmatic
awareness was discussed previously, and now the concepts of reflective practice and personal
narratives will be introduced. It is felt that both of these relatively new approaches add an
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additional layer of depth and perception to supervision which has not been previously tapped
into.
Reflective practice is a mental health construct which is currently being adapted for use
in speech-language pathology. The beauty of reflective practice is that it brings the cognitive and
affective domains to the conscious forefront rather than just the discipline-specific training that is
emphasized by most training programs (Geller & Foley, 2009). The supervisor/mentor must be
attuned to the many psychodynamic factors at play during any clinical interaction, including
transference and counter-transference between the clinician and the supervisor (Geller & Foley,
2009). It may be particularly helpful to reflect upon how the dynamics of the
supervisory/mentorship relationship are affected by cross-cultural differences and/or differences
in interpersonal communication style, as well as how this may impact upon the interaction with
the client(s) and families that one is serving.
According to McCready & Raleigh (2009), supervisors must have a keen understanding
and awareness of their personal philosophy as a teacher and learner prior to being able to
effectively supervise others (McCready & Raleigh, 2009). Following this philosophy, the authors
proposed the idea of personal narratives. A personal narrative may include exploration of any of
the following questions, in a journal or essay-type format:


What chapters, key events, or turning points in my life have influenced the
teacher/supervisor I am?



What are the main
teaching/supervising?



What educational/clinical goals do I set for my students/supervisees in accordance
with my underlying principles?

ideas/underlying

principles

that

characterize

my

(McCready & Raleigh, 2009)
Writing about one‟s concerns has the potential to lead to reduction in performance
anxiety by way of mental rehearsal and foresight. Trained narrative writing gives mentees and
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mentors a structured common ground on which to communicate, which can lead to a more
satisfactory experience for both parties. A personal narrative also provides one with the means
by which to examine and analyze ways in which their racial/ethnic background has influenced
their supervisory/mentorship style and teaching philosophy, as well as how it may or may not
have played a part in past relationships with supervisees/mentees.
Issues in Supervision/Mentorship of Minorities in Higher Education & Supervisor/Mentor
Training
One of the biggest issues and complaints in supervision as a whole is that many clinical
supervisors/mentors as well as supervisees/mentees receive little to no formal training or
preparation for their roles (Carozza, 2010). The transition from student/supervisee/mentee to
professional/supervisor/mentor is often a difficult one. While this applies broadly to all
individuals, it is especially pertinent for minority individuals. They may require additional
support and encouragement as many may be the first in their families to finish high school and/or
attend college (see Carozza, 2010 for a case study of Latina mentorship).
There has been a great call for initiative to support minority groups who are making their
way into higher education in academic fields such as medicine, science, and engineering.
However, due to factors such as a limited number of minorities in higher-level positions, little
has been done by way of action and preparation for the challenges these groups will face in these
new settings (Carozza, 2002). Some of the reasons cited for lack of successful minority
mentorship programs at many higher level institutions include lack of cultural understanding
between mentor and protégée, lack of funding support by institutions, and acceptance of “benign
neglect” (Carozza, 2002).
Another confounding issue in this area is that many existing mentorship programs aimed
at minorities tend to have a “one size fits all” mentality. Furthermore, many are headed by
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individuals who have no direct experience with either the Latino culture or the issues we face in
our everyday lives (Fields, 1996; Carozza, 2002). As such, one consideration (applicable to both
Latinos and other minority groups) that should be taken into account is an understanding of, and
sensitivity to, the values, beliefs, and experiences of the individual within the context of his/her
cultural group.
Some evidence to support this from current research includes findings from Sanchez and
Colon (2005), who demonstrated that cultural-specific values of collectivism and individualism
may influence individuals‟ interaction styles as well as their help-seeking tendencies. Additional
findings from this study indicated that individuals from collectivist backgrounds (Latino, AsianAmerican) may feel more comfortable with multiple mentors who are from diverse backgrounds
rather than the traditional one-on-one mentorship emphasized in most mentorship programs.
Approaches to Issues in Supervision/Mentorship of Minorities in Higher Education
To its credit, the American Speech-Language Hearing Association (ASHA) has taken
some measures to address this particular need. ASHA has implemented several successful
programs for supervision/mentorship in recent years, including e-mentoring and the ASHA
Student to Empowered Professional (S.T.E.P.) program (reported by Carozza, 2010).
The goals of the ASHA S.T.E.P. program are to connect self-motivated students with
experienced mentors in meaningful, one-to-one mentoring relationships; support mentoring
relationships through guided learning experiences; provide online resources for all students and
mentors seeking tools, information, and inspiration; and finally, to facilitate the continued
recruitment and retention of racial/ethnic minority students. Matching criteria for
supervisors/mentors and their students are determined based on program goals and objectives
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(i.e. areas of clinical expertise) (see Carozza, 2010 for a complete description of the S.T.E.P.
program as it pertains to training of speech-language pathologists).
The following are additional suggestions and examples of ways in which we can improve
future outcomes for the next generation of professionals; which may be modified for other
disciplines. One suggestion, proposed by O‟Connor (2006), involves a model of supervision
training. The article Supervision of clinical fellows: A mentoring process provides a conceptual
guideline for supervision which outlines 5 essential components of supervision laid out in a
series of stages: Setting the Stage, Training, Planning, Managing Schedules, and Evaluation
(O‟Connor, 2006). This conceptual model incorporates important concepts that contribute to
successful supervision such as team building based on mutual goals, open communication, and
effective conflict resolution. These types of models serve to make more transparent the inherent
indirect processes that are taking place while the direct workplace goals are being addressed (see
Carozza, 2010 for more information on this model).
Additional novel suggestions that may be modified for other disciplines include the
establishment of a supervisory fellowship year, peer group supervision, supervision by pertinent
organizations, and the establishment of a task force. The notion of a supervisory fellowship year
stems from the clinical fellowship year, a training period that all speech-language clinicians must
go through prior to obtaining their professional licensure and credentials. While the requirements
necessary to become a licensed clinician are already quite rigorous, it is felt that this would be a
valuable contribution to the steadily increasing growth of this field. The goal of such a mandate
would be to standardize the education of supervisors and their professional goals. And again,
these specific strategies can be readily applied to other industries as well.
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Supervisors/mentors may also be encouraged to form and/or attend outside
supervision/mentorship meetings with peers and colleagues. Tasks and activities to be
implemented during such meetings may include role-playing clinical scenarios, video practice,
assistance in conversational dyads, and discussion of curriculum-based professional resources
(Carozza, 2010). Such groups have the potential to be an excellent resource soundboard for
problem-solving and discussion of issues and challenges. Outside supervision may also take on
the form of informal mentoring by outside organizations (i.e. National Association of Hispanic
and Latino Studies) and/or one‟s predecessors in his/her chosen field (Carozza, 2002). It may be
especially meaningful and significant for minority individuals to have someone to speak to who
can fully understand where they are coming from. As mentioned early on, supervisors/mentors
can and often do, serve many different roles, including that of a coach, role-model, friend, and so
forth.
In other disciplines such as psychology, it is necessary to receive supervision and
therapeutic support throughout one‟s professional career. This bears consideration in other
professional career tracks. It is due to the fact that, inevitably, a long career will be impacted
upon by personal and/or professional challenges at various points in time. So, although the main
discussion focused on the author‟s study of minority professionals within his/her given area of
expertise, there are huge ramifications for all teacher-trainers.
Ten years later, the call for action still stands. To this end, I propose a final suggestion,
the creation of a task force on issues relating to minority student-faculty development. Some
proposed directives for such a committee may include: development of an agenda (database of
fixed mentorship) with accountability and rewards for successful joint ventures; development of
coursework to train students on research agendas, increased publication activity, networking and
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publishing through different disciplines and refereed journals promoting multicultural issues in
higher education; developing a body of information for course development in teacher education
programs; and developing a forum for reviewing initiatives and feedback from colleagues
(Carozza, 2002).
Conclusions
Throughout this paper, we have examined some of the critical issues related to the
supervision/mentorship of minority individuals in higher education. We have looked closely at
the both the causes of the problem as well as the implications for future professionals. We have
examined some of the factors that make for an effective supervisory/mentor relationship as well
as critical issues that may impede upon it. Several current evidence-based approaches to dealing
with the issues on an individual basis have been provided, in addition to several more farreaching propositions. While this paper has focused primarily on supervision/mentorship of
professionals in the field of speech-language pathology, it is hoped that the ideas and objectives
presented throughout this paper will be interpreted in light of an interdisciplinary perspective.
The issues presented affect minority individuals across disciplines and many of the suggestions
presented can be readily modified to meet the needs and demands of various professions. It is my
sincere hope that this paper will serve as a call to action to raise awareness of the importance of
providing evidence-based supervision/mentorship to our increasingly diverse population of
junior scholars.
In closing, I offer a brief list of some of the components essential to a satisfactory
supervisor/mentor relationship, many of which have been discussed throughout this paper:
1. Open and honest communication
2. Accessibility of supervisor/mentor and willingness to accept his/her input
3. Willingness to work collaboratively with professionals in a wide variety of clinical
settings and situations
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4. Mutual respect for, and acceptance of, one another‟s respective roles and expectations
within the supervisory/mentorship relationship
5. Understanding and acceptance of one‟s own and other‟s interpersonal communication
style and cultural/linguistic differences
6. Willingness to examine, analyze, and reflect upon one‟s own and other‟s attitudes,
values, opinions, and beliefs
7. Willingness to continue learning and improving upon one‟s own clinical and
supervisory/mentorship knowledge and skills
8. Understanding of interpersonal and cultural factors that may affect the dynamics of
the relationship as well as effective strategies for dealing with these issues
9. Strong educational application and theoretical knowledge of the population being
served
10. Consideration and appreciation for the totality of the personal and professional
growth of the supervisee/mentee as well as the knowledge and breadth of experience
of the supervisor/mentor
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Using Data-Driven Decisions to Develop Budgets and School Improvements

Virginia’s accountability system supports teaching and learning by setting rigorous
academic standards, known as the Standards of Learning (SOL), and through annual
assessments of student achievement. A school’s state accreditation rating reflects the students’
overall achievement on SOL tests in four content areas (English, history/social science,
mathematics and science). Schools in which students meet or exceed achievement objectives
established by the Virginia Board of Education in these four areas are rated as “fully
accredited.” Schools and school divisions are also rated according to the progress they are
making toward the goals of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), also known
as the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, which requires states to set annual achievement
benchmarks leading to 100 percent proficiency by 2014. Schools and school divisions that
meet or exceed all annual benchmarks are rated as having made Adequate Yearly Progress
(AYP). This problem is not new in that throughout our nation’s history, ways have been sought
to ensure accountability in teacher and student performance on desired standards of learning.
This article is specifically the result of action research occurring at Virginia State
University during Summer 2009. It chronicles the use of a data-driven approach for solving
school accreditation mandates. It is predicated on action research assigned to a group of 20
teachers participating in the Virginia State University Data Institute, Summer 2009. The
participants used real data drawn from state records of a non-accredited K-5 school in Central
Virginia struggling to attain accreditation. Hence, the central premise will be a focus on how to
use data-driven decisions to foster improvements in teaching and learning that will garner school
accreditation. Subsequently, such data-driven steps and strategies will be used to develop the
budget and the required annual school improvement plan. This plan is intended to persuade
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district administrators, teachers, parents, community stakeholders and students that its use can be
utilized to transform this non-accredited school characterized by despair, to one echoing
celebration and hope. The action research project dovetailed the following issues that confronted
this K-5 elementary school in Central Virginia that will be called, “Normal Elementary School”
for this article:


Lack of a data-driven school improvement plan predicated on a data-driven budget



The absence of well-informed stakeholders who understand the struggles plaguing
education in America



Enforcing curricula revision to overcome educational deficits reflected in student
performance data (State Report cards)



Ensuring appropriate use of funds to meet teacher and student learning and
performance needs



The ineffective use of technology to prepare students to function successfully in
global era during the 21st century

Statement of the Problem
Fundamentally speaking, education has gone through several periods that have made
valuable contributions toward its current development and era of accountability; however, major
issues: a) teaching mastery and research-based practices; b) learning that fosters critical thinking
and performance mastery of high stakes tests; and c) leadership that is data-driven and reflect
vision, mission and budgetary resources to develop and implement of a school improvement plan
that will yield both adequate yearly progress and accreditation for Normal Elementary School
(Central Virginia) for the school year 2011/2012.
The Sub-problems (problem questions)
The first sub-problem was to decide if student performance records reflect data-driven
decisions that were used to select teaching strategies and research-based practices.
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The second sub-problem was to find out if examination of student work revealed
appropriate decisions for the use of interventions and differentiated instruction that was datadriven.
The third sub-problem was to determine if the school’s vision, mission, and budget was
data-driven to effect adequate yearly progress and sustained school accreditation.
The Hypotheses
The first hypothesis was that student performance records’ data was not used to
specifically design teaching strategies and to select research-based best practices for curricula
delivery.
The second hypothesis was that the current school improvement plan was insufficient for
the school and an improved working budget had to be developed inculcated all aspects of the
plan.
The Delimitations
The study was limited to only one summer of research and one school. The study was
limited to one library and online information for conducting research. The study did not attempt
to predict the local media’s opinion; instead, sought solutions to solve a myriad of negative
perceptions.
The Definition of Terms (Abbreviations):
1. Nation at Risk. Nation at Risk. A Nation at Risk is a report (1983) that found
American education to be seriously inadequate and behind the time in comparison to
other world powers. The report prompted a national movement toward educational
reform.
2. Action Plan Committee. An Action Plan Committee is a group of people called
together to devise or organize specific methods or action steps to achieve the results
or goals requested by one or more objectives.
3. Allocates. set apart for a special purpose.
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4. Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP). An NCLB indicator of progress. To make AYP, a
school must meet certain levels established for: the percentage of students tested the
academic performance of students, and either the attendance rate for non-high schools
or the graduation rate for high schools.
5. Brown vs. Board of Education. Brown vs. Board of Education is a United States
Supreme Court case (1954) that declared that the discriminatory nature of racial
segregation in the public school violated the 14th amendment to the U.S. Constitution
(which guarantees all citizens equal protection of the laws).
6. Charter School. A public school operated independently of the local school board,
often with a curriculum and educational philosophy different from the other schools
in the system.
7. Communication. Communication is a process by which information is exchanged
between individuals inside and outside of the school district.
8. Council of Great City Schools. The Council of Great City Schools is a coalition of 67
of the nation's largest urban public school systems.
9. Delphi Technique. The Delphi Technique is a multistep method used to estimate
future demand for a product or service whereby a special group of experts in
economic forecasting exchange views and then each individually submits estimates
and assumptions to an analyst who reviews all the data received and issues a
summary report. The summary report is then discussed and reviewed individually by
the group members who each submit revised forecasts to the analyst, who then
reviews the material again and issues a secondary report. This process continues until
all participants reach a common ground.
10. Disparity. Lack of similarity or equality; difference.
11. Feedback. Feedback is information that is given back to the district. Feedback can
come from sources such as town hall meetings, questionnaires, and surveys.
12. Individualized Education Program (IEP). An educational plan or “map” developed by
a support team (including educators, advocates, lawyers, parents, etc.) to ensure
students’ with disabilities goals are met to achieve academic and social success
13. Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act. President Bush signed the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act, which reauthorized the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), on December 3, 2004. Bush
stated, "The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 will
help children learn better by promoting accountability for results, enhancing parent
involvement, using proven practices and materials, providing more flexibility, and
reducing paperwork burdens for teachers, states and local school districts.”
14. Land Grants. A tract of land given by the government, as for colleges or railroads.
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15. Mandated. A command to act in a particular way on a public issue given by the
electorate to its representative.
16. NCLB is an acronym for No Child Left Behind (2001). A federal enactment which
reauthorizes the ESEA and strengthens Title I accountability, incorporates principles
and strategies proposed by President Bush, which includes increased accountability
for states, school districts, and schools; greater choice for parents and students,
particularly those attending low-performing schools; more flexibility for states and
local educational agencies (LEAs) in the use of Federal education dollars; and a
stronger emphasis on reading, especially for our youngest children.
17. Reform. Improvement or amendment of what is wrong, corrupt, or unsatisfactory.
18. Reformers. Persons devoted to bringing about reform, as in politics or society.
19. School Report Card. A School Report Card provides information on student
achievement, accreditation, safety, and attendance for the state as a whole and for
individual schools.
20. SOL. An acronym for Standards of Learning which describes the Commonwealth of
Virginia’s expectations for student learning and achievement in grades K-12 in
English, mathematics, science, history/social science, technology, the fine arts,
foreign language, health and physical education, and driver education.
21. Stakeholder. A Stakeholder is a person within the area/community that has a vested
interest in your organization.
22. State Report Cards. Cards that provide the public with information on student
performance, that is, offer a snapshot of important information about individual
schools including student performance data, school profile, teacher quality, school
safety and security.
23. Supplementary. Something added to complete a thing; make up for a deficiency.
24. Title I. Title I refers to schools that receive federal funds under NCLB.
25. USDOE. An acronym for the United States Department of Education.
Assumptions
The first assumption. The first assumption was that federal, state, and local government
will continue to face budget shortfalls.
The second assumption. The second assumption was that Normal School will use
available data to make data-driven decisions.
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The third assumption. The third assumption was that Normal School will have to enlist
support from all stakeholders in order to supplement budgetary needs.
The Importance of the Study
This study should advance Normal Elementary School in the development of a school
improvement plan and budget that will develop a bridge between current school practices and
accreditation, inculcate NCLB mandates into the school improvement plan, and utilize effective
leadership and team building initiatives, and move Normal School into a 21st Century learning
environment.

The Review of Literature
The achievement in the subjects of Science, Reading, and Math has been problematic
nationally, for elementary students. The United States of America is fourth in line of developed
nations, concerning the achievements and advancements of youth in these subjects. Within these
landfall statistics, minority and urban students, in the United States, score worst of all.
In 2005, the National Assessment of Educational Progress conducted a research study, for
the purpose of analyzing the achievement of United States’ minority youth in education.
Nationally, 34 percent of fourth-graders fell into the bottom achievement category, unable to
perform at even a “basic” level. To combat this issue, Study Island (2000), created a web-based
standards mastery program that is unique to each state and provides assessment and skill practice
in all major subject areas in both tested and untested grade levels. Because of their strong belief
that their products demonstrate proven effectiveness in improving student learning and
performance, Study Island contracted with Magnolia Consulting, LLC, an external, independent
consulting firm specializing in educational evaluation, to provide a summary and extension of
pre-existing case study evaluations that examined the impact of Study Island on student
achievement at schools using Study Island.
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The retrospective study utilized extant data that is available to the public through state
databases. The review of research made evident that data based questions that were relevant to
the educational improvements goals, warranted use by urban schools. The questions were as
follows:
1. Was there significant growth over time in student achievement after the students used
Study Island?
2. Was there a significant difference in student achievement between schools using
Study Island and schools not using Study Island?
The evaluators conducted a statistical analysis which resulted in the following qualified
data: Science and Math scores in 5th grade elementary students, with a designation of meeting or
exceeding proficient scores, rose from 35% to 66%.
Reading scores in 5th grade elementary students, with a designation of advanced
proficiency rose from 10% to 30%.
This abbreviated statement of results makes palpable the effectiveness of the Study Island
program in transforming the achievements of urban youth and for this reason, it would be a
necessary budgetary item.
In an attempt to prepare a sound budget based on strong principals and research- based
strategies, the researchers (participants) found three articles to guide them in developing the
budget. This part of the literature review cites several reference points considered in developing
the budget for Normal Elementary School.
Beavers (2009) describe budgeting as a means of enabling education to respond
effectively to three major accountability concerns. They were: (1) the long-term financial
implications of particular programmatic or policy decision, (2) determination of what was being
paid for and (3) understanding that the price being paid for a program was reasonable. Efforts
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were taken to ensure that during scarce economic times, choices were appropriate to provide
optimal learning outcomes for the students.
All school budgets, like school improvement plans, need to involve key stakeholders. The
stakeholders included but were not limited to parents, teachers, community business partners,
and school officials. K. Leithwood and T. Menzies (1998) assert that parent and community
involvement in decision making is widely held as an essential component of successful school
improvement. State and local policies were based on engaging local stakeholders in partnership
for changing schools to meet the needs of the communities served. Teachers and principals, the
people closest to the classroom, were the best decision makers for the schools in that these
personnel held the most information about the school. Parents were also consulted and proved to
be vocal in engagements in education decision making. The family was recognized as an
important instructional partner. School advisory councils were utilized to analyze problems,
consider the best methods, and monitor performance benefits for the organization. Councils were
structured to invite genuine stakeholder participation allowing those closest to the situation to
respond to the unique needs of the school. When developing a school budget, consideration was
given to stakeholder thoughts and concerns.
Ramifications of poor or inept funding and its links to funding and performance were
examined. Noteworthy, recent state budget crises in the United States placed the issue of
educational funding under intense scrutiny. When cuts were coupled with increasing pressures
from federal agencies through programs like No Child Left Behind, schools and districts often
had their hands tied when it came to developing a budget that met the needs. The Coleman
Report is perhaps the most widely cited research when educators argue for more funding to
increase student achievement. Coleman found that the amount of money allotted per pupil, a
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factor easily and often changed by shifts in policy, made no significant difference in terms of
improving a child’s performance in school.
Desired Outcomes
This action research employed use of the Delphi Technique as the research method. It
was appropriate because designed to allow businesses, groups and schools to make sound datadriven decisions. The research method, the Delphi Technique, used a decision matrix to examine
alternatives that best fit district desired outcomes in developing a School Improvement Plan and
Budget that complied with the mandates of No Child Left Behind, which had to be appropriately
implemented by the year 2012. As required in the Delphi Technique, a team was formed
consisting of a group of twenty graduate participants attending the Virginia State University Data
Institute, Summer 2009. The participants agreed to use comparative data that was drawn from the
Council of Great City Schools. The participants examined information from the above source
that was used. Primarily, schools with students that were from similar backgrounds were selected
for use and included findings from Fairfield Court Elementary School, Campostella Elementary
School, and Douglas Park Elementary School. A historical overview of events that shaped
educational performance was discussed and analyzed and proved to be highly effective in
developing School Improvement Plans and budgets that met the target goal.
The participants digested pertinent findings from such schools and set out to garner the
same results for Normal Elementary School. The selected sample of schools were deemed to be
“ahead of the game” with stellar achievements records. Action plans of such schools
encompassed the vision, mission, stakeholder goals, and community, reformation needs to
transform Normal Elementary School into a similar school that works.
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During the first phase of development, questionnaires were composed (with wording
reflecting the mandates of NCLB) and distributed to get input from the teachers and the
administrators. Committees were utilized consisting of faculty and staff, to help with the
development of the School Improvement Plan. Results of this action research initiative have been
presented to the intended persons responsible for approval and implementation of its results.
Further a series of town hall meetings have been scheduled for participatory involvement from
students, parents, teachers, administrators, and local stakeholders. Findings and conclusions
drawn from this action research initiative are expected to be fully approved and functionalized
during the 2011/2012 school year.
In preparation for its 2012 implementation schedule, there will be four opportunities to
collect data and communicate the progress of the School Improvement Plan preliminary studies
and to share budgetary issues and concerns. A town hall meeting will be held Spring 2011 and
Summer 2011. At this time, the school will share progress of all the mandates of the School
Improvement Plan. To make sure that all participants of the plan are aligned along the same
course of action, another set of town hall meetings will transpire in order to promote and
maintain a positive opinion.
It is suggested that by late 2011/2012, results ascertained from data analysis will be used
to transform the Normal Elementary School via an appropriate School Improvement Plan and
budget. The schools issues should be identified at or before this time.
Conclusions
According to Fiore (2008), the best way to get the parents on the side of change is to get
the children as desired partners. Therefore, as indicated within the desired outcomes, participants
planned to include the student as a major partner in the development of the revised Normal
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Elementary School Improvement Plan. Safeguards will be taken to ensure parent involvement;
thereby, avoiding a common mistake by administrators, that is ignoring the students even though
they are the best source of excitement and enthusiasm for the parent involvement. Fiore (2008)
suggests that when students feel that adults truly care about them, they share this information and
enthusiasm with their parents. Students who do not feel this tend to go home and complain about
education.
Fiore (2008) considered teachers to be the most important adults in the school. Teachers
have the most direct and lasting influence on student achievement. Recognizing that teachers
have their pulse on the influence of school climate, their feedback is vital to a school
improvement plan.
Although Fiore (2008) does not speak to the involvement of all stakeholders in the
development of the school improvement plan, he does address the importance of obtaining all
stakeholders feedback which lends to the importance of them being involved in the development
of the plan. Business leaders are often parents and therefore it is essential to form relationships in
order to provide administrators with valuable information on what the community thinks about
the school. They also provide opportunities to solicit buy-in from other business and civic
leaders.
Parent Involvement
Fiore (2008) asserts that many parents believe that school leaders do not want them in
their schools. Therefore, it is vital that parents are offered various opportunities to come into the
school in an effort to change their misconception and realize that their involvement is crucial to
the success of the student. Elaine McEwan (2009), educational consultant and author, suggests
sponsoring school projects such as fun fairs and hosting Career Days as opportunities for parents
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and teachers to work together. Having such gatherings would force parents and teachers to
collaborate to eliminate feelings of exclusion.
Beavers (2009) acknowledged the use of Student Report Cards as the most widely used
and important data source. Although this has been brought to the school’s attention, leaders
failed to see the Student Report Card as a major component of their written communication plan.
The use of technology such as Edline, Parentlink, and other web based programs offer ideal
methods of communication and has been adopted by many school divisions (Beavers, Virginia
State Lecture Series, Organizational Leadership, Fall 2008). This allows continuous
communication between parent and school as it relates to student achievement, assignments and
upcoming events within the school system.
Aspects of School Improvement
Due to Normal Elementary School’s current status, as it relates to NCLB, it is required to
use a School Improvement Plan. This tool is monitored by the Office of School Improvement
and the division. Instructional Teams meet at the beginning of the school’s academic year to
develop standards-aligned to units of instruction for each subject and grade level. Planed units of
instruction will include standards based objectives and criteria for mastery. Instructional Teams
will meet quarterly to ensure alignment with state standards, curriculum and instruction.
Teacher Recruitment and Retention
Normal Elementary School will seek financial assistance to support incorporating “The
Comer Model” into the school. The research-based practices of “The Comer Model” effectively
address the demographics, socioeconomics and climate of the school. It's "No Fault" problem
solving approach will assist in improving the image of the school and rebuild relationships
between all stakeholders (administration, faulty, staff, student, parents and the community).
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Hiring practices of the school do not always reflect the demographics of the students,
incorporating such programs as: “The Comer Model” with other culturally responsiveness
training, offered by educational practitioners like Linda Noel Batiste, Assistant Professor,
Virginia State University and professional educators who understand the importance of
development and ecological impacts on children. Studies on poverty as penned by Ruby Payne
(2007) will be digested and used to effect needed change.
Leadership
Behind every great school is a great leader and Normal Elementary School is no
exception. It is imperative that the leaders of the school interact with the key stakeholders in a
clear and concise manner. Stability in the leadership role directly impacts student achievement
and teacher moral. A successful leader should be seen outside of the office, interacting with the
faculty, staff, and students. In order for professional development to be effective with the faculty,
the administrator should take on the role of instructional leader. This is something that should be
demonstrated effectively on a daily basis. This leader should also take an active role in stepping
outside of the school walls to interact with the community. By being a collaborative leader,
resources that are needed within the school can then be obtained by the support of the
community.
Professional Development
Currently, Professional Development is centered on the school improvement plan. The
division will use PD-360, a web based resource, to incorporate professional development as it
relates to instruction. Funding is currently available through school improvement funds.
Applications for grants and using partnerships with such entities as the Math Science Innovation
Center to provide professional development will be used appropriately. The school will require
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those that attend conferences and other professional development opportunities to present their
information to the rest of the faculty and staff. Staff will create their Professional Growth plans
at the beginning of the year. Administrators will provide opportunities for staff to participate in
professional development as identified on growth plans. These plans will be reviewed midyear
and adjusted as deemed necessary by the administrator and other staff. In addition,
administrators will create an adequate accountability system to assess strengths and weaknesses
of staff.
Curriculum and Instruction
Normal Elementary School will require lead teachers to attend the Virginia State
University Data Institute and present information to their grade level peers. All staff will be
required to read and implement the practices sited in Data Wise, A Step-by-Step Guide to Using
Assessment Results to Improve Teaching and Learning, edited by Kathryn Parker Boudett,
Elizabeth A. City, and Richard J. Murnane. The school will also continue to require teachers to
use interactive lessons as cited by Marzano's Classroom Instruction that Works. Teachers at
Normal Elementary School be required to read and conduct collaborative discussions from Harry
Wong's book, The First Day of School. Teachers will be provided assistance on using
technological application in content delivery and response to intervention to ensure that all
children receive a successful and global education needed in the 21st Century.
Look forward for celebration as a result of implementing the finding and conclusion of
this action research initiative.
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College Students with Tattoos and Piercings: Issues and Challenges

As more people choose to obtain tattoos, stigmas that were previously associated with
this type of body art may not be valid according to Martin and Dula, 2010. However, stigmas
associated with body piercings are emerging. Observations of college students with tattoos have
reported that some students have elected to tattoo parts of the body that can be covered by
clothing. In the case of body piercings, students may remove the ear rings which leave little
evidence of the body art. These practices may indicate that students may be concerned about
negative views held by employers and other persons in decision making positions in society.
This presentation will explore the history of tattoos and selected issues presented by
college students with tattoos and body piercings. Also, stigmas that are being encountered by
college students with tattoos and piercings will be shared as well as considerations for counselors
who may be delivering services to this population.
As stigmas toward tattoos are declining in the larger American society, college students
are being attracted to this trend. Even though people have been attracted to various designs, few
have been educated about the history of the designs for tattoos (Tony, 2008). The purpose of this
study is to examine the history of tattoos, issues related to college students with tattoos and to
identify implications for counselors.
The earliest documentation of a tattoo on the remains of humans was recorded on a
mummy known as Otzi during the Bronze Age. His remains were located in ice on the Alps
around 1990. He is significant in that the tattoos were intact on his skin and consisted of lines.
Since the tattoos were strategically placed on parts of the body where researchers identified
arthritis or other medical problems, it is conjectured that the tattoos served a medicinal purpose
(Tony, 2008).
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According to Hargreaves, 2008, the Ice Man who was in existence around 3300 B.C. was
the oldest of the remains that were uncovered in Europe. In addition he was reported to have had
tattoos. Researchers who uncovered his remains conjectured that the tattoos were used to repel
evil spirits or for a rite of passage. The tattoos were placed on his spine, knee and one ankle.
Furthermore, it was determined that he had about 57 tattoos.
Early Egyptians engaged in the practice of tattooing around 2160-1994 BC. One was a
well-known mummy who was a priestess called Amunet. The design of her tattoos involved lines
and dots that were placed “on her chest, back, pelvis and legs. The tattoos on her back and chest
were patterns of necklaces, belts, collars that were clearly ornamental” (Tony, 2008, p. 1).
In ancient Rome, tattoos were employed as a means to monitor persons who might try to
escape such as “slaves, prisoners, gladiators, Christians and mercenaries” (Tony, 2008, p. 1).
However, soldiers on the other hand used the tattoo to identify their unit, rank, or
significant events. Parts of the body that were selected for tattoos were the face and hands since
these were highly visible areas and the meanings could be easily shared.
In earlier times, tattoos were worn by persons of high social status and were not allowed
for the common man. They were usually worn by those who were wealthy or held a high
position. Persons of high social status who wore tattoos included Sweden’s King Oscar and
England’s King George IV (Hargreaves, 2008).
Tattoos were also uncovered on Egyptian mummies. The tattoos were located on two
female mummies which had a design of lines, dots and dashes. Since the females were associated
with ritualistic practices, it was conjectured that the tattoos were associated with the rituals
(Hargreaves, 2008).
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Sailors carried the practice of tattooing to the western world in 1769 upon returning from
trips from the South Pacific (Post, 1968; Sanders, 1991). Tattooing became somewhat acceptable
after this time period (Sanders, 1991). During 1920-1950 in England and the United States, the
tattoo became popular. Later it was viewed as unpopular (Armstrong, 1991; Post, 1968; Sanders,
1991.
During early American history, certain Native American tribes wore tattoos. It was used
to identify a person of high status within the tribe. Unlike the Native Americans, the Polynesians
used tattoos to share family history and each person had a unique tattoo that conveyed his family
history (Hargreaves, 2008).
Even though Oriental designs are popular tattoos, Japanese and Chinese cultures have
opposed the practice of tattooing. The practice was viewed as contaminating the body. The
ancient Chinese utilized that the tattoo as punishment for criminal behavior which identified the
person as a convicted felon (Hargreaves, 2008).
According to a 2006 report from the Pew Research Center, 1 in 3 Americans between the
ages of 18-25 have a tattoo. In addition, 54% of them have engaged in one or more of the
following practices: obtained a tattoo, received an nontraditional hair color, acquired a body
piercing in an area other than an ear lobe. While the practices of tattooing and obtaining
nontraditional hair color are equal between males and females, the practice of piercing occurs
more frequently among females.
In addition, musicians and television personalities have helped to pave the way for
acceptance of tattoos and piercings. For example, Angelina Jolie-Pitt showed tattoos on her arm
to television cameras as a means of commemorating her relationship with Billy Bob Thornton.
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Other examples included Ed Bradley of 60 Minutes and Morgan Freeman who wore ear
piercings on television (Horne, Knox, Zusman and Zusman, 2007).
A study by Horne, Knox, Zusman and Zusman (2007) is based upon the results from a
questionnaire that was distributed to 400 undergraduate students enrolled at a university in the
southeastern part of the United States. The problem or issue was to obtain information from
college students regarding their attitudes, behaviors and interpretations of tattoos and piercings.
The research questions was: what are student attitudes, behaviors and interpretations of tattoos
and piercings at this college?
The type of research was quantitative. It reported the descriptive results from the
questionnaire. The design approach was survey since a questionnaire was used.
The target population included students in colleges in the United States. However, the
participants included a convenient sample of 400 students at a university in the southeastern
section of the United States.
Specifics regarding the collection of data were not provided. The study stated that
undergraduates completed a 51 item questionnaire while the researcher was not in the room.
The findings were that 27.5% of the participants had a tattoo which included 25.8% of
the males and 28.3% of the females. In addition, 42% of the males in the study had two or more
tattoos in comparison to 36.6% of the females. With regard to tattoos that were not visible, 54%
of the males had these while 45% of the females also had tattoos that were not visible.
In terms of parental approval, 72.2% of the males and 60.2% of the females stated that
their parents would not approve of a visible tattoo. In addition, the results indicated that 65.2% of
the females and 36.1% of the males voiced concerns with regard to the pain associated with the
tattoo.
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It was significant to note that 84% of the females and 67.6% of the males felt that the
meaning of tattoos could change in the future. This implied that they might regret having a tattoo
in the future.
The limitations of this study were that the participants were a convenient sample and
were not randomly selected to participate in the study. A second weakness was that the study
only involved quantitative statistics and qualitative interview were not conducted to strengthen
the quantitative data. Lastly, the study should be examined in the future with a multivariate
analysis for a more definitive approach to the topic.
Martin and Dula (2010) designed an instrument to measure stigmas against tattoos. The
research question was: Is the Martin Stigma Against Tattoos Survey (MSATS) a reliable and
valid measure of stigmas?
The type of research conducted in this article was quantitative since a survey was
developed and examined for reliability and validity. The design or approach was survey research.
The target population was college students within the United States. The sample included
210 undergraduates at a southeastern regional university within the United States. The
procedures for data collection involved students responding to surveys online. The participants
were compensated for their efforts by receiving extra credit.
A key finding of this study was that a factor analysis was conducted on the MSATS with
all of the items meeting the factor loading cutoff score of .40. In addition, the coefficient for the
Cronbach’s Alpha to determine internal consistency produced a score of .92 which was
significant.
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A limitation of the study involved the group of participants who were similar in “age,
race, geographic area and educational attainment” (Martin and Dula, 2010, p. 5). A second
weakness was related to the participants who provided self reported information for the study.
In a study of 46 male and 164 female college students with regard to unusual
personalities of college students with tattoos, Manuel and Sheehan (2007) found that students
with tattoos had higher scores on the autonomy scale Personality Research Form (PRF) Form E
(mean=9.96) than those who did not report having a tattoo (mean=5.55). In addition, female
students had higher scores on the impulsivity scale (p=.04).
In terms of piercings, men had higher scores on exhibitionism (p=.02). On the other hand
female students with piercings obtained higher scores on social recognition (p=.04). In addition,
college students with and without tattoos had “similar attitudes toward tattoos and levels of risk
taking behavior” (Manuel and Sheehan, 2007, p. 1).
In a study of the sexual behavior of college students with tattoos, Koch, Roberts,
Armstrong and Owen , 2005 analyzed data from 450 students. Their results found that students
with tattoos were “more likely to be sexually active than nontattooed college students” (p. 1).
Males with tattoos engaged in sexual behavior earlier that males without tattoos.
However, there were no differences in sexual behavior of female college students with and
without tattoos.
Implications for counselors are that college students with tattoos and piercings should be
informed that the general public may have embraced persons with tattoos and piercings, but they
may encounter stigmas from employers. College students who have tattoos that are not visible
may be able to hide the body art while those with piercings in visible places may be able to
remove the jewelry with few repercussions.
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For example, companies such as Wal-Mart have enacted policies that prevent them from
hiring persons with visible tattoos and or piercings. In addition, school districts may have similar
practices in states such as Indiana and North Carolina (Horne, Zusman and Zusman, 2007).
Counselors should inform college students with tattoos and piercings that they may be
subjected to requests by employers to cover tattoos or piercings while at work. Bible, 2010
reported that employees who refuse to comply with employer mandates to cover body art may
face termination. In addition, there are few legal protections for employees with tattoos and
piercings.
Other considerations that counselors may want to discuss with clients with tattoos and
piercings involve the removal process. This practice continues to be painful as well as expensive.
Finally, the practice of obtaining a tattoo or piercing may lead to conflicts within the
family. According to Horne, Knox, Zusman and Zusman, 2007, 71.2% of male college students
and 62.3% of female college students reported that their parents would not approve of them
obtaining a piercing.
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Multiple Careers for Professionals

As individuals responded to an economy with a prolonged recession, interest has turned
to multiple careers as a way to survive in tough economic times. In addition, the importance of
multiple careers has been promoted by the internet, dot-com businesses and company
downsizings.
Other reasons to explain multiple careers have pointed to the personal concerns of
employees to explore career options, interests and talents. Considerations also have to be given
to the increase in life expectancy, a decrease in retirement benefits and new educational
opportunities.
Based upon the interest in multiple careers, there is a need to define the term multiple
careers, explore some of the characteristics of persons with multiple careers, examine the career
management skills needed to prepare for multiple careers and apply Super’s career development
theory in working with persons who maybe considering multiple careers.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics within the United States Department of
Labor, a report was released, “Employment Projections 2008-18.” The highlights of this report
were that employment is expected to rise by 10.1% and the labor force will consist of older,
racial and ethnic groups of people with increases in service-producing companies. About half of
the new positions will occur in professional and similar career fields and service occupations.
These careers will require a college degree and are projected to be responsible for one-third of
the number of new jobs.
The report also emphasized that many job openings will occur as a result of retirement or
persons leaving positions (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2009). This action is expected to double
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the number of job openings. It is interesting to note that this report did not predict the current
recession and the practice of persons pursuing multiple career fields.
Workers have responded to the recession in various ways. Tutton, 2009 of CNN reported
the results of a survey conducted by a college professor from the Queen’s School of Business in
Canada. In a survey of 262 managers enrolled in a MBA program, he identified seven worker
responses to the recession. These included the terminated, the fearful, the indifferent, the
delighted, the apocalyptic, the longers and the engaged. The terminated employees consisted of
those who have severed ties with a company but their memories impact the behavior of the
employees who remain with the company. Managers must redirect this energy while seeking to
be honest about the possibility of future layoffs.
The fearful employees represent workers who believe that they are next in line for
layoffs. In addition, they desire to look for another job but hold on to the little job security that
the present job holds. This group may require written assurances of the limited job security.
The indifferent employees may view the recession as the other person’s problem and may
not see the personal impact on their lifestyle. They hold allegiances to the unit and supervisors
should educate them about the mission and needs of the entire company.
The delighted employees are high performers who find favor with the discounted sales
from the recession. The apocalyptic employees see the problems associated with capitalism and
understand that the recession was related to it.
The longers are employees who desire to obtain a severance package and want to quickly
get another job. The engaged are the knowledgeable and skilled employees who see the results of
the recession and know what strategies that should be applied to assist the company to recover.
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With regard to the impact of the recession on workers with disabilities, Kaye, 2010
reported that “applications for federal disability benefits rise markedly and new benefit awards
generally increase. Many people with disabilities exit the labor force permanently during
economic downturns” (p. 1). The rise in social security benefits reflected that employees with
disabilities who were unable to retain their jobs instead chose benefits rather than to continue
searching for employment.
Based upon data obtained from a national monthly questionnaire that was administered
by the Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Kaye, 2010 reported significant
decreases in the employment rate of people with disabilities except those with visual
impairments. Those with visual impairments were the only group who did not have a drop in
employment. Persons who were unable to perform daily activities experienced the “lowest
employment rate of any group and encountered the largest declines in both the rate of
employment and the rate of reported disability in the workforce” (Kaye, 2010, p. 5).
In addition, women and men with disabilities were severely impacted by the recession but
the ratio of men who identified with disabilities decreased by twice the rate of women. The
negative impact of the recession upon people with disabilities was reflected in all levels of
education including the college educated. Even though there were declines in employment for
the college educated who disclosed a disability, they seemed to recover faster than those without
college degrees (Kaye, 2010).
Survey data reflected that there was a 9% decrease in the employment of workers with
disabilities in the labor force from 2007-2009. There was a 17.8 decline in employment of
persons with mobility impairments from 2008 to 2010 while “younger working-age adults with
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disabilities had a (17.5% decline for those ages 18-39), and workers with disabilities employed in
medium-skilled occupations had a decline of (17.3%)” (Kaye, 2010, p. 8).
According to Giles and Dansby-Giles, 2009, “The Americans with Disabilities Act
Amendments 2008 (ADAA), went into effect on January 1, 2009 and significantly broadened the
number of individuals who are subject to protection under the Act. The ADAA is critical to
providing minorities with disabilities with access to the labor market in the United States” (p. 1).
An alternate option to employment during the recession has been the trend toward the
practice of multiple careers. Multiple careers are defined as pursuing more than one career field
simultaneously according to Seiser, 2009. She has described multiple careers as “taking the
notion of moonlighting and turning it on its head. Whereas moonlighting was something you
might be ashamed of, slashing now is cachet” (p. 1).
Alboher (2007) has added that the pursuit of multiple careers or vocations are usually
represented by slashes. Examples are lawyer/chefs, mom/screenwriters, rock star/humanitarian
and businessman/Little League Coach. The multiple careers that attract the most attention are
those with incompatible combinations like the psychoanalyst/violin maker. Persons who have
maintained multiple careers include Benjamin Franklin, Leonardo da Vinci and Sanjay Gupta, a
neurosurgeon/CNN medical correspondent.
The slash careers do not have to incorporate only paid employment. Notice the examples
of mom/screenwriters, rock star/humanitarian and businessman/Little League Coach. In addition,
career fields can be combined with vocations.
Alboher (2007) stated that there are several reasons for multiple careers. These can
include the flexibility of work which can allow different types of work within the same week or
day; the decline of economic security so that multiple careers can open up new avenues of
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revenue; the increase in the human life span which expands the time for careers; and the search
for meaning in one’s career.
Kerka (2003) had addressed the issue of changing careers. She found that 10% to 30% of
the labor force had undergone one career change within a 5 year span at the end of the 70’s in the
U.S. A similar situation had occurred in Germany whereby only one third of young adults had
remained in the same career within 8 years following graduation and about one half had switched
to other careers.
Even though statisticians were making predictions about multiple careers, persons who
desire to pursue multiple careers may encounter barriers such as socioeconomic status, gender,
age and types of opportunities. Kerka (2003) added that individuals must prepare for multiple
careers by developing career management skills. These included “knowing-why-skills such as
self knowledge (identification of passions, strengths, abilities, motivations), knowledge of the
broader market for one’s competencies, and the emotional capacity to deal with uncertainty and
realistic expectations” (p. 4). Other needed skills to be considered were knowing-how to identify
skills that can be transferred to new fields and knowing-whom skills that involved networking
skills and locating mentors in new career fields.
Due to the focus of the United States government, there is a demand for green jobs. Since
some of the positions in the green jobs industry may require short term training for which the
programs may be available online or at community colleges, persons exploring multiple careers
can be encouraged to consider these career fields (Dansby-Giles, Giles and Johnson, 2010).
Often counselors seek to explain issues through the use of counseling theories. Super has
developed the most comprehensive of the career development theories. His career development
theory is unique in that it addresses continuous career development with its five stages of
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development with related ages. In addition, this theory was been widely used by career
counselors according to Hurley-Hanson, 2006.
Although Super does not specifically mention multiple careers, the concept can easily
function within the career development theory. The stages of development include the growth
stage from ages 4-13, the exploration stage from ages 14-24, the establishment stage from ages
25-45, the maintenance stage from ages 45 to 64 and the disengagement stage from ages 65 and
over (Super, 1972).
The establishment stage is critical in that it is concerned with stabilizing, consolidating
and advancing career goals. During this period, an individual enters a career field and seeks to
evaluate whether the career field fits within one’s self concept. After entering this stage, persons
move toward consolidation and become concerned with achievement and advancement in their
field (Super, 1972).
Due to the process of selecting and entering a career field, multiple careers are likely to
develop during this stage as persons seek to achieve and advance. Personal career achievement
and advancement can be expanded to the consideration of multiple careers.
During the maintenance stage of Super’s career development theory, individuals may
focus their energy on holding, enhancing and recreating. Professionals may be engaged in
enhancing their skills as a means to continue within their selected career field or to move ahead.
The practice of holding requires professionals to enhance and utilize new competencies in new
ways (Super, 1972). Based upon the practice of holding, professionals may choose to utilize new
competencies in developing multiple careers.
During the disengagement stage, persons may focus on lower production and prepare for
retirement. Persons desiring multiple careers may focus on hobbies or other areas of interest.
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Even though Super did not specifically mention multiple careers, the developmental
stages of establishment and maintenance present conditions for multiple careers to develop and
to be considered. As persons progress through the stages of career development, the career
development process is continuous throughout the lifespan and opens the door for multiple
careers as an option that can be advanced within the theory.
Counselors who work with clients who are considering multiple careers should consider
using Super’s career development theory in that the theory is easy to understand and to explain to
clients. In addition, the stages of development appear to be relevant to some of the issues that
workers face today. Smart, 1994 has validated Super’s stages of career development with the use
of the Adult Career Concerns Inventory.
Counselors should also explore with persons who are considering multiple careers some
of the issues they may face. These individuals will be responsible for updating and advancing
skills in two areas, which will involve additional expenses and time. In addition, multiple career
professionals should consider obtaining a mentor in one or all of the multiple careers. Besides a
mentor, the multiple career professional may also benefit from networking which “ may become
personalized to fit individual needs and may encompass a range of different approaches. For
workplaces that have many opportunities, workers may choose to narrow their networks to
include persons of influence. In other work settings with fewer opportunities, workers may
choose to broaden their network to welcome the expertise and skills of a wider group of
individuals,” according to Dansby-Giles and Giles, 2009, p. 8.
Counselors should also assist these individuals in determining their value and
marketability in the labor market and ways to document the skills (Dansby-Giles, 2005). Just as
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professional athletes have evaluated their skills and determined their worth, multiple career
professionals should also consider this strategy.
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Introduction
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (2011), Black, non-Hispanic
fifteen-year old students read at the lowest rate of all ethnicities measured by the Center.
Furthermore, the study contends, “Females students scored higher, on average, than male
students on the combined reading literacy scale in all 65 participating countries and other
educational systems” (p. 8). The chart located in Appendix A demonstrates the differences in
literacy rates of students, based on ethnicity. It is apparent from these statistics that intervention
for Black, non-Hispanic students is crucial.
Many students contend with a variety of social issues that could influence their literacy
performance. Among those are: homelessness; divorce, drugs, including alcohol; abuse and
violence in the home; illnesses in the home; and, lack of afterschool supervision. Due to the
current economic downturn, students are being faced with adjusting to a lifestyle that no longer
permits many of the “luxury” items they have been accustomed to such as designer jeans and
shoes. They also face the distinct possibility of several families living together to avoid
homelessness. In addition to the above, many students continue to battle bullying within the
school setting.
According to the National Association of African American Studies and Affiliates,
bullying is a growing problem both in schools setting as well as on the Internet. The statistics are
frightening and should be of great concern to educators and parents alike. Consider the following
statistics:


every 7 minutes a child is bullied in a playground setting.
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30% of the U.S. students in grades six through ten are involved in moderate or
frequent bulling – as bullies, victims, or both.



in a recent study, 77% of students said they have been bullied and 14% of those who
were bullied said they experienced severe (bad) reactions to the abuse.



Each day 160,000 students miss school for fear of being bullied.



studies reveal that 43% fear harassment in the bathroom at school.



100,000 students carry a gun to school.



28% of youths who carry weapons have witnessed violence at home.



more youth violence occurs on school grounds as opposed to on the way to school.



students recognize that being a victim of abuse at home or witnessing others being
abused at home may cause violence in school. (www.naaas.org)

See Appendix B for the complete list of statistics reported by a study based on a 2004 i-SAFE
survey of 1,500 students grades 4-8, as reported at www.naaas.org.
The Value of Trade Books in the Curriculum
Considering all the issues facing students today it is imperative educators explore
multiple venues to reach those students who most need additional assistance. One venue that has
proven successful is the use of children’s and adolescent literature, also known as trade books.
Three reasons are discussed in this paper to support the inclusion of trade books into the existing
curriculum. The transactional view of reading as promoted by Rosenblatt (1982) indicates that
comprehension is directly linked to how a student identifies with the text. Trade books makes
this identification possible through a variety of characters students can identify with. A second
reason for using trade books is their academic value in the areas of reading, writing and other
content areas within the curriculum. Pairing appropriate trade books with textbooks in the
content area can promote learning. Lastly, trade books provide personal value or students.
Students engage in reading books when they are meaningful to them. They read books for a
variety of reasons including enjoyment; imagination and inspiration; vicarious experiences;
understanding and empathy; heritage; moral reasoning; and, literary and artistic preferences.
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When comparing trade books and textbooks required by students, one can easily see that
trade books have a greater appeal. Trade books are written in a narrative format and are easier to
read that textbooks. While textbooks focus on recall, trade books can promote reflective
thinking. When paired with content areas, trade books can provide a different set of lens in which
to view the subject. Trade books can enable students to relate vicariously to events in characters’
lives and provides opportunities for students to problem solve while learning content area
knowledge.
Adolescent trade books are often in the genre of contemporary realistic fiction. This
genre helps students deal with reality, promotes vicarious relationships with characters about
how others solve issues and problems, promotes problem solving, students identify with
characters, and students relate to characters who are like themselves and share their issues. In
other words, contemporary realistic fiction allows students to explore themselves and their
“world” in a safe environment.
Importance of Multicultural Literature for Young Minority People
All students want to see themselves in the books they read. As previously stated,
contemporary realistic fiction provides this experience for students. However, students want to
know their ethnicity and cultural heritage is valued. This valuing is accomplished through trade
books. Not only can students learn about their own heritage, they can learn to appreciate the
cultures of others through trade books.
For this appreciation and learning of cultures to take place, the trade books must be
authentic and accurate. Books written by authors of diverse cultures can foster a sense of respect,
equality and acceptance of others’ cultures. These books can also expose students to
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discrimination that various minority groups have faced and continue to face. This understanding
could inspire students to work together to end discrimination and prejudices.
African American Authors
According to Stan F. Steiner, (2001),“Stories can generate an attitude that does not see
race as a barrier to the beauty of our world. Exposure to multicultural literature can encourage
students to seek change that does not discriminate against any individual regardless of race,
religion, gender, sexual orientation, ability, and other differences.” This quote provides the
backdrop for the discussion of African American authors and their books presented in this paper.
For organizational purposes the authors discussed in this paper are listed in alphabetical
order. Authors have been selected based, in part, on their appeal to adolescents and the
availability of books. It should be noted that, in most cases, the authors listed have penned more
books than appear in this paper. There are many other excellent African American authors who
do not appear. This is not an indication of the quality of their work, nor of their popularity with
students, but a reflection of the time limits of the presentation.
Christopher Paul Curtis is one of the most influential children’s authors of today. He
was the first recipient to receive both the Newberry Award and the Coretta Scott King Award.
He was also the first African American to receive the Newberry Award. His desire to write
books was developed as a way to help the African American youth of today. No books spoke to
him as a child so he writes books like he wanted to have when he was a child. Bucking the Sarge
(2006) has an up-to-date lingo and pop culture references and make this an attractive read for
teens, along with the theme of overcoming all of the restraints placed on youth from authority
figures, whatever they may be to that reader. The story’s issues such as sexuality, emotional
abuse, and striving for success help teens to overcome any obstacles they meet to become the
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person they would like to be. Bud, Not Buddy (1999), uses such expressive language that the
reader is not simply reading the story, but experiencing it with taste, smell, touch, and sight. This
book deals with issues such as child abuse, living in foster care, and living during the Great
Depressing. Elijah of Buxton (2007), not only educates adolescents on the history of slavery and
the Underground Railroad, but it manages to entertain, as well. The dialogue throughout the
book utilizes youth slang and themes (such as pulling pranks) that allows adolescents to relate to
the characters.
Sharon M. Draper is an Award-winning author, speaker, poet, and National Teacher of
the year. Draper’s quote, “I learned to dream through reading, learned to create dreams through
writing, and learned to develop dreamers through teaching. I shall always be a dreamer,”
illustrates her passion and dedication to empower and encourage the youth of today to
accomplish the goals they set for themselves. Copper Sun (2008), takes a vividly descriptive and
emotional-provoking take on the African slave trade and slavery in America. Draper strives to
draw in readers with action driven plot and characters that adolescents can relate to while
educating them on the horrors that were involved with this time period. Forged By Fire (1997),
deals with many issues including the death of close friends, alcoholism, sexual molestation,
physical abuse, and an apartment fire that destroys everything, and almost takes the life of the
character. This story provides outstanding role models for teenage boys, illustrating strength and
perseverance by those face with adversity.
Walter Dean Myers is one of the most established figures in young adult literature. With
over fifty titles, he has won the Coretta Scott King award five times for his outstanding work in
various books. Myers consistent themes of urban youth struggles empower today’s AfricanAmerican youth to strive to overcome the obstacles they face. In this work, Myers takes a blunt,
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no sugar coated, historical view of African-American history for children to read, illustrating the
struggles that African-Americans have overcome to get where they are today. Now is Your
Time: The African American Struggle for Freedom (1992), is broken down into several different
individual’s stories, allowing for a more encompassing view of the African-American struggle
from. Slam, (2008), illustrates a them prevalent in many of Myers works, that you have to work
for the things you want, even sometimes having to leave some parts of it behind, such as a best
friend who sells drugs. The issues presented in this book are consistent with the issues faced by
urban teens today. Given some of the topics, such as drug use, Slam is more tailored to
teenagers, who are realistically likely to have already encountered or will encounter the issues
expressed in the book. Other books by Myers that contain similar themes are Scorpions (1995),
Dope Stick (2010), Monster (2001), Fallen Angels (2008), Lockdown (2010).
Barack Obama, the 44th President of the United States, writes an extremely moving
book to his daughters. Of Thee I Sing: A Letter to My Daughters (2010), introduces the reader to
13 figures in history that have been an inspiration to him. These figures can be used to help
students understand history.
Faith Ringgold is an artist with over 35 years of experience making beautiful quilts,
some of which are displayed in museums across the country. She has also written and illustrated
seventeen books promoting attention to the African-American history and struggle. Given
Ringgold’s artistic background, the breath-taking illustrations tell a story of their own, taking the
words from the text and visualizing the struggles presented in the book. Tar Beach (1996),
stresses a view that a positive attitude can overcome any dismal circumstance presented. The
book encourages readers to not take life’s circumstances to heart, instead using them to develop
strength to overcome.
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Charles R. Smith’s inspiration for his writings comes from much of his own life
experiences. “It sounds like such a simple thing, but if you believe you can do something and
you are willing to put in the work, you'd be surprised at the results you get,” says Charles R.
Smith. He writes encouraging books for youth, especially boys, to pursue their interests. Twelve
Rounds to Glory (2007), was written because of Smith’s admiration for Muhammad Ali.
John Steptoe is an award winning author and illustrator whose work deals with different
aspects of the African American culture and experience. He has illustrated over fifteen children’s
book, ten of these he wrote as well. He was also a winner of the Milner Award, voted by Atlanta
schoolchildren for their favorite author, along with several other awards including the Coretta
Scott King Award. Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters (1993) is Steptoe’s most popular work,
drawing from his own family for inspiration. Stevie (1987) is an encouraging book that teaches
tolerance and acceptance through learning to deal with a new addition to the family, a younger
brother or sister. The book, depicting two African American boys, is a story that all young
children can relate to, and allows for a look at diversity and multicultural influences, reminding
readers that we all deal with the same issues even though we may look different.
Mildred Pitts Walters offers readers a wonderful look at a relatively unknown group in
history, that of Black cowboys. Justin and the Best Biscuits in the World (2009) is a motivating
tale for anyone who thinks that taking care of ones’ self is somebody else’s job.
Summary
As previously stated, there are many more great African American authors. This paper
should serve only as a stepping off point for readers to research the many trade books available
for educators to use to connect with adolescents.
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In summary, trade books play an essential part in students’ identification of culture and
ethnicity. They can serve as a gateway to students’ learning about themselves as well as people
who are from other cultures. Every educator should consider the use of trade books in all levels
of learning. Including trade books into the existing curriculum can foster learning in the content
areas.
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Appendix B
Bullying Statistics / Cyber Bullying Statistics / School Bullying Statistics
Based on 2004 i-SAFE survey of 1,500 students grades 4-8.
(As reported at www.naaas.org)


Thirty percent (30%) of U.S. students in grades six through ten are involved in moderate
or frequent bullying – as bullies, as victims, or as both – according to the results of the
first national school bullying statistics and cyber bullying statistics survey on this subject.



School bullying statistics and cyber bullying statistics are increasingly viewed as an
important contributor to youth violence, including homicide and suicide. Case studies of
the shooting at Colombine High School and other U.S. schools have suggested that
bullying was a factor in many of the incidents.



1 out of 4 kids is bullied. An American Justice Department school bullying statistics and
cyber bullying statistics studies shows that this month 1 out of every 4 kids will be
abused by another youth.



School bullying statistics surveys show that 77% of students are bullied mentally,
verbally, & physically.



In a recent school bullying statistics study, 77% of the students said they had been
bullied. And 14% of those who were bullied said they experienced severe (bad) reactions
to the abuse.



1 out of 5 kids on a school and cyber bullying statistics study admit to being a bully, or
doing some “Bullying.”



Each day 160,000 students miss school for fear of being bullied.



A school bullying statistics study reveals that 43% fear harassment in the bathroom at
school.



100,000 students carry a gun to school.



28% of youths who carry weapons have witnessed violence at home.



A school bullying statistics and cyber bullying statistics poll of teens ages 12-17 proved
that they think violence increased at their schools.



The same school bullying statistics and cyber bullying statistics poll also showed that
282,000 students are physically attacked in secondary schools each month.



More youth violence occurs on school grounds as opposed to on the way to school.



Playground school bullying statistics - Every 7 minutes a child is bullied. Adult
intervention - 4%. Peer intervention - 11%. No intervention - 85%



46% of males, and 26% of females reported they had been in physical fights according to
the school bullying statistics.



The school bullying statistics and cyber bullying statistics indicated that those in the
lower grades reported being in twice as many fights as those in the higher grades.
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However, there is a lower rate of serious violent crimes in the elementary level than in
the middle or high schools.


The school bullying statistics and cyber bullying statistics went on to say that teenagers
say revenge is the strongest motivation for school shootings - 87% said shootings are
motivated by a desire to “get back at those who have hurt them.” 86% said “other kids
picking on them, making fun of them or bullying them” causes teenagers to turn to lethal
violence in the schools.



Students recognize that being a victim of abuse at home or witnessing others being
abused at home may cause violence in school according to recent school bullying and
cyber bullying statistics.



School bullying and cyber bullying statistics showed that students say their schools are
not safe.



42% of kids have been bullied while online. 1 in 4 has had it happen more than once.



35% of kids have been threatened online. Nearly 1 in 5 has had it happen more than once.



58% of kids admit someone has said mean or hurtful things to them online. More than 4
out of 10 say it has happened more than once.



53% of kids admit having said something mean or hurtful to another person online. More
than 1 in 3 has done it more than once.



58% of kids have not told their parents or an adult about something mean or hurtful that
happened to them online.



In 2007, there were 1.5 million students aged 12 to 18 who were victims of non- fatal
crimes.



One in every seventeen children is threatened on the Internet; and one in four youths aged
11-19 is threatened via computer or cell phone.



Approximately 90% of Asperger’s Syndrome children are bullied. (www.naaas.org).
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TEACHING LATINO/A FIRST YEAR STUDENTS: CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES

GUILLERMINA ELISSONDO, PH.D.
WORCESTER STATE UNIVERSITY
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Teaching Latino/a First Year Students: Challenges and Opportunities

In the past two decades, Latinos have become the fastest growing ethnic group in the
United States. At the same time, this group seems to be failing all attempts to get an education
similar to that of other ethnic communities. The most important body of research in education
has produced extensive data that shows Latino/a students lagging behind white, African
American, and Asian subjects in their educational achievement (Kao and Tienda, 1998). In 2000
the National Center for Education Statistics reported that the high school drop-out rate for
Latinos was almost thirty per cent, more than double the rate for African Americans and more
than three times the rate for white students. Recent statistical figures from Massachusetts
corroborate national findings by indicating that while Latino/a enrollments continue to grow
rapidly around the state, many low-income students drop-out of high school, fail standardized
tests required for graduation (MCAS), and get suspended from school on a regular basis (Lavan
and Uriarte, 2008). Further national statistical information about Latino/as in college portrays the
group in a similar manner. In a 2004 Pew Hispanic Center Report, Richard Fry points out that
each year nearly 300,000 young Latinos graduate from high school, and, while many go on to
postsecondary education, fewer than 60,000 of those will complete a bachelor‟s degree. Fry
argues that Latino/as have better chances of graduation only when they choose selective colleges,
a position that tends to place those who cannot afford or get into selective colleges in a hopeless
position.
While quantitative measurements are useful to gain a general understanding of problems
with Latino/a education, it is also true that this emphasis on measurement tends to exclude
narratives of accomplishment that could counteract dominant versions of failure in Latino/a
students. In general, quantitative research purports to be neutral and objective, but in reality it
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can never escape the social construction that underlies that model of assessment and its
connection to the ideological tenets of the society at large. Traditional educational statistics have
played an important part in justifying dominant discourses of education; they usually “eschew
the goals of group empowerment, accountability, and value to the disenfranchised communities,
even as they call attention to these communities „deficits” (Allen et al., 219). Furthermore, when
mainstream media or educational institutions use statistical information to describe Latino/a
students, they reinforce a reliance on a deficit in these students. By focusing on students as a
problem, institutions put the blame on individuals or families for academic failures, and, when
students drop out, it is because of their own personal/cultural deficiencies rather than the
schools‟ inability to understand who they are serving, what kind of knowledge they are
providing, and why they are not connecting with those students. As Stevenson and Ellsworth
suggest, “a common perception among both educators and the public is that students drop out of
school because of personal deficiencies and/or family or cultural deprivation” (259). What
schools fail to see is their own responsibility in the failure of some of their students; they do not
understand that the knowledge they transmit privileges and reaffirms students from dominant
groups while excluding and marginalizing those who are abject to the system. School knowledge
usually silences the cultural capital and intellectual contributions of subordinate groups because
“valid” school knowledge is culturally specific and thus not universally available to
underrepresented students (Bourdieu, 1977, 494).
At present the majority of low-income Latino/a students are enrolled in urban public
schools with poor academic and physical resources, and many of them are placed in remedial
courses that rarely stimulate critical thinking or provide content relevant to students‟ lives.
Courses of this nature usually fail to provide students with opportunities for the development of
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critical voices and intellectual work. Thus, in an environment of lower expectations, many
students become bored or disinterested, resist positions of subordination and, as a result of not
passing their classes, they fail standardized testing or simply drop out of school altogether.
Automatically, they become symbols of deviance. While mainstream media is quick to publish
statistical information related to those failures, they rarely take the time to investigate the reasons
for attrition, reinforcing once again a hegemonic discourse that blames the victims or
“deficiencies” in their families and sees Latino/a families as obstacles for the assimilation of
their children into “American” culture. In other words, by disregarding the ideological and
structural constraints that inform school practices, empirical information reinforces a
construction of success or failure in individual terms; when low-income Latino/a students fail to
gain an individualistic and meritocratic understanding of the world, they become second-class
citizens.
As a Latina professor who has been teaching Spanish in a nonselective college for the last
ten years, I am very frustrated by the overreliance on the deficit model for Latino/as. This model
has become the only academic representation of a multifaceted community, and, as such, it
diverts the attention from the daily accomplishments of some low-income Latino/a students in
nonselective colleges like the one where I teach. While it is true that during the first year many
low-income Latino/a students face challenges they often fail to overcome, there are also
examples of students who find ways to stay in school and are able to graduate and succeed in life
without conforming to mainstream cultural expectations or giving up their own cultural values.
At my state university, the majority of Latino/as come from urban public schools, are first
generation, and have immediate families who have limited formal education and command of the
English language. Most of these students encounter difficulties during their first semester
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because they often lack the social capital needed to succeed in an academic environment. French
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu defines social capital as “the aggregate of the actual and potential
resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized
relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition… which provide its members with the
backing of the collectively-owned capital…” (1986, 248-249). In my experience, some Latino/a
students fail a number of their courses during their first semester because they do not bring that
social capital; they do not how to navigate the system when they arrive in school, and they have
trouble dealing with a variety of issues ranging from the financial aid process to important
protocols to address academic problems. For example, while students from dominant groups
often display mannerisms and codes to get help in class as soon as problems arise, some
Latino/as fail to do it because they have not been previously socialized in that repertoire of
performances needed to succeed in higher education. Since colleges are constructed to validate
individual achievement and competition, students who are not proficient in those dominant
school discourses immediately begin to lag behind. Their lack of assertiveness, usually
interpreted as non-commitment to college, is often the result of a previous educational system
that, to begin with, never had high expectations for students, placed them in low-level courses
that emphasized rote memorization, and blamed students‟ failures on the individual or their
families. In other words, many of my students are having problems initially because they did not
experience a college-preparatory experience in high school that helped them to negotiate their
first year in higher education.
During the first five years I taught at this university, I encountered a variety of Latino/a
students ranging from returning mothers to those who feed directly from high school; many of
them struggled during their first year for reasons similar to those mentioned above. As a teacher,
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I learned several important things from the students: first, most of them had serious financial
obligations and other responsibilities toward their immediate families; second, they wanted to
succeed like the rest of the students at the college; third, they were forced to live in two opposing
worlds at the same time - one that legitimized a “common sense” ideology privileging dominant
practices such as individual achievement and competition for academic success, and the other,
that values cooperation and requires group participation on a daily basis. I also noticed that, in
spite of their ups and downs and the usual crises from which non-Latino/as were not exempted,
some Latino/a students graduated and moved on with their lives.
In the past four years, however, I began to lose track of Latino/as because there was a
decline in enrollment in Spanish courses. Since my colleagues and I relish their presence in our
program, I decided to approach some of these students for the purpose of boosting enrollment.
When I asked some of them why they did not enroll in Spanish, I was struck by their strong
resistance to take courses in the language; they felt what Cummins (1986) has called a
“bicultural ambivalence” toward their home culture, and though they seemed reluctant to
elaborate further on the subject, it was evident some perceived themselves as inferior in relation
to dominant groups in the college and longed for assimilation and others felt alienated from their
own cultural values. Other students, however, argued that their Spanish skills were not good
enough for the college level, a conviction that permeates the responses of those who are brave
enough to continue enrolling in Spanish courses. When students speak about their lack of skills
in Spanish, they are referring to their use of code-switching, a practice often punished in foreign
language courses at the high school level. As Zentella points out, [code switching is
misinterpreted as evidence of lack of linguistic knowledge. But a spate of recent research has
proved that switching serves many significant social and discourse functions beyond that of
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filling in forgotten phrases or word. Nor does code switching signal the deterioration of one or
both of the languages involved; switchers display formidable syntactic knowledge by switching
at points that maintain the grammatical integrity of both languages at the same time] (301). In
other words, code switching is a phenomenon of the border where languages/cultures clash and
perform their differences simultaneously. When academics favor the acquisition of Spanish for
middle and upper-class students and treat low-income code-switchers as deficient because in
their view they lack proficiency in both Spanish and English, they are unintentionally furthering
the marginalization of Latino/a students. Unfortunately, many students are buying into this
message and seem to be giving up on their parents‟ language/culture altogether. In my view, this
is detrimental because the erasure of a family language/culture will have two negative effects on
their lives: first, students will lose to middle and upper-class bilinguals in a competitive labor
market, and, second, they will miss an opportunity to claim cultural visibility in the college
curriculum, a right they should have in educational institutions in 2010. The reality is that in my
institution, curricular offerings often have little bearing on the everyday struggles of Latino/a
students.
Though some of my informal conversations with Latino/a students increased our Spanish
enrollment somewhat, they opened my eyes to a much more serious reality: the lack of support
some of these students have when entering institutions of higher education, the students‟
attempts and failures to negotiate their lives inside the college, and their inability to juggle work/
family obligations with the demands of a rigorous curriculum. I also suspect that cultural
invisibility in the curriculum, that is, the lack of courses that represent their social reality, could
have an effect on academic performance when they enter school, in particular when their lives
and experiences are not connected to what they have to study during the first year. For this I
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decided to offer a first-year seminar that dealt with issues of Latino/a youths, and in English so
as to include those Latino/as who do not speak Spanish. I wanted to design a course that had a
three-fold purpose: first, an advising piece that aimed at helping students traverse the system
when they arrived in school; second, a content that addressed the constraints and possibilities
experienced by the group; and, third, a vehicle to gain knowledge on their struggles and
accomplishments because I felt that, as a privileged middle-aged Latina, there was a big distance
between my life and that of my students. It was essential that I listened to their viewpoints and
lived experiences in order to improve my teaching and develop more appropriate strategies of
support for the group.
I taught the class in the fall semester and repeated the experience the year after that. As
mentioned, I wanted to help students traverse the system, I positioned myself as a “cultural
translator” (de Anda, 1984, 101-107). I made a point of requiring them to stop by my office at
least twice throughout the semester for individual consultations. During those meetings we
discussed some of their personal, cultural, financial, and academic issues. In addition, I explained
how to proceed when they needed help, to approach professors, contact advisors, and request
information from the financial aid office, and, when my strategies failed, I directed them to
individuals more qualified than myself to deal with different issues. I received a lot of support
from the director of multicultural studies, who not only took the time to come to class and
provide important information for first year students, but also provided further advice throughout
the semester and financially supported the cost of a packet of required readings for the students.
In addition, I contacted faculty who agreed to advise some students who had already declared a
major.
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The class, titled “Visual and Written Representations of Latino/a Youth,” aims to build
on the cultural assets of the students and creates the conditions for enabling low-income
Latino/as to move from passive positions of subordination to active participants in the
construction of their own identities. In my view, this task requires an initial clustering of students
because of the specificity of issues (academic and social) that are necessary to discuss with lowincome first year Latino/a students. To avoid misunderstandings with the administration, I met
with the associate vice-president of my college to explain the reasons for requesting support for
Latino/a enrollment exclusively. At the time, I was allowed to send a written invitation to
Latino/a students who came for first year orientation in the summer, and the course was offered
for Latino/a students exclusively. After receiving positive feedback from students in the course
evaluations, I made a similar request to another administrator the following year who agreed to
my request. When I arrived to teach the course, however, there was a mixture of Latino/as and
Anglo students and, though Anglo students were more receptive to the content than initially
expected, the purpose of the course was defeated because the new grouping, on the one hand,
forced me to deal with the material in a different way pedagogically, and, on the other, the
mentoring part of Latino/as I did during class the first time I taught it suffered because I had to
struggle for a balanced dialogical encounter between people with very different academic needs.
Culturally, Anglo students had to be carefully guided through the material while Latino/as could
address many of the topics without an introduction. Also, Latino/a students needed much more
academic and social guidance that could not be done in the classroom because it seemed obvious
to most of the Anglo students and ran the risk of embarrassing Latino/as. As a result, the
advising piece, a key component in the course, became much more limited the second time.
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It would be unfair to reach conclusions as to why administrators decided to diversify
participants in the second year since I did not receive any explanation at the time. I initially
suspected that some administrators unconsciously continue to see Latino/a students under the
deficit model and hope that, by integrating Latinos with Anglo students, they will be able to
uplift them from their position of subordination. As I prepared to teach the course for the third
time, however, I received an e-mail from the director of curriculum telling me that the clustering
of students would not be a “good practice” for Latino/as and that the first-year-seminar
committee felt they would have to give the same opportunity to other “at-risk” groups such as
African-Americans, first-generation, and Vietnamese. At present, the college offers clustered
first year seminars only to honor students, ALANA students, and athletes exclusively.
Since the intention of this paper is to address issues of first-year Latino/as, from now on I
will concentrate on my first teaching experience, that is, the time that I taught twenty Latino/a
students. My decision to cluster Latino/as was influenced by the work of the distinguished
educational researcher Patricia Gándara, who points out that clustering students by race
temporarily and matching them with adult mentors from the same background counteracts their
marginalization when asked to share their views and experiences different from those of Anglo
individuals. This kind of “cocooning,” she argues, helps students form their identities in a
healthy environment and develop the strength and skills necessary to confront marginality (44).
As Gándara suggests, this practice would be ideal at the high school level when students are
preparing for college. Unfortunately, none of the students who enter my institution go through an
experience of that nature. That is why I decided to offer this class their first semester of college.
In addition, I believe that the study of culturally relevant material can encourage students to
analyze not only the disadvantages caused by poverty, immigration, and a history of colonialism
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that is part of their daily lives but also to examine the challenges and achievements of Latino/as
with similar backgrounds, an experience that is rarely offered in high schools that could help
those students enrolled in pre-college courses, such as Math and English, alleviate the initial
feeling of academic underperformance in college. As Fine (1991) points out, a low-track
curriculum silences young people by treating them and their intellectual capacities as
insignificant. Since this first year seminar is geared to produce the opposite effect on students, its
content and pedagogy aims to include challenging and socially relevant topics that promote the
critical consciousness and active participation of students on issues related to their lives.
Furthermore, in practical terms the course satisfies requirements in areas such as United States
and the World for the new curriculum on our campus.
Pedagogically, I wanted students to examine the perimeters where most of them live and
produce knowledge. As Giroux points out, “border pedagogy decenters as it remaps. The terrain
of learning becomes inextricably linked to the shifting parameters of place, identity, history and
power” (30). I wanted to make sure students understood that their everyday experiences were not
irrelevant or insignificant but had true academic value and deserved serious reflection in my
course. In terms of content, youth experiences were divided into three sections: in the first one,
we looked at the reasons for Latin American immigration into this country; we examined the
intertwined relationship between the United States‟ political intervention in Latin America and
the flow of people that moved north from that area. During this part we also looked at the
situation of youths today; we analyzed recent empirical data regarding Latino/a students in
Massachusetts, enrollment, standardized testing, drop-out and suspension rates, the overrepresentation of Latino/a youths in the justice system and the harsh sentences many receive. In
addition, we explored mainstream media representations of Latino/a youths; we looked at recent
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articles published by the New York Times and the Boston Globe and finished the section with
Hollywood representations of the group. The analysis focused on the tenets that underlie
dominant representations and how issues of power, race, class, gender, sexual orientation, and
language operate in the construction of those portrayals.
The second part aimed at examining how stereotypical images can be overcome by
subverting dominant versions and producing alternative ones; we examined narratives that focus
on youths but this time from the perspective of distinguished Latino/a writers who, in spite of
difficult upbringings, have been able to negotiate their marginalities and overcome their
positions. Some of the writings dealt with the social construction of beauty and body in youths,
while others referred to teenage pregnancies and cultural conflicts within immigrant families.
This section was contextualized with visual images produced by independent film makers who
work outside Hollywood and have more control of their creative work. The third and final
section of the course gave a voice to Latino/a identities by means of narratives written by
Latino/a college students. Most of the students reacted favorably to challenging and socially
relevant material that often made references to their lived experiences and promoted critical
analysis and active participation on a daily basis. They engaged in group work to identify the
underlying tenets of dominant representations, to evaluate the complexity of issues that relate to
those representations, and to identify strategies that deconstruct those constraints and help them
move ahead in society. At the same time, the cultural reflections analyzed throughout the
semester gave them the tools to interview other Latino/a youths, compare and contrast the
experience of that person to topics discussed in class, and write an evaluation of the interviewing
process and present it to their classmates. In addition, students interpreted and evaluated the
experience of Latino/a youths by means of an argumentative paper. The final assignment, an
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autobiographical essay, placed them in a position beyond objects of study and allowed them to
become subjects of their own social realities with a voice of their own.
As said before, the third goal of the project was to reduce the distance between myself
and the students in order to gain a better understanding of the group and reflect upon my own
participation in the project. From the advising piece I learned that some students were frustrated
because they wanted to major in areas they did not have pre-requisites for; they had not taken the
appropriate courses in high school and fell behind as soon as they entered college. At the same
time, occasionally I failed in my attempts to help students because my strategies did not work
with some of them. Initially I had required students to attend tutoring sessions for my course at
the Center for Tutoring. Early in the semester, however, I realized students did not need tutoring
for my course but for other classes such as English, math, and science. Once I identified the
problem, I switched my requirement and encouraged students to find help in areas where they
really needed it. There were also times when I realized that a few of the students missed extracurricular first year requirements or failed to complete assignments in other courses. In addition,
I found out that some of them had little understanding of how failure to accomplish assignments
could affect their standing in school and had to be reminded that unless they completed their
courses successfully they would not be invited back. Some tended to view dropping out of
college as a personal option and did not understand that if they got unsatisfactory grades during
the first year they would be asked to leave.
Another issue that came up early on was the number of hours they worked; it was
difficult to convince students that academic responsibilities were a priority and that work
schedules had to be reduced, especially during the first year. Since this was my first attempt in a
project of this nature, I started to get worried about students‟ progress so I insisted, perhaps too
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often, on their college commitment. A month into the course I asked the group for feedback, and
while they said they liked the content we studied, two students told me that my insistence on
achievement was putting too much pressure on performance. I immediately evaluated my
strategies for retention and realized they could be counterproductive for some students if I did
not make any changes; at that point I felt like a colonizer and began to question my role in the
experience. Was I trying to liberate or domesticate students? What contradictory messages was I
sending? Perhaps subconsciously I was reproducing the role of the lone ethnographer: “the Lone
Ethnographer depicted the colonized as members of a harmonious, internally homogenous,
unchanging culture. When so described, the culture appeared to „need‟ progress, or economic
and moral uplifting. In addition, the „timeless traditional culture‟ served as a self-congratulatory
reference point against which Western civilization could measure its own progressive historical
evolution” (Rosaldo, 31). Did I really want students to produce knowledge from the margins or
had I become another agent of the dominant discourse who wanted to uplift them and assimilate
them to the center?
Today I am convinced that I never tried to uplift students to the center and that I honestly
wanted them to construct knowledge from the margins. At the same time, I know that academic
rigor is essential to acquire any type of knowledge. Furthermore, I believe that an analysis of
their culture has the potential of allowing students to empower themselves; they can identify
problems and find solutions, celebrate their assets, and feel motivated to excel. The fact is that
many young Latino/as today have little understanding of their ethnicity and how the group stands
in relation to mainstream American society; when I started the class, none of them had any
information about the United States‟ involvement in countries where their parents came from.
Some did not even know why their parents came to this country. Throughout the semester
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several students expressed surprise and sometimes shock when they studied statistics on school
drop-out and detention in the justice system, and even though a few of them had heard names of
some Latino/a authors, none of them had read them before. It is important to point out that I did
not operate as the lone ethnographer because I never assumed that the group was homogeneous
or required a particular treatment as an entity; differences among students appeared on the first
day of class. From their feedback it became evident that some did not need or want to be
reminded of their obligations, while others, especially several males in the group, wanted my
constant follow-up. In light of their comments, I continued providing individual support to those
interested in meeting with me, and I reduced daily reminders to general recommendations every
two weeks.
My relaxed attitude may have worked for two students who needed more space, but it did
not enhance retention; although only two students failed my course, four more dropped out
during the second year of college. Ironically, the two students who failed the class came from
middle-class suburban backgrounds and did not have pressure to work as many others in the
class did, but they had problems with attendance and requirements from day one. That
experience taught me that, academically, the males in my class were more vulnerable than
females and needed much more assistance than they received during the semester. In addition, I
learned that academic support for first-year students should be provided by other sources beyond
the instructor; peer-advising and mentoring could operate as a much better source for students at
that age because participants would be more receptive to get advice from people with whom they
have more things in common. Ideally, it would be advisable to put together a collaborative team
that included interested professors, first-year and upper-class Latino/a students, and college
counselors experienced with diverse populations who designed together advising and mentoring
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strategies for the four years. A clustering of Latino/a upper-class with first-year students could be
beneficial for both groups; it could connect first-year with successful upper-class students and
encourage the latter to engage in community outreach.
Issues from the advising piece were not the only source of feedback for me. At the
beginning of the course it was evident that some students seemed to have problems identifying
themselves as an ethnic group, and those concerns surfaced on the first day of class. Some of
them saw their identity as a liability rather than asset. Though in the course evaluation students
highlighted the opportunity to get to know each other and work together as Latino/as, the first
day they seemed reluctant to be surrounded by people of the same ethnicity because they felt
there was something wrong with the situation. By the second class, when they got engaged with
the material, resistance began to subside and in two weeks nobody addressed the issue any
longer. However, one thing was clear from the beginning, and that was that all of them perceived
their identity in relation to mainstream middle-class Anglo America and, as a result, tended to
devalue their own in order to fit into the dominant discourse. As Stanton Salazar points out,
“students succumb to what they understand as American standards of culture, which is unfairly
measured by Anglo middle-class experience” (21). Furthermore, one of the students operated
under the premises of internal colonialism (Fanon, 1967) and enacted social hierarchies within
the classroom. For example, this person raised in the suburbs, expressed to me in private a social
distance from many students in the class; further comments made by the student throughout the
semester reminded me of how sometimes people ensure their our own subordination by the
persistence with which they mimic the styles, preferences, and mannerisms of those who
dominate them, even when they have become aware of the mimicry and of their being trapped by
the dynamics of subordination (Montoya, 60).
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At the same time, although a few females wanted to deny their identities discursively,
they often became racialized subjects who subconsciously performed the social stereotypes
assigned to Latina sexualities by wearing tight clothes and scrutinizing each other. Some of them
tended to be very critical of females‟ behavior in their communities. For example, when we
studied problems of teen pregnancy, some scorned and dismissed former high school classmates
who got pregnant. Men, on the other hand, in spite of some socio-economic differences, tended
to cling together, hugged each other when they entered and left the classroom, and joked most of
the time. Sometimes they were naïve and playful for their age, and females mocked them. In
spite of this, males had a better rapport with me from the beginning. They were affectionate and
called me “maestra” (teacher); perhaps, they saw me as an extension of their mother because I
both pushed them to do well and reprimanded them when they did not perform at a certain level.
One of the highlights of the course was the design of the curriculum. All of the students
were satisfied with the visual and reading selections; they relished associating the readings to
their own particular experiences, and I never encountered resistance to material or to class
participation. One of the assignments that excited participants and helped them to identify
themselves as Latino/as was to understand embedded messages in mainstream media
representations and the impact that those representations have on the design of their culture. As
soon as they began to identify the stereotypical patterns in the Hollywood portrayals of Latino/s,
they became much more outspoken and produced analogous examples in their own lives. I was
very surprised by the way one of the most “difficult” students reacted to this topic. While the
student had trouble adjusting to college and did not show much commitment to academic work,
when the musical West Side Story was introduced, this person produced an excellent reading of
urban life in the 1960s. I had carefully prepared a set of questions to guide students but, without
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any help, this particular student immediately identified how the film constructed ethnic
difference and what it said about Puerto Rican immigration to New York. The rest of the
students identified the different representations of the Jets and the Sharks and the stereotypes that
plague the film from beginning to end. By critiquing the injustices of the film, students began to
identify injustices in their communities and challenged oppressive forces of subordination.
It is obvious that visual texts tend to engage students nowadays, and Latino/a college
students are no exception. But the written works of fiction worked very well in the course as
well; I was happy to find out that the short stories I assigned were well received and engaged
many students in class participation. Furthermore, I had trouble controlling their voices because
they all wanted to speak and analyze the material at the same time. When assignments were
articles from the social sciences that required comprehension of factual information, however,
some of the students were not prepared to participate because they had not done their readings.
Since in my view this material was essential because it showed important information about the
group, I made a point of discussing those issues in full. I asked students to break into groups and
did not move into another topic until they comprehended the assignment. I did not want to let
those issues pass; I wanted to send the message that all assignments had to be done properly to
move ahead with the rest of the curriculum.
Though some of the students‟ writing had problems with spelling, syntax, and
punctuation, their narratives revealed much more information about their lives that I could
observe in class. From their autobiographical essays I learned that some viewed their heritage as
an asset for a positive future. On the other hand, other narratives evoked instances of personal
distress, emotional pain, and financial struggles intertwined with stories of cultural conflicts
during adolescence, family break-ups, and cravings for belonging to mainstream America. When
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they interviewed a Latino/a youth, however, they expressed excitement about the assignment
because in their view the interviewing process gave them a chance to see how issues discussed in
class played in somebody else‟s eyes; they could take what they read and apply it to real life.
Many students argued that issues became more real and, in some cases, the responses of the
interviewees seemed to relate to stories read in class. In addition, students felt that the
interviewing process, the evaluation, and final oral presentation gave them a chance to learn and
figure things out on their own, especially outside the classroom. Writings also revealed that these
young people often felt confused and displaced because messages they received were often
constructed from different frames of reference. On the one hand, students were expected to
succeed in mainstream society, and, on the other, they had to contribute to the preservation of
family relations. Some expressed stress about college applications, filling out financial aid forms,
and finishing the process on time. At the same time, students voiced conflicts within families,
such as uncomfortable encounters with relatives who did not speak Spanish or anguish about the
burden of being family translators. Others, though, longed for family closeness and resented the
fact that their parents‟ divorce had ended the practice of Spanish in the family altogether.
When students wrote about school experiences, some expressed anger toward a system
that rarely showed much interest in their performance. One of them resented participating in a
bilingual program that, instead of providing instruction in two languages, the experience
emphasized an unchallenging watered-down curriculum. Above all, with the exception of a
couple of students whose fathers had been out of their lives for a long time, all of them praised
their upbringing and expressed effusive love for their parents, in particular for their mothers. It
became clear that some of my students‟ parents, especially those who are single parents, live
very difficult lives, endure intense economic pressures, and have little time or knowledge about
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school systems. As a result, some of them unconsciously put a lot of pressure on their older
children who are often expected to take care of siblings or help with household expenses. During
the semester, two male students began to show signs of intense stress in class. One of them
started to fall behind because, as the oldest son in the family, he had to increase the number of
working hours to help his single mother make ends meet. Fortunately, he was able to rearrange a
work schedule for weekends and is still in school today. The second student, however, dropped
out without notice; this person was the most respectful student in the class and performed well
throughout the semester, but, all of a sudden, he did not show up for finals and left school
altogether. Two students from the class and I attempted to reach him to no avail. I am still
wondering why this person dropped out. Was it because school was not interesting? Did he think
a diploma was not important to get a job or was he unable to juggle work and school?
I will never know the reasons for this student‟s attrition; I was unable to advise him on
withdrawal procedures, however, had he followed the appropriate procedure, he would not have
received a failure in all his courses and could return to college if he so wanted in the future. All I
know is that out of twenty students, fourteen were in school at the beginning of second year and,
of the six who dropped out, five were males. This means that students are in a vulnerable
position and more strategies need to be implemented to increase retention. Advising of Latino/a
students needs to begin much earlier; college representatives interested in Latino/a students need
to work together with those in middle school and high school to provide students and parents
with a fair assessment of the college experience, the financial aid process, and important
strategies for students‟ preparation for college and the admission process. Further, holistic
advising needs to continue throughout the four years of college; one semester is not enough time
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to help students navigate the system and learn the repertoire of performances needed not only for
college survival but also for success.
To help Latino/a students‟ smooth the transition between high school and college,
colleges need to have curricular offerings that reflect their life experiences. I believe the course I
taught represents valid knowledge for a college curriculum in 2010 because it creates the
conditions for students‟ self-empowerment by providing cultural capital to Latino/a youths; it
focuses not only on the constraints but also on the intellectual contributions of their own people.
Students argued that the material was relevant, provided information from different points of
views, and opened their eyes to obstacles and difficulties they would have to confront to succeed
in the future. They also praised the ambiance of the class; they felt comfortable with each other,
wanted to work together, and felt “themselves” inside the classroom. As a teacher, I had high
expectations and challenged them to do their best. Students worked hard, attended class
regularly, and fulfilled requirements because they saw themselves represented in the curriculum.
As I am preparing to teach the course with a mixed group for the third time, I regret not having
invited administrators to observe how students engaged in discussions, prepared assignments,
and interviewed other Latino/as. Perhaps today some of the decision-makers in my college would
have more knowledge about the group and would be able to understand that some Latino/as
students, with an appropriate support system, can achieve their potential and succeed in college
like many other students.
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The Odd Ones Out: The Challenges and Opportunities in Navigating Tenure
and Promotion at a Predominantly White University-An Experiential
Experimental Odyssey

Abstract
There is a new paradigm of research focusing on diversity issues and the challenges and new
opportunities in achieving diversity in higher education in America. In recent decades much has
been written about diversity in the education system in America. There have been inroads in
campuses diversifying their student bodies. While many predominantly white universities
(PWU) have strategic plans to diversify their student body, there is still much strategic planning
needed to diversify faculty and staff. The authors have all taught in PWU and have shared
experiences about challenges and opportunities in navigating tenure and promotion, which
results in long-lasting diversity. The process of attaining university tenure is both an academicprofessional and largely socio-political process for most minority faculty in predominantly white
universities. The researchers shared their experiences, challenges, opportunities and highlight
recommendations for PWU to retain minority faculty, staff, and students.

Everybody is a story.
Everyone’s story matters.
By: Rachel Remen

There is a new paradigm of research focusing on diversity issues and the challenges and new
opportunities in achieving diversity in higher education in America. In recent decades much has
been written about diversity in the education system in America. There have been inroads in
campuses diversifying their student bodies. While many predominantly white universities
(PWU) have strategic plans to diversify their student body, there is still much strategic planning
needed to diversify faculty and staff. The authors have all taught in PWU and have shared
experiences about challenges and opportunities in navigating tenure and promotion, which
results in long-lasting diversity. The process of attaining university tenure is both an academicprofessional and largely socio-political process for most minority faculty in predominantly white
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universities. The researchers shared their experiences, challenges, opportunities and highlight
recommendations for PWU to retain minority faculty, staff, and students.
Demographics
African Americans represent approximately 13% of the US population and make up 5% of the
full time faculty (NCES, 2000, 2002). As a result of the disparity that exists, there are a number
of studies that have been conducted in order to critically analyze the work force within the
United States. All of the results of these studies have indicated a need to increase cultural and
linguistic diversity especially within academy. For decades, African American educators in the
United States struggled with desegregation in the American school system and other areas of
society (Fultz, 2004). Yet, although segregation was outlawed in 1954 following the Brown v.
Board of Education decision, implicit segregation continues to subtly manifest itself in the
American educational system. Research suggests that African American educators continue to
experience differential treatment associated with tenure and promotion systems, particularly at
predominantly White colleges and universities (Menges, & Exum, 1983; Tillman, 2001). As a
result, today a large number of the nation’s predominantly White colleges and universities have
only small numbers of African American faculty members (Gay & Howard, 2000).
The under-representation of African-American faculty in public higher education is one
of the most important ethical dilemmas facing colleges and universities today. Black faculty
facilitate the academic preparation and success of all students, but particularly African American
students. Research indicates that there is a lack of representation of African American faculty in
institutions of higher education (Anderson, Astin, Bell, Cole, Etzioni, Gellhorn, Griffiths,
Hacker, Hesburgh, Massey, and Wilson, 1993; Gregory, 1998; Tillman, 2001).
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The faculty of the future must reflect the diversity of the societies that are in the
communities. There must be a paradigm shift now as to how to best handle the pros and cons of
tenure and promotion at predominantly white institutions. Statistics has indicated a small
participation of minorities in the educational system across the country. According to the U.S.
Department of Education (2006a, 2006b) approximately 12.9% of minorities were full time
faculty in higher education. African Americans accounted for at least 5%, Asian Americans
5.1%, and American Indians 0.4%. The 5% of the African Americans stemmed from Historically
Black Colleges and Universities.
There is a continued disparity of issues relative to tenure and promotion of faculty at
predominantly white institutions. The disparity that exists demands urgent review and attention
by every institution on a global perspective. Diversity efforts have been insufficient for quite
some time now and have largely failed to produce a desired outcome. African American faculty
who teach at predominantly white universities often experience an array of challenges relative to
the minority status of tenure and promotion within the academy. There have been national
statistics of public and private universities that have demonstrated the fact that the actual
representation of faculty at these white institutions has remained sound for over fifteen years at
approximately five percent (US Department of Education, 2006a). It is known that there can be
many obstacles to successful recruitment and retention of faculty of color.
Challenges faculty of color face at predominantly white institutions (PWU)
Isolation
Poor lack of mentoring
Occupational stress
Racial and ethnic bias in tenure and promotion practices and policies
Defamation of character
Bullying
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Fear
Lack of motivation
Overworked
Harassment (psychological, sociological, and at times physical)
Illness
Hypertension

We cannot always control our environment, but we can control our reaction to life, people, and
workplace demands (Enwefa, Enwefa, and Brewster, 2009). In today’s society, we are living in a
world of stress that not only affects us on productivity within the institutions of higher learning
but most of all our health (Enwefa, Enwefa, and Brewster, 2009, Enwefa, Enwefa, Giles and
Giles, 2010). There are many factors that explain the underrepresentation of faculty of color as
faculty members in the higher educational system. Some issues have been linked to academic
pipeline including the quality of schooling publicly, lack of mentoring and prominent role
models, academic market structure, and institutional recruitment, promotion, and retention
policies and procedures. The pipeline argument purports that there is not enough qualified
African American doctorates to fill the faculty ranks (JBHE, 2001). However, the "pipeline"
argument does not take into account that the current faculty ranks are not reflective of the
number of qualified African American degree holders (Trower & Chait, 2002). Or, that these
individuals are receiving doctoral degrees in record numbers (Cross, 1998).
Clearly, there have been unchanging statistics that reflect structural problems within the
educational system at the extent from primary schools to the university level. Life on the tenure
track can be a difficult experience for all faculty regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, sexual
orientation, nationality, and class. Many faculty members at the beginning tenure track level feel
like they have till eternity to serve the 6-7 years prior to applying for tenure and promotion.
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There is much uncertainty, lack of support, unclear and ever-rising expectations, subjective
evaluations, and limited external validation. Many faculty at this level are most vulnerable in this
position due to their institutional rank that grants them less power compared to their senior
colleagues who simply will vote on their tenure and promotion applications without considering
the impact of the votes on applicant’s professional career. Whatever insensitivities suffered on
campus within your department or college/school will exist beyond the campus, and will
continue to exist if or when that individual is promoted with tenure. Many of these differences
exist because we live in a world organized by race relations, hostility, terror, jealousy, mob
mentality, inordinate ambition, and just simply wicked.
We all having survived graduate school and the academic job market, many new faculty
enter their first job with very high expectations and are highly motivated. All new faculty
struggle in their transition from being a graduate student to a professor, faculty of color at
predominantly white institutions must learn how to cope with the excessive and never-ending
service demands resulting from being the only African American faculty member or one of a few
that can be counted on are one in the department, college, or university in addition to the
alienation and hostility an individual may face on campus. It comes to a point in time when the
faculty feels that the institutions are set up for one not to succeed and yet had to succeed
regardless. Faculty who are new to this is spending too much time and energy trying to figure out
what it means to be on the tenure track model, how to teach well, how to manage time wisely,
and how to publish rather than perish. Many faculty going through the tenure and promotion
process have sacrificed everything imaginable, relationships, family, friends, integrity, and voice
in the process of pursuing tenure and promotion at the university. It should be a necessity to
recruit minority faculty but however, note that it is successful to devote a variety of resources for
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faculty retention in academia. Some suggested activities that may include but not limited to:
diversity training, staff development programs, involved in decision making process of the
university. When institutions of higher learning become unsafe, unhealthy, hostile, and stressful
both the institution and employees end up hurt. Job satisfaction and success is strongly linked to
good interpersonal relationships. Even more alarming is the fact that African Americans in the
academy are the finite number of those individuals who are tenured or on tenure track (Leap,
1995).
Promotion and Tenure at PWU
Promotion and tenure is an issue of fairness in the academy with regard to the practices and
policies of the process. There are unwritten rules and practices relative to the tenure process that
is set up to uphold the power structure within the academy that is controlled by the dominant
Eurocentric professoriate (Fenelon, 2003; Stanley, 2006). Racial discrimination is still issues that
plague institutions of higher learning (Haugabrook, 1998; McElroy, 1998). According to Baez,
1998 many African Americans felt victimized throughout the promotion and tenure process as a
result of their racial identity. Differential treatment of African Americans in academe can be
dated back to the 1950s during Brown v. Board of Education era. As a result of this educational
decision, all African American and White schools merged. This merger affected African
American faculty all of whom were fired while the White teachers were retained (Tillman,
2001). During the realm of the nineteenth century there were a limited amount of African
Americans that taught at universities in the United States. At around the 1940s you could not
find an African American with a doctorate at a White institution.
Today there is a large number at the national level. PWUs have only a small number of
African American faculty (Feagin & Sikes., 1996; Wales, 1996, Williams & Kirk 2008; Hudson
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& Holmes, 1994). Even the contributions that African American faculty make then and now is
not fully acknowledged (Feagin, et al., 1996). There is a decline in the number of African
American educators and it can be attributed to the lack of mentoring for professional
development, personal growth, intimidation, threats, bullying within the workplace.
Johnsrud and Sadao (1998) suggested that African American faculty will continue to
experience structural and personal barriers to tenure. The strong campaign to recruit minority
faculty has shown in the public eye that it is working in some aspect but what is really going on
is that the faculty that have been recruited at the PWUs feel that they are not worth anything in
academe (Aguirre, 2000; Cooper & Stevens, 2002; Johnsrud & Sadao, 1998). The pressure that
they have will continue to experience proves feelings coupled with the maltreatment received
make tenure and promotion a demoralizing experience. According to (Blackwell, 1989; Turner &
Myers, 2000) research has shown that minority faculty tends to spend much time on teaching
rather than on research, which can have a negative impact on their tenure and promotion since
value is weighted much more on research and scholarship. In addition, African American faculty
at PWUs is faced with a multitude of challenges because their tenure and promotion rates are
lower as compared to their white counterparts. In some instances, African American faculty are
regarded as “the other” and can be subjected to modes of differential treatment based on their
norms and values and some of their ideas can be perceived as inferiority (Johnsrud & Sadao,
1998). It is imperative that African American faculty at PWUs understand the informal and
formal rules within the academy especially those relative to the tenure and promotion process. In
many instances African American faculty do not learn the “ropes” of the academy until much too
late in the tenure and promotion process. At times some faculty has been provided with
conflicting information on purpose about the expectations which in the future can lead to failure
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(Tierney & Rhoads, 1993; Tierney & Bensimon, 1996). Tierney & Rhoads, 1993 state that it is
imperative that PWUs ensure African American faculty do not experience the “revolving door
syndrome”. Many departments and programs in higher education lack the cohesiveness and
faculty are often left to struggle on their own to achieve tenure and promotion status. There are
many ways to assist African American faculty to be successful in PWUs. Listed are some
suggestions for faculty to consider as part of their integration in academe and in PWUs.
Development of a Mentor & Protégé Support for Negotiating Tenure and Promotion


Provide emotional support



Encouragement in stressful times



Assist with the adaptation of the political environment within the university,
department, and college setting



Strive for an advocate who can speak on your behalf



Look for collaborative research projects



Pay retainer fee for legal counseling through the process

Tenure and promotion is one of the most important decisions made within a college or
university. By being awarded tenure, an institution is able to make a determination of your
future, and indicate what your strengths will be. On the other hand, the up or out policy disallows
inefficient professors to linger on. At this point the university and its community failed the
faculty member. The American Association for University Professors (AAUP) has for decades
stressed the importance of having a regular review for tenure and promotion yet, this has been an
issue for universities, colleges, PWUs, and HBCUs. Institutions of higher education for a long
time have faced immense pressure to improve their educational quality. Tenure and promotion
process in the 21st century needs to change in order to keep pace with the new social, intellectual,
and economic contexts. Research on minority faculty at PWUs and their status among tenure and
promotion ranks is not encouraging (Gregory, 1998). Minority scholars are barely present among
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the tenure ranks in a majority of PWUs. Many African American faculty find tenure and
promotion to be tedious, tenuous, inappropriate, unrealistic, unfair, discriminatory and morally
unequivocally unequal.
It is up to society to move towards change in attitude and not altitude in order for success
for both parties, otherwise we will continue to see a decline in African American faculty at
PWUs and HBCUs in general.
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Teaching Young Children about the Civil Rights Movement in Ways
Appropriate for Their Developmental Levels

Abstract
Curriculum standards and child developmental characteristics inform teachers regarding
instruction about the Civil Rights Movement. Many resources are available to support the
teaching and learning about this important historical period. Concrete learning experiences
permit children to build and understanding that will impact their current learning and future
attitudes and belief.

One of the most significant historical periods in American History is the Civil Rights
Movement, 1948 – 1968. Although much progress was achieved in establishing equity within
American society during this time, there is much work yet to be done to ensure that every citizen
of the United States of America enjoys the rights and freedoms outlined in the U.S. Constitution.
Because of the Civil Rights Movement’s importance, young children need to be introduced to the
related concepts early in their school experiences. However, adults who teach them need to
consider their developmental needs and education standards to provide a guide for appropriate
content and methods of instruction.
Selected Georgia Professional Standards Related to the Civil Rights Movement
Georgia has outlined the curriculum for each grade level in documents that provide an
overview of the content and skills to be taught at teach grade level (www.georgiastandards.org).
Many of these standards specify content that is directly related to learning about elements of the
Civil Rights Movement. The following provides an overview of a few of these standards:
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Kindergarten
SSKH1 The student will identify the purpose of national holidays and describe the people or
events celebrated.
e. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
SSKCG2 The student will retell stories that illustrate positive character traits and will explain
how the people in the stories show the qualities of honesty, patriotism, loyalty, courtesy,
respect, truth, pride, self-control, moderation, and accomplishment.
First Grade
SS1H1 The student will read about and describe the life of historical figures in American
history.
SS1CG1 The student will describe how the historical figures in SS1H1a display positive
character traits of fairness, respect for others, respect for the environment, conservation,
courage, equality, tolerance, perseverance, and commitment.
Second Grade
SS2H1 The student will read about and describe the lives of historical figures in Georgia
history.
a. Identify the contributions made by these historic figures: Martin Luther King, Jr.
(civil rights)
b. Describe how everyday life of these historical figures is similar to and different from
everyday life in the present (communication, rights, and freedoms).
SS2CG3 The student will give examples of how the historical figures under study
demonstrate the positive citizenship traits of honesty, dependability, liberty,
trustworthiness, honor, civility, good sportsmanship, patience, and compassion.
Third Grade
SS3H2 The student will discuss the lives of Americans who expanded people’s rights and
freedoms in a democracy.
b. Explain social barriers, restrictions, and obstacles that these historical figures had
to overcome and describe how they overcame them.
SS3G2 The student will describe the cultural and geographic systems associated with the
historical figures in SS3H2a.
b. Describe how place (physical and human characteristics) had an impact on the
lives of these historic figures.
SS3CG2 The student will describe how the historical figures in SS3H2a display positive
character traits of cooperation, diligence, liberty, justice, tolerance, freedom of
conscience and expression, and respect for and acceptance of authority.
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By reviewing the Georgia Performance Standards, teachers can see the many
opportunities that exist to provide children with background experiences to allow them to build a
foundation for knowledge and understanding of the Civil Rights Movement. As children review
facts, principles, and experiences, they develop a strong understanding of the events, people, and
significance of this important historical period.
Selected Developmental Characteristics that Influence Children’s Learning
In addition to a close examination of the curriculum standards for guidance in developing
instruction about the Civil Rights Movement, teachers must also consider the developmental
levels of the children they are teaching. Characteristics of emotional, social, cognitive, and moral
development impact how to plan effective instruction.
While school curriculum often focuses on cognitive development, there are many social
and emotional characteristics of young children that must be considered when planning
instruction. According to Copple and Bredekamp (2008), kindergarten-aged children are able to
form and sustain relationships and seek peer acceptance. Both these characteristics are important
in understanding the Civil Rights Movement. In order to create harmonious relationships with
people of various ethnicities, children must be able to form friendship bonds with others and care
about forming those relationships. Likewise, kindergarteners are becoming increasingly
sympathetic, better able to understand others’ minds and emotions. These developing
characteristics support their understanding and sympathy for the unfairness of the situations
which people of color faced prior to and during the period of the Civil Rights Movement. In
addition to the developmental characteristics of kindergarteners, children in the primary grades
are developing the ability to infer others’ thoughts, expectations, feelings, and intentions (Copple
& Bredekamp, 2008). This social understanding will permit them to examine many of the
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historical events associated with the Civil Rights Movement and experience appropriate
emotional responses.
All young children have adequate life experiences and developmental growth to
understand the concept of fairness. If another child receives more cookies at snack time, the
slighted child understands that his portion is not fair. The child who receives a negative
consequence for her misbehavior understands that it is unfair when another child does not
receive the same consequence for the same infraction. When teachers use the concept of fairness
as the foundation for teaching young children about the Civil Rights Movement, they are more
likely to respond to instruction with feelings of sympathy.
Regarding cognitive development, kindergarten and primary grade children share three
developmental characteristics that impact their learning about the Civil Rights Movement
(Copple & Bredekamp, 2008). As children move into the early grades they are becoming less
egocentric and are able to understand multiple perspectives. They are able to understand the
implications of being treated unfairly on people’s feelings and responses to situations. This
understanding will allow them to put themselves into the position of people who were treated
unfairly and reason about ways to respond to the treatment.
A second cognitive developmental characteristic of young children that is relevant to
their learning is the need for concreteness in the teaching methods that are selected. Children in
kindergarten and the primary grades require “hands-on” learning. That is, they need to be
personally engaged with their minds, bodies, and hands. Just talking about the Civil Rights
Movement will not ensure that young children learn important concepts about it. The wise
teacher will examine multiple resources that can be used to support children’s learning and use
them to enable children to experience and think about the movement through multiple avenues.
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Finally, children in kindergarten and the primary grades demonstrate good memory of
information that is meaningful to them. Therefore, teachers must help children make connections
between content related to the Civil Rights Movement and their own lives in order for that
content to be learned and be meaningful to children. When teachers select teaching methods that
support young children’s cognitive needs, they are likely to build a foundation of learning which
will impact future opportunities to learn.
Resources to Support Teaching about the Civil Rights Movement
When considering how to make the curriculum appropriate and accessible to the needs of
young children, the teacher must provide multiple resources to provide them with a “hands-on”
experience about the Civil Rights Movement. The following will address several types of
resources that the teacher can acquire and use to support children’s learning.
Images. We often hear the saying that “a picture is worth a thousand words.” This adage
certainly applies to teaching children about the Civil Rights Movement. Because this historical
period took place in the modern age, many images exist to help children become acquainted with
leaders and events of the period. Many photographs exist that children can view. Teachers will
do well to introduce children to these iconic images, discuss the people or events depicted in the
images, and provide children with the opportunity to reenact or represent their learning and
thinking using multiple strategies. Some of these strategies will be examined in the following
sections of this paper. The following illustrate the teacher’s use of images to give young children a
concrete learning experience with people and events of the Civil Rights Movement.
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School Integration
 View the photograph of Ruby Bridges being
escorted to and from school by federal
marshals.
 Discuss what they notice about the image.
Ask questions about Ruby’s experiences.
How do you think Ruby felt when she was
surrounded? Why do you think Ruby needed
law officers to escort her? etc.

 Allow children to write letters to Ruby
Bridges to thank her for the bravery she
exhibited when she was the first AfricanAmerican child to attend an all white school
in New Orleans.

March on Washington
 View the image of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. greeting the thousands of
people who participated in the March on
Washington.
 Discuss what children notice about the
image. Why do you think so many
people participated in this event? Why
did the people choose Washington, DC,
for the march? How do you think the
people felt as they stood in front of the
Lincoln Memorial?

 Allow children to construct protest
signs. What changes to they think are
needed now so that society is fair to
everyone?

Technology Connections. While a picture is worth a thousand words, a video is worth
even more. Events of the Civil Rights Movement were well-documented on video, and teachers
have easy access to much free footage of important events that can be found on the internet. In
addition, a large number of internet sites are available to assist the teacher in planning
appropriate instruction about the Civil rights movement. Because young children will continue to
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need the teachers’ assistance in building their understanding of these events, just viewing the
video will not be adequate for children to understand the significance of the events. The teacher
will need to introduce the video, provide children the opportunity to view the video, lead
children in a discussion in which they connect the video with the historical event with children’s
personal experiences, and finally, represent their learning in a concrete way.
Some excellent videos and other internet resources are available at the following
addresses:


http://www.pbs.org/teachers/thismonth/civilrights/index1.html - This PBS website
provides teachers with activity ideas when teaching civil rights. The activities are
listed by grade and subject level and include books to use during the lesson, online
resources and other print sources to go along with the activity.



http://pbskids.org/wayback/civilrights/index.html - This is an internet resource for
teachers, parents, and students. It is called “Stand up for your rights” and it an
interactive website with options to look at photographs, read an interview, and read
about a lot of other people involved with Civil Rights.



http://www.proteacher.com/cgibin/outsidesite.cgi?id=6425&external=http://www.eduplace.com/ss/act/civil.html&or
iginal=http://www.proteacher.com/090056.shtml&title=A%20Civil%20Rights%20Ti
meline – This website provides information for the teacher about an idea to create a
Civil Rights timeline with the students.



http://www.proteacher.com/090056.shtml - This website provides a list of different
teaching activities and pre-made lesson plans that might be helpful for a classroom
teacher.



http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/malcolmx - This website provides resources and
information about Malcolm X.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6kMgUzNxKM – YouTube provides several
videos that integrate pictures into a slide show that depict a lot of important Civil
Rights movement moments.



TeacherTube Videoclips. Several videoclips that are found on the TeacherTube
website illustrate the Civil Rights Movement with songs and images. The following
clips could be used with young children: 140073, 97089, 84639, and 32325.
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http://www.pbs.org/thisfarbyfaith/journey_4/p_8.html - On the website, the viewer
can click on the time line to trace major events, people, and other information about
the Civil Rights Movement from 1946-1966.



African American World: http://www.pbs.org/wnet/aaworld/reference/pbs.html provides a wealth of sources and links to further sources of the Civil Rights
Movement, 1954-1971.

Classroom Guests. Another wonderful resource that teachers can use to make learning
about the Civil Rights Movement concrete and meaningful is to invite guests to the classroom.
The ideal classroom guest will have first-hand experiences during the Civil Rights Movement
and be able to share those experiences with children. Classroom guests can be located from a
variety of sources in the community. The most accessible source is children’s family members.
Many grandparents of today’s primary grade children have personal memories of life prior to and
during the Civil Rights Movement. Other sources for locating visitors include contacting the
local chapter of the NAACP, chamber of commerce, and community leaders.
To prepare children to effectively interact with a classroom guest, the teacher has several
tasks that need to be completed. The guest will visit the classroom after the children have learned
something about the Civil Rights Movement. They will use the information that they have
learned, with the teacher’s help, to develop interview questions to ask during the visit. Children
can be assigned specific questions to ask the visitor. It may also be helpful to give a copy of the
questions to the guest before his or her visit to have the opportunity to reflect on appropriate
answers prior to the visit.
Once again, children needs help to make meaning from the experience of interviewing a
guest about the Civil Rights Movement. The teacher should prepare learning opportunities for
children to discuss new ideas from the interview and represent that learning in a creative format.
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Selected Children’s Books Related to the Civil Rights Movement
Children’s books are always a wonderful source for providing children with a concrete,
vicarious experience with historical events. There are many wonderful children’s books that are
appropriate for young children. The following provides a listing of children’s books that the
teacher can consider when teaching young children about the Civil Rights Movement.
Segregation and Discrimination
Bradby, M., & Soentpiet, C., illus. (2000). Momma, Where are you from? New York: Orchard
Books.
In answer to her daughter’s question about where she is from, an African-American mother
describes the community in which she grew. Among many positive descriptions of family
life, the description includes depictions of a segregated community where the sidewalk ends
before it reaches the black neighborhood and where children must travel past several white
schools to attend a black school.
Gray, L.M., & Fiore, P.M., illus. (1993). Dear Willie Rudd, New York: Simon & Schuster.
Miss Elizabeth reflects with regret to the time of her childhood when her beloved caretaker,
the family maid, Willie Rudd, was treated the way African-Americans were treated in the
South. She wishes she could now visit with Willie Rudd and greet her at the front door
instead of the back, serve her lemonade in the best glasses, and attend the movies and sit
together.
Harrington, J., & Lagarrigue, J., illus. (2004). Going north. New York: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux.
During the Great Migration of African-Americans from the South to the North, Jessie and
family are moving north in search of a better life. The reader watches as they eat in the car
because there are no restaurants where they are allowed to eat, they sleep along the roadside
because there are no motels that rent rooms to African-Americans, and almost run out of gas
because there are no service stations that will sell African-Americans.
Krull, K., & Diaz, D., illus. (1996). Wilma unlimited: How Wilma Rudolph became the world’s
fastest woman. New York: Scholastic.
This biography describes a segregated world in which Wilma Rudolph, an Olympic gold
medalist, grew from childhood to become a celebrated athlete.
Miller, W., & Christie, G., illus. (1997). Richard Wright and the library card. New York: Lee &
Low Books, Inc.
The book provides a fictionalized account of Richard Wright’s struggle to earn enough
money to escape to the North from the segregated South. While earning travel money, he
borrows a white co-worker’s library card so that he can read the books that free his soul.
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Parker, T., & Genovese, J., illus. (2005). Sienna’s scrapbook: our African American heritage
trip. San Francisco: Chronicle Books LLC
Sienna’s family takes an African-American heritage vacation. Their visit to Washington, DC,
beginning on page 31 provides the reader with information about two historic events that
occurred at the Lincoln Memorial, MLK, Jr.’s I have a dream speech and Marian Anderson’s
concert.
Pinkney, A., & Evans, S., illus. (2003). Fishing day. New York: Hyperion Books for Children.
Reenie and Mama love to fish in Jim Crow river. She knows that she cannot talk to the white
boy and his father who fish beside them. Reenie helps the white boy with bait that will work.
They become “silent” friends.
Shore, D., Alexander, J., & Ransome, J., illus. (2006). This is the dream. New York: Harper
Collins Publishers.
The powerful rhyming text brings the young reader through the days of segregation and Jim
Crow and contrasts it with the Civil Rights progress of today.
Seuss, Dr. (1953). The Sneetches and other stories. New York: Random House.
There are two types of Sneetches, those who have stars on their bellies and those who do not.
The star-bellied Sneetches believe that they are better because they have stars and refuse to
associate with plain-belly Sneetches. In a melee that could only be created by Dr. Seuss, all
the Sneetches discover that it really doesn’t matter whether or not one has a star.
Wiles, D., & Lagarrigue, J. (2001). Freedom summer. New York: Atheneum.
Young friend, one white and one black, look forward to the summer of 1964 after the passage
of the Civil Rights Act. Unfortunately, they find that many in their Southern town are not
happy about the end of segregation.
The Montgomery Bus Boycott
Freedman, R. (2006). Freedom walkers: the story of the Montgomery Bus Boycott. New York:
Scholastic.
Freedman presents a photo essay to document the people and events of the Montgomery Bus
Boycott. For young children, reading and viewing the photos in separate sections and
sessions will provide an excellent introduction to this galvanizing event of the Civil Rights
Movement.
Protests and Marches
Haskins, J. (1995). Freedom Rides: journey for justice. New York: Hyperion Books for Children.
Introduces young children to the freedom rides and why they were so important to the Civil
Rights Movement.
McKissick, P.C., & James, G.C., illus. (2005). Abby takes a stand. New York: Viking Penguin.
The book tells the story of the Nashville sit-in movement as seen by a young girl.
Miller, J. (2004). The march from Selma to Montgomery. New York: Just Us Books.
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The book chronicles the effort to march from Selma to Montgomery with several marches
interrupted by the National Guard.
Miller, J. (2004). The 1963 march on Washington: speeches and songs for civil rights. New
York: PowerKids Press.
This book discusses the circumstances and events that led up to the march.
Sit-Ins
Miller, J. (2004). Sit-ins and freedom rides: the power of nonviolent resistance. New York:
PowerKids Press.
Gives the reader information including the Montgomery Bus Boycott, the Greensboro SitIns, and the Freedom Rides.
Pinkney, A.D., & Pinkney, B. (2010). Sit-in: how four friends stood up by sitting down. New
York: Little, Brown Books for Young Readers.
Four college friends sit at the Woolworth lunch counter and order doughnuts and coffee.
They wait all day and into the night for service that never comes. Their courage begins sit-ins
throughout segregated society.
Weatherford, C.B., & Lagarrigue, J., illus. (2005). Freedom on the menu: The Greensboro sitins. New York: Penguins Young Readers Group.
Weatherford provides a portrait of a family who participate in the Greensboro freedom
marches and sit-ins. The reader shares the indignity of family members who cannot eat at the
Walgreen’s lunch counter and their feelings of justification when the discrimination ends.
School Integration
Lucas, E., & Anthony, M., illus. (1997). Cracking the wall: the struggles of the Little Rock nine.
New York: Lerner Publishing Group.
The story of the Little Rock students is used to introduce the Civil Rights Movement and race
relations to young children.
Morrison, T. (2004). Remember: the journey to school integration. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company.
Morrison provides a poetic, moving photo essay of the events leading to and following
school integration.
People of the Civil Rights Movement
Adler, D., & Farnsworth, B., illus. (2008). Heroes for Civil Rights. New York: Scholastic.
Heroes for Civil Rights presents short biographies of several courageous people who made
contributions to the struggle for civil rights.
Pinkney, A.D., & Alcorn, S., illus. (2000). Let it shine: stories of black women freedom fighters.
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This book presents the biographies of ten African American women from Sojourner Truth in
the days following slavery to Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm. These women made a
difference by blazing trails of success to be followed by those who follow.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Adler, D., & Casilla, R., illus. (1989). A picture book of Martin Luther King, Jr. New York:
Scholastic, Inc.
Adler provides a biography for young readers about the life of Martin Luther King, Jr., and
his peaceful struggle to secure freedom for all people.
Bray, R. (1996). Martin Luther King. New York: Wm Morrow.
This book is an illustrated biography of Dr. King especially for young children.
Colbert, J., & Harms, A. Mc., eds. (1998). Dear Dr. King: letters from today’s children to
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. New York: Hyperion Books for Children.
The book consists of a collection of letters written to Dr. King. Children pose questions, tell
about their own lives, their experiences, and their feelings, how they understand the past, and
their dreams for the future.
Farris, C.K., & Soentpiet, C., illus. (2002). My brother Martin: a sister remembers. New York:
Simon & Shuster.
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s sister tells stories of her brother as a boy and a young man.
Haskins, J. (1992). The day Martin Luther King, Jr., was shot: a photo history of the Civil Rights
Movement. New York: Scholastic.
This book provides recounts the story of the Civil Rights Movement through historic
photographs, illustrations, and newspaper headlines. The book tells the story of the
movement from its pre-Civil War days through the present. A focus on Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., is included.
King, C., ed. (1997). I have a dream: Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. New York: Scholastic.
This collaborative work between Coretta Scott King, wife of Martin Luther King, Jr. and
fifteen Coretta Scott King Award and Honor Book artists beautifully illustrates Dr. King’s I
Have a Dream speech.
Marzollo, J., & Pinkney, J. B., illus. (1993). Happy Birthday, Martin Luther King. New York:
Scholastic, Inc.
This lovely biography is written for very young readers. It provides a simple text that
describes the accomplishments of the Civil Rights leader.
Rappaport, D., & Collier, B., illus. (2001). Martin’s big words: the life of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. New York: Scholastic, Inc.
The words spoken to and by Dr. King guide this excellent biography of the Civil Rights
leader as he works to change the world. Many illustrations of segregation and Jim Crow laws
are included.
Ringgold, F. (1998). My dream of Martin Luther King. New York: Bantam.
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A young child dreams about the life of King.
Ruffin, F., & Marchesi, S. (2000). Martin Luther King, Jr. and the march on Washington. New
York: Grosset & Dunlap.
This book provides the background and story of the march and King’s speech written for
young children.
Rosa Parks
Giovanni, N., & Collier, B., illus. (2005). Rosa. New York: Scholastic.
Rosa tells the story Rosa Parks and of events leading up to the Montgomery bus boycott. The
reader clearly sees the injustice contrasted with the quiet dignity of Mrs. Parks.
Meriwether, L. (1973). Don’t ride the bus on Monday. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Rosa Parks refused to move to the back of the bus and give up her seat. Thus the
Montgomery Bus Boycott was launched.
Ringgold, F. (1999). If a bus could talk: the story of Rosa Parks. New York: Scholastic.
Marcie accidently finds herself sitting in a seat reserved for Rosa Parks on the Cleveland
Avenue bus. The bus asks that she move to another seat and then tells her the story of Rosa
Parks. The reader hears how one woman’s courageous action sparked movement for people’s
rights and freedoms.
Roop, P. & C. (2005). Take a stand, Rosa Parks. New York: Scholastic.
This chapter book biography of Rosa Parks is written in a way that most first and second
grade children can easily read about the civil rights hero.
Ruby Bridges
Bridges, R. (2003). Ruby Bridges goes to school: my true story. New York: Scholastic.
Ruby Bridges tells her own episodic biography as the first African American child to attend
the all white elementary school. Written for the very young, Ms. Bridges writes in positive
hopeful prose while not hiding the sadness of this life event.
Coles, R., & Ford, G., illus. (1995). The story of Ruby Bridges. New York: Scholastic.
This book chronicles the bravery of one little girl, Ruby Bridges, who defied the hate and
anger of people who did not want integrated schools. The episodic biography illustrates this
historical incident.
Ida B. Wells
Dray, P., & Alcorn, S., illus. (2008). Yours for justice, Ida B. Wells: the daring life of a
crusading journalist. Atlanta, GA: Peachtree Publishers.
Born into slavery, Ida B. Wells fought for the rights of African Americans through her
writings for newspapers. Wells, an antecedent to the modern Civil Rights Movement, became
an activist following the lynching of one of her friends.
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Marian Anderson
Hopkinson, D., & Jenkins, L., illus. (2007). Sweet Land of Liberty. Atlanta, GA: Peachtree
Publishers.
A beautifully illustrated book chronicles the story of Marian Anderson’s struggle to perform
in Washington, DC, in the 1930s. Excellent information about the event provides children
with an accurate picture of a talented woman who was prevented from sharing her talent with
others and how she triumphed.
Ryan, P.M., & Selznick, B., illus. (2002). When Marian sang: the true recital of Marian
Anderson, the voice of a century. New York: Scholastic.
Marian Anderson, a world famous opera singer, was not allowed to sing at Constitution Hall
in Washington, DC, a whites only venue. The Department of the Interior and President
Franklin Roosevelt granted permission for Anderson to perform on the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial.
Concrete Learning Experiences for Teaching Children About the Civil Rights Movement
As mentioned above, young children will not necessarily make connections between the
content they are learning and its relevance to their own lives unless the teacher plans explicit
learning opportunities for them. Young children need to represent their learning in concrete ways
to make meaning for themselves and construct the concepts that enable them to understand such
a complex historical period. Creative experiences such as music, writing, drama, and the visual
arts provide avenues for children’s representing their learning.
Music. One way to engage young children in a concrete experience when learning about
the Civil Rights Movement is to share recordings of and sing songs associated with the Civil
Rights Movement. Many wonderful songs are available. Since many of the songs were adapted
from old Spiritual hymns, the words are repetitive which makes them ideal for young children to
sing. In order to provide a relevant music experience, the songs can be taught in conjunction with
learning about an individual, viewing and discussing an iconic image, or after reading a related
children’s literature book.
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For instance, the teacher could read the book, Freedom on the menu: The Greensboro sitins (Weatherford, 2005). Discussing this important Civil Rights event, children could listen to
the song, I’m Gonna Sit At the Welcome Table, sung by Hollis Watkins. As they feel
comfortable with the words, they can begin to sing along with the recording. The music
experience should be followed with an explicit discussion about how the song is related to the
event of the Civil Rights Movement that is being learned.
Singing the music of the Civil Rights Movement accomplishes several goals in the
curriculum. Young children have the opportunity to hear the music and participate in a concrete
learning experience that is appropriate for their developmental levels. They listen to the
expressive representation of period recordings that provide them with a personal link to learning
about the Civil Rights Movement. Finally, by connecting the words of the songs with other
concrete learning experiences, learning about people, images, speeches, and literature, they begin
to develop a clear understanding of the relevance and significance of the Civil Rights Movement.
Drama. Another concrete learning experience that can be used to provide young children
with a developmentally appropriate opportunity of learn about the Civil Rights Movement
involves the incorporation of drama techniques. There are several drama strategies that can be
used effectively with young children.
By far the most easy drama technique to use is role play. Role play involves permitting
young children to assume the role of individuals who were involved with important events of the
movement and act out that role as they interact with other children who are portraying other
roles. Role play is easily used because it requires no rehearsal, no costumes, no script, and few
props, if any. After learning about a particular event or person important to the Civil Rights
Movement, children can volunteer for or be assigned a role in the dramatic reenactment of the
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event. By representing their learning within the context of a role play, children have a vicarious
experience with the event. By discussing their role play involvement at the conclusion, children
begin to form more clear understandings.
Young children possess a natural predisposition for play. Another way to provide a drama
experience for young children is to engage them in dramatic play. Many techniques can be used.
Teachers can establish learning centers in which children use play materials to represent and
reenact their understanding of the Civil Rights Movement. Tabletop toys and flannel or magnetic
board figures can be used.
A collection of toys that could be used to reenact events and people of the Civil Rights
movement include toy busses, multi-ethnic miniature dolls, materials to develop protest signs,
“shoebox” buildings representing schools and lunch counters. Children can use these materials in
an individual way to retell important events about which they are learning.
Finally, children can use magnetic or flannel board figures to reenact important events of
the Civil Rights Movement. Teachers can make these figures by photocopying appropriate
images for the events under study, laminating the figures, and attaching either felt or self-stick
magnetic tape to the backs. Then add the figures to a flannel or magnetic board. Children can
retell and act out the events by using the figures and manipulating them on the boards.
Writing. It is easy to see how writing experiences will support children’s learning. Many
writing experiences lend themselves as appropriate concrete activities for young children. The
paper will briefly present two writing strategies for teachers to consider.
Letters are a writing form with which most children are familiar. After learning
experiences about important people and events of the civil rights movement, children can write
letters expressing their thoughts about the event or to an important person. For instance, after
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learning about Greensboro Four and their sit-in at the Woolworth’s lunch counter, children could
write a letter to the young men describing their thoughts about the courage and determination the
Greensboro Four exhibited.
Poetry is another writing format which young children use easily. The works of many
poets, of many ethnicities, wrote about the Civil Rights Movement. Some of this poetry can be
used to introduce the idea of poetry writing as a way to communicate personal ideas about this
important historical period. Children can then be invited to share their own thoughts through
writing poems. Many poetic forms can be used: free form, acrostic, and “five-senses” poems
(Tompkins, 2009). In the free form poem, children write their thoughts without concern for
pattern or rhyming, a form very suitable for young children. For an acrostic, children select an
important name or event, write the name of the person or event vertically down the left-hand side
of their paper, and then use each letter of the title as the first letter of a word or phrase telling
what they have learned about the person or event. In the “five-senses” poem, the young child
uses sensory sentence starters to describe sensory reactions about famous people or events:
Discrimination
Looks like a prison cell holding people from freedom
Tastes like bitter medicine that you want to spit out
Sounds like a soft voice whispering hateful words in my ear
Smells like sweat from the struggles of so many people
Feels like a broken heart, hoping for happiness
Visual Art. A final concrete way in which young children can represent their learning
about the Civil Rights Movement is through the visual arts. Young children are attracted to the
materials and processes used in the visual arts and can use a variety of these materials to create
visual representations of their learning. Drawing and painting provide two fine avenues for
children to communicate their learning about the Civil Rights Movement.
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Young children can draw the ideas about which they are learning using several media. Of
course crayons and markers are readily available in most early childhood classrooms. Other
drawing materials that can be considered include colored chalks, charcoal, colored pencils,
graphite pencils, and pen and ink. Children enjoy variety in the materials that are used. After
studying a particular event or person, children can represent their thinking about the person or
event by drawing their interpretation or understanding. Encouraging children to tell about what
they have drawn enables the child to articulate their learning and provides the teacher with the
opportunity to correct misunderstandings that the child displays.
Painting is another art form that young children enjoy. Since watercolors and tempera
paint are staples of most classrooms, teachers can explore techniques for using these versatile
materials. Painting is used in similar ways to drawing. Children study a particular important
person or event associated with the Civil Rights Movement. Then they represent the person or
event using painting. Afterwards, they share what their painting is about and how they developed
their subject. When paired with study of African-American artists who have represented the
struggles of people for equality, painting can becomes a powerful tool for communicating ideas
and feelings.
Conclusion
Standards and curriculum for young children provide many opportunities to facilitate
their learning about the Civil Rights Movement. However, young children have developmental
characteristics that teachers must consider when planning appropriate learning experiences.
Effective instruction will engage children in concrete experiences to support their learning about
and representing that learning. This paper focuses on many of the concrete strategies available to
teachers. The writers encourage teachers to provide more than superficial instruction about this
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important historical period, but to provide deep, meaningful experiences that will guide children
in their future learning opportunities and lives.
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Abstract
Wholistic Education is a framework based on applying critical thinking skills to problem solving
and decision making and in every domain of learning to affect a positive change on individuals,
communities, and the world. Wholistic Education has three action- oriented goals as its expected
outcomes; (1) To produce a thinker with the ability to recognize all aspects of self as being
healthy, positive, and relevant, (2) To cultivate a conscientious life long learner who is cognizant
of connections that center on change, (3) To establish foundational thinking skills to be nurtured
and sustained as the core building blocks in order to serve as a transformative model of
engagement in all domains of learning. This framework is visually represented with one triangle
(a pyramid) and three interconnected circles. These symbols, and the principles underlying each,
can be applied to any situation where thinking is required and render a desirable outcome.

An Educator’s Mission Statement-The Seed of Wholistic Education
In my core subject matter of English/ Language Arts every single word can be placed into
one of eight categories. These are known as the parts of speech. My favorite of the eight is the
verb. A verb is an action word. It is something that you do, did, or are going to do. This notion of
movement and action serves as the overall theme of my mission statement. It is the concept at the
core of my teaching philosophy and in fact my purpose for teaching. The goals and expected
outcomes of my mission statement are also rooted in action. They are: 1) To produce a thinker
with the ability to recognize all aspects of self as being healthy, positive, and relevant. 2) To
cultivate a conscientious life long learner who is cognizant of connections that center on change.
3) To establish a foundation to be nurtured and sustained in order to serve as the building blocks
for a wholistic education. In his article, Becoming a Reflective a Teacher, Peter Franks asserts
that when formulating a plan that will serve as the basis for a mission statement it is necessary to
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include within that plan a means by which to “maintain and monitor the plan” for the purpose of
developing long and short term goals; and additionally a means to “evaluate the plan” for any
new necessary strategies and ideas (Franks, 1999).
My goals are intrinsically intertwined within my mission statement. The application of
the goals is embedded in the language of the statement. The third sentence in by mission
statements speaks of “the building blocks for a wholistic education”. There are three core skills
that are most essential to educating the whole student. They are critical thinking, problem
solving, and decision making. Together they make up the components found in the “magic
triangle for wholistic education”. They are the framework from which my three goals are
developed.
Goal one is deeply rooted in the core belief of critical thinking as an inherent skill
necessary for cultivating the reasoning faculty. Critical thinking is the art of analyzing and
evaluating thinking with a view to improve it (Paul, R & Elder, L, 2009). In setting forth the
concept of the paradigm shift towards critical thinking, the Delphi experts intend to express a
goal toward which all might strive. These virtues require a measure of maturity and personal
development not commonly found in college sophomores or twelfth graders. Yet to delay
embarking on the practices and disciplines which will lead to these virtues would be an even
more profound mistake.
RECOMMENDATION 6: From early childhood people should be taught, for
example, to reason, to seek relevant facts, to consider options, and to understand
the views of others. It is neither impractical nor unreasonable to demand that the
educational system teach young people the habits of mind which characterize the
good critical thinker, reinforce those practices, and move students well down the
path toward their attainment. (Facione, 1990)
Goal two is focused on problem solving. In the pursuit of life long learning students will
be faced with myriad problems. It is incumbent upon teachers and educators to encourage
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students to identify and address problems and to provide them the means by which to generate
and develop viable solutions. John Gust, a fifth grade teacher, from the video Mission describes
how he uses the classroom to expose social injustice and problems that exist in the world,
society, community, and neighborhoods. He uses these topics to help students generate
classroom discussion on possible solutions to alleviate problems (Laureate Education, Inc.,
2007). This action oriented method inquiry forces students to make real world observation while
being informed about events that impact their lives.
Goal three is the next logical step following critical thinking and problem solving;
decision making. Students make decisions everyday that impact their thoughts, feelings, and
behavior. Educators must allow students the space to make choices while simultaneously
providing access to a variety of strategies that will assist them in making responsible decisions.
Students need to learn to identify their choices and to weigh the pros and cons of their decisions.
Students must be taught to recognize their own feelings in relation to the overall situation and to
seek and find viable alternatives. This allows students to be better prepared to make the major
decisions that they will have to eventually face in life.
Goals one through three is rooted in the third sentence of my mission statement, the
expected outcome of the goals come directly from sentences one and two respectively. Sentence
one speaks of students who “recognize all aspects of self” and sentence two talks about students
who are “cognizant of connections that center on change”. The focus of these two expected
outcomes is based on being reflective and making connections. These outcomes place students
squarely in the center and encourage them to be self- reflective. As Kottler, Zehm, and Kottler
(2005) write, in order to honorably define yourself as a person the following two tasks are
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necessary; 1) Asking Why and 2) Finding Patterns. As students begin to identify those key
aspects of their own self-concept they become empowered and enriched.
The expected outcomes facilitate students making connections between their concept of
themselves, their community, and the world. The movement and action that serves as a basis and
as a foundation for my mission statement is apparent in the fluidity of the three goals and the
expected outcomes. Goals one through three must be consistently applied with the outcomes in
mind, in order to realize the optimal development of the student. That is, the skills of critical
thinking, problem solving, and decision making must be intrinsically intertwined within self
reflection and making connections between what is learned and what is lived to form the basis of
a true and authentic i.e. wholistic education.
A Wholistic Education Core Value: The Cress-Welsing Theory (The Prescription)
Dr. Frances Cress- Welsing is a behavioral scientist and a practicing general and child
psychiatrist, whose theories, lectures, and scientific research were compiled into the pre-eminent
work, The Isis Papers: The Keys to the Colors. In the preface to this honored, yet controversial
work, Dr. Welsing expounds on the statement made by the “great African in America, the
sociologist- historian W.E.B Du Bois [who], identified the problem of this century as the
“problem of the color-line” in 1903’s Souls of Black Folk “ (Welsing, 1992 , pg. i ). In the essay
entitled, “Black Children and the Process of Inferiorization”, Dr. Welsing asserts the following,
“Black people must not only commit themselves to combating Inferiorization through the
struggle for maximal development, we must, as a part of that struggle, begin to establish
standards of academic achievement and codes of conduct for black children. These standards and
codes will serve as the fundamental basis for developing Black self- and group- respect. Without
true self- respect, all efforts for achievement will be in vain. In keeping with that goal, all Black
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children, before the age of six, should be taught the fundamental exercises in Black self- respect
by Black adult examples in home, school, church, and neighborhood.
1. Stop name- calling one another.
2. Stop cursing at one another.
3. Stop squabbling with one another.
4. Stop gossiping about one another.
5. Stop snitching on one another
6. Stop being discourteous and disrespectful to one another.
7. Stop robbing one another.
8. Stop stealing from one another.
9. Stop fighting one another.
10. Stop killing one another.
11. Stop using and selling drugs to one another.
12. Stop throwing trash and dirt on the streets and in the places where Black people live,
work, and learn.
With this behavioral foundation in self- respect, black children would be taught that
academic achievement is the highest priority. Each neighborhood should give annual awards for
children in each age group, based upon public performance in reading and math achievements.
This would indicate to Black children that knowledge and information are bases of power, along
with self- respect (Welsing, 1992, pg. 249-50) “.
These principles resonate so strongly within me that they serve as core values i.e. the soil,
seeds and the root which nurtures Wholistic Education to blossom into fruition.
Wholistic Education (WE) is remedy of sorts, it is an answer to the call made by
Dr. Frances Cress- Welsing in her seminal work, The Isis Papers: The Keys to the Colors. The
book is a collection of twenty- five essays. In essay #1 Dr. Welsing introduces The Cress Theory
of Color-Confrontation and Racism (White-Supremacy). In The Isis Papers, Dr. Welsing
provides the world with a comprehensive analysis and definition of the opposing force,
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As a Black behavioral scientist and practicing general and child psychiatrist, my current
functional definition of racism (white supremacy) is as follows: the local and global
power system structured and maintained by persons who classify themselves as white,
whether consciously or subconsciously determined; this system consists of a patterns of
perception, logic, symbolic formation, thought, speech, action, and emotional response,
as conducted in all areas of people activity (economic, education, entertainment, labor,
law, politics, religion, sex, and war). The ultimate purpose of the system is to prevent
white genetic annihilation on Earth- a planet in which the overwhelmingly majority of the
people are classified as non- white (black, brown, red, and yellow) by white- skinned
people. All of the non-white people are genetically dominant (in terms of skin coloration)
compared to the genetically recessive white-skinned people (Preface, p. ii).
By accepting and deconstructing this definition and comprehensive analysis of racism (white
supremacy); the path to its (racism) undoing becomes illuminated.
My work as an educator, researcher, and social scientist has led me to the creation of a
symbolic formation to be used as a model for transformative engagement. Wholistic Education is
a framework based on applying critical thinking skills to problem solving and decision making
and in every domain of learning to affect a positive change on individuals, communities, and the
world. This framework is visually represented with one triangle (a pyramid) and three
interconnected circles. These symbols, and the principles underlying each, can be applied to any
situation where thinking is required and render a desirable outcome.
The triangle is the foundation for the framework. This triangle is called The Magic
Triangle. It is called this because it contains the three core building blocks (3CB’s) for Wholistic
Education. The core building blocks are the fundamental skills that drive Wholistic Education
and they are: critical thinking, problem- solution, and decision making. When this framework is
applied properly and consistently, the most favorable outcome is assured. Within this framework
are three circles which are inextricably interconnected. They are: (1) self, (2) community, and
(3) world. This is the simultaneous starting point and road map for the explorative journey that is
Wholistic Education.
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I stated that Wholistic Education (WE) is an answer to the call made by Dr. CressWelsing in the Isis Papers. More specifically, in essay # 20 titled Black Children and the
Process of Inferiorization (June 1974), Welsing asserts, Black people, as a collective, are
becoming increasingly sophisticated. We are becoming strong enough to face many unpleasant
realities about ourselves and the social system and world that we live in, without denial and
panic. This ability to analyze ourselves, our behavior and our reality critically is one of the true
signs of true mental health. Another equally important aspect of mental health is our full
acceptance of the responsibility for reorganizing our own behavior in order to change the things
that are wrong (Welsing, 1989).
In this essay Dr. Welsing articulates with perfect clarity and prophetic wisdom that which
was true when she wrote the words in 1974, still true when the book was published in 1992, and
the situation remains tragically unchanged in 2010. The term “inferiorization” is used to describe
the social process by which Black genetic potential is destroyed, thus profoundly influencing the
whole life experience of every Black child (Welsing, 1989).
The essay was written when I was two years old. There is no more time to waste!
As the parent of a Black male-child, an educator of Black children, and yes even in my
past experiences as a Black child; I have had to bear witness to the “conscious, deliberate, and
systematic” oppression which defines the process of inferiorization. The truth in the essay
resonates most deeply within me in my role as an educator.
Any discussion of my personal philosophy or concept of learning must be entered into
with the unmistakably clear understanding that, as an educator, I view myself as equal parts
teacher and student. I see great value and validity in a plethora of both widely accepted and
disputed learning theories. Having said that, my theory of education reflects a core value of my
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teaching and learning philosophy: Education must bring about transformation between what is
‘learned’ and what is ‘lived’ and develop the necessary connection between the two. I believe
there are many paths to the one. I offer Wholistic Education as a way not the way. I wholeheartedly believe that Wholistic Education is the birthright of every human being. To emphasize
the magnitude to which the concept of Wholistic Education informs my practice I also refer to it
as, my Educator’s Mission Statement.
Critical Thinking Skills: Base of Magic Triangle & Foundation for Wholistic Education
Why Critical Thinking?
The Problem:
Everyone thinks; it is our nature to do so. But much of our thinking, left to itself, is biased,
distorted, partial, uninformed or down-right prejudiced. Yet the quality of our life and that of
what we produce, make, or build depends precisely on the quality of our thought. Shoddy
thinking is costly, both in money and in quality of life. Excellence in thought, however, must be
systematically cultivated.
A Definition:
Critical thinking is the art of analyzing and evaluating thinking with a view to improving it.
The Result:
A well cultivated critical thinker:
•

raises vital questions and problems, formulating them clearly and precisely;

•

gathers and assesses relevant information, using abstract ideas to interpret it
effectively;

•

comes to well-reasoned conclusions and solutions, testing them against relevant
criteria and standards;

•

thinks open-mindedly within alternative systems of thought, recognizing and
assessing, as need be, their assumptions, implications, and practical consequences;
and

•

communicates effectively with others in figuring out solutions to complex problems.
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Critical thinking is, in short, self-directed, self-disciplined, self-monitored, and selfcorrective thinking. It requires rigorous standards of excellence and mindful command of their
use. It entails effective communication and problem solving abilities and a commitment to
overcome our native egocentrism and sociocentrism (Paul & Elder, 2009).
Problem Solving & Decision Making Skills: Complete the Foundation for WE.
As humans we face problems as an inescapable fact of life. The same statement can be made
regarding decision making. Problems are as woven into the fabric of our lives to nearly the same
extent as decisions. Every domain of decision making is as the same domain in which we have to
solve problems. Every decision has an impact on our problems, either to minimize them or to
exacerbate them. Poor decision making creates problems. Many problems can be avoided by
starting with sound decision making.
Problems can be divided into two types:
1. Problems that we ourselves have created by our own decisions and behavior.
2. Problems created by forces outside of us.
Then divide each of these into two types:
1. Problems that we can solve, in whole or in part.
2. Problems beyond our control.
Cleary, we are apt to have the best chance of solving problems that we ourselves have
created, for we often have the capacity to reverse decisions we previously made and modify
behavior in which we previously engaged (Paul & Elder, 2006).
The Wholistic Education (WE) Methodology
Be Still- quiet, focus, introspect, reflect, & (most of all) Breathe.
“Both instruction and learning are highly fragmented today with virtually everybody
focused on some part of it rather than the whole of it. Crucial global notions like critical
thinking are then reduced to platitudes and approached superficially as one or more
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add-on to an already dense curriculum filled with hundreds of disjointed objectives
(Paul, 1991).”
Wholistic Education is rooted in the original definition of the word education derived
from the Latin word “educere” < e- out + ducere, to lead, draw, bring out, to denote the process
of education as a process of bringing out knowledge which is already inside of the learner. This
is in direct conflict with the traditional concept of education. The three interconnected circles
within the triangle represent (1) Self, (2) Community, and (3) World. These are the steps which
guide process of Wholistic Education. This fundamental principle leads to the natural starting
point of SELF- Sphere One. WE begins with the premise of the learner (student) as a visionary.
WE is a tool for learner (student) - centered engagement with a focus towards becoming a selfdirected (self- managing, self- monitoring, and self-modifying) learner. This focus is rooted in
Goal 1 of WE which is to produce a thinker with the ability to recognize all aspects of SELF as
healthy, positive, and relevant. The first step in the WE model begins with sphere one and its
focus on the individual learner i.e. self. The learner is given the opportunity to define their own
frames of identity. These Identity Frames (race, culture, gender, language, country/region of
origin, etc.) are used to serve as the lens by which to view problems and generate solutions in the
nine areas of people activity, economics, education, entertainment, labor, law, politics, religion,
sex, and war (Welsing, 1992). Although WE uses these frames to establish a point of view and to
guide and direct inquiry, they are not to be used as justification for having an egocentric point of
view or lacking in empathy or understanding towards those who may be perceived as different or
unlike you. WE celebrates diversity, distinctiveness, and individuality and recognizes this as an
asset and not a liability when presenting a model for transformative engagement.
Wholistic Education (WE) will demonstrate how the concepts and tools of critical
thinking can be used to improve student learning in any area content. WE will demonstrate how
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critical thinking skills are the basis of both problem solving and decision making skills, which
can be applied in any domain of learning and across all subjects. From a curriculum, instruction,
and assessment point of view, WE is supported by the best practices in education research. The
WE model is used to develop materials that faculty can use to design instruction, assignments,
and assessment in any subject. The function of the continued research and development is
applied and rooted in action i.e. action orientated. Its purpose is descriptive exploratory with the
intention to add to the existing literature by building rich descriptions of complex situations and
by giving directions for future research to focus on a problem that needs to be solved to improve
the practice of education (McMillan and Schumacher, 2006). The method of research will be
largely qualitative with the possibility of some mixed-method design to address the research
question which seeks to identify and describe the cognitive skills and the affective dispositions
that good critical thinkers seem to demonstrate habitually, which poor critical thinkers seem not
to posses (Facione, 2010).
A Need for Wholistic Education (WE): The Urgency of Now!
There is certainly no dearth of information on the topic of critical thinking and its
application in the field of education, particularly in the area of learning content and learning to
use content. In 1988 a panel of forty-six experts employed the Delphi Method of qualitative
research to make a systematic inquiry to the current state of critical thinking and critical thinking
assessment (Facione, 1990). The Delphi Method required the formation of an interactive panel of
experts. These persons were willing to share their expertise and work toward a consensus
resolution of matters of opinion. The landmark two-year project articulated an expert consensus
definition of critical thinking skills, including its core cognitive skills. The experts identified the
characteristics of an ideal critical thinker and presented specific recommendations relating to
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critical thinking instruction and assessment. The result of this was the American Philosophical
Association Delphi Report- An Expert Consensus Conceptualization of Critical Thinking (ERIC
Doc.: ED 315 423). The report established that critical thinking skills are conceptualized in term
of two dimensions- cognitive skills and affective dispositions and it yielded fifteen
recommendations from the panel which articulated an ideal. “The experts’ purpose in putting
forth the ideal before the education community is that it should serve as a rich and worthy goal
guiding CT assessment and curriculum development at all educational levels (Facione, 1990).”
Dr. Peter Facione served as the lead investigator and authored the Executive Summary of “The
Delphi Report” titled Critical Thinking: A Statement of Expert Consensus for Purposes of
Educational Assessment and Instruction. Drs. Richard Paul and Arthur Costa were among the
participating critical thinking experts. In the subsequent years following “The Delphi Report”,
each of the three scholars have produced volumes of work towards the aim of realizing the
recommendations articulated by that panel of forty-six experts. By building on the research and
theories of these three scholars and their associated colleagues, Wholistic Education seeks to
further examine the cognitive skills and dispositions habitually demonstrated by good critical
thinkers and to generate materials for how critical thinking skills can be applied in all content
areas and levels of learning.
The first of the three Delphi panel critical thinking experts to be discussed focuses
exclusively on the affective dispositions component of critical thinking skills. Noted educator
Arthur Costa defines and describes sixteen dispositions, called habits of mind, that are skillfully
and mindfully employed by characteristically intelligent, successful people when they are
confronted with problems to which the solutions is not immediately apparent (Costa & Kallick,
2000). In his four- book series, he and colleague Dr. Kallick, came to call these dispositions
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“habits of mind,” indicating that the behaviors require a discipline of the mind that is practiced
so it becomes a habitual way of working toward more thoughtful, intelligent action (Costa et al.,
2000). The Habits of Mind as identified by Costa and Kallick are:
Persisting

Creating, Imaging and Innovation

Thinking and Communicating with Clarity
and Precision

Thinking Flexibly

Managing Impulsivity

Responding with Wonderment and Awe

Gathering Data Through all Senses

Thinking about Thinking (Metacognition)

Listening with Understanding and Empathy

Taking Responsible Risks

Finding Humor

Striving for Accuracy

Questioning and Posing Problems
Thinking Interdependently
Applying Past Knowledge to New Situations
Remaining Open to Continuous Learning

Dr. Richard Paul, the next Delphi panel expert, is the Director of the Foundation for
Critical Thinking and has produced extensive research and information about the theory and
practice of critical thinking. Dr Paul cautions against the dangers and pitfalls of a weak- sense
approach to teaching critical thinking as opposed to teaching critical thinking in the strong sense
(Paul, 1991). There are three groups of mental structures which are offered as the essential
elements of critical thought. The first two groups address cognitive strategies; micro-skills and
macro-abilities. The third group addresses affective strategies, or traits of mind. In any strong
sense approach to thinking, the affective dimension is given special emphasis (Paul, 1990). There
are nine affective dispositions, which Paul identifies as, Intellectual Traits. They are: Intellectual
Humility, Intellectual Autonomy, Intellectual Integrity, Intellectual Courage, Intellectual
Perseverance, Confidence in Reason, Intellectual Empathy, and Fair-mindedness (Paul & Elder,
2008). Paul further contends that the best way to understand the trait is by also considering its
opposite. For example, Intellectual Humility implies that you know when you know and when
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you don’t know. You have knowledge of your ignorance. You can best understand this by
considering its opposite, Intellectual Arrogance (Paul, 1998). This notion of opposites is used to
offer possible strategies for helping students think through the logic of the subject with skills and
discipline (Paul & Elder, 2008).
Peter Facione is the final scholar of the Delphi panel to be discussed. In his role as lead
investigator of “The Delphi Report” Dr. Facione employed the Delphi Method to organize fortysix men and women from throughout the United States and Canada over a two year time period
and feed them questions, receive all responses, summarizes them, and transmits them back to all
of the panelist for reactions, replies, and additional questions (Facione, 1990, 2010). It is apropos
to conclude this descriptive exploration with the author who was responsible for the synthesis of
what is regarded as the landmark report which continues to influence critical thinking theory,
teaching, and assessment in the full spectrum of academic disciplines and professional fields
(Facione, 2010). Facione’ assertions of critical thinking skills are clear and concise; at the very
core there are the cognitive skills: interpretation, analysis, evaluation, inference, explanation, and
self- regulation. The ideal critical thinker can be characterized not by merely by her or his
cognitive skills but also by how she or he approaches life and living in general. Skillful and
knowledgeable people may not always exhibit strong habits of mind (Facione, 2010). The
dispositional dimension of critical thinking is presented in opposing terms, similar to the method
employed by Paul when describing affective dispositions.
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(+) Positive

(-) Negative

Truth- Seeking

Intellectually Dishonest

Open- minded

Intolerant

Analytical

Heedless of Consequences

Systematic

Disorganized

Confident in Reasoning

Hostile towards Reasoning

Inquisitive

Indifferent

Judicious

Imprudent

Source: Facione, Peter THINK_ Critically, Pearson Education 2010

The APA Delphi Research Report is the definitive statement of critical thinking experts
on the current state of critical thinking and assessment. The original objective of the project had
to do with how college level critical thinking should be defined so that people teaching at that
level would know what skills and dispositions to cultivate in their students (Facione, 2010). The
outcome and resulting recommendations had ramifications which reverberate far beyond the
intended purposes. Each of the authors reviewed were among the panel of experts. Each scholar
offers copious quantities of quality resources and materials to be used to create and design
curriculum, instruction, and assessment based on the cognitive skills and affective dispositions
that critical thinkers seem to demonstrate habitually, which poor critical thinkers lack.
In generating a framework for how critical thinking skills can best be applied to learning
content and learning to use content, the key refrain emphasized by all of the scholars is that the
ultimate goal for students to transform their thinking as they learn within subjects and
disciplines, to integrate ideas within and among disciplines, and to learn the intellectual skills
they need to reason through complex problems in all domains of thought (Elder & Paul, 2008).
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Identity Frames (IFs) The Genesis of Wholistic Education
The self- selected designations, both general and specific, are the frames to establish a
point of view and to guide and direct inquiry. They always serve as a starting point for Wholistic
Education.
The three interconnected circles within the triangle represent (1) Self, (2) Community,
and (3) World. The spheres are inside of the Triangle, which is analogous to the Heart. These are
the steps which guide process of Wholistic Education. The learner is given the opportunity to
define their own frames of identity. “Before specifically defining our present period of crises and
our response to it, we must contemplate our, identity, the self image that we carry in our brain
computers. For all that we will do or fail to do is a result of that picture of “self”, derived from
our total experiences from birth onward, That picture becomes the basis for all of our behavioral
patterns (Welsing, 1992 p. 284).”
These Identity Frames (race, culture, gender, language, country/region of origin, etc.) are
used to serve as the lens by which to view problems and generate solutions in the nine areas of
people activity, economics, education, entertainment, labor, law, politics, religion, sex, and war
(Welsing, 1992).
Although WE uses these frames to establish a point of view and to guide and direct
inquiry, they are not to be used as justification for having an egocentric point of view or lacking
in empathy or understanding towards those who may be perceived as different or unlike you. WE
celebrates diversity, distinctiveness, and individuality and recognizes this as an asset and not a
liability when presenting a model for transformative engagement The responses given in the
Identity Frames are the lens through which teaching and learning occurs. In this way Wholistic
Education is more that an African- centered or gender- centered model of engagement. It is truly
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Learner- centered, in that the self- selected identifying attributes of the learner serve as the
driving force for engagement.
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Abstract
The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 appended the Improving America’s
School Act (IASA) by requiring annual testing and imposing sanctions on schools that failed to
make adequate yearly progress (U.S. Department of Education, 2006). NCLB also strengthened
accountability requirements for schools, districts, and states. States in response to this federal
mandate were charged with developing and implementing an accountability model to ensure the
success of their students. Each state was accountable for monitoring and reporting student
progress based upon academic standards and assessments. In response, Mississippi developed a
comprehensive accountability model which provided an assessment of personnel and other
factors related to student academic success. This research was designed to examine the
experiences of educators in low performing schools in Mississippi resulting from the
implementation of Mississippi’s Accountability Model.
A quantitative, descriptive approach was used to gather data from educators who were in
low performing schools based upon the state’s accountability model for individual schools.
Research was collected from selected school districts using a 25 item questionnaire consisting of
demographics and other factors which impact student achievement based upon the perceptions of
educators.

INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of high-stakes accountability systems in the United States has created
categories of schools identified with various labels (Mintrop, 2002). Some labels include
―Schools on Probation‖, ―Schools under Reconstitution‖, ―Schools in Decline or in Crisis‖,
―Schools under Review‖, ―Immediate Intervention Schools‖ and ―Schools Eligible for
Assistance‖. In Mississippi, the label is ―Schools in Need of Improvement‖ (Mississippi
Department of Education, 2008). States customarily categorize schools as ―low-performing‖ or
―failing‖ by virtue of persistently subpar scores on standardized tests (Seder, 2000). The ―low-
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performing‖ label has also been applied to a wide range of perceived deficiencies (Lashway,
2003). The deficiencies include: low academic expectations and achievement, high dropout
rates, lack of discipline, inadequate facilities, and demoralized staff.
Beginning with the Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA) of 1994, a leading
performance-based reform, the concept of holding schools accountable for student performance
on state assessments was introduced. The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 appended
the IASA by requiring a routine of annual testing and imposing sanctions on schools that failed
to make adequate yearly progress (U.S. Department of Education, 2006). Furthermore, it set
out to reorganize the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), and strengthened
accountability requirements for schools, districts, and states. NCLB sought to frame a common
goal for educators to ensure that no child, regardless of background, is left behind by the
nation’s educational system.
More than six years after the implementation of NCLB, nationwide 30% of the U.S.
Schools failed to make AYP for 2007 (U.S. Department of Education, 2008). The U.S.
Department of Education also listed 10,676 schools in need of improvement and 2,303 in
restructuring nationwide. The report indicated 21% of Mississippi schools failed AYP for 2007,
sixty-nine schools were in school improvement, and seven schools were in restructuring.
Furthermore, according to the U.S. Department of Education (2006), every state
accountability system articulates sanctions and rewards for schools that are tied to their
performance relative to annual and long-term academic proficiency targets for all students. State
Education Associations (SEA) and Local Education Associations (LEA) are required to
intervene in schools that persistently do not meet these targets. The more comprehensive
interventions are identified as ―school improvement,‖ ―corrective action,‖ and ―restructuring.‖
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Being identified as a school in need of any of these interventions allows the school to access
assistance in identifying and addressing instructional issues that prevent students who attend that
school from attaining proficiency in the core academic subjects of reading/language and
mathematics. The school improvement processes and timelines are designed to create a sense of
urgency about reform and to focus identified schools on quickly and efficiently improving
student outcomes.
Identifying a school for improvement serves as a formal acknowledgement that the
school is not meeting the challenge of successfully teaching all of its students (U.S. Department
of Education, 2006). The identification marks the beginning of the school improvement process
and gives a set of structured interventions designed to help a school identify, analyze, and
address issues that prevent student academic success. The SEA and LEA will provide a school
that is identified for improvement with extensive support and technical assistance in designing
and implementing a plan to improve student achievement. In compliance with the NCLB
mandates, a school identified for improvement must make Average Yearly Progress (AYP) as
defined in its state’s accountability system for two consecutive school years in order to exit
school improvement status.
Statement of the Problem
The NCLB provisions and the increase in the number of school districts that fail to meet
AYP continue to present challenges for school leaders. School leaders, teachers and other
stakeholders often find themselves seeking solutions to address school improvement challenges.
There is a need to examine the challenges, opportunities and experiences of educators in selected
low performing schools during the school improvement process.
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Significance of Study
This research was significant because it adds to the body of knowledge by fulfilling a
void in existing literature on educators’ experiences, challenges and opportunities in low
performing schools in Mississippi during the school improvement process. Research
demonstrates that there are variables that are beyond the control of the teacher and the school
(Ott, 2007; McQuillan, 2008; Granger, 2008; and Education Commission of the States, 2009).
Variables such as socioeconomic status and ethnicity of the students, urban status of the
district, and educational attainment of adults in the district, population size and density, and
proportion of single-parent households undermine academic learning, independently of staff
efforts or skills (Ott, 2007).
Simply holding all schools equally accountable for the performance of their students does
not provide a fair, equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education. Ott’s
(2007) research suggested that students of poverty and/or minority students may still underperform if there is not a supportive community around that school. Providing schools equal
quality is not enough, and major efforts should be conducted to counteract all negative influences
on a student’s education. A high-quality education is not limited to the educational services a
student receives at school.
Mississippi School Improvement Plan
Mississippi experienced numerous reforms over the past decades. The 1980s presented a
decade of educational reform in the state and ultimately in school accreditation, marking a shift
from quantity to quality. Governor William Winter initiated the accountability movement with
the Education Reform Act of 1982. This landmark legislation created the Commission on School
Accreditation to assure quality in all of Mississippi’s public schools. The Commission demanded
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performance-based school accreditation. This system focused on the extent to which schools help
students master content and the emphasis was placed on student achievement rather than
educational outcomes. Even more importantly, this law changed the accreditation process from
voluntary to mandatory (Mississippi Department of Education, 2003-2004).
Furthermore in 1994, education legislation strengthened the emphasis on student
achievement and issued the directive that the Mississippi Board of Education fortify and expand
its performance-based accreditation system. It required more rigorous minimum standards and
strict accountability measures for districts that fail to meet those minimum standards. The
Mississippi Student Achievement Improvement Act of 1999 mandated that the State Board of
Education implement a performance-based accreditation system for individual schools and
school districts that included: (a) high expectations for students, (b) high standards for all
schools, (c) strong accountability for results, (d) a process to implement accountability, and
(e) the development of a Comprehensive Student Assessment System. Annual performance
standards as well as measures for that performance were set for each school in the state
(Mississippi Department of Education, 2003-2004).
Additional legislation passed in 2002 established new accountability standards making
accreditation levels reflective of student performance at the school level rather than the district
level. Schools failing to meet these accreditation standards through ―established growth
expectations and grade-level proficiency‖ were to be designated as Priority Schools. School
performance levels would be based on meeting an annual growth expectation in student
achievement and the percentage of students scoring at the basic and proficient level (Mississippi
Department of Education, 2003-2004).
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The state accountability model uses a combination of achievement and growth to assign
each school a School Performance Classification (Level 1 through Level 5), as well as an
Achievement Level Index (on a scale ranging from 100 through 600). The statistical
methodology is used to combine achievement and growth data across grade levels and academic
subjects and arrive at an overall measure of school performance. Rewards and sanctions based on
the state accountability model apply to all schools, not just Title I schools (State Education
Agency, 2007).
The Office of Instructional Support and Training implements Comprehensive School
Improvement Evaluation Teams to provide school improvement services (MDE, 2002). Each
school selected will have a comprehensive evaluation conducted by a trained evaluation team in
the areas of Instructional Process/Curriculum Delivery, Validated Personnel Appraisals,
Community Involvement, Public Relations, Safe and Orderly School Climate, School Board
Policy and Performance, School Resource Allocation, and School Management. Upon
completion of the evaluation, the team will develop a detailed profile of the school which will
allow effective school improvement planning to occur.
Each Title I district must identify for school improvement any Title I school that fails to
make AYP for two consecutive years (MDE, 2008). Identification must take place before the
beginning of the school year, following the failure to make AYP. Within three (3) months of
identification, an identified school must develop or revise a required two-year school
improvement plan addressing the academic issues that caused the school to be identified for
school improvement.
The School Improvement Plan must directly address three major components. The first
component is the academic achievement problem that caused the school to be identified for
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school improvement. Secondly, the plan must establish specific, annual, measurable objectives
for continuous and substantial progress. And thirdly, the plan must specify the implementation
responsibilities of the school and LEA serving the school under the plan.
The School Improvement Plan must include strategies to promote effective parental
involvement in the school and incorporate activities before school, after school, during the
summer, and during extended year programs. The plan should incorporate strategies to promote
high quality professional development and incorporate a teacher mentoring program. The School
Improvement Plan must be written in consultation with parents, school staff, Local Education
Agency (LEA) and experts approved by LEA. Additionally, the districts must review the plan
within forty-five days of receiving it and approve it if it meets the statutory requirements.
During the spring of 2009 the Mississippi Department of Education adopted a new State
Accountability Rating System (SARA) for the fall of 2009. The new SARA replaced the Level
Rating System. According to MDE, the accountability system should provide an accountability
designation for schools and districts. Secondly, the accountability system should move the state
toward to the goal of national average performance. The new State Accountability Rating System
is designated to set growth for high performing schools using targets that would reach national
average performance: (a) by reporting school and district comparisons to the Southeastern
average, national average, and high performing state average performance; (b) by recognizing
schools or districts for reaching the Southeastern average, national average, and high performing
state average performance levels; and (c) by including an achievement component, a growth
(gain) component, and a graduation/dropout component (Mississippi Department of Education,
2009). The new accountability rating label is: (a) star school, (b) high performing school,
(c) successful, (d) academic watch, (e) low performing, (f) at-risk of failing, and (g) failing. The
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new district rating will be based on the performance of all students in the district with the district
being treated as one P-12 school. This system is in its infancy stage; therefore, its impact has not
been determined.
Jordan (2009) reported that the 2009 Statewide Accountability Rating System will debut
fall 2009 and communities will learn of their schools’ and districts’ classification. Under the old
system, communities knew that if their schools were rated a level five, they were classified as
among the best in the state. However, the question remained as to whether they were among the
best schools in the country. A large percentage of schools were consistently rated at a high level
using the old accountability system, but the state’s performance on the NAEP exam remained at
or near the bottom. MDE took the step to suspend the old system while waiting on the second
year of data to calculate growth. With the new accountability system, levels are non-existent.
Schools and districts are starting with a blank slate.
Today’s school leaders must be prepared to focus time, attention, and effort on changing
what students are taught, how they are taught, and what they are learning. Moore (2007) believed
that instructional leaders should be held accountable for student achievement under the No Child
Left Behind. Moore surmised that instructional leaders across the country feel the pressures of
leading their schools to success under the new accountability requirements by making sure that
all students are achieving. Most instructional leaders endorse the concept of accountability. They
accept that their schools should be held accountable for their students’ learning; however, many
problems still exist in the evaluation system. Accountability systems that focus on student test
performance are filled with difficulties. Many of the systems do not take into consideration
issues such as parental involvement and demographics.
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Sunderman & Orfield (2006) added that although NCLB affects important areas of the
educational system and imposes great pressure on school leaders, it is silent on the role of the
instructional leader in fostering school improvement. Consequently, many of NCLB’s provisions
have important implications for instructional leaders. The law is based on the assumption that
external accountability and the imposition of sanctions will force schools to improve and
motivate teachers to change their instructional practices, resulting in better school performance.
By relying on the threat of sanctions and market mechanisms—choice and supplemental
educational services—to force school improvement, the law tends to place the instructional
leaders of low-achieving schools in the role of trying to produce very large gains every year for
every subgroup of students.
Lashway (2003) identified a threefold accountability challenge for instructional leaders.
They include the following: (a) instructional leaders must lead their staffs in a search for
instructional strategies that will meet the new expectations. Because so many of today’s
standards call for achievement that transcends traditional academic skills, the task requires
significant teacher learning, not just better implementation of traditional methods,
(b) instructional leaders must marshal the organizational resources to support a standards-based
approach. This means not only finding the time and money but also reshaping routine policies
and practices. Finally, (c) instructional leaders must provide leadership that supports the
standards in a positive way, yet protects the school’s values and traditions. Standards are
bureaucratic mandates, not just instructional goals, and they can be highly intrusive in the life of
the school, and insensitive to the human needs that practitioners are dedicated to serving. When
standards become standardization, leaders must meditate between external demands and internal
values.
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Additionally, teachers are stretched to the limit as they attempt to respond to the plethora
of educational challenges. Expectations placed on them seem to be expanding exponentially.
Increasingly their role encompasses not only teaching specific content and mentoring students in
the love of learning, but functioning as frontline social workers (Lumsden, 1998). Wiley (2008)
indicated that the implementation of the 2001 No Child Left Behind Act caused teachers to enter
unchartered territory in regard to student achievement and teacher accountability. New
guidelines and requirements designed to increase student achievement were thrust upon teachers
across the nation. As a result of this new ideology, teachers faced numerous challenges. Wiley’s
(2008) research suggested that if current political rhetoric revolving around NCLB is believed, it
might lead some to place sole blame for the academic failure of students in low-income areas on
the poor quality of the teachers.
Sunderman & Orfield (2006) noted that one known problem with NCLB is that teachers
who teach in high-poverty schools tend to leave both the schools and the profession in
disproportionate numbers. In fact, high-poverty schools tend to have little stability in terms of
their students, teachers, administrators, and even community residents. Teaching in these schools
tends to be a harder and less-rewarding job because teachers confront many obstacles to learning
that come from the conditions of their students’ families and communities. The students from
poorly educated homes typically have much less success on standardized academic achievement
measures. NCLB threatens to dissolve schools and remove teachers in high-poverty schools, a
potentially drastic career-wrecking sanction, unless their students achieve at a level vastly higher
than in the past.
President Barack Obama’s Administration has begun efforts to reauthorize the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (U.S. Department of Education, 2010). The Obama
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Administration’s blueprint for ESEA is centered around three major goals for reauthorization
(a) raise standards, (b) reward excellence and growth, and (c) increase local control and
flexibility while maintaining the focus on equity and closing achievement gaps.
According to the reauthorization, by 2020, all students graduating from high school
would need to be ready for college or a career. This is a shift away from the NCLB Act of 2001
which called for all students to be performing at grade level in reading and math by 2014. This
reauthorization would give more rewards, money and flexibility, to high-poverty schools that are
seeing big gains in student achievement and use them as a model for other schools in low-income
neighborhoods that struggle with performance. Punish the lowest-performing 5% of schools
using aggressive measures, such as having the state take over federal funding for poor students,
replacing the principal and the teaching staff or closing the school altogether. The name No
Child Left Behind will be dropped because it is associated with a harsh law that punishes schools
for not reaching benchmarks even if they made big gains (U.S. Department of Education, 2010).
The Obama Administration’s blueprint supports state and local efforts to help ensure that
all students graduate prepared for college and a career. Following the lead of the nation’s
governors and state education leaders, the plan will ask states to ensure that their academic
standards prepare students to succeed in college and the workplace, and to create accountability
systems that recognize student growth and school progress toward meeting that goal. This will be
a key priority in the reform of NCLB, which was signed into law in 2002 and is the most recent
reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (U.S. Department of
Education, 2010). NCLB highlighted the achievement gap and created a national conversation
about student achievement. But it also created incentives for states to lower their standards;
emphasized punishing failure over rewarding success; focused on absolute scores, rather than
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recognizing growth and progress; and prescribed a pass-fail, one-size-fits-all series of
interventions for schools that miss their goals. The administration’s proposal addresses these
challenges, while continuing to close the achievement gap.
Under the Obama Administration’s proposal, state accountability systems will establish a
high bar for all students graduating from high school ready to succeed in college and careers.
The accountability system also will recognize and reward high-poverty schools and districts that
are showing improvement getting their students on this path, using measures of progress and
growth (Weinstein, 2010). States and districts will identify and take rigorous actions in the
lowest-performing schools. The administration has proposed a significant investment to help
states and districts in these efforts. Under the ESEA blueprint, states and districts will continue to
focus on the achievement gap by identifying and intervening in schools that are persistently
failing to close those gaps. For other schools, states and districts would have flexibility to
determine appropriate improvement and support options. The blueprint asks states and districts
to develop meaningful ways of measuring teacher and principal effectiveness in order to provide
better support for educators, enhance the profession through recognizing and rewarding
excellence, and ensure that every classroom has a great teacher and every school has a great
leader.
Meanwhile, the American Federation of Teachers, which represents more than 1.4
million educators nationwide, issued a statement criticizing the plan. According to the American
Federation of Teachers, the NCLB reauthorization holds teachers totally responsible for schools
and student successes. It appears that this blueprint places 100 percent of the responsibility on
teachers and gives them zero percent authority (U.S. Department of Education, 2010).
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A quantitative, descriptive approach was used to gather data from educators in low
performing schools based upon the state’s accountability model for individual schools. The
results revealed that approximately 77.4% (1,445 out of 1,866) of the sampled teachers returned
the survey. Their responses indicated that they had a thoughtful and nuanced view of reform that
is quite consistent across districts and among teachers. Teachers believed that there should be
standards, that their schools had coherent educational programs that were linked to standards,
that their schools’ goals were clear to the students, and that teachers were working diligently to
accomplish them, even before NCLB. Teachers accepted the idea of accountability, were not
opposed to appropriate sanctions, and believed that ineffective teachers should be removed from
schools. However, they did not believe that identifying schools that did not make adequate yearly
progress would lead to school improvement. Teachers rejected the idea that the testing
requirements would improve teachers’ instruction or the curriculum. The responses suggested
that there is a very serious problem in getting teachers to make a long-term commitment to such
schools and that designating schools as failing to make adequate yearly progress under NCLB
will make things worse (Sunderman & Orfield, 2006).
Table 1 contains characteristics of the participants including: (a) gender, (b) position,
(c) level of education, (d) years as an educator and (e) years at the current school. The majority
of the participants were female (73.8%) while slightly more than one-fourth (26.2%) of the
participants were males. The respondents (83.3%) were teachers while (16.7%) administrators.
The table lists the post-secondary education of the research participants. The majority of the
research participants were highly educated with 54.8% holding master degree, 40.5% holding
bachelor degree and 4.8% the specialist degree.
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Table 1
Demographic Variable
Gender

Male
Female

N
11
31

%
26.2
73.8

Position

Administrator
Teacher

7
35

16.7
83.3

Level of Education

Bachelor’s
Masters
Specialist

17
23
2

40.5
54.7
4.8

Years as Educator

1–5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 24
25+

15
6
9
2
4
6

35.7
14.3
21.4
4.8
9.5
14.3

Years at Current School

1–5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 24
25+

20
7
6
1
2
6

47.6
16.7
14.3
2.4
4.8
14.3

The data revealed that 35.7% of the teachers and administrators had 1–5 years of
educational work experience. Twenty-one percent (21%) of the research participants had 11–15
years of educational work experience. The participants (14.3%) had 6–10 years and 25+ years
educational work experience each. The participants (9.5%) had 21–24 years of educational work
while the remaining (4.8%) had 16–20 years of educational work experience. A description of
the years at current school of the participants revealed 1–5 years was 47.6%. While 16.7% had
been employed at the current school 6-10 years, 14.3% had 11-15 years and 25+ years each at
the current school. Less than 5% of the participants had 16-20 years at current school and 21-24
years of employment at the current school.
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Table 2 lists the frequency of distribution of participants’ responses to the survey of
Educators’ Experiences in Low Performing Schools in Mississippi during the School
improvement Process.
Table 2
Frequency of Distribution of Participants Responses
SA

A

N

D

SD

1.

PD for Faculty/Staff

28

14

0

0

0

2.

Stakeholders Involved

21

17

3

0

0

3.

SI Process Explained

19

15

7

1

0

4.

Public Meetings

18

15

7

2

0

5.

Additional Resources

21

16

4

1

0

6.

Opportunity to Discuss Data

20

14

8

0

0

7.

PD for Student Performance

28

14

0

0

0

8.

PD for Classroom Management

27

13

1

1

0

9.

Non-Instructional Duties

18

16

3

3

1

10.

Administrators Observation

22

15

4

1

0

11.

External Evaluators Observation

21

15

4

2

0

12.

Classroom Observations

23

16

3

0

0

13.

School Climate Remained Positive

19

16

7

0

0

14.

School Culture

17

19

6

0

0

15.

Morale

14

20

6

2

0

16.

Open Line of Communication

18

16

5

3

0

17.

Support School Board

12

19

10

1

0

18.

Support from Superintendent

19

12

9

2

0

19.

Support from Instructional Leader

23

10

9

0

0

20.

Support from Parents

5

15

13

9

0

21.

Support from Community

7

15

11

9

0

22.

School’s Image in Community

7

15

13

5

0

23.

School’s Image -Among Students

12

16

9

5

0

24.

Adequate Resources Obtained

16

16

5

5

0

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Summary of Findings
 The majority of respondents viewed the school improvement process as an effective
tool in enhancing the academic achievement of students.
 Administrators were actively involved in the overall school improvement process.
 Respondents noted strong lines of communication with district stakeholders during
the overall process.
 The data collected during the school improvement process was used by stakeholders
to promote change and student achievement.
 The majority of respondents indicated that they had the support of the building level
administrator and superintendent after the designation and during the school
improvement process.
 Variables related to educators’ perceptions and the school improvement process were
not influenced by gender, position, or level of education.
 Respondents indicated a lack of support from community based stakeholders during
the school improvement process.
Conclusions
 Educators tend to welcome accountability models to promote student achievement.
 Educators felt that they had adequate resources and support prior to the school’s
designation.
 School leaders support job embedded professional development for educators in
struggling schools.
Recommendations


Districts should continue to assess the dispositions of educators in the trenches
confronted with educational challenges and accountability models.



Ensure that all stakeholders keep abreast of accountability models and other factors
that impact student learning and the educational process.



Policy makers, educators, and school leaders should strive to ensure that provisions
are in place to support failing schools.



As the number of struggling schools escalates, there should be ongoing procedures to
examine factors that present challenges for school leaders, educators, and students.



This research should be duplicated on a larger sale to examine the same variables
using additional struggling schools in Mississippi, the southern region and other
states.



School leaders at the building and district levels should continue to be held
accountable for providing meaningful job embedded professional development for
educators in struggling schools.
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Research should be conducted to denote the increase in the levels of student
achievement after schools have completed the school improvement process.



School leaders must continue to serve as instructional leaders protecting instructional
time, observing and providing feedback to teachers in struggling classrooms and
advocating for adequate resources.
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Abstract
College teaching should be an enjoyable and beneficial experience for both the students and the
professor. But this is the ideal scenario. In many instances professors may think well of their
teaching, while the students view it quite differently – in fact they may detest it and feel “turnedoff.” Many professors begin teaching without much knowledge of the principles of teaching and
learning. They may, for example, focus only on cognitive skills, and not relate information to
practical circumstances. Such a narrow focus does not prepare individuals for real-world
situations. The presumption that subject-matter knowledge is sufficient for effective teaching is
invalid. Content knowledge must be augmented with the growing knowledge about how people
learn and the use of emerging educational technologies. Research shows that professors have
tended to teach in a style that matches the way they themselves learn. This may or may not
match the learning styles of the students. Many times an adjustment in the teaching style can
help a student learn and achieve success. It has been found that if students’ learning styles are
compatible with the teaching style of their instructor, they tend to retain more information,
effectively apply it, and have a better attitude toward the subject. This presentation includes a
review of the teaching-learning process, current practices and styles employed by college
professors, and how various teaching styles are viewed by students. A preliminary survey at an
HBCU of students’ perceptions of professors yielded two basic categories of teaching styles:
one, that turned them on and the other that turned them off to learning. They even provided
descriptive pseudo names for the professors. For examples, they are turned on by Dr. Clear
Explainer who gives clear directions, displays excellent lecture skills, and allows for feedback;
they are turned off by Dr. Easily Get Off The Subject who talks about everything in class but
what the class is actually about. But in perspective, it appears that what students want, professors
can provide and yet retain a high level of quality instruction. Thus, the results would be a
dynamic teaching-learning experience.

Introduction
College is the apex of preparation for professional careers. Therefore it should afford the
ultimate experience in teaching and learning. To make this experience a success, professors are
the most essential force. They are responsible for making teaching come to life. Van Buskirk and
London (2008) advocate for a style of teaching rich enough to compete for the center of students’
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attention – their depth, their creativity, and their stillness of mind. Such teaching is almost certain
to yield effective results.
The purpose of this presentation is to closely review the teaching-learning process and
determine current practices and styles employed by college professors and indicate their
effectiveness and receptivity with students. It begins by ascertaining how professors actually
come to the job. Then attention is given to the nature of the teaching-learning process in higher
education, specific practices and styles of teaching used by college professors, and how teaching
styles are viewed by students – those that turn them on and those that turn them off to learning.
Finally, suggestions are offered for making teaching and learning come alive for professors and
students.
How Professors Come to College Teaching
It takes a lot of study and work to become a college professor. Good grades are needed in
high school for admission to an accredited college or university. Excellent performance is needed
in undergraduate studies for acceptance into a prestigious graduate program. Ultimately, the
terminal degree is the best preparation for becoming a college professor.
Individuals who become college professors often have worked in other positions. They
may have been teachers or administrators in public schools, worked in the corporate world or
private business, or in some research capacity. They may have been successful and were looking
for a more challenging engagement or they may have been unsuccessful and wanted a career
change. In either case, they ended up attracted to college life.
While college or university teaching is one of the most prestigious jobs in education, it is
also the hardest level of teaching to reach. Four-year universities and colleges require that their
professors hold a Doctorate degree, plan the curriculum, teach, test, and grade students’ papers,
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assignments and exams. Professors usually conduct 12 to 18 hours of classroom instruction per
week and are available for staff meetings and other appointments. As colleges require a stronger
focus on excelling, professors must also schedule office hours for students to come in and ask
questions or have issues clarified (Teaching at the college level, 2009).
Though they may have a Doctorate degree in hand, professors often come to the
university without knowing much about the teaching-learning process. A tendency for many
professors is to focus their instruction on only cognitive skills and not relate it to practical
circumstances. Mather and Champagne (2008) think that such a narrow focus is unfortunate
because education should prepare individuals for real-world situations, which are best solved
with multiple approaches, tools and collaborations. Not only do these real-world situations
require a variety of teaching styles, but students also come to postsecondary education with a
variety of approaches to learning. One teaching style is therefore not going to fit all students.
The Teaching-Learning Process in Higher Education
The position that subject-matter knowledge is sufficient for effective teaching is in
question. Underlying the change in position are growing knowledge about how people learn, an
increased focus on student-centered teaching practices, more diversity of students, and current
educational technologies. In view of these new emphases, faculty need to employ various
teaching strategies rather than relying exclusively on lectures and traditional exercises.
Trautmann (2008) states that there is a series of stages through which educators typically
progress in learning how to teach: focus on themselves and their role in the classroom, focus on
coverage of the subject matter, and focus on the students as independent learners to help them
develop interests and skills for lifelong learning.
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When it comes to learning, according to Wirz (2004), student learning styles fall into four
categories. They are:
 Type information preferred: sensory (sights, sounds, and physical sensations), or
intuitive (memories, ideas, and insights);
 How the information is received: visual (pictures, diagrams, graphs, and
demonstrations), or verbal (sounds, written and spoken words, and formulas);
 How information is processed: actively (through engagement in physical activity or
discussion), or reflectively (through introspection); and
 How student progresses toward understanding: sequentially (in a logical progression
or small incremental steps), or globally (in large jumps, absorbing material
randomly).
In essence, students preferentially take in and process information in different ways: by
seeing and hearing, reflecting and acting, reasoning logically and intuitively, analyzing and
visualizing, steadily and in fits and starts. Teaching methods also vary. Some instructors lecture,
others demonstrate or lead students to self-discovery; some focus on principles and others on
applications; some emphasize memory and others understanding (Learning styles, n.d.).
When mismatches exist between learning styles of most students in a class and the
teaching style of the professor, the students may become bored and inattentive in class, do poorly
on tests, get discouraged about the courses, the curriculum, and themselves, and in some cases
change to other curricula or drop out of school. Professors, confronted by low test grades,
unresponsive or hostile classes, poor attendance and dropouts, know something is not working.
They may become overly critical of their students (making things even worse) or begin to
wonder if they are in the right profession. To overcome these problems, professors should strive
for a balance of instructional methods (as opposed to trying to teach each student exclusively
according to his or her preferences.) If the balance is achieved, all students will be taught partly
in a manner they prefer, which leads to an increased comfort level and willingness to learn, and
partly in a less preferred manner, which provides practice and feedback in ways of thinking and
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solving problems which they may not initially be comfortable with but which they will have to
use to be fully effective professionals (Learning styles, n.d.).
Practices and Styles of Teaching Used by College Professors
In principle, instructors develop a teaching style based on their beliefs about what
constitutes good teaching, personal preferences, their abilities, and the norms of their particular
discipline. Some believe classes should be teacher-centered, where the teacher is expert and
authority in presenting information. Others take a learner-centered approach, viewing their role
as more of a facilitator of student learning. Although individuals have or claim a dominant,
preferred teaching style, they will often mix in some elements of other styles. If they wish to take
a more open approach to teaching, a blend of various styles may be very effective (Teaching
styles, n.d.).
In practice, professors tend to teach in a style that matches the way they themselves learn.
This may or may not match the learning styles of the students in the classroom. Often basic style
adjustments, additional explanations, or alternative activities can help a student learn and achieve
success. Educators need to select the most appropriate style for the learning situation and
determine the importance of matching the styles of the learners in order to achieve the intended
goal (Birchman & Sadowski, 2007).
Of course not all professors approach teaching in the same way. Major differences exist
depending upon academic discipline, class size, and on individual instructor preferences. What is
your teaching style? (2008) identifies four basic teaching styles as formal authority,
demonstrator, facilitator, and delegator.
A professor may be an expert in a particular field, but may not have the necessary skills
to be a good college professor. For such a professor, researching various teaching methodologies
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and learning diverse teaching styles could provide valuable information that may help him or her
to become a better college professor. But that is only one piece of the puzzle in order to be a
truly excellent college professor. There are still some additional steps that should be taken.
According to Wolfenden (n.d.), steps for becoming an excellent college professor are to:
 Be transparent in expectations and assessment – make sure the syllabus thoroughly
explains expectations, and make sure students are aware of their grades and what they
can do to improve their grades at all times;
 Be prepared – make sure that all handouts are copied beforehand and reread resources
on the subject of each class’s topic before lecturing and have extra resources and
references on hand;
 Keep things interesting – ensure that students actually pay attention and learn what is
taught. Have interesting guest speakers and interactive activities or movies;
 Improve classroom management techniques – have complete control over the
classroom at all times. Do not let the behavior of one student ruin the learning
experience for everyone;
 Keep an open door policy and provide extra help when necessary – be
accommodating to those who have unique circumstances or have a hard time in a
large group learning situation; and
 Ask for student feedback – any sort of direct feedback from students can be
invaluable. Anonymous surveys can be a great way of understanding what students
really think of your teaching and ways you can improve.
Here the focus shifts a bit toward student learning styles. According to Felder (2010), no
two students approach learning in exactly the same way. Some get more from visual imagery
while others prefer verbal explanations; some tend to try things out and see what happens and
others are more inclined to think things through first; some reason in a relatively sequential
manner and others have a more holistic orientation; some are most comfortable with concrete
(“real-world”) information and others are more drawn to abstract theories and symbolism, and so
on. By definition, learning styles are preferences and tendencies students have for certain ways
of taking in and processing information and responding to different instructional environments.
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Awareness of learning style differences can help instructors teach in a manner that effectively
reaches most students rather than putting a large subset of them at a disadvantage.
How Teaching Styles Are Viewed by Students (What Turns Them On/Off?)
Faculty members are frequently unaware of how students perceive their teaching. They
also may have misconceptions of what students perceive as good teaching. For example, research
indicates that students want more equality and respect from professors, whereas faculty members
frequently believe that students want them to control the classroom, to entertain students, to be
paragons of virtue, or to be buddies with students (Miley & Gonsalves, 2005).
A study (Torok, McMorris, & Lin, 2004) was done to examine how students perceived
professors’ uses of various types of humor during class and the types of humor that students and
faculty recommend for use in class. It was found that humor appropriately used has the potential
to humanize, illustrate, defuse, encourage, reduce anxiety, and keep people thinking.
Other research (Reese & Dunn, 2008) reported that students with highest GPAs preferred
either learning alone or with an authoritative figure and in the late morning or afternoon, as
opposed to evening while studying new and difficult academic material. Students with lowest
GPAs preferred learning in the evening, but with sound, bright light, and although motivated,
required frequent opportunities for mobility while learning. Concerning freshman gender
differences, although male students indicated a stronger need for learning with an authority
figure, they also were more visual, needed more structure and mobility, and were strongly
afternoon learners in comparison with the females.
The college classroom experience is typically dictated by the overall teaching ability of
the professor. An effective professor can make even dull classroom material engaging, whereas a
poor professor can make even interesting material tedious. Therefore, teaching at the college
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level is about finding ways to relate to students effectively and providing them with
comprehensive, clear and unbiased experience in the classroom. According to Jordan (n.d.), three
factors lie at the helm of successful college teaching. They are:
 Effective communication – which can ramp up the students’ participation while
improving their interest in the material. It livens up the classroom by projecting
confidence and enthusiasm day in and day out;
 Effective feedback – which can convey expectations at the beginning of the course
and level of performance throughout the course. Feedback from assignments should
be given as soon as possible with grades clearly available to the students upon
request; and
 Accessibility – which may include reasonable office hours and individual
appointments with prior notice.
Students may have professors whose teaching methods drive them crazy – they may go
too fast or use jargon that they cannot understand. Chances are students cannot change the
instructor or his way of teaching, but can change the way they adapt to different teaching styles.
Adapting to different teaching styles in college (2009) delineates three teaching styles and offers
strategies for adjusting to them.
 Professor is extremely organized (comes to class on time, writes outline, and indicates
what to remember). But the visual/auditory learner may suffer from this teaching and
need to immediately review notes, practice things at home, view videos, or work with
the professor. (Actually, many like this type professor);
 Instructor is a conversationalist (engages students in discussions, asks open-ended
questions, and provides personal understanding of the topic). Students may be
expected to come to class prepared, but usually profit by so doing; and
 Professor is hands-on (may lecture a bit at the beginning of class then allow students
to practice the material just learned). Students should try to relax and get involved in
the process; it may turn out to be fun.
Survey results of African American students
It was reported (Wirz, 2004) that failure to address common learning styles results in the
loss of over 200,000 science students each year who switch to other fields after their first college
science courses. Most students have a tendency for sensing, visual, and active styles of learning.
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However, most college courses follow the lecture teaching style that heavily favors the small
percentage of students who are intuitive, verbal, reflective, and sequential.
Rockler-Gladen (2006) stated that most professors have something valuable to offer
students but “suck.” The author offered names and descriptions for nutty professors who come in
male or female versions, as follows:
 Dr. Burnout – lacks enthusiasm and cares less if students learn anything;
 Dr. Ego Trip – has an overblown sense of self;
 Dr. Prima Donna – would rather do research than teach;
 Dr. Popularity – hungers to be in the in-crowd;
 Dr. Drone – likes to talk and goes on and on and on;
 Dr. Dogma – wants to indoctrinate students with ideas; and
 Dr. Entertainer – is a blast and class is one big party. (This professor might be an
excellent teacher or just an excellent performer).
A group of undergraduate and graduate students in teacher education were shared the
above seven types of professors and lead into discussion about them. They were subsequently
requested to provide what they considered the “eighth” type professor, who turned them on or
turned them off, that they either had encountered or would like to encounter in their formal
preparation. Responses were categorized by description rather than the title, as the title may be
sarcastic in nature. Presented in Table 1 are some types of professors who reportedly turn them
on and some types that turn them off.
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Table 1
Teaching styles that turn African American students on/of
_______________________________________________________________________
Undergraduates
Turn-on style
Dr. Clear Explainer
Dr. Cool Dude
Dr. Feel Good
Dr. Fun
Dr. Interesting
Dr. Understandable

Behavior
Excellent lecturer; Great communicator; Gives feedback
Calls roll, goes over lesson, discussion; Two free days
Always good mood; Plenty opportunities for good grades
Hands-on, group work; Makes learning fun
Keeps students awake/on toes; Does different things/games
Relates; Has students’ best interest; Available; Helps

Turn-off style
Dr. Blah Blah Blah
Dr. Boring
Dr. Care Less
Dr. Heartless
Dr. Waste Of Time
Dr. You Teach The Class

Behavior
Can’t shut up; Talks from beginning until end of class
Puts to sleep; Monotone; Irrelevant assignments/lectures
No care of what/how you do; Zero easier than grade to write
No concern for students; Just turn in assignments
Doesn’t want to be there; Only to collect students’ tuition
Everyone in class teaches; Gives no assignments
Graduates

Turn-on style
Dr. Feel Good
Dr. Get It Done
Dr. Give All
Dr. Motivator
Dr. Theory
Dr. Unknown

Behavior
Knowledgeable, no brag/boast; Makes u feel good; Smiles
Does what takes; Extra mile; Accommodates; Grow socially
Makes sure students understand and learn, by all means
Believes in students; Real life lessons: Maps progress
Rich vocabulary; Expert; Free to express; No wrong answer
Exciting; Points out needs, may crush feelings/but you gain

Turn-off style
Dr. Do Little
Dr. Get Off Subject
Dr. Have No Life
Dr. Insensitivity
Dr. Know It All
Dr. You Should Know

Behavior
Does just enough to get by
Talks about everything except what class is about
Keeps class past time; Nothing else to do with their time
Life happens, So? Refuses “No”/answer; In hospital, report
Always right, students wrong; Must do things his way
Not explain/clarify; Question, talks about anything but it

_______________________________________________________________________

Both undergraduate and graduate students indicated types of professors who turn them on and
types that turn them off. In fact, there was considerable agreement among the two levels of
students. They seem to appreciate professors who know the subject and who care about students.
The findings are in support of information reported in the literature on effective teaching and
learning. Professors will be highly regarded if they prepare the course content, skillfully present
it, and take into consideration the learning styles and needs of the students.
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Making teaching come alive for professors and students (Professors and students seeing
eye-to-eye in the classroom)
One concern for many educators is the potential problem of losing enthusiasm and falling
into a rut when teaching their classes. Teachers customarily teach the same subjects or teach to
the same type students year after year (Hildreth & Sawyer, 2001). But instructors are responsible
for making teaching come to life. It should be attractive enough to fully capture students’
attention and engage their energy. Teachers with an understanding of students’ approach to
learning can better adjust their own methods appropriately and use several instructional and
evaluative methods that match the variety they know students in their classrooms represent
(Mather & Champagne, 2008).
The document, Enlivening techniques (2007), provided suggestions for making college
teaching come alive. They include:
 Ice breakers – help to create an open and pleasant environment for fostering group
familiarity and encouraging involvement;
 Engagement questions - may be used to introduce a topic and/or stimulate thought
and discussion;
 Treasure hunt – can jump start the student’s exploration of a topic;
 Embedded questions – can intersperse course content with periodic questions; and
 Case studies – which may be most applicable to seminar style courses.
There also is a need for teachers to model proper behavior in the classroom to receive it
in return from students. The document, How to promote mutual respect in the classroom (n.d.),
makes recommendations for accomplishing this goal. They include:
 Listen with your ears – hear what students have to say and show interest;
 Listen with your heart – draw out feelings and show that the instructor cares; and
 Listen with your eyes – interpret body language and hear with your eyes.
To put it all in perspective, Rojas (n.d.) provided a list of suggestions on being a
respected and outstanding professor. They include:
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 Show a passion for the subject that you teach;
 Be hyper during class lectures;
 Let the students know that you are there for them;
 Do not show favoritism in you class;
 Do not show the students that you may be having personal problems outside of the
college;
 Do not lose control over your class;
 Always plan your lesson the day or night before all of your classes;
 Always show that you hold an equal and positive respect for all of your colleagues;
and
 Find a nice balance between your work life and personal life.
Summary and recommendations
College teaching is a career of great significance. But there are many points of
consideration in becoming a college professor and ultimately succeeding in the position. This
presentation is limited to one aspect of the job, how to effectively meet the needs of students in
the instructional process. In essence, how can professors ensure that their teaching styles
accommodate the learning styles of the students they teach. To address this matter attention was
given to how professors come to the profession, the nature of the teaching-learning process,
practices and styles of teaching frequently used by college, and how students view the teaching
styles of professors. For evidence-based information to inform the profession, a survey was
conducted on college students to ascertain teaching styles that turn them on and teaching styles
that turn them off. The students tended to be turned on by professors who prepare well for their
instruction, deliver the content in a lively manner, and show concern for the students as learners.
Without a reasonable match between professor teaching styles and student learning
styles, the quality of instruction will be compromised. Poor performance of the students can
make professors feel that they are in the wrong profession and it can make students change
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majors or even drop out of school. To ensure that the educational experience is beneficial to both
professors and students, two basic recommendations are offered:
 Professors should prepare well and insure that their teaching style is conducive to
meeting the learning needs of students; and
 Students should be serious about making college a success and take full advantage of
the instruction made available to them.
The underlying current of this presentation is that effective teaching and learning is well
within the grasp of professors and students. Proper and frequent communication, diligent effort,
and adequate resources can lead to a rewarding college experience for both professors and
students.
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Preparing Minority Students for the 21st Century

American public education is rapidly changing and minority students in our nation’s
schools’ have risen greatly. The percentage over the next two decades may well reach 50
percent. The challenges are increasing as the number of minority students’ increase. The
achievement has widened in the minority population. This accelerating diversification will
challenge efforts to improve student performance and close the achievement gaps. Numerous
factors contribute to educational achievement levels of students. Research reveals that student
achievement gaps for minorities are large, begin early in life, and are persistent. The declining
state and local expenditures on education causes many minorities students continue to attend
schools that have limited resources, non-certified teachers, and dilapidated facilities.
The first consideration should require public policies and legislation to support public
schools committed to identifying and setting high and attainable goals for minority students and
ensuring the teachers and students are supported. Political involvement can certainly increase
political empowerment among minorities. In order to change the policies and legislation;
minorities need to elect politicians that are concerned about the education of all. President
Obama has been a true example of how important education is and especially for the success of
minorities.
Secondly, there is a significant need to increase diversity and cultural competency in the
teaching workforce. Recruiting and obtaining teachers of color is a start and very relevant. Some
students of color go through the entire educational arena without having a teacher who looks like
them or who can identify with their cultural differences and uniqueness. This transition will
change the landscape and encourage minority students to work harder and assure them that they
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can obtain knowledge, skills and intellect. They will know by sight that intellect is not just
rendered to the other persuasion but can be obtained by persons that look like them.
Thirdly, Head-Start Programs have proven to be effective institutes for preparing early
learners and especially minorities who sometime attend schools without much orientation to
basic of reading and writing and speaking Standard English. The vocabulary and exposure
outside of the community is quite limited. Adding or subtracting in Arithmetic is irrelevant and
out of the pipeline of learning for minority students. Many students are not encouraged to take
advance subjects especially Algebra. Calculus is almost unheard of in many minorities homes,
therefore when it comes to standardized testing which contains lots of Algebra and Calculus, test
scores for minorities are much lower. Statistics have shown that Head-Start have lessened the
drop-out rate for minorities and have placed them on a level playing field.
Many educators continue to face the quandary of how to enable minority students to grow
mentally, socially, and emotionally. Teachers and parents worry about seemingly continuous
failure of America’s schools to adequately and effectively educate all students. The focus for the
21st Century should be on a multitude of classroom experiences, which include bilingual
education, integrating the curriculum, preparing students for the workplace and constructivism.
Strategies for Minority Success
There are numerous strategies that should be incorporated in the 21st Century for minority
success. Teachers should be familiar with the following strategies that are described. The first is
classroom management which is the establishment and enforcement of rules and disciplinary
action; teacher strategies to ensure an orderly classroom environment. The second is
differentiating instruction which entails varying instruction based on the needs of the student.
The third is cooperative learning which is loosely defined as any instance of students working
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together in small groups. Lastly, multiple intelligence models which is a theory developed by
Howard Gardner that intelligence is multidimensional, that individual brains work in ways that
give each of us our own person intelligences; include eight intelligences. All the strategies will
permeate learning for minority students. Anytime a teacher analyze student learning abilities and
incorporate different learning models, different strategies for implementation of instruction,
different assessments, then the minority students will flow. Every new teacher should have a
mentor who will support and oversee all aspects of his or her instruction. The most successful
teachers work with a premise that their own success should be measured not by the coverage of
the curriculum, but by the success of the student’s learning. Three characteristics of an effective
teacher are: 1) positive expectation for students, 2) good classroom management, and 3) know
how to design for student mastery.
Improved minority student performance demands school transformation. For decades, the
three Rs (reading, writing, arithmetic) provided the foundation for all subsequent learning. In
today’s information society, those basics skills, while necessary, are not sufficient. Revitalizing
education and making it relevant to 21st century realities requires supplementing the traditional
three Rs with three new Rs: rigor, relationships, and relevance. Elevating the new Rs will
require integrated student support systems, improved curricular content, and resources that
enable and foster professional development.
Rigor
In a revamped high school, the concept of rigor is broadened to include mastery not only
of core academic subjects but of the higher-order cognitive skills that the global economy
demands. A rigorous high school program aligns curriculum, instruction, and assessment with
high standards and high expectations. It focuses on the integration of skills and knowledge. It is
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coherent and sequential and encourages students to tackle challenging Advanced Placement,
International Baccalaureate, and honors courses. Performance is assessed in multiple ways;
assessment methods may include projects, portfolios, and exhibits. Student progress is measured
against specific, articulated benchmarks. Students work cooperatively on challenging tasks and
rigorous assignments, and they take responsibility for assessing and documenting their progress.
Relationships
High schools in the process of transforming are often divided into smaller learning
communities that provide individual support to each student. In these smaller environments,
students develop a sense of belonging to the school and take responsibility for decisions related
to their own learning. To foster relationship building, each student in the community is assigned
an advisor to guide, mentor, and support him or her through the high school experience.
In the transformed high school dedicated to building relationships, empowered staff
members learn to share leadership responsibilities, innovative ideas, student profiles, and best
practices. Research tells us that students in such contexts have improved attendance, achieve at
higher levels, and graduate in higher numbers. This pairing nurtures an adult/student relationship
that can minimize student frustration and provide early warning signals of potential student
disengagement.
Relevant
According to findings from Education Week’s “Diplomas Count,” a growing number of
students disengage from learning when the course content and the delivery of instruction have no
relevance to real-world applications. These skills include working with individuals from other
cultures, writing and speaking clearly, think critically and solve problems and the ability to
locate, evaluate, and use inform decisions. With the assistance of an advisor, students design
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programs that include online courses, internships, service learning, job shadowing, and extended
time for completing work/school instruction. Employers have expressed concern about the
limited number of applied skills that high school graduates have mastered. In addition to the
skills listed, punctuality, dependability, and industriousness are desired workplace values. All of
these skills and values must be integrated if students are to be prepared for the 21 st century
workplace as well as the next phase of their lives.
Minority Students Need more than the Basics
The American public understands that unless all students including minority students
master the skills that the global economy demands, our nation’s economic competitiveness will
suffer. A 2007 poll of registered voters found near universal agreement that teaching skills such
as critical thinking, ethics and social responsibility, teamwork and communication is critical to
the country’s future economic success. There is broad understanding that minority students need
to be enlighten on these skills. Hopefully, they will serve as beacons for improvement in all of
America’s high schools. Rigorous, relevant, curriculums built upon close relationships must
include the development of academic, technical, and interpersonal skills to meet the readiness
requirements of students for college, work, and careers.
Minority students not only need a caring and effective teacher, but parents and
community support. Extended family resources are important and may take the responsibility for
a student success. Each student should have a mentor in the community and within the school.
Grandmothers, grandfathers, aunts, cousins, and pastors have been excellent role-modelers and
mentors for minority children. A move can be made to reestablish minority community’s
commitment to education in a number of ways. A great start can be working collaboratively with
parents, churches, social and civic organizations within the community to improve the quality of
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schools and assure all students the educational experience needed to improve minority students.
All minority schools should have access to technology centers which should be open after school
hours in order that mentors could provide some additional training. Mentors can provide primary
sources of helping students with homework, technology and standardized tests in the evenings
and weekends. Minority students must know that commitment and investment in education
places them on a higher level in life and allows them to know that any goal that they want can be
achieved. Among both educators and educational researchers, a new consensus is emerging.
This consensus holds that effective school improvement requires:
(1) A high set of expectations and a rigorous curriculum,
(2) A repertoire of instructional strategies that engage students in real-world applications,
(3) An environment that fosters academic and personal relationships between staff and
students,
(4) An empowered leadership, and
(5) A professional community of collaboration that focuses on improving teaching and
learning for every child.
Learning Tools for Minority Students
The 21st Century learning tools that will motivate and push minority ahead in their
achievement are vocabulary, reading, parental involvement and empowerment, mentorship,
technology, study habits, attendance, accountability, and encouragement.
Vocabulary, vocabulary, vocabulary - Words do matter. - Minority children and low
SES have been exposed to 30 million fewer words by the age of 4 than children from high SES
setting. (Neumann, 2003). Minority children may enter first grade having been read to about 25
hours, compared to 1,000 hours in middle class white homes (Neumann, 1999). There should be
a class that teaches vocabulary especially in Language classes.
Reading - Universal pre-school programs at ages 4 and 5 is too late to increase the
vocabulary pathway to connect. Minority children must be brought into school early on in order
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to succeed. There should be Reading Centers in schools and in communities and volunteers to
read to minority children.
Parental involvement and empowerment- parents need to be more vigilant in their
children lives. Parents need to make certain that their children know that his/her academic
progress is important to them. Attend all open houses and parent conferences. Home visits need
to stay place when parents do not show up.
Mentorship is significant because students need role-models who can provide more
information and feedback to them. There are too many minority organizations that would be
flattered to serve as mentors for minority students
Technology is the key tools for learning in the 21st century. Much of information that is
disseminated is found on-line with a computer. Each community should have a technology center
for minorities.
Study Habits – Minority students need to spend more time reading and organizing their
homework. Parents need to know that minority students need to have a quiet place in their home
to study for at least two hours each night.
Attendance- In order to learn, students must be present and on time. Truancy is a factor
that holds many minority students back. There should be school truancy officers to monitor
attendance.
Accountability- Both teachers and students must know that they are responsible for their
learning. The report card is not only a card for students but for teachers as well to find ways of
improvement for students.
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Encouragement – Being involved in school-related activities will help student to stay
interested in school. Students need to be pushed to join organizations in order to use their talents
and become leaders.
Conclusion
In conclusion, teaching minority students to think and to be curious is much more than a
technical problem for which educators, alone are accountable. And more professional
development for teachers and better textbooks and tests, though necessary, are insufficient
solutions. The problems goes much deeper – to the very way we conceive of the purpose and
experience of schooling and what we expect our minority graduates to know and to be able to do.
This article offers ideas, strategies and suggestions for opening up opportunities for minorities to
achieve at higher levels and master the skills that the global economy demands and that is critical
for the country’s future economic success. Research offers some powerful approaches to help
improve learning for minority students.
One of the biggest ingredients in student achievement is the quality of the teacher. All
teachers must be adequately prepared to meet diverse needs of students and attention must be
given early childhood learning. Teachers need to have the knowledge and skills essential to
produce high levels of learning and performance for minority students. The significant challenge
for school systems is selecting the staff development approach that aligns with the belief that
staff members understand that minority students need more than the basics and that they are able
to achieve at high levels given the appropriate expertise and tools. This article provides a
multitude of learning tools that are essential to equalizing the playing field and closing the
achievement gap for minority students. The minority student’s mastery for 21st century education
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have been identified and articulated. The key to learning skills encompasses the essentials of the
three Rs; rigor, relevance and relationships.
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On White Scholars Teaching Federal Indian Law

Two Februarys ago I flew to Baton Rouge to present an article at this conference. I was a
new member of the National Association of Native American Studies and, though colleagues had
spoken favorably about this conference, I was not sure what to expect. A few days before my
presentation I tried to imagine what awaited me—would there be a large audience? How
interested would they be? Was I ready for whatever questions would follow? I began to visualize
my audience. Then, all of a sudden, I began to wonder: how many Native Americans would be
attending? What if I had an entirely monochrome audience of the sort that I was not so
accustomed to—every single attendee a Native American belonging to a tribe, including the
tribes I would be speaking on? I had been enthusiastic about the conference ever since my
abstract had been accepted, but now a strange feeling of perplexed audacity welled up inside me,
not uncommon, I have since been told, among white professors teaching minority studies. It had
been very easy to discuss American Indian legal issues with my almost exclusively non-Indian
colleagues and students in the past. I had always taught in this area with a certain amount of
confidence in my own understanding of the subject matter. But now, with this new question
replaying in my head, what had been eager anticipation had grown into something more pensive
and tentative.
I spoke one-to-one with each of the scholars among the relatively small (but extremely
engaged and insightful) group that attended my presentation. None of them identified themselves
as Native American. The feedback was universally positive. A colleague of mine, a white
professor of African-American literature, as it happens, told me afterward that he thought I had
done an excellent job. But a nagging question prevented me from feeling any satisfaction with
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my performance: How qualified can a white professor ever be to teach lessons on the history of
Native Americans under U.S. law—to Native Americans?
White scholars inevitably enter into dangerous territory when lecturing on Native
American studies. Despite their expertise there are certain fundamental ways in which they can
never truly be experts. More than that, there is an increased burden put on them—fairly, I would
say—before they are given the high level of credibility teachers need to truly reach their collegelevel and graduate students. Racial identity and perspective matter a great deal and it is
impossible, for instance, for a white scholar raised off the reservation system to write and
presume to teach on the history of U.S.-Tribal relations as if he or she has been able to
internalize how that history has affected actual Native Americans. When the white scholar
speaks of the pain native peoples have suffered under hundreds of years of U.S. imperialism and
hegemony, he or she is inevitably speaking with analogies and metaphors.
While it is true that scholars gain perspective through their work, the perspective gained
at all times belongs to that same scholar, who, no matter how rigorous his or research, can never
shed his or her skin and transform into his or her subject. The issue of intercultural or interracial
scholarship is ontological as much as it is cultural and pedagogical. Full appreciation of Indian
life, certainly, means inclusion within it. Not just studying it, but being it. This kind of personal
awareness outsiders looking in can never attain, no matter how hard they look. The Native
American experience is too unique to be gotten at by analogy, approximation or empathy from
afar, and studying it up close, as opposed to processing it into one’s own personal identity, is in
many ways still a distance too far. Indianness, indeed, belongs most to the Indian. So how,
exactly, can a white scholar become expert in transmitting the affects of U.S. policy on Native
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Americans to others? To put it in sociological terms, how does a member of an in-group teach
what it is like to be a member of out-group?
The short answer is that he or she cannot. Not the way an equally trained member of the
out-group can, anyway. This deficiency is exacerbated in the instant case, where the in-group
member is a white scholar belonging to the dominant American culture. Given the struggles, past
and present, between America’s traditionally white culture and Native American cultures, and
how the popular and scholarly literature of these struggles has until recent generations been cast
in highly charged us-versus-them racial terms, any white scholar presuming to have too much
insight into Indian life is more than just too presumptuous. He runs the risk of being boorish to
the point of alienating the better elements of his audience and disqualifying himself as an expert.
The history of Native American peoples has been replete with battles against two kinds of white
antagonists: the racists who hate them and the fools who claim to have figured them out. Which
of the two has been more pernicious is open to debate. Most white scholars want to help
eliminate the former but while doing so must be ever-vigilant of becoming the latter.
This tension was thrown into vivid relief with the publication of Ian Frazier’s On the Rez
in 2000. On the Rez sought to introduce the larger American public to the plight of Native
Americans living among but apart from them on Indian reservations. It is deftly written and
animated by a keen sympathy for the plight of tribal Indians that seems infinite and, in some
places, is extremely touching. Frazier, a white litterateur who for years has written regularly for
The New Yorker, begins by writing “This is a book about Indians…” and then proceeds on to a
magisterial account of what being an Indian means—to Ian Frazier.
On the Rez prompted a lacerating review by the great Native American novelist Sherman
Alexie, who objected to Frazier’s pose as a compatriot and authority on contemporary Indian
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life. The very title, Alexie claimed, is an insult to the complexity of Indian identity and should
have been titled “On Their Reservation” to illustrate the unbridgeable distance between the
Indian insider and the white outsider.
It has been the centuries-long mixture of contempt and unconcern for Indian cultures
amongst the historically white dominant culture that has wrought such colossal devastation to
native peoples. The function of white Native American Studies scholars, including those who
focus on legal issues, as I do, should be to help bridge the distance between scholar and subject
while always respecting that distance—and then to communicate that respect (for subject, bridge
and distance) to his or her readers and students. It is a noble and worthwhile function, maybe
even a possible one. This was Frazier’s goal, too, I think, when he wrote On the Rez. And while
perhaps Frazier’s presumption and over-familiarity merited Alexie’s admonition to respect the
distance between them, Frazier’s sincere attempt, as a white man, to compel all of his readers to
deal with the living consequences of what has amounted to centuries of genocide-in-slow-motion
should be admired and repeated.
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The Vice President of Student Affairs and Leadership Effectiveness: Six
Areas for Thought

Abstract
This paper was based on today’s Vice President of Student Affairs’ role which continues to
expand, yet many question the value and purpose of Student Affairs. Because of the expanded
role and responsibility associated with this position, it is more challenging and stressful requiring
innovative holistic leadership skills. This paper summarizes six areas the writer believes as Vice
President of Student Affairs should possess to be a successful visionary leader which are:
common perception of student affairs, effective leadership style, communicating the mission of
student affairs, institutional planning, decision making skills, human relation skills, and usage of
knowledge. The mastery of these areas, which are broad and inclusive, can help to increase not
only the credibility of the Vice President of Student Affairs, but also the significance of the
services provided by student affairs. Mastering these areas with creativity and vision can enhance
the leadership role of the Vice President of Student Affairs creating an effective partnership on
the president and decision-making council. The influence of student affairs divisions on higher
education continues to expand and become more vital to the successful matriculation of students
and the academic mission of students.

Introduction
Today’s Vice President of Student Affairs’ role continues to expand yet many question
the value and purpose of student affairs. Because of the expanded role and responsibility
associated with this position, it is more challenging and stressful requiring innovative holistic
leadership skills. This paper summarizes six areas in which a Vice President of Student Affairs
should possess to be a successful visionary leader. The mastery of these areas, which are broad
and inclusive, can help to increase not only the credibility of the Vice President of Student
Affairs, but also the significance of the services provided by student affairs. Mastering these six
areas with creativity and vision can enhance the leadership role of the Vice President of Student
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Affairs creating an effective partnership on the President and decision-making cabinet (Brown,
2000)
The influence of Vice President of Student Affairs divisions on higher education
continues to expand and become more vital to the successful matriculation of students and the
academic mission of students. This growth of the role and scope of student affairs has occurred
for numerous reasons, including a changing and diverse student population (Brown, 2000). The
influx of handicapped, learning disabled, ethnic minority, female, older, part-time, online, and
international students have changed American higher education from the domain of middle and
upper class citizens to a heterogeneous community demanding exemplary teaching, advising,
interpersonal, and leadership skills from not only teaching faculty members but also student
affairs professionals (Bolce, 1992).
The continuing moral and social evolution of society has brought about drastic changes in
attitudes among today’s college students. With these changes, Vice Presidents of Student Affairs
and other college officials are witnessing an increase in alcohol and substance abuse, hazing
incidents, date rape, mental health problems, and sexual promiscuity. In addition, higher
education is experiencing a resurgence of racial and cultural conflicts that evolved in response to
society’s efforts to remedy past discriminatory practices (Alfred, Peterson, & White, 1992). Vice
Presidents of Student Affairs and other senior university officials depend on student affairs
professionals to address these and related campus issues. To achieve this while respecting the
needs and concerns of today’s college students requires the Vice President of Student Affairs
leadership characterized by vision, flexibility, and innovation (Duderstadt & Womack, 2003).
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Common Perception of Student Affairs
Although student affairs play an important role in student adjustment and development in
higher education, it has something of a ―Spiderman and Peter Parker‖ image. At times,
professionals in the field are very proactive, resolving difficult issues thoroughly and swiftly. On
other occasions, professionals are guilty of hedging, failing to demonstrate the courage to make
tough decisions, especially those that might be viewed as controversial. Duderstadt and Womack
(2003), makes this point when they stated that student affairs professionals seem to have a
Rodney Dangerfield complex. Unlike staff in academic areas, they are constantly looking for
―respect‖ and opportunities for leadership. In addition, many faculty members and academic
administrators tend to believe that student affairs activities and programs duplicate and compete
with faculty-developed services and programs of instruction (Clark, 1984). From this point of
view, the services provided by student affairs are not essential for students or the university
(Dressel, 1981; Elsner & Ames, 1983; Manning, 1996). The intense constant and critical scrutiny
of student affairs by the academic community occurs precisely because of a perception that
strong leadership is lacking in student affairs. If there ever is to be strong leadership in student
affairs, the Vice President of Student Affairs need to be aggressively committed to student
development, and they should have the ability to communicate their goals and objectives to the
university community (Welch, 1986).
Arthur Sandeen (1991), author of many books concerning the Vice President of Student
Affairs stresses that the Vice President should be a strong effective leader with the ability to
communicate his areas of different interest. Sandeen’s (1991) position on this issue is reflected in
the following statement: Student Affairs has often been viewed by others within the college and
university as a peripheral or adjunct service, but in the past twenty-five years, many Chief
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Student Affairs Officers have helped to move student affairs into the main educational arena of
the campus. The position is now part of the central management team of the institution and has
assumed responsibilities it did not include years ago, and this ―news‖ should be made known to
others involved in higher education. Faculty, academic deans, business officers, governing
boards, and state higher education officials and legislators need to be made aware of the changes
(Sandeen, 1991). The men/women holding these positions may hold stereotypical notions of
what a Vice President of Student Affairs role is, and a current discussion of actual
responsibilities may serve to correct some old perceptions.
Vice President of Student Affairs should be able to set proactive goals and provide the
leadership to attain these goals (Black & Gregersen, 2002). McDade (1989), states that student
affairs professionals often have been cast in the reactive role, responding to student crises and
requests for service. There is now a unique opportunity to take a proactive leadership role, to
offer innovative programming that will improve not only campus life but also the total
educational process. The Vice President of Student Affairs can provide proactive leadership by
viewing their positions as visionary, persuasive, and invaluable (Cohen & Brawer, 2008). The
following are examples of critical interrelated areas where strong leadership from the chief
student affairs officer will not only enhance the position of the Vice President of Student Affairs
in the administrative hierarchy, but also make more credible our insistence on the necessity of
student affairs.
Effective Leadership Style
According to Brint (2002), leaders have to look beyond the groups they are leading and
grasp their relationship to the larger realities. The Vice President of Student Affairs should
assume such a leadership style in order to effectively interact with students, faculty members,
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administrators, board members, and the community. Directed by a leader who is knowledgeable
in all segments of higher education, a division of student affairs will not fall into a parlous state,
engendering cynicism about its values (Brown, 2000). The leadership skills of the Vice President
of Student Affairs should be the key for diffusing cynicism directed at the student affairs
mission. An able leader fosters support for that mission by explaining how student affairs
complement and enhances the academic mission of colleges and universities (Shay, 1984).
Although the role of student affairs is questioned by many in higher education, most
university presidents value and welcome leadership, assistance, and guidance from Vice
President of Student Affairs (Shay, 1984). To fulfill this trust, it is imperative that Vice
Presidents of Student Affairs provide these things, and further that they provide them in the
broader context, beyond the daily campus-based responsibilities of the division. Good
administrators cope sufficiently with daily problems and keep departments functioning (Reif,
2001), but that alone is not enough. Self-analysis and the development of long range plans are
critical requirements, and they are not the focal points of day-to-day operation. For example,
handling roommate problems or changing the decor in residence halls does not require vision or
comprehensive analytical skills. However, absorbing the impact of an enrollment decrease, as it
affects housing, food service, tuition and fees, counseling activities, and other student-oriented
services, requires careful analysis, collaboration with deans, directors, and members of the
president’s senior staff, and effective planning. Decisions on larger issues affect the total
environment of institutions and their future directions in key areas such as budget and personnel,
office space, classroom space, and funding. Management and conciliation skills are important,
but much more goes into total leadership.
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The Visionary Leader
The most effective leadership style for the Vice President of Student Affairs is visionary
leadership and sometimes situational leadership. Visionary leaders are the builders of a new
dawn, working with imagination, insight, and boldness (McLaughlin, 2009). These leaders
present a challenge that calls forth the best in people and brings them together around a shared
sense of purpose. They work with the power of intentionality and alignment with a higher
purpose. Their eyes are on the horizon, not just on the near at hand. They are social innovators
and change agents, seeing the big picture and thinking strategically. There is a profound
interconnectedness between the leader and the whole, and true visionary leaders serve the good
of the whole. They recognize that there is some truth on both sides of most polarized issues in
our society today. They search for solutions that transcend the usual adversarial approaches and
address the causal level of problems. They find a higher synthesis of the best of both sides of an
issue and address the systemic root causes of problems to create real breakthroughs
(McLaughlin, 2009).
A commitment to core spiritual values. A commitment to values is an outstanding
characteristic of all visionary leaders. These leaders embody a sense of personal integrity, and
radiate a sense of energy, vitality and will. Will becomes a standing in a spiritual state of being,
it is a spiritual attribute, which allows a leader to stand for something (Nanus, 1992). More selfaware and reflective than others, visionary leaders follow an inner sense of direction, and lead
from the inside out, as exemplified by Mahatma Gandhi. He said, ―I must first be the change I
want to see in my world.‖ He was a prime example of a commitment to values, as he freed India
by appealing to the moral conscience of Britain and using ―satyagraha‖ or non-violent action to
reveal the immorality of the British Empire (McLaughlin, 2009). Rather than being corrupted by
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power, visionary leaders are elevated by power and exercise moral leadership. Mary Robinson,
former President of Ireland and U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights, embodies this type
of moral leadership, as does Marion Wright Edelman, founder of the Children’s Defense Fund,
who has a deep commitment to children’s welfare. Many successful leaders in business, such as
Jeffrey Swartz of Timberland Shoes, have demonstrated the power of living their values. Swartz
pays employees to volunteer in the community and honors the ―double bottom line‖--profit and
values.‖ Tom Chappell, CEO of Tom’s of Maine, found that he could ―do well by doing good.‖
Doing good—embodying his values—has made his company very profitable. Tom’s of Maine
uses all natural ingredients in their products to protect consumers and the environment.
A clear, inspirational vision. Visionaries who are successful at manifesting their visions
base their leadership on an inspirational, positive picture of the future, as well as a clear sense of
direction as to how to get there. Vision is a field that brings energy into form. Effective leaders
broadcast a coherent message by themselves embodying their vision, as author Margaret
Wheatley notes. They keep communicating the vision to create a strong field which then brings
their vision into physical reality. Nelson Mandela clearly held a positive vision of a racially
harmonious South Africa during his twenty-eight years in jail and helped bring it into reality
peacefully--to the amazement of the world. The best visionary leaders move energy to a higher
level by offering a clear vision of what is possible (McLaughlin, 2009). They inspire people to be
better than they already are and help them identify with what Lincoln called ―the angels of their
better nature.‖ This was the power of Martin Luther King’s ―I Have a Dream‖ speech. The
creative power of lighted, inspired words can sound a certain inner note that people recognize
and respond to. This creates dramatic social change. Like King, visionary leaders have the ability
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to sense the deeper spiritual needs of followers and link their current demands to deeper purpose
and meaning (Nanus, 1992).
Visionary leaders often have the ability to see higher spiritual forces at work behind the
scenes of events, and they align with the vision of these redemptive forces. Both George
Washington and Winston Churchill spoke about the help they received from a ―guiding hand.‖
Churchill said, ―…we have a guardian because we serve a great cause, and we shall have that
guardian as long as we serve that cause faithfully‖ (Fullan, 2001). Sojourner Truth, a former
slave, was guided by an inner spiritual experience to preach the emancipation of slaves and
women’s rights all over the country during the Civil War. President Anwar Sadat of Egypt had a
vision of Mohammed who told him to create peace in the Middle East. This vision is the hidden
story behind the Camp David Peace Treaty between Arabs and Israelis.
Visionary leaders transmit energy to people, giving them a new sense of hope and
confidence in achieving the vision. Television host Oprah Winfrey helps her guests believe in
themselves and work to create a better world. Visionary leaders often enunciate a vision based on
principles that become guideposts for humanity. They intuitively draw on the ageless wisdom
and present it in a new synthesis to meet the particular need of the times. In the Brundtland
Report, Gro Brundtland, former Prime Minister of Norway, helped synthesize the principles of
sustainable development that are needed to protect our environment for future generations.
Respectful, empowering relationships. Good relationships are the heart of effective
visionary leaders. They embody a deeply caring approach to people, seeing them as their greatest
asset. Aaron Feuerstein, CEO of Malden Mills, kept all his employees on the payroll when a fire
destroyed 75% of his factories. His employees were so grateful they helped him rebuild and
within a year the company was more profitable than ever. In contrast to the old style of
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leadership which tells people what to do, and pushes or dominates them, visionary leaders
embody a receptive, as well as a dynamic energy. They know how to listen and learn from other
points of view and have fine-tuned their communications skills. Rita Bailey, Director of
Southwest Airline’s University for People, says the secret of the airline’s amazing financial
success is living by the golden rule--treating employees as family, with warmth and respect.
Employees then treat customers the same way. Visionary leaders promote a partnership approach
and create a shared sense of vision and meaning with others. They exhibit a greater respect for
others and carefully develop team spirit and team learning, Building this sense of shared vision
and partnership has also been key to the effectiveness of feminist Gloria Steinem.
The most effective visionary leaders are responsive to the real needs of people and they
develop participative strategies to include people in designing their own futures. This approach
has been very successful for Robert Haas, the CEO of Levi Strauss. Rather than confront or
avoid conflict, the new leaders have learned how to transform conflict into usable energy. They
work to unite, rather than divide people. Most of all Visionary leaders have a feeling of wanting
to make people see through their eyes as one views the world.
Innovative, courageous action. Visionary leaders are especially noted for transforming
old mental maps or paradigms, and creating strategies that are ―outside the box‖ of conventional
thought (McLaughlin, 2009). They embody a balance of right brain (rational) and left brain
(intuitive) functions. Their thinking is broad and systemic, seeing the big picture, the whole
system, and ―the pattern that connects.‖ They then create innovative strategies for actualizing
their vision (Altbach, Berdahl, Gumport, 2005). CNN founder Ted Turner transformed television
news by boldly creating an around the clock international news network for all people to view.
CEO Ray Anderson took courageous action in transforming his world-wide company, Interface
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Carpets, into the most environmentally sustainable corporation (McLaughlin, 2009). Interface
launched a massive effort to cut its use of energy, replace petroleum-based supplies with
vegetable-based substitutes, and when it wears out, all its component parts are recycled, and the
customer receives a new one (Dolence & Norris, 1995).
Visionary leaders anticipate change and are proactive, rather than reactive to events.
Their focus is on opportunities, not on problems. They emphasize win/win--rather than
adversarial win/lose--approaches (Nanus, 1992). This is the strategy of environmental economist
Hazel Henderson, author of ―Building a Win/Win World,‖ who created The Calvert/Henderson
Sustainable Indicators with the Calvert Social Investment Funds. Body Shop founder Anita
Roddick addressed health and environmental problems, as well as poverty in the Third World
through the innovative strategies she designed for her hugely successful products and stores
(Senge, et al., 1999). Products are made of non-polluting ingredients and stores are opened in
poor neighborhoods to provide employment and return profit to the community. When we see a
truly visionary leader accomplishing great things, the leader is drawing on the resources of their
soul and its remarkable capabilities (Rowley & Sherman, 2001). Any one of us can access our
inner resources to become a more effective leader in our own field. First we must be willing to
take initiative and stand for something we believe in passionately. We must be ready to take the
heat. Many of us avoid the responsibility of leadership primarily because we are too sensitive to
criticism. But when we know who we truly are and we live from an inner core of values,
criticism can be filtered to take in only what is true and helpful to our growth (Nanus, 1992)
Today, as we enter the Third Millennium, thousands of new visionary leaders are
emerging in all fields of human endeavor around the world, leading a quiet revolution energized
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by power of the soul. By appreciating and supporting those who lead from their core spiritual
values, we strengthen those leadership qualities in ourselves (McLaughlin, 2009).
Communicating the Mission of Student Affairs
The Vice President of Student Affairs should clearly state the roles and goals of their
divisions to academic deans, administrators, faculty members, alumni, community groups, and
students, since the function of student affairs remains nebulous to many of these groups in higher
education (Koltai and Wolf, 1984). Many faculty members believe that the major role of student
affairs is to attain and maintain reasonable control of student behavior or to ―keep students
busy,‖ so they will not be a concern to the faculty and administration (Dressel, 1981). The Vice
President of Student Affairs cannot accept this myopic view of their purpose. They must
emphasize the need to establish collaborative partnerships with academic departments.
Developing effective partnerships between faculty and student affairs professionals is critical
maximizing the educational potential of colleges and universities (Streit, 1993). They should
communicate how their programs, activities, and facilities create a wholesome community
environment that enhances the personal, social, and psychological development of students, in
turn positively influencing the institution’s retention of students and graduation rate. Welch
(1986) states that Vice Presidents of Student Affairs should emphasize and foster awareness of
the cumulative impact that their work has on students’ educational goals. Vice President of
Student Affairs must take every opportunity to educate faculty members about the impact that
programs and services have on the retention of students (Fullan & Scott, 2009), and get all
faculty involved in the objectives and goals of student affairs.
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Institutional Planning
The Vice President of Student Affairs should play a vital role in institutional planning
and in formulating objectives, even though the Vice President of Academic Affairs largely
determines the mission and goals of institutions. The Vice President of Student Affairs should be
an active member of the institution’s academic management team and join with the Vice
President of Academic Affairs in monitoring and safeguarding the educational experience for
student (Streit, 1993). In this role, presidents and institutions financial administrators expect the
Vice President of Student Affairs to be knowledgeable about money, computers, and fundraising
(Sandeen, 1991).
Approximately 50% to 75% of students’ time outside the instructional classroom is spent
with a student affairs professional (counselor, advisor, tutor) in a program or activity sponsored
by student affairs (SGS, sorority/fraternity, concert, play) or in a student affairs operated facility
(residence hall, student center, counseling center). Because of the close contact student affairs
has with students, the Vice President of Student Affairs can and should provide accurate
information and data to support not only the co-curricular needs of students but their academic
support needs as well. The presence of student affairs leadership is essential, because
institutional planning usually involves increasing funds for selected programs that are more in
line with institutional goals. Programs and services that are not compatible with long-range goals
are drastically reduced or eliminated. Student affairs programs and activities are usually the first
to receive cuts in funding, and at some institutions their funds are diverted to instructional and
research programs. When such cuts are being considered, it is essential that chief student affairs
officers show effective leadership by demonstrating how student affairs program enhance the
academic mission of the institution. This task requires a Vice President of Student Affairs who
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has the skills and expertise to form positive partnerships and collaborative relationships
throughout the academic community (Johnson, 1989).
Decision-Making Skills
The Vice President of Student Affairs should view their position on the university
decision-making team as one which enhances the overall effectiveness of the decision making
process. Johnson (1989) states that many Vice Presidents of Student Affairs seem reluctant to
provide leadership beyond their areas, because they perceive their role as one of support to the
president, the Academic Vice President, and the Deans rather than as one of equal membership
in the decision-making process. Such an operational philosophy is not one of visionary
leadership; it is rather more reflective of a manager or administrator. As members of decisionmaking teams, Vice President of Student Affairs should be as knowledgeable of their entire
institutions as they are about their own divisions. Explaining clearly how quality student affairs
programming contribute to the academic success of students, as well as to the academic mission
of the institution is imperative. The Vice President of Student Affairs political savvy knowing
when to bargain, negotiate, compromise, build alliances, or use persuasion in seeking resources
that contribute to the institution’s academic stability often times separates a strong, vibrant
student affairs operation from one which is poorly funded and weakly organized.
Human Relations Skills
With large numbers of professional, support, and student staff in the student affairs
division, the Vice President of Student Affairs must establish personnel practices that enable
them to perform their duties, participate in the decision-making process, and have opportunities
for professional advancement and growth (Sandeen, 1991). Changing demographics of staff and
students make it necessary for Vice President of Student Affairs to possess exceptional
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leadership skills in the human relations area. To be effective in the human relations area means
possessing not only drive and determination, but also human qualities such as trust, modesty,
politeness, patience, and sensitivity (Ninomeya, 1988). Front-line staff members should be made
to feel appreciated and to believe that their Vice President of Student Affairs values their
contribution to the division’s work. Effective human relations leadership also requires respecting
individual differences, getting to know staff members as individuals, and when possible learning
their needs, understanding what motivates them, and structuring relationships with them to
maximize their unique strengths (Borelli, 1984). These tasks are important if student affairs
expect to maintain high staff morale and resulting high-quality programs and activities. Placing
value on human relations skills makes it easier for the Vice President of Student Affairs to
motivate staff members so that they, too, view their role and work from an institutional
perspective.
Equity and diversity among professional staff should be priorities for Vice President of
Student Affairs. Because college and university populations are becoming more diverse, with
more ethnic minority, handicapped, and adult students, student affairs should be willing to take
the lead in making the academic environment a place where diversity exists among staff as well
as students. Eventually, two-thirds of college age students will come from ethnic minority groups
(American Council on Education, 1988). Most of the problems and issues institutions face in
meeting these students needs will be both student affair and academic affairs related. Therefore,
the hiring of ethnic minorities, of women, and of handicapped staff members should be a
priority. The presence of members of these groups on college campuses provides cultural and
social awareness for all faculty, students, and administrators (Massey, 1987; Sagarina &
Johnsrud, 1992). Vice President of Student Affairs should emphasize equity and possess human
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relations skills that embrace diversity have a true commitment to creating a campus ambiance
that is warm and receptive to the different ethnic, religious, social, and cultural groups attending
the college or universities.
Usage of Knowledge
Strategies for Building a Distinctive Student Affairs Division
Strategies for building a distinctive student affairs division is to educate and enlighten our
citizenry at a distinctive institution, a community of learners dedicated to improving our world.
We face complex challenges in every aspect of life economic, global, cross-cultural, and
environmental. A nation is going to college but many are at risk of being left out. Gaps in
educational attainment are widening. In addition, technology is changing how we communicate,
how we learn and where we learn, what we know and how we interact with each other. The
following strategies will enhance building distinction in the student affairs division:
1. Develop clear expectations for the college or university graduates at both
undergraduate and graduate level by employing a powerful and coherent educational
philosophy. Also, use this philosophy to guide institutional investments in learning.
2. Use a strategic planning and budget model by freeing up funds for innovation and
redesign of essential programs and support structures. Also, invest in programs that
make us distinctive.
3. Introduce a culture of evidence by fostering a habit of continuous learning and
improvement, and by utilizing an experimental approach to change. Also, guide
change with evidence of impact.
4. Expect high and rigorous standards for students by building support for scholarship
and expand institutional research and assessment. In addition, define clear academic
and administrative priorities and introduce rigorous performance expectations.
5. Promote productive collaborations and partnerships both internal and external by
focusing on strategic societal issues (e.g. diversification of the economy, arts/cultural
programs, renewable energy, health care, community development, and quality of pre
K-12), and to create learning opportunities for students.
6. Foster interdisciplinary work within the administration as well as across academic
programs through academic and student affairs, and across fields and disciplines.
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7. Partner with other colleges and universities through centers of excellence, educational
partnerships, long-term collaborations with regional business and non-profit
organizations.
8. Seek additional sources of external support through portfolios of grant support,
fundraising, expanding graduate programming, and new educational packages,
summer sessions, and workshops.
9. Expand international programming to promote global competence and support
development of regional enterprise.
10. Emphasize communication through continuing to lead the nation in effective use of
educational technology, and developing more approaches to facilitating internal
communication and conversation.
11. Practice the Three R’s such as: (a) revenue enhancement; (b) restructuring to focus
resources and create more manageable administrative portfolios; and, (c) cost
reduction
The Vice President of Student Affairs for Safety and Security
The Office of Campus Safety and Security is to ensure students of the college or
university can pursue higher education and enjoy special events in the safest possible
environment (Jones, 2003). Each department such as: (a) the office of emergency preparedness
will implement programs and projects in emergency and disaster planning, training, mitigation,
response, and recovery; (b) office of environmental health and safety will make the university
safer by providing health and safety oversight, and eliminating environmental, chemical,
biological, and radiological hazards on campus; (c) office of fire prevention services will be set
up to protect lives and property on the university campus by working in conjunction with state
and municipal fire protection agencies, and to collaborate with these agencies in the prevention
of fire and the advancement of fire safety education programs (Jones, 2003); (d) office of the
university police department will create a safe and secured environment on campus by enforcing
laws and actively preventing crime (Grensing-Pophal, 1999); (e) office of parking and
transportation services will supervise traffic, transportation and parking on the university
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campus; and, (f) office of the university police department will create a safe and secured
environment on campus by enforcing laws and actively preventing crime (Kollie, 2003).
The emergency communication tools will be utilized for purposes of emergencies and
rapid communication. These communication tools include: siren systems, emergency web-sites,
local media, pager systems, fire panel systems, mobile campus, university email, voicemail to
office telephones of administrators, students, faculty, staff, others concerned, telephone tree, flat
screen monitors, public safety patrol car announcements, and the university emergency
information line as designated (Jones, 2003).
Safety and security is very vital for the success of organizations and institutions such as
colleges and universities. The Vice President of Student Affairs must have safety and security
prioritized on every employee list associated with student affairs. Also, we as a people should
take it very seriously as a priority (Gibson, 2006). It brings to mind the quote by philosopher and
poet, George Santayana, ―Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.‖
Before Columbine, the thought of a tragedy of this magnitude seemed to be impossible. We
collectively forgot about the horrific act in Michigan, and so here we are 90 years later, with 32
lives cut short (Bollinger, Nicoletti, & Thomas, 2007). Similarly, the Virginia Tech shooting
which lead to 33 deaths brought immediate attention to safety and security on the campus of
colleges and universities. We all remember September 11, 2001 in reference to the world. Once
again the immediate move to safety and security for all became a huge factor to Homeland
Security. It is very essential and must be mandated to have a development plan for safety and
security in all organizations in the best interest of the inner community of education and
business, and the outer community as well (Dubrin, 2001). In addition, at a time when headlines
and political rhetoric abound, reasonable approaches to the safety and security needs of the
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organizations, based on risk and data analyses with common sense are definitely needed (Greer,
2001). The Vice President of Student Affairs office must communicate the plan of action among
students and employees associated with students.
Conclusion
The Vice President of Student Affairs should be assertive and visible on their campuses.
To ensure this, they should communicate their division’s goals and objectives as they relate to
the academic mission of the institution, and they should demonstrate the skills and abilities
necessary to create partnerships with academic departments. The Vice President of Student
Affairs demonstration of effective leadership in institutional planning; ability to communicate
the mission of student affairs; and skills in human relations and decision-making will motivate
student affairs staff members to view their roles as vital, from an institutional perspective.
Effective and innovative leadership in these areas will go a long way in resolving the identity and
credibility issues that many Vice Presidents of Student Affairs encounter today. Lastly, the Vice
President of Student Affairs should be the most vocal campus advocates of quality education.
Their effectiveness as integral members of the administrative hierarchy depends on their ability
to understand and gain the support and confidence of the campus community.
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Appendix A

Educational Intervention Meeting for Administration, Faculty, and Staff
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EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION
Meeting of
Educational Intervention to
Bridge the Gap Between
Administration, Faculty, and Staff
for
Building Motivation and Morale
To Assist Students

Richard Morrison Theatre Building
First Floor School of Music
Huntsville, Alabama
January 4, 2011
8:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
310

AGENDA
Building Motivation and Morale
To Assist Students
(Provost, Vice Presidents, Deans,
Chairpersons, Co-Chairpersons)
(Educational Intervention)
To Prepare the Participants for Students
Student Interaction and Behavior
8:30 a.m.

Registration and Breakfast

9:00 a.m.

Welcome and Introduction of Dr. Joyce Thompson
What is Motivation?
What is Morale?
How Motivation and Morale can Enhance the Student

9:30 a.m.

Motivation
Problem (Building Motivation and Morale among faculty and staff)
Why Motivate? The Productivity Challenge in the educational setting
Communication and Commitment

Morale

10:00 a.m.

Building a High Moral Workplace for Students to Thrive

10:30 a.m.

Discussions
Questions and Answers
Feedback

10:45 a.m.

Adjourned
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Appendix B
Team Building Meeting for Administration, Faculty, and Staff To Enhance Student Success
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AGENDA

Team Building Meeting
To Prepare The Administration
Faculty and Staff
For Student Success

Multipurpose Room
School of Business
Huntsville, Alabama
January 14, 2011
8:30 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
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Agenda
Team Building Meeting
8:30 a.m.

Registration and Continental Breakfast

9:00 a.m.

Welcome and Introduction of Doris S. Hall
Director
What is a Team?
What is Team Building?
Types of Teams

9:30 a.m.

Problem (Student Success)
The Leader (Team Building)
Core Values and Morals
Integrity
Trustworthiness
Honesty
Loyalty
Pride
Good Leadership Ethics
Determining the Mission of the Team
Selecting Team Members
Assigning Task
Create a Work Culture that Facilitates Teamwork and
Team Spirit
Working As a Team

10:00 a.m.

Break

10:30 a.m.

Attributes of Team Building
Be Opportunistic
Build on Your Strength
See the Big Picture
Develop Exceptional Relationship
Act with Confidence
Ask for What You Want and Need
Embrace Success
Act Decisively
Live Purposeful
Keep Abreast of Technology
Accept Challenges

11:00 a.m.

Questions and Answers
Feedback

11:15 a.m.

Adjourned
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Appendix C
PowerPoint Presentation of Team Building To Administrators, Faculty, and Staff of the
University
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Outline

Team Building
Meeting

• Introduction and Background
• What is a Team?
• What is Team Building?
• Types of Teams

• Problem Statement

Presented by

• The Leader

Doris S. Hall

• Core Values and Morals

October 4, 2003

• Determining the Mission of the Team

Alabama A&M University
MultiMulti-Purpose Room
School of Business

• Selecting Team Members
• Assigning Tasks

Huntsville, Alabama

• Creating Work Cultures that Facilitates Teamwork and Team Spirit
1

2

• Working as a Team

Outline (cont.)

What is a Team?

• Characteristics of Building a Successful Team
• Skills of Team Leadership (B. E. S. T.)
• Attributes of Team Building
• Qualities within the Personality that Leaders & Team Members Should
Posses
• Qualities that Individual Team Members Should Possess Toward
Building a Successful Team

A team refers to a small task group in which the
members have a common purpose, interdependent roles,
and complementary skills. Everyone is part of a team. If
you are married you and your spouse are a team. If you
are employed, your and your colleagues are a team. If
you give your time to a church or other organization, you
give your time to a church or other organization, you are
part of a team.
(Maxwell, 2001)

3

4

What is Team Building?

Types of Teams
• Functional Operating Teams

Team building offers an organization the opportunity to
achieve results in a more efficient manner. Team
Building also offers more flexibility leverage resources
more effectively, and respond more rapidly to constantly
changing market circumstances.

• Self-Managed Teams
• Self-Defining Teams
• Executive Teams

5

6
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Problem Statement

The Leader

The problem at Alabama A&M University is the lack of
morale and motivation among faculty and staff to
strategically plan and implement the accreditation
process. A team building workshop is needed to
establish and improve the process to provide guidance
and resolve the problem.

• Coordinate the efforts of all the team members
• Focus toward a single goal
• Get the job done

7

Core Values and Morals
of a Leader

8

Determining the Mission of
the Team

• Integrity

A leader should define the team’s mission and develop the
systematic plan for achieving that mission. The team leader also
set the agenda for the team in a step-by-step process by which
work should flow through the team.

• Trustworthiness
• Honesty
• Loyalty

The leader determines the basic focus of the group:

• Pride

• Where resources should be allocated

• Good Leadership Ethics

• What opportunities exist
• What opportunities should receive attention.
9

10

Selecting Team Members

Assigning Tasks

“You are only as good as the people
you hire.” Ray Kroc, founder of McDonald’s

The selection and assignment of team members is a
concurrent process where a particular person is selected
to fulfill a specific job. Individuals are chosen for the
team because of their inclusive range of skills or their
perceived ability to function as a productive member of a
given team.

As a rule, it is usually the leader who selects the members of a team.
This is an important responsibility that should be performed
carefully, thoughtfully, and systematically. In this regard, the leader
must be able to match the skills of potential team members with the
jobs to which the team is assigned.
11

12
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Creating a Work Culture that
Facilitates Teamwork and
Team Spirit

Working as a Team
• Building consensus around shared objectives
• Identifying effective performance strategies
• Organizing team activities
• Enhancing member skills and role clarity

•

• Building mutual trust and cooperation
• Procuring needed resources
• Facilitating external coordination
14

13

Characteristics of Building a
Successful Team
• Clear Goals and Objectives
• Planning and Organizing
• Relevant Skills
• Mutual Trust
• Unified Commitment
• Good Communication
• Negotiating Skills
• Appropriate Leadership
15

• Internal and External Support

Attributes of Team Building

Qualities within the Personality that
Leaders and Team members Should
Possess

• Be opportunistic

• Embrace success

• Be self-assured

• Build on your strength

• Act decisively

• Pursue a can-do, rather than a make do approach

• See the big picture

• Live purposefully

• See the glass as half full

• Develop exceptional relationship

• Keep abreast of technology

• Be courageous

• Act with confidence

• Accept challenges

• Make difficult decisions
• Take risks

• Ask for what you want and need

• Confront change
• Accept responsibility
17

• Be self reliant
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18

Qualities that Individual Team Members
Should Possess Toward Building a
Successful Team
• Adaptable

• Intentional

• Collaborative

• Mission Conscious

• Committed

• Prepared

• Communicative

• Relational

• Competent

• Self-Improving

• Dependable

• Selfless

• Disciplined

• Solution-Oriented

• Enthusiastic

• Tenacious

• Enlarging

19

Teamwork Pays
• Build strong relationships with your teammates
• Deliver high quality work
• Anticipate their needs
• Develop the reputation for responsiveness
• Add so much value that…
Coming together is a beginning
*
Keeping together progress
*

21

Working together is success
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Appendix D
Participants Effectiveness as Team Members
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Are You a Good Team Member?
Rate yourself on a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest, on your effectiveness as a team member.
Use the results to strengthen your participation as a member of the group in support of the team.
1.

Do I actively share responsibility for the group’s effectiveness?

2.

Do I help the leader to succeed?

3.

Do I help to ensure that all viewpoints are explored?

4.

Do I provide open, honest and accurate information?

5.

Do I support, protect and defend both the group and the group leader?

6.

Do I act in a positive and constructive manner?

7.

Do I provide appropriate feedback?

8.

Do I understand my role on the team?

9.

Do I accept ownership for team decisions?

10.

Do I participate and take on roles voluntarily?

11.

Do I maintain confidentiality?

12.

When stating a problem, do I provide alternative solutions/options?

13.

Do I give praise and recognition generously?

14.

Do I operate within the organization’s rules?

15.

Do I diplomatically point out to others when their behavior is not helping the team?

16.

Do I share ideas and opinions freely and enthusiastically?

17.

Do I encourage others to express their ideas fully and do I listen to them?

18.

Do I criticize ideas, not people?

19.

Do I avoid disruptive behavior during meetings, such as side conversations and jokes?

20.

Do I attend meetings regularly and promptly?

21.

Do I budget my time in order to stay for the entire meeting?

22.

Do I avoid defensiveness when fellow team members disagree with my ideas?

23.

Do I prepare myself for meetings – review the agenda, complete my assignments?

24.

Do I practice active listening – acknowledging and building on others’ comments?

25.

Do I carry out responsibilities assigned?

26.

Do I leave my personal agenda outside the group?
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Leadership: Lessons from Geese
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Leadership: Lessons from Geese
By Donald Clark ©1998
Teamwork and Geese

Objective: to show how relying on others promotes the goals of the team
―Lessons from Geese‖ was transcribed from a speech given by Angeles Arrien at the 1991
Outward Bond Organizational Development Network Conference, and was based on the work of
Milton Olson.
FACT 1 – As each goose flaps its wings, it creates an ―uplift‖ for the birds that follow. By flying
in a ―V‖ formation, the whole flock adds 71% greater flying range than if each bird flew alone.
LESSON – People who share a common direction and sense of community can get where they
are going quicker and easier because they are traveling on the thrust of each other.
FACT 2 – When a goose falls out of formation, it suddenly feels the drag and resistance of
flying alone. It quickly moves back into formation to take advantage of the lifting power of the
bird immediately in front of it.
LESSON – If we have as much sense as a goose, we stay in formation with those headed where
we want to go. We are willing to accept their help and give our help to others.
FACT 3 – When the lead bird tires, it rotates back into the formation to take advantage of the
lifting power of the bird immediately in front of it.
LESSON – It pays to take turns doing the hard tasks and sharing leadership. As with geese,
people are interdependent on each other’s’ skills, capabilities, and unique arrangements of gifts,
talents, or resources.
FACT 4 – The geese flying in formation honk to encourage those up front to keep up their
speed.
LESSON – We need to make sure our honking is encouraging. In groups where there is
encouragement, the production is much greater. The power of encouragement (to stand by one’s
heart or core values and to encourage the heart and core values of others) is the quality of
honking we should seek.
FACT 5 – When a goose gets sick, wounded or shot down, two geese drop out of formation and
follow it down to help and protect it. They stay with it until it dies or is able to fly again. Then,
they launch out with another formation or catch up with the flock.
LESSON – If we have as much sense as geese, we will stand by each other in difficult times as
well as when we’re strong.
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Advanced Topics in Intervention for Students with Autism Spectrum
Disorder: TEACCH Intervention

Abstract
According to research by the American Psychiatric Association (2009), over a half
million people in the United States today have autism or some form of pervasive developmental
disorder. Its prevalence rate makes autism one of the most common developmental disabilities.
Yet most of the public, including many professionals in the medical, educational, and vocational
fields, are still unaware of how autism affects people and how they can effectively work with
individuals with autism. Autism is a life-long developmental disability that prevents people from
understanding what they see, hear, and otherwise sense. This results in severe problems with
social relationships, communication, and behavior. It is a complex neurological disorder that
affects the functioning of the brain.
This research paper will predominantly focus on the intervention approach called
TEACCH founded by Eric Schopler in the early 1970’s which established the foundation for
structured teaching by demonstrating that people with autism process visual information more
easily than verbal information. Other interventions will be discussed such as: (a) applied
behavior analysis focusing on discrete trial and teacher directed approaches; (b) applied behavior
analysis focusing on incidental teaching; (c) applied behavior analysis focusing on verbal
behavior; (d) natural language paradigm; (e) developmental approaches; (f) medical dietary
interventions; and (g) SCERTS model.

Introduction
According to research by the American Psychiatric Association (1994), over on half
million people in the United States today have autism or some form of pervasive developmental
disorder. Its prevalence rate makes autism one of the most common developmental disabilities.
Yet most of the public, including many professionals in the medical, educational, and vocational
fields, are still unaware of how autism affects people and how they can effectively work with
individuals with autism (Luiselli, Russo, Christian, & Wilczynski, 2008). Autism is a life-long
developmental disability that prevents people from understanding what they see, hear, and
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otherwise sense. This results in severe problems with social relationships, communication, and
behavior (Heflin, & Alaimo, 2007). It is a complex neurological disorder that affects the
functioning of the brain (Bijou, Birnbrauer, Kidder, & Tague, 2001).
Autism symptoms can be present in a variety of combinations and may accompany other
disabilities. Some people with autism have normal levels of intelligence, while most people with
autism have some level of intellectual disability, ranging from mild to severe. This range is often
referred to as high-functioning autism to low functioning autism (Bryson, 1996). There may be a
range of difficulties in expressive and receptive language and communication. Research suggests
that up to 50% of people with autism do not develop functional speech. For those who do, speech
may have unusual qualities and have limited communicative functions ((Bristol, Cohen, et al.,
1996).
Individuals with autism have difficulties with social interaction and behavior, but the
extent and type of difficulty may vary. Some individuals may be very withdrawn, while others
may be overly active and approach people in peculiar ways. They have problems with inattention
and resistance to change (Bregman, 2001). In addition, they often respond to sensory stimuli in
an atypical manner and may exhibit odd behaviors such as hand flapping, spinning, or rocking.
They may also demonstrate unusual uses of objects and attachments to objects (Luiselli, Russo,
Christian, & Wilczynski, 2008).
Autism is a complex developmental disability that typically appears during the first three
years of life. The result of a neurological disorder that affects the functioning of the brain, autism
and its associated behaviors have been estimated to occur in as many as 1 in 500 individuals
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1997). Moreover, autism is four times more
prevalent in boys than girls. Autism has nothing to do with racial, ethnic, or social boundaries.
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Although autism manifests itself at an early age, it does not worsen as a child ages (Seip, 2002).
Individuals with autism may experience sensitivities in the five senses of sight, hearing, touch,
smell, and taste. However, autism is not a condition a child will grow out of, and is not caused by
inadequate parenting (Luiselli, et al., 2008). The causes are unknown; however, much is being
done in research to find answers to the unknown (U.S. Department of Education, 2001).
Researchers from all over the world are devoting considerable time and energy in finding
the answer to the critical question, what causes autism? Medical researchers are exploring
different explanations for the various forms of autism. Although a single specific cause of autism
is not known, current research links autism to biological or neurological differences in the brain
(Seip, 2002). Autism is not a mental illness, it is not from bad parenting, and there is no medical
testing for diagnosing autism. An accurate diagnosis must be based on observation of the
individual's communication, behavior, and developmental levels. Since the characteristics of the
disorder vary so much, a child should be evaluated by a multidisciplinary team which may
include a neurologist, psychologist, developmental pediatrician, speech/language therapist,
learning consultant, or another professional knowledgeable about autism (Sigman, Dissanayake,
Arbelle, & Ruskin, 1997).
According to research by the U.S. Department of Education (2009), people with autism
share some common features and no two individuals are the same. The pattern and extent of
difficulties may change with development. The common characteristics help us to understand
general needs associated with autism, but it is important to combine this information with
knowledge of the specific interests, abilities, and personality of each student (Minshew, 1998).
No single method for teaching students with autism is successful for all students. In
addition, students' needs change over time, making it necessary for teachers to try other
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approaches such as, instructional approaches, strategies for classroom management, strategies for
communication development, strategies for teaching social skills, and teaching functional skills
(Cohen & Volkmar, 1997).
This research paper will predominantly focus on the intervention approach called
TEACCH (Treatment and Education of Autistic and Related Communication Handicapped
Children) founded by Eric Schopler in the early 1970s which established the foundation for
Structured Teaching by demonstrating that people with autism process visual information more
easily than verbal information. Other interventions will be discussed such as: (a) applied
behavior analysis focusing on discrete trial and teacher directed approaches; (b) applied behavior
analysis focusing on incidental teaching; (c) applied behavior analysis focusing on verbal
behavior; (d) natural language paradigm; (e) developmental approaches; (f) medical dietary
interventions; and (g) SCERTS (Social Communication and Emotional Regulation, and
Implementing Transactional Supports) model.
TEACCH
Review of Literature
TEACCH is an effective Structured Teaching system that focuses on the person with
autism and the development of a program around the person's skills, interests, and needs. It is
based on the idea that the environment should be adapted to the individual with autism, not the
child to the environment, as is the case in many educational approaches such as Applied
Behavior Analysis (ABA). This approach is also different from other educational approaches in
that there is no standard or normal behavior that all people should fit, and individuality is
emphasized (Division TEACCH, 2006) which promotes effectiveness. The TEACCH program
was developed by Eric Schopler in the late 1970s and is administered through the University of
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North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The principles of TEACCH's Structured Teaching include:
(a) understanding the culture of autism; (b) developing an individual person and family centered
plan for each student, rather than using a standard curriculum; (c) structuring the physical
environment in a way that will assist student with autism to understand meaning; (d) using visual
supports to make the sequence of daily activities predictable and understandable; and, (e) using
visual supports to make individual tasks understandable (Mesibov, Shea, & Schopler, 2005).
TEACCH provides accessibility to grade levels of pre-school, elementary, middle, high
school, and adults that establish its population to serve. The verbal skills can exist at the levels of
nonverbal, mixed, or verbal. Cognitive levels can exist as classic or high functioning. In addition,
the areas addressed by TEACCH are pre-academic, cognitive, adaptive behavior, daily living,
communication, speech and language, social skills, and emotional stability. All of these areas
mentioned have been effective and continue to be widespread with positive results (Watson,
Lord, Schaffer, & Schopler, 1989).
TEACCH aims to educate the individual and allow them to understand the world around
them as well as other people's behaviors for effectiveness. For instance, some children with
autism throw tantrums when they are frustrated or upset. The TEACCH approach would search
for the cause of the tantrums and teach the individual how to signal such frustration through
communication skills. The TEACCH approach allows the individual with autism to understand
how to use communication to signal their needs and wants and by discovering the underlying
reasons for behavior problems (Sugai, Horner, et al., 1999). The child's learning abilities are
assessed using the Psycho-Educational Profile (PEP) and teaching strategies are subsequently
designed to improve communication skills, social skills, and coping skills. Such skills allow
individuals with autism to be as independent as possible. TEACCH employs Structured Teaching
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in every classroom to assist students in developing independent work skills. Individuals in such
classrooms learn how to follow a schedule and complete independent work in a highly Structured
Teaching environment (Description TEACCH, 2005).
Structured Teaching Using TEACCH
Structured Teaching is an intervention philosophy developed by the University of North
Carolina, Division TEACCH. Structured Teaching is an approach in instructing children with
autism. It allows for implementation of a variety of instructional methods, such as: (a) visual
support strategies, (b) picture exchange communication system (PECS), (c) sensory integration
strategies, (d) discrete trial, (e) music/rhythm intervention strategies, and (f) Greenspan's
Floortime (TEACCH Staff, n.d.).
TEACCH is one of the many approaches in working with children with autism.
Structured Teaching is based upon an understanding of the unique features and characteristics
associated with the nature of autism. It describes the conditions under which a person should be
taught rather than "where" or "what." Structured Teaching is a system for organizing the
environment for students, developing appropriate activities, and helping people with autism
understand what is expected of them (Stokes, 2005). In addition, through Structured Teaching
the utilization of visual cues help children with autism to focus on the relevant information
which can, at times, be difficult for the person with autism to distinguish from the non-relevant
information. Structured Teaching has proven to be an effective approach as a part of TEACCH.
Moreover, Structured Teaching addresses challenging behaviors in a proactive manner by
creating appropriate and meaningful environments that reduce the stress, anxiety and frustration
which may be experienced by children with autism. Challenging behaviors may occur due to
language comprehension difficulties, expressive language difficulties, social relations
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difficulties, resistance to change, organizational difficulties, distractibility, and sensory
processing difficulties (Stokes, 2005).
Autistic students respond well to structure, and this has been established. Eric Schopler,
in his doctoral dissertation, established the foundation for Structured Teaching by demonstrating
that people with autism processed visual information more easily than verbal information.
Following this study and related observations of children with autism in the 1960's, Structured
Teaching was developed as a program for working with children with autism (Mesibov,
Schopler, & Hearsey, 1994). According to division TEACCH, Structured Teaching helps people
with autism by organizing their environments providing clear, concrete, and meaningful visual
information. An early study by Bristol and Schopler (1983) demonstrated the effectiveness of
Structured Teaching by altering the degree of structure in a teaching program for students with
autism. The investigators found improved effective attending, relatedness, affect, and general
behavior in the structured learning situation. Other investigators have reported similar success
with Structured Teaching approaches to be effective (Lockyer & Rutter, 1969). Marcus, Lansing,
Andrews, and Schopler (1978) showed that parents could be trained to use Structured Teaching
principles with their children. Using pre and post videotaped observations of parent/child
interactions to assess the impact of six to eight hours of parent training; they demonstrated
improved effectiveness in the parents' use of Structured Teaching techniques. The parent/child
interaction was assessed as more positive and enjoyable. Also, there were increase in child
cooperation and positive behaviors. TEACCH also require increased organization in the learning
environment on a student's level of understanding which can help to alleviate or moderate
challenges. The environment should be modified for physical functioning, scheduling, work
system areas, task completion for final outcomes and effectiveness (Division TEACCH, 2006).
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Modifying the Environment
The principle of modifying the environment to accommodate the needs of students with
autism is the foundation for Structured Teaching (Schopler, Mesibov, & Hearsey, 1995). There
are four main components connected to this process: physical organization, scheduling, work
system, and task organization.
Physical Organization. The physical organization has to do with the layout of the
classroom in reference to teaching. The physical organization helps or hinders a student's
independent functioning and his recognition of compliance with rules and limits. The student
becomes familiar with visual information to direct their activities in an organized manner. The
arrangement of classroom furniture can help or hinder a student's independent functioning and
his recognition and compliance with rules and limits. Many children with autism have
organizational problems, not knowing where to be and how to get there by the most direct route.
Because of receptive language difficulties, they will often not understand directions or rules.
Structuring the environment will give them visual cues to help them understand. Teachers need
to structure the environment so it is not as distracting. As a teacher plans the physical structure of
the classroom it is important to remember to consider individual needs of students. As students
learn to function more independently, the physical structure can be lessened gradually. Teachers
must consider distractible settings, consistent work areas, accessibility, exits, leisure areas,
boundaries, free time, marked areas, shelves, and other furniture; also, age appropriate must have
the highest consideration (TEACCH Staff, n.d.).
Scheduling. Students with autism have problems with sequential order of memory and
organization of time, and they do need schedules. This enhances a students functioning knowing
what is going to take place and in what sequence. Their schedule lets them know where they
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should go next. Also, students with low initiative may be more motivated to complete a difficult
or dreaded task if they see on their schedule that it will be followed by as more enjoyable tasks
or activity. The student must understand the overall class schedule, and his/her own schedule.
The overall classroom schedule outlines the events of the day. It does not specify work activities
for students but does show general work times, break times, and other pertaining information.
This helps to provide less anxiety and aggression (Schopler, Mesibov, & Hearsey, 1995).
Work System. Work systems tell the student about activities, when they should be
completed in independent work areas, and visually specifying what and how much work must be
done for each task to be completed (Schopler, Mesibov, & Hearsey, 1995). The work system
informs the students about individual and group work. The teacher should have visual assess to
the work areas, and there should be designated places for students to put finished work. There
should be boundaries and observation areas in the room for an effective work system (TEACCH
Staff, n.d.).
Task Organization. The student learns what task to do independently, what needs to be
done within a task, and how many items must be completed to derive at the final outcomes
(Schopler, Mesibov, & Hearsey, 1995). In addition, task must be presented in an organized
manner. Also, does the teacher have the student's attention before directions of the task are
given? Is the verbal language used specific to a student’s level of understanding and are gestures
paired with verbal instructions to help a student understand when he/she is having difficulty
comprehending? Task organization is essential for presentation and communication (TEACCH
Staff, n.d.).
TEACCH is an effective approach for individuals with autism. It continues to provide
services to people with autism and their families in the United States and all over the world while
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revolutionizing concepts and approaches. Grounded in a strong scientific and educational
tradition, Structured Teaching has evolved and expanded through the day-to-day clinical
activities of the program. Division TEACCH is a vibrant example of how science and education
are so effective. Both can contribute to society and society can inspire the evolution of science
and education connecting the two cooperatively with shared goals. There have been studies and
much research to support the effectiveness of the TEACCH approach to students with autism
(Division TEACCH, 2006).
Ten Research Studies to Support TEACCH
First, several outcome studies have examined parent reports of the effectiveness of
Structured Teaching and the TEACCH intervention programs. Schopler, Mesibov, and Hearsey,
(1995) received completed questionnaires from 348 families who had participated in the
TEACCH program. Parents consistently and with overwhelming motivation and enthusiasm,
reported that their relationships with Division TEACCH were positive, productive, and
enriching. Most of the parents were impressed with the high percentage of their adolescent and
adult children with autism who were still functioning in community-based programs. Of the
families with older children among the respondents, 96% reported that their children were still
living in their local communities. This response compared favorably with concurrent follow up
studies showing that between 39% and 74% of autistic adolescents and adults were generally in
large residential programs outside of their local communities (DeMyer, et al., 2003). The number
of clients successfully working in the TEACCH Supported Employment Program is another
important outcome measure of effectiveness. Perhaps even the most important because it
represents the culmination of TEACCH many intervention activities, early identification, parent
training, education, social and leisure skill development, communication training, and vocational
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preparation. These clients earned money while learning, and receiving minimum wages for at
least 15 to 28 hours a week (Schopler, Mesibov, & Hearsey, 1995).
Second, Bristol and Schopler (1983) have reported on the relationship between family
stress and support networks among consecutive referrals to the TEACCH program. Parents
reported that TEACCH was the most helpful between both their formal and informal support
systems in reducing stress. TEACCH had developed the skills necessary for children and adults
to function independently outside the classroom. Training, intervention activities, skill
development for various jobs, and cognitive learning enhanced preparation. Division TEACCH
used three models to support networking which were individual competitive placement,
dispersed enclaves, and mobile crews. Parents and young adults felt important and motivated
concerning society (Bristol & Schopler, 1983).
Third, according to Tsang, Shek, Lam, Tang, and Cheung (2007), a longitudinal study
was conducted with 34 children with autism to evaluate the usefulness of the TEACCH program
for Chinese preschool children in Hong Kong. Eighteen children received full-time, center-based
TEACCH training. The control group included 16 children who received different types of
individualized or group training, but not TEACCH training. Children in the TEACCH group
showed better outcomes at post-test. The research study provided initial support for the
effectiveness of using the TEACCH program with Chinese children (Tsang, Shek, Lam, Tang, &
Cheung, 2007).
Fourth, a research study of the use of a Structured Teaching approach in adults with
autism was used in a residential home in Greece. According to Siaperas, & Beadle-Brown
(2006), using interview questionnaires and systematic naturalistic observations, this study
explored the effectiveness of Structured Teaching for 12 adolescents and adults with autism who
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had never received any other intervention or training. The categories evaluated were personal
independence, social abilities, and functional communication. After a period of six months, the
adolescents and adults showed significant progress in these three areas.
Fifth, according to Panerai, Ferrante, and Zingale (2002), who conducted a research study
on the benefits of the TEACCH program as compared with a non-specific approach. The two
educational treatments were compared, the TEACCH program and the integration program for
individuals with disabilities. Two groups of eight subjects were matched by gender,
chronological and mental age. The TEACCH program was applied to the experimental group,
while the control group was integrated in regular schools with a support teacher. The PEPRevised and the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale were administered twice with a one-year
interval between assessments. The scores of the experimental group increased more than those of
the control group. Statistically significant differences were obtained in both groups because of
the differences in the two approaches. The TEACCH program was the most effective with huge
differences.
Sixth, a research study was done on the use of Structured Teaching for treatment of
children with autism and severe and profound mental retardation by Panerai, Ferrante, Caputo,
and Impellizzeri (1998). A multidimensional assessment procedure was used to evaluate the
effects of the TEACCH program principles and strategies after twelve and eighteen months of
structured intervention. The sample was composed of eighteen children and adolescents with
autism, with a mean chronological age of thirteen and a mean mental age of sixteen months.
Results showed an increase in working skills and functional communication abilities. In addition,
Structured Teaching seemed to reduce maladaptive behaviors, allowing easier management of
behavioral problems. Through TEACCH physical organization, scheduling, task completion
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strategies, and concept these children and adolescence improved (Panerai, Ferrante, Caputo, &
Impellizzeri, 1998).
Seventh, a research study was done by Potter & Whittaker (2002) concerning teaching
the spontaneous use of semantic relations through multi-pointing to a child with autism and
severe learning disabilities. This study examined a three element teaching model involving
highly structure teaching, engineered environments, and spontaneous communication. The focus
was on spontaneous communication, undertaken through practitioner research, with a nonverbal
five-year-old boy with autism and severe learning disabilities. The three elements were
employed to encourage multi-pointing. Results indicated high rates of spontaneous use of multi pointing to indicate "location," "agent," and "object."
Eighth, according to Ozonoff and Cathcart (1998), the effectiveness of a home program
intervention for young children with autism was conducted. This research study evaluated the
effectiveness of a TEACCH based home program intervention for children with autism. Parents
were taught how to work with their preschool child with autism in the home setting, focusing on
cognitive, academic, and prevocational skills essential to later school success. Two matched
groups of children (two through six years old) were compared, a treatment group and a nontreatment control group, each consisting of eleven participants. Results demonstrated that
children in the treatment group improved significantly more than those in the control group on
imitation, fine-motor, gross motor, and nonverbal conceptual skills. Progress in the treatment
group was three to four times greater than in the control group on all outcome tests (Ozonoff &
Cathcart, 1998).
Ninth, Francke and Geist (2003) did a study on the effects of teaching play strategies on
social interaction for a child with autism. The three-year-old boy with autism was taught play
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skills using a Structured Teaching model TEACCH. At the end of the nine-week period,
significant changes were observed in how the boy engaged in social play with adults and peers.
Tenth, Craig, Telfer, and Sexton (2005) conducted a case study on a child with an autism
spectrum disorder and hyperlexia. Hyperlexia is a condition characterized by precocious singleworld recognition skills and weaker comprehension skills. The student demonstrated advanced
writing skills and a strong general preference for learning materials presented visually rather than
orally. His speech language pathologist, parents, tutors, and teachers used his exceptional skills
in decoding and writing to scaffold his growth in oral language comprehension and interactive
turn taking over time. His reading skills supported his learning to comprehend Wh questions
presented orally, and to take turns appropriately in individual and group language intervention.
In addition, visual scaffolding was used to prime the language necessary to complete lessons in
the academic content areas. Overall, the case study underscores the need for clinicians to look at
a child's behavioral profile in a comprehensive way so that no potential supports for language
growth are overlooked. Through six months of TEACCH, the student improved skills in
language by modifying the environment to accommodate deficits. In addition, parent and
therapist (speech and language) collaboration enhanced techniques to be continued at home.
Unique educational programs were designed for the student on the basis of regular assessments
of abilities. Also, Structured Teaching was the key to success (Craig, Telfer, & Sexton, 2005).
The student gained success and improvement over the six-month period.
Summary and Analysis of Research
Over the years, there has been considerable discussion about the differences in the
provision of intervention with children with autism spectrum disorders, and what form this
intervention should take. Parents and educators are often confronted with many different
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approaches that may be employed with children with autism. Two methodologies that are often
positively recognized among those that are effective with persons with autism are that of
Division TEACCH’s Structured Teaching Approach and ABA. Many experts believe that
children with autism are less likely than other children to learn from the everyday environment
(Lovass, 1987). The ABA approach attempts to fill this gap by providing teaching tools that
focus on simplified instructional steps and consistent reinforcement. Research shows that ABA
works for children with autism; however, this is true, but the behavior cannot be modified
without Structured Teaching. TEACCH is basic and the approach, direct instruction of skills
occur at one-to-one teaching tables and once mastered skills are practiced for skill retention,
generalization, and the development of independent functioning at independent work areas
(Mesibov, Shea, & Schopler, 2005a). If a student is structured and directed with the TEACCH
approach, the behavior will be positive, and the student will learn to be independent. ABA is the
scientific study of behavior to meet a certain end (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 2001), but the TEACCH
approach is more effective to produce the all around student independence. The ABA approach
cannot be done independently without TEACCH and be effective.
From another perspective, the Natural Language Paradigm is viewed by many as an
application of Incidental Teaching Procedures. The aim is to increase a child’s motivation to
learn, monitoring of his/her own behavior, and initiations of communication with others. Studies
have indicated the Natural Language Paradigm improve academic performance, increase
language and play skills, and reduce disruptive behavior in individuals with autism (Delprato,
2001). These skills are incorporated in the TEACCH approach through the entire process and
organization. The system is built on structure that will enhance communication, monitor
behavior, and produce positive outcomes for functioning.
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The Developmental Approaches are based on creative abilities, cognitive development,
psycho-social development, technical/manipulative development, and multiple intelligences.
Considerations of these theories can be of great value for children with autism and should be
utilized for much creativity; however, it addresses a select population of children with autism.
TEACCH will give the basis for learning and progressing in life, and the Developmental
Approach will only address stages of design and graphic development (Campbell, 1994).
Dietary Intervention should always be carried out in conjunction with a qualified medical
practitioner. Children will perform better with less toxic substances in the body. The low
functionality of the body’s detoxification system means that many other substances can build up
in the body causing extra difficulty, and if not addressed properly, can mask any benefits enjoyed
from the removal of opioids. Vitamins are necessary for children with autism, especially vitamin
C, Omega three, six, and nine. In addition, vitamin B6 and DMG with Folinic Acid and B12 will
enhance concentration and attention. Using the TEACCH approach, problems with diet will
surface to the teacher. Students cannot function well, if their diets are improper. This can be
detected through the TEACCH approach (Sherer & Schreibman, 2005).
Strengths of TEACCH
The strengths of TEACCH are toward emphasis on systems and organizational strategies
as a method of intervention to address the neuropsychological deficits of autism. Utilizing the
strengths of individuals with autism such as their routine, desire for predictability, strong visual
memory and detailed processing are major elements of intervention approach within the
TEACCH model. The work system is taught at the direct instruction table and then moved to the
independent worktable to promote independent functioning skills. The use of techniques that
facilitate communication, acquisition of social skills, development of greater social perspective
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taking ability, and various other coping strategies have been encouraged. Adaptation to the
curriculum and environment to promote greater independent functioning, preparation for
vocational placement, teaching flexibility in responding to varied directions and visual cues and
strategies all promote TEACCH. The support for the underlying weaknesses in communication,
social interaction, and behavioral coping/responding that characterize autism spectrum
conditions have been introduced through TEACCH. Building understanding and imparting
meaningful experiences to the individual with autism through system approaches are seen as
essential to helping individuals with autism adapt to situations and function more effectively in
an ever changing world (Hume & Odom, 2007).
Weaknesses of TEACCH
In the initial phases of work with families of children with autism in the early years of the
TEACCH program, more of the ABA type interventions were utilized by teachers and
practitioners working with autism who were affiliated with the program, as was consistent with
the “behaviorist” thinking of the day. The roots of Structured Teaching grew out of a strong
behaviorist tradition, which emphasized reinforcement based procedures, but over time
psychologists and educators began to recognize the limitations of such operant-based learning as
a “one size fits all” model for learning across the human continuum (Baer, Wolf, & Risley,
2001).
Another weakness of TEACCH is sometimes too much one on one teaching. Students
with autism become dependent with the aide, or the teacher, and sometimes refuse to work
independently starting distractible gestures.
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Limitations of TEACCH
There are recognizable differences of students with autism. These students must learn and
their challenges must be addressed to confront a rapidly changing world; therefore, TEACCH
must be incorporated with other interventions as well to produce the best results. Moreover, the
value, success, and effectiveness of TEACCH are limited by those students who have autism.
Conclusion
There are recognized differences in how professionals who implement Structured
Teaching strategies and the other intervention (ABA, Natural Language Paradigm,
Developmental Approaches, TEACCH, Medical/Dietary, and SCERTS) approaches when
working with children or adults with autism. These techniques are similarly rooted in a strong
behaviorist tradition. They are all concerned with the improvement of the lives of individuals
with autism and their ability to learn and address challenges and confront them in a rapidly
changing society of the 21st century. The approaches emphasize different ways of achieving
various goals, and if carefully employed, can help to increase the skills of an individual with
autism to a variety of different situations, persons and settings. Using TEACCH from a young
age, promotes a sense of competence and satisfaction on the part of the person with autism
within a holistically applied, person-centered, and individualized support system (Mesibov, Shea,
& Schopler, 2005b). In addition, a major step towards achieving greater self-efficacy is
accomplished through TEACCH as well. Lastly, the TEACCH approach secures sufficient
individualized and meaningful levels of understanding, and allows the person with autism to
make greater sense of the changing, and at times, confusing aspects of the world.
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Abstract
This paper was a research to identify the challenges encountered by newly college presidents of
Historically Black Colleges and Universities. The information gathering method utilized by
presidents of Historically Black Colleges and Universities to identify challenges, and finally, to
present the strategies the participants employed to address the identified challenges. The
information garnered from the identifying, strategizing, and addressing of challenges will
provide meaningful insight for future presidents, thus easing the difficult transition period the
large number of new college presidents will be facing in the near future.
The findings from this project demonstrated that newly college presidents of Historically
Black Colleges and Universities seek information in both formal and informal manners. They
prioritize challenges utilizing data driven decision making and intuition based decision making.
Many of the strategies are diverse in nature to address challenges. Moreover, a common theme
among the diverse strategies was towards a collaborative problem solving approach. Each
college president of the Historically Black College and University exhibited a high level of selfawareness relative to their leadership style.

Introduction
Historically Black College and University (HBCU) presidents are faced with a cadre of
complex and challenging decisions the instant they accept a presidential position (Miksa, 2009).
New HBCU presidents do not have the time or luxury to gradually learn the fundamentals of a
college presidency. Rather they have to immerse themselves into their position, provide
leadership, and make decisions that immediately have a major impact upon the college.
Presidents must be able to identify, prioritize, and strategize solutions to a variety of challenges,
or administrators, faculty, and support staff will quickly lose confidence in their ability to lead
and make decisions. The purpose of this paper is to identify the challenges new community
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college presidents encounter, how these challenges are prioritized, and the strategies used to
address them at the beginning of their presidency (Miksa, 2009).
In order for new college and university presidents to identify challenges they encounter,
they must have a sound sense of the history of HBCUs. In addition, they must also have a
thorough understanding of their role as the chief executive officer of the college or university.
Included in this substantial presidential knowledge base is recognition of the political, cultural
and organizational structure through which presidential power flows. This vast array of
accumulated knowledge, theoretically, empowers new college and university presidents to deal
effectively with all of the challenges they encounter. Since they are new to their presidential
position, where do they develop this vast knowledge and understanding of the college or
university presidency? However, a more basic and pertinent question revolves around how a new
president gains the relevant information regarding their new institution. This research will
provide valuable information and insights to answer this question thereby assisting new college
and university presidents (American Association of State Colleges and Universities, 1986).
The Role of the College and University Presidents at an HBCU
In 2001, the American Association of Colleges and Universities administered a
leadership survey to college presidents. Christopher Shults (2001) provided an executive
summary of the leadership survey. He stated, ―Presidents believe that the skills they need in the
future will remain constant but that there will be more emphasis on the ability to be flexible, to
understand technology, and to seek business-and industry partnerships‖ (p. 1). Several HBCU
presidents concur with this view and list the following nine characteristics: (a) learning from the
past while embracing the future; (b) enriching the inward journey; (c) leading from the center to
enhance values; (d) making connections to enhance vision; (e) looking broadly for talent;
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(f) providing continual leadership opportunities through succession planning; (g) keeping faculty
in the mix and involved; (h) forging business and industry connections and partnerships; and,
(i) not forgetting students in preparing the future workforce (Shults, 2001).
In addition, an HBCU president also must have a firm understanding of the role they
assume. This role, much like the college system itself, has gone through a great deal of
transformation over the past one hundred years. At the beginning of the college movement,
presidents were focused on growth. Their main task was to construct buildings and enroll an ever
increasing number of students. The time has now passed when presidents can only focus on
growth of the physical campus and the student body. Now presidents have to focus on their four
primary roles of fundraising, building trust, vision, and relationship building. The fundraising
role is to supplement the dwindling federal and state funding. The building trust role is to
develop trusting relationships with internal campus constituents. The vision role is to provide
direction for the college. The relationship building role provides a means to reach out to the
community which the college serves in order to ensure it is providing the education residents
want and require (Goldstein, 2006).
Retirement Issues Faced by New HBCU Presidents
The growth explosion managed by presidents during the 20th century had many positive
effects on the colleges and university systems. The growth explosion has also put a major strain
on the leadership that moved the colleges and universities into its current leadership crisis.
Christopher Shults (2001), researcher for the American Association of Colleges and Universities,
concurs that people who helped opened the doors of college and universities as leaders and
presidents of the era, helped transform this unique system of invention are now on the brink of
retirement. This view is supported by an April, 2007 article in the Chronicle of Higher
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Education, where Wheeler (2007) concludes that ―nearly 45 percent of colleges and university
presidents are expected to retire by 2010-2012‖ (p. A46).
These retirements at the presidential level are causing a leadership crisis in the colleges
and university system. Retirements are not the only cause for the current leadership crisis within
the presidential ranks of colleges and universities. Stress related to the pressure of the position
has caused presidents to leave and future leaders to rethink their career. James W. Selman (1989)
of Auburn University’s Department of Vocational and Adult Education states, ―Stress is a natural
outgrowth from essential responsibilities associated with leadership roles of college and
university presidents‖ (Selman, 1989). Unfortunately, many presidents do not recognize the high
level of stress associated with their positions, nor do they fully appreciate the potential damages
related to stressors, and have not developed appropriate coping attitudes (Selman, 1989). James
G. March (2003), professor emeritus at Sanford University, and Stephen S. Weiner, retired
executive director of Accrediting Commission for Senior Colleges and Universities, Western
Association of Schools and Colleges, and former member of the Board of Governors of
California College, provide another perspective of the stress faced by college administrators.
They stated:
Our recommendation is that anyone who wants to be an administrator should leave his or
her innocence behind. The job is not one that produces friends. Because much of the
leadership of any institution is bound up in enforcing rules and denying requests, any
administrator who wants a friend should buy a dog (p. 11).
Presidential retirements and job stress are factors enhancing the leadership crisis. The
natural solution is to actively recruit new presidents. Unfortunately, this solution has been harder
to implement than one would think. Finding qualified candidates to fill the open positions has
become more difficult. In a November 21, 2005, article titled ―Finding Leaders in All the New
Places,‖ from the Community College Week, author Ann Farmer interviewed Barbara Viniar,
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executive director of the Institute for Colleges and Universities Development, a State University
of New York/Cornell University partnership. Viniar said, ―Whereas 80 to 100 applicants used to
respond to each advertisement for a college or university president, now only 40 to50 applicants
are applying‖ (p. 2). This is forcing Boards of Trustees to search in other places for college
presidents. In Ann Farmer’s article, Viniar states, ―search committees are now extending their
reach to increase the application pool, among the most likely new target sectors is the military‖
(p. 2). The article went on to give an example of a person coming from the banking industry to
become a college or university president.
The number of presidents leaving HBCUs is increasing and the applicant pool of new
presidents is shrinking. Therefore, retaining new presidents is a key to maintaining quality
leadership within the HBCU system. As they assume their first presidency, these new presidents
often experience immediate job ―over load‖ while attempting to understand the college or
university strengths, weaknesses, problems, and organizational structure/culture. Many newly
hired presidents do not have a chance to gather constructive information to make accurate
decisions; therefore, they rely on individuals and personnel in the organization to give
information, which is sometimes a pitfall to failure. At this point, many presidents desire to
retire, but feel the pressure of replacements for such leadership positions. Lastly, many
presidents are faced with seasoned faculty and staff retiring from positions.
Higher Education Has Become a Marketplace / Issues Faced by New HBCU Presidents
Driven by factors such as changing demographics, the advent of technology, escalating
costs of a college education for both institutions and students has added to the marketplace. In
addition, shrinking governmental subsidies, massive influx of students seeking a college
education in order to positively impact lifetime earning potential has added to the marketplace in
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HBCU (Komivesk, Woodward, & Associates, 2003). Moreover, HBCUs are engaged in a
competition for their share of the education market, competing for students not only in terms of
academic programs, prestige, and reputation, but also on the quality of student service delivery
and value of student experiences outside of the classroom (Hill, 2009). Newly elected college
and university presidents are challenged with the above statements. To add to the challenges is to
manage the increase or decrease enrollment funnel of students, such as: prospects, inquiries,
applicants, accepts, confirmations, and those students that enroll officially (Cronin & Horton,
2009).
Tinto (2000) stated,
With apologies to Will Rogers, I have never met a college or university that didn’t like
highly engaged, highly prepared, higher-ability students. In addition, to raising SAT or
ACT averages, graduation rates, graduate school placement rates, and scores on graduate
and licensure examinations, colleges and universities recognize that these students turn
into successful, influential alumni and lifelong friends of the institution. Faculty members
say students who feast on learning and come well-prepared to class are just more fun to
teach. How do you attract more of these students (and their hyper involved parents)? The
answer is to start early (p. 11).
Higher education is a marketplace, and in a competitive environment in higher education,
HBCUs have made recruitment and retention of students a priority. Many campuses have
combined previously independent operating units related to recruitment and retention into formal
units called enrollment management (Komives, Woodard, & Associates, 2003). The goal is to
insure that critical areas for recruitment and retention, such as admissions, records, financial aid,
student research, and marketing, are working together to create a comprehensive plan to enroll
more students, to shape the composition of the class, to reduce attrition rates, and to develop
appropriate publications and services for interacting with the college or university. Enrollment
management can report to student affairs, but more often than not, the reporting line will be to
the provost, executive vice president, or the president. It is an issue at various times, to direct the
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enrollment management at the college or university to become a member of the professional
organizations of enrollment management which include the National Association for College
Admission Counseling and the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admission
Officers.
Fundamental to any successful enrollment management program is developing and
implementing an annual enrollment management plan. The purpose of enrollment planning is to
help the institution gain more control over its enrollment future by developing the capacity to
achieve new and returning student goals through improved marketing, recruitment, and retention
efforts (Bensimon, Gade, & Kauffman, 2007).
The public wants the cost benefit analyses that reveal the relative value of the institution.
Dissatisfaction with higher education goes beyond the general public and is often more implicit
and explicit. Student retention to graduation, except for transfers made necessary by
programmatic needs, is the single best indication of student satisfaction for those whose goal is a
degree. Given that definition, anything less than 100% retention indicates an array of problems.
Tinto (2000), the most frequently cited scholar on student retention, contends that engagement
(or academic and social integration as he has called it), is positively related to persistence. He
notes that many students discontinue their undergraduate education because they feel
disconnected from peers, professors, and administrators at the institution (Tinto, 2000). In
addition, no institution can satisfy everyone, nor should it try (Komives, Woodward, &
Associates, 2003).
The Changing Faculty and Staff / Issues Faced by New HBCU Presidents
Relationships between college and university faculties and their presidents are often
contentious, and recent studies suggest that many HBCU campuses may be characterized by an
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uneasy peace between professors and chief administrative officers. For example, only 57% of a
national sample of full-time faculty was reported as satisfied with the quality of their chief
administrative officers and only 54% with the relationship between HBCU administration and
faculty on their campuses (Russell, 2007). Similarly, 60% of the faculty respondents in a 2003
national survey identified their campuses as autocratic, and 64% believed the administration to
be only ―fair‖ or ―poor‖ (Thorn, 2002). A comparable study conducted five years later indicated
that only 49% of the faculty and staff respondents believed that their institutions were being
effectively managed (Mooney, 2006). The tendency of faculty and staff to criticize presidents
has led some observers to comment that ―faculty and staff members almost universally discount
the performance of their current presidents at a rate that must be 25 to 75 percent below that of
other observers‖ (Zeiss, 2003).
On the contrary, there have been presidents at HBCUs that have rated highly with faculty
and staff from the public and private sectors. These presidents have led institutions differently
and have taken different actions. Their predecessors did not have high faculty support. Faculty
felt that progress had stalled under the predecessor, morale was low, and they had great
expectations about what the new president would be able to do. Faculty expressed a hope for
strong leadership and deferred criticism during the early part of the new president’s term. The
succession process was accompanied by faculty perceptions of increased campus well-being
(Mooney, 2006).
Although the approaches of these new HBCU presidents varied from highly consultative
to somewhat directive, they were all seen as seeking input from the faculty and supporting
faculty and supporting faculty participation in governance. These presidents spent a great deal of
time and energy in learning about their new institution and what the faculty expected of them.
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This sometimes took the form of campus visits prior to their formal appointment, meeting with
every faculty department, interviewing every faculty member, or identifying the faculty
leadership and consulting with them (Zeiss, 2003).
These presidents were all seen as action-oriented, although their actions took different
forms. In some cases, they took dramatic steps to restructure the institution, to change senior
administrators, to develop strategic plans, or to take charge of marketing and community
relations activities. In others, they were seen as devoting extraordinary time and energy to
specific problems seen by the faculty as important, such as fund raising or recruitment. These
presidents were seen as supporting and having confidence in their faculties. In return, faculty saw
the president as committed to the institution and to faculty well-being (Zeiss, 2003). HBCU
presidents are faced with many faculty and staff issues, and one way to resolve some of the
issues will be through faculty senates and staff senates working collaboratively.
The Changing Student Body Is an Issue Faced by New HBCU Presidents
The education market is becoming consumer driven, and consumers are growing in
numbers (O’Donoghue, n.d.). The introduction of corporate profit universities as virtual
universities, and the traditional brick building universities have started to become concerned
about prospects. The embracing of multimedia technology as a communication tool will flourish
more than ever in the future. The demographics are expected to significantly change. In addition,
the university future is outside the traditional classroom and traditional campus (Drucker, 1998).
There has been an increase in global competition between educational establishments. Also,
there have been changes in student demand and characteristics. Higher education will be facing
three challenges which will be bestowed on HBCU presidents such as: admissions and affordable
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prices; flexible delivery, so that students can learn when, where, and whatever rate becomes
suitable; and, content and outcomes must be provided for degrees (O’Donoghue, n.d.).
The greatest factors influencing the changing student body in higher education for the
future that new presidents of HBCUs must identify and address are social, technological,
economic, educational, political, lifestyle, and environmental factors (Goldstein, 2006). Within
the next seven to twenty years, the demographics of the population of students will change. The
number of foreign born students in the United States has tripled to more than 33 million people
or 12 percent of the population. Between now and 2020, the non-Hispanic school age population
will shrink causing decline in numbers in higher education admissions. Also, an increasing older
student body that pursues work and school simultaneously will increase. The number of college
age persons has grown rapidly between 2000 and 2010, but will grow slower afterwards (Center
for Student Success, 2005).
Social Changing of the Students
Changing in demographics and student consumer behaviours have significantly made
many differences for many administrative services of an institution. Several participants believe
that institutions that react well to the changes will have comparative advantage. HBCU
presidents will have to become more attuned to student needs and priorities (Scarafiotti &
Cleveland-Innes, 2009). The Council of Higher Education (2009) has recognized the most
important issue for student affairs is the increased importance of attention to special needs
populations. Also, higher education must prepare to manage diversity and better prepare
students. The Council advocates that higher education administrations and faculty should help
students understand how the world affects them, and how students understand and consider
international diversity of the country (The Council of Higher Education Management
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Association, 2009). In addition, social demographics for the future will show where large
increases in Latinos students will flux the campuses, there will be a need for support systems to
enhance learning, and there will be a need for continuous remediation courses for the future
students (Goldstein, 2006).
In the next five to twenty years, technology will make rapid advances (Goldstein, 2006).
Library holdings will be online even more, classroom courses will be less significant to students,
the changing student will have more lap-tops, demanding outlet lockers for recharging, tables
instead of desks in classrooms, and fewer computers for labs (Goldstein, 2006). The student
body will be forced to protect stored data and other systems in the future. Students will need
back up capacity, and disaster recovery protocols. Moreover, they will cause campus
communication to change, relying more on text messages, emails, and other electronic media.
Also, the changing student body will force privacy and security issues that are changing with the
shift to paperless processes (Hudzik, 2009). Presidents will be faced with learning delivery
system changes such as missions that support technology. Students will expect 24/7 support and
real time tutoring, greater diversity of the student body will include diverse learning styles and
year round schooling, which will be mandatory in the future. Also, more workers will want to get
degrees online as part-time students now and in the future (Florida State University, 2007).
Student Readiness Changing of the Students
HBCU presidents will be faced with issues of the changing student body in terms of
student readiness for higher education. The number of 18-24 years old students without a high
school diploma is approaching one million (The RP Group, 2005). There is a lack of college
readiness in Mathematics and English courses, and there will be more drop-outs because of
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ineligibility to enter four year institutions. The changing student body will have to be involved in
early outreach to parents and students (Scarafiotti & Cleveland-Innes, 2009).
Educationally Changing of the Students
Educationally, presidents will be faced with accountability and assessment. The focus
will be more on performance and quality concerning students. Education must prepare students
for the global economy, to research and do scholarly activities for a knowledge driven economy
and society. Moreover, new learning must be provided for students in new ways (Florida State
University, 2007).
Economical Changing of the Students
Economically, HBCU presidents will be facing their worst nightmare, pressures, decision
making skills, and stressful times. The changing student body will force continuing pressure
from government, many budget constraints affecting the mission of various colleges and
universities. The federal grant monies will diminish, and universities will be challenged to do
more for more students without an increase in resources (Center for Student Success, 2005). In
addition, states will increase tuition and fees for students in the future (Goldstein, 2006). The
future is indefinite, leaders at universities will be in turbulent decisions, and forecasting will be
highly difficult (Florida State University, 2007). President Obama has increased Pell Grant
funding to a maximum of $5,500 per student with stimulus and budget funds. However with this
increase, there are many HBCUs expect enrollment rates to keep shrinking as families and
students struggle in the economic downturn (Goldstein, 2006). Every college and university is
asking the question: What will the school enrollment be next year? Not because of a change in
institution, but because families are really being hit by the economy everyday. For instance,
Spelman College President Beverly Tatum said, ―Many students want to come, but will they be
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able to afford to come?‖ Since 2004, $238 million in federal funding has been earmarked
annually for HBCUs. In the last two years, those institutions benefited from an extra $85 million
each year under the College Cost Reduction and Access Act. When that program ends in May
2010, the institutions may feel the squeeze even more (Goldstein, 2006).
According to Clark Atlanta University President Carlton Brown said, ―We are under
resourced, and we try to keep our costs as low as possible. That means that our margins are
always very tight‖ (2011). In the Atlanta area alone, Morehouse College laid off 25 adjunct
professors, Spelman College is eliminating 35 jobs next year, and Clark Atlanta University’s
budget will decrease with 70 professors and 30 staff members eliminated. Many HBCUs have
been furloughing faculty and staff, eliminating faculty/staff, and eliminating positions to cut cost
and expenses, which are all issues and challenges faced by presidents of these colleges and
universities (Goldstein, 2006).
In addition, to the frustrations of the economy, appropriations from the State level, and
other donations, and contribution existing at the lowest level than ever before, presidents must
think and accept whether higher education will be the next bubble to burst. According to Joseph
Cronin and Howard Horton (2009), the public has become all too aware of the term ―bubble‖ to
describe an asset that is irrationally and artificially overvalued and cannot be sustained. The dotcom bubble burst by 2000 was one, and more recently the overextended housing market
collapsed, helping to trigger a credit meltdown. The stock market has declined more than 30% in
the past year, as companies once considered flagship investments have withered in value (Cronin
& Horton, 2009). Is it possible that higher education might be the next bubble to burst? Some
early warnings suggest that it could be because of tuitions, fees, and room and board at dozens of
colleges now reaching $50,000 a year, the ability to sustain private higher education for all but
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the very well–heeled is questionable. According to the National Center for Public Policy and
Higher Education, over the past 25 years, average college tuition and fees have been on the rise
by 440%, more than four times the rate of inflation and almost twice the rate of medical care.
Presidents of HBCUs warned that low-income students will find college unaffordable (Cronin &
Horton, 2009). Consumers who have questioned whether it is worth spending $1,000 a square
foot for a home are now asking whether it is worth spending $1,000 a week to send their kids to
college. There is a growing sense among the public that higher education might be overpriced
and under-delivering (Chronicle of Higher Education, 2009).
Lifestyle Changing of the Students
The lifestyle of the student will change because of the economy, but there are certain
styles of their life expectations that students believe a university should be able to provide which
consist of safety, demand for computer based supports and activities associated with technology
assisted education, more campus experiences with food courts, gyms, residence halls that look
like apartments, and places like Starbucks (Center for Student Success, 2005).
The Environmental Changing of the Students
The environment of the changing student has impacted the HBCU presidents facing
challenges of no control. Global climate change will have a huge impact on the life of students.
Energy sources and alternative, reduction in carbon emissions and greening initiatives will have
impacts on new HBCU presidents (Florida State University, 2007).
Identifying and Addressing Issues Faced by New Presidents of HBCUs Involving Student
Characteristics
Without students, institutions of higher education do not exist. HCBU presidents must be
aware of student and how they are serviced, because this can become an issue. How can you
service students if you do not understand who they are and what they represent? According to
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Kuh, Cruce, Shoup, Kinzie, & Gonyea (2008), ―Student engagement is simply characterized as
participation in educationally effective practices, both inside and outside the classroom, which
leads to a range of measureable outcomes.‖ Today students are the most diverse group ever seen
in higher education. At least 44% are minorities, and 57% are women (Sanier, 2009). Female
degrees outnumber men in all levels except the doctorate (Rhodes, 2006), and 30% of the
families are headed by a single parent (Spanier, 2009).
Benchmarks are vastly different from prior generations such as, terrorist attacks, Virginia
Tech shooting, Hurricane Katrina, and Fort Hood mass shootings. These students are considered
the ―plug-and-play generation‖ that requires 24/7 accessibility to technology, 95% have cell
phones, and 85% use social networking sites (Spanier, 2009). Presidents must be aware that
these students are more career oriented, more financially challenged, more come from the middle
class families than ever before (Roach, 2008), more students study at home or take degrees
abroad, and more working adult students that are returning to school (Hudzik, 2009). These
students are more sexually active than prior generations, many are taking psychoactive
medications, and more graduate with a high financial aid debt with half graduating on time
(Rhodes, 2006). Presidents must face the issue of providing mental-health services on campus,
and be more health conscious (Hoover & Wasley, 2007).
HBCUs new presidents must be aware of the expansion in the number of high school
graduates that the United States has been experiencing since the 1990s peaked in 2007-08 which
will become more stable in most of the United States with some exceptions. States such as,
Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Nevada, Texas, and Utah will have explosive growth of over 20%. In
addition, Arkansas, Idaho, Indiana, and North Carolina will have rapid growth of 10 to 20%
(Wiche, 2008). By 2025 global demand for seats is projected to double reaching annual
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enrollments of 200 million (Hudzik, 2009). The changing composition where most states are
experiencing a shift in the racial/ethnic composition with rapid increases in the Hispanic,
Asian/Pacific, Black non-Hispanic, and American Indian/Alaska native graduates will be a
change in student body for most colleges and universities. Presidents must identify the rapid
change and address these issues to accommodate students for success through various vice
presidents and related offices. In addition, White non-Hispanic graduates will decline by 11%,
and schools and post-secondary institutions must examine the changing demographics in order to
adopt policy solutions that will fit its needs and conditions (Wiche, 2008). More than 500,000
international students were enrolled in U.S. institutions in 2004 which is one-fourth of the
number of international students worldwide. Moreover, 206,000 American students studied
abroad in 2004-2005 (Rhodes, 2006).
Challenges Ahead for HBCU Presidents
The presidents of HBCUs will be challenged with finding an administration that is
productive enough and dedicated to staying abreast of changing student characteristics. In
addition, an administration that is willing to promote teaching methods and strategies for
problem-solving, teamwork, and collaboration. Almost 50% of students are academically underprepared and lack basic skills in reading, writing, or/and math. Other challenges will be to have
the funds for professional development to attend conferences, workshops, and conventions to
stay aware of the new skills that are required in a changing global world. Also, to cultivate
teachers and students who value diverse ideas, beliefs, world views, promote inclusive student
learning, integrate technology into teaching and learning (Sorcinelli, 2007). Remaining
competitive in a global, knowledge based economy, and meeting the learning needs of a diverse
student body will be challenges as well (Sorcinelli, 2007). Students will set the educational
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agenda, and 90% of the fastest growing jobs require a postsecondary education in which two
thirds of the high growth, high wage jobs created in the next decade will require a college
degree, while only one-third of Americans will have a college degree (Rhodes, 2008).
In addition, there will be legal issues dealing with individual privacy versus public
accountability, technology, intellectual property protections, security, computer laws, terrorism,
employment laws dealing with age, sex, disability, race, and pensions (Commentary, 2004).
There will be challenges dealing with economic pressures, academic freedom, aging work force,
and greater transparency (Commentary, 2004). HBCUs face many challenges ahead and its
ability in preserving and enhancing the educational quality of higher education for a rapidly
changing student body, faculty, and staff which will determine if these colleges and universities
can remain competitive in a global world, and presidents of these HBCUs will have to identify,
address, and face the issues to maintain stability, productivity, and remain viable.
Decision Making/Faced By HBCU Presidents
Throughout each day, colleges and university presidents make numerous large and small
decisions, facilitate organizational actions, and formulate institutional direction. Because the
concept of decision making is so elemental to the president’s position, it serves as a predominate
building block of the conceptual framework for the study. However, new presidents have little
time to understand many of the variables, including the culture of a college, in order to make
sound decisions at the beginning of their presidency.
Poor decisions at the beginning of one’s presidency could have a long lasting effect. This
research provides those assuming their presidency with insights from others who have recently
gone through this transition process.
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Data-Driven Decision-Making
The concept of data driven decision making (DDDM) was utilized by educational leaders
during the 1800s. Noted education writer Denis P. Doyle (2003) give Abraham Lincoln credit for
starting the DDDM model ―President Lincoln began the modern practice of collecting education
data at the national level 150 years ago‖ (p. 3). Jeffrey C. Wayman (2005), assistant professor in
the Department of Educational Administration at the University of Texas, Austin, states, ―The
use of data to inform school practice may seem new...but this concept has received varied
attention in school research literature for more than 30 years‖ (p. 296).
Noted college and university improvement consultant Mike Schmoker (2009) argues
convincingly for the use of data driven decision making,
You cannot fight what you cannot see...Data makes the invisible visible, revealing
strengths and weaknesses that are easily concealed...[Data] will never be totally accurate
or reliable, but in the hands of conscientious professionals, they promote successful, goal
oriented effort. We cannot afford to indulge in a sophomore scepticism that absolves us
of the responsibility to look at and act on information that tells us how well or not we are
doing (p. 37).
The applicability of DDDM within the paradigm of decision making for the HBCU
president is undeniable. A driving force behind the applicability as well as the need for useful
pertinent information is the increased level of accountability facing colleges. Frankie Santos
Laanan (2004), faculty member in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
at Iowa State University, states, ―In the early 1980s, the concern for measuring educational
effectiveness surfaced as a major new focus for all higher education including colleges and
universities‖ (Laanan, 2004, p. 58).
The basic concepts of collecting data, assessing the data, developing a plan for
improvement based on the data, and evaluating the plan to determine its effectiveness are
consistent themes throughout the paper on DDDM. Data driven decision making relative to
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higher education, particularly HBCUs reveals two distinct paradigms: one is a focus on student
learning and/or achievement; and the other a larger scope used for decisions relevant to the
institution as a whole. Dennis P. Doyle, a nationally recognized education writer and consultant,
articulates the first paradigm. He is the co-author of Winning the Brain Race and Reinventing
Education. Doyle (2003) states, DDDM is,
the process of collecting student data—academic performance, attendance,
demographics, etc.—in such a way that administrators, teachers, and parents can
accurately assess student learning. They can then make decisions based on the data to
improve administrative and instructional systems to continually promote student
achievement (p. 1).
Doyle’s (2003) definition focuses solely on student achievement. A new college
president’s focus cannot be so narrow in scope; rather they need data on a variety of sources
from the college to make a wide-range of decisions. HBCU presidents have lost in decision
making many time because of control, as it is very important to control cash, take control of
capital expenditures, control of costs, control of others who are making decisions and why, and
be aware and be attentive of all control systems.
Conclusion
Historically Black College and University Presidents will be as good as the people they
hire for positions, according to Ray Kroc, founder of the McDonald’s restaurant chain. As a rule,
it is usually the leader who selects the members of a team. This is an important responsibility that
should be performed carefully, thoughtfully, and systematically. The leader must be able to
match the skills of potential team members with the job to which the team is assigned. The
people whom the leader is considering for selection should be ―team players.‖ Team players in
the workplace function together and build on each other’s strengths and achievements. They
focus on a common goal. In organizations that utilize work teams, individuals don’t succeed (or
fail), teams do. In the 21st century this has been the most difficult task and challenge for HBCUs
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presidents to identify and face in position. Many presidents have become destroyed because of
weak chains. Fulfilling the role of a new college and university president can be daunting
without insight into the position. The knowledge gleaned from this paper will provide insight for
those whom are assuming presidency for the future, identifying and addressing challenges faced
by new presidents of HBCUs.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper was to develop a leadership development plan to improve the
accreditation process at Historically Black Colleges and Universities. Accreditation is recognized
by the United States Department of Education as the body for colleges and universities that
prepare teachers and other professional personnel for work in the education profession. Through
this process, accreditation provides assurance to the public that the graduates of accredited
institutions have acquired the knowledge, skills, and disposition necessary to help educational
learning succeed for all students. A leadership plan was expected to enhance continued success,
build unity, continuity, and cohesiveness among faculty and staff for the goal of the accreditation
process for reaffirmation. Historically African American colleges operate for the emergence of
excellence in education, the education of students, the search for new knowledge, the provision
of a comprehensive outreach program, and programs necessary to adequately address the major
needs or problems of capable students who have experienced differences to education. The
accreditation process would satisfy appropriate collegiate education, address all components of
the institution‟s purpose, represent the official practice of the institutions, and demonstrate
planning for the evaluation process.
The establishment of a development plan was very important because of the profound
effect accreditation would have on the status of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities,
the students and their future employment, faculty, staff, researchers, and federal subsidizing.
Through the development of a leadership plan, the level of institutional quality and performance
could be elevated. A systematic planning process was also expected to enable Historically Black
Colleges and Universities to deal with change. Moreover, administrators needed to be able to
examine and refine the conceptual framework relative to change and effectively assist the entire
human capital of the universities to understand and work cooperatively as one unified team. In
addition, the administrators could consistently evaluate the existing organizational procedures,
and develop a leadership plan for the accreditation process to address immediate problems.
Historically Black Colleges and Universities would have a leadership development and
implementation plan in place for the accreditation process.
Faculty and staff surveys were administered to obtain feedback about certain aspects of
the universities and were used for review and validation of faculty and staff experiences. Faculty
evaluation forms and staff performance evaluation forms were utilizing in determining
performances to help guide the accreditation process for success. To improve communication
and participation, various meetings were held to motivate the morale of faculty and staff for
stimulation purposes, and the Vice President of Academic Affairs held meetings to promote
teamwork and teambuilding.
The writer produced a leadership development plan for improving the accreditation
process at Historically Black Colleges and Universities. The review of literature helped to
determine that higher education is solving a plethora of problems through accreditation
procedures, and similar universities have been preparing for the change to involve more
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preparation of activities as well as for the accreditation process. Leadership development plans
for improving the accreditation process have resulted in cost savings, time, energy, efficiency of
learning, and have proven to be beneficial and successful.
Further research is needed for assessment and accountability, and also to allow leaders to
be ready for the impact of accreditation in higher education through developmental planning and
to address processes for the changing society and innovation for the 21st century.

Introduction
Colleges and universities are adopting an imaginative and creative approach to prepare
for change that attunes them to the realities of their environment. They are applying strategic
leadership development planning to discover the special niche that helps them compete more
efficiently and effectively in the higher education marketplace. Through strategic planning,
higher education institutions are solving a plethora of problems. These problems deal with
distinctiveness, flexibility, economic forces requiring new programs, new fields of study, the task
of accreditation, and new technology. Most important of all, through this process, institutions are
achieving greater financial strength while their leaders are acquiring the ability and confidence to
improve strategic leadership development planning for better decision making in the future,
which will improve the process of accreditation (Thompson & Strickland, 2003).
The task of accreditation is related to the traditional public philosophy of the United
States – that a free people can and ought to govern themselves and that they best do so through a
representative, flexible and responsive system. Accordingly, the purpose of accreditation can
best be accomplished through a voluntary association of educational institutions (Criteria for
Accreditation, 1989-1990). The Commission on Colleges holds to the principle that regional
accrediting should not be identified with either a state or a national framework. Moreover, there
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are many issues to be shared at the regional level that might not be handled as effectively in a
state or national association. This does not limit cooperation and exchange of ideas with other
regional and professional accrediting associations that are largely parallel in aims and functions
(Criteria for Accreditation, 1989-1990).
The Commission on Colleges supports the right of an institution to pursue its established
educational purpose, the right of faculty members to teach, investigate and publish freely, and
the right of students to have opportunities for learning. However, the exercise of these rights
must not interfere with the overriding obligation of the institution to offer its students a sound
education leading to a recognized certificate or degree (Criteria for Accreditation, 1989-1990). In
addition, the School of Education will be the example for building a developmental plan for
improving the accreditation process.
History of Higher Education and Accreditation
According to Arthur Cohen (1998), “reading history” is essential for those who would
understand any strategic leadership planning or development in any process of higher education.
From the earliest American colleges, debates have ranged over familiar issues in higher
education: curriculum changes, faculty selection and review, student admission, accreditation
processes, and institutional funding. Yesterday‟s practices underlie today‟s problems even as the
system continues evolving (Cohen, 1998). How has this evolution taken place? To what degree
have things changed or remained the same, even with accreditation processes? To appreciate the
present and even consider the future, we must understand some significance concerning the
historical aspects of education, because mass decision-making and changes with accreditation
processes have all made an impact toward the future, as well as the present, of education.
Georges Santayana, a philosopher is famous for the statement, “Those who cannot remember the
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past are condemned to repeat it” (Bryant & Varcoe, 2002). In other words, the best way to
understand the present and future is to understand the past. Education must be understood
historically before accreditation processes can exist to be executed well.
The nature of education in the United States changed considerably since the middle of the
20th century. Enrollments, finances, institutions, and all aspects of the system expanded. The
trends in all areas accelerated. The earlier eras had set the stage for this growth; now it happened
as new campuses were opened, new types of students began attending, and new curricula were
introduced (Cohen, 1998).
The higher education enterprise within the United States has long been a symbol of
intellectual and academic freedom. American higher education has been characterized by high
levels of autonomy that have come as a result of relatively high levels of confidence in the
governance of trustees, presidents, and faculty senates. However, there exists a growing sense of
concern that respect is eroding due to many factors including the cost of education and rising
doubts concerning the integrity of conduct on the part of institutions and faculties (Kerr, 1994).
Concerning the rising costs of higher education, Seymour (1993) states that: “higher education
institutions risk becoming the „hospitals of the 1990s‟ with regard to cost containment.”
Following World War II, institutions of higher education in America experienced rapid
growth and enjoyed a time of plentiful resources. With a rapidly expanding economy and the
GI Bill creating an almost entirely new student base, institutions were in the enviable position of
having the plan for the best use of a bounty of resources (Thomas, 1997).
The period of the mid 1970s has been marked by a continuation of several trends in
American society and some events that could be considered turning points. The trends have
included an aging population, increased participation in education at all levels, a high ratio of
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women in the workplace, and more children being reared in single-parent homes. Through these
various changes, management processes and systems had to exhibit mass turnarounds.
The 1980s marked a shift in America‟s relations with the rest of the world. The United
States population was 262,755,000 in the 1980s as compared to 215,465,000 in the 1970s.
Student enrollment in universities, faculty, institutions, earned degrees, and current revenue
escalated tremendously high. In addition, the trends and emphasis on equal opportunity,
affirmative action, private institutions, liberal arts colleges, graduate and professional education,
community colleges, and other institutions escalated as well (Cohen, 1998). Moreover, Quehl,
Bergquist, and Subbiondo (1999) refer to this period by saying “The Age of Accountability for
higher education had arrived.” Ewell (1999) referred to the reform movement of the 1980s as the
“rediscovery of undergraduate education.” The 1980s movement was also characterized as being
the most significant innovation in post secondary education.
In the 1990s, leading and managing systems in universities demanded great leadership
because of trends and change. This change in the configuration of the workplace led to an
increased disparity between the incomes of the wealthy and the poor, which had a tremendous
impact on education totally and specifically higher education.
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the nation reached consensus that American education
must be transformed to meet the needs of an emerging information society. Attaining this goal
required teachers to meet professional standards (Professional Standards for the Accreditation of
Schools, Colleges, and Departments of Education, 2002)
By the end of the 20th century, the higher education system had been more of a social
system. The rules of conduct, sets of shared beliefs, and expectations on the part of students, staff
members, and the public has changed in leading and managing systems (Cohen, 1998). Leading
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organizations in higher education has changed. During the last three decades of the 20th century,
higher education has been faced with increasing pressures for accountability (Yukl, 2002).
From the trends of change in previous years, the 20th century was the establishment of
strategic planning processes, conceptual framework focus, and accreditation standards by the
United States Department of Education. Moreover the United States Department of Education
demands that accrediting bodies for education establish a vision of education for the 21st century
that believes caring, competent, and qualified teachers should teach every student (Professional
Standards for the Accreditation of Schools, Colleges, and Departments of Education, 2002).
The United States economy has fluctuated greatly in the past 20 years (Thompson &
Strickland, 2003). First, there has been a decrease in public funding for higher education.
Second, political in nature, there has been an endless array of new government initiatives aimed
at linking allocation of governmental resources and institutional accountability (Ewell, 1994).
The demands for accountability have forced an outcomes based agenda on higher education, and
colleges and universities must respond (Duderstadt, 2000).
Accreditation
The accreditation system is a voluntary peer review process that involves a
comprehensive evaluation of the professional education unit (the school, college, department, or
other administrative body within the institution that is primarily responsible for the preparation
of teachers and other professional school personnel). The review is based on a set of research
standards developed by all sectors of the teaching profession. Accreditation requires an on-site
review of the unit and a review of the individual programs within the units to enhance a more
effective evaluation, and develop a plan to improve the accreditation process (Professional
Standards for the Accreditation of Schools, Colleges, and Departments of Education, 2002). The
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effectiveness of self-regulatory accreditation depends upon an institution‟s acceptance of certain
specific responsibilities, including institutional involvement in and commitment to the
accreditation process (Criteria of Accreditation, 1989-1990).
An institution of higher education is committed to the search for truth and its
dissemination. Integrity in the pursuit of truth is expected to govern the total environment of an
institution. Each member institution is responsible for insuring integrity in all of its operations in
dealing with all of its constituencies, in its relations with other member institutions, and in its
accreditation activities with the Commission of Colleges. Each institution seeking any
recognized status with the Commission on Colleges must document its compliance with the
Conditions of Eligibility (Criteria for Accreditation, 1989-1990). Accreditation is a voluntary
process that monitors and sanctions institutional quality. For over a century the United States has
relied on a voluntary accreditation process as a form of quality assurance for higher education
(Sheahan, 1997).
Building A Developmental Plan
This research is to prepare a leadership development plan that will improve the
accreditation process at Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs). There are nine
questions to address procedures.
Research Question 1
In developing a leadership development plan to improve the accreditation process at
HBCUs, do the academic administrators understand what scope and content is involved in such a
plan?
To guide the answering of this question, countless months, weeks, and hours of
collaboration should occur among administrators, faculty, and staff then the administrative
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leadership in the School of Education must reorganize and expand to assure administrative
oversight of all programs, policies, procedures, and personnel. The Dean, Director of Field
Experiences, and NCATE director should establish ongoing relationships with other
administrators locally, chairpersons, co-chairpersons, program coordinators, and other leaders at
the HBCUs in all units for progressive success. The Dean should address the concerns by
engaging the entire faculty in a series of meetings, workshops, and exercises to motivate all
administrators (chairpersons, co-chairpersons, leaders, program coordinators) in every
department to enhance the understanding of the scope and content involved in accreditation. The
first meeting established should be an educational intervention meeting to enhance motivation
and morale among participants (faculty and staff) for cohesiveness and unity for cooperation
through the accreditation process. The process of the meetings, workshops and exercises should
be to develop a team spirit and a stronger collegial working relationship as a prerequisite to the
re-development of a consensus conceptual framework. To redevelop a consensus conceptual
framework through team spirit and teamwork, the Dean must include a meeting on teambuilding.
The meeting should incorporate a PowerPoint presentation of teambuilding to the administration,
faculty, and staff of HBCU. In addition, handouts of a questionnaire should be issued to the
participants (faculty and staff) on teambuilding to measure their effectiveness as a team member.
An example questionnaire can be found in Appendix A. A test can be given to measure
leadership objectives such as, showing how relying on others promotes the goals of the team. An
example of a test, known as Lessons from Geese by Donald Clark (1998) and called “Teamwork
and Geese” can be found in Appendix B. The Lessons from Geese have been transcribed from a
speech given by Angeles Arrien at the 1991 Outward Bond Organizational Development
Network Conference, and was based on the work of Milton Olson.
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Committees should be organized according to the six NCATE Standards and a Steering
Committee should be established to guide specific processes. Although a considerable amount of
work was accomplished over the years. The School of Education must mandate addressing all of
the concerns and issues relating to the NCATE and State Department of Education accreditation
process to be an asset.
In response to the mandate, the leadership of the Steering Committee must assign a senior
professor with considerable experience in accreditation to proceed with action. Under his
leadership, the Steering Committee, in collaboration with the faculty, should refine the
conceptual framework, develop guidelines for committee operations, establish formats and
models for course syllabi, set deadlines for reports, and establish mechanisms for maintaining
open communication between and among the various participants in the process of preparing for
re-accreditation; however, the academic administrators in all units must constantly be reminded
of the scope and content of accreditation and that a leadership developmental plan for
accreditation is strongly needed.
To assure broad knowledge of and/or widespread involvement in the development of the
conceptual framework for the Teacher Education program, the Dean, Director of Field
Experiences, and the Executive Director of the NCATE process should meet with local school
superintendents, curriculum directors, principals, and teachers in the School of Education‟s
service area to discuss the scope and content of accreditation. Information regarding the
conceptual framework must be shared with faculty and feedback must be used to further develop
the components of the framework. These individuals must provide considerable input in the field
experience component of the conceptual framework; also, involving the understanding of the
scope and content of accreditation.
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The Steering Committee must read, discuss, and provide feedback for revisions on each
section of the conceptual framework. In periodic meetings of the entire School of Education,
sections of the conceptual framework must be presented for discussion and feedback to assure
widespread involvement in the development process. The process of presenting sections of the
conceptual framework for discussion and revision must be used with all internal committees as
well as with committees and stakeholders external to the School of Education and to the
University.
Results of this research show that a gaping chasm exists between academic administrators
with regard to the understanding of the scope and content involved in a leadership developmental
plan. However, the administrators still perceived accreditation as a priority, and more significant
activity than anything else within the University.
In addition, the results of this research revealed that HBCU academic administrators do
understand that accredited institutions produce competent, caring, and qualified teachers and
other professional school personnel who can help all students learn, which is a segment of the
scope and content of accreditation necessary to build a strategic developmental plan for the
accreditation re-affirmation process. Moreover, the administration understands that accrediting
bodies are non-profit, non-governmental organizations. It was also revealed that the
administrators do understand the scope and content involved in a leadership developmental plan,
and that professional education units must include in its accreditation the review of all initial
teacher preparation and advanced programs offered by the institution for the purpose of
preparing teachers and other professional education personnel to work in primary grades through
collegiate settings. Moreover, the units must include off-campus programs, distance learning
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programs, and alternate route programs for the preparation of professional education in the
accreditation review for re-affirmation.
Research Question 2
To develop a leadership development plan to improve the accreditation process at
HBCUs, do the academic administrators have input to achieve the breadth and content necessary
for the leadership development plan to be successful?
A published organizational structure of administrative responsibilities should clearly
define and publish a blueprint for success (Focus 2015: Blueprints to Excellence, 2003). The
Board of Trustees regularly approves the appointment of key administrative officers of the
University (Presidents and Vice Presidents). University policies are administered through this
delineated administrative structure. The reporting lines and profiles of responsibilities should be
written and presented in the University Faculty and Staff Handbooks. The Unit organizational
structure and policies should be reviewed by the President and a designated system of advising
and standing committees should be in place. The President‟s Cabinet also should receive input
and recommendations from specialized committees of the Board of Trustees for all major areas.
The additional representative advisory bodies are the Faculty and Staff Senate and the Student
Government Association. The entities delineated within the organizational structure should
provide input to various functions and activities of the University. The academic administrators
must assess key performance indicators, monitor external and internal environment assessments,
perform a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats analysis, and access ideas that
work with cross impact analysis, strategies, best practices and benchmarks. In addition, the
administration leadership development check, innovative strategies, best practices and
benchmarks, which exemplify the academic administrators input to achieve the breadth and
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content necessary for the leadership development plan to be successful. The administrative
responsibilities must be clearly established where the academic administration has input to
achieve the breadth and content necessary for the leadership development plan to be successful
An example can be found in Appendix C, which consists of the primary goals and objectives for
success established by the administration.
The President serves as the primary liaison between faculty, staff and students of the
institution with the Alabama Commission on Higher Education and with the State‟s legislative
bodies. The President should function as the primary contact for the reception of federal funding
and functions as the person ultimately responsible for implementing federal, state and locally
determined policies and regulations. In executing such functions, the President must delegate
responsibility to managerial areas of the university including the Provost and Vice Presidents and
special representatives with roles that they execute within and beyond the confines of the
University. The President must also establish goals and time frames for university advancement
and regularly evaluates the vice presidents and other administrators who directly report to his
office. These statements clearly exemplify input by the academic administration (President) to
achieve the breath and content necessary for the leadership development plan to be successful.
The Provost, who also serves as the Vice President for Academic Affairs (VPAA) is the
Chief Academic Officer of the University. The Provost, through deans and directors, should
provide oversight to insure high quality programs of study at the graduate and undergraduate
levels. The Provost‟s responsibilities include supervision of the following schools: Agriculture
and Environmental Sciences, Arts and Sciences, Business, Education, Engineering and
Technology, a cross-disciplinary School of Graduate Studies and a University College.
Additional academic entities (e.g., Admissions, Registrar, the Learning Resource Center, the
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State Black Archives Research Center and Museum, as well as International Programs) report
through the Provost/VPAA (Focus 2015: Blueprints to Excellence, 2003; Faculty/Administrative
Staff Handbook, 2003). The offices of Cooperative Education, Institutional Research, Title III
and Retention also report to the Provost/VPAA. The Provost‟s office is so widespread
throughout the HBCUs, it should assist in the achievement of the breadth and content necessary
for the leadership development plan to be successful.
The Vice President for Student Affairs should be responsible for the Financial Aid
Office, the Health Center, Career Placement and Cooperative Education, the Student Activities
Center, Student Counseling and Development, Residential Life, and the Dean of Students. The
Vice President for Student Affairs also should serve as a liaison between student organizations
and the university administration. As can be seen, this position is critical for student life and for
the well being of the undergraduate and graduate students on campus. Established procedures
and policies of interest to students should be regularly updated and published.
In addition, the Vice President for Research and Development should assist the President
and serve as the key individual in matters pertaining to research and development. This office is
also responsible for Development and Alumni Affairs, Public Relations, the Telecommunications
Center, Grants and Contracts, the University Foundation, and the Research Institute. The Vice
President for Research and Development should maintain active contact with the professional,
governmental, and business communities as well as with non-profit foundations in an effort to
promote scholarship, an advanced learning environment, and sponsored research of mutual
interest to extramural and university communities within their respective specializations.
The Vice President of Business and Finance should be responsible for administering and
managing university accounting and financial operations, including the budget, the Comptroller
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Office, Auxiliary Enterprises, Computer Services, Human Resources, Physical Facilities,
Purchasing, Public Safety, Printing Services, and Property Management. The support services
provided by the Vice President of Business and Finance should be critical for a fiscally sound
and efficient operation of the university.
Research Question 3
To develop a leadership development plan to improve the accreditation process at
HBCUs, do the faculty and staff have a perception of the process of accreditation and inclusion
in the process? As a result of this research, most of time, faculty and staff do not have a complete
perception of the process of accreditation and lack inclusion in the process. The education
program and related units at HBCUs are conceptualized as four interrelated processes which
supposedly involve faculty and staff. The four interrelated processes of planning, preparing,
performing, and assessing proficiency are major components of the conceptual framework.
On a majority basis the faculty and staff need to be more involved and educated in
reference to the planning, preparing, performing, and proficiency process geared to accreditation.
The faculty and staff should feel included in the assessing processes through special
meetings and workshops addressing these specific proficiencies, such as motivation and team
building. These workshops prepare the participants for the accreditation process at HBCUs by
consulting agencies called Quality Management Presenters of Accreditation Process.
Research Question 4
To develop a leadership development plan to improve the accreditation process at
HBCUs, do the academic administrators have a plan for the process of planning and evaluation?
After careful study it was revealed that the academic administration does have a plan for the
process of planning and evaluation. The Dean and Accreditation Director should distribute a
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form to the Board of Examiners (BOE), and the BOE team members and chairs must complete
the planning instrument as they read the institutional report and reviewed exhibits prior to the onsite visit. Using the evidence for the conceptual framework and the rubrics for the standards, the
instrument allows team members to note questions to be pursued and evidence to check during
the on-site visit. It also allows them to keep notes that can be transferred to the written BOE
report. It is designed to focus team discussions on the standards and determine what additional
data would be needed during the BOE team‟s work session during the on-site visit. It also helps
the team plan what other informational needs should be sought on campus.
The instrument must be completed before the first team meeting on Saturday or Sunday
of the visit. Team members should be expected to record on an overhead transparency or
newsprint their pre-visit ratings for each area of evidence for the conceptual framework and each
element of the standards listed on the rubric. For review of the conceptual framework, team
members must ask to rate how adequately each area of evidence is addressed based on the
information (i.e., institutional report and exhibits) available prior to the on-site visit.
BOE members must ask to evaluate the other national and state members on the team
immediately after the visit. They must also ask to evaluate the performance of the team chair and
NCATE procedures. The evaluation forms should be returned to NCATE with the expense
voucher. The items on the Evaluation of the NCATE procedures change periodically to solicit
feedback on new procedures that have been implemented. Ratings of the quality of institutional
reports and institutions‟ preparation and readiness for visits should be valuable in identifying
practices that have worked. The feedback on this form may lead to adjustments in BOE training
and the evaluation process for both team members and institutions.
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Research Question 5
To develop a leadership development plan to improve the accreditation process at
HBCUs, do the academic administrators have a developmental plan to address the conceptual
framework for faculty to better understand how it is implemented into the accreditation process?
As a result of this research the conceptual framework has been the focus of the entire
accreditation process. It was found in this study that the conceptual framework ensures
coherence of curriculum and instruction, field and clinical experiences, and assessment across
the professional education component as well as across each teaching field component of the
program. Every teacher education program, whether initial or advanced, shares the theme of the
Educator as Service Professional, the vision of “producing highly competent providers of
professional educational services,” and the institutional standards (outcomes) expected of all
graduates. In addition, every program is supported by INTASC, which is applicable to all initial
teachers. Each graduate program is supported by the propositions of the National Board for
Professional Teaching Standards. Alignment of institutional, INTASC, and National Board for
Professionals Teaching Standards. The academic administrators do not have a developmental
plan to address the conceptual framework for faculty to better understand how it is implemented
into the accreditation process, but it has been presented to the faculty to read and understand on
their own terms.
Research Question 6
To develop a leadership development plan to improve the accreditation process at
HBCUs, do the administrators have a role in implementing the accreditation process? The
academic administrators were found to have a role in the implementation of the accreditation
process. The administrators are the chief executives in every aspect for initiating all progressive
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activities in every capacity of the accreditation process. These roles are as follows: (a) first time
visit; (b) setting the stage; (c) responding to program standards; (d) preparing the institutional
report; (e) hosting the pre-visit; (f) finalizing preparations for the visit; (g) hosting the on-site
review; (h) after the visit; (i) Board of Examiners Report; and (j) evaluation.
Research Question 7
To develop a leadership development plan to improve the accreditation process at
HBCUs, do the administrators have an institutional plan to become flexible and resilient
concerning change with economic forces requiring new strategic emphasis?
The “Blueprints to Excellence” document continues, provides focus and guidance for the
long view (2015) and the immediate view 2008-2011. The Vice President of Academic Affairs
should gather input from all segments of the campus community, the University Board of
Trustees, and external consultants through surveys and other data. The President should then
organize various planning committees to begin to address various aspects of the near and distant
future of HBCUs. The overarching framework for the plan is the mission, vision, core values,
and identification of challenges and opportunities.
Administrators must develop an institutional plan to become flexible and resilient
concerning change when economic forces require new strategic emphasis. An example of an
Executive Report can be found in Appendix C.
Research Question 8
To develop a leadership development plan to improve the accreditation process at
HBCUs, does the academic administration have a problem for examining its programs to ensure
that current programs are needed, effective, and have appropriate and understandable
requirements? It was found that the academic administration of HBCUs does not have a problem
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in examining its programs to ensure that current programs are needed, effective, and have
appropriate and understandable requirements. A summary of current program trends,
effectiveness, and appropriate understandable requirements can be found in Appendix E.
Research Question 9
To develop a leadership development plan to improve the accreditation process at
HBCUs, does the academic administration have a procedure for the evaluation of the overall
accreditation process? As a result of the implementation of this plan the academic administration
should have a procedure for the evaluation of the overall accreditation process. All faculty and
staff should be involved in the evaluation process.
The university evaluation process should include faculty and staff. The first step in the
evaluation process should cover conditions for effective evaluation processes for accreditation.
The second step in the evaluation process should cover the characteristics of the evaluation
processes for accreditation. The third step in the evaluation process should cover the required
evaluations for accreditation by the accrediting agencies, including assessment responsibilities.
The fourth step in the evaluation process should cover the designed outcomes from the
evaluation process for accreditation. The fifth step in the evaluation process should cover the
inventory of information sources for evaluation. The sixth step in the evaluation process should
include the responsibilities of the formative and summative committees. The seventh step in the
evaluation process should include the faculty and staff surveys including how they feel about
certain aspects of the university, by responding yes or no to questions asked concerning the
accreditation process. The eighth step in the evaluation process should include the faculty and
staff performance appraisal rating scale to determine the faculty‟s involvement and dedication
toward teaching, and other major duties and assignments such as accreditation.
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As a result of this work the evaluation should focus on the effectiveness of the
educational and non-academic programs of the HBCU. A program effectiveness process has
been developed and installed. The process should include the definition and delineation of the
educational and nonacademic support program outcomes that have been attained as well as a
system for ascertaining if the desired results have been achieved. The formative and summative
committees should be utilized.
Conclusion
Historically Black Colleges and Universities function in an environment of
unprecedented turbulence and change, and that technological, environmental, education, and
political sectors all have an impact on these institutions. More leadership development plans will
have to be implemented to enhance proper advancement and progressive processes of issues such
as accreditation. Regardless of the methods employed to improve any accreditation process, it is
apparent that the topic warrants further research. The 21st century emphasizes accountability,
assessment, and learning outcomes by all accrediting bodies which is needed in today‟s changing
society.
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Are You a Good Team Member?
Rate yourself on a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest, on your effectiveness as a team
member. Use the results to strengthen your participation as a member of the group in support of
the team.
1.

Do I actively share responsibility for the group‟s effectiveness?

2.

Do I help the leader to succeed?

3.

Do I help to ensure that all viewpoints are explored?

4.

Do I provide open, honest and accurate information?

5.

Do I support, protect and defend both the group and the group leader?

6.

Do I act in a positive and constructive manner?

7.

Do I provide appropriate feedback?

8.

Do I understand my role on the team?

9.

Do I accept ownership for team decisions?

10.

Do I participate and take on roles voluntarily?

11.

Do I maintain confidentiality?

12.

When stating a problem, do I provide alternative solutions/options?

13.

Do I give praise and recognition generously?

14.

Do I operate within the organization‟s rules?

15.

Do I diplomatically point out to others when their behavior is not helping the team?

16.

Do I share ideas and opinions freely and enthusiastically?

17.

Do I encourage others to express their ideas fully and do I listen to them?

18.

Do I criticize ideas, not people?

19.

Do I avoid disruptive behavior during meetings, such as side conversations and jokes?

20.

Do I attend meetings regularly and promptly?

21.

Do I budget my time in order to stay for the entire meeting?

22.

Do I avoid defensiveness when fellow team members disagree with my ideas?

23.

Do I prepare myself for meetings – review the agenda, complete my assignments?

24.

Do I practice active listening – acknowledging and building on others‟ comments?

25.

Do I carry out responsibilities assigned?

26.

Do I leave my personal agenda outside the group?
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Leadership: Lessons from Geese
By Donald Clark ©1998

Teamwork and Geese
Objective: to show how relying on others promotes the goals of the team
“Lessons from Geese” was transcribed from a speech given by Angeles Arrien at the
1991 Outward Bond Organizational Development Network Conference, and was based
on the work of Milton Olson.
FACT 1 – As each goose flaps its wings, it creates an “uplift” for the birds that follow.
By flying in a “V” formation, the whole flock adds 71% greater flying range than if each
bird flew alone.
LESSON – People who share a common direction and sense of community can get
where they are going quicker and easier because they are traveling on the thrust of each
other.
FACT 2 – When a goose falls out of formation, it suddenly feels the drag and resistance
of flying alone. It quickly moves back into formation to take advantage of the lifting
power of the bird immediately in front of it.
LESSON – If we have as much sense as a goose, we stay in formation with those headed
where we want to go. We are willing to accept their help and give our help to others.
FACT 3 – When the lead bird tires, it rotates back into the formation to take advantage of
the lifting power of the bird immediately in front of it.
LESSON – It pays to take turns doing the hard tasks and sharing leadership. As with
geese, people are interdependent on each others‟ skills, capabilities, and unique
arrangements of gifts, talents, or resources.
FACT 4 – The geese flying in formation honk to encourage those up front to keep up
their speed.
LESSON – We need to make sure our honking is encouraging. In groups where there is
encouragement, the production is much greater. The power of encouragement (to stand
by one‟s heart or core values and to encourage the heart and core values of others) is the
quality of honking we should seek.
FACT 5 – When a goose gets sick, wounded or shot down, two geese drop out of
formation and follow it down to help and protect it. They stay with it until it dies or is
able to fly again. Then, they launch out with another formation or catch up with the flock.
LESSON – If we have as much sense as geese, we will stand by each other in difficult
times as well as when we‟re strong.
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Goals and Objectives for Success
Goal 1:

To assess employees respect and to listen to their questions, concerns, and
ideas.

Objective 1:

to establish that each and every employee will be heard and 100 percent
listen to whatever they have to say.

Goal 2:

To review the availability of the leader or supervisors.

Objective 2:

To establish an open-door policy where employees can feel free to speak
to supervisors or leaders. Circulation should exist to enhance visuality as
to what is going on in the workplace.

Goal 3:

To help employees share information.

Objective 3:

To establish involvement in the organization. Improve communication
through flyers, telephone up-dates, letters, and postcards. Have regular
meetings scheduled to enhance shared information.

Goal 4:

Determine if a job is well done and receive recognition for it.

Objective 4:

To establish a recognition program of accomplishments. This should be
done through staff meetings, company newsletters, news releases, and
local papers. Incentives of certificates, plaques, flowers, dinner, and other
opportunities.

Goal 5:

To help provide opportunities for personal growth.

Objective 5:

To establish a system where employees can grow professionally and
personally in their jobs. Mandate that all employees belong to professional
organizations related to their current jobs; send employees to courses to
enhance their skills and develop new skills.

Goals 6:

to help cope with stress both mentally and physically.

Objective 6:

To develop a plan for building self-esteem by treating employees as
individuals, understanding criticism, taking breaks, involving employees
in goal setting, and open for new ideas to build self motivation.
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Executive Report
The title of our QEP, “Blueprints to Excellence” is derived from the commitment to
excellence adopted from the University‟s overall planning process. The central focus of
the QEP is the quality of the first-year experience for students matriculating at the
University. The intent is to conduct a thorough review of the current elements associated
with the first-year college experience and to determine the impact of institutional
structures on the effective delivery of programs and services.
The overall goal is to establish an environment that engages students in a comprehensive,
coordinated set of experiences that will provide opportunity and encourage participation
in educationally productive activities. In order to achieve this goal, reviews are planned
for a variety of qualitative and quantitative assessments designed to examine all aspects
of the students‟ first-year experience.
Some key areas to be reviewed include:
 The relationship between socio-economics, demographics and academic
performance of students
 The role of University College in the transitioning of students from high school or
transfer from other institutions
 The nature and quality of the social experiences inherent in campus life
 The identification of perceived needs of various segments of student population
 Academic advising
 Student support services such as financial aid and financial services
 Faculty assigned to provide instruction for freshmen
 Policies and practices related to academic placement
 Class size in relationship to student performance
 Residence hall policies and procedures
 Campus safety
 Intervention strategies
The decision to focus on these areas is derived from a number of sources:
a) The HBCUs Universities-wide focus group discussions that provide opportunities
for faculty, students and staff to identify major issues, problems and strengths
regarding all aspects of programs and activities.
b) Institutional enrollment and retention trend data.
c) Student academic progress reports (probations, suspensions, honors, etc.).
d) Student disciplinary reports.
e) Student Satisfaction Surveys
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Summary of Current Trends Effectiveness, and Appropriate Requirements for
Accreditation
According to Ashley and Morrison (1995), in Anticipatory Issues Management
Strategic Planning Workshops and Seminars, it was stated that “educational
organizations of higher education function in an environment of unprecedented
turbulence and change, and that technological, environmental, educational, and political
sectors all have an impact on higher education. More developmental strategic plans will
have to be increased to enhance proper advancement and progressive processes of issues
such as accreditation.
These trends are based on the assumptions that we are living in an increasingly
global environment and we must have an international outlook in fulfilling the teaching,
research, and service responsibilities. These trends are based on the rapid pace of
technological change, particularly changes within information and communication. The
assumption that the budget is unlikely to increase substantially over the next few years,
the conditions of the economy, real limits on students‟ ability to absorb tuition increases,
and reductions in federal expenditures all point toward serious financial problems which
impact accreditation.
Trends identified that can be used as scenarios to address the issues or changes,
examination of programs to ensure that current programs are needed, effective, and have
appropriate and understandable requirements in the interpretation of the trends of
accreditation are: assessment in higher education, administrators, faculty, and staff
development workshops, strategic planning, and accountability.
For Future Strategic Planning
Assessment (Strategic Planning)
Focus is on improving student learning and academics
Tool for organizational learning
Setting appropriate criteria and high standards for student learning qualities
Systematically gathering, analyzing, and interpreting evidence to determine how
well performance matches those expectations and standards
Respond to demands for accountability from legislatures, governing boards, the
general public, and federal aid
Capstone courses and projects
Accrediting agencies
Continuous quality improvement
Related to other planning and budgeting processes
Mission/goals/objectives/outcomes/interpretations, decisions, and changes
Data collection and analysis/plan and timelines
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Administrative, Faculty, and Staff Development Workshops; Strategic Planning
(Future Trend)
Continuous education
Engage in developing a shared vision of long term success
Identify types of external events that can be analyzed as learning opportunities
Incorporate indicators in all production and performance plans
Involve leadership, develop seminars, workshops conferences and conventions
Encourage faculty and staff to work in partnership with others on change
initiatives
Sponsor training programs and courses in systems dynamics and systems thinking
tools
Build teams and commitment to learning by addressing felt needs or critical
problems
Action plans; human resource policies that accommodate different faculty and
staff needs
Technology updates, distance learning
Planning, preparing, performance, processes
Accountability (Future Trend) Strategic Planning
Standards of excellence
Commitment to professional and ethical conduct
Knowledge, skills, and disposition
Assessment system and unit evaluation
Learning strategies and techniques
Field experience and clinical practice
Diversity
Qualifications, performance, and development
Leadership
Enrollment, graduation rates, retention
Viability of programs
According to Ashley and Morrison (1995) at the World Future Annual
Conference focusing on the 21st century that education, challenges, economics,
science/technology, and tutoring in higher education will result a winner if we are
prepared for changes in its clientele and market imaginative in its repositioning strategy
and proactive in its execution. We must be prepared for technological developments in
telecommunications and computers which will transform the way we live, work, present,
and educate. Futuring will allow leaders to be ready for the impact of accreditation in
higher education through developmental strategic planning to address issues in our
changing society.
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American Idol in Academic Regalia: Information Technology, Digital
Humanity, and the University Professor in 2011

Major transformations of society, such as the Industrial Revolution of the 19th century,
and what is now occurring with advances in information technology and the rapid expansion of
the internet, can have unintended consequences, for better or worse. For example, just as the
entry of television into most American households in the 1950s enhanced the quality of life for
many people by offering immediate and convenient access to important news, information and
entertainment, watching TV could be used as an escape from household chores, or doing one’s
homework. For some families watching TV became a substitute for conversation with one
another. In addition, TV brought violent programming directly into the living room, without the
buffer of having to travel to the local movie theater and pay an admission fee to see a murder
mystery projected onto the screen. In fact the issue of the growing violence in children’s
television shows, such as in cartoons, was of significant concern in the 1970s and early 1980s.
Just as the advent of television changed home life for many families in the 1950s,
information technology has transformed higher education in America since the development of
the personal computer and the internet in the early 1990s, and especially since the rapid
expansion of the interactive internet since the late 1990s (Pence, 2009-2010). In many obvious
ways digital technology has transformed the institution of higher education for the better, both
for faculty and students alike, and for other constituencies of higher education (e.g., the
professions, public and private-sector employers, foundations, etc.). In other respects, however,
the rapid expansion of information technology over the past twenty years has transformed the
character of higher education in ways that represent a potential threat to the integrity of this
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social institution in the second decade of the twenty-first century, and a specific threat to the
future of historically Black institutions (HBIs) in America.
This paper examines these risks. The author is a member of the teaching faculty at an
urban HBI, and has experienced first-hand the transformation of students, and of teaching and
learning in higher education, that have occurred over the past two decades at three different
institutions where he has taught and conducted research.
Beginning with the students themselves, traditional-age students (18-24) nowadays have,
for the most part, grown up with and used interactive information technology (Wallis, 2006).
They routinely use laptops, iPods, iPhones, Blackberries, and other mobile, instant-access
devices to text and tweet friends back and forth, send and receive e-mails, talk to one another on
Facebook, visit favorite websites of personal interest, prepare papers for courses, etc. At the
author’s university, for example, the majority of students standing and walking about campus are
simultaneously using an iPhone or similar hand-held wireless device, even if also talking with
another person or group of people who are standing or walking next to them.
Professors encounter a similar phenomenon in class, whether that class be face-to-face or
on-line. More than ever, students are both connected and disengaged. This is one of the
paradoxes of the higher education today: professors must deal with the most disconnected
connected generation of students ever. Significant numbers of students nowadays are restless,
easily distracted by multitasking, and compulsively seek out continuous, intense sensory
experiences via mass media venues and the internet, such as by constantly sending and receiving
text messages from friends, or being stimulated by the high-impact special effects one encounters
in viral videos, “reality” TV shows, and internet sites such as YouTube and Facebook (Smith
et al., 2010).
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This frenetic restlessness can be an especially significant problem, for example, in
courses that require students to pause, focus, and engage in reflective, critical thinking, such as
courses in the humanities, including philosophy, history and literature (DeGagne & Wolk, 2007).
Ironically, a Woody Allen joke from the 1970s is apropos, now more than ever: I took a speed
reading course and finished War and Peace in seven minutes. It’s about Russia.
For collegiate instruction in 2011, the mode of delivery of information is often as
important - or even more important - than what is being delivered. It is as if the serving platter is
more important than the food itself. Hot dogs served on a silver platter are far better than a filet
mignon served on a paper plate. Important concepts written in chalk on an old blackboard are
inherently boring and obsolete. The same ideas are engaging and more significant when
presented in a multimedia PowerPoint presentation with special effects, or in streaming video.
However, it is still the case that 1 + 1 = 2, whether written in pencil on a piece of paper, or
posted on a blog, and 1 + 1 = 3 is still a problem, even if text-messaged through multiple
satellites to someone on the other side of the Earth. This simple fact is sometimes forgotten in the
excitement of the ongoing information technology revolution of the twenty-first century. The
technology in “information technology” has become more important than the information itself,
even though, in the words of an IT maxim: Garbage in, garbage out. Actually, Banality in,
banality out would often be more accurate.
Notwithstanding our collective infatuation with information technology and the internet,
reality is still different from virtual reality. Digital images in cyberspace are not identical to what
these images represent, any more than a photograph is what it depicts. This fact is lost on many
users of the internet. As a direct consequence, images are no longer just important – they have
become everything for many people in significant areas of their life. This orientation toward
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digital images and communications profoundly affects the overall quality of the total human
experience in many areas, ranging from social relations and sexual intimacy, to what is the focus
of this paper, that of teaching and learning in higher education.
As a consequence of our infatuation with cyberspace and digital technology, what for
many has become most important in life is successful image management and control over the
internet for the purpose of achieving career success, acquiring celebrity status, finding love,
being entertained, etc. Associated values that are dominant in a digital culture are those of
exhibitionism, showcasing, intense sensory stimulation via fast-paced visual and auditory
images, convenience, expedience, and achieving total mastery through successful multitasking,
including control over multiple relationships.
One implication in all of this for faculty is that the method of presentation in
contemporary college coursework is often more important than the actual substance of the
discipline that is being taught. A corollary is the nearly universal expectation among faculty and
students that most faculty-student transactions in and out of the classroom should be mediated by
technology (Pence, 2009-2010). This has become a virtual mandate throughout higher education,
in part due to the commercial interest in, and involvement of the IT industry in the institution of
higher education in America. Increasingly the delivery of course content is on-line through the
use of digital platforms, such as Blackboard 7. Routine communications between faculty and
students are by means of laptops and cell phones, digital discussion boards, Facebook, and other
electronic venues. All too often “personal attention” no longer means having a face-to-face
conversation. Instead it is 3 KBs of instant messaging with a student during “virtual” office
hours. The implicit message is: I can give you 50% of my attention, but then only for two to three
minutes at most.
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The exponential growth of information technology in society, and the expansion of the
interactive internet, has coincided with the appearance of a new quid pro quo in contemporary
American higher education. American society is rapidly moving toward a universal system of
higher education, where 50% of the total population have earned an Associate’s degree or higher
by the age of 40. There is a growing assumption that a college degree is a necessary prerequisite
for success and a respectable quality of life. For increasing numbers of young and middle-aged
adults a college degree has become what a high school diploma used to be in the 1950s.
This has placed an enormous financial burden on many individuals and their families,
given that the cost of four years of college, including tuition and fees, can easily exceed $50,000,
even at public institutions where students qualify for in-state tuition. Many students feel
pressured to assume a burden of debt that they will carry for ten or more years following
graduation, before it is finally repaid to the funding source(s).
All of this has led to a new set of expectations among many students, a new quid pro quo
for higher education in America. Given the pressure that many people face with respect to
obtaining a college degree, coupled with the rise of the sensory celebrity culture of cyberspace
within the past twenty years, there has emerged a new expectation – a new demand – that in
exchange for the payment of tuition and fees, and the expenditure of considerable time and
effort, college courses should now be entertaining and conveniently multitasked with a multitude
of other activities in the student’s life, and that these courses and other learning experiences
should stimulate the interest of students without the students’ having to assume selfresponsibility for their personal motivation, or lack thereof. A consumer ethos has thus
overshadowed a learner ethos throughout much of higher education today. There is a new
priority placed upon entertainment and immediate gratification, coupled with intense, faced-
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paced sensory stimulation in coursework via the use of digital learning technologies, as
compared to placing a higher priority on more deliberate philosophical reflection, metacognition,
critical analysis, and the quest for broader perspectives in acquiring an understanding the deeper
meaning of factual knowledge in different disciplines within the liberal arts. Throughout much of
American higher education the liberal arts themselves have now been eclipsed by pragmatic,
career-oriented programs.
There thus has arisen a new model of the college professor as an entertainer and trainer,
and of teaching as entertainment (Garza Wicker, 2011; Shrout 2009). In both face-to-face as well
as on-line learning environments, the college professor must compete for the attention and focus
of students with multiple digital venues, and all of their temptations and distractions. Students in
class restlessly shift their focus back and forth between the class itself, and texting, tweeting, and
sending and receiving e-mails on their iPhones and Blackberries, posting a messages on
Facebook, listening to iTunes, browsing favorite shopping websites, etc. In some respects the
university professor must therefore perform like a contestant on the television show American
Idol, and win the competition with other performers for the attention and approval of a panel of
judges. The integrity of teaching and learning in higher education is thus adversely impacted
(DeGagne & Wolk, 2007; Smith et al., 2010).
The traditional boundary around higher education and the college classroom has been
shattered by the pervasive, intrusive presence of digital technology and the invasive, completely
open character of cyberspace itself. It is not just higher education that has been affected by this
transformation of traditional boundaries around social institutions. The integrity of the American
family, for example, has also been profoundly impacted by the technology of instant access to
cyberspace and the internet. Parents find themselves and their children increasingly at the mercy
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of temptations and distractions from wireless communications technology and the internet. Their
children are exposed to risky contacts and relationships through endless tweets, e-mails, postings
on Facebook and MySpace, cell phone calls, etc. Repeatedly using a cell phone or other wireless
device to call and text friends throughout the school day has become routine for some students.
The ubiquity of the internet has thus removed barriers between people and has opened up
the traditional boundaries around many social institutions such as the American family and the
American college or university. One can now complete a degree program entirely on-line, for
example. However, this transparency has been a mixed blessing in some respects. While
institutional boundaries can isolate and imprison, they can also protect the identity and integrity
of the social institution in question, whether that entity be a family, a community, or a school.
The new transparency and open access of cyberspace has potentially negative implications for
the differentiated identity of certain institutions of higher education, such as HBIs.
The elimination of traditional boundaries around major social institutions opens these
institutions to formerly disenfranchised communities who had been denied access. That is good.
However, as previously stated, this same process can also affect the identity and integrity – the
coherence – of these same institutions. HBIs may now be at risk of a dissipation of their focused
energy and commitment in the future, given an increasingly open society and the social
integration of formerly disenfranchised communities, such as evidenced, for example, by the
ready availability of on-line universities that aggressively recruit students and promote the
convenience and accessibility of their degree programs to students with work and family
responsibilities.
What then shall be the raison d’etre for the HBI in the future, given the improved access
that the African American community now has to higher education in America, and to other
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areas of society that formerly were off-limits, or much less accessible? For perspective on this
issue, it must be noted that many women’s colleges continue to thrive in the twenty-first century,
even though the socioeconomic status of American women has significantly improved over the
past fifty years. So too historically Black institutions can continue to serve a vital role in
American higher education for the foreseeable future. This will necessitate creative, proactive
institutional planning and development that is grounded in the HBI’s core mission with respect to
the African American community.
There has been increasing national interest in effective outcomes assessment for higher
education, given the demands of American higher education for the limited financial and human
resources of individuals, an of society itself. In the face of increasing competition for their
traditional population of students from on-line universities and traditional institutions that have
reduced traditional barriers to access through the enlightened use of information technology,
HBIs can retain their integrity and remain viable institutions of higher education for African
American students by documenting through systematic outcomes assessment, including the
systematic use of pretests and posttests throughout their academic programs, the value added to
students’ knowledge and skills through enrollment at an HBI in the twenty-first century.
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Abstract
Student loan default is as much a higher education policy matter as an issue of
socioeconomic equality between and among individuals and groups. The impact of student loan
default on institutions is one that jeopardizes the lending possibilities of institutions that offer
access to underserved groups. The individual impact of student loan default encompasses life
choices, personal and professional mobility, and quality of life issues. Questions abound with
regard to institutional practices associated with need-based aid and the existence, or lack thereof,
of grants earmarked for students based on economic background. A discussion of need-based aid
is referenced along with the parallel issue of rising tuition college costs. Lastly, issues
concerning institutional capacity with regard to student loan default, selective admissions, and
access are analyzed in terms of individual access to academic programs and assurances of
successful outcomes.

Introduction and Overview
The Guaranteed Student Loan has been a principle component of the Higher Education
Act since 1965. It is one of the leading federal initiatives aimed at providing financial support to
offset imbalances and equalize access to postsecondary education and then occupational
opportunities as a result of completing a college degree. Research has been conducted on small
cohorts in states and suggests that student loan default is a result of student background
characteristics and does not stem from institutional characteristics inclusive of administrative
practices and advising (Wilms, Moore, and Bolus, 1987). Through a review of the literature
concerning student loan default, this paper suggests that student loan default is the responsibility
of both the student and the institution since certain advisement practices must be in place in order
for a student to be granted aid awards inclusive of indicators such as grade point average and
successful student matriculation.
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Default rates have been climbing precipitously in recent years and are heavily subscribed
to in attending private institutions, institutions not supported by public, state dollars, and
proprietary institutions. Proprietary institutions are not the only institutions that have high levels
of student default as recent data suggest that public colleges and universities also have high
default rates that are similar in percentage of default to proprietary institutions. Proprietary
institution tuition charges also have a negative influence on within-year persistence of students
(St. John, Starkey, Paulsen, and Mbaduagha, 1995). The sample study involves private
institutions, private historically black colleges and universities, public historically black colleges
and universities, public research universities, and public four-year colleges, and public two-year
colleges within the state of Georgia. This analysis does not include institutions that do not confer
a degree. Lastly, this paper also suggests that correlates of student loan default are aligned with
the type of institution attended.
Tuition Costs
Tuition funding and tuition costs impact everyone inclusive of institutions. Default rates
are detrimental to individual students as well as those institutions that have a high default rate
based on the number of students in repayment and other factors. For public universities, funding
comes from several sources, but most importantly from state allocated budget sources.
According to Garland (2009, p. 14), money needed to pay bills at the institutional level comes
from state subsidies, student tuition and fees, gift income, research contracts, grant income,
interest on student loans, residence hall charges, dining hall meal sales, room rentals in
university hotels and conference centers, ticket sales to campus sporting and cultural events,
merchandise and retail sales, facility rental charges, parking receipts and library fines, bookstore
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receipts, television and radio licensing income (especially for sporting events), and royalties on
patents as well as investment returns.
Tuition is sensitive to the service aspect of higher education. Much of the cost of
maintaining a university is compounded in personnel costs associated with faculty, staff,
researchers, operations, and maintenance employees. Although several services are outsourced
through contracts, higher education is a personnel resource intensive enterprise. In addition to
personnel costs, the administration of a postsecondary institution also involves facilities,
operations, library services, technology services, and auxiliary operations.
Lastly, the inclusion of community commitment initiatives, public relations,
governmental relations/lobbyists, and ancillary costs all contribute to the overall cost of higher
education.
Student Financial Aid
According to Fesco and King (1993, p. 35), the three types of aid that are available arel
gift aid (grants and scholarships), employment (part-time jobs), and loans (funds that must be
repaid, often with interest after a borrower is no longer attending school). Likewise, student aid
programs originate from the following sources: postsecondary institutions, state government,
federal government, and private foundations outside of an institution (Fesco and King, 1993,
p. 35). The involvement of public-private partnerships in funding student loans has complicated
issues of equity, correcting errors, and ensuring that some quality controls are established to
protect borrowers (Fesco and King, 1993, p. 172 – 173). Often financial aid and student loans are
discussed in terms of the institution rather than the student and safeguards against a life of debt
repayment that impact life choices.
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Before debt is considered, students determine the particular institution that they will
attend based on price/quality combinations and institutional grants increase the probability that
highly desirable students will accept offers of admission (Archibald and Feldman, 2011, p. 161).
The use of institutional grants versus student loans is a contributing factor in students selecting a
postsecondary institution and thus impacting the admission yield of an incoming class.
Regardless of the funding possibilities, Archibald and Freeman (2011) suggest that “one
generation has to reduce its consumption to pay for a college education” (p. 230). The federal
government plays two roles in the student loan process: 1) as guarantor of loans made to students
by banks and 2) in subsidizing the interest costs of student borrowing (Archibald and Freeman,
2011, p. 231). Subsidization by the federal government encourages borrowing instead of saving
for college attendance ahead of time. As a result of the focus on tuition costs and lack of
appreciable need-based funding, we have seen the rise of tuition savings plans over the years.
Unfortunately, when determining loan indebtedness, projected earnings are merely linked to
projected college outcomes. Borrowing money for college serves to indebt students without
consideration of their college completion, outcomes, or actual earnings. Given that situation,
calls for additional need-based aid have been made at various intervals and by several
institutions.
Need-based aid, where it exists, requires further scrutiny to determine whether policies
governing such forms of assistance enable the grant awards to keep up with rising college costs.
According to Brown and Gamber (2002, p. 90), the same pressures that cause states to cut back
on funding for state institutions also affect spending on financial aid. As institutions contemplate
the requirements and cut-offs for incoming college classes, need-based aid awards have given
way to merit awards especially at selective institutions who seek to maintain their selective
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advantage (Brown and Gamber, 2002, p. 91). Likewise, college affordability has been selfdefeating. According to Vedder (2004, p. 21), increased financial assistance in the form of loans
or tax credits make it easier for postsecondary institutions to raise their costs without a
requirement to use any revenues to enhance student learning experiences and successful
outcomes.
Student Loan Debt
Student loan debt increased precipitously after 1992, when according to Draut (2005,
p. 94–95) Congress established a new unsubsidized federal loan program open to all students
regardless of their income. The federal Stafford Loan increased in subscription through the 1992
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and resulted in higher loan activity at both
undergraduate and graduate levels (Price, 2004, p. 72). The legislation was triggered by the fact
that middle class incomes were not keeping up with rising college costs. Loans were used to
offset higher college costs at both private and public institutions. The loan program enabled
students to take on the financial burden of their education without burdening their parents or
others. Rising costs of higher education and a relaxation of loan eligibility rules meant that an
increased number of persons were borrowing funds. Loan repayments impact such decisions as
where persons live, what jobs they take, when and if they get married, and general feelings about
whether career growth and personal enrichment are justifications for acquiring student debt
(Draut, 2005, p. 96). According to Price (2004, p. 73) rising student debt has implications for
students’ success in college, continuing education, and career decisions.
The economic progress of students is thwarted by taking out student loans. Draut (2005)
describes this as the debt-for-diploma system in which a bright but lower-income student attends
a two-year institution or foregoes college (p. 34). Two-year institutions are committed to serving
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the communities in which they reside and they serve a diverse array of students. Although they
are considered access institutions and provide college opportunities, students still enter this tier
of higher education and exit with some form of loan debt. Financial aid systems at all institutions
with a focus on access institutions require scrutiny and further policy formulation because lowincome families, according to McPherson and Shapiro (2006, p. 170) are often less well
equipped to navigate the complex and disjointed systems by which financial aid is provided,
even as they are more dependent on its assistance. As students are selective about the institutions
they attend, selective private and public institutions are driven by their desires to be preeminent
in their mission focus areas (Ehrenberg, 2000, p. 265). A dilemma ensues between providing
access or providing need- based aid for students to attend postsecondary institutions. This
dilemma is further compounded by the decrease in funding resources at the institutional level.
Student loan debt is also a reproduction of social inequality. Specific types of federal
funds became more readily available as loan eligibility rules were loosened. Rising college prices
have been met with an increased reliance on student loan indebtedness to attend all types of
postsecondary institutions. Aside from diminishing the collective value of higher education as a
vehicle for social transformation versus increasing the individual value of higher education and
social mobility, educational debt burden represents a new form of racial and economic class
inequality (Price, 2004, p. 71). In other words, student loans represent large business
opportunities for private lenders and the federal government. In terms of federal loans, guaranty
agencies will be the first to collect money from debtors while simultaneously erasing any “fresh
start” proposals through bankruptcy (Somers, Hollis, and Stokes, 2000, p. 338).
This inequity reaches from the student to the institution they attended and has tentacles in
the types of academic programs offered as well as future philanthropic giving to home academic
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institutions. When calculating the terms of repayment and the borrowing period, the return on
investment in higher education is lowered for borrowers and persons who have less affluent
family backgrounds for which their education is not subsidized. To compound inequity for future
students, according to Mcpherson and Schapiro (2006, p. 72), there appears to be a secular trend
toward states devoting a decreasing share of their resources toward public higher education and
favorable net prices for lower income students attending postsecondary institutions will not
continue into the future under current policies. Likewise, Lleras (2004, p. 35) suggests that cost
recovery by postsecondary institutions involves the dilemma of access and equity such that an
institution could marginalize low-income students and restrict admissions or not expect students
to pay some education cost and restrict capacity.
Findings Per Type of Institution
When analyzing loan defaults in the state of Georgia, it was found that institutions that
offer doctoral and first-professional degrees had the lowest rates of loan default (between 0.5 and
1.5 percent, Tables 1 and 2). Most public colleges and universities ranged in default from 0.1 to
6.0 percent (Table 1). In particular, certain trends emerged that denote some correlation between
type of institution, type of degrees offered, and demographic of students admitted. Access
institutions, two-year colleges, historically black universities and predominantly minorityserving institutions all yielded higher percentages of default rates than their counterparts within
the state (Tables 1 and 2). Average default rates ranged from 7.3 to 15.9 percent. In contrast,
technical colleges, which market that they place their graduates with a job and have the benefit
of HOPE grants within the state of Georgia, have no default for a majority of their institutions
with the exception of two colleges out of twenty-one institutions (Table 4). Proprietary
institutions were also found to have high rates of default ranging from 4.8 percent to 17.3 percent
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(Table 5). Default rates have an impact not only on the current status of institutions but also the
ability of graduates to contribute to their alma mater. Graduates of institutions with access
programs versus professional programs may not have the capability of meeting certain financial
milestones associated with larger more densely populated institutions, institutions with research
agendas, and those that offer programs leading to lucrative careers. As a result, student
indebtedness has both personal and institutional impacts that can either propel individuals and
institutions forward or inhibit growth by both groups.
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Table 1
Student Loan Default Rates of Georgia Public, Postsecondary Institutions
Georgia Public Institutions (University System of Georgia) and Default Rates
Institution
FY 2006
FY 2007
FY 2008
Research Universities
Georgia Institute of Technology
0.9
1.9
1.5
Georgia State University
2.9
3.6
2.9
Georgia Health Sciences University (formerly
Medical College of Georgia)
University of Georgia

Highest Degree Level
Doctoral (PhD)
Doctoral (PhD, JD)
First Professional
Doctoral (MD, DMD, PHD)
First Professional
Doctoral (PhD, JD)
First Professional

0.1

0.4

1

1.3

1.2

1.5

Regional Universities
Georgia Southern University
Valdosta State University

4
4.1

3.6
4.8

3.7
4.3

Doctoral (EdD and 1 PhD)
Doctoral (EdD, DPA)

State Universities
Albany State University
Armstrong Atlantic State University
Augusta State University
Clayton State University
Columbus State University
Fort Valley State University
Georgia College & State University
Georgia Southwestern State University
Kennesaw State University
North Georgia College & State University
Savannah State University
Southern Polytechnic State University
University of West Georgia

8.2
3.6
5.6
4.0
5.3
7.3
1.9
6.8
4.4
1.6
9.9
3.3
4.2

9.8
5.9
6.9
6.3
6.0
10.2
3.1
5.7
5.2
2.5
13.3
5.0
4.1

8.5
4.9
7.6
6.4
5.9
11.0
4.7
6.0
4.9
3.2
9.9
7.7
3.9

Masters and EdS
Doctoral (DPT)
Masters and EdS
Master’s
Doctoral (EdD)
Masters and EdS
Masters and EdS
Masters and EdS
Doctoral (EdD and 1 PhD)
Doctoral (DPT)
Masters
Masters
Doctoral (EdD and 1 PhD)

6.5
7.6
13.2
5.2

10.1
7.9
10.9
6.2

13.5
11.1
11.4
8.9

6.5
9.4
8.8

13.5
11
9.8

15.9
12
10.8

Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor (est. 11/2005)
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor

State Colleges
Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College
College of Coastal Georgia
Dalton State College
Gainesville State College
Georgia Gwinnett College
Gordon College
Macon State College
Middle Georgia College
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Two-year Colleges
Atlanta Metropolitan College
Bainbridge College
Darton College
East Georgia College
Georgia Highlands College
Georgia Perimeter College
South Georgia College
Waycross College

13.5
6.7
9.7
13.6
5.4
6.5
6.6
7.7

16.6
10.7
12.4
14.2
10.7
8
8.4
7.2

15.9
10.1
13.9
14.4
8.6
7.9
9
8.2

Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate

Mean Default Rate Per Year- All Institutions
Source: U.S. Department of Higher Education, Federal Student Aid, Retrieved from http://www.nslds.ed.gov/nslds

Table 2
Student Loan Default Rates of Georgia Private, Postsecondary Institutions
Georgia Private Institutions and Default Rates
Institution
Agnes Scott College
Andrew College
Atlanta Christian College
Berry College
Brenau University
Brewton Parker College
Beulah Heights University
Clark Atlanta University
Columbia Theological Seminary
Covenant College
Gupton Jones College
Emmanuel College
Emory University
Interdenominational Theological Center
LaGrange college
Life University
Luther Rice University
Mercer University
Morehouse College
Morehouse School of Medicine
Oglethorpe University
Paine College
Piedmont College
Reinhardt College
Savannah College of Art and Design
Shorter University
Spelman College
Thomas University
Toccoa Falls College
Truett McConnell College
Wesleyan College
Young Harris College

FY 2006
2.1
10
3.8
1.2
2.9
5.3
10
4.8
1.3
1.5
9
3.7
0.5
3.6
4.3
3.
2.6
2.1
8.9
0
5.2
11.5
0.8
4.3
2.7
2.2
4.3
7.8
2.8
4.6
3.4
3.7

FY 2007
3.8
12.2
4.3
2.1
3.1
8.9
12.7
8.5
1.2
2
9.4
3.7
0.8
4
3.2
6.3
7.8
2
10.9
2
4.4
12
1.4
6
1.7
4.9
4.2
8.8
2.8
4.7
3.6
3.8

FY 2008
5.1
12.1
5.5
2.3
5.1
8
11.1
7.4
2.6
1.9
11.4
9.8
1
5
5.6
7.8
2.3
1.8
10.5
4.7
4
12.2
0.8
7.6
2.1
5
6.6
9.2
3
8.7
11.9
4.9

Highest Program Type
Doctoral
Associate
Bachelor
Doctoral
Doctoral
Bachelor
Masters
Doctoral
Doctoral
Masters
Associate
Bachelor
Doctoral
Doctoral
Doctoral
Doctoral (Chiropractic)
Masters
Doctoral
Bachelor
Doctoral
Doctoral
Bachelor
Doctoral
Doctoral
Masters
Master’s or Doctoral
Bachelor
Doctoral
Bachelor
Bachelor
Doctoral
Bachelor

Source: U.S. Department of Higher Education, Federal Student Aid, Retrieved from http://www.nslds.ed.gov/nslds
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Table 3
Student Loan Default Rates of Georgia Other Public, Postsecondary Institutions
(not part of the University System of Georgia)
Georgia Public, Other Institutions and Default Rates
Institution
FY 2006
Georgia Military College
11.9

FY 2007
13.7

FY 2008
13.9

Highest Degree Level
Associate

Source: U.S. Department of Higher Education, Federal Student Aid, Retrieved from http://www.nslds.ed.gov/nslds

Table 4
Student Loan Default Rates of Georgia Technical College Institutions (Public)
Georgia Technical College System and Default Rates (Technical College System of Georgia, TCSG)
Institution
FY 2006
FY 2007
FY 2008
Highest Degree Level
Albany Technical College
0
8.3
1.7
Associate
Athens Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Atlanta Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Augusta Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Central Georgia Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Chattahoochee Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Columbus Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
DeKalb Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Gwinnett Technical College
6.8
7
6.2
Associate
Georgia Northwestern Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Heart of Georgia Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Lanier Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Moultrie Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
North Georgia Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Okefenokee Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Savannah Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Southern Crescent Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
South Georgia Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Southwest Georgia Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
West Georgia Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Wiregrass Georgia Technical College
0
0
0
Associate
Source: U.S. Department of Higher Education, Federal Student Aid, Retrieved from http://www.nslds.ed.gov/nslds
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Table 5
Student Loan Default Rates of Georgia Proprietary Institutions
Georgia Proprietary Institutions and Default Rates
Institution
FY 2006
Art Institute of Atlanta
Bauder College
Brown College of Court Reporting
Gwinnett College
Herzing University
Interactive College of Technology
John Marshall Law School
Sanford Brown College
South University

4.8
16.1
7.5
7.1
10.4
0.5
0
10
5.6

FY 2007
7
10.5
4.5
9.2
7.6
0.9
4.9
8.9
7.6

FY 2008
7.8
17.3
3.9
12.1
11.7
0.9
7.1
9.8
7.9

Highest Degree Level
Bachelor
Bachelor
Associate
Associate
Bachelor
Associate
Law – First Professional
Associate
Masters

Source: U.S. Department of Higher Education, Federal Student Aid, Retrieved from http://www.nslds.ed.gov/nslds

Conclusions
It is in the best interest of all postsecondary institutions to institute a default prevention
program. Such programs include institutional actions such as doing a thorough job of
determining student eligibility for aid; interviewing and counseling students on borrower
repayment; advising students on the consequences of defaulting on student loans; providing
reminders of the terms of loan agreements; and conducting financial exit interviews with
students before they graduate or otherwise exit the institution. In addition to these measures, it is
recommended that institutions alert students to total student aid debt carried forward at and
above the $35,000 mark. According to the National Association of Colleges and Employers
Summer 2010 starting salary survey, the average starting salary of year 2010 graduates was
$48,651. By comparison the average starting salary for English majors increased to $37,514 and
for psychology majors starting salaries decreased to $32,358. With such salary figures and the
average cost of public college attendance per year, alerting students to student debt at the
$35,000 mark enables institutions and the students to assess whether the student should refrain
from borrowing further.
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Limitations of the study include the fact that although correlation relationships exist, the
study did not highlight any causal relationships between institution type, students, and default or
likelihood to default.
Further analysis compared with the rate of need is also needed to determine the
philanthropy provided to institutions by alumni in terms of those institutions with higher default
rates than their peers. Questions remain as to whether the type of academic programs offered
correlate with levels of philanthropic giving. Simultaneously analysis of the rate of tuition rising
at various types of institutions could be conducted along with whether any need-based aid
structures were established and funding for such opportunities increased during the same period
of tie. The financial aid practices of institutions with low rates of default could be compared with
institutions with high rates to ascertain whether any fiduciary risk is being carried by institutions
in terms of internal procedures and operations. Finally, the demographic characteristics of
students at high and low rate institutions of default must be examined to determine if inequality
according to socioeconomics, race, and college major abound in terms of the level of
indebtedness, ability to repay, and college level outcomes.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the role of academic entrepreneurialism in the design and
implementation of innovative mission-driven academic programs and initiatives. This is an
important and relevant topic for higher education officials due to a range of considerations. Since
the golden years of higher education, roughly the period following World War II through the
mid-seventies, the higher education context has become increasingly complex. The modern
academy is confronted with diverse, seemingly conflictual and contradictory demands and
expectations (Cohen, 1998; Lucas, 2006). This paper, therefore, examines how academic
entrepreneurialism may be encouraged and fostered in a context of greater accountability and
fiscal conservatism. In other words, if higher education is to effectively respond and adapt to an
increasingly market-driven society, this sector must learn how to aggressively move into
uncharted territory while minimizing risks and maximizing returns as demonstrated through
clearly articulated performance-driven outcomes.
The organization of this paper proceeds in the following manner. First, attention is given
to exploring the various meanings associated with the term academic entrepreneurialism.
Second, a case illustrating academic entrepreneurialism is explored with respect to study abroad
programming at Jackson State University, a historically black institution of higher learning
situated in Jackson, Mississippi. Third, the paper draws upon the case study analysis to explore
various approaches to assessing the costs and benefits of academic entrepreneurialism. Finally,
the paper draws upon lessons learned from the case study to present salient considerations that
academic entrepreneurs and higher education officials should take into consideration in
developing and fostering an entrepreneurial culture that minimizes risk and maximizes returns.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to assist academic entrepreneurs in their efforts to develop
and successfully implement innovative mission-driven academic programs and initiatives. This is
an important and relevant topic for higher education officials due to a range of considerations.
Since the golden years of higher education, roughly the period following World War II through
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the mid-seventies, the higher education context has become increasingly complex as the
academy struggles to respond and grapple with seemingly conflictual and contradictory demands
and expectations (Cohen, 1998; Lucas, 2006). On the one hand, declining levels of government
support in terms of financial aid, direct appropriations and research dollars have adversely
affected the higher education sector (Hirsch and Weber, 2002; Blumenstyk, 2008; Duderstadt
and Womack, 2003). Coupled with this trend is the steadily increasing cost of higher education
at rates that outpace inflation and an increasingly unsettled public that questions higher
education‟s lack of accountability for the levels of public support enjoyed (Lee and Clery, 2004;
Archibald and Feldman, 2008; Hirsch and Weber, 2002). Even as higher education is challenged
to respond to the new world order defined by market and knowledge driven economies, there
remains considerable pressure for greater accountability and transparency in achieving
designated performance outcomes associated with the traditional emphasis on teaching, research
and service (Altbach, Berdahl, & Gumport, 1999; Keller, 1983).
Against this backdrop, one may wonder whether higher education faces a bleak future.
That is, should faculty and staff hunker down, cut costs to the degree possible and focus only on
the core essentials? Alternatively, should higher education leaders aggressively focus on nontraditional, market driven programs that enhance the bottom line at the end of the day. Is it a
question of spurring growth on the administrative side as the university caters to new market
opportunities or constituency needs? Or should there be greater investments on the academic side
to produce graduates who may then tap into the bold new world of the twenty-first century? This
paper posits that looking at the realities facing higher education through a black/white,
right/wrong or either/or perspective will send higher education in a misguided direction that will
yield less than satisfactory results. The underlying premise of this paper is that the new world
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order is a both/and reality, one that requires competency as well as creativity, risk-taking as well
as risk analysis, new investments as well as cost savings and careful attention to traditional core
functions while reaching out to new constituencies and opportunities. Consequently, this paper
aims to explore ways in which academic entrepreneurialism may be encouraged and fostered in a
context of greater accountability and fiscal conservatism. In other words, if higher education is to
effectively respond and adapt to an increasingly market-driven society, this sector must learn
how to aggressively move into uncharted territory while minimizing risks and maximizing
returns through clearly articulated performance-driven outcomes.
The organization of this study proceeds in the following manner. First, attention shall be
given to exploring the various meanings associated with the term academic entrepreneurialism.
Second, a case illustrating academic entrepreneurialism shall be explored with respect to study
abroad programming at Jackson State University in Jackson, Mississippi (MS). Third, the paper
shall explore various approaches to assessing the costs and benefits of academic
entrepreneurialism and shall apply these approaches to the case study. Finally, the paper shall
draw upon lessons learned from the case study to present salient considerations that academic
entrepreneurs and higher education officials should take into consideration in developing and
fostering an entrepreneurial culture that minimizes risk and maximizes the return on investments
in new academic ventures.
DEFINING ACADEMIC ENTREPRENEURIALISM
There are two schools of thought regarding the meaning of the term academic
entrepreneurialism. One school of thought looks at academic entrepreneurialism as a marketdriven phenomenon, one that reflects the increasing convergence of private sector interests and
higher education. Another school of thought sees academic entrepreneurialism in a broader
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sense, one that takes into account its civic role and the importance of innovation within the
context of higher education administration. A brief overview of both schools of thought is
provided in this section of the paper.
Academic Entrepreneurialism as Academic Capitalism
Etzkowitz, Weber, Gebhardt and Terra (2000) and Etzokowitz, et al. (2008) are scholars
who explore the entrepreneurial paradigm in order to understand or envision the university of the
future. In The future of the university and the university of the future: evolution of ivory tower to
entrepreneurial paradigm (2000), the authors posit that a new mission is emerging for the
modern university that speaks to its role in economic development and the increasing trilateral
roles of government, business and higher education in addressing local and regional economic
issues. They note that “the concept of the entrepreneurial university envisions an academic
structure and function that is revised through the alignment of economic development with
research and teaching as academic missions” (p. 314). In Pathways to the entrepreneurial
university: towards a global convergence (2008), authors posit that “the „entrepreneurial
university‟ concept has evolved over time and is taking shape as an „invisible revolution‟ in
many countries around the world as the result of a complex interplay of exogenous and
endogenous factors” (p. 682). They then explore various case studies to illustrate examples of
this dynamic. For example, the authors cite the economic downturn in the 1970s and the
subsequent loss of U.S. jobs to overseas contexts as an exogenous factor that contributed to the
university as a center for technology development and transfer. On the other hand, they also
explore the issues of university autonomy and competition within and between institutions as
endogenous factors that also contributed to the university‟s increased role in technology transfer,
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citing examples from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard University and Johns
Hopkins University. (pp. 687-688)
Academic Entrepreneurialism as Social Entrepreneurialism
A second group of scholars do not negate the economic or market-driven dimensions of
the entrepreneurial university but also recognize broader dimensions at work in this emerging
phenomenon. In the ASHE higher education report (2009), the editors explore the key difference
between the traditional university and the entrepreneurial university:
The established orientation of higher education before the emergence of the academic
capitalist knowledge and learning regime, as stated earlier, was the public good
knowledge and learning regime (Slaughter and Rhoades, 2004). The public good regime,
which still exists although is increasingly challenged, is an investment of public funds for
social benefit through pure and basic research, teaching, and service. The academic
capitalist regime that Slaughter and Rhoades described runs concurrent with but not
necessarily in place of the public good regime. (p. 75)
The editors then proceed to discuss how notions of academic entrepreneurialism as exemplified
in the actions of higher education administrators, faculty, students and public policy makers also
relate to, albeit, conflictual perceptions of how the university should serve the public good. To
this end, they offer the following advice to institutional leaders:
We believe this monograph provides institutional leaders with information essential to
the development of an objective and productive leadership philosophy that includes
academic entrepreneurship. At the highest level of institutional leadership, presidents,
chancellors, provosts, and other senior administrators would benefit from taking an
informed position on academic entrepreneurship. First, market-oriented entrepreneurial
strategies should not be broadly cast over colleges and universities without consideration
of those in non-market-oriented fields of study. Instead, organizational transformation
strategies that involve entrepreneurship should include concrete recommendations for
how entrepreneurial approaches can benefit more socially oriented fields that can
contribute to the welfare of institutions and surrounding communities in ways that do not
involve commercial activities. Second, institutional leadership should carefully institute
entrepreneurial change to not overly incentivize market-oriented entrepreneurship at the
cost of penalizing (or marginalizing) non-market-oriented forms of entrepreneurship.
(p. 79)
Scholars from the U.S. and other member countries of the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development also came together to explore entrepreneurship within the
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context of the higher education section in a special issue of Higher Education Management and
Policy (2005). In this issue, Ronald Barnett uses the terms hard vs. soft entrepreneurialism in his
article entitled Convergence in higher education: The strange case of “entrepreneurialism.”
Barnett distinguishes between the two by describing hard entrepreneurialism as those activities
“where there is a definite intention to secure an economic return (preferably „profit‟)” versus
those activities or entrepreneurship situations “where the economic drive is much less evident or
is absent altogether.” (p. 56)
While these broad definitional concepts enable us to appreciate that academic
entrepreneurship need not be profit-driven, they do not necessarily help us to appreciate what
non-market entrepreneurship looks like in practical terms. What is academic entrepreneurship in
its role as contributing to social or civic value? To address this question, we turn to J. Gregory
Dees whose seminal essay in 1998 – written while he was the Miriam and Peter Haas Centennial
Professor in Public Service, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University – helped to
generate national and international interest in an alternative understanding of the role of the
entrepreneur. Dees distinguishes social entrepreneurs from entrepreneurs in the economic
tradition as those for whom social mission is of paramount consideration, where the goal is not
wealth creation but “mission-related impact.” (p. 3) He also acknowledges that because markets
“do not do a good job of valuing social improvements, public goods and harms, and benefits for
people who cannot afford to pay,” (p. 3) there is a need to develop a definitional concept that
more fully reflects and describes the role and function of social entrepreneurs. To this end, he
offers the following definition:
Social entrepreneurs play the role of change agents in the social sector, by:


Adopting a mission to create and sustain social value (not just private value),



Recognizing and relentlessly pursuing new opportunities to serve that mission,
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Engaging in a process of continuous innovation, adaptation, and learning,



Acting boldly without being limited by resources currently in hand, and



Exhibiting a heightened sense of accountability to the constituencies served and
for the outcomes created. (p. 4)

Although Dees acknowledges that his definition is an „idealized‟ one (p. 4), it nevertheless gives
us a framework for distinguishing the behaviors of non-market-oriented entrepreneurs from their
counterparts. Equally important, it gives us a framework for distinguishing between the aims of
academic entrepreneurs to enhance the social or non-economic value of the university‟s mission
from those who, for example, just want to create a new program that merely supports the goals
and aspiration of the existing status quo without necessarily enhancing value or social returns.
CASE STUDY IN ACADEMIC ENTREPRENEURIALISM
This case study is intended to provide a snapshot of the full range of issues and dynamics
that come into play in the development or enhancement of innovative programs that support the
goals of academic entrepreneurship with an emphasis on social versus economic returns. These
issues include leadership styles, institutional dynamics and characteristics, the role of strategic
planning, budget and cost issues and the changing dynamics impacting higher education in the
21st century.
The Division of International Studies at Jackson State University (JSU) was first
established as the Office of International Programs in September, 1993, with core staff
including a Director and Associate Director. Roughly ten years later, the Office had
expanded to include an International Student Adviser, a fully-staffed English as a Second
Language Program, a Study Abroad Coordinator and the International Visitors Center of
Jackson. At the conclusion of a university-wide strategic planning process, the Office of
International Programs was upgraded to Division status headed by a Dean rather than
Director.
Against this backdrop, the Dean of the Division of International Studies (DIS)
sought to enhance study abroad programming. To this end, she hired an individual who
had previously managed a two-year multi-state project in Africa. For a number of
reasons, the arrangement appeared to be a good fit. The new Study Abroad Coordinator
was looking for an opportunity to return to Mississippi to be closer to family and to
pursue graduate studies. At the same time, the Dean was hoping to draw upon the newly
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hired Coordinator’s extensive experience in program design and implementation to bring
about needed changes in the program.
Given the number of students enrolled in undergraduate and graduate programs
at JSU, only a few students were taking advantage of study abroad programs when the
Study Abroad Coordinator was hired. For example, the Office of Academic Affairs (OAA)
had worked diligently to assist a small group of students who wished to travel to India for
the fall, 2004, semester. Of the group that initially expressed interest, two students made
the trip. In addition, the Department of English and Foreign Languages requested
assistance in organizing a two-week program to France and Spain. There were two
students who participated in this program along with faculty and other participants.
Apart from these efforts, there appeared to be few, if any, other study abroad programs in
progress.
Moreover, upon her arrival at the university, the new Coordinator faced the
challenge of sorting through a decade of literature, files and records to ascertain policies
and procedures for study abroad programming at JSU. Although the Coordinator had an
extensive background in designing and implementing international development projects,
the field of international education was altogether different in terms of the key program
agencies, their funding mechanisms and related institutional processes. As she began to
sort through and organize the various files, she eventually came across forms and
documents that seemed to reflect key steps in the study abroad programming process.
With the assistance of the Assistant Dean and a previous Coordinator (who had relocated
to another institution of higher learning), she was successful in mapping out a rough flow
chart of all the key steps involved in organizing an effective study abroad program.
On a different, yet related, front, having developed a brief concept paper for
increasing participation in study abroad programs, OAA asked her to revamp this
document consistent with the DIS strategic plan. With this in mind, the Coordinator
developed a five-year plan and, in support of her goals, requested a major revamping of
this part of the Division’s work. Seeking to create the Exchanges and Linkages Program,
she asked to be elevated to the position of Director and that a new Study Abroad
Coordinator be hired. She also requested that a student worker or graduate assistant be
assigned to her small unit. Her justification for the program expansion was based upon
the goals and objectives set forth in the Division’s strategic plan relevant to study abroad
programming. This plan ambitiously anticipated that the Study Abroad Coordinator
would be responsible for building linkage and partnership relationships with overseas
universities and program agencies, build faculty interest and capacity in study abroad
programming, engage in various grantsmanship and fundraising activities and
simultaneously advise and orient students for programs in progress. Given the timeconsuming process of student advising, in particular, the new arrangement allocated
responsibility for the coordination of study abroad programs to the newly hired Study
Abroad Coordinator while the Director of Exchanges and Linkages was responsible for
linkage relationships, faculty outreach and capacity-building, new program development
and grantsmanship.
This new system went into effect in the fall of 2005. Although the Director’s
portfolio was distinct from that of the Study Abroad Coordinator, she nevertheless
worked closely with the Study Abroad Coordinator in organizing study abroad program
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to Costa Rica. A previously established relationship with an overseas program agency
was revitalized and plans put in motion to send a group of students to that country for a
semester. Despite a relatively tight schedule, eight students (including one from a partner
university in Mississippi left for Costa Rica in late January for a spring semester
program. The program focused on intensive language study and a week-long service
learning project in the Afro Costa Rican community of Limón.
Lessons learned from this pilot initiative made it clear that study abroad
programming could not be effectively conducted as an autonomously-managed DIS
activity. The Director realized that issues related to course enrollment, the application of
financial aid awards to overseas study, and the transmission of grades from overseas
institutions could not be effectively handled through mere paperwork. Much had changed
since previous programs had been conducted. The computerization of course registration
and enrollment along with financial aid and accounting systems did not always
accommodate study abroad procedures. More importantly, there was not always
alignment across system functions. Consequently, input made from one unit was not
always accepted in the systems established by another unit. Given these realities, the
Director asked various staff in the offices of academic enrollment, financial aid and
financial services to become part of an informal working group. The group met in the
spring of 2006 to review the programming process, identify problem areas and develop
mutually beneficial solutions.
On another front, two developments occurred that greatly expanded the unit’s
engagement with the broader academic community. First, the Dean asked the unit to
develop a faculty led study abroad program. Secondly, the President established the
Office of China Initiatives headed by its own Director. However, this new development
still required a certain amount of outreach and technical assistance in organizing China
study abroad programs. It also required a certain degree of consultation and
coordination between the two programs. This set the stage for an expansion in program
activity during 2006-2007. The prospect was exciting in that for the first time there was
the possibility that JSU could become a leader in study abroad programming,
particularly among HBCU institutions. The Director of Exchanges and Linkages firmly
believed that in the not too distant future, study abroad programming would no longer be
a “boutique” affair but an essential component of curricula required to prepare students
for productive careers in an increasingly global economy. Through hard work and
support from many quarters, individual and group study abroad programs were
successfully conducted in Costa Rica, China (three in total), Taiwan, Kenya, France,
Nicaragua and Mexico.
Yet, challenges remained on multiple fronts. The pilot faculty led study abroad
program required an enormous investment of time and energy to interface with and
coordinate efforts between the various academic units, including OAA, the college deans
and the respective collaborating academic departments. One thorny issue was the matter
of faculty remuneration. OAA’s general policy was that summer faculty led programs
should adhere to the same enrollment targets as on-campus courses. Yet, it was generally
the case that study abroad programs seldom if ever approached on-campus enrollment
targets. Moving paperwork between and among different academic and administrative
units was also a challenge. Finally, the amount of time being consumed by administrative
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personnel in related study abroad program activities began to attract the attention of the
Sr. Vice President for Finance and Operations while the Vice President for Academic
Affairs took equal note of the time and energy devoted to faculty led programming
without the corresponding desired outcomes.
In essence, these issues sent JSU's study abroad programming effort back to the
drawing board. The Vice President asked for the development of a comprehensive study
abroad protocol that actually exceeded the scope of present DIS efforts. This activity was
conducted under the oversight of one of the Associate Vice Presidents for Academic
Affairs. At the same time, the Sr. Vice President for Finance and Operations sent a
senior-level staffer to DIS to gather information that could be used to conduct a cost
analysis of institutional support and student services contributions to study abroad
programming. Interestingly, as these two activities were set in motion, the Director of
Exchanges and Linkages was assigned to the university assessment team in order to
facilitate DIS data gathering and annual reporting processes. As a part of this effort, the
Exchanges and Linkages team met with the Associate Vice President for Assessment to
review its own annual report and make modifications in how data was gathered and
reported. A third dimension to this “step back and review where we are” period was the
emergence of the university Homeland Security officer who also had her own protocol for
briefing both faculty and students who travel abroad. Thus, the new protocol required a
certain degree of coordination with her office.
By the end of the fourth year, all of these efforts helped the Exchanges and
Linkages unit to take stock of progress made to date. The process of developing a
university wide protocol helped to identify where bottlenecks and challenges remained.
Nevertheless, it was the first step at a unified system of coordination, taking into account
the roles of respective university units in the study abroad programming process.
Documentation had been submitted to the Office of the Sr. Vice President for Finance
and Operations and the unit had revamped its annual reporting process consistent with
input from the Vice President in charge of assessment. That said, the intense emphasis on
program review, documentation and assessment took the Director’s time and energy
away from core functions. Consequently, there was a corresponding drop in the number
of students participating in study abroad programs.
This case illustrates the diverse challenges implicit in academic entrepreneurialism. Of
particular interest to this paper, however, are issues related to costs and benefits and how they
may be adequately assessed by JSU in determining future pathways for the evolution of its study
abroad program efforts. These shall be explored in the subsequent section of this paper.
COST-BENEFIT ASSESMENTS OF ACADEMIC ENTREPRENEURIALISM
In this section of the paper, we pursue in greater depth the issue of costs and benefits with
respect to study abroad programming as an exercise that explores the challenges inherent in
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assessing the economic implications of academic entrepreneurship. There are actually three
dimensions of costs related to study abroad programming. For example, there are costs borne by
students as reflected in their budgets (including passport and visas, vaccinations, in-country
lodging, university tuition and fees, etc.) Secondly, there are the costs borne by the division or
department that oversees and coordinates study abroad programming. These may include
personnel salaries and benefits, telecommunications, photocopying, meeting expense, etc.
Finally, there are costs supported by the institution through what may be described as shared
services. These may include staff time in enrollment management, financial aid, financial
services and academic support. The focus of this paper is upon the valuation of costs as well as
benefits from the institution’s perspective.
Valuation Approaches in Higher Education
The education sector has historically drawn upon the health and medical fields in
developing approaches that help to place an economic or quantitative value on the costs and
benefits of an institution, program, activity or service (Hummel-Rossi, Ashdown, 2002). The
types of methods employed in these fields include cost benefit analysis, cost effectiveness
analysis and cost utility analysis (Palmer, Byford, Raftery, 1999). Hummel-Rossi, Ashdown
(2002) draw upon the seminal work of H.M. Levin, “a protagonist for economic evaluation,”
(p. 2) to define these three methods: 1) cost-benefit analysis involves measuring both inputs and
outputs in “monetary units;” 2) cost-effectiveness analysis involves comparing alternative
programs, services, systems, etc., in which the outputs and inputs are “not solely monetary;” and
3) cost-utility analysis compares different programs “based on the costs of inputs and the
estimated utility or value of their outputs.” Levin‟s works date back to 1975; however, as early as
1970, Woodhall (2004) outlined the fundamentals of using cost-benefit analysis in the
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educational sector. In spite of these noble beginnings, Hummel-Rossi, Ashdown (2002) see little
progress in the application and use of these valuation methodologies within the education sector.
In addition to these methodologies, at JSU, the Office of the Sr. Vice President for
Finance and Operations took an interest in time-driven activity-based costing as a means of
assessing the costs of various divisions, units, and departments on campus. This interest and
collaboration has been stimulated and fostered by an on-going collaboration with Robert S.
Kaplan, Baker Foundation Professor at Harvard Business School, and Steven R. Anderson,
founder and Chairman of Acorn Systems.1 However, in order to understand this concept, it is
first necessary to discuss its predecessor, activity based costing (without the time-driven feature),
and traditional approaches toward costing production processes or system components. Granof,
Platt, Vaysman (2000) examine the use of activity based costing in their study, Using ActivityBased Costing to Manage More Effectively, funded by the PricewaterhouseCoopers Endowment
for the Business of Government. They describe the “virtues” of activity-based costing in its
methodology that focuses on isolating the costs for the key activities within a particular unit or
department. In other words, unlike the traditional overhead cost method which allocates the
overall costs of production (or the operation of a university institution) equally among the
various units or sectors of production (or operations), activity-based costing aims to allocate
costs based on an accurate assessment of a particular unit‟s activities. Moreover, this
methodology allows executives or higher education officials to determine where the “cost
drivers” are situated within an overall enterprise. Acknowledging the use of activity-based
costing in the government and nonprofit sectors, Granoff, et al., chose to conduct a study
exploring the application of this accounting methodology to a university department.
1

Kaplan and Anderson are co-authors of Time-Driven Activity-Based Costing: A Simpler and More
Powerful Path to Higher Profits. Jackson State University is featured in chapter 14 of this publication entitled,
Jackson State University: Introducing Business Concepts into Education, pp. 231-244.
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Kaplan and Anderson (2004) posit that time-driven activity-based costing is an
improvement in methodology that addresses what many perceived as major weakness of activitybased costing. This weakness involved the enormous amount of time interviewing employees
and gathering the data necessary for the model‟s computations. They observed that “in one large
bank‟s brokerage operation, the ABC data-gathering process required 70,000 employees at more
than 100 facilities to submit monthly reports of their time allocation. The company employed 14
people full-time just to manage the data collection, processing, and reporting” (p. 2) of the
brokerage division. Their solution to dilemmas such as this one was to introduce time estimates
to the activity-based costing methodology. They collected estimates of “the practical capacity of
the resources supplied as a percentage of the theoretical capacity” as well as “the time it takes to
carry out one unit of each kind of activity” (p. 3). This information was then used to develop
mathematical formulas for calculating cost-driver rates. Though this process may still appear a
bit arcane to the traditional academic, particularly from an accounting perspective, Kaplan and
Anderson note that their revised version of the activity-based costing model generates significant
savings in the resources and manpower required to gather the data necessary for allocating costs
among the various activities of a given department or unit.
With respect to the JSU case study, the time-driven activity-based costing exercise for
study abroad programs was not an actual exercise in the use of this methodology. Discussions
took place at a time when the program was still developing and refining systematic processes for
implementing study abroad activities. Because the policies and procedures were constantly
changing and adapting from one annual cycle to the next, time estimations generated during one
period became potentially inapplicable to the next period. Nevertheless, because the Director of
Exchanges and Linkages developed a table of rough time estimations as a part of an internal
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assessment process, this exercise did highlight those areas of programming that could be
described as time-consuming bottlenecks. This enabled her to identify problematic areas that had
not yet been fully resolved and to outline those issues for further action by the Dean and the
Office of Academic Affairs.
Thinking about the Benefits Side of the Equation
Certain salient considerations come to mind in thinking about how an institution might
look at the benefits (or the challenges of assessing the benefits) of study abroad programming.
First, one reason why study abroad programming is viewed as a type of academic
entrepreneurialism is that it is an activity that cannot be scaled up – in terms of number of
programs, participants, etc. – without significant buy-in and ownership at the highest levels of
leadership. Thus, it can be distinguished from an activity aimed to fill unused dormitory slots by
increasing the number of students who seek university-sponsored housing. While a significant
increase in the number of students seeking dorm rooms may indeed have cost implications, e.g.,
increased utility and maintenance bills, it does not fundamentally involve a process that leaves
the domain of facilities and plant operations. The point being made here is that study abroad
programming cannot be scaled up without disrupting the status quo within and across diverse
university units.
In this vein, effective study abroad programming requires the coordination of a complex
array of activities across several divisions and units, many of which report to different vice
presidents. Consequently, unless there is a commonly understood sense of mission at the level of
the executive cabinet, which is then conveyed down the ranks of the respective divisions and
units, effective study abroad programming will remain an elusive reality at JSU (or any other
institution).
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Assuming, however, that this is the case, how might administrative and academic
officials think about and valuate its benefits? Drawing upon cost-benefit analyses, one might
consider the economic or quantitative benefits that derive from study abroad programming.
These may include any one or more of the following:


A comparison of jobs and salaries between students who study abroad and those who
do not;



Funds raised as a result of enhanced visibility through the media exposure of JSU‟s
study abroad programs;



Attracting students (and the additional tuition payments) interested in JSU‟s study
abroad programs who might not otherwise attend the university;



Funds raised through surcharges assessed students for study abroad programs; or



An increase in the number of students studying foreign languages and pursuing
degrees with concentrations in international business, international relations or
international public health, etc.

On the other hand, suppose the real issue at hand had less to do with incremental
adjustments in revenues raised through or as a result of study abroad programming? Suppose
research data indicated that the university of the future would indeed be determined by its ability
to produce global citizens capable of competing in the global marketplace. Traditional costbenefit analysis might not necessarily accommodate such a scenario. In this sense, costeffectiveness analysis might prove more suitable in that it aims to capture both quantitative and
non-quantitative valuations of benefits. This would allow university officials to view study
abroad programming as a means to foster internationalization goals rather than an end in itself.
Consequently, study abroad programming might be linked to other goals that can be expressed in
tangible, concrete terms. Such goals might include the number of faculty who develop new
global studies curricula, the number of international business firms who recruit at JSU, the
number of students who master a foreign language and the number of studies who accept
international employment positions in the government, nonprofit or business sectors. The
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university might also take inspiration from President Barack Obama and the path that led him to
the White House and consider study abroad as a way to prepare the leaders of the future.
Alternatively, the university may place a value on the time spent by faculty developing faculty
led study abroad programs because of the contributions that such an experience may have upon
curriculum development and on-going research. Looking at the benefits of study abroad
programming from perspectives such as these might alter how university officials view the costs
associated with effective programming efforts. If study abroad is viewed as an investment for
purposes of university rebranding and transformation, then high cost expenditures may be
tolerated as internal systems are fine-tuned to achieve greater efficiencies.
FURTHER REFLECTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ACADEMIC ENTREPRENEURS
This paper is written primarily for those academic entrepreneurs who have dreams and
aspirations as to how they may contribute to the actualization of their institution‟s mission in
creative and innovative ways. However, it is also useful from the vantage point of higher
education administrators who are interested in enhancing international programming as an
integral dimension of the university‟s mission. In either sense, the intent is not to focus on the
detailed calculations of various cost structures but to provide a sense of the big picture and how
the valuation of costs and benefits may impact upon entrepreneurial initiatives. Some of the
lessons learned from the study abroad experience at JSU include the following:


The prospects for successful academic entrepreneurship cannot be fully considered
apart from the overall organizational structure and cultural environment of the
institution.



Higher education administrators and academic entrepreneurs should take these factors
into account in launching new ventures. For example, without an adequate investment
in university wide collaboration and systemic adjustments to policy, it might be more
strategic to aim for marginal increases in programming goals.



With respect to the individual entrepreneur, it takes time to bring a program to scale
and alliances are needed across the campus. One must pace the work to avoid the
prospect of “burn out.”
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Cost savings may be achieved in the long-run, by exploring other models on the front
end of an initiative to determine the most cost-effective ways for implementing new
ideas and programs.



Finally, it is important to collaborate with administrators and staff involved with the
business side of university operations. Try to understand how they view the world and
take into account the issue of costs.

From the university‟s perspective, there may be considerable value in developing a
university-wide framework for identifying, fostering and sustaining entrepreneurial initiative on
the part of faculty and staff. Such a framework avoids a piece-meal approach to change and
would involve establishing criteria for distinguishing between status quo new program
development and academic entrepreneurship. Leadership and coaching sessions could be offered
to budding academic entrepreneurs as well as seed funding for new program initiatives.
Additionally, top administrators could draw upon the experiences of academic entrepreneurs to
rethink, refine and enhance the efficiencies of internal administrative and cross-departmental
processes. Most importantly, such a framework would serve to determine if program initiatives
are generating the desired outcomes and how to best manage the costs associated with these
somewhat out-of-the-box activities.
If, as futurists are predicting, universities must become more entrepreneurial in order to
adapt to the realities of a knowledge-driven society, institutions must find creative and
innovative ways to support academic entrepreneurs. Qualified academic entrepreneurs bring a
complex set of skills and capacities to their work and are willing to work across the typical
boundaries that divide and separate diverse constituencies that need to work together in the
university setting. Nevertheless, even the most dedicated academic entrepreneur will experience
burn-out as a result of the labyrinth of administrative procedures and processes that can sap
energy and dampen enthusiasm. In thinking of costs, there is a loss opportunity cost when
institutions cannot attract, hold on to and benefit in economic as well as non-economic terms
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from talent and expertise that supports a university‟s mission-related goals with enthusiasm and
commitment.
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A Revisitation of One Teacher Development for Integrated Schools Program University of Colorado at Boulder 1971-1976

Abstract
The purpose of this presentation is to revisit or take a backwards look at the University of
Colorado at Boulder’s Teacher Development for Integrated Schools Programs (TDIS) that was
funded by the US Office of Education (USOE) for 1971-1976. The University of Colorado at
Boulder (CU Boulder) was one of the four universities funded by the USOE as a result of the
Congressional Black Caucus initiative in addressing two of it goals to close the achievement and
opportunity gaps in education and focusing on employment and economic security. Four
university proposals were accepted and funded by the USOE: Auburn University, Amherst
University, Miami University and the University of Colorado-Boulder.

James S. Rose, Ed.D., an untenured assistant professor, in his second year at University
of Colorado (CU) by the name of with the aid of a more experienced and senior professor in the
Economics Department by the name of Irving Morrissett, Ph.D., Director, Center for Economic
Education took advantage of an opportunity to respond to a federal United States Office of
Education (USOE) RFP’s (request for proposals) to address a problem that the US House of
Representatives Black Caucus in identified, “that as school systems unitized across the south, the
Black educators were generally relegated to lesser positions in the early 1970s.” The Black
Caucus felt that this problem “needed to be addressed in part with the recruitment of adversely
affected Black educators for leadership development and professional education growth.” While
the CU School of Education was not necessarily the hotbed of social change, Professor
Morrissett’s Consortium alerted Dr. Rose about the Teacher Development for Desegregated
Schools (TDIS) RFP and together they drafted a proposal.
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Two of the Congressional Black Caucus goals in February 1971 were to close the
achievement and opportunity gaps in education and focusing on employment and economic
security of its constituents. The Caucus recognized that black educators were relegated to lesser
positions throughout the south. They believed that this serious problem could be addressed in
part with federal funding of targeted university and college professional growth and leadership
development programs. Their efforts resulted in Congress appropriating TDIS funds and the
USOE issued Request for Proposals.
The USOE approved the CU proposal. Colorado University received one of four funded
program grants to address this desegregation problem. The three other universities were: Auburn
University, Amherst University, and Miami University.
There were bumps and wrinkles in program. The then acting Dean of Education told
Dr. Rose that the School of Education could not accept the USOE funding because it hadn’t gone
through proper channels! Dr. Rose courageously responded by stating that he would tender his
resignation at the end of the day. Two hours later, the Dean informed him that the program was
accepted and to proceed with its implementation. Given the constraints associated with this
process, the path of least resistance around the Graduate School admission processes was to
admit the fellows as Ed Specialist (MA + 1 yr.) students which did not require admission to the
Graduate School.
Dean Karl Openshaw was very supportive of the program. He brought under control a
less than supportive Graduate Coordinator in the first year. Later, Professor Miles C. Olson
became the Graduate Coordinator and his support and encouragement was pivotal. Professors
Merle E. Hemenway, Russell W. Meyers, Hazlett Wubben, Robert C. McKean, and Albert E.
Roark participated in the program as student advisors, committee members and instructors.
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Dr. Richard Koeppe, Deputy Superintendent of Schools, Denver Public Schools was very
supportive and helpful in placing the fellows in internships throughout the school system. Two
other supporters and professors of the program were: W. Michael Martin and Ernest Patterson,
Assistant Dean of the Graduate School.
Dr. Rose quickly recruited two graduate assistants, Dan Kirby and Bob Dellinger.
Together, they recruited the first 30 fellows from 7 southern states and processed the selected
fellows into the university. These fellows are listed below by their entering class year and the
degree or degrees earned at the University of Colorado at Boulder as follows:
CLASS 1971
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Clarence Cotton
Mattie S. Dimery
Arthur D. “Art” Fox
Joseph W. Fuller
John T. Gibson
Lucious Jefferson
Bobby G. Cooper
Raymond Lockett
Sandy McDonald
Donald “Don” Newport
Joseph M. Peacock
Fred Pullum
Lawrence Terry
John C. Thiel
Joseph T. Travillion
George M. Vincent
Cornelius Williams
Marvin R. Youmans
Alfred Reed
Curtis Baham
James Buskey
De Laris Carpenter
Stewart Eames
Willie Farmer
Dennis Fred “DF” Glover
Lawrence Haywood
Laverne Lebby
Earnest John “Pete” Middleton
Willie Woodbury
Leola Robertson Scott

Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.D.
Ed.S.
Ph.D.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.D.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.D.
Ed.S., Ed.D.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S., Ed.D.
Ed.S, Ed.D.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S., Ed.D.
Ed.S., Ph.D.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S., Ed.D.
Ed.S., Ed.D.
Ph.D.

This group of 30 fellows or entering class of 1971, after arriving at CU wanted admission
into an Ed.D. or Ph.D. program and asked Dr. Rose if he could take the appropriate steps to
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make this happen. The fellows wanted to seek either the Ed.D. or Ph.D. degree. The fellows were
told that if they wanted to enter into either the Ed.D. or Ph.D. degree program they would have to
forgo receiving the Ed.S. degree. However there was the proviso that the University would
consider their request. This consideration was given to the fellows and some elected not to
receive the Specialist degree and in the consideration period and study exclusively for the Ed.D.
or Ph.D. degree. The University, however, in the interim decided to allow all of the fellows the
Ed.D. or Ph.D. degree. The doctoral degree programs would require commitment beyond the
TDIS program which provided student support for only one year.
The program continued at a reduced level for the second year with eighteen fellows as
shown below the degree earned at the University of Colorado at Boulder:
Class 1972
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Alfred Reed
Curtis Baham
James Buskey
De Laris Carpenter
Stewart Eames
Willie Farmer
Dennis Fred “DF” Glover
Lawrence Haywood
Laverne Lebby
Earnest John “Pete” Middleton
Willie Woodbury
Leola Robertson Scott
Marvin R. Youmans
Arthur D. “Art” Fox
John T. Gibson
Raymond Lockett
Joseph T. Travillion
George M. Vincent

Ed.S, Ed.D.
Ed.S, Ed.D.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S, Ed.D.
Ed.S, Ph.D.
Ed.S.
Ed.S.
Ed.S., Ed.D.
Ed.S., Ed.D.
Ph.D.
Ed.S.
Ed.D.
Ph.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.S., Ed.D.

Of this group of eighteen fellows that elected to stay on and continued their doctoral
studies by 1973 the third year of the program three: Joseph Travillion, John Gipson, and
Raymond Lockett had completed their doctoral degree programs.
In the third year the program was folded into a cooperative program with Texas Southern
University in Houston. Texas Southern University sponsored Henry North, Waddell Robinson,
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Stanley Johnson, Ioma Glover, and Joseph Donald Liggins as fellows for the morphed program
for Displaced Urban Educational Administrators.
Class 1973
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Frances Sudds Fox
Ioma Kendall Glover
Ann Robertson Henderson
Stanley “Stan” Johnson
Henry North
Waddell Robinson
Joseph Donald Liggins

Ed.D.
Ed.D.
M.A.
M.A.
Ph.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.

The third year fellows were met with the following seven persons from the original group
of remaining 15 fellows that stayed in Boulder to continue their doctoral studies. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Alfred Reed
Curtis Baham
Dennis Fred “DF” Glover
Earnest John “Pete” Middleton
Willie Woodbury
Leola Robertson Scott
Marvin R. Youmans

Ed.S, Ed.D.
Ed.S, Ed.D.
Ed.S, Ph.D.
Ed.S., Ed.D.
Ed.S., Ed.D.
Ph.D.
Ed.S.

Of that group of seven fellows six earned their doctoral degrees. Marvin Youmans went
on to earn a Doctor of Pastoral Theology (D. P. Th.) degree elsewhere.
The fourth year of the Program, Texas Southern University in Houston received state
approval to offer an Ed.D. degree of its own and Alabama State University in Montgomery
became the funding agency and due to Dr. Rose’s travel to Thailand, Professor Robert McKean
became the program director. Alabama State University sponsored William Brock, Robert V.
Carter, and Booker T. Williams.
Class 1974
1. William Brock
2. Robert V. Carter
3. Booker T. Williams

Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.
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The fourth year and the 1973 Fellows constituted the final group of that Program. Two of
the fellows: Ann Henderson and Stanley “Stan” Johnson were M.A. seekers. Stan Johnson died
and received the degree posthumously.
The CU Program and Dr. James S. “Jim” Rose’s direct or indirect involvement with that
USOE funded Black Caucus initiative resulted in the production of at least four Ph.D. degree
holders, twenty Ed.D. degree holders, thirty-eight Ed.S. degree holders, and two M.A. degree
holders. Additionally, the Program can credit five doctoral degree holders that worked with the
CU Program in some capacity as graduate students as shown below and to three former fellows
who completed the doctoral degree after the termination of the program in 1978 or at another
doctoral granting University.
By all accounts this USOE funded Black Caucus initiative can be deemed successful.
Below is a showing of the doctoral dissertation research of the fellows in the CU Urban
Administrators Program.
Doctoral Dissertation Research of the Fellows of the Program
A Study of Characteristics and Career Patterns of White and Non-White Elementary Principals
in Four Urban School Systems by Travillion, Joseph T., Jr., Educat.D., University of Colorado
at Boulder, 1973.
Educational Attainment of Cohort Groups over Time: Relationships to Race and Father’s
Education by Gibson, John Thomas, Ph.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1973.
Louisiana’s Black School Board Members, A Social, Political and Economic Profile by Lockett,
Raymond Jacob, Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1973.
An Analysis of Accountability Goal Statements of the Public School Districts in the State of
Colorado Using Downey’s Classification of the “Task of Public Education.” by Baham,
Curtis A., Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1974.
The Effects of Desegregation on the Academic Achievement of Black and White High School
Seniors in St. Mary Parish, Louisiana by Middleton, Ernest John, Educat.D., University of
Colorado at Boulder, 1974.
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The Perceived Impact of Use of Legal and Confrontation Procedures on the Continued
Employment of Black Principals in West Central Georgia, 1968-1973 by Glover, Dennis Fred,
Ph.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1974.
A Study of Black School Board Members in Mississippi School Districts, 1969-1973 by
Vincent, George Monroe, Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1974.
A Comparative Study of The Educational Attitudes Of Student-Teachers, Their Cooperating
Teachers and Principals From Two Predominantly Black Colleges; and Final Evaluation Of The
Student-Teachers by Woodbury, Willie, Jr., Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1974.
A Study of Changes In Colorado North Central Association Junior High Schools Resulting From
Changes Needed To Meet The Policies, Principles and Standards by Reed, Alfred Lafayette,
Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1974.
A Study Of Equalization Dimensions Within A School District by North, Henry, Ph.D.,
University of Colorado at Boulder, 1975.
Alternative Revenue Resource Bases For Financing Public Elementary and Secondary Education
In Louisiana, The Social, Economic and Political Implications And Their Uses by Scott, Leola
Robertson, Ph.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1975.
Black Women Administrators In The Denver Public Schools by Fox, Frances Jaunita,
Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1975.
A Study of A University Program To Prepare Minority Urban Education Administrators by Fox,
Arthur Douglas, Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1976.
Colorado Senior High School Principals’ Perceptions of Accountability Roles by Robinson,
Waddell L., Jr., Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1976.
Legal Provisions Concerning The Use Of Corporal Punishment In Pupil Discipline of The Public
School Districts In The State Of Mississippi by Farmer, Willie Sidney, Sr., Educat.D.,
University of Colorado at Boulder, 1977.
A Study of the Perceived Psychological Need Satisfaction of Principals In School Districts
Utilizing Management by Objectives in Comparison to Non-Mbo Districts by Glover, Ioma
Kendall, Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1977.
Student Participation On Curriculum Committees in A School System in Alabama by Brock,
William, Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1978.
A Study of Selected Characteristics and Career Patterns of Two Groups of Superintendents
Elected Vs. Appointed in the State of Alabama by Carter, Robert Valentino, Educat.D.,
University of Colorado at Boulder, 1978.
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A Comparative Follow-Up Study of Alabama State University College of Education 1974-1976
Graduates and the 1951 and 1956 Graduates of Alabama State College by Williams, Booker
Taliaferro, Jr., Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1978.
Doctoral Dissertation Research of Former Fellows Who Completed the Doctoral Degree
after the Termination of the Program in 1978 or at Another Doctoral Granting University
The Contributions of Black Americans to Science with Implications for Science in Secondary
Schools by Fuller, Joseph Walter, III, Ph.D., Kansas State University, 1977.
A Study of the Functions of the Middle School and the Training of Middle School Teachers by
Davis, Laverne Lebby, Educat.D., University Of South Carolina, 1981.
Elementary School Teachers’ Perceptions of the Female Elementary Principal by Carpenter, De
Laris Collins, Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1983.
Doctoral Persons/Workers Associated with the CU Program
Emerging And Potential State Leadership Roles In Environmental Education by Hildebrand,
Ronald Waye, Ph.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1972.
The Effect of Marking and Reporting of Pupil Progress Upon the Motivation, Self-Concept,
Attitude Toward School and English, and Letter Grade Dependency of Seventh-Grade Language
Arts Students by Kirby, Daniel Ralston, Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1972.
The Black College And University President: A Description and Analysis of His Profile by
Johnson, Joseph Benjamin, Educat.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1973.
The Relationship of Academic Training and Educational Experience to the Administrative
Effectiveness of Secondary School Principals by Dellinger, Robert Donald, Educat.D.,
University of Colorado at Boulder, 1973.
The Reliability of A Selected Colorado High School’s North Central Evaluation Report: A
Comparative Study by Toothaker, Gary Ellis, Ph.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1975.
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Research on Autism in Africa: Breaking the Silence!

Abstract
While first world academia is in a hype of researching autism, there is very little known about
autism in Africa. Since Lotter’s research in few African countries, there is still few and
uncoordinated research on autism in Africa. It is therefore difficult to determine the prevalence
and incidence rates of the disorder. Few studies that have been conducted indicate that the
behaviors associated with autism in western-developed countries are similar to those in Africa.
This presentation focuses on available studies and discusses current information on autism in
Africa. Such information will stimulate discussion, debate, and more research leading to a better
understanding of the disorder and generation of necessary service to people with autism.

Due to the growing importance of and possibilities for early identification and early
intervention for children with autism, it is significant to recognize that the heterogeneity of
behavioral expectations across cultures within the United States and worldwide may complicate
the screening and assessment process. It may not be possible to develop a universal tool for the
screening and/or assessment of autism across cultures. Due to the variance in standards of
behavior across social, cultural and ethnic backgrounds as well as socio-economic status,
behavioral indicators of autism may vary. While first world academia is in a hype of researching
autism, there is very little known about autism in Africa. Since Lotter’s (1978) research in few
African countries, there is still few and uncoordinated research on autism in Africa. It is
therefore, difficult to determine the prevalence and incidence rates of the disorder. Few studies
that have been conducted indicate that the behaviors associated with autism in westerndeveloped countries are similar to those in Africa. This paper focused on available studies and
discusses current information on autism in Africa. Such information stimulated discussion,
debate, and more research leading to a better understanding of the disorder and generation of
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necessary service to people with autism. Currently, the most recent data show that between 1 in
80 and 1 in 240 children with an average of 1 in 110 in the United States have an ASD. This is a
prevalence of about 1% of children according to the (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) (2010).
Autism is a developmental disability that occurs when the brain has trouble functioning
properly (CDC, 2010). It affects a child’s ability to speak, learn and communicate with others. At
this time, there is no cure for autism, but kids who are screened and diagnosed at a young age
and visit a doctor regularly for treatment show significant improvement in learning and
communication skills. In many parts of the world including some underdeveloped and
developing societies in Africa, there seems to be an increasing concern and outcry over the rise
in cases of autism spectrum disorders. These concerns have resulted to efforts ranging from the
enactment of laws mandating early diagnosis and intervention; provision of free appropriate
services and education for children with autism; acceptance and inclusion of such children in
mainstream or regular schools; to training of special education and regular teachers on best
practices in meeting the goals of the each child’s Individualized Education Plan is a challenge in
Africa. How do we handle the impact that autism has on children? What is the role and
responsibilities of the African government? Today, school personnel are facing many challenges in
their efforts to diverse families and children with disabilities in Africa. Children with autism are

challenged on at least four dimensions: communication, social skills, behavioral repertoires, and
culture. The professional literature continues to address the first three; it is imperative to now
consider the third: multicultural issues. Empirical research available describes how children with
autism from other cultures are identified and treated according to the western society. According
to the DSM-III or DSM-IV the primary diagnostic tool used and the treatments implemented
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were all based on the empirical research that was available. However, paucity research neglects
to demonstrate how certain cultures may not view autism and its development in the same
manner as professionals from the mainstream western culture. That is simply to say that autism
may not be considered a severe neurological disability, which will negatively impact and burden
the family and its resources. Therefore, professionals who work with children with autism from
cultural and linguistic diverse backgrounds must reflect on this potential cultural difference and
provide services in conjunction with the parent’s cultural beliefs. Unfortunately, race and culture
have not been emphasized or even addressed in the literature. The majority of research
participants being of Anglo descent, the cross-cultural adaptation of these identification and
treatment methods can lead to the over and under-diagnosis of autism in various cultural and
linguistic diverse individuals. If it is true that autism is equally prevalent in all cultures, races,
and social classes, then the IDEA should theoretically report equal identification across all
multicultural groups. Inadequate human and fiscal capacity, attitudinal and cultural barriers are among
the many hurdles that must be surmounted for successful provision of related services. Decisions about
who is educated versus who is habilitated or treated are often tied to classification systems that do not
provide the necessary support for families and children with disabilities. The process by which parents
become autonomous as consumers of services for children with disabilities is complex. Educators cannot
be a vehicle for parents until they are able to have a better understanding of the system within which these
families exist and function. However, the situation in Africa is somewhat pathetic because you get

the impression that society and government are saying ―Autistic Children are hopeless economic
liabilities or you must be blind, deaf or physical handicapped to deserve any support‖. There is
no recognition of autism as a disability and nothing; absolutely nothing is available to meet the
needs of those with the condition. Even the Federal Ministry of Education in some parts of
Africa does not even categorize autism as a distinct disability. Additionally, in most cases an
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individual with a disability in most parts of Africa are looked upon negatively because of lack of
knowledge and awareness. One thing we can say is that autism did not skip the African
continent. There are many children in African that have been misdiagnosed, undiagnosed,
misrepresented, mislabeled, and underrepresented for various reasons such as: lack of awareness,
lack of knowledge, racism, discrimination, witchcraft, lack of funding, lack of treatment, lack of
educational resources, lack of appropriate amount of professionals to enhance the quality of life
for autism in Africa. Many individuals labeled as being autistic will have to go way above the
mainstream in order to educate and provide appropriate education for their children because of
autism. Children and their families are suffering tremendously because of the above mentioned
reasons to name a few. School teams may interpret some behaviors such as tantrums, aggression,
attachment, eye contact, social interactions, communication, and emotional expression
―symptomatically rather than culturally‖ (Wilder, Dyches, Obiakor, & Algozzine, 2004).
Furthermore, teams may be classifying students with ASDs under different labels
(e.g., developmental delay, mental retardation, specific learning disability, speech-language
impairment, multiple disabilities, emotional disorder, other health impairment) or not classifying
them at all, particularly if the child displays mild symptoms that may be confused with cultural
differences rather than disabilities (Noland & Gabriel, 2004; Mandell, et al., 2009; Shattuck,
2006). An accurate classification of autism will be a catalyst for obtaining appropriate
educational services in Africa. Providing timely and equitable access to services for students
with autism begins with a review of screening and assessment practices from a culturally and
linguistically diverse process.
However, in many instances there are many children in Africa that have autism and they
have been placed in mentally impaired facilities, or either psychiatric facilities under heavy
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dosage of medication on a daily basis. Several studies have carefully documented the subsistence
of autism in Africa such as (Akande, 1999; Lotter, 1978; Mankosi et al., 2006; Moodley, 1992).
If one was to make inquiries relative to prevalence and incidence of autism in Africa it simply
would be that it does not exist at this time. In contrast, there are places in Africa that have the
population of children with autism but there must be a prolific paradigm shift within the entire
continent of Africa relative to autism to address and provide services for autistic children.
Research studies that have embarked on examining the existence of autism lack empirical data.
Due to the paucity of data available and the limited extent, one is not able to extrapolate the
prevalence of such a disorder as autism in Africa. The worst hit are the millions of families in the
rural areas of Africa where there are hardly any schools for typical children talk less of facilities
for challenged ones. Exorcism is the common treatment and mothers are blamed for their
children’s autism. There is a lot of stigma and discrimination against disabled persons. In some
African cities there is now a bit of autism literacy but the next the major problem is finance to
fund autism projects. Eighty percent of families with autistic children are poor and unable to
afford or sustain the services. Because there is no welfare program in Africa the funding for the
educational and professional services needed by these children becomes the burden of the
parents of autistic children. The few affluent ones prefer to send their children abroad.
At some point in time, autism was rare in Africa, with low rates that surprised
researchers. Not anymore, autism has arrived and professionals from all over the world globally
need to unite to fight the cause of autism. There is still no known cause for autism but some
researchers have agreed that there are some genetic components to autism but more research is
needed to investigate genetic links with autism. There is conflicting information regarding the
genetic component and the possible link of autism with malaria. Mankoski and colleagues (2006)
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found a link to autism and malaria but the study is limited for several reasons such as: small
sample size, lack of longitudinal data, timeframe of the contraction of malaria and many more
reasons. These researchers should be applauded for their efforts but there is an enormous need
for more studies on a large scale basis. The question to ask is since malaria is killing thousands
of children every second why is it that autism is not on the rise in Africa? We should see more
children with autism in Africa than outbreaks of malaria. Autism in Africa is a tough nut to
crack.
There are limited services available for this growing population. Doctors do not know who to
refer to; regular schools reject the children; the adults end up on the streets as ―mad‖ persons; parents are
left completely on their own. So who will care for Africa’s children? The services that are beneficial to
some children are those of the elite families. In some of the African countries, the wives of the Presidents
have taken it up to themselves and tried to take on this crisis on their own. There are so many factors that
interfere with just autism such as: malaria, HIV-AIDS, malnutrition, poverty, to mention a few. Listed
below are some suggestions as to how to bring about systemic change in Africa regarding autism. Autism
is not going away it is here to stay, the question remains are you ready? Will you be ready to serve this
population of children? How do you serve these children? What resources are available to assist these
populations? Many of these questions can and may not ever be completely answered because of the
educational system in some parts of Africa, also most importantly is the cultural and linguistic diversity
issues relative to an individual having a disability or impairment. We have our hands full as to how will
we be able to meet the needs of these children.

Suggested strategies for professionals working with autistic children in Africa

 Bring about an awareness of autism on a global level
 Collaborate with the medical sector (especially pediatricians)
 Educate the governmental sectors in Africa


Need a cultural and linguistic paradigm shift towards disabilities in general
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Disseminate information with the communities about autism



Spend time in churches, synagogues, etc. in order to teach and educate their
community leaders about autism



Teacher training at all levels



Public awareness campaigns about autism (internet, radio, TV)



Guidance and counseling for children and their families with autism



Proper screening and assessment procedures at the medical and educational level



Identification and diagnosis of children with autism



Conduct culturally appropriate assessment strategies and techniques



Governmental funding in schools and various township projects



Join with the Christianity, Muslim, Spirituality



Develop a scientific research symposium in Africa



Shift in cultural attitudes towards autism



Proper inclusive models that work



Effective resources and strategies with professionals and families



Peruse of technological equipment



Change in cultural beliefs such as witchcraft



Organize an autism awareness day



Develop a collaborative team of health professionals in order to teach others about
autism



Connect with the university programs in Africa and join forces



Develop international exchange educational programs in order to assist with teaching
and learning relative to autism

 Daily care and education for children with autism
 Public awareness campaigns with newspapers, national TV and radio to discuss
autism, what it is and what it isn’t to reduce the social stigma around the disease

 Educational approaches to teaching language and communication
 Life-Skills training
 Sensory integration therapy
 Training of caregivers, parents, family members, attendants and professionals.
 Art & Music therapy
 Field trips and extracurricular activities
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 Respite care for families
 Cultural and linguistic diversity
 Parental Issues and training
Suggested differences that a Speech Language Pathologist, Special Educator, Physician
should keep in mind when working with families who may have a child with autism:


Are certain behaviors of autism not problematic to other cultures? More problematic?



Does the person’s culture make him/her more apt to seek out/reject services?



Does autism have a stigma in that culture? Or is it an honor?



Would families prefer another diagnostic label over autism? Or would they prefer no
label?



Are the characteristics autism or unrecognized cultural differences?
Cultural and Linguistic Diversity Behavioral Characteristics of Autism

As professionals we must foster a cultural awareness of each client that will lead to appropriate
diagnosis and treatment for families who deem it appropriate. Listed below are some suggested
cultural and linguistic diverse behavioral and linguistic characteristics to consider when working
with African families.
Social Interaction


Use of eye contact



Use of eye contact and behavior with elders



Use of facial expression



Use of body postures and gestures



Significance of peer relationships



Values of empathy or social or emotional reciprocity



Importance of physical touch/ attachment styles
Communication



Role of communication, especially social communication



Language/Dialectal Variation



Tribal language
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Roles of communication partners (what type of communication is appropriate between
child and child, child and adult, child and different family members)



Importance and use of requesting and commenting



Need for explicit and literal explanation of rules/abstract language



Uses of spoken language and expected milestones



Significance of/use of repeated words or phrases and personal out-loud reflection (e.g.
thinking out-loud)



Use and importance of prosody (i.e. intonation or high vs. low pitch) and
suprasegmentals (e.g. voice volume)



Gestures



Body language
Restricted, repetitive and stereotyped behavior



Eating the same food (what type of variability is typical in the child’s diet)



Keeping to a rigid schedule/ adherence to routines



Wearing the same clothes



Preferred toys or activities



High or intense interest in technology and/or the way things work.



Importance of memorizing dates/maps/other info (consider importance of this in oral
cultures)



Discipline techniques/strategies based on family belief systems
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RESOURCES
Research on Autism in Africa

CAMEROON
Centre Orchidee Home
Vallee du Commissariat du 12eme Arrd de Bonamoussadi
BP 17134 Douala
CAMEROON
Tel/Fax: (237) 33 47 80 48
Mobile: (237) 96 78-74 97
Email: info.coh@camnet.cm
Web: www.centre-orchideehome.org
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Fondation des Oeuvres pour la Solidarite et le Bien Etre Social (FOSBES ONG)
25 By-Pass
Q/Masamga-Mblia
C/Mont-Ngafula
Kinshasa
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Phone: 243-81-504-7—4
Fax: 1-305-422-3135
Email: tonyndefru@yahoo.fr
Oeuvres de Bienfaisance pour Autistes
18.367 KINSHASA 13
Kinshasa/Bandalungwa
DEMONCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Fax: 00 243 12 21 351 or 001 530 481 7707
Email: wikalautisme80@hotmail.com

ETHIOPIA
Nehemiah Autism Center
P.O. Box 62944
Addis Ababa
ETHIOPIA
Tel: +251911658446, +251913466929
Email: nehemiah.center@yahoo.com
Web: www.neh-autism.org
Ethiopian Autism Support
Web: ethioautismsupport.com
Email: info@ethioautismsupport.com
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GHANA
Autism Awareness Care and Training (AACT)
42 Rolyat Castle Road
Kokomlele
Accra
GHANA
P.O. Box OS-3043
Osu, ACCRA
GHANA
Tel: +233 21 224729
Email: aact@ghana.com
Website: www.aact.org.gh

KENYA
Autism Society of Kenya
P.O. 1762-00200
Suraj Plaza, Ngara
Basement 1, Limuru Road
Nairobi
KENYA
Tel: 254 (0) 20 3742582/3742603
Email: kenyaautism@yahoo.com
National Autistic Center-Kenya NAC-K
C/O Acorn Special Tutorials
#417 Gitanga Rd
Off Methodist Guest House Round a about
P.O. Box 21436 00505
Nairobi
Kenya
Tel: + 254 020 3864436/7 0733 785 234
Email: acorn@clubinternetk.com
Special Education Professional
C/O Getrude’s Children’s Hospital
P.O. Box 42325
Nairobi
Kenya- 00100
KENYA
Tel: +254 (02) 3763474 extension 32
Mobile: 0733-267869
Email: SEP_professionals@yahoo.com
Web: www.sepkenya.com
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NAMIBIA
Autism & Asperger’s Namibia
P.O. Box 5043
Windhoek
NAMIBIA
TEL: +264 61 224562
Fax: 264 61 228255
Email: autnam@iway.na
Web: www.autism-namibia.org

NIGERIA
National Society for Autism, Nigeria (NASAN)
27 Libreville Street, Off Amini Kano Crescent
Wuse II, FCT Abuja
NIGERIA
Email: info@societyforautismnigeria.org
Web: www.societyforautismnigeria.org
NWATU Autism Foundation
NO 4, Idowu Rufai Street, Ago Palace Way-Okota-Lagos
P.M.B 039, Festac Town-Lagos
NIGERIA
Tel: 00234-1-8992331/00234-8058458995
Email: autism4nigeria@yahoo.co.uk
Autism Associates
1 Bode Thomas Street, off Bode Thomas Road
Onipan, Lagos
NIGERIA
Tel: 234-18506354
Email: info@autismassocaitesnigeria.org/autismassociates@yahoo.co.uk
Web: www.autismassociatesnigeria.org
The Zamarr Institute
27 Libreville Street
Wuse II
Abuja
NIGERIA
Tel: +2348058649760
Email: info@thezamarrinstitue.org
Web: www.thezamarrinstitute.org
Centre for Autism and Developmental Disabilities (CADD Nigeria)
1 Chika Omo Street, Off Nnebisi Road
Asaba, Delta State
NIGERIA
Email: caddng@yahoo.com
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OLG Helath Foundation and Autism Centre
8 Faith Avenue
Woji, Port Harcourt, Rivers State
NIGERIA
Tel: 234-8030564409
Email: chidi_izuwah@yahoo.co.uk
The Start Right Centre
Surulere, Lagos
NIGERIA
Web: www.autism-smile.co.uk/nigeria/
Nigerian Autistic Society
P.O. Box 7173
Wuse, Abuja
NIGERIA
Tel: 234 9523 6670

SENEGAL
Ministry of Health
Building Administratif
Avenue Leopol Sedar Senghor
Dakar
SENEGAL
Tel: 221 823 10 88
Fax: 221 822 26 90

SOUTH AFRICA
Autism South Africa
P.O. Box 84209
Greenside. 2034
JOHANNESBURG
SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 11 486 3696/0122
Fax: +27 11 486 2619
Email: autismsa@iafrica.com
Web: www.autismsouthafrica.org
Autism Western Cape
P.O. Box 60375
Tableview, 7439
Cape Town
SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 21 557-3573
Email: Julie@autismwesterncape.org.za
Web: www.autismwestncape.org.za
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TANZANIA
National Association for Care of Autistics (NACA)
c/o Jane Grace Mwenda, Nurse Practitioner
Department of Psychiatry
Muhimbili Medical Centre
P.O. Box 65293
Dar es Salaam
TANZANIA
Tel: 255 51 43209
Email: bmutag@udsm.ac.tz
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A MODEL FOR PREPARING FUTURE TEACHERS TO WORK WITH
LATINO STUDENTS AND PARENTS

CRISTINA RIOS, PH.D.
LAMAR UNIVERSITY
BEAUMONT, TEXAS

A Model for Preparing Future Teachers to Work with Latino Students and
Parents

As the diversity of students increases in schools across the country, teacher preparation
programs have incorporated in their curricula courses and experiences that intend to better
prepare future teachers to work with children of different backgrounds and their families. Most
of the players involved in teacher preparation agree that new teachers should demonstrate that
they are able to provide the best learning opportunities for all children. Changes in the teacher
preparation curricula have been driven by accreditors of teacher colleges, national and state
standards, academics, the needs of public schools, advocates of the children and their families,
and research findings.
The National Council on Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) has had for years
a standard on Diversity: Standard Four; which has been implemented in teacher education
programs throughout the country. The standard reads: “The unit designs, implements, and
evaluates curriculum and provides experiences for candidates to acquire and demonstrate the
knowledge, skills, and professional dispositions necessary to help all students learn. Assessments
indicate that candidates can demonstrate and apply proficiencies related to diversity. Experiences
provided for candidates include working with diverse populations, including higher education
and P–12 school faculty, candidates, and students in P–12 schools” (NCATE, 2008, p. 34).
To be accredited by NCATE, Teacher colleges must demonstrate that the teacher
candidates they recommend for certification have acquired the proficiencies that the standard
demands. Given the dissimilarities of the teacher education programs across the country; and the
variety of needs of the communities served; the changes prompted by NCATE Standard Four are
not identical from one education program to another. Some education programs opted for
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integrating diversity across the curriculum; adding a course on diversity; increasing field
experiences in diverse settings; organizing trips abroad; or took other measures. The diversity of
the public schools where the teacher preparation college is located and other factors have had an
influence on the approach taken by teacher educators. The commitment of the education faculty
towards diversity continues to be a key factor in preparing better teachers for all children.
Although the issues discussed here may impact other minorities, I am going to refer in
particular, to the preparation of new teachers to successfully work with Latino parents. The
Hispanic/Latino population is the fastest growing minority in the country, and public school
classrooms reflect this reality. Manning & Baruth (2009) have discussed the dramatic growth of
the Latino population and the impact of this growth in the schools (p. 165). Sleeter & Grant
(2009) concur with the Latino growth stating that “It is estimated that Latinos will compose
about 25% of the population by 2050” (p. 4).
There are special difficulties for preparing teacher candidates to effectively collaborate
with Latino parents. Stereotypes and biases about Latinos tend to be propagated and are difficult
to dispel. According to Garcia E. (2002) “The assumptions a teacher makes about the student’s
culture, whether right or wrong, may stereotype the student and thus preclude the flexible,
realistic, and open-minded teacher-student interaction needed for effective instruction” (p. 76).
In my many years preparing future teachers, I have found that most teacher candidates
are motivated to do their best for the children and want to work collaboratively with the families.
However, many of these teacher candidates have concerns about being able to relate to people
different from themselves. Fears and concerns about the unknown are normal; and these
concerns can be dispelled by KNOWLEDGE, EMPATHY and WISDOM. I will refer to these
proficiencies as the: “K+E+W Model”. While these three essential proficiencies are necessary
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for every new teacher; they are indispensable for teachers to effectively work with parents from
diverse backgrounds. I will discuss how the “K+E+W Model” should help a teacher in her
interactions with Latino parents.
K+E+W Model

KNOWLEDGE

EMPATHY

WISDOM

Proficiences
for effective
teachers

The first proficiency is KNOWLEDGE, awareness, and desire for continuous learning.
The teacher must learn about her own culture and the cultures of every child in her classroom. I
have witnessed many times teacher candidates stating “I have no culture, I am just normal
American” (Personal observations). Trumbull & Pacheco (2005) quote several authors that have
shared my own experience of encountering teachers who believe that because they are Caucasian
they are not associated to any culture or ethnicity (p. 11). Garcia E. (2002) is not surprised; he
has frequently received the response: “I’m white. I have no culture” (p. 73). When the teacher
understands the richness of her own culture; that everybody, including herself has a culture; and
that it is not abnormal to have a culture; she will be able to value the cultural heritage of each
child in her classroom. Usually learning some facts and being aware of similarities and
differences is the first step in the process of becoming culturally proficient. Sleeter & Grant
(2009) have indicated that lack of knowledge is the source of prejudice and that prejudice
diminishes with the acquisition of “accurate information” (p. 102).
I envision each teacher as an ever learning scholar. Every teacher should be an engaged
reader to be able to bring to the classroom discussion different perspectives and to be capable of
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understanding the students’ viewpoints. Disregarding the grade level or content area, every
teacher should have a broad Knowledge base, which is constantly nurtured. To successfully
engage in interactions with Latino parents the teacher needs to know the history of Latinos in
America. Latinos in the U.S. are not a homogeneous social group, culture or race. Garcia, E.
(2002) reiterates that “The teacher’s efforts to understand the individual student could (and
should) be supplemented by knowledge of cultural attributes widely held in the student’s ethnic
community”; however, the author stresses that it is not proper to generalize and assume that an
individual student has the traits of a particular cultural group (p. 76).
There are Latino families that have lived in this country for many generations; some
families have been here before this country was this country. Not all the parents of English
Language Learners are undocumented, illegal, or poor. Banks (2003) reminds us that “Extensive
cultural, ethnic, and racial differences exist both among and within the various Hispanic groups,
such as those from Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico, El Salvador, the Dominican Republic, Colombia,
and Venezuela” (p. 4). However, in the minds of many teacher candidates and sometimes in the
minds of their instructors, Latino children and their families are seen as a group that brings
collective “difficulties” to the classroom.
Lack of knowledge causes conflicts in the relationships between the teacher and the
student’s families. A teacher, unaware that Puerto Ricans are U.S. citizens, expressed her
concern of having to deal with what she considered to be “illegal” immigrants. Another teacher
was worried that she might be committing a criminal act teaching Latino students, if their parents
didn’t have a “legal” status. This teacher did not know that under state law all children must
attend school and “Under civil rights law, schools are obligated to ensure that ELLs [English
Language Learners] have equal access to education” (NCELA, n.d., p. 1 para. 1). Ignorance can
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get a teacher in trouble, for example, a teacher thought that a child from New Mexico was from a
foreign country. Another teacher was sure that Puerto Rico was located in Mexico. The teachers
in the above examples are deficient in the broad knowledge base indispensable for educators.
Every teacher should know the students’ legal rights and know basic facts from World History,
Geography, Science, Literature, etc. Every teacher should become a Life Long Learner.
The teacher needs to understand some basic principles of Linguistics. The English spoken
in America varies from region to region; there are many varieties of American English.
However, some teachers believe that something is wrong with anybody that speaks different than
themselves, and in a conscious or unconscious way they convey this to the children and their
parents. A teacher that has done just a little research on language, by for example, visiting the
PBS website “Do you Speak American,” will be equipped with the basic Knowledge necessary
to appreciate, respect and value the home language and accents of all the children and their
parents. Fought (n.d.) stresses how important it is for educators to be aware of the variations in
the English spoken by Chicanos and other Latinos in this country, arguing that there is a frequent
assumption that speakers of non-standard dialects might have a deficit in English proficiency or
speech problems; therefore, a child that enters the school system speaking a non-standard dialect,
such as Chicano English, could be wrongly labeled as an English Language Learner or could be
referred to Special Education; while the only issue is that the child and the teacher speak a
different dialect of English (para. 20). A well informed teacher, prepared to work with Latino
children, should know that English is the first language for most Latinos in the U.S.; that Spanish
is not spoken by many of the Latinos in this country; and that not every child with the last name
Pérez is an English Language Learner.
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I have witnessed on many occasions an educator voicing the opinion that Spanish
speaking parents should stop speaking Spanish to their child, so the child could learn English. It
never occurred to these educators that if the parents stopped speaking the only language they
knew; the communication with the child would be broken. The Literature on the topic reveals
that my experience is not unique. Nieto & Bode (2010) assert that “…it is common practice in
schools to try to convince parents whose native language is other than English that they should
speak only English with their children” (p. 403). Nieto (2000) discusses the results of a
countrywide survey, conducted by the National Association for Bilingual Education (NABE),
which found that “… Serious disruptions of family relations occurred when young children
learned English in school and lost their native language” (p. 202, citing NABE News, 1991).
The notion that new immigrants are not interested in learning English is widespread.
“Why they don’t want to learn English?” is a question that I have heard from misinformed
educators. A teacher that has done some research will be aware that it is a priority for most new
immigrants to learn English. A teacher that has tried to learn another language will know that it
takes years to master a new language. Cummins (2000) has pointed out the importance of
differentiating between conversational and academic language proficiency; and how
“… educators often fail to take account of the difference between these two aspects of
proficiency when they teach and assess minority students” (p. 247)
The teacher that recognizes that language is communication and constantly evolves; will
realize that speaking another language or having a different accent is not a deficiency. This
knowledgeable teacher will not decide that an English Language Learner belongs in Special
Education for not being able to understand her commands in English; and will consider
recommending a qualified non-English speaker to the Gifted and Talented program. Latino
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students and other minority children are overrepresented in Special Education and
underrepresented in Gifted and Talented programs (NICHCY, 2008). Most initial referrals to
Special Education and recommendations for a student to be placed in a Gifted and Talented
program are made by teachers.
A knowledgeable teacher will be aware of the latest educational research. A teacher
always prepared to help all students, will continue learning new content, methodologies,
technologies, research findings, etc. As mentioned above, a teacher should be a Life Long
Learner. Learning what is happening in the school, the community, the country, and the world is
indispensable for an educator. Banks & Banks (2010) have asserted that “Teachers need to
acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to maximize the opportunities that diversity offers
and to minimize its challenges” (p. vi). Knowledge, awareness, and a commitment to Life Long
Learning will help the teacher to understand the complexities of the Hispanic world; the multiple
Latino communities and cultures; and how to interact with Latino parents in an effective manner.
The second proficiency in the “K+E+W Model” presented in this paper is E or
EMPATHY. It is indispensable for the teacher to be receptive to the students and approachable
to the parents; to be able to understand them and to walk in their shoes. When a teacher
understands the feelings, emotions, problems, and challenges of the families; it is easier for this
teacher to be responsive and communicate appropriately with the children and the parents.
The matter of children in poverty should be discussed in relation to Empathy. Sometimes
teachers assume that every child has an adequate place to study, food on the table, and a home
with a comfortable bed to rest (Doka, 1993). Some teachers also assume that minority children
live in poverty, and based on that, have lower expectations. Gollnick & Chinn (2006) have
emphasized that “Too many teachers blame the students, their families, and their communities
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for students not learning rather than examining and changing their own teaching practices to
improve student learning” (p. 78). There are teachers that ignore the extent of poverty in
America. While poverty is distributed across all ethnic groups, numerous Latino families are in
this category, especially immigrant and migrant workers families. A teacher should consider the
socio-economic status of the students in the classroom, when assigning homework or requesting
costly materials for school projects (Doka, 1993).
A good place to make future teachers sensible to children in poverty is the Children’s
Defense Fund website. Teachers will be surprised to find out, for example, that Texas is among
the states with a higher number of children living in poverty. Many teachers are not aware that
because most of the children in the U.S. are white, the number of white children living in poverty
in this country is higher than for other ethnic groups (Children’s Defense Fund, 2008). There is
an unfounded stereotype about Mexicans being “lazy” and sometimes teachers think that the
“lazy parents” are the ones to blame for the families living in poverty. When teachers learn how
difficult it is to get out of poverty, they gain Empathy and stop blaming the parents. Statistical
data is helpful to open the eyes of a teacher and build some Empathy.
Not only Latino parents, but every parent, would appreciate a teacher that cares and
displays Empathy. A smile can communicate appreciation and support. The child and the
parents will recognize the teacher’s Empathy and kindness; and language or cultural barriers
will be removed. Latino parents are generally pleased to have an opportunity to collaborate with
a teacher that welcomes them and to share aspects of their culture.
On the other hand, lack of Empathy is immediately detected by a child. Children are
excellent psychologists and they know when a teacher has low expectations. “Students tend to
live up to (or live down to) the expectations of their teachers. When teachers convey to students
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expectations based on stereotypes, the results can be potent” (Garcia, R.L., 1991, p. 113). Most
Latino parents will pay close attention to the teachers’ attitudes and if they perceive that the
teacher has a lack of respect, contempt, or has stereotypes about Latinos, they will avoid contact
with the teacher; and the family-school communication and collaboration will be broken. Zarate
(2007) in her study of Latino Parental involvement learned that Latino parents considered that
the communications with the schools “… were impersonal, infrequent, and without adequate
notice. As a result, parents felt they did not receive substantive information during their
interactions with the school.” Parents considered that instead of fostering parental participation,
school policies discouraged their involvement (p. 10).
The third proficiency in our “K+E+W Model” is W for WISDOM. Wisdom completes
the profile of an excellent educator. It has its roots in the Knowledge acquired and the exercise
of Empathy. Wisdom helps the teacher solve the myriad of daily conflicts in the classroom and
is indispensable in the interactions with the parents. Lack of Wisdom is one of the causes of
perpetuating stereotypes and biases. The unwise teacher does not check for facts or evidence; she
accepts the stereotypes just because others believe them. The imprudent teacher repeats what she
has heard, sometimes with “good” intentions, but when a stereotype is voiced or accepted as true
it can cause long lasting damage. A teacher that conveys to a Latino student, even joking, that
Mexicans leave everything for “mañana” and are lazy is hurting the child. It is even worse when
the teacher manages to convince a child that because of his ethnicity or home language, the
child’s own family suffers from an intrinsic deficiency. The child might believe the stereotype
and even reject his own culture. While relating her childhood experiences, Sonia Nieto recalls
the low expectations of some of her teachers and how there were stereotypes that fostered the
notion that the Spanish language and culture were substandard. “… I assumed, as many of my
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peers did, that there was something wrong with us. We learned to feel ashamed of who we were,
how we spoke, what we ate, and everything else that was different about us” (Nieto, 2000, p. 1).
Latino students and parents are told over and over that Latinos don’t value education. A
young Latina stated in a speech: “Although I know that we don’t value education I have always
studied hard and my parents have always encouraged me to study and go to a university …”
(Personal Communication). When I asked her why she had made the statement “we don’t value
education” she answered that all her life, throughout her schooling, she had heard from teachers,
school administrators, and in the media statements such as: “Latinos don’t value education…”;
“Even if you and your parents don’t value education…”; “Mexicans don’t want their children to
get a college education…”; “Latino parents prompt their sons to drop school and work…”;
“Latino parents want their daughters to drop school and get married...”, etc. (Personal
Communication). When I asked her to name a parent from her community that didn’t want their
children to get an education; she couldn’t name a single person. She realized that ALL Latinos
she had known in her life valued education. Research conducted by the Tomás Rivera Policy
Institute (TRPI) in California has demonstrated that education is important for Latinos; however,
in many cases parents are not familiar with the educational system, and unaware of the different
educational options for their children (TRPI, 2003; Zarate, 2007).
Wisdom advises the teacher to think before making a statement that could harm her
students or her professional relationship with the parents. Wisdom tells the teacher to be aware
and follow the law; to read and follow the faculty handbook and school regulations. Wisdom
warns the teacher not to listen to the gossip in the teachers’ lounge and to be prudent. For
example, for an inclusive curriculum that includes diverse cultures, it is important to include
readings from Latino authors; however, a wise teacher reads the material and consults with the
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appropriate school administrators before assigning the reading to the children. With the ready
availability of internet material, YouTube videos, etc. teachers must use prudence in the selection
of material.
Common sense is related to Wisdom and helps a teacher in her interactions with Latino
students and their families. I have observed a lack of common sense in small and important
matters. For example, I observed a student teacher presenting a lesson to first graders. The
teacher had brought a straw hat to show to the children, and he wrote on the whiteboard: “All
Mexicans wear hats”. Immediately, a young voice protested: “That is not true, I am Mexican and
I don’t wear a hat, my father does not wear a hat”. The student teacher dismissed the child’s
comment. He had prepared a lesson about Mexicans wearing hats and would not change his
statement. The child’s face was red and almost in tears; but the student teacher prompted the rest
of the class to read aloud the “All Mexicans wear hats” statement. It was obvious that for this
young child this stereotype about Mexicans was really hurtful. If the student teacher had had
common sense it could had been so easy to thank the child for his input and slightly modify the
sentence: “Not all Mexicans wear hats” or “Some Mexicans wear hats” would probably have
satisfied the child. A case like this might seem minor or unimportant in view of the many and
more serious stereotypes about Mexicans in this country; however, for the child, it was a very
important matter and probably he still remembers the incident (Field Observation). Cummins
(2000) has concluded that “Underachievement is the result of particular kinds of interactions in
school that lead minority students to mentally withdraw from academic effort” (p. 252).
I could bring here many examples of teachers who have alienated Latino parents making
thoughtless comments; projecting their inner biases, or exhibiting lack of common sense. Once
parents are offended it is very difficult to restore rapport with the family. Wisdom prompts the
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teacher to recognize when there are misunderstandings; or when the teacher has made a mistake
and offended somebody. Wisdom brings prudence and common sense and allows the teacher to
apologize for misunderstandings or mistakes made, and to change. Most of the Latino parents
will welcome an apology from a teacher, and their respect toward that teacher will increase.
There are numerous resources for teachers to learn to communicate and work effectively with
Latino parents and other minority parents.
In conclusion, there are a myriad of proficiencies that a teacher needs to become an
effective educator. The “K+E+W Model” presented here, intends to focus on three key elements
of the professional dispositions that teachers need to work with Latino families and their
children. Knowledge, Empathy and Wisdom are important for any teacher, but when dealing
with minority students the elements of the “K+E+W Model” are essential and should be
internalized as part of the teacher’s educational philosophy.
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Using Literature of Diverse Cultures to Strengthen Dispositions for Success

Abstract
Children’s literature books representing various cultures (including African American, Asian,
Hispanic/Latino, Native American, Pacific Islander/Alaskan/other, and White people) are
analyzed for the dispositions characters reveal.

Children’s literature of diverse cultures may be used effectively to present the
dispositions of characters that contributed to their success. Sharing and discussing children’s
literature in which the main characters display dispositions that contribute to their success may
encourage children to cultivate those dispositions themselves. After analyzing the Social Studies,
Government/Civic Understandings of the Georgia Performance Standards, the following
dispositions emerged as important for grades kindergarten through fifth: cooperation,
dependability, honesty, liberty, perseverance, respect, and tolerance. First, the process used to
choose the dispositions of characters revealed in children’s literature will be described. Second,
various children’s books in which the character(s) display these dispositions will be described.
These appropriate children’s books will be representing various cultures (including African
American, Asian, Hispanic/Latino, Native American, Pacific Islander/Alaskan/other, and White
people) will be described for each of the character dispositions.
Selected Dispositions for Success
The Georgia Performance Standards (GPS) for Social Studies, Government/Civic
Understandings, K-4 guided the selection of dispositions applied to analyze characters in the
children’s literature of various cultures. The kindergarten GPS states, “The student will retell
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stories that illustrate positive character traits and will explain how the people in the stories show
the qualities of honesty, patriotism, loyalty, courtesy, respect, truth, pride, self-control,
moderation, and accomplishment” (Georgia Department of Education, 2011). The first grade
GPS states, “The student will describe how the historical figures in SS1H1a display positive
character traits of fairness, respect for others, respect for the environment, conservation, courage,
equality, tolerance, perseverance, and commitment” (Georgia Department of Education, 2011).
The second grade GPS states, “The student will give examples of how the historical figures
under study demonstrate the positive citizenship traits of honesty, dependability, liberty,
trustworthiness, honor, civility, good sportsmanship, patience, and compassion” (Georgia
Department of Education, 2011). The third grade GPS states, “The student will describe how the
historical figures display positive character traits of cooperation, diligence, liberty, justice,
tolerance, freedom of conscience and expression, and respect for and acceptance of authority”
(Georgia Department of Education, 2011). Finally, the fourth grade GPS states, “The student will
name positive character traits of key historical figures and government leaders (honesty,
patriotism, courage, trustworthiness)” (Georgia Department of Education, 2011). The following
chart maps the common terms of the dispositions; the term highlighted was selected as the
descriptor.
POSITIVE CHARACTER TRAITS (from Social Studies Georgia Performance Standards)
Kindergarten
honesty / truth
loyalty
courtesy
respect
self-control
accomplishment

First Grade

respect for
others
tolerance
perseverance

Second Grade
honesty
dependability
civility
honor
patience
liberty
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Third Grade
trustworthiness
cooperation
respect for and acceptance
of authority
tolerance
diligence
liberty, justice, freedom of
conscience and expression

Fourth Grade
honesty
trustworthiness

Children’s Literature Reflecting Culture and Dispositions for Success
Contemporary children’s literature reflects the many cultures and combinations of
cultures found in America, including African American, Asian, Hispanic/Latino, Native
American, Pacific Islander/Alaskan/other, and White people. An analysis of the dispositions of
the characters displayed in children’s literature includes honesty, dependability, cooperation,
respect, tolerance perseverance, and liberty. The dispositions of characters may be revealed
through the character’s actions, monologue, dialogue, reactions, and illustrations. Children’s
literature for each culture will be presented, dispositions of characters will be identified, and
ways in which these dispositions are revealed will be described.
African American children’s literature. In Something Beautiful (Wyeth, 1998), the
main character who is a girl lives in a very poor, trash and graffiti-filled building. She displays
perseverance and respect as she helps to make her building more beautiful. The mother also
shows her respect of her daughter when she tells her that she is the beautiful thing in her life and
gives her one of her wedding gifts. This delightful book demonstrates positive dispositions of a
family in modern times.
Up the Learning Tree (Vaughn, 2003) provides insight into a phase of slavery that is not
often told: Many enslaved people were forcefully denied the rights of education. Vaughn shows
that some people risked much during this time to teach and to learn. The teacher had to use
subtle ways and her perseverance to teach the boy to read. The boy who was enslaved had to
exercise his perseverance to learn to read. The book illuminates ways in which the seemingly
impossible becomes possible through cooperation.
In Rosa (Giovanni, 2005), Muriel Dubois (author and illustrator) tells a vivid story of the
perseverance of Rosa Parks as she refused to give up her seat on a segregated bus to a White
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rider and her subsequent arrest and jailing. Other characters in the book demonstrate the
cooperation that was necessary for Ms. Parks’ actions to become effective in the struggle for
equal rights.
The Day Martin Luther King, Jr. was Shot: A Photo History of the Civil Right Movement
(Haskins, 1992) is a detailed account, supported by photos, of the Civil Rights Movement from
the time of slavery through the creation of the federal holiday. Those involved demonstrated
their dispositions of perseverance, cooperation, and dependability that were required to achieve
this federal holiday.
Written in the form of a personal travel journal, Sienna’s scrapbook (Parker, 2005)
records her family vacation from Hartford, Connecticut to Winston Salem, North Carolina to
learn about their heritage. Along the way, Sienna displays her disposition of respect, as she
learns about Harlem, Louis Armstrong, the Underground Railroad, the Quakers (who helped run
the Underground Railroad), Martin Luther King, Jr., and many other famous African Americans.
Asian children’s literature. Chosen by Little, Brown and Company as their New
Voices, New World annual contest winner, Dumpling Soup (Rattigan, 1993) relates the
delightful story of a young girl’s efforts with making dumplings for the soup that look as good as
those made by her aunts for their family’s annual New Year’s celebration at her grandmother’s
house. Set in Hawaii, the girl’s family members are Korean, Japanese, Chinese, and Hawaiian.
When it is time to eat, Marisa is embarrassed when she sees her misshapen dumplings in the
soup bowls after her uncle laughs at them; however, she is delighted when everyone wants more
of her dumplings when they are offered. Marisa demonstrates much perseverance as she works to
make her dumplings. The many family members show their acceptance and tolerance of Marisa’s
efforts when they ask for more.
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The struggles of a young girl transitioning from writing her name in Korean to English is
the theme of My name is Yoon (Recorvits, 2003). Each day, Yoon writes a word instead of her
name that reflects how she is feeling. The teacher is very patient and kind throughout and
celebrates the day when Yoon finally writes her name. Both Yoon and the teacher demonstrate
their dispositions of perseverance, respect, and tolerance throughout the narrative.
Rise and shine, Mariko-chan! (Tomioka, 1992) was previously published in Japan.
Tomioka focuses on the cooperation of a young Japanese girl and her family during a typical
morning. The Japanese cultural use of “chan” and “san” added to names to show affection and
respect is also explained.
Uchida (1993) wrote the New York Times Best Illustrated Book of the Year, The Bracelet.
It tells the story of a Japanese-American family relocated by the government to a prison camp
during World War II. Throughout the story, honesty is a disposition expressed through all of the
characters. Emi’s friend, Laurie, give her a golden chain bracelet with a heart, which Emi loses
on their first night in the prison camp. As Emi begins thinking of times that Laurie and she
shared – flying kites and wearing matching red sweaters, she realizes that she did not have to
have the necklace to remember her friend. Her mother supports Emi’s realization by reflecting
that everything important remains in their hearts.
Hispanic and Latino children’s literature. The book, Pablo’s Tree (Mora, 1994), tells
about the tradition Pablo shares with his grandfather, Lito: Lito decorates Pablo’s tree for his
birthday in a unique way each year, they play with his new toys under the tree, and Pablo spends
the night. After Pablo sees the tree this year, Lito and Pablo spend time remembering the story of
Pablo’s tree and recalling the decorations for each of his four previous birthdays. The
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grandfather, Lito, portrays the important disposition of dependability with his consistency of
decorating Pablo’s tree to celebrate his birthday.
Birthday celebrations are important for this Hispanic family in A Birthday Basket for Tia
(Mora, 1992), especially for Cecilia’s great aunt’s ninetieth birthday, Tia. For Tia’s birthday
present, Cecelia gathers items of significance from the house, including a book, her favorite
mixing bowl, a flowerpot, a teacup, a red ball, and some flowers from outside. Cecelia and her
mother also fix a piñata, prepare a special dinner, and plan for family and friends who are
musicians to join them – just before Tia arrives for her birthday surprise. The disposition of
cooperation and respect is portrayed through their mother-daughter relationship.
Native American children’s literature. Freedman (1988) illustrated his book, Buffalo
Hunt, though using reproductions of paintings and drawings completed by artists who traveled
west when Native Americans depended on the buffalo. The buffalo hunt and daily living and
many of the traditions of the tribes emphasizes the importance of the disposition of cooperation
in the tribes.
Tapenum’s Day: A Wampanoag Indian Boy in Pilgrim Times (Waters, 1996) is a photo
journal taken to depict a typical day in the life of a Wampanoag Indian boy. This story is told
through the voice of a child enacting the part of an actual Wampanoag Indian child, as the child
is part of Plimoth Plantation, an outdoor living history museum of 17th century Plymouth,
Massachusetts. Tapenum was an actual Wampanoag Indian who was befriended by two children
in the Plymouth Plantation, Samuel Eaton and Sarah Morton. The reader sees through the eyes of
this Wampanoag Indian boy the importance of cooperation in his daily life.
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Pacific Islanders, Alaskans, Others’ Children’s Literature
Bridging the differences in culture and age, Roses for Gita (Gilmore, 1996) is a touching
story of the friendship that develops between Gita (a young girl from India) and her neighbor,
Mr. Flinch (an older while man). In an attempt to make friends, Gita finally makes a wind chime
and gives it to Mr. Flinch for his garden. When he gets it, he invites Gita to help him hang it, and
she asks him to help her plant her rose when she gets one. Gita’s disposition of perseverance is
shown through her efforts of making friends with Mr. Flinch. As they plan to plant her rose, both
illustrate their disposition of cooperation.
The Wednesday Surprise (Bunting, 1989) focuses on the literacy of a Greek family story.
In this charming story of intergenerational love and support, Anna and her grandmother spend
Wednesday evenings together, so Anna can teach her grandmother how to read. This family
literacy story weaves together the cooperation and respect that Anna and her grandmother have
for each other.
White children’s literature. Told through the eyes of David, the young son, Jin Woo
(Bunting, 2001) is a touching story about a white family adopting a Korean five-month-old baby,
Jin Woo. While David wonders if they felt the same before his parents adopted him, he is soon
reassured by them that they do and that Jin Woo will need him. The dispositions of honesty and
respect are nicely interwoven into this sensitive story of adoption and multiculturalism.
Gray, in Dear Willie Rudd, (1991), provides a story of a White lady as she reflects on her
life as a child with her Black housekeeper and nanny. The author writes her former housekeeper
and nanny a letter of apology for her mother, grandmother, and herself and reflects the
disposition of respect she has for Willie Rudd if she could see Willie Rudd one more time. The
disposition of honesty that the letter includes is sincere and well-written.
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Capturing the experiences and images of homesteading in the Dakota Territory in the late
1880s, My Prairie Year: Based on the Diary of Elenore Plaisted (Harvey, 1986) is a vivid
biography of this time period. Every day brought different chores for Elenore: doing laundry,
ironing and mending, gardening, going to town to buy supplies, cleaning the house, and cooking
and baking. Sundays were a time to play on the prairie after Sunday school lessons. Each season
also brought different delights and challenges, illustrating the dispositions of cooperation and
dependability that the family members had to have during this historical period.
Conclusion
As children read and listen to children’s literature that reflects diverse cultures and
positive dispositions of characters, they may begin to recognize prejudices/preferences and
injustices that still exist today in their society and, more personally, the prejudices/preferences
they themselves have. Awareness is the first step in nurturing a more inclusive view, avoiding
the development of inappropriate prejudices/preferences, and beginning actions to create a more
inclusive society. In addition, a discussion of the dispositions of the characters may assist
children with their own expression of these positive attitudes. Sharing this children’s literature
may also strengthen school and family connections through emphasizing dispositions that enable
children to be successful.
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Key: Disposition
C = cooperation
D = dependability
H = honesty
L = liberty
P = perseverance
R = respect
T = tolerance
C, H
R, T
C, R
P, C
H
P, C, D
P, R, L
P
P
R, C
R
P, C
P, C
R, H
D
L
C, T
C, P
C, P
D
D
P, R
C
P, R, H, T
C
H

Reference by Culture
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Key: Disposition
C = cooperation
D = dependability
H = honesty
L = liberty
P = perseverance
R = respect
T = tolerance
C
C, R
P
P
C
D, L
D

C, R
P, C
R, P
D, L
P, C
H, R
P, H
H, R
C, D
R
D, T
D, C
D
C, D

D
H
P
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The Intentional Demonization of President Barack Obama: Two Researchers
Examine the Election of Mr. Barack Obama as an Agent of Change

Current President, Mr. Barack Hussein Obama, was elected in November of 2008, as the
44th President of the United States of America. His election has resulted in an assault on him, his
political views, as well as his family. These two researchers have been dismayed as to the efforts
of so many to trivialize him and his decision-making competencies among other issues. We
wanted to try and determine if it is Mr. Obama himself, something that he has done, or a general
resistance to change that has added to his problems. It could actually be a combination of the
above factors. Thus, we are presenting the paper, “The Intentional Demonization of President
Barack Obama: Two Researchers Examine the Election of Mr. Barack Obama as an Agent of
Change.” For the purposes of this research paper, demonization is defined as the intentional
characterization of Mr. Obama as evil, cruel and diabolical.
When Senator Barack Obama began his campaign for President in 2008, perhaps he was
a bit naïve about several interwoven and dynamic factors, including: the true nature of power and
politics, the length to which people are willing to go in order to preserve and maintain a status
quo and an escalating climate of fear and mistrust within the American cub-culture. As a serious
contender for the position he would also have to acknowledge at least two other main challenges.
One being that the potential election of a non-white to a position traditionally dominated by
white males might remind the ethnic majority that whites may no longer be in control, and also
that there is the surprising gullibility among many American people who have through the years
become jaded with the political process. This sub-culture wants to believe the worst instead of
being optimistic; they are often snide, cynical, hypercritical and relentless in pursuit of their
alternate agendas. In addition, Mr. Obama would have to prepare himself for the role that
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modern technology plays in today‟s political process. We live in a world where one false
accusation can be spread to millions of people in an instant using Facebook, MySpace, Blogs,
and Twitter. There are twenty-four hour news channels that have the capacity to „loop‟ negative
or unflattering information all night long, and all of these different audio and visual media have
loyal followers.
Anti-Obama Images and Rhetoric
From the beginning of Barack Obama‟s campaign, and extending through the present, the
public has been subjected to unbelievable disturbing images, and hateful rhetoric about him. As
members of this establishment, we ask the following questions: How did a democratic society
get to this point where these kinds of images and harsh rhetoric begin to be accepted by a
significant percentage of the U.S. population? And what does this say about our general
willingness to accept and embrace change?
As researchers, we can probably trace the etiology of Mr. Obama‟s present problems.
Essentially, it all started as the Republicans became desperate to maintain power and to prevent
Mr. Obama from winning. Their handlers used any negative „spin‟ in order to influence the
voters and dissuade potential support from Mr. Obama and toward Mr. McCain. Also, the now,
United States Secretary of State, Mrs. Hillary Clinton wanted to win the nomination. She and her
husband did not believe that Mr. Barack Obama could become President so they contributed to
the negative climate as she was trying to secure the Democratic nomination. Much of the
negative criticism has been attached to comments Mr. Obama himself made during the
campaign. While campaigning and in response to a question from “Joe the Plumber” Mr. Obama
indicated that as President he would “… spread the wealth around …” these are words that we
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are sure he would either clarify or retract if given the opportunity. That one snippet of a sentence
led to the redistribution of wealth theory and charges of socialism and more „welfare.‟
The Internet and prominent media have seemingly contributed to the negative press with
disturbing images, of which only a few from the public domain will be displayed here. These
images can be readily located by simply using any online search engine such as Google to look
for information on Mr. Obama and examining the accompanying images (See Appendix A for
images).
Insensitive and defamatory dialogue has been prevalent in blogs on the Internet. Typical
depictions of this rhetoric based upon rumors and lies are noted below.
At McCain-Palin rallies, crowd members have screamed “treason!” and “kill him!” after
Sarah Palin accused Barack Obama of criticizing U.S. troops, or „palling around with
terrorists.” In reference to the troop incident, what Obama actually said was: “Now you
have narco drug lords who are helping to finance the Taliban, “ Obama said, “so we‟ve
got to get the job done there [in Afghanistan], and that requires us to have enough troops
that we are not just air raiding villages, and killing civilians, which is causing enormous
problems there.” The actual relationship that Ayers and Obama shared began when both
were grown men. When Bill Ayers was with the Weather Underground, a radical antigovernment group, Barack Obama was 8 years old. Much later, they both worked
together on some initiatives to reform education in Chicago and they both lived in the
same Chicago neighborhood.
This defamatory rhetoric on blogs has also spilled over to racially charged rhetoric aimed
at his family:
“To entertain her daughter, Michelle Obama loves to make monkey sounds” (See
Appendix B).
“They make me sick…The whole family…mammy, pappy, the free loadin‟ mammy-in-law,
the misguided chillin‟, and especially „lil cuz…This is not the America I want
representin‟ my peeps,”
“Poor kids, I hope they‟re not „punished with a baby‟, “Hopefully they won‟t deal
cocaine like the Kenyan.”
Then there have been scary and life-threatening rhetoric directed at Mr. Obama:
“Obama will die, KKK forever,”
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“The KKK or someone will assassinate Obama! If we get a N—gg—r President all you
n—gg—r‟s [sic] will think you‟ve wom and the white people will have to bow to you[.]
f—k that.”
“I‟m hoping someone will do his public duty of putting a bullet through Obama‟s head,”
“bring[ing] back lynchings”
“Look out n—gg—r. The klan is getting bigger!!!
“The deep south is making plans.”
And this statement below posted on a blog about Mr. Obama‟s January 2011 State of the
Union address:
“Last night an illegal immigrant stood in front of the American people looking down his
nose with his hand out.”
These images and dialogue are disturbing on so many levels. In order to capture the sense
of the present climate, we began this research with a brief synopsis of this country‟s presidential
history. We moved forward to President Obama as the winner of an election that signaled
„change‟ not only in the political process but in the election results.
American Presidential History
America declared herself independent from Great Britain on July 4, 1776 (The
Revolutionary War actually ended with the Treaty of Paris on September 3, 1783); however prior
to this:


The thirteen colonies were governed under England‟s umbrella.



The „governors‟ represented the monarchy and were usually elected from each
colony through assemblies and legislatures.

Before the Revolutionary War (when the British sensed discontent from the colonies),
England began to appoint governors for the colonies. However, during the Revolution all royal
governors were expelled from the colonies except Jonathan Trumbull who supported the
Americans.
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The colonies became independent states via the Declaration of Independence July 4,
1776, when they declared their independence from Britain; however, the Revolutionary War
actually officially ended with the Treaty of Paris on September 3, 1783. Each state drafted and
enforced an individual constitution. The right to vote was granted only to white males, and
wealthy land owners; but no slaves and women could vote.
The Articles of Confederation served as the first U.S. Constitution. From March 1, 1781
to March 4, 1789, the leader of the „Congress of the Confederation‟ served as the President of the
United States. When Article Two of the Constitution was ratified on June 21, 1788, it provided
for the „Executive Power to be vested in a President of the United States of America.‟ In 1789,
George Washington became the first elected President of the United States of America. The
Constitution provides for a new Presidential election every four years
He Won In Spite Of
The 2008 Presidential election culminated in a victory for Mr. Obama, who won with
52.9% of the vote while McCain garnered 45.6% of votes; making him the 44th President. Barack
Hussein Obama brought impeccable credentials and stature to this leadership position; in the past
such qualities were worthy of respect from peers and also within the country‟s general
population. Some of Mr. Obama‟s more salient qualities include:
o The first African American President
o Harvard Law Graduate
o First Black president of the Harvard law Review
o Constitutional law professor
o World traveler
o Visionary
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Even though he was able to declare victory, the 2008 campaign was contentious. As the
presidential election unfolded, the campaign became heated; many of the relevant dynamics
included:


Hillary R. Clinton was thought to be the Democratic frontrunner.



Barack H. Obama was a long shot for the Democratic Nomination – he is Black, a
male and has an African name.



Mr. Obama became most effective with young voters who are generally thought to be
more receptive to diversity and change.



Mr. Obama was the first Presidential candidate in history to use technology
proficiently thus allowing him to successfully mobilize his followers and reach the
potential electorate.



Sarah Palin became a factor when she was tapped by McCain as his Republican
running mate; she has emerged from obscurity as the darling of the Republican and
Tea Parties.



As a result of Mr. Obama‟s nomination and subsequent election, membership in hate
groups as tracked by the Southern Poverty Law Center, has increased as has the
number of such active organizations.

There are other key factors which play into the various unique circumstances surrounding
our forty-fourth President.
 Most aspects of American society revolve around race or ethnicity.
 Much of American society was constructed around race from the very beginning and
the division has persisted through the years.
 In the 2008 election, John McCain represented white maleness and wealth. He was
not supposed to lose to an African American.
 Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin represent white womanhood which in the minds of
many whites remains under assault from „minorities‟ in general, but African
American males in particular.
 Mr. Obama rarely mentioned Hillary when he was running against her, and he never
mentions Sarah Palin; as a Black man he is surely aware of the public perception if he
dares to engage white women in any form of „verbal‟ combat.
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Uniquely to advance and justify the racist views many lies and distractions about
President Obama have been assailed:


Birthers – Claim that Mr. Obama was not born in the U.S., actually McCain is the
one who was not born in the U.S. These people have gone to great length and expense
to produce a fraudulent „birth certificate‟ which indicates that Mr. Obama‟s place of
birth as Kenya (See Appendix C).



Socialist – Socialists say that he is not one of them, but many people in the United
States continue to believe the Mr. Obama is a Socialist.



Racist – Mr. Obama once belonged to a church led by Reverend Jeremiah Wright, the
church preached from the Afro-centric perspective. Reverend Wright is a beleaguered
Civil Rights activist.



Arrogant – This is really racist, because it reminds one of the „cocky negro‟ whom
whites love to hate and fear.



-Elitist – This is not possible because Mr. Obama was raised modestly in a single
parent mother household and with his grandparents.



Inept - That he does not know what he is doing, he is called „Odumbo,‟ and
„Obammy‟ by detractors.



Apologizing (bowing and scraping) – His multicultural upbringing gives him a
unique perspective into other peoples and cultures.



He is a Muslim – Not so, he is an avowed Christian.

Some important facts about Mr. Obama‟s campaign are revealing as well:


Mr. Obama took no funds from corporations – he owes them nothing.



He did not take the public finance and has encouraged campaign finance reform.



He could not hide his disappointment when the Supreme Court voted to roll back the
restrictions on corporate contributions to federal campaigns.



His money came from small individual donations – not large lobbying firms or
corporations.



Therefore, his allegiance is to the public and not to any special interest groups, thus,
he cannot possibly be in the „back pocket of corporate America‟ as many detractors
have claimed (See Appendix D, Table 422).
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Change - Psychology, Sociology and Political
 The psychology of change has its set of peculiarities:
 “Change” can be an uncomfortable process for most.
 The process of “change‟ actually begins in the mind.
 Woodrow Wilson said: “If you want to make enemies, try to change something.”
 Many of the ideas that President Obama mention have become part of the everyday
vernacular.
The sociology of change is rooted in a Democracy. Many times, members of the
dominant culture are fearful that their race, mores, traditions and ideals will be replaced or
supplanted by those of another. In an effort to make ourselves comfortable, we will often form an
alliance with „like-minded‟ individuals. That is these people feel the same way about the change;
this can prevent or stave off the reality of „change‟ and help us to deal with what we perceive as
an unwanted situation or outcome. Unfortunately this is not always good because in aligning
ourselves with those who agree with us, we are not likely to get the contrary or divergent
information required in order to make a fair and balanced decision about the „change‟ in
question.
Political change has always been an inevitable part of the American society. While some
political change is violent as in an uprising, there are some political changes that move in a
natural progress and therefore they are largely unnoticed. Today, political change can be strongly
influenced by our instant access to information via the internet and other media devices. One
problem with political change is that we humans often have a hard time conceiving that another
person may have a different opinion than our own about a specific idea or event. We may all
have access to the same information but draw a totally different conclusion based upon
relevance.
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Resistance and Acceptance of Change
In general, people are resistant to change for various reasons that include the following:
o Preconceived notion(s)/Perception – The mind is already made up about the
ramification(s) of the change.
o Previous Experience – The perception is that it did not go so well the last time so
there is some hesitancy to fully participate in the change.
o Fear – Don‟t know what the change will bring, or what it will mean personally.
o Motivational Mistrust – Why now, and who is recommending the change, how will it
affect me/mine/people who look like me, etcetera.
o Bad timing – It is not a good time right now.
Conversely, people embrace change because of the possible benefits. Often people who
celebrate change are unafraid and welcome the challenge that the change may bring. These
people likely know that things cannot remain the same always. In essence, they are „forward
thinkers‟ and not „back lookers.‟
Mr. Obama‟s Election and Change
The election of President Obama represents different things to different people! First, it is
the partial fulfillment of hopes, dreams and aspirations of the great-great grandchildren of slaves.
In addition, it is the dread of the dawning of a new day that represents a potential power shift for
the great-great grandchildren of slave owners.
Our Research Study
In facilitating the research topic a survey instrument was developed and administered to
collegiate students at an urban university. The results are a microcosm of the national insignia
regarding the adverse views on the first African American President of the United States. Listed
below are some select demographics of our respondents:
o 63% are between the ages of 17 and 25, in 2008 that was Mr. Obama‟s election
support demographic.
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o There are 28.3 million potential voters in this age group.
o Not all of the voters in this age group are going to vote and even if they do they may
still not vote for Mr. Obama (See Appendix E).
Findings
•

96% of our respondents considered themselves African American (See Appendix F).

•

In the 2008 election, 26.5 million of the 225.6 million votes were cast by African
Americans; while 183.3 million votes were cast by whites, 10.5 million were cast by
Asians and 30.9 million were cast by Hispanics. (Source: 2011 Statistical Abstract of
the United States.)

•

We were looking to establish a correlation between education and acceptance of
change using survey question #3.
o 98% of our survey respondents have education beyond high school.
o 65% of voters in the 2008 presidential election reported some college or an
Associate‟s degree, while 73.3% of those voting reported a bachelor‟s or
advanced degree. (Source: 2011 Statistical Abstract of the United States.)

•

Survey question #4 was designed to gauge several factors which generally indicate an
openness to “intercultural” change:
o Travel abroad
o Acceptance of different cultures
o A general willingness to interact with other cultures
o If past intercultural interactions have generally been positive or negative

•

73% of our respondents have had meaningful intercultural relationships.

•

81% have had positive interactions inter-culturally.

•

Only 29% feel in competition with other cultures. We expected this percentage to be
higher.

•

Survey question #5 was designed to determine if the respondents self reported feeling
about change could be correlated to the factors that generally indicate an openness to
change as reflected in survey question #4.

•

We found it significant that only 25% of the respondents reported that their
acceptance of change is based upon personal benefit.

•

A small number, 4.2% of the respondents only associate with people who feel the
same way about change as they themselves feel (an affirmation of close mindedness.)
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•

However, most of the respondents choose to associate with people who may not share
their own belief about this issue.

•

Survey question #6 begins to connect the name “Barack Obama” with feelings about
change.
o 83.8% felt that he could change the stereotype about Black males.
o 76.8% felt that it was time for the U.S.A. to „walk-the-walk.”
o 78% want Black children to benefit from his election.
o Only 3% want revenge against whites.
o Surprisingly 18% know someone who did not vote for Mr. Obama.
o And 1% indicates that their personal choice did not win the election.

•

Question #7 examines why Mr. Obama as a change agent is experiencing problems.
o 62.6% think it is because he is Black.
o 8.1% blame Mr. Obama for the hostility.
o 49.5% say that the people who voted for change really did not want it.
o 22.2% feel that people who want change still support Mr. Obama.
o 39.4% feel that the media is a problem.
o 84.8% believe that Mr. Obama does his best for all people.

•

Conservatives are constantly talking about the „founding fathers‟ and the
Constitution, in survey question #8, we wanted to know if that is a valid argument.
o 63.2% of respondents felt that the „founding fathers‟ would embrace the change.
o 24.2% would embrace the Constitution as a template.
o 34.7% felt that the „founding fathers‟ would be in favor of changing with times.

•

Survey question #9 examines the personal reasons for opposition to change.
o 46.5% fear the unknown.
o 32.4% fear the loss of control.
o 39.4% fear that others may benefit more.
o Only 22.5% fear that another race may get an upper hand.

•

Survey question #10 asks the participant to sum up their own personal feeling about
change.
o 80.8% want to take part in what they consider positive change.
o 89.9% do not expect things to always stay the same.
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o 40.4% oppose rapid change.
o 35.4% want control of the change that affects them.
o 14.1% admit that when they question change they only consult information that
reinforces their position. (This is significant and can be part of the cause for Mr.
Obama‟s current problems).
Conclusion
President Obama continues to face significant problems getting beyond his inaccurate portrayal
to potential voters. His problems are likely to continue and may multiply since there are certain
people who make their living talking negatively about President Barack Obama. The
Republicans do not want to lose the election in 2012, so they are prepared to say or do anything
in order to win. The general public must become more discerning about the validity and
importance of information that is available in the media and on the Internet. In order to validate
our findings, the survey that we used should be administered to a different racial or cultural
population to determine if the results are similar. In this instance “non-Black” survey participants
generally selected the same responses as “Black” or “African American” participants. Further
research with different populations could reveal additional insight into this massive societal and
political dilemma.
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Appendix B (Mrs. Obama and her daughter)
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Appendix C (Birth Certificates)
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Appendix D (Table 422)
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(Source: Statistical Abstracts of the United States, 2011
http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2011/tables/11s0422.pdf)
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Appendix E (Obama‟s Pattern of Support and Statistical Breakdown of U.S. Electorate)
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The Pattern of Support for President Obama:
–

Women Approve 52% and disapprove 40%

–

Men Disapprove 48% and approve 45%

–

Blacks Approve 89% and disapprove 6%

–

Hispanics Approve 64% and disapprove 19%

–

Whites Disapprove 53% and approve 39%

–

Democrats Approve 85% and disapprove10%

–

Republicans Disapprove 84% and approve12%

–

Independents Disapprove 46% and approve 41%

(Source: Data from Quinnipiac University National Poll, released January 13, 2011.)

Statistical Breakdown of U.S. Electorate
•

In the United States, there are 225,499,000 (229,945,000 if you include aliens of voting
age) people eligible to vote.

•

Only 131,407,000 or 57.1% of the eligible voters actually cast ballots in the 2008
presidential election.

•

2008 presidential election voting percentage by race: 59.6% of eligible whites voted,
60.8% of eligible Blacks, 32.1% of eligible Asians and 31.6% of eligible Hispanics.

(Source: 2011 Statistical Abstracts of the United States.)
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Appendix F (Survey)
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Question 1 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors, Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C. Lewis.
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Question 2 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors, Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C. Lewis.
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Question 3 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors, Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C. Lewis.
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Question 4 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors, Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C. Lewis.
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Question 5 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors, Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C. Lewis.
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Question 6 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors, Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C. Lewis.
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Question 7 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors, Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C. Lewis.
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Question 8 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors, Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C. Lewis.
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Question 9 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors, Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C. Lewis.
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Question 10 of survey instrument developed and administered by the authors. Dr. Lou H. Sanders and Linda C.
Lewis.
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Websites with Demon Reference to President Obama or his family
1.

Rush Limbaugh: Obama looks ‘demonic’ in new photos ‘An American president has never had facial
expressions like this’ Rush Limbaugh: Obama looks „demonic‟ in new photos
http://www.wnd.com/?pageId=216721#ixzz1Fa69TONQhttp://www.sodahead.com/united-states/rushlimbaugh-0bama-looks-demonic-in-latest-pictures/question1289683/?page=4&link=ibaf&imgurl=http://images.sodahead.com/profiles/0/0/0/0/0/6/1/5/7/Obama-demon27534245043.jpeg&q=obama%2Bdemon

2.

Helpless Liberals Watch as Obama Switches from Messiah to Demon
http://www.rushlimbaugh.com/home/daily/site_101810/content/01125106.guest.html

3.

Obama is Possessed By A Demon (with pictures) http://christwire.org/2010/10/obama-is-possessed-by-ademon-with-pictures/

4.

Obama as Demon http://www.tnr.com/blog/the-spine/obama-demon

5.

The Demonic Eyes Of Obama And Other Facial Expressions (PHOTOS)
http://globalgrind.com/channel/news/content/1853065/the-demonic-eyes-of-obama-and-other-facialexpressions-photos/

6.

Warning to Parents: New Obama Demon Possession in Children Uncovered
http://www.landoverbaptist.net/showthread.php?t=15948

7.

Amazing Picture: Grandmother of Barack Obama looks like sea monster or demon
http://www.mofopolitics.com/2008/11/18/grandmother-of-obama-monster/

8.

Michelle Obama To Be Immortalized As Wax Demon! http://wonkette.com/405829/michelle-obama-to-beimmortalized-as-wax-demon

9.

Our President: The Demon http://the-end-time.blogspot.com/2010/10/our-president-demon.html

10. Michelle Obama Dares To Touch Queen Elizabeth II of England with Her Dirty Hands
http://christwire.org/2009/04/michelle-obama-dares-to-touch-queen-elizabeth-ii-of-england-with-her-dirtyhands/
11. Obama Denounced by Republican Leader as the Anti-Christ While McCain Faces Allegations that He is the
Aztec Demon Itzcoliuhqui http://jonathanturley.org/2008/09/30/republican-chairwoman-resigns-after-sendinge-mails-suggesting-that-obama-is-the-anti-christ/
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2011 Statistical Abstracts of the United States. http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/.
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Academic Achievement and Health Disparities: The Correlation of Quality of
Life Factors and Academic Achievement for Students Living in the State of
Mississippi

Abstract
This proposed research project was presented at the 2011 National Association of African
American Studies and Affiliates Conference (NAAAS). The research project was entitled
Academic Achievement and Health Disparities: The Correlation of Quality of Life Factors and
Academic Achievement for Students Living in the State of Mississippi. The authors are
concerned with and plan to tackle, through grantsmanship efforts, the intricacies that propel a
cycle of low academic achievement as they relate to a target population in Mississippi in general
and the Mississippi Delta Region, specifically. It suggests a solution to this problem with the
implementation of a University Assisted Community School (UACS) in one designated
community in the Mississippi Delta.

Introduction – Academic Achievement and Health
Academic success is an excellent indicator for the overall well-being of youth and a
primary indicator and determinant of adult health outcomes (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2009). A great deal of research is available to describe the relationship between
educational attainment and health among adults. Because adults have, for the most part, completed
their education and the attainment of education precedes their health status, it can be safely
extrapolated that more highly educated adults tend to be healthier (Dilley, 2009). For this reason,
public health advocates are giving increased attention to the social determinants of health for
improving public health. The social determinants of health are the conditions in which people are
born, grow, live, work, and age. These include income, education, and access to resources (Dilley,
2009).
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Lack of equal chances for success—the result of poverty, discrimination, unequal access to
services, and other factors—affects a person’s health. These patterns of socioeconomic disparities are
often the same for disparities in academic achievement. It may be unrealistic to expect to close the
achievement gap for disadvantaged youth without addressing wellness, readiness to learn, and the
conditions affecting the health of the community (Dilley, 2009).
The Carnegie Foundation indicates, ―Clearly, no knowledge is more crucial than knowledge
about health. Without it, no other life goal can be successfully achieved‖ (Boyer, 1983). Also, former
Surgeon General Dr. Antonia Novello noted, ―Health and education go hand in hand: one cannot
exist without the other. To believe any differently is to hamper progress. Just as our children have a
right to receive the best education available, they have a right to be healthy. As parents, legislators,
and educators, it is up to us to see that this becomes a reality‖ (?, 1992). National Action Plan for
Comprehensive School Health Education (1992), made the insightful comment, ―[Children] …who
face violence, hunger, substance abuse, unintended pregnancy, and despair cannot possibly focus on
academic excellence. There is no curriculum brilliant enough to compensate for a hungry stomach or
a distracted mind.‖ Indeed, it is difficult for students to be successful in school if they are: depressed;
tired; being bullied; stressed; sick; using alcohol or other drugs; hungry; and/or abused. Thus, we can
all agree that good health is necessary for academic success.

The Problem
Mississippi consistently ranks at the bottom nationally in student academic achievement
and other important quality of life indicators. For instance, according to the National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP), in Mississippi, only 22% of 4th graders scored proficient or
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Exhibit A – Examples of Specific Health Risk Factors for Students
Health Risks That May Influence Student Achievement
th

Health Risk
Percent of 8 grade students with risk factor
Substance Abuse (any use in past 30 days)
Cigarette smoking
6.1
Alcohol use
16.9
Marijuana use
7.3
Chronic Health Conditions
Obesity (body mass index greater than 30)
10.4
Severe asthma (frequent symptoms that affect activities and sleep)
0.3
Poor Nutrition
Not eating breakfast
33.9
Insufficient fruit and vegetable consumption (fewer than 5 per day)
70.6
Drinking 2 or more soda pops per day
15.8
Insufficient Physical Activity
Insufficient exercise (vigorous or moderate activity)
17.6
Watching TV 3 or more hours on an average school day
31.2
Poor Mental Health
Feeling unsafe at school
17.5
Depressed for at least 2 weeks in past year
23.5
Sleep Deprivation
Fewer than 8 hours of sleep at night

42.8

above in reading, the third lowest proficiency rate in the country. Only 19 percent of 8th grade
students scored at or above proficient in reading. In mathematics, only 22 percent of 4th grade
students scored at or above proficient and only 15 percent of 8th graders scored as well. Overall,
students ranked among the bottom five states in both 4th grade reading proficiency and student
poverty. Mississippi ranks 50th nationally in the number of children who live in poverty and the
current high school graduation rate is only 71.3 percent. In addition, the state ranks 50th in the
prevalence of obesity, 48th in preventable hospitalizations, 48th in primary care physicians, 50th in
the number of single parent families, 47th in the number of child deaths, 50th in premature deaths,
50th in infant mortality, 50th in cardiovascular deaths, 49th in diabetes, 49th in dental visits, 49th in
vegetable and fruit consumption, and 50th in physical activity (Annie Casey Foundation, 2009;
Southward, 2010; United Health Foundation, 2010).
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Perhaps nowhere else in Mississippi are these discouraging statistics more prevalent than
in the Delta region. Thirty four percent of the 35 school districts in the Delta are labeled as
―Academic Watch,‖ 40 percent are labeled ―At Risk of Failing,‖ and 8.6 percent are labeled,
―Failing.‖ All of these percentages are quite higher, relatively speaking, than the state
percentages at 24 percent, 21 percent, and 4 percent respectively. To make matters worse, the
poverty rate in the Delta is 30.4 percent which is significantly higher than the state rate of 21
percent and the national rate of 13.2 percent. The infant mortality rate is almost 30 percent higher
than the national average and the single mother head of household is 9.4 percent, 34 percent
higher than the national average of 7 percent. Only 63.5 adults in the Delta are high school
graduates and the region has the highest stroke death rates for any race of people in the US (See
Exhibit B – Delta Health Alliance, 2010; Delta Regional Authority, 2010; MS Department of
Education, 2010).
Exhibit B – Mississippi Health Statistics
The Problem – Health and Education Statistics in the Mississippi Delta Region









Thirty four percent of the 35
school districts in the Delta
are labeled as “Academic
Watch.”
Forty percent of the districts
are labeled “At Risk of
Failing.”
And almost 7% are labeled
“Failing.”
All of these percentages are
quite
higher,
relatively
speaking,
than
state
percentages at 24%, 21%
and 4% respectively.
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To make matters worse, the
poverty rate in the Delta is
30.4% which is significantly
higher than the state rate of
21% and the national rate of
13.2%.
The infant mortality rate is
almost 30%;
The single mother head of
household is 9.4% 34% higher
than the national average of
7%;
Only 63.5% of adults are high
school graduates; and
The Delta has the highest
stroke death rates for any race
of people in the U.S.

Target Area and Population – Indianola, MS
The focus of this proposed project will be citizens living in the city of Indianola, located
in Sunflower County of the Delta region in state of Mississippi. Sunflower County’s statistics
bear strong resemblances to other statistics afflicting the state and Delta region. For instance, all
of the counties three schools are labeled as ―Academic Watch,‖ ―At Risk of Failing,‖ and
―Failing.‖ The poverty level for children under 18 is an alarming 50.9 percent which is
significantly higher than the state’s rate at 29.4 percent. The unwed and teen mothers rates for
the county is significantly higher than those for the rest of the state while the infant mortality rate
is 13.2 percent compared to the state’s 10 percent. Likewise are statistics for the city of
Indianola. Four of the five schools located in the Indianola School District are labeled as
―Academic Watch,‖ ―At Risk of Failing,‖ or ―Failing‖ and the district as a whole is labeled ―At
Risk of Failing.‖ The districts accreditation status is ―Probation.‖ The dropout rate is 23.6
percent and 30 percent of children under age of 18 live in poverty and forty four percent of all
families are made up of single mothers. The adult diabetes rate is 13.2 percent, the adult obesity
rate is 40 percent, and the preschool obesity rate is 25.5 percent compared to Mississippi’s rates
of 12.3 percent, 33 percent, and 14.4 percent respectively (Delta Health Alliance, 2010; Delta
Regional Authority, 2010; MS Department of Education, 2010.
Although there are many other cities in the Mississippi Delta region that have similar
needs, the city of Indianola was chosen as the site of this proposed project because of its
relationship within the Delta Promise Community sponsored by the Delta Health Alliance, Inc
(DHA). Modeling after the Harlem’s Children’s Zone in Harlem, New York, the DHA chose
Indianola as the site of its Promise Community and has committed to focusing on its children
from the prenatal stage through college years and their families, to improve their health care,
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early childhood development, literacy, and social services. Specifically, this project proposes to
pilot a university-assisted community school within the Delta Promise Community. A
community school is a place for and set of partnerships between the school and other community
resources. Using the school as a ―hub,‖ the community school brings together many stakeholders
to offer a range of supports and opportunities to children, youth, families, and communities to
achieve results. It is recommended that schools in Promise Neighborhoods be community
schools (Coalition for Community Schools, 2009).
Proposal – Promise Communities and Community Schools
The College of Education at Jackson State University proposes to collaborate with such
agencies and organizations as the University of Mississippi Medical Center, Mississippi
Department of Health, Jackson-Hinds Comprehensive Health Center, and others, to pilot the
―Delta Promise University-Assisted Community School (UACS).‖ During the pilot phase of this
project, the UACS proposes to provide services to students in grades 6 through 9 and be
anchored at Robert L. Merritt, Jr. High School.
According to the research, community school students show significant gains in academic
achievement and in essential areas of nonacademic development. Families of community school
students show increased family stability, communication with teachers, school involvement, and
a greater sense of responsibility for their children’s learning. Community schools enjoy stronger
parent-teacher relationships, increased teacher satisfaction, a more positive school environment,
and greater community support. The community school model promotes more efficient use of
school buildings and, as a result, neighborhoods enjoy increased security, heightened community
pride, and better rapport among students and residents (Blank, Melaville, & Shah, 2003).
Improvement in student academic performance is significant among community schools. An
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independent review of the national community school initiative, Communities in Schools, has
reported that students in their schools excelled significantly in math and reading scores over
students in other schools (Coalition for Community Schools, 2009).
The overarching goal of the UAC is simple – to increase the overall health and academic
achievement of students in the Indianola School District. Since research suggests that the
academic success of students is strongly linked to their health, the project proposes to provide
services that will greatly impact both health and education outcomes. After an extensive needs
assessment and through collaborative partnerships, the UACS will extend critical community
services to:


Develop the academic, social, emotional, physical, and civic competencies of
students;



Strengthen families so they can support their children’s education and contribute to
the community; and



Provide various opportunities and support to community residents (Coalition for
Community Schools, 2009).

The UACS anticipates providing services such as expanded learning time, enriched learning
opportunities, school-linked medical and mental health services, strong family engagement
activities, community engagement activities, and cultural and civic events. Ideally, the UACS
will be a valuable support of the efforts of the Promise Community.
Effective partnerships would be at the heart of the UACS strategy. A major proposed
partnership would be that between the College of Education and Human Development (COEHD)
at Jackson State University and the University of Mississippi Medical Center (UMMC). Through
faculty service and student service learning assignments the COEHD would provide tutoring
services, career counseling, grief counseling, behavioral assessment, psycho-diagnosis, mental
health counseling, physical education, dance, strength and conditioning, drug abuse education,
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special education services and teacher professional development. Similarly, faculty and students
in the nursing and medical schools at UMMC would provide health screening and other health
related services. Other collaborations and services would include health screening and services
by the Mississippi Department of Health, Jackson-Hinds Comprehensive Center, and others.
Conclusion
The proposed research project will effect positive results in regard to the overall health
and academic achievement of students and the overall quality of life factors of residents in the
designated area. It is believed that the application of the Delta Promise University-Assisted
Community School (UACS), as demonstrated in previous research utilizing collaborative
agencies will be a catalyst for demonstrative improvements. Thus, further research and
collaborative efforts will allow for similarly situated communities to derive similar positive
outcomes.
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Exhibit C – LOGIC MODEL
Program: Promise Community University-Assisted Community Schools (UACS)

Outputs

Inputs
Activities
Community School
Director
Community School
Coordinator
Sufficient Resources
(funding, facility)
JSSU/UMMC
Faculty Service
(teachers,
educational leaders,
counselors, nurses,
medical, dental)
JSSU/UMMC
Student Service
Learners (teachers,
educational leaders,
counselors, nurses,
medical, dental)
MS Health
Department –
Additional Health
Screening and
Services
Other Relevant
Partners

Extended/
Enriched Learning
Opportunities and
Youth
Development
Physical health,
mental health, and
social services;
Family Support

Professional
Development
(school staff and
community)

Family
Engagement

Social and
Emotional Learning

Outcomes
Participation

Comprehensive
Learning and
Health Supports;
Integrated
academic
enrichment and
social services to
support children’s
intellectual, social,
and physical
development

Short

Children are ready
to learn

Students attend
school consistently

Students are actively
involved in learning
and their community

Supported
Families
Partner
integrations into
school day

Volunteers

Long

Student succeed
academically

Students are
healthy: physically,
socially, and
emotionally

Students live and
learn in a safe,
supportive, and
stable environment

Families are
increasingly involved
in their children’s
education

Schools are
engaged with
families and
communities

Community Support

Medium

Communities are
desirable places to
live

Family Support

Assumptions

External Factors

Services will be coordinated and provided in conjunction with
services already being provided by the school district and
community service centers and organizations.

When carrying out activities and measuring project impact on
student outcomes, efforts will be make to control and/or account
for extraneous variables.

Students graduate
ready for college,
careers, and
citizenship

CHANGES IN RACIAL IDENTITY FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO AN
AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY COURSE

SPENCER TYRUS
FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA

Changes in Racial Identity following Exposure to an African American
History Course

Statement of the Problem
African American students are bombarded with competing messages about history from
family members, peers, media, books, and schools. Bolden (1974) reported that instructional
materials used in institutionalized American education have presented some of the most distorted
views of Non-white groups while simultaneously presenting positive and exaggerated view of
Whites in America and their accomplishments. As such, it has been theorized that one’s racial
identity can be affected by negative salient images and messages through the socialization of
anti-Black racial attitudes within the curriculum of many American academic disciplines
(Asante, 1991; Banks and Grambs, 1972; Bolden, 1974; Pitre and Ray, 2002; Spencer, 1984).
The instructional materials developed in mainstream academic institutions and used in
schools throughout the United States present an Eurocentric cultural perspective (Keto, 1995).
This approach often excludes the experiences of non-whites and women, while imposing the
Western-Eurocentric cultural perspective as a universal paradigm (Osayande, 2004). Hence, the
American education curriculum, where history instruction is concerned, appears to be designed
for the students to view the world through the perspective of an Eurocentric cultural orientation
as the sum total of the human experience (Carruthers, 1980; Carruthers & Harris, 2002; Keto,
1995). Consequently, non-white groups have often been reduced in historical roles as peripheral
and social adjuncts to an Eurocentric cultural narrative (Asante, 1991; Karenga, 1998, 2003).
Among the various disciplines taught in mainstream schools, the social sciences, and in
particular history, provides the greatest representation of the contributions of the various racialcultural groups. Since history in principle is concerned with the totality of a group’s past, it is
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potentially the most interdisciplinary of all social science disciplines. For that reason, history can
serve as an excellent framework for the inclusion of neglected groups’ past and provide a true
representation of their identity in the curriculum.
American History versus African American History in the Curriculum:
American history presents a narrative of historical events that occurred since the
formation of this nation. Some of the major themes covered in American History are as follows:
Colonial Period, American Revolution, Westward Expansion, Manifest Destiny, Civil War,
Reconstruction, Industrialization, World Wars I and II, and the Cold War (Tucker, 2004).
American History serves the dual purposes of providing for knowledge and interpretation of the
nation’s past, and to promote pride and patriotism that reflect America’s achievements and
contributions (Bolden, 1974). Both of these emphases employ an Eurocentric historical
perspective of American history that is perpetuated and rationalized within mainstream
American educational institutions (Osayande, 2004; Keto, 1995).
Many of American History’s major themes (i.e. Colonization, Manifest Destiny, Civil
War) are exemplified by racial conflicts (i.e., Europeans versus Native Americans or African
Americans, etc.), yet non-White racial groups have often been reduced to peripheral historical
roles and as social adjuncts at best (Keto, 1995). While inclusion of various racial and ethnic
groups may be represented, when it occurs it is often at the benefit of European American
success (Asante, 1991; Carruthers and Harris, 2002). For example, within most American
History courses, Sacagawea is included in the curriculum because she helped Whites conquer
other Native American groups, whereas Geronimo and Sitting Bull are usually excluded or
deemphasized as peripheral players because they resisted the European’s forceful acquisition of
their lands (Loewen, 2006). Consequently, much of the interpretations of past events in
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American history have served to rationalize enslavement, genocide, oppression, discrimination,
humiliation, and murder of non-white groups (Banks and Grambs, 1972).
Traditionally, the achievements and contributions of many Non-white groups have been
either excluded or misrepresented in American History textbooks (Asante, 1991; Carruthers and
Harris, 2002; Karenga, 1998). Before the infusion of multiculturalism, the experiences of
nonwhites were rarely mentioned and were most often quite literally invisible in most textbooks
(Loewen, 1989). For example, noted historian H.G. Wells in his book, The History of the
Modern World, only allocates half of a page for the ―History of the American Indian,‖ in which
he stated ―the American Indian over the great part of the continent remained at a level of
Neolithic barbarism‖ (Wells, 1920, p. 121). Peoples of African descent in particular were treated
as subhuman, irresponsible, lazy and stupid in many of these texts (Keto, 1995; Loewen, 1989).
Woodson (1933) addressed this issue by noting that ―you might study the history as it was
offered in our system from elementary school throughout the university, and you would never
hear Africa mentioned except in the negative‖ (Woodson, 1999, p. 21). Jones (1988) asserted
that this negative perspective originates from a Eurocentric belief that African American culture
is inferior and pathological compared to the contemporary status of Western culture. Akbar
(1996) emphasized that this misrepresentation has created a ―severe psychological and social
shock in the minds of African [people]‖ (1996, p. 3) and despite being generations removed from
enslavement, many still carry the residue of it both socially and mentally. These
misrepresentations, according to Akbar (1996) and Jones (1988), transmit racial socialization
messages that project negative racial attitudes reflected in textbooks taught in mainstream
American schools. Consequently, it has been proposed that the inclusion of African American
History in the American education curriculum is needed to reduce, if not eliminate, the negative
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affects that an Eurocentric-oriented American History seemingly has on African American
students (Karenga, 1991; Woodson, 1999).
Given the foregoing, this research investigated the relationship between exposure to an
African American history course and positive changes in one’s racial identity among African
American college students. To investigate this relationship, the racial identity of 200 African
American college students enrolled in either a course in African American History (AAH)
History or American History (AH) was assessed both before and after the exposure (at the very
beginning and at the end of the academic semester-long history courses). Positive racial identity
was measured by the African Self-Consciousness Scale (ASCS) while negative racial identity
was measured by the Cultural Misorientation Scale (CMS). The ASCS and CMS have been
shown to have good construct validity (Kambon, 2003, Kambon and Rackley, 2005; Mays, 1995;
Stokes, Murray, Peacock and Kaiser, 1994) and reliability (Kambon, 2003, 2006; Kambon and
Rackley, 2005; Myers and Sanders-Thompson, 1995; Stokes, Murray, Peacock, Kaiser, 1994) as
measures of African American racial identity, self esteem and consciousness in African
American college students (Kambon, 1992, 2003; Kambon and Rackley, 2005, in press).
Racial Self-Identification among African Americans
Racial Self-Identification refers to the categorization and labeling of oneself as a member
of a specific ethnic or racial group. It also involves knowledge of the appropriate cultural cues
that identify a person’s primary reference group relative to his or her ethnicity or race, such as
traditions, beliefs, and values (Bernal, Cata, Garza, Knight, Ocampo, 1990; Cross, 1987, 1991)
as well as the appropriate identification of individuals who are members of different ethnic or
racial groups, such as skin color, hair texture and other physical attributes. (Thompson and
Akbar, 2003). The issues associated with racial self-identification are made more complex when
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the racial identity of a particular racial group’s sociopolitical history is considered (Phinney,
1990). The historical realities of the African American experience (such as slavery, institutional
racism, etc.) and individual efforts to cope and adjust (as in conformity or resistance) have
resulted in numerous possibilities for African Americans to identify themselves (Smith, 1989,
Hillard, 1985; Pontertoo, 1989, Asante, 1991). Over the years, people of African descent in
America have been identified or have identified themselves by a variety of terms used as the
basis of their racial identity: Negro, Colored, Black, Afro-American, African American, and of
course by a great variety of less complimentary epitaphs culminating in popular use of the ―Nword‖ and its variations (Ghee, 1990).
When Africans were taken from Africa and brought to European colonies in the
Americas, the names used to identify themselves were forced upon them by their captors (Clarke,
93). ―New World‖ self-identification was hardly an option since the derogatory terms of ―slave‖
and ―Nigger‖ both were imposed on them. After the American Revolutionary War, many former
enslaved Africans who had earned their freedom opted to call identify themselves as African
(Osaynde, 2004). As early as 1787, they began to create independent institutions that reflected
their sense of African identity, such as The First African Baptist Church, The Free African
Society, The African Methodist Episcopal Church, The African Lodge No, 1,The African Free
School, Children of Africa, Daughters of Africa, Sons of Africa, African Meeting House, etc.
(Asante, 1991; Holloway, 1990). Thus, it was clear, whether enslaved or freed, many of the early
Blacks in America began to identify themselves as African.
The term Negro, which means Black, was first used by the Portuguese and later
introduced to English from Spanish. Although initially used by Whites by in reference to people
of African descent, around the 1820s, African Americans began to adopt the term themselves
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(Ghee, 1990). Those who used the term did not view it as derogatory nor pejorative but as a
favorable self-reference, which was not the intent of the Whites who used it. The term was most
often printed in White media in the lower cased ―n‖ in negro despite the objections raised by
some African Americans (Holloway, 1990). The ―N‖ in Negro was eventually capitalized in the
American media during the early 1900s. W.E.B DuBois believed that the term Negro was
acceptable so long as it was capitalized in order to give it more meaning and dignity representing
a race of people (Alexander, 1992).
The word Colored was initially used in the early 1800s to refer to the growing number of
persons who were with black and white blood contemporarily identified as Biracial but identified
as ―mulatto‖ in this period (Ghee, 1990; Neal, 2001). Those who were Biracial either voluntarily
or were forced to identify with the term Colored to distinguish them from the larger Negro racial
group (Ghee, 1990). The term soon eventually ceased to be used exclusively by persons who
were biracial by generating popular usage among the African American leadership that included
well known abolitionists, integrationists, and nationalists. Simultaneously, due to a general
suspicion about the American Colonization Society’s attempt to send freed Africans to Africa,
many such African Americans sought to dissociate themselves from any African identification,
thereby rejecting both terms African and Negro (Holloway, 1991). Many feared the loss of status
and a possible forced return to Africa as Abraham Lincoln considered as an option for the
country during the Civil War. Ironically Booker T. Washington, who was biracial, fought against
the use of the term Colored and played a major role in getting the US government to officially
use the word Negro in reference to all Blacks (Holloway, 1991). Washington believed, as would
those who later in the 1960s used Black, that the term was all-inclusive and should be used to
promote Black unity (Holloway, 1991). However, by 1909, the establishment of the National
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Association for the Advancement for Colored People (NAACP) influenced the popular
international usage of the term Colored and it eventually began to be used interchangeably with
―Negro‖ (Alexander, 1992).
The term Black was used infrequently by writers in the late 1800s such as Martin
Delaney, Bishop Henry Turner, Alexander Crumwell and Edward W. Blyden. However, it would
not be until the 1960s that this term resurfaced. It is theorized that African Americans
experienced this ―Negro-to-Black‖ identity transformation largely due to the progressive shift
within the Civil Rights movement (Cross, 1991; Alexander, 1992). The shift began in the late
1960s with Stokely Carmichael’s rallying cry for ―Black Power‖ in 1966, progressed with the
formation of the Black Panther Party in same year, and was soon heard in slogans as ―Black is
Beautiful‖ and songs such as ―I’m Black and I’m Proud‖. Some historians have asserted that
overt embracing of Black racial identity reflected an attempt to reject many components of the
dominant White culture of American society and to identify with cultural roots of Africa
(Asante, 1991). As a result, many African Americans began wearing traditional African clothing
and styles such as Dashikis, Tikis, and Natural/Afro- hair styles during this period (Bamgbose
and Mack, 1974). These factors led to the rapid widespread usage of the term ―Black‖ amongst
both peoples of African descent and White/European Americans (Bambose and Mack, 1974;
Ghee, 1990; Neal, 2001).
The term Afro-American had been previous used. As early as 1893, organizations like the
Afro-American Steamship Company, the Afro-American League, and the Afro-American
Printing Company used the term (Redkey, 1969). However, the popularity of this term was shortlived and it did not resurface until the 1960s, and seemed to be preferred among racially
conscious Black scholars of the period. The term was more historically specific to describe a
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synthesis of Africa with America and to replace Negro, Colored and Black. (Alkalimat, 1991).
Regarding the ―Black-to-Afro-American‖ identity transformation, it is theorized that many of
those who experienced ―Blackness‖ during the late 1960s attempted to take their nationalism to a
higher level of analysis through an African-centered perspective (Cross, 1991; Ghee, 1990). The
term Afro-American, reflected a continual and renewed effort among African Americans to
culturally and conceptually link people of Africa descent with their African (racial-cultural)
heritage. However, the term seemed to lose some of its semantic popularity as the term ―Black‖
became almost universally accepted (Holloway, 1990.). Some writers, however, proposed that
the prefix ―Afro‖ was an abbreviated term that ideologically diminished an absolute or true
connection to Africa (Neal, 2001).
The term ―African American‖ was also used briefly between 1880-1920 particularly in
the writings of Bishop Henry Turner and later by Marcus Garvey (Broft, 1992). Both AfroAmerican and African American were more historically specific terms to describe a synthesis of
Africa with America and to replace ―Negro‖ and ―Colored‖ as racial labels. ―African American‖
was used later in the 1960s in socially and politically conscious circles of African American life.
(Cruse, 1967). Alexander (1992) noted that the term has gained acceptance due to persons
accepting their difficult past resolving a long standing ambivalence toward Africa among Blacks
in America. It was officially adopted when a coalition of African American leaders met at the
African American Summit in New Orleans in April 1989 (Alexander, 1992). Ramona H. Edelin,
then President of the National Urban Coalition along with Jesse Jackson, provided 10 reasons for
making this change, including psychological, sociological, and political justifications
(Alexander, 1992). Thereafter, it became widely accepted with the justification that it best served
to facilitate self-identity, self-knowledge, and cultural perspective for people of African descent
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in America (Ghee, 1990). In addition, the term was supported by many because it was seen as
helping to foster a desire among African Americans to seek their African heritage from the
continent. It has since been endorsed by many who say its use is a sign of accepting the difficult
African American past and resolving a long standing ambivalence toward Africa (Alexander,
1992). Furthermore, theorists also assert that the term conceptually links the common African
ancestry of all African Americans, as well as providing key linkage with pre- and postenslavement American histories (Alexander, 1992; Ghee; 1990; Neal, 2001). It can therefore be
concluded rather confidently then that in recent years, the term ―African American‖ has become
generally accepted as the ―politically correct‖ term for all persons of African descent born in
America (Alexander, 1992; Ghee; 1990; Karenga, 1993; Neal, 2001).
The Implications of Self-Identity for African American’s Racial Identity
Racial self-identification was not always an option for people of African descent, who
initially had to accept the alien and derogatory terms imposed on them by the dominant and often
hostile White society (Ghee, 1990; Neal, 2001; Osayande, 2004). Consequently, the historical
realities of the African American experience, resulted in a variety of terms for African
Americans to identify themselves, ranging from the culturally nondescript terms Negro, Colored,
Black, and Black American, to those of Afro-American, African American, and Africans in
America, among others. As noted, the term African American was adopted in recent years as the
more politically correct term for persons of African descent born in North America. Yet, studies
have shown that many contemporary African descent groups in America still do not identify
themselves as either Afro-American, African-American, or African (Alexander, 1992; Gyeke,
1996). Instead, they prefer to identity themselves as Black, Black Americans, or even simply as
American (Alexander, 1992; Gyeke, 1996; Osayande, 2004; Rotherman-Borus, 1990). It has
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been theorized that the effects of this trend may signify at the psychological level the rejection of
African identity, African history, and African culture among many contemporary African
Americans (Akbar, 1997; Kambon, 1998, 2003; Karenga, 1993).
Have African Americans in general disassociated themselves from Africa and their
historical and contemporary African racial identity? And if so, are such views influenced by a
negative perception of their race based on the absence or availability of information and
knowledge of historical realities they have experienced (victimization, struggles and triumphs)
acquired from their American education? Much of the historical information about Africa and
African Americans that has been taught in American education has been presented through a
Western historical perspective (Asante, 1991; Akbar, 2004; Karenga, 1993; Woodson, 1999).
This western historical perspective is argued to not only support a Eurocentric based value
orientation (Kambon, 1998; 2006; Karenga, 1993; Woodson, 1933/199), but also devalues and
misrepresents African people’s history and culture. Therefore, the development of a
healthy/positive African American cultural identity and consciousness through exposure to
African American history has been advocated for quite some time (Blyden, 1872; Delany, 1856;
DuBois, 1902; Woodson 1933). The question posed here then is will exposure to African
American History reinforce the racial identity of people of African descent in America?
African American History in the Curriculum and African American Racial-Identity
The intellectual tradition of African American History within the Black Studies
movement has its roots in the 19th and 20th Century Black scholars such as Martin Delany,
Edward Blyden, W.E.B. DuBois, Carter G. Woodson, Charles Wesley, Nathaniel Huggins and
others who have made a significant contribution to the study of the African experience in
America. Carter G. Woodson, father of African American history, stressed the need for a
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program for uplift of African Americans ―based on a scientific study of [African Americans]
from within to develop in him the power to do for himself what his oppressors will never do to
elevate him to the level of others‖ (Woodson, 1999, p. 144). This early intellectual tradition gave
rise to the contemporary Black Studies Movement in American higher education with a core
emphasis on the inclusion of African American History as the foundation of such curriculum
advancements. Thus, given the prevalent misrepresentation of African American History, many
African American educators felt that African American curricula should be saturated with
courses on the history and culture of African people—African, African American, and African
Caribbean (Asante, 1980; Karenga, 1988).
The implementation for ―Africana Studies‖ curricula, initially called Black Studies,
occurred in the 1960s and 1970s (Conyers, 1997). Due to the social and political climate of the
1960s, demands for Black Studies curriculum in institutions of higher education across America
fostered an ethnic revival movement (Banks, 1991). Chiefly led by African American students,
they began to critically question administrative officials and university faculty about the absence
of culture and history studies of ethnic groups. After many protests, sit-ins, and some instances
of student take-overs Black studies courses were first instituted where students led these various
protests: San Francisco State University, Howard University, University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA), Ohio State University, Cornell University, University of Pennsylvania, and
University of Wisconsin-Madison (Conyers, 1997).
Black Studies or African American Studies was birthed by this ―ethnic revival‖ which
pushed for fundamental educational reform. This field is now recognized in academia as one
which combines general intellectual history and academic scholarship in the social sciences and
humanities (Alkalimat, 1992). African American Studies covers the entire western hemisphere,
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including North, Central, and South America, and the Caribbean, i.e., ―Africana‖ Studies
(Asante, 1991; Conyers, 1997). Although the central focus is within the United States, attention
is also given to the diverse population of well over 100 million persons of African descent
throughout the entire western hemisphere. Thus, some foundational aspects of African History
are also infused in the African American Studies curriculum, not only to explain the Middle
Passage, but also to provide knowledge of African Kingdoms-Empires and achievements that
long proceeded enslavement in the Americas (Karenga, 1998). General texts in African
American History then are designed to encompass the board history of people of African descent
beginning in Africa and tracing this experience all the way to the 21st century.
The major purpose of African American History is to infuse the African American
Studies curriculum with the historical perspectives, frames of reference, and values of peoples of
African descent who populate the American Hemisphere (Banks, 1987). Its goal is to first
address the historical experiences, both in Africa and in the Americas, to provide the African
American student in particular with her/his proper historical context and setting for
understanding the African American experience (Asante, 1991). The endorsement of African
American history sought to expose the great contributions that African people have made to the
world that had been omitted from the mainstream educational curriculum (Karenga, 1993; Pitre
and Ray, 2002). Many contemporary African American historians have noted, consistent with
Woodson’s earlier argument (Woodson, 999), that the absence of a coherent authentic history of
peoples of African descent in academia may create an inferiority complex, low self–esteem, and
a psychological disassociation from one’s own racial-cultural heritage among African American
students (Akbar, 1997; Asante, 1991; Kambon, 1998; Karenga, 1998; Loewen, 2006; Woodson,
1933/1999). Consequently, the inclusion of African American history in the curriculum sought to
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address these potential adverse psychological outcomes by including a substantive coverage of
the African and African American experience in the curriculum.
The movement for the inclusion of African American history in the American educational
curriculum has not gone uncontested. Those who are opposed to the inclusion of African
American history, as well as multiculturalism in general, have argued that its implementation is
not appropriate for mainstream educational curricula (Will and Schlesinger, 1991). Opponents
have articulated at least five central oppositions against the inclusion of African American
history. They are: (1) the study of African American history creates a dichotomy in American
history that could cause conflicting perspectives; (2) the purpose of African American history
studies is to promote ―feel good history‖ over ―factual‖ history; (3) the inclusion of African
American history will provoke African Americans to seek vengeance against Whites; (4) the
study of African American history endorses biased research which generates inaccurate and
distorted information about the races and the events involved; and (5) the study of African
American history as a separate academic/intellectual emphasis has no defensible basis since there
is no contemporary cultural connection between African Americans and Continental Africans.
The first wave of opposition against the inclusion of African American history occurred
in a collective effort. These opponents, represented by The Committee for the Defense of
American History, objected to the study of African American history on the grounds that it
would create a dichotomy within General American history. Leading opponent, Arthur
Schlesinger, in his book The Disuniting of America (1991), asserts the inclusion of African
American history would not fit well in the American curriculum because it would lead to
division between ethnic groups. Schlesinger believes that the inclusion of African American
history results in the deviation from the nation’s attempt to create a common identity among all
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Americans. Therefore, racial and ethnic groups must lose their group identity to serve the needs
of the nation. Moreover, Schlesinger contends that it is false to presume that a living connection
still exists between African Americans and their African forbearers. Schlesinger noted that the
bond between African Americans and their African ancestors was broken when the former were
forced into the American experience. He also argues that African American history provides
inaccurate and distorted information regarding the role that Africa played in shaping world
history (Schelessinger, 1991).
Other scholars opposed to African American history contested it through individual
efforts. Mary Lefkowtiz, for example, the author of Not Out of Africa (1996), is a leading
opponent against the inclusion of African American history in the American educational
curriculum. Leftowitz refers to an emphasis on African American history as ―feel good history,‖
claiming that it is merely teaching history just to make Black people feel better about themselves
and their heritage. Others assert that an African American history emphasis in the curriculum
will divide students by race. Kincheloe and Steinberg (1997) argue that when African American
children learn about the historical injustices perpetrated against them, they will seek vengeance
against White people. They added further that ―any program or curriculum that induces people of
African descent to group themselves in opposition to white policies must be squashed in the
name of our mutual safety as white people‖ (Kincheloe and Steinberg, 1997, p. 67).
Schlesinger, Leftowitz and others have thus contended that African American history is
dishonest because it is cloaked in falsehoods, myths, and racial fantasies. They are concerned
that American culture will be taught as an offshoot of European culture (Ani, 1994; Woodson,
1999) under an African American history emphasis. Subsequently, such works unveil an
intellectual and political uneasiness with knowledge of history that challenges the dominant
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Eurocentric perspective within the academy and with popular American culture (Ani, 1994;
Shujaa, 1988).
Proponents of the inclusion of African American history, on the other hand, assert that
―standard‖ American history curriculum is comprised of a mono-ethnic hegemony perspective
that is Eurocentric in nature (Nobles, 1986; Hilliard, 1978; Karenga, 1998; Keto, 1995; Asante,
1991). For example, standard American history curriculum covers the institution of slavery based
on justified enslavement of a people alleged to be without a history or culture, and asserts the
superiority of one culture over another. Karenga (1998) contends that the inclusion of African
American history only as it relates to enslavement and racial discrimination has created
―historical amnesia‖ throughout the standard American history curriculum. The implementation
of African American history curriculum can serve as a ―source of self-understanding‖ among
African Americans comprised of three major factors: (1) embracing their racial-cultural identity
as opposed to self-negation; (2) understanding of one’s racial-cultural self within the broader
world; and (3) learning about the great contributions that African people have made to the world
(Karenga, 2003).
Proponents assert that the inclusion of African American history is also associated with a
plethora of other positive outcomes and affects. It has been shown for example that African
American history promotes cultural diversity (Banks, 1991), enhances African American’s selfesteem (Kershaw, 1989; Heard, 1990; Banks, 1991), provides for alternative positive attitude and
values about racial diversity in America, creates a greater appreciation of the achievements and
contributions of African Americans, and corrects many of the myths and distortions
espoused/promoted by the standard Eurocentric curriculum about racial diversity in America
(Pitre and Ray, 2002). An African American history emphasis further encourages African
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Americans to embrace their personal racial-cultural identity and consciousness as opposed to
negating one’s self (Akbar, 1997; Karenga, 1998). An African American history emphasis also
serves the purpose of helping African Americans to better understand where they fit into the
global scheme of world history and politics (Asante, 1991). Finally, it is argued, an African
American history helps to eradicate or reduce ―bias, prejudice, racism, arrogance and intolerance
among majority White students, and [will] improve both self- esteem, self-respect and selfconfidence of black students‖ (Schugurensky, 2002, p. 1-2).
It is in this light that both African American educators and mental health professionals in
particular have suggested the need for both formal and informal African American history
curriculum to treat positive aspects of African American life and culture as an approach to
general mental health intervention (Akbar, 1997; Kambon, 1992, 1998; Woodson, 1999). Thus
this curriculum does not focus on merely the negative elements of being a person of African
descent in America, but also on the positive attributes as well (Nobles, 1976; Karenga, 2003).
Rationale for the Present Study
The focus of this investigation is to examine whether exposure to an African American
History course can be associated with positive changes (increases) in one’s racial identity as
contrasted with exposure to a standard American History course which in racial identity among
African American college students. Since these students were exposed to either an African
American or American history course, this allowed a more systematically examination through
experimental analysis to assess the potential psychological impact of such exposure in terms of
racial identity.
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Treatment Groups
There were two treatment groups utilized in the experimental design of this study: Group
I: African American History Exposure and Group II: an American History Course Control Group
Group I: The African American History Exposure Group consisted of over half of the
participants (N=119/58%) exposed to an African American History course and texts taught by a
tenured professor with more than seven years teaching experience. The text used in the African
American History course was The African American Odyssey, 3rd edition by Darlene Hine,
William Hine, and Stanley Harrold. The lecture topics in the course included: African origins of
Civilization, West African Empires, the Middle Passage, Enslavement in America, American
Civil War, Reconstruction, Segregation, and the Civil Rights movements.
Group II: The American History Course Control Group consisted of less than half of the
participants (N=87/42%) exposed to a standard United States History course (US History 1492Present) and text entitled America: A Narrative History, 6th edition by George Tindall and David
Shi. The course was taught by a tenured professor and lecture topics included: The Colonial
Period,

American

Revolution,

Westward

Expansion,

Manifest

Destiny,

Civil

War,

Reconstruction, Industrialization, Organized Labor Movements, Progressivism, World Wars I
and II, and the Cold War. Both of the courses emphasized a lecture and discussion format,
occurred during the mid-morning class period, and the instructors were both African American
males.
DISCUSSION
Hypothesis 1 Findings:
Hypothesis One of this study predicted that students in African American History would
have significantly higher ASCS Post-test scores than Pre-test scores. The findings reveal that the
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ASCS Pretest scores of students in African American History increased significantly by the end
of the semester as indicated by their ASCS Post-test scores, and this effect was uniform across
the ASCS Sub-factors. Thus, there was a significant increase of ASCS scores among the students
following their exposure to the African American History course. These findings therefore
suggest that exposure to African American History did positively influence these students’
racial-cultural consciousness by the end of the semester. No doubt the relatively brief exposure
to more accurate and positive African American History content positively influenced these
students’ views about themselves, racially-culturally speaking, and definitely their feelings and
perceptions about people of African descent in general relation to themselves over the course of
the academic semester. This African American History exposure effect is consistent with
previous studies that have also shown such an African American studies emphasis to have a very
positive affect on levels of African Self-Consciousness among both African American
adolescents and young adults (Kambon, 1992, 1998, 2006).
Hypothesis 2 Findings:
Hypothesis Two predicted that students in African American History would have
significantly lower CMS Post-test scores than Pre-test scores. The results indicate that the CMS
Pre-test scores of students in African American History decreased significantly by the end of the
semester as revealed by CMS Post-test scores, and this effect was also uniform across the six
CMS Subscales. These findings are most likely due to the development of a more positive
appreciation for African American History and Culture which would concomitantly facilitate a
decrease in any negative and anti-Black emphasis endemic to the Cultural Misorienation
ideology (Kambon, 1992, 2003). These findings then are consistent with both CM and ASC
theory which proposes that experiential factors that foster strong ASC will correspondingly
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decrease the level of CM tendencies since they are antithetical to one another by nature
(Kambon, 1992, 2003).
Hypothesis 3 Findings:
Hypothesis Three predicted that students in African American History would have
significantly higher ASCS Post-test scores than students in American History. The results
indicate that there was a significant difference in ASCS Post-test scores between the two history
courses. Students in the African American History course had significantly higher ASCS Posttest scores than students in American History. These findings suggest that the African American
History course had a more positive influence on the student’s level of African SelfConsciousness than did the American History course. This is no doubt because, as was noted
earlier, more positive historical inclusion and representation of Blacks are more heavily
emphasized in an African American History course than in an American History course. Hence,
the increase in African Self- Consciousness among students in African American History
(Hypothesis 1 findings) and their higher levels of ASC over the American History students is
likely due to the more positive reinforcement of a more positive and stronger emphasis on
African American content in an African American History course. Although few of the previous
studies have provided for such a contrast analysis of the relative effectiveness of different kinds
of exposure, this finding is certainly most consistent with the thrust of previous findings and
provides for an even more rigorous examination of such a general proposition.
Hypothesis 4 Findings:
Hypothesis Four of this study predicted that students in African American History would
have significantly lower CMS Post-test scores than students in American History. The results
indicate that students in African American History obtained significantly lower CMS Post-test
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scores than students in American History. These findings suggest that African American
History/Studies exposure may serve effectively as an intervention for Cultural Misorientation
since the African American History exposure appears to have served to both reduce the level of
CMS scores and at the same time raise the level of ASCS scores for this group of African
American college students overall (Kambon, 1992, 1998, 2003, 2006). In as much as students in
American History generated significantly higher Post-test CMS scores suggests that a general or
traditional approach to American History does not appear to function to enhance racial-ethnic
identity and consciousness among students of African descent. These findings overall then
suggest that African American History may serve as a buffer against any Cultural Misorientation
tendencies that may be projected in and/or reinforced by a traditional American History course
content emphasis.
The finding that there were no significant differences among genders in ASCS or CMS
scores in the tests of the hypotheses is also consistent with previous research in this area
(Kambon, 1992, 2003; Kambon & Rackley, 2005) where no gender differences have been
observed on these measures. This is no doubt due in part to the fact that racial-cultural identity
and consciousness in not gender bound in the African American community (Burlew & Smith,
1991; Kambon, 1992; Cross, 1991; Spencer, 1984)
Limitations of the Research
There are undoubtedly some limitations associated with this study that must be
considered in interpreting these findings and in designing future studies. For example,
convenience sampling procedures used in the study (in that only students who had enrolled in the
classes – Treatment Groups – utilized were recruited), may place some limitations on the
generalization of the findings. This is because the students were not necessarily representative of
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the general student body, as these were lower level courses and were subscribed to
predominantly by freshmen and sophomores. Further sampling limitations are reflected in the
fact that a college student sample, of course, is not reflective of the general population of African
Americans at large which may further limit any generalizations of the results. Also, the age range
of the sample was so compressed toward the younger ages that we were not able to examine any
possible variability in the data that may have been associated with age/developmental differences
among the participants. Future research in this area should therefore consider sampling a broader
range of age groups among African American college students as well as other social strata
beyond a college population that is more representative in order to better test the theoretical
predictions associated with this focus. Future research should also consider including a more
diverse racial-cultural setting/environment, such as including both HBCU and PWI participants.
It would be interesting to assess whether the racial-cultural setting/environment influences such
outcomes as those observed in this research. It would also be interesting to investigate whether
the race on the instructor on the different campuses (HBCU versus PWU) would render a similar
pattern of results.
Implications for Further Study
The intent of this study was to assess whether exposure to African American History
curricula as contrasted with exposure to standard American History curricula effects levels of
racial-cultural consciousness among college students of African descent. It is widely believed by
most proponents of the positive psychological value of African American Studies curricula
(Asante, 1991; Cross, 1991; Kambon, 1992, 1998; Karenga, 1982/1998; Woodson, 1933/1999)
that the lack of accurate and racially-culturally affirmative historical knowledge combined with
racially motivated misrepresentations of African Americans’ role in American history negatively
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affects the racial-cultural identity and consciousness of African Americans. Hence, contemporary
theory and research has proposed that to offset these negative outcomes, substantive exposure to
African American Studies curricula should serve to bolster African American racial-cultural
identity and consciousness (Kambon, 1992, 1998; Karenga, 1982/1998). The findings of this
study provide strong empirical support for this argument and suggest the need for further
research in this area.
The African Self-Consciousness Scale that was used to measure African American racialcultural consciousness among persons of African descent was utilized chiefly because the
construct encompasses four components which affirm African American life and cultural
heritage. In as much as no previous studies of the psychological effects of exposure to African
American Studies curricula have explicitly assessed both the African Self-Consciousness and
Cultural Misorientation constructs within the same study (Kambon & Rackley, 2005), this
research has provided for a more in-depth and systematic examination of these phenomena (both
positive and negative racial-cultural consciousness outcomes). It further calls for more research
in this area that incorporates a more representative sample of African Americans from across the
demographic spectrum.
Conclusion
The findings of this research suggest two main conclusions: 1) African American History
appears to promote a healthier racial-cultural identity and consciousness as defined by the
African Self-Consciousness construct (Kambon, 1992); and that 2) American History as it is
currently taught in the standard history curriculum does not appear to promote a healthy racialcultural identity and consciousness in African Americans and may also promote a more negative
and unhealthy racial-cultural identity and consciousness among African Americans as defined by
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the Cultural Misorientation construct (Kambon, 1992, 2003). While it is the necessity of African
American History is apparent, the infusion of African Americans experience in American
History is also warranted to counter many of old myths and distortions about African African
role in America (Hilliard, 1996). Ultimately, the findings of this research lend additional
supporting evidence for the promotion of Africana/Black Studies Curricula as a possible
intervention strategy to combat some of the psychological ills of the African American
community that most likely result in part from institutionalized miseducation throughout the
standard America educational curriculum (Hilliard, Payton-Stewart, Williams, 1990‖ Kambon,
2003, 2006). It is important to note that this conclusion may not be limited to college campuses,
but to all levels and contexts of learning throughout the society (Asante, 1991; Carruthers &
Harris, 2002; Hillard,1996; Kambon, 1992, 2003, 2006).
In summary, then, a basic conclusion that can be drawn from the findings of this study is
that exposure to African American History curricula not only seems to positively reinforce
African Self-Consciousness while American History does not appear to have such an effect, it
also appears to influence a reduction in the level of Cultural Misorientation while again
American History seemingly does not. The findings of this study further suggest that perhaps
new modes of psychological/mental health intervention among African Americans might
consider the inclusion of African American History or African American Studies content as a
vital part of the strategy since it clearly seems to contribute to a weakening or reduction in the
negative psychological forces of CM and at the same enhances and strengthens the positive
psychological forces of ASC. Thus, based on the findings of this study, it seems safe to argue
that African American History/Studies curricula should not only be promoted and implemented
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in the American education curriculum, but should also be encouraged and promoted as social
policy throughout the African American community at large.
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Using Technology to Make a Real Difference in Our Classrooms

In this paper, I will try to identify the three major problem areas facing scholars in
computer and writing today. The three problem areas I will address are: 1. How to perceive the
computer technology in the field of teaching composition? 2. How to use the computer
technology and for what purposes? 3. Crossroad—where are we going?
1. How to perceive the computer technology in the field of teaching composition?
Ever since the computer technology was introduced into the writing classroom, there
have been mainly three different reactions to this artifact. The problem seems simple, actually it
is political in nature. The first reaction is from the administrators within the educational system
supported by the hierarchy, who look at this computer technology with doubt and fear. They are
suspicious because “they think the teaching of writing is still seen as lower status work”,
therefore, “the work with computers and writing is particularly questionable” (Gerrards,
Holdstern). They worry this technology might bring some fundamental changes to the
educational system they have been used to. They fear that these potential changes might shake
the foundation of the American educational system upon which they have been relying for so
long. “The American educational system is an institutional artifact of our larger culture. It is
designed to maintain and support the dominant ideological vision within our culture, to reflect
the cultural values of generation past rather than the generation currently being taught” (Selfe).
They don‟t think about whether the computer technology can benefit the students today. Nor do
they care about preparing the students for the challenges they are to meet in the future. Preparing
students for future challenges should be one of the goals for any educational system in our globe
today. What they are concerned with is to use the computer technology to keep the current
system running without a single flaw. “Computer often used to entrench and stabilize social and
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political structure” (Weizenbaun). Therefore, they assume that computer technology has “the
potential to be extraordinarily dangerous to existing systemic values within schools and, thus, to
people who depend on the continual existence of the educational system for a livelihood” (Selfe).
They will resist any changes involved with computer technology, which seem to threaten their
interests of the dominant class. They usually challenge any suggestions implying such changes.
The second reaction comes from the conservative traditional force within the composition
field which is still very strong today. “The historical record shows that many teachers in the
humanities and social sciences have resisted the influence of technology on educational
practices. Indeed many teachers who work in environments that have computer facilities remain
reluctant to enter the electronic textual space. They are wary of the use of the technology in
education, despite the fact that we face a future dominated by computer culture” (Snyder). I think
they have some reasons to be reluctant or to remain resistant to the application of the electronic
technology in the writing classroom. They see their role in the classroom will be changed from
the authority to one of the members in the classroom. They worry their traditional teachercentered class will become a student-centered one fearing that they eventually as Richard A.
Lanham tells us, will be “replaced by an artificially intelligent, tireless electronic
robot”(Computers and Composition, xiv). Lee Taylor perceives the resistance in slightly
different terms, commenting that on the one hand, composition teachers “are suspected of using
microcomputers because they can‟t teach, and on the other, they are suspected of using
microcomputers because they are trying to avoid teaching” (122). Elizabeth Sommers tells us
that “other faculty members often appear subtly dismissive or frightened of scholarship in
computers and composition, denying its authenticity by ignoring its existence or joking about
computer-based literacy. Such resistance, grounded in the clash between values of humanism and
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technology, creates tenacious problems for many computer and composition scholars” (49). Both
the hierarchy and the conservatives are obstacles blocking the ways of those who want to use the
computer technology to make some fundamental changes in the writing classroom.
The third reaction comes from some scholars who vision the computer technology could
bring some changes in teaching methodologies in the writing classroom. Thomas T. Barker and
Fred O. Kemp remind us that “whatever uses the computer will be put to in the writing
classroom, the effective of such uses will depend more on a controlling pedagogy and its
theoretical base than on the technical capabilities of machines themselves” (Computers and
Composition, 27). Some scholars have been trying to explore ways to meet the challenge in order
to take advantages of the computer technology in the teaching of writing. They are not
influenced by those who are over enthusiastic about the electronic technology simply predicting
that this technology will solve all the problems in the writing classroom as a kind of panacea or a
magic viewing computer technology “is full of promising avenues for language institution of all
sorts”(Lanham). Nor are they affected by the resistant force that sees the electronic technology as
a threat to the old traditional ways of teaching. They are clear that they “need a critical
perspective to understand that many of the assessments of the potentiality overly
simplistic”(Snyder, 121). Instead, they need to examine how computer technology can be
incorporated in the writing classroom and if the technology can bring some fundamental changes
in the writing classroom. So the struggle has been continuing today concerning the purposes of
using the artifact.
2. How to use the computer technology and for what purposes?
By struggle, I mean the struggle between the conservative traditional force that will use
the electronic technology for preserving the old ways of teaching and the reform force that will
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look for a promising direction for both teachers and students in the writing classroom. The
traditional teachers actually have been using the new bottle to hold the old wine or in other
words, to employ computer technology to enforce the traditional ways of teaching for what
Hawisher and Selfe call “conservative educational purposes: among them, grading and
evaluating papers (Marling, 1984; Jobst, 1984), providing drill and practical grammar tutorials
(Holstein, 1983; Falk, 1985), identifying stylistic problems (Neuwirth, Kaufer, & Geisler, 1984;
Reid & Findlay, 1986), checking spelling (Zimmer, 1985; Harris & Cheek, 1984), providing
practice with sentence combining (McCann, 1984), and overall helping students improving the
quality of their writing (Duling, 1985; King, Birnbaum & Wageman, 1984; Montague,
1990)”(“Tradition and Change in Computer-Supported Writing,” 169). They simply assume that
they use the computer technology to help students improve writing with the “software packages
prepared by commercial vendor or software developer who had very little experience in the
learning of English” (169). Chen, Ohmann, Gomez, Becker, and Olson argue “this is kind of
computer work fits in with and validates the current value system on which our traditional
classrooms are based” (Cooper & Selfe). Although these scholars had those practices years ago
due to the time limitation, yet the influence upon the teachers and students is still very strong.
Those practices have promoted the strong competition among the software and hardware
manufactures stimulating them to produce more “educational software” flooding the educational
field for commercial purposes. Those practices have convinced most of the students that writing
in the computer-supported classroom is to learn how to use the computer skills to learn another
skill. What the scholars need to do is to apply the computer technology in the writing classroom
with creativity which can help students learn what they cannot learn in the traditional classroom.
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What they need to do is to “use the computer technology to make a real difference in our
classrooms” (Cooper & Selfe).
Meanwhile, there are some scholars who have done some research work in order to
further explore new potentials and new padagogies of teaching writing with computer
technology. One of the attempts of applying computer technology in the writing class was the
collaborative learning done by Cyganowski who was trying to help students use word processing
and software. The basic idea of collaborative learning was first developed in the 1950s and 1960s
by a group of British secondary school teachers, and by a biologist studying group British postgraduate education-specifically medical education. Instead of asking each individual members of
the group of students to diagnose the patient on his or her own, the researcher asked the whole
group to examine the patient together, discuss the case as a group, and arrive at consensus, a
single diagnosis that they could all agree to. What the research indicated is that students learning
diagnosis in this way acquired good medical judgment faster than individuals working alone.
This issue of collaborative learning began to interest American college teachers widely only in
the 1980s and since then it has also been introduced to the computer-supported writing
classrooms. Indeed Cyganowski used machines to support to create a sense of community, and
peer group learning, I think something more important was missing. She failed to grasp the
chance to help the students to see, and explore the world beyond the computer screens. That
group work was still traditional based in nature focusing on language skills. For example,
students spent most of the time playing with software, practicing word processing, and
employing computers in revision, and editing. Actually, what the students touched was the
software which was designed as a useful tool for the students to imitate the essay-text model
belonging only to the dominant class.
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Two other teachers Skubikowski and Elder in their work “Computer and Social Context
of Learning” mentioned the important issue that language learning is embedded in our social
practice. The discussion of the piece called “No Name Woman” from Woman Warrior did reflect
the students‟ critical analysis of the story. However, they did not provide the students with the
chance to further explore the issue related to cultural differences, social injustice, and inequality
between men and women. Actually, they prevented students from going across the boundaries
which confine them in a community and the society to see the real happenings in the world
community.
On the other hand, as part of the purpose of the class was for teacher education, it was
even more significant for the scholars to discuss with the would-be teachers to “see technology
critically, as it functions within complex social, economic, and political context” (Selfe). They
should help students find out technology “can be orchestrated into socially responsible patterns
of use”(Lanham, xv) instead of focusing on the formal essays or grading portfolios. Skubikowski
and Elder conclude with good intention saying “the advantages the computer can offer our
students, conscious of various uses, are fundamentally compatible with social-constructionist or
as James Berlin has recently called, „social epistemic‟ rhetoric with which we are most
comfortable” (104). The two cases had some good aspects in their attempts, yet their researches
remain “skin deep”(Hawisher & Selfe) and what is more important is that they “ failed to address
the fundamental, culturally derived problems of equitable student involvement, education
opportunity, and power differentials based on race, age, gender, and social-economic status”
(Hawisher & Selfe). They need to polish their approaches so that they might go steadily toward
the correct direction from their first step. Because the essence of Berlin‟s social epistemic
rhetoric is to “place the question of ideology at the center of the teaching of writing. It offers
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both a detailed analysis of dehumanizing social experience and self critical and overtly
historicized alternative based on democratic practices in the economic, social, political, and
cultural spheres”(697).
3. Crossroad—where are we going?
Finally, I will address the third major problem facing both our scholars and students. We
are at the crossroad and we wonder where we are going. Cooper and Selfe remind us that “ The
biggest challenge teachers face today in connection with computers is not that of using
technology—we are already doing so—but rather that of using technology to make a real
difference in our classrooms” (867). I think the real difference they refer to is the way through
which students learn to look at the academic community, the American society, and the world
critically. However, “No technology can guarantee any particular behavior simply by its nature.
A hypertext classroom can be used either to support new theories of reading and writing or to
promote traditional approaches to the study of text” (Snyder, 122). We should recognize that
computer technology cannot determine what is going to happen in the active minds of both our
teachers and students in the writing class. Neither can it guarantee creative learning to occur
simply because computer technology is being used in the writing classroom. It is the people who
determined, determine and will determine the fate of the technology for its success or failure in
our human history.
The human history has proved that true so far. For example, In ancient China, painted
scribes or drilled oracle bones were used to produce the earliest writing system for the purpose of
maintaining the social, economic, and political control of the dominant class in the Shang
dynasty (1766-1027 BC). Later, the use of parchment and paper contributed to the proliferation
of the written word for the aims of consolidating the power of the ruling classes in the East, and
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maintaining the hegemony of the Church in the West. Ronald, J. Deibert points out that “the
invention of printing actually represents the culmination of the slow accumulating social
pressure” (Parchment, Printing, and Hypermedia, 66) on the oppressed and exploited. It is not
until the middle of this century that computer technology took their place together with the pen
and printing press as the instruments of literacy. Those technologies did not help the dominant
classes hold history back. Ironically, people used the technologies as useful means to push
history forward. Because people broke through the control of the domination of the use of the
technologies from the ruling classes and employed them for liberating purposes both physically
and ideologically.
Snyder reminds us “Every evolving technology is socially constructed in the sense that is
shaped by the interest and assumptions of particular social groups” (122). In a sense, computer
can be seen as the oracle bone, parchment, and paper in the particular time period in the
development of human history. Instead of being manipulated as a useful artifact for the dominant
class to preserve the old, the computer technology should be used as a formation for people to
break the control to explore the new for the future. As we see early that conservative traditional
teachers may find the computer technology a useful tool to maintain what they value in the
teacher-centered classroom to resist “meaningful change by using computers to reinforce older
and unproductive ways of thinking about learning” (Hawisher & Selfe). Therefore, it is
important for us to make sure that what we need to do is to incorporate the computer technology
to stimulate students‟ productive ways of thinking. We should help students use the computers as
windows to see the world outside the classroom comparing what they read in the textbooks and
what they see in reality. We should be glad if students can find what they have lost in the
traditional writing class, which actually prevents them from thinking actively and critically.
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Teachers should make this happen that students surpass them in both academic learning and
critical thinking. They should see this educational process as a normal one, and the best reward
for which teachers are longing. That is the essence of education which really makes sense to us
today. If our students rebel against our teaching practice, resist our writing assignments, or
challenge our views and opinions, they should be encouraged to speak out, because they have
reasons to do so. Criticisms from students make teachers aware of the weak points and
shortcomings in their pedagogy especially in the digital age. We think that is the way through
which teachers and students are involved in the real situation in which new understanding is
reached and new knowledge is produced through debates and negotiations.
Some scholars who view “electronic conference as a liberating force for students‟
resistant discourse in the school environment”(Cooper, Selfe, Faigley “Subverting”; Bump)
remind us that this can happen in some of the electronic conferences in which students “learn
how knowledge develops when different opinions and ideas come to contact”(Cooper & Selfe,
1990), and in the electronic conferences “students can take increase responsibility for their own
learning” (Barker & Kemp, 1990; Cooper & Selfe, 1990). The electronic conferences “will
enable them to make sense of the worlds, to determine their own interests, both individual and
collective, to see through the manipulations of all sorts of text in all sorts of media, and to
express their own views in some appropriate manner” (Scholes, 1985) so that they will be
encouraged to” raise questions about, and perhaps change, current social conditions” (JohnsonEilola, 1991). Cooper and Selfe further argue: “these computer conferences are powerful,
nontraditional learning forums for students not simply because they allow another opportunity
for collaboration and dialogue—although this is certainly one of the functions—but also because
they encourage students to resist, dissent, and explore the role that controversy and intellectual
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divergence play in learning and thinking”(849). They help students “come to acknowledge that
the terms in which we understand experience are not fixed but vary according to our personal
histories and are always open to new possibilities for creating meaning” (Faigley, 184).
However, some scholars express some different opinions that there are some
disadvantages for students in the electronic conferences. Kiesler, Siegel, and McGuire, note that
some students may have tendency to use “emotional-laden language” and to demonstrate
uninhabited behavior, a phenomenon that has come to be known as “flaming” (Hawisher &
LeBlanc, 91). Feenberg warns “communication anxiety” which means students may not join the
discussion because to comment in an electronic conference “is a minor but real personal risk, and
response is generally interpreted as signifying success while silence means failure” (175). James
Levin find that electronic conferences may result in “a massive number of pages of messages”
(186) causing sensory overload.
We should admit that not everything is perfect especially at its early stage of being
experimented and explored. On the other hand, we should see whether these claims are
reasonable and valid or not. I see that electronic conferences encourage “flaming” as a good sign
of learning behavior after what they have experienced in the teacher-centered traditional writing
classroom which takes away their personal preference confining them in the rigid formal style of
using language. I see that behavior as an „eruption‟ of a volcano, after years of pressure and
accumulation, the lava from the bottom of the volcano rushes out when there is an opportunity.
Unfortunately in the traditional writing classroom, there is little chance of students‟ “eruption”
from their hearts and minds. Meanwhile, their casual informal discourse is their common
strategy in finding out the needed information for them to continue to carry on their “talking”
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online. Teachers should let them control the conferences by providing them with some
meaningful topics stimulating their active minds in the discussions.
As far as “communication anxiety” is concerned, I have a different view related to
language learning. I doubt there is a fear that causes the anxiety. We know because of different
personality, some students may be introvert or extrovert; because of their different learning
experience and strategies, some students may like to observe the class for a while before
expressing their opinions. We cannot expect the same reaction from the students and there is
always a difference in the class regarding some factors. These factors are related to temperature,
atmosphere, and the layout of the machines in the room or sometimes they may not be in the
same mood for they all have their own bad days. We should see if the majority students
participate actively in the discussion or not. In a sense silence is also a way of learning so long as
he/she pays attention to what is going on in the interaction online. There is a silent period for
small babies to observe, listen and imitate other people‟s speech before they begin babbling. It
also takes a while for them to get used to the new situation using new ways of interacting
compared with the traditional classroom with which they are familiar. I would like to point out
that they act naturally and freely before they first enter the mainstream educational system which
has influenced them to be the victims sorted out by some educators based on the ideology of the
dominant class.
I disagree with the notion that electronic conferences can cause sensory overload. I think
that this sensory overload is good and the students do need the information compared with what
happened in the traditional classroom. The electronic conferences provide students with a lot of
input rather than a single thread with which it would be impossible for them to “mindweave”. In
such a situation “where the ideas of many are brought together in an electronic environment. It is
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in fact one way to depict this notion of community knowledge, a hallmark of social
constructionism” (Hawisher, 95). “It is as if many of the thoughts in one social context were
present at once” (Langston & Batson, 156). What wonderful opportunity for them to activate
their filters to find the idea or ideas they want to further pursue and explore. We can see that
electronic conferences have presented one of the promising directions for “positive and
meaningful change” (Hawisher & Selfe). The electronic conferences provide forums for both
teachers and students to “gain critical perspective” (Hawisher & Selfe) on the world around
themselves so that they will “be their own agents for social change” (Shor). They give the
students “the power to think critically and to act constructively; the power to study in depth, to
understand school, society, work, politics, and our lives; and the power to feel hopeful about an
equitable future”(Shor).
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Importance of Literacy Education Today: Will Success Happen for Everyone?

Literacy Education
In today‟s world, literacy and education are critical to individual self-sufficiency and
economic success. Technology offers new tools for effective literacy instruction, and also
expands the definition of 21st century literacy. Literacy is the ability to use reading and writing
for a variety of tasks at school and outside of school (Tompkins, 2010).
Literacy has traditionally been described as the ability to read and write. It is a concept
claimed and defined by a range of different theoretical fields. Reading is a complex process of
understanding written text. Readers interpret meaning in a way that is appropriate to the type of
text they are reading and their purpose. Similarly, writing is a complex process of reproducing
text. Writers create meaning in a way that is appropriate to the type of text and their purpose.
Reading is also often described as a dynamic, strategic, and goal-oriented process. The same is
true of writing. Dynamic means that readers and writers are actively involved in reading and
writing. Strategic means that readers and writers consciously monitor their learning. Goaloriented means that reading and writing are purposeful; readers and writers have a plan in mind
(Afferbach, 2007).
Literacy is also defined as the “ability to identify, understand, interpret, create,
communicate, compute and use printed and written materials associated with varying contexts.
Literacy involves a continuum of learning in enabling individuals to achieve their goals, to
develop their knowledge and potential, and to participate fully in their community and wider
society.” It is no longer sufficient to consider whether a student can „read‟ and „write‟, and it is
necessary to consider more meaningful aspects of literacy in education and in the society as a
whole (Lankshear, 2006).
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Literacy education is a vital part of any society‟s educational needs and goals. Around the
world, many people cannot read or write a single sentence making the illiteracy rate surprising to
some. Typically, in most industrialized nations, the literacy rate of persons over the age of
fifteen, is 90 percent or above. However, the definition of literacy can be quite misleading. It has
been estimated that while 99% of persons over the age of fifteen in the United States are able to
write their names, and read some words, certain studies have estimated that 40 to 50% of adults
are functionally illiterate (http://www.caliteracy.org).
The phrase functionally illiterate describes those persons over the age of fifteen who are
unable to read well enough to read a daily newspaper and comprehend it, or to read well enough
to understand a simple contract, or a basic letter concerning their children‟s school needs, or the
pamphlets that are enclosed with prescription drugs that explain side effects and precautions.
Certainly, this illiteracy makes it very hard for a person to hold a well-paying job, or to care for a
family member, and is a contributing factor to poverty (http://www.caliteracy.org).
Employers need to have an educated workforce to perform well in various jobs that bring
revenue to a community. People who cannot read well enough to have a good job are more likely
to need social services assistance, which costs taxpayers more money. Therefore, it is important
that literacy education be promoted as a highly important need for all communities. Literacy
education needs to begin from early childhood, with parents spending time talking to and reading
to even the youngest of children. Additionally, early learning programs are a vital part of literacy
education for young children to prepare them to read once school begins. In addition to literacy
programs, other programs such as early identification of those with learning disorders are also
critical for children to get the help they need before they fall too far behind in reading
(http://www.caliteracy.org).
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History: Literacy in North America
Literacy has also been used as a way to sort populations and control who has access to
power. Because literacy permits learning and communication that oral and sign language alone
cannot, illiteracy has been enforced in some places as a way of preventing unrest or revolution.
During the Civil War era in the United States, white citizens in many areas passed anti-literacy
laws banning teaching slaves to read or write presumably understanding the power of literacy. In
the years following the Civil War, the ability to read and write was used to determine whether
one had the right to vote. This effectively served to prevent former slaves from joining the
electorate and maintained the status quo (Gordon, 2003).
Reading policy documents have insisted that methods of reading instruction be not only
“scientifically based” but also “scientifically proven.” These policies have resulted in the
implementation of dramatically different instructional approaches for poor children as compared
to wealthy children. In the early grades, poor children increasingly get one size fits all scripted
programs that focus primarily on phonics while wealthy children are encouraged to get into
extensive reading of real books. Wealthy children typically have an abundance of books in their
homes, whereas poor kids do not. And this brings us back to the question of why do some
students perform well in school and others perform poorly? It might seem obvious that any
attempt to raise academic achievement levels in U.S. schools should be based on a rigorous
analysis of the causes of underachievement. Incredibly, this question has received little sustained
examination from policymakers during the past 20 years of intensive educational reform efforts
(Cummins, 2007).
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Teaching Literacy
Teaching English literacy in the United States is dominated at present by a conception of
literacy that focuses on a set of discrete decoding skills. From this perspective, literacy or rather
reading comprises a number of skills that can be taught to students. These skills sets include:
phonological awareness, phonics (decoding), fluency, comprehension, and vocabulary.
Mastering each of these sets of skills is necessary for students to become proficient readers.
Children need to learn not only to express their ideas and feelings, but also how to express them
clearly and in ways that others can read (Cunningham, 1994).
Readers of alphabetic languages must understand principles in order to master basic
reading skills. A writing system is said to be alphabetic if it uses symbols to represent individual
language sounds. Phonics explains the relationships between phonemes and graphemes. There
are 44 phonemes in English, and they are represented by the 26 letters. The alphabetic principle
suggests that there should be a one to one correspondence between phonemes and graphemes, so
that each sound is consistently represented by one letter. English, however, is an imperfect
phonetic language, and there are more than 500 ways to represent the 44 phonemes using single
letters or combinations of letters (Tompkins, 2010).
There are many approaches to teaching literacy; each is shaped by its informing
assumptions about what literacy is and how it is best learned by students. Phonics instruction, for
example, focuses on reading at the level of the word. It teaches readers to attend to the letters or
groups of letters that make up words. A common method of teaching phonics is synthetic
phonics, in which a novice reader pronounces each individual sound and blends them to
pronounce the whole word. Another approach to phonics instruction is embedded phonics
instruction, used more often in whole language reading instruction, in which novice readers learn
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about the individual letters in words tailored to meet each student‟s reading and writing learning
needs. That is, teachers provide phonics instruction opportunistically, within the context of
stories or student writing that feature many instances of a particular letter or group of letters.
Embedded instruction combines letter sound knowledge with the use of meaningful context to
read new and difficult words (National, 2000).
Many older people did not receive the appropriate education and intervention, and are
now struggling to read well enough to function in society as well. A literacy program can be a
vital component of any community. Literacy can certainly be achieved in adolescents and adults,
even in the elderly. It is very challenging to go back and learn later in life, as the brain is more
receptive to learning concepts of language and literacy more readily before the age of eight.
Many literacy education programs are aimed at practical applications, and classes often practice
reading job applications, newspapers, simple contracts and medical information. Adults in
particular require a great deal of emotional support to avoid having them get frustrated and give
up too easily. Those who teach a literacy program to adolescents and adults do not always need
to be certified teachers. Many programs have had great success with trained volunteers who learn
specific techniques to provide literacy education for older persons. A literacy program can be a
tremendous help for any community which wants to increase its numbers of functionally literate
adults who can participate fully in the workforce and have greater success in life
(http://www.caliteracy.org).
Literacy and the Deaf
Children are born with an innate ability to communicate and language development
usually follows a predetermined sequence (Turnbull, Turnbull, & Wehmeyer, 2010). Language
development of deaf or hard of hearing children may be significantly delayed, depending on the
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extent of the hearing loss, due to an inability to hear and understand connected speech. The
speech of children who are deaf or hard of hearing may also be difficult to understand because
they omit quiet speech sounds such as /s/, /sh/, /f/, /t/, and /k/, which they cannot hear (Heward,
2009).
American Sign Language is the language used by most deaf people when communicating
among themselves (Fant & Fant, 2008). It has definite grammatical principles that are
completely unrelated to the English language. Sign language is a way to communicate with deaf
and hearing people by using hand configurations to represent the 26 letters of the alphabet and
various words and symbols.
Sign language consists of fingerspelling and signs. Fingerspelling is just what the word
implies, it requires spelling each individual letter of a word, phrase, or sentence such as “animal”
and “Today is Wednesday.” When signing, a hand configuration can represent a single word,
phrase, or sentence. Examples are “apple,” “go away,” and “I love you.”
Communication for deaf people focuses only on expressing those things that are
necessary to get the message across. Examples are sentences such as “I want to go home.” In
American Sign Language it could be expressed as “Me home” or “Home me”, which is the most
important part of the message. A sentence such as “I was sick all day yesterday” could be
expressed as “Sick yesterday, or Yesterday sick.”
Sign language is a natural language which incorporates facial expressions and body
language and many signs look like some aspect of what they represent. Some examples of
natural signs include “banana,” “drink,” “drive,” and “baby.” Initial signs, which combine the
first letter of a word along with a hand configuration, include words such as “yesterday,”
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“family,” “brown,” and “language.” Arbitrarily formed signs which have no relationship to what
they represent, include words such as “college,” “tomorrow,” “friend,” and “build.”
Like most languages, sign language is easier to learn if taught in childhood. Because they
are reared in a home with little or no speech, hearing children of deaf parents learn sign language
before they learn to speak. They, in turn, become very fluent in both sign language and oral
language. On the other hand, deaf children of deaf parents have a much more difficult time
acquiring speech and exhibit significant problems in articulation, voice quality, and tone
discrimination (Hardman, Drew, & Egan, 2011).
Individuals with hearing impairments can become quite literate but like many disorders,
early intervention is the key. Parents must make sure they provide their children with early
specialized training in language development so they will be able to develop to their maximum
potential.
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The Badami Cave Temples at Vatapi (Badami), Karnataka, India



These are rock-cut red sandstone cave temples; mostly devoted to Lord Vishnu. The
caves have sculptures, gateways, inscriptions, and some paintings on the walls and
(chhats) ceilings which look like (kuddyiya) murals. There are four cave temples which
are carved out of a hill that face opposite the Badami fort. Three of these caves have a
Vedic theme, however the fourth one is dedicated to the Jain faith.



During the ancient Chalukyan period, Badami was the capital city. It is believed that
there were two demon brothers named Vatapi and Ilvalan who killed passing-by beggars
and made a meal out of them. It was Agastya (muni) a priest, who finally bought a stop to
this slaughter. Legend has it that two of the surrounding hills represent these two demons.



The first cave dates back to 578 A.D. It has a (stambhava) colonnaded (alinda) verandah
that is approached from a (sidhi) staircase, 40 steps high. The central



square (mandapa) veranda contains the (pujalaya) inner sanctum with (stambhas)
intricate columns. Paintings of (Mithuna) couples figure cover the (chhat) ceiling.
Among them is a figure of Lord Shiva and his consort Parvati with a coiled (naga)
serpent. There is also Shiva as the (natraja) the lord of the dance, with 18 arms
representing his 9 (avatars) incarnations.



Dedicated to Lord Vishnu, the second cave is on the top of a sandstone hill. The Vishnu
avatar is shown as Trivikarma with one foot on the earth and the other pointing to the
sky. Vishnu’s other avatar is depicted as (Varaha) the boar. He is on his (vahana) vehicle
(Garuda) part bird-part man; surrounded by (kamals) lotuses and 16 fish.
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Further up, there is a third cave that dates back to 578 A.D. It is stated that it is an
excellent example of the Deccani art; with various costume jewelry, and hairstyles that
depict the life style during this 6th century. Lord Vishnu as (Narsimha) the man-lion, is
depicted along with other figures of Varaha, Trivikarma, and (Harihara), Shiva with
Vishnu.



The Jain temple cave is situated east of the third cave. It depicts Ksatriya Mahavira
(c.599-27 BCE), the last of the 24 (tirthankaras) path-finders, or (jinas) the victors or
heroes. Other tirthankaras are also carved here. There is also a carving of Padmavati.



It is noted that the famous caves of Elephanta and Ellora, in Maharashtra state, were
modeled on the ones at Badami.
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CHALTI KA NAAM GAADI: A 1958 Indian Classic with Humor, Romance
and Beguile

The film features the three real (Kumar) Ganguly brothers. Directed by Satyen Bose,
Kishore Kumar (Abhas Kumar) is joined by his real two brothers, Ashok Kumar (Kumudlal
Kunjilal Ganguly) and Chikku (Anoop Kumar). The three brothers of Mohan Brothers Motor
Garage boisterously romp around Mumbai in their car
(CPV 65) -the 1928 CHAMPION. Brijmohan (Ashok Kumar), the inventor of the “kick
and run the car” idea had always held a view that every trouble was caused by girls. Thus when
the Champion stalls in the middle of a busy Mumbai thoroughfare, and they find nothing wrong
with it; but a girl staring at the car, there is only one remedy. “Kick and run” the car. Per
Brijmohan’s orders, no girl’s car was to be ever serviced at the Mohan Brothers Motor Garage.
One rainy night, Renu (Madhubala) the daughter of Seth Kishan Chand knocked at the
garage door. Late at night, Kishore Kumar (Manmohan) had no choice but to repair her car.
Somehow, she left without paying. Manu (Manmohan) had to undergo a lot of trouble to retrieve
the payment. And the drama ensued. The story finally unravels many questions in this fine
comedy.
In real life, Kishore Kumar was married to Madhubala, who was a Muslim while he was
a Hindu. He was not a trained singer but acquired the talent and became a very famous singer.
He sings classic songs in the film. Some memorable ones are Haal kaisa hai janab ka, Ek ladki
bheegi-bhaggi si, and Main sittron ka tarana. The famous dancer Helen, delivered a very pivotal
mujra in the film.
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Water Quality Studies on the Big Sunflower River and the Yazoo River in
Mississippi

ABSTRACT
The Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality has set regulations to protect water
quality. Water quality standards were adopted by the State in 1995 for intrastate, interstate, and
coastal waters. The policy was adopted to protect and upgrade lotic water quality within the
state. This study was therefore conducted to find out if the Big Sunflower River and the Lower
Yazoo River met the standard of fresh water bodies in Mississippi. Adverse water quality is
usually indicated by such conditions as increased concentrations of metals and nutrients,
decreased dissolved oxygen, and diverse changes in physical characteristics. During the period,
September to December 1999, water samples were collected at different locations in three
replicates from the Big Sunflower River in the area near the Delta National Forest in Sharkey
County and the Lower Yazoo River in Redwood area, and the area near the Yazoo City Pumping
Station MS. The samples collected were taken to the laboratory at Alcorn State University, and
tested according to the methods of LaMotte water pollution and detection kits, and analyzed. For
the Big Sunflower River, the parameters tested and the average readings recorded were: hardness
(189 ppm), alkalinity (61.3ppm), pH (6.9), dissolved oxygen (6.8ppm), chromate (0.6 ppm),
chloride (48.0ppm), and fluoride (0.3ppm). The average surface water temperature was 24.3° C.
For the Yazoo River, the parameters tested and the average readings recorded were: alkalinity
(110.6 ppm), pH (7.8), dissolved oxygen (9.1ppm), chromate (0 ppm), chloride (23.4ppm),
fluoride (0.1ppm), and sulfate (0 ppm). The average surface water temperature was 15.90° C.
Based on the water quality parameters tested, both the Big Sunflower River and the Lower
Yazoo River met the Mississippi water quality standards with the exception of hardness and
alkalinity for the first and alkalinity for the latter.

INTRODUCTION
The Big Sunflower River is a tributary of the Yazoo River and the Yazoo River empties into the
Mississippi River (Fig. 1 and 2). The Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality has set
regulations to protect the water. Water quality standards were adopted by the State in 1995 for
intrastate, interstate, and coastal waters. The policy was adopted to protect and upgrade lotic
(running) water quality within the state (MDEQ, 1995). Adverse water quality is usually
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indicated by such conditions as increased concentrations of metals and nutrients, decreased
dissolved oxygen, high biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) , and diverse changes in physical
characteristics. Life on land, and in the lakes, rivers, and other freshwater habitats on earth is
vitally dependant on renewable fresh water (Jackson et al. 2001) – good quality fresh water!
Few bodies of water remain free of human contamination or pollution. Pollutants have
drastically altered the ecology of many streams. Biological indicators, (e.g., Fecal coliform
bacteria, “blooms” of blue green algae, sludge worms, (Tubificidae) diversity indices (the more
polluted a body of water is the lower the diversity index), and bioassays, do not reveal the exact
identity of pollutants. Therefore chemical and physical analyses of water need to be made in
order to know them. (Brower et al. 1998).
Acholonu et al. (1999) reported on benthic invertebrates of Lake Yazoo and Yazoo River.
Benthic invertebrates form resident communities of individuals that move very little within a
particular reach of a stream or lake throughout their lifetime in the water (Wells and Demas,
1979). It is said that the composition of these benthic organisms can be indicative of the
hydrologic and water-quality conditions where they live (Mackenthum and Ingram, 1966). This
revelation gave us the impetus to subsequently investigate the water quality of the Yazoo River
after reporting on the benthic invertebrates and along with the Big Sunflower River. So, the
purpose of this study was to determine the chemical contaminants in the Big Sunflower River
and Lower Yazoo River and to find out if the two rivers met the water quality criteria for
freshwater bodies in the State of Mississippi.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
During the period, September to December 1999, water samples were collected at
different locations about 50 meters apart and at depths of 1-4 meters in three replicates from the
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Big Sunflower River in the area near the Delta National Forest in Sharkey County, MS (Figs.36) about 82.1 km north of Vicksburg, MS. This was similarly carried out in the Lower Yazoo
River in Redwood area, about 29 km north of Vicksburg and area near Yazoo City Pumping
Station(Figs. 7-10). The samples were taken to the Alcorn State University laboratory, tested
according to the procedures indicated in the LaMotte pollution test kits supplied by Carolina
Biological Supply CO, NC, and analyzed.

Fig. 1 Map of Mississippi showing location of Big Sunflower River and Yazoo River (from
geology.com)
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Fig. 2 Yazoo River Basin showing the Big Sunflower River, Yazoo River ,Mississippi River and
location of Vicksburg, Mississippi.
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Fig 3: Shows location of water collection in Big Sunflower River

Fig 4: A View of Big Sunflower River
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Fig 5: A view of Big Sunflower River

Fig 6: Student participants in the study in a Big Sunflower River site
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Fig. 7: View showing location of collection of water samples in Yazoo River

Fig 8: Dr. Alex Acholonu showing students how to collect water samples at deeper depths.
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Fig.9: Student collecting water sample (Yazoo River)

Fig 10: A view of Yazoo River in the area near Yazoo City Pumping Station
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RESULTS
Table 1 and Fig.11 show the parameters tested, average readings recorded for the Big
Sunflower River and Lower Yazoo River in parts per million(ppm) and the Mississippi Water
Quality Criteria (MSWQC) and/or Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards. They
indicate that alkalinity was significantly higher in the Lower Yazoo River than the Big
Sunflower River (110.6/61.3), (p 0.05) and that dissolved oxygen (DO) and pH were slightly
higher in the Yazoo River (9.1/6.8ppm and 7.8/6.9 respectively) (p 0.05).Conversely, chloride
concentration and surface water temperature were significantly higher in the Big Sunflower
River than in the Yazoo River (48.0/23.4ppm and 24.3/15.9 °Celsius respectively; p 0.05).
Water hardness was significantly higher than the MSWQ/EPA Standards (189/50 ppm)
(p 0.05).
Table 1: PARAMETERS TESTED, AVERAGE READINGS FOR BIG SUNFLOWER RIVER
AND YAZOO RIVER IN PPM AND MSWQC/EPAS STANDARDS
Parameters

Average Readings
for Big Sunflower
River

Average Readings
for Yazoo River

MSWQC/ EPA
Standards

Alkalinity

61.3*

110.6*

Chloride

48.0

23.4

Chromate

0.6

0.0

0.5

Dissolved Oxygen

6.8

9.1

4-5

Hardness

189*

NA

3.08
230

50

Fluoride

0.3

0.1

1.2

pH

6.9

7.8

6.5

Sulfate

NA

Surface Water
Temperature

24.3C

0.0
15.9C

* MSWQC= Mississippi Water Quality Criteria
* EPA = Environmental Protection Agency
*NA= Not available; not done
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250
Not to exceed 32.2C

Figure 11 : PARAMETERS TESTED, AVERAGE READINGS FOR BIG SUNFLOWER
RIVER AND YAZOO RIVER IN PPM AND MSWQC/EPAS
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DISCUSSION
Based on the water quality parameters tested, both the Big Sunflower River and the
Lower Yazoo River met, in general, the Mississippi water quality standards for freshwater bodies
with the exception of alkalinity and hardness for the Big Sunflower River and alkalinity for the
Yazoo River. This was also the case with the Yazoo River with respect to alkalinity. It is
surmised that this would have been the same with water hardness concentration if the test was
carried out.* This is based on the fact that the study done by Acholonu and Harris (2011, in
press)on the water quality of the Lower Mississippi River into which the Yazoo River empties,
indicated a hardness concentration that far exceeded the MSWQC/EPA standard (194.6/50)
(p 0.05).
A comparison between the chemical profiles of the Big Sunflower River and the Lower
Yazoo River showed notable differences but almost all of these did not significantly exceed the
MSWQC/EPA standards (p

) with the exception of alkalinity for both and hardness for

only the Big Sunflower River.
Acholonu et al. (1999) reported that some of the benthic organisms found in their study
such as oligocheates may serve as biotubators and enhance contaminant release. The midges fly
larvae burrow and grow as they emerge as adult flies and thus could in the process stir the
sediment vertically and cause contamination. Our assessment of the results of this present study
does not show that benthic organisms had appreciable impact on the water quality of the two
rivers.
It is recommended that a continual or periodic assessment of the quality of these two
freshwater bodies be made as a monitoring effort.

*

The test kit was not available at the time that the study was conducted.
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KNOWLEDGE AND SUPERSTITIONS IN MEDIEVAL YEMEN
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Knowledge and Superstitions in Medieval Yemen

Political Background
The flourishing of knowledge in Yemen is associated with the Rasulid Dynasty; one of the
longest in the history of Medieval Yemen: it lasted for some 230 years (AH 626-858/ AD 12291454). The rise of the Rasulids was an outcome of the Ayyubid control over Yemen during the
AH 6th century (AH 569-626/ AD 1173-1229). After Saladin (Salah eddin Al-Ayyubi) had
toppled the Fatimid Dynasty in Egypt, he sent a military operation to Yemen to depose the
Sulayhids “aṣṣulaiḥiyoon” who had been loyal to the Fatimids in Egypt. The Ayyubid rule over
Yemen was well established as the Ayyubids could depose existing minor states one after
another. Ali ibn Rasul and his four sons – Banu Rasul – came to Yemen along with the second
military operation ordered by Saladin and commanded by his own brother, Tgtekin ibn Ayyub.
Banu Rasul. The Rasulids were chief commanders in the Ayyubid army. They were very highly
trusted by the Ayyubid rulers; so, they took control over Yemen under the Ayyubid rule.
However, because of their military and administrative expertise, the Ayyubid ruler AlMas’oud had doubts about their ambitions for an independent rule over Yemen. He ordered the
incarceration of three brothers who belonged to Bani Rasul and had sent them to Egypt while he
kept their fourth brother, Nour Eddin Omar ibn Ali Ibn Rasul, in Yemen as he was quite
confident of his loyalty. It was Nour Eddin that seized the opportunity of the Ayyubid ruler AlMas’oud’s absence from Yemen and his death later in Mecca on his way to the Levant (Sham),
and took measures to secure his independence from the Ayyubid Dynasty in Egypt in AH 630/
AD 1232. Preachers started to pray for the Abbasid Caliph in their Friday sermons and Nour
Eddin was granted the Caliph’s surrogate rule over Yemen unmediated by the Ayyubids. The
Abbasid caliphate was in its death bed and could only respond positively to those who sought its
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important spiritual support, as a means to establish their rule albeit supported by a merely
spiritual legitimacy. This was precisely what the Rasulids sought. Once they got it, they seized
control over Yemen and remained loyal to the Abbasid caliphate and continued to pray for the
last Abbasid Caliph – Al-Musta’sim – long after the Mongols brought his caliphate in Baghdad
to an end in AH 656/ AD 1258.
The Rasulids encountered many opposing forces at home including the Zaidi Imams at
the northern, mountain areas. They managed to silence those forces and keep Yemen united for a
whole century. Yet, a new generation of Zaidi Imams could rise up and fight the Rasulids over
the rule of Yemen, which resulted in a relatively stable political arrangement whereby a Zaidi
Dynasty was established in Dhamar, 100 km to the south of Sana’a, and a Sunni dynasty
continued to rule the south together with Tihama – the latter being the Rasulid Dynasty whose
capital city was Tai’z.
Because of the different ideologies and their fight to gain legitimacy, these two forces
had so many military and intellectual encounters.
Intellectual image in Yemen before the Rasulid State
The Islamic period in the history of Yemen had not known regular state schools till the Ayyubids
arrived there. Education used to be done in mosques, kuttaabs (i.e. a small room attached to a
mosque used for teaching), scholarly circles and assemblies. Most of that education was public,
supported by whoever had something to donate. When Yehia ibn Al-Husain, founder of the Zaidi
Shi’a –State in Yemen, arrived in Yemen toward the end of the AH 3rd century, he stipulated a
number of conditions for being an Imam (i.e., The one who leads people in both religious and
political matters) the most important of which were a Hashimit descent (descending from Banu
Hashem, “clan of prophet Muhammed” – a clan within the larger Quraish tribe) and knowledge
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which for him meant religious knowledge (Shari’a). It was then that self-religious education and
not regular education in schools began to spread in the northern parts of Yemen, specifically in
places known as hijar (plural of hijrah, an isolated place where only interested and ambitious
Hashimit descendents sought knowledge away from the noise of populated areas) which used to
be dwelt in by Hashimits who regarded Imamate (the leadership of Muslims) as the sole property
of males who descended from Al-Hasan and Al-Husain, sons of Fatima, daughter of the Prophet
Muhammed.
Later, the Hashimits were joined by some interested and ambitious people from Yemen
who were keen on learning and getting closer to the ruling class. Those came to form a
distinguishable group known as the Class of Religious Scholars (fuqahaa’). Yet, knowledge
remained the monopoly of those two categories – hashimits and fuqahaa’ Knowledge of religion
thus remained the monopoly of an elite used to control the rest of the “subjects”. The succession
of dynasties ruling Yemen showed no interest in educating the public in any significant way.
Education was left unattended for those who wanted to share it in mosque circles and very
modest locations euphemistically called schools, established and taken care of by individuals.
However, excellence in learning was always, the result of individual endeavors and personal
ambitions.
That had been the case in most of the Muslim world till the rivalries between Sunnis and
Shi’ites with the rise of the Fatimid Dynasty (AH 297-567/ AD 909-1171) resulted in the
establishment of formal schools each to disseminate its madhhab (doctrine, or version of Islam)
and argue against its rivals. The first of those was the Fatimid Azhar Mosque School, established
in AH 359/ AD 971. The Azhar School taught the Shi’ite doctrine and trained preachers to be
sent to different parts of the Abbasid Dynasty in Iraq, Iran and the Levant (Sham). The serious
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impact of those doctrinal schools on the Abbasid Dynasty was apparent on many occasions: a
military movement could seize power and control the caliphate in Baghdad and pray for a
Fatimid Caliph in Baghdad mosques for some months Seljuks could defeat that movement and
regain the Abbasid caliphate.
The Sunni, Shafi’ite Seljuk dynasty was the only strong contemporaneous dynasty at the
time. Its Chief vizier Nizam Al Mulk (al Wazir Al Kabir or Great Minister) in AH 457/ AD
1056, a century from the establishment of the Azhar School, established the Nizamiyya school –
the first grand school to carry that name. Its major goal was to fight against the Shi’ite advocacy.
The school came to be an archetype to be modeled throughout the Muslim world and it was
reinforced through the Ayyubid Dynasty which inherited interest in knowledge and learning
from its predecessor – the Zinkid Dynasty (AH 521-619/ AD 1127-1222). The Ayyubids
established more schools and hospitals in a manner unprecedented in Islamic history. Their goal
was to educate the public, to abolish ignorance and raise everyone’s awareness through a wellplanned social and scholarly renaissance, so that Muslims could stand up against the Christian
surge growing in the Levant.
The Ayyubids continued to adopt that policy well after their defeat of the Fatimid
Dynasty in Egypt. When they arrived in Yemen, they were the first to establish schools there.
Intellectual image in the Rasulid State
When the Rasulids inherited the Ayyubid rule, they followed the educational policies they had
seen adopted by the Ayyubids in the Levant as well as in Egypt. The Rasulids established more
schools and secured budgets for them through religious endowments (waqf) and taxes paid by
non-Muslims, in addition to charities and donations from rulers as well as others. Rasulid women
took an active part in establishing those schools and many of them carried those women’s names.
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The schools spread over various areas of the Rasulid Dynasty and distinguished teaching and
learning centers could be found in Zabid, Aden (Eden), Ta’izz and Ibb. Other centers could also
be found in mountain areas under the Rasulid rule.
These schools were interested in teaching Shari’a disciplines, with special focus on the
Shafi’i school. There were also a few followers of the other schools (the Hanafi, Malliki, and
Hanbali). But their numbers dwindled over time, leaving the Sahafi’i school, and its textbooks,
as the center of study, exegesis, and writing.
As a result of the educational policy implemented in Yemen by the Rasulids, a large
number of scholars emerged in the various disciplines of Shari’a, literature, and history,
including the Koranic sciences, hadith, jurisprudence, linguistics, literary criticism,
historiography, and biography. Indeed, history books from the Rasulid period abound with the
names of scholars, their specializations, books, and annotations.
Initially, Shari’a schools depended on books by such renowned scholars as Abu Hamid
al-Ghazali (d.505/1111), Abu Ishaq al-Shirazi (d. 476/1083), which came from abroad. Then
Yemeni talents began to demonstrate themselves through annotations and compendiums of these
works, subsequently progressing to original composition, so that locally written textbooks
eventually superseded the former ones, with which the first generation of students were taught.
Biographies from the period reference a large number of scholars in every discipline.
The passion for learning can be seen in celebrations of, for example, the arrival of a new
book in Yemen or the completion of a significant work. A celebrated book would be carried by
students, accompanied by singeing and music, from the author’s house to the palace of the
Rasulid king, who would reward the author liberally.
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Another aspect of the scholarly scene was competition for knowledge as reflected in
debate contests held among scholars and jurisprudents to measure the depth of their learning.
Such contests provided strong incentive for scholars to consolidate and augment their learning;
especially that scholarly reputation meant royal favor and opulent living.
A perfect example of the passion and competition for learning, and the endeavor to
produce an unprecedented kind of composition, could be A Comprehensive Compendium of
Jurisprudence, Prosody, History, Grammar, and Rhyme by Ismail ibn abi Bakr al-Muqri,
(d.837/1433) An eminent scholar enjoying the favor and generosity of the Rasulids sultans, the
author sought to demonstrate his linguistic genius through a unique composition. While in form
and content, this book looks like a regular book with a single text. However, it deals with other
various topics (i.e., jurisprudence, prosody, rhymes, history, and grammar). By reading this book
in different ways we read different topics integrated in the same text. For this purpose, the author
used separating lines to guide the reader to the different ways of reading the book sections. A
straightforward reading first gives you a book on Shafi’i jurisprudence. Taking the first letter,
and sometimes the first two letters, of every line and going vertically down, you read a treatise
on prosody. In the first third of the page (following letters or words vertically down), you read a
treatise on history. In the second third of the page (following letters or words vertically down),
you read a treatise on grammar. Finally, at the end of the page (following usually the last letter,
sometimes the last two letters, and less frequently the last word of every line), you read a treatise
on rhyme. Thus, the author’s linguistic genius enabled him to write one text covering five
disciplines. The author met with such fame that made him the undisputed master of this kind of
composition through a single work.
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Yemeni scholars of the period were connected with other centers of knowledge in the
Islamic world, including Mecca, Baghdad, Egypt, and Khorasan. The Rasulids’friendly relations
with the Abbasids (consistent with their nominal allegiance to the caliphate) might have been
instrumental in this regard. But the intellectual relations established with Mecca scholars were
due to the city’s spiritual status, on the one hand, and the Rasulids’ dominion over it, including
their great interest in the proper Kiswah (Garment of the Kaaba). Academic relations with Egypt
and Khorasan, on the other hand, were in the context of the scholarly career of King alMudhaffar (647-694), who, besides being a monarch, was proficient in the sciences, including
Koranic exegesis. A testament to his intellectual drive and pursuit of learning is the report that,
upon reading Fakhr al-Din al-Razi’s Koranic exegesis, he found missing leaves, and wrote in this
regard to the Grand Judge of Egypt Taj al-Din bin Al-A’az, who sent him four copies of the
exegesis, which were missing the same leaves. Consequently, he dispatched emissaries to Herat
in Khorasan; they came back with copies of the book, which were found to have the same lack.
Between Shari’a Science and Natural Sciences
A noteworthy aspect of the intellectual life of medieval Yemen is the dominance in all schools of
Shari’a sciences, in addition to literature, history, and similar disciplines, to the exclusion of
natural sciences, such as medicine, astronomy, and husbandry. Even more remarkable is the
great interest given to natural sciences by many Rasulid kings, who excelled in this field,
producing important books of scientific caliber, which command a growing attention from
scholars and manuscript researchers today (See publication list of The French Cultural Center in
San,a). One of the most prominent scientist kings was al-Mudhaffar Yusuf ibn Umar
(d. 694/1295), who wrote on astronomy and various crafts, including ink and color manufacture,
as well as on politics. He was succeeded by his son king al-Ashraf bin Yusuf, who wrote on
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astronomy, medicine, veterinary science, agriculture, and astrology. Then came king al-Mujahid
(d. 764/1363), who wrote on veterinary science, with special emphasis on horses; he also wrote
on geography, agriculture, crafts, war, and perfumery, as well as cooking. The king al-Afdal also
had scientific interests, and wrote books on history and biography; he is also the author of a
manuscript of an encyclopedic nature, which was published in London in 1998. These are only
some examples of the Rasulid kings’ scientific interests. A review of the lists of their writings
would reveal the range of their academic interests, including natural sciences, their attention to
which fills a gap in the scholarly landscape in the medieval history of Yemen. Still, the absence
of these disciplines from public schools poses a question which we will attempt to answer in the
context of analyzing the relationship between science and superstition.
In brief, the kings of the Rasulid Dynasty did not confine themselves to supporting
learning, building schools, and favoring jurisprudents. They were actually involved in natural
scientific inquiry and authorship. Even the doubts (limited anyway to some researchers, such as
Hibshi 1980, 2010) that some, or parts, of these works were not written by the kings, but by other
scientists who helped them, have not diminished the estimates of some modern historians. These
include Fadl Allah al-Umari, who praises the Rasulids’ efforts to attract scholars to, and keep
them in, Yemen and to send emissaries abroad to obtain the best books in every branch of
knowledge.
Shari’a Science and Imitation
Despite this wide circulation of learning and various books, and the intense activity of scholars,
Shari’a sciences, jurisprudence in particular, were dominant, resulting in a proliferation of their
centers, practitioners, and specialists. Yet, the study of Shari’a was limited to the comprehension
and assimilation of what had been circulated for centuries. This can be confirmed by a report
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about the jurisprudent and polymath Abd Allah bin Yahiya al-Hamadhani, renowned as one of
the most prominent scholar, who kept Al Bayan book: on “Explanation of Shafi’i Jurisprudence”
by heart. This book was his teaching specialty for 25 years. Al-Hamdany was summoned by the
Rasulid king al-Mudhaffar to teach him that book. It is an indication of the stultified condition of
learning in the period that the mere assimilation and inculcation of inherited sciences were
sufficient for recognition as a scholar and jurisprudent. Thus, notwithstanding numerous
authorships, there are very few traditions to the actual exercise of independent judgment or going
beyond received opinion. Indeed, expressing a different understanding or a new opinion would
have been grounds enough for serious misgivings, or even harassment.
In sum, the recognition of academic activity should not detract from the fact that it
remained within the bounds of the familiar and widely accepted. Tradition held sway and any
new understanding or interpretation was looked upon with a suspicion that could escalate to
accusations of unfaith.
This should not detract from the vigor of the scholarship in the period or the value of the
culture of instruction and assimilation. Full and free opportunity for education and upward
mobility in the scholarly hierarchy was given to all. A far cry from conditions in preceding
periods, or even in the regions ruled by the Zaidi Imams, where mosques, or the so-called hijar
served as education centers, but where learning was somewhat confined to specific families,
without spreading as it did in the regions ruled by the Rasulids. The reason can be traced to the
different attitudes toward learning exhibited by the Rasulids and the Zaidi Imams. The Imams
saw themselves as the only source of Shari’a sciences and any original contributions to them.
Hence learning was a correlate of power, with access to it given only to favorites, who later
formed the community of judges “qudat”. The Rasulids, on the other hand, were, besides a
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genuine passion for knowledge, in need of Shari’a sciences to justify their rule against scholarimams who boasted of their Hashimit ancestry, which they saw as the cornerstone of the
legitimacy of their rule. Consequently, the Rasulids were active in spreading knowledge in an
effort to win the people’s favor. They favored those who excelled in Shari’a to make up for any
deficiencies in the intellectual confrontation with the Zaidi Imams and their eminent scholars,
thus obtaining solid support in the battle for legitimacy that raged.
Superstition in Yemeni Society
A superstition is every notion that is not based on experimental reasoning or rational induction.
The body of superstitions that are common in a society can be called “the public mindset”. This
mindset comprises the views and beliefs upheld by the general public or a particular group in a
society regarding how a society views itself and the environment and how it interprets social
phenomena. Hence, “the public mindset” is an essential part of a popular culture that interprets
certain events and social phenomena in a way that abandons logical reasoning and upholds
superstition. This public mindset can be detected in people’s attitude towards the realms of the
unknown, of dreams and visions, and of the jinn [demons and spirits], as well as in seeking the
blessings of holy people or shrines, etc.
The sources written in this era are full of stories that reveal a public mindset and a social
outlook reconciling superstition to Islamic teachings. They are stories of the celebrities of the
time and well-known figures of the community as well as the commoners who are linked to such
figures.
Examples of Superstitions
There are a lot of examples that show the spread of superstition in a society where education and
book writing prevailed. One example is the omens and signs mentioned in Khazarji’s book
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“Uqud,” which foretell the Rasulids’ seizing of power in Yemen when they first arrived in Zabid
along with the Ayyubid king Masoud in 612H. The signs were related to Omar bin Ali bin Rasul,
who became later the first Rasulid sultan in Yemen. The story goes that an old, godly man
looked at the army troops accompanying the Ayyubid king and observed that they are more
attentive to Omar Al-Rasuli than to the king himself, so the old man prophesied that he (Omar)
and his offspring will rule Yemen to the end of time .
Also, to support the legitimacy of the Rasulid regime (which was shaky, especially at the
beginning), the story of the “jinni’s glad tidings” was spread. The story tells of Omar Al-Rasuli,
who one night was lying awake in his bed when suddenly he heard a noise in the air. He held up
his head and saw a jinni escaping from a bolt of fire and landing nearby. Omar got up and went
to the gasping jinni, gave him some water and tried to calm him down. In response, the jinni
said:
“O Omar, be happy! Be glad! Thou wilt rule the entire land”
As we could imagine, stories of a jinni seeking safety at Omar Al- Rasuli’s place, and of good
news delivered in verse composed in classical Arabic must have great impact on the minds of
commoners, who would readily believe such fantastic stories. After hearing the story, such minds
would have simply accepted any political change with no question asked.
Dreams
Dreams played a big role in the public mindset in this era. They were viewed as signs
from the realm of the unknown that must be followed. In some cases, dreams were decisive in
solving a controversial religious issue. They were also viewed sometimes as karamat [mystical
miracles], especially when the dreamer sees the Prophet Muhammed. Dreams were also seen as
messages through which news about events in faraway lands is confirmed, or messages about
whether a dead person ended up in hell or heaven, etc. One of the stories that illustrate the power
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dreams had over people’s lives in that era is when the Rasulids decided, upon a command from
the Prophet in a dream, to abandon the Hanfai school of law “madhhab” and follow the Shafii
school, which is followed by the majority of people in Yemen.
Karamat (or Supernatural Events) and Seeking holy blessing through People and Graves”
Karamat, (= Supernatural events) as described in Arabic books of heritage, are supernatural
incidents attached to godly person (wally) which dazzle the minds, and for which no reasonable
explanation is found, and therefore they are considered a mystical miracle. Such miracles are
deeply rooted in popular Muslim mentality and are widely accepted as true and amazing. They
are seen as reflections of piety and godliness, which is why such miracles and mystical powers
are attributed to famous religious scholars or and faqihs, whether during their lives or after their
deaths. Some faqihs may themselves work on spreading stories about their mystical powers in
order to control the simple-minded among the faithful and use them for their own purposes. The
intellectual Islamic heritage is abundant with such karamats. In the Rasulid period, there are
many stories of pious men reading thoughts; illuminating mosques and graves with their faces
and filling them with nice scents emanating from their bodies; going miraculously from one
place to another distant place, and bringing the sun to a temporal halt just before sunset until they
reach home.
As mentioned above, karamats are often publicized by the faqihs themselves with few
exceptions, such as Ahmed bin Musa, known as Ibn Ujail (d.690/1291), who was critical of
karamats and people’s endeavors to seek the blessings of men associated with such karamats. He
distinguished between karamats that befit a “wally” [godly or pious person] and karamats that
are attributed to non-worthy people, which he considered to be a lacking in one’s faith. Karamats
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were used as a way of acquiring social status and receiving gifts and offerings from followers
who seek to get the wally’s protection and blessing.
People thought highly of Ibn Ujail for his knowledge and piety and treated him with
much submission in the way they were raised to treat big scholars, (i.e. submit to and associate
with them to get their blessings and protection). His face was described as having more light than
that of the Kaaba [the sacred house of God in Mecca], which made people deeply love him.
Whenever he entered Mecca or Medina, people would gather around to greet him and get his
blessings, but he would push them away saying: “Seek the blessings of the Prophet and his
companions. I’m just an ordinary man”. Such response, however, made people even more
attached to him.
Another example of karamat stories is the stories about the great scholar Ismail bin
Muhammed Al-Hadhrami (d. 677/1278); his stories also prove to be the most supernatural. For
instance, it is narrated that a tree called him once and asked him and his companions to eat of its
fruit. In another story, he intervened for the benefit of people whom he heard suffering in their
graves. In yet another story, his bed was seen revolving around the Kaaba at night. One
particular story of his karamat that was popular all over Yemen is that he commanded the sun to
stop until he reached his home at sunset.
Healing by Touching and Spitting
Imaginary forms and strange sounds had strong presence in folk imagination. People believed
that a godly person wally could heal the sick by wiping their chests and could give blessings or
make miracles by spitting in someone’s mouth. One story for instance tells of a green bird that
stood on the shoulder of Ahmed bin Alwan and spat in his mouth; the incident turned Ibn Alwan
into the mystic man that is widely known all over Yemen for his karamats. One of his karamat is
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speaking many languages, which was explained by saying that his soul was “a landing for the
spirits of saintly people, who spoke in their different tongues through him”. His name is highly
respected around Yemen, and his shrine is still visited to this day by people who present their
offerings and vows.
Relations to Jinn
One of the components of the supernatural-believing mindset is the belief in the
extraordinary effect of jinn on the lives of humans. Even though the existence of the jinn is for
Muslims inarguable because the Quran confirms it, the existence of relationships with the world
of humans is highly controversial. On one hand, there is the popular picture drawn of jinn and
their relationships with humans, which of course creates a basis for believing the stories
featuring such relationships. On the other hand, there is the view that admits the existence of jinn
but refuses to accept the popular ideas of relationships between humans and jinn. This distinction
allows us to judge such stories as mythical and illogical.
Since there is no scientific evidence, old or new, that supports the existence of
relationships between jinn and humans, and all explanations provided are only the product of a
primitive, simple mind and are refutable, such stories should only be seen as part of a public
mindset that views superstitions and myths as real.
The stories about relationships between jinn and humans are many. According to
common belief, jinn have supernatural powers and can take the forms of human beings and
animals. They also do what they like whether it is good or bad. Some jinn are pictured as needing
to learn the Islamic law from Muslim scholars, so they turn into a snake and sneak through the
inner roof of a classroom to listen to lessons in jurisprudence. When asked about this snake, it
was introduced as scholars of jinn seeking more knowledge of Islamic law. Some of the jinn, as
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depicted, are originally human, but were kidnapped while still in the form of a uterus and were
raised as jinn. Such a story was told about the Rasulid sultan Al-Mugahid whose reign was
characterized by power struggles. The story tells of a kidnapped human brother raised by the
jinn. This brother saves the sultan from a certain death and later fights on his side with the help
of an army of jinn to break out his siege don by his opponents.
The story can be viewed today as a form of psychological warfare. Stories about the
jinn’s standing from the political strife between the sultan and his opponents, and of an existing
alliance between the sultan and the jinn because of a human brother who lives in the world of
jinn would have had an immense effect on minds ready to accept these stories as true. In fact,
supernatural powers serving the ruler is one of the political ploys used in the past and present to
weaken and subjugate opponents.
The Controversial Relationship between Science and Superstition
In summary, the era of the Rasulids in Yemen witnessed a scientific movement that produced a
large group of scientists, scholars and mystics. The Rasulids State had a distinctive role in this
movement .It built schools, supported its continuity and brought over the scientists and honored
them. That scientific momentum continued until the beginning of the tenth century AH. Despite
the obvious interest in religious knowledge in that century, most of its concerns were in the
comprehension and understanding of the prevailing issues, the study of their paradoxes, the
interpretation of their texts and writing annotations and commentaries about them or providing
more accessible or comprehensive authorship to the controversial issues raised in the books in
circulation. No decisive scientific additions were mentioned to approve the previous ones and to
establish a new fundamental thought or to make a difference in comparison to what had been
before. The popularity of the scientists or the jurists depended on his ability to understand and
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comprehend the books of their ancestors, remove their ambiguity and recognize and be familiar
with their exact meanings. In addition, their adherence to the traditions of the former scholars
and the narrators contributed in this. There is evidence on dominance of previous tradition
appeared even in certificate formulas given to those students who passed an exam in particular
fields. The certificate formula emphasize the need to adhere to only one opinion or
understanding that came to them through earlier generations of scholars.
Accordingly, and despite of the advantages of spreading of knowledge in medieval
history of Yemen, the scientific movement witnessed reflects the stagnation in the Islamic
mentality of the seventh century and the following period .This also reflects the social recession
which shows that the Islamic jurisprudence, understood as a religious text, already formed and
largely completed in the 4th AH / tenth century as a unified whole. Developed religious text and
new landmarks of the Islamic Society were so firmly integrated and entered in the cuticle of each
other so they together constituted a strong alliance and began to reproduce themselves in the
following centuries. So, the extra books, in the following centuries, with all their contexts,
explanations and summaries did not add any serious contribution to the original inherited
knowledge but confirmed the recession of the text and society denouncing any attempt to rebel
against the inherited context. This alliance is still going on between the text and community in its
general form till now, except that the inherited legal text faces a real challenge in the modern era
by virtue of transformations of community that led to social rebellions which need deep revision
as the old texts are no longer fit to include them.
As for the mindset or “public mentalities”, it must be noted here that the superstition and
fear from the hidden world is still common among all nations. This led to the ignorance with
what man is surrounded and fear of supernatural powers. Unfortunately, the Muslims’ myths
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have been founded on their, originally, rational religion which call for logical approves; thinking
contemplation and prudence in all things, but the faith in God was only a mental conclusion for
strong and logical dispute. How could the Muslims turn their relationship with Quran and
Sunnah to a source of myths and superstitions? Much of the answer to this question lies in the
misunderstanding of Quranic verses and honorable prophet’s sayings which came to talk about
jinn and devils. Some other reasons widened this misunderstanding like the ignorance of many
Muslims about their religion and the late scholars’ concern of minor issues and their branches.
However, the neglect of philosophy, exact or natural sciences was, in my point of view, the main
cause of the continuous mythical mentality. These sciences are based on experimentation, logic
and continuous correction of their direction which by nature correct also the public mind. Imam
Ghazali sees that the addiction to the forensic sciences and their branches comes as a result to the
profits and the authority earned by scholars specially those who came in the third and fourth
centuries who added nothing to the huge intellectual structure made by the scholars of the first
centuries. As well as the neglect of pure sciences including Medicine, Imam Ghazali says:
“Many towns were without physicians except one of non Muslims and most people prefer to be
religious scholars just to increase misunderstanding and sophisticated speech and the country
was over full of scholars”. Imam Ghazali introduces an explanation for neglecting pure sciences
as Medicine. He indicates that Medicine is not a place like fiqh (religious knowledge) to assume
the endowments, bequests and possession of money for orphans and to be an equal access to the
judiciary and the government in order to have better ranks against the others. Such opinion came
from a well experienced scholar and was valid for centuries to follow after Al-Ghazali. This
opinion is also considered an evidence for the social and mental stagnation which lasted till
today. If medicine was neglected in such a way despite the need for it, what about the other
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sciences like, astronomy, mathematics, geography and botany and others which are not available
and not so much needed for every one? So, we can conclude that the wide Islamic intelligentsia
was careless of the other intellectual applied sciences, which were in fact part of the Islamic
intellectual production, developed by Muslims and non-Muslim scientists on the basis of
experimental and logical thinking. It was, however, clear that they were not that popular as they
were abstract scientific matters and thereof they were limited to only a few scientists. The result
of this can be seen in prevailing confused traditional mentality believing in multi myths.
In the case of Yemen, some of the Rasulids rulers were preoccupied with the exact
sciences and were able to compose several books in astronomy, agriculture, veterinary and
medicine. It was apparent that these books did not contribute to the formation of logical thinking.
Also degrading the value of pure sciences by the Islamic legislative mentality could make any
intellectual attempt to be in the bottom of interest. Imam Ghazali himself continued degrading
scientific mentality by putting the religious sciences at the top to overcome medicine and he gave
a very lengthy justification for that as each science has a specific message in life but the religious
subjects have comprehensive messages including the whole life of any Muslim which is
necessary to pass from this life to paradise. This attitude given by Al-Ghazali is a part of the
theoretical foundation for the priority of religious sciences.
Imam Muhyiddin Al Nawawi (D.676/1278), a higher, well known Shafie scholar, had a
similar opinion against medicine. The story began when he tried with his new open mentality
towards the other sciences to learn Medicine and bought the famous medical book “Al- Qanun”
written by Avicenna (Ibn Sina), and resolved to engage it as a medical reference book. Imam
Nawawy said that his heart was badly affected; he lost his ability to understand things quickly.
He tried to find a reason for his new condition and he found it with help of God inspired as he
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said. The reason was “having the book of medicine at home, Ibn sina’s AlQanun.. So, he decided
to get rid of it and to evacuate his house from anything related to medicine. As a result, he added
that he became more comfort and regained his steadiness thinking that God inspired him to do
that. When this thought and these sayings come from a man, such as Al Nawawi, who is
considered a well known, experienced and highly ranked scholar among Muslims and to have
this critical expressions against Ibn Sina and his book which is considered as a main reference
for the universities of Europe and being studied for centuries, really, it was a big surprise to find
that age being darkened in this way against these pure sciences. It is normal to think about imam
Al Nawawi’s trends and his idea about medicine, we consider this as a point of view. But when it
is considered as thought and a religious belief against medicine as a science and to be considered
as a source of darkening for minds and hearts, imagining that Imam Al Nawawi could regain his
mind just when he got rid of the book and throwing all things related to medicine away from his
house, really, it was a big shock for pure sciences. Sakhawee (D.902/1497), the author of
Al Nawawi’s biography, through his comments on this story, put the assumption of rejection to
Al Nawawi’s opinion against medicine and supported his idea with a citation ascribed to Imam
Shafii Mohammad Ibn Idris who divided science into two types, the science of religion and the
science of medicine which means prophetic medicine ( i.e., a collection of prophet Muhammad’s
words and actions dealing with health and treatments) which differ from philosophers’ beliefs as
Al Qanun book says in its introduction that a physician acquires his knowledge from the
principles of natural science. This culture crowned with its religious appearance and content
doesn’t only prefer the religious knowledge and science but also mistrusts the natural science and
warns against it. Sakhawee, a contemporary of the Rasulid state in Yemen who came after eight
centuries from the “prophetic medicine” appearance, didn’t look to it as a human attempt with its
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specific place and time but looked to it as a sufficient and main resource and what else is
darkening the heart as it is connected with the knowledge of Greece and natural science.
Sakhawee has interpreted Shafii’s opinion in medicine without neglecting what may reject this
interpretation, he gave an opinion related to the scholar Harmalah Ben Yahia (D.243/875) that Al
Shafii was eager to find what Muslims lost in Medicine science and said that “third of science
(medicine) was lost and easily given to the Jews and Christians”. He meant the experimental
medicine with its limits of knowledge and age. This story highlights Al Shafii’s understanding of
the importance of medicine and on the other hand, the story shows the downgrading of medicine
and the other pure sciences and also the degradation inherited against medicine among the
Yemeni people during the Rasulid era. People who used to work with medicine were considered
unbelievers, heresy and out of religion. This judgment is also the same to the people who are
working with logic science. Such people were also accused of being missed their right way by
working with logic books and joining the people of natural sciences, or by their tendency to
believe in medicine and wise men. Only with awareness of Rasulids kings, the Yemeni people
couldn’t know such sciences, the King Muzaffar (ruled between 647-694/1250-1295) wasn’t
away from their criticism when he tried to learn logic under the supervision of the Persian
scholar Shamsudin Al Bailakani. His existence caused a big conflict which came as a result to
the Yemeni hatred against logic and its men. These stories showed to what extent the intellectual
and experimental science was humiliated. The imbalance between religious science and natural
science for the sake of religious science has weakened the impact of pure sciences and natural
studies not only in Yemen, but in general, the whole Islamic world. In spite of the adoption of
the kings of Bani Rasul to medical science, astronomy, agriculture and veterinary medicine,
besides the emergence of books bearing their names in such fields, their interest was not so
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effective and active enough to break the stoned minds. The Rasulids kings made some attempts
to invite natural scientists like the engineering prince Badrul Din Hassan Al Mukhtar, who is
well experienced engineer, sharing in many arts and sciences but this interest with pure sciences
was a partial phenomenon which was not strong enough to establish a new culture for the natural
sciences capable to graduate new scientists in the arts of natural science where succession and
imitation will not be effective with what is experimented because when having any mistake, this
requires researching, experimentation and investigation. These are the tools of development of
any science and the mechanisms of each science development. There is little of works related to
pure science in astronomy, agriculture and arithmetic and around twenty books through the two
centuries and a third of the Rasulid state life. To demonstrate the imbalance between the natural
science and the science of religion, we note that annotations, summaries and explanations of
Al Qanoon book of Ibn Sina reached to be 49 works within eight centuries while explanations,
their annotations, appropriations of explanations, contents and conclusions circled around the
book “Al Tanbeeh‖ in Shafii’s jurisprudence” published in the fifth century A.H reached to be
134 works within five centuries with all these efforts in studying the religious sciences. An
Islamic mind was not yet created to cross individuals or groups to make basic duties to serve the
public mind so as to make use of visions, ideas and thoughts in achieving scientific logic free
from myths and fables. We have inherited the early late differences and attitudes, even in myth
where no historic support was given like the issue of creating the Quran where a long history of
myth of religious culture saturated with inherited ill minded and illogical trends. So, it is not
strange, that these myths and their interpretations spread to form the hidden world of Jinn and
devils and their relations with humans with their supernatural abilities to harm and enter bodies
and reforming shapes. This world imposed finding mediators of humans to seek help and
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security. So, some pretended to have the power of mastering devils and Jinn and the ability to
avoid their attacks and harms. So, the human supernatural power was the equation to the Jinn and
devilish powers. Such human sacred powers gave security against the fear of such creatures.
Such human capabilities come as a result to the strong faith in Allah, based on religion. So, God
is the lonely protector and rescuer, when standing among his hands begging his help against such
unseen creatures. This sense of fear led many people to surrender for myths, spiritual mediators,
and religious concepts. This put people in confused situations where they mixed what is wrong
with what is right, the religion with spiritual and unseen world of ghosts and man free
imaginations, people became nearer to jurists, scientists who won spiritual power against the
devilish creatures. The Quran and Sunnah of prophet can be used in the resolution of disputes,
division of inheritance and marriage contract and also to curb the Jinn and cure the patient and
driving demons out of bodies.
In this case, it was deemed necessary to keep this profitable social function, through
which simple minded believers were made, as the shortest way possible, obedient to the scholar
and Faqih’s authority. This was also a confirmation as to the fear existing through what was
hidden out there regarding the dignity of X and what Y and Z have done. Therefore, it is not a
surprise that such myths were based on the quran and Sunna and continue to be so until today.
Many published books in modern time about the world of the jinn and devils still
reproduce the inherited classical image and pay no attention to the modern science and
intellectual development. Among those books I found only one book entitled “Sons of Adam of
Jinn and Devils” which provides explanations and new readings of Quran texts and Sunnah
which help to liberate Muslim mind from fakes, fables and false stories and help people to refer
to the right direction to make rational Islamic religion free from such fables. Some may differ
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with the books’ views and conclusions but at least it refers to the right direction where a Muslim
can be free from myths based on false interpretations of the ancient and modern Islamic thought.
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The Representation of Colonial Africa in National Geographic

For many years, the National Geographic Magazine has served as the only environment in which
people read about Africa. In my work I propose that the image created by National Geographic
Magazine through articles and photos about the African continent is an exotic image and where
imperialistic values are manifested and where the benefits of colonialism in Africa are extolled.
It is an image in which the continent is represented as a place where Americans can go on safaris
and find half-naked natives, jungles and exotic animals. In my work I will make a critical reading
of several articles in which I demonstrate how The Magazine creates and represent a false image
of the continent by examining and comparing several articles and photos published during the
colonial period.

National Geographic in context
For over a century National Geographic has been responsible for carrying geographical,
historical, cultural and social, and developmental information around the world and, particularly,
U.S. households.1 Africa is under constant review by the magazine and its writers. Over three
hundred articles about Africa have been published since the creation of the magazine. It would
impossible to analyze all of them for this short presentation, but it is possible to make a selection
of some articles published in the nineteenth century, the first half of the twentieth century and
study the discourses and representations that are made about Africa.2 Therefore, the following
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pages are part of a more comprehensive and complex work that will analyze over three hundred
articles on Africa that have appeared in National Geographic Magazine.3
National Geographic has emerged as a magazine dedicated to the dissemination of
geographical knowledge, a discipline that was in its infancy at the time of the founding of the
magazine in 1888. In fact, in the beginning, the magazine is defined as a professional and
academic rather than a profitable venture.4 Throughout its pages, nineteenth- and twentiethcentury scholars present their geographical research, especially on issues regarding the United
States. Its writers resorted to a simpler language in order to popularize the magazine. Eventually,
the magazine was not only read in intellectual circles but also by a wider audience. Gilbert M.
Grosvenor, its first president, identified seven principles that should guide the magazine and
make it unique [and I quote]5
1. “The First principle is absolute accuracy. Nothing must be printed which is not
strictly according to the fact;
2. Abundance of beautiful, instructive, and artistic illustrations;
3. Everything printed in the magazine must have a permanent value;
4. All personalities and notes of a trivial character are avoided;
5. Nothing of a partisan or controversial character is printed;
6. Only what is kindly nature is printed about any country or people, everything
unpleasant or unduly critical being avoided;
7. The contents of each number is planned with a view of being timely”6 [end of quote]
Somehow these principles have been cast aside when National Geographic published
articles on the Vietnam War, and on the conflicts in Sudan, among others. How beautiful can it
be when the magazine reports that hundreds of people have been killed in ethnic, political and
3
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religious conflicts in Sudan? Moreover, is that information published under the category of
“natural” or “artistic” images of war and its effects? I think not. However, since its inception
National Geographic has published articles on the majority of the countries of the world.7 For
some readers, it was the only way to see the continent without leaving home or having to rely on
information provided by the school system.8
National Geographic has been severely criticized for publishing articles that have an
imperialistic discourse, in which its authors always represented an “other”, the other is the
opposite of what constitute the mainstream culture of the United States.9 To some extent, this
kind of representation creates an image of Africa as a place where people visit the continent on
safaris. The thrill of exploration and adventure is what they seek.
Africa and the origins of European civilization.
I will begin by mentioning the first words of the first article published by National
Geographic on Africa. The article was written by one of its founders and its first president
Gardiner Hubbard. Hubbard wrote that [quote] “Africa, the oldest of the continents, containing
the earliest remains of man, and the birthplace of European civilization, is the last to be
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explored”10 This is the first instance in which a nineteenth-century author refers to Africa as the
cradle of European civilization. Why does he refer to Africa as the cradle of European
civilization and also write that Africa is the last continent to be explored? If Africa is the cradle
of European civilization, the exploration of the continent is unnecessary.
Hubbard goes further to say that “Greece owes its civilization to Egypt: its beautiful
orders of architecture came from the land of the Nile.”11 Then, if the ancient Greeks were able to
assimilate the architecture of the ancient Egyptian people, should it be worth asking what else
did they borrow from Egyptian civilization? Later on, Gardiner Hubbard adds: “For ages upon
ages Africa has refused to reveal its secrets to civilized man, and though explorers have
penetrated it from every side, it remains to-day the Dark Continent.”12 For Hubbard, Africa holds
many secrets that are unknown to “civilized” man; therefore, we can interpret his words in the
sense that the peoples of Africa are not “civilized.”
Hubbard attributed Western ignorance on African to the continent’s “position and
formation”13 in the world. This is an argument that reduces a number of factors to the geography
of the continent. However, despite the continent’s location, Hubbard writes that
“We know that Africa is capable of the very highest civilization, for it was the birthplace
of civilization. To it we are indebted for the origin of all our arts and sciences, and it
possesses to-day the most wonderful works of men. Let us hope that Africa, whose
morning was so bright and whose night has been so dark will yet live to see the light of
another and higher civilization.”14
According to Hubbard, Africa is not only the cradle of European civilization, but also the
place where arts and sciences originated. Therefore, why is it necessary to explore the continent
10

“Africa, its Past and Future” National Geographic, I, no. 2 (April 1889): 99.

11

Ibid. 99.

12

Ibid. 99.

13

Ibid. 99.

14

Ibid. 124.
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if all the attributes of the “civilized world” came from Africa? Referring to Algeria, Hubbard
writes, that “when Algeria was first conquered by the French, it was a wilderness, but is now a
garden.”15 What, then, happened to the cradle of civilization that was lost and became a wild
place in the eyes of Hubbard? A possible answer to Hubbard’s enigma is presented by an author
named Edward C. Hore. In his article, Hore writes the following [quote]: “I argue that the life
and condition which presents this state of things after isolation forth thousands of years from all
we call civilized can scarcely be called evil or degraded.”16 [end of quote]. The solution for the
puzzle created by Hubbard should be understood in the following manner “Africa, was the cradle
of civilization, but after a long interval of isolation experienced degradation rather than progress.
On the other hand, Edward C. Hore considered Africa a New World. “It is called the
'dark continent' rather should it be called the 'new world' in which our interest and responsibility,
political, commercial and social is rapidly growing.”17 Hore thought of Africa as a new world
which must be known due to the increased Western trading interests on the continent.
Hubbard, wrote a second article on Africa seven years after the previous publication. He
then wrote of Europeans that [quote] “they have developed Africa more rapidly than any
preceding age, and have greatly increased our knowledge of it.”18 Is not this a contradiction? If
Africa is the cradle of European civilization, and of modern arts and sciences, how is it possible
that Europeans were developing Africa as never before?

15

Ibid. 122.

16

“The Heart of Africa” National Geographic VII, no. 5 (May 1896): 241.

17

Ibid. 238.

18

“Africa since 1888 with Special Reference to South Africa and Abyssinia with map” National
Geographic VII, no. 5 (May 1896): 157.
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National Geographic and the Construction of Race.
Sir Harry H. Johnston, a British diplomatic official and colonial administrator in Africa
also wrote an article for National Geographic Magazine. Johnston intended to offer readers an
idea of what former U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt will find on his Africa safari.19 His view
is, to some extent, based on racial ideas. Johnston described various parts of Africa and its
peoples in a way that presents a notion of otherness. For example, Johnston writes that:
“Some of the women whom President Roosevelt will see at Mombasa are rather
extensively clothed, compared to the people of the far interior. They also wear nose ring
and other ornaments probably borrowed from the Hindus, for there are a great many East
Indian settler at Mombasa and the other Swahili ports.”20
Johnston presents two Africas, the first Africa is the Africa of the ports where a strong
influence of European colonizers settler is felt. The second Africa is the inner core of the
continent. Its inhabitants had not yet experienced the benign influence of whites. The differences
between both Africas can be observed in clothing and accessories that Africans wear.
A racial construction can be perceived in one of the photographs accompanying the
text.21 The photograph entitled “Street Scene in Mombasa”22 reads as follows: “No white man
walks in Mombasa if he can possibly avoid doing so.” Once more the reader is exposed to
another racial representation in the description of the image. It represents an image of power.
Africans are depicted as servants of white men who enjoy a kingly status. Africans carry the
heavy load of colonialism. This photograph constitutes a powerful metaphor of European
colonialism in Africa. Africans are those who walk and carry heavy loads as substitutes for
beasts of burden. They are either draft horses pulling carriages for their white overlords or men
19

Sir Harry H. Johnston “Where Roosevelt will Hunt” National Geographic XX, no. 3 (March 1909): 207-

20

Ibid. 208.
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All copyright to National Geographic.
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who carry merchandise on their heads in territories where equines cannot survive. The next
photograph shows a woman named Eleanor De Chételat, and is entitled “The Author's
Carriage was Head Power Four.” De Chételat is the author of another article on Africa
published by National Geographic Magazine (NGM). She is being carried by four Africans, on a
“machila” which is a hammock carried by two or four men. It was an elegant form of
transportation for Europeans in Africa which represented the power exerted by whites and
reinforced the servile condition of their African employees.23
The natives and their encounters with western technology
The arrival of Europeans in the continent brought a number of changes and encounters
between Africans and Europeans. Frank Magee writes about one of these encounters:
“Needless to say, the arrival of two iron monsters in the form of our tractors, belching
forth smoke, caused considerable consternation among the natives of this village they
deserted their homes and fled to the bush. But when the chief and his headmen were
assured that the engines were harmless, the natives returned to their village, and soon
came to us, bringing offering of fruit, vegetables, chickens, and goats.”24
The writer remarks the fear of the unknown among Africans.25 But it is also noteworthy
that the author stresses that Africans, after recovering from such a frightening experience, gave
white workers and officials’ presents from their own crops. In the same article there is another
picture whose title is “When Their First Aeroplane Was Sighted.”26 Africans show a reaction
of panic after seeing a plane for the first time. According to the author of the article, Africans

23

Photo available in Eleonor De Chételat “My Domestic Life in French Guinea: An American Woman
Accompanies Her Husband, a Swiss Geologist on His Expeditions in a Little Known Region” National Geographic
LXVII no. 6 (June 1935): 696.
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Frank J. Magee “Transporting a Navy Through the Jungles of Africa in Wartime” National Geographic
XLII no. 4 (October 1922): 335.
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Similarly encounters are narrated by Luise White, Speaking with Vampires: Rumor and History in
Colonial Africa. (California: University of California Press, 2000)
26

Look the photo in the page 357 in the article of Frank J. Magee.
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saw it as a monstrous bird that had come to kill them. The image portrays African naivety and
simplicity vis-a-vis European technology.
The same article includes a photograph entitled “The Author with the Expedition’s
Mascot.” 27 It should be noticed that the mascot or pet mentioned in the title is not a dog or any
other animal but a child. The child shown in this picture loses his humanity and is transformed
into an animal destined to accompany the expedition. The child or pet obediently observes his
master as his master looks at the camera lens. Pets in Africa may well be abandoned to their fate
at any time.
One last look
National Geographic has represented Africa in various forms throughout different
periods. A critical reading of the magazine articles would allow readers to discover that the
knowledge that the magazine produces is not innocent and devoid of prejudices and pejorative
judgments against Africans. The purpose of this short paper is to bring to light the fact that
readers of scientific divulgation literature must begin to look critically at the information
produced by National Geographic and should begin to see the magazine as a vehicle for
imperialist and colonialist ideologies. Still much work has to be done as part of this research
project that barely covered a few of the more than three hundred articles published by the
magazine on Africa. I hope that it stimulates future research projects on National Geographic and
other magazines that deal with Africa.

27

Look the photo in the page 345 in the article of Frank J. Magee. For a short discussion of Africa as a
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Abstract
This paper proposes to analyze the educative reform discourse articulated in Puerto Rico
by diverse agents of the State, as governors and Secretaries of Education during the eighties. The
period under study analyze the relation between the bipartisan government systems, which
developed from the nineteen eighties until 1990; when the law that would govern the Department
of Public Instruction (D.I.P) was approved. The focus of the research is to determine their
political-ideological conceptions, on how an educative reform in the public system of education
has to be implemented, in order to fulfill the constitutional duty and the constitutional right that
all the citizens have to received free education that encourage the total development of their
personality and the strengthening of the respect toward man’s rights and the fundamental
liberties.

Introduction
This investigation studies in the speeches articulated by the diverse agents of the State the
political-ideological conceptions of how an educative reform in the public system of education
was due to constitute during the decades of 1970-1990. The period under study includes part of
the first four years term that initiates the bipartisan system of government until 1990, year in
which the law that would govern the Department of Public Instruction (D.I.P), was approved.1
The sources used were the educative reform laws, pamphlets, speeches of governors, reports of
the state situation and reports emitted by the governmental agencies and civil employees, among
others.
The investigation begins from several main questions. How compares the concepts of
educative reform during the first administration of Hernández Colón with whom it impelled in
1

In ahead I will talk about to the Department of Public Instruction like D.I.P.
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his third term at the end of the decade of 1980? What concepts and political and ideological
interests of the government lie referring to these reforms? What used the State to justify them?
These questions aim towards the importance of analyzing the present speech about the subject of
the educative reform.
I resort to the analysis of the speech to respond to these questions, understanding that the
speech is a social practice of meaning production that, after its look to describe, also presents or
displays a prescriptive character. The study of the speeches is a very useful tool for analysis to
explore the changes in the conception that the own State develops at diverse moments around the
role that must carry out in the public education.2 According to Teun A. van Dijk, the main target
of the analysis of the speech is ―to analyze, to explain and to describe to the specific structures of
the text and the speech‖.3 Nevertheless, to make that analysis it is necessary to know, as it points
Michel Foucault, the devices of the speech and the forms of the discursive method.4 Foucault
raises that the speech has a material existence, in a written, spoken or graphical text. That
materiality is subject to temporal and spaces parameters. It is necessary to individualize those
spaces in the place and the historical moment of its appearance. Thus, the transformations of
their development will be able to be studied.
The official speech of the State specifies the public policies in educative matter. This
investigation persecutes to analyze, in the official speeches, the political-ideological projects that
sustained the educative policies that were desired to impel. Their masterful different receivers are

2

See B. Bernstein, La estructura del discurso pedagógico. Madrid, Ediciones Morata, 1993.

3

Teun A. van Dijk, ―Prefacio‖, en María Cristina Martínez, Análisis del discurso y práctica pedagógica.
Buenos Aires, Argentina, Homo Sapiens Ediciones, 2001, p. 7.
4

See Michel Foucault, Arqueología del saber. Trad. de Aurelio Garzón del Camino. México, Siglo XXI
Editores, 1972.
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– teachers, parents, students – but it acts as to fix the strategies for the education and the role that
the government is going to carry out in him.5
Historical Background: State of the Education in Puerto Rico, 1970-1990
Puerto Rico experienced a process of social and economic transformation in the middle
of XX century; it happened to be a rural society to an urban society; of an economy mainly
agriculturist to one industrialized. The State used several strategies to advance modernity, the
progress and the well-being of the population, fundamental aspects of the populist program of
the party in the power, the Democratic Popular Party.
Within that process of changes and according to the established in the Constitution of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (E.L.A.), the right of all person rose to constitutional rank to
receive an education that encourage the total development of the personality and to the
fortification of the respect of man’s rights and of its fundamental liberties. In the subsequent
years, the State tried to expand the reach to the education for most of the population in scholastic
age, but it did not come up that amount was not synonymous of quality. In spite of to have
destined a great quantity of funds from the annual government’s budget to fulfill this
constitutional duty, the education was not on a par with the requirements that the times
demanded.
When analyzing the period in study (1970-1990), we identified a series of world-wide
events that repelled in the Puerto Rican society. Thus, the economic recession, as a result of the
increase of the petroleum price in world-wide level, entailed a rise in the unemployment and the
proliferation of strikes in the public sector.6 On the other hand, the decade of 1970 started with

5

Loc. cit.

6

Ramón Claudio Tirado, 100 años de educación y de administración educativa en Puerto Rico: 19002000, San Juan, Puerto Rico, Publicaciones Puertorriqueñas Editores, 2003, p. 126.
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the bipartisan government system. The triumph of the New Progressive Party (P.N.P.) in the
1968 elections ended with the control of the state power that the Democratic Popular Party
(P.P.D.) had maintained throughout 28 years (1940-1968) and let through to a changing
governmental management system every four or eight years. This, as well, entailed fundamental
changes in the public policies to implant as part of the platforms of the different governments.7
Concerning to the education, it was affected by the changes proposed and implanted by
each one of the Secretaries of the D.I.P., since one of their functions is ―to implant the public
policy adopted by the Legislative Assembly and the Governor‖.8 On the other hand, in the history
of the public education of Puerto Rico, the decades from 1970 to the 2000 were characterized,
among other things, by the controversies and the magisterial militancy.9
In the seventies, the State began to outline the necessity to reform the educative system
by means of legislation. The urgency to reform the Puerto Rican public educative system in all
its aspects became serious during the two decades after the Seventies. Inside the D.I.P. as well as
among the teachers and the people in general prevailed an inconformity with the obtained results.
The initial attempts of educative reform go back to the first administration of Rafael
Hernández Colón (1973-1977). On the contrary, this subject was practically forgotten throughout
the 8 years of government of Carlos Romero Barceló (1977-1985). Nevertheless, during the
following two four years terms of Hernández Colón (1985-1993) and those of Pedro Rosselló

7

Eduardo Aponte, ―Política educativa y transformaciones sociales en Puerto Rico: una agenda para la
investigación‖ en Revista de Administración Pública, Escuela Graduada de Administración Pública, Universidad
de Puerto Rico, vol. XXII, núm. 1, diciembre 1989, p. 62.
8
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González (1993-2001) a new process of change began within the D.I.P. to reconstruct the public
education system.
The Educative Reform: to the Rescue of His Historicity
The concept of educative reform is tie to the search process to surpass the public policies
established that govern the educative system, by means of the modification, transformation and
establishment of laws designed to optimize the education. According to Thomas S. Popkewitz,
the educative reform is ―a process of social regulation, with which information is transmitted on
new educative practices‖. That is, in the eagerness to improve the existing thing, the educative
reform ―comprises essential of the schooling process and it even can be considered a strategic
place in which the modernization of the institutions is made‖. For Angel Quintero Alfaro, exsecretary of the D.I.P., a reform is ―an integrated set of changes, flexible and opened to
modifications, with a view to altering to its fundamental aspects, the goals, content and process
of present education‖.10
We found out that the educative policy that the State promotes in Puerto Rico is related to
the changes happened in educative matter in Latin America. Both looked for an alternative to
improve the quality of the education by means of the approval of the governmental legislation
necessary to reform the educative system. The State is the responsible organization to legislate
the public policy that must prevail in the educative task. Thus within the organizational chart of
the government, a Commissioner or Secretary of Education is designated to execute the public
policies that the State must take care of in conformity to the law.
In the case of Puerto Rico, according to the Bill of Rights of the Constitution of the
E.L.A., all human being have the right to mainly obtain an education that encourage to the total
10

Diálogo, ―Reforma educativa: ¿será o no será?‖, por Luis Fernando Coss e Ilia Rodríguez, diciembre
1986-enero 1987, p. 24.
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development of the personality, to the culture of sensitivity, the affective values, the thinking
capacity of educating and to create useful citizens to the society. The project of the educative
reform was taken care of according to the priority that the political groups related to it granted.
The set of ideas that would take step to optimize the quality in the educative system was
articulated based on the official speech of the State, and not necessarily taking in consideration
the feeling of those who had to execute this reform. This way, the studies made previous to the
implantation of the reform, became mere legal instruments to study so that the system was not
fulfilling its function and constitutional duty. In the process they do not grant the deserved
attention to deal with the crisis of the educative system, nor to take care of a problem still
greater: the creation of an educative model that had an organized structure, that allowed the State
to fulfill each one of the obligations that contract mainly with the students, like with the school
and the society.11
The D.I.P. is the government agency in charge of implements the public policy that in
educative matter has established the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. In spite of the made works
to harness the quality in the results obtained in the educative system, the reached profits had not
fulfilled totally with this constitutional right.
The concern of the groups within the different social sectors was immersed in a feeling of
dissatisfaction with the work made on the part of the State in the distribution that this one made
in the administration of the funds designated in the educative area. When examining the budget
during the different governmental administrations, it is observed a substantial increase in the
allocation of funds for the D.I.P., but it was not enough or it was not managed in the most
efficient way.
11

Jesús Delgado Burgos, Reforma y filosofía educativa: un reto urgente, complejo y necesario. Ponencia
presentada en el Foro: ―Reforma Educativa y Filosofía Educativa: un vínculo pertinente‖, Facultad de Pedagogía,
Universidad de Puerto Rico, Recinto de Río Piedras, 14 de abril de 1986, p. 2.
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The Educative Reform: Project of Social Change
During the Sixties, we found out a concern focused in the scholastic reform, at national
and international level. The reforms were focus in the general modification of the social and
political institutions. One of the objectives of the educative reform during this period was to get
the institutional support to eradicate the psychological and economic conditions that fomented
the poverty.12 That is, the educative reform was used ―to turn the social institutions in efficient,
effective and, at the same time, sensible to the demands of the social equality‖.13
The following quotation from the Governor Luis Muñoz Marín speaks of the necessity of
an ample reform of public education:
(…) la educación pública puertorriqueña no era adecuada para enfrentarse a las
exigencias de la rápida transformación social que se operaba en el país, y a las
aspiraciones de los puertorriqueños‖.14
The main problem consisted of the lack to obtain ―the agreement necessary to institute
the recommended reforms‖15 Bond to emphasize that between 1960-1968 advances in the
Department of Instruction were obtained, as a result of the visionary proposals, but mainly, by
the continuity gave to the developed projects.16 However, the social and economical change that
took place in Puerto Rico ―has made difficult to its suitable long term planning and the
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Thomas S. Popkewitz, Sociología política de las reformas educativas: el poder/saber en la enseñanza, la
formación del profesorado y la educación. Trad de Pablo Manzano. Madrid, España, Ediciones Morata, 1994,
pp. 154-155.
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systematic evaluation of its operation, so indispensable to avoid the improvisation and
unproductive practices.17
The State and the Educative Reform Projects
A.

Commission on the Educative Reform- Creation, Law Num. 17, approved August 9,
1974
The first legislative project presented in the decade of the seventies was the Law Num.

17, approved on August 9, 1974, which prosecuted the creation of a Commission on Educative
Reform to define its power and functions, as well as the assignment of funds for its functioning.
The approval of the above mentioned law was the result of the programmatically commitments
that the P.P.D. had contracted during the political campaign, previous the victory in the 1972
elections. The Commission was constituted on October 8, 1974, by order of the Governor of
Puerto Rico, Hon. Rafael Hernández Colón. Each one of the members that constituted the work
party of this Commission was related to the Puerto Rican educative system and in its majority to
higher education.18
The new organism had to give emphasis to study the consonance between the programs
of education and the values, life style and necessities of the Puerto Rican people in all the orders;
to take care of the capacity of the physical facilities to promote the intensive use of the same
ones; to establish norms for the recruitment and retention of the educational and administrative
personnel; as well as to take care of the rules and procedures for ascents and the organizational

17

―Esquema para preparar un plan de trabajo‖ en Informe final de la Comisión sobre reforma educativa.
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico, 30 de junio de 1977, p. 759.
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Dr. Pedro González Ramos (President of the University School of the Sacred Heart and President
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and administrative policy of the Instruction Department, the University of Puerto Rico and all
other public organism related to the education in Puerto Rico; to promote educative programs for
adults in all the phases of the arts, sciences, the offices and the general culture; to promote the
use of the resources that offers the modern technology for the education; integration of all the
educative effort; to analyze the financing of the educative system and to create a new Scholastic
Code that replaced the effective Scholastic Law.
There is a strong emphasis in involving all the components of the society and exclusively
not leaving the responsibility of the educative situation on the State. On May 21, 1975 was
presented the first progress report, which established that for 1974, Puerto Rico was one of the
countries that destined the highest percent of the National Gross Entrance to the public
education.19 However, the population in general expressed its samples of dissatisfaction with the
results obtained at educative level. Some of the factors to justify the state of the education in
Puerto Rico are related to the fast happened economic and social transformation, that disabled
the accomplishment of a ―pertinent planning‖ in a long term. Thus, it is observed the disjoint
between which it has been carried out, in comparison, with the reality that the present historical
moment demanded. Basic necessities existed, but the State is disabled to execute long term
projections, that go on a par with the demands of the society.
In addition, they indicate the existence of a series of problems and challenges of
structural, administrative and programmatic type. One of the main misfortunes with which the
D.I.P. ran into, was the high concentration of power in the decision making as for the
administrative aspect and educational policy. The control that is exerted in the high spheres of

19

The document exposes the works coordinated with representatives of different public agencies, president
and directors of the colleges of the university system of the University of Puerto Rico and the meetings with
practically the great majority of the Secretaries of Instruction.
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the power has not allowed that the educative system ―can operate with the necessary efficiency,
effectiveness and flexibility‖.20
As long as the Commission continued to work, an educative problematic diagnosis was
carried out to formulate the bases of the educative reform. One of the first actions consisted of
dividing the educative system in eight main areas,21 which counted on a described team as
experts in education to come to analyze different aspects in detail. An important element present
in the Third Report of Progress of the Commission raised that was defined clearly ―what we are,
what we want to be and what we must make to obtain the desired the goal‖.22 According to the
report that rendered the Consultative Committee of Elementary Education, the school had not
managed to optimize the educative system due to the following factors. The lack of integration of
the education with the society, takes to the system to offer an education that is not pertinent with
the necessities of each student. In addition, the politicize scope which has surrounded the school
during the past few years and the inefficient use of state and federal funds, promote the bad
operation of the system.23
In 1977, the Commission rendered the Final Report, in which they stand out that the
public system of education lacked an educative philosophy that framed the educative and cultural
20

Ibíd., p. 634.

21

The eight main areas were: Pre-scholastic education, Elementary and Secondary Education, Education
Vocational and Technical, Continued Education and Cultural Extension, Physical Education and Recreation, Art,
Financing, Structure and Government.
22

In addition, it was indicated that in the Puerto Rican educative system general characteristics were
present: a separation between the different components and educative levels; educative deficiency of a system of
evaluation of the levels and components with which an efficient and effective operation could be verified; lack of
adaptation between the academic offer with the labor world and the social reality; lack of integration between the
public system of education and the private one; deficiency of commitment of the citizenship with the educative
subjects in ―Apéndice Núm. 2 Propuesta plan de trabajo-Esquema para preparar un plan de trabajo, 28 de agosto de
1975‖, pp. 760-762 and ―Informe de progreso trabajos Comisión sobre Reforma Educativa, Memorando del 21 de
diciembre de 1976‖, p. 690 in Informe final de la Comisión sobre reforma educativa. Hato Rey, Puerto Rico, 30
de junio de 1977.
23

―Resumen del informe sometido por el Comité Consultivo de Educación Elemental y Secundaria
presidido por el señor José Diego Berríos‖ en Informe final…, op. cit., pp. 926-929.
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management; the clear lack of goals and objectives of which it is hoped to obtain; the absence of
an integral procedure of evaluation of the educative management; the nonexistence of
correspondence between the offered education and the job market; the curriculum irrelevance;
the low advantage of the students; a high degree of scholastic desertion; the shortage of material
and equipment indispensable for the education-learning process; an overload of strictly
bureaucratic-administrative work that together with the excessive classrooms enrollment, the
lack of incentives, the low wages, the terrible conditions of work and the absence of participation
in vital areas of the educative management directs as opposed to the teacher towards the
frustration a system that turns out to be inoperative and the disarticulation between the D.I.P. and
the University of Puerto Rico. In other words, the State offered an education and invested to
public funds to such aim, but well it was not stipulated which was the north to follow as far as
education talks about. The existence of problems was recognized, but they were not taken care of
like was due.
B.

Educative System- Integral Reform; Special Commission, Creation, Asig, Law Num.
8, July 24, 1985, (Joint Resolution of Senate 1127)
Eight years after the Commission on the Educative Reform submitted its report to the

Governor, the State keep a not encouraging speech since it returns to show the dissatisfaction
with the formation of the graduates and with the profits of the public system of education. In that
occasion, they approach a new element like part of the bad operation of the system: ―old
fashioned and historically inadequate‖ of the law that legally was governing the Puerto Rican
educative system. 24 The Codified Scholastic Law of Puerto Rico from March 12, 1903, under

24

Sistema Educativo-Reforma Integral; Comisión Especial, Creación Asig., Resolución Conjunta del
Senado 1127, Ley Núm. 8 del 24 de julio de 1985, Leyes de Puerto Rico de 1985, 1ra. Sesión Ordinaria, 1ra., 2da.,
3ra., 4ta. y 5ta. Sesiones Extraordinarias, Décima Asamblea Legislativa, Equity Publishing Corporation, 1986,
p. 820.
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the authority of the Foraker Act, was the law that prevailed to the Puerto Rican system of public
education by more than eight decades.
The Law Num. 8, July 24, 1985, well-known as the Educative System - Integral Reform;
Special Commission, Creation, Asig. opens the process to begin to organize the integral reform
of the educative system of Puerto Rico. The Joint Special Commission for the Educative Reform
was the organism created with the objective to prepare and to present to the Legislative
Assembly all the legislative recommendations that considered necessary to implant the educative
reform. As well, the law established a Secretaryship25 in order to assist the Commission in the
charge and the allocation of funds.26
The Commission established by means of the approval of the law that to achieve the
integral reform, it will have to take place by stages, of stepped and organized form and with the
due high-priority consideration. In addition, it is detailed that the results that were going to be
obtained would be the product of the participation of the different sectors from the Puerto Rican
educative community, components of the public sector in the formulation of the public policy
and the necessary legislation.27
According to Marcos Ramírez, president of the Secretaryship of the Commission, the
legislative commission had made no work on that matter for the year 1986. In the meantime, that

25

The Secretaryship was one of the organisms that were in charge of altogether promote the educative
reform with the legislative Commission. It was made up of four advisers named by the Governor, two named by the
President of the House of Representatives, two named by the President of the Senate, three members ex-office, that
are the Secretary of Public Instruction, the President of the Council of Superior Education, and the President of the
University of Puerto Rico. The following are the detailed names and positions of the members: Marcos Ramírez,
President; Ángel Quintero Alfaro and Ramón Cruz, ex Secretaries of Instruction; Awilda Aponte Roque, Secretary
of Instruction; Arturo Morales Carrión, ex-President of the University of Puerto Rico; Ismael Rodríguez Bou, ex
Vice-chancellor of the University of Puerto Rico; Fernando Agrait, President of the University of Puerto Rico; José
Eligio Vélez, President of the Teachers of Puerto Rico Association; Hiram Puig, Administrator of the Authority of
Communications; Cuchi Rincón and Mercedes Soto, Executive Director of the Commission.
26

Sistema Educativo-Reforma Integral…, op. cit., pp. 819-820.

27

Ibíd., pp. 822-823.
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same year, the Secretary of Instruction, Awilda Aponte Roque, claimed that the reform was
being made and that the foundations of the public education of Puerto Rico were moving. Some
of the measures in which they have been working were: the curricular and vocational program
revision, the preparation of a new text of history of Puerto Rico, the fortification of the natural
sciences program, the reconstruction of the D.I.P. and the reinforcement of the role of the
classroom in the educative process.
The organisms in charge to reform the educative system agreed to initiate their works
specializing in seven fundamental areas, between which the vocational and the technique stand
out. The other areas in which they concentrated the works were the structure and joint of the
educative system; the improvement of the teaching that would focus in the subjects related to the
services, wages, training, continued education, the motivation and the participation of the
teachers in the decisions of the school; the relation between the State and the Private System of
Education; the interaction between the school and the community; the financing of the education
(for 1987 the budget of the agency was of $850 million, of which $82,5 were destined to pay
wages; finally, the definition of goals and reorientation of priorities in the different levels from
the system.
Two years after the constitution of the Commission for the Educative Reform, the
legislature had not produced any advance in the particular. However, at level of the Department
of Instruction efforts were combined from the teachers, students and parents to produce ―an
agenda for the change‖, that according to the Secretary of Instruction, Awilda Aponte Roque,
would constitute the bases on which the reform would take place. An important aspect of this
proposal was the identification of eight critical areas in which it looked for: to modify the
organizational and administrative structure; to update the educational programs and enrichment
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of the cultural contents; the most efficient and effective use of the fiscal, physical and human
resources; the participation of the parents and the citizens like collaborators of the educative task;
the redefinition of the student’s role and design of the ways to obtain its optimal development;
redefinition of the function of the supervision; education and reeducation of the adult and the
young person outside the school and the revision of the practices of recruitment, evaluation,
participation, remuneration and continuous education of the personnel.28
To continue the educative reform some of the academic programs were put in practice at
the beginning of the 1987 academic term and they were directed to retain in the school a great
number of drop out students identified by the D.I.P.; to promote art programs for students of
elementary school; to name new seats of social and orientation workers; to establish an academy
scholastic directors to renew the ones in charge to carry out the reform; and an extension of the
system of occupational technology. Another aspect that was begun to take care of was the
investment of $23 million destined to the scholastic dining rooms for near 400 schools.
Finally, in 1990 the Law Num. 68, titled The Organic Law of the Department of
Education, was approved as the instrument of the State that begins officially the public educative
system reform. The set in motion of the law statute was coordinated by means of the Calendar of
Implantation, according to the precedence that the Department of Education granted to the
different measures contained in the new organic law. The plan established a ten year term to
complete the process of reform (1990-1991 to 2000-2001).29

28

El Nuevo Día, ―Instrucción disecta el sistema‖ por A. Quiñones Calderón, 28 de junio de 1987, p. 7;
Diálogo, ―Reforma educativa: ¿será o no será?, por Luis Fernando Coss e Ilia Rodríguez, diciembre 1986-enero
1987, p. 23; El Nuevo Día, ―La revisión del currículo y la enseñanza: núcleo de la reforma educativa‖, 3 de
noviembre de 1987, p. SD-1.
29

Calendario de Implantación de la Ley de Reforma Educativa, Departamento de Educación, Hato Rey,
Puerto Rico, 1991, p. xi.
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Government Political-Ideological Interests
The speeches related to the educative reform of the first years were articulated in the
binomial: access/democracy, inconformity/incapacity. The expressions and the critics made to
the educative system suggest the incapacity of the State to fulfill the constitutional mandate to
offer an education of quality to all the population in scholastic age. The north of the educative
policy was to guarantee the equal rights to the education access, based on the established
mandate on the Bill of Rights.30
The persistence to obtain that greater amount of people in scholastic age had access to the
public system of education; there was not the necessary planning to take care efficiently of the
great educative demand. There was a greater amount of people with access to be educated, but
the State did not anticipate that amount was not synonymous of the quality that the educative
process demanded.
Once the Lcdo. Rafael Hernández Colón assumes the governor position (1973) he began
the works in favor of analyzing the status of the education in Puerto Rico. It is as well as the Law
Num. 17 was approved on August 9, 1974, by means of which the creation of a Commission
settles down on the Educative Reform. It had to design an educative philosophy that provided the
conceptual frame on which they would be making the assigned tasks. A total reform of the
education system was persecuted, ―as much at primary and secondary level, like a university
level‖.31

30

… all person has the right to an education that encourages the total development of its personality and to
the fortification of the respect of the rights of the man and the fundamental liberties. There will be a system of public
instruction which will be free and entirely nonsectarian. Education will be gratuitous in the primary school and
secondary and, to where the facilities of the State allow it, it will become obligatory for the primary school.
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 1952, Article II, Bill of Rights, section 5. in Puerto Rico,
Leyes fundamentales, nueva edición revisada por Lcdo. Alfonso L. García Martínez, Río Piedras, Puerto Rico,
Editorial Edil, Inc., 1997, p. 225.
31

Ley Núm. 17, aprobada el 9 de agosto de 1974, pp. 680-685.
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The speeches pronounced in the Seventies stressed the relation of the State like the one in
charge to promote the well-being of the society. In this period there was a change in the
governmental administration, the P.P.D. It lost the elections and rose to the power Carlos
Romero Barceló, by the P.N.P. This fact and the policies implemented by the named secretaries
promoted a lack of continuity to the projects initiated in the last administration. Throughout the
decade of the 70, it was demonstrated the State lack of direction concerning of what they
officially expected of the D.I.P. graduate students.
When Rafael Hernández Colón, assumed the position of Governor for the second term, in
1985, he promised ―to take care of the educative situation and to raise the quality of education at
the level that the times demand‖.32 On the message of State to the Legislative Assembly in
February 1986, the governor made a call to all the components of Puerto Rican society to:
(…) fijarnos la meta de alcanzar una educación de excelencia. La meta podrá parecer
ambiciosa y lejana, envista de las deficiencias del sistema, pero recordemos que la
jornada de las mil millas comienza con un solo paso. Ese primer paso ya se ha dado con
la creación de la Comisión para la Reforma Educativa.33
The result of the works made around this subject was the Law Num. 68 of August 28,
1990 that regulated the elementary and secondary education of the system of public instruction
of Puerto Rico. During Hernández Colón’s third four year term and with the approval of the new
law that would legally change the statutes that would prevail in ahead the Puerto Rican educative
system, the name of the D.I.P. was changed to Department of Education, (in ahead D.E.), the

32

Rafael Hernández Colón, ―Discurso al asumir la presidencia del PPD por segunda vez‖ en Retos y
luchas: 24 años de historia política puertorriqueña en los discursos de Rafael Hernández Colón, San Juan,
Puerto Rico, 1991, p. 216.
33

El Nuevo Día, ―Descarta la eliminación del inglés‖ por A. Quiñones Calderón, 4 de febrero de 1986,

p. 3.
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General Council of Education settled down and the Research Center and Educative Innovations
and the Educative Regions were redesigned.34
In the speeches pronounced by the State, in the Eighties until the approval of Law 68, in
1990, the recognition of the undocking between the educative system and the job market and the
lack of integration of the components of the educative process stayed present. As well, the
speech of the State is a hopeful one that tries to take to optimal conditions the precarious
situation of the public system of education. The optimism in obtaining changes and actions in the
matter of the educative reform prevails, but they did not reach the mechanism that really makes
advance the state of the education.
When drawing up a synthesis of the primary targets, according to the speeches
pronounced by the State during the Eighties (governors, committees of reform, legislature,
D.I.P.) stands out: improving the physical facilities and the acquisition of educative materials;
the elimination of the schools with double enrollment; a greater opportunity of the use of the
technological advances to the service of the education; the improvement of the educational
personnel and wage justice; an increase in the quality of the education offered to the population
in scholastic age, and the elimination of the politicize practice and the centralization at
departmental level.
Final comments
The reformist projects respond to the strong social political demand and to the fulfillment
of promises of the electoral campaigns. The first governmental administration of Rafael
Hernández Colón provided the opening of works in the Legislature on the educative policies
necessary to be on a par with the modern times that were being lived in Puerto Rico. The
34

―Ley Orgánica del D.E., Ley Núm. 68‖ aprobada en 28 de agosto de 1990, Leyes de Puerto Rico, Resoluciones
de 1990, Parte I, 3ra y 4ta. Sesión ordinaria, 2da. y 3ra. Sesión Extraordinaria, Undécima Asamblea Legislativa,
Oxford, New Hampshire, Equity Publishing Company, 1991.
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governmental change after the 1976 elections brought with him a backward movement in the
process that was being made to reform the educative system. Although the incoming governor
gives continuity to the works of the Commission of the Educative Reform, it did not achieve
great advances with respect to the recommendations of the report. Rather, occurs a greater
politicize practice and centralization of the power at level of the D.I.P.
The discursive line followed through the State shows a feeling of inconformity with the
reached profits. It was recognized the incapacity that has prevailed to execute the changes that
are fundamental to obtain the longed for quality in the educative process. Therefore, it proposed
to reconstruct the system gradually (to ten years), integrating the community to the educative
process, establishing as educative philosophy creating enabled citizens to face the challenge of
the modern times. According to what comes off from the reports of the different Educative
Reform Committees that have been organized, the fault of the state of the Puerto Rican education
is attributed to the lack of scholastic legislation that harmonizes with the complexity of the
educative system and that promotes an efficient operation of it. A law can establish the statutes
to follow in administrative/legal matter in the area of the education, but for a true educative
reform is necessary to involve the executor of the educative reform in the process. It is
indispensable to cause that he feels part of the change and not a mere piece who receives the
orders of what must be executed.
The speech of the educative reform in Puerto Rico was displayed as the alternative that
would offer the base to establish an educative philosophy that was pertinent to the Puerto Rican
population. Also, the discourse projected that the governmental legislation was the only viable
alternative that could constitute a model of quality accompanied by the fairness, both
characteristics necessary in the search to elevate and to enrich the educative process.
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RACE AND THE REVOLUTIONARIES: HOW RACIAL IDENTITY HAS
DETERMINED THE LEGACY OF NAT TURNER AND JOHN BROWN

CHELSEA E. EASTER
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Race and the Revolutionaries: How Racial Identity has Determined the
Legacy of Nat Turner and John Brown

The use of violence to obtain freedom has always been recognized as a means to an end
in United States history. The thirteen colonies fought against the imperial force of Great Britain
because they had been oppressed for years and deserved their independence. During this time,
the white landowners, in what became the United States, had slaves and as they wrote the
Declaration of Independence and proclaimed “All men are created equal” the black citizens
remained property of these newly independent people. This inconsistency reiterated the theme
that slaves were not people deserving of any recognition, and even free people of color were not
equal with land owning white men. As slavery continued over the years, people began to speak
out against slavery and between 1780 and 1804 it was abolished in all Northern states. This was
done through protesting, lettering writing, and revealing of the evils of slavery to and by some
white people. Decades went by and though abolitionist continued to fight against slavery in the
South no changes were made. Generations of slaves began to understand that passive actions
were not creating the social change they needed, and that perhaps violence was the next step.
This need for violence was increased in the 1857 Supreme Court decision which declared that
blacks- free or slave- would never be equal to white people. This law of the land made clear to
abolitionists that there was nothing that passive resistance could do to abolish slavery and
establish equality for African Americans. John Brown and Nat Turner epitomized the theme that
violence was the only means of destroying slavery and are viewed unequal and different
historically because specifically because of each man‟s racial identity.
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Frederick Douglass
One of the best known abolitionists and former slaves is Frederick Douglass. When he
escaped slavery and began working with abolitionists, he felt that passive resistance was the best
course of actions for attaining freedom for the slaves. He disagreed strongly with Gerritt Smith‟s
idea that if governments “have a constitution under which it cannot abolish slavery, then is must
override the constitution and abolish slavery,” (Goldstein). Douglass was also not completely
passive in that he supported the use of force in situations of self-defense and self-assertion. In his
early life he was against a large scale violent slave revolt and was against the use of warfare as a
means to end slavery. Leslie Friedman Goldstein writes, “He (Douglass) preferred to try and
avoid the bloody horrors that these two alternative entailed, and he was endeavoring to going
about abolition by peaceful means,” (64). But he, like his enslaved people, could not see the end
in sight and came to reform his ideas. This continued when he met with John Brown in 1847. His
ideas shifted and his reasoning regarding violence changed radically. He wrote in 1854, “violent
resistance to would-be slave catchers was wise as well as just,” (66). Goldstein continues,
“Douglass simply picked up this argument of the slaves‟ right to revolt and lent it increasing
emphasis, while he eventually dropped his counsels against violence,” (67). He even went as far
as to insist that slaves had a right to kill all who would keep them in slavery. Douglass knew that
slaves had rights that were not being acknowledged and that someone had to physically fight for
them. Douglass states, “Slave holders have no rights more than any other thief or pirate. They
have forfeited even the right to live, and if the slave should put every one of them to the sword
tomorrow, who dare pronounce the penalty disproportioned to the crime?” (Life and Times 359).
Douglass‟ opinion on violence and slavery is vital in the understanding of the historical views of
Brown and Turner, along with the white community and black leaders. He was a leader and
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speaker who reached groups that very few blacks did. The mainstream white community
understood that he was the spokesman for the escaped slave, and if he condoned violence in
response to slavery, numerous people heard about this. He affected the ideals and moral of
several abolitionists, and his insistence on freedom for slaves scared slaveholders in the South.
Douglass knew that violence was the only way to achieve freedom for black slaves, and two very
famous and infamous men lived by this exact same principle.
Turner was not influenced by Douglass in that he led his rebellion seven years before
Douglass even escaped slavery, but Turner‟s revolt influenced Douglass‟s views on violence.
Douglass wrote a novella in 1853 called “The Heroic Slave” about a slave named Madison
Washington, who escaped slavery in Virginia to Canada. Washington then returned and led a
revolt in order to rescue his wife and children, and he only killed two people. At first the white
community saw this as a criticism of Turner, in that he writes of a man who achieved what he
wanted without mass murder. Instead, Douglass links these two men in a speech in Ireland. He
says, “there are many Madison Washingtons and Nathaniel Turners in the South, who would
assert their right to liberty, if you would take your feet from their necks,” (Douglass, Farewell
speech to British People). Ellen Weinauer writes, “More Strikingly, in 1848 Douglass dares to
link Washington and Nat Turner in a genealogy of resistance…In this speech Douglass seems to
have cast aside the need for a domesticated Washington who serves as a reassuring foil for
Turner,” (195). Along with Turner, Brown strongly influenced Douglass and his views on violent
resistance. Brown met and stayed with Douglass just months before his revolt at Harpers Ferry.
Both of these men, Turner and Brown, used violence as a means of ending slavery, and
Douglass, a great influence on all abolitionists and the greater white community, was inspired by
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these men. There is a universal recognition of Douglass, and because Brown and Turner are vital
to him, they are also to American history.
Introduction
John Brown and Nat Turner are both known for their violent attacks against slavery; John
Brown‟s 1856 Pottawatomie Massacre and 1859 attack on Harpers Ferry and Nat Turner‟s slave
rebellion nearly 30 years earlier in South Hampton County, Virginia in August of 1831. Brown, a
white man of Puritan heritage, and Turner, a preaching slave, were led by deep religious
conviction and commitment to doing right by the Lord. Paul Finkelman, editor of His Soul Goes
Marching On: Responses to John Brown and the Harpers Ferry Raid, calls Brown a “symbol of
the emerging holy crusade against slavery” (5). Turner considered himself the leader, called by
God, of the crusade against slavery. The similarities between these men are numerous and vital
to the recognition of their accomplishments. One obvious difference between these two men is
that one, Brown, was a middle class white man who fought injustice towards black slaves, and
the other, Turner, was a black slave who sought freedom for himself and his people. Race has
significantly influenced both men‟s legacy. Brown is regarded by some as a crazy terrorist
because he betrayed his own race to help people who weren‟t like him, while Turner is
considered a hero who fought to free his own people. On the other hand there are biographies,
articles, and books directed at the impact Brown made on American history. There are sketches,
paintings, and drawings dedicated to him. Whether the conversation about Brown is good or bad,
people talk and write about his impact on history. Because Turner was a black slave, his story is
not as well known, and history tried mercilessly to cover up what he did. Kenneth S. Greenberg
explains:
We have always been, and we remain today, a nation deeply divided over how to
remember slavery and slave rebellions. One symptom of our division is evidenced by the
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almost total absence of public historical monuments to commemorate slave rebels like
Turner. Another symptom is embodied in the deep and bitter interpretive debates that
divide the scholarly community (3).
Brown has a memorial, monument, and museum. There is no known place where Turner was
buried. It is rumored that his body was torn apart and his skin was used to make purses. Both
men‟s legacies are affected greatly by race and identity politics.
John Brown
John Brown was born in Torrington, Connecticut on May 9, 1800. His interaction with
abolition began at the age of five when his family moved to Hudson, Ohio and became affiliated
with the Oberlin Institute. This later became Oberlin College, the first institute of higher
education to admit black students. His father, Owen Brown, was a devout Calvinist and taught
Brown about a strong belief in the Golden Rule and human rights. Along with this came a strong
belief that God was “absolutely sovereign and humans were absolutely helpless in the face of
God‟s powers,” as David S. Reynolds explains in his biography John Brown, Abolitionist. For
Brown there was no grey area in matters of morality, and he would use this idea years later to
fight against Christian slave owners. Scott John Hammond explains, “Brown appears to have
been a practitioner of the Christian ethic framed by the imperative of universal love and
compassion for others, especially those who suffer under the yoke of oppression and
injustice” (62). Brown was always driven by his need for justice, and especially after the trial of
Dred Scott, where there was no choice but to act in violence. Hammond continues,
For Brown, unlike most of his fellow Americans, the only solution was an obvious one-brook no sympathy for or concession to the minions of evil, and unconditionally submit
without hesitation of or diffidence to the Higher Authority, never relenting until total
emancipation was achieved of sublime retribution judiciously dispensed. (63)
John Brown, who had lived with abolitionist ideals since his birth, felt he had to resort to
violence because of the Supreme Court‟s decision in Dred Scott v. Sanford. William Lloyd
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Garrison, an abolitionist and supporter of Brown, explained, “I say, in accordance to the
principles of peace, that I do not believe the sword should be unsheathed, I do not believe the
dagger should be drawn, until there is in the system to be assailed such terrible evidences of its
corruption, that it becomes the dernier resort” (Reynolds 70). This corruption is the 1857
decision, in Dred Scott v. Sanford, that determined African American slaves and their decedents
are not citizens and are not protected by the constitution. Brown could no longer petition, write
letters, or talk about freeing the slaves because the law had been settled and given him no other
choice. This legal conclusion turned the abolition movement from an organization that wanted
change through passive resistance and demonstration to a group that had no hope. Because there
was no longer any hope in the legal system Brown had come to the “dernier resort” and used
violence to achieve his goals.
This violence, or last resort, culminated in the form of two different attacks. The first was
the Pottawatomie Massacre on May 24 and 25 of 1856. In response to the sacking of Lawrence,
Kansas, an anti-slavery establishment, Brown and a group of abolitionist settlers violently killed
five pro-slavery settlers. These people were stabbed, shot, and chopped up with swords. The
second was an attack on one of the United States Southern arsenals, Harpers Ferry in Virginia.
Browns attack on Harpers Ferry began years before all plans physically manifested on October
16, 1859. As early as 1854, Brown was considering an attack on the slavery system in Virginia.
His focus from the beginning was on the American arsenal and armory station Harpers Ferry,
and he knew that he wanted this attack to include not only white men who were strong in their
moral convictions against slavery but also slaves who wanted to rise up and fight for their own
freedom. In March of 1857, he contacted a forge master in Connecticut to begin crafting a
thousand pikes to be given to the slaves who would come to his side during his attack. He spent a
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month in the home of Frederick Douglass during January and February of the next year, writing
up a provisional constitution for the revolutionary state and planning his raid. Douglass agreed
that actions needed to be taken, but as Paul Finkelman explains, called it a “suicide mission,”
(Finkelman 6). A year later on February 22, 1858, Brown revealed his plan to Gerrit Smith and
Franklin Sanborn who, along with Reverend Thomas Wentworth Higgins, Theodore Parker,
George Sterns, and Samuel Gridley Howe, became known as the “Secret Six” and would back
Browns raid financially. These men were wealthy businessmen, ministers, educators, but more
importantly abolitionists living on the East coast. Brown began to travel west to gather more
funds and followers. As he continued to recruit raiders, a friend and fellow abolitionist John E.
Cook moved to Harpers Ferry and found work. He surveyed the town, gained important insight
into the white people, but also the ideals and attitudes of the slaves. Cook also sought insight into
the armory and the lay of the land.
Brown continued to travel and preach to people the importance of fighting back against
the evils of slavery. In December of 1858 he invaded a plantation in Missouri, killed a slave
owner, and liberated 11 slaves. Though he was heavily pursued by law enforcement, he escaped
and led all 11 slaves to freedom in Canada. Even with a $250 reward for his capture, Brown
returned to the United States and spoke in Ohio, New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut. At
this point all of his planning was coming to an end and he was ready to act. He spoke with the
“Secret Six” about the final plan, and then headed back to North Alba to say his final goodbyes
to his family. Finkle explains, “Brown probably knew that he was unlikely to see his family
again, something he stoically accepted as a cost of his crusade against slavery” (7). He and his
sons Oliver and Owen arrived in Harpers Ferry with an original plan of attacking on the 82 nd
anniversary of Americans‟ Independence. This plan was changed quickly when Brown
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discovered that no slaves or free blacks had signed up for his army. By early October, the total
number of men ready to fight for him had reached a measly 21, but on Sunday, October 16
Brown and his men began their raid. The eclectic group of rebels ranged in age from Oberlin
College students in their early twenties, to Brown at the age of 59. Three men stayed back and
guarded their armory at a barn located seven miles from Harpers Ferry and the remaining 18-13
whites and 5 blacks, began their attack.
Brown‟s plan was to cut the telegraph wires to the armory, seize it, and wait for slaves to
revolt and come to his side. Because they never joined him, he was quickly surrounded by
townspeople and farmers. Brown‟s faith in the slaves of the community was evident in that he
was in a position to overtake the armory when he first approached. He and his men had
surrounded the armory, and as Finkelman explains, “might have easily seized the weapons in the
town, and taken to the hills,” (7). Instead he waited and was quickly overpowered. By morning,
eight of Brown‟s men were either dead or captured, and that day militia from Virginia and
Maryland arrived to take Brown away. By October 18, Brown was captured and a few of his
remaining men were shot. Ten of Brown‟s 21 men, including two of his sons, were dead, five
were captured, and seven had escaped but were later captured. Brown, severely wounded, was
brought in for trial just a week later, and was sentenced and hanged five weeks after that.
Nat Turner
Brown was well aware that his attack would lead to his death, but he was driven to attack
Harpers Ferry and liberate the slaves in Virginia. The driving force behind both Brown and
Turner‟s actions was a sense of obligation and being left with no other choice. Nat Turner had
been a slave since his birth and had no reason to believe that freedom was soon approaching. He
knew he was the divine one called by God, and as detailed in Thomas Grey‟s Confessions of Nat
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Turner, “would never be of any use to anyone as a slave.” Turner was sure that slavery was not
an option for him under any circumstances and that he needed to help his people. Turner was
born October 2, 1800, slave to Benjamin Turner, in South Hampton, Virginia. He was raised by
his mother and grandmother, who taught him a deep hatred for slavery. He was taught to read at
a young age, some by his master‟s son, but learning mostly on his own. He quickly learned, as
most slaves do, that there was more to life than living below the white people who owned him.
Frederick Douglass famously explains the moment he learned to read: “From that moment I
understood the direct pathway from slavery to freedom” (Narrative 65). When Turner could, he
would read the bible and developed deep religious beliefs which were fostered by his mother and
grandmother. He soon came to believe that he was chosen by God to lead his people to freedom.
He explained to Thomas Grey in his Confessions of Nat Turner that he knew his path from an
early age:
Being at play with other children, when three or four years old, I was telling them
something, which my mother overhearing, said it had happened before I was I born—I
stuck to my story, however, and related somethings which went, in her opinion, to
confirm it—others being called on were greatly astonished, knowing that these things had
happened, and caused them to say in my hearing, I surely would be a prophet, as the Lord
had shewn me things that had happened before my birth. (7)
Turner was greatly moved by this calling and continued to cultivate these religious ideas and
grow closer to God. Historically he has been referred to as “Prophet Nat” and was frequently
seen praying and fasting. He was known throughout the plantation for his visions and
communication with God. He explained to Grey, “the spirit spoke to me, saying „Seek ye the
kingdom of Heaven and all things shall be added unto you‟” (8). Grey asked what spirit, and
Turner replied,
The Spirit that spoke to the prophets in former days—and I was greatly astonished, and
for two years prayed continually, whenever my duty would permit—and then again I had
the same revelation, which fully confirmed me in the impression that I was ordained for
some great purpose in the hands of the Almighty (9).
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Turner heard a voice and continued to hear it in his life as a slave. At one point, as he grew older,
Turner ran away successfully from the plantation and the shackles of slavery, but returned
because of the voice of this spirit. He heard that he must return to his Earthly master, for that was
the only way that he could be used for his true purpose which was, as Turner explains, “the
Serpent was loosened, and Christ had laid down the yoke he had borne for the sins of men, and
that I should take it on and fight against the Serpent” (11). He preached to the slaves, and to a
handful of white people, about his prophecy and being chosen. People began to listen and he
quickly gained many followers. Finally, in February of 1831, Turner saw the ultimate sign of the
“darkened sun”: the solar eclipse. He details:
And by signs in the heavens that it would make known to me when I should commence
the great work—and until the first sign appeared, I should conceal it from the knowledge
of men—And on the appearance of the sign, (the eclipse of the sun last February) I
should arise and prepare myself, and slay my enemies with their own weapons (11).
This sign disappeared as soon as he mentioned to his followers that the time had come, but
reappeared again on the evening of Saturday, August 20. As soon as this sign appeared once
again, Turner gathered six men he trusted deeply for a large meal and final planning. They ate
dinner in the woods and set off towards Turner‟s Master, Joseph Travis, to carry out the task laid
out for them by God. Though Turner recounted his spiritual experience to Thomas Grey with
assuredness and confidence he knew that he was speaking for God and that that would be
dangerous to misconstrue. Patrick Breen, in his article A Prophet in his Own Land: Support for
Nat Turner and His Rebellion Within South Hampton’s Black Community, explains; “Turner
admitted to spending two years praying feverishly, wanting to make sure that the voice he heard
was authentic, not simply a delusion” (687). There is a sense of irony that lies in the fact that the
exact same book, the Bible, was being used to enforce the ideals of slavery among whites and
slaves, “For he who knoweth his Master‟s will, and doeth it not, shall be beaten with many
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stripes” (Luke 12:47) and inspire a slave revolt as vicious as what Turner was about to do.
Unlike slave revolts that occurred in the decades before and after Turner‟s rebellion of 1830,
Turner was able to detail the activities leading up to, during and following the attack through his
confession to Thomas Grey. Turner enumerates the actions that took place directly after the meal
and meeting with his troop. Turner explained,
Hark got a ladder and set it against the chimney, on which I ascended…entered and came
down stairs, unbarred the door, and removed the guns from their places. It was then
observed that I must spill the first blood. On which, armed with a hatchet, and
accompanied by Will, I entered my master‟s chamber, it being dark, I could not give a
death blow, the hatchet glanced from his head, he sprang from the bed and called his
wife, it was his last word, Will laid him dead, with a blow of his axe, and Mrs. Travis
shared the same fate, as she lay in bed (12).
Turner‟s retelling of this story is matter of fact, and lends to the idea that he was vicious and
mad. On the contrary though, he was carrying out his life‟s destiny. He knew, from years of
prayer and fasting, that this was his only choice in life and the only way to change the ideas of
slavery in the South. Just as John Brown was left with no choice but violence after the final
decision made in Dred Scott, Turner was left with no option but to fulfill his prophecy and slay
the white people with their own weapons. Turner and his group continued to kill whites on
nearby plantations and enlist more slaves and by the late afternoon they had a small army of over
60 and had killed 61 whites. Turner‟s rebellion incited fear throughout the South and slave
owners everywhere were afraid that slaves would hear about Turner‟s violence and follow suit.
Eventually Turner and his men were met by a white militia and were attacked. Turner got away
and hid for six weeks under a fence outside of the Travis plantation. While Turner was in hiding
the white community panicked and killed hundreds of blacks, free and enslaved. Turner was
eventually found and ten weeks after his initial attack was tried, found guilty, and hanged.
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Legacy of Brown
John Brown‟s legacy has been directly affected by his race. Soon after Brown was
executed, people began writing and talking about him as an insane man who betrayed his race.
The first response to Harpers Ferry was confusion, because many people could not believe that a
white abolitionist would attack a town to free slaves. Once the facts of the event were revealed
both Southern and Northern newspapers attacked him, calling his charge a “fanatical enterprise”,
a “stark mad enterprise” and calling Brown a “madman” and “addle brained.” According to
David S. Reynolds‟ biography, the Chicago Press and Tribune wrote,
A squad of fanatics whose zeal is wonderfully disproportioned to their
sense…commanded by a man who has, for years been as mad as a March hare, unite in
making an insurrection at Harper‟s Ferry. They are guilty of the most incomprehensible
stupidity and folly as well as unpardonable criminality in all these acts…There is not a
public journal of any party…found to approve their means or justify their end. (339)
These nicknames and this concentrated disapproval is a result of the people Brown helped. He
killed white people and freed black slaves. The slave issue was one between blacks and whites
and Brown had chosen the wrong side. He had become a race traitor because of his actions were
not only violent but illogical. For Brown race what not a factor as much as moral right and
wrong, and this was not easily understood by many.
Though he was viewed as insane by many people after his two violent attacks he was
allowed a burial and numerous monuments were dedicated to him, and this is a direct result of
his race. Despite his bloody and violent attacks, on the day of his scheduled hanging, Brown was
allowed to read his bible and given paper and pencil to write his last words. He was offered a
minister but refused to speak with a minister from a slave holding state. Had he been a rebel
slave like Turner he would have received none of these things. He was hanged and his body sent
to his family where he was buried on the Brown farm in North Elba, New York. His sons who
were killed in the attack on Harper‟s Ferry were buried near him. There is a large engraved
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boulder that marks the burial place of Brown. There is the John Brown Memorial in Jefferson
County, West Virginia and a seven foot statue in Quindaro, Kansas along with a memorial
plaque. A family on vacation can even visit the John Brown Museum in Topeka, Kansas. John
Brown‟s Fort still stands in Harpers Ferry and “serves as a symbol of changing cultural attitudes
about race, slavery, and the causes of the American Civil War,” according to Paul Shackel,
author of “John Brown‟s Fort: A Contested National Symbol”. These symbols, monuments and
museums say volumes about Brown‟s impact on history. Even though at the time of his attacks
he was viewed as fanatical, he was still given the respect that a white man deserved. History
acknowledged his attacks and did not bury and hide them. Because he was white, history
respects him and gives him credit for bringing light to the horrors of racism and inspiring the
Civil War. Brown is recognized in both American and African American history in a way that
Turner never has been.
Legacy of Turner
Like Brown, Turner‟s legacy has been heavily influenced by his racial identity. When
Brown was hanged, his body was sent back to his wife and surviving son Owen. When Turner
was hanged, his body was mutilated and he was never laid to rest. James Horton, professor and
historian, details, “A huge crowd gathered to witness the hanging, after which surgeons skinned
and dissected his body, parceling out portions as souvenirs of the occasion” (115). Because
Turner was a slave who rebelled against the people who owned him, he was made into an
example. To this day there is still no burial place for Turner‟s remains and there are no
monuments to his sacrifice. Kenneth S. Greenburg explains,
It should come as no surprise to discover that if you visit South Hampton County today
you will not be able to visit the grave of Nat Turner. Local historians, both African
American and white, can point out the general area of the abandoned lot and paved-over
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roadway where the rebels, and perhaps parts of Nat Turner, may once have been
buried. (22)
Turner led a group of slaves to kill the white slave owner just as Brown did, and does not even
have a marker where he has died, and this is a direct result of Turner being a slave. He has never
been remembered in the way that Brown has because he was a black slave and the United States
did not want him remembered. The country, especially the South knew that Turner was
dangerous and would force people to consider the risk of slavery, and if the risk was greater than
what was gained. Turner‟s life and rebellion was quickly “swept under the rug” and hidden from
history, because of its success and potential to inspire other slave rebellions.
On the other hand, because of his race he was sympathized with much easier than Brown
was. Abolitionist and Northerners could understand why a slave would want to rebel and fight
the people who had suppressed him for his entire life. Though they did not always agree with the
degree of violence, the motive was understood. This, also, is a direct result of Turner‟s race. A
black slave could fight against the white people because they represented the oppressor and were
different than him.
These sympathies and understands for Turner were only from the North and were not
stated outright. The Richmond Enquirer stated, on August 30, 1831 just over one week after the
insurrection, “What strikes us as the most remarkable thing in this matter is the horrible ferocity
of these monsters. They remind one of a parcel of blood thirsty wolves rushing down from the
Alps; or rather like a former incursion of Indians upon the white settlements” (Reynolds 43).
This view of the ferocious blood thirsty slave is reiterated in the mass number of slaves and freed
blacks that were killed in the days and weeks following the mutiny. The white community felt
the need to make a statement to all people of color that they were still in control that Turners
rebellion was not going to incite any more riots. The Northern newspapers detailed a different
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point of view. The Liberator, of Boston, on September 3, 1831explains, “What we have long
predicted,-at the peril of being stigmatized as an alarmist and disclaimer,- has commenced its
fulfillment. The first step of the earthquake, which is ultimately to shake down the fabric of
oppression, leaving not one stone upon the other, has been made. The first drops of blood, which
are but the prelude to a deluge from gathering clouds, have fallen” (Reynolds 63). The
perspective of some Northerners was that the South should have expected such a violent
response to enslaving thousands for so many years. Blood has been shed, but only because the
slaves were fighting back.
Brown was seen as a terrorist and even the Northern press denounced his actions because
of the racial identity of the people he was helping. He was killing white men, with whom he
identified with racially, to free black slaves with whom he had little to no similarities. Turner‟s
actions were accepted, understood, and even supported by some Northerners because he was
fighting for his own people and led them against the immense opposition that is slavery and
white slave owners. Both Brown and Turner were seen as heroes by the black community
because they made impacts that others were unable to make.
Historical Impact
John Brown is best known for a revolt that incited the Civil War. He was a pious white
man who led a group of slaves in a rebellion. His impact is undeniable but he has been
historically impacted because of his race. He led a rebellion in the name of God just as Nat
Turner did, but because of white privilege is given more pages in history books. As a white man
he was seen as a race traitor by some but even the lowest of the white race earned more respected
than the black slave rebel. Slaves were seen as inherently and biologically below white people so
Turner‟s revolt and impact on history has been disregarded. The fact that Brown influenced
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something as significant as the Civil War is because he was a white man and had the power to
influence. Turner was lynched and quartered and his actions were downplayed and hidden out of
a fear of further insurrections. His revolt and blatant dismissal of social constraints is diminished
because he is an archetype for everything that Southern slave holders fear.
Brown has also been allowed recognition that Turner has never received. Brown has
monuments, museums, and statues that are used to remember and exemplify the sacrifice he
made for slaves and the morality of the United States. Turner, who was inspired in the same way
Brown was, was vilified and his bones never laid to rest. Because Turner was a black slave he
has never been revered like Brown and this is a direct result of identity politics and racial
dissension.
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L’Ouverture’s Stay at Fort de Joux: The Construction of Race and
Colonialism during the Haitian Revolution

In overthrowing me, you have only cut down the trunk of the
tree of the liberty of the blacks in Saint Domingue: it will
spring back from the roots, for they are numerous and deep.
Toussaint L’Ouverture

Toussaint L’Ouverture is indisputably one of the most enigmatic figures of Caribbean
History; various scholars have been intrigued by the chameleonic leader of the Haitian
Revolution, since he provides a window through which to contemplate the particularities of this
struggle. This historical character undeniably sparks discussion in terms of race relations and the
complexities of colonialism.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate L’Ouverture’s stay at Fort de Joux. The emphasis
is in the treatment he received at this institution, the decline in his health, and his eventual death.
This historical research was made possible by the Nemours Collection of Haitian History. This
collection provides a varied selection of primary sources: personal correspondence, official
documents, and official correspondence concerning L’Ouverture’s stay at prison. L’Ouverture’s
memoirs, written in prison, will also be taken in consideration. This investigation will not only
focus on the events at Fort de Joux, but also ponder about the way the documents enable an
analysis about the construction of race and colonialism during this historic episode.
Toussaint L’Ouverture: the Slave Who Became a Military Strategist
The historical episode of the Haitian Revolution (1791-1804) was a brutal conflict that
made evident various contradictions of modernity. After more than a decade of bloody war, Haiti
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became the first independent state of the Americas after the United States and the first republic to
be governed by people of African ancestry.
For slaves and slave-owners throughout the New World, the Haitian Revolution
was an inspiration and a warning. The most productive colony of the day had been
destroyed, its economy ruined, its ruling class eliminated. Few Revolutions in world
history have had such profound consequences (Geggus, 2002, p. 5).
One of the most interesting and complex revolutions of all time had a former slave as a
leader. Toussaint Bréda had been a trusted slave of the Bréda Plantation; he worked as a
coachman of the French administrator of the plantation, Bayon de Libertat. He was
simultaneously a commandeur, in other words, a supervisor that had some authority over the rest
of the slaves in the plantation. His birth date or ancestry is unknown. One of L’Ouverture’s
legitimate children, Isaac L’Ouverture, wrote two memoirs that represent the only sources of this
figure’s childhood. ―By Isaac’s report, Toussaint was the grandson of an African king named
Ganou-Guinou, of the Arada ―warrior nation‖ (Bell, 2007, p. 58).
According to Isaac L’Ouverture’s version, Toussaint was born on Bréda Plantation and
educated by his godfather, Pierre Baptiste, who knew French, Latin and certain geometry
concepts. Since a young age, L’Ouverture was responsible for the care of the cattle, since his
physical constitution was too fragile for the sugar fields. The future leader showed innate skills
in veterinary care and soon became a trusted member in the slave population of the plantation.
L’Ouverture stated being a devout catholic, although various historians have argued he
had an evident voodoo inclination. It is unknown at what moment he learned to read and write,
but the correspondence written during his stay in prison shows he was capable of writing in a
phonetic French. His speeches could also be taken as further proof that he was not an illiterate,
since multiple historians have recognized his mastering of many fundamentals of The Prince by
Machiavelli.
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When the first slave insurrection exploded in August, 1791, L’Ouverture had already
been a free man for approximately fifteen years. Historians have not been able to reveal
L’Ouverture’s involvement in the first display of rebellion; there are sources that declare that
L’Ouverture protected the Libertat family during the debacle. During the autumn of 1791,
L’Ouverture joins a group of rebel slaves led by Georges Biassou. Because of his veterinary
skills, he is appointed médecin général of the revolutionary group. It was a question of time
when L’Ouverture would escalate to the leadership of the Haitian Revolution thanks to an
unexpected talent: military strategy.
L’Ouverture joins the Spanish colonial army to fight France. In August 29, 1793, he
emits a proclamation, in which he urges the slaves to join him in the war against France. In his
proclamation, it is evident the change of last name from Bréda to ―L’Ouverture‖, ―the opening‖
in English. ―Some suggest that it comes from a small gap Toussaint is supposed to have had
between his two front teeth. Others claim it derives from Polverel’s reaction to Toussaint’s string
of lightning attacks in 1793 and 1794 – ―That man makes an opening everywhere‖ (Bell, 2007,
p. 56). One of the most interesting theories is that ―L’Ouverture‖ is an allusion to Legba, a
voodoo spirit that ―opens the door‖ to the other side. In 1794, the leader goes back to the French
army after the Republic guarantees general liberty, and he is able to extract the British and
Spanish armies from Saint Domingue. He becomes the governor of Saint Domingue, is
victorious in a civil war with the Mulatto population, and conquers the Spanish Santo Domingo
in the name of France. His military strategy enables him to dominate the island and defeat the
European powers that try to invade. As governor, L’Ouverture attacks the economic crisis by
promoting that the ex-slaves work for their former masters, and he establishes a constitution
which leans toward autonomy and declares him governor for life.
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It is no surprise that, in early 1802, Napoleon Bonaparte sends his brother-in-law,
General Leclerc, and various troops to regain control over the island and eventually restore
slavery. During the following months, L’Ouverture’s troops battle Leclerc, but gradually his
army breaks, and some officers submit to Leclerc’s authority, including Henri Christophe and
Jean-Jacques Dessalines. In May 6, 1802, L’Ouverture signs a treaty with the French, in
exchange for the promise of maintaining general liberty in Saint Domingue. After his surrender,
L’Ouverture retires with his family to his plantation in Ennery.
According to Aimé Césaire, L’Ouverture’s defeat was not a military one, but a political
one. His gift was the art of war, but the leader did not possess the ability to transmit a political
discourse (Césaire, 1967, p. 371). There is consensus in general historiography that
L’Ouverture’s struggle was for general liberty and not independence. The most influential text
about the Haitian Revolution, The Black Jacobins by C.L.R. James, states categorically that
L’Ouverture did not imagine a nation ruled by slaves in that point in time.
The defeat of Toussaint in the War of Independence and his imprisonment and death in
Europe are universally looked upon as a tragedy. They contain authentic elements of the
tragic in that even at the height of the war Toussaint strove to maintain the French
connection as necessary to Haiti in its long and difficult climb to civilization (James,
1903, p. 289).
Toussaint L’Ouverture’s Arrest
Two letters, one from Leclerc and another from General Brunet, serve as bait in
Toussaint L’Ouverture’s arrest. L’Ouverture kept close these two letters during his transfer to
prison; there he gives them to Baille, commander of Fort de Joux.
On June 5, 1802, Leclerc sends a letter to L’Ouverture to instruct him to have a meeting
with General Brunet, regional commander. ―Puisque vous persistez, Citoyen Général, à penser
que le grand nombre de troupes qui se trouve à Plaisance effraye les cultivateurs de cette
paroisse, je charge le Général Brunet de se concerter avec vous pour le placement d’une partie de
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ces troupes en arrière de Gonaïves‖ (Leclerc, official correspondence, 1802). The tone of the
letter is threatening; it ends with a warning to Toussaint that the measure better be implemented
―parceque si les moyens de persuasion que vous employerez ne réussissent pas, j’employerai le
moyens militaires‖ (Leclerc, official correspondence, 1802).
Nevertheless, Brunet’s letter dated June 7, 1802, is entirely different: Brunet proposes a
friendly gathering. ―Nous avons, mon cher Général, des arrangemens à prendre ensemble qu’il
est impossible de traiter en lettres, mais qu’une conférence d’une heure terminera‖ (Brunet,
official correspondence, 1802). Brunet further explains he feels exhausted because of his
demanding job and constant worries, so he would appreciate that L’Ouverture comes to his
residence for a meeting. He invites L’Ouverture’s wife, and offers his own horses as
transportation. Through the whole document and in an effective manner, Brunet claims that the
goal of their conversation would be the prosperity of the colony, and assures L’Ouverture’s wellbeing. ―Je vous le répette, Général, jamais vous ne trouverez d’ami plus sincère que moi, de la
confiance dans le capitaine général, de l’amitié pour tout ce qui lui est subordonné et vous
jouirez de la tranquillité‖ (Brunet, official correspondence, 1802).
Toussaint L’Ouverture himself narrates the events surrounding his arrest in his memoirs.
―After reading these two letters, although not very well, I yielded to the solicitations of my sons
and others, and set out the same night to see Gen. Brunet, accompanied by two officers only. At
eight in the evening I arrived at the General’s house‖ (L’Ouverture, 1803, as cited in Beard,
1863, p. 318). L’Ouverture tells how he talks for a few minutes with Brunet and explains to him
why he hadn’t brought his wife, since she was busy with domestic chores, but that she would
gladly receive him in their house. He also asks him for the meeting to be as short as possible,
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since he was sick and not feeling well. He shows Brunet Leclerc’s letter, Brunet says he did not
know anything about that letter, and excuses himself to leave the room for a moment.
He had hardly left the room when an aide-de-camp of Gen. Leclerc entered, accompanied
by a large number of soldiers, who surrounded me, seized me, bound me as a criminal,
and conducted me on board the frigate Créole. I claimed the protection which Gen.
Brunet, on his word of honor, had promised me, but without avail. I saw him no more. He
had probably concealed himself to escape my well-merited reproaches (L’Ouverture,
1803, as cited in Beard, 1863, p. 318).
L’Ouverture narrates with sadness that he later finds out that his wife and his children
had been arrested promptly, and that General Brunet had taken fifty-eight ounces of gold that
belonged to him. From Creóle, L’Ouverture is transferred to Héros, where he is reunited with his
wife and children. They are taken immediately to France.
After a voyage of thirty-two days, during which I endured not only great fatigue, but also
every species of hardship, while my wife and children received treatment from which
their sex and rank should have preserved them, instead of allowing us to land, they
retained us on board sixty-seven days (L’Ouverture, 1803, as cited in Beard, 1863,
p. 319).
General Leclerc sends Napoleon a letter, bringing the ―good news‖ of L’Ouverture’s
arrest. ―I have carried out a decision which should be of great advantage to the colony. As I
already informed you, I ordered General Toussaint’s arrest. I shall send him to France, with his
whole family‖ (Leclerc, 1802, as cited in Vinogradov, 1935, p. 390). His antagonism toward
L’Ouverture is evident. ―Toussaint must not be left at liberty. Shut him up somewhere in the
Republic, so that he never again sees San Domingo‖ (Leclerc, 1802, as cited in Vinogradov,
1935, p. 391).
Leclerc based his arrest warrant in two letters that allegedly denoted a treason plan
confabulated by L’Ouverture. It would eventually be known that the accusation was groundless.
―Leclerc proclaimed that he had two letters proving Toussaint’s treason, and published one. It
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was forgery, for when the Home Government asked him for proofs in order to bring Toussaint to
trial, he confessed he had none‖ (James, 1903, p. 335).
Multiple theories have tried to demystify L’Ouverture’s arrest. The question is how could
an excellent military strategist put himself willingly in enemy hands. Various historians have
betted in his illness, his vanity or his credulity. One of the most famous theories is the one by
Césaire; he considers that L’Ouverture was absolutely conscious of the trap and saw his
surrender as an opportunity of Messianic sacrifice.
It can be explained in the psychological point of view: Toussaint had a tragic view of life.
He was sincerely Christian, and not as simulation as it has been insinuated; meanwhile, a
contemporary of the French Revolution, he saw, as many other contemporaries in
politics, the modern form of destiny (translated by the author) (Césaire, 1967, p. 377).
L’Ouverture exposes in his memoirs that he had been warned by Leclerc’s side about the
arrest warrant and Brunet’s involvement. ―Gen. Leclerc having given his word of honor and
promised the protection of the French Government, I refused to believe the report‖ (L’Ouverture,
1803, as cited in Beard, 1863, p. 316). The memoirs declare that his ―surrender‖ is result of his
attachment to the concept of word of honor.
The available documents surrounding L’Ouverture’s arrest uncover the cynicism of the
trap. Brunet’s letter emphasizes on the friendly terms and the promptness of the suggested
meeting. L’Ouverture states in his memoirs having believed Brunet’s proposal and feeling
attached to the Western construction of honor. Nevertheless, this credulity has to be questioned;
L’Ouverture’s memoirs turn out to be his defense in the treason charges against him, and they
must be evaluated critically. What is truly undeniable is the fact that the tale of L’Ouverture’s
arrest makes this figure even more enigmatic, and, for many historians, what made him the
symbol of the Haitian struggle. ―That prophecy survived, and in its fulfillment Toussaint, in spite
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of the debacle which swept away all his plans and dreams, became what so few men have
become – a symbol. Therein lies his surest claim to immortality‖ (Moran, 1957, p. 100).
On August, 1802, L’Ouverture arrives to his new environment: the Fort de Joux. ―On
August 24th, with his faithful servant, Mars Plaisir, Toussaint was imprisoned in the Fort-deJoux, situated in the Jura mountains, at an altitude of 3,000 feet‖ (James, 1903, p. 363). In this
new scenery, a new narrative develops, which unmasks issues in terms of race and colonial
relations.
The Stay at Fort de Joux According to Toussaint L’Ouverture
―Rien n’est plus fort que l’humiliation que j’ai reçu de vous aujourd’hui‖ (L’Ouverture,
official correspondence, 1803). L’Ouverture states feeling confused and offended by the
treatment received at Fort de Joux. The available sources communicate L’Ouverture’s frustration
after not receiving the treatment that he considers meritorious for a State prisoner. In a letter for
the commander of Fort de Joux, he describes how humiliating it was for him to be searched by
Baille. He narrates how Commander Baille inspects him from head to toe and even checks his
underwear in search of money. According to L’Ouverture, he hands Baille his own money, and
Baille goes beyond and takes his clock, his only possession. L’Ouverture writes to Baille to
require him that his belongings go to his wife and children ―le jour qu’on m’enverra au suplice‖,
and to state that the current treatment is not the fair treatment for a State prisoner, but the
treatment expected for a common criminal.
(…) quand un homme est dejá malheureux ont ne dois pas chercher à l’humilier et vexer
sans humanité n’y la charité sans aucune considération pour lui comme un serviteur de la
République et ont n’a pris toutes les précautions et le machinations contre moi comme si
j’étois un grand criminel, je vous ai déjà dit et je vous le répète encore, je suis honnête
homme et si je n’avois pas l’honneur, je n’aurois pas servi ma patrie fidèlement comme je
l’ai servi et je ne serois pas non plus ici par ordre de mon Gouvernement (L’Ouverture,
official correspondence, 1803).
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L’Ouverture’s famous memoirs turn out to be a letter to Napoleon Bonaparte, in which he
demands a fair trial. His main argument is that his career has been distinguished by the work he
has made for the French Republic.
If I were to record the various services which I have rendered the Government, I should
need many volumes, and even then should not finish them; and, as a reward for all these
services, I have been arbitrarily arrested at St. Domingo, bound, and put on board ship
like a criminal, without regard for my rank, without the least consideration (L’Ouverture,
1803, as cited in Beard, 1863, p. 325).
In this letter, L’Ouverture not only describes the services rendered to the metropolis, but
also his leading participation in the development of the colony of Saint Domingue. He attributes
the progress of the island to his leadership. ―The colony of Saint Domingo, of which I was
commander, enjoyed the greatest tranquility; agriculture and commerce flourished there. The
island had attained a degree of splendor which it had never before seen. And all this—I dare to
say it—was my work‖ (L’Ouverture, 1803, as cited in Beard, 1863, p. 295).
L’Ouverture appeals to compassion and verbalizes the profound sadness he feels at Fort
de Joux, since he not only had his liberty snatched away from him, but also the ability to care for
his family and his 105 year-old father, who would survive his son. L’Ouverture denounces the
attack to his properties in Saint Domingue and the destruction of his correspondence. He
recriminates eloquently the fact he was left without evidence to discuss his imbrications in a
complot. ―Is it not like cutting off a man’s legs and telling him to walk? Is it not like cutting out a
man’s tongue and telling him to talk? Is it not burying a man alive?‖ (L’Ouverture, 1803, as cited
in Beard, 1863, p. 321).
L’Ouverture then tries to demonstrate with his testimony that such complot never existed,
and that it is all part of a confabulation by Leclerc. With a discourse of a man of war, he assures
he did not foresee confronting France, and that, if he truly had plotted a treason, he would have
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never submitted at the time of arrest like he did so: without any resistance. L’Ouverture explains
that he submitted because he serves the French government.
Although I may not have much knowledge or much education, I have enough good sense
to hinder me from contending against the will of my Government; I never thought of it.
The French Government is too strong, too powerful, for Gen. Leclerc to think me
opposed to it, who am its servant (L’Ouverture, 1803, as cited in Beard, 1863, p. 327).
His position is that he should have been notified by the French Government that there
was dissatisfaction with his work and, after a fair trial, punished if necessary, just as other State
prisoners are punished. The document is extremely argumentative; it tries to persuade through
accessible images and examples.
If two children were quarrelling together, should not their father or mother stop them,
find out which was the aggressor, and punish him, or punish them, if they were both
wrong? Gen. Leclerc had no right to arrest me; Government alone could arrest us both,
hear us, and judge us. Yet Gen. Leclerc enjoys liberty, and I am in a dungeon
(L’Ouverture, 1803, as cited in Beard, 1863, p. 322).
L’Ouverture reaches the conclusion that the treatment received is a symptom of
discrimination toward the color of his skin, in other words, that the conflict is result of the issue
of race.
I have not been so treated; on the other hand, means have been employed against me
which are only used against the greatest criminals. Doubtless, I owe this treatment to my
color; but my color,—my color,—has it hindered me from serving my country with zeal
and fidelity? Does the color of my skin impair my honor and my bravery? (L’Ouverture,
1803, as cited in Beard, 1863, p. 320).
The captive concludes his letter by appealing to Bonaparte’s compassion. ―First Consul,
father of all soldiers, upright judge, defender of innocence, pronounce my destiny. My wounds
are deep; apply to them the healing remedy which will prevent them from opening anew; you are
the physician; I rely entirely upon your justice and wisdom!‖ (L’Ouverture, 1803, as cited in
Beard, 1863, p. 328).
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Despite the complexity and ingeniousness of the text, Napoleon would never answer
L’Ouverture’s missive, but he does expose in his memoirs written in Saint Helena his late
impression of this historical character. ―I have to reproach myself for the attempt at the colony
during the Consulate; it was a great mistake to have wanted to subdue it by force; I should have
contented myself to govern it through the intermediary of Toussaint‖ (Bonaparte, 1891, as cited
in Bell, 2007, p. 270).
Apart from the questionability of the texts, L’Ouverture’s testimonies are evidence of the
moral blow that the stay at prison represents. In his worldview, the lack of a fair trial and the
treatment received at Fort de Joux are unheard-of, since these instances do not agree with what
he considers to be the protocol with State prisoners and the most precious Western principles.
L’Ouverture does not seem to conceive his position as enemy of the State and as symbol of
revolt in the colony. This figure constructs himself as both a Louis XIV in Saint Domingue and a
servant of the French Republic.
In his testimonies, he is able to transmit how he perceives the treatment received during
his stay in prison. He recognizes the racism that dictates the relationship between himself and the
command of Fort de Joux. At the same time, he points out to the physical and emotional abuse; it
seems that L’Ouverture notices that the search and the withdrawal of his clock are not only
monitoring practices, but also a way to humiliate him and spoil his significance in the Haitian
Revolution.
The Stay at Fort de Joux According to Commander Baille
The correspondence between Commander Baille and the Ministry of the Navy
encapsulates the dynamics between the vigilant and the captive. This correspondence is full of
data about L’Ouverture’s treatment, since Commander Baille, following the instructions to report
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all events concerning the prisoner, gives a detailed description of this figure’s stay at Fort de
Joux.
Louis-Philibert Baille de Beauregard was born on January 14, 1740 in Surgy, France.
From 1760, he received prestigious military ranks in different points of the French landscape.
Nevertheless, in 1797, his professionalism was put into question by the General Secretary of the
Directory, when unfavorable rumors accused him of being an alcoholic and a royalist. The
Ministry of War ignored all rumors and, on September 23, 1800, Baille becomes the commander
of Fort de Joux (Prevost & D’Amat, 1948, p. 1259).
After L’Ouverture’s entry in Fort de Joux, Baille receives strict orders from the Minister
of the Navy in relation to the particular treatment for the captive. He considers him a dangerous
prisoner and requires the most extremes precautions from Baille. The minister gives the utmost
importance to imposing him the use of convict attire and the withdrawal of his military title as
General. ―Toussaint est son nom; c’est la seule dénomination qui doit lui être donnée‖ (Ministry
of the Navy, official correspondence, 1802). The argument of the minister is that L’Ouverture is
worthy of nothing more than humiliation. ―Quand il se vante d’avoir été Général, il ne fait que
r’appeler ses crimes, sa conduite hideuse et sa tyrannie sur les Européens. Il ne mérite alors que
le plus profond mépris pour son orgueil ridicule‖ (Ministry of the Navy, official correspondence,
1802).
The Minister of the Navy characterizes L’Ouverture as a manipulative and destructive
being. He incites the greatest distrust and the worst treatment from Baille. ―Toussaint Louverture
n’a droit à d’autres égards qu’à ceux que commande l’humanité. L’hypocrisie est un vice qui lui
est aussi familier‖ (Ministry of the Navy, official correspondence, 1802). At the same time, he
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orders a search of L’Ouverture in the quest for his money and jewelry, in addition to the
withdrawal of his clock, his only belonging.
After the emission of these orders, Baille assures the Minister of the Navy that the
strictest precautions are being followed. Baille uses a language as derogatory toward
L’Ouverture as the one presented by the Minister. ―Je vous déclare qu’ayant toujours senti
l’importance que je devois mettre la garde de sûreté de ce destructeur de l’spèce humaine‖
(Baille, official correspondence, 1802). Following the issued orders, the commander withdraws
L’Ouverture’s clock, calls him by his first name, and does not let him shave without his
supervision. Only Baille can have contact with L’Ouverture.
Baille’s perception is that L’Ouverture is incapable of recognizing the political and moral
principles of the French Republic, since these exceed the limits of his reasoning. His inclination
is rather toward unbridled ambition. ―(…) j’etois persuadé que le seul principe d’humanité
politique pouvait lui faire grâce, je me suis conduit en conséquence et son hypochrisie ne m’en
impose point. Je me suis apperçu qu’il connoissait la réticence‖ (Baille, official correspondence,
1802). Both Baille and the Minister of the Navy characterize L’Ouverture in their
correspondence as a man with the gift of the spoken word and the power of persuasion by
impregnating his arguments with the appearance of truth, reason why the most unattached and
skeptic supervision should be implemented.
L’Ouverture shows health distresses soon after his transfer to Fort de Joux. The jail
turned out to be a damaging environment for a man from the Tropics; the hostile winter and the
altitude of the prison were sudden and harmful changes for L’Ouverture. As time passes, the
quantity of complaints of acute headache, constant cold, rheumatism, and fever increases.
Nevertheless, Baille decides not to provide him medical assistance, alluding to his stand on race.
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―La composition des neigres ne ressemblant en rien à celle des Européens, je me dispense de lui
donner n’y médicin n’y chirurgien qui lui seraient inutils‖ (Baille, official correspondence,
1802). L’Ouverture is denied medical care because of his race, and his health complaints are
received with the greatest distrust.
Baille expresses to the Minister of the Navy the worry that because of a sickness he might
have to delegate the supervision of the captive in an officer that could be persuaded by his
constant machinations or that could feel stunned by his recklessness. ―(…) j’ignore si l’officier
de la garnison qui me représenterait mériterait ma confiance et aurait assez de discrétion pour
taire le propos déplacés et le mensonges que lui ferait Toussaint, pour lui persuader qu’il est
homme d’honneur‖ (Baille, official correspondence, 1802). That is why Baille asks for the
assistance of a sub lieutenant to help him in the complex supervision of this prisoner, arguing
that L’Ouverture’s character is unpredictable and impulsive.
The commander narrates episodes of confrontation between the prisoner and himself. The
correspondence exposes that the captive complains constantly of being the victim of injustice,
and that, when the commander responds to his arguments, L’Ouverture becomes infuriated and
violent. According to Baille, in moments of rage, L’Ouverture kicks, hits his head with his fists,
and shows the most severe of his frustrations. ―Lors qu’il est dans cet état qui me paroit une
espèce de délire il dit les choses les plus indécentes du Général Leclerc‖ (Baille, official
correspondence, 1802). Baille, contrary to L’Ouverture’s memoirs, proposes that the captive has
a terrible impression of France, to the point of openly despising French men. ―Il y a trois jours,
mon Général, qu’il fut assez impudent pour me dire qu’en France il n’y avoit que des hommes
méchands, injustes, calomniateurs (ce sont ses termes) de qui l’on ne pouvoit obtenir justice‖
(Baille, official correspondence, 1802). In the narration of one of the confrontations between
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Baille and L’Ouverture, Baille presents his perspective on the topic of this figure’s treatment in
prison. Baille considers that the French Government has not been cruel as L’Ouverture proposes;
instead, the prisoner should be grateful for the lax punishment to the committed crimes.
It is decided that L’Ouverture should lose the right to write to the French Government, so
the withdrawal of all pen and paper is decreed, in addition to the seizure of his in-prison
correspondence. Baille follows these orders, searching L’Ouverture and all of his garments; he
does not wish to deprive the French Government of any information that could be taken from
these documents. He promises L’Ouverture the return of the correspondence at his departure,
even though he states to the Minister of the Navy that such idea would be illusory. He explains
that the purpose of this false promise was that L’Ouverture would hand the correspondence and
not destroy it. The withdrawal of the means to write turns out to be one of the strongest blows in
the spirit of the prisoner. ―Il m’a paru très affecté de l’enlèvement de ces papiers‖ (Baille, official
correspondence, 1802). L’Ouverture expresses to Baille on multiple instances that he feels
incredibly sick, but he never receives medical assistance.
The correspondence between Baille and the Minister of the Navy possesses a valuable
cluster of varied information. The assignment imposed to Baille provides us with means to
evaluate L’Ouverture’s daily struggles in Fort de Joux; the narrative is questionable, of course,
since Baille’s worldview is mediated by racial and political prejudices that are evidenced in the
studied documents. The correspondence narrates L’Ouverture’s thoughts and actions during his
stay at prison that, according to Baille, show rancor toward Leclerc and contempt toward the
French. The commander considers the prisoner’s reproaches as whimsical and considers
meritorious the treatment toward him for what he is: a criminal. The language present in the
correspondence is evidently racist and derogatory.
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There is an apparent contradiction in Baille’s narrative: he underestimates the intelligence
of a black man, but fears L’Ouverture’s persuasive ability. Nevertheless, Baille’s worldview
constructs the African ancestry as one inclined toward vices and exempt of virtue. His criminal
past and his race make L’Ouverture deserve the humiliation, deceitfulness, and psychological
manipulation that distinguish Baille’s performance as commander. Baille’s narrative reinforces
how L’Ouverture recognizes that the withdrawal of his military title, his clock, and the means to
write have an implicit psychological humiliation. Both Baille and the Minister of the Navy
express in the correspondence the importance of breaking the spirit of the revolutionary and the
symbolic tone of this withdrawal.
In the commander’s worldview, Toussaint L’Ouverture represents the backwardness of
his race and an obstacle to European imperialism. The discrimination toward the black and
colonized is exemplified in the devastating denial to provide medical assistance to the once
governor of Saint Domingue.
In 1803, Baille loses his position as commander of Fort de Joux. ―Deux des chefs
vendéens détenus dans ce fort, d’Andigné et de Suzannet, s’étant évadés; Baille est relevé de ses
fonctions le 6 frimaire an XI‖ (Prevost & D’Amat, 1948, p. 1260). Baille’s complaint regarding
the complexity of the supervision of L’Ouverture could be linked to the cause of his dismissal;
the escape of the counterrevolutionaries of the Vendée could be the materialization of the
commander’s fear. Baille dies, already retired, on March 11, 1809, in Auxerre, France.
Toussaint L’Ouverture’s Death
Amiot becomes the new commander of Fort de Joux, and he carries on with Baille’s
discipline of reporting every event concerning L’Ouverture to the Ministry of Navy. His
narrations are laconic, in other words, they are exempt of Baille’s political and racial
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commentary. Shortly after his arrival to prison, Commander Amiot notices L’Ouverture’s
deteriorated health; he reports that the prisoner shows a fever and complains of extreme pain in
different parts of his body. As the days pass, new symptoms appear: acute stomach pain that
restricts his food intake, constant vomiting, evident inflammation, and a persistent cough.
Nevertheless, Amiot considers that L’Ouverture does not require medical assistance.
(…) la situation de Toussaint est toujours la même, il se plaint continuellement de
douleurs d’estomac et à une thoux continuelle, il tient son bras gauche en écharpe depuis
quelques jours pour cause de douleurs: je m’apperçois depuis trois jours que sa voix est
bien changée. Il ne jamais demandé de médecin (Amiot, official correspondence, 1803).
On April 7, 1803, Toussaint L’Ouverture dies. Commander Amiot finds him sitting in a
chair with his head resting on the chimney. He immediately reports to the Ministry of War in
what state he found the body of the captive, the results of the autopsy, and in which manner he
disposed of the body.
Le dix sept à onze heures et demi du matin lui portant les vivres je l’ai trouvé mort assi
sur sa chaise auprès de son feu. (…) Je l’ai fait enterré par un prêtre de la commune dans
le cavot sour l’ancienne chapelle coté au Fort de Joux où autre fois on enterroient les
militaires de la garnison (Amiot, official correspondence, 1803).
The autopsy effectuated on L’Ouverture’s corpse exposes that the cause of death was
pneumonia (Champeaux, official document, 1803). His mouth, left sinus, and right lung were
saturated with blood. According to the autopsy, L’Ouverture’s condition reflected a long-term
sickness. After the evaluation of the primary sources, the accusation that L’Ouverture was left to
die in prison does not sound far-fetched. The autopsy shows a pneumonia that haunted him for a
long time, a long time in which it was avoided to provide him medical assistance.
Conclusions
The study of the juncture of Toussaint L’Ouverture’s stay at prison enables an approach
to the construction of race and colonial relations during the Haitian Revolution. The primary
sources provide a narrative and a better comprehension of the events from L’Ouverture’s arrest
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to his death; the documents about his stay at prison show cohesion in one particular aspect: the
intention of minimizing the importance of this influential figure. The attempts occur mostly in a
symbolic level; the treatment toward the prisoner seems to try to prove the superiority of the
white European Republic over the black Caribbean colony.
L’Ouverture denounces the evident discrimination because of his race; what he does not
perceive is that the image of a colonial revolutionary turns out to be an obstacle for French
imperialism. The internal conflicts at Fort de Joux develop an antagonism between the characters
of L’Ouverture and Baille. The everyday struggles that once occurred inside that prison in the
Swiss border manifest the evident contradictions in the modern constructions of race and
colonialism.
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THE RISE AND FALL OF SOCIOPOLITICAL PRIVILEGE FOR
NEW ORLEANS’ FREE BLACKS FROM THE COLONIAL TO
RECONSTRUCTION PERIOD

LAUREN NICHOLS
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The Rise and Fall of Sociopolitical Privilege for New Orleans’ Free Blacks
from the Colonial to Reconstruction Period

New Orleans‟ free blacks from the colonial period to the onset of Reconstruction madeup a unique population that was incredibly varied and exceptional in the contemporary United
States; they were multifarious and included a range of professionals from skilled medical
professionals to common laborers; they were multi-linguistic, often speaking French, English
and Spanish and frequently they were multi-ethnic a blend of African, European and sometimes
Native American. There were few shared ties between this mixed population; discrimination and
lack of rights were the few bonds that tied this group together. This shared experience for
sociopolitical rights and their experience as free people of color were deeply important but was
never a unifying cause or a cry to action. The free black population in New Orleans which
possessed financial leverage an educated and later populous class, perplexingly, never realized a
popular or successful protest movement to achieve greater social or political rights.
New Orleans‟ free blacks‟ diversity proved politically divisive and with such tremendous
variety in the economic, social, and cultural standing, the population never really found a
cohesive political identity to unite behind. Their sporadic forays into the political arena were
largely unsuccessful because of their conservative tone and gradualist tactics. As a class between
enslaved and citizen they maintained a precarious social station. They sought to cultivate support
from ruling-white elites by appealing to shared values and conservative traditions like; military
involvement, business and property owning, and participation in high culture and philanthropic
societies. Whites in power were not persuaded by their subtle efforts. Through examining the
methods of how free blacks sought to carve-out their own space in New Orleans‟ social and
political theaters in the context of the shifting regimes and changing racial attitudes it becomes
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easier to understand the in-laid challenges of the early struggle for racial equality among blacks
in the post-bellum South.
From its official inception in 1716, New Orleans had provided a place in North America
where slaves and free blacks had found comparatively more creative space to navigate their own
path to opportunity and freedom. The French crown operated the Louisiana colony as a colonial
outpost to monitor and block the spread of the growing English colonies. The French never
dedicated the necessary resources in money or in man-power to grow the Colony. Slaves earned
the right to self-purchase or manumission by working or volunteering for civically important but
undesired jobs like, colonial executioner.1 John Mingo, a slave from South Carolina, came down
to New Orleans and within four years had found freedom, a paying job and even a wife whom he
had purchased from a local planter.2 Escaped slaves from the Upper South and surrounding
territories came to New Orleans and found routes to freedom as they were much needed in the
disorganized and labor-starved colony. The opportunities, partnerships, and communities that
were available to free blacks in the under-developed colony allowed for business allies, friends,
neighbors and even romantic relationships that would not have occurred during this time in a
more populated and racially defined society. These networks would also continue to shape future
relations between the races as the colony grew into a major city.
New Orleanians‟ flexible attitudes toward inter-race relations also accounted for the high
numbers of free people of color; as interracial extra-marital relationships occurred throughout the
Colony the resulting offspring were occasionally granted freedom and often other economic and
social privileges. From the founding of the City, New Orleans had a disproportionate amount of
1
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men to women. Unlike, the New England colonies, Louisiana was never royally provided for
with the essential human and financial capital to sustain and grow a lasting settlement. The early
European colonists developed intimate relationships with the Native Americans and slaves of
African descent in the Colony. The resulting mixed race children were frequently assimilated
into colonial society as freemen. Women in bondage could also use these intimate relationships
as leverage to achieve manumission. White masters would sometimes free or guarantee freedom
in their will to slave women with whom they had built families. As Jennifer M. Spear details in
Race, Sex, and Social Order in Early New Orleans,‟ more than half of the slaves whom owners
tried to free were women, who they sought either to manumit alone or with their children or were
children.3 The high number of free mulattoes and mixed-race children resulting from these
relationships were sometimes raised with the benefits of wealthy and middle-class white
parentage including; education, culture, trade and inheritance. Spear continues in her study, „By
the mid-to-late eighteenth century, many of those born locally shared, to a great extent, a culture,
a language, and a religion. Thus relationships between Euro- and Afro-Louisianans during the
latter half of the century were culturally endogamous even if they may have been perceived as
racially exogamous‟.4 As these relationships became more and more frequent the characteristics
of the free black population progressed from the marginal towards the mainstream.
By the turn of the 19th century, the free black population of New Orleans‟ had already
maintained a steady tradition of craftsmanship, culture, and considerable presence in the public
sphere including social balls, philanthropic societies, and public institutions. Many mixed race
children fathered by wealthy whites had received formal educations or completed
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apprenticeships in skilled crafts. Free blacks dominated trades in tailoring, leather and iron
works, and were renowned for cigar making. Additionally, there were many free black
professionals, including doctors, artists, and merchants. By this period, many free blacks were
generations removed from slavery and had established secure places in society. Nearly eightypercent of free blacks during the early 19th century were literate and most sent their children to
school.5 By the 1830‟s, free blacks had organized and funded over thirty benevolent societies
dedicated to improving life for free blacks and the community at large. Thomy Lafon was a
famous free black philanthropist whose fortune was estimated at $250,000 who generously
donated his wealth to found the Lafon Orphan Boys‟ Asylum and the Home for Aged Colored
Men and Women. Free blacks also were patrons of the arts and often went to the Opera and
Theater. It was this cultured population which produced the first and only anthology of poetry
written by free blacks in the United States, Les Cennelles which focused on traditional motifs
and made little of their unique political or racial status. Steeped in French culture through
education, language and neighbors, free blacks of New Orleans identified and embraced French
culture as did their white counterpoints living in Louisiana.
As the Colony came under Spanish rule, free blacks sided with the white – largely of
French descent - colonists in resisting the new regime. In an attempt to bolster any support from
the locals, Spanish governing officials offered incentives and increased sociopolitical privilege to
the free blacks. Spanish officials offered free blacks the unprecedented opportunity to participate
as armed volunteers to provide civic protection for the colony. Free blacks participated as fire
fighters, militia men and frequently, slave catchers. In other parts of contemporary North
America it would have been unthinkable in a slave society to give people of African descent the
5
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right to organize and bear arms. Many whites feared that armed free blacks would help spur and
lead slave revolt by allying with the many blacks in bondage. Free blacks however did not take
this unique privilege lightly and they often volunteered to put themselves in danger to secure the
Colony. In fact in 1811, there was a deadly slave revolt upriver from New Orleans which had
resulted in major property damage and the death of two whites. The free men of color militia
volunteered to help squash the revolution quieting fears by whites that they would unite with
slaves. Their condemnation of the revolts of the enslaved helped to demonstrate their priority of
protecting property rights and their allegiance to ruling whites.
The growing privileges of the free blacks of New Orleans were curbed dramatically as
waves of free black émigrés, fleeing the bloody slave revolts of St. Domingue, flooded into the
Crescent city. The arrival of les gens de coleur libres from St. Domingue resulted in a dramatic
increase in cultured, educated, moneyed and politically aware free blacks. Many white creoles in
New Orleans saw these refugees as provocateurs- activists that would rally the already large
population of free blacks in the City to fight for political enfranchisement and even emancipation
through slave revolt as was the case in St. Domingue. With the addition of the St. Domingue
refugees, the population of New Orleans‟ free blacks reached 12,000 heads of households by
1830, compared to 99 just 60 years before.6 By the time the free blacks of St Domingue had
arrived to their refuge of New Orleans, the free black population was already a sizeable, 35%
percent of the City‟s total population.7 Legislation targeted at restricting the growth and power of
this group began with laws that required free blacks not native or a resident of at least 20 years to
leave the state. With the addition of this important demographic, the estimated total value of free
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black‟s property was believed to be near $2.5 million.8 Under American direction, New Orleans‟
whites aimed to dismantle this potentially powerful threat to the desired social and racial order.
Having just fled the violence of a bloody slave revolt, the refugees from St. Domingue
were uninterested in stirring up disorder in their adopted home town. Additionally, their
culturally French background facilitated the desired assimilation for which they strived. The
Saint Domingue refugees understood the tripartite society long-established in New Orleans and
sought to maintain the order and peace of the familiar. When they made a foray into the political
arena they petitioned for conservative gains, as in 1804, when they petitioned for the right to
weigh-in on issues regarding property taxes. Although this was a very progressive step it was not
well-received by other free blacks and the petition died out shortly thereafter. During the
American period, Americans tried to enforce the racial/caste system in place in the rest of the
Country by which all blacks were lumped together despite class into an inferior caste below
whites. However despite this harsh new classification, free blacks continued to act as an armed
militia and were especially deployed to squelch potential slave uprisings like the one in 1811.
They performed so impressively that the first American governor, William C.C. Claiborne
recommended against superior orders to maintain the colored militia.
Claiborne soon changed his position and shifted the power structure of the militia by
relegating the colored officers to white commanders a point of humiliation and contention for the
loyal militia men. The former black generals protested the usurpation of the positions by white
officers; Claiborne argued without much popular resistance that free blacks had to placate whites
by accepting these appointments.9 With the promises of the Louisiana Purchase, free blacks
8
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perceived enfranchisement closer than ever and in a show of support organized as militiamen to
showcase their newest emblem; a patch of an eagle to represent their loyalty to the new
democratic government.10 They understood the language of the Louisiana Purchase as stated in
Section 1, Article III, „to guarantee The inhabitants of the ceded territory shall be incorporated in
the Union of the United States and admitted as soon as possible according to the principles of the
federal Constitution to the enjoyment of all these rights, advantages and immunities of citizens of
the United States‟. As they were not explicitly excluded, free blacks hoped that they would
implicitly be included in the enfranchisement of the rest of Louisiana‟s free population.
American rule was different from the flexible interpretation of race relations that played
out in the colonial legal code. After 1803, the free blacks of New Orleans would come to
understand the American two-caste race-based social system that defined the rest of the country.
Racially driven legislation changed all aspects of life in New Orleans, even fashion. Laws
forbidding non-white women slave or free to wear caps, coiffures, Spanish mantillas or to show
their hair; women of color were forced to wear kerchiefs over their heads under penalty of
monetary fine.11 These laws regarding dress were just as much put in place to degrade women of
color as it was to try and lower the opinion of black women in the minds of white males who
frequently took black lovers. In 1781, laws were passed to forbid the masking of free blacks at
balls or parties and relegated the meeting or gatherings of free blacks to the Place des Negres
situated outside the city walls. Most insulting to the free blacks many of whom had never known
slavery, was the requirement that all blacks – free or slave- had to carry around proper
certification identifying their status as free men; additionally, all blacks had to follow the nine
10
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o‟clock nightly curfew and ask for permission from the City. The new laws restricting free
blacks would not pass without consequence by the community it sought to subdue.
As more and more repressive legislation was passed many free blacks reacted by
economically and physically boycotting New Orleans; they liquidated their assets and left New
Orleans for Paris, Mexico, or the Caribbean. The population of free blacks plummeted from near
19,000 in to 10,000 in 1842.12 However the American period was also an economic boom period
and many free blacks stayed to tend to their growing businesses or the chance to benefit from the
exploding port-city. During this period many free blacks bought land and developed the
faubourg Marigny area living side-by-side with whites. Segregation laws were being passed and
enforced swifter and harsher than ever before. Laws segregating businesses and institutions were
passed but could do little to separate the races at casual establishments, notably, gambling halls,
bars, and dance halls. The newly-imposed formal segregation of the races was frustrating for
many free blacks and an armed group of free blacks took to violent protest; they attacked an allwhite streetcar that refused to take them to Lake Pontchatrain. Rarely did the discontentment of
free blacks manifest in public display and it was not until Union occupation in 1862, that a
concentrated effort by free blacks was demonstrated by way of political newspapers and
clandestine social groups. Ultimately, in 1865, the Convention of Colored Men met in New
Orleans to create a platform and decide on a representative to represent the group in Washington,
DC; they ended up voting on Henry Clay Warmoth, a sympathetic white. However impressive
the circumstances of the delegation it was politically insignificant and did not lead to major
change.
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The end of the Civil War brought with it a new dawn, reviving political energies in the
black community and revealing opportunity to build a new identity that would unite all blacks
struggling for rights. As the tide turned against the Confederate States of America, free blacks in
New Orleans realized the opportunity for blacks to claim sociopolitical privilege under Lincoln‟s
progressive republican government. In 1865 alone, nearly 20,000 recently freed slaves came to
New Orleans‟ seeking opportunity in the City. Louis Charles Roudanez tried to reinvigorate the
political sensibilities of his compatriot free blacks by publishing; L’Union the first black
newspaper in New Orleans. The paper was bilingual –printed in English and French- and
advocated for the civil rights and equality of black New Orleanians. Roudanez‟s bilingual
publication demonstrated the sophistication of the contemporary black population by featuring
the education and culture of the community in two languages. The afro-Creole paper also was
written with an appeal to the white creoles with whom they had shared; history, heritage,
language, religion, culture and often ancestry. The publication although considered radical, did
not advocate universal suffrage for all blacks but rather for propertied free blacks. Although the
publication supported abolition it suggested that there was still a long road to travel before the
freedmen should be given political rights. With the end of the War, Roudanez published,
La Tribune de La Nouvelle Orleans which, despite its French title, was more inclusive of nonCreole blacks. This publication would signal the beginning of a shift in attitudes towards class
among New Orleans‟ black population.
With the passing of the 13th amendment, the newly freed slaves of Louisiana looked to
the historically free blacks for direction and assistance. Traditionally, free blacks were
disassociated and disconnected from slaves by choice and circumstance. Free blacks in New
Orleans were often removed by generations from bondage and knew nothing of the day-to-day
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struggle of slavery. Additionally, free blacks actively disassociated themselves from slaves so as
not to be accused of suspicious alliances nor to be too closely associated in the minds‟ of whites
with a population that was also considered property. However the end of the War brought a
change in racial attitudes for all blacks and whites which would deconstruct and reconstruct
alliances and partnerships in coming years.
The end of the Civil War brought about violent resentment against the end of the slave
society and towards the former slaves who were now considered citizens, equal under the Law.
Racism in the South had reached a fever pitch and blacks became the scapegoats of embittered
frustration against a new way of life. Free blacks historically more aligned with whites, did not
escape from the discrimination either; abuse and mistreatment characterized race relations after
the War. Free blacks realized they would no longer benefit from their precarious station as a
„buffer‟ class in the tripartite society of colonial and antebellum New Orleans. As free blacks
saw former partners and neighbors turn against them in bitterness they realized that they would
need to ally with the freedmen to realize true change. Although there was a world of difference
between the free men of color and the freedmen, increasingly whites would view and treat them
as indistinguishable. The official introduction into the political arena that came with the passage
of the Reconstruction amendments divided whites and blacks along the color line but forged the
black community to, despite class, begin to build their political identity and find the momentum
that would carry their struggle for sociopolitical privilege into the 20th century.
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Race, Colonialism, and Hollywood: Tarzan’s Peril and the Western Image of
Africa’s Liberation Movements

Cinema has transmitted powerful images of Africa almost since its invention. Footage of
wildlife was already available at the beginning of the twentieth century. Images of an uncivilized
continent were disseminated worldwide at movie theaters. From a western point of view it was a
continent in desperate need of an intervention from European forces and European capital. Africa
was populated by backward peoples who were still engaged in slave raiding and trading.
Superstitions and cruel practices were also part of the construction of Africa shown on the silver
screen. The nineteenth-century discourse of the “white man’s burden” seemed to be valid during
much of the twentieth century. This discourse states that European powers should colonize and
educate Africans for their own good. Only through the help of white people from the industrial
countries of Western Europe could Africans overcome millennia of stagnation and selfdestruction. The end of colonialism was not foreseen during much of the twentieth century. It
seemed as if Africans should remain colonial subjects for a long time.
Tarzan, a colorful character created by Edgar Rice Burroughs, reinforced the images of
Africa that other sources had already construed. Burroughs, a former door-to-door salesperson,
incurred into pulp fiction literature in 1912 as a means to generate an extra income and support
his family. His initial work, entitled Under the Moon of Mars, belonged to the genre of science
fiction. Tarzan of the Apes was released as an adventure novel during the same year. This
adventure novel became immensely successful. By 1918 Tarzan became part of Hollywood. The
first Tarzan novel was turned into two different silent movies during the same year. In 1932
Tarzan entered the realm of the talkies. Johnny Weissmuller, a former Olympic gold medalist,
became the most popular of all the actors who played the role. Tarzan was also marketed in the
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form of comics and other types of merchandise. He soon became a cultural icon and one of the
most famous fictional characters of all times. Needless to say, Burroughs became immensely rich
thanks to the copyright income derived from the many forms in which his character became a
consumer good. There is even a community next to Hollywood named Tarzana. It was
established on a ranch bought by Burroughs when he turned to real estate speculation after
earning huge dividends from his diverse Tarzan enterprises.
Tarzan of the Apes told the story of a white boy whose English aristocratic parents had
perished in Africa after being attacked by a savage giant ape. The boy was raised by other apes
who named him Tarzan. Tarzan grows up and comes in contact with other white people in a
colonial context within Africa, although the exact place where Tarzan lives is not mentioned in
the novel. Tarzan becomes a peacemaker in an Africa where natives belong to two basic types:
those who have accepted colonialism and collaborate as subservient subjects of colonial rule and
those who are “uncivilized” and are at odds with colonial authorities. Uncivilized Africans show
all the signs of savagery: they are cruel to whites and among themselves and they practice
primitive rites. They defy the colonial order and due to their brutish character and lack of modern
weaponry they are destined to be defeated by colonial forces. Even if colonial forces failed to
subdue Africans there is always the figure of Tarzan to restore colonial peace and order.
Tarzan is invariably portrayed as a young muscular white man of aristocratic British
origin. It is a metaphor of colonialism itself. He represents the colonial control over the natural
resources of Africa. On listening to Tarzan’s characteristic cry, the wildest and most fearful
animals of the continent bow to his will. Numa the lion and Tantor the elephant become his
servants always eager to help him restore order. Moreover, Tarzan is also able to subdue any
rebellious African village single-handedly. In one of the most popular movies, the 1934 film
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entitled Tarzan and His Mate, he rescues Jane and other white people from the African captors.
It is another metaphor of colonialism. A white male of British origin is able to keep control of an
unruly African population. He has been able to dominate the ways of natives and survive in the
jungle by himself whereas natives are not able to master the ways of white rulers. Africans, at
most, can aspire to work as unskilled laborers for Europeans but not to exert the same control
over the continent that Europeans wielded since the establishment of colonialism in the late
nineteenth century.
Tarzan’s Peril, a film released in 1951 and directed by Byron Haskin, follows some of
the same lines as previous productions. The colonial state is unable to prevent an uprising from
unruly natives. Tarzan’s assumes his role as self-appointed peacemaker whenever the state fails
to control rebellious Africans. At the beginning of the film a British District Commissioner
named Peters is about to retire and leave Africa for good. Under the system of indirect rule a
white officer governed a district where several African chiefs were able to retain some of the
power that they had in pre-colonial times. As long as African chiefs were able to make their own
subjects pay their taxes, and as long as those chiefs were able to keep order within their limited
domains, those chiefs remained in power with a certain degree of autonomy (see Fields).
Commissioner Peters shows the district to his successor, the newly appointed
Commissioner Conners. They visit Queen Melmendi’s village. The young and beautiful queen,
played by African American singer Dorothy Dandridge, regrets that Commissioner Peters is
leaving the district. Melmendi assumes a childish attitude. She behaves as girl who promises her
father that she will be a good daughter even when her father is absent. On the one hand,
Melmendi’s childish behavior and Peters’ wise advises to his, so to speak, African daughter,
reinforce the paternalistic discourse of colonialism. The colonization of Africa was legitimized
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as a moral obligation of European powers who wished to redeem Africa from centuries of
economic and technological stagnation and intestine warfare. In Tarzan’s Peril the paternalistic
image of the colonizer is cleverly represented by several factors. The role of Peters is played by
Alan Napier, a British middle-aged actor with grey hair, while Melmendi is represented by
Dorothy Dandridge, a young African-American actress. Moreover, Napier was an extremely tall
man who made Dandridge look short or childish whenever they appear both in the same take.
Moreover, Melmendi’ name has significant connotations. It suggests mellowness or sweetness
which corresponds to the way she behaves in front of the Commissioner. “Mendi,” on the other
hand, suggests “mending”: “mending” the problems of Africa through the obedient behavior of a
colonized queen.
Before leaving the district, Commissioner Peters warns Melmendi of the danger
represented by a treacherous African chief named King Bulam. He wishes to marry Melmendi.
However, Bulam is suspected of making clandestine arrangements with some extra African
elements who have reached the colony. Illegal arms traders have approached King Bulam in
order to instigate an anti-colonial revolt. King Bulam visits Queen Melmendi’s village and asks
her to accept his marriage proposition. Melmendi sternly rejects Bulam’s advance. She acts as an
adult whenever she speaks to Bulam. Before colonial authorities, Melmendi acts as a child.
However, before unruly primitive and treacherous African rulers she behaves as a strong-willed
adult.
Both Commissioners are murdered during a brief encounter with Radijeck. Radijeck is
spy from somewhere in Eastern Europe during the Cold War years. Radijeck’s mission in Africa
is to subvert natives against their European rulers in a truly Cold War context. He has two
partners, Trask and Edwards. They are not in Africa because of any communist plot to destroy
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European colonialism. They are motivated by greed. King Bulam has access to some diamonds
fields whose existence is unknown to colonial authorities and businessmen and Radijeck’s
partners covet those diamonds.
After murdering both Commissioners Radijeck and his partners convince King Bulam to
provide them with diamonds in exchange for firearms. King Bulam accepts their proposition and
gives them the well coveted diamonds that they are looking for. Later on, King Bulam orders his
own men to attack and destroy Queen Melmendi’s village. They also kidnap the young queen
and bring her to the hands of Bulam. Tarzan quickly intervenes. He kills Bulam and quells the
uprising. Tarzan rescues Melmendi from her kidnappers and soon afterwards realizes that
Radijeck has escaped. Moreover, Jane, Tarzan’s mate, is alone on their tree house and could be
the victim of the desperate Radijeck. Tarzan quickly runs to his tree house where he finds that
Radijeck is holding Jane as his hostage. Tarzan rescues Jane, kills Radijeck and the film ends.
There are several factors that distinguish this film from previous Tarzan productions. In
1949 Lex Barker replaced Johnny Weissmuller as Tarzan. Tarzan’s Peril, released in 1951,
became the first Tarzan movie partially filmed in Africa (Kenya). It was an effort to restore the
popularity of the Tarzan movie genre after the retirement of Weissmuller who was the most
popular of all actors who played the role of Tarzan. It was also an effort to recover audiences for
the film industry. Movie audiences had begun to dwindle due to the increasing popularity of a
new form of mass communication: television.
Moreover, Tarzan movies from the 1950s reflect a slowly changing attitude towards
Africa and the African peoples. The process of African decolonization began in that decade.
Ghana, the former Gold Coast colony of Britain, obtained an autonomous political status in 1951
followed by independence in 1957. The French colony of Guinea became independent in 1958.
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Western educated and charismatic leaders such as Kwame Nkrumah, Nnamdi Azikiwe, and
Sékou Touré were becoming world known figures. Nelson Mandela and others had initiated a
non-violent resistance movement in apartheid South Africa. Furthermore, the Cold War had set
the tone of international politics. The United States and its West European allies feared that the
incipient pro-independence movements in Africa could be influenced by international
communism through Soviet and other Eastern European infiltrated agents.
Therefore, the character of Radijeck, who comes from an indeterminate East European
country, emerges in the film as a spy who is bound to subvert Africans into an anti-colonial
revolt. Those Africans who are prone to be influenced by Eastern European agents are depicted
as brutish, rude, and savage. King Bulam is the quintessential stereotype. Samuel Newman, the
author of the original screenplay, seemed to be very clever regarding the names he chose for his
characters. Bulam sounds like “bully” and the character is indeed a true “bully.” He is greedy, he
dresses in typical primitive attire, and he resorts to kidnap the queen who refuses his marriage
proposition. Bulam represents the British government discourse used against those who rebelled.
It should be pointed out that one year after the release of Tarzan’ Peril the Mau Mau Rebellion
began in Kenya, the former African colony where part of the film was shot. Insurgent Kenyans
were portrayed a people who were incapable of coping with modernization and technology and
all the other benefits introduced by European colonization in Africa. After failing to assimilate
“civilization” from their white teachers, those primitive Africans resorted to violence, witchcraft,
and other elements of a backward culture manifested through the use of leopard skins as warrior
uniforms. Bulam and his men represented the wrong type of colonized subjects. They are still
primitive and very ungrateful towards the blessings imparted by European. Moreover, their
childish behavior makes them easy prey for the pernicious influence of corrupt whites.
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However, not all the blame should be placed on Africans. The colonial racial discourse is
shattered in this film. According to the basic racial ideas contained in colonial discourses, whites
belonged to a superior race which is morally obliged to colonize “uncivilized” Third World
territories in order to adapt them to the rational capitalistic economy of the Western World. The
character of Radijeck is the antithesis of that discourse. He is a white man committed to
introduce communism in Africa and to destroy the colonial edifice. He provides Africans with
firearms and thus attempts to level down the differences in military capabilities between the
colonial authorities and African rebels. It is also important to notice that Radijeck also shows the
same sexual appetite for which Africans are blamed. When the Eastern European spy enters
Tarzan’s tree house, he stares at a defenseless Jane with a lecherous look in his eyes. His look is
even more lustful than that of King Bulam when he looks at Queen Melmendi in two previous
scenes. It looks as if Radijeck were going to rape Jane and only through Tarzan’s timely
intervention the possible sexual incident scene is averted.
Furthermore, Radijeck assassinates his two partners long before the end of the film.
Whereas Radijeck is part of some sort of communist plan to subvert colonial Africa, this
argument does not apply to Trask or Edwards. There is a careful use of names in this film.
Radijeck’s name can be associated with the terms “radical” and “radicalism.” Those terms can
easily be related to the Cold War concerns about radicalism in colonial countries and also in the
United States. Tarzan’s Peril is, after all, a Hollywood production from the Cold War era.
However, the names of Trask and Edwards cannot be associated with the Cold War. Edwards is
an Anglo-Saxon family name whereas Trask can be associated with the term “trash.” Both
characters are simply motivated by greed. They do not show a Cold War agenda. They are not
special envoys from Eastern Europe. Trask and Edwards have arrived in Africa not to join a
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safari or a Christian mission station. They have landed in Africa in order to benefit from any
possible source of fast money. The diamond fields of the continent offer them the possibility of a
quick fortune. They simply do not care about the social and political consequences of extracting
diamonds from Africa. They resort to illegal firearms distribution regardless of any process of
destabilization that the introduction of firearms could cause. Moreover, this 1951 film becomes a
foreshadowing of the real firearms and blood diamonds traffic that has cost the lives of
thousands of Africans from the 1970s onwards. The plot has an interesting and unanticipated
parallel to the crisis suffered by nations such as Sierra Leone, Angola and the Democratic
Republic of Congo in recent times. Therefore, Trask and Edwards represent the uglier aspects of
colonialism: pure greed and disrespect for Africans which contradicts the benign paternalistic
discourse of colonialism. Something appears to be intrinsically wrong with colonialism. It fosters
the worst behavior among some whites in Africa. Tarzan’ films from the 1950s seem very
different to those Weissmuller movies from the 1930s and 1940s. In previous films the villains
were usually Africans or some particularly dishonest white hunters joining safaris. In the 1950s,
Tarzan films show a number of white villains who make movie viewers question the very basic
tenets that justified European colonialism for over a century.
There is another interesting aspect about Tarzan’s Peril. The film deals with the racial
barriers established in an African colonial context. Tarzan, both in Burroughs novels and in
Hollywood films, has a white mate. Jane Porter is stranded white female explorer who is rescued
by Tarzan and decides to stay in the jungle with the Ape Man, apparently for the rest of her life.
Tarzan even builds a tree house for her. In Tarzan’s Peril, Jane seems to be the typical American
housewife who lives in the suburbs while her husband is the only provider of income. She is not
part of Tarzan’s adventures when he leaves home in the morning to redress the wrongs caused by
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rebellious natives or corrupt whites. She remains at home waiting for Tarzan to come back from
his work as a peacemaker. She is, therefore, the ideal wife, not different from Fred Flintstone’s
Wilma from the early 1960s television animated series.
There are African women where Tarzan lives but he cannot set his eyes on them. There is
a racial barrier that has to be kept at all costs. Tarzan, in a purely colonialist logic, needed a
white mate. A black mate would have suggested a certain degree of equality within the Westernconstrued “races” that colonialism cannot promote. A biracial offspring would debilitate the
barrier even more. Would a biracial Tarzan’s son act as his father or would he become just
another African working as an unskilled laborer for a white businessman, whether a planter or a
mine owner? As long as Tarzan remains a metaphor for the myth of white superiority and for
colonialism itself, Tarzan can only look for a white companion. A biracial generation would
annihilate the ideology upon which nineteenth-century colonialism was based.
The fact that there is a young and attractive African queen rescued by Tarzan stresses the
fragility of the barrier. After being saved by Tarzan, Queen Melmendi asks her savior: “Tarzan,
stay!” King Bulam had being killed, many of his men had already died and the rest of them were
running away from several revengeful subjects of Melmendi. There seemed to be no danger for
Melmendi once Tarzan has restored colonial order. However, the way in which she stares at
Tarzan is very different to the way in which she looked at Commissioner Peters. When she
addressed the Commissioner she talked as a girl. Actress Dandridge deliberately altered her
voice in order to sound as if she were Peters’ daughter. When she speaks to Tarzan there is a
powerful sexual innuendo. The reason why she asks Tarzan to stay with her is not necessarily
related to the protection that Tarzan could bring her. There is an evident attraction between
Melmendi and Tarzan. However, Tarzan decides to leave Melmendi and chase Radijeck who is
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heading for Tarzan’s and Jane’s tree. Whether Tarzan is strictly concerned for Jane’s safety or
whether Tarzan does not wish to jump over the racial barrier is uncertain. It is clear, however,
that Tarzan did not stay with Melmendi but goes to the rescue of his white mate.
Tarzan’s Peril constitutes, therefore, a different approach to Hollywood’s treatment of
colonialism, at least in some aspects. On the one hand, good Africans are those who are loyal to
colonial authorities and show gratitude towards the blessings of colonialism. Queen Melmendi
represents this type of colonized subjects. The wrong type of colonized Africans is represented
by King Bulam who only looks after power and the satisfaction of his sexual appetite. On the
other hand, the very presence of corrupt white elements, whether motivated by the logic of
communist expansion or simply by pure greed, reveals the contradictory character of colonialism
and all the social dislocation and suffering that European imperialistic structures can cause.
Therefore, Tarzan movies should not be watched as simply adventure movies. From a historian’s
point of view, they serve as a document on the changing attitudes towards colonialism and the
historical context in which Hollywood films are produced.
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Functions of African-American Slang in Translation

INTRODUCTION
Slang had always been an imminent element of language, and even more, a crucial factor of an
intra-cultural communication since people constituted language communities. Even extinct
languages whose presence in human history is evident must have had some slang in their general
„dictionary‟. Slang makes language vivid and fresh, and no natural language – circulating among
its users – can socially exist without slang. Slang is socially dependant, but simultaneously it
shapes the social nature of the speech communities that use slang and/or are associated with
particular slang.
This paper presents functions of African-American slang which are necessary for a proper
understanding of a situational, social, and cultural embeddings any slang in all of its hypothetical
contexts. Although African-American slang took its origin in America – the place of its native
users – the wide-spread popularity of this ethnic slang among the non-native English language
fans/users elsewhere in the world is unquestionable, also in Poland. However, before this specific
slang gets into the hands of its happy users in other languages – Hip-Hop fans for example, it has
to be translated first. Neither the lyrics‟ authors nor the final text receivers are, from the very
definition, capable of providing an accurate foreign language word or phrase for the original
content but the translator who “connects” those two.
THE CONTENT: SLANG
Slang is often considered as in the opposition to a standard language (Widawski, 2003: 4). Since
slang is not a standard language, but something else, this phenomenon should be given some
theoretical background. Nevertheless, there is no concise definition of slang which a number of
scholars would agree on and commonly accept. This is not the question of procedures, this is
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more what we consider slang to be, what connotations it evokes, and what is the social spectrum
of slang use in general. The phenomenon of slang is usually considered from the standpoint of a
given branch of language or sociocultural study. Therefore, linguists reflect only on some
elements of slang as language, while sociolinguists focus on other characteristics. But for the
sake of this paper one (more or less valid) definition should be accepted. The most precise
definition so far is the one by Widawski (2003: 3) which is essential for this study:
Slang is an ever-changing, highly expressive style of language. It consists of novel words
or standard words used with new meanings that are considered informal and often vulgar.
They are used primarily in spoken place of standard words, usually to convey some extra
information, usually psychological, sociological or rhetorical in nature. The
psychological (or behavioural) element includes such information as emotional states,
humor, familiarity and secrecy. The sociological element includes solidarity or group
identification, distancing, alienation and rebellion against the existing order. The
rhetorical element includes informality, conciseness, deliberate vagueness, and
forcefulness of expression.
So far this definition seems to be the most comprehensive, since Widawski refers to other
definitions, and tries to include the meaningful elements and features of slang within the
aforementioned one. Moreover, this is not only a definition but also an enriched list of properties
of this phenomenon. There are also definitions that classify slang as being a kind of colloquial
speech (informal speech), cant/argot (language of the underworld), vulgarism, taboo, dialect or a
collection of idioms. But in fact, as Widawski (ibid.: 29-45) stresses, the word “slang” should not
be used interchangeably with the terms previously listed. Even though it includes (or might
include) those language varieties, slang should not be seen as only one of them. It seems that the
most troublesome issue is why slang is not a colloquial speech, since it is also an informal
language: “all slang, therefore, is informal, but not all that is informal is slang” Widawski (ibid.:
30).
Slang‟s primary aim is to produce the shortest utterance that would convey most of the
message (ibid.: 59). That is why synonymity and polysemy are one of the specific issues that
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describe slang. Also, slang is changeable and innovative. Moreover, slang does not refer to the
whole existing reality, but refers to distinct themes and fields of human existence. And finally,
slang, just like other varieties of language, includes certain specifications such as form which
includes different word formation processes.
Mistakenly, slang is seen as jargon (technical terminology of a special activity or group).
Slang should not be confused with a technical vocabulary which one can find in user‟s manual.
Obviously, it does not mean that slang never takes from the registers embracing technical
vocabulary, it really does; nevertheless, both the primary denotation and the range of social
application changes automatically.
Socially, slang carries the label “vulgar”, “taboo” or “dirty”. Whatever can be said about
slang, its social and cultural embeddings do not exist separately from the language users who can
always change this label. Slang contains vulgarisms – lexical units that carry certain information
of which the reception is intensified with a considerable emotional charge addressed at
somebody or something. Slang can also consist of swearwords – lexical units that carry just a
considerable emotional charge addressed at somebody or something, which works as
conversational gap filler. Consequently, slang embraces a wide “assortment” of words, phrases,
grammatical constructions, phonetic activities that beside vulgarisms and swearwords make it a
vast and ever changing cultural phenomenon.
Translator and cultural negotiations
Translation is not only a mechanic change of the original surface structure. Its linguistic
representation, no matter how complex or simple it might be, is always culturally dependent;
common cognitive model of intercultural communication determines the application of
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translation procedures by the translators representing one of two cultures engaged in the
translation act.
Theoretitians claim that a literary translator becomes rather an interpreter, and should be
an artist in the same degree as the author of the work of art. In the translation of prose and
poetry, it is more essential to convey the message to the reader than to translate the text literally
as a formalized sequence of translation units (sentences/paragraphs). The author depicts some
elements of reality, and draws the readers‟ attention to what has been observed. The task of their
translators is to make it possible for a reader of the translated text to interpret the piece of art in a
way similar to the way a reader of the original had earlier interpreted it (Wojtasiewicz, 1957: 27).
The translator is also called the rewriter, manipulator or recreator (Lefevere, 1992: 7). This
tendency results from the fact that translator‟s own ideology and attitude towards the SL (source
language) text and culture influence his work. It causes the fact that:
Translators often recast the original in terms of the poetics of their own culture, simply to
make it pleasing to the new audience and, in doing so, to ensure that the translation will
actually be read (Lefevere, 1992: 26).
Sometimes these changes are justified by the fact that the original might be alien to the TL
(target language) receivers. That is why it is necessary for translators, as Lefevere (1992: 35)
states, to strike a balance between “Universes of Discourse”: that of the SL text and that of the
TL text, so that it is acceptable for both sides. The universal convention in translation equals
translatability, but when translators do not meet the expectations of the prospective TT receivers
the original becomes untranslatable.
The notion of untranslatability is also discussed. This is strongly connected with
equivalence. Catford (1974: 94) stated that:
Untranslatability occurs when it is impossible to build functionally relevant features of
the situation into the contextual meaning of the TL text. Broadly speaking, the cases
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where this happens fall into two categories. Those where the difficulty is „linguistic‟ and
those where it is „cultural‟.
Linguistic difficulties result in lack of formal correspondence, whereas cultural ones, as Catford
(ibidem) sees it, are associated with the creation of collocations which are unusual for the target
language. This phenomenon occurs when a near-equivalent of a culturally specific item is used.
Due to its specificity, its equivalent does not make collocations with other words in the TL. As a
result, an unusual collocation is created. This problem is usually resolved in a different manner –
by borrowing a word in its original or transcribed form.
Another aspect of translation theory which is frequently discussed is the faithfulness of
the TL version in relation to the SL text in terms of interpretation. As it has been mentioned
before, translating a literary work into another language involves the premises of relevance
theory. According to Gutt (2000: 99), “the explicatures of the translation should be the same as
the explicatures of the original, and the implicatures of the translation should be the same as the
implicatures of the original”. In other words, the concept of faithfulness includes both the
analogical interpretation (analogical to the interpretation of the original in the original culture)
and the content and form of the literary work. And form is about language, which by itself
evokes certain reactions in the readers and may contain additional information. This is due to the
use of particular registers, styles, dialects, particular sounds, choice of vocabulary, etc.,
necessary for optimal representation of the SL culture.
As relevance theory claims, the text in which the form is important should be translated
into a text which retains these qualities (Gutt, 2000: 110-117). In such cases translating the text‟s
semantic components is less important and sometimes this might even result in a text which is
completely different from that of the original.
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In the past when the audience decided that the translation is not faithful and “too free”,
and did not accept it, the translator was not only criticized, but could even be condemned or, as
in the case of a sixteenth-century French poet, translator, printer and publisher, Etienne Dolet
burnt at the stake.
Audiovisual Translation
For Jakobson ([1959] 2000: 114), there are three “ways of interpreting a verbal sign”:
1. Intralingual translation or rewording is an interpretation of verbal signs by means of
other signs of the same language.
2. Interlingual translation or translation proper is an interpretation of verbal signs by
means of some other language.
3. Intersemiotic translation or transmutation is an interpretation of verbal signs by
means of signs of nonverbal sign systems. (Jakobson, [1959] 2000: 114)
Ability to communicate within one, culturally, religiously, and ethically unanimous speech
community does not automatically effect in ability to interpret other people‟s communicative
intentions; linguistic competence of a language user does not determine the proficiency of his
translation services. The ability of “reading” culture is structurally individual; however,
interpersonal relations which language users create shape the non-linguistic sphere of human
contacts within this culture, which means that no successful information exchange is possible
when both sender and receiver have no prior knowledge of the non-linguistic reality of
whatsoever.
Audiovisual translation takes its beginning in literary translations and later evolved as a
separate branch of translation practice and later translation theory. Audiovisual text consists of
two parts: motion picture and film script. A translator usually gets them both in one set.
Sometimes, translators get just a DVD with the motion picture and they have to “recreate” the
dialogue list from what they hear when watch the movie. Consequently, Pisarska &
Tomaszkiewicz (1996: 68-71) claim that there are three main stages in audiovisual translation:
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reception, deverbalization, re-expression. At first, the translator has to understand the text, its
content and meaning (reception). Later, the translator uses all his cognitive capacity to locate a
contextual and situational embedding of the word‟s meaning he has just received
(deverbalization). Finally, the translator puts a “foreign language body” on the semantic entity
(re-expression).
As far as Polish film translations are concerned, there are three main modes of translation
applied to any foreign language audiovisual text: dubbing, subtitles, and voice-over. Dubbing is a
fully synchronized target language version with its original when the number of the source
language characters (type and number of lip openings and closures) is equal with those in the
translation: cartoons and family movies. Subtitles – pre-synchronized translation mode – works
as a abridged version of the dialogue list in the target language. Voice-over – hardly ever
practiced elsewhere in the world but in the countries of the Post-Soviet bloc. Works as a target
language narration of the original story. This one is a post synchronized mode of translation.
Slang in translation: Intratextuality and equivalence
Ability to speak slang is not necessarily the ability to express oneself with it, and it does not
automatically guarantee that others would understand our communicational intentions especially
when such text is supposed to be translated into another language. Translator must find accurate
proportions between the actual sense of the original and the numerous meanings of the target
language words that can possibly connotes dozens of subjective senses. Catford‟s (1974: 96) idea
of equivalence is thought to be more abstract. His distinction of equivalence is build on two
notions formal correspondence and textual equivalence. The explanation of those two seems to
be hazy and beyond real-life translation as Snell-Hornby (1988: 20) underlines. But the most
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appreciated input of Catford (1974: 97) into the theory of equivalence and translation studies is
his introduction of translation shifts. The categorisation of shifts is as follows:
1. Structure-shifts, which involve a grammatical change between the structure of the ST
and that of the TT;
2. Class-shifts, when a SL item is translated with a TL item which belongs to a different
grammatical class, i.e. a verb may be translated with a noun;
3. Unit-shifts, which involve changes in rank;
4. Intra-system shifts, which occur when ‟SL and TL possess systems which
approximately correspond formally as to their constitution, but when translation
involves selection of a non-corresponding term in the TL system‟ (1965:80). For
instance, when the SL singular becomes a TL plural. (Leonardi, 2003)1
Nevertheless, this distinction refers to linguistics and in the opinion of Snell-Hornby (op. cit.)
Catford‟s division lacks reference to cultural, textual and situational aspects concerned in the
process of translation. The notion of shifts has no pragmatic sense if related to linguistics only.
Newmark (1982: 22, 38-69) goes further and formulates only two methods, namely
communicative translation and semantic translation. This is how Newmark defines those two
notions:
Communicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect as close as
possible to that obtained on the readers of the original. (…) communicative must
emphasize the ‟force‟ rather than the content of the message (…) Generally, a
communicative translation is likely to be smoother, simpler, clearer, more direct, more
conventional, conforming to a particular register of language, tending to undertranslate,
i.e., to use more generic, hold-all terms in difficult passages. (Newmark, [1982] 1995: 39)
Semantic translation attempts to render, as closely as the semantic and syntactic structures of the
second language allow, the exact contextual meaning of the original. (…) A semantic translation
tends to be more complex, more awkward, more detailed, more concentrated, and pursues the
thought-processes rather than the intention of the transmitter.

1

Leonardi, V. (2003) “Equivalence in Translation: Between Myth and Reality”. Translation Journal [at:]
http://accurapid.com/journal/14equiv.htm. [Accessed on: 11.08.2008].
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Translation procedures
Regardless of what really is the translation Skopos – its aim, translators can apply six translation
procedures to recreate the original content in the TL (Polish) culture:
OMISSION – when the ST slang is omitted or replaced by rhetorically neutral words or phrases,
not slangy ones.

The Ron Clark Story
- You will answer “yes
sir” or “no sir”, not
“jop”/”nop”, “uh-huh” or
“nuh-uh”.

- Na pytania
odpowiadacie: tak
proszę pana, bądź nie
proszę pana.

SUBSTITUTION – there might be more then one TL equivalents which have the same or similar
slang function as the in the original; however, the translator‟s role is to choose the most
functional one of out other synonyms.

Small Time Crooks
- Goń się [BEAT IT].
Bierz cukier i idź.

- Take a hike. Get the
sugar and go.

DESCRIPTION – if there is no equivalent of a ST item which presence in the TT is essential,
translators often explain its content with the use of a neutral register. Such move triggers
simplification, nevertheless, it seems to be necessary in justified cases.

Beverly Hills Cop
- You fucked up a
perfectly did lie

- Położyliście [BLURTED
OUT] wspaniałe kłamstwo
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WORD-FOR-WORD TRANSLATION – it is a faithful re-expression of the ST item in the TT.
The translators need to respect the communicational conventions of the TL culture, which means
that an automatic swap of the ST item for any TL one without their contextual anchorage leads to
translation misfires.

Jackie Brown
- Can’t have my boy
running around lookin’ like
a bum on the street.

- Mój kumpel nie może
wyglądać jak menel
[BUM].

NEOLOGIZATION – if there is no natural TL equivalent of the original slang word/phrase but
its presence in the translation is vital for the proper understanding of the whole translation unit,
the translator invents a word/phrase that has never existed in the TL before, and consequently
such new language creation becomes a quasi functional equivalent.
Airplane
- Jiveman2: Hey Holm, I
can dig it! You know he
ain’t gonna lay no mo’
big rap upon you man!

Grypsujący 2: Zalewasz,
facio nie kuma, gdzie
grzebie [THIS BITCH
AIN’T GET IT]!

COMPENSATION – sometimes the translators decide to increase the rhetoric value of the
original slangy content by the choice of a “stronger” vulgarism as an equivalent for the original
one. This intensifies the reception of the entire translation unit – translation turn in the TL
culture.

8 Mile
- Niech ta kurwa
[WHORE] zacznie.

- Let that bitch go first.
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FUNCTIONS OF SLANG IN TRANSLATION
Translation is realized across languages and cultures involved in the interpretation process.
Communication is aimed at recreation of the original implicatures and explicatures in the TL
text, which means that the final version is expected to have the same/similar rhetoric value in
terms of its content and also have the same/similar communicational functions as the original
once had:
Informative function – it basically affirms or denies uttered propositions. It describes the world,
its structure, condition and/or reason about it, and the sentences carry a truth value. The text
receivers might not know what that truth value is; however, its presence in the sentence is
unquestionable.
- YOU WERE BORN TO KWATCH
Expressive function – it generically reports the feelings and/or attitudes of the speaker(s) to the
receiver(s) or subject(s) being involved in the conversation. Necessarily, the speakers juggle a
wide assortment of rhetoric tools to evoke and/or express a whole range of emotions, feelings or
attitudes of their, which enables them to outline their point of view.
- YOU‟RE ASSHOLE, JACK, YOU KNOW THAT
Impressive – it generally modifies the non-linguistic reality of people‟s relationship and their
mutual contacts. Here, the speaker influences the receivers‟ personal attitude toward other
person(s) or subject(s) drawing their attention to selected aspects of the subject matter of the
conversation. The speaker provides “facts” enriched with the emotional embedding.
- LOOK AT HIM! THIS ONE IS A REGULAR BUM
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Phatic – it obviously enables the speakers to keep the conversation on the rhetoric move by
filling all conversation pauses with gap fillers. These could be semantically empty language
habits or forms of the verbal etiquette.
- JACK, YOU KNOW WHAT I’M SAYING, RIGHT?
CONCLUSIONS
Slang is a specific language protocol. Its recreation in a different, sometimes alien cultural
circumstances becomes problematic especially when the translators find no TL equivalents
having the same/similar rhetoric functions. Slang in translation is like a face with a make-up:
even though features remain the same, we read more from them because slang is based on
connotations and each connotation is individualized.
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A Continuing Dearth of Communication in the Era of Communicative
Language Teaching

INTRODUCTION
For the past twenty-five years and more, the field of second/foreign language teaching in general
and Spanish teaching in particular has had a major emphasis on communication skills, especially
facilitating the development of oral proficiency, of students in language classes. Under the
leadership of the American Council on Teaching Foreign Languages and many other
organizations during this period, definitions of proficiency and its various levels, principles of
teaching for proficiency and methods of assessing proficiency have been carefully developed and
widely disseminated.
Requirements for language teacher certification have been put in place in many states to
assure that incoming inservice teachers would be proficient at a designated level or better,
usually Advanced proficiency, so that teachers would be capable of facilitating especially oral
proficiency in their own students, a rarer possibility in an earlier era when many preservice
teachers studied the literature of a language with far greater diligence than they were asked to
develop skills in the language itself.
In addition, curriculum standards have been developed in our states for languages other
than English that chart a careful but steady pathway to proficiency for students enrolled in
language programs. Students would move from Novice to Intermediate to Advanced levels of
proficiency if they remained in the program, and their abilities would be assessed in terms of
performance of real-lifelike tasks (Hughes and Swan, 2002). Further, many states and school
districts have implemented across-the-board language requirements in high schools, such as in
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Texas, where since 2005 the more advanced diplomas call for two and three years of study of the
same language.
Considerable numbers of inservice programs have been developed and provided to
teachers and professors around the nation to ensure that teachers from any period of teacher
training would know how to facilitate proficiency in their students and how to accurately
measure their students’ proficiency using the common yardsticks of standards and adaptations of
oral proficiency interview tests made appropriate for achievement or prochievement testing
situations (testing knowledge about the language versus testing ability to use the language in
real-life contexts). We have been functioning under the umbrella of a ProgressivistConstructivist era in which the kind of student-centered teaching we need to do for proficiency
can be easily justified and clearly understood in the context of currently accepted theory, so the
necessary teacher-training has been assisted in this regard. Special in-service projects, such as
Project EXCELL in Texas, have provided extensive support to secondary teachers, and
organizations such as the Texas Association of College and University Language Supervisors
have provided support training for college and university faculty.
Finally, materials, especially those available from publishers, have evolved tremendously
over this timeframe in order to meet the needs of teachers and students working for proficiency.
Formats considered vital for facilitating oral proficiency now appear in language texts,
multimedia supplements, and tests for all levels of study. Further, the text packages now include
CD-ROM materials that make it possible for students to interact and experience another culture
in multimedia formats never before available; and even online resources make it possible for
students and teachers to interact and experience other cultures through the target language to a
most impressive degree.
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Along the way, numerous studies have been done to determine the amount of progress
being made in a variety of arenas in our quest for proficiency. We have examined and compared
levels of incoming-teacher proficiency and of exiting-student proficiency. We have created,
implemented, and analyzed countless surveys designed to elicit self-reports from teachers about
how they have been teaching for proficiency, and we have implemented field studies to observe,
tally, and analyze student and teacher language behaviors in the classroom to measure the extent
to which we are actually teaching for proficiency and meeting the goal we have set for ourselves
as a profession and as a nation through our curriculum standards.
A PAIR OF COMPARISON STUDIES
There is broad interest in the study of languages; and enrollments, especially in Spanish, have
been increasing for a long time in most areas. There has been particular interest in developing
business applications of language and cultural functioning skills for a global society and for other
professional applications of these skills for areas such as criminal justice, law, medicine, and
social work. There has been attention given to creating and articulating a seamless curriculum
with multiple entry points, minimal repetitions of material, and placement, progress, and exit
procedures based on attainment of the desired working proficiency. The curriculum has generally
been based on the national standards for languages as recoded into state and local standards,
statements that center on communication (language proficiency), culture knowledge and
comparison, connections of languages to other disciplines, and skills for utilizing language and
culture in multicultural communities at home and abroad. There has been much attention also to
issues surrounding the teaching of languages to heritage speakers (Gonzalez Pino and Pino,
2000) in an attempt to make program sequencing more efficient and effective for students, and
there has been considerable effort in many areas to lengthen the sequence of language courses
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that are offered so that students can study long enough to become proficient to the Advanced
level.
Byrnes (1990) discusses numerous issues associated with handling multiple entry points
into the curriculum progression and the testing of proficiency outcomes. Proficiency versus seattime is a complex issue. Grittner (1990) adds the concerns that in the lengthened language-study
sequence there are additional problems regarding contact hours and their variation from one
entity to another and regarding program emphasis from one level to another changing from oral
to written.
Jeffries (1990) discusses language proficiency as a developmental process based on
spiraling of topics, situations and skills at ever-higher levels. She notes that there is a
fundamental problem with the difference between achievement and proficiency and with the
difference in the strategies that need to be employed in the two emphases. Connor-Linton (1996)
describes a necessary process of teachers writing down their entrance and exit expectations for
each level, with the requirement that the exit expectations for each level be the entrance
requirements for the next. Hill and Mosher (1988) describe a similar process. Long (1996),
Schrier (1996), and Latoja (1996) all address aspects of sequence-lengthening from FLES
(Foreign Language in the Elementary School) forward and of the need to track student skills
development through computer records to avoid redundancy. Robison (1996) and Sandrock
(1996) discuss the possibility of student skills loss over summer breaks and the need for students
to keep portfolios of written and spoken samples to aid in the documentation process, concerns
also expressed by the College Board (1996), Brown (1996) and Gahala (1996).
Swaffar (1990) points out the issue of the “stop-out” student, whose sequence of
language study is interrupted and then resumed, creating unpredictable lapses in proficiency
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development. She also points out that the problem of facilitating more proficiency-oriented
instruction at the university level will require a solution at the level of Ph.D. programs in the
languages, where students as future instructors or professors will need to learn about the
development of proficiency as part of their coursework.
Thus, clearly we have made many productive efforts to identify our needs and to attempt
to create program structures that will meet them as we strive to teach for proficiency, and we
continue to struggle with many of these same concerns today. We have made much progress in
terms of teachers’ familiarity with proficiency-related concepts; however, it remains to be
determined whether or not we have really progressed in terms of consistently teaching for
proficiency in our classrooms and in seeing our students emerge with the desired levels of skills.
At this same time we have been functioning within an Essentialist, accountability-driven
system that has gradually placed more and more emphasis on core areas of the curriculum all the
while often declining to include languages in the core, which usually comprises English, social
studies, science, and mathematics. Further, in more recent times we have also been functioning
in a system that has been receiving less and less funding and therefore finds it difficult to
continue supporting non-core areas. Thus, in these recent times, it has become more and more
critical to demonstrate that our language programs are indeed producing the desired growth in
proficiency so that our funding losses can be staunched to some degree. In Texas in particular
our progress was truncated by the fact that the state funded exit proficiency testing in Spanish
programs for only one year. Thereafter such measurement was left to individual teachers,
schools, and districts and largely disappeared.
In an attempt to measure our progress toward teaching for proficiency, the author was
involved in a key study of teaching for oral proficiency in Texas institutions, the results of which
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were published in 1996 (Gonzalez Pino, Pino and Smith). In one phase of the study, 140
institutions received a survey about their language programs, and forty percent responded.
Results indicated broad variation in numbers of credit hours for basic language courses, with
attendant broad variation in the number of contact hours; broad variation in lab requirements, use
of placement tests, types of placement tests used, class size, length of sequence, study abroad,
language requirements for graduation, etc. The most clearcut response, however, concerned
proficiency-oriented teaching: all but one of the institutions reported having that orientation.
Thus, in phase two of that study, the author administered surveys inquiring more in depth
about that one area, that of proficiency-oriented teaching. The survey used was based on the
assumption that there should be proficiency-oriented activities ((Kline, 1989), that proficiency
should be assessed (Gonzalez Pino, 1989), that there should be many student-to-student activities
(Crooks and Chaudron (1991), that there should be opportunities for students’ oral output
(McGroaty, 1991), and that students should get to speak ten times more than in teacher-directed
classes (Deen, 1987). As Pica and Long point out (1986), with more opportunities for speaking,
students will gradually develop a greater level of accuracy without drill and kill approaches.
Thus faculty were asked to check the proficiency activities they used: group and pair work, use
of authentic material, roleplays, interviews, oral presentations, etc. An average of seventy
percent of the one hundred responding faculty indicated that they used the proficiency activities
in every lower-level class meeting, but only 29% used them in upper level classes, perhaps
showing that they did not realize the length of time it takes to develop proficiency.
In phase three of the study it was decided to observe in the classrooms of those
instructors who would invite the author to tally types and durations of specific types of activities
and to note which were teacher-student interactions and which were student-student interactions,
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a type which obviously allows for more student practice and thus greater proficiency
development. Tallies were made every sixty seconds of who was speaking and in what language.
The observer also noted whether student responses were extended and thus treated as real
communication rather than simply as responses to teacher questions. In summary, the following
elements of a proficiency orientation were examined:
 --time for oral communication
 --time for extension and recall
 --time for individual students to speak
 --time for teacher talk
 --time for extemporaneous production
 --time for creative production
 --time for negotiation of meaning
 --time for variable response
 --time for contextualized activities
 --time for personalized material
 --time in the target language
 --time for specific grammar instruction
Certainly one could expect that the programs that invited observers were those most
interested in teaching for proficiency and those that were already making efforts in that direction.
Nevertheless, there was wide variation in the types and amount of proficiency elements being
implemented in the sixty-five classes that were observed. Ninety-percent of the activities
observed were of the teacher-student question-answer variety. Classes were mostly in the target
language, but the teachers spoke from 50% to 90% of the time in most classes, no doubt reducing
the growth of students’ oral proficiency.
Students rarely spoke to each other, as pair activities occurred in only 35% of the classes
and occupied only 10% of class time. There was a low index of personalized material, variable
response formats, extensions of responses, and extemporaneous speaking. In the few classes
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where pair work occupied 40% of the time, the students evinced higher levels of proficiency, not
surprisingly. Clearly, more integration of these elements was sorely needed. Nevertheless, class
was in the language, and there was much interaction of the teachers with the students, providing
valuable comprehensible input. Thus, while much improvement was needed, much progress had
been made in turning classes into proficiency-oriented language-using environments.
Since the author’s work over the years has involved inservice faculty development in
various school districts, usually centered on communicative language teaching and assessment,
and preparation and observation of preservice student teachers in languages, she decided to
replicate the earlier study in 2010 with a set of inservice teachers and a group of preservice
teachers, following the earlier sequence of steps. Again, each group indicated a significant
preference for proficiency-oriented teaching in even higher percentages than before, with 80%
for the inservice teachers (12) and 85% for the preservice teachers (12). In phase two, as they
were asked to indicate the proficiency activities used, most checked most of the items: roleplays,
interviews, oral presentations, etc. Thus, the same search for amounts of time devoted to
proficiency elements was undertaken in phase three of the study, addressing the same elements
given in the list above through class observations.
The results were surprisingly much the same or less proficiency-oriented as in the earlier
study. Teacher talk again occupied 50-90% of class time, but here it wasn’t predominantly in the
target language. Class was on average about half in the target language. Question-answer
activities led by the teacher were by far the most common format, and again there were few
variable response formats, little pair work, few extensions of responses, and little
extemporaneous speaking. Oral presentation by students occupied a much larger time than
previously, in keeping with current support for project-based activities in the classroom and far
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less reliance on the textbook. While this has been a positive change in many classrooms, it is of
mixed value in the language classroom. The text activities, especially the interview-based ones,
actually afford the opportunity for students to communicate with each other on real-life topics, to
provide variable, personal information, to negotiate for meaning, etc., and to do these tasks with
the appropriate scaffolding for their level of proficiency. The project-based activities, on the
other hand, tend to call for extensive amounts of time devoted to non-language activity as
students create their support materials and at times to call for students to make project
presentations in English when the topic is actually too sophisticated for their current level of
proficiency in the target language. Further, the potential input value of the oral presentations the
students make is often lost when the teachers simply move from one presentation to another
without group discussion of the material presented. This forward-march approach tends to result
in students daydreaming or doing other schoolwork during presentations instead of listening and
engaging with the material as they might if some strategy such as a graphic organizer followed
by general discussion was used to facilitate their attention and comprehension.
Finally, specific grammar-based activities were used more by teachers in the current
study than by those in the previous study. Thus, even less time was potentially available for
communicative activities in the classroom.
CONCLUSION
In summary, then, it would appear that the current study suggests we still have a dearth of
communication in the era of communicative language teaching. While we may think that after
twenty-five years of attention to the value of proficiency-oriented goals, teaching, and
measurement we are all on the same page, the results suggest that we are not and that we need a
renewed dedication to the worthwhile goals and standards we set out so long ago. The standards,
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measurement formats, and materials that we need are in place (Horwitz, 2008); the
implementation is still in progress. We are still in danger of hearing, as language teachers have
heard for so long, that “I took three years of X language, and I still can’t say a thing.”
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The Importance of Arabic: Mother Tongue of Islam and its Impact on
Western Knowledge and Culture

Abstract
Arabic is one of the most important languages in the world today due to a variety of religious,
historical, linguistic and political factors. Because of its extreme importance, it is the view of the
author that Arabic ought to be spread as much as possible to speakers of other languages and
among world Muslims, in particular. This short paper shows that the importance of Arabic comes
from the large population that speaks it, from its influence in many places of the world and from
its historical development, due to the very powerful relationship that was established between
Arabic and Islam since its early days.

…No language I know of comes even near to Arabic in its power of rhetoricism,
in its ability to penetrate beneath and beyond intellectual comprehension
directly to the emotions and make its impact upon them. In this respect, Arabic
can only be compared to music.
Raphael Patai, 1976

1. Historical Significance:
Present day Arabic is one of the major world languages and some consider it the most
important Semitic language. Its importance comes from the large population that speaks it, from
its influence in many places in the world and from its historical development. Badawi and
Younis argue that the importance of Arabic at the present time comes from its ability to survive
for more than sixteen centuries with no major changes in its structure, due in large part to the
standard provided by the Qur’an.
We read Arabic today that was written in the pre-Islamic period as well as the poetry of
the early Islamic periods. We can understand this ancient poetry as well as we do our
modern poetry. The credit for this is given to the Holy Book, Qur’an, through which
Arabic was preserved for these long centuries.1
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The historical importance of Arabic has also been compared to the cultural importance of
Greek, as Chejne argues:
Arabic, with its literary heritage, is one of the major languages of the world. Since the
Middle Ages, it has enjoyed a universality that makes it one of the world’s greatest
languages, along with Greek, Latin, English, French, Spanish and Russian. This status
reflects not only the number of Arabic speakers, but also the place the language has
occupied in history and the important role it has played – and is still playing – in the
development of the Arabic-Muslim society.2
Throughout history, Arabic has played a great impact on Western human knowledge and
culture. Greek science and philosophy were translated into Arabic early during the first century
A.D. Lost in Europe during the feudal times, they were re-introduced through Arabic documents
and various translations which had been made from Arabic into Latin during the Middle Ages.
Arabic can truly be said to have been guardian of the Greek philosophy and logic which
eventually catalyzed the “enlightenment.”
Some Arab authors associate the importance of Arabic Language, at present, with its
outstanding ability to hold out without any notable radical change in its structure for more than
sixteen centuries. In that respect, Dr. Al Saeed Muhammad Badawi says:
“The Arabic Language is unique in that the total linguistic wealth available for its
users nowadays goes back to more than one thousand six hundred years. No other
language can boast of such unfathomable heritage; the Holy Qur’an, chastened Hadith,
Pre-Islamic poetry, literature of the Early Islam, Umayyad, Abbasid and following eras
do not represent mere transitory historical heritage, but rather a live intellectual linguistic
fountain not only for the contemporary Arab culture to scoop up from, but a basic
independent section of that culture. Dr. Muhuiddin Saber – Director General of the Arab
Organization for Education, Culture and Science (ALECSO) agrees with Dr. Badawi:
“Arabic Language is characterized among other languages by unique characteristics, it is
one of the few languages if not the only language that reserved its communication
abilities for more than sixteen centuries. If an Arab returned today from beyond such
centuries, he would have talked to the present day people with mutual understanding.
Moreover, today we read Pre-Islamic poetry as we read poetry in the latter Islamic era, as
well as the contemporary Arabic poetry. The favor in this may be ascribed to the Holy
Qur’an, which Allah has used as repository for His magnanimous eternal Shar’ia …The
Islam.”
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2. Religious Significance:
Muslims consider Arabic the language of their religion. Since it is the language of the
Qur’an, the holy book of Islam, a very powerful relationship was established between this
language and Islam early on. The language became the language of worship for the entire
Muslim nation. The language has been reinforced powerfully by Islam wherever it exists, and
has followed wherever the religion has spread, since it is a religious obligation for all Muslims to
use this language in many acts of worship. Although there are several translations of the Qur’an,
into other languages, it is believed that complete understanding of and contact with the Holy
Book can only happen by reading or hearing it in the original Arabic. Translations of the Qur’an
into other languages vary to a great extent in their accuracy, particularly as regards the Quranic
verses.
In part, it is the tie between the language and Islam that provides the basis for the
significance and spread of Arabic. Historically, Arabic was successful in representing the entire
Islam and Arab culture for more than sixteen centuries, Patai says:
In order to understand the power of the Arabic language …, one must cast a brief glance
back into history. Until the appearance of the Prophet Muhammad, Arabic was spoken
only in Arabia, and not even in all parts of the vast arid half-inhabited peninsula. After
Islam became the dominant religion in the peninsula, the newly-converted Arabs
embarked on a conquest of a major part of the world.3
3. Geographical Significance:
The Arabic World covers a huge geographic area that includes the entire northern part of
Africa and the western part of Asia. Among the languages spoken in the world, Arabic is
considered the sixth largest in its number of speakers. It is the most widely spoken language in
Africa and western Asia. It is the national or official language of more than 20 nations. It is
estimated that Arabic is the mother tongue for about 300 million people, living in the Arab world
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today; among those, only 11 million speak another language. In addition, Arabic is the religious
language for more than one and a half billion Muslims in today’s world.
4. Linguistic Significance:
Arabic is considered a mature language from a linguistic point of view. Such maturity
may be seen in its grammar, vocabulary, structure, connotative features as well as its tangible
impact upon many languages around the world, especially the Semitic languages.
To illustrate such linguistic maturity, let us look at the simple following example on the
grammatical and structural maturity in the Arabic Language:
Case marking is one of the most important linguistic systems that characterizes Arabic
from other languages. This refined system gave an unusual flexibility to Arabic speakers
releasing them from abiding by specific word order to denote the various grammatical functions,
unlike many other languages that compel their speakers to use certain word order to define the
grammatical function of words, which is lost if such order is upset. English Language, for
instance, follow the order: subject – verb – object, referred to linguistically as (SVO). If you
want to say “Zaid ate food”, it has to be in this order only, while in Arabic you can change the
order in more than one form capitalizing on the case marks found at the ends of words to
distinguish the verb, the subject and the object.
However, this grammatical system, with this flexibility, is but one evidence of the idea of
maturity we are talking about. Another evidence of that maturity is dispensing with signs that
prove the relationship of predication between the predicate and the subject. For example, you
say: “Muhammad student”. It is not necessary to say: “Muhammad is a student.” However, if
you say that, “is” is analyzed as an unnecessary excessive word.
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The Arabic Language, after maturity, dispensed with excessive words and characters,
while other languages didn’t, including all European languages, such English – in which you
must say: “Muhammad is a student” and French – where you have to say: “Muhammad est un
etuduent”.
Arabic has also had a significant influence on many other languages. According to
Toiemah,
Arabic is considered the mother of the existing Semitic languages. Its impact on
many other languages has been extensive. Many languages, such as Persian (in Iran),
Urdu (in Pakistan and North India), Punjabi (in Punjab), Pushtoo (in Afghanistan), Malay
(in Malay Peninsula), Kanuri (of the Nile-Chad group in Africa), Hausa (of the NegroChad group), make use of the Arabic script. In Hebrew, thousands of words are
pronounced with slightly different accent as in Arabic. In Spanish, there are an estimated
6,500 words of Arabic origin. In Spanish, most words beginning with “al” are from
Arabic. It is well-known that Arabic gave technical words for subjects unknown in
Europe, and for which there was no Latin or Spanish equivalent.4
As far as English is concerned, for example, it is well-known that it contains literally
hundreds of words which have been derived from Arabic, many of which entered the language
through everyday use among merchants and travelers as well as through science and learning.
Below are listed illustrative examples of several words in English of Arabic origin, along with
their etymological definitions.
All these words have been taken from Webster’s Third International Dictionary:
admiral

(amir al bahr) prince of the sea

alcazar

(al quasr) the palace

alcohol

(alghaoul) getting drunk

algebra

(al jabr) same meaning in Arabic

algorism (al Khawarimsi) name of a famous Arabic mathematician
almanac

(almanakh) weather

apricot

(barkouk) same meaning in Arabic

cable

(habl) rope

camel

(jamal) same meaning in Arabic
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candy

(quandi) sugar

carat

(quirat) a weighing unit

coffee

(qahwa) same meaning in Arabic

cotton

(qutn) same meaning in Arabic

gazelle

(ghazal) same meaning in Arabic

giraffe

(Zarafa) same meaning in Arabic

jar

(jarra) a container

jasmine

(yasmeen) same meaning in Arabic

lemon

(laymoon) same meaning in Arabic

lime

(leem) same meaning in Arabic

magazine (makhazin) storage
massage

(massa) to touch

mattress

(mafrash) same meaning in Arabic

safari

(safariy) travel

sesame

(simsim) same meaning in Arabic

sugar

(succar) same meaning in Arabic

syrup

(sharab) a drink

tariff

(taarif)to inform

zenith

(samt) same meaning in Arabic

zero

(sifr) same meaning in Arabic
Many scholars describe the tremendous ability of Arabic to derive words from their roots,

as Irving says:
The power of word-building takes one to the…incredible wealth of words we face
when we learn Arabic. These many roots, plus the innumerable changes that can be made
with them, make Arabic one of the greatest languages of the world, and for this alone, it
is worth learning…it is one of the greatest classical languages, and ranks along with
Greek and Sanskrit.5
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5. Political Significance:
Internationally, Arabic has become an official and a working language of the General Assembly
and its main committees in the United Nations,7 as per The General Assembly Resolution
No. 3190, dated December 18, 1973, with the general text:
3190 (XXVIII). Inclusion of Arabic among the Official and working
languages of the General Assembly and its Main Committees:
The General Assembly,
Recognizing the significant role of the Arabic Language in preserving and
disseminating the civilization of man and his culture,
Recognizing further that Arabic is the language of nineteen members of the
United Nations (at that time) and is a working language in such specialized
agencies as the United nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
of the United Nations, the Food and Agriculture Organizations of the United
Nations, the World Health Organization, as well as, an official and working
language of the Organization of African Unity,
Aware of the need to achieve greater international co-operation and to promote
harmonization of the actions of nations as envisaged in the Chapter of the United
Nations,
Noting with appreciation the assurances of the Arab States Members of the
United Nations that they will meet collectively the costs of implementing the
present resolution during the first three years,
Decides to include Arabic among the official and the working languages of the
General Assembly and its Main Committees and to amend accordingly the
relevant provisions of the rules of procedure of the Assembly
2206th plenary meeting
18 December 1973
In Conclusion:
For all of the above-mentioned reasons, Arabic has become one of the most important
languages in the world. It is, therefore, not uncommon to find that institutions have been
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established in many different areas of the world to teach this language. Many of these institutions
teach it as a foreign language. A great number of students come to these institutions from
different nations and this is the case in Saudi Arabia, where many students come especially to
learn Arabic.
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Dunbar’s High Standard Poetry: An Exploration

One of the elemental considerations in Dunbar studies is the recognition of Dunbar‟s
desire to be regarded as a general poet, not exclusively as a Black poet. For some readers, there
is no Dunbar except the poet of “The Party,” “A Negro Love Song,” or “In the Morning.” Even
when the more serious work of Dunbar is considered, the recognized corpus is expanded to
include what Joanne Braxton (xix) characterizes as his “voice of protest,” characterized by
standard English poems such as “Douglass,” “Sympathy,” “Ode to Ethiopia,” and “We Wear the
Mask.” Very seldom is it recognized that there is a large segment of the Dunbar corpus that is
non-ethnic, non-protest, and non-dialect. Dunbar himself expressed disappointment that this
segment of his work went largely ignored by critics and by readers.
This presentation focuses on this “neglected” body of poems. In fact, the focus here is on
Dunbar‟s completely Europeanized poems, without regard to ethnicity of any kind. A primary
thesis of this presentation is that there is a substantial segment of work that is modeled after the
canonical British and American poets. These include, as Braxton (x) enumerates, Shakespeare,
Shelley, Keats, Tennyson, and the American romantics. This segment of the Dunbar corpus is
here characterized as “high standard” poetry. A further thesis is that these poems can be
classically analyzed with the tools of conventional poetics (i.e., by the tools set forth, for
example, by Perrine in Sound and Sense and other standard works of the twentieth century).
The discussion centers around three poems for illustrative purposes, but it also refers to a
number of other poems when reference to them is applicable. The three featured poems are “To
Louise,” “Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes,” and “Ione.” Examination of these
poems in terms of formal poetics serves to illustrate the argument for characterization of high
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standard poetry in the strictly European tradition. The discussion considers these poems from
least intense (“To Louise”) to most intense and formalistic (“Ione”).
The story is told (if it can be believed) that once a little girl (the “Louise” of the poem)
who admired his work visited Dunbar in his Dayton home and gave him a rose that she had
brought for him. This gesture so touched him that, after she left, he penned “To Louise” in a
matter of minutes. Whatever the precipitating event (if any), “To Louise” stands as a good
example to initiate the analysis of the high standard poetry.
“To Louise” is composed in four stanzas of eight lines each. The rhyme scheme is
relatively simple, with each stanza composed of rhyming couplets. Thus, each stanza is
aabbccdd. The repetition of “rose” as the last word of each stanza except the third means that the
/dd/ pattern occurs at the end of these stanzas. Otherwise, there is very little repetition of rhyme.1
The most striking elements of poetics in “To Louise” is that the underlying accentual
pattern is anapestic. Very few English poems use the anapest as the basic foot. Teachers of
poetry, in fact, are often hard-pressed to offer examples of anapestic poetry, with Byron‟s “The
Destruction of Sennacherib” being perhaps the standard example. However, in “To Louise,” the
basic anapestic pattern is maintained throughout all four stanzas (with the exception of a few
dropped syllables), in itself a remarkable task. Metrically, therefore, this poem is written in
anapestic tetrameter. Thus, “To Louise” is certainly patterned after European, and particularly
British, forms of poetry.
Thematically, “To Louise” is a simple paean to “the sweet little lady who gave [him] a
rose.” There are classical allusions (Irene), as well as references to nature (flowers), divinity
(mention of God, temple, shrine), and personification of the abstract (Art). Thus, there are

1

/Irenes, queens/ (stanza 1) is closely duplicated by /ween, queen/ (stanza 2).
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elements comparable to those of the Romantic and Victorian poets that Dunbar studied and
emulated.
However, there are two themes that appear throughout “To Louise.” These are the focus
on flowers and the emphasis on the innocence of children. As noted, each stanza except the third
ends with the word “rose.” These three lines are as follows:
First stanza: “For she‟s the wee lassie who gave me a rose.”
Second stanza: “For the dear little lady who gave me the rose.”
Fourth stanza: “O dear little lady who gave me the rose!”
Thus, although the rose is the specific flower that appears throughout the poem (daisies are the
only other specific flower mentioned), there is also the generalization to all flowers, with the
implied sentiment that flowers make the world a better place to live. This is exemplified in lines
such as “To making a song in return for a flower” and “There are too little flowers—too little of
song.” This theme is certainly reminiscent of well-known Romantic poems about flowers such as
Wordsworth‟s “Daffodils” and Blake‟s “The Lily.” Dunbar himself wrote many poems about
flowers, examples of which are “Song” (My heart to thy heart), “The Lily of the Valley,” “In an
English Garden,” and “Promise.” “Song” has the rose as a primary symbol, and “Promise,”
although not as cheerful, is about roses.
The other sustained theme in “To Louise” is the innocence of children. According to his
biographers, Dunbar was fond of children, and enjoyed their visits to him, especially after he had
become an invalid. In “To Louise,” this theme appears throughout the poem, as in the following:
“A sweet little maid, who is dearer, I ween,
Than any fair duchess, or even a queen.” (Stanza 1)
“I thank God for innocence, dearer than art” (Stanza 3)
“Unless in your purity, soul-clean and clear,
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God whispers his messages into your ear.” (Stanza 4)
In a deeper vein, Dunbar elaborated on the innocence of children theme to criticize the “gardens
of luxury, passion, and pride.” Thus, even though “To Louise” is characterized here as a less
severe poem, even in his less solemn moments Dunbar managed to inject significant and
meaningful profundity of thought.
“Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes” is the first poem in Lyrics of Lowly
Life, and is traditionally printed as the first entry in collections of Dunbar poems (e.g., Complete
Poems [1913] and Collected Poetry [1993, ed. Braxton]). Thus, this poem is often the first that
readers encounter except those that appear in survey anthologies. The poem is also presented,
rightfully, as a primary example of Dunbar‟s high standard poetry. In Jay Martin and Gossie H.
Hudson‟s introduction to Dunbar‟s poetry from The Paul Laurence Dunbar Reader (262), they
state: “„Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes‟ and many other such poems fully
convey the life of personal vision with no attention to personal concerns.” This poem therefore
enjoys a fairly high recognition rate among the standard poetry, especially in the critical
literature.
In terms of content, the poem describes the thoughts that the narrator has between the
time he goes to bed and the time he goes to sleep. There is a progression through the six stanzas
of the poem, from a consideration of the cares of the day through the final sleep, or death.
Specifically, the theme of each of the poem‟s stanzas may be characterized as follows:
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Stanza

Theme

First

Cares of the day

Second

Life‟s “griefs and heartaches”

Third

Phantoms; painful thoughts

Fourth

Flights of the spirit

Fifth

The soul‟s lone self

Sixth

The final sleep

In this poem, Dunbar takes a theme, the thoughts before sleep (or the final sleep) and
treats the theme in characteristic Romantic style. Although thoughts- before-sleep is not a typical
Romantic “exalted theme,” Dunbar‟s treatment causes his theme to rise to the status of other
poetic subjects such as love, nature, or death, with which the final stanza is concerned anyway.
The progression from less severe to being ultimately solemn demonstrates the intricacy of the
treatment of the thoughts-before-sleep theme.
“Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes” lends itself readily to formalistic
analysis of poetic elements. It is written in iambic pentameter throughout in six nine-line stanzas.
The first and last lines of each stanza except the sixth are identical, forming a refrain throughout
the poem. The line, appropriately, is “Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes.” In
keeping with the progressive nature of the poem, the first and last lines of stanza six are “When
sleep comes down to seal the weary eyes” (emphasis added). The rhyme scheme for each stanza
is ababacaca.
The vocabulary of “Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes” is not particularly
advanced, with the highest-level vocabulary being terms such as “palpable,” “inexplicable,” and
“exorcise.” However, as is characteristic of Romantic poetry in particular, the sentences are long
and complex, and it is often hard to match subjects with verbs and antecedents with consequents.
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There is truncation at times to fit the meter (e.g., “bodied” for “embodied”; “pois‟nous”). There
is only one use of Elizabethan verb inflection (“questioneth”; cf. the discussion of “Ione,” below.
A noticeable use of poetic archaism is in the very title of the poem, when “Ere” is used to mean
“before.”
Dunbar used alliteration abundantly in “Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary
Eyes.” In particular, he used /s/ throughout for alliterative purpose. Although in most cases the
alliteration does not add substantially to the meaning of the lines or stanzas, the auditor hears
how extensively and seamlessly alliterative phrases appear. Examples include:
The name of the poem itself: “Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes”
“Made the waking world a world of lies”
“What echoes faint of sad and soul-sick cries”
“That pay the spirit‟s ceaseless enterprise”
“Till, faint of wing, the Fancy fails and dies”
“So, trembling with the shock of sad surprise”
As with all of Dunbar‟s high standard poetry, there is extensive use of figurative
language. In “Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes” Dunbar used metonymy,
metaphor, personification, and simile. The poem metonymically uses “magic gold” for the
elusive sleep that the narrator desires in the first stanza, and euphemizes death as “the last dear
sleep whose soft embrace is balm” in the final stanza. There is an extended metaphor in stanza
five, where the deeds of life are inscribed on
a scroll
Full writ with all life‟s acts unwise or wise
In characters indelible and known.
There is also an extended, almost Homeric simile in stanza two, in which life‟s griefs and
heartaches:
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Come up like pois‟nous vapors that arise
From some base witch‟s caldron, when the crone,
To work some potent spell, her magic plies.
The most extensive examples of figurative language in “Ere Sleep Comes Down to
Soothe the Weary Eyes” are Dunbar‟s use of personification for a number of concepts. In the
first stanza, he personifies his eventual dreams, and continues the personification for four lines:
Ere dreams put on the gown and cap of thought,
And make the waking world a world of lies,—
Of lies most palpable, uncouth, forlorn,
That say life‟s full of aches and tears and sighs,—
(See below for further discussion of these lines in terms of other poetic devices.) In stanza two,
“[T]he past” is imbued with a “ghost,” or spirit, that the narrator wished to exorcise. Stanza four
contains a description of “the spirit,” which the narrator presents as feminine, and asks:
Through what strange realms and unfamiliar skies
Tends her far course to lands of mystery?
He answers this question in the last lines of the stanza, in which the personified spirit itself has a
“Fancy” that “fails and dies” through weariness caused by excessive wandering. Closely related
is the treatment in stanza five, where the “other soul,” an interior soul within the normal soul,
occurs. This “inner sense” is incapable of dishonesty or lying—a kind of Freudian superego to
the soul. In the final stanza, the world is personified as sad and crying. Thus, the various
personifications in this poem are numerous, and give evidence of Dunbar‟s extensive use of this
poetic device.
Other stylized poetic devices in “Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes”
include anadiplosis, asyndeton, and polysyndeton. Lines five and six of stanza one contain an
example of anadiplosis:
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And make the waking world a world of lies,-Of lies most palpable, uncouth, forlorn
This last line also contains asyndeton. The line immediately following, in contrast, contains
polysyndeton:
That say life‟s full of aches and tears and sighs
This is an interesting juxtaposition of this expressive device.
“Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes” therefore stands as a principal
example of a standard poem written in the high Romantic style. The extensive use of figurative
language, complex sentence structure, and linguistic poetic devices are evident as primary
expressional elements. Thus, attention to “Ere Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes” is
usefully applicable in this study of Dunbar‟s high standard poetry.
“Ione” is Dunbar‟s longest poem, although it has not enjoyed significant treatment by
literary analysts. In Darwin Turner‟s extended study of Dunbar‟s poetry from A Singer in the
Dawn, “Ione” is simply mentioned as being a “serious … narrative,” and this is its only mention
in A Singer in the Dawn. “Ione” contains three sections, each with a different number of stanzas.
The first section contains ten stanzas, the second six, and the third thirteen, for a total of twentynine stanzas. Each stanza is nine lines long, for a total of 261 total lines. In comparison, “The
Party” has 101 lines, “To the South” has 80, “When Malindy Sings” has 72, and “The Haunted
Oak” has 64. This, “Ione” is over two and one-half times longer than his next longest known
poem.
This poem is a narrative, telling the story of the narrator, his love (“Ione” of the title), and
his younger brother. Briefly, the story is that the narrator remembers the days of his youth, when
he was in love with Ione, a “pure high soul,” a beautiful young girl. He reads poetry to her, as if
he himself were the author, because the poets sang the songs he wished to sing to her. There are
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both very much in love. However, the narrator has a younger brother, a “kingly youth,” for
whom the narrator wants only the best. The younger brother also loves Ione. Because of his
brotherly love, he tells Ione that his brother is in love with her. She interprets this confession as
the narrator‟s leaving her, and goes away without saying anything. The younger brother and Ione
are married and live happily. The narrator asserts that he made the right decision in giving her up
in favor of his brother.
Thus, the story of “Ione” is a typical love story that could have been written by a typical
Romantic or Victorian authors. Peter Revell, in his literary biography of Dunbar, describes “Ione”
as being an “elaborate love poem in the style of Tennyson or Poe” (72). However, although
“Ione” bears formal resemblance to these nineteenth century masters, the poem is viewed here as
more closely reminiscent of Byron‟s Don Juan or Keats‟ “La Belle Dame Sans Merci.”
Most of the hallmarks of Romantic poetry appear in “Ione.” As presented by Kirszner
and Mandell, the primary characteristics of Romantic poetry are heightened emotion and
sentiment; a strong sense of individualism; respect for nature, history, and mysticism; and a
return to first-person narrative. The poem is obviously highly sentimental, and it is written in
first-person narrative. It pays exalted tribute to nature, as the narrator and Ione “went wand‟ring
much together/By wood and lane,” and he always reads poetry to Ione “By hill and shore,
beneath fair skies.” Dunbar also acclaimed the power and beauty of nature in other poems, for
example in “Morning Song of Love.” Although perhaps not as strongly evident, the narrator
asserts his individualism by standing aside in favor of his brother. Thus, “Ione,” combines the
passion and sentiment of the Romantics with the formal expression of the Victorians.
In terms of versification, “Ione” consists of nine-line stanzas, with a complex rhyme
scheme that is sustained throughout the twenty-nine stanzas (see below). The general meter is
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iambic tetrameter, but the first and third lines of each stanza are hypercatalectic, with one extra
unstressed syllable. The effect of the injection of the extra syllable in these lines is to slow down
the narration. A few other lines in certain stanzas are also hypercatalectic. In one case, Dunbar
included a line of iambic pentameter rather than the overall iambic tetrameter. Lines are
enjambed throughout the poem. The rhyme scheme is /ababbcddc/, which is sustained in all
stanzas. This complicated rhyme scheme seems to be Dunbar‟s own. Although the stanzas are
fully integrated, the structure of many of the stanzas may be viewed as a quintain followed by a
supporting quatrain. However, this is not true for all stanzas.
Dunbar‟s use of nineteenth century (and earlier) language abounds throughout his high
standard poetry. This is especially characteristic of “Ione.” He uses “mine” in front of words that
begin with a vowel sound, as in “mine eyes.”2 Another use of archaic language is Dunbar‟s use
of “instinct” to mean “thoroughly imbued,” as in “A soul instinct with fire divine.” Actually, he
included “instinct” also in its more familiar usage: “Some instinct pricked my soul to sight.”
Dunbar also used “instinct” in the more archaic sense in “Misapprehension,” perhaps a betterknown poem than “Ione.”
There are numerous examples of typical expressional devices throughout “Ione.” There
are allusions to history and to various mythologies, personification, anadiplosis (numerous times),
simile, metaphor, and metonymy. In addition, as in most of Dunbar‟s poetic corpus, alliteration
is used abundantly in “Ione.” As most of these have been exemplified in the discussion of “Ere
Sleep Comes Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes,” the discussion here will not provide extensive
examples from “Ione.” Even a cursory reading of the poem will yield appropriate examples.

2

“Mine eyes” is used in several places in “Ione.” There are no other uses of “mine” in front of vowel
sounds except to precede “eyes.”
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Instead, the discussion here concentrates on the actual language of “Ione,” including expression,
word use, and comparisons to other poems, particularly those by Dunbar.
The description of Ione is that of the lovely, near-perfect woman. Thus, she is analogous
to “Elaine the fair, Elaine the loveable/Elaine, the lily maid of Astolat” from Idylls of the King.
She is Wordsworth‟s “Perfect Woman”:
She was a phantom of delight
When first she gleam‟d upon my sight.
She is Byron‟s quintessential heroine: “She walks in beauty, like the night.” Also from Tennyson:
But Lancelot mused a little space.
He said, “She has a lovely face;
God in his mercy lend her grace,
The Lady of Shalott.”
Thus, Ione has a long list of precursors as the beautiful maiden who weds the stalwart young man.
In other Dunbar poems, analogues to Ione include “Dely,” “Dinah Kneading Dough,” and
the ever-popular “Angelina”:
W‟y, dey‟s somep‟n‟ downright holy in de way our faces shine,
When Angelina Johnson comes a-swingin‟ down de line.
In a self-reflective conceit, the narrator describes his continual use of poetry to court and
win Ione, because poetry inspires him and Ione responds positively to it. This self-reflection on
poetry and poets continues throughout most of Section II. Thus, Dunbar uses his own status as a
poet to set forth his admiration of other poets and their poetry. Braxton (x) provides the partial
text of a letter from Dunbar to a friend that set forth his “all-absorbing desire to be a worthy
singer of the songs of God and nature.” This letter provides further evidence of Dunbar‟s
concentration on nature as a theme in his poetry.
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There are other cases in “Ione” in which Dunbar included lines similar to those by other
poets, and also by himself in other poems. Possibly the most familiar sentiment occurs in the
following line: “There are whom love has never blessed.” This is directly reminiscent of
Tennyson‟s well-known lines from “In Memoriam”: „Tis better to have loved and lost/Than
never to have loved at all.” Another line from “Ione” is “Where youth was long and life was
dear.” This clearly reflects a line in another better-known poem, “The Poet and His Song,” which
contains the line “Since life is sweet and love is long” (which concludes with the well-known
refrain “I sing my song, and all is well”).
“Ione,” as Dunbar‟s longest poem, stands as a primary example of high standard poetry.
In this poem, Dunbar used a large number of established poetic conventions, while injecting
features of his own, for example the creative meter and rhyme scheme. The language is elegant
and often archaic, which renders it even more high-sounding. It is somewhat surprising that
Dunbar‟s most highly developed narrative poem has not garnered more critical attention.
The primary thesis of this investigation is that Dunbar‟s high standard poetry provides
fertile material for analysis, and should generate more serious attention from critics than it has
heretofore. This exploration has introduced a number of elements of classical analysis, featuring
three poems that are representative of high standard poems. Well-known works such as “We
Wear the Mask,” “Sympathy,” and “Douglass” will continue, rightfully, to be anthologized.
There is, however, a large corpus of poems that are written in high standard form, that is also
deserving of attention. Perhaps future Dunbar scholarship will provide more attention to these
numerous, fertile poems.
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TO LOUISE
Oh, the poets may sing of their Lady Irenes,
And may rave in their rhymes about wonderful queens;
But I throw my poetical wings to the breeze,
And soar in a song to my Lady Louise.
A sweet little maid, who is dearer, I ween,
Than any fair duchess, or even a queen.
When speaking of her I can‟t plod in my prose,
For she „s the wee lassie who gave me a rose.
Since poets, from seeing a lady‟s lip curled,
Have written fair verse that has sweetened the world;
Why, then, should not I give the space of an hour
To making a song in return for a flower?
I have found in my life—it has not been so long—
There are too few of flowers—too little of song.
So out of that blossom, this lay of mine grows,
For the dear little lady who gave me the rose.
I thank God for innocence, dearer than Art,
That lights on a by-way which leads to the heart,
And led by an impulse no less than divine,
Walks into the temple and sits at the shrine.
I would rather pluck daisies that grow in the wild,
Or take one simple rose from the hand of a child,
Than to breathe the rich fragrance of flowers that bide
In the gardens of luxury, passion, and pride.
I know not, my wee one, how came you to know
Which way to my heart was the right way to go;
Unless in your purity, soul-clean and clear,
God whispers his messages into your ear.
You have now had my song, let me end with a prayer
That your life may be always sweet, happy, and fair;
That your joys may be many, and absent your woes,
O dear little lady who gave me the rose!
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ERE SLEEP COMES DOWN TO SOOTHE THE WEARY EYES
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes,
Which all the day with ceaseless care have sought
The magic gold which from the seeker flies;
Ere dreams put on the gown and cap of thought,
And make the waking world a world of lies,—
Of lies most palpable, uncouth, forlorn,
That say life‟s full of aches and tears and sighs,—
Oh, how with more than dreams the soul is torn,
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes.
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes,
How all the griefs and heart-aches we have known
Come up like pois‟nous vapors that arise
From some base witch‟s caldron, when the crone,
To work some potent spell, her magic plies.
The past which held its share of bitter pain,
Whose ghost we prayed that Time might exorcise,
Comes up, is lived and suffered o‟er again,
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes.
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes,
What phantoms fill the dimly lighted room;
What ghostly shades in awe-creating guise
Are bodied forth within the teeming gloom.
What echoes faint of sad and soul-sick cries,
And pangs of vague inexplicable pain
That pay the spirit‟s ceaseless enterprise,
Come thronging through the chambers of the brain,
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes.
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes,
Where ranges forth the spirit far and free?
Through what strange realms and unfamiliar skies
Tends her far course to lands of mystery?
To lands unspeakable--beyond surmise,
Where shapes unknowable to being spring,
Till, faint of wing, the Fancy fails and dies
Much wearied with the spirit‟s journeying,
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes.
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes,
How questioneth the soul that other soul,—
The inner sense which neither cheats nor lies,
But self exposes unto self, a scroll
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Full writ with all life‟s acts unwise or wise,
In characters indelible and known;
So, trembling with the shock of sad surprise,
The soul doth view its awful self alone,
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes.
When sleep comes down to seal the weary eyes,
The last dear sleep whose soft embrace is balm,
And whom sad sorrow teaches us to prize
For kissing all our passions into calm,
Ah, then, no more we heed the sad world‟s cries,
Or seek to probe th‟ eternal mystery,
Or fret our souls at long-withheld replies,
At glooms through which our visions cannot see,
When sleep comes down to seal the weary eyes.
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IONE
Ah, yes, „t is sweet still to remember,
Though „twere less painful to forget;
For while my heart glows like an ember,
Mine eyes with sorrow‟s drops are wet,
And, oh, my heart is aching yet.
It is a law of mortal pain
That old wounds, long accounted well,
Beneath the memory‟s potent spell,
Will wake to life and bleed again.
So „t is with me; it might be better
If I should turn no look behind,—
If I could curb my heart, and fetter
From reminiscent gaze my mind,
Or let my soul go blind—go blind!
But would I do it if I could?
Nay! ease at such a price were spurned;
For, since my love was once returned,
All that I suffer seemeth good.
I know, I know it is the fashion,
When love has left some heart distressed,
To weight the air with wordful passion;
But I am glad that in my breast
I ever held so dear a guest.
Love does not come at every nod,
Or every voice that calleth “hasten;”
He seeketh out some heart to chasten,
And whips it, wailing, up to God!
Love is no random road wayfarer
Who where he may must sip his glass.
Love is the King, the Purple-Wearer,
Whose guard recks not of tree or grass
To blaze the way that he may pass.
What if my heart be in the blast
That heralds his triumphant way;
Shall I repine, shall I not say:
“Rejoice, my heart, the King has passed!”
In life, each heart holds some sad story—
The saddest ones are never told.
I, too, have dreamed of fame and glory,
And viewed the future bright with gold;
But that is as a tale long told.
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Mine eyes have lost their youthful flash,
My cunning hand has lost its art;
I am not old, but in my heart
The ember lies beneath the ash.
I loved! Why not? My heart was youthful,
My mind was filled with healthy thought.
He doubts not whose own self is truthful,
Doubt by dishonesty is taught;
So loved I boldly, fearing naught.
I did not walk this lowly earth;
Mine was a newer, higher sphere,
Where youth was long and life was dear,
And all save love was little worth.
Her likeness! Would that I might limn it,
As Love did, with enduring art;
Nor dust of days nor death may dim it,
Where it lies graven on my heart,
Of this sad fabric of my life a part.
I would that I might paint her now
As I beheld her in that day,
Ere her first bloom had passed away,
And left the lines upon her brow.
A face serene that, beaming brightly,
Disarmed the hot sun‟s glances bold.
A foot that kissed the ground so lightly,
He frowned in wrath and deemed her cold,
But loved her still though he was old.
A form where every maiden grace
Bloomed to perfection‟s richest flower,—
The statued pose of conscious power,
Like lithe-limbed Dian‟s of the chase.
Beneath a brow too fair for frowning,
Like moon-lit deeps that glass the skies
Till all the hosts above seem drowning,
Looked forth her steadfast hazel eyes,
With gaze serene and purely wise.
And over all, her tresses rare,
Which, when, with his desire grown weak,
The Night bent down to kiss her cheek,
Entrapped and held him captive there.
This was Ione; a spirit finer
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Ne‟er burned to ash its house of clay;
A soul instinct with fire diviner
Ne‟er fled athwart the face of day,
And tempted Time with earthly stay.
Her loveliness was not alone
Of face and form and tresses‟ hue:
For aye a pure, high soul shone through
Her every act: this was Ione.
II
„T was in the radiant summer weather,
When God looked, smiling, from the sky;
And we went wand‟ring much together
By wood and lane, Ione and I,
Attracted by the subtle tie
Of common thoughts and common tastes,
Of eyes whose vision saw the same,
And freely granted beauty‟s claim
Where others found but worthless wastes.
We paused to hear the far bells ringing
Across the distance, sweet and clear.
We listened to the wild bird‟s singing
The song he meant for his mate‟s ear,
And deemed our chance to do so dear.
We loved to watch the warrior Sun,
With flaming shield and flaunting crest,
Go striding down the gory West,
When Day‟s long fight was fought and won.
And life became a different story;
Where‟er I looked, I saw new light.
Earth‟s self assumed a greater glory,
Mine eyes were cleared to fuller sight.
Then first I saw the need and might
Of that fair band, the singing throng,
Who, gifted with the skill divine,
Take up the threads of life, spun fine,
And weave them into soulful song.
They sung for me, whose passion pressing
My soul, found vent in song nor line.
They bore the burden of expressing
All that I felt, with art‟s design,
And every word of theirs was mine.
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I read them to Ione, ofttimes,
By hill and shore, beneath fair skies,
And she looked deeply in mine eyes,
And knew my love spoke through their rhymes.
Her life was like the stream that floweth,
And mine was like the waiting sea;
Her love was like the flower that bloweth,
And mine was like the searching bee—
I found her sweetness all for me.
God plied him in the mint of time,
And coined for us a golden day,
And rolled it ringing down life‟s way
With love‟s sweet music in its chime.
And God unclasped the Book of Ages,
And laid it open to our sight;
Upon the dimness of its pages,
So long consigned to rayless night,
He shed the glory of his light.
We read them well, we read them long,
And ever thrilling did we see
That love ruled all humanity,—
The master passion, pure and strong.
III
To-day my skies are bare and ashen,
And bend on me without a beam.
Since love is held the master-passion,
Its loss must be the pain supreme—
And grinning Fate has wrecked my dream.
But pardon, dear departed Guest,
I will not rant, I will not rail;
For good the grain must feel the flail;
There are whom love has never blessed.
I had and have a younger brother,
One whom I loved and love to-day
As never fond and doting mother
Adored the babe who found its way
From heavenly scenes into her day.
Oh, he was full of youth‟s new wine,—
A man on life‟s ascending slope,
Flushed with ambition, full of hope;
And every wish of his was mine.
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A kingly youth; the way before him
Was thronged with victories to be won;
So joyous, too, the heavens o‟er him
Were bright with an unchanging sun,—
His days with rhyme were overrun.
Toil had not taught him Nature‟s prose,
Tears had not dimmed his brilliant eyes,
And sorrow had not made him wise;
His life was in the budding rose.
I know not how I came to waken,
Some instinct pricked my soul to sight;
My heart by some vague thrill was shaken,—
A thrill so true and yet so slight,
I hardly deemed I read aright.
As when a sleeper, ign‟rant why,
Not knowing what mysterious hand
Has called him out of slumberland,
Starts up to find some danger nigh.
Love is a guest that comes, unbidden,
But, having come, asserts his right;
He will not be repressed nor hidden.
And so my brother‟s dawning plight
Became uncovered to my sight.
Some sound-mote in his passing tone
Caught in the meshes of my ear;
Some little glance, a shade too dear,
Betrayed the love he bore Ione.
What could I do? He was my brother,
And young, and full of hope and trust;
I could not, dared not try to smother
His flame, and turn his heart to dust.
I knew how oft life gives a crust
To starving men who cry for bread;
But he was young, so few his days,
He had not learned the great world‟s ways,
Nor Disappointment‟s volumes read.
However fair and rich the booty,
I could not make his loss my gain.
For love is dear, but dearer duty,
And here my way was clear and plain.
I saw how I could save him pain.
And so, with all my day grown dim,
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That this loved brother‟s sun might shine,
I joined his suit, gave over mine,
And sought Ione, to plead for him.
I found her in an eastern bower,
Where all day long the am‟rous sun
Lay by to woo a timid flower.
This day his course was well-nigh run,
But still with lingering art he spun
Gold fancies on the shadowed wall.
The vines waved soft and green above,
And there where one might tell his love,
I told my griefs—I told her all!
I told her all, and as she hearkened,
A tear-drop fell upon her dress.
With grief her flushing brow was darkened;
One sob that she could not repress
Betrayed the depths of her distress.
Upon her grief my sorrow fed,
And I was bowed with unlived years,
My heart swelled with a sea of tears,
The tears my manhood could not shed.
The world is Rome, and Fate is Nero,
Disporting in the hour of doom.
God made us men; times make the hero—
But in that awful space of gloom
I gave no thought but sorrow‟s room.
All—all was dim within that bower,
What time the sun divorced the day;
And all the shadows, glooming gray,
Proclaimed the sadness of the hour.
She could not speak—no word was needed;
Her look, half strength and half despair,
Told me I had not vainly pleaded,
That she would not ignore my prayer.
And so she turned and left me there,
And as she went, so passed my bliss;
She loved me, I could not mistake—
But for her own and my love‟s sake,
Her womanhood could rise to this!
My wounded heart fled swift to cover,
And life at times seemed very drear.
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My brother proved an ardent lover—
What had so young a man to fear?
He wed Ione within the year.
No shadow clouds her tranquil brow,
Men speak her husband‟s name with pride,
While she sits honored at his side—
She is—she must be happy now!
I doubt the course I took no longer,
Since those I love seem satisfied.
The bond between them will grow stronger
As they go forward side by side;
Then will my pains be jusfied.
Their joy is mine, and that is best—
I am not totally bereft;
For I have still the mem‟ry left—
Love stopped with me—a Royal Guest!
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Matches from Heaven

Abstract
“Gullah/Geechees” are a distinctive group of African Americans living on the Sea Islands
and along the coastal regions of our southeastern United States. Gullah culture evolved with the
enslavement of Africans on plantations off the coasts of South Carolina, Georgia, and northern
Florida. Furthermore, the isolated Gullahs were able to transform their language and cultural
traditions into a truly unique African American heritage. The construction of bridges from the
mainland to the Sea Islands in the mid-1900‟s introduced economic development and cultural
assimilation to the Gullah population. “Matches from Heaven” is an excerpt from a manuscript
entitled “Passage of Faith” to be published in 2011 by Joggling Board Press, Inc., Charleston,
South Carolina. The antecedent to the paper was originally published as a short story in “Journey
to Wholeness”, winner of the 2008 Independent Publishers Award for literature representing the
southeastern United States. The story illustrates a central ethos of Lowcountry culture – Gullahs
have a deep and abiding faith in Almighty God.

It felt good to be driving with the top down on an island in the warm south. Tidal creeks
curled through the cord grass prairies and salt water marshes, snaking their way to the ocean. The
red oleander inside the divided parkway swayed in rhythm with the winds pushing through the
pine forests. Honeysuckle growing in the fields surrounding the market sweetened the evening
air. I parked near the gate where artisans from the neighboring islands were assembled under
khaki tents leading in a long row to the flea market building.
Women sat near the entrance using metal spoon handles to work sweetgrass around
bundles of bulrush and saw palmetto leaves, which they wove into tight baskets. Others worked
with brushes mimicking the natural landscape with colorful paints. Some used traditional canvas,
but others were painting found objects – driftwood, boards, and furniture. I found myself
engrossed by an elder man whittling a crested cormorant from driftwood. Suddenly, conga drums
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pierced the evening air with a thunderous cacophony. I impulsively rushed toward the music,
beating out the cadence as I hurried through the crowded marketplace, slapping my hips and
thighs with quick staccato movements. A lithe woman in colorful African dress danced to the
conga cadence high atop a wooden platform at the center of the compound. Gullahs shuffled in a
wide circle on the grass around her clapping their hands and chanting loudly. She danced with
conga drums thundering, sweat-slick, transfixed, possessed by the rhythms, her silhouette
captured by the muted sunset. She faced the audience as the conga drums reached a thundering
crescendo. The drums quieted. And, then she spoke.
“All things in the life of the Gullah/Geechee are in accordance with the rhythms of the
Lowcountry. Anyone who cannot connect with those rhythms will not understand our unique
heritage. Our tongues, our movements, our songs, and our survival are rhythmically evolving as
part of our historical legacy.” Again, the conga drummers sounded out a cadence of short
staccato rhythms, the charismatic speaker dancing unfettered with the beat, singing loudly and
eliciting clapping and shouting responses from her loyal followers. Gullahs broke the circle and
danced frenetically through the audience clapping and chanting together. I clapped, my feet
beating the ground in rhythm with the cadence, repeating her words again in my mind. “All
things in the life of the Gullah/Geechee are in accordance with the rhythms of the Lowcountry.
Anyone who cannot connect with those rhythms will surely not understand our community.”
I pushed my hand into the front pocket of my jeans and found the note written on the
cocktail napkin. “Rosa” is all it said. I asked one of the basket weavers if she knew a Rosa. She
did not break the rhythm of her work, nor respond.
“Iris gave me this name,” I explained. “She works in the kitchen at the Market Street
Café.
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This caused the woman to look up from her weaving. “Wuh cum fuh see chile.”
I had no idea what the woman had just said, but pressed on like I did. “You know Rosa?”
With her spoon pick, she gestured toward a kiosk near the flea market building. I could
see a booth, but I couldn‟t see that there was a person there. “That‟s Rosa‟s booth,” I asked. The
woman returned to her work and did not reply. I thanked her and headed toward the kiosk, which
was piled high with books, maps, clay bowls, plates, grass dolls and even some fresh herbs
growing in peat pots. Behind the pile sat a smallish woman with gray hair pulled back tight
underneath an old straw hat. Her dark skin appeared almost blue to the eye.
I could feel her eyes trained on me as I approached. I felt self-conscious but did not know
why.
“Are you Rosa, by chance?”
“Very little in „dey world by chance,” she replied. “I am Rosa Tyree.”
I held out my hand and introduced myself. “My name is Arlen Curtis. Your niece Iris sent
me. I have come from a university in Ohio to study the Gullah culture.”
At that, she laughed loudly. “Others have come before and others will come long after
your time on „dey island,” she said. I couldn‟t tell if she was laughing at me.
Among her books and assorted wares was a map of the island marked, “Before ‘duh
Bridges.”
“I would like to buy this,” I said, “if I could.”
“You can,” was all she said.
I paid for the map, then turned to go.
“Mista‟ Arlen,” Rosa called.
“Yes, Ms. Tyree.”
“„Dey cookin‟ pullet and rice down by „duh bonfire. Care to bring me some?”
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I was surprised by her request but excited, too. I thought she might be opening a door for
me.
“It would be my pleasure,” I replied.
Food was being sold near the bonfire – fried chicken, oysters, black-eyed peas, collards,
red rice, and sweet potato pie. Children poured cold iced tea into paper cups.
I pointed to a large pot that had unpeeled shrimp, half-ears of corn, potatoes, sausage in a
rich broth. “What‟s that,” I asked?
“Frogmore stew,” a lanky boy said.
“Are there frogs in there, too!” I said, jumping back feigning shock.
“No, suh,” the child laughed, “jus‟ shrimp.”
“I‟m looking for pullet, do you know where I might find some,” I said. The boy pointed
toward an open fire grill. A metal sheet was supported by concrete blocks placed on either side
of a fire pit, the coals glowing hot underneath. A man was cooking what looked to be grilled
chicken.
“Pullet,” I laughed. “It‟s chicken.”
“Well it ain‟t frog meat,” chuckled the elder gentleman who was tending the meat.
”I need two meals of pullet and rice?”
The man lifted two breasts of chicken from the grill and placed them on a paper plates.
On the side, he scooped several heaping spoonfuls of red rice, added two cups of iced tea, and
placed both servings in a cardboard box for carry out.
“How much?”
“Five dollars, fitty,” he replied.
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I gave the man his money with a big smile. Rosa had cleared a place on her main table. I
carefully set down the hot food, then headed toward the picnic tables to eat.
“How much?” she asked.
“Oh, nothing. It‟s my treat, Ms. Tyree.”
“You a gallant man,” she said.
“Just a stranger on your island.”
“Join me, then.”
“Are you sure about that?”
“Wouldn‟t ask if I wasn‟t sure,” she replied.
Rosa brought out a folding chair from under the table.
“You say you‟re interested in Gullah culture.”
“Yes ma‟am.”
“And, you wit‟ „duh island college?”
“Not officially.”
“What „dat mean?”
“I do have business with the local campus, but my university is in southeastern Ohio.”
“So, you are a stranger here?”
“Yes „um.”
“Open „dat map you bought,” Rosa said. “I want to show you something.”
I pulled the map from my hip pocket and smoothed it out on her long table.
“Now, duh flea market is right ‟bout here,” she said, pointing to a stretch of land near the
channel. “Remember now, no bridges had been built from the mainland yet. “Dis here corridor is
the gateway to the island, right here in Ward One.”
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“Is this Gullah land?”
“Some is – some isn‟t,” she replied. “The mayor invited this outside group to advise the
town council on ways to develop the land along the gateway corridor. We wanted to know what
was being said but were told the meetings were not open to the public. Word has it there is a
report that details plans for development.
”Why don‟t they release the report,” Arlen asked.
“The city attorney says it‟s a legal matter, so the public isn‟t allowed to see it yet.”
“What have they got to hide?”
“I don‟t know,” she said. “But, maybe an educated white man like you could get that
report.”
I nearly choked on a piece of ice.
“Queen Mother and her coalition would sure like to read that report,” Rosa said.
“Queen Mother?”
“Queen Mother and her coalition performed tonight. She is a social activist, dedicated her
entire life to the preservation of Gullah culture and language.”
“Does this report have a name?”
She wrote R/UDAT on the corner of my map.
“That‟s some story, Ms. Tyree.”
“You learn anything „bout this,” she said. “You get a hold of my niece Iris.”
“Yes „um.”
“See those women under „dat palmetto grove.”
I nodded.
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“You walk over „dare in „dat polite manna‟ of yours. Lucille and Katherine can tell you
about Hilton Head „before „duh bridges.‟”
“I would like that.”
I took my time walking from the kiosk to the grove feeling a bit apprehensive. After
introducing myself and asking for their help in understanding the history of the island before
„duh bridges, the conversation turned unexpectedly to a major storm that ravaged the island and
its people in 1940.
“We were born before „the big blow,‟ said Lucille. “Others may talk about it. Some may
read about it. But, we lived through that terrible hurricane in 1940.”
“Tell the good man,” said Katherine, carefully guiding the saw palmetto and bulrush
leaves in and around and across one another with the precision of an artist. The onliest reason we
lived is because Almighty Gawd watches over us.”
“I was only twelve or thirteen then,” Lucille recalled.
“How old were you Katherine?”
“Thirteen goin‟ on thirty-two,” she replied, laughing with delight at her own humor.
“I remember walkin‟ with Mama to church the Sunday after that terrible storm. We
carried our shoes in our hands and then Mama says, „Lucille, you wash your feet at the pump,
and then put on your shoes to go inside Gawd’s House.‟”
“Whooo wheee,” Katherine shouted, “talking about our Gawd is like drawin‟ up a cold
cup of water from the „ole dug well. When you drink it down with your friends on a hot summer
afternoon, you get yourself a real good feelin‟.”
Lucille and Katherine jostled about the numbers but agreed eleven hundred blacks and a
few whites lived here before the bridges connecting the island to the mainland were built in the
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1950‟s. Alfred Loomis and Landon Thorne acquired two-thirds of the island as a game preserve
after the stock market crashed in 1929. Gullahs farmed the land and harvested shellfish from
local waters. There were two oyster factories owned by white families who moved to the island
earlier from Savannah, Georgia. Neither bridges nor operations of ferry boats connected the
island to the mainland, and non-subsistence commodities were usually imported from either
Charleston or Savannah.
“Lucille,” I said, taking written notes. “Tell me about the hurricane of 1940.”
“That year, well they weren‟t no electricity on this island. You had to have matches to
light that old kerosene lantern. If you didn‟t have no matches, you were in trouble.”
“Tell the whole story now,” Katherine said.
“Papa and my sisters were sick with the flu when that storm hit. Our matches had gotten
wet, and we couldn‟t see nothin.‟ Mama said, „Come on Lucille. We‟ll go to the general store for
matches.‟ It was dark and rainin‟ something terrible, but we went walkin„ into that hurricane to
care for our family.”
I gathered my map to locate the store. Lucille said the post office and general store were
along the ocean and pointed on the map to the beach at Coligny.
“Mama and me fought that wind all the way to the store. We walked hard and my legs
ached like never before, but we couldn‟t get there because of that wind.”
“Oh, how it rained,” Katherine shivered. “We lived over on Honey Horn where that rain
came down sideways. Never saw rain go sideways through the air like that.”
“When we finally got to that little store, Mama paid for a dozen wooden matches with the
last of our grocery money. The man there he warned us, „You‟d better wait right here „cause this
storm will only get worse.‟“
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“Did you heed his advice?”
“No sir.”
“Why not?”
“Mama whispered, „Good Lord will watch over us child,‟ and we went straight back into
that hurricane. And, then the water started rising,” Lucille declared. “Just like in the days of old
Noah, up came the water fast and powerful. We was walkin‟ against a river waist high when
Mama says, „We gotta‟ find some shelter „til the heavy rain passes.‟ So, we crawled into an
abandoned shack.”
“Lucille, tell the man what you and mama did in the darkness of that old building.”
“Oh sir, we prayed! Mama held me tight and then we prayed all night together, „Ow-uh
farruh, hu aht in heh-wm. Hallow-ed be dy name, dy kingdom come, dy will be done on ut as it
done in heh-wn. Jih-w us dis day ow-uh daylih bread, an fejih-w dohz trespass ajens us. Lead us
not into temptation, but dihlih-wuh us fum all ting like e-wull. Dyne dih kingdom, pahwuh, an dy
glorih. Amen.‟”
“We know our God comes first,” Katherine said, her hands folded in prayer.
“We can‟t breathe without our God,” Lucille cried, trembling with emotion.
“Were you afraid, Lucille?”
“No sir,” she declared. We just prayed some more and waited for that awful storm to
pass. Mama said, „Come on child. Pray with me again. Cause God lob all de people een de wol
sommuch dat e gii we e onliest Son. God sen we um so dat ebrybody wa bleebe pon um ain
gwine dead. Dey gwine lib faebamo.‟”
“Did you spend the night?”
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“We walked home early the next day when that storm died down. Papa rejoiced time and
again shoutin,‟ „We thought you and Mama was dead and gone child.‟”
“Finish the story,” Katherine said. “Wait „till you hear „bout them matches.”
“Mama pulled them matches from her bosom, and the first one lit our kerosene lamp.
After being in that awful storm, my sisters thought they was magic matches. Mama and me knew
there weren‟t no magic about it. Mama scolded them kids. She said them were matches from
heh-wm! Gawd Almighty kept „em dry to light our stove and lamps.”
“What did you think, Lucille?”
“You must remember „duh first humans were African. Our ancestors knew the meaning
of Life. Africans understood the human bond to God Almighty.”
I jotted down her words hurriedly.
“When our ancestors were „snatched‟ from the motherland, Gullahs suffered and died by
the thousands. But, those who survived left us a precious thing – Life.”
“So, you‟re saying the culture contains ancient knowledge.”
“Dis island kept us close and away from others,” Lucille replied. “It was only after „duh
bridges that outsiders changed „tings.”
“What are you saying?”
“Gullahs value the importance of life,” Lucille said. “Beenyas value money.”
The ethical implications of her story mirrored the progress of modernization on rural
regions. Economic development had been partially responsible for the commoditization of my
own culture, now evident along Appalachian highways. Lucille asked about my church. I shared
childhood memories of walking to church with the neighbor girls singing, „This Little Light of
Mine.‟”
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“Do you hold your light up for all to see?”
“I‟m afraid it‟s been hidden a long while, Lucille”
“Me fren,” she said. “A tell oona ta‟ be seekin‟ de Lawd ya God. Cause we ain got no
powa fa do nottin ginst de trute. We jes got powa fa wok fa de trute.
I caught a few words without understanding the full meaning of her statement, something
having to do with „seeking the Lord’ or looking for the truth.
I bought a fanner basket from Lucille and inquired about Katherine‟s unfinished piece.
Lucille removed a slender metal cylinder from her front dress pocket, removed the seal,
and handed me a single wooden match with her calloused fingers.
“Save this „til you need it,” she said softly, “until it‟s time for your leap of faith.”
“In my time of need, Lucille.”
“The Good Lord provides for our light you know, so we can weather the storms of life.”
“Things are different now,” sighed Katherine.
“Almighty God watches over us all,” Lucille reminded her. “And, that never changes.”
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Sonia Sanchez’s Haiku and the Blues

Sonia Sanchez is known as a poet, a scholar, and an activist. She was the first college
professor to offer a seminar on literature by African American women. Sanchez was a different
activist in terms of her actions. She insisted that African Americans should act independently as
individuals and should not be responsible for their actions. Most of all, as a poet, her life is
reflected in her haiku, especially her blues haiku. These poems are based on the segregation she
had to endure, and the reasons for her writing arise from the sufferings of the African Americans.
Sanchez‟s Like the Singing Coming off the Drums (1998) shows how blues elements as well as
classic haiku poetics underlie many of her poems. This paper will compare and contrast the
characteristics of traditional haiku and Sanchez‟s haiku and see how Sanchez expresses the plight
of the African-Americans by applying the aesthetics of haiku.
Sanchez‟s works give a certain message to readers as an African-American writer. As a
matter of fact, there are three characteristics of minority literature, the use of minority language,
a political agenda and a collective value. In her poems, she is conscious of her black body and
speaks out for the rest of African-Americans‟ suffering.
Among her numerous poems, her blues haiku characterizes her identity effectively. The
poet is a creator of social values and poetry is a subconscious conversation. Blues goes up to the
history of slavery. It is assumed that the appearance of blues is established at the end of the 19th
century. The historical experience comes up with slaves‟ suffering in the field. They feel „I
wanna die‟ due to the hardship they had to suffer. They sing a blues by call and response when
working to reduce their pain. Houston Baker in Afro-American Poetics: Revisions of Harlem and
the Black Aesthetic noted that blues stands for their struggle of the whole African-American
community.
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Blues, then offer ancestrally legitimate instances of an African spirit of work; they
are everywhere infused with quotidian rituals of Afro-American life on New World
shores. They are, in fact, an epic cycle of everyday life organically related through their
various performers and practitioners to black culture: … Hence the blues singer is “not an
alienated artist moaning songs of self-pity and defeat to an infidel mob. He is the voice of
the community, its historian, and one of the shapers of its morality.” (Baker, 158)
In fact, one of the well-known African-American poet‟s works, Langston Hughes‟ “The
Negro Speaks of Rivers”, reflects how they worked in the field and this kind of song is a part of
their life. He thought that the Black soul originated from the rivers, the Nile, the Congo, the
Euphrates, and the Mississippi. Regina B. Jennings in “The Blue/Black Poetics of Sonia Sanchez”
said that blues characterizes the African-American‟s soul.
To the redefinition of “black” as aesthetically and mythically good, Sanchez adds
the color blue. This blue motif changes meaning in different poems, but it consistently
demonstrates itself as a literary engagement issuing specific denotations to expression.
Houston Baker defines the blues as matrix. It is an impetus for the search for an
American form of critical inquiry…Being both black and blue is an American duality that
symbolizes the tragic institution of European slavery and the vital energizer that reformed
the tragedy… (Jennings, 127)
Indeed, there is no specific form of blues and it is improvisational. Moreover, it also has
syncopation. Most of the blues has three lines in “AAB” form. There is a repetition of words in
Sanchez‟s blues haiku and it creates a certain rhythm. “even though you came in december be
my january man/ … but you know i‟ll take you any month i can./ … woke up this morning,
waiting for you to call/… fortune teller, fortune teller, what you forecast for me today,” (Sanchez,
37)1 expresses the spiritual aspect of the speaker. In other words, it expresses the soul of the
African-Americans. Cecil Conteen Gray in “To Change the World, to Change the Self: Social
Transformation, Love and More Love, and Subterranean Spiritual Threads within the Work of
Sonia Sanchez” noted that the repetition of words is related to the drumming of African people:

1

For the text, Sanchez, Sonia. Like the Singing Coming off the Drums. Boston: Beacon Press, 1998 is

used.
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“Taking our analysis through African reality, repetition can/should be understood as a form of
drumming—and drumming has been used for millennia by African people” (Gray, 17).
It seems that jazz and blues are almost the same. However, jazz does not actually convey
pain while blues does convey pain. In addition, Sanchez‟s blues haiku was played by some
musicians in France and told that she recognized that it could become a form of music. The form
of Sonia Sanchez blues is similar to e.e.cummings. Blues is similar to Negro Spiritual but blues
is more secular and deals with man and woman relationship. Also, blues shows irrationalities of
society. It is said that being black is kind of blues music.
The characteristic of blues resembles „Yugen‟ in Haiku as well. Blues conveys sadness,
pain, and slavery. Yoshinobu Hakutani in Haiku and Modernist Poetics noted that „Yugen‟ is
derived from tragedy: “Yugen functions in art as a means by which human beings can
comprehend the course of nature. Although yugen seems allied with a sense of resignation, it has
a far different effect on the human psyche… The style of yugen can express either happiness or
sorrow” (Hakutani, 12).
In Sanchez‟s haiku below reflects that the love seems to be very calm and mysterious and
it resembles „Yugen‟.
HAIKU [for you]
love between us is
speech and breath. loving you is
a long river running.
(Sanchez, 11)
To differentiate „Yugen‟ and blues, „Yugen‟ expresses reservation and modesty while
blues expresses excitement and love and it is quite private and personal feeling.
The sadness of blues as well as in Haiku also shows the pain of the speaker in the poem.
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when we say good-bye
i want yo tongue inside my
mouth dancing hello.
(Sanchez, 16)
The blues haiku above expresses sadness of the speaker. And the haiku below tries to
express sorrow and bitterness.
you too slippery
for me. can‟t hold you long or
hard. not enough nites.
(Sanchez, 17)
The atmosphere of the poems is sad and Sanchez tried to express the speakers‟ pain with
the appropriate use of words. In fact, Sanchez emphasized the importance of choosing the right
word. According to an interview of Sonia Sanchez with D.H. Melhem, she said that she teaches
haiku in the beginning of teaching poetry.
Interviewer: All right. What is your attitude toward the study and use of
conventional forms?
Sanchez: … I teach form on purpose … but I use the haiku and tanka form
for discipline and for what I call “word choice.” (Melhem, 89)
She starts with teaching the form of poetry on purpose and then she moves into the haiku.
She explained that teaching haiku is to train them for the choice of words. After training with the
form such as seventeen syllables or thirty-one syllables, she moves on teaching ballads, blues,
and so on.
Sanchez‟s tanka in the following is very traditional in regards to its form. It has fiveseven-five-seven-seven form. At the same time, it expresses sorrow by using the word, “pain”,
directly in the tanka.
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TANKA
i thought about you
the pain of not having
you cruising my bones.
no morning saliva smiles this
frantic fugue about no you.
(Sanchez, 18)
There are many things that are related to loneliness in haiku and it is called sabi. This
loneliness also underlies in the blues as well. Moreover, wabi is generated from poverty.
Hakutani in Haiku and Modernist Poetics said that wabi is beauty that is inspired from poverty:
“Wabi refers to the uniquely human perception of beauty stemmed from poverty.
Wabi is often regarded as religious as the saying “Blessed are the poor” suggests, but the
spiritual aspect of wabi is based on the aesthetic rather than the moral sensibility” (Hakutani, 15).
However, the poverty reflected in Sanchez‟s haiku shows the situation of the African
American‟s isolation from the society. The chances to afford education were lower than that of
white Americans. Therefore, white people had higher chances to afford education and had more
chances to choose their jobs. On the other hand, African Americans had a lower chance to afford
education and they had few choices in getting a job. This kind of environment is rooted from the
early childhood and led to future life. They had to suffer just because they are African Americans.
The poverty is prevalent in Sanchez‟s works and it overlaps with wabi since it overcomes it with
the beauty of nature.
Not only „yugen‟, „wabi‟, and „sabi‟ characterize Sanchez‟s haiku but also the
characteristics of classic haiku are appeared in Sanchez‟s haiku. Hakutani in Cross-Cultural
Visions in African American Modernism: From Spatial Narrative to Jazz Haiku mentioned that
Sanchez‟s haiku applied Zen philosophy as well as aesthetic principles of classic haiku: “Not
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only do many of Sanchez‟s haiku follow Zen doctrine; they also share the aesthetic principles
that underlie classic haiku” (Hakutani, 187).
In her haiku, she tried to express her thought, beauty, and love and she connects it with
nature. She used the connection of nature itself but also something that goes beyond nature.
There are many visual images that the readers can come up with when reading Sanchez‟s haiku.
Henderson in An introduction to haiku : an anthology of poems and poets from Basho to Shiki
noted that nature expresses human emotions.: “Haiku are more concerned with human emotions
than with human acts, and natural phenomena are used to reflect human emotions, but that is all”
(Henderson, 5).
The use of weather such as rainy days expresses loneliness and season also reflects the
emotion of the speaker.
FOR TUPAC AMARU SHAKUR
it is autumn now
in me autumn grieves
in this carved gold of shifting faces
my eyes confess to the fatigue of living.
(Sanchez, 118)
One of Buson‟s haiku deals with a season, autumn.
This autumn,
How old I am getting:
Ah, the clouds, the birds!
Buson
(Qtd. Blyth, 895)
Here, Buson like Sanchez, expresses ideas on aging and death. However, he does not
stick to the sadness itself. He observes the beauty of nature. Haki Madhubuti in “Sonia Sanchez:
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The Bringer of Memories” mentioned that her blues haiku expresses both black soul as well as
beauty of nature:
Sonia Sanchez respects the power of Black language. More than any other poet, she has
been responsible for legitimatizing the use of urban Black English in written form. Her
use of language is spontaneous and thoughtful…Her language is culturally legitimate and
genuinely reflects the hard bottom and complicated spectrum of the entire Black
community. (Madhubuti, 421)
Sanchez‟s Like the Singing Coming off the Drums makes the love poems very personal.
She uses the words such as „me‟ or „i‟ frequently in her haiku.
let me be yo wil
derness let me be yo wind
blowing you all day.
(Sanchez, 39)
However, the use of words such as „me‟ or „i‟ is different from traditional haiku.
Sanchez‟s haiku expresses strong subjectivity while haiku completely avoids human subjectivity.
this is not a fire
sale but i am in heat
each time i see ya.
(Sanchez, 60)

In fact, avoiding human subjectivity is one of the characteristics of Zen philosophy in
haiku.
Haiku aims at selflessness and tangible things such as nature. In terms of love making as
well as expressing sensuality, Sanchez expresses it directly in blues haiku.
legs wrapped around you
camera. action. tightshot.
this is not a rerun.
(Sanchez, 68)
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The first stanza of this haiku is very erotic and directly expressed; however, it cannot
happen in the traditional haiku.
is there a fo rent
sign on my butt? you got no
territorial rights here.
(Sanchez, 69)
In the traditional haiku with erotic scenes humans are replaced by cats. However, the use
of words like „butt‟ or „asses‟ are explicitly expressed in Sanchez‟s haiku.
his face like chiseled
china his eyes clotting
around rubber asses.
(Sanchez, 81)
In addition, animal is also importantly considered in haiku since the philosophy of haiku
considers that both humans as well as animals have soul. Therefore, animals should be treated as
equal to the humans. Moreover, haiku, influenced by Buddhist theory, sees that life and death are
connected. Therefore, there is another world after the death.
Sanchez‟s blues haiku reflects her own identity as an African-American woman.
Sanchez‟s follows the form of haiku and the tanka as well as an invented form, sonku, expresses
the emotion effectively. Sonku is Sanchez‟s unique form of poem. She wanted to make her own
style of poem and she also had her students do the same thing. Gabbin in “Sonia Sanchez”
mentions that Sanchez‟s selection of words effectively derives the meaning.:
In Like the Singing Coming off the Drums (1998), Sanchez trains her own tongue
to curl around the many sounds of love. Whether they are elegiac, bluesy, romantic,
sisterly, or sensual, the notes she strikes vibrate with her essence—compassion, concern,
humanity, hunger for justice, vulnerability, and strength. In this volume she returns to the
haiku and the tanka, which appeared earlier in Love Poems and I’ve Been a Woman: New
and Selected Poems, and adds the blues haiku, and the sonku, an invented form. (Gabbin,
539)
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In conclusion, Sanchez‟s blues haiku which is derived from the traditional haiku
expresses the plight and the emotion of the African-Americans. She succeeded in creating the
aesthetics of haiku with the blues state of African-Americans.
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FATHER’S DAY IN MAYCOMB COUNTY:
A REREADING OF ATTICUS FINCH IN TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD
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Father’s Day in Maycomb County: A Rereading of Atticus Finch in
To Kill a Mockingbird

To Kill a Mockingbird, like The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, is an iconic American
novel that demands repeated readings and, upon each reading, transforms itself into a new, more
deeply textured encounter. As child readers, we want to explore Maycomb with Scout, Jem and
Dill. We want to draw out Boo Radley and thank him for his hidden treasures. We don‟t want to
go to school. We want our father to be younger and cooler. As adolescent readers, we may want
the same, but now our adventures are tainted by that other reality that is Maycomb – the racism,
the poverty, the gossip, the elitism, the injustice. Our father may still be old, but he‟s a good
lawyer and an even better shot. As adult readers, however, the gauze is completely lifted from
the idyllic portrait of small-town America, and Atticus Finch walks down Main Street with clay
feet. He may be empathic when he says that we can‟t know another person until we “climb into
his skin and walk around in it” 30); he may be compassionate when he reminds us why it is a sin
to kill a mockingbird. But when this is the “only time [Scout] ever heard Atticus say it was a sin
to do something” (90; emphasis added); when he dismisses the Ku Klux Klan as “a political
organization”…that couldn‟t find anyone to scare” (147); when he does not distinguish Hitler
from among those “it is not okay to hate” (246); when he agrees that he is a “nigger lover,”
acceding that it is “a common, ugly term to label somebody” (108), yet, nonetheless, not
disassociating himself from it; when Dill is upset at Mr. Gillmer‟s treatment of Tom on the stand
– “[t]he way that man called him „boy‟ all the time an‟ sneered at him” – Scout consoles him.
“Well, Dill, after all he’s just a Negro” (199; emphasis added). If she can quote Miss Maudie
here to defend Atticus as a different kind of lawyer – “He‟s the same in the courtroom as he is on
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the public streets” (199) – whom is she quoting, remembering having said, that Tom was “just a
Negro.”
No doubt the occasion of the 50th anniversary of To Kill a Mockingbird will inspire
nostalgic rereadings and revisits to Maycomb. This paper will revisit the novel as well to
determine how Atticus Finch‟s wisdom and equanimity survive a close reading of his
memorable, but often flawed counsel. The genesis of this examination is an article published in
The New Yorker in August 2009, in which Malcolm Gladwell discusses what he perceives as
thematic weaknesses in To Kill a Mockingbird. Comparing the novel, published in 1960 but set
in 1935 Alabama, to the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s, Gladwell criticizes
Harper Lee for making Atticus Finch too much of a populist and not enough of a progressive.
Much of Gladwell‟s criticism is grounded in a literary fallacy, i.e., that Lee should have imported
60s-style activism into her 1935 setting; nevertheless, some of his observations about the iconic
Atticus Finch are troubling. Though he may not have been able to stand in the Maycomb town
square and paraphrase Martin Luther King, Finch could have been more straightforward with his
children. There are too many missed opportunities for specific lessons about race that the
precocious Scout and Jem would have understood.
In his article, “The Courthouse Ring,” Malcom Gladwell establishes the historical context
for Harper Lee by discussing the politics of [Big Jim] James Folsom, governor of Alabama from
1947-1951 and 1955-1959. Fond of saying, “All men are just alike” (26), Folsom sought
accommodation between blacks and whites rather than a complete overhaul of race relations
(26). According to his biographer, George Sims, “Folsom operated out of a sense of noblesse
oblige: privileged whites ought to adopt a more humanitarian attitude toward blacks” (qtd in
Gladwell 26). However, Gladwell writes that Brown v the Board of Education “ended Folsom‟s
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career” (27). The paternalistic accommodation that Folsom represented collapsed under the
Supreme Court ruling that now enforced actual equality, complicated, in turn, by the likes of
George Wallace and Bull Connor.
Gladwell then asks and answers where on the racial spectrum Atticus Finch lies. “He is
much closer to Folsom‟s side of the race question than he is to the civil-rights activists who were
arriving in the South as Lee wrote her novel” (27). Herein rests the flaw in Gladwell‟s analysis of
To Kill a Mockingbird. Though the novel is set in a specific historical context, it is not history.
As all novelists do, Harper Lee uses and refuses material, depending on her narrative and
thematic intentions. And though she is writing at a crossroads in American history, Brown v the
Board of Education and its consequences are unavailable to Atticus Finch. So we can analyze his
relationship with his children, his place in Maycomb, his defense of Tom Robinson, his
examination of Bob and Mayella Ewell, and his concern for Boo Radley – but we must meet him
in 1935, not 1954, 1965 or 2011. Not even with a Black man in the White House.
I believe that, after all these years, only a certain masochistic tendency prompts me to ask
students whether or not they have previously read the text we are now attempting: The Sound
and the Fury – are you kidding?; The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn – no (probably banned);
Hamlet – (probably scares even the teacher); To Kill a Mockingbird – a resounding yes! This is a
beloved novel, “the timeless classic of growing up and the human dignity that unites us all”
(front cover, Warner Books, 1982); “the unforgettable novel of a childhood in a sleepy Southern
town and the crisis of conscience that rocked it” (back cover, Warner Books, 1982). Reviews are
unanimous in their encomia (“marvelous;” “a triumph;” “overflowing with life;” “tender and
searing;” inside front cover, Warner Books, 1982). Nowhere is there a criticism that Atticus
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Finch is not the civil rights activist that Malcom Gladwell demands him to be in order to make
To Kill a Mockingbird authentic.
The authenticity of To Kill a Mockingbird lies not in the political but in the domestic. The
relationships between Atticus and his children, among Scout, Jem and Dill, and among the
residents of Maycomb illuminate the sub-texts of Boo Radley and Tom Robinson. However, it
would be naïve to believe that the subtexts do not, in turn, illuminate these relationships. The
challenge that Gladwell presents to me is not that Atticus Finch falls short as a civil rights
activist; rather, his challenge prompts a closer reading of those statements that have idealized
Finch as father, lawyer and citizen to determine whether those conclusions are warranted.
The enduring profundity of this novel lies in the acknowledgement that Atticus is the
product of a racist society, yet he nobly transcends that inheritance and crafts an alternate legacy
for his children. Perhaps the most famous advice that Atticus gives is to Scout after her
disastrous first day at school. She angers her teacher because she already knows how to read and
write and resents Miss Caroline‟s prohibition. “Tell your father not to teach you anymore …I‟ll
take over from here and try to undo the damage” (17). Then, believing she is clarifying Walter
Cunningham‟s lunch money situation rather than exacerbating its awkwardness, Scout explains,
“Walter doesn‟t have a quarter at home to bring you, and you can‟t use any stovewood” (20).
Already modeling Atticus, (“a maddening sense of wisdom,” Scout calls it (116)), Jem invites
Walter home for lunch in order to undo Scout‟s damage. However, she continues. “But he‟s done
gone and drowned his dinner in syrup” (24). When Calpurnia instructs her on how to properly
treat her guests, even those whose behavior may be coarse, Scout replies, “He ain‟t company,
Cal. He‟s just a Cunningham” (24; emphasis added). Cal‟s response – anyone in their home is a
guest, regardless of his socio-economic status – is an important lesson and a counter to any
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community-held beliefs about the Cunninghams that Scout may have absorbed. To a lesser
extent than Jem, Scout has understood Atticus‟s explanation of the Cunninghams‟ situation from
the previous winter. But her remarks about Walter indicate that, though she can repeat to Miss
Caroline the substance of his circumstances, she does not understand their ramifications nor how
dismissive her words are. As precocious as Scout may be, she is only six at this point in the
novel. We are reading her recollections from an adult perspective with an adult vocabulary,
which may explain her diction. But we never get from Scout an adult evaluation that, perhaps,
some of this information and advice was either too much for her to truly understand or did not go
far enough.
That Calpurnia has the authority to speak this way to Scout and shares responsibility with
Atticus for his children‟s moral education is not surprising. This is the paradox of black/white
relations in the segregated South: the black woman may not have the right to vote or drink from
the same water fountain as her employer, but she has the right and responsibility to rear his
children. What is surprising, on the other hand, is that Calpurnia is educated and has taught the
children how to write – cursive no less (18). When Scout suggests that Atticus dismiss Calpurnia
after her reprimands, Atticus states, in no uncertain terms, that he will never get rid of her, that
she is indispensible, and that Scout must listen to her. Later in the novel, when Atticus is called
to the state capital, Calpurnia takes the children to her church. She is scrupulous about their
appearance, “I don‟t want anybody sayin‟ I don‟t look after my children” (118). Once at the
church, which Scout notes “smell[s] of clean Negro” (118), the men doff their hats and the
women cross their arms, “weekday gestures of respectful attention” (118) directed at two white
children. Later, at Tom‟s trial, “four Negroes rose and gave us their front row seats” (164).
Reverend Sykes refers to them as “Mister and Miss Finch,” not just because Atticus is defending
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Tom but because they are white. This paradoxical hierarchy – adults deferring to children – is
not unique to Lee‟s Maycomb and neither child finds these appellations or this behavior odd.
Even Calpurnia calls Jem “mister” as she explains her community to him. Scout is more
concerned with Lula‟s hostility toward Calpurnia for bringing them to First Purchase African
M.E. Church, behavior that Reverend Sykes blames on her “fancy ideas an‟ haughty ways”
(119). Lula is not worried about the safety of the children in an all-black church nor the safety of
the church for welcoming two white children. Rather, Reverend Sykes‟s description of her
remarks is a veiled allusion to the “separate but equal” sentiments of the Nation of Islam, which
emerged in the 1930s and is contemporaneous with the Maycomb of the novel; this and the
esteem in which a six-year old and a ten-year old are held go unremarked by Gladstone in his
criticism. These are historical and cultural realities, Atticus‟s position on race notwithstanding.
The visit to Cal‟s church also provides Lee with a narrative opportunity to educate Scout
and Jem about race differences other than blatant segregation. Black people do not show their
age as early as white people do; Calpurnia doesn‟t have a “real birthday;” black preachers are
more direct in their sermons, publicly singling out sinners for God‟s special attention and
reluctant congregants for more generous donations. When it is time to sing, Scout wonders how
they will follow along without hymnals. Cal explains linin‟, a practice that originated during
slavery so that illiterate slaves could participate in worship services. When Jem suggests that the
collection money go toward hymn books for everyone, he and Scout are shocked to learn that
Cal is one of only four people at First Purchase who know how to read. Since reading is central
to their lives, the children cannot believe that it isn‟t thus for everyone. And when they ask
where Calpurnia went to school, again they are surprised to learn that Miss Maudie‟s aunt, Miss
Buford, taught her. Cal, in turn, taught her son Zeebo, using Blackstone‟s Commentaries, given
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to her by Atticus‟s father. Since Cal is older than Atticus, and the children think Atticus is
ancient, Lee creates subversive antecedents for him that already establish his populist
(progressive?) leanings. Cal learned from Blackstone‟s; hence Jem deduces that that is why “she
don‟t talk like the rest of them” (125; emphasis added); Calpurnia doesn‟t understand – “The rest
of who?” (125). Scout, on the other hand, comments on this difference almost as soon as they
enter the church. Cal meets Lula‟s challenge to their presence “in tones I had never heard her
use. She spoke quietly, contemptuously” (119). Cal‟s idiom changes noticeably for both the
reader and Scout. “…she was talking like the rest of them” (119; emphasis added). Following up
on Jem‟s observation, Scout asks, “…why do you talk nigger-talk to the – to your folks when
you know it‟s not right?” (125). Earlier in the novel, Scout calls superstitions “nigger-talk,”
quoting Calpurnia. She uses the term again here, in Cal‟s presence, but qualifies her word choice
shortly thereafter, recorded as a dash in the text. What was Scout planning to say? Niggers? Is
she remembering Atticus‟s definition –“a common, ugly term to label somebody” (108) – and
revises herself; is the cumulative adjective, “nigger-talk” acceptable, whereas the noun “nigger”
isn‟t; is Scout distinguishing between Calpurnia and the rest of the people at First Purchase,
people who smelled of “clean Negro,” “the rest of them”? Where has she learned this
distinction?
In response to their questions, Cal does differentiate between the language she uses with
the Finches and “the rest of them,” setting up two discursive communities that we can
understand. She knows her audiences and speaks accordingly, crafting her diction and intonation
for maximum effect. Both children challenge, or perhaps dismiss her identification with other
blacks as an explanation for her idioms. “Well, in the first place, I‟m black- “That doesn‟t mean
you hafta talk that way when you know better” (126; emphasis added). Both Jem and Scout
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chastise Calpurnia for her non-standard English, much like Atticus would correct them.
Immediately following Cal‟s explanation, that she will not patronize her neighbors, Scout asks if
she can spend time with her at her house. Calpurnia has taught an important lesson, but neither
child appears to have heard it. Indeed, Scout may be more curious about Cal now that she has
seen her in a different, black, context than anything else. She had never considered Cal‟s age –
“If I had ever thought about it…but then I had never thought about it.” “That Calpurnia led a
modest double life never dawned on me. The idea that she had a separate existence outside our
household was a novel one, to say nothing of her having two languages” (125). Scout‟s
narcissism is typical for her age; the separate lives Calpurnia leads are typical for her time. That
Atticus provides no insight into the life of the woman to whom he entrusts his children may be
typical for the historical period but not for a man of Atticus‟s race consciousness. It is
conspicuous by its absence.
When Atticus draws out Scout‟s “misfortunes” during her first day at school and
thoughtfully counsels, “You never really understand a person until you consider things from his
point of view –” Scout does not quite understand. “Sir?” And so he revises his language. “-until
you climb into his skin and walk around in it” (30), the perfect expression of compassion and
empathy. He then connects the day‟s events to this adage and, for a nanosecond, Scout appears to
understand her problem with Miss Caroline. Then she attempts to apply his logic to her own –
that she no longer has to attend school if Burris Ewell does not. This leads Atticus to an
explanation of who the Ewells are and why they do not follow the same rules as everyone else.
Actually, his language is somewhat brutal for a man of Atticus‟s sensibilities, perhaps because
Bob Ewell, a single parent like Atticus, has abdicated his responsibility to his children: the
Ewells are the disgrace of Maycomb; they do not work; they live like animals; Bob Ewell will
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never change his ways (31). Though no one would argue that Bob Ewell inspires sympathy, he is
an ironic inversion of Atticus‟s aphorism. Perhaps because Atticus shifts his attention to Ewell‟s
children – “… his children have a way of crying from hunger pains…Are you going to take out
your disapproval on his children?” – the reader may not want to “climb into [Ewell‟s] skin and
walk around in it,” but the community deliberately turns a blind eye to his activities. (This
description of a twisted symbiotic relationship between the townspeople and the ne‟er-do-well
echoes Anse Bundren in William Faulkner‟s As I Lay Dying. “Like most folks around here, I
done holp him so much already I cant quit now” (33); Because be durn if there ain‟t something
about a durn fellow like Anse that seems to make a man have to help him, even when he knows
he‟ll be wanting to kick himself next minute” (192, Vintage International, 1985)). Nevertheless,
to place this description of Bob Ewell directly after the statement that sets Atticus apart from
other men is a dubious juxtaposition, subtly undermining Atticus‟s graciousness though, perhaps,
proving him as human as the rest of us. If Lee needed to introduce the Ewells this early in the
novel, this narrative necessity nonetheless troubles her thematic intentions.
After the trial, when Bob Ewell spits in his face, Atticus repeats this philosophy to
assuage Jem‟s anxiety that Ewell is a threat.
See if you can stand in Bob Ewell‟s shoes a minute. I destroyed his last shred of
credibility at that trial, if he had any to begin with. The man had to have some kind of
comeback, his kind always does. So if spitting in my face and threatening me saved
Mayella Ewell one extra beating, that‟s something I‟ll gladly take. He had to take it out
on somebody and I‟d rather it be me than that houseful of children out there. You
understand?
Jem nodded. (218; emphasis added)
Aunt Alexandra is not so reassured and warns that “[h]is kind‟d do anything to pay off a grudge.
You know how those people are” (218; emphasis added). Again, though readers detest Ewell and
everything he represents, Atticus has been depicted as somehow different, better than us, never
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reduced to the same visceral reactions as we are. So he has taken Ewell‟s repulsive spittle on the
jaw to protect Mayella and the other children from his impotent rage – a knight in shining armor,
perfect Southern gentleman, Savior – but his language (and his sister‟s) nevertheless reveals a
certain classism to which readers believe that Atticus Finch is immune.
As problematic as this assessment of the Ewells may be, Atticus is describing a real class
distinction in his Jim Crow South. When Bob Ewell is called in court, “a little bantam cock of a
man rose and strutted to the stand” (170). According to The American Heritage Collegiate
Dictionary, a bantam is “often a miniature of a larger breed;” “a small but aggressive and spirited
person.” Lee‟s word choices here are perfect. Flanked by men like Atticus Finch and Judge
Taylor, Bob Ewell is not a real man; he does not support his family nor provide for them. He
shamelessly lives off of the community and has apparently fathered Maycomb‟s next generation
of ne‟er-do-wells. As Scout observes, “All the little man on the witness stand had that made him
any better than his nearest neighbors was, that if scrubbed with lye soap in very hot water, his
skin was white” (171; emphasis added). His behavior throughout his testimony confirms this
social truth. Judge Taylor has to remind him several times about courtroom etiquette, but Scout
is certain that Ewell doesn‟t understand anything the judge has said. And the judge himself does
not believe that Ewell is capable of confining his testimony to “Christian English usage” (174).
Ewell is on his guard and believes Atticus is an easy match, not recognizing when he has
“hoisted himself on his own petard.” Though his arrogance may be misplaced in this situation,
Ewell is not incorrect to assume that he – even he –enjoys a privileged position in that
courtroom. He is white and the defendant is black – and accused of raping his daughter, a white
woman – case closed! As much of a leech on society as Ewell may be, he still occupies a higher
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rung on the social hierarchy than Tom by virtue of nothing else besides his color. Everyone
involved in the case, except Bob Ewell, sees this absurdity and shudders.
Gladwell derides the issue of class as an attempt to “substitute one prejudice for another”
(32). Paraphrasing legal scholar Steven Lubet, Gladwell diminishes Atticus‟s presentation of the
rape and argues that Tom could have, in fact, inflicted bruises on the right side of Mayella‟s face
with his right hand. By dismissing this possibility, Atticus casts suspicion elsewhere (i.e., Bob
Ewell signs his relief checks with his left hand). However, Lubet says that this strategy
“exploit[s] a virtual catalogue of misconceptions and fallacies about rape, each one calculated to
heighten mistrust of the female complainant” (qtd. in Gladwell 28). Tom‟s testimony as to what
occurred in the Ewell house fuels both Gladwell and Lubet‟s criticism of Atticus further. The
children are absent; she has saved for a year in order to send them to town for ice cream on this
particular day; when Tom stands on the chair to reach a box atop the chiffarobe, Mayella grabs
him and kisses him. Lubet evaluates Tom‟s testimony: “The „she wanted it‟ defense in this case
was particularly harsh. Here is what it said about Mayella: {s}he was so starved for sex…[s]he
was desperate for a man…And in case Mayella had any dignity left after all that, it had to be
insinuated that she had sex with her father” (qtd. in Gladwell 30). Gladwell states that this
insinuation does not inspire reader sympathy; rather, “in the eugenicist spirit of the times,” it
impugns her integrity. “The victim, coming from the same inferior stock, would likely share her
father‟s moral character” (Sizer qtd. in Gladwell 32). Gladwell concludes that Atticus, by
deprecating Mayella‟s behavior and, by extension, her DNA, deflects the attention of his allwhite, all-male jury from issues of race to issues of class. Thus, he writes, the jury can do the
right thing – acquit Tom – without compromising their innate racism or undermining “the
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foundation of their privilege” (32). He overlooks the fact that Atticus, race and class
notwithstanding, resorts finally to a simple prayer. “In the name of God, believe him” (206).
In his zeal to condemn or at least minimize Atticus‟s defense and, thus, his populism,
Gladwell ignores narrative moments that do inspire sympathy for Mayella Ewell. After a longer,
more detailed description of the despicable circumstances in which the Ewells live, Scout offers
this poignant observation:
One corner of the yard, though, bewildered Maycomb. Against the fence, in a line, were
six chipped-enamel slop jars holding brilliant red geraniums, cared for as tenderly as if
they belonged to Miss Maudie Atkinson, had Miss Maudie deigned to permit a geranium
on her premises. People said they were Mayella Ewell‟s. (170-171)
In the midst of dirt and disease and “varmints,” Mayella has created a special space of beauty for
herself. She can never actually leave this awful place, but she has fashioned a sanctuary that
remarkably remains untouched by Ewell or the many rambunctious children for whom she is a
mother. Gladwell and legal scholar Lubet sarcastically relate Tom‟s testimony as if Mayella‟s
plan – saving nickels for over a year so the children can go to town for ice cream and she can be
alone with Tom – is absurd, that she would never wittingly put herself in the despised position of
being the “sexual aggressor in the Jim Crow South” (30). Ironically, neither critic sympathizes
with her; neither considers the emotional and psychological reality that Mayella is so desperate
for a love/loving relationship, that she seeks it in inappropriate ways. Perhaps, on a deeper
psycho-social level, she knows that no Atticus Finch “will take her away from all this” and that
no one will ever suspect that she attacked Tom. She is so demoralized that her ostensible defense
of her behavior toward Tom is that what her father does to her doesn‟t count – incest may be sex,
but it isn‟t love. This distortion of love and sex is not unusual in situations of abuse. In an
autobiographical essay entitled “Brothers and Sisters,” Alice Walker writes about her gendered
upbringing. Her father took her brothers to brothels; her mother was her example of the dutiful
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wife, with all that that implies. Clearly this was not a healthy education. Walker‟s sister yearned
for a man who would love her enough to beat her. The psychological impact of her
circumstances on Mayella escapes Gladwell and Lubet, but for the reader, they condemn Bob
Ewell even further. Juxtaposed to this dramatization of class differences, Tom‟s decency is
further underscored.
Unfortunately, Scout‟s description of Mayella‟s garden has other thematic implications.
When Scout depicts how well-cared for Mayella‟s geraniums are, she compares them to Miss
Maudie‟s garden, “had Miss Maudie deigned to permit a geranium on her premises.” Somehow,
there are even class distinctions among flowers. Despite the fact that the geraniums are in “slop
jars,” Scout‟s qualification suggests that the geraniums themselves – and not their containers –
are, in some way, beneath polite Maycomb society. Scout does not consider Miss Maudie‟s
landscape choices self-important; rather, Mayella‟s choices are quaint. Thus, what appears to be
a sympathetic description of Mayella‟s garden before we actually meet her is subtly undermined
by Scout‟s perhaps unwitting patronizing tone. Later, at the trial, Mr. Gilmer passes Mayella to
Atticus with the warning that “big bad Mr. Finch has some questions to ask [her]” (181). Though
Judge Taylor chastises Gilmer for prejudicing Mayella against Atticus, he smiles at her, “I won‟t
try to scare you for a while, not yet” (181). Gladwell presents this line as a threat, but Atticus is
simply being a lawyer, Southern, but a lawyer nonetheless. He is ingratiating himself with his
witness, though Scout doesn‟t think it is working. Moreover, when I reread this line most
recently, it bothered me as well. It is manipulative and menacing, whether or not Atticus
intended it to be so. Mayella is on the defensive, having watched him decimate her father on the
stand, furious that he is mocking her each time he calls her “ma‟am.” The judge mediates,
explaining that Atticus is simply being polite (remember, he is the same in the courtroom as he is
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on the street). Scout speculates about Mayella‟s life. What could it possibly be like if no one has
ever been courteous to her? And then Atticus‟s examination unfolds, and Scout answers her own
question. Mayella‟s testimony climaxes with her execration of the jury and, by implication, all
Southern men.
That nigger yonder took advantage of me an‟ if you fine fancy gentlemen don‟t wanta do
nothin‟ about it then you‟re all yellow stinkin‟ cowards…Your fancy airs don‟t come to
nothin‟ – your ma‟amin‟ and Miss Mayellerin‟ don‟t come to nothin‟… (188)
Mayella‟s “summation” of sorts challenges the chivalric foundation of Southern society and the
standard against which all Southern men measure themselves. She and her father have been
relentlessly depicted as trash, but Atticus has addressed her as ma‟am. He has been courteous,
almost solicitous, easing her through these devastating revelations in order to exonerate his
client. But she turns the tables. Southern history requires - and she demands - that they all defend
her honor, regardless of her social class. Gladwell maintains that Atticus deflects the jury‟s
attention from race by establishing class differences that revictimize Mayella. However, like her
father before her, she claims for herself what the South owes her as a white woman it has failed
to protect. By focusing on gender, Mayella thus complicates the dynamics of the novel further.
For the jury, however, the situation is not complicated. Tom is not acquitted – and only
Jem and Malcolm Gladwell are surprised. Gladwell wants Atticus to be outraged, “[b]ut he isn‟t”
(27) – at least not visibly. And why should he be. When have we ever seen Atticus violate any
rules of Southern decorum. He is reserved and reticent, a man of few words, except in the
courtroom; consider how much about their father Jem and Scout learn from others. Readers are
moved when the children are directed to rise as Atticus passes. What they may have neglected to
notice, however, is that Atticus has spoken to the judge and court reporter and pauses to whisper
to Tom on his way out, probably informing all three of the appeal he informs his family and us
about a few pages later. Passing through “the cheerful crowd” (212), the children catch up to
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Atticus. Jem is crying, Atticus is his “impassive self again,” “looking as though nothing had
happened” (212). Once back at home, Atticus offers two significant insights. His sister
Alexandra has come to Maycomb to take care of Scout and Jem during the trial, that is to protect
them from the community outrage directed at all of the Finches because Atticus is defending
Tom. She epitomizes Southern sensibilities, voicing the cultural and social mores of the
antebellum South in 1935 Alabama. When she criticizes Atticus for letting the children witness
the trial, “go to the courthouse and wallow in it,” he counters “[i]t‟s just as much Maycomb as
missionary teas” (212). As picturesque as Maycomb may be, its bucolic image is severely
compromised by the ugliness of rape and race and class and incest. Atticus sounds painfully
straightforward here. No euphemisms or country bromides to soften the truth. He is “not bitter,
just tired” (212) – tired on every level of his identity. When Jem questions the verdict,
discouraged and defeated, “How could they do it, how could they?” Atticus answers, resignedly,
“I don‟t know, but they did it. They‟ve done it before and they did it tonight and they‟ll do it
again and when they do it – seems that only children weep” (213). There are three independent
clauses in this sentence, each linked by a conjunction but no comma, no pauses during which
Atticus can catch his breath – just a dramatic hyphen separating Maycomb from the children.
And the next day, he‟s back to normal. Except that he cries when he sees all of the food that
Tom‟s family and friends have sent in payment for his services.
Miss Maudie picks up whenever Atticus is unavailable to help Jem sort through the Tom
Robinson trial: things are not as bad as they seem; Atticus is fated to do their unpleasant jobs for
them; he is their Christian knight taking up the righteous gauntlet. Most important, but
apparently insufficient for Gladwell, is Miss Maudie‟s conclusion about Atticus and the legal
system: “Atticus Finch won‟t win, he can‟t win, but he‟s the only man in these parts who can
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keep a jury out so long in a case like that…we‟re making a step – it‟s just a baby step, but it‟s a
step” (215-216). She speaks a somewhat progressive legal and social truth of Alabama in 1935
(and Lee‟s South in 1960); the jury would never have acquitted Tom, regardless of the defense
Atticus mounted. But the points Atticus made – whether based on race or class – were enough to
give the all-male, all-white jury pause.
When the children first go to town at the start of the trial, the scene at the courthouse
square is reminiscent of a community picnic, belying the seriousness of the proceedings indoors.
Dill is fascinated by Dolphus Raymond because he is drinking from a sack and Jem explains his
circumstances. Dolphus drinks from a Coke bottle “so as not to upset the ladies” (160); he sits
with colored folks because “[h]e likes them better‟n he likes us” (161); he‟s “got a colored
woman and all sorts of mixed chillum” that Jem can distinguish from white or black kids only
because he knows they belong to Dolphus (161). Dill‟s response, “He doesn‟t look like trash”
(161), as if that is the only explanation for Dolphus Raymond‟s behavior. Jem explains that he is
not trash; he owns land and comes from an old family. In fact, Tom Robinson was injured
working a cotton gin for Dolphus (186). Dill is puzzled. If he is not trash, what other explanation
could there be for such brazenly anti-social behavior. Jem continues that Dolphus‟s prospective
bride committed suicide when she learned that Dolphus had a colored woman he intended to
keep even after they married. There is a knowing tone in Jem‟s analysis of Dolphus. Even though
he‟s only 12 (having recently entered “a phase of self-righteous rectitude,” according to Scout
(102)), he has a mature understanding of race. Dolphus Raymond‟s mixed children are sad
because neither race will accept them. When Scout challenges Jem that they may be black as
well but that if they can trace their blackness back to the Old Testament, it‟s too long ago to
matter, he counters with the awful social truth that impeded progress in race relations well past
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Lee‟s narrative South. “…around here once you have a drop of Negro blood, that makes you all
black” (162). His sympathetic explication suggests he has learned from Atticus and not
Maycomb. Unfortunately, a little later, Scout reveals an uncharitable assessment of Dolphus
Raymond by Atticus that contradicts this voice here. And, as profound as Jem‟s explanation may
be, it is not enough to sustain a conversation about race or mixed children. Even Jem is distracted
by the picnickers gathering their litter and heading into the courthouse, a building whose
architecture attests to “a people determined to preserve every physical scrap of the past” (162).
Later in the novel, Scout repeats the same grammatical construction (“just a
Cunningham) that reveals another troubling stereotype, this time in reference to Tom Robinson.
During the trial, Dill becomes upset by Mr. Gillmer‟s treatment of Tom and runs from the
courtroom. “The way that man called him „boy‟ all the time an‟ sneered at him…” Scout
consoles him. “Well, Dill, after all, he‟s just a Negro” (199; emphasis added). As with the
Cunningham reference, Scout is echoing her community but, strangely, she has not been taught
by Atticus (if not Calpurnia) that this reductive construction is unacceptable. Or if she has somewhere outside the narrative margins of the novel – she has forgotten the lesson. At the very
least, she has not remembered the Cunningham lesson long enough to apply it to Tom‟s
treatment now.
Though there is no one present to correct her grammar, an important life lesson comes
from a most unexpected quarter. Dolphus Raymond has been demonized by his neighbors for
being a drunken miscegenist. He is “an evil man,” and Scout thinks that even Atticus would not
like it “if we became friendly” (200). Hmm. But Dolphus has perpetrated a fraud against his
neighbors all this time. He drinks Coca-Cola from a brown sack and pretends to be drunk so that
people can blame his drunkenness rather than his calculated choices for his behavior. As Scout
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tries to “frame a discreet question” about his motives, it is important and interesting to note that
she is aware of common courtesy here even though she has told us that Atticus would disapprove
of the conversation. She has no scruples against insulting Walter, not because they are
contemporaries but because he‟s “just a Cunningham;” Tom is an adult, but she does not hesitate
to call him “just a Negro” to Dill. Ironically, Scout speaks the community‟s hierarchical idiom
even though her father speaks a language of inclusion and equality. Unless, of course, not
everything that Atticus says is received, recorded and remembered as he intends. Though
Dolphus says that he is helping his neighbors by giving them a reason to judge him for behavior
other than his interactions with Negroes, he appears to be compromising himself by not
completely disregarding what “folks” think. Actually, by deliberately marginalizing himself
through this ruse, Dolphus stands as a critic of Maycomb and reveals a recognition of the
community that is less sanguine than Atticus‟s observations. Scout and Dill understand him
because they are children and not yet corrupted by Maycomb and the world. He says of Dill,
Things haven‟t caught up with that one‟s instinct yet. Let him get a little older…Maybe
things‟ll strike him as being – not quite right, say, but he won‟t cry…about the simple
hell people give other people – without even thinking. Cry about the hell white people
give colored folks, without even stopping to think that they‟re people, too…you haven‟t
seen enough of the world yet. You haven‟t even seen this town, but all you gotta do is
step back inside the courthouse. (201)
A sad, profound assessment of Maycomb and a challenge to Atticus. “Climb into [someone
else‟s] skin and walk around in it” (30). Apparently, for Dolphus, the people of Maycomb
willfully refuse to do this. In return for his trusting revelation, Scout hesitates a moment between
Dolphus and the trial, grabs Dill and runs back into the courthouse. What has she heard? What
will she retain? What truth of life is being played out before her in the court? How long before
she understands it?
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Tom Robinson‟s trial is the narrative device by which Lee, through Atticus, teaches us
about race. However, the abuse that the entire Finch family endures in order for us to learn those
lessons cannot be underestimated. And, time after time, they emerge miraculously unscathed
(even at the end), and Atticus‟s wise world view is consistently confirmed. This does not mean,
however, that some of his perspectives are not oversimplified and, therefore, somewhat
problematic. The episode with Mrs. Dubose is one such example. Every small town has its
Mrs. Henry Lafayette Dubose. She is old, ill and cantankerous. Each day, as Scout and Jem walk
past her house, she greets them with bilious judgments of their upbringing and dire predictions
for their future. Atticus reminds Jem that he should, nevertheless, always be a gentleman. The
lessons in chivalry can never begin too early (Aunt Alexandra will educate Scout about how to
be a lady). Regardless of his best efforts, Jem loses his temper when Mrs. Dubose shouts, “Your
father‟s no better than the niggers and trash he works for” (102). In an uncharacteristic
demonstration of anger, Jem tramples Mrs. Dubose‟s garden and decapitates her camellias.
Though Jem believes he has defended Atticus‟s honor, he is corrected by his father. This
behavior toward a sick old woman is inexcusable. As retribution, Jem cleans up his mess and
replants her garden. However, because he is not truly remorseful, he must read to Mrs. Dubose
every afternoon. She is repulsive and scary, given to drooling and tremors. Only after she dies do
we learn that she was a morphine addict, and Jem‟s reading eased her through withdrawal until
she died on her own terms. Atticus eulogizes her as “a great lady,” an example of “what real
courage is,” “the bravest person [he] ever knew” (112). Somehow, everything she said about the
children, and Atticus in particular, is mitigated by her courage. “It‟s when you know you‟re
licked before you begin but you begin anyway and you see it through no matter what” (112).
Earlier in this episode, Atticus explained to Scout that though her schoolmates and adults in
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Maycomb may resent his defense of Tom – and things are bound to get worse as the trial
progresses – “the way we conduct ourselves when the chips are down –“ (104), the rest remains
unsaid though killing camellias is clearly not the best way to conduct themselves. He
acknowledges that his children may not quite understand why he has exposed them to such
vitriol, but he hopes that when they are older, they will empathize with his reasons. “Tom
Robinson‟s case. . .goes to a man‟s conscience. I couldn‟t go to church and worship God if I
didn‟t try to help that man” (104). Scout remains unconvinced. “[M]ost folks seem to think
they‟re right and you‟re wrong” (105). He reassures her that people are entitled to their opinions,
but matters of conscience are not negotiable. Noble sentiments, but she is about eight years old.
She can see and hear the vehemence of Maycomb‟s contempt. However, she has no objective
correlative against which to measure “conscience,” and the outcome of the trial will not clarify
matters for her.
When Scout asks what a “nigger-lover” is, Atticus defines the term as meaningless, like
“snot-nose. …ignorant, trashy people use it when they think somebody‟s favoring Negroes over
and above themselves. It‟s slipped into usage with some people like ourselves, when they want a
common, ugly term to label somebody” (108). Because his definition is so negative, Scout
concludes he isn‟t one. But he asserts, “I certainly am. I do my best to love everybody …it‟s
never an insult to be called what somebody thinks is a bad name. It just shows you how poor that
person is, it doesn‟t hurt you” (108). And he excuses Mrs. Dubose‟s use of the word because
“[s]he has enough troubles of her own” (108). The “N” word is embedded in Atticus‟s society
precisely because it denigrates those against whom it is used. And it definitely is not a
compliment, as he makes it sound when he owns the term and continues that he tries to love
everyone. This is a word so laden with historical implications that it cannot be rehabilitated,
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whether it is used by Atticus Finch, Mrs. Dubose or DMX. If using the word as he describes
diffuses its power, much like its use is often defended today, then we can easily say, “Martin
Luther King, civil rights leader, nigger;” Maya Angelou, poet, nigger;” Barack Obama, president
of the United States, nigger.” I don‟t think so.
Another inconsistency for Scout that goes unresolved is her question about Hitler. World
War II is percolating around the novel‟s periphery, but we do not want to imagine Jem in a
uniform. In any event, Scout‟s class is discussing Hitler and his persecution of the Jews. Miss
Gates differentiates between Germany‟s totalitarian regime and DEMOCRACY. Remembering
one of Atticus‟s campaign slogans, Scout defines the term. “Equal rights for all, special
privileges for none” (245). Miss Gates continues that we do not persecute anyone in America
because we‟re not prejudiced. Cecil doesn‟t understand why Jews are persecuted. After all,
they‟re white. Clearly both teacher and students do not perceive the irony here. Except for Scout.
Miss Gates reassures Cecil that high school will answer all of his questions about Jewish
persecution. Right now, it‟s time for arithmetic. But Scout can‟t do the math. One Hitler and
millions of Jews. Why can‟t they stop him? Even Atticus doesn‟t have an answer. However,
when Scout asks if it‟s okay to hate Hitler, he adamantly responds that it‟s not okay to hate
anyone. Loving everybody, climbing into other people‟s skin and walking around in it –
quintessential Atticus Finch. But Hitler? Come on! Maybe “hate” is too strong for 2nd grader
Scout, but there must be another word, another way to separate Hitler from the human
community, to exclude him from Atticus‟s universal rule of love. Apparently not. Miss Gates has
said that the historical persecution of the Jews is wrong and unjust, but she does not apply this to
Tom and other Negroes in Maycomb. Jem is so angry about the verdict that he cannot discuss
Miss Gates with Scout, and though Atticus overhears this outburst, he explains that Jem is
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“having a rough time these days” dealing with the verdict (247). He does not ask Scout about her
rough time. The usually articulate Scout cannot verbalize this moral contradiction, and her
usually perceptive father does not apprehend her confusion.
This isn‟t the first time that Atticus betrays an uncommon naiveté. Remember Malcolm
Gladwell? He calls out Atticus on this Hitler business and another conversation about the KKK,
criticizing him as an accommodationist, not a reformer. Just after he is confronted by an angry
group of men about Tom‟s trial, Atticus dismisses Jem‟s fear of gangs. “We don‟t have mobs
and that nonsense in Maycomb” (147). Apparently, the KKK had once gone after some
Catholics. Again – “I‟ve never heard of any Catholics in Maycomb” either (147) (perhaps they
all moved after the Klan went after them). Is that a good thing? But he clarifies Jem‟s confusion.
“Way back about 1920 [15 years before the time of the novel] there was a Klan, but it was more
of a political organization than anything else” (147; emphasis added). He does not explain why a
“political organization” would parade in front of Sam Levy‟s house one night. The Levys,
though “Fine Folks” by Maycomb standards, were the only Jews in town (perhaps the others
followed the Catholics out of Dodge). Atticus makes it sound as if Sam wagged a disapproving
finger at these anonymous neighbors clad in sheets they had probably purchased in his store and
sent them away feeling guilty. A Jewish grandmother in Maycomb! Even Jem has closed all the
lights in their home when Atticus steps outdoors to meet this group of disgruntled neighbors, and
they are all white and Protestant. Are we really to believe that Sam Levy was not afraid for his
life? Gladwell reminds us of the famous case in 1915 of Leo Frank, a Jew wrongly convicted of
murdering Mary Phagan, a 13-year old girl. The prosecutor in the case referred to Frank as Judas
Iscariot, and the crowd at the trial shouted, “Hang the Jew” (Gladwell 28). Anti-Jewish sentiment
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in the South was superseded only by anti-black sentiment. It is difficult to believe that Atticus
Finch does not know this. Or – worse still – willfully ignores it.
The night before Tom is to be moved to the county jail, Atticus sits alone in front of the
Maycomb jail to ward off any trouble. Jem, Scout and Dill sneak downtown to check on him, but
before they can head back home, a mob arrives. Hiding in the shadows and whispering so that
they cannot be identified – their version of Klan sheets and hoods – the men demand that Atticus
hand over Tom. When the children reveal themselves, Atticus is more worried about them than
he is about Walter Cunningham and his ilk. As one man grabs Jem and Scout kicks him into
submission, even here, even now, Atticus stops Scout. “We don‟t kick folks” (153). The children
had recognized the earlier crowd as Maycomb townspeople; as she looks around for a familiar
face this time, she lights on Mr. Walter Cunningham. She innocently greets him, reassures him
about his legal woes, asks him to say hey to Walter, her classmate of drowninghisbiscuitsinsyrup
fame, and unwittingly silences any threat to Atticus, Tom or Jem, and sends these men away
feeling guilty – like Sam Levy and the Klan. And a little child shall lead them.
Again, the familiar becomes unrecognizable to Scout, and Atticus has to explain the
previous night‟s events to her. He has described Walter Cunningham as a friend, a hard-working
farmer who pays his debts with stovewood and hickory nuts. As far as the events of the previous
night, Atticus explains that “Mr. Cunningham is basically a good man. . .he just has his blind
spots along with the rest of us” (157). Jem disagrees. That Cunningham would have killed
Atticus if the children had not appeared is not “a blind spot.” But Atticus finesses his way
through this one, too. When they were older, they would understand that people constitute mobs,
“people you know – doesn‟t say much for them, does it?” (157). But he doesn‟t explain what it
does say. The fact that they responded to Scout “proves something – that a gang of wild animals
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can be stopped, simply because they‟re still human. . .you children last night made Walter
Cunningham stand in my shoes for a minute. That was enough” (157). Atticus is vindicated
because his guiding principle is confirmed by another in an unexpected quarter. As he
rationalizes Walter Cunningham‟s blind spot, the reader wonders if Atticus recognizes his own.
He can defend Tom against charges that most reasonable men in Maycomb recognize as
spurious. However, for someone as intelligent and compassionate as Atticus Finch, his parochial
view of the ramifications of Maycomb‟s prejudices is seriously myopic and, sometimes,
heartbreakingly disappointing.
Atticus Finch symbolizes Harper Lee‟s hope for America. A thoughtful, compassionate
voice for racial and social equality, he is also a fictional construct of her intelligence and
imagination. Consequently, there are narrative weaknesses and inconsistencies, moments when
Atticus misses opportunities, sounds self-righteous, challenges our complacency and remains
preternaturally calm. But these are Lee‟s weaknesses as a writer, not Atticus‟s weaknesses as a
man. Contrary to Gladwell‟s assertions, these problems do not undermine the novel‟s themes or
threaten its stature as the great American novel of the 20th century. When Gregory Peck died in
2003, both he and Atticus were eulogized. In “Prayer at the Death of Gregory Peck,” Walter
Brueggemann writes, “Atticus Finch is dead!.…We grieve because so much of our/best has died
in his death” (83). Rarely is an actor so inextricably identified with a single role, but with Peck‟s
death, we had lost something more than an acting talent. To a certain extent, in his performance,
the word had become flesh. We could actually see and hear the man whose wise, unflappable
demeanor would come to symbolize the ideal father, lawyer, citizen. Perhaps that is why writing
this paper was so difficult. Criticizing Atticus in any way, finding him wanting in certain crucial
situations, seems like an attack on an institution - a betrayal. Yet the hallmark of maturity and
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self-awareness is the ability to look at our fathers, biological and literary, appreciate and emulate
their strengths but also identify, understand and learn from their weaknesses. This is the role of
the child. This is the responsibility of the scholar.
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Without Center or Circumference: Jorge Luis Borges, Master of Paradox

―No hay ejercicio intelectual que no sea finalmente inútil‖ (Jorge Luis
Borges, ―Pierre Menard‖ 53)

The Argentine author Jorge Luis Borges (1899-1986) routinely included paradoxical
statements and situations in his writings. In ―El Aleph,‖ for example, he addresses the dilemma
involved when one attempts to enumerate the specific elements of an infinite series: ―El
problema central es irresoluble: la enumeración, siquiera parcial, de un conjunto infinito‖ (191).
He writes of a seemingly oximoronic ―instante gigantesco,‖ of seeing ―millones de actos
deleitables o atroces‖ and marvelling that ―todos ocuparan el mismo punto, sin superposición y
sin transparencia‖ (―El Aleph‖ 191). Borges possesses, in the words of Alvin Gouldner, ―the
capacity to make problematic what had hitherto been treated as given; to bring to reflection what
before had only been used.‖ Borges provokes us into stretching our ―capacity to think about our
thinking,‖ to examine ―our groundings,‖ to enter discourse at the level of ―metacommunication‖
(Gouldner, cited in Culler, On Deconstruction 11).
Much of the theoretical play in Borgesian fiction derives from what Jacques Derrida calls
an ―absence of the transcendental signified,‖ (―Of Grammatology‖ in Critical Theory Since 1965
108). The French writer Maurice Blanchot challenges a central unifying concept in the
Argentine‘s fiction: the concept of the infinite (―The Essential Solitude‖ 269). Blanchot finds
that infinite space is in effect a prison with no escape (270). At the surface, infinite space and a
confining prison seem to be binary opposites. Their instability in the fiction of Borges, as
demonstrated by Blanchot, provides evidence of the deconstructionist nature of Borges‘s
writings about space.
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Borges was writing without a center well before Derrida popularized the notions of
deconstruction and play. Rodríguez Monegal explains that he had read Borges before becoming
familiar with Derrida and consequently was less impressed with the French philosopher‘s
originality than were others: ―I could not understand why [Derrida] took so long in arriving at the
same luminous perspectives which Borges had opened up years earlier‖ (―Borges and Derrida:
Apothecaries,‖ in Borges and His Successors 128).
Just as Borges perceptively theorizes that later writings help us see earlier texts in a new
light, so Derrida‘s theoretical insights open new vistas into the theoretical underpinnings of
Borges‘ fiction. Thanks to Derrida we now see more clearly how Borges destabilizes binary
opposites in his writing, thereby eliminating the possibility of a stable center, and allowing play.
The Argentine intentionally seeks to avoid dominating his text, and lets it develop according to
its own dynamic. In a 1984 interview (he died in 1986), Borges was asked, ―¿Cómo construye
usted sus obras?‖ He responded, ―Trato de intervenir lo menos posible. Creo que lo mejor es
dejar que la obra se abra camino, se construya a sí misma‖ (Otro Borges 181). Borges, not a
deconstructionist by conscious choice, manifests deconstructionist tendencies in his writing, and
did so well before Derrida ever added the concept to the theoretical panoply. The playful nature
of Borgesian texts was obvious to readers prior to Derrida‘s pivotal theoretical contribution;
following the enunciation of the Frenchman‘s notion of play, that concept added greater
conceptual meaning to the Argentine‘s already existent playful texts. Derrida unwittingly
demonstrates that the lack of a stabilizing logos in the world of Borgesian fiction and poetry
unleashes the capacity for the text itself to engage in theoretical wanderings. Borges‘s penchant
for toying with words, concepts (and ultimately readers) becomes, thanks to Derrida, simply part
of a larger scene of hermeneutical ambivalence, of unending interpretive play. This places heavy
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responsibility on the reader. ―The goal of literary work (of literature as work),‖ argues Barthes in
his book S/Z, is to make the reader no longer a consumer, but a producer of the text‖ (4).
Not only do Derrida‘s rich theoretical contributions shed retrospective light on Borges‘s
writings, but his philosophical writings are influenced by the Argentine‘s texts. As GonzálezEchevarría suggests, the three epigraphs (Borges-Joyce-Borges) preceding a chapter in
La Pharmacie de Platon demonstrate Derrida‘s intellectual debt to Borges:
―Derrida dares to indicate, in the complex manner shown here, that Borges is one of his
sources; that the representative of a recent, marginal literature, is within the central
tradition, corroding it yet making it possible‖ (―Borges and Derrida‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge
Luis Borges 232; entitled ―BdeORridaGES (BORGES Y DERRIDA) when originally
published in Isla a su vuelo fugitiva).
Each of the three epigraphs makes reference, explicit or implicit, to Thoth, the legendary
god of writers who appears in Plato‘s Phaedrus. Both Borges and Derrida attack the logocentric
tradition that prevailed in ancient Greece. Their work is like a foreign supplement, an inclusion
into the canon of the previously marginalized. Like the epigraphs in Derrida‘s chapter, they are
outside the standard text, and yet they are not mere paraphrases of that text‘s meaning, but rather
an integral part of a new, more inclusive text. ―The Borges-Joyce-Borges epigraphs, furthermore,
play in the ‗Pharmacie‘ a role similar to that of the Thoth myth‖; like ―a foreign mythology‖ they
are both separate from, and part of, the main text (―Borges and Derrida‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge
Luis Borges 231). González-Echevarría warns against attempting to convert Borges‘s tantalizing
―marginality into a panacea‖ or ―into a logocentric father, into the possessor of the
transcendental signified‖ (―Borges and Derrida‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge Luis Borges 233).
One of the finest metaphors for deconstructionists in Borgesian literature is the title of
Borges‘s personal favorite El libro de arena (The Book of Sand). Late in life, when Borges was
asked, ―de sus libros, ¿cuál salvaría preferentemente?‖ he responded,
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―Uno solo. Prefiero olvidar a todos los demás. Es de fácil lectura, se llama El libro de
arena, y es de cuentos cortos. Sería mejor limitarse a este libro y olvidarse de todos los
demás que escribí, que no son más que borradores de éste‖ (Otro Borges 188).
In the story from which the volume takes its title, the protagonist trades a Wycliffe Bible,
a book with a center and therefore with limited tolerance for play, for a book with immense
capacity for play, one that changes with each reading: a ―Book of Sand because neither sand nor
this book has a beginning or an end‖ (―The Book of Sand‖ in Collected Fictions 481). As
González-Echevarría points out, ―Neither Borges nor Derrida takes the hegemony of GraecoRoman discourse for granted‖ (―Borges and Derrida‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge Luis Borges 232). The
book‘s beginning and ending are impossible to reach (suggesting both past and future textual
play, a merging of the Derridian and Kafkaesque).
―I took the cover in my left hand and opened the book, my thumb and forefinger almost
touching. It was impossible: several pages always lay between the cover and my hand. It
was as though they grew from the very book‖ (―The Book of Sand‖ 481).
Like a deconstructionist reader shattering conventional literary norms, the protagonist
finds that ―the number of pages in this book is literally infinite. No page is the first page; no page
is the last‖ (482). Moreover, a metonymic relationship exists between the magical text and
fictional ―reality‖: ―I felt it was a nightmare thing, an obscene thing, and that it defiled and
corrupted reality‖ (483).
Another masterpiece on the theme of shifting and perennially changing textual meaning
is ―Pierre Menard, autor del Quijote.‖ At a superficial level it seems absurd that a modern writer
would attempt to write, as if it were an original enterprise, a well-known classic such as that of
the renowned Spanish author Miguel de Cervantes; and yet, ―Menard has re-enacted Don
Quixote‖ (Alicia Borinsky, ―Repetition, Museums, Libraries‖ in Jorge Luis Borges 153). But in
reality, Menardian writings, performed by Menardian readers, are performed routinely, even if
commonly without the reader‘s knowledge of their complicity in Menardian interpretation.
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―Pierre Menard,‖ like the writings of Kafka, adds meaning to previous and future texts. Doris
Sommer argues that the nineteenth century Argentine author ―Sarmiento strategically misreads
Cooper,‖ something she judges was ―not absurd for Sarmiento‖ because it was the option he
preferred. ―If everything is (and all of us are) inauthentic, it would be absurd to follow in
anyone‘s footsteps,‖ she explains. ―But it was not absurd for Sarmiento who preferred a different
option. I say option, because I imagine in my necessarily Menardian reading that he had several
to choose from‖ (74). Because of Sarmiento‘s rewriting of the novels of the American author
James Fennimore Cooper, Sommer can legitimately speak of ―Pierre Menard‘s Coopers‖ and can
appropriately categorize ―Latin American novelists‖ as ―Menardian readers‖ (75). ―Sarmiento
became the pretext for so many other Pierre Menards in Latin America‖ (77).
Borges spotlights binary opposition, so critical to the structuralists and then to the
deconstructionists, in his writings, perhaps most notably in his dramatic story ―Tema del traidor
y del héroe.‖ The hero, Fergus Kilpatrick, is also the traitor who seeks to redeem his honor,
while simultaneously encouraging the success of a rebellion in Ireland, a country that deeply
admires this public-hero-private-traitor. The story includes several binary opposites: a hero and a
traitor, a past murder (Caesar) and a present one (Kilpatrick), actors in dramatic productions and
actors in political scenes, the makers of history and those who write it. This story exhibits, in the
words of the most prominent deconstructionist, Jacques Derrida, ―the tension between play and
history [and] between play and presence. Play is the disruption of presence [or center]
(―Structure, Sign and Play‖ 93). The story carries within it its own destabilizing ―parasite‖; it
deconstructs itself. As Derrida, argues, texts can routinely be shown to contain binary opposites
that, when carefully probed, will demonstrate their arbitrary nature and inherent instability,
thereby deconstructing the purported theoretical unity of the text.
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―Deconstruction is not a dismantling of the structure of a text,‖ J. Hillis Miller reminds
us, ―but a demonstration that it has already dismantled itself‖ (cited in Abrams, ―Deconstruction‖
in A Glossary of Literary Terms 40). Barbara Johnson calls this process ―a careful teasing out of
warring forces of signification within the text‖ (cited in Hawthorn, A Glossary of Contemporary
Literary Theory 48). In his clever article ―The Critic as Host,‖ Miller argues that deconstructive
parasites (―from the Greek parasitos, ‗beside the grain‘‖) predictably exist within their textual
hosts, the literary grain on which they feast, and which they destabilize from within (In Adams
and Searle 453). Not only is it true, argues Miller, that ―there is no parasite without a host,‖ but
each textual host has its own parasites beside it. Language is used to deconstruct language,
―words will become the fire they have ignited and vanish as words.‖ Paradoxically, explains
Miller, ―the words … always remain, there on the page, as the unconsumed traces of each
unsuccessful attempt to use words to end words‖ (461). Because ―language requires an absolute
foundation, and … since there is no such ground, there is no stop to the play of undecidable
means‖ (Abrams, ―How to Do Things with Texts‖ 438). Abrams, who questions the validity of
Derrida‘s methodological approach, maintains that the French philosopher‘s ―consciously vain
endeavor to find a point outside the logocentric system on which to plant his deconstructive
lever‖ is engaged in ―a deliberate exercise in ultimate futility, in a genre of writing he has almost
single-handedly invented—the serious philosophy of the absurd‖ (―How to Do Things with
Texts‖ 440). Absurd or not, Derrida‘s deconstructive philosophy is a useful tool for interpreting
Borges‘s writings, particularly since the great fiction writer commonly destabilizes his own work
in an obvious manner. Moreover, he finds the exercise of writing, ultimately, absurd: ―No hay
ejercicio intelectual que no sea finalmente inútil‖ (Jorge Luis Borges, ―Pierre Menard‖ 53).
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Miller‘s analysis of Borges‘s ―La muerte y la brújula‖ provides an example of his
contention that deconstruction is ―a demonstration that it has already dismantled itself‖ (cited in
M. L. Abrams, ―Deconstruction‖ in A Glossary of Literary Terms 40). Borges establishes two
characters, Scharlach and Lönnrot, as representatives of binary opposites. Scharlach (a symbol of
chance, disorder, and lack of metaphysical presence) despises Lönnrot (a champion of order,
philosophical meaning, and grounded center). Scharlach‘s murder of Lönnrot represents the
annihilation of this center. ―La tristeza de Scharlach,‖ explains Miller,
―es la del escéptico o incrédulo, para quien nada en el universo tiene un sentido
intrínseco. Lönnrot llega a compartir la tristeza con Scharlach en el momento de
reconocer que este lo ha engañado, que la hipótesis de una explicación rabínica de los
crímenes [incluso unos asesinatos que Lönnrot intenta resolver], es falsa‖ (―La figura en
‗La muerte y la brújula‘ de Borges: Red Scharlach como hermenéuta‖ in Diseminario
165).
There is sadness for both the character who finds no meaning in the world and the one
who trusts that there is meaning, that there is an ―explicación rabínica.‖ These two worldviews
do not form a dialectic that results in either a happy or a stable synthesis; rather, they suggest a
set of binary opposites – order and meaning versus chaos and futility – which, lacking a center,
deconstruct. Symbolically, the ―triste‖ Scharlach conquers the ―triste‖ Lönnrot at a place called
Triste-le-Roy, where sadness is king (Miller 166). At this mysterious site, one (yet strangely
more than one) figure, a composite Hermes-Jano (Janus), destabilizes other figures in what
Miller terms a ―batalla entre figuras‖ (Miller 166-167). Borges places his images and characters
in ―la quinta de Triste-le-Roy.‖ Hermes, with two faces, is not the traditional messenger of the
gods. Borges destabilizes the conventional sign of Hermes as he disconnects the traditional
relationship between signifier and signified and converts the mythical messenger into Jano (the
two-faced image capable of gazing on both past and present simultaneously). This multifaceted
mythological amalgamation ―es usado para desmantelar las figuras del triángulo, el rombo, y el
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laberinto central, y las suposiciones hermenéuticas que corresponden a estas figuras‖ (Miller
167-168). It then self-deconstructs; ―se duplica a sí misma dentro de sí misma, para que cada
versión descalifique y anule a la otra‖ (Miller 171). The reader is left with no hermeneutic center
and a sense of futility. ―Once the Author is removed, the claim to decipher a text becomes quite
futile,‖ explains Barthes (Image-Music-Text 147). Borges ―deja al lector atrapado en una
oscilación estéril, incapaz de adelantarse, dominado y declarado hermenéuticamente impotente‖
(Miller 172). Even the triumphant figure of Hermes-Juno, which initially suggests a hope for an
interpretive logos, ultimately disintegrates (Miller 172). According to Miller, the dominant figure
not only deconstructs the other figures but also the accompanying ―capacidad de las figuras de
proporcionar conocimiento, en descifrar el sentido oscuro del mundo‖ (Miller 168). Certainty, of
the type Lönnrot seeks, proves elusive: ―el mundo carece de sentido, … es un caos pasivo y sin
sentido que espera inocentemente ser envuelto en una red de significados, ser atrapado por
Scharlach‖ (Miller 168). Miller argues that Borges‘s ―La muerte y la brújula‖ demonstrates the
wisdom of his colleague Paul de Man‘s contention that the underlying paradigm in every text is
comprised of ―una figura (o sistema de figuras) y su desconstrucción‖ (Miller 170). As Miller‘s
own theory suggests, Borges does the deconstructing and Miller simply points out how and
where such deconstruction has occurred. It is important to remember also, we might add, that
Miller is the deconstructionist, and Borges simply the author of a text that ―has already
dismantled itself.‖ (The same could be said of the writing of Cervantes, but this does not mean
that Cervantes, any more than Borges, is a deconstructionist.)
The theoretical interplay between elusive figures in ―La muerte y la brújula‖ is
reminiscent of Foucault‘s views on the elusive nature of dealing with textual ―resemblances‖ in
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The Order of Things:
―the experience of language belongs to the same archaeological network as the
knowledge of things and nature. To know those things was to bring to light the system of
resemblances that made them close to and dependent upon one another; but one could
discover the similitudes between them only in so far as there existed, on their surface, a
totality of signs forming the text of an unequivocal message [which a disillusioned
Lönnrot finds evasive]. But then, these signs themselves were no more than a play of
resemblances‖ (41). The result is an unsettling Scharlach-like (and Derrida-like) scenario
of ―infinite play‖ (42).
In ―El sur,‖ the protagonist Juan Dahlmann represents (and blurs), within himself, a
number of traditional pairs of binary opposites: city and countryside, foreign and native, real and
unreal, gaucho and gauchesco, sane and insane, ill and well, inside and outside, living and dead.
However, there is no satisfactory synthesis as the two Dahlmanns merge; rather there is a
shattering of binary opposites, a removal of any firm foundational center, and an invitation to
interpretive play. As di Giovanni comments,
―‗El sur‘ es en efecto la historia de un espejismo … Hay en realidad varios argumentos.
En uno el hombre posiblemente murió en la mesa de operaciones y todo era un sueño
suyo en el que se esforzaba por lograr la muerte que quería. Quiero decir, quería morir
con una navaja en la mano en la pampa; quería morir peleando como sus antepasados
habían peleado anteriormente‖ (cited in Shaw, Ficciones: Jorge Luis Borges 104).
When Borges writes that ―Dahlmann, perplejo, decidió que nada había ocurrido, y abrió
el volumen de las Mil y Una Noches, como para tapar la realidad‖ (El Sur 194), it is as though
Borges, in the memorable expression of Cortázar, ―hubiera querido desprenderse lo antes posible
y de la manera más absoluta de su criatura,… escribiéndola‖ (Del cuento breve y sus
alrededores 66).
―El sur‖ neither possesses a final, closed ending nor (as the last of a collection of stories)
provides a fixed cover for Ficciones. As Borges explains, ―Todo episodio, en un cuidadoso
relato, es de proyección ulterior‖ (El arte narrativo y la magia 169). Borges destabilizes the
relationship between cause and effect, preferring ―el mágico, donde profetizan los pormenores,
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lúcido, y limitado‖ (El arte narrativo y la magia 170). For Borges, literature has more to do with
unstable labyrinths than predictable laws. In El Sur and other texts, Borges describes a world
with laws that exist to be broken, with unpredictable relations, with effects that lack relation to
causes, with irrational psychological situations, and with a ―sur‖ that has indeterminate meaning.
Dahlmann demonstrates that life and literature both lack a center. At story‘s end, the reader still
is not certain if Dahlmann is an urban librarian or a knife-wielding gaucho. ―Dahlmann empuña
con firmeza el cuchillo, que acaso no sabrá manejar, y sale a la llanura‖ (El Sur 195), yet it is not
even certain where he is.
Derrida explains that the traditional view of texts insists that ―if we are to approach a text,
it must have an edge‖ (―Living On: Border Lines‖ 83), but Derridian theory philosophizes about
the reality of books with indeterminate edges. Borges writes fiction with no edge, as if it were an
elusive Book of Sand, or some infinite library or unfathomable labyrinth. ―What has happened‖
to the notion of text, explains Derrida,
―is a sort of overrun [débordement] that spoils all these boundaries and divisions and
forces us to extend the accredited concept, the dominant notion of a ‗text‘‖ (83-4).
Borges‘s texts themselves lend theoretical support to the Frenchman‘s contention that
―a ‗text‘ that is henceforth no longer a finished corpus of writing, some content enclosed
in a book or its margins, but a differential network, a fabric of traces referring endlessly
to something other than itself, to other differential traces. Thus the text overruns all the
limits assigned to it so far‖ (84).
In ―La biblioteca de Babel,‖ explains Gabriela Massuh, Borges constructs ―un laberinto
cósmico en forma de un círculo cuya circunferencia era inaccesible‖ (Borges: Una estética del
silencio 161); lacking a center, Borges‘s short stories could hardly have a circumference. Words
dominate this universe, which ―contenía todas las posibilidades del lenguaje‖ (161). Words and
meanings from Borgesian texts ultimately have no limits. Foucault reflects the Borgesian notion
of the indeterminate nature of a ―book‖ when he asks, ―Is not the material unity of the volume a
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weak, accessory unity in relation to the discursive unity of which it is the support?‖
(The Archaeology of Knowledge 23). There are always external discourses that influence a given
text. To the French theorist,
―The book is not simply the object that one holds in one‘s hands; and it cannot remain
within the little parallelepiped that contains it: its unity is variable and relative. As soon
as one questions that unity, it loses its self-evidence; it indicates itself, constructs itself,
only on the basis of a complex field of discourse‖ (23).
Fiction is, by definition, not true. Yet Borges creates the semblance of truth, and playfully
destabilizes that semblance. Readers and critics then act as if it were true as they read and
analyze. Thus, the entire genre of fiction, and even more so in the case of Borgesian fiction,
lacks both center and circumference. As writers such as Derrida , Bloom, and Fish have in
essence argued, the lack of a center and the accompanying lack of fixed meanings provides
enhanced potential for interpretive displacement (see Abrams, How to Do Things with Texts
446):
―Writing implies in itself the capacity of an endless repetition deprived of any fixed
standard of authorization, therefore an ambivalent knot of death and survival‖ (―Derrida,
Jacques‖ in JHG).
And yet deconstruction is not to be confused with heedless destruction. In the criticism of
both Derrida and de Man, explains Culler, ―the thread of logic leads … into regions which are
alogical, absurd.‖ They meticulously probe until, ―sooner or later there is the encounter with an
‗aporia‘ or impasse,‖ a textual ―moment when logic fails‖ (On Deconstruction: Theory and
Criticism after Structuralism 23). Tzvetan Todorov‘s reminds us of the importance of
―construction‖ and not simply ―deconstruction‖: ―it is necessary to learn how to construct
reading – whether it be as construction or as deconstruction‖ (Todorov, ―Reading as
Construction‖ in The Reader in the Text 82).
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Both Derrida (the leading deconstructionist) and Borges (a leading mirror for the
deconstructionists) fulfill a role that González-Echevarría characterizes as ―the critic as medicine
man‖ (―Borges and Derrida‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge Luis Borges 233-4). Building on his
deconstructionist colleague‘s (Geoffrey Hartman) notion of the word as both wound and cure,
González-Echevarría urges us to remember that Borges and Derrida may be investing not only in
the deconstruction of literature but in its reconstruction, ―in spite of their hypercritical
appearance‖ (―Borges and Derrida‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge Luis Borges 234). They seems to have
approached in a remarkable way ―the Romantic dream of words that do not designate objects but
are themselves objects‖ (234). One must not, in the glare of the appealingly creative negativity in
Borgesian fiction, miss its curative quality (234).
Fergus Kilpatrick, the hero-traitor of ―Tema del traidor y del héroe,‖ is a seemingly
impossible Nathan Hale and Benedict Arnold, Thomas More and Niccoló Machiavelli, cure and
wound. He (they) personify the fusion, and consequently the imminent annihilation, of binary
opposites. Kil-patrick, in Derridian terms, is an unstable Kil-binarick who brings patriotic
stability by self-deconstructing. In so doing, employing Hartman‘s logic, he both wounds and
heals (―Borges and Derrida‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge Luis Borges 233-4). Kilpatrick‘s pseudohistorian great grandson Ryan is left with the task of de-deconstructing the scenario so that
others may continue to believe in the binary fallacy his grandfather died to preserve. As
T.S. Eliot wryly notes, ―Think now / History has many cunning passages, contrived corridors /
And issues‖ (cited in Christ, ―The Immortal‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge Luis Borges 68).
Borges challenges, in Foucault‘s language, ―the unquestioned continuities by which we
organize.‖ Foucault‘s logic help us understand the purposeful paradoxes, the planned uncertainty
of Borges‘s texts: ―beyond any apparent beginning, there is always a secret origin – so secret and
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so fundamental that it can never be quite grasped in itself‖ (The Archaeology of Knowledge 25).
In, Derrida, who coined the word logocentrism,‖ speaks of an ―absolute logos‖ that ―was an
absolute logos to which it is immediately united. This absolute logos was an infinite creative
subjectivity in medieval theology: the intelligible face of the sign remains turned toward the
word and the face of God‖ (Of Grammatology 13). Derrida and Borges reject this type of textual
center, thereby removing the possibility of fixed interpretations. The noted linguist Saussure
maintained that differences between signs defines them, and Derrida built on this premise to
argue that if differences define a sign then nothing should be outside this network of signs: ―there
is nothing outside of the text‖ or ―there is no outside-text‖ (cited in Hawthorne, ―Logocentrism‖
and ―Presence‖ in A Glossary of Contemporary Literary Theory 136, 195). Borges rejects divine
logocentrism: ―Mi Dios, mi soñador, sigue soñándome‖ (―Ni siquiera soy polvo‖ 398-401); nor
is man central: ―Soy el único hombre en la tierra y acaso no haya tierra ni hombre / Acaso un
dios me engaña‖ (Descartes 422-3). Borges, writes de Man, takes the nonlogocentric
philosophical position that ―Dios está de parte de la realidad caótica‖ (in Alazraki, Jorge Luis
Borges, 150).
Through the exposition of ―internal paradoxes and self-contradictions‖ (Abrams 438),
Derrida the deconstructionist supports his argument that language possesses no absolute base on
which to build, although he argues that such a foundation is theoretically necessary. Borges
begins ―La biblioteca de Babel‖ with this telling philosophical imagery: ―El universo (que otros
llaman la Biblioteca).‖ The traditional view of this ―interminable‖ universe-Biblioteca is that it is
comprised of a potentially infinite number of ―galerías hexagonales‖ (―La biblioteca de Babel‖
86-7). With typical nonlogocentric creativity, Borges writes,
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―Los idealistas arguyen que las salas hexagonales son una forma necesaria del espacio
absoluto o, por lo menos, de nuestra intuición del espacio. Razonan que es inconcebible
una sala triangular o pentagonal‖ (―La biblioteca de Babel‖ 87).
Borges‘s texts (not ―works‖ with delimited meaning, doxa, but ―texts‖) are ―structured
but off-centered, without closure‖ and paradoxical (Barthes, Image-Music-Text 158-159). Like
Barthes, the French New Critic Blanchot maintains that ―the writer belongs to a language no one
speaks, a language that is not addressed to anyone, that has no center, that reveals nothing‖ (―The
Essential Solitude‖ in Adams and Searle 827). The author‘s voice, having created the
reverberating echo that is a text, is silenced. As Blanchot explains, ―To write is to make oneself
the echo of what cannot stop talking‖ (827). As Borges poetically expresses the concept, ―Soy él
que es nadie, … Soy eco, olvido, nada‖ (―Soy‖ 356).
To lack a centralizing foundation is to invite paradox, and Derrida maintains that a finite
number of final meanings is impossible: ―The absence of a transcendental signified extends the
realm and the play of signification to infinity‖ (cited in Abrams 438). This lack of foundation is
consistently evident in Borgesian texts. Derrida argues that ―finite language‖ makes
―totalization‖ impossible, which facilitates ―play, that is to say, a field of infinite substitutions‖
(―Structure, Sign and Play‖ in Adams and Searle 91). Play can be present because something else
is absent: ―a center which arrests and grounds the play of substitutions.‖ In other words, play is
―permitted by the lack or absence of a center or origin‖ (―Structure, Sign and Play‖ in Adams
and Searle 91). This seems to be an underlying premise, a basic theoretical foundation, upon
which Borges classic ―El jardín de senderos que se bifurcan‖ rests. This ―play of signification to
infinity‖ is also seen in many other works.
Borges‘s poem ―Los espejos‖ provides a fitting metaphor for Derrida‘s notion of the
liberating play unleashed by nonlogocentric texts, and for the philosophical discomfort that
accompanies indeterminacy: ―Yo que sentí el horror de los espejos / No sólo ante el cristal
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impenetrable / Donde acaba y empieza, inhabitable, / un imposible espacio de reflejos. (Selected
Poems 104-07). In a sense, Borges deconstructs the text that is the universe as he writes of ―un
imposible espacio de reflejos,‖ la ―ave inversa,‖ el ―rostro que mira y es mirado,‖ los libros que
se leen ―de derecha a izquierda,‖ ―el ilusorio / Orbe profundo que urden los reflejos.‖ Like the
paradoxical interpretations of a Borgesian text without center or circumference, mirrors infinitely
expand interpretive possibilities: ―Infinitos los veo, elementales / Ejecutores de un antiguo pacto,
/ Multiplicar el mundo como el acto / Generativo, insomnes y fatales.‖ The nonlogocentric
Weltanschauung in Borges‘s fictional writings also appears in his rejection of an anthropocentric
relationship between human-subjects and mirror-objects: ―Nos acecha el cristal. Si entre las
cuatro / Paredes de la alcoba hay un espejo, / Ya no estoy solo. Hay otro. Hay el reflejo‖ (―Los
espejos‖). In ―Soy‖ Borges writes, ―Soy el que sabe que no es menos vano / Que el vano
observador … en el espejo.‖ Not only does he allow the mirror to destroy an anthropocentric
center, but Borges casts doubt on the reality of physical human presence entirely; he equates ―el
reflejo‖ emanating from the mirror with ―el cuerpo,‖ arguing that they are the same (―da lo
mismo‖), and yet this sameness is not based on any corporeal reality.
―Calling into doubt,‖ Barthes claims, ―is part of the theory itself‖ (Image-Music-Text
164). The decentered existence of humans in the textual world of Borges is evidenced by his
characterization of people themselves as mirrors: ―Soy un espejo, un eco‖ (―Yesterdays‖ 444-5).
The slippery nature of potentially centralizing notions, whether sacred or secular, are reflected in
Borges‘s meditations on authors, deity, and text: ―La historia agrega que, antes o después de
morir, se supo frente a Dios y le dijo: Yo, que tantos hombres he sido en vano, quiero ser uno y
yo. La voz de Dios le contestó desde un torbellino: Yo tampoco soy; yo soñé el mundo como tú
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soñaste tu obra, mi Shakespeare, y entre las formas de mi sueño estás, que como yo eres muchos
y nadie (―Everything and Nothing‖ 88-9).
The absence of a centering presence in the form of deity appears also in ―Los espejos‖:
―Que haya sueños es raro, que haya espejos / … Dios ha creado las noches que se arman / De
sueños y las formas del espejo / Para que el hombre sienta que es reflejo / Y vanidad. Por eso nos
alarman‖ (Selected Poems 104-7). Borges, eschews ultimate truth; he doubts profoundly. In
―Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius‖ he describes how ―los metafísicos de Tlön no buscan la verdad ni
siquiera la verosimilitud: buscan el asombro. Juzgan que la metafísica es una rama de la
literatura fantástica‖ (In Ficciones 25-26). In one typical statement, Borges writes, ―La verdad
histórica, para él, no es lo que sucedió; es lo que juzgamos que sucedió‖ (―Pierre Menard‖ 53).
Such hermeneutic liberty defies any limiting interpretive circumference.
The illusory nature of time, so prevalent in Borges‘s writings, is reflected in a line from
his ―Descartes‖: ―Acaso un dios [no Dios] me ha condenado al tiempo, esa larga ilusión‖ (4223). The language of criticism is not more powerful than the textual language itself. And great
literature invites play, defies center and circumference, and ultimately challenges, enriches, and
frustrates literary criticism, which is by nature utilitarian and limit-seeking. Textual criticism
typically attempts to exhaust the meaning of a text, to circumscribe, to encapsulate, to define
meaning in Cartesian fashion on a fixed axis with a fixed center, an origin, a point ―0, 0.‖ Quality
texts, however, perpetually elude exhaustion; consequently to seek to discover determinate
meanings in Borgesian texts is a futile exercise destined to exhaust the critic.
As much as the New Critics would like to appropriate Borges to confirm their theories,
ultimately his texts (in deconstructive fashion even before the term became fashionable)
destabilize their interpretations, and defy their annexation. Deconstructionists have a strong
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claim on his text, but Borges could never be classified as a deconstructionist in the same focused
way in which Derrida is a deconstructionist. Nevertheless, both Borges and Derrida radically
challenge ―anteriority and authority, of a transcendental signified be it a Text or an Author,‖ and
both contribute in a major way to ―a large, radical rupture or break with modern tradition.‖ They
attack, to borrow González-Echevarría‘s apt metaphor, the ―magnetic field‖ that points toward
the ―textual north‖ and they allow textual fragments, without a centering north pole, to ―freefloat‖ (―Borges and Derrida‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge Luis Borges 233). There is delightful irony in
the playful actions of Pierre Menard, whose ―solitario juego está gobernado por dos leyes
polares,‖ irony that involves ―variantes‖ that must be sacrificed ―al texto ‗original.‘‖ (―Pierre
Menard‖ 50; Sturrock, ―Odium Theologicum‖ in ―Borges and Derrida‖ in Bloom, ed. Jorge Luis
Borges 161). The ―leyes polares‖ of Borges are not those of antiquity, but uncentered,
ambiguous guides that are not guides, ―traidores‖ posing as ―héroes‖ who extend open
invitations to hermeneutical play in an ever-expanding creative universe.
Derrida‘s impact on theory (especially his poststructuralist work with deconstruction) has
been enormous. ―Sometime in the early 1970s,‖ reflects Lentricchia, ―we awoke from the
dogmatic slumber of our phenomenological sleep to find that a new creative literary presence
had taken absolute hold over our avant-garde critical imagination: Jacques Derrida‖ (cited in
Culler, On Deconstruction 12). Derrida inspired an altered paradigm and a new discourse, a
theoretical discourse enriched by the writings of Borges, who so tantalizingly reflects the new
post-structuralist approaches to criticism. Borges‘s imaginative approaches are a far cry from the
confidence of the structuralists vis-à-vis ―systematic knowledge‖ (Culler, On Deconstruction
22). Borges altered the literary landscape and introduced a unique discourse. With his
emergence, the literary community awoke from the dogmatic slumber of its theoretical sleep to
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find that a new presence (without any logocentric grounding presence) had changed, singlehandedly and dramatically, the literary world: Borges. The consistent resistance of Borges to
literary orthodoxy helped mold him into a great modern master of paradox.
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AFROCENTRIC FEATURES IN SPANISH CARIBBEAN ISLAND
DISCOURSE

DIANA PARDO
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Afrocentric Features in Spanish Caribbean Island Discourse

While at the beginning the native intellectual used to produce his work for the
oppressor… now the native writer progressively takes on the habit of addressing his own
people. - Fanon1

In the last thirty years Spanish-Caribbean literature has focused on the theme of black
identity as an expression of racial pride. This expression counteracts the stereotypical images of
blacks in earlier works such as: Sab (1841) by Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda, Cecilia Valdés
(1882) by Cirilo Villaverde, and María (1867) by Jorge Isaacs (among others), which depict
docile blacks dwelling in the suffering and humiliation of mental bondage. The absence of
images in these early works that portray blacks as worthy or dignified manifests a sense of selfhate based on the traditional colonialist order. Nevertheless, as different ideological and aesthetic
trends evolve, so does the intellectual consciousness of contemporary writers who challenge the
prevailing and existing features of traditional critics. For example, writers such as
Blas Jiménez (1948) from the Dominican Republic, and Nancy Morejón (1944) from
Cuba, have conscientiously concentrated on presenting a more believable racial depiction of
blacks in the Spanish-speaking Caribbean island discourse.
I do not discount the works of Luis Pales Matos, Nicolás Guillén, Alejo Carpentier,
among a few other important Caribbean writers, who contributed enormously to Caribbean
letters with their attempt to highlight issues of miscegenation. Just the same, I acknowledge that
at times their form of negritude was
a form of poetry characterized by African sounding words, rhythms and language, yet, a
shallow understanding of black culture… which was partly responsible for the negative
and… one dimensional images of blacks widely perpetuated in Spanish American
literature. (Jackson 469)
1

Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, (New York: Grove Press, 1963) 240.
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However, another contemporary definition of Negritude, in alliance with the innovativeness of
the Harlem Renaissance movement of the 1920’s, seeks to elevate the self-esteem of Afro
Caribbeans through artistic creativity and philosophical expression. For example,
Negritude poetic discourse […] emerged largely against this backdrop of Caribbean selfreview and self-recognition; it served as an intellectual and cultural attempt to affirm a
Caribbean affinity with Africa as well as to express faith in the Caribbean person […] the
idea of Africa and of the Caribbean was articulated in the very European languages for
which Africa and the African diaspora had been nothing but a shadow of Africa.
(Kubayanda 16)
The inclusion of afro centric discursive features serves as self-affirmation and counteracts
the black images in earlier works in which black’s portrayed stereotypical roles. In this essay, I
postulate that modern day Negritude is a discourse which has roots in “guerrilla resistance
movements among Blacks….” (124) As marooning allowed the slave to escape the rules of the
established order so does this discourse which according to Josaphat Kubayanda in “Minority
Discourse and the African Collective: Some Examples from Latin American and Caribbean
Literature” (1985), is a linkage with Africa to recuperate afro centric features against possibilities
of disappearance. This pronouncement of the roots of a minority culture arouses and nourishes a
collective sensibility while it destroys negative constructions of history.
The legacy of the runaway slave, who embodies the quintessential manifestation of
freedom galvanizes and mobilizes these writers to escape the canon’s criteria and construct one
inclusive of distinctive Afro centric features. The dedication of the collection of poems Caribe
Africano en despertar and the poem “Guerrillero” or “warrior” by Jimenez pay tribute to and
acknowledge the history of slavery and those who dared resist the established order. The
dedication of the collection of poems is as follows:
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To my grandfather, the old man
FELLO
Who was always
A beautiful black man
(18..-1982)
(He’s gone but he left us
His pride of a runaway slave)
The respect for runaway slaves exhibited in this work supports and exalts the elusive ability and
persistence to keep trackers at bay.2 The genius of runaway slaves for evading and mocking the
trackers, for centuries allowed them to maintain connection with other slaves in plantations as
well as other communities of runaway slaves called palenques, manieles or quilombos,
depending on the country.
The poem “Guerrillero” parallels the idea and sentiments of the dedication of this
collection, to a runaway slave, Jiménez’s honorable grandfather who represents courageous
resistance, tenacity, and adeptness to elude captors. The poem embodies the panoramic view of a
runaway slave living in the wilderness and praises the events that contributed to the history and
identity of blacks in the Dominican Republic. The insubordination necessary to resist the
dominant order results in a praiseworthy struggle for freedom and self-preservation. Fleeing, the
runaway slave ponders and conscientiously observes his surroundings and those factors that have
shaped his life.
The message of pride and self-love while it suggests an end to internalized racism also
favors the continuance of a legacy of resistance. The revivification of the historical occurrence
(escaping of a slave) gives a reminder of a heroic act of resistance that deserves merit and

2

This poem is dedicated to Miguel Barnet, author of Biography of a Runaway Slave (1994), a testimonial
account of the life of Esteban Montejo, a 105-year-old runaway slave.
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recognition. It also invigorates, strengthens, and highlights the overall message of black pride.
The dedication of the poem adheres to Kubayanda’s theory of “maroon literature,” which claims
“the maroon consciousness appeals to a new discourse vital to a new thinking and to the
expression of a revolutionary stream of writing in Latin America” (125).
Both, the dedication as well as the poem, preach a message of pride, and self-love, and,
while suggesting an end to internalized racism. The legacy of resistance is of major focus
because bands of maroons instilled fear in the hearts of Spaniards who realized that the runaway
slaves could easily outnumber them. They established communities and organized them to
function as well as any other. They offered homes to the runaway slaves and also served as
fortifications for revolts against the Spaniards. “The residents of the alternative community—a
society within a hostile and noninclusive larger society—were attempting to reconstruct the
values and patterns of their forebears, who had come from a number of different African
ethnicities” (Cambeira 74).
Jiménez proposes a literature that relinquishes the literary values established by the
dominant order through the image of the runaway slave and the warrior. This suggests the
deconstruction of the traditional debased self-image of the Caribbean, specifically that of the
Dominicans who, as a result of prejudice and racial discrimination, “… could not but bring the
inevitable self-questioning, self-disparagement, and lowering of ideals which ever accompany
repression and breed in an atmosphere of contempt and hate” (Dubois 77). The insubordination
necessary to resist the dominant order results in a praiseworthy struggle for freedom and selfpreservation. The original freedom fighters, the maroons, audaciously resisted the system that
sought to enslave them, and consequently enshrined a heroic legacy among the oppressed.
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Moreover in the poem “Negro,” by the poet Nancy Morejón, she rekindles a sense of
pride as she invalidates the traditional viewpoint of “others” with a language that undermines
white aesthetics and provides another vision representative of black Cuba. For instance, the
polemical perspective of the poem “Negro,” voids the “other’s” view and definition of blacks
and furnishes it with one more reflective of black people’s view of themselves.
The first perspective is congruent with that of the nineteenth century novels, Gertrudis
Gómez de Avellaneda’s Sab (1841) and Cirilo Villaverde’s Cecilia Valdés (1882), in which
black aesthetics depend on the criteria of the dominant order. These novelists depicted blacks as
undesirable and white features as the standard of beauty and superiority. However, in her poem,
Morejón refuses to allow the African element to be scathed and reduced. She makes adjustments
in language, whose
…function is clearly one of reversal at the level of speech; however, it also raises and
nurtures a combative consciousness through linguistic subversiveness. Here its function
is the affirmation of the roots of a minority culture. It has a collective value because its
goal is to arouse and nourish a collective sensibility. (Kubayanda 119)
The second perspective manifests the reversal of the language for the purpose of
reeducating a collective customarily resigned to the format established by the dominant order.
For example, Gómez de Avellaneda’s novel describes the mulata protagonist’s (Sab’s) features
as very light skin with “good” hair to agree with those of white aesthetics consequently
cancelling those of black beauty. The poem “Negro” cancels the notion of white aesthetics by
regarding these disagreeable features as the sentiments and definition of others “your hair / for
some / came from the devil’s inferno.” (72) On one hand, the poem reveals the origins of white
aesthetics imposed on blacks by “others”, and on the other hand, the language employed by
Morejón attempts to expunge these beliefs. According to hooks
The affirmation of assimilation as well as of racist white aesthetic standards was the most
effective means to undermine efforts to transform internalized racism in the psyches of
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the black masses. When these racists stereotypes were coupled with a concrete reality
where assimilated black folks were the ones receiving greater material reward, the culture
was ripe for a resurgence of color-caste hierarchy. (178)
In a similar fashion, the novel Cecilia Valdés posits white aesthetics as the standard for
beauty. Although this novel reveals the injustices of the system of slavery, “Villaverde’s novel is
hampered in part because of the white standard, in part because it deals mainly with the position
of the Mulattoes and not with black slaves” (Jackson 468). The relevance of these novels lies in
that “by speaking, opposing the romanticization of our oppression and exploitation, we break the
bonds with this colonizing past” (hooks 205). The negative connotations placed on black
aesthetics by the “other” are uncovered, dispelled, and replaced by an alternative self-image
based on black pride.
In conclusion, I theorize that contemporary writers in the Spanish-speaking Caribbean
islands are attempting to undo the stereotypes shaped during slavery in order to reconstruct the
Afro Caribbean’s image of self. Not as recognizable within the spheres of the traditional canon,
the works of Blas Jiménez and Nancy Morejón, contribute significantly to Afro-Caribbean
letters, because they espouse distinct articulations representative of their cultural, racial, and
national background. These writers reconstruct distorted images of blacks by deconstructing
customary negative images.
The weighty importance on the runaway slave epitomizes the optimal expression of
freedom. They are figures to model after; they offer an alternative to writers who seek an
expression outside the canon’s literary criteria. The runaway slave is portrayed as the protagonist
with a name who gives testimony as opposed to an object of history. These writers deface the
negative self-image by confronting stereotypes and myths rooted in history. These writers dare to
deconstruct the customary negative images in literature while it arouses and nourishes a
collective sensibility. In essence it is a maroon consciousness, one that takes flight beyond the
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boundaries contradicting and resisting the established order. Historical events are important
elements that remind readers of events that should not be forgotten.
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ANÁLISIS CRÍTICO Y COMPARATIVO DE LAS IDEAS RELIGIOSAS EN:
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Análisis crítico y comparativo de las ideas religiosas en: Pepita Jiménez,
El escándalo y Misericordia

EXTRACTO
Dentro de la gran producción literaria española, época tras época, aparecen obras de calidad
crítica en sus respectivos géneros y estilos, tantos como autores existen para expresar su genio en
las letras. Parte del siglo XIX es testigo de la aparición de una nueva corriente literaria en
España: El realismo, específicamente el realismo español.
Es durante esta corriente literaria que los escritores españoles, mediante su pluma, reflejan la
tradición y las raíces de la verdadera cultura española. Así, el realismo español se enmarca en un
contenido literario de conocimientos y, que tiene como base una cultura racionalista.
En este trabajo se introducen tres obras escritas a fines del siglo XIX; Pepita Jiménez de Juan
Valera; El escándalo de Pedro Antonio de Alarcón y Misericordia de Benito Pérez Galdós.
Muchos estudiosos han tratado estas obras principalmente mediante una crítica social,
psicológica, y cultural del ser español en su tradición histórica.
En el presente estudio, partiendo de experiencias literarias particulares de cada autor
mencionado, se trata de desarrollar un análisis crítico y comparativo de las ideas religiosas en las
obras citadas, ya sea como continuidad celestial de las obras terrenales, sea como expresión
mística y de fe, o como práctica de caridad y de justicia humanas en el contexto cristiano.

Pepita Jiménez
Juan Valera se pregunta a través de D. Luis de Vargas:
¿Hay verdadera vocación en los que se consagran a la vida religiosa y a la cura de almas,
o es sólo un modo de vivir como otro cualquiera, con la diferencia de que hoy no se
dedican a él sino los más menesterosos, los más sin esperanza y sin medios, por lo mismo
que esta carrera ofrece menos porvenir que cualquier otra? Sea como sea, la escasez de
sacerdotes instruidos y virtuosos excita en mí el deseo de ser sacerdote. (p. 21)
Por lo que se puede ver no sólo la falta de verdadera vocación religiosa, al menos en la
época de Valera, sino la mediocridad y la falta de clérigos capacitados para desempeñarse como
ministros de Cristo, y es precisamente por la falta de verdadero amor a Dios primero; segundo,
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por la falta de amor al prójimo; y tercero, por la carencia de un pensamiento auténtico y voluntad
de ser sacerdotes, por un lado, y falta de compromiso para ser buenos cristianos, por otro.
Como la mayoría de los escritores de su época, Valera conoce la doctrina de Karl Krause
quien considera al mundo de la realidad o mundo finito como contenido de la esencia del ser
supremo mediante su enunciado Pananteísta (armonía de teísmo y panteísmo). Valera, en la
expresión de esa filosofía toma la voz de D. Luis de Vargas, postulante a sacerdote y sobrino del
Deán de una catedral; “No parece sino que para ellos el estudio de la teología, a que me he
dedicado, es contrario del conocimiento de las cosas naturales.” (32)
Valera, obviamente es un escritor con ideas liberales, que hace notar su reacción contra
no sólo el movimiento literario romántico, sino contra todo lo establecido como lo es la
institución religiosa tradicional, con su enseñanza de Dios como ser parte del mundo en que
vivimos. Así Valera lejos de creer en el predeterminismo, ve en el hombre al ser creador de sus
propias obras, como reflejo de la acción creadora del ser supremo de quien emana ese poder. Así
se lee de la carta de D. Luis de Vargas a su tío: “La mano es el instrumento de nuestras obras, el
signo de nuestra nobleza, el medio por donde la inteligencia reviste de forma sus pensamientos
artísticos, y da ser a las creaciones de la voluntad, y ejerce el imperio que Dios concedió al
hombre sobre todas las criaturas.” (34).
Las ideas religiosas de Valera comprenden acción y pensamiento dados en un mundo
tangible, por lo cual hace una parodia del misticismo y su acción contemplativa aunque se note
dinamismo en éste, a nivel personal pero no a un nivel de relación individuo-sociedad. Vargas
continúa transcribiendo la carta de Luis: “Por otra parte, querido tío, yo tengo que vivir en el
mundo, tengo que tratar a las gentes, tengo que verlas, y no he de arrancarme los ojos. Usted me
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ha dicho mil veces que me quiere en la vida activa, predicando la ley divina, difundiéndola por el
mundo, y no entregado a la vida contemplativa en la soledad y el aislamiento.” (46).
Valera muestra una acción reflexiva para ver mejor lo que la soberbia y el orgullo pueden
traer a nuestras vidas cuando no logramos vencerlas y, por otro lado, cuando se quiere se vencen
esas dificultades que pudieran haber resultado amargas. Pepita Jiménez le dice al vicario de la
iglesia “Soy avarienta, porque poseo cuantiosos bienes y no hago las obras de caridad que
debiera hacer; soy soberbia porque he despreciado a muchos hombres, no por virtud, no por
honestidad, sino porque los hallaba acreedores de mi cariño. Dios me ha castigado; Dios ha
permitido que ese tercer enemigo, de que Ud. habla se apodere de mí. (90). Valera arbitra, en
Luis: “Por el contrario, si bien se examina, se verá que sale de todo una lección contra los
orgullosos y los soberbios, con ejemplar escarmiento en la persona de D. Luis de Vargas.” (145).
Ese orgullo que no deja que los hombres comuniquen lo que verdaderamente piensan y
sienten, y la soberbia, pretensión superflua de evitar lo que se quiere o aparentar lo que no se
quiere. En el caso de Pepita la falta de honestidad y virtud mostradas, y en Luis la falta de
verdadera vocación religiosa. Valera ve en España, a pesar de su exigencia escolástica de una
religión católica pura, la armonía que consciente o subconsciente tiene la gente, por la tradición
cultural que forma el pueblo español, especialmente la casta árabe: Valera comenta al respecto:
Tal vez sea por la coincidencia aproximada de esta fiesta (San Juan) con el solsticio de
verano. Ello es que todo era profano, y no religioso. Todo era amor y galanteo. En
nuestros viejos romances y leyendas siempre roba el moro a la linda infantina cristiana y
siempre el caballero cristiano logra su anhelo con la princesa mora, en la noche o en la
mañanita de San Juan, y en los pueblos se diría que conservaban la tradición de los viejos
romances. (121).
Para Valera, Dios y hombre no son entidades opuestas, por el contrario complementarios
por la acción creadora y las enseñanzas morales dejadas para su ejercicio sobre la tierra. Así el
cielo-Dios se reflejan en la tierra-hombre; macro y micro cosmos, verbo como principio de todas
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las cosas. Valera cierra, por lo tanto en el epílogo, su idea religiosa con este pensamiento
humanista:
El mundo mayor, toda esa fábrica grandiosa del Universo, dice el que sin su Dios
providente le parecería sublime, pero sin orden, ni belleza ni propósito. Y en cuanto al
mundo menor, como suele llamarse al hombre, tampoco le amaría si por Dios no fuera. Y
esto, no porque Dios le mande amarle, sino porque la dignidad del hombre y el merecer
ser amado estriban en Dios mismo, quien no sólo hizo el alma humana a su imagen, sino
que ennobleció el cuerpo humano, haciéndole templo vivo del espíritu, comunicando con
él por medio del sacramento, sublimándole hasta el extremo de unir con él su Verbo
increado. (172).
El Escándalo
Pedro Antonio de Alarcón se sitúa en una época histórica donde se presenta una
controversia religiosa y, por tal hecho, el sentir religioso no tiene dirección aunque sí esperanza,
por la duda. En las palabras de Fabián Conde, se lee lo que le dice al padre Manrique: “-¡Oh, se
empeña usted en oírlo!- exclamó avergonzado el conde-. Pues bien Padre ¡no es culpa mía!...¡Es
culpa de estos tiempos! ¡Es la enfermedad de mi siglo!...¡Si supiera usted cuanto daría por no
dudar!...” (20)
Alarcón sitúa al sentir religioso como algo personal que al final, mediante el libre
albedrío, es uno quien va a salvarse o no; pero no sitúa a la persona en un mundo solitario sino
en circunstancias que van a influir en su etapa final, mostrándose la vida como un lugar por
conseguir el sumo bien, y dice acerca del motivo que le lleva a relatar algo de su propia
experiencia: “Esta tragedia es de un orden íntimo, personal, subjetivo (como se dice ahora), y los
sucesos y los personajes que voy a presentar ante los ojos de usted son como un andamio de que
me valgo para levantar mi edificio, andamio que retiraré luego, dejando sólo en pie el problema
moral con su batalla mi conciencia…Óigame usted, pues, sin impacientarse…” (42).
Alarcón muestra al hombre como misterio, cuya razón no es capaz de penetrar el núcleo
del ser mismo porque hay un punto de origen y hacia él, mediante nuestra naturaleza humana y
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mecanismo psicológico, nos dirigiremos como retorno al paraíso perdido. En suma, buscamos
nuestra seguridad y salvación en el sumo bien. Alarcón dice:
Para mí, en el alma del hombre hay muchas facultades que valen, y pueden, y saben, y
profundizan más que la razón pura. Refiérome a esas misteriosas potencias reveladoras
que se llaman conciencia, sentimiento, inspiración, instinto…; a esos ensueños, a esas
melancolías, a esa intuiciones, que son para mí como nostalgias del Cielo, como
presentimientos de otra vida, como querencias del alma enamorada de su dios. (53)
Para Alarcón la bondad se encuentra en el fondo de nuestro ser y, que de todas maneras,
en un momento va a llegar a triunfar y lo único que necesitamos es su revelación. Así en la
persona de Gabriela, la novia de Fabián, tenemos al jesuita, padre Manrique, que le dice a
Fabián, refiriéndose a Gabriela: “¡Aquella niña era franca, ingenua, valerosa, implacable como lo
es siempre la conciencia!...¡Aquella niña era su conciencia de usted”. (77).
Alarcón ve en el ejercicio de la religión no sólo el deseo de querer hacer algo bueno, sino
la acción que complemente ese deseo. Demostrar con obras, acciones lo que se manifiesta
verbalmente y, sólo de esta manera, se puede decir que somos buenos católicos merecedores de
la gloria de Dios. Gabriela le dice a Fabián: “El bien no se busca meramente en el deseo: se
busca con méritos y penitencia. No basta querer ser bueno; es menester serlo. No me busques,
por tanto, tú mismo haz que me busquen tus obras”. (101).
El libre albedrío juega un papel importante en el pensamiento religioso de Alarcón
porque si el ser es, y el no ser es el dejar de ser, el bien, siendo un elemento substancial del
hombre con su falta de actualización o ejercicio nos pone en condición del mal. En suma, el ser
bueno o malo es cuestión de nuestra voluntad. el padre Manrique continúa con Fabián: “Los
santos fueron hombres de nuestra misma arcilla. ¡Sólo que ellos usaron de su libre albedrio
abrazándose al bien, mientras que usted y yo, y la mayoría de los hombres, transigimos con el
mal, a sabiendas ofendemos a Dios y manchamos nuestra alma”. (104).
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Alarcón, de igual manera, muestra que para salvarse se debe seguir fielmente la doctrina
de Cristo hasta sus últimas consecuencias, con su sacrificio que fue la expresión de amor más
grande que el Hijo del Hombre dejó a la humanidad. Posiblemente Alarcón haya sido movido
por la obra Imitación de Cristo del maestro D’Kempis. De todas maneras, en su novela se lee ese
eco mediante la voz de Fabián:
Tú, Amigo del Hombre, Hermano de los desgraciados, padeciste muerte en cruz por las
culpas ajenas. Yo voy a padecer por las mías… ¿Dónde habrá sacrificio igual al tuyo? Tú
eres inocente, y podrías demostrarlo y librarte del suplicio… ¡Y preferiste morir, por dar
a los hombres altos ejemplos de amor, de humildad y de fe en el eterno Padre!...¡Oh,
Cristo! Yo te he amado siempre… ¡Sostén mi corazón en la batalla que voy a emprender
para hacerme digno de volver a besarte, como te beso, y de afiliarme bajo tu bandera!
(174).
Alarcón igualmente fue uno de los escritores de época que leyó la doctrina Krausista. De esta
manera vincula la heterodoxia a la filosofía alemana conforme sigue el diálogo del padre
Manrique con Fabián, refiriéndose a otras fuentes (tácitas) de sabiduría además de los
tradicionales en el mundo de monasterio: “¡Hijo, la incredulidad es más antigua de lo que usted
se figura!…cuando yo nací, la Enciclopedia había parido ya a la Diosa Razón, y la Diosa Razón
había ya bailado, borracha y deshonesta, delante de la guillotina. Además aunque tan viejo, me
he criado en el siglo de usted y, aunque humilde clérigo, de poquísimas luces, he leído los
autores alemanes a que sin duda usted se refiere…” (53).
En oposición se puede decir que Lázaro, uno de los testigos de la boda de Gabriela y
Fabián, no es Krausista, es de una moral cristiana simple y pura; es un romántico. Así Alarcón
mediante el padre Manrique critica la hipocresía romántica de los escritores de esa escuela.
Alarcón tiene la esperanza de un cambio no solamente político-social en España, sino de una
nueva concepción religiosa también, mediante el cambio de Lázaro al idealismo del Padre
Manrique, conforme se nota, en las palabras de Lázaro, al final de la obra: “-Sí, señor…respondió Lázaro- iré a ver a usted con frecuencia, y hasta creo que acabaré por pedirle
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hospitalidad y quedarme allí definitivamente. En medio de todo, los dos pasamos la vida mirando
al cielo más que a la Tierra…; pero a decir verdad, su astronomía de usted me gusta más que la
mía”. (233).
Misericordia
Benito Pérez Galdós señala la caridad y la justicia como índices de sus ideas religiosas y,
para lo cual, es necesario el conocimiento de la doctrina cristiana porque misericordia es el dar y
recibir amor en sus diversas formas. Pérez Galdós hace dialogar a Pulido, un ciego y don Carlos,
un buen cristiano, sobre esos conceptos: “…la educación es lo primero, y sin educación, ¿Cómo
quieren que haiga caridad?...don Carlos, que el señor se lo aumente, y se lo dé de gloria…” (17).
La fe y la esperanza, virtudes teologales juegan en el pensamiento religioso un papel
importante, porque son vehículos para alcanzar algo trascendente mediante esa búsqueda
incesante de la bondad como se nota en el dialogo entre Doña Paca, una señora anciana y su
criada Benina, un poco más joven: “Pues yo que la señora-dijo Benina dándole el fuelle-, tendría
confianza en Dios y estaría contenta…Ya ve que lo estoy…¿no me ve? Yo siempre creo que
cuando menos lo pensamos nos vendrá el golpe de suerte, y estaremos tan ricamente,
acordándonos de estos días de apuros, y desquitándonos de ello con la gran vida que nos vamos a
dar.” (45).
Pérez Galdós no muestra un cristianismo aislado sino enriquecido con el de otra cultura,
en este caso la musulmana o la judía conforme se hace ver en el dialogo entre Benina y el ciego
Pulido acerca del arte de pedir: “Díjole el ciego que todo consistía en saber el arte y modo de
pedir lo que se quisiera a un ser llamado Samdai. –Y quien es ese caballero? –el Rey de baixo
terra. -¿Cómo? ¿Un Rey que está debajo de la tierra? Pues el diablo será. – Diablo no: Rey
bunito. -¿Eso es cosa de tu religión? ¿Tú que religión tienes? – Ser bibrio.” (79).
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Benina (Nina) encarna el pensamiento religioso de Pérez Galdós, la Divina Providencia,
la bondad sin límites, la caridad que no mira diferencias sociales ni económicas, como si Dios
estuviera siempre en la tierra personificado en alguien siempre humilde. En una de esas
situaciones cuando Nina le brinda un plato de comida al señor de Ponte, un hombre caído en
desgracia económica, éste le declara: “- Señora Nina-replico el proto cursi-, yo aseguro, bajo mi
palabra de honor, que es usted un ángel; yo me inclino a creer que en el cuerpo de usted se ha
encarnado un ser benéfico y misterioso, un ser que es mera personificación de la Providencia,
según la entendían y la entienden los pueblos antiguos y modernos.” (109).
Conforme ya se ha referido, Pérez Galdós no muestra a un cristiano puro sino
enriquecido con otra religión, en este caso judía o musulmana, y su misticismo va a dar un toque
de magia y realidad como si Benina fuera clarividente y Almudena, un señor musulmán, ayudará
a alimentar esas esperanzas con esa imaginación oriental. Se tiene por lo tanto en Misericordia
ese dar y recibir de concepciones religiosas como tolerancia que hay que aprender a vivir y
respetar los ideales de cada uno, ser justo y caritativo aceptando a la persona por lo que es. Esa
concepción de la de la religión musulmana la apreciamos en palabras del ciego Pulido: “-No
haber más que un Dios, uno solo, sólo El- exclamó el ciego, poseído de exaltación mística-.”
(177).
El libre albedrío tiene características singulares en la concepción religiosa de Pérez
Galdós. Viene con el acto de la creación por el ser Supremo, muestra a un Dios no absoluto, no
el Dios que lo ha escrito todo, ni predestinado al hombre. Por el contrario el hombre es creado
con todas las cualidades humanas, cada uno diferente del otro, con la característica principal de
completar la obra suprema mediante el propio decidir cotidiano. Doña Paca, al recibir bienes por
herencia, extraña a Nina, su bienhechora criada y dice: “Vamos, que Dios, digan lo que dijeran,
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no hace nunca las cosas completas. Así en lo malo como en lo bueno, siempre se deja un rabillo,
para que desuelle el destino. En las mayores calamidades, permite siempre un respiro; en las
dichas que su misericordia concede, se le olvida siempre algún detalle, cuya falta lo hecha todo a
perder.” (211).
La falsa caridad se manifiesta en la concepción equivocada de la religión cristiana. Pérez
Galdós reacciona contra las instituciones opresoras y perpetuadoras de la injusticia. Benina y
Almudena al regresar a Madrid, de un recogimiento para pobres son descritos por Pérez Galdós:
“Benina descalza, desgarrada y sucia la ropa negra; el moro envejecido, la cara verde y
macilenta, uno y otro revelando en sus demacrados rostros el hambre que habían padecido, la
opresión y tristeza del forzado encierro en lo que más parece mazmorra que hospicio.” (233).
Por el contrario, el concepto y acción de caridad está basado en la justicia. Benina quien
todo lo observa y todo lo sabe es caritativa con todo aquel que necesite ayuda porque, en el
fondo, lo único que diferencia a los seres son las apariencias, y a la final todos se reducen a los
básicos elementos de materia. Al volver a Madrid, Nina no es recibida como esperaba por dona
Paca, testigo de la bondad de Nina quien refiriéndose a Almudena, el ciego, le dice: “- A casa le
traía, sí señora, como traje a Frasquito Ponte, por caridad… si hubo misericordia con el otro,
¿Por qué no ha de haberla con éste? ¿O es que la caridad es una para el caballero de levita, y otra
para el pobre desnudo? Yo no lo entiendo así; yo no distingo…por eso le traía; y si a el no le
admite, será lo mismo que si a mí no me admitiera.” (238).
Pérez Galdós no circunscribe sus ideas a un mundo cerrado o español, sino que en sus
ideas sociales, humanas y religiosas ve todos esos errores; falta de justicia, caridad y
misericordia como una condición humana en que sólo los que poseen una elevada conciencia y la
grandeza del bien van, a la larga, a ser felices. En su peregrinar y filosofar en su camino, juntos,
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Nina ilustra a Almudena: “…quiere decirse, que en donde quiera que vivan los hombres, o
verbigracia mujeres habrá ingratitud, egoísmo, y unos que manden a los otros y les cojan la
voluntad. Pero lo que debemos hacer es lo que nos manda la conciencia…”. (249).
Pérez Galdós deja la novela sin cerrarla, para que el capítulo final sea escrito por cada
uno de sus lectores, pero con la posibilidad a través del cambio de Juliana, hija política de la
señora Paca, que en la búsqueda del perdón de Nina va, al menos, a ser el personaje clave de esa
esperanza de misericordia. Pérez Galdós escoge a Juliana para tratar de convencer a su audiencia,
de esa esperanza porque , en la novela, ella representa al personaje más calculador, dominante,
con autoridad absoluta, y al final se muestra sumisa ante el personaje mas humilde; Benina, a
quien le confiesa: “ Si usted me lo afirma, lo creeré, y me curare de esta maldita
idea…porque…lo digo claro; yo he pecado, yo soy mala…… A lo que Benina responde….-Pues
hija, fácil es curarte. Yo te digo que tus hijos no se mueren, que tus hijos están sanos y robustos.Juliana responde -¿Ve usted?...La alegría que me da es señal de que usted sabe lo que
dice…Nina, Nina es usted una santa”. (258).
Conclusiones
Del análisis realizado se quiere hacer notar que, en forma más saltante, Valera y Alarcón
fueron influidos por una nueva concepción de la religión, en su época, debido a la presencia de la
doctrina Krausista. El primero pone énfasis en el complemento terreno-celestial sin perder la
naturaleza religiosa. El segundo busca la salvación en la continuación celestial de las obras
realizadas en el mundo material.
Las ideas acerca del misticismo se encuentran por el lado de Valera como parodia del
mundo religioso. En Pérez Galdós, el misticismo es una forma de esperanza para tratar de
convertir los sueños en una realidad mediante la fe.
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El libre albedrio del ejercicio cristiano se manifiesta en el discurso de los tres autores
estudiados; Valera como el hombre que se recrea por sus quehaceres, Alarcón ve el libre albedrio
en el escoger el bien o el mal para salvarse, en Pérez Galdós el hombre termina la creación
empezada, no hay perfección en ello y el hombre tiene que aspirar a su constante perfección.
De una u otra manera la acción y el pensamiento deben ser auténticos para realizar
buenas obras religiosas cristianas. Valera trata de erradicar la soberbia y el orgullo de sus
protagonistas principales. Alarcón toma como punto crucial la conciencia que dicta el deseo de
actuar y la acción misma para buscar la verdad. Para Pérez Galdós la acción y pensamiento están
en la justicia y la caridad que conducen a la misericordia.
Valera muestra a un clero ignorante que por falta de instrucción no influye en la vocación
sacerdotal de los seminaristas. Alarcón es más conservador en su opinión hacia el clero, y le da
cierto crédito. Pérez Galdós muestra a un clero provinciano-bueno, por un lado, y por otro al
clero madrileño-indiferente. Pérez Galdós tiene ya, en sus ideas religiosas, una concepción más
universal de la condición humana, a diferencia de Valera y de Alarcón aún enclavados más
regionalmente.
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Abstract
The late nineteenth century in colonial Bengal, India, was a time of intense activity due to the
interplay of rapidly changing social, cultural, political and economic values. Western notions and
ideas of egalitarianism and democracy began to profoundly influence and change the inherently
feudal socio-economic-cultural framework that characterized much of colonial India. While such
changes directly impacted upon the birth of nascent nationalism and growth of a political identity
that eventually led to India‘s emancipation from British rule in 1947, they also affected literature
and society.
Writers such as Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941), Saratchandra Chatterjee, and others, through
their literary creations explored among other topics, issues such as women‘s emancipation in a
society that awarded minimal rights to women. They delineated iconoclastic female characters
who challenged the traditional norms that governed the social, economic and cultural status of
women in rural Bengal.
This paper will demonstrate that against the backdrop of such socio-cultural upheavals, the
central protagonist Chandara, in Tagore‘s short story Punishment, is one such embodiment of a
burgeoning gender identity that had been hitherto faceless. The beautiful young wife of a poor,
unskilled farm laborer in rural Bengal, Chandara belongs to one of the lower grids at the
intersection of gender, social, and caste hierarchies in the Indian society. Shorn of any economic
or political rights, she executes a scathing denunciation of an androcentric universe through the
exercise of ―free will‖ by choosing to go to the gallows for a crime she did not commit. In one
ironic stroke, Tagore celebrates her individuality which was denied to her in life that is at once
powerful and mute.

Historical, Socio-Cultural, Political Factors
The late nineteenth century in colonial Bengal, India, was a time of intense activity due to the
interplay of rapidly changing social, cultural, political and economic values. The cumulative
effects of the Bengal Renaissance in the nineteenth century, the Bengal famine in 1943, and
Partition of Bengal in 1947 created an era of change, strife, and emancipation.
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Western notions and ideas of egalitarianism and democracy began to profoundly influence and
change the inherently feudal socio-economic-cultural framework that characterized much of
colonial India. While such changes directly impacted upon the birth of nascent nationalism and
growth of a political identity that eventually led to India‘s emancipation from British rule in
1947, they also affected literature, languages, and society. The colonial literature that was
generated during this period, however, raised some interesting points. It embodied the inherent
conflict between the indigenous and mainstream colonial cultures and created a ―crisis in cultural
identity‖ (Hogan, 2004; Bardhan, 1990). Later, in Punishment, we will see how Tagore uses it to
highlight some of the extraneous features that perhaps ought to be rejected from his society.
Literature and Society
While writers such as Iswarchandra Vidyasagar (1820-1891) and Bankimchandra Chandra
Chatterjee (1838-1894) worked towards laying the foundations for the emergence of modern
Bengali secular writing from its Brahmanic Sanskrit literary and medieval devotional lyrical
roots in the early part of the nineteenth century, writers such as Rabindranath Tagore (18611941), Saratchandra Chatterjee (1849-1917), and others, through their literary creations explored
among other topics, issues such as women‘s emancipation in a society that awarded minimal
rights to women. They used modern Bengali idiom to narrate the tales, trials and tribulations of
ordinary people through essays and fiction. Most typically, they gave voice to the narratives of
the various forms of oppression due to gender, caste, class, and tribal ethnicity factors in society.
Literature becomes a tool for documenting social reality. As Bardhan (1990) points out in
Of Women, Outcastes, Peasants, and Rebels: A Selection of Bengali Short Stories
―In a society characterized not only by hierarchical structures of privilege and oppression
but also increasingly by class differentiation and class conflict, literature reflects and
grapples with the tensions between these structures… Both oppression and the resistance
of the oppressed are structured by gender, class, caste, and ethnicity, usually in
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combination. If we want to understand the modes of oppression and the modes of
resistance and rebellion in relation to each other, then literature is a good place to look…‖
(p. 3).
Collectively, these writers chronicled the oppression of women, peasants, landless peasants, lowcaste marginalized groups and the manner in which they dealt with it through ―action, silence,
suffering or rebellion‖ (Bardhan, 1990). They delineated iconoclastic female characters who
challenged the traditional norms that governed the social, economic and cultural status of women
in rural Bengal.
Tagore’s “Punishment”
While Tagore‘s contribution to Indian literature, music, art, culture, and philosophy is profound,
the short story as a genre in Bengali literature, achieved perfection in his hands. He used it to
raise social questions, paint Bengali women as stronger than men, and provide a ―voice to silent
isolation‖ (Lago, 1977). In Punishment (1893) he does all of these and more. Against the
backdrop of such socio-cultural upheavals as briefly described, the central protagonist Chandara,
is one such embodiment of a burgeoning gender identity that had been hitherto faceless.
The beautiful young wife of a poor, unskilled farm laborer in rural Bengal, Chandara
belongs to one of the lower grids at the intersection of gender, social, and caste hierarchies in the
Indian society. She belongs to the kuri caste, which was a low-caste originally designated to
catch birds, but by the nineteenth century had evolved themselves in the caste hierarchy to be
―general laborers‖ (Radice, 2002). Tagore describes her as ―no more than seventeen or eighteen,‖
a ―well-rounded, buxom, and sturdy‖ girl who ―was like a brand-new boat: neat and shapely,
gliding with ease, not a loose joint anywhere‖ (Tagore, p. 1695). She was bright and lively with
―deep black eyes‖ who was ―amused and intrigued‘‘ by everything around her. She had left her
―childhood dolls‖ in her father‘s house at a very young age to be married to Chidam, the second
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of the Rui brothers and lived in a joint household occupied by the elder brother Dukhiram and
his wife Radha.
While Chandara‘s father had died peacefully on the assumption that he had ―made proper
arrangements for his daughter‘s future‖ in initiating and arranging her marriage to Chidam,
Chandara, with little education and fewer professional skills, can be viewed as a victim of a
society that due to a combination of historical, caste, class and gender factors gave her little
choice. Deprived of education due to her gender, class and caste, girls like Chandara in the
feudal socio-economic structure in colonial Bengal had no other option than to go through a
caste-based marriage arranged by her society. There is no social upliftment – rather a
continuation of what her mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother had done before.
In compliance with the norms of a patriarchal society, Chandara is wrenched from her
natal home and expected to live and abide by the rules of her husband‘s extended family. The
―pain‖ and ―vulnerability‖ in a young girl who is transplanted in alien surroundings and deprived
of any filial love and support before her ―conjugal love has solidified‘‘ is well-documented and
has formed the substance of female folklore in Bengal (Bardhan, 1990). The concept of ‗ideal
womanhood‖ in the Hindu Indian culture derives from the Mahabharata that prescribed
appropriate behavior of women in Bengal. A married woman was expected to follow the tenets
of Stridharma (―woman‘s duty‖) as ―fidelity and devotion in her service to her husband and his
family‖ and combine within herself the duties of Sahadharma (―duties in partnership with her
husband‖) and Grihini (―duties as a housewife in assisting her husband in performing the male
functions of Dharma, Artha in earning livelihood, and Kama in fulfilling conjugal duties‖)
(Mathew, 2001).
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Accordingly, we see Chandara conducting her wifely duties by completing her household
chores which included fetching water from the river, cleaning house and clothes, and assisting
her sister-in-law in cooking. In the absence of a mother-in-law, the ruling matriarch in the Rui
household is Radha, Dukhiram‘s wife. Tagore describes Radha as Chandara‘s ―exact‖ antithesis:
She is ―unkempt‖, ―sloppy‖, ―slovenly‖ and is ―disorganized in her dress, housework, and the
care of her child. She never had any proper work in hand, yet never seemed to have time for
anything,‖ and ―at the mildest barb ―would rage and stamp and let fly‖ at Radha (Tagore,
p. 1695). In fact, the relationship between the two women is so disharmonious that that their
neighbors considered Radha and Chandara‘s ―shrill screams‖ and constant ―uproar‖ as ―other
customary, natural sounds…not a violation of Nature‘s rules.‖ When goaded by Radha‘s
insinuations that Chandara is flighty: ―That girl runs before the storm. How can I restrain her?
Who knows what ruin she will bring?,‖ Chidam exercises his patriarchal rights by threatening to
break ―every bone‖ in her body, dragging her by the hair, and locking her up in her room. The
independent Chandara flees to her uncle three miles away and has to be brought back after much
persuasion. Chidam, fit and shapely like his wife, was also young and carefree. He loved his
wife, but was never sure of her: ―... his real love was for his young wife. They quarreled sometimes,
but there was mutual respect too: neither could defeat the other… She was as hard to restrain… as to hold
a handful of mercury; she always slipped through his fingers‖ (Tagore, p. 1696). The need to control was
mutual as Chandara, too, felt that ―if she didn‘t bind him tightly to her she might one day lose him.‖ In

some ways, while Chidam and Chandara and their fledgling love can be seen as victims of social,
cultural and economic oppression, Chandara‘s spatial autonomy is significantly diminished by
the rules of Stridharma. In other words, while Chidam can lock his wife up, Chandara cannot
and may not lock her man in.
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In the primarily agrarian feudal structure that was prevalent in colonial rural Bengal, men
like Dukhiram and Chidam exercised the least power in society. They were stigmatized by their
low-caste, low-class, and illiteracy. They were landless peasants who worked as farm-laborers in
other people‘s lands. They were paid at less than the minimum wage rate, and due to the vagaries
of nature such as drought, flood, and famine, their earnings fluctuated considerably. As we see in
Punishment, Dukhiram and Chidam work grueling hours from morning to evening in the fields
and have to complete additional odd jobs such as fixing leaky roofs at no pay in order to make up
for their missed rent. The absentee landlord or the Zamindar who often lived in the city hired a
bevy of middlemen in the form of accountants, business managers, strongmen, and quasi-legal
figures such as Ramlochan to extract rent and taxes from the peasants. In one deft stroke, Tagore
paints the plight of Dukhiram and Chidam against social, economic, patriarchal oppression:
―That day Dukhiram and Chidam had been working near the zamindar‘s office. On a
sandbank opposite, paddy had ripened. The paddy needed to be cut before the sandbank
was washed away, but the village people were busy either in their own fields or in cutting
jute: so a messenger came from the office and forcibly engaged the two brothers. As the
office roof was leaking in places, they also had to mend that…They couldn‘t come home
for lunch; they just had a snack from office. At times they were soaked by the rain; they
were not paid normal labourer‘s wages…they were paid mainly in insults and sneers.‖
(Tagore, p. 1693)
Helpless and mute, the only power Dukhiram and Chidam can exercise in their lives is their
―marital power over their wives‖ (Bardhan, 1990). Thus, when the brothers return home at the
end of yet another miserable day full of ―toil and humiliation‖ and ―raging with hunger to a dark,
joyless, foodless house,‖ Radha‘s sarcastic jibe ―Where is there food? Did you give me anything
to cook? Must I earn money myself to buy it?‖ becomes ―suddenly unbearable‖ for Dukhiram
and he plunges ―his knife into her head.‖ Tellingly, Radha collapses into Chandara‘s lap and ―in
minutes she was dead.‖ Unknowingly, and a few minutes later, Ramlochan walks into this frozen
tableau of horror and shock to collect his rent from Dukhiram, and in response to his query as to
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why Dukhiram was sobbing, Tagore‘s portrayal of a simple, rural man‘s mind under extreme
stress when torn between filial duty and conjugal love is both tragic and ironic as is evident from
Chidam‘s terrible reply: ―In their quarrel, Chotobau struck at Borobau’s head with a farmknife…. When immediate danger threatens, it is hard to think of other dangers. Chidam‘s only
thought was to escape from the terrible truth- he forgot that a lie can be even more terrible…‖
(Tagore, p. 1694).
As subsequent events unfold, we see Chidam and Ramlochan negotiate on various
versions of the truth in order to save Chandara‘s life before the police arrive; however, as far as
Chandara is concerned the ―terrible lie‖ becomes the truth. Chidam‘s agonized comment
―Thakur, if I lose my wife I can get another, but if my brother is hanged, how can I replace
him?‖ damns him forever in Chandara‘s eyes, and when he tries to coach her into confessing her
non-existent crime as an act of self-defense, she stared at him, stunned, and ―… her black eyes
burnt him like fire. Then she shrank back, as if to escape his devilish clutches. She turned her
heart and soul away from him‖ (Tagore, p. 1696). Chidam‘s desperate lie can be interpreted at
one level as an attempt simply to save his brother, Dukhiram, and send Chandara callously to
hang, and at another as a tragedy of disempowered men and women who chafe against economic
exploitation and the ―oppressive hold of social mores‖ that makes as Bardhan poignantly puts it
―lips speak what the heart does not mean‖ (1990). But, more importantly, Chidam as the
patriarch (especially as his older brother Dukhiram had been rendered ineffectual in the
aftermath of the tragedy), was relying on the time-worn tradition of Stridharma where Chandara
as the ―virtuous wife‖ (Hogan, 2000) was expected to support and follow his lead come what
may. While an incorporation of the western notion of egalitarianism was entirely welcome and
necessary into the indigenous
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Indian culture, it went directly against the tenets of the indigenous caste structure. The
acar and sastra (customs and traditions of ordinary life) associated with Dharma are also casterelated (Hogan, 2000). Tagore allows Chandara to be the ideal wife up to a point – insofar as to
highlight the conflict and inconsistencies of colonial India.
In the trial and police questionings that follow, Chidam and Dukhiram make several
attempts to confess and present the truth, two barristers do ―their utmost to save [Chandara] from
the death sentence, but in the end were defeated by her.‖ The power, beauty, and stature of
Tagore‘s women lie in their stubborn intransigence where they defy traditional norms and eke
out a path for themselves. While the male protagonists of the story lose credibility by narrating
five different versions of the truth, Chandara, by steadfastly saying ―Yes, I killed her‖ transforms
Chidam‘s terrible lie into the truth.
―Such an obstinate girl was never seen! She seemed absolutely bent on going to the
gallows; nothing would stop her. Such fierce, passionate pride! In her thoughts, Chandara
was saying to her husband, ‗I shall give my youth to the gallows instead of you. My final
ties in this life will be with them.‖ (Tagore, p. 1697)
Head held high, the eighteen-year old refuses to see her repentant husband and summons the
strength to walk up to the gallows for a crime she did not commit. By refusing to acknowledge
the fact that she did not kill Radha, Chandara chooses to exercise her free will and transcends the
lowly status that her androcentric universe had awarded her. Shorn of any political and economic
rights, she emerges triumphant in death as she executes a scathing denunciation of the oppressive
powers that belittled her worth and love. In choosing to tread an untrodden path, Chandara, like
other ―fallible heroines‖ of Tagore courts exile and ridicule and becomes an ―unconscious
avatar‖ who ― signal[s] a developing rift within the colonial Indian context between inherited
assumptions and competing feminist ideologies‖ (Mathew, 2001). Chandara‘s temporal
punishment in life ironically becomes the eternal hangman‘s noose that dangles around the neck
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of an oppressive, patriarchal, and exploitative system that spawned her and that she rejects. In
one ironic stroke, Tagore celebrates her individuality which was denied to her in life that is at
once powerful and mute.
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Jairo Aníbal Niño and the World of Fantasy

Jairo Aníbal Niño, one of the most renowned and respected writers from Latin America,
died on August 30, 2010 in Bogotá, Colombia,1 leaving behind over 40 books and great nostalgia
for his beloved young and adult readers. Born in Boyacá, Colombia in 1941, Niño was a versatile
author who made children‟s literature a life project. Not only was he devoted to cultivate the
imagination of children, but he also wrote novels, poetry, plays, and screenplays for adults. As a
child, he started reading books about flights and gypsies, from which he learned the art of flying
and imagination. As a young man he travelled around the country which would give him
inspiration and themes for detailed depiction of the nation‟s beautiful geography. The young
Niño worked on various tasks as truck driver assistant, actor, magician apprentice, puppeteer,
and sailor. Later he was an actor, theatre director, and playwright. In his time as university
student he joined the group of painters La Mancha and founded and directed theatre groups. Niño
has received numerous literary awards. In 1966 his play El monte calvo (The Bald Mountain)
received the first prize at the First National Festival of University Theater. In 1967 the same
work received the award for Best Show of the V World Theatre Festival in Nancy (France). In
1977 his novel Zoro received the National Prize for Literature, Enka. In 1980, he won the First
Prize in the National Screenplay Contest, organized by Focine. In 1990 in Mexico, he received
the Latin American Award Chamán. In 1992 his collection of poems Preguntario was exalted to
the Honor Roll of the International Organization of Books for Youth (IBBY) in Switzerland. In
1993, he was awarded the Prize Cuchillo Canario of Narration in Spain. In Havana, Cuba, his
book La alegría de querer (The Joy of Loving) received the Misael Valentino Award. In 1996, in
Mexico, the same book received the Caracol Award of Merit by the Mexican Association of
Storytellers. With La alegría de querer and Preguntario Niño was nominated for the Prize Hans
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Christian Anderson, considered as the Nobel of Children‟s Literature. Some of his texts have
been translated into English, French, German, Portuguese, Finish, Slovak and Chinese. Many of
his works have been developed and performed by directors of workshops throughout Colombia
and in various areas of Mexico, Venezuela, Spain, Costa Rica, Uruguay, and Argentina. He has
taught at several universities and was director of the National Library of Colombia.
It was in the field of children‟s literature where Niño won notoriety in his career as a
writer. With his sensible and human way of seeing and feeling the smallest things in life, Jairo
Aníbal Niño knew how to connect with young hearts and has invented a world of imagination for
Colombian and Latin American children. Various generations of children approached literature
for the first time from his stories, enchanted by their immense imagination, tenderness, and
human and noble spirit. Although the new generations know him as author for youth and
children, Niño was also an outstanding playwright of social commitment.2 The main characters
in his plays are workers, farmers, and students who fight for justice and freedom as in El sol
subterráneo (The Underground Sun), El monte calvo (The Bald Mountain), El baile de los
arzobispos o Las bodas de lata (The Dance of the Archbishops or the Weddings of Tin), El golpe
de estado (The Military Strike), Los inquilinos de la ira (The Tenants of Rage), Alguien muere
cuando nace el alba (Someone Dies at Dawn), and La masacre de Santa Bárbara (The Massacre
of Santa Barbara). Niño also wrote the screenplays El manantial de las fieras (The Spring of the
Animals), and Efraín González (Efrain Gonzalez.)
Niño‟s connection with theatre dated in the 1970s when he first participated actively in
the creation, development, and evolution of the university theatre. He was actively involved in
the New Theatre of Colombia, which was characterized for its use of revolutionary and
subversive techniques, and a great sensibility concerning social structures aimed at provoking a
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major impact on the audience. Among his most famous plays is El sol subterráneo which is a
fictional version of the historic event of the massacre of the banana workers in Colombia.3 The
action takes place in a big old house where the new school teacher, Tulia, and her paralyzed
sister, Amalia are staying. In this play Niño uses an audio element-the sound of train-to
symbolize the presence of the United Fruit Company in the banana areas of Colombia. The play
is noted for its social political denunciation as observed in the ideological dialogues among the
characters, which often reveal how the government arbitrarily manipulates the sacred terms of
patriotism and public education:
Lieutenant:

I expect you to be a good collaborator.

Tulia:

I will fulfill my duty.

Lieutenant:

I like it this way. One has to fulfill the duty.
(Pause) What are you going to teach?

Tulia:

Whatever the program dictates.

Lieutenant:

Very well. Not a millimeter off the program will be allowed. Pay
much attention to the civil education and everything about
patriotism. (Pause) Besides, I want a happy school. With songs,
recitations and parades. You must know a lot of songs, right?
(177)4

The language in the play works not only as a theatrical resource, but also has a highly
symbolic function that denounces the local government abuse and manipulation of the working
class, and maximizes the tension of the deplorable reality of the workers. The teacher became the
victim of the power when the lieutenant tries to force her to sing against her will:
Tulia:

No. My whole life has been nothing but one to sing without my
own will, always forced. People have put words in my mouth and
thoughts in my head and all of a sudden I discover that they are not
mine. They are others‟. A dark person that has manipulated me as a
doll in the circus, as a creature of the ventriloquist. It‟s over. I am
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not going to allow people to continue manipulating, chewing my
life, not you, not anyone else. (178)
Before the death threat by the military mayor, Amalia showed a solemn and firm attitude
and is assassinated by the lieutenant, who in turn, was shot by Encarnación, another victim of the
local authority. The assassination of power symbolizes the destruction of the vicious and
corrupted system; nevertheless, the victims will not be liberated since the train, embodiment of
the imperialist power and oppression, continues sounding eternally in the dark night.
Another play based on an historic fact is El monte calvo that describes the miserable state
of the Colombian veterans of Korean War now doomed to begging and psychosis as a
consequence of the war. The play examines the suffering and the physical and mental trauma that
the experience of the Korean War has left on Colombian people, represented by a mutilated
veteran and a crazy military. Although the play deals with a serious theme that moves the
audience to reflect, it contains laughable dialogues. Canuto, an ex-clown and now unemployed,
and Sebastián, a veteran who lost a leg in the War and now lives in misery, suffer from cold and
hunger. Both are waiting for the “Colonel” in order to ask him for some money to buy bread and
coffee. The dialogues between the two men are humorous and even satiric, making fun of the
false ideology imposed by the national government. Canuto, illiterate, practical and realistic,
cannot understand why the soldiers had to fight on other people‟s ground to defend a bald
mountain, without any strategic or economic value, even to the extreme of losing a leg:
Canuto:

And where is Korea?

Sebastián:

Very far. One has to go across the sea.

Canuto:

And you went so far to have your leg blown off?

Sebastián:

Yes.

Canuto:

And they cannot blow off you leg closer, without having to go
across the sea?
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Sebastián:

You don‟t understand. I was defending my country.

Canuto:

Is your country Korea?

Sebastián:

No. My country is this one.

Canuto:

Then why did you take such a long trip?

Sebastián:

The commander told us that we were the guardians of civilization.

Canuto:

Civilization…What is civilization?

Sebastián:

Something like books. Things like those. (El monte calvo 109-110)

After having fought in other people‟s war and lost a leg, Sebastián does not even know
why he fought, nor for whom he fought. The amputated veteran embodied the innocent people
convinced by the strategic slogans of “defending the civilization”, “loving the country”, “fighting
for freedom”, etc. that the government imposes for its own political purposes. Sebastián and
many others who participated with enthusiasm in the Korean War returned to the country either
mutilated or cannot find a job because people are afraid of the “psychosis of war.” After the war
the colonel, who is in reality a sergeant, continues living with the most bloody and terrifying
memories of the military world, incapable of facing the real life. His mental illness has reached
such an extreme that even the noises of the train would become noises of the shot guns, planes
and bombings, and upon hearing them, the colonel becomes hysterical and hides as a frighten
child. The climax of the play reaches when the colonel, incapable of distinguishing the reality
from fantasy, takes Canuto for spy for a foreign country, convicts him to death, and shoots him
with a pistol. El monte calvo explicitly denounces the submission of Colombian government
under the pressure from the world powers to send troops to defend South Korea from communist
threat. It also denounces the indifferent attitude of the national government that abandoned and
ignores the veterans without providing them with any type of assistance. It denounces at the
same time the ignorance of people who allow themselves to be manipulated by the regime.
Canuto‟s death has a great theatrical impact on the audience, since it clearly shows that wars are
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cruel and can only bring desolation and great harm, and any innocent person can be victim of the
wars.
In the field of narrative, Jairo Aníbal Niño is as prolific as in drama. He is noted as a
narrator of mini-stories for children which have earned him major recognition. He became
famous with the publication of Zoro in 1977. Besides Zoro, in his mini-stories one can observe
his unlimited imagination as in Aviador Santiago (Aviator Santiago), Dalia y Zazir (Dalia and
Zazir), De las Alas Caracolí (Of the Wings Caracolí), La hermana del Principito (The Sister of
the Little Prince), El inventor de lunas (The Inventor of Moons), Historia y Nomeolvides (History
and Forget-Me-Not), El músico de aire (The Musician of Air), and El rîo de la vida (The River of
Life). His longer works Toda la vida (The Whole Life) and Todo el pueblo (The Whole Town) are
also well received for their high literary quality. His stories are marvelous fables with a
simplicity that reaches the children through fundamental elements of life. His words represent a
world of optimism and joy, a society full of new men with hope and dignity. Although Niño
situated his stories in a national context, very often he appeals to the classical legends,
mythologies, and other stories of the fantastic to elaborate his artistic creation. In this manner,
the stories juxtapose the reality with fantasy, creating new perspectives free from cruelty and
pessimism of reality.5
In some of his short stories children are presented as heroes with great affection and
sensibility that bring hope and consolation to those who are suffering. Even in some cases, with
their intelligence and skill, children become heroes who fight for a good cause. For example, in
Zoro, an ingenious, kind and sensible child, looks for his lost town. With right mind and
perseverance Zoro liberated the slaves from the Big House. In Dalia y Zazir a little horse called
Zazir and his friend, the little mouse Dalia, travel around the world looking for the Valley of
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stars in order to find their destiny and fulfill their mission. It is also a book filled with tenderness,
optimism and faith in the beauty of humanity. In general, the characters in the stories of Niño are
not impeccable human beings in fantasy but heroes and antiheroes that show virtue and fault,
perseverance and weakness, love and lack of affection. They are sensible beings who speak a
poetic, musical, direct, and clear language that intimately communicates with the inner world. In
La hermana del Principito the narrator imagines his own encounter with the sister of the Little
Prince, who, like her brother, possesses a great sensibility and tenderness and has come to Earth
to teach the truth of tears and laughter. Niño identifies himself with the renowned Saint-Exupéry,
who, with great delicacy and sensibility, remembers the small and the big things of life.
The short stories of Niño are also characterized by their optimism and strength, in other
words, no matter how deplorable and miserable the situations may be, the characters never give
up, as seen in El nido más bello del mundo (The Most Beautiful Nest in the World.) In this story,
in spite of shortage of food and the cold weather, the swallows would not give up hope, and
finally are able to find some colorful threads from a scarf in a dumpster with which they make
the most beautiful and bright nest in the world. This optimism is evidenced again in El obrero de
la alegría (The Worker of Joy) where, in spite of the misfortune of real life, the optimistic worker
continues to be a happy man imaging himself to be the architect and the bricklayer of his
mansion. The worker finds great happiness in the most diminutive details of daily life, from a
girl‟s smile, the flight of a butterfly, the relaxing dusk, the friendship of a true friend, and
especially, the ability to enjoy the world from his own imagination.
Parents come to Niño‟s books with assurance that in his pages they can find the perfect
story to tell their children, like the simple story told by the author in an interview: “Some time
ago a boy was born somewhere in Brazil. It was a black boy. A fairy came and said, „This child
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will have the grace of geometry‟, another said,‟ You will have the grace of poetry,‟ and another
said, „You will have the grace of dance.‟ But then came another fairy, a mulatto, looked at the
boy and said, „This child will have the grace of football and combine it with other gifts.‟ This
black boy was Pele. And look, when he invented the moves in the field it was geometry, when he
got the goals it was poetry, and when he went to celebrate it was dance.”6
Jairo Aníbal Niño is also known as “the poet of children”, or as “the eternal child.” His
poems are filled with imagination, sweet simplicity and enthusiasm for life which captivate
children, youth and elders alike. In a world where violence, drug trafficking, and poverty prevail,
Niño‟s words represent a hope for those who have suffered but now can find refuge in the world
of imagination without the cruelty of the tangible reality. His poems are short, simple and full of
tenderness as in “¿Me haces un favor?” (Can You do Me a Favor?):
-¿Me haces un favor? (Can you do me a favor?)
-¿Qué clase de favor? (What kind of favor?)
-¿Quieres tenerme mis avioncitos durante todo el recreo? (Do you want to hold
my little plans during the whole recess?)
-¿Durante todo el recreo? (During the whole recess?)
-Sí, es que tú eres mi cielo. (Yes, because you are my sky.)
These four verses, which can be memorized instantaneously, are capable of seducing the
reader with its simplicity of the language and tenderness of the characters. The same sensation
can be seen again in other poems:
¿1 x 1? (1 x 1?)
-Uno. (One)
¿1 x 2? (1 x 2?)
-Todo. (Everything.)
¿Todo? (Everything?)
-Sí; si los dos se tienen cariño. (Yes; if both have affection for each other.)
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Supe que te amaba (I knew that I loved you)
-Más allá de toda duda- (Further than all the doubt)
El día que estabas colocando un clavo en la pared (The day you were putting a
nail on the wall)
Y te golpeaste con el martillo (and you hit yourself with the hammer)
Y a mí me empezó a sangrar el dedo pulgar. (And my thumb began to bleed.)
Usted (You)
Que es una persona adulta (Who is an adult)
-y por lo tanto- (and therefore,)
Sensata, madura, razonable, (sensible, mature, reasonable,)
Con una gran experiencia (with extensive experience)
Y que sabe muchas cosas, (and knows many things,)
¿Qué quiere ser cuando sea niño? (What do you want to be when you become a
child?)
In the collection of poems Preguntario, there exists a wise answer for each question
asked. The simple questions with their surprising answers, filled with tenderness, assure us that
there is a world of imagination behind the marvelous reality viewed through the eyes of children:
¿Qué es el silencio? (What is silence?)
El silencio son seis cuerdas sin guitarra. (Silence is six strings without a guitar.)
¿Qué es la tristeza? (What is sadness?)
La tristeza es un ajedrecista (Sadness is a chess player)
Que siempre juega (who always plays)
Con las piezas grises. (with grey pieces.)
Millions of children have read Jairo Aníbal Niño because in his literature there are no
drugs or violence. Niño was an author who, like the brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Anderson
and Charles Perrautt, planted in the minds of children a pure image of the world. Various
generations in Colombia grew up reading the stories and poems of Jairo Aníbal Niño. Now, not
only in Colombia but in every corner of the world, the people who have read his works in
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different languages say farewell to one of the most prolific writers of Colombia. Master of
children‟s literature, eternal child, his spirit remains with us. It has been a great loss for
children‟s literature as stated by the Minister of Culture of Colombia, Mriana Garcés, “Jairo
Aníbal gave an impulse to children‟s literature in Colombia during the first half of XX century.
Without a doubt, his works created a world of imagination that marked various generations of
Colombians and served as a model for new writers of the genre. Colombia will remember him as
a talented writer who will continue to captivate the readers thanks to his extraordinary
narrative.”7 Countless people are sadden by the death of Niño, but luckily, his works remain.
Good-bye, Jairo Aníbal Niño, eternal child who has left only to stay forever in the hearts of all of
us.
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Notes
1. Jairo Aníbal Niño was born in Moniquirá, Boyacá in 1941 and died at the Hospital San Ignacio in
Bogotá, on August 30, 2010 at the age of 69.
2. Enrique Buenaventura, Carlos José Reyes, Santiago García, Jairo Aníbal Niño, Esteban Navajas,
Sebastián Ospina and other playwrights contributed to the development of a theatre movement of social commitment
in Colombia through collective creation, a collective effort of distributing the responsibilities of writing, staging, and
acting among all the members of the group. The New Theatre of Colombia intended to reflect the national problems
and life experience of the Colombian people during the 1960s and 1970s.
3. La denuncia of Enrique Buenaventura, Soldados of Carlos José Reyes, and El sol subterráneo of Jairo
Anínal Niño form the trilogy that questions the banana massacre of 1928 in Colombia.
4. All the textual quotations in English in this study are my translations from the original texts in Spanish.
5. In her study entitled, “La narrativa de Jairo Aníbal Niño o el mundo del ensueño” Literartura y cultura.
Narrativa colombiana del siglo XX, Vol. I. La nación moderna. Identidad. Bogotá: Ministerio de Cultura de
Colombia, 2000 (701-718), the author of this study examined the characteristics of the short stories by Jairo Aníbal
Niño.
6. See José Miguel Alzate, “Publication. Section Editorial-Opinión, El tiempo.com August 31, 2010.
7. See “El Ministerio de cultura lamenta el fallecimiento del escritor Jairo Aníbal Niño”, Grupo de
Divulgación y Prensa-MinCultura, 30 de agosto de 2010. http://ww.mincultura.gov.co/?idcategoria=40238.
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Teaching the Representations of Africa in the Writings of the Diaspora:
A Learner-Centered Approach

A. Diasporan Perspectives on the Teaching of African American Literature
In the Spring of 2007 I taught an undergraduate course based on the representations of
Africa in selected works of African American writers to a group of mostly third-year students.
The course, entitled ―Selected African and African Diasporan Texts,‖ was intended as a broader,
more globally-focused alternative to the traditional African-American literature course. Another
goal was to introduce students to postmodern and global perspectives. I wanted the students to
look at the various texts in the class with the kind of interconnectedness and holistic approach
that Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt pose in their postmodern and global analysis in Empire
and Multitude: the existence of the first world in the third world, nation states losing their
sovereignty, and several other features of global analyses of literary texts. My attitude in terms of
students’ responses was informed by Robert Scholes’s notion of ―the strong reader‖ in The Rise
and Fall of English: I encouraged students to approach the texts with information they already
knew, if they thought that such an approach could help them in their reactions to the texts.
The majority of the students found that in Heremakonon, Veronica’s search for her
identity was a failure from the onset. They thought that she was promiscuous, and had to sort
things out with her own self before setting out to look for her roots. The African American
woman in the class found that Veronica reminds her of the familiar picture of women grappling
with the challenges of self-discovery, regardless of their race. The student goes further to stress
that Veronica’s own conflict with herself is what undermines her identity quest. She finds that
Veronica’s ignorance of her own culture and that of the Guineans is the reason for her failure in
her mission. Only one student was sympathetic towards Veronica. That student stressed the fact
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that Veronica was not accepted in Paris, where she was considered as a black Caribbean woman,
and in Africa also, where she was considered as a foreigner. But the student added that Veronica
deserves to be congratulated on the fact that she stands up and fights for herself.
The work which generated the largest number of interesting reactions was A Raisin in the
Sun. One student wrote that Africa is not treated with seriousness in the play; she illustrated her
point with the fact Beneatha’s interest in Africa is not a serious one, the student found that
interest to be flimsy, like a passing phase, or like one of those hobbies that Beneatha signs up for
and then drops them. The student pointed out that the only time when Beneatha considered
Africa with seriousness was when she was standing face to face with the hard reality of
economic hardship, when Walter had gambled away the money that would have been used to pay
her fees in medical school. When Asagai suggested that they go to Nigeria together, that
moment, according to the student, was when Beneatha began to contemplate Africa (and a return
to Africa) with seriousness.
The students’ response to Richard Wright’s statement in Black Power, that ―Africans’ life
must be militarized‖ also evoked a lot of debate in the class. Many students thought that Wright
meant that Africans need more discipline and hard work in order to advance to a more modern
stage; some few students thought that he meant that Africans should arm themselves and fight
the colonizers out of the continent, and two students were outraged at Wright’s prescription to
president Nkrumah: they thought that Wright was calling for more weapons in Africa, and those
students feared that such an act would increase the civil wars that are claiming innumerable lives
in Africa.
Another student was struck by the deep analysis of self-loathing and confusion conveyed
in Fanon’s Black Skin White Masks. His criticism shaped his response to Heremakhonon. He
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came to recognize that due to the fact that blacks were once slaves, black men feel the need to
prove themselves to white men, while white men always feel superior to black men. And, the
student reflected, the problem for the black man is that once he becomes educated, he is no
longer considered as a black, and he doesn’t also fit within the white community. For him, black
people who better themselves are still looked down upon by whites, but they are also exiled vis à
vis their own race.
My students thought that Ato did not act as a good mediator between his wife Eulalie and
his parents in The Dilemma of a Ghost; that Ato did a horrible job of creating understanding and
mutual tolerance between the two sides. But the students were struck by the portrayals of
Africans as self-confident and African Americans as insecure in this play as well as in
Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun.
Some of the most interesting student reflections in this class came up during our study of
Comes the Voyager at Last. I had asked the students to answer or discuss a certain number of
questions that I had written on the board, and one the questions asked the students to determine
the main events and time frames in the work. By setting that question I was intending to help the
students grasp the key events, periods and characters in the work. Many of the students had
initially raised the fact that the book is difficult to understand due to the non-linear trajectory of
the main protagonist’s trip from America to Africa. Students concluded that the main events in
Comes the Voyager at Last can be classified in two main categories, based on the timeline: the
period of the 19th-century slave trade in Africa and the 1950s-1960s, or the period of Civil Rights
Movement in America. As one student noted, the Civil Rights Movement and the decolonization
struggles yielded considerable important victories for African Americans and continental
Africans (he meant independence from colonial powers on one side and desegregation and other
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similar achievements on the other side). But he also added that while the combat of the Civil
Right Movement resulted in some institutions being put in place in order to ensure some degree
of human and social development like schools, hospitals, security forces for blacks in the US, in
Africa, the colonial powers gave a pseudo-independence to their colonies, so that neocolonialism could start its course and ensure the impoverishment of African countries. I was
pleased that he came up with this juxtaposition, between African decolonization and the African
Americans’ Civil Rights Movement, from a discussion based on Come the Voyager at Last.
Teaching this class enabled me to see how American students—blacks and whites—react
to the issue of the relations between Africa and her diasporas. For many of the students, the class
was the first opportunity they had had to reflect over such a topic and many of them expressed
some gratitude for such an opportunity. The impact that the class had on the students could be
measured by the fact that the first day of class, none of the students could define (or was willing
to define) or state what she/he thought the term ―diaspora‖ meant. Looking at the quality of the
work that the students produced at the end of the semester shows clearly how comfortable they
had become with the whole concept of diaspora, precisely the African diaspora in America.
Teaching this class also enabled me to see the necessity to incorporate diaspora issues especially
the relations between Africa and the Francophone and Anglophone diasporas in the teaching of
African and African American Literature. Such a change in the curriculum is much needed now.
With the arrival of large numbers of immigrants from Africa, Asia, South America and other
parts of the world, it becomes more difficult to define who is an African American. The teaching
of African and African American Literature has been traditionally focused on slave narratives,
the Harlem Renaissance works, more contemporary works on race issues, or the interaction
between black and white America, and the power conflict and identity issues that are related to
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that interaction. Recent works of critics like Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and Kwame Anthony Appiah
take a close look at the identity issue and power relations that exist between African Americans
and white America. Appiah’s works engage Africa, but the examination of the relations between
Francophone Africans and the Francophone diaspora in the Caribbean has not been introduced in
the curriculum of African American Literature yet. The class that I taught shows how
Francophone diasporan texts can be taught alongside the texts that have so far been considered as
canonical in African America Literature. Such an innovation will benefit students in several
ways: they will be exposed to Francophone continental African works, Francophone African and
Caribbean works and also the Francophone African and diasporan culture that is exposed in
those works.
B. The Tragedy that Corroborated my Conclusions: Haiti’s Earthquake and Senegal
On January 12, 2010 Haiti was devastated by a 7.0 Megawatt earthquake. An estimated
316,000 people had died, 300,000 had been injured and 1,000,000 made homeless. It was a
catastrophe that had destroyed the first black republic of the world. Right after the earthquake the
whole world started sending financial, material, human and logistic assistance to Haiti, and one
specific case in that assistance had some obvious pan-African ramification: Senegal offered
1million US dollars in financial assistance, plus free accommodation, education and fertile land
to all Haitians willing to settle in Senegal. Abdoulaye Wade (the Senegalese president) declared
that Haitians could return home to their origins because ―they are sons and daughters of Africa,
since Haiti was founded by slaves, including some thought to be from Senegal‖ (BBC News,
January 17, 2010). In October 2010, a group of Haitian students (163 precisely) landed in Dakar
(Senegal), accompanied by the Haiti president René Preval and his wife. It was a powerful sociopolitical event with a spiritual dimension: The Senegalese president welcomed them at the
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airport, with presidents and ministers from several other African countries, and seven African
countries broadcast the event. The Griot, a Senegalese newspaper covered the event:
The students were greeted upon arrival in Dakar by dancers and traditional praise singers.
Dozens of Senegalese students also held up signs that said: ―Welcome to the home of
your ancestors.‖ They were led onto tour buses that drove them through the neighborhood
of Almadies, the westernmost point of Africa which juts out into the Atlantic. The bus
climbed a hill overlooking the ocean, and let them out at the feet of an enormous statue
pointing West in the direction where they had come from. (The Griot, 10/14/2010 online
source)
Wade reminded the Haitian students of their African roots in a manner which is strikingly
reminiscent of Senghor’s invitation to Césaire in Letter to a Poet. The similarity between Wade’s
action and that of Senghor is also obvious in the sense that Wade inaugurated a ―Monument to
the African Renaissance‖ on that occasion and called the students’ arrival ―an act of pan-African
solidarity‖. They had returned home, after the ―journey of no return‖ a synonym for the
transatlantic slave trade. The Senegalese president had the following words for the Haitians
students:
Your ancestors left here by physical force. You have returned through moral
force…When the slaves embarked on the ships, this is the last piece of African earth they
saw…Dear students, it is on this point of land that sticks out farthest into the Atlantic that
we have chosen to receive you. You are neither strangers nor refugees. You are members
of our family. (The Griot 10/14/2010)
This gesture was evaluated in different terms; some critics—who were certainly on Wade’s
side—saw in this a laudable, warm and ancestral move, initiated by a country that held the panAfrican ideal to its heart, as historian Iba Der Thiam, vice president of the Senegalese National
Assembly put it: ―we are giving the rest of the world a lesson in humanity. Senegal has shown
that it’s in the hearts of the poor that you can find the gift of generosity. A country that is neither
rich nor developed has agreed to share the little it has with its brothers‖. (The Griot) Others
thought that the repatriation project was simply a political propaganda aiming at improving
President Wade’s image in the eyes of the outsiders, while the local populations languish in
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poverty and hopelessness. An officer at the Dakar airport made this comment: ―it’s a little weird.
We’re chartering a plane and giving them free scholarships, and yet we know that our own
students can sometimes go six months without seeing their payments.‖ (The Griot) Along the
same line, others pointed out that Senegal’s GDP is only marginally higher than Haiti’s and that
Senegal is beset by rising unemployment and spiraling food prices. They also added that
thousands of Senegalese risk their lives every year trying to reach Europe on flimsy boats for a
better life, just as Haitians have been braving the high seas trying to reach Florida. They
therefore cannot comprehend how and why Senegal can provide aid to Haiti no matter how
serious and compelling the circumstances are.
On the other side of the spectrum, the Haitian students applauded this repatriation and
expressed their gratitude to Senegal. Sanogier Genevieve Julbertha, a 20 year old Law student
who was part of the returnees said: ―I have no words to describe how good it is to be in Senegal.
We are the same people. We share the same roots. Life is still difficult for many Haitians back
home. Many universities collapsed and many families are homeless.‖ (voa new 10/ 2010 online
source).
This recent and contemporary repatriation project confirms the pattern that I mentioned
earlier in my observation of the relations between continental Francophone Africans represented
by Senghor, Wade and his allies, and also the opposition of some Francophone Africans like
Stanislas Adotevi and the Senegalese who castigate the repatriation movement. This repatriation
project also reveals the apprehension that the Francophone Caribbean often shows towards
continental Africa: Senegal’s assistance was initially a voluminous project. Wade’s intention was
to attribute a whole region of his country to the returnees, which means that he was expecting a
large number of Haitians to come back to Senegal but ultimately, only 163 students returned.
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The media showed a large number of Haitians attempting to enter the US the days after the
earthquake but I did not hear of any Haitians striving to embrace Senegal’s repatriation offer.
Senegal welcomed less than it had anticipated. The Haitians certainly could not imagine an
African country offering them more comfort than Haiti. Many of them certainly thought that
going back to Africa would have been synonymous with leaving a country which is so close to
France, ―the center of civilization‖, and going back to Africa which they associate with the
jungle.
C. Recent Paradigms in Black Diaspora in the US: Globalization and Skilled African
Immigrants
The migration of continental Africans to the US is also an important factor in the study of
the relations between Africa and her diaspora, and the presence of the African immigrants in the
US has been the concern of several researchers. In ―Who Are the Other African Americans?‖
John R. Logan locates the areas where concentrations of African immigrant populations settle in
the US. He noticed that Africans are dispersed, unlike Afro-Caribbeans who are heavily
concentrated in some few selected areas:
Only a quarter of Africans live in one of the ten largest metropolitan regions, and these
metro areas are geographically dispersed. This dispersion, in combination with their
smaller numbers, may help explain the ―invisibility‖ of African immigrants in the United
States. In contrast, Afro-Caribbeans are heavily concentrated in just a few metro areas, all
on the East Coast. Six out of ten live in New York, Miami, and Ft. Lauderdale metro
areas; nearly six hundred thousand live in New York alone. (Shaw-Taylor and Tuch 52)
Logan also points out that African immigrants distinguish themselves from African Americans
by their higher educational and income levels. That can be explained by the fact that many of the
African immigrants already have a high educational level before they enter the US, and many of
those immigrants seize the various education opportunities available in the US. In ―African
Diasporas and Academics‖, Paul Tiyambe Zeleza captures the irony represented by the
staggering number of African-educated immigrants in the US: ―Africa, the least educated and
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most underdeveloped continent in the world has the most educated population in the world’s
most developed country‖ (The Study of Africa 99). Zeleza points out that the new black
immigrants do not only identify with Africa as most of the historic diaspora does, but they also
display ethnic and nationalist interests or inclination:
African migrations to the North, especially Western Europe and North America are
increasing. Many of these migrants are constituting themselves into new diasporas,
whose identities involve complex negotiations with the host African diaspora
communities and their countries of origin. If the diasporas of enslavement—the historic
diasporas—had no choice but to see themselves in pan-Africanist terms whenever they
identified with Africa, the diasporas of colonialism and neocolonialism—the
contemporary diasporas—are more disposed to see themselves in pan-national, or even
pan-ethnic, terms.(The Study of Africa 90)
Beside the fact that the African academic diaspora has to engage and negotiate with numerous
factors and challenges like immigration requirements, and also ―how to climb the slippery poles
of the highly racialised American academy‖(Zeleza 98), and how to meet the huge expectations
and demands that families, relatives and friends place on them, in the form of financial and moral
support, African immigrants also have the responsibility or the ―abstract compulsion to defend
and promote Africa in a country where things African are routinely denigrated and demonized‖
(Zeleza 98).
The emergence of Barack Obama on the political scene in America complicated the
definition of an African American. Initially some critics associated him more with Africa, while
some African Americans thought that he was not African American because he did not
experience ghetto life and speaks Standard English. Just like the continental Africans who
refused to believe that Langston Hughes was black, some African Americans (although
implicitly sometimes) contended that Obama was white. These tendencies to reject Obama’s
legitimate status as an African-American eventually subsided, and his successful campaign for
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the presidency seems likely to have the effect of closing the rift between African-Americans
descended from ante-bellum slaves and more recent immigrants from Africa.
D. A New Understanding and Definition of pan-Africanism
I would like at this level to lay out clearly what my understanding or definition of panAfricanism is: non-essentialism and public accountability. It is a simple definition which can be
illustrated by the combination of the following ideas and works: Cheikh Anta Diop’s African
origin of universal civilization—in order to be fair to Africa and point out its role in world
civilization—Paul Guilroy’s transatlantic theory which annihilates all racial differences and all
nationalistic boundaries inherited from Modernity, and Albert Memmi’s Decolonization and the
Decolonized. In that work, Memmi blatantly presents the economic, political and social malaise
which befell Africans in the post-colonial era. In other words, the illusions and hopes which
Africans had placed in decolonization have all vanished now and have been replaced by a
horrendous tableau of misery, the proof that Africans and all people who feel any connection or
any interest with Africa need to stand up and work for decent living conditions for Africans,
African diasporans, and all those who have any interest or any connection with Africa. Memmi
writes:
During the first years of independence, attentive and well-meaning observers grew
concerned about the persistent poverty of formerly colonized peoples. Fifty years later
nothing really seems to have changed, except for the worse. Their analysis was focused
primarily on Black Africa. It is now obvious that the majority of Arab-Muslim and Latin
American states, including those with sufficient resources, are not doing much better. In
spite of the sometimes spectacular growth of individual states, malnutrition, famine, and
endless political crises also affect a number of Asian countries. Widespread corruption
and tyranny and the resulting tendency to use force, the restriction of intellectual growth
through the adherence to long-standing tradition, violence towards women, xenophobia,
and the persecution of minorities – there seems to be no end to the pustulent sores
weakening these young nations. Why such failures? (x-xi)
Working to eradicate the failure portrayed by Memmi in the preceding quotation is one of the
characteristics that I assign to pan-Africanism. The accountability of the political authorities to
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the masses of the black world in order to ensure decent living conditions: health coverage,
potable water, food-self-sufficiency and literacy/education. That is the essence of my definition
of pan-Africanism. The essence of my understanding of pan-Africanism is the path that leads to
ensuring decent living conditions for black people across the world and all those who willingly
affiliate themselves or feel connected with Africa or the black word, regardless of race, those
whom Fanon refers to as ―nationalists of the will, not of ethnicity‖. Political ambitions and
clairvoyance precede such an achievement by conceptualizing and implementing it, and political
attitudes can also follow such an achievement and manifest themselves in several ways: the
configuration of nation-states can change, through regional unions or continental unity if the
black populations and their allies wish so. An organization like the African Union (AU) is a
political pan-African organization which tries among other things to solve the socio-political
crises that spark almost every second in African countries. In The African Union: Challenges of
Globalization, Security and Governance (2008), Samuel Makinda and Wafula Okumu expose
the reasons that explained the creation of the AU in July 2002, in replacement of its predecessor,
the OAU (Organization for African Unity). The global political situation had changed and called
for a new organization which would reflect the new context:
Some of the factors that contributed to the emergence of the AU included the Cold War,
recognition of the power of globalization, the preeminence of the neo-liberal economic
ideology, increasing demands for respect of human rights and for transparency by civic
society organizations, the growing popularity of liberal democratic principles, and
personal rivalries among some African political leaders. On the basis of these factors, the
Union should be well positioned to utilize the complex relationships between
globalization, security, and governance to pursue its goals. (31)
The AU displays one of the dimensions that I assign to my understanding of pan-Africanism, in
the sense that it sets out to address problems that affect African countries like rebellions, conflict
between neighboring countries and several other forms of crisis. On the other end, the AU is also
the illustration of what I perceive to be the anti-thesis of pan-Africanism: a conglomeration of
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poverty-ridden corrupt countries tightly kept under the boot of dictators. Regional economic
organizations have also been formed on the African continent, like ECOWAS, the Economic
Community of West Africa. ECOWAS has been making great efforts to improve the living
conditions of West Africans. In Africa in World Politics: A Pan-African Perspective (2002), Guy
Martin mentions the regional organizations that have been put in place in Africa in the postcolonial era, and the general failure which most of those organizations met:
While many institutions for regional cooperation and integration were created soon after
independence, progress toward integration has been disappointingly slow. Thus, the East
African Community (EAC) survived for only ten years (1967-1977). West and central
African regional integration schemes, such as the Union douanière et Economique de
l’Afrique centrale (UDEAC; December 1964), and the Economic Community of West
Africa (ECOWAS; May 1975) have been generally unsuccessful. The Southern African
Development Coordination Conference(April 1980)—later transformed into the Southern
African Development Community (SADC; August 1992) and the Preferential Trade Area
for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA; November 1993) have been somewhat more
promising.(123-124)
In the specific case of ECOWAS, it managed to put in place a common currency in
certain West African countries but its successes continue to remain limited due to nationalist
feelings which reign in some of the West African countries (something against which Gilroy’s
transatlantic vision and Nkrumah’s pan-Africanist position warn us) and the neocolonial
influence that several African countries are, especially the former French colonies gathered in the
CFA franc zone—CFA means Colonies Françaises d’Afrique or French Colonies of Africa and
the CFA franc is the currency used in 12 former French African colonies, it has a fixed exchange
rate to the Euro—continue to endure. For me, the AU and ECOWAS, just to mention these two
are African organization, one is continental and the other one is regional or sub-regional, but
they are not pan-African according to my understanding of pan-Africanism. A pan-African
organization must begin with a grass-root process which totally, assiduously and methodically
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eradicates the obstacles to decent life in every African country and in other area where black
people and their allies live.
Some efforts have been initiated by the diaspora in order to reconnect with Africa:
African Americans have been encouraged to return and invest in Africa, through certain initiates
like the Sankofa movement, which has been put in place by the Ghanaian authorities around the
1990s. As a result, several African Americans traveled to Ghana and opened businesses,
intervened in the education arena by putting in place financial assistance or scholarships in areas
like Cape Coast, in Ghana. Recently some Haitian students were offered the opportunity to settle
and study in Senegal, without having to pay any fees or prices. It is important to point out that
the case of Senegal and Haiti is so far the only concrete example of any reconnection between a
Francophone African country and a Francophone Caribbean country (I have heard of Haitians
showing some interest in reconnecting with Togo and I am still exploring the scope of that
project), unlike African Americans and Ghanaians who for a long time have been involved in
pan-African socio-economic projects.
Unfortunately these pan-African initiatives that I mentioned above also face several
obstacles: the Eurocentric representations of African continue to mine the interactions between
Africans and African Americans and also between Africans and the Francophone diaspora in the
Caribbean. Most Ghanaians continue to consider African Americans as wealthy Westerners
coming from America, and some African Americans also look at Africans in general and
Ghanaians in particular as primitives who need to be introduced to decent manners like healthy
life styles. It is common to hear Francophone diasporans like Haitians asking if it is true that
African men are violent sexists who never tell the truth. Such a question is the result of the
Eurocentric portrayal of Africans, and Haitian children were exposed to such ideas in the
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educational materials that the French colonial education system introduced in Haitian schools.
The economic crisis which Africa countries are grappling with also generates some problems
that in turn complicate the correlation between Africa and the diaspora and these are two
illustration: the first one is the case of the slave castles in Cape Coast and Elmina in Ghana.
While Ghanaian authorities are renovating the castles in order to maintain and use them as a
tourist attraction points and a source of income for the country, African Americans want the
Ghanaian authorities to keep the slave castles as they were, genuine remnants of the horror which
history has met on their ancestors, and the cause of their rootlessness and all the socio-political
and economical suffering that they are enduring in America. The second example is the case of
Senegal where many people are complaining because their president offered free education and
other forms of assistance to Haitians, while the overage Senegalese is crumpling under the
burden of low salaries, high cost of living and unemployment. These specific misunderstandings
between Ghanaians and African Americans on the one hand and Senegalese and Haitians on the
other hand support the point raised earlier, the need for a sound economy first, especially in
African countries.
In this paper, I have shown that the relations between Africans and African Americans in
writing are more positive than the ones between Africans and the Francophone Caribbeans. The
works under study have confirmed my thesis which is that Anglophone Africans are very
committed when it comes to establishing and maintaining harmonious relations between
Africans and the diasporans. Ama Ata Aidoo’s works and those of Ayi Kwei Armah and Kofi
Awoonor have provided enough examples to support that point. On the African American side,
A Raisin in the Sun, The Color Purple among other works have been used to illustrate that
although the road to the re-connection between African Americans and continental Anglophone
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Africans is most of the time beset with hurdles that come in the form of misunderstanding and
clashes, there is nonetheless a constant desire to reach out to the other party. On the Francophone
terrain the picture is a very different one: the remnants of Eurocentrism are so deeply rooted in
the works of the Francophone Caribbeans that they still look at Africans as savages. Raphaël
Confaint’s Nègre marron, Maryse Condé’s Heremakhonon, Birago Diop’s La plume raboutée
and Léopold Sédar Senghor’s Letter to a Poet have illustrated that judgment. I have also strongly
suggested the introduction of Francophone African and diasporan texts in the African American
Literature curriculum because of the numerous advantages that such approach has for the African
American Literature students.
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Suicide-Bombers: A Dangerous Weapon

Child:

Dear Mother! When will I get old enough to drive a
truck?

Mother: Why do you ask that, my dear?
Child:

Because I want to fill a truck with explosives and
drive it to one of the targets of the infidels in our
country!
Al-Amal1 (Costa, 2003:97)

It was in the 80’s, after a bomb attack caused by a truck bomb against the U.S. Embassy
in Beirut (Lebanon), that the West woke up to the reality of the suicide-bombers. Since then, this
has been a weapon used by those whose argument is that the only way to combat the enemy's
military arsenal is by resorting to suicide because nothing else is left for them. They opened a
new form of terrorism: the suicide terrorism. Although at the present the phenomenon is closely
connoted with Islam, it’s not an exclusive prerogative of the Islamic religion. In Sri Lanka, the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE - Hindu) also used suicide bombers as a weapon
against the government of Sri Lanka (Buddhist).
However, when we see young people with a whole life ahead, fathers and mothers that
immolate themselves in the name of the faith, we are led to question our own values, our
religion. One might wonder what the future holds.
But while the flag of the faith is shaken, the true motives of their actions are political. In
fact, if in the case of the LTTE, a Hindu group with a Marxist-Leninist ideology, its motives
have a separatist nature. And between 1980 and 2001, this group was the responsible for 75 of
the 186 suicide attacks perpetrated in the world (Pape, 2003:343).
But when we approach the issue of suicide terrorism we can not make the mistake of
thinking that is a form of terrorism typically irrational. No. The suicide terrorism is an integral
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part of a group of individuals where there is an element of sacrifice on behalf of the objectives of
a whole (the organization). So, while the act of suicide-bomber may seem irrational, this does not
mean that leaders who trained them are too.
In the particular case of Muslim suicide-bombers, their action seems to be the defence of
the faith that is taken too far. However, for them, it’s not just a simple act of suicide. For them
"it's wonderful to die while killing" (Costa, 2003:197), as wrote Mohammed al-Ghoul, 22 years,
before blowing up in a bus full of students and children in Jerusalem. For the families, despite
the pain of losing a loved one, the act is a blessing; it’s a gift from Allah. "Nobody wants their
child to die, but martyrdom is an obligation of the Palestinians" (Costa, 2003:197), said a
Palestinian mother when her son was killed by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) before achieve
the sacrifice.
Moreover, in the special case of Muslims, this act is not a suicide, but a martyrdom even
because suicide is considered a sin in Islam. While, to the western eyes, the actions of suicide
bombers are reprehensible acts, clearly identified as a suicide, because it is a person who wants
to end with his/her own life, for many Muslims these are sublime actions; it is the best thing that
can happen and that will bring them rewards in life beyond death.
But who are these suicide-bombers? What is ledding them to embark on this path? Why
do they want to be martyrs? How to combat this phenomenon?
If in a few decades ago it was easy to profile a suicide bomber, today this task seems
more difficult to achieve. Not many years ago, the suicide-bombers were young males between
17 and 20 years old, unmarried, uneducated, without prospects, too attached to religion and,
therefore, very confident with the reward they would be given by Allah when they arrived to
Paradise. Today the situation is completely different. Today they are not just young people; we
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can find some men and women, aged between 40 and 50 years old, fathers and mothers of large
families, who take the path of martyrdom. They are not only male, we also find young girls,
many of them married with children, who give themselves entirely to this cause. The suicidebombers of today are no longer illiterate and without any future prospects, many are graduated or
have completed secondary education and have a whole bright future ahead.
One of the most emblematic cases of suicide-bombing happened in 2006 and was carried
out by a lady of 69 years old: Fatima Omar Naja - the mother of nine children and grandmother
of 41 grandchildren. Voluntarily she integrated the ranks of Hamas and became the oldest
suicide-bomber in the world.
What moves them?
By personifying the qital (binomial kill - die), these suicide bombers become martyrs,
whose reward is not achieved on earth, but in life that they will have after death. Among
Muslims, the performance of its men and women is considered normal and even noble and gives
those who agree to volunteer for martyrdom a mix of nobility and holiness. For many, selfsacrifice is the last of their hopes; they conclude that nothing remains for them and that attacks
with suicide bombers are a powerful weapon: a strategic weapon of the poor.
In the particular case of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, suicide-bombers act as a "smart
bomb" that shakes both the technological power of the Jewish state and its conventional military
superiority. On the other hand, gives them something that no other weapon would be able to get:
the ability to cause terrible suffering with no precedent in the Israeli society. At the beginning of
the 2nd Intifadah, in 2000, the Palestinians still preferred to use the method of combat that had
been used by Hezbollah in Lebanon, which was efficient to ban the Israeli army after 15 years of
occupation. This method was based on a mixture of guerrilla tactics (ambushes, attacks on IDF
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positions, shooting in moving vehicles). Further, it was thought that the “Lebanization” of the
West Bank and Gaza Strip would cause to Israel sufficient damage to pressure the government to
order the withdrawal of its troops from occupied territories. A pure misunderstanding. The
results of the guerrilla campaign proved to have a very limited scope. And because of that the
radical organizations saw in the suicide-bombers the best alternative to satisfy their desire to
expel Israeli forces from occupied territories and to build a Palestinian State (Costa, 2003:188).
The term "martyrdom operations" is often connoted with the respect and the honor that
suicide-bombers get, which distinguish them from the simple act of suicide. As Sheikh Bassam
Jarrar, a religious leader from Ramallah, said: "it is well known that Islam forbids suicide.
Suicide is running away, it is the weakness and fear of facing life and its troubles. But
martyrdom operations are something else. This phenomenon is known throughout history and it
is respected by all nations. People who carry out such attacks are those that are very brave,
braver than others "(Allen, 2002:36).
Moreover, in Islam there is the belief that martyrdom in the name of the faith erases all
sins and warrants to suicidal direct access to Paradise. But besides the reward that the martyr's
will have, his/her family will also be rewarded. Indeed, after the suicide, the sponsoring
organization distributes to the media a video tape containing the message delivered by the martyr
and is in charge of organizing and paying the funeral. On the other hand, for material benefits, it
is suspected that Hamas pays a survivor annuity to the martyr’s family variable between $300
and $600 per month and also includes the names of their children to a bank account intended to
provide for their health care and education. In addition to internal support, the families receive
aid from abroad. Here we highlight the help that came from Iraq of the late President Saddam
Hussein, which channeled to each of the Palestinian families about $20 000 (Costa, 2003:202).
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As the Palestinian territories face high poverty rates, this was frequently mentioned as a possible
explanation for this phenomenon. However, this explanation no longer seems to be credible,
since there have been frequent cases of men and women, graduates with a stable and prosperous
life that decide to give their life to a cause.
Nevertheless, the phenomenon of suicide bombers is not confined to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. As mentioned earlier, the fight using this weapon is more than a religious
struggle, it has implicit a political struggle. These human weapons are used as instruments of
subversion whose main purpose is to achieve a political objective.
The attacks carried out by al-Qaeda in Saudi Arabia against U.S. targets, in 2003, in
Riyadh (where a complex of staff was hit by several explosions) and in 2004, in Yanbu, AlKhobar (Eastern Province) and Jeddah (against the U.S. consulates), showed that the use of this
weapon has become effective in achieving the objectives of the perpetrators: to cause a high
number of casualties and spread fear and panic among the civilian population thus more easily
reach their goal.
However, although into the Muslim community the suicide-bombers are seen as national
heroes and martyrs, to the eyes of the West they are just terrorists. And it is hard to stop with this
phenomenon. It is believed that only in the region of Palestine, there are more candidates to
martyrdom than suicide belts.
On the other hand, those who act for religious reasons (with implicit political objectives)
have a greater willingness to carry out attacks with a greater number of casualties, since they
believe they are fulfilling God's will (Ferreira, 2006:53). And this is one of the main objectives
of the suicide-bomber: to cause the largest possible number of casualties on the side of the
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enemy, without any fear of dying. In fact, a suicide bomber kills four times more people than any
other terrorist attack.
If the reward for Muslim suicide bombers will be achieved in life after death (in
Paradise), the reward that Hindu suicide bombers attempted to reach was on Earth: the
independence of the Tamil region from

the rest of the island of Sri Lanka.

The conflict in Sri Lanka has lasted for four decades, opposing the Cingali majority (73.8% of
the total population and Buddhist) to the Tamil minority (8.5% of the total population and Hindu
and lives in the northeast of the island). In the 80s, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE
- known as Tamil Tigers) was created and since then until 2010 it fought for the selfdetermination and independence of the Tamil region. Its founder and leader until May 2009,
Velupillai Prabhakaran, was seen as a kind of divinity and one of his preferred weapons in the
fight against the government was precisely the suicide-bombers.
What moved them? The feeling of humiliation and subjugation that the Tamil community
had been subjected by the Cingali, even from the time they were under British administration;
the fact that they feel excluded from society just because they were Tamil; the fact that they are
unsuccessful in several occasions only by their ethnicity.
What was their reward? The independence of the Tamil territory and the creation of an
independent state where their compatriots could enjoy their full rights.
Like the Muslim suicide bombers, Hindus did not fear death. They made themselves
explode in public places, causing casualties among the civilian population, or leading small
rubber boats against the Sri Lankan Navy, seeking to cause the largest possible number of
casualties among the military. Another similarity is the goal to achieve: the independence, the
self-determination, the liberation of their territory and, finally, an independent state.
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If we want to highlight the differences between the Muslim suicide-bombers and the
Hindus we can state two. The first is related to the fact that members of the LTTE would never
be captured alive. If they failed to accomplish their mission, they swallow a cyanide capsule that
they carried around the neck, to avoid falling into the hands of the Sri Lankan forces. By
contrast, in several countries (Muslims or not) there are imprisoned several suicide-bombers
Muslims who failed to accomplish its mission.
The other difference is the reward they want to pursue with their act. The Muslim suicidebomber will receive their reward from Allah when they arrive in Paradise; the Hindu suicidebombers sought to achieve an earthly reward: the independence of Tamil Eelam (Tamil
homeland).
But to approach the phenomenon of suicide bombers, we must also understand it from the
behavioral point of view, since the desire of the organization to what they belong will eventually
override the individual will. Those who follow the path of suicide-bombing, while acting on
behalf of their ideals, personify the will and desire of the organization to which they belong. The
suicide-bomber has a burning desire to end with her /her one life, causing as many deaths as
possible on behalf of a cause. In fact, the suicide-bombers have shown an ease in the access to
public places and a great ability to cause irreparable damage. Consequently, they psychologically
affect not only the victims of the attacks, but also the general population because of the profound
effect of fear and generalized anxiety they spread. Moreover, the suicide-bombers act as a smart
bomb. They can think and decide when and where they will detonate them. They can make last
minute adjustments and, above all, they don’t need evacuation plans or the help of a rescue team.
Another aspect of the suicide-bombers has been the use of women as preferred weapons
by some terrorist organizations. Although at the start, some organizations did not accept their
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presence – because they considered that Allah had created women to procreate and not to kill –
the increasing difficulty of some organizations to penetrate into enemy’s territory without raising
suspicion led them to appeal to women to become martyrs. And the media impact that an attack
carried out by a woman causes to the population is greater than if the attack is carried out by a
man. Naturally, the psychological effect of its action is greater; there is a greater shock to the
population, because of the sweet and non-violent image of a woman becoming a dangerous
human bomb.
And the examples of organizations that recruit women to their ranks increased:


In Palestine, the Army of Roses, founded by Yasser Arafat, as the name indicates,
consists only of women;



Hezbollah, in Lebanon, has a cell composed exclusively of female elements - the
Brides of Blood;



In Chechnya, the Black Widows have carried out a series of attacks in their fight for
independence for the territory, the latter of which occurred in March 2010;



The LTTE, in Sri Lanka, possessed a cell - the Black Tigers - constituted mostly by
women.

On the contrary to what one might think, these women are not obliged to join these
organizations. They do it willingly, pushed by different conflict contexts in which they live.
They believe, like their male partners, that there is not another form of struggle in achieving their
objectives than give their own lives to the cause.
The most promising way to control the suicide-bombers might be to try and to reduce
terrorist’s confidence in their ability to carry out such attack against the chosen targets. The
states that have to deal and cope with this phenomenon should recognize that neither offensive
military action nor concessions alone will do much to solve the problem (Pape, 2003:344). In
fact, the military offensives only have the opposite effect - they generate more hatred and further
motivate the population to follow the path of suicide-bomber.
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Indeed, "for over 20 years that the governments of Israel and other states hit by suicide
terrorism undertaken extensive military efforts to kill, isolate and arrest the leaders of suicide
terrorism, as well as its operating, sometimes with the help of the communities where the
terrorists live (...). Although the decapitation of the organizations of suicide terrorism can end
their operations temporarily, rarely produces long-term benefits" (Pape, 2003:346).
To achieve a final solution to the phenomenon of suicide bombers is hard to find, since
every day it appears new cases of people (whether men and women) willing to give their own
lives for a cause. What they experienced in a conflict context shapes their conduct of life, they
have no hope of change; they have no expectation of improving their conditions of life, they
prefer death. They are convinced that the life that waits for them after death can be better than
the one they take on earth.
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Endnotes
1

Al-Amal (Action), Organ of the Islamic Labor Party.
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Black Aesthetic Language of Social Justice

Abstract
The sociopolitical sensibilities of Black aesthetics may be viewed as a response or a
critical ―talking back‖ to the power structures in society that consciously perpetuate a dominant
narrative of the beautiful or what it means to be beautiful. The central tasks of this study are as
follows:
1. To analyze various Black aesthetic perspectives that speaks to social justice
2. To explore and craft the interpretive conditions of differend (Lyotard 1989) necessary
to perceive Black aesthetics as a language of social justice.
A multiple theoretical lens that encompasses curriculum theory and critical theory, as
well as various contested Black aesthetic perspectives, is used to expand current and past notions
of Black aesthetics and its meanings for education. Additionally, the theoretical perspective is
used to situate Black aesthetics as a language for social justice in education. Essential questions
guiding this study include the following:
1. How does one explain/define Black aesthetic theory perspectives?
2. How does one assess the interpretive accuracy of these explanations/definitions?
3. Does Black aesthetic theory/language work in terms of creating the intellectual and
psychical spaces for social justice for all people?
This study ultimately attempts to situate Black aesthetics language in the context of differend to
help make meaning of the term social justice.

This analysis will focus on selected aesthetic perspectives in the development of Black
aesthetics. However, these will be read or analyzed through the theoretical concepts of Lyotard
(1984/1989b) and Wittgenstein (1958). The aim of this analysis is to interpret the various
viewpoints, as well as different art creations, in order to craft a different concept of defining
social justice in the context of a differend in education. The nature of Black aesthetics may be
characterized by various perspectives or themes: some are explicitly political in stance and others
implicit. Though there have been various perspectives about Black aesthetics, concern about the
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social/political experiences of Blacks in America lie beneath the surface. These social and
political experiences are important to understanding the relationship between art, politics, and
Black aesthetic visions of social justice This relationship, in part, forms my understanding of
how, theoretically, Black aesthetics has created an aesthetic language from which students,
administrators, policy makers, and curriculum developers can draw to make meaning of social
justice.
A differend is ―a case of conflict between at least two parties that cannot be equitably
resolved for lack of judgment applicable to both arguments‖ (Lyotard, 1989b, p. xi). Conflicts
can arise when people are engaged in discourses that are incommensurable (i.e., which cannot be
translatable to another). Because there are no rules that apply across discourses, the conflicts
become differends. Further, to enforce a rule in a differend is to enforce the rule of one discourse
over the other, resulting in a wrong suffered by the party whose rule of discourse is ignored.
Furthermore, there seems to be a conflict or issue concerning the term social justice in
education. For example, accrediting agencies and schools have dropped the use of social justice
language due to its elasticity and ambiguous nature (Wasley, 2006). In addition, there have been
various ideas and theories concerning social justice. For example, particular conceptions of
social justice include Rawls’ (1971) idea of ―justice as fairness.‖ He posited that the most
―reasonable principles of justice are those that would be the object of mutual agreement by
persons under fair conditions‖ (p. 2) and asserted that justice as fairness should be viewed as a
political conception of justice as well as a ―basic structure of a modern society‖ (2001, p. 14).
Young (1990), however, situated social justice within institutional conditions from which one
might attain full capacities. Her concept of social justice explores the structures that enable or
reinforce oppression, domination, marginalization, and violence against social groups.
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Moreover, Fraser (1997) described a ―post socialist condition‖ in which there is ―an
absence of any credible emancipatory project as well as a decoupling of cultural politics from
social politics of redistribution‖ (p. 3), and scholars such as North (2006) have analyzed and
interpreted these ideas in an attempt to understand and/or create more ―substantive meanings‖ of
social justice (North, 2006, p. 507). Thus, given the various and quite heterogeneous conceptions
of social justice, it is easy to understand how some education agencies might argue the elastic or
ambiguous quality in discerning meaning of the term social justice. However, I interpret the
issue concerning the meaning of the term social justice as a kind of differend based in language
games. Although I do not take issue with the ideas of social justice mentioned, I suggest that
those who are involved in education have relied on those language phrases or varying views
concerning social justice meanings and have not been aware of the aesthetic language of Black
aesthetics. This analysis aims to show how Black aesthetics is a language that broadens the
theoretical lines for understanding terms like social justice.
Drawing on Lyotard (1984) I also submit that the ethical problem for postmodernity as
well as for education is to present the unpresentable. In The Post Modern Condition, Lyotard
suggested that people learn from literary figures such as Proust or Joyce, whose works ―allude to
something which does not allow itself to be made present‖ (1984, p. 80). However, the various
Black aesthetics perspectives of Locke, Dubois, and Wright, connected with the aesthetic works
of Brooks, as well as some of the radical poetic text of Madhabuti, are concepts that, when
closely read, reveal an aesthetic language that describes social justice in a manner that, at this
time, does seem to be too elastic, ambiguous—or unpresentable. The task in this study, then, is to
search for new presentations, not in order to enjoy them but to impart a stronger sense of the
unpresentable (Lyotard, 1984, p. 81). Given this task, this analysis will also show that Black
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aesthetics is a language nexus that offers a sense of the ineffable or the unpresentable in a
differend.
Wittgenstein (1967, p. 1) stated that language users experience a particular kind of
confusion or confusions when they consider how they might have to distinguish far more parts of
speech than ordinary grammar does. He suggested that language plays the users entirely new
tricks. It is this very notion that informed or shaped my quest to create more substantive
meanings of the term social justice in education. Given the supposed ambiguity of the term in the
public sphere and in education, I submit that an aesthetic language realm might help clarify what
social justice could mean for social justice education and curriculum.
Drawing from Wittgenstein, I contend that the main mistake made by philosophers,
policy makers, and curriculum developers in education is that, when language terms like social
justice are investigated, what is examined is the form of the words and not the use made of the
words. For Wittgenstein, the idea of how words are used meant that language is a characteristic
part of a large group of activities—talking, traveling, and meeting people, even writing. He
contended that people do not do these activities focused on merely the words, but on the specific
instance or circumstance in which they are said (Wittgenstein, 1967, p. 3). The specific instance
or occasion of which Wittgenstein speaks includes the sociopolitical circumstances from which
Black aesthetics and/or theory emerge. Black aesthetics gives aesthetic meaning to social
justice—in the form of visual art, literature, music, dance, and drama. Theorists do not start from
certain words or art, but from certain occasions or activities in which these words are formed and
used (Wittgenstein, 1967). Given the framework of differend and language games, the following
is a close reading of different aesthetic views and artistic works. However, when linked as
aesthetic phrases, all point to the ineffable meanings of social justice. Specifically, what follows
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is a close reading of the Black aesthetics perspectives of Locke (1925) and W.E.B. Dubois
(1926), along with the theory of art by Wright (1937/1940), the poetic perspectives of Brooks
(1945, 1953) as well as the radical poetic viewpoint of Madhubuti (1969a/1969b). This reading
highlights that, collectively, these aesthetic perspectives and literary pieces create an aesthetic
language concept that could be useful to a curriculum developer, policy maker, or student who
seeks to define terms like social justice, particularly in the context of differend in education.
Analysis
Here I would like to note that the social political conditions or occasions shaped the
various theories of Black art, such as Locke’s (1925/1968). Locke espoused ideas of collective
consciousness and nationalism and, as leader of the New Negro Movement, he relied on notions
of the collective and collective consciousness and asserted a concept of nationalism. Locke
advanced the idea of nationalism over that of race in Black arts and asserted that cultural
nationalism through pluralism and reciprocity was a means toward democratic possibilities for
Black Americans. Locke’s idea of cultural nationalism can be characterized as an existence of
social reciprocity in all values—social, economic, and aesthetic or intellectual between White
Americans and Black Americans. In regards to culture, Locke advocated the best of Black
intellectual achievement as well as those in Black arts. An effort to highlight the best of black art
is seen in Locke’s The New Negro (1925/1968), which was a compilation of fiction, poetry,
plays, and essays about Black Americans, African art, culture, drama, and music. Locke stated
that the purpose of the work was to highlight the cultural and social progress of the new Negro as
well as to document the transformations that had taken place in the inner and outer life of the
Negro in America. Locke’s effort to document the changes that were occurring in the inner (i.e.,
psychological or intellectual) life as well as the outer (i.e., social or political) life of Black people
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is important in that it marked a moment when the possibilities for intellectual, social, political
change could be imagined and questioned through art.
Locke’s (1925/1968) effort directly linked aesthetic material with the sociopolitical. I
interpret The New Negro as an aesthetic language in which poetry and literature can be used to
glean the meaning of the term social justice. That is, Locke’s New Negro is an aesthetic
perspective born out of the concerns of the specific social and political instance or circumstance
of his time. The New Negro created a space in which to describe the social and political and
define social justice aesthetically through poetry, literature, and music. For example, The New
Negro included Langston Hughes’ poem ―I Too,‖ in which verses highlight the long-standing
social and political conditions in which many Black Americans lived. Hughes wrote:
Tomorrow,
I’ll sit at the table
when company comes/
….eat in the kitchen then/
Besides, they’ll see how beautiful I am. And be ashamed. (lines 8-14, p. 145)
Hughes’ text acts as an aesthetic description of the social and political terrain in which the Black
American found himself or herself. The poem overall implies a desire or hope that the social
injustice of being considered inhuman and, therefore, not worthy of sitting at the table with
―company‖ (line 12, p. 145), (i.e., White people) will one day pass.
I understand that Locke (1925) was directly opposed to art as propaganda. He believed
that it was the artists’ responsibility to use art and folk materials of the Negro and to represent
the common man in art realistically. For Locke, art and politics were mutually exclusive (Locke,
1931, p. 363). He asserted further that ―art must first of all give beauty and somehow too, a
sincerely truthful version of life, if it is to last‖ (p. 363). Although he did not advocate for
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propaganda art, he believed that pluralism, reciprocity, and democratic possibilities for Blacks
could be realized through art. However, to create a pluralistic society means changing or
deconstructing the status quo at both the political and cultural levels (Burgett, 1976). I contend
that Locke’s theory of Black art coupled with The New Negro deconstructed the status quo
notions of art at the cultural level. The social and political qualities of the aesthetic material in
The New Negro, such as Hughes’ poems ―I Too‖ (p. 145) and ―Minstrel Man‖ (p. 144), helped
create a Black aesthetic language. Important to the differend, however, is how people make use
of this language (Wittgenstein, 1967, p. 2). Further, Locke’s specific language use, such as ―art
must give beauty‖ (p. 363), sets forth an aesthetic vision while, at the same time, the text
―somehow give[s] sincere truthful version of life‖ (p. 363) deconstructs status quo ideas, such as
those that espouse apolitical visions of art (Beyer, 2000).
Thus, a sincere truthful version of life must include any attempt to describe social and
political conditions as well as the attempt to define social justice aesthetically. In the differend,
the notion that art must ―somehow too, give sincerely a truthful version of life‖ (Locke, 1931,
p. 363) is a motivated move in the language game that provokes how one thinks about the use of
art as well as how one might aesthetically question whose version of art or truth is used. In short,
a Black aesthetic theory concept such as Locke’s, along with poetic narratives that highlight or
provoke thoughts concerning social and political justice, is a link in a Black aesthetic language
nexus that allows the unpresentable (like social justice meanings) to become presentable
(Lyotard, 1984). In this light, The New Negro is a part of that aesthetic language nexus in the
form of art or folk materials of the Black American. Its language use represents an attempt to
define humanity in art realistically, socially, and politically. The New Negro, along with Locke’s
language use in his theory of Black art, creates a move in the language game and differend. That
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is, words such as pluralism, reciprocity, and democracy (Locke, 1942, p. 196) provoke one to
think deeply about the heterogeneous ideas of social justice such as ―social justice as fairness‖
(Rawls, 2001, p. 39). When the idea of fairness (Rawls, 2001) is connected to concepts of
reciprocity and democracy (Locke, 1942, p. 196), the meaning of social justice becomes less
ambiguous. The social and political language of Locke’s theory of Black art, linked with the
sociopolitical aesthetic language content of The New Negro, help lead people out of differend.
This language move, situated in a series of heterogeneous discourses, moves toward making
presentable such social justice concepts as ―basic liberties‖ and ―conditions of fair equality of
opportunity‖ (Rawls, 2001 p. 42).
A Dubosian (1926) aesthetic theory, however, creates a more explicit political language.
As an alternative to Locke’s (1942) perspective, Dubois questions the issue of art and the
beautiful and implies that the ―right actions of man‖ (p. 295) is the primary project of artistic
endeavors. This observation points to a theory of Black art that centers on ethical behavior and
views socially just actions amongst humankind as being beautiful. Here, Black aesthetic theory
becomes a concept of ethics—presenting an ethical aesthetic concept of social justice. Given the
various languages used in conceptions of social justice mentioned earlier, Dubois’ ethical stance
supports the notion of the social good and moral impetus toward social justice. For example, in
Criteria for Negro Art (1926), Dubois addressed questions and concerns such as ―What has
beauty to do with the world?‖ and ―What has beauty to do with Truth and Goodness—with the
facts of the world and the right actions of men?‖ (p. 295). Given the social political
circumstances of that time, those ―specific activities or occasions‖ (Wittgenstein, 1967, p. 2), in
which Dubois wrote, ―truth and goodness‖ (p. 295) includes the social and political actions of
men, those socially and economically just acts. Thus, I understand Dubois’ aesthetic perspective
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as a theory in which the art or creative acts serve as aesthetic representations of social experience
or those that highlight or exemplify social justice or the lack thereof.
Dubois’ (1926) notion that art would highlight or attend to ―the right actions of man‖
(p. 295) creates an aesthetic/ethical language of social justice. Dubois’ theory of art introduced
the ethical into art and writing. The notion of ethical writing, in turn, offers a curricular
dimension for Black aesthetics. That is, in the context of differend, Dubois’ language ―the right
actions of man‖ (p. 295) speaks to the question of ―how do we act artfully as curriculum
designers‖ (Beyer & Apple, 1998, p. 5) as well as how do we act artfully and define social
justice in education. The language ―right actions of man‖ (p. 295) attends to the issue of how
people treat others responsibly, justly, as well as how they create a curriculum (space) in which
ideas of the beautiful and the definition of social justice are connected, with the possibility of
social justice being realized through the language of art. Black aesthetics viewed this way
becomes an aesthetic theory that brings an interpretation of social justice. In the context of
differend, Dubois’ ―right actions‖ (p. 295) perspective presents a language that one might use to
think about, define, and enact social justice in the context of differend in education and
curriculum.
Dubois’ Souls of Black Folk (1903) aesthetically presents a series of essays on Black
America. Although a sociological study; his Souls employs the language of the Negro spiritual;
which Dubois called ―Sorrow Songs‖ (1903/1961, p. i). His examination as well as his
discussion of songs created and developed by slaves within the context of a sociological study
bridges the sociopolitical with art. In the last chapter of Souls, ―Of the Sorrow Songs,‖ Dubois
stated: ―And so by fateful chance the Negro folk song – the rhythmic cry of the slave – stands to
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–day not simply as the sole American music, but as the most beautiful expression of human
experience‖ (1961, p. 182).
For Dubois, the Negro folk song was a gift to the nation as well as to the world, as he
stated ―in these songs, the slave spoke to the world‖ (p. 185). What is important in a differend,
however, is that the language of these folk melodies speak directly to the day-to-day experiences
of domination, violence and death, like the words used in ―O Lord, keep me from sinking down‖
(p. 186) and ―dust and ashes fly over my grave, but the Lord shall bear my spirit home‖ (p. 188).
The psychical yearnings and social and political ―strivings‖ (1961, p. 15) of the oppressed in
―my soul wants something that’s new, that’s new‖ (p. 187) mark the achievement of a wholly
satisfactory description of the way things are (Wittgenstein, 1922, sec. 6.5). Wittgenstein
suggested that facts are only facts and that everything that might render the world meaningful
must lie elsewhere (1922). Therefore, that which people in education care about (i.e., social
justice meanings) lies in the aesthetic phrases of The Souls of Black Folk. Both Locke (1925) and
Dubois (1926) specifically employed sociopolitical and ethical language to impart aesthetic
visions of social justice. Linked together their work becomes aesthetic phrases with which to
transcend what can be said or spoken of social justice.
In examining the sociopolitical viewpoint of Richard Wright, it can be seen that Wright’s
perspective on Black art and writing presented an explicitly Marxist sensibility; however, his
narrative Native Son serves as another link in the Black aesthetic language nexus through which
to make the elusive presentable. For example, Wright’s ―Blueprint for Negro Writing‖ (1937)
represents yet another milestone in the development of a theory of Black art. Wright was
explicitly political in his stance and posited that art should be functional and that it was a social
responsibility for the Black writer. He asserted ―the Negro writer who seeks to function within
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his race as a purposeful agent has a serious responsibility‖ (1937, p. 59). Wright suggested that
Negro writers must find the materials and experiences that will create a meaningful picture of the
world and encouraged Black writers to embrace a Marxist conception of reality and society,
suggesting that a Marxist conception of reality and society would provide the ―maximum degree
of freedom in thought and feeling for the Negro writer‖ (1937, p. 60). Wright argued that a
Marxist vision, when consciously grasped, gives the writer a sense of dignity as well as ―restores
the writer to his lost heritage as a creator of the world in which he lives‖ (1937, p. 60).
Here, it should be noted that, as a performing artist, I do not advocate the abject
submission of the creative act to politics, nor did Wright. He indicated that he did not mean ―that
the Negro writer’s sole concern should be the social scene‖ (1937, p. 62). What is important to
note, however, is that Wright’s political language (however leftist or Marxist at the time) pointed
to a theory of art born out of a concern for social and political justice. Wright’s ―Blueprint‖ is
understood here as a political aesthetic theory whose language is useful in a differend concerning
the meaning of social justice. The language employed, such as the idea concerning writers and
artists working as ―purposeful agents‖ (p. 59), offers the differend an explicit political language
for determining the meaning of social justice while the use of the word responsibility presents
ethical implications to the aesthetic exploration of concepts and terms such as social justice.
Every utterance, even in written aesthetic form, should be thought of as a move in a game
of languages (Lyotard, 1984). Lyotard suggested that an observable social bond (in terms of
language), as well as the work done in social institutions, is composed of ―moves‖ (p. 11).
Wright’s perspective, which was born out of the social and political bond of inequality, shaped
his language concept in ―Blueprint.‖ In turn, ―Blueprint‖ does not only represent a theory of art
whose language is rooted in the social and political concerns; it creates a move (Lyotard, 1984)
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in the language game of defining terms such as Negro writing as well as expanding the concept
and the way one defines or shows social justice through writing or art. Thus, I submit that
Wright’s Native Son (1940) is a move in the language game in a differend concerning social
justice. It also serves as an aesthetic phrase and, when linked with Locke (1925) and Dubois
(1926), helps create a Black aesthetic language of social justice. To show this, I will examine
specific passages in Native Son that point to ideas of social justice.
Native Son (Wright, 1940) highlights the social political occasion (or the lived
experiences) from which Wright produced that narrative and points to the notion that issues of
social and political justice, if not completely realized, are at least made known or ―presentable‖
(Lyotard, 1984, p. 80) through art. Wright’s language use helps to clear up ambiguity in the
differend concerning social justice. For instance, the overall language use of Native Son refers to
social justice and issues of recognition and redistribution, as well as perceptions of life and
economic chances and patriarchal oppression and domination. A close reading reveals that these
issues are explicitly and subtly woven throughout.
The narrative is divided into three sections ―Book One: Fear‖ (p. 2), ―Book Two: Flight‖
(p. 81), and ―Book Three: Fate‖ (p. 231). Wright (1940) began with addressing the idea of life
chances in ―Book One: Fear.‖ Bigger Thomas, the protagonist who should have been on his way
to a job interview, took a detour toward the pool hall to discuss planning a robbery with his
friend Gus. On the way in, Bigger shared a cigarette with Gus and, while smoking a cigarette,
they both noticed planes sky writing; then, the conversation turned to learning to fly planes.
Wright addressed social justice issues such as ―fair equality of opportunity‖ (Rawls, 2001, p. 43)
early and used a language that reflected the social and political conditions of many Blacks in
America at that time. These elements can be seen in Bigger’s and Gus’ dialogue:
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Them white boys sure can fly,‖ Gus said.
―Yeah,‖ Bigger said, wistfully. ―They get a chance to do everything. … I could
fly one of them things if I had a chance‖ Bigger mumbled reflectively, as though
talking to himself. (p. 14)
In this passage, Wright’s use of the term ―white boys‖ is a subtle move in the language game.
The use of the term white in a seemingly every day conversation of two young Black men does
more than superficially describe the pilots; rather, it highlights or draws attention to the social
and political scene. Gus’ statement ―white boys sure can fly‖, underscores the social and political
climate of the 1930s and 1940s in America when Wright wrote. The notion that the plane would
be flown by White men was a social and political reality for Bigger, Gus, and many others. A
close reading of the text, ―they get a chance to do everything‖ (p. 14), implies a perception or
reality of unequal division between those who have all chances and those who have none.
In this narrative specifically (and in American society of this time, broadly speaking), the
word ―they‖ (p. 14) means White men in particular, implying the exclusion of Blacks, the phrase
―get to do‖ implies action or engagement or the fulfillment of the ―good life‖ (Lynch & Baker,
2005) , and the following word ―everything‖ (p. 14) implies more than just material goods but
includes the social and political intangibles, such as life chances to which Rawls (2001) alluded.
The social and political conditions that shaped or inspired Wright were not shaped by ―equality
of condition‖ (Lynch & Baker, 2005, p. 132) but by conditions of inequality alongside those
social institutions that unknowingly reinforce status quo conditions (Apple, 1995).
Texts in Wright (1940) that further point to the sociopolitical and economic scene are
noted in Gus’ response to Bigger. Gus states, ―If you weren’t black and if you had some money
and if they’d let you go to aviation school, you could fly a plane‖ (p. 14). The use of the words
―if‖ and ―they‖ are important to understand in the language game. The use of ―if‖ allows room
for conditions or a change in rules that, in turn, presents a sense of possibility. The word ―they‖
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in this passage alludes to White men, in particular, who have power to allow or not allow Bigger
to go to aviation school. Here, the phrase ―If they would let you go to aviation school‖ (p. 14)
implies a widely held perception (by many Blacks) that power was solely held by Whites. Given
the social and political conditions in America (e.g., segregation, Jim Crow, etc.) from which this
narrative was written, this widely held perception and the language used—―They own the world‖
(p. 19)—is understood. This language use in these passages when situated in the context of
differend concerning social justice helps clear the ambiguity concerning social justice issues in
terms of life chances and socioeconomic equality.
It is important to point out that Wright (1940) did not simply craft a narrative in which a
primarily good character is a victim of a cruel society. Bigger is painted as one who is primarily
selfish in terms of motivation and drives. For example, initially, he has an opportunity to work
for the Dalton family (who happens to own the small one-room apartment in which he and his
family live). However, Bigger was angry. ―He hated his family because he knew that they were
suffering and that he was powerless to help them‖ (p. 9). Although the job possibility offers
Bigger what he said he wanted, a chance, he was angry and bitter: ―Yes he could take the job at
Dalton’s and be miserable, or he could refuse it and starve. It maddened him to think that he did
not have a wider choice of action‖ (p. 11).
As in the dialogue with Gus earlier, Wright (1940) made use of language that pointed to
issues of social justice, such as life chances or equality of conditions that would foster a broader
sense of choice. Bigger was overwhelmed by the sense of responsibility while feeling powerless
as well as having limited options. Wright crafted the narrative in a manner that suggests that
Bigger had more power than he imagined. Wright complicated what would be a simple narrative
about a noble protagonist victimized by injustice. He implied that, even in those moments of
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feeling powerless, the power to choose, the decision in how to act, lies within the individual. For
example, during the dialogue concerning the robbery scheme, Wright narrated that ―Bigger felt a
curious sensation—half sensual, half thoughtful. He was divided and pulled against
himself―(p. 21). As the story progresses, it is understood that Bigger was, in fact, afraid to go
through with the robbery and eventually crafted a way to avoid the crime.
As the story in Wright (1940) advances, Bigger took the job and, while working as a
driver for Ms. Dalton one evening, Bigger tried to assist Mary, who was in a drunken state, back
to her house. However, afraid of being accused of having had sex or, worse, raping a White
woman, Bigger committed the most heinous crime. The fear of being caught inside her room by
Mary’s mother brought about violent images of what could happen to him. Therefore, Bigger
made a choice and ―covered her entire face and pressed firmly. And he pushed downward upon
the pillow with his entire weight, determined that she must not move or make any sound that
would betray him‖ (p. 74).
Again, Wright (1940) did not paint a noble character in his aesthetic construction—
Bigger was clearly concerned about his being betrayed. However, ―he had killed a White
woman‖ (p. 75) and later chops and burns her body in a furnace (p. 79) and attempts to flee the
city. Bigger did these heinous acts in fear. The social and political climate in America made the
act of raping White women punishable by death—historically by lynching in the south. So,
rooted in fear, Bigger wrestled with the notion that somehow he had no power, no control, and
was left with no other options.
The moral issue of murder is obvious. However, it should be pointed out that Wright’s
(1940) complex narrative helped make social justice ideas presentable in the context of differend.
As the events leading up to Bigger’s trial unfolded, he was called a ―monster‖ (p. 304), and there
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was a call for his life. He was eventually represented by an attorney named Boris A. Max, who
was identified in the narrative as ―the Negro’s Communistic lawyer‖ (p. 310). A critique of a
change in venue is important to note in that it hints at the ineffable or what lies beneath the
surface of the term social justice and points to the extent and possibilities of social injustice
enacted by the legal system:
A change in venue is of no value now. The same condition of hysteria exists all of this
state. … If anybody but a Negro boy were charged with murder, The States Attorney
would not have rushed this case to trial and demanded the death penalty. (p. 318)
This passage highlights the general assumption of that time that Bigger (or any accused Black
man) was guilty because he was Black, and the inevitable punishment by death, most Blacks had
learned to view as inevitable. Native Son’s language, in this passage, points to how social justice
can be shown or made present in terms of a fair judicial system, thus implying that the meaning
of social justice resides or can be found in the ―right actions‖ (Dubois, 1926, p. 295) of a legal
system carried out by humankind.
Another textual example in Wright (1940) that further points to social justice in terms of
fair judiciary for all is noted in ―Book Three: Fate.‖ For example, Bessie Mears was Bigger’s
girlfriend, whom he also murdered out of fear of betrayal. In court, Bigger’s attorney
acknowledged that Bigger was not on trial for the murder of Bessie and pointed to a social
politics of not recognizing the significance of Bessie’s humanity. He asked, ―Does not the life of
a Negro girl mean as much in the eyes of the law as the life of a white girl?‖ (p. 336) and went
on to suggest that Bessie was largely omitted from the consciousness of Bigger Thomas and that
his relationship to Bessie a ―poor Black girl also reveals his relationship to the world‖ (p. 336).
This text and specifically the idea of the question ―Does not the life of a Negro girl means as
much in the eyes of the law‖ (p. 336) is an aesthetic reflection of the social and political
conditions in America that shaped ―Bigger’s most intimate dealings with his own kind‖ (p. 336).
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It is argued ultimately that ―the fear of killing a white woman filled Bigger to the exclusion of
everything else—his consciousness was determined by fear‖ (p. 336). The kind of unconscious
and conscious fear by which Bigger was stricken was constructed and embedded in the social
political fabric of American life. The concept of ineffable panic that struck Bigger was born out
of the day-to-day experience in a social and political system that condoned lynching. In the
context of differend concerning social justice, Native Son is a complex aesthetic whose overall
narrative language reflects an explicit concern for the socioeconomic distribution of life chances
and power through such specific words as ―if they let you … you could fly one of them planes‖
(p. 14) and ―they own the world‖ (p. 19). Although Wright did not develop the social issue of
patriarchy and male domination, Bigger’s misogynistic behavior, the psychological and physical
violence endured by Bessie, and the court’s decision to legally ignore her murder point to the
notion that sometimes this country’s institutions re-inscribe or perpetuate the oppression and
domination of others. In an effort to link the aesthetic phrases examined thus far, I return to the
rules that govern the differend concept in order to bridge the ideas set forth thus far.
In a differend, the two parties coming to an agreement about the sense of a referent is the
important point (Lyotard, 1989b p. 13). In the differend set forth here, the referent is social
justice. Given the social and political language of Locke’s New Negro (1925/1968), Dubois’
Criteria for Negro Art (1926), and Wright’s ―Blueprint‖ (1937) and Native Son (1940), when
linked together, become aesthetic ―phrases‖ (Lyotard, 1989b p. 13) that help link the various
―heterogeneous phrases‖ (Lyotard, 1989b p. 13) or concepts of social justice such as those of
Rawls (2001), Young (1990), Adams et al. (1997), and others. Given that ―genres of discourse
supply the rules for linking together heterogeneous phrases, rules that are proper for attaining
certain goals; to know, to teach to be just‖ (Lyotard, 1989b, p. 13); The New Negro, Criteria for
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Negro Art, and Native Son collectively create aesthetic phrases. When linked together, these
form an aesthetic language to help make meaning of the heterogeneous concepts of social justice.
If employed or used in the differend, then the aesthetic phrases of Locke, Dubois, and Wright
create aesthetic language counter-moves in the language game concerning the meaning of social
justice. These countermoves interject an aesthetic meaning and transcend what ordinary language
might impart.
Another milestone in Black aesthetics is found in the work of Gwendolyn Brooks.
Specifically, in 1967, Brooks attended the Fisk University ―Second Black Writers’ Conference‖
and subsequently began to work more in the Black Arts Movement. In addition to individual
poems, essays, and reviews, she published a number of books Maud Martha (1953), Bronzeville
Boys and Girls (1956), and In the Mecca (1968). Although Brooks did not characterize herself as
―a polemical poet‖ (Gayles, 2003, p. 40), her writing shows a concern for the social and political
landscape in Black Chicago, particularly, and America in a broader sense. It is noted that her
language use was subtle and marked by suggestion rather than making an explicit social political
statement. Her collection of works entitled Blacks (1994) highlights poems of social and political
import. For example, in ―The Bean Eaters,‖ she speaks to ordinary people as well as the
economic conditions many Blacks found themselves: ―They eat beans mostly, this old
pair.…Plain chip ware on the plain creaking wood, Tin Flat ware … As they lean over the beans
in their rented back room‖ (Brooks, 1994, p. 330). This passage not only depicts a narrative of
everyday people who have aged, but brings about images of the economically disadvantage. A
close reading of the words rented and back room indicates a condition of not owning property as
well as the economic condition of only being able to afford a single back room of a boarding
house.
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The poem ―A Bronzville Mother Loiters in Mississippi. Meanwhile a Mississippi Mother
Burns Bacon‖ depicts the lynching of Emmet Till. Ironically, however, Brooks used a familiar
fairy tale to reflect the story of a brutal social injustice:
Herself, the mild-white maid, the maid mild … pursued by the Dark Villain.
Rescued by the Fine Prince. (Brooks, 1994, 6 -8, p. 333).
In this passage the ―maid mild‖ is the wife of the murderer, and her husband (the man charged
and later acquitted) is her ―Fine Prince.‖ The ―Dark Villain‖ represents Emmet (a 14-year-old
boy accused of whistling at a White woman). As the ―maid mild‖ cooks and burns the bacon, she
reflects: ―But there was a something about the matter of the Dark Villain‖ (19, p.334):
He should have been older, perhaps.
The hacking down of a villain was more fun to think about
When his menace possessed undisputed breadth, undisputed height.
And a harsh kind of vice. And best of all, when his history was cluttered
With the bones of many eaten knights and princesses. (20 -25).
These lines indicate that the wife is consciously aware that something is not right with the
actions of her husband (or society). She attempts to make sense of the lynching by reflecting on
the typical villainous conceptions. The killing would be ―more fun‖ as well as being married to a
murderer would be easier to deal with psychologically if only Emmett had had a history of vice.
But what weighed heavily to the core of this wife was that:
The fun was disturbed, then all but nullified When the Dark Villain was a/
blackish child. (36)
As a mother, it is reasonable that she, too, understood the magnitude of injustice brought about
by her husband’s hands. The words ―grown ups were supposed to be wise‖ (32) speaks to the
idea that wisdom would bring about wise acts. Wisdom, in this, case is connected with acts of
humanity. The repetition of the phrase ―nothing could stop Mississippi‖ (78 & 81) speaks to the
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idea that systems of state such as the legal system, in their silence, sometimes re-inscribe or
condone oppression. ―Nothing could stop Mississippi‖ (78 & 81) indicates that even the federal
court of appeals would not intervene with support.
Brooks’ poetry also creates an aesthetic phrase that questions the ways in which social
justice is imagined in terms of humanity and the humanity of Black women. For example, in ―In
the Mecca‖ (1994) she wrote:
how shall the law allow for littleness! – How shall the law enchief the chapters/
of wee brown Black chime – wee brown-Black chastity?/ (10 & 11, p 420)
In this passage, Brooks pointed out that, in the context of the Emmet Till lynching specifically,
as well as with the broader American social and political terrain of that time, there was a notion
that White female chastity was more significant than Black female chastity. Thus, the language
use aesthetically critiques the social and political scenes that ignore the humanity of Black
women. Although she worked with traditional forms such as ballads and sonnets, Brooks’
aesthetic stems from the sociopolitical terrain that surrounded her as well as the many Black
people whom she wrote about; thus providing an aesthetic alternative to the heterogeneous
phrases and concepts of social justice.
Yet another link in the Black aesthetic language nexus is provided by the concepts
proposed and crafted by Haki Madhubuti, whose ideas about Black art and language use create a
radical move in the language game and present an overall radical phrase in which to construct a
concept of social justice. Madhubuti (also known as Don L. Lee) crafted radical language that
invoked an explicit political stance for Black aesthetics. In Don’t Cry, Scream, Madhubuti
(1969) advanced ideas about what Black art is as well as its purpose. He made a conscious move
in the perceived language game and refused to employ the Standard English of White middleclass America in his writing. Rather, he advocated for Black art (poetry in this case) that was
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directly connected to the daily lives of Black people—particularly the people who did not use
standard forms in day-to-day speaking. Following Lyotard’s (1979) notion that invention is
always born of dissension, I read Madhubuti’s poetic efforts as inventive as well as pivotal in the
game of language. He is racially and culturally motivated and quite deliberate in his writing,
particularly in terms of employing the Afro American language. Madhubuti consciously used the
poetic language of the Black vernacular (the Black vernacular particular to the streets). He
asserted further that ―Black poets deal in the concrete, art for people’s sake‖ (1969, p. 15), which
meant that Black aesthetics focuses on the everyday social and political lives of Black people.
Madhubuti’s (1969) perspective advocated for Black art that is openly and purposefully
political. He stated that ―Black poetry will be political‖ and asserted that ―there is no neutral
Black art‖ (p. 16). Madhubuti’s idea of there being no neutral art can be seen as a case of
differend. In a differend, (i.e., the case in which there is disagreement between two parties
concerning a referent), the linking of one phrase to another is problematic due to the
heterogeneous nature of the phrases as well as there being no rule governing the linkage of these
phrases (Lyotard, 1989b). Thus, in the differend set forth in which there is a lack of agreement
on the meaning of social justice, the sociopolitical language of Black art such as Don’t Cry,
Scream creates a move in the language game that constitutes an explicit connection between
social and political lived experience and art creation. For example, in ―The Third World Bond
(for my sisters and their sisters),‖ Madhubuti (1969) wrote:
They were
blk/revolutionist.
& they often talked
of the third world (lines 1 -4)
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The language used here is socially and politically radical from the onset. The spelling of Black as
―blk‖ marks an effort to write or capture a Black vernacular language. It serves as a countermove to the sociocultural and bourgeois system of writing and spelling Standard English. The
word revolutionist also brings about a radical sociopolitical image and highlights a language that
is never politically neutral. For example:
They were revolutionists /
& the blk/sisters knew it/…..
While the brothers/ the revolutionists/
made bonds with the
third worl/‖..
the sisters waited/
(& wondered when the revolution would start). (lines 1-7, p. 56)
The words blk, sisters, brothers, third world, and revolution are connected to the idea of radical
social and political change. The text brings about a palpable sense of urgency for social and
political action.
This same sense of urgency and a heightened social and political awareness is magnified
in ―A Poem to Compliment Other Poems (Madhubuti, 1969, p. 36). Madhubuti used the word
change 74 times in the poem, and in each line, the word change is connected with another word,
an image or idea of sociopolitical import. For example, lines such as ―change is something
written on southern out-/houses. Change‖ (lines 11-12) evokes the sociopolitical image of Jim
Crow and segregation as well as the broader social injustices common at the time in the United
States. In addition, ―change, like a blues song talking about a righteous tomorrow‖ (38) points to
an aesthetic like the blues songs that reflect the hope or desire for social and political change for
the future, and ―now now change, for the better change‖ (65) implies that social and political
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change should be immediate. The repetition of the word now, linked with social justice ideas,
creates an immediacy or urgent sense that social justice is imminent.
In the language game, this poem along with others such as ―Re- Act For Action,‖ works
as a link with other Black aesthetic phrases to create an aesthetic language that helps intangible
concepts like social justice become known and the sense of what seems ineffable becomes
aesthetically expressed. Madhubuti (1996) wrote:
act in a way that will cause them
To act the way you want them to act
On accordance with yr/acts & actions:
human acts for human beings. (21-28)
The use of the words human and acts in the ―occasion or occurrence‖ (Wittgenstein, 1958/1967)
of rendering this poetic phrase is a pivotal move in the language game in that the line ―human
acts for human beings‖ (28) can be linked with the notion that ideas of the beautiful are
connected to the right actions of mankind in terms of human actions.
It should be noted here that what is important is the application or ―use made‖
(Wittgenstein, 1967, p. 3) of this language. That is, in the context of differend, the use made or
the application of ―Re-act‖ as an aesthetic phrase helps construct an alternative language
conception to understand social justice meanings. In this context, Madhubuti’s Black aesthetic
perspective and his poetry become part of the Black aesthetic language nexus that connects the
sociopolitical, economic justice to artful human acts. Therefore, when linked together as
aesthetic phrases that speak to social justice and as aesthetic phrases that help draw a connection
between ideas of the beautiful with the right actions of humankind, Don’t Cry Scream
(Madhubuti, 1969), Blacks (Brooks, 1994), Native Son (Wright, 1940), and The New Negro
(Locke, 1974) become creative occasions or moments that make social justice conceivable
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(Lyotard, 1984, p. 81). When ordinary speech acts confound or make ambiguous due to the
heterogeneous nature of discourse, Black aesthetic language transcends and constitutes
imaginative and intuitive knowledge of social justice. Therefore, given the social and political
subtext of these phrases—those that are subtle (i.e., Locke and Brooks) as well as the explicit
(Dubois, Wright, and Madhabuti)—the Black aesthetic language transcends ordinary speech and
becomes an alternative aesthetic language concept that highlights an intention toward social
justice meaning.
Brief Conclusion
The social and political yearnings, strivings, and experiences of Blacks in America are
inherent in Black arts and Black aesthetics; this suggests an ongoing relationship between art and
politics in Black arts. Black aesthetics linked as phrases become social justice texts and
expressions. Furthermore, as social justice text, Black aesthetics informs education by
transcending material notions of social justice toward aesthetic ethical meanings of social justice.
The referent social justice within the differend then becomes tied to the notion of humanity and
human rights as the beautiful.
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Introduction
This study deals with the concept of justice and its meaning in the various types of ethical
adab, through an analysis of ethics in medieval Arab-Muslim adab literature. My motivation for
undertaking such a study was my desire to shed light on adab literature in general and to assess
materials which I encountered frequently in my past studies in the field of classical adab.
The Classic Conception of the Term Literature “adab”
Abad as a concept encompasses a broad spectrum of philosophical and social knowledge,
arts and behaviors in Arab-Muslim civilization. This wide span of the term‘s application stems
from the concept‘s comprehensiveness.
The word as it is used in classical Arabic sources has a broad semantic range, with close
connections to numerous and quite disparate domains of knowledge and thought. Adab is an
Arabic word whose original meaning has undergone numerous changes over time. One important
development that has affected its meaning was the Arabs‘ transition from nomadic to settled
urban life.1
Al-RÁfiÝD notes that in the pre-Islamic age the word was less commonly used than
later, and that after the rise of Islam it gradually came to cover ever broader new semantic and
cultural domains, as a result of the evolution of Arabic Muslim civilization.2

1

Âayf, ShawqÐ, al-ÝAÒr al-JÁhilÐ (The JAhilÐ Period), p. 7. See also, Jeries, IbrÁhÐm, ―al-Adab walajnÁs al-adabiyya‖ (―Literature and literary genres‖), al-Karmil 6 (1985), pp. 46-48. The latter author in his
discussion of genres in Arabic literature also discusses ―adab‖ literature and its comprehensive nature.
2

Al-RÁfiÝÐ, MuÒÔafÁ ÑÁdiq, TÁrÐkh ÁdÁb al-Ýarab, (History of Arab Literatures) 1:23-25.
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In modern times the term adab has come to signify ―literature‖ in the sense of esthetic
writing, characterized by rhetorical embellishment, and intended to arouse mental pleasure and
excitement. True adab or literature is thus language fashioned so as to affect the reader‘s or
listerner‘s emotions, and the quality of a work of literature depends on the appropriateness of its
phrases to its meanings.3
This modern sense of the Arabic word adab as literature denotes more specifically what
the French call belles-lettres.4
If we thus take into account the meanings of this term in classical Arabic thought, we can
define the framework in which the topic of our study, justice, is to be placed, since justice
constitutes an aspect of classical Arabic culture and thus naturally is reflected in the concept of
adab in its comprehensive sense.
The most relevant discussion for our purposes of the classical meanings of the term adab
is Carlo Nalino‘s study, which he wrote in Italian5 and which was subsequently translated into
Arabic under the title TÁrÐkh al-ÁdÁb al-Ýarabiyya (History of Arabic Literatures).6
3

See KaÎÎÁla, ÝUmar, al-Adab al-ÝarabÐ fÐ al-jÁhiliyya wal-islÁm (Arabic Literature in the JÁhiliyya
and in Islam), p. 5.
4

See Sadan, Joseph, al-Adab al-ÝarabÐ al-hÁzil wa-nawÁdir al-thuqalÁÞ (Arabic Humorous Literature
and Anecdotes about Dolts), p. 9, note 1, p. 24, note 33; al-BustÁnÐ, Afram, DÁÞirat maÝÁrif Afram al-BustÁnÐ
(Afram al-BustÁnÐ‟s Encyclopedia) (s.v. ―adab‖); Balalat, Charles, ―TabÁyum al-ÁrÁÞ fÐ mafhÙm al-adab Ýinda
al-Ýarab‖ (―Disputes Concerning the Concept of Literature among the Arabs‖), al-MawÁrid 8:1, 130-131; Nallino,
TÁrÐkh al-ÁdÁb al-Ýarabiyya (History of Arabic Literatures), 54; Gibb, Hamilton, DirÁsÁt fÐ ÎaÃÁrat al-islÁm
(Lectures on Islamic Civilization), 304-309; S. A. Bonebakker, ―Adab and the Concept of Belles- Lettres‖, in:
Cambridge History of Arabic Literature (II): „Abbasid Belles- Lettres, vol. 2, pp. 16- 30 ; see also his”―Early Arabic
Literature and the Term Adab‖, Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam, 5, (1984), pp. 389- 421. The term adab in
this modern sense is frequently used in works entitled ―History of literature‖, as in Nallino‘s above-mentioned work,
Brockelmann‘s TÁrÐkh al-adab al-Ýarabi (History of Arabic Literature), Óaha Íusayn‘s book by the same name, alFÁkhÙrÐ‘s TÁrÐkh al-adab (History of Literature) and others.
5

In this work Nallino provides a survey of the broad meaning that the word adab had in the Middle Ages;
see: Nallino, C. A., la letteratura araba, Roma, 1948, pp. 1-20. Charles Pellat translated the book into French as La
littérature arabe, to which he added a list of the meanings of the word adab in the classical language. See also some
critical remarks on the book made by S.A. Bonebakker in Ashtiany, J., et al., The Cambridge History of Arabic
Literature (II): Abbasid Belles- Lettres, pp. 16- 30; however, Bonebakker‘s criticisms were not accepted by the
scholarly community, see: J. Sadan, Review of Ashitiany et al. Cambridge History of Arabic Literature, in: I.O.S,
vol. 13, 1993 pp. 268-288.
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Although the word adab had several conflicting meanings in classical Arabic, as pointed
out above, the existing dictionaries do not give a comprehensive account of these meanings,
probably because the word was in such frequent use, while the dictionaries preferred to focus on
rare items rather than on common words that were not in need of memorization or explanation.7
The word adab may thus be considered a comprehensive term denoting creative writing
of every kind, whether religious or secular.
The importance of research on justice


Later religious texts (such as the collections of ÎadÐth) contain materials not found in
earlier sources. This indicates a flexible attitude on the part of writers on ÎadÐth and
sharÐÝa towards secular materials.



The literary materials in later religious texts contain a surprising and varied selection
of classical literature, which demonstrate their composers‘ ability to deal flexibly with
literary materials for a variety of theological purposes.



These literary and religious materials can be considered the raw materials used by the
compilers for their specific theological purposes.



This study on justice demonstrates a clear cultural mixture across ethnic boundaries at
the level of ethical standards and values. Thus much of the material on justice in the
Islamic and Arab heritage goes back to the Indian, Persian and Greek civilizations.



Writings on justice were in the main directed at the higher strata of society (caliphs,
sultans, governors, and high officials of the state).

Justice in the Ethical Literature
Literary texts containing maxims, ethical discussions and moral preaching are quite
common in adab literature. In fact, the quantity of texts of this genre in numerous works, if
indeed they may be considered a separate genre, is such that one gets the impression that it
constitutes a fundamental element of medieval Arabic literature.
6

The book is based on lectures given by Nallino at Cairo University. Óaha Íusayn, who was a student of
Nallino, translated the book into Arabic. This was the first book to have dealt in depth with the concept of adab in
classical Arabic literature as a term with specific meanings.
7

See Nallino, ibid., pp. 21-22; Bonebakker, ibid., p. 17.
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The concept of ―justice‖ appears in many areas of Arabic writing. It can be encountered
in various sacred texts such as the Quran, prophetic tradition, etc., as well as in the works of
Muslim philosophers and Muslim jurisprudence or fiqh.
Justice is also discussed in books on politics, siyÁsa, composed under the influence of
Persian and Greek traditions and also affected by canonical Islamic law, sharÐÝa, as well as
various non-religious fields. In adab compositions it figures prominently.
Since obviously it would be impossible to encompass everything in one thesis, I chose to
focus mainly on two aspects:
1. Special types of siyÁsa books (for example ―the kings‘ mirrors‖ or specula regis) and
works whose titles contain the word ―way‖ (manhaj) or ―counsel‖ (naÒÐÎa),
complemented by materials from adab literature.
2. A so-far unpublished manuscript from the tenth/sixteenth century containing ÎadÐths
on justice, Ýadl.
The Forty Íadiths on Justice: The Manuscript & its Continent
The manuscript Forty ÎadÐths on Justice by Ibn Íajr al-HaytamÐ (d. 973/1576) deals
with political and practical justice, although the composition‘s perspective is religious. The
author is a well-known tenth/sixteenth century ÎadÐth scholar who wrote numerous works in his
field of expertise.
It turns out that ÎadÐth literature, which supplies materials to both adab and religious
literatures, can serve as a useful accompaniment to Literary materials, since it occasionally has a
narrative character and because the ÎadÐths constituted raw materials which thinkers, writers,
clerics or anyone else for that matter could utilize for the construction of an original piece of
writing.
The manuscript ―Forty Hadiths on justice‖ by Ibn Hajar al-Haythami (d. 974/1516). This
is a religious collection on political justice, consisting of:
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•

114 prophetic Hadiths (most of which cannot be ascribed to the Prophet with
certainty).

•

A number of reports on Muslim kings and leaders

•

Some reports on just Persian kings

•

A number of verses (including by the pre-Islamic poet)

The book‘s flexibility in accepting non-religious materials and in its composition
shows the dominance of the liberal approach.
Such ethical works combines ethics, by the way it deals with political justice, and
traditions attributed to the Prophet (ÎadÐth nabawi), one of the pillars of adab literature.
Well-known adab compositions make frequent use of such traditions (in addition to
utterances by Muslim and non-Muslim rulers in early times) as testimonies which enrich
their discussions on ethical issues.
A characteristic feature of the traditions mentioned in the ―Forty ÍadÐths‖ manuscript
is that they do not also appear in the well-known ÎadÐth collections composed in early times
(until the third/ninth century); another is that Muslim scholars who specialized in the
assessment of traditions treated these ÎadÐths as doubtful. As a generalization we may say
that these traditions appear in relatively late ÎadÐth and adab sources. However, despite the
fact that their sudden appearance in later sources may arouse doubts as to the reliability of
their attribution to the Prophet, or as to why early collectors of ÎadÐth (such as al-BukhÁrÐ
and Muslim) were unable to locate them, this is not the issue at stake in the present study,
since our focus is on the appearance of these traditions in early adab sources and on their
ascription in these sources to well-known Muslim personalities (such as the early caliphs,
pious people from the Umayyad period or from the beginning of the Abbasid period), and in
some sources even to non-Muslims (such as the Greeks Alexander the Great and Aristotle,
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the Persian Anusharwan, and others). Some of these traditions do in fact appear in classical
adab sources and works on ethics as maxims and popular proverbs, with certain changes in
formulation.
The absence of these traditions about political justice in early ÎadÐth and ethics
sources may indicate that they were written in later periods due to practical considerations,
namely because of an existing state of growing injustice and oppression, especially in matters
of administrative rule (such as tax collections and the treatment of subjects by the ruler‘s
representatives). In addition, as already pointed out above, traditions ascribed to the Prophet
constitute important materials which writers on ethics and others used when discussing issues
of behavior and morality. The ÎadÐth was thus used by writers on ethics, and in adab
literature as a whole, as a tool which served their conceptual objectives (for example, as
evidence for an idea which they wanted to disseminate, or as a legal-ethical proof which their
audience would find pleasing) and their artistic and literary ambitions (using the Prophet to
embellish their writing, bringing greater variety into the sources they quoted, and creating a
more balanced mixture between secular Arab and foreign, i.e. Persian, Indian and Greek
sources on the one hand, and Islamic religious sources on the other.
Domains in which the subject of justice is treated
The term ―justice‖ appears in a number of different domains of writing (beside Holy
Scripture: the QurÞÁn and the ÎadÐth), including the following:
1. Writings on Islamic jurisprudence: ―Justice is ruling according to God‘s revelation‖.
These writings discuss the imamate, and whether it is permitted to rebel against an
unjust ruler.
2. Political writings (advice to kings): Incorporation of a ruler‘s behavior and ethics into
his official administrative functions; focus on the description of justice as an
integrated system that joins ruler and subjects and ensures the regime‘s or the state‘s
stability. This description contradicts the political situation in the age of mini-states.
These writings criticized the contradiction.
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3. Housekeeping (and Philisophy): This is a topic which many philosophers and
intellectuals have treated. Justice is a necessary component of organizing a
household. The best-known work in this subject is Bryson‘s. His text has influenced
Muslim writers and thinkers.
Justice in the state cannot be said to reign before it has been applied to the smallest
social unit, the nuclear family: wife, child and servants.
4. Court rulings: Judges must seek justice in their rulings; the judiciary is also
responsible for ensuring that its rulings are implemented.
5. Fables: These are stories that deal with politics in general. Most of their characters are
animals, which represent human figures. An example of such a work is KalÐla wadimna; according to Ibn al-MuqaffaÝ the book was written in order to give counsel to
the oppressive ruler DabshalÐm.
6. In the social and economic sphere (cultivating the land). Practical justice: The taxes
on peasants (the kharÁj) is one of the rights of the state, considered also the rights of
God. Taxes are very important for bringing about social justice. They should not lay
too heavily on the farmers, and they should be collect in a manner that does not
arouse discontent. The kharÁj money should be saved for the welfare of the state and
its prosperity.
Tax collectors should be chosen carefully. If farmers are treated justly their produce will
grow, and so will the tax revenues, thus enriching the government.
A Meeting Point between “Religious” And “Non-Religious” Writing on Ethics
Writings on justice focus attention on the close connection between religious and nonreligious texts. The two have a common meeting ground, namely moral values. While religious
thinkers (jurists and ÎadÐth experts) view ethics as inseparable from the system of religious
values, secular writers view ethics as an important framework that can enrich the informational
content and give it an integrated human dimension (the political advice in these writings contain
sayings and proverbs attributed to non-Muslim authors as well as QurÞÁnic verses, ÎadÐths and
maxims of the ancient Arabs).
The relationship between religious texts in general, and traditions ascribed to the Prophet
in particular, and adab literature, especially in light of the fact that traditions of this kind
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constitute one of the foundations of adab. We should also note here that the ―Prophet‘s ÎadÐth‖,
and religious texts in general, were combined together with secular texts,8 which compete with
the former but not caustically, thanks to a variety of methods which writers of different cultural
and intellectual leanings adopted.
Foundations of justice in literature
A. Islamic religious texts
QurÞÁn and ÎadÐth: Verses and sayings on the pursuit of justice, not in the political but
in the ethical sense.
Traditions on the Prophet‘s sayings appear in ―adab‖ literature, whence the compilers
took them in order to treat the subject of political justice.
B. Non-Arab ethical texts
Such texts are mostly of Persian and Greek origin, and reflect these cultures (for example,
stories of the justice administered by the Persian kings, who heard the complaints of the
common people in the two days of mihrajÁn and nayrÙz).
The Sassanid kings and judges in Iran were known for their highly developed sense of
justice. Islamic civilization was influenced by the Sassanid model of a state in which
religion and political power were combined (religion protected the king).
Two Approaches towards the Political Justice
Two Approaches towards the Political Justice have been emerged by the beginning of the 10th
century AC:
1. The conservative approach, which called for adhering to the ancient Arab and Muslim
traditions, to the spirit of the Quran and the Sunna, and to the demands of early

8

Note that our use of the word ―secular‖ in this connection is relative, as compared to the character of the
other materials in Muslim Arabic culture. See the thesis itself for a more detailed discussion of this issue.
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scholars to institute God‘s law on earth. The conservatives attempted to remove any
trace of foreign cultural influence.
2. The non-religious/non-conservative approach: Adherents of this approach explicitly
admitted their debt to foreign (Persian-Indian and Greek) influences, which they
integrated into Islamic doctrine and Arab civilization, and from which they borrowed
principles which they used to create their own political theories.
An example for a theoretical dispute between the two approaches
A. The Conservative Approach:
The best thing a state can do for its own benefit is to revive the principles that were in
effect in the age of the Messenger and the Orthodox Caliphs (Ibn al-Jawzi, Ibn Taymiyya,
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, & others..).
B. The Secular Approach
It is impossible to revive the ancient principles and to apply them again, since the
political situation now is different from what it was in the first days of Islam (Ibn alMuqaffa‘, al-Mawsili,, Ibn al-Tiqtaqa, & others..).
The Dominant of the Secular Approach
•

The earliest adab texts on Justice contained Persian, Indian and Greek cultural
materials, in addition to pre-Islam Arab elements. Later adab underwent a process of
selection by Hadith scholars, because these texts were not connected to Islam. Later,
however, they enjoyed a measure of openness and freedom in accordance with the
needs of modern society, especially with respect to dealing with these cultures that
had become integrated into Islamic civilization.
Literary materials were accessible to every innovator

•

These materials were available to all writers and thinkers, whether they composed
adab literature, or wrote on religion or on theoretical or practical ethics.

The features which distinguish religious-ethical from literary works are the following:
•

The way in which the compiler treats his ―literary‖ sources (does he attribute them to
their original non-Muslim authors?)

•

They way in which literary materials are exploited in order to promote the compiler‘s
objectives (what is the purpose of these materials?)
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•

The extent to which the compiler intervenes in the form of the borrowed material
(does he introduce changes into this material?)

Steps taken by the conservatives to “Islamicize” and “Arabize” literary materials on justice
A. Giving them a religious character:
1. Ascribing ancient sayings (usually of non-Muslim origin) to Islamic personages,

including the Prophet, the Companions, prominent caliphs, religious scholars and
saintly persons, for example: ―One day of a ruler‘s justice is considered by God as
the equivalent of sixty years of worship‖.
2. Adding Islamic religious content and characteristics to a saying, for example: ―A

just ruler‘s recompense is Paradise; he will sit next to the Merciful‘s throne on the
Day of Resurrection‖, ―Gazing into the face of a just ruler is an act of piety‖.
3. Connecting the ruler with the faith: ―Know ye that the king and religion are like

twin brothers, neither can stand without the other, because religion established the
king, and now the king protects the faith‖.
B. “Arabization” of the literary materials:
1. Giving the materials features of Arab culture: Fertile soil is a rare feature in the

classical Arabian environment, and therefore Bedouins rejoice when rain falls and
makes the soil fertile. This gave rise to two sayings: ―A just ruler is better than
heavy rain‖ and ―The ruler‘s justice is better than the fertility of time‖.
2. Linguistic and rhetorical adornment (rhymed prose): Arab writers and storytellers

were experts at linguistic and rhetorical adornment and enhancing a text‘s
expressive power. ―Literary‖ texts of Indian, Persian or Greek origin that dealt
with political justice were thus reformulated by providing them with Arabic
rhetorical features, for example: ―The ruler‘s justice is better than the fertility of
time‖.”“عدل السّلطان خير من خصب ال ّزمان
These examples show the frequency with which parallels occur; these could be free
translations of sayings of non-Arabic origin and so may be considered a literary innovation of
sorts.
Conclusion
The present study‘s importance thus lies in the light which it throws on an important
aspect of classical Muslim Arabic culture, relating to justice. In this culture a close association
exists between everyday life and religious jurisprudence. Muslim society tends to piety and an
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adherence to the principles and dogmas which Muslim religious law upholds. This is a society
which in its life and customs reveres every religious relic. For this reason traditions attributed to
the Prophet, as well as proverbs and maxims attributed to prominent Muslim believers in the first
two centuries AH, are very popular. This can explain why the authors relied almost exclusively
on religious materials in their compositions, even when their writing was not motivated by
religious considerations.
The commandments of Islam, so we believe, are based on abstract ethical principles, to
which it ascribes great importance. The Quran itself, the traditions attributed to the Prophet, and
also numerous maxims and proverbs ascribed to pious men, stress the virtues and take them to
constitute one of the foundations of the faith (and not a product of the human intellect). This
approach stands in contrast to ethical theories of non-Muslim origin, such as Indian, Persian and
Greek maxims, according to which the maxims and the virtues are of human origin. As a result
we find that numerous ethical values in adab literature are naturally associated with elements and
commandments of religion, even when they are not of Arab or Muslim origin.
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Discourse of the British Empire: Analysis of V.S. Naipaul’s Two Travel Books
and Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses

Introduction
Since the rise of Islam and the west misrepresents it, especially in the last decade for
many reasons. The Nobel Prize winner Vidiadhar Surajprasad Naipaul in his two travel books to
Islamic countries, Among the Believers: An Islamic Journey (1982) and Beyond Belief: Islamic
Excursions Among the Converted People (1999) and Salman Rushdie novel The Satanic Verses
(1999) tackle in these works the Western perspective about Islam. Actually, Naipaul and Rushdie
tackle in their works the common western concepts about Islam and Muslims. For instance, the
statues of women in Islam, Islam is the religion of ignorance ―Jahilia‖, Islamic family law, Islam
is a violent religion and Jihad in Islam. This paper is a humble attempt, not for condemning the
west for their perspective about Islam and Muslims, to reveal the Western misrepresented
concepts about Islam and Muslims. Before analyzing Naipaul‘s and Rushdie‘s works the paper is
going to answer the question why does the west misrepresent Islam?
The Standard Image of the Third World
Race theory has played an important role in forming the European mind about The Third
World. The race theory has two main principal trends: religious and scientific. Regarding the
religious, it played an important role in the creation of the racial doctrine. According to The
Orthodox doctrine1
All men descended from Adam and that the world was about six thousand years old. How
then was it that some peoples were much more backward than Europeans were and
lacked such essentials of civilization as the art of writing, what were the cause of
barbarism? Two kinds of causes were discussed, physical or biological, and moral, by
which was meant the factors of history, geography, and way of life, which we would
today put under the heading of culture (Banton 1978, p. 15).
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This is the Orthodox image of the non-Europeans who were considered barbaric, uncivilized and
immoral nations. Thus, whatever comes from these uncivilized nations should not be accepted.
Islam was depicted as a religion calling for violence. They emphasized that the rapid
expansion of the Islamic state under the early Caliphs had been a matter of armed strength. The
converts were attracted to Islam because fear of the sword while others by the offer of reward.
Peter the Saint argued that Muhammad and Islam would not allow rational argument and the
Qur‘an was the only religious book that refused any discussion. His method was to enlarge
rhetorically upon isolated Qur‘anic verses, he said:
For what is this? If anyone wishes to dispute with thee, say that thou hast turned thy face
and the faces of the followers to God. O Muhammad …if … you make no other reply,
except about turning your face and the faces of your followers to God, shall I believe
what you say to be true? Shall I believe you to be a true prophet of God? Shall I believe
the religion which you delivered to your people to have been delivered to you by God? I
shall indeed be more than a donkey if I agree; I shall be more than cattle if I consent (qtd.
in Daniel 1993, p.147).
This quotation reflects the image that the Church promoted about Islam. Saint Peter argues that,
if Muhammad had confidence in his own religion, why did he forbid his people to argue? If he
was not confident, why did he write things that they could not defend? He, therefore, considered
that Satan spoke through him. The argument gave strength to the Jewish and Christian religions.
Thus, in his most humanistic style, Peter the Saint warned against Islam; Peter also warned
against what he maintained to be violence in Islam. He emphasized the supposed Islamic refusal
to dispute and also did not neglect to speak of Muslim violence: ―words fail … at such bestial
cruelty‖ (qtd. in Daniel 1993, p.147). The Church tended to contrast between Muhammad and
Christ. It claimed that Muhammad forced men to follow him by the sword, while Christ had
accepted only voluntary believers. Early Muslims forced Christians to convert to Islam and killed
others who refused to convert. Muslims were so zealous for their religion and behaved
mercilessly when they held power. San Pedro also claimed in this respect that
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The Qur‘an inconsistently recommended both reason and war, and the hadith confirmed
this. Muslims were promised a heavenly reward for death in battle, that their wounds
would be beautiful on the Day of Resurrection. He was confident that Islam would end as
it began, by the sword (qtd. in Daniel 1993, p. 149).
San Pedro was a Saint in the church, he confirmed how Islam and Qur‘an are calling for violence
and the approach is to destroy it by war.
The church emphasized that the rapid expansion of the Islamic state under the early
Caliphs had been a matter of armed strength. Muslim forces began to move into south-central
Europe, launching invasions of Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica in 827. They attacked the Italian
mainland as well. In 846 Muslim invaders defeated the outlying areas of Rome, the capital of
Roman Catholicism. Toward the end of the ninth century, Muslim forces reached the coast of
southern France, Italy, and northern Africa. These Islamic marauders threatened commerce,
communication, and pilgrim traffic. In 1000, much, if not most, of the population of the Holy
Land, Jerusalem, was still Christian, but Muslim rulers maltreated Christians and Jews by
terrorizing them. They made it an Islamic duty to steal their homes, lands, and possessions. In
1009, Muslims burned the rebuilt Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem as well as
destructed every remaining synagogue, church, temple, or shrine. The Christian population of the
Holy Land began to shrink dramatically under this tyrannical and oppressive rule. As a result of
that, in 1095, the Roman Catholics and Western European rulers agreed to launch the first
crusade2 in order to defend themselves against Islam and to get back their lands that they
considered stolen by Muslim forces (Savory 1994, p.127-130).
Regarding the scientific concept of race, it goes back to the eighteenth century. Michael
Banton writes:
The word race was used primarily to identify the common descent of a set of people; their
distinctive characteristics were taken for granted and the category race was used to
explain how they came by them. In the nineteenth century, race came to be a means of
classifying people by these characteristic (Banton 1978, p. 27).
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In the nineteenth century, the concept of race became a significant physical quality, although
there was no certain biological definition. Nevertheless, the Europeans tended to believe that
people are different and some races are superior to others. Charles Darwin‘s books,3 Origin of
Species and the Descent of Man in Relation to Sex and the zoologist Ernest Haeckel‘s4 (18341919) book, Wonder of Life both played a significant role in forming the Race theory. Charles
Darwin in his book discussed the lower morality of the savages in relation to race. He argues
that,
The virtues of primitive peoples are limited to ―social instinct‖; their idea of good and
evil does not extend beyond that which obviously affects the welfare of the tribe. They
have no notion of the self-regarding virtues such as temperance, chastity, and physical
decency, failing to perceive how the lack of these qualities indirectly affects the tribe as a
whole. Thus, the greatest intemperance is no reproach with savages and utter
licentiousness, and unnatural crimes, prevail to an astounding extent. Finally, the savage
has little power of self-command, for this power has not been strengthened through longcontinued, perhaps inherited, habit instruction, (Darwin 1936, p. 489).
Darwin asserted what he considered as a scientific fact, that the non- white nations are savages
and have no idea about civilization. They did not know how to govern themselves because they
did not practice power before and had no self-control. Consequently, they would always be in
need for the white nations in order to impose the necessary order for modern civilized life.
Haeckel also maintained in his book Wonder of life that ―racial differences were fundamental.
The lower races were nearer to the animal creation: woolly haired Negroes were incapable of
higher mental development‖. (qtd. in Banton 1978, p. 91). The origin of racial prejudice is one of
the main characteristics of European culture that influenced their minds and their ideas about
themselves and the world around them. Thus, the Europeans tend to believe that Negroes were
slaves because of their race.
One of the main results of the race theory in European history is colonialism, which is
based on religious and economic motives. Regarding the religious motives, towards the end of
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the nineteenth century, the dawn of European colonization, Islam as a religion dominated both
Africa and Asia. Europe at that time had a view to colonize Islamic countries, it justified the
desire to colonize the Muslim world by pointing to Muslims as savages and ignorant and they
were going to enlighten and civilize them. The paper in the coming few pages is going to attempt
to analyze Naipaul‘s and Rushdie‘s western concepts about Islam.
The status of women in Islam
In Among the Believers: An Islamic Journey (1982), chapter one , Naipaul said that,
while I was in the United States of America, before making my journey to Iran, I watched an
Iranian woman speaking in a program about the status of women in Islam. Naipaul comments on
the Iranian woman:
An Iranian woman came on with her head covered to tell us that Islam protected women
and gave them dignity. Fourteen hundred years ago in Arabia, she said, girl children were
buried alive; it was Islam that put a stop to that. Well, we didn‘t all live in Arabia (not
even the woman with the covered head); and maybe things had happened since the
seventh century. Did women –especially someone as fierce as the woman addressing usstill need the special protection that Islam gave them? Did they need the veil? Did they
need to be banned from public life and from appearing on television? These were the
questions that occurred to me. But the interviewer, who asked people, prepared question
every day…an American or non-Islamic education had given the woman with the chador
her competence and authority (Naipaul 1982, p.12-3).
Naipaul is mocking the Muslim woman‘s chador; he does not try to understand what the woman
is trying to say about the status of women before and after Islam.
Badawi argues in his article The Statues of Women in Islam, that women before Islam
were abused and treated as an object that did not have any rights. In Islam, what differentiates
people is their awareness and commitments to Allah‘s rules, not their sex. Islam respects women
and restores their dignity and their lost rights. Women before Islam were subject to male
oppression- by their fathers, brothers, or by some of their male kin. In some Arabic tribes they
rejected their female children altogether and buried them alive. The woman‘s consent in
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marriage was not necessary and she was obliged to submit to the wishes of her parents. All the
property of the wife passed into the possession of her husband who was entitled to manage and
receive any profit, which might be made from operating the estate, and he had the right to spend
it as he saw fit. The wife was the purchased property of her husband, and like a slave acquired
only for his benefit. A woman could not exercise any civil or public office, could not be a
witness or a teacher, or make a will or a contract.
The Holy Qur‘an provides a clear-cut notion that women were completely equal to men
in the sight of God in regards to their rights and responsibilities. The Holy Qur‘an states: ―So
their Lord accepted their prayers, (saying): I will not suffer to be lost the work of any of you
whether male or female. You precede one from another ―(Qur‘an 3: 195). In terms of religious
obligations, such as the Daily Prayers, Fasting, Poor-due, and Pilgrimage, a woman is no
different from a man. In fact, in some cases indeed, women had certain advantages over men. For
example, the woman is exempted from the daily prayers and from fasting during her menstrual
periods and forty days after childbirth. She is also exempted from fasting during her pregnancy
and when she is nursing her baby, if there is any threat to her health or her baby‘s. If the missed
fasting is obligatory (during the month of Ramadan), she should make up for the missed days
whenever she can. She does not have to make up for the prayers missed for any of the above
reasons. Although women could and did go to the mosque during the days of the prophet and
thereafter, attendance of the Friday congregational prayers is optional for women while it is
mandatory for men. The Qur‘an forbade the customs that were in some Arab tribes regarding
burying newborn girls alive, and considered it a crime, like any other murder. Thus, Islam
required a kind and just treatment of women. Prophet Muhammad says in this regard:
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―Whosoever has a daughter and he does not bury her alive, does not insult her, and does not
favor his son over her, God will enter him into Paradise‖. (qtd. in Badawi 2007).
The woman has the right to seek knowledge as the man. Qur‘an clearly indicates that
marriage is a kind of sharing between the husband and wife, and that its objectives, besides
perpetuating human life, are emotional well-being and spiritual harmony. It should be based on
love and mercy. According to Islamic Law, a woman cannot be forced to marry. She also has the
full right to her Mahr (dowry), a marriage gift, which is presented to her by her husband and is
included in the marriage contract, and that such ownership is not transferred to her father or her
husband. The concept of Mahr in Islam is neither an actual nor a symbolic price for the woman,
as was the case in certain cultures, but rather is a gift symbolizing love and affection. The rules
for married life in Islam are clear and in harmony with upright human nature. In consideration of
the physiological and psychological make-up of men and women, both have equal rights and
claims on one another. She has the right to end her unsuccessful marriage. Islam respects the
motherhood and considered kindness to parents next to the worship of God. According to Islamic
Law, a woman‘s right to her money, real estate, or other properties is fully acknowledged. This
right undergoes no change whether she is single or married. She retains her full rights to buy,
sell, mortgage or lease any or all her properties. Islam does not forbid a woman from seeking
employment whenever there is a necessity for it, especially in positions which fit her nature and
for which society needs her most. Examples of these professions are nursing, teaching (especially
for children), and medicine. Moreover, there is no restriction to benefiting from a woman‘s
exceptional talent in any field. She has the right to elections as well as the nomination to political
offices. Contrary to all this, Naipaul states that Islam gave women the chador that symbolizes
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restrictions and it is Western education which gave her authority and guaranteed her equal
position to man.
Islam is the religion of ignorance Jahilia
In Among the Believers: An Islamic Journey (1982), chapter three, Naipaul deals with his
journey to Malaysia. He continues to comment on the history of Malaysia as follows:
The Chinese have advanced; it is their energy and talent that keep the place going. The
Chinese are shut out from political power. Malays rule; the country is officially Muslim,
with Muslims Personal laws; sexual relations between Muslims and non-Muslims are
illegal, and there is a kind of prying religious police; legal discriminations against nonMuslims are outrageous. But the Malays who rule are established, or of old or royal
families who crossed over into the new world some generations ago… their rage –the
rage of pastoral people with limited skills , limited money , and a limited grasp of the
world- is comprehensive. Now they have a weapon: Islam. It is their way of getting even
with the world. It serves their grief, their feeling of inadequacy, their social rage and
racial hate (Naipaul 1982, p. 227).
Naipaul in this paragraph is comparing between the impact of the Chinese and the Islamic rule
on Malaysia. He links the development of Malaysia to the Chinese, contrary to Islam, whose rule
pulled the country backwards. Salman Rushdie in his novel The Satanic Verses (1989), agrees
with Naipaul that Islam is mainly responsible of pulling its countries backwards. Rushdie said
that
At the recommendation of Abu Simbel, the rulers of Jahilia have added to their religious
practices the tempting spices of profanity. The city has become famous for its
licentiousness, as a gambling den, a whorehouse, a place of bawdy songs and wild, loud
music. On one occasion some members of the tribe of Shark went too far in their greed
for pilgrim money (Rushdie 1989, p. 72-3).
Rushdie accuses Prophet Mohammad as declaring for a religion that turns the Islamic country to
be not more than a wild place full of wastefulness. Rushdie‘s and Naipaul‘s idea goes back to the
Twelfth century. European writers in the Twelfth century played an important role in forming the
image of Islam, Muslims and Prophet Muhammad. Norman Daniel in his book Islam and the
West: The Making of an Image maintains that, twelfth century writers tend to describe the life of
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Muslims and Arabs as Jāhilīyah, rough, simple-minded men and savages. The perspective was
based on the fact that the origin of Muslims was Arabs of the desert. On the other hand, the
origin of Christianity goes back to the Roman Empire, which means Christianity arose out of an
articulated, literate civilization, while Islam grew out of a largely uneducated, disorganized,
roaming culture. Actually, one of the main messages of Islam is that it calls for development that
relies on protecting the earth, the environment and protecting the dignity of the human being.
Islam encourages development based on hard work. God has made the purpose of the journey of
humankind through life clear in His glorious Qur‘an which is mankind should construct the earth
and this could be only achieved through continuous development and never-ending efforts. Islam
has come to fight negative behaviors including laziness, dependence on others, and lack of labor.
Work that is both serious and skillful is an important part of the sacred religion and without it,
the Muslim‘s worship is deficient.
Islamic family Law
Naipaul visited again the four Islamic countries Indonesia, Iran, Pakistan and Malaysia.
He wrote about this journey in a book entitled Beyond Belief: Islamic Excursions Among the
Converted People (1999). When Naipaul was in Indonesia, he met a girl called Mariman, who is
homesick because she is one of seventeen children whose father divorced her mother, Naipaul
comments on Mariman‘s story as follows:
I realized that Muslim pattern of multiple marriage and easy divorce was not just a matter
of masculine libido : it led to damaged families. It led to a kind of semi-orphaned society.
A family abandoned by a father, in order to start a second or a third: it was a story that
came up again and again (Naipaul 1999, p. 66).
Naipaul comments on the Islamic family laws5 from a Christian European perspective. Western
Christians argue that the married relation is inherently dissolved only by death. On the other
hand, there is polygamy in Islam. The West found it difficult to call any polygamous relation
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marriage and believe that Muslims are seeking it for the sake of desire. Actually, marriage in
Islam or ―Nikah‖ is the Muslim marriage ceremony. The only sexual relation between a man and
a wife that is permitted is in marital union. Outside the marriage union sexual relations are
forbidden and are called ―Zina‖ and expose ―The woman and the man Guilty of adultery or
fornication. Flog each of them with a hundred stripes.‖ (The Qur‘an 24: 2-3). The Marriage
system in Islam tends to regularize the relationship between the two sexes. Islam defines
marriage as ―the lawful entitlement of each of the parties for the enjoyment of the other in a
lawful manner‖ (Nasir 1990, p. 41). Legal marriage affects society positively; it controls the
husband and the wife and creates settled family relationships. There are rules to follow for the
husband and wife, for instance, the couple should be faithful to each other and are forbidden to
enter in any outside sexual relationship. Otherwise, this is going to be a form of adultery that can
be a ground for divorce. Other duties for husband and wife are, for instance, the husband should
provide a common matrimonial home and provide a suitable and agreeable residence according
to his means. The wife‘s duty is to live in the house with her husband unless she has a valid
reason for her refusal to do so. There are various forms of divorce in the Muslim law, however,
this does not mean that it is desirable. There is a verse in the Qur‘an which means that, when a
divorce occurs, this means that the bond that is between the husband and wife is no more
functioning. Aspiration should occur to avoid further problems because one of the results of
unhappy spouses living together is forbidden sexual relations (Zina). Islamic rules of divorce or
(talaaq) protect man and woman, especially, rights of children, in case there are children. Many
countries now use this Islamic divorce as Britain, India and South Asia. After divorce, Islam
protects woman and children rights, the husband or ex-husband in Islam should provide
protection and maintenance for his wife and children even if they are divorced. The Qur‘an
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states: ―Men are the protectors and maintainers of women because God had given the one more
(strength) than the other, and because they support them.‖ (4:34) .This is considered as one of the
main basics of Muslim family laws. However, some Muslims do not follow these rules as
Mariman‘s father. This is what Naipaul should understand, the problem is not in Islam, but in
people.
Islam is a violent Religion
Actually, the chapter of Pakistan in Naipaul‘s book Beyond Belief: Islamic Excursions
Among the Converted People (1999) is full of stories describing how Muslims in Pakistan were
no more than killers, thieves and dacoits. Add to that Rushdie in his novel The Satanic Verses
(1989) describes the Muslims as gangs and the only language they know is violent.
Today, female pilgrims are often kidnapped for ransom, or sold into concubinage. Gangs
of young Sharks patrol the city, keeping their own kind of law. It is said that Abu Simbel
meets secretly with the gang leaders and organizes them all. This is the world into which
Mahound has brought his message: one one one, Amid such multiplicity, it sounds like a
dangerous word (Rushdie 1989, p. 73).
Naipaul and Rushdie adopt the Western point of view of Islam as a violent religion and Muslims
as terrorists.
All men descended from Adam and that the world was about six thousand years old. How
then was it that some peoples were much more backward than Europeans and lacked such
essentials of civilization as the art of writing, what were the cause of barbarism? Two
kinds of cause were discussed, physical or biological, and moral, by which was meant the
factors of history, geography, and way of life, which we would today put under the
heading of culture. (Banton 1978, p.15).
This is the Orthodox image of the non-Europeans. They were considered barbaric, uncivilized
and immoral nations. Thus, whatever comes from these uncivilized nations should not be
accepted. Since Islam was launched from an Arab country, which was considered as one of the
sources of barbarism, Europeans thought that it should be destroyed. Said maintains in
Orientalism that European‘s fear of Islam started just right after Muhammad‘s death because the
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military, cultural, and religious power of Islam grew enormously, Persia, Syria, Egypt, Turkey
and North Africa fell to the Muslim armies. In the eighth and ninth centuries Spain, Sicily, and
parts of France were conquered. Through the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Islam ruled as
far east as India, Indonesia, and China. The reaction of Europe since the rise of Islam has been
unexpectedly hostile. Most Westerners were satisfied to represent Prophet Muhammad as an
anti-Christ and ―The Beast of the Book of Revelation‖ (Christendom vs. Islam, Savory 1994,
p. 127). They believed that Islam drove its believers to evil. They regarded Islam as heterodoxy,
deviation from Christianity and an imperfect religion on the grounds that it appeals to the
physical, sensual nature rather than the intellect. Muslims were regarded as possessing a lower
intellect and could not understand the spirituality of Christianity. Medieval Christian historical
statements about Muhammad or analyses of Islamic doctrine could not be trusted. Therefore,
they misrepresented examples from Prophet Muhammad‘s life, his government in Medina, his
war against Quraysh. Even, Saints in the Church misused quotations from the Qur‘an to
represent Prophet Muhammad as a self-contradictory character. Islam was depicted as a religion
that allowed no place for rational argument.
Jihad in Islam
Naipaul writes in his book Beyond Belief: Islamic Excursions Among the Converted
People (1999) about his second journey to Pakistan. He met the journalist Salman who told him
about his life story and how he has been introduced to the idea of Jihad. In 1965 Pakistan at that
time was at war with India and there were songs encouraging the Pakistanis to go to war and
promising them eternal paradise:
In this way Salman was introduced to the idea of Jihad, holy war. It was a special Muslim
idea. He explained it like this: ―in Christianity Christ died for all Christians. He can
ensure heaven for them. In Islam Mohammad can only make a submission in your favor
for being a follower of his. It is only Allah who makes the final decision on the merit won
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by good deeds. Nothing is greater, so far as goodness goes, than jihad in the name of
Allah‖. Jihad was not meant metaphorically. ―The word of the Koran is taken very
literally. It is blasphemous even to think of it as an allegory. The Koran lays great store
by jihad. It is one of the sayings of Mohammed-not in the Koran, it‘s one of the
traditions-if you see and un-Islamic practice you stop it by force. If you do not possess
the power to stop it, you condemn it verbally. If not that also, then you condemn it in
your heart. As far back as I remember I have known this. I think this tradition gives the
Muslim license to act Violently. (Naipaul 1999, p. 305)
The previous paragraph reveals to the reader the fact that Naipaul is adopting the Western
6

perspective of jihad. Actually the West misunderstands the real meaning of Jihad in which they
namely, confuse it with terrorism. Terrorists use the word Jihad to deceive people and to legalize
and Islamize what they are doing. Some Islamic groups called their mass killing of any nonMuslim people Jihad. They misunderstand the real meaning of Jihad. For instance, on 26 th of
February, 1913 a group of Islamic extremists tried to blow up the twin 110-storey World Trade
Center towers in Manhattan. Also, Osama bin Laden ordered his group to bomb the American
embassies in Nairobi, Kenya and Dar-El –Salaam, in Tanzania. Actually, there are many other
examples like these and all of them are called terrorist actions. They have no relation with the
real meaning of Jihad, declared in Qur‘an and expressed by Prophet Muhammad. On the contrary
Islam condemns all these terrorist actions. The word Jihad has more than one meaning; the first,
which is the common, means ―to fight and blood shed‖ (Fregosi 1998, p. 49), even this should be
under rules mentioned clearly in the Qur‘an. Jihad, or holy war, signifies not only fighting but a
physical, moral and intellectual effort. There are plenty of Arabic words denoting armed combat,
such as harb (war), sira‘s (combat), Ma‘arake (battle) or qutal (killing) , which Qur‘an could
easily use if war is the intended meaning (Fregosi 1998, p. 49). Instead, it chooses a richer word
with a wide range of connotations. The other meaning of Jihad is signified in a Hadith for
Prophet Muhammad when he was returning from a battle ―we return from the little Jihad to the
greater jihad‖ the more difficult and crucial effort to conquer the forces of evil in oneself and in
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one‘s own society in all the details of daily life (Fregosi 1998, p. 49). Actually, Jihad began in
the early 600s when Prophet Muhammad preached the Qur‘an, and declared that the main
mission of Islam is to expand it all over the world. First, there is a choice either to convert to
Islam or to pay taxes. Islam never forces people to convert to it by force. Jihad is a continuous
self-reexamination to fight tyranny, oppression and to achieve peace. Muslim non-violent actions
are essential in this world and the true meaning of Islam is evident in the Qur‘an: ―Peace!- world
(of salutation) from the Lord Most Merciful‖ (36:58). Islam is a fertile soil for non violence
because of its potential for the strong discipline, sharing, social responsibility, self-sacrifice, and
the belief in the unity of the Muslim community and the oneness of mankind. This is the real
meaning of Jihad, not as the West believes of Islam that it calls for wars. Naipaul finished his
journey in Pakistan believing that Islam pushed the country backward and turned the Pakistani to
be more violent.
The paper agrees with John Wilson that,
The timing of the award has suggested to many observers that the Nobel committee chose
to honor Naipaul (long regarded as a strong candidate for the prize) this year in response
to the events of September 11. At the same time, Wastberg‘s comments and remarks by
other committee members indicate that the Swedish Academy wants to send a nuanced
message, not singling out Islam for criticism by honoring Naipaul (Wilson 2005).
Unfortunately, that the West until these days believes in the 14 th century ideas they propagated
about Islam; Islam is the source of terrorism and supports terrorist actions. The Pope Benedict
XVI‘s7 of Vatican advocates the same perspective when he was speaking at a lecture at the
University of Regensburg, Germany, in September 2006 exploring the historical and
philosophical differences between Islam and Christianity. He chose to quote a 14 th Century
Christian emperor who said that ―Prophet Mohamed had brought the world only ―evil and
inhuman‖ things, ―such as his command to spread by the sword the faith he preached‖ (Shahine
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2006, p. 3). The leader of two billion Catholic Christians made obvious links between Islam and
terrorism which reveal that the West not only believe in this idea about Islam but also promote it.
In conclusion, Naipaul and Rushdie adopt the Western point of view of Islam as a violent
religion and Muslims as terrorists. They are one-track minded and their minds are fully
preoccupied with the European colonial perspectives about Islam and The Third World.
Actually, Naipaul throughout his journeys in the four Islamic countries Iran, Pakistan, Indonesia
and Malaysia within fifteen years, he accepts and appreciates only people who agree with his
point of view. Naipaul never tries to ask the Muslims he met about the Philosophy of Islam as a
religion. He does not try to read about Islam as a religion and culture from Islamic sources. He
attacks Muslims and Islam severely all the time and provides no evidence for his attack. He is all
the time trying to prove his Western ideas about Islam and Muslims. This reveals his material
colonial perspective about Islam and The Third World. Unfortunately, the West rewarded
Naipaul for his perspectives about Islam as a religion and for his colonial perspectives about the
Third World.
Wimal Dissanayake and Carmen Wickramag‘amag‘e argue that Naipaul all the time
describes how Muslims had distorted the values of the Western civilization. The only language
they know is muss and rage, which means the West is the world of order and all those
movements that are not in agreement with Western doctrine have no part in it. The central topic
in Among Believers an Islamic Journey and The Satanic Verses is the clash between belief and
disbelief or faith and rationality. The two books present Rushdie‘s and Naipaul‘s perspective
about Islam and Islamic culture. They believe that universal civilization is inevitably dominated
by the West because it is a dynamic civilization where the emphasis is on human achievement
and creativity. It is the West that served to liberate Europe from the intellectual slakes of the
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Middle Ages. Dissanayake and Wickramag‘amag‘e argue that Naipaul in Among Believers an
Islamic Journey has constructed a personal narrative that revealed his Western valorization. He
reads ―the social and cultural sign of these Islamic societies as signifying chaos, hypocrisy,
stagnation and degeneration‖, However, his reading of these Islamic societies was partial and
inadequate (Dissanayake, Wimal and Carmen Wichramagamage 1993, p. 76). While, Cudjoe
argues that Naipaul remains a ―philosophical idealist… a technically superb artist who uses
politics to illustrate a personal vision which keeps him from greatness”, he has become nihilist
and can see no good coming out of these societies and this is the central theoretical position of
his later work (Cudjoe 1988, p. 190). Naipaul is a self–exile who goes out among the ruins,
―always on the lookout for mimicry, falsity and any pretense of civilization. He is condemned to
travel and condemned to find nothing new in postcolonial societies‖ (Cudjoe1988, p. 190).
Naipaul could not pretend to be objective in this work because of his colonial vision about Islam.
Rather it is not surprising that Naipaul makes comparison between the Hindu and Muslims
experiences in the country of his birth to demonstrate the incompleteness of Islamic thought in
Among Believers an Islamic Journey:
Islam, going by what I saw of it from the outside, was less metaphysical and more direct
than Hinduism. In this religion of fear and reward, oddly compounded with war and
worldly grief, there was much that reminded me of Christianity – more visible and
―official‖ in Trinidad; and it was possible for me to feel that I knew about it. The
doctrine, or what I thought was its doctrine, didn‘t attract me. It didn‘t seem worth
inquiring into; and over the years, in spite of travel, I had little to the knowledge gathered
in my Trinidad childhood (Naipaul 1982, p. 23).
The result of this comparison between himself as Hindu and Muslims is that the nation of Islamic
civilization does not reach the highest of the European renaissance. The book is full of
interviews, but Naipaul never begins his question about the concept or philosophical issues of
Islamic thought. He is all the time trying to confirm his Western thought and its inherent
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contradiction between the profession of faith and the need for Western technology. Cudjoe
criticizes the reflection of the new ideological content of Naipaul‘s work saying:
his prose has become rare, rude and spontaneous. Therefore, even his later prose style
gives you the impression of hopelessness and doom. It merely reflects the surface reality
of African life and a lack of desire to engage the serious content of the life of the
continent (Cudjoe 1988, p. 192).
Helen Hayward points that Naipaul substantiated in most of his works this familiar stock out
image of Africa in European literature. He represents the Third World as a negative image of
European civilization and the site of a reversion to savagery, where human brutality is exposed in
the raw. At the same time, there is a paradox in Naipaul‘s representation of European
civilization, which at times embodies a lost order and at other times is portrayed as imposing a
culture of junk on its colonies.
From the previous critical analysis, we can see that Naipaul and Rushdie are trying all the
time to document and prove their colonial gaze about Islamic culture and Muslims. It is
noticeable from Naipaul‘s book title Among the Believers: An Islamic Journey that there is no
harmony between the title and the content of the book. It is not an Islamic journey between
believers but it is a colonial journey in Naipaul‘s mind and his thoughts about Islam and
Muslims. While Rushdie‘s novel title Satanic Verses, reflects obviously his colonial gaze about
Islam. Naipaul is not objective at all when he decided to travel to the four Islamic countries Iran,
Pakistan, Malaysia, and Indonesia in order to understand Islam as a religion and culture. His
mind was already stuffed with the Western perspectives about Islam as a religion and culture.
Logically, Naipaul pretends to show flexibility in order to understand Islam; however, what he
does is just the opposite. He tends all the time to confirm his pre-colonial perspectives about
Islam. This is confirmed, at the beginning of chapter two that deals with his journey in Pakistan.
Naipaul neither gives himself nor gives the reader the chance to know Islam. His ideas
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manifested at the beginning of the first few pages of the chapter and continued throughout his
journey in Pakistan. He introduces to the reader Pakistan as an Islamic country that suffers from
a dwarf economy, the land of plunder and retreating back, all of this is because of Islam. With
these ideas, Naipaul continued his journey in Pakistan and the reader continued reading chapter
two. This technique continued throughout the book, for instance, at the beginning of chapter
three, Naipaul used long sentence describing Muslims in Malaysia as passionate. He used the
word ―passion‖ five times in one long sentence. Which means, that he wants to confirm to the
reader this important fact about Muslims. In Indonesia he accuses Islam as the main reason for
pulling the country back. Naipaul is contradicting himself; he asks Muslims to follow the
Western civilization at the same time he accuses Islam as erasing the history of Indonesia; the
Indonesians do not have culture and traditions for their own. As usual, Naipaul throughout the
book provides no evidence on what he is saying.
Naipaul and Rushdie do not give themselves the chance to know the reality of Islam and
Muslims. They do not try to get rid of their Western ideas. They are all the time trying to prove
their Western ideas about Islam and Muslims, as if they are afraid that, the reader can know the
reality of Islam. Naipaul is in his judgment and comparison very materialistic and compares
between the European civilization and the Islamic civilization. The result of Naipaul‘s two
journeys is that he failed to achieve his proclaimed goal to understand Muslims and Islam.
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End Notes
1- The Orthodox Church is the source of Orthodox Doctrine, it lies with the concern of the Orthodox Church to
define and maintain the purity of Christian teachings. However, it was further developed by the early fathers
and the locals.
2- For Further reading on Crusades read:


Atiyah, A.S., The Crusades in The Later Middle Ages.



Hazard, H.W. (ed.), A History of the Crusades.



Kedar, B.Z., Crusade and Mission.



Rile-Smith, L. and J., The Crusades: Idea and Reality.

3- For further readings on Charles Darwin read:
-

Darwin, Charles. Origin of Species and the Descent of Man in relation to sex.

-

Jones, Greta, Social Darwinism and English Thought: the interaction between Biological and social
Theory.

4- Ernest Haeckel (1834-1919) was a famous zoologist in his own right, but much of his fame came from his
popular science writing. The first edition of History of Creation (1867) proved very successful and he followed
it later with The Riddle of the Universe (1899) which sold 100.000 copies in its first year and under the Nazi
reached the half million mark. In the History of Creation and in a similar volume, Wonder of Life, Haeckel
maintained that racial differences were fundamental. The lower races were nearer to the animal creation: wooly
haired Negroes were incapable of higher mental development.
5- For further reading on Islamic family laws read:


Ahmed, Kazi Nasir-ud-din, The Muslim Low of Divorce.



Al-Maqatei, Mohammed. The Philosophy of marriage in Islam.



Hinchcliffe, Doreen, Polygamy in traditional and contemporary Islamic law.

6- For further reading on Jihad read:


Ali, Maulvi Chiragh. A critical Exposition of the popular Jihad.



Asad, Muhammad, The Message of The Quran.



Miller, Roland E. Muslim Friends: Their Faith and Feeling. An Introduction to Islam.



M.S, Sayed Abdullah. Islamic Concept of Jihad and Tolerance.

7- Pope Benedict XVI‘s born on 16 April 1927. He is the 265th reigning Pope, the spiritual head of the Catholic
Church, and, the Sovereign of the Vatican City State. He was elected on 19 April 2005 in a papal conclave,
celebrated his Papal Inauguration Mass on 24 April 2005, and took possession of his cathedral, the Basilica of
St. John Lateran, on 7 May 2005. Benedict XVI is a well-known Catholic theologian and a prolific author, a
defender of traditional Catholic doctrine and values. He served as a professor at various German universities
and was a theological consultant at the Second Vatican Council before becoming Archbishop of Munich and
Freising and Cardinal. During his papacy, Benedict XVI is emphasizing what he sees as a need for Europe to
return to fundamental Christian values in response to increasing de-Christianisation and secularisation in many
developed countries. For this reason, he claims relativism‗s denial of objective truth—and more particularly, the
denial of moral truths—as the central problem of the 21st century. He teaches the importance for the Catholic
Church and for humanity of contemplating God‗s salvific love and has reaffirmed the importance of prayer in
the face of the activism and the growing secularism of many Christians engaged in charitable work.
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Al-Faruqi Views on Comparative Religion

ABSTRACT
Ismail Raji al-Faruqi was a prominent Muslim scholar who contributes a lot in Muslims
progression. He was a pioneer in the development of Islamic studies in America and in
interreligious dialogue internationally and an activist who sought to transform the Islamic
community at home and abroad. The present article aims at discussing al-Faruqi‟s views on
Comparative Religion. Throughout his life, he succeeds in providing a proper guidance on how
to study a religion which is disengagement. Besides that he used to introduce the idea of metareligion of how to evaluate a religion. Lastly he tends to critique the ideas of the west on
studying of other religion.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since 1400 years ago, Allah swt has revealed Islam to Prophet Muhammad saw in it
complete picture. Islam is not only a religion but merely a way of life which is deal with all sorts
of human activities including politics, economic, legal regulations, social, etc. Not even so, Islam
also concerns with other religions. Hence, Al-Quran and Prophet himself, applied the religious
tolerance during his lifetime.
Due to the encouragement of Holy Scripture, Al-Quran and exemplified in the life of
Prophet, Muslims are inspired to encounter with fellow adherents of other religions. Muslims not
even encounter, mingle, but we also studies about them. It has been reported that a numbers of
Muslims scholars engaged in the field of Religionswissenschaft or Comparative Religion as early
the end of the Medinan period. Some of them are „Ali Ibn Rabban al-Tabari (d. 861 CE), Abu
„Uthman al-Jahiz (d. 869 CE), Abu Isa al-Waraq, Abu Ali al-Jubbai, Ibn Hazm (d. 1064 CE),
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Fahkr al-Din ar-Razi (d. 1210 CE), Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 1328 CE), and the most prominent is Abu
Rayhan al-Biruni (973-1051 CE) which known as the father of Comparative Religion.
Obviously, Muslims contributions in the field is continues by later scholars, some
Muslims contemporary are like Haji Abd Malik Karim Amrullah, abbreviated as Hamka (19081981 CE) as well as Ismail Raji al-Faruqi (1921-1986 CE). In this article we merely study on alFaruqi per se. We will look on his contributions in the field of Comparative Religion, the
methods that have been applied by him, interreligious dialogue which has been introduced and as
well as his major work on the theory of Meta-Religion. At the end of the discussion, the author
put her critical analysis over the study on al-Faruqi. These things will be discussed in detail
further, Insya Allah.
2. METHODOLOGY’S OF AL-FARUQI
The topic is divided into three subtopics. At first we will look at the approach of
disengagement, then the higher principles in studying religions as well as methodology in
interreligious dialogue.
2.1 Disengagement
Ismail Raji al-Faruqi in his doctoral dissertation, Christian Ethics began the discussion of
Comparative Religion by connoting the important of disengagement. 1 He complained about
previous books which written by West were filled with imposed standards from the authors into
religions. Thus, these books were representing misinterpretations of religions. For example, after

1

Disengagement is also known as suspension of judgment. The approach has inspired, adopted, and
advanced by the Western Phenomenological School and propagated by Dutch scholar Gerardus Van der Leeuw in
his Phenomenologie der Religion in 1933 (Religion in Essence and Masifestation). Haslina Ibrahim, Encountering
Others: A Constructive Criticism on The Methods of Polemics and Apologetics in ‘Ilm Muqaranah Al-Adyan, the
paper is presented at The International Seminar On Religious Curricular In the Muslim World (RCWW): Challenges
and Prospects, organized by International Institute For Muslim Unity (ILMU), at the Islamic University Malaysia
(IIUM) on 6th – 8th September 2005.
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the events of 9/11 and 7/7 Muslims are being labeled as terrorists, fundamentalists, etc. These are
misperceptions that have been imposed by the Western writers towards Muslims.
He stressed that religion is made up of „life-facts‟, the things which are livingly
experiences by man.2 Thus in order to understand about this life-facts one must apply
disengagement or epoche3. It is a method to avoid the pitfalls of idealism and realism by wanting
to approach an eidetic vision of religion (understanding of its essence) by suspending one‟s
judgment or „epoche‟.
In studying of religions, one must step out of his own presuppositions and values in order
to step into those religion that one wish to study. To gain such insight into the „life facts‟ of a
religion, one must, in imagination allow his understanding to be touched and informed by them.4
The longer one can sustain the effort, the deeper will be his experience of other religion. It does
enable one to be sympathetic, to learn, and to understand the life facts of the religion. The
researcher must willingly to be with and inside the „life-facts‟ which he studies, he can not
observed in distance. Not even so, this application also could create intimacy between the
researcher and the religion under studies because it is involved emotional attachment. Therefore,
the researcher could understand religion as there is understood by it adherents and let religion
speak to itself. But, „Disengagement‟ from one‟s own beliefs and values is worthwhile and not
permanent. One is free to move back from the beliefs, values and meanings of the religion and
culture that one is studying.

2

Ismail Raji Al-Faruqi, Christian Ethics: A Systematic and Historical Analysis of Its Dominant Ideas.
(Montreal: McGill University Press, 1967), p. 1.
3

Epoche is derived from the Greek word epechô, which means „I hold back‟. In effect it means „stoppage‟,
suspension of judgment, the exclusion form one‟s mind of every possible presupposition. It involves in assuming the
position of a listener who withholds judgment that arise from preconceived notions. For further detail please refers
to Sharpe, Eric J., Comparative Religion: A History, London: Gerald Duckworth, 1975, p. 224.
4

Ismail Raji Al-Faruqi, Christian Ethics, p. 1.
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2.2 The Higher Principles
Once one has stop the suspension of judgment, so he is in need of a „higher principles‟
that could compare and evaluate the religion that which we are studying. Al-Faruqi outlined two
kinds of principles; the first kind of principle is known as theoretical principles that regulate the
ways in which we grasp, make sense of and put into order, the meanings that we discover in the
other religions.5 These principles are the foundation of the way we come to know, the foundation
of human knowledge in general. There are five theoretical principles;
i) internal coherence,
ii) external coherence,
iii) the principle of unity,
iv) coherence with reality and
v) the principle of right purpose.6
i) Internal coherence
The principle of internal coherence is also known as non-contradiction. Which means; the
elements of the system may not contradict each other.7 For al-Faruqi, to deny this principle is to
deny that human thought and human discourse are possible as there is no point for a statement
which is as true as its own opposite. The principle should apply to what believers in it call
divinely revealed truth which means, man is so constituted that he can hardly understand, act
upon, a statement which is self contradiction.

5

Ibid., p. 3.

6

Ibid., pp. 4-7.

7

Ibid., p. 4.
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ii) External coherence
The principle of external coherence is a statement of belief or doctrine must make sense
in the light of what we already know.8 Every new knowledge is referred first to the traditions of
their respective disciplines and the coherence of this knowledge with other disciplines was then
tried and the result was a thorough rebuilding of the traditions of these disciplines. Thus, the
knowledge that already known is must cohere with human situation, place of revelation and
space of time. For example; no revelation can be a law into itself. It must cohere with human
knowledge in general and in particular, it must cohere with the accompanying human situation,
the historical time and place of revelation. In other word, the revelation must be inlined with the
knowledge that human already know.
iii) The principle of unity
The principle can be derived from the principle of non-contradiction. All revealed truths
must cohere with the religious experience of mankind, if they are revealed truths. Thus if God or
Truth is, and he is the source of revelation, His commands cannot contradict each other. 9 In other
word, this principle is uniting both previous principles which are internal and external coherence
that means all revealed truth must cohere with the nature of mankind. Once it is contradicted the
religion is prevails untruth and fault.
iv) Coherence with reality
The particular „truths‟ which any religion claims must correspond with the reality we all
experience or know outside of those „truths‟.10 And contradiction of reality invalidates the
„truths‟. That means all truths must cohere with the realities. Any command can not contradict

8

Ibid., p. 6.

9

Ibid.

10

Ibid., p. 7.
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with the experiences and knowledge that already known by people. If there is contradiction, the
truth is invalid.
v) The principle of right purpose
The right and proper use of, language, is to enable expression and communication but
sound and sign have some other usefulness and cannot called language. The right and proper use
of religion in this sense is somehow to improve and carry mankind upward and onward to higher
ethical value, ultimately to God.11 For instance, God is good, so religion which is propagated
must propagate ethical value which is good which could symbolize the goodness of God. Thus,
the purpose of religion must be correct, if religion is propagating something else, so that is not
right. In this sense, human is not command to do something which he can not do within this time
and space. Man is not urging to try to imagine of different things which are against human
nature.
On the other hand, the second type of principle is named as principles of value. The
principles of value are specialized to the matter of religion which constitutes the foundation of all
religions and cultures. There are six principles of value which also known as six principles of
evaluation and those are the principles of meta-religion. The six are;
i) beings of two realms: ideal and actual,
ii) ideal being is relevant to actual being,
iii) relevance of the ideal to the actual is a command,
iv) actual being is as such good,
v) actual being is malleable and
vi) perfection of the cosmos is a human burden.12

11

Ibid.

12

Ibid., pp. 14-18.
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i) Beings of two Realms: Ideal and Actual
In fact, there are only two beings, the ideal and actual. Both are different beings. When
we examine thoroughly, we could say that beings are of two levels; the first stage is the actual is
fact. While, the second stage is the ideal being is ought to be value. Thus, there is nothing in
between of ideal and actual beings, so anything that falls under the between is false. Because it is
clear that there are two beings which are ideal and actual. There will be no other substance which
contradicts with this principle.
ii) Ideal Being is Relevance to Actual Being
Ideal being is gives values to actual. In this sense, the ideal is the cause to actual to be its
identity. God is concern with the world but not co-exist but rather related because He is the
Creator, and the others are His creatures.13 Through this relationship, both ideal and actual are
relevance.
iii) Relevance of the Ideal to the Actual is command
God is relates Himself to actual through commands which is through revelation and
scripture. Thus through these revelations, actual beings come to know Him. The ideal judges the
actual situation, if relevant He will praise, if irrelevant He will condemn. On the other hand, God
command is necessary in the world, if not the world would not exist. This is because world is the
creation of God. Every being will go through this (following the commands of God) through
natural law. Man is bond to the commands but he has the option, whether to obey or not. These
commands is not applicable through force, man has the right to choose. Instead, man knows
about the consequences (of violating the commands) yet he still chooses. Hence, for what man
has done, it will be rewarded or punished.

13

Ibid., p. 14.
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iv) Actual Being is as such good
The world is good. Otherwise, if the world is evil, the existence of the world is
questionable even if say it is evil (non valuable) presupposes its value. In a simple word, the
world is perfectible which can be improved. This principle is deal with the realm of morality, so
any striving for this perfection is morality. Human is capable to be good because by nature man
is good as good as the world.
v) Actual Being is malleable
God commands can be obeyed and there is no need extraordinary to be good but just to
be ethical or moral person. Being good is possible to man; he has to change his conditions in
order to be good i.e. by doing good things or bad things. Thus, value realization must be and can
make possible. The world is an ordered cosmos (good condition) thoroughly pervaded by law
which is the law that is predetermined.14 There can‟t be a vacuum or gaps in the cosmic
determination but extras. For example, if a phenomenon turns on to be other than what it is
expected, it is not due to shortage of determination but is filled and added with an unexpected
determination.
vi) Perfection of the Cosmos is a Human Burden
Due to those commands by God, man is subjected to involve in the cosmos and change it
to a better position. Only man could do so, and this commands not applicable to other creatures.
Man could not just lay back and wait, but rather man must takes the challenge to alter the world
and make it a better place to live.
In short, from these principles what he meant was that God is realm of ideal being which
is totally different from the actual being and the Only Transcendent. Ideal being is relevant to the

14

Ibid., p. 17.
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actual, so God concern, not merely co-exist. Relevance in term of value, (through command) so
God‟s acts are necessary and unavoidable in the actual being (via laws of nature). Actual being is
good but imperfect. God created in such manner that in the purpose to be perfected by man.
Obedience, perfection of actual is possible by ethical felicity. Obedience is not beyond man
ability but rather man is moral in so far he is subject to the command (fulfill the vicegerency).
Generally, Meta-Religion which is a set of guidelines and principles that extended
beyond the boundaries of any particular religion, and „theologically-free‟ of study of religion.15 It
is concerns on a religion or person who recognized and worshipped the one God despite revealed
religion being corrupted. In other word it is a concept which is close related to the concept of
tawhid in Islam. This is because the ultimate goal of meta-religion is din al-fitrah which is a
religion that beyond any human construction. Thus by removing all human construction of
religion, one could deal with the truth which leads to reach din al-fitrah.
In other words, the six principles are the guidelines to measure revealed religions which
are dealing with the concept of universal rationality. 16 Any religion which is not fit with the six is
problematic. This is because for him, the six are religious logical facts which are not against
universal rationality. For instance, the first principle of Meta-religion is beings of two realms,
ideal and actual. According to Christians, Jesus Christ is a man of divine which sent by God.
Thus he is partly man and partly divine. So based on the first principle, how could we classify
him? Does he is the ideal, actual or an entity which is combines both elements. If he is
categorized under the third category which is an entity of partly human and divine, so it is can
not fit with the first principle of Meta-Religion. This is because at the first place, rationality
acknowledges only two types of beings which are ideal and actual. Therefore the Christians are
15

Wan Sabri Wan Yusof, Meta-Religion as a Basis for Studying Religions, unpublished article, p.1.

16

Haslina Ibrahim, Encountering Others.
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facing problem with their beliefs and doctrines because the teachings are against the universal
rationality.
As a whole, I am strongly believe that Meta-Religion theory which proposed by Ismail
Raji Faruqi is the most appropriate principles to examine the validity of one‟s religious doctrine
on the basis of universal human logic. In the field of Comparative Religion, once we want to
study about other religion, temporary suspension of judgment or epoche is needed in order to
know the religio-cultural perspective of the religion under study, then go out from the epoche
and finally ready to evaluate the facts and figures which gained from the study by adopting the
theory of Meta-Religion. Uniquely, the theory is dealing with universal rationality which is the
basis of scientific and objective studies. Not even so, al-Biruni, the father or
Religionswissenschaft also applying the method of suspension of judgment by saying that „all
text must speak for itself‟.
Not even so, al-Faruqi also explained about the Islamic Meta-Religion. From here, he
associated Islam with the universal rationality whereby;
i)

Islamic Meta-Religion is not a priori condemning any religion, but assumes that
every religion is God revealed until history proven that it is human made.

ii)

The historical background of religion is link with revelation on the basic that there
is no person that God had not sent them prophet to teach them on tawhid and
morality.

iii)

Islamic Meta-Religion acknowledges man is inborn inquisitive nature to know
God.

iv)

Islamic Meta-Religion suggests a critical, rational examination on one‟s own
religion on the human addition, alteration of man‟s original religion.

v)

Islamic Meta-Religion honors reason as to revelation neither can discard the other
without imperiling itself.

vi)

Human is good, not fallen sinner, free and responsible.

vii)

Islamic Meta-Religion assumes, world is not created in vain, not the work of a
blind force.
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viii)

Islamic Meta-Religion is an institution, not a mere theory, to appreciate pluralism
of laws.17

Above all under the topic of Islamic Meta-Religion, al-Faruqi indirectly explaining the
corruption of revealed religions like Judaism, Christianity, Hinduism and the like. Whereby these
religions have been distorted by men and thus became the human made religion. Being created
by men, obviously, some of their doctrines are go against the universal rationality and not fit
enough with the six principles of Meta-Religion. If we go deeper, we could find that only Islam
which is fit to the six principles of Meta-Religion. Even so, al-Faruqi stated that Islam accords
special status to Judaism and Christianity. By said that the two are the religion of God, their
messengers are the prophets of God and their scriptures are the revelations of God. 18 Yet Quran
condemned exclusivist claim on the former prophets by the Jews and Christianity. 19 Islam on the
other hand is not religion of ex nihilo but reaffirmation of the same truth by the preceding
prophets of Judaism and Christianity. Islam is together with Hanifism (the monotheism and
ethical religion of pre-Islamic Arabia, Judaism and Christianity) a crystallization of one and the
same religion.
Islam perceives other religions that the phenomenon of prophecy is universal which is
taken place throughout all space and time.20 Even al-Quran confirms this, along with man‟s
accountability.21 It is from God‟s absolute justice, no one is to be held responsible unless God

17

Al-Faruqi, “Meta-Religion: Towards A Critical World Theology”, American Journal of Islamic Social
Sciences, vol. 3, No. 1, 1986, pp. 56-57.
18

Ibid., p. 41.

19

Al-Quran 2: 140, 3:84, and 5:69. All English translation of these verses please refers to Abdullah Yusuf
Ali, The Meaning of The Holy Qur’Én, new edition, (USA: Amana Corporation, 1992).
20

Al-Faruqi, Meta-Religion, p. 44.

21

Al-Quran 17:13-15.
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conveyed His law through prophecy.22 Al-Faruqi explained that even some of the prophets are
known but some are not, but this does not mean of their non existence. 23 In order to proof the
universality of prophecy, al-Quran stressed that the content of the message of prophecy is the
same.24 So the essence of teaching are go around tawhid, the oneness of Allah, and morality, to
do good and avoid evil. And lastly the law is relevant to the historical situation of the people.
Meanwhile, to all mankind, Islam addresses that man as equal, to put them as integral
member of society.25 The main purpose of man‟s raison d‟etre is reason for creation which is to
be vicegerent on earth. Al-Quran acknowledges that man is created in the best form.26 God
implanted in man religion naturalis (fitrah) whereby man possesses a senses communis to know
God. Not even so, prophets have sent to people in their own tongue. From here it is clear that in
Islam there is no such idea of faller sin man, man is innocent or good by nature.
2.3 Inter Religious Dialogue
As I mentioned earlier, Ismail Raji Al-Faruqi was a strong believer in inter-religious
dialogue. For him, in order to success in dialogue, it must be conducted in a specific way. Thus,
he outlined some guidance and following are the outline of the guidelines for an inter-religious
dialogue according to al-Faruqi27;
i) Sincerity of Intention
A successful dialogue depends on the intention of the dialogue partners. It should be for
mutual understanding and establish a good relation for future life. Dialogue is a process of
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Al-Quran 13:24.

23

Al-Quran 4:164.

24

Al-Quran 16:36.
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Al-Faruqi, Meta-Religion, p. 46.
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Al-Quran 56:4.
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Wan Sabri, Meta-Religion as a Basis for Studying Religions, pp. 3-5.
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learning, therefore one must come with an open mind and pure heart so that learning can
happen.28 A good dialogue will result in both sides winning. It is not going to weaken one‟s faith
in one‟s religion but instead will strengthen it. He coined it as “supremely ethical endeavor‟. A
dialogue should be held in a free and friendly manner. All efforts should be on brotherly relation
rather than to be a champion and promoting the narrow interest of one‟s own religion.29
ii) Respect of other religions
It is necessary to build mutual trust in a dialogue process. He called himself as “citizen of
the religio-world community” indiscriminant respect for all religions. For example, in his
critique of Christianity, he repeatedly said that the intention was not to insult Christianity but
rather to have a better understanding of it. 30
iii) Religion and human life
Religion must be treated as an encompassing way of life. Thus studying religions is to
consider the whole system unlike “western phenomenologists” whom limit the religion into the
element of „sacred‟ and „holy‟. He suggested that scholars of Comparative Religion should give
more attention to the living major religions for the benefit of humanity at large.
Al-Faruqi’s Methodology of Dialogue
Dialogue is involves comparing and contrasting claims, if true it must be acquiesced and
if inadequate must be amended and if false must be rejected. The process looks simple but the
practicality involves risk which a close-minded religious adherent will mistake for compromising
one‟s faith. There are six methodologies of dialogue;
i) No communication of any sort may be made ex cathedra, beyond critique.
28

Ibid., pp. 3-4.
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Ibid., p. 4.
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Al-Faruqi, Christian Ethics, p. 3.
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ii) No communication may violate the laws of internal coherence, paradox is allows
when it is not final.
iii) No communication may violate the laws of external coherence.
iv) No communication may violate the laws of correspondence with reality, but rather the
reality should be given a chance to collaborate and refute it.
v) Dialogue presupposes an attitude of freedom vis-à-vis the canonical figurization.
vi) Considering today‟s circumstances, „ethical‟ questions are in priority to „theological‟
questions.31
Al-Faruqi stressed that dialogue should begin with issues of commonalities. For him the
common issue among all religions is ethics. Due to it, he proposed three ethical themes to be
subject of dialogue;
i) The modern Muslim and Christian regard themselves as standing in the state of
innocence.
ii) The modern Muslim and Christian are acutely aware of the necessity and importance
of recognizing God‟s will, of recognizing His command.
iii) The modern Muslim and Christian recognize that the moral vocation or mission of
man in this world has yet to be fulfilled thereof is the sole measure of his ethical
worth; that in respect to this mission or vocation all men start out in this world with a
cate blanche on which nothing is entered except what each individual earns with his
own doing or not-doing.32
Based on the three themes, Al-Faruqi indirectly, as logical consequence, rejected a few
concepts in Jews and Christianity like the concept of „elect‟ and „salvation without works‟. For
him these two concepts should be rejected because could not be proven by moral and rational
laws.

31
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3. VIEWS ON WESTERN METHODOLOGIES
Al-Faruqi highlighted five stages of the historical background of studying religions which
indicated the Western methodologies of study of other religion. Those five stages in which the
study of religion has been conducted are as follows;
i)

Classical antiquity.

ii)

Judeo-Christianity.

iii)

Modernity since the enlightenment.

iv)

Contemporary approaches.

v)

The phenomenological (SORE).33

i) Classical antiquity (600 BCE-30 CE)
At the first stage al-Faruqi stated that man known very little about other religions. The
attitude to others was very much antagonistic not by the attitude of faith, but by a complex of
superiority of one‟s faith or unfaith to the religion studied.34 Only in 6th BC, the Greek thinker
lost faith and criticize religion, incoherence and false claim of its god, condemned god as
immoral, that some curiosity about other religion development. For instance, those who were
condemnation to religion; Thales denied the Greek gods authenticity, Anaximander said that sun
and moon not gods of the Greeks but balls of fire, and Xenophanes said that all religion claims
were unfounded.
After two centuries people have almost lost faith, until Herodotus (484-425 B.C.) give
accounts some objective accounts of other religions of the Egyptians, Mesopotamians and
Persians. They even were comparing their gods with the Greek‟s gods. The attitude to other
religions was very much antagonistic not by the attitude of faith, but by a complex of superiority
of one‟s faith or unfaith to the religion studied.
33
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ii) Judeo – Christianity (30 CE – 1400 CE)
Then at the second stage the awareness of others developed but Al-Faruqi said that the
materials we have about Judaism from the post-Exilic period reported of Jewish hatred on non
Jewish. He characterized the attitude towards others as hatred, fear, false complex of superiority
and election.35 Christianity unfortunate inherited the Jewish attitude. For both religions were
formed in an atmosphere of struggle against overwhelming odds which the religions gained and
crystallized their doctrines and world-views. Only certain acknowledge was given by the
Christian to Judaism and the latter as preparation evangelical for Christianity. As Islam came in
7th century, Christian hatred and fear of Islam‟s expansion and conversion of Christians led
several battles against Islam, the crusades (1095-1270) up to the colonial expansions of the
Muslim world from (1600-1800). Thus their antagonistic attitude persists even until today.
iii) Modernity Since the Enlightenment (1600-1900)
Meanwhile at the third stage, the important role of religion during the second stage is
being replaced with reason.36 Ethics and utility was replaced the creed and piety. Historically,
reformed movement of Protestantism against Catholicism and the successful challenges of the
scientists took place.
iv) Contemporary Approaches (1900 onwards)
Under the period of 1900 onwards, with all the problems faced by the Christian in their
religion, they penetrate to the outer world and gave birth to various cotemporary approaches of
studying religions like anthropological, sociological, psychological, philosophical, theological
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and phenomenological approach. Each approach looks religion at certain perspectives that
contribute to the reductionism of religion.37 Their methodologies are as below;
i) The anthropological approach focuses on primitive religion. Religion is function of
human conditions affected by natural environment which is bound by evolutionist
axiom and empirical studies.
ii) Sociological; religion as factor constructive or destructive humans in their society and
based on empirical studies.
iii) Psychological; religion as states of consciousness, depressive in case of security
which is projective in case of desire and hope.
iv) Historical; depended on all these approaches to get the date.
v) Theological; looks religion in it antagonistic view and the movement is led by
Christianity which is exclusiveness.38
v) Phenomenological School of Study of Religion
The last stage is the study of the phenomenological method of studying religions, under
this topic al-Faruqi identified two branches of phenomenological which are the reportages or the
collection of data and construction of meaning; wholes or systematization of data.39
Phenomenological method as whole is introduced to avoid all the shortcoming in the previous
methodologies of studying religions. It is a method to avoid the pitfalls of idealism and realism
by wanting to approach an eidetic vision of religion (understanding of its essence) by suspending
one‟s judgment or „epoche‟.
Not even so, the phenomenologists also taking the phenomena of religion as it is,
allowing them to speak for themselves. All facts and experiences can and must speak for
themselves and show their intentions. But unfortunately, they are interested towards primitive
and ancient religions, not living religions. Their main methods are;
37
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i) Analysis of the religion culture as a whole. Searching for its origin, development;
crystallization and decay, as well as misunderstanding.
ii) Every religion data is considered as meaning not (a mere) fact. So it contains value.40
At the same token, Al-Faruqi discussed the shortcomings of phenomenological school.
Most of all al-Faruqi criticize;
i) Judgment is needed, based on meta- religion, he stressed that suspension only
temporary.
ii) Desirability of judgment, religion is not a merely a scientific fact, but life fact a more
respectful approach. Religious meaning must be lived in order to be cognized.
iii) Possibility of judgment, common genre of meta-religion is different as surface but
merely common to the essence.41
4. THE CRITICAL ANALYSIS
Interestingly, the implementation of the theory of Meta-Religion is not regard as Muslim
critique to other religions but merely focus on human and his rational critique. Due to above
matter, meta-religion is not concern on the religions per se but focus on the rational coherence of
religions. In other word, al-Faruqi‟s principles of studying other religions are not consider as
Muslim critique but rather a rational critique to other religions. Even though only Islam which
could fit with those principles, al-Faruqi is not undermine other religions but his evaluation is
focus on the truth.
Unfortunately, Ismail Raji al-Faruqi has assassinated before he could expend the
discussion on meta-religion. Personally, I think, if he has time he could explain his idea better.
The idea of meta-religion is first documented in his doctoral dissertation of Christian Ethics in
1967. During 1986 before his demise he managed to describe his idea in an article entitled MetaReligion: Towards A Critical World Theology.42 In this article he explained his idea further.
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Once he has the opportunity to explain his theory in depth, hopefully there will be no confusion
and misunderstanding. And finally Muslims could adopt and adapt the principles easily.
Lastly, it is very unfortunate to the Muslims as whole and to Muslims students of
Comparative Religion in particular. This is because this adequate theory is not been used in the
academic field. It is rather being documented in such precious book of Christian Ethics. Some
facts which contribute to the phenomena are simply because there is no successor to replace alFaruqi in promulgating the idea and there is limited effort to provoke the theory to be
implemented. One could say that meta-religion is quite difficult to understand due to it
sophisticated language and complicated expression which is understood by the expert in the
field. Hence, there are adequate Muslims scholars who expertise in the field of Comparative
Religion. These people could understand the theory better because they are engaging in the same
field of Christian Ethics which dealing in the issue of religious philosophy.
As I mentioned before that meta-religion is applying objective and scientific studies, thus
we Muslims can not abandon the theory as it is. It must be implemented anyhow. At the initial
stage, Islamic institution of higher learning must borrow and practice meta-religion as whole. By
doing so, Muslims not even promoting other Muslims contributions but also could evaluate other
religions islamically (based on rational approach).
The domination of the West over the Muslim world also contributes to the failure of
meta-religion. Western imperialism over Muslims is covers all aspect of life including in the
academic field. The syllabus for Comparative Religion is solely adopts and adapts from the
West. The West manages to impose their power and superiority by claiming that everything
which is originated from the West is the best. Due to the fact, Muslims indirectly discredit to
other Muslims contributions and become the best subscribers and adherents of the West by
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swallowing everything from West. Even worst, some Muslims do regard Western ideas and
thought are the best and must be followed.
In short, these are the possible factors which lead to the abandon of the theory. In order to
overcome the problem, all Muslims must take part in promoting the slogan „looks east policy‟
rather than „looks west policy‟. „Looks east policy‟ means giving priority to the east rather than
to the west. Muslims must support other Muslims work and contribution. As far as we concern,
Muslims are the pioneer in the Religionswissenschaft but unfortunately, if we want to turn to
some books like Encyclopedia of Religion or Dictionary of Religion, we are referring to the
work of Mircea Elliade and Jonathan Smith. It is beneficial if we Muslims could expend the
course and put some more effort to Islamize the field.
Furthermore, al-Faruqi in his writing, emphasis that reason is equal to revelation by
saying that it is neither can discard the other without imperiling itself. In one extant, I am
strongly agreed with him that reason and revelation are walking together and can not be
separated. The main purpose of reason is to confirm revelation. But on the other hand, I am
strongly believed that revelation holds a higher position than reason. This is because, revelation
is derive from Allah which is Omniscient, meanwhile, reason is granted by Allah to man. Being
a creature of Allah, obviously man is not perfect and so to reason. Therefore, revelation is not
even superior to reason but hold special position than reason.
On the other hand, in term of interreligious dialogue, I assuredly believe that the most
important thing is it must be held continuously and mobilize to all people. In this global era,
communication make available to all, but yet there is less who talk about other religions. In other
word, inter religious dialogue is not commonly discuss today. There is once a while, such
dialogue has been conducted. That means, once in a blue moon, people are being reminded about
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religious harmony, then after some times, the same program might be held again. Due to this rare
occasion, the dialogue fails to achieve it goal. This is because the issue of religious
understanding, religious awareness is sounding alien to the masses. Then, without continuous
reminding they will forget it.
At the same token, normally only certain organizations like educational institutes,
universities, colleges, and some NGOs (Non-Governmental Organizations) are conducting the
discussion. But how about others? Those who stay in the remote areas would not hear about all
these things. Then how could they dwelling with other fellow adherents? Thus these people are
continuously carrying all sorts of misinterpretations upon religions among themselves regardless
of their faith. Therefore, the program must be conducted in various areas in order to mobilize
people about the important of knowing each other in order to create a better life.
Lastly, in the conclusion remark, Dr Kamar stressed on the important of human
responsibility to overcome the pain across the globe because those are the indicators of human
failures to handle the problems and provide proper solutions to the plight of humanity. 43 In order
to do so, Dr Kamar addressed that all man regardless of his religion must hold this gigantic task
and stand together to overcome it. I am strongly agreed with Dr. Kamar that all are play
important role in order to change the today conditions. It is never too late to begin such a good
work, if we do not start it now, otherwise we will regret to ever done it in future.
5. CONCLUSION
Undoubtful, Ismail Raji al-Faruqi‟s contributions in the field of Comparative Religion
was huge. He was the propagator of Meta-Religion, a theory which is based on the human
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universal rational as well as applying the concept of theological-free. But unfortunate, after his
demise the theory no longer has been abandoned due to Muslims attitude who subscribe
everything from the West.
Not even so, he was the pioneer in interfaith dialogue internationally, especially in the
west. He introduced certain guidelines for dialogue and again the theory of Meta-Religion has
been applied here. Throughout his life, al-Faruqi demonstrated a succeed life in dialogue, for him
dialogue is meant for religious understanding in order to correct those misperceptions over
religions.
As whole, his approached in Comparative Religion more or less were based on the
scientific studies. His theory was solely depended on rationality, objectivity, avoid prejudice, as
well as confine with human nature. These methods are tremendously important in studying other
religions and must be applied.
As regard to Muslims, we are among the great academicians who promulgating new
discoveries but the most unpleasant thing is Muslims are not united. There will be a tremendous
development if all Muslims are united and all sorts of miseries could be handled wisely. It is
similar as the phase „together we stand, divided we fall‟. Thus to realize it all Muslims must
unite under one single umbrella which is Islam. We must refer back to our religious teaching and
came to the core in order to create a better life. There is only one source which is Al-Quran and
as-Sunnah. Otherwise Muslims would remind stagnant as today‟s situation.
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Abstract
In this research the writer evaluated Threshold Program funded by the U.S. and operated in
Malawi. The writer employed an interrupted time-series model to evaluate the program. The
research found that the program had a positive impact on the Corruption Perception Index and
contributed to the reduction of corruption in Malawi.

Introduction
President George W. Bush announced a creation of a new compact for development with
accountability for both rich and poor countries in 2002. Under his plan, The Millennium
Challenge Corporation was established in 2004 as a U.S. government corporation. The MCC
operates the Millennium Challenge Account (MCA).
According to a report for congress, “The account is intended to concentrate significantly
higher amounts of U.S. resources in a few low- and low-middle income countries that have
demonstrated a strong commitment to political, economic, and social reforms” (Tarnoff &
Lawson, 2009, p. 25). The goal of this program is to reduce global poverty by promoting
sustainable economic growth.
An applicant country has to meet some criteria to receive the aid from this program, so
called, MCC eligibility indicators. If the county meets the entire requirement to receive the aid,
the country receives “compacts”. If the country does not meet all of the requirements but most of
the requirements, the country is still eligible for “threshold program” which helps the country to
be eligible for the compacts. Malawi, which is located in sub-Saharan in Africa, was one of those
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countries which were qualified for the threshold program. The U.S. injected funding into Malawi
to promote civil liberty and fight corruption. The agreement was signed on September 23, 2005,
and the program was implemented from September 2006 to September 2008. The M.C.C. funded
$20.92 billion to implement this program during the period.
In this research, the writer employed an interrupted time-series model to evaluate the
threshold program operated in Malawi between 2006 and 2008 to fight corruption utilizing The
Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) created by Transparency International.
Country of Malawi
According to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) of the U.S. (2009), political and
economical backgrounds of Malawi are:
Political Background
Established in 1891, the British protectorate of Nyasaland became the independent nation
of Malawi in 1964. After three decades of one-party rule under President Hastings
Kamuzu BANDA the country held multiparty elections in 1994, under a provisional
constitution that came into full effect the following year. Current President Bingu wa
MUTHARIKA, elected in May 2004 after a failed attempt by the previous president to
amend the constitution to permit another term, struggled to assert his authority against his
predecessor and subsequently started his own party, the Democratic Progressive Party
(DPP) in 2005. As president, MUTHARIKA has overseen economic improvement but
because of political deadlock in the legislature, his minority party has been unable to pass
significant legislation, and anti-corruption measures have stalled. Population growth,
increasing pressure on agricultural lands, corruption, and the spread of HIV/AIDS pose
major problems for Malawi. Mutharika was reelected to a second term in May 2009.
(CIA, The World Factbook, 2009)
Economical Background
Landlocked Malawi ranks among the world‟s most densely populated and least developed
countries. The economy is predominately agricultural with about 85% of the population
living in rural areas. Agriculture accounts for more than one-third of GDP and 90% of
export revenues. The performance of the tobacco sector is key to short-term growth as
tobacco accounts for more than half of exports. The economy depends on substantial
inflows of economic assistance from the IMF, the World Bank, and individual donor
nations. In 2006, Malawi was approved for relief under the Heavily Indebted Poor
Countries (HIPC) program. In December 2007, the US granted Malawi eligibility status
to receive financial support within the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC)
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initiative. The government faces many challenges including developing a market
economy, improving educational facilities, facing up to environmental problems, dealing
with the rapidly growing problem of HIV/AIDS, and satisfying foreign donors that fiscal
discipline is being tightened. Since 2005 President MUTHARIKA‟S government has
exhibited improved financial discipline under the guidance of Finance Minister Goodall
GONDWE and signed a three year Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility worth $56
million with the IMF. Improved relations with the IMF lead other international donors to
resume aid as well. In 2009, however, Malawi has experienced some setbacks, including
a general shortage of foreign exchange, which has damaged its ability to pay for imports.
Investment fell 23% in 2009. The government has failed to address barriers to investment
such as unreliable power, water shortages, poor telecommunications infrastructure, and
the high costs of services. (Ibid)
Ihonvbere (1997) depict the authoritarian state of Malawi under Dr. Hastings Kamuzu
Banda. He argues that Banda created “the most repressive, corrupt, predatory and violent
political system” (p.225) in Africa. Using bribery, intimidation, election malpractices, and so on,
Banda created solid dictatorship in Malawi. Under his regime, Malawi had economic crisis in
early 1990‟s. Rising inflation rate, unemployment rate and crime rate suffocated people in
Malawi. The introduction of a program supervised by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank in 1980‟s worked positively for the promotion of multi-party democracy
instead of one-party domination in Malawi. He concludes that “economic crisis and vulnerability
to external pressures made it easy for lenders, donors and investors to put pressure on Malawi to
meet political conditionalities” (Ibid) and the pressures from donors who withheld new foreign
aid played a major role to change the system in Malawi. “In 1993, donors froze $74 million in
aid to Malawi. The UK and the World Bank played a major role in this regard by refusing further
economic assistance until human rights were respected and a political liberalization agenda was
announced” (Ibid).
The Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC)
Under the U.S. president, George W. Bush, The Millennium Challenge Corporation
(MCC) was created to operate the Millennium Challenge Account initiative (MCA) in 2004. The
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MCA was created to inject relatively a higher volume of U.S. foreign aid into a few low- and
low-middle income countries that have demonstrated a strong commitment to political, economic,
and social reforms to fight poverty in the world. In operating the MCA program, recipient
countries formulate, propose and implement mutually-agreed multi-year U.S.-funded projects
known as Compacts. The MCC is headed by a Chief Executive Officer who reports to a board of
Directors chaired by the Secretary of State.
Compacts
The unique feature of the MCC is the selection process of the countries to which the U.S.
gives the aid. According to The Millennium Challenge Corporation: An Opportunity for the Next
President (2008), there are 4 steps to choose the country that are eligible for the compacts. First,
annual per capita income criteria are set for a low income group of countries and a lower-middleincome group. Second, a set of 16-17 indicators, which was made by independent outside
institutions, is used to measure the performance of the countries. Third, the MCC created a
benchmark to measure the performances. They rank the above the median on at least half of the
indicators in each of the three categories and ranking above the median on the corruption
indicator. Forth, the MCC Board chooses the countries that are eligible for the compact.
Threshold Program
Besides the Compacts, MCC also administrates “threshold programs”. Threshold
programs help the countries, which fall short in some eligibility indicators, to climb up in the
rankings in the indicators where they are ranked low and, eventually, the countries could meet
the requirements to be eligible for the Compacts.
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Threshold Program Description in Malawi
The Threshold Country Program was signed by Malawi and the U.S. Millennium
Challenge Corporation for $20.92 million to combat corruption and promote the ranking in the
indicator category, ruling justly, to be eligible for the Compact aid on September 23, 2005. The
program was implemented from September 2006 to September 2008.
According to The Millennium Challenge Corporation (2005), the purpose of the program
was “an assistance to initiate a multi-sectional and cross-institutional attack on corruption and to
improve fiscal management” (p. 1). This two-year program was intended to enable Malawi to
strengthen the legislative and judicial branches of government, provide support for lead anticorruption agencies, strengthen independent media coverage, and expand and intensify the work
of civil society organizations.
Upon signing the agreement, the government of Malawi proposed 14 specific
interventions over a two-year period of the Threshold Plan intended to prevent corruption,
enhancing oversight functions, and building enforcement and deterrence capacity. Details are:
Prevention
1. Procure and fully deploy an Integrated Financial Management Information System
2. Build professionalism and skills in the Department of Public Procurement
3. Improve fiscal management by passing and implementing Anti-Money Laundering
and Combating Financing of Terrorism legislation that conforms to international
standards, and establishing an effective Financial Intelligence Unit
4. Develop and pass a Declaration of Assets Law to ensure transparency among public
officials
(The Millennium Challenge Corporation, 2005)
Oversight
1. Strengthen the Government of Malawi‟s audit capacities by recruiting, training, and
equipping the staff of the National Audit Office
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2. Build monitoring and evaluation (M&E) capacity for GOM-implemented projects at
the Ministry of Economic Planning and Development
3. Build capacity for improved/prudent fiscal management by strengthening capabilities
in the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Economic Planning and Development, and the
Malawi Revenue Authority
4. Strengthen National Assembly oversight by empowering the committee system
5. Train journalists and media professionals to report and analyze corruption
6. Create a Media Council to improve press freedom, promote journalistic ethical and
professional standards, address complaints on press conduct, and accredit journalists
7. Integrate civil society into an anti-corruption campaign
(Ibid)
Enforcement and Deterrence
1. Build Malawi‟s prosecutorial abilities in the Department of Public Prosecutions, the
Anti-Corruption Bureau, and the Malawi Police
2. Increase the effectiveness of the Malawi Police Service to address corruption-related
crimes by training officers in fiscal and fraud investigation, installing a Management
Information System, and developing and delivering an integrated ethics training
curriculum
3. Build legal skills capacity among judges, police prosecutors, media and others
In each of these areas, the Government of Malawi has identified specific measures of success,
including:
a) Training nearly 300 people across all program components, including police,
auditors, procurement specialists, prosecutors, parliamentary staff, and journalists
b) Decreasing the number of audits that the National Audit Office cannot handle by
almost 50 percent
c) Reducing by 75 percent the time it takes to process corruption cases, and
d) Tripling the number of civic groups testifying before parliament
(Ibid)
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Methodology
Data and Measurement
The purpose of this research is to determine whether or not the Threshold Program in
Malawi was successful, in other words, whether the combat against the corruption succeeded.
Therefore, the writer uses the Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) published by Transparency
International to evaluate the program. Transparency International has been publishing the CPI
since 1995. The CPI measures the perceived level of public-sector corruption, namely, by public
officials and politicians, in 180 countries and territories around the world based on 13 different
expert and business surveys. Some of the entities are Columbia University, Economist
Intelligence Unit, Freedom House, Information International, International Institute for
management Development, Merchant International Group, Political Economic Risk Consultancy,
United Nations Economic Commissions for Africa, World Economic Forum and World Markets
Research Centre. According to the institution, the corruption is defined as “the abuse of entrusted
power for private gain” (Transparency International, 2009). The number fall between 0 to 10 and
the larger number indicates less corruption.
As for the independent variables, the writer used 3 time variables and 3 control variables.
The 3 time variables are Time, Intervention, and Time after Intervention. The 3 control variables
are GDP per Capita, Democracy, and Economic Freedom.
Time measures the trend during the study period and denotes years from the beginning to
the end of the study period, 2001 to 2010. Time after Intervention measures the short time impact
of the program intervention, and coded 0 before the intervention, and 1 after the intervention.
Time after Intervention measures the trend of post-intervention period, and denotes the years
after the intervention, 2006 to 2010.
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The three control variables are identified to be a significant factor for corruption by
previous studies. This study relied on two previous studies, You & Khagram (2005) and
Sandholtz & Koetzle (2000), to identify the control variables. Both studies introduce several
control variables. You & Khagram (2005) included indicators of economic development, trade
openness, democracy, federalism, religion, and ethnolinguistic fractionalization. Sandholtz &
Koetzle (2000) included indicators income, economic freedom, democracy, volume of trade,
former British colony or not, percentage of protestants. These previous studies were based on
cross-sectional analysis, whereas this study looks at only one country, Malawi. Therefore, as
following previous predictions; however, this study excluded time-invariant variables and chose
the 3 control variables: economic development/income, democracy, and economic freedom.
Democracy is measured by a political rights rating and civil liberty rating provided by
Freedom House. The writer combined these two ratings. The political rights and civil liberty
ratings come in numerical scores that fall between 1 and 7, with 1 indicating the most free and 7
the least free.
Economic development/income is measured by gross domestic product (GDP per Capita)
which is obtained from International Monetary Fund (IMF). IMF provides GDP per person and
this study converted the original data into natural log of GDP per Capita.
Economic Freedom is measured by Index of Economic Freedom provided by The
Heritage Foundation and The Wall Street Journal. The ratings come in numerical scores that fall
between 0 and 100, with 0 indicating the least free and 100 the most free.
Method
The writer uses interrupted time-series model to evaluate the program. The writer‟s
primary focus is how the CPI changed before and after the program intervention. From this view
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point, the writer looks at the trend of the CPI before the intervention, right after the intervention
and long term trend of the post-intervention period. The writer uses the CPI from the year of
2001 to 2010 and split them into two: from 2001 to 2005 and from 2006 to 2010 to see the effect
of program intervention. Also, due to a presence of auto-correlation, the writer uses an
autoregressive process of order one (AR1) to have better estimation.
The program was implemented in the middle of 2006; hence, the writer chose 2006 as an
intervention year of the program and a break point of pre and post program implementation.
Time series data are often autocorrelated, and, in this analysis, the presence of the
autocorrelation was detected as well. In other words, the residuals of each year are not
independent, which violates the assumption of regression. The presence of autocorrelation could
cause over or underestimation of statistical significance of the estimations. Therefore, the writer
used a correlation coefficient of residuals between the years and lagged variable of residuals to
control for the autocorrelation.
Variables
The writer uses the CPI as a dependent variable and creates three independent variables:
Time, Intervention, and Time after intervention variables, to decipher the trend before the
program intervention, short term effect of the program and long term effect of the program on the
CPI.
In regression term:
Y(CPI)t = β0 + β1(Time)t + β2(Intervention)t + β3(Time after Intervention)t + β4(Democracy)t +
β5(GDP per Capita)t + β6(Economic Freedom)t + P*e(t-1) + Vt
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Where CPI is the Corruption Perceptions Index for Malawi in 2001-2010, β0 is the intercept,
Time is the trend variable to see the trend before the program intervention, Intervention is the
short term effect variable to see the short term effect of the program intervention, Time after
Intervention is the long term effect variable to see the long term effect of the program
intervention, Democracy is the combination of the political and civil liberty scores, GDP per
Capita is the natural log of gross domestic product per capita, and Economic Freedom is the
Index of Economic Freedom. Finally, the writer converted original error term, et into P*e(t-1) + Vt ,
where P is the correlation coefficient between et and e(t-1), Vt is the present random error.
Empirical Analysis
The Figure 1 below shows the CPI between 2001 and 2010 in Malawi.
Figure 1: Trend of CPI for Malawi between 2001 and 2010

Note: From “Corruption Perceptions Index” by Transparency Internationl (2001-2010)

Mean of the CPI is 2.94 (N=10). Highest CPI score is observed in 2010 with 3.40 and the
lowest CPI score is observed in 2006 and 2007 with 2.70. Standard Deviation is 0.26 which
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indicates that the data is relatively narrowly dispersed. The graph indicates that the line starts
relatively high and drops a little and, after the intervention, goes up again. Yet, it is not clear if
there are pre-intervention trends, short time effects, and long term effects. The writer, then, runs
the regression to see those effects.
Table 1 below shows the output of the regression on the interrupted time series model.
Table 1
Estimated Corruption Prevention Policy Effect on CPI
Variable

β

SE

Time

0.058

0.046

Intervention

-0.569***

0.127

Time after Intervention

0.300**

0.153

Democracy

0.071

0.171

GDP per Capita (ln)

-1.243

1.600

Economic Freedom

0.102***

0.031

Note. Wald Chi-Square 366.16 (7), p=<0.000. ***p<0.01, **p<0.05

Autoregression was computed on CPI (Dependent variable) against Time, Intervention,
Time after Intervention, Democracy, GDP per Capita, Economic Freedom (Independent
variables). A significant regression equation was found (Wald Chi-Square 366.16 (7), p = 0.000
< 0.01 at 99% confidence level). Predicted CPI score is equal to 3.180 + 0.058(Time) 0.569(Intervention) + 0.300(Time after Intervention) + 0.071(Democracy) – 1.243(GDP per
Capita) + 0.102(Economic Freedom). Time indicates the trend through the study period that the
CPI score was improving by 0.058 each year before the program implementation when others
held constant; however, this slope is not statistically significant. Intervention indicates that the
CPI score dropped by 0.569 immediately after the program implementation when others held
constant, and this intercept change is statistically significant. Time after Intervention indicates
that, after the program implementation, the CPI score improved each year by 0.300 when others
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held constant, and this slope is statistically significant. The CPI score improved by 0.071 when
Democracy indicator increased by 1 and others held constant; however, this predictor is not
statistically significant. The CPI score dropped by 0.012 when GDP per Capita increased by 1%
and others held constant; however, this predictor is not statistically significant. The CPI score
improved by 0.102 when Economic Freedom indicator increased by 1 and others held constant,
and this predictor is statistically significant.
Summary and Conclusion
The quantitative analysis in the previous section reveals that there was a negative short
term program effect and a positive long term on the CPI after the program implementation in
Malawi. Immediately after the program intervention in 2006, there was a decrease of the CPI
score; however, there, also, was an increase of the CPI score in a long term after the intervention.
This finding indicates that the Threshold Program funded by the U.S. successfully contributed to
the fight against the corruption gradually after the program implementation in Malawi.
At the end, the limitation of this research is a lack of other predictors for corruption in the
regression model. There should be other variables that explain the increase or decrease of the
CPI score. In further research, further investigation into the causes of corruption will be needed.
In addition, the study period was not long enough to see the trends. More observation is
recommended for further research.
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The Mosque of Ayodhya: Metonymy of Communalism in India

Abstract
In 1528 a mosque was built on the ruins of a hindu temple. Babri Masjid was built in
Faizabad district of Uttar Pradesh in the city of Ayodhiya by Mir Baqi, commander of the first
Mughul Emperor Babar, after demolishing the Hindu temple dedicated to Rama. The mosque
was named “Babri Masjid” after the Emperor Babar. The thing is that the site of the demolished
Hindu temple is considered to be the birthplace of Hindu god Rama and therefore called Shri
Ramjanmabhoomi. In so being the site is claimed by both Hindus and Muslims. So Ayodhiya is
par excellence the metonymy of communalism, i.e., conflict between religious groups in the
Republic of India, in this case between Hindus and Muslims. Being Ayodhya one of seven most
holy places in India for Hindus.

“The struggle for mandir and masjid is nothing but a struggle for greater power
between Hindus and Muslims. These religious places have become an integral
part of political discourse in contemporary India.” Engineer in Vapjpeyi 2001:
74-75).

Let‟s see what happens in the city of Jerusalem. The Temple Mount is considered the
third holiest site in Islam after Mecca and Medina, because it is believed that the Prophet
Mohammed ascended to heaven from there. When the Muslims conquered Jerusalem, they built
the al-Aqsa Mosque (the farthest mosque), upon the ruins of the Jewish temple of Solomon
which, in turn, had been destroyed by the Romans, with the exception of the Western Wall or
Wailing Wall that is considered the holiest site for Jews. Thus, the Temple Mount is one of the
most disputed holy places in the world, providing a focal point on the agenda of conflict between
Arabs and Israelis.
The same thing is true in India. There was a mosque that was built in 1528 supposedly on
the ruins of a Hindu temple dedicated to Rama. The mosque was built in the current district of
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Faizabad in Uttar Pradesh in the town of Ayodhya by Mir Baqi, commander of the first Mughal
emperor Babur, after he allegedly destroyed the Hindu temple dedicated to Rama.
The mosque was called “Babri Masjid”, which means “the mosque of Babur.” The
bottom line is that the Hindu temple dedicated to Rama, is also considered the place of the birth
of Rama, and as such, called Shri Ramjanmabhoomi. And, so, the location is disputed by Hindus
and Muslims. Ayodhya is, par excellence, the metonymy of communalism, i.e., the conflict
between religious groups, in this case, between Hindus and Muslims.
Persian verses written on the walls of the mosque said:
“By the command of Emperor Babur, Whose justice is an edifice reaching upto the very
height of the heavens, the good hearted Mir Baqi built this alighting place of angels;
Buwad Khair Baqi (may this goodness last forever). The year of building it was made
clear when i said likewise, Buwad Khair Baqi „(in Pannikar 1991: 27).
But During the reign of Babur there weren‟t found any hostile and discriminatory
references with regard to religion, by contrast it was marked by religious tolerance. Beyond the
silence in the chronicles of Islam, when the destruction of a idol temple would be recorded, the
silence is even most significant in Hindu texts, including Goswami Tulsidas, a great devotee of
Rama and author of Ramacharitamanas that does not refer to the temple or its location in the city
of Ayodhya or its destruction by Muslims (Panika 1991: 28).
However, this space is particularly important for Hindus because it is considered the
birthplace of Lord Rama, it is as well one of the seven sacred cities of India which are the main
centers of pilgrimage: Varanasi or Kashi (most important) and Hardwar also in the river Ganges
(river which is considered the goddess Ganga Ma), Ayodhya, the birthplace of Rama, Mathura,
the birthplace of Krishna, Dwarka, where Krishna ruled as king, Kanchipuram, the great temple
city of Tamil-Nadu dedicated to Shiva, and Ujjain, where every twelve years the Kumbha Mela
festival takes place.
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The construction of the Babri Masjid at the same site of Ramjanmabhoomi Mandir,
supposedly built two thousand years ago by Vikramaditya, considered the first of the kings and
grandson of the Hindu God Indra, it was eight hundred years ago reconstructed by Gahadvala
kings of the XI century. For over a century that has been responsible for the violence between
Hindus and Muslims and it is a matter of discussion at the table in the XXI century, an
anachronism, however, will not bring peace to future generations, and which culminated in the
tragic demolition of the Ayodhya Mosque on December 6, 1992 (Rao 2006: 1).
According to Malkani, in the demolition of the Ayodhya mosque threre were traces of the
temple of Rama, a marble statue of Ram and a cornerstone that says “this Great temple of Vishnu
Hari was built with stones like the high mountain ... by King Govindacharya (Malkani 1993: 15).
But one must add that Malkanni was editor of the indian newspaper Organizer written in english
which is the newspaper of the BJP.
According to Gopal (1991) the identification of this with Ramjanmabhumi, Ayodhya is
only a matter of faith rather than evidence, there is no conclusive evidence that when the mosque
was built at the time of Babur, a temple existed previously. It is true that the mosque with pillars
incorporated non-Islamic motifs, which can be explained by the recruitment of Hindu manpower,
or perchance, Jain manpower (Gopal 1991: 11).
As narrated by Valmiki Ramayana, Rama was born in Treta Yuga, i.e., which began in
3102 B.C. But there was no urban development since the sixth century B.C. to the fifth century
B.C., Ayodhya as was described by Valmiki could not have existed. Since the fifth century AC.
Ayodhya has become a religious center for the three religions of Ancient India - Budhism,
Jainism and Hinduism and its development as primarily a temple dedicated to Rama is relatively
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recent. At this location there is no evidence of a cult of Rama to the second millennium a. C. The
cult of Rama emerged significantly only in the eighteenth century (Pannikar 1991: 23-26).
It was during the British colonial period in the nineteenth century that British officers and
writers have lent authority to the story of a Hindu temple had been destroyed to make way for a
mosque. It was part of divide et impera policy of British colonization that separated the different
religious communities and thought their relationships as hostile and assume that a Hindu temple
had been replaced by a mosque showed it (Gopal 1991: 12).
Communalism between Islam and Hinduism was popularized by colonial writers,
According to colonial writers the two religions co-existed uneasily in India and religious
conflicts rather than harmonious living was the hallmark of the medieval Indian ethos “(Hassan
1991:102).
When the relationship between Hindus and Muslims were either in conflict or friendship,
as Hasan Mushirual highlights the cooperation between elites and masses Hindus and Muslims
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (in Gopal 1991: 12).
“The first official publication dealing with the history of the region was A Historical
Sketch of TAhsil Fyzabad, Zilla Fyzabad by P. Carnegie in 1870. Carnegie asserted, on the basis
of „locally Affirmed‟ information, that three temples in Ayodhya were destroyed and mosques
constructed at their Sites by the Mughals. „According to the well-known Mahomedan principle
of enforcing religion on all Those Whom They Conquered “(Panikkar 1991: 29).
During the period of political anarchy, Avadh during the Nawab government sought to
consolidate his power in an area occupied mostly by Hindus, contributing to the construction of
Hindu temples. In 1855 there are records of the first conflict in Ayodhya around a Hindu temple
dedicated to Hanuman that was attacked by Muslims in the vicinity of Babri Masjid in which
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Muslims were said to have been seized from a mosque that stood here, which ended with the
victory of the Hindus whose counter-attack resulted in the deaths of Muslims at the gates of the
Babri Masjid. (Pannikar 1991: 30-31).
In 1857 the Mahant of Hanumangarhi takes possession of part of a complex of Babri
Masjid and builds a small altar dedicated to Ram (Chabutra) (Gopal 1991: 220). In 1859, after
the revolt of 1857, the British administration orders to raise a barrier to separate the places of
worship, designed the interior space of the mosque for Muslims and Hindus to outer space (in the
Ram Chabutra). In 1934 the sacred space is again disputed by the two communities. In 1936 the
mosque and surrounding area was registered as owned by the Islamist group which aims as a
charity organization designated by the Waqf.
After independence at midnight of December 22, 1949, a group of men entered the
mosque and placed two icons of Rama and Sita, appropriating that space symbolically. Since
early morning, rumors spread throughout Ayodhya‟s epiphany about the two icons. This was
interpreted as in fact it was the Ram Jamnabhoomi. The news spread throughout the rural areas.
And in the afternoon the crowd that had gathered at the mosque was already 5,000 people and
soon, started bhajan and puja in front of idols (Irani 2004: 191) (Rao 2006: 6-7).
The worship of these gods into the structure began on a large scale the next morning. The
City Magistrate of Faizabad, Guru Datt Singh maintained the status quo. The worship of idols
continued without interruption and the structure was not used by Muslims. But the question
remained unresolved (Rao 2006:7). Muslim leaders in the same year brought the issue to Prime
Minister Nehru who gave instructions to the gates of the mosque to be closed, in order to
neutralize the disputed space.
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The local population used to organize Ayodhya Ram prakata Utsav (day of the
manifestation of Rama), an annual celebration to commemorate the appearance of the idols in the
Babri Masjid. In the thirty-fourth birthday, on January 4, 1984, was celebrated with particular
enthusiasm because for the first time Patakia Hanuman (Hanuman flag) was hoisted at the central
dome of the temple played. The news spread rapidly, attracting crowds. A hawan was performed
inside the sanctum sanctorum where they attended the most prestigious people of Ayodhya. The
new space would be closed, only pujari could enter (Rao 2006: 4).
The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) recognized the potential political issue as well
as the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, two member organizations, along with the BJP, are part of the
Sangh Parivar, and who took the initiative to reopen the space. The darshan of the idols of Ram
and Sita are installed in the sactum sanctorum and could only be seen through the bars of the
gates that the VHP has projected as the incarceration of Rama and Sita. At its meeting on July
11, 1984, the VHP has decided that the issue of the Ayodhya Mosque should have more
projection with the masses and then organized a motorized pilgrimage, a rath yatra, that began in
September 25, 1984, from Sitamarhi in Bihar ( where it is believed that Sita was be born) to the
birthplace of Rama. BJP President Lal Krishna Advani also took the same initiative, organizing a
rath yantra of 10,000 km from Somnath to Ayodhya in September 1990. Other yatra was
organized later, but these two were the most mediatic (Rao 2006: 24-25).
Passing through many towns in Bihar and UP, the rath yatra reached Ayodhya on 6
October 1984. The procession was carrying buses, cars and jeeps. The next day a large
congregation estimated between 35.000 to 40.000, including a significant number of women,
about 150 sadhuss, in order to unlock the Ramjanmabhommi and demanded the opening of the
closed doors (Rao 2006: 25 ).
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One car was turned into the vehicle with two human-size figures of Rama and Sita and so
began a “dharma yatra” from Ayodhya to Lucknow a day, stopping at various places along the
way. The streets were lit up and artists were held by local people. In Lucknow, thousands waited
the rath since early morning. The rath entered the city of Lucknow at about 11 o‟clock. People
had been a tumultuous reception with men, women and children by offering garlands of flowers,
since the rath is particularly symbolic for the Hindus because they believe that they are the
vehicles of the gods (Rao 2006: 25).
A delegation of the VHP demanded the release of Ayodhya to the Chief Minister
Narayan Dutt Tewari UP. Lucknow, the rath was intended to get to Delhi, via Naimisharnya in
Sitapur and Chitrakoot. But after the murder who was then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi on 31
October 1984, the rath yatra was halted in Ghaziabad.
Before her death, Indira Gandhi had plans to Ayodhya. She wanted to convince citizens
that it was an excellent opportunity for both pilgrims or tourists. The project sought to recover
Ram Ki Pourhi the hotel‟s tourism department in Ayodhya and get the city streets clean. With
her death, his son took over as prime minister and from there the situation would change
completely.
The tragic death of Indiraji was responsible for the unequivocal victory of the Congress
by the hand of her son, Rajiv Gandhi with 415 seats in elections to the Lokha Sabha, the BJP
which would dispose of the card of religion, as long-term strategy.
Initially, the VHP wanted to open the doors of the mosque, but in 1985 the requirement
was also the management of the temple. And on February 1, 1986, by order of the Jury of the
District, the doors open, allowing entry of Hindus to do puja. The order read:
“The appeal is allowed. The respondents are directed to open the locks of the gates „O‟
and „P‟ forthwith. They Shall Not Impose any restriction or hurdle in the Darshan and
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Pooja etc. of the Applicant and other members of the community in general. However,
the respondents are free to make an independent decision to control any law and order
problem. According to the needs of the situation to regulate the entry of the pilgrims.
Costs of the appeal Shall abide the result of the suit. “(In Rao 2006: 32)
The district administration has done to fulfill the court order in forty minutes. (Rao 2006:
32), with the support of Rajiv Gandhi (Irani 2004: 192). According to anthropologist Violette
Graff, an expert on Islam in India, “to remove the bolts from the mosque in Ayodhya was to
open Pandora‟s box” (Hulin & Kapani 1997 [1993]: 411).
During the Kumbh Mela in Allahabad was the announcement of the first foundation stone
on December 10. And the VHP has a new assessment in June 1989, the BJP‟s national executive
underlined the political importance of the Ayodhya movement. This was the position taken by
the BJP:
“The BJP holds that the nature of the controversy is such that it just can not be sorted out
by a court of law. A court of law can settle title issues of trespass, possession, etc. But it
can not adjudicate as to whether Babar did invade Ayodhya, actually, destroied the
temple and built a mosque in its place.
“[In 1989] Under the national consensus, instead of relinquishing the mosque to the
Hindus, the Muslims as a community should give it to the nation as a historic monument worthy
of national protection. Such a compromise solution will be a truly national achievement. Only
the VHP and the BJP reject this consensus “(1991:90 Noorani).
The politicization of a systematic long-standing feud in a sacred place would be a coust
to the Congress. Indeed the decision to allow the construction of a Hindu temple adjacent to the
disputed structure on November 10. In the elections of 22 and 24 November 1989, of the 415
elected seats in 1984, the Congress Party came to 196 seats. The BJP in turn has increased from
2 to 88 significant places in the Lok Sabha (Rao 2006: 58).
The next day, the VHP had built the foundation of the temple. Eight roads were defined
for the collection of bricks of the temple. Obviously this created resentment among Muslims. In
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the second week of October the matter was raised in parliament claiming that the government
had ceded land to the temple foundation. Members of all parties in the Lok Sabha, with the only
exception of the BJP, opposed the founding of the Hindu temple, and on 13 October the
government would not allow the construction of Hindu temple (Rao 2006: 52).
On October 14 the Times of India published an article stating that the place where the
VHP wanted to build a Hindu temple was government land and that the registration marks on the
ground said that the land was ceded to the Waqf property Shahi. Any project of construction of
the temple was compromised. The VHP stored the consecrated bricks in the compound of Ved
mandir, situated 200 meters from the disputed place (Rao 2006: 52).
However, the Sunni Central Waqf Board has put the situation to the Allahabad High
Court, asking that the State that no foundation ceremony should take place within 200 yards of
the place played. They said that the VHP wanted to make a shila (brick) poojan and if it did, it
would create problems in public policy. It was also stated that the VHP would demolish the
Babri Masjid in the absence of any verdict of the court (Rao 2006: 53-54).
Denying the allegation, the court said it had already taken all the initiatives to protect that
area and the government allowed or denied that it had negotiated with the VHP for the
demolition of the temple (Rao 2006: 54).
Bricks would reach Ayodhya from different parts from November 5, 1989. The shila
yatra was divided into five routes: Brahavart yatra, Prayagraj yatra, Kashi yatra, Chitrakoot yatra
and Gorakhnathn yatra. Orders were given by the government to ensure the peaceful
transportation of the bricks (Rao 2006: 54).
As the bricks arrived, the confrontation between the two communities became eminent in
Ayodhya. BMAC‟s leaders wanted to prevent any construction and were prepared for any
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sacrifice. In order to avoid any direct confrontation and bloodshed, the VHP has been authorized
by district officials to lay the cornerstone of the proposed temple at a place in front of the
disputed structure, which was agreed by both sides, Hindus and Muslims (Rao 2006: 55).
While the BJP maintained that it should be built a temple to Rama in place of the
disputed structure, removing it or replacing it, the other main political parties were opposed to
this intention and the issue should be resolved through friendly negotiations or through a court
decision. The solution to build a temple in front of the site that many Hindus believe is the
birthplace of Rama was a lesser evil (Rao 2006: 55-56).
Plans for the construction of the temple were ambiguous because they did not know if it
would extend to the disputed structure. Muslims appealed to the court that part of the site
occupied by the VHP was also owned by the Mosque. Accordingly, the state government
immediately ordered that they should stop building the temple. The central government by the
Congress party headed by Rajiv Gandhi at that time was also the same opinion. What would
happen in elections in Uttar Pradesh in 1990 was that the BJP in coalition with the Janata Dal
would form the government of Uttar Pradesh (Rao 2006: 57-58).
On June 28 L.K. Advani and his BJP decided to support the decision of the temple to be
built at the disputed site on 30 October. They warned the government of V.P. Singh, that any
attempt to stop the VHP‟s plan would trigger the greatest mass movement that the country would
have already seen (Rao 2006: 66).
Going further, L.K. Advani rath yatra began his 10,000 km from Somnath in Gujarat, on
September 25 to Ayodhya to attend the meeting of kar sevaks in October 1990. The decision no
longer trigger episodes of confrontation between Muslims and Hindus in various parts of India
(Rao 2006: 68).
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To avoid any confrontation, the Indian Union Government met with leaders of the
Muslim community and the VHP in New Delhi and decided to acquire ownership of the disputed
structure on 19 October 1990 agreed with the President of India, which triggered reactions by
either Muslim organizations or Hindu organizations (Rao 2006: 70).
In the state of Uttar Pradesh, the government‟s strategy was to guard the city of Ayodhya.
That would prevent that kar sevaks arriving at the temple. Officials of all districts had orders to
prevent kar sevaks to pass the boundaries of their district boundaries. The aim was to prevent the
convergence of kar sevaks in Ayodhya (Rao 2006: 75).
As it was said above, in 1990 the leader of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), L.K. Advani
organized the infamous Rath Yatra from Somnath temple in Gujarat to Ayodhya mosque in order
to mobilize kar sevaks (Hindu extremists). During the Rath Yatra, ethnic violence was felt in
several parts of India and claimed over 550 lives.
The excitement around this holy place has become particularly important after the late
80‟s. In 1987 and 1988, the two great epics Ramayana and Mahabharata have been adapted to
TV series and these were broadcasted every Sunday morning. During the broadcast of the series,
the Indians gathered in front of the television en masse whether in private or in public places.
“Although the series was in Hindi, the Hindus who could not understand the language,
still watched. They treated the show as a religious event, the chance to have darshan, the
“vision” of the medium of the divine thought dur-darshan, “distant-vision”, i.e., television. In
many places, the viewers before each broadcast began performed rituals traditionally used to
homor images of deities. Garlanded offerings were made to the TV sets. Accoding to newspaper
reports, work ceased all across India as the populace gathered to view the divine stories
“(Shattuck 1999: 11).
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In the Mahabharata, there is a conflict between two parts of the family over succession to
the throne of the kingdom of Bharat (India). The Ramayana is the story of Rama, the seventh
avatar of Krishna, who fights against the demon king Ravana to recapture Sita, his wife. Both are
epic tales that chronicle the struggle for world order.
It was then that, taking advantage of the media coverage of the television series,
L.K. Advani, BJP president began a pilgrimage in 1990, a rath yatra, starting from Somnath in
Gujarat state towards Ayodhya, with the aim of mobilizing karsevaks and blanketed much of
northern India. Advani made a moving motor home decorated to imitate a car of the god Rama,
and for most, was dressed in saffron and landed with a bow and arrows. The rath yatra was,
however, stopped by the Chief Minister of Bihar, Laloo Prasad, under the orders of then Prime
Minister Vishwanath Pratap Singh. But the pilgrimage was had a profound impact especially in
northern India.
Advani would try to get votes from the castes of higher status, who reacted badly to the
initiative of V.P. Singh to implement the Mandal Commission of 1980 that allowed a fixed quota
of nearly half the seats in the public sector, government and education to low-status castes and
other communities, not Hindus. This decision resulted in protests among youth in urban areas of
northern India. Some young priests immolated themselves.
In fact, the casts of higher status on one hand, and on the other hand, the casts of inferior
status, especially the Harijans became definitely different constituencies. While the BJP is the
appeal to casts of top and middle status, the Congress Party seeks to sustain itself in the voting
castes of less privileged status.
L.K. Advani was arrested in Bihar. The State Government placed an elaborate security
cordon around the disputed area. Barriers were placed, each guarded by paramilitary forces.
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On the night of 26 October, after the imposition of curfews, several waves of kar sevaks
26-29 October were detained near the city. However, on the night of 29 kar sevaks about 10,000
were allowed into the city. Several groups tried to enter the mosque but were stopped by the
large contingent of para-military forces. There were killed six people (Rao 2006: 77).
On November 2, more kar sevaks entered towards Ayodhya mosque, and contingents of
para-military forces were placed on the main access roads. Nine people died. Although some kar
sevaks returned home, some stayed in town for a next phase of kar seva. The VHP was not
without a strong propaganda, saying that the Mulayam Singh Yadav Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh, was no more than an incarnation of Ravana and Hiranyakashayap, the kings of demons
from the Ramayana and Holi, respectively. (Rao 2006: 80-81).
However the new Prime Minister Chandra Shekar with the support of Congress organized
a meeting between the VHP and the leaders of Babri Masjid on December 1 and December 4,
1990. The meeting was intended to verify that the Babri Masjid had been built after the
demolition of the temple dedicated to Rama. Two sub-committees were formed: one for
historians and archaeologists and other legal experts. Half of the members appointed by the VHP
and the other half by the BMAC. Historians and archaeologists appointed by the VHP have
demonstrated the existence of fourteen pillars of black stone in the Babri Masjid where Hindus
were drawn motifs. These pillars belong to a Hindu temple dating from the eleventh century AD
VHP also submit extracts of the Ain-i-Akbari of Abul Fazal, written in the sixteenth century,
linking the site concerned with the birth of Shri Ram Chandra of the Treta Age, as well as cited
two books, two scholars Ayodhya written in 1984 and Hans Baker Ram Janmabhumi vs. Babri
Masjid by Koenraad Elst, published shortly after the arrest of L.K. Advani in 1990. According to
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the VHP both writers noted that the Babri Masjid was built after the destruction of the temple
(Rao 2006: 82-84).
Referring to the historians of the VHP, the BMAC historians say they were not able to
quote some ancient Sanskrit text that stood the idea of a belief in Ram Janmasthan existing in
Ayodhya. If there were such a belief, certainly there are numerous Vishnuites texts referring to
the temple (Rao 2006: 85).
Further, during the nearly fifty years when they built the Babri Masjid, Tulsidas
composed his famous Ramcharimanas 1575-76, the most important version of the Ramayana in
Hindi. In this case, wouldn‟t he write about the destruction of Hindu temple and that a mosque
had been erected in its place? (Rao 2006: 85).
With regard to entries, they did not show any associations to designs such as Vishnuites
sank, the conch, the chakra, wheel, gada, mace and padma, lotus. These would be inseparable
symbols of Vishnu (Rao 2006: 85).
According to historians of the VHP, the pillars revealed, with respect to its structure that
they would have collapsed around the thirteenth century. According to historians of the BMAC,
the legend that the Babri Masjid occupied the birthplace of Rama has only emerged in the late
eighteenth century (Rao 2006: 85).
With an unresolved issue, the upcoming elections have been postponed after the
assassination of Rajiv Gandhi and the Congress Party formed the government while the BJP
came to power for the first time in Uttar Pradesh. A new cycle was initiated (Rao 2006: 86-87).
The VHP suddenly announces the resumption of sev kar from December 6, 1992. The
VHP felt that the only solution was to give the disputed structure to Hindus. The yatra to M.M.
Joshi and L.K. Advani Mathura and Varanasi respectively clearly showed that the VHP had not
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abandoned the purpose of ownership other temples: the Janma Bhoomi Krishna in Mathura and
Kashi Viswanath temple in Varanasi. These sites L.K. Advani and M.M. Joshi carried out yatra
towards Ayodhya. L.K. Advani described the movement of construction of the temple of Rama
as a national movement to recover the national identity. Atal Bihari Vapyee, leader of the BJP,
said that “secularism” was a foreign word and the will of the majority community should reign
(Rao 2006: 96).
There is no doubt that Rao could have prevented the vandalism, he ignored the messages
written authority of District that thousands of people had gathered in Ayodhya, and requesting
orders to stop them and make them come back. The Rao government allowed the worship of
idols brought back to the site where the Babri Masjid was after its destruction (Irani 2004: xii).
Day 6 December 1992 began quietly. Around 70,000 people were in a public meeting
with 500 sadhus who had gathered to perform a puja. Everything looked like it was a symbolic
kar Sevak and that there would be no violation of court orders or the Government of the Indian
Union. Were the conditions to accommodate 50,000 kar sevaks. About 100,000 would appear,
many bearing a Trisula (Rao 2006: 153).
But within minutes, speaking as leaders of the BJP, VHP, RSS, about 150 people began
throwing stones at police around noon. After that, about a thousand people managed to enter the
structure RJP-BM. Two hours later, the crowd inside the compound was already 75,000 people.
The kar sevaks unfurled saffron flags in the vaults of the mosque, the mosque while it was being
destroyed, the police and para-military forces remained as mere spectators. By half past four
o‟clock, the whole structure had been demolished. By half past seven o‟clock the kar sevaks
began to build a temporary structure to place the idols that had been removed prior to demolition
(Rao 2006: 154).
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However given the circumstances was proclaimed in Article 356 of the Indian
constitution, assuming the President of the Indian Union all functions of the Government of Uttar
Pradesh (Rao 2006: 166).
In fact, later on December 6, 1992 after the Babri Masjid was demolished by Hindu
fundamentalists in full, the ethnic violence that followed had a domino effect in major urban
centers in India, particularly in Mumbhai and Delhi, resulting in more than 2,000 deaths, mostly
Muslims, and constituting the most serious episode of communalism after independence in 1947.
At the time, Prime Minister Narasimha Rao, who headed the Congress government, was
aware of the case, but did nothing to halt the demolition. As the government of Uttar Pradesh led
by Chief Minister Kalyan Singh also did nothing, until, by contrast, showed jubilation when the
structure was destroyed (Hasan 2010: 2).
On January 11, 1993, Ashok Singhal of the VHP said that the country should celebrate
the 6th of December every year as Republic Day and Independence Day, so that “the act of
bravery to demolish the Babri Masjid” could be celebrated. He continued saying that mosques in
Mathura and Varanasi should also be given for demolition (Irani 2004: xiii), and who would
choose not to destroy 3,000 other mosques across the country (Irani 2004: 40).
In 2002 the VHP imposes a deadline of March 15 for the final construction of the temple.
The Sabarmati Express train which carried Hindu pilgrims returning from the town of Ayodhya
was torched in Godhra, in Gujarat killing 59 passengers. This was followed by reprisals against
Muslims which caused hundreds of deaths on both sides.
In 2004 the Congress government rises to power after six years in power the BJP, the
opposition leader L.K. Advani said his party is committed to building a temple dedicated to
Rama in Ayodhya.
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On July 5, 2005 six terrorists try to pass the security barrier temporary temple in
Ayodhya. The attack is controlled and all terrorists are dead. Terrorists believed to belong to the
terrorist organization Lashkar-e-Toiba, a terrorist organization in Pakistan which has been
perpetrating attacks against India with the aim of freeing the Muslims of Kashmir Indiana.
Finally on September 30, 2010, the Allahabad High Court ruled on the ownership of the
site that belonged to the Babri Masjid: a third of sacred space should be given to Muslim
organization, the Sunni Waqf Board and the remaining two thirds were due to two groups Hindus
called a Ram Lalla who will rebuild the temple of Rama, another one that consists of a Hindu
sect called Nirmohi Akhar, devoted to Rama. The trial takes for granted that the mosque was
built on the ruins of a Hindu temple, from the findings of the Archaeological Survey of India.
And the court gave the Hindu community control over the site where the mosque was situated
demolished. It was the final victory for the Hindus.
Sunni Waqf Board wants the wants the Ram Mandir Comittee are determined to take the
matter to the Supreme Court. But the committee‟s Ram Mandir will not miss the opportunity to
build the mandir, indeed are already carved stones (Hasan 2010: 2).
Nivedita Menon, Jawaharlal Nehru University in Delhi called the verdict as a “second
demolition” of the Babri mosque, eventually because it legitimizes the destruction of a Muslim
place of worship in a secular India. Also, Dr. Manmohan Singh the prime-minister of India has
shown not to feel very comfortable with the verdict, because it may alienate the Muslim vote in
the electorate (Hasan 2010: 2).
A Muslim journalist wrote the following in the Times of India: The Indian Muslim is
living in a non-Muslim majority “country. His Lack of direction Could Be traced to the Koran‟s
silence on how the muslim minority Should Conduct Itself in the non-Muslim majority
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“situation. But the path of confrontation Will Be self-destructive (...) The community leaders and
ulema must pause and ask Themselves: „How Can We live best without compromising Our
spiritual life and yet Completely integrate with the national mainstream - like the Parsis?
(Malkani in 1993: 45).
For all intents and purposes, the ancient mosque of Ayodhya and now temple dedicated
to Rama will remain as a metonymy of communalism between Muslims and Hindus, the two
religious communities that are the most representative of the Republic of India.
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Katrina, The Memory Warfare, The Racist Rhetoric, and The Path to Healing

(The National Science Foundation researchers) released a report that found the
hurricane protection system riddled with errors in design, construction, and
maintenance—a pattern of inattention to safety that caused the system to
crumble in a hurricane that should have, for the most part, caused little more
than wind damage and a day or so of flooding.
New York Times (Mann 182)
The problem of America is the problem of the color line.
W. E. B. DuBois
Right defeated is stronger than evil triumphant.
Martin Luther King, Jr. (King 300)

INTRODUCTION
This past year of 2010 has been a time of “fifth-year-anniversary reflection” on Hurricane
Katrina for many people of conscience in the United States.
It seems clear that Katrina was a defining moment in modern U.S. history. The
question—African American scholar Michael Eric Dyson asks—is what exactly was defined,
and for whom?
A startling quality of Katrina investigation is that, the more deeply one understands what
happened in Katrina, the more one understands the current state of American injustice. Katrina
study reveals a network of issues that interacted to cause the tragedy—the same issues that need
to be addressed if we are to resolve our nation‟s overall racial injustice. When put in a bright
light, Katrina reveals itself to be emblematic of ongoing racial tragedy in our country. Hurricane
Katrina should be reflected upon in African American Studies classes as a tragic monument to
our lack of memory about racial injustice and to our apparent lack of will to make things better.
The ongoing differences and disagreements about Katrina resonate differences in our
historical understanding of race that Dyson describes as “memory warfare.”
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Reflection on the hurricane devastation and the current needs of New Orleans is not just a
topic for stimulating political debate—most of the displaced people from the city have not been
brought back, nor have the most damaged areas been rebuilt or re-designed, nor have the levees
been re-established to levels that would protect the city from another Katrina.
The causes of the hurricane disaster that killed over one thousand people and displaced
up to 250,000 occurred on at least three levels: 1. Ecological, 2. Political, and 3. Economic.
In the Underground Railroad and slavery period the quilt became not only a means of
communication toward freedom but also a symbol of a commitment to help. Today injustices in
ecology, politics, and the economy have their roots in unequal educational opportunity, and all
are woven together in a new and horrific quilt by the prominent thread of racial injustice.
Unless we examine the role of race in Katrina unflinchingly, we will never achieve the
honesty necessary to move forward. Once the racial essence of the tragedy of Katrina is laid
bare, I believe that Michael Eric Dyson and Beverly Daniel Tatum, two African American
intellectuals from different perspectives, can help guide us toward healing.
ECOLOGY
The environment of the New Orleans gulf has been “setting up” for increased disaster and
damage from hurricanes for some time. Louisiana State University hurricane specialist, Ivor Van
Heerden, explains that the natural process at the mouth of the Mississippi River was for land to
wash out due to ocean action and then to be churned up and re-established due to Mississippi
River action. Desire for flood control along the river led to constructing of dams that slowed the
river‟s action. This for some time has made it so that the restoration half of this cycle is no longer
occurring. Hence, what we have is land washing away and not being replaced.
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If this process continues New Orleans will, at some point, disappear into the sea. Some
students of this situation describe New Orleans as the potential “Cajun Atlantis” (10). As
Van Heerdon puts it, “Without new intervention, there won‟t be any land left to flood” (161).
POLITICS
Most serious students of Katrina now agree that what we had was a simultaneous natural
disaster and a systemic political failure, exacerbated, as Van Heerdon reminds us, by the
disappearing wetlands.
Eighty eight per cent of flooding in the Orleans Metro Bowl (the heart of the city) was
due to breeches in the levees (95). Of the approximately 1,300 deaths Van Heerdon estimates
that one-half were due to the breech in the levees and one-half were due to lack of government
response before and after the storm. Since both the levee breech and the lack of response can be
called “political” events, we can say that both the flood damage and the loss of life were almost
entirely due, in this case, to political fall-out and not to nature.
There is plenty of blame to go around among political entities here. The offering of
citations for instances of blame is the work of at least several researchers, and teams of
researchers, so here all I will do is briefly suggest the types of mistakes that occurred in order to
assess what happened well enough to construct hope for not repeating those mistakes in the
future.
Local
Local government officials knew that there were 127,000 people without vehicles. They
knew that a significant part of an evacuation plan would need to include the use of the city‟s 550
buses and possible additional school buses or private buses to rescue as many as possible. Dyson
estimates that about 800 buses could have moved 130,000 people in three trips. Even so, the
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buses were not used (Dyson 59). There is not one report of any elderly or infirm person being
rescued by bus. And there are now famous pictures of the buses parked neatly in the city lots
totally flooded over, just like the city around them.
Two-thirds of the city‟s nursing homes were not evacuated, “with tragic results” (62).
Overall, 25 per cent stayed behind. A widely held opinion of this, both during and after the
storm, was to view those left behind, Van Heerdon says, as “equivalent to smokers who get what
they deserve” (63).
State
To be fair, the state of Louisiana was in a poor position to act effectively in relation to the
storm. Governor Kathleen Blanco did a lot of the only meaningful thing she could do, which was
to repeatedly beg the federal government to offer the aid and support that: a. only the federal
government was equipped to provide, and b. by law the federal government was (supposedly)
obligated to provide.
The most helpful state government move that might have occurred but didn‟t came
shortly after Katrina had hit when Governor Bill Richardson offered the help of the New Mexico
National Guard. If delivered efficiently this might have been a major help in rescue and relief
efforts. Governor Blanco immediately accepted his offer. However, paperwork in Washington
held up approval for four days at just the most critical period, until the move was finally cleared
on September 2nd. Of this, Dyson says, “It was a sign of things to come—or, as it were, not to
come, at least from the federal government” (60).
Still, the state officials in many ways contributed to, rather than effectively organized
against, the consequences of the disaster. There is, for example, the particularly representative
moment when, on Tuesday afternoon, Senator David Vitter said that the water was not rising,
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and added, “I don‟t want to alarm anyone that New Orleans is filling up like a bowl” (101-102).
The problem is that at precisely that moment, in actuality, the water was rising and the Orleans
Metro Area was filling up like a bowl.
Federal
It is now widely known that the federal government‟s response to Hurricane Katrina
could be read like the script of a Marx Brother‟s comedy movie, if it were not that it caused
tragedy instead. Whether the federal government, and the President, would have responded
differently if the victims of the storm had primarily been financially well off and white, is, of
course, for purposes of African American Studies—and for social justice concerns—one of the
areas important to review. How people respond to this question of race-involvement has, since
Katrina, often been based on whatever political views they carried with them into the Katrina
disaster.
Fox television conservative commentator, Bill O‟Reilly, argued that by being poor and
powerless the storm‟s hardest hit victims “brought it on themselves” (181). He argued that
because they weren‟t motivated enough to succeed in America, they left themselves vulnerable
to catastrophe.
At the opposite extreme was actor Colin Farrell‟s statement on Access Hollywood, where
he blurted out, “If it was a bunch of white people on roofs in the Hamptons, I don‟t have any
f****** doubt there would have been every single helicopter, every plane, every single means
that the government has to help these people” (Dyson 17).
Farrell‟s comment differs from O‟Reilly‟s not only in its political perspective, but it also
vividly reminds us that this is not merely an intellectual debate but rather a reflection on human
tragedy. Farrell‟s remark lays bare the lack of charity—and lack of fellow-human love—in
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O‟Reilly‟s analysis. Still, O‟Reilly mirrored the federal government‟s seeming lack of concern
about the danger. They seemed almost unaware that, as CNN‟s Anderson Cooper remarked
poignantly, in the days after Katrina hit, “It‟s not that people are frustrated. It‟s that they‟re
dying” (Van Heerdon 114).
Officials of FEMA and of the federal Army Corps of Engineers, to this day, express that
there was much confusion—about the degree of disaster that was imminent from Katrina and
about who was responsible for dealing with the disaster. Van Heerdon insists that FEMA‟s
Michael Brown lied about when FEMA was informed about the danger, Brown suggesting that
they never were alerted beforehand of the likelihood of extreme damage when, in fact, Van
Heerdon, both a scientist from LSU and a key member of the local hurricane team, clarifies that,
“Our warnings went out thirty-two hours before Katrina made landfall. That was ample time for
FEMA to act” (53).
Federal responsibility for such disasters was established in 1965 when congress passed
the Flood Control Act. With President Lyndon Johnson‟s enthusiastic support, congress then
assured that the federal government should and would take whatever steps that might be
necessary to protect New Orleans from the “most severe meteorological conditions” likely to
occur (Van Heerdon 205).
As is often the case with momentarily decisive federal initiatives, when the Army Corps
of Engineers was then assigned to carry out this mission, the Corps immediately began, no pun
intended, to “water down” the goal. They determined to work to provide protection for up to a
“fast-moving” Category 3 storm—which is not only a less dangerous weather event than a
“slow-moving” Category 3 storm such as Katrina, but also of course, not the maximum hurricane
that might occur—a Category 4 or 5.
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Created by President Carter in 1979, Van Heerdon points out, “FEMA quickly gained the
reputation of being a suitable reward for midlevel political hacks, sort of like an ambassadorship
to some cold capital in central Asia” (138).
This trend was altered for a time under the Clinton administration, during which a
disaster expert was appointed to guide the organization. During the Clinton era, according to Van
Heerdon, “the most innovative work of FEMA … was Project Impact, a nationwide mitigation
initiative to help change the way this country deals with disasters” (138).
However, in 2001 President George W. Bush appointed Joe Albaugh to take over FEMA.
Albaugh was not a disaster expert, but rather he was Bush‟s chief of staff when he was Governor
of Texas, and then his campaign manager for the presidential election of 2000. One of Albaugh‟s
first moves was to drop Project Impact as an “oversized entitlement program” (139). After 9/11
FEMA was folded into the Department of Homeland Security, with special focus on terrorism
(140).
FEMA was, of course, not only slow to gear up, but it also failed to fully engage. Brown,
for example, urged fire and rescue not to respond to the hurricane area “unless they were
requested and lawfully dispatched by state and local authorities” (Dyson 64). The practical
outcome of this order was to stop emergency agencies from responding to the emergency.
The Army Corps of Engineers, after the storm, kept referring to the Category 4 hurricane
that had hit, when, in fact, by the time it hit the Louisiana coast line Katrina was then a Category
3 storm. It is hard not to think the Army Corps was engaging in “public image protection” in the
aftermath of its failure to provide disaster prevention (Van Heerdon 201).
Van Heerdon explains, “After Bush declared a state of emergency on Saturday, August
27th, evacuation and rescue relief became, by law, federal responsibility” (64).
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Not only does federal law clarify that both disaster prevention and also relief and rescue
are ultimately federal responsibilities, but also common sense suggests that no one city, nor even
a state, has the capacities to address a major disaster all by itself—let alone, of course, one of the
nation‟s poorest states and one of the nation‟s most vulnerable cities. The local agency
responsible for monitoring and reporting on what happened to the levees, for example, was itself
under water when such post-Katrina inspections were to occur.
ECONOMICS
Louisiana by most measures ranks just behind Mississippi as the poorest state in the
union, and this accounts to some degree, of course, for its lack of effective response to the
Katrina disaster. New Orleans‟ poverty rate is the fourth worst out of 297 metropolitan areas in
the country. Twenty three percent of the people of New Orleans were living in poverty before
Katrina hit (Dyson 5).
It was popular for government officials and news analysts of certain political persuasions
to argue that first of all, a natural disaster was “color-blind.” Further, it was often suggested that,
to the degree the death and damage was especially wreaked upon the poor, that class was more to
the point than the color of the poor. But Dyson and others argue that this is still another form of
racial attack—in the form of a desire not to see, even after the fact, that the catastrophe was
primarily a black event.
Because of New Orleans‟ “rigid segregation,” Dyson explains, and because public
housing was built in the inner city, nearest the levees, that meant that there were areas nearest the
flooding that were primarily black, and where the poverty rate was 40 per cent (6).
Dyson reminds us that references to “class” are often used to deflect issues of race in this
country. Statistics show that poverty is not color-blind in our country where more blacks than
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whites are poor and where poverty itself can mean something different for different colors of
people. In New Orleans, for example, 53 per cent of black poor had no access to cars whereas
just 17 per cent of poor whites lacked access (144-145).
In this country even poor white children are far less likely to live in, or attend schools in,
neighborhoods where poverty is highly concentrated. (145) Dyson urges that we study the
“structural inequities that support the inferior social position of poor blacks” (22).
The role of the media in perpetuating claims about the undeserving nature of the black
poor is also clarified by an incident Dyson carefully analyzes. His reference point is two sets of
photos widely circulated on the internet the day after the storm.
In the first photo, a young black man clasps items in each arm as he forges
through flood waters. The caption to the AP (Associated Press) photo of him reads: “A
young man walks through chest deep flood waters after looting a grocery store in New
Orleans. …”
In the second photo, also from AP, a young white man and woman tote food items
in their hands as they carry backpacks and slush through the flood waters. The caption
accompanying their photograph reads: “Two residents wade through chest-deep water
after finding bread and soda from a local grocery store after Hurricane Katrina came
through the area in New Orleans, Louisiana.” (164)
Dyson asserts, “In this case, the captions say it all: the young black man loots his
groceries, the white youth find theirs. With no stores open, the white youth clearly couldn‟t have
found their groceries, and would have had to obtain them the same way the young black man
did.…While the white youth‟s move is rendered „quite understandable‟ by the language … the
black youth‟s move is rendered as legally and morally questionable. If he has „looted‟ then he
has broken the legal and moral codes of society” (164-165).
SOLUTIONS
For people of good will the special question, the essential question, is how can we take
the right steps to learn from this recent history, to try to ensure that it doesn‟t happen again?
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When a problem is large, severe, and complex it generally eludes easy solutions. Such
certainly is not only the problem of how to avoid disasters such as Katrina in the future but also
the problem of race in America. With this type of problem—large in scale, thick in complexity,
and thorny in human interpretation—often writers offer whatever solutions they are accustomed
to offering for problems.
It can easily become the type of problem-solving environment that calls up the old
wisdom, “To a person with a hammer, every problem is a nail.” However, several of the
“specialized solutions” to avoiding future Katrina disasters seem each to have their own merit.
To Ivor Van Heerdon, LSU hurricane scientist, the essential solution is to halt and reverse
the ecological deterioration of the region. When you read the specifics of his argument, mostly
summarized above, you are probably convinced.
To the editors and authors of Hurricane Katrina: Social Consequences and Political
Lessons, a pamphlet representing the World Socialist Web Site, the solutions are primarily
economic. The writers of this pamphlet point out what to them is an undeniable truth, “These
working class families were victims of American capitalism long before they became victims of
Hurricane Katrina” (53).
These socialist analysts especially find fault with President Bush‟s decision to define
flooded New Orleans as a ”Gulf Opportunity Zone,” offering tax breaks for private businesses
that move in to rebuild and re-establish an economic base for the area. What the socialists
believe is necessary is a much more carefully orchestrated government response that ensures the
best interests of the people of New Orleans rather than simply offering profit incentives for
corporations.
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To the socialist web site, establishing the Gulf Opportunity Zone was simply a case of the
“U.S. Government serving the interests of a financial oligarchy” (17). In basing their argument
on economic grounds, these pamphlet writers could be seen not only to be arguing for a socialist
economic agenda but also can be viewed as picking up a key argument of the Civil Rights
Movement of the fifties and sixties.
Malcolm X frequently pointed out that, “The man who owns the stores in your
neighborhood doesn‟t look like you.” Whereas Malcolm especially urged for the development of
black entrepreneurship, Martin Luther King became involved in the “poor people‟s campaign,”
with the intent of organizing the poor across racial and ethnic boundaries.
Eric Mann, the author of Katrina’s Legacy, White Racism and Black Reconstruction in
New Orleans and the Gulf Coast, and a black civil rights “organizer” from the sixties, asserts that
the most potent solution is for black people to organize and activate a more intense movement on
their own behalf. Mann shares with the socialist web site a concern about the “gentrification” of
New Orleans that will make New Orleans whiter than before Katrina because it will eliminate
the low cost housing needed by the black poor.
Mann fears that the up to 250,000 black people who fled New Orleans will mostly never
be able to return. One of his arguments, therefore, is on behalf of the “Right of Return.” This is
yet another reason why President Bush‟s “Gulf Opportunity Zone” was not a sufficiently subtle
nor sufficiently broad response to post-Katrina New Orleans. Mann talks of that approach as
rebuilding New Orleans as a “theme park” (18).
Mann proposes a need for grassroots black organizing. However, he admits to not
knowing what exact steps black activism should now take. He states his frustration with the
congressional Black Caucus, which drew up a proposed bill that might properly address many of
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New Orleans‟ needs, but then agreed not to push the bill forward in the interests of “unity” (55).
And, he admits to his fear that the nation is “fighting Katrina fatigue” (57).
Mann argues that the “greatest blow against the progressive movement and the Left is the
theft of the history of our intellectual, moral, and political victories against the system” (22-23).
What were the victories of the fifties and sixties Civil Rights Movement, for example?
Herbert Hill, an early white Treasurer of the NAACP, in an interview at Harvard
University in 1999, answered the question of what the Civil Rights Movement achieved by
asserting, “We broke the back of social segregation in the South.” Supreme Court decisions like
those that declared “separate but equal” to be inherently unequal, and decisions such as the one
that found the Montgomery segregated busing laws unconstitutional not only broke down social
segregation but also placed federal law on the side of equal rights.
And, aspects of the movement such as the “sit-ins” at lunch counters across the south
displayed the possibility for profound influence by young people on the direction our country
takes. Finally, the movement demonstrated the possibility in the United States that nonviolent
social action could bring a large government entity, as Dr. King explained, “to say „yes‟ when it
would rather say „no.‟”
Dyson is concurring with Mann that there has been “memory theft,” and he further argues
that there is memory warfare occurring right now over how to remember Katrina. To Dyson, if
we make ourselves color-blind in memory, or, perhaps worse, color-blaming in our analysis, we
are misunderstanding the historical moment and making ourselves endangered of repeating it.
Active memory warfare is needed, he argues, because it “pits us against the forces of cultural,
racial, and class amnesia” (212).
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In her book, Can We Talk About Race? Beverly Daniel Tatum implicitly takes up the
cause of memory warfare—and goes further by clarifying two key grounds on which that war is
to be fought.
When we remember our past clearly, she argues, we see a matrix of factors that accounts
for the racial injustice in our society today. To Tatum, unequal educational opportunity and lack
of diversity in education stand as the tragic foundation of racism. This foundation of unequal
education props up the structures of social injustice that manifested themselves tragically during
Katrina--across ecological, political, and economic arenas.
Tatum uses much of her book to clarify aspects of educational inequity. At one point she
describes the experience of her young son at a museum not being called upon by the tour guide
despite repeatedly raising his hand, and reminds us how this phenomenon can lead to Stereotype
threat, where black student performance declines because of their assumed presence of
stereotyped judgments (54-48). She also reviews how biased educational settings have helped
lead to the belief among some black students that academic high achievement would be “acting
white” in a negative way.
Tatum offers two basic suggestions, and both depend on black-white cooperation. She
argues that the separation of races brought about by re-segregation of communities and schools
can only be successfully countered by people in both races who are determined to become
inclusive versus exclusive, to become engaged rather than passive, and who are willing to speak
out rather than to be fearful about “saying the wrong thing.”
Tatum intends for this cross-racial collaboration to exist as a “political alliance” with the
primary purpose to re-integrate schooling. But it is also essential to her that this cross-racial
collaboration exists at the level of personal friendship as well.
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With respect to education, she reminds us that national research, as well as specific
studies at the University of Michigan, have empirically established that “Those students who
experienced the most racial and ethnic diversity in and out of their classrooms benefited in terms
of both „learning outcomes‟ and „democracy outcomes‟” (110).
There were many benefits in terms of insights the students brought with them out of such
diverse settings, some of them being, “Those students … showed the most involvement during
college in various forms of citizenship, the most engagement with people from different races
and cultures, and they were the most likely to acknowledge that group differences are compatible
with interests of the broader community—all outcomes important to the health of our
democracy” (111).
“Students who had the most diversity experiences during college continued that pattern of
cross-racial interaction—in their neighborhoods and at work—several years after their college
graduation” (111).
In advocating her other key point, personal friendships across race, Tatum points to a
“history of cross-racial cooperation for social justice” in our nation. Such a statement may
depend on our remembering the cross-racial cooperation of the Underground Railroad and of the
fifties and sixties Civil Rights Movement. For example, we can remember that when Dr. King
and 500 marchers were stymied by police brutality at the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma in
1965, they put out a call to all “people of good will” in the country to help them. By the time
their march from Selma to Montgomery was completed, their group numbered 25,000.
Tatum refers to whites who join this activism today as “White Allies.” She explains,
“Such an ally is a White person who understands that it is possible to use one‟s privilege to
create more equitable systems; that there are White people throughout history who have done
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exactly that; and that one can align oneself with that history.” She adds, “This is the identity
story that we have to reflect to White children, and help them see themselves in it in order to
continue the racial progress in our society“ (37).
Both whites and blacks have special and specific responsibilities in such cross-racial
friendships. White people must be willing to become active, and they must be willing to reflect
openly about race—she credits one of her close friends who was willing to, in Tatum‟s words,
work on her own “Whiteness.” Black people must be willing to relate authentically across race
and to engage hopefully.
Part of the responsibility in a cross-race friendship is for people to see each other both as
individuals, which, of course, each of us truly is, but also to see each other in the social and
racial context of our lives (84).
Two questions reveal the keys of her argument. The first is simply, “Are such friendships
possible?” Tatum testifies, “For me, the answer to this question is yes, it is possible. I say this
because I have had such friendships, but I recognize that they are not easily forged” (86).
The second question seems even more pressing, “Could individual friendships be the
answer to some of our larger social problems?” Tatum acknowledges that such friendships are
not sufficient to bring about the large-scale change that is needed. “But,” she adds, “relationships
across lines of difference are essential for the possibility of (larger) social transformation” (100).
At one point in his review of the Katrina disaster, Eric Mann speculates openly that the
basic problem may be that the majority of whites are still racist and do not wish for racial healing
to occur. Ivor Van Heerdon worries that the “problem” may not be that people are not learning
but rather not caring (198). This resonates with the now famous Kanye West accusation shortly
after Katrina that president Bush “doesn‟t care about Black people” (Dyson 27). Dyson asserts
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that a key part of the problem is that white people often don‟t want to see the predominant color
of poverty in our nation, and so they can‟t work toward a color-inclusive solution (3).
There is no easy answer. Solutions are needed on many fronts—including ecological,
political, economic, and spiritual. It can help if we see that this modern matrix of problems exists
because of a foundation of unequal and monochromatic educational opportunity, as Tatum
explains. We also need to see that this matrix is bound together like an ugly quilt by the heavy
thread of racism that weaves itself through every aspect of our society.
We can admit, if we choose, that ever since the time of slavery, this country has not been
color-blind. Nor can we now be color-blind in our solutions. But seeing color must become a
respectful and inquiring step as opposed to an act of bigotry. Tatum clarifies that we must above
all see individuals. However, color is, as Tatum reminds us, an aspect of personal context and
culture.
Tatum‟s idea for cross-race relationships can be seen as a recommendation for cross-race,
and cross-expertise, problem-solving teams. Larger and more diversified teams may productively
respond to complex problems that have so far evaded solution. Realizing that Katrina is a
problem that stretches across ecology, politics, economy, and education, for example, suggests
the value in problem-solving with think-tank groups of experts across these fields. Knowing that
the issues of race underlie all of the above areas—in relation to Katrina and to the current state of
the country—should suggest that setting up multi-race teams also ought to be a high priority.
Still, the core problem, as Van Heerdon said, may not be learning but caring. Bell Hooks,
noted African American psychologist and feminist activist, writes that love is only love if it
means action on behalf of the beloved. “The word „love‟ is most often defined as a noun,” she
writes, “yet all the most astute theorists of love acknowledge that we would all love better if we
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used it as a verb” (4). She adds, “When we are loving we openly and honestly express care,
affection, responsibility, respect, commitment, and trust” (14). These words might sound like
merely abstractions, but I believe they take on the light of meaning when viewed alongside the
actions—or lack of actions—during and after Katrina.
It is time once again to put out a call to “all people of good will” and time to listen again
to the prophet of the Civil Rights Movement. Martin Luther King preached for and believed in
black and white alliances. He also assured us that “Right defeated is stronger than evil
triumphant” (King 300). His statement is a call for both persistence and belief. King asks us to
persist through hard times where what is right does not happen, and he asks us to share his belief
that there is a great force in the universe—King would call it our “cosmic companion”—that
adds its might, however slowly, to engaged activism on behalf of love.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the importance of developing an intercultural identity for interracial
families at large based not only on recent data from the census bureau, but also on research
literature from the cross-cultural adaptation theory and the community of practice approaches.
Findings suggest that forty four years after Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, views on interracial
marriages have been drastically improved, mostly among new generations. A great percentage of
older generations still remain encapsulated in their appreciation of interracial marriages.
Moreover, data analysis suggested that interracial marriage rates among minority ethnic groups
remain a societal challenge. Definitely, interracial marriages can be accredited as one of the best
way to finally integrate our still racially segregated society.

I. Introduction
Interracial marriages still have a hard time to get fully accepted and understood by culturally
encapsulated people in today multicultural America. They continue to experience the negative
effects of, what Ogbu (1987, 1990 & 1998) named, “cultural ecology” set by Anglo American
laws and policies. This latter is structurally oppressive, discriminatory, racist, unfair and biased.
They suffer not only from the prejudices, ,stereotypes, the whiteness effects, but also from
inherent problems relating to socio-cultural distance present in a marriage. Ethnic groups bring
variety and richness to a pluralistic society. Therefore, interracial marriages should be seen as an
expression intercultural identity acquisition, needed to survive in a global world.
However, some conservative circles in the US do not look at all interracial marriages as
lovely experiences between two people regardless of their race. The case of Loving vs. Virginia
(1967) illustrated how racism and prejudices, the layer of Virginia’s racial integrity act of 1924
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which prevailed in 17 states in 1966 and in at least in twelve states in the seventies, were
codified into law and become parts of the American dominant culture.
To challenge the existing racial integrity act which prevailing as law in many states,
Spencer Tracy, Sidney Poitier, Katharine Hepburn and Katharine Houghton starred in Guess
Who’s Coming to Dinner as a means to depict the controversial subject of interracial marriage,
which historically had been illegal in the United States.
The film tells the story of Joanna “Joey” Drayton, a young White American woman who
has had a whirlwind romance with Dr. John Prentice, a young, idealistic African American
physician she met while in Hawaii. The plot centers on Joanna’s return to her liberal upper class
American home in San Francisco, bringing her new fiancé to dinner to meet her parents, and the
reaction of family and friends. The film depicts the discomfort of her parents, and also of John’s
father, a retired postal carrier, as they all try to accept the choice of their son and daughter. A
senior Catholic priest friend of Mr. Drayton’s is also present at dinner and is a voice for
tolerance. The film also touches on black-on-black racism when John is taken to task by his
father and the household cook for his perceived presumption.
Forty four years after Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, young couples from families with
low intercultural competences, involved in interracial dating, face the same question: “who is
coming to dinner?” when they introduce their partner/fiancé from “the other race” to their
families or relatives. Could my reader guess the answer they will get from their racially
encapsulated parent/family?
It does follow from this phenomenological observation that the lack of intercultural
competences is at the center of most of the prejudicial views of interracial marriages. The intent
of this paper consists of highlighting the positive effects of intercultural identity development for
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nuclear and extended interracial families within a multicultural society. To do so, I am going to
briefly discuss some current views of interracial marriages from dominant and non-dominant
groups. Following this section, I outlined the different stages of intercultural identity
development emerging from interracial marriage relationships from the cross-cultural adaptation
approach. These two previous sections set the stage for the author to draw some postulates on
effects of interracial marriages on family members’ intercultural identity development.
II. Views of interracial marriages from dominant and non-dominant groups in USA
As of today, interracial marriages have been view differently by dominant and non-dominant
groups in the United States of America. Over the last several decades, the American public has
grown increasingly accepting of interracial dating and marriage. This shift in opinion has been
driven both by attitude change among individuals generally and by the fact that over the period,
successive generations have reached adulthood with more racially liberal views than earlier
generations. New generations (18 – 29 years) support interracial marriage within their families,
and the level of acceptance in this generation is greater than in other generations.
The Pew Research Center report (2010) finds that an overwhelming majority of new
generations, regardless of race, say they would be fine with a family member’s marriage to
someone of a different racial or ethnic group. Asked about particular groups to which they do not
belong, Young generations are about equally accepting of marriage to someone in any of the
groups tested: Roughly nine-in-ten say they would be fine with a family member’s marriage to
an African American (88%), a Hispanic American (91%), an Asian American (93%) or a white
American (92%).This high level of acceptance among young generations holds true across ethnic
and racial groups; there is no significant difference between white, black and Hispanic in the
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degree of acceptance of interracial marriage (Pew Research Center, 2010) Compared with older
groups, particularly Americans ages 50 or older.
In addition to young generations’ racially liberal views on marriage and dating, most of
them (54%) in Pew Research’s report (2010) on race say at least some of their friends are of a
different race. The percentage of young whites saying they have black friends (56%) is about the
same as the percentage of black youths who say they have white friends (55%). But Americans
ages 50 and older are considerably less likely to have cross-racial friendships, and this difference
is largely the result of fewer older whites having black friends.
The current demographic characteristics of households and families (Census Bureau,
2006) illustrated how older generations, regardless of their ethnic background, have been
reluctant to interracial marriage.

Figure #01: Married couples in the United States (U.S Census Bureau, 2006)

Figure #1 demonstrated how interracial marriage rates between a white partner of any race and a
spouse from any ethnic group have been increasing. However, the interracial marriages between
partners from minority ethnic groups, especially including a black husband/wife and Hispanic,
Asian and other ethnic groups, did not follow the same path.
Certainly, the shift on interracial marriages is an indicator of improvement of interracial
relationship in the United States. In fact, interracial marriage between white and other ethnic
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groups is increasing means, ipso facto, that there have been great improvements in white – other
ethnic group relationships. However, do the low rates in interracial marriages among minority
suggest that there are a lot of rooms of improvement among minority groups in the United States
of America?
Actually, interracial families, regardless of the positive view among new generations, still
implicitly experience the negative effects of the whiteness deeply embedded in many
encapsulated and ethnocentric circles. Lessons of history demonstrated that interracial marriages
have been considered as vector of intercultural identity for spouses and their families at large,
because it provides systematic and abundant exposure to the richness of the other partner culture.
III. Interracial marriages, vector of intercultural identity stages
If interracial marriage can be credited as one of the most suitable interracial and intercultural
learning experience for intercultural identity development, it is crucial to explore the different
transformational stages that partners involved in interracial marriage relationship must go
through from the cross-cultural adaptation perspective.
Hill-Jackson’s (2007) research on the multicultural perspectives identifies three layered
stages of intercultural identity and/or cultural competence development for individual who are
systematically immersed and/or exposed to in interethnic or intercultural exchanges. Those are:
named as: the unconscious, responsive, and critical consciousness stages. These phases are the
very first multicultural exchange steps experienced by future spouses when engaged themselves
in an interracial dating process. In a normal situation, I assume with Hill-Jackson (2007) that
when future spouses, without previous diversity experiences, engaged themselves in a sincere
interethnic dating, they typically display a lack of consciousness vis-à-vis the other’s culture,
beliefs, traditions, customs, beliefs, etc.
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In the unconscious perception stage, future spouses without strong diversity
backgrounds are blinded or unaware of the multiple realities of other racial groups’ experiences.
S/he might be familiar with selected cultural characteristics, history, values, belief systems and
behaviors of another ethnic group at the surface level. At this point, s/he holds anesthetized
worldviews that are not connected to actual intercultural experiences. Thinking that the world
operates in certain ways and that s/he has no real impact on changing it through his/her
awareness or participation in cultural diversity issues is common in this stage (Hill-Jackson,
2007).
The unconscious stage corresponds to Bennett’s (1986, 1993) surface level of cultural
sensitivity. This ethnocentric orientation involves the interpretation of events and behaviors from
one’s own cultural viewpoint. Interracial dating partners during this stage, tends to deny the
existence (or saliency) of cultural differences (Bennett, 1986, 1993).
In the responsive stage, interracial dating partner is introduced to the cultures of the
other and becomes curious about but not totally accepting of the new knowledge about other
cultures (Hill-Jackson, 2007). S/he is excited to learn about others and seems to care about
minorities, but s/he still perpetuates the false dichotomy of me and others. This is a crucial stage
because it determines the future of the interracial dating relationship. It reflects a multicultural
purgatory, an unstable state of consciousness in which a future interracial spouse wrestles with
reconciling old conditioned thinking and super-ego schemata in light of newly acquired
relationship (Hill-Jackson, 2007).
Lessons of history showcase how many interracial dating relationships get stock in the
responsive stage. Many of them, because of partners’ low cultural competences are not able to
overcome the responsive stage in order to move to higher levels of intercultural integration. Once
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placed within a rich, multicultural community, a white teacher candidate might display a wide
range of reactions, including denial, isolation/separation, defensiveness, surface acceptance
(Bennett, 1986, 1993), mixed feelings, emotional confusion, and individual disintegration as a
result of multicultural exchanges (Helms, 1994).
Without any doubt that an interracial partner who remains at this unconscious or
responsive stage will not be able to effectively to experience the richness of interracial marriage’
love. S/he can discover the possibilities of multiculturalism and embrace multi-race and
multicultural matters (Helms, 1994) only after breaking the cycle of his/her own cultural
oppression (Bishop, 2002). This action will help him/her to move from an ethnocentric
orientation toward an ethno-relative one (Bennett, 1986, 1993). At this point, s/he will feel the
imperative need for full pluralism, multiracial acceptance and respect of cultural differences.
The third shift is named critical consciousness (Hill-Jackson, 2007). This is a more
comprehensive multicultural stage, where in-depth consciousness changes can transpire. Here, a
future interracial marriage partner is willing to examine the world (and often does) so by
investigating his/her lived reality. This in turn, enables him/her to develop confidence, courage,
and inquisitiveness to pursue important thinking and discussions while discovering a new
foundation of understanding of the other and the self (Freire, 1973; Wink, 2005). As a matter of
fact, the future interracial spouse will not only adapt himself/herself to the new culture, but will
also try to integrate the disparate aspects of his/her identity into a new multiracial and
multicultural world view while still remaining culturally at the periphery (Bennett, 1986, 1993;
Wenger, 1998).
From the community of practice perspective, a future interracial marriage partner
willingness to be deeply immersed in his/her future spouse’s culture might arise, but abundant
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and qualitative multiracial and multicultural interactions with his/her partner family members are
needed in order to gain a cultural insider/old-timer status (Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002).
Research on cross-cultural adaptation (Gudykunst, 2003; Kim, 2001) demonstrated that outsiders
might remain in the pseudo-independence stage (Helms, 1994) for a long period of time when
living and working in a multicultural and pluralistic context.
It is worth reminding my readers that Hill-Jackson three shifts of intercultural identity
integration can be considered as basic levels toward in-depth development of an intercultural
identity resulting from an interracial marriage. Kim (2001) suggested three more advanced stages
of intercultural identity development from cross-cultural adaptation approach. Based on
empirical data collected from “successful” interracial marriage spouses, I am suggesting a sixstage model below of intercultural identity development for interracial families. It blends the
three-dimensional model with Kim’s advanced levels of intercultural integration in a host
culture.
Advanced levels of intercultural integration, argues Kim (2001), are richer and more
complex, becoming more sophisticated depending on the outsider’s success throughout the
intercultural learning venture. Those levels are functional fitness, psychological health, and
intercultural identity (see figure 4).
If the three-dimensional model is considered as basic levels of intercultural integration,
functional fitness (Kim, 2001) is the first advanced stage of cultural competence. Functional
fitness is consistent with what is commonly understood when someone says that he/she is well
adapted (Kim, 2001). That person is capable of carrying out everyday life activities smoothly and
feeling comfortable in a particular environment. Simply put, being well-adapted means passing
as cultural insiders/old-timers of an interracial marriage partner or spouse’s culture. Stated
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differently, developing functional fitness competences suggests the achievement of cultural
fluencies within the heritage and host culture(s). An increase of functional fitness is reflected, in
turn, in increased congruence of subjective meaning systems in both primary reference groups
(Kim, 1988, 2001). At this level, interracial partners can truly engaged their lives in a truly and
lovely relationship which can help them reach further advanced levels of intercultural integration
such as psychological health or intercultural identity.
Psychological health, according to Kim (2001), is the second advanced level of
intercultural integration. She defines it as a state in which the individual’s cognitive, affective,
and operational tendencies work in harmony. Psychological health is a normalized and taken-forgranted state of being. The lack of host communication competence accounts for many
psychological health problems which might lead to a negative self-image, low self-esteem, low
morale, social isolation, dissatisfaction with life in general, and a bitter attitude of being a
helpless victim of circumstance (Kim, 1988, 2001).
In other words, interracial spouses will exhibit the required functional fitness and
psychological health to survive even in encapsulated communities who were interracial
marriages are not fully accepted. This means that they have developed the ability to perceive
their world, race and other cultures in morally accepted and ethical ways (Kim, 1988, 2001).
Progress in functional fitness and psychological health allows the emergence of an intercultural
(also called multicultural, Kymilcka, 1995) identity.
Kim (2001) refers to intercultural identity as the last and the highest level of cultural
intercultural integration. Intercultural identity means the emergence and consolidation of a new
identity that is increasingly richer in content and more complex in structure. This new identity
co-exists with the original, which was shaped and conditioned by the native culture. The
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internalization of new cultural elements, argues Kim (1988, 2001), is far from smooth. It is
naturally characterized by upward-downward-forward-backward movement in a stressadaptation-growth dynamic.
It is worth to underline that the development of an intercultural identity does not mean
ipso facto must have proficiency in a second language. It is a way of being, belonging, feeling,
behaving, thinking and passing as an insider or old-timer of another culture and race. In fact,
phenomenological observations of interracial and intercultural exchanges in a pluralistic society,
suggest some people can be bi/multilingual but essentially displaying monocultural identity
behaviors; or monolingual but essentially displaying intercultural identity behaviors; or
bi/multilingual but essentially displaying intercultural identity behaviors. Certainly, systematic
and abundant exposures to interracial marriage exchanges have several effects not only on
interracial marriage spouses, but also on their family members’ intercultural identity
development. This will be the topic of the next section.
IV. Effects of interracial marriages on family members’ intercultural identity development
Research on multicultural exchanges (Appiah, 2006, Kymilcka, 1995, Zachary, 2003) and crosscultural adaptation (Kim, 2001) suggested some effects of abundant and systematic exposure to
intercultural situations on individual’s cultural identity such as: Transracialization, advocacy for
mixed race children, enhancement of cultural insider or old-timer status in a different ethnic
group etc.
Raible (2006) research on transracial adoption used the term transracialization to describe
what happens to some individuals after they took part in long-term relationships of caring with
people of another race. Transracialization emerges when individuals develop a deep and
sophisticated understanding of race and racism. According to the aforementioned scholar, people
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usually come to this awareness by being immersed in communities or interracial relationship
where they have the experience of being in the minority themselves. Sometimes they are married
to or partnered with people of color, or they have other long-standing ties of friendship and
chosen kinship with peers of color.
Of course, interracial marriages provide partners with the opportunity to overcome racism
and discrimination. Naturally, nuclear and extended family members of interracial marriage
spouses are consciously or unconsciously in the process of transracializing their racial and
cultural identity. Not all of them will transracialized their cultural identities. It is expected that
parents and siblings of interracial marriage spouses who continue to actively interact with their
son/daughter, big/little brother or big/little sister, involved in an interracial marriage relationship,
will certainly develop a transracialized identity in a long run.
It is important to note that the individuals that Raible (2006) characterized as having a
transracialized identity used their family experiences as a springboard to forming close bonds or
friendships with others outside their families. Transracialization didn’t just happen simply
because they had a sibling/son/daughter involved in a lovely relationship with a person from
another race, but also it emerges from natural advocacy that grandparents, aunts and uncles feel
about their mixed-race grandsons/daughters, nieces or nephews. Transracialization (Raible,
2006) may be the best way to finally integrate our still highly segregated society. It requests
nuclear and extended family members of interracial marriage spouses to break out of the own
racial oppression and comfort zones.
If transracialization is one of the first phenomenological effects of interracial marriages
on family members’ intercultural identity development, advocacy for mixed-race children should
be the second aspect of nuclear and extended families members of interracial marriage spouses’
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intercultural identity development. In fact, when interracial marriage knocks to the door of
encapsulated monocultural people, it mandatory put them on the road toward critical
consciousness identity development regardless of their views on interracial relationships.
In a highly segregated society, supportive interracial marriage family members (as well
intercultural spouses themselves) develop the natural feeling of advocacy for their mixed-race
grandson/daughters, nieces and nephews. They do not understand their cultural identities in
terms of losing their racial privilege because one of them has cross the racial line, they do
perceive the imperative need to support the mixed-race children outside their own families as
well. Therefore, emergence of the sense of advocacy for mixed-race children among nuclear and
extended families of interracial spouses might be considered as improvement of their bonding
and bridging social capital (Flora, 2004) competences. This later is crucial for the development
of the new approach of appreciating the beauty and diversity richness among interracial marriage
family members’ at large.
Certainly, high bonding and bridging social capital among interracial marriage family
members’ at large will progressively help them to increase their human potential in order to
become cultural insiders or old-timer status in a different ethnic group. It implies that interracial
marriage family members at large should move from their general or specific cultural knowledge
of the other race and cultural periphery to pass as like-native of their “political” family’s culture.
Though, becoming a committed cultural insider means acquiring cultural desire agency system
through cultural literature, pop culture, conscious and unconscious intercultural exchanges/
participation as apprentices in a community of practice.
Recent models of apprenticeship and cultural skills acquisition (Lantolf, 1999; Lave;
1991 and Wenger, 1998) suggest that becoming a committed cultural insider is a conscious and
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unconscious learning process. Learning takes place in tacit and indirect ways, as an individual
becomes a member of a community of practice, moving from the position of outsider to one of
insider. Simply put, becoming a committed cultural insider cannot be fully achieved through
formal and decontextualized intercultural learning settings. According to Lave (1991) and
Wenger (1998), participants should recognize their legitimate peripheral participation within the
community of practice. In fact, legitimate peripheral participation provides a way to speak about
the relations between newcomers and old-timers from different races and cultural backgrounds.
In this process, apprentices become gradually skilled until they finally become racially and
culturally competent.
Moreover, taking into account the historical state of interethnic relations in the United
States of America achievement of the racial insiderness status is negotiated and earned through
sacrifices or committed actions. These might include: the adoption of expressive life styles as
markers of identity and belonging; advocacy for the other race community’s core values-based
system; the acceptation of the shared aesthetic and emotional communion perspectives of the
“others”, definition of alternative reality construction or legitimation with new values that are
worth living for; strict internal loyalty/solidarity and discipline as a way of life and the
acceptation of the community leadership into the new reality (Hundeide, 2003).
At this point interracial marriage family members at large (as well interracial spouses)
will achieve what Appiah (2006), Kymilcka (1995), Zachary (2003) and others have used the
following expressions: cosmopolitan identity, mongrel identity, roots (capacity to strength
heritage culture identity) and wings (capacity to become a cultural insider of another ethnic
group), respectively, to categorize a person who has achieved such level of intercultural identity.
As cosmopolitan, the outsider entails a clearer sense of selfhood, well-being, self-acceptance and
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self-esteem and the relative absence of anxiety and depression. In other words, the outsider has
developed new roots within a new culture without being alienated and opposes any idea of ethnic
hegemony. Cosmopolitanism is an attempt to be an insider and old-timer in two or more cultures.
Appadurai (1996) research on modernity at large established the distinction between local
and universal cosmopolitanism. The local cosmopolitanism refers to the fact of becoming an
insider of another race/ethnic group, while individuals who have developed the universal
cosmopolitanism identity intent to become old-timers (cultural insiders) of more than two
races/ethnic groups. Cosmopolitanism identity maintenance means not only strengthening initial
racial identity, but also reinforcement of the individual’s freedom to choose through
intensification of bonding and bridging social capital (Flora, 2004) which should be the expected
natural outcome for those involved in a long-term, firm, systematic and intensive interracial
marriage relationships.
V. Implications
Regardless of the challenges faced by interracial marriage couples in today’s America. Statistical
data, discussed in these pages, demonstrated that interracial marriages are changing the racial
make –up of the United States. At one time taboo, interracial marriage is now a visible element
of American society. This means that, more and more, people are willing to break racial barriers
and tear down the social wall that only 44 years ago made interracial marriage a social faux pas.
In fact, it appears, through views on interracial marriages, that race relations today are quite
good.
Data from the U.S. Census Bureau (2006) demonstrated how interracial marriages
involved, at least, one white spouse with a partner from any minority ethnic group are increasing.
However, interracial marriages involving, at least, one black spouse and a partner from other
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minority ethnic groups did not follow the same trend. From the aforementioned data, I might
postulated that the increasing rates of interracial marriages involving a white spouse means
implicitly positive improvement of racial relationships between white and other minority ethnic
groups. However, I cannot argue the same regarding the racial relationships among minority
groups based on the current interracial marriages among minority ethnic groups in America.
If transracialization (Raible, 2006) one of the interracial marriage effects of interracial
marriages on family member’ intercultural identity development, may be the best way to finally
integrate our still highly segregated society, it is imperative that minority ethnic groups surmount
their racial and cultural taboos regarding marriage in order to benefit from some diversity
advantages in a pluralistic society.
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ABSTRACT
How relevant is Affirmative Action today in light of the fact that Americans have finally
elected a black president? Have opportunities improved in some cases for blacks and other
minorities who are projected to be the ―majority‖ in America in the 21st century and beyond?
Why has Affirmative Action become such a media, political, and racist target? Do we still need
Affirmative Action in the Obama era? What are the future prospects for it in American society,
including schools, the workplace, and the power structure? By utilizing the deductive analytical
approach, and an overview of Affirmative Action literature and cases, this paper will examine
these and other questions in order to better comprehend this issue; as well as to provide some
predictions about Affirmative Action and the need for it in the Obama era. Our goal is to
encourage debate on Affirmative Action, which was the pinnacle of equal-opportunity progress
in America during the Civil Rights era, but in recent years, appears to be losing momentum.
More significantly, there appears to be the general belief (with no substantiation) in America,
that with ―the election of the nation’s first black president, discrimination is a thing of the past
and affirmative action is no longer needed‖ (DiversityInc April, 2010).

INTRODUCTION
The election of Barack Obama as the first black President of the United States of
America was received with many promises and much optimism. For many, it was an affirmation
that in America, all things are possible, with equal opportunities for all, and that America is truly
a unique and special country. It is because of this optimism and the positive direction of the
nation, that some are now calling for the end of affirmative action policy in schools,
employment, and housing, etc. This is occurring at a time, however, when hate crimes have
increased and there has been a rise in racial profiling. There is also a widening gap in whiteblack achievement levels in schools; in the quality of healthcare for whites and blacks; as well as
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a gap in economic opportunities, to name a few. For example, a recent U.S. Education
Department report noted that
Despite unprecedented efforts to improve minority achievement in the last
decade, the gap between black and white students remains frustratingly wide!‖…The
implications of the disparity reach far beyond school walls. Minority students are also
much more likely to drop out of high school—half of minorities drop out compared with
about 30 percent of students overall. The future is bleak for drop outs since they are the
only segment of the work force whose income levels shrank over the last 30
years….These findings constitute the first major Education Department report since
President Obama took office‖(The Buffalo News, June 28, 2009).
In addition there is the job market where job discrimination reached a record high from
last year to the present.
According to the new EEOC data, 95,402 job bias claims were filed last year, up
15 percent from the previous year. Charges of age discrimination jumped by 28.7 percent
with 24,582 claims. Retaliation was the second most frequent complaint, up 22.6 percent
from the previous year (DiversityInc, March 12, 2009).
Also, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) notes that in 2008, 290
lawsuits were filed and 81,081 private sector charges were resolved. Of these cases, ―allegations
of race discrimination remain the most frequently filed, accounting for 33,937, representing 36
percent of all filings last year, - up from 11 percent from 2007‖ (Diversity Inc., March 12, 2009).
In an article in Time Magazine entitled ―When Race Matters,‖ Coates notes that the arrest of
Harvard professor Henry Louis Gates Jr., is a reminder that accolades get blacks and other
minorities only so far in America. Coates also states that:
Affirmative action may ignite all sorts of racial tensions. Obama, in all likelihood
has had similar experiences with the police, exchanges in which he was left with the
impression that his Ivy League pedigree could take him only so far…if the rest of the
country is too immature for some straight talk about the relationships between blacks and
the police delivered by our most accomplished diplomat, then the prospects for a broader
dialogue about race are not good (Time, 2009, Aug 10, p. 22).
Furthermore, in assessing the plight of blacks and affirmative action, the Black Collegian
notes that:
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as impressive as the progress that African Americans have made as a group in the past 40
years, several disturbing signs point to trouble on the horizon, not the least of which is the
persistent gap between black and white income. Today, black household median income
is $31,969 compared to $37,781 for Hispanics and $50,673 for white families. African
Americans also have fewer assets such as stocks, bonds, annuities, and savings than
whites, less access to preferential low interest loans, and other forms of credit and
collateral, less equity in their homes, and are less able to withstand the vagaries of
economic misfortune. Also, African Americans have lagged considerably behind whites
in access to healthcare historically, a pattern that persists, to this day (The Black
Collegian, January, 2009. p. 53).
Now also, there are some who are questioning the relevance of the NAACP, a Civil
Rights organization, which has fought against injustice and discrimination and for freedom and
equality, etc.) for over 100 years. Sharon Gary Smith notes in Diversity Inc. that:
To the question of relevance, I believe that as long as racism exists in America, and there
is significant evidence that it does; as long as African Americans, other minorities, and
poor whites, struggle against disparities in access to and quality of healthcare, education,
housing, employment, wealth development in this country; as long as whether you are
black or white dictates, life expectations, then the NAACP is not only relevant, but much
needed to continue the fight it began 100 years ago (Diversity Inc, July 21, 2009).
Finally, in the Supreme Court nomination and subsequent Senate confirmation of the first
Latina Judge, Sonia Sotomayor, to the U.S. Supreme Court, some question her commitment to
Civil Rights, others label her as a racist, or a judicial activist, and question her commitment to
the U.S. Constitution, when the facts show that she is one of the most qualified and outstanding
Judges in America today. What does all this mean? It means that affirmative action, as a policy,
created to protect blacks, women, and other minorities in America is in serious trouble. It still
continues to be a hot political issue and appears to be receiving even more attacks during
President Obama’s era.
As a result of these concerns about affirmative action, there are several questions to be
raised. They include: How relevant is affirmative action today in light of the fact that Americans
have finally elected a black president? Have opportunities improved for blacks and other
minorities? Do we still need affirmative action in the Obama era? What are the future prospects
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for affirmative action in schools, the workplace, and healthcare, and in other areas? By utilizing
the deductive analytical approach, and an overview of affirmative action literature and cases, this
study will examine these and other questions in order to develop a better comprehension of this
issue; as well as to provide some predictions and recommended solutions related to affirmative
action in the Obama era. The outline for this study is as follows: first, a brief historical overview
of affirmative action policy; second, an overview of affirmative action literature; third, the
question of how relevant is affirmative action today; fourth, examination of affirmative action in
the era of a black President and its future; and lastly, the conclusion.
A BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICY
Historically, affirmative action policy has been highly significant politically,
economically, educationally, and socially in American society. Since its formal introduction in
1964, affirmative action has become one of the most controversial public issues confronting
politicians, educators, employers, the courts, and every social class in America today. Most
people associate affirmative action with the civil rights acts of 1964. Karenga (2002) writes that
―growing out of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, it was extended and reinforced by
Executive Orders and the Equal Employment Opportunities Act of 1972‖ (p. 204). According to
several writers, it has evolved through various stages of development down through the years
into its current form. Researchers such as Berube (2005), and Antwi-Boasiake and Badu (2002)
maintain that the concept of the protection of workers against discrimination, had its beginnings
in the early 1900’s when laws were made to protect union workers. At that time it was not called
affirmative action, however, its purpose was the protection of workers against discrimination.
They state that affirmative action really started in 1935 with the passage of the National Labor
Relations Act, also known as the Wagner Act. Of course, at that time, it was meant for whites,
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and was aimed at employers who discriminated against union workers. After that, in 1941,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed Executive Order 8802 (also known as the Fair
Employment Act) which prohibited racial discrimination practices in the government,
particularly the defense industry in (www.ourdocuments.gov/doc). The issuance of this order
was in large part due to the efforts of A. Philip Randolph, the black leader of the Pullman
Porter’s Trade union, along with civil rights activists Bayard Rustin and A.J. Muste who planned
a march on Washington in protest of the racial discrimination in employment. The march was
subsequently suspended when President Roosevelt signed the Order. This became the first
federal law that promoted equal opportunity and prohibited employment discrimination in the
United States (Brooks, 2000).
With the advent of the Civil Rights movement of the 1960’s however, affirmative action
began to focus on black workers. In the 1960’s, it reflected the situation of blacks who were
historically prevented from economic opportunity because of injustice and oppression. However,
it has come to include other minorities and white females who also found themselves unfairly
treated, particularly in the workplace. It should be noted that the term affirmative action was first
introduced by President John F. Kennedy with his Presidential Committee on Equal Employment
Opportunity in 1961 and subsequently his Executive Order 10925. Its purpose was to redress the
persistent discrimination against blacks in government employment, according to Eubanks
(2009). President Lyndon Johnson attempted to enforce the order after President Kennedy was
assassinated. In 1969, President Nixon set hiring goals for federal contractors and essentially
started the quota system which was eventually struck down. In 1972, affirmative action was
extended to include colleges and universities and eventually some health care services (Boris,
1998). Since the purpose of affirmative action was to increase the number of underrepresented
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groups of people in various areas, employers and school officials began to look for ways to
comply with the new federal guidelines. There were several approaches used to approach
affirmative action; one of which was the use of a quota system or set-asides, which was first
instituted by President Richard Nixon. A quota system reserved a certain number of jobs or
positions for minorities. Another way was to eliminate the barriers that keep people from
receiving equal treatment. Generally affirmative action should not be based on quotas or used to
give preference to unqualified candidates, according to Froomkin (1998). In fact, court cases
such as the Bakke case in California prohibited the use of quotas. However, affirmative action is
still associated with preferential treatment by race.
There are many vocal opponents of affirmative action. They view it as reverse
discrimination and not a way to level the playing field because of persistent discrimination
against certain groups. These opponents also see it as a policy that provides preference programs
for unqualified minorities. However, some scholars note that if one chooses to discuss
affirmative action in the context of preferences, then there are other types which should also be
discussed.
Berube and Antwi-Bosasiako & Asagva (2005), point out that there are other types of
preference programs that are rarely discussed which also focus on specific groups. These include
legacy set-asides in colleges and universities, star athletic set asides, and nepotism in government
and employment. A legacy set-aside is a preference program for the children of a school’s
alumni. Student legacies exist in most Ivy League Universities and comprise 10 to 15 percent of
every class, (Economist (2005). Also Cose (1995) notes that there have been no angry protests or
movements against colleges who offer admissions to star athletes, son or daughters of Alumni,
not withstanding their qualifications for college admission. In addition he points out that
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although these preference programs may not be liked, people go along with them because the
―understand that academic merit is not the only relevant consideration‖ (Newsweek, 1995).
Another type of preference is nepotism, which usually involves politics in the workplace.
It is the practice where relatives offer other relatives job positions regardless of qualifications.
Several studies have cited instances of this type of affirmative action taking place in American
society. But little discussion and attention has been placed on it (Reeve and Sheridan, 2003:
Padgett and Morris, 2005; the Economist, 2004).
There is also the criticism as to the effectiveness of affirmative action. Berube (2005) and
Gerstle (2006), point out that it has mostly helped immigrants and white females, particularly in
the area of education. Colleges and universities can now point to their enrollment of these groups
as indicators of their success at instituting diversity on their campuses. These researchers also
point out that affirmative action has helped the middle class more than it has helped poor blacks.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
To the extent that this paper addresses the issues that surround the question of whether
affirmative action is still relevant, given the election of the first black President (Obama) in
America, it is important to look at the literature to help us predict whether past issues of
affirmative action still apply today and perhaps well into the near future.
In their recent study of public support for gender-related affirmative action, Kane and
Wipkey (2009) noted that:
… like support for race-based affirmative action, support for gender-based affirmative
action is based on a combination of interest, gender attitudes, and general stratification
beliefs, but that gender attitudes are less important in shaping such support than racial
beliefs are in shaping support for race-based affirmative action. (p. 233).
These finding, of course, have implications for current issues relating to affirmative action such
as the gay marriage amendment issue. Americans appear to generally support race-based
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affirmative action more than the gay or gender-based issue currently, and what would be the
implication of this in the Obama era? They also noted that the literature on race-based
affirmative action and gender-based affirmative action overlap at times, with some analysts
comparing/ integrating racial and gender attitudes. Examples include works done by Gurin,
1985; Kluegel and Smithe, 1986; Jackman, 1994; Wilcox, 1997; Kane and Kyyro, 2001; and
Simien and Clausen, 2004; among others.
The literature on affirmative action contains both proponents for and against it. Roach
(2009) states that critics of diversity programs are cheering the election of President Barack
Obama because it weakens the argument that discrimination is a ―significant barrier for
minorities in American life.‖ Roach cites Ward Connerly, Jr., one of the most visible anti
affirmative action activist, as saying the ―American people are ready for color-blind policies that
prohibit race-conscious affirmative action.‖ Furthermore, Roach warns that Connerly’s advocacy
is finding support for the elimination of race-conscious affirmative action in higher education.
He states that colleges and universities should ―expect new challenges to their diversity
programs.
While Roach gives no information on gender based affirmative action, he and others such
as Eubanks (2009) do address class-based affirmative action. Roach (2003) discussed the push
by the Bush administration to promote race-neutral approaches to admission to colleges and
universities. In fact, in Texas where race cannot be used as a factor in college admission, public
colleges were obliged to admit students in the top ten percent of their class. Students could also
―win points not just for academic criteria such as grades and test scores, but also for overcoming
life challenges‖ (The Economist, 2009). The program would assist those students who had
overcome difficult social and economic disadvantages, which is essentially class-based
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affirmative action. Eubanks (2009) also states that conservatives have recommended this new
form of affirmative action. Eubanks, however, does not see that as working because
―disadvantaged members of minority groups tend to perform academically at a lower level than
disadvantaged whites, a totally class-based system will not work equitably.‖ He continues by
saying that what is needed is a new ―criteria ―to deal with continuing educational and racial
inequities in the United States.‖ He notes that ―race is still a big factor in educational and social
opportunities.‖ Eubanks suggests that ―policymakers should reexamine affirmative action‖ with
an eye as to how laws might be changed to take in account economics. He suggests that a guide
could be the writings of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Bayard Rustin. Eubanks references King’s
comment in that if one person enters the race 300 years behind another, it is an impossible feat
for that person to catch up to the other person. He discusses King’s focus on assisting the poor.
He also suggests that a Presidential Commission be formed to ―examine the options ―that would
help bring more of the working poor into the middle class. Eubanks mentions that while Obama,
in a response to a question on affirmative action, said that his girls don’t deserve affirmative
action preference. They are in a class (the middle class) with prominent parents and therefore
don’t need affirmative action.
Ledesma (2008) also writes that just because history is being created with the election of
the first black President of the United States that it is not proof that it is time to eliminate all
affirmative action. She suggests that it is more appropriate to look to redefining it. She states that
discussions about affirmative action occur ―within a historical vacuum.‖ It is framed in a way
―that misinforms the general public as well as scholars and political pundits.‖ This results in
policy which appears to be nothing more than a ―preference-laden quota system.‖ Ledesma notes
that some of the greatest beneficiaries have been people such as Obama and Hillary Clinton,
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certainly because white women have been the primary beneficiaries of the policies of affirmative
action. She also points out that veterans have also benefitted from affirmative action programs
such as the G.I. Bill. If one looks at the appointment of the first Latina to the Supreme Court, it is
also apparent that affirmative action is at work. Justice Sotomayor states that she is a product of
affirmative action. It is also a testimony against those who say the unqualified get the
opportunities.
In terms of the relationship of affirmative action to the election of Barack Obama, let us
start with an article by Coleman (2009). The discussion focuses on the reports by several writers,
one of which is by Lydia Lum, author of The Obama Era: A Post –racial Society. In the article,
Lum discusses the exasperation at how America is supposedly becoming a ―racial utopia‖ simply
because a black man was elected president of the United States. Coleman (2009) also refers to
Metzler, author of the book The Construction and Rearticulation of Race in a “Post-Racial
Society ,who discusses why the election of Obama is only one of many changes needed. The
article does not diminish the accomplishment but simply points out, for example, that Brown v
Board of Education was also seen by many as a significant event in race relations in America.
The article goes on to state that while Brown brought about change in society, it did not deliver
―durable change.‖ The election without substantive changes will also become an event rather
than bring about ―durable change.‖
HOW RELEVANT IS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN THE ERA OF OBAMA?
While the election of Barack Obama was certainly a change in the political landscape, it
is doubtful that it has ushered in a post-racial era in American politics or society. Therefore, even
though there are calls by some for an end to affirmative action, for many there are still major
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issues to be addressed before one can discuss its elimination. Some writers state that first
America and Americans have to deal with the issue of racism.
Lamarche (2009) describes how structural racism appears in our society. He cites the
subprime mortgages that targeted minority communities which also led the mortgage crisis and
subsequently the economic crisis in 2008. He states from the Kirwan Institute report of 2008,
that ―because traditional lenders were historically absent from low-income minority
communities—it was ―increasingly likely that African American and minority borrowers would
suffer the earliest and the most.‖ (p. 22). He also states that ―the inability to access credit and
build wealth because of redlining, employment and housing patterns, and schooling conditions
are the residue of slavery, Jim Crow, and segregation…. (p. 22). These all cause a racist effect.
Lamarche (2009) continues by stating that in order to uphold affirmative action
programs, one must take race into account. He quotes Justice Blackmun who wrote that ―in order
to get beyond racism we must first take into account race. There is no other way‖ (University of
California Regents v Bakke, 1978). If one agrees that African Americans are not on par with
whites in terms of economics and that one way to eliminate these economic disparities and
increase the economic and social mobility of Blacks and other minorities is through education,
then one just has to look at education, and in particular higher education which is the prime
example that is cited.
Harper, Patton, and Wooden (2009), in their study on ―policy efforts for African
Americans throughout the lifespan of higher education‖ use critical race theory to point out that
there were ―numerous events, tumultuous and triumphant, that led to the current state of access
and equity‖ (p. 403). They also ―state that racial issues have resurfaced at almost every juncture
in the history of American education‖ (p. 403). They continue by describing the various policies
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that were race driven and based on a ―hegemonic framework that has consistently questioned the
worthiness of African Americans as educated citizens and the legitimacy of their presence in
higher education‖ (p. 403). So one must wonder why requirements for historically black colleges
and universities have different mandates from the predominately white institutions which can
harm efforts by blacks and other minorities in their efforts to attend college. Harper, Patton, and
Wooden, (2009) point out that ―state imposed desegregation mandates… to improve facilities
and expand capacity puts HBCU’s in a precarious position as the work to advance and promote
these institution.‖ They continue by stating that:
if there is a true commitment to improving the condition of HBCUs and a genuine
interest in increasing African American participation in higher education, it would seem
only logical and fair for historically Black institutions to receive greater funding from the
states in which they are located (2009, p. 404).
In their examination of the effect of race on American college access, they conclude that ―racism
is real‖ and will likely not be eradicated. They agree with Derrick Bell (2005) and his
perspective to acknowledge the ―racist realism‖ approach and avoid the ―frustrations associated
with reaching an unattainable goal‖ (p. 404). They also contend that it would be more productive
to focus on ―strategies and approaches that will comprehensively address racial inequities in
higher education‖ (p. 404).
While equal access to education is a huge concern in terms of equity of economic
opportunity, there are other troublesome areas that point to issues about affirmative action that
have not subsided but have increased. As previously stated, there are many, both Black and
White, who oppose affirmative action. Thomson (2009) notes the comments made by Shelby
Steele a controversial black writer, when discussing the comparison between President Obama’s
position on affirmative action with that of Steele’s who was particularly critical of Obama’s
nomination of Sotomayor to the Supreme Court. Thomson writes that Steele described Obama as
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a ―bound man‖ because Obama bargained with Whites for support of his candidacy and
subsequent win. The article also states Obama’s bargain was in telling ―whites would not be
charged with racism if whites did not hold race against minorities.‖ In addition, the article
reports that Steele contends that by accepting this premise, ―they appear to embrace the
impression of a nation beyond the racist division‖ or a new post-racial society. In addition to the
comments about Shelby Steele’s assessment of Obama, Thomson states that Obama would not
have gained the support he did if he had openly supported affirmative action. He continues by
saying Steele contends that Obama attempted to ―elevate people more for their gender and race
rather than for individual merit or achievement.‖ According to Thomson, Steele views
Sotomayor as a ―racial challenger…someone who views his or her group’s historical grievances
as an entitlement to immediate parity with whites regardless of merit or level of achievement‖
(p. 18-20).
The election of the first Black President of the United States has brought to focus various
debates about whether America is now in a ―post-racial era,‖ and how affirmative action
programs should end. However, the events of President Obama’s first year in office do not
support those conclusions, in terms of numerous evidences of racial issues still confronting the
U.S than ever before. In fact, some argue that affirmative action programs are more needed today
than ever before, especially due to the current economic crisis which has devastated Blacks and
other minorities on all levels of the basic necessities more so than whites. The following
evidences/examples identify some of areas which have been affected by the backlash against
affirmative action and demonstrate how policy and programs have been affected in one way or
the other during the Obama administration.
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One issue, for example, is cited in an article in Diverse Issues in Higher Education
(January, 2010). In this article the writer notes that ―many of the nation’s top flagship public
colleges are ―turning their backs‖ on qualified low income and minority students. It further
points out that:
while the recession has hit large public colleges and universities hard, many of these
institutions continue to devote large sums of institutional financial aid on more affluent
students. Overall, institutional aid provided by colleges to affluent students with family
incomes of at least $115,000 a year increased 88 percent (January, 14, 2010).
In support of such data, is Professor Gutierrez of the University of Chicago, who notes that
―Barack Obama’s presidential election may have convinced some Americans that they’re living
in a post-racial society, but societal disparities persist between racial groups and are accentuated
in American higher education‖ (Diverse Issues in Higher Education, January 22, 2010).
Other scholars, such as Dr. Monts, of the University of Michigan, note that ―many
institutions have been stymied by state laws outlawing affirmative action. As a result, schools
such as the University of Michigan are unable to specify that outreach and retention efforts are
intended for any particular racial group‖ (Diverse Issues, January 22, 2010). On the other hand,
Deborah Santiago of the Washington based Excelencia in Education organization, points to the
example of California, where affirmative action has been banned since the late 1990’s (Diverse
Issues in Higher Education, January22, 2010). It should also be noted here that this outlawing of
affirmative action includes states such as Michigan, Washington, California and Florida and as
well as attempts to pass anti affirmative action in Colorado and Nebraska (Moses, Marin, Yun,
2008).
Another evidence related to affirmative action in the Obama era, is the recent Ricci vs.
Destefano Case decision by the U.S Supreme Court in which the Court ruled that ―New Haven,
Connecticut violated the rights of 20 white and Hispanic firefighters by scrapping a promotions
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test that few black candidates passed.‖ Thereby continuing the issue of a lack of diversity at the
senior levels of the fire department, and the reversal of a judgment signed off on by then
Supreme Court nominee, Sonia Sotomayor (the first Hispanic to be nominated and currently
seated on the highest court of the U.S. (Time, 2009, July, 13 p. 20).
Additional evidence relating to affirmative action programs in the Obama era, is the
widening gap in the SAT scores for racial groups in college admissions. The College Board
recently released the average 2009 SAT scores by race and ethnicity. They found that ―the gap
between Black and Latino student versus White and Asian students has widened, despite the
College Board’s recent efforts to change questions to eliminate cultural biases. The result sends
the clear message that the playing field is not level and that standardized tests are a poor
prognostication of success. An increasing number of colleges and universities have now dropped
the test as an evaluation tool, and these results show why‖ (DiversityInc, 2009, Sept 15).
Further evidence includes the low graduation rate of American Indians and Alaskan
Natives. A new national report found that:
fewer than 50 percent of Native American Indian and Alaska Native students from the
Pacific and Northwest regions of the U.S. graduate high school.—On average, the report
found that graduation rates for American Indian and Alaska Natives (46.6 percent) were
lower than the graduation rates for all other racial/ethnic groups including Whites (69.8
percent), Asians (77.9 percent), Blacks (54.7 percent), and Hispanics (50.8 percent)‖
(Diverse Issues in Higher Education, February 19, 2010).
Dr. Susan Faircloth of the Education department at Penn State University, co-author of
the report, ―noted that the high dropout rate is an urgent issue; — and if we don’t pay attention to
it, it will have dire consequences for the future of native communities‖ (Diverse Issues in Higher
Education, February 19. 2010).
Other evidence relates to the overwhelming budget cuts and program cuts in
office/departments which cater to diversity/multicultural students and programs. At Temple
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University, for example (as is becoming vogue in other universities in the country), a $40 million
shortfall in the current economic crises, forced budgetary cuts and the Office of Multicultural
Affairs had one of the most sweeping cuts in the University. An article in Diverse Issues notes
that the ―Associate Vice President of Multicultural Affaires and the Director of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs at Temple University, said sweeping cuts to her department have crippled
her operation, reducing her staff of 10 to five and relocating the program to a smaller,
inaccessible office. Worst of all, she was not consulted about the deep cuts‖ (Diverse Issues in
Higher Education, 2009, Oct 28). Similar cuts have been reported in California and New York
State’s public colleges and universities among others.
Finally, evidence related to affirmative action programs comes from a recent study by
William J. Wilson known as More Than Just Race (as quoted in Franklin and Higginbotham,
2009) in which he noted the options afforded to racial groups by education. He noted that
―employment potential diminishes considerably as education levels decline. Emphasizing the
critical nexus of race, education, and employability, he noted that the employment gap between
white young men and black young men, ages sixteen to twenty four who were not in school in
2005 was 20 percentage points for high school dropouts, 16 percentage points among high
school graduates, 8 percentage points for those completing one to three years of college‖
(Franklin and Higginbotham, 2011. p. 621).
It is important to understand that affirmative action goes beyond education and
employment. A crucial area includes healthcare and housing. There is an area of enduring
disparities between Whites and Blacks in the context of affirmative action and discrimination is
in the healthcare area, according to Franklin and Higginbotham in From Slavery To Freedom.
The authors note that:
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…at the beginning of a new century, health disparities between the races are a glaring
anomaly in a nation as rich and as advanced in medical research and medical technology
as the United States. African American, compared to other Americans, have the shortest
life expectancies and highest rates of mortality and morbidity for almost all diseases.
They are five times more likely than non-black Americans to die from Asthma, and both
black men and women are far more likely than their white counterparts to die from
cardiovascular disease (42 percent more likely for men and 62 percent more likely for
women.)… Blacks born in America suffer the poorest health of all Americans. (p. 621)
This is due to unhealthy environments, less access to private or employment-based health
insurance, inadequate insurance coverage, cycle of poverty, miscommunication and misdiagnosis
of diseases, and inadequate education for Blacks and other minorities in America
Undoubtedly, based on these disparities and discrimination in all aspects of Black and
other minority lives, one can argue that affirmative action programs and policies are more
relevant today than ever before in the history of the United States. The above evidences
demonstrate that affirmative action is still needed in order to bring about equality in America,
irrespective of who is President-Black, Hispanic, White, woman, or Asian American. America
still needs affirmative action in order to dispel discrimination, injustice and inequality for the
good of our society.
THE FUTURE OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
The future of affirmative action is unpredictable based on this study. There are many
challenges confronting the Obama administration that appear to cloud a focus on affirmative
action issues currently. With a precarious first year spent on Healthcare reform battles with the
Republicans, some Democrats, the Insurance Companies, and the Tea Party organization, no one
can predict with certainty what approach the Obama administration will take to address
affirmative action issues. In an article in Ebony magazine, Chappell (2009) noted that:
…although Obama has shown a measured eagerness to deal with issues that affect
African Americans, it has also become clear that at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, talk of
quotas and affirmative action won’t get you in the door. Getting things done in the new
Washington requires a colorblind approach that doesn’t pit Blacks against Whites.‖
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―Rather, talk of improving education in poor communities is ―void of such provocative
civil rights movement–era language as ―affirmative action‖ and ―set-asides,‖ and has
been replaced with fact-based arguments of inclusion that, on the surface, give little
regard to race. (Ebony, Sept, 2009 p. 33).
Nevertheless, it is important to note that in the
―State of Black America‖ report, the National Urban League pointed out that ―the State
of Black America is pretty miserable. Blacks are twice as likely to be unemployed, three
times as likely to live in poverty and were more than six times as likely to be imprisoned
compared to whites. Blacks also lost their homes at a greater rate than other groups due in
part to having been targeted for subprime loans during the economic boom‖ (The Buffalo
News, 2009, April 3).
So, the question is, what can the Obama administration do to address affirmative action issues?
Some have argued that
instead of fighting over culture-vs.-racism as the preeminent one stop cause of black
poverty, Obama and other lawmakers need to work on legislation that acknowledges the
power of both and won’t be too hard to sell to the public (The Buffalo New, April 2009)
Another approach is Obama’s proposal to consolidate minority undergraduate STEM programs.
That is:
the President’s 2011 budget would take separate small programs for historically black
colleges and universities, tribal colleges and Hispanic-serving institutions, and re-channel
them into a single program which will be aimed at students of color.—The plan will
increase funding and the program will receive $103 Million in the President’s Budget‖
(Diverse Issues in Higher Education, March 11, 2010).
Additionally, for the future, Obama has proposed education law changes that would
significantly impact affirmative action. In March of 2010, President Obama unveiled a plan to
overhaul the 2002 education law championed by former President George W. Bush, known as
―No Child Left Behind.‖ In the proposed plan education officials will no longer punish schools
but reward them for progress -particularly schools working with poor and minority students. The
blueprint calls for states to adopt standards that will ensure that students are prepared for college
or career, rather than grade-level proficiency which is the focus of the current ―No Child Left
Behind‖ policy. Obviously, such a systemic change in U. S education will have a positive impact
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on affirmative action, in terms of giving Blacks, the poor, and other minorities’ equal promise for
success.
Finally, the Obama administration’s plans to consolidate federal funding sources for
financial aid to colleges and universities. Instead of private commercial banks handling student
loans, etc. (as is the current procedure), the Education Department will handle and process all
federal funding for education, thereby saving millions of dollars that can be used to give out
more financial aid to students who need it the most. This, certainly, will give Blacks and other
minorities more opportunities to afford a college education, obtain career skills, and have access
to better job opportunities in the future, a step forward for affirmative action. Also the
President’s initiative to cut down loan burdens on students in college and universities is a
welcomed approach in addressing affirmative action issues, especially for people with low
income, which includes Blacks and other minorities who cannot afford these loans.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this study shows that affirmative action policies and programs are still
needed today more than ever before. This is contrary to the position of those against it for
various reasons, including those who argue that affirmative action is no longer needed because
America is in a post-racial era with a black President. Despite all the issues confronting
affirmative action in the past and presently, yet, many of us agree that diversity is essential‖ in
America because we are a multicultural society. Whether it is integrated in college, job,
healthcare programs, or social activities, diversity broadens the mind, brings in new ideas, new
ways of doing things, and positive cultural change will help bring all American closer to a better
society. The question is how would the Obama administration address diversity and affirmative
action issues and challenges during its tenure and beyond? As the first black President, there is
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much pressure and expectation placed on Obama to do more for Blacks, the poor, and other
minorities who have been historically deprived in America. In a recent conference entitled ―What
Matters Now: College Access and Success in the Age of Obama,‖
policy makers, nonprofit leaders, minority leaders, an university leaders, were seeking
fundamental change in the way higher education is currently funded. They claim that
Obama wants more college graduates, but budget crises experienced by the States have
reduced enrollment capacity in colleges especially for Blacks and other minorities due to
budget cuts and lack of funding. In California, for example, tens of thousands of students
have been turned away from universities and community colleges due to capacity issues
(Diverse Issues in Higher Education, Sept. 2010).
In addition, in a recent article in the Chronicle of Higher Education, entitled ―toward a
New Affirmative Action,‖ Richard Kahlenberg noted that ―universities should consider not just
raw SAT scores but how far a student has come.—Also that universities should use both race and
class in admissions. (June 4, 2010). So, how Obama approaches these and other affirmative
action issues in his tenure will determine the direction of affirmative action in the future. As
things stand currently, it appears that Obama does not want to address, touch, or talk about
quotas and affirmative action directly. Rather, he wants to take a colorblind approach that will
not pit Blacks against Whites; especially in these difficult economic times for all Americans. So,
our prediction is that Obama may be forced by societal circumstances to undertake some
dramatic changes that will impact affirmative action in the future, and such changes will
significantly

affect

Americans

economically,

educationally,

culturally,

socially,

and

technologically for a generationally shift in America. How sustainable those changes will be
remains to be seen, and additional study need to be undertaken in the future to see the direction
of affirmative action in the Obama era.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the origin of the Geechees as Gullah-speaking Maroon partisans of
the Seminole Nation. This paper also examines the historical development and roles of Geechees
as Gullah-speaking Maroon partisans of the Seminole Nation. In addition, this paper discusses
the social conditions that resulted in Gullah-speaking Maroons migrating from Georgia and
South Carolina into the present limits of Florida in the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries. The case
study research method has been utilized in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
During the 1930s, the federal government of the United States of America (USA)
conducted interviews with Black people who had been enslaved in Georgia. The interviews were
conducted under the auspices of the Works Projects Administration Program (WPA). One of the
interviewees was an elderly Savannah preacher named Tonie Houston. The interviewer asked
Houston about the origins of the term Gullah (Savannah Unit, 1940/1986).
Houston told the interviewer that the term Gullah in the antebellum period referred to
Black people born in Africa who had come to the USA in bondage. Houston explained that the
term Gullah also referred to the language they brought with them from Africa. According to the
interviewer, Houston stated, “All duh people wut come frum Africa aw obuhseas wuz call
„Golla,‟ and dey talk wuz call „Golla‟ talk” (Savannah Unit, 1940/1986, p. 66). Sadly, the
interviewer did not ask Houston about the origins of the term Geechee. Likewise, the interviewer
did not ask Houston about the historical development of the Geechees as a social group.1
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The purpose of this paper is to discuss the origin of the Geechees as Gullah-speaking
Maroon partisans of the Seminole Nation.2 This paper will also examine the historical
development and roles of Geechees as Gullah-speaking Maroon partisans of the Seminole
Nation. In addition, this paper will discuss the social conditions that resulted in Gullah-speaking
Maroons migrating from Georgia and South Carolina into Florida during 17th , 18th , and 19th
centuries.
As employed in this paper, the term Maroon refers to antebellum Black men, women, and
children who ran away from slavery singly, in pairs, and in larger groups, and organized
themselves into communities like the Palmares in Brazil, the Windward and Leeward Maroons
of Jamaica, and the Djuka and Saramakas of the Guianas. In addition to creating their own food
supply by raising crops, Maroons offered havens to other Black fugitives and engaged in attacks
upon plantations, townships, and cities. At times, Maroons even planned the nucleus of
leadership for planned uprisings on plantations (Morse, 1822; Cohen, 1836; Giddings, 1858;
Porter, 1971; Aptheker, 1939, 1974; Franklin & Higginbotham, 1947/2011).
Many fugitive slaves escaped with the intention of “outlying” on a temporary basis.
However, other fugitive slaves ran away and intended to stay free on a permanent basis. Fugitive
slaves who intended to stay out temporarily are referred to as “outlyers.” In contrast, fugitive
slaves who joined Maroon communities are called Maroons (Franklin & Higginbotham,
1947/2011).
Between 1672 and 1864, at least 50 Maroon communities existed in the USA. The
Maroon communities were located mainly in the swamps, forests, and mountains of South
Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and Georgia. In
the case of Georgia, Maroons were also active in the Okefenokee Swamp. Eventually, the state
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of Georgia became so enraged by Maroons operating in southern Georgia and northern Florida
that it organized a military force and invaded Spanish-held Florida in 1812. That particular
invasion became known as the Patriot War (Aptheker, 1939, 1975; Matschat, 1938; Franklin &
Higginbotham, 1947/2011; Bergman & Bergman, 1969; Porter, 1971, 1996; Foner, 1975; Davis
& Donaldson, 1975; Blassingame, 1979; V. Peters, 1979; C. Brown, 1990).
SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN GEORGIA BEFORE 1750
The first permanent settlement of English-speaking White colonists occurred in Georgia
during 1733. However, that was not the first attempt by White people to create a permanent
settlement there. The very first attempt by White people to create a permanent settlement within
the present limits of Georgia took place during the 16th century. It involved Spanish-speaking
White colonists (Thomas, 1988; Landers, 1999).
In 1526, Spanish-speaking White Colonists led by Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon attempted to
establish the very first permanent settlement anywhere within the present limits of the USA.
Ayllon tried to build a colonial settlement in the area of the Sapelo Sound utilizing the forced
labor of an estimated 100 enslaved Africans. He called his settlement San Miguel de Gualdape
and some social scientists believe that it was located in an area of Sapelo Sound presently known
as Harris Neck. The Africans were mistreated by the Spanish-speaking White colonists and
responded by burning down the settlement. Some then fled the colony and joined the Yamasee
Indians. By the time the English-speaking White colonists invaded the Yamassee lands between
1670 and 1733, many of those American Indians had become very dark skinned due to the
infusion of African blood. Throes of Yamassee were eventually forced out of both Georgia and
South Carolina down into Florida where they helped to form the Seminole Nation. The
Yamassee were also involved with the Gullah-speaking Maroons at Fort Mose and the Spanish-
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speaking White colonists at Castillo San Marcos in colonial St. Augustine (Williams, 1837;
Aptheker, 1974; P. Wood, 1974; Cook, 1992; Mooney, 1910c; Landers, 1999).3
When England made its first settlement in Savannah, Georgia, the area was primarily
populated by American Indians whom they called Creeks because they tended to live near creeks
of water. Those same American Indians referred to themselves by tribal names and clan names.
Prior to English-speaking White colonist penetration into Georgia, various tribes and clans
created the Creek Confederacy as a political alliance of American Indian people living in
Georgia and Alabama. Upon the penetration of English-speaking White colonists into Georgia
and the development of a permanent settlement in present-day Savannah, a key American Indian
group they encountered was the Ogeechee who lived along the banks of the Ogeechee River
(Bartram, 1791; Mooney, 1907b).
By the time English-speaking White colonists settled in Georgia, they had been in South
Carolina around 50 years. Spanish-speaking White colonists had been in Florida even earlier.
They established their first permanent settlement in St. Augustine during 1565. Hence,
St. Augustine is the oldest continuous settlement of White people in the present limits of the
USA. St. Augustine has also been billed as the oldest city in the USA because of this status
(Cook, 1992; Lowery, 1905).4
In response to the English-speaking White colonists settling South Carolina in 1670, the
Spanish-speaking White colonists issued an edict that all enslaved Africans who escaped from
slavery in South Carolina would be given freedom and granted sanctuary if they took certain
actions. The Gullahs had to adopt Catholicism as a religion, go through the Baptism ritual and
adopt a Spanish name, and serve the interests of the Spanish Crown. A translation in Twyman
(1999) of the edict by Charles II, King of Spain, read in part:
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As a prize for having adopted the Catholic doctrine and become Catholicized … set them
all free and give them anything they need, and favor them as much as possible. I hope
them to be an example, together with my generosity, of what others should do. (p. 99)
The edict was issued in 1693 by Charles II. Some Gullahs from South Carolina took the Spanish
up on their offer and headed to St. Augustine (Landers, 1999; Cook, 1992).
After the Gullahs reached a critical mass in numbers, the Spanish-speaking White
colonists established Fort Mose in 1739 for them just north of colonial St. Augustine. This move
infuriated the English-speaking White colonists. That same year, the War of Jenkins Ear broke
out as a conflict between Great Britain and Spain. Subsequently, English-speaking White
colonists and some American Indians allies made a 1740 attack against both Fort Mose and
Castillo de San Marcos in an attempt to defeat another alliance between Gullah-speaking
Maroons, American Indians, and Spanish-speaking White colonists. During 1742, the opposing
Spanish-speaking White colonist and English-speaking White colonist military forces engaged in
what has become known as the Battle of Bloody Marsh and the Battle of Gully Hole Creek on
present-day St. Simons Island. When they attacked Georgia, the Spanish-speaking White
colonists were accompanied by Gullah-speaking Maroons and Yamasee Indians as allies. In turn,
the English-speaking White colonists mounted a 1743 counterattack and made another siege
against both Fort Mose and the Castillo San Marcos in colonial St. Augustine. Both Englishspeaking White colonist attacks in Florida were led by James Edward Oglethorpe, the same
person who spearheaded the founding of the Savannah settlement (I. Wright, 1924; Williams,
1837; Landers, 1999; Cook, 1992; Deagan & Landers, 1999).5
Instead of accepting the offer of the Spanish-speaking White colonists, other Gullahs
headed to the swamps of southeast Georgia and the forests along the Apalachicola River and its
tributaries in the direction of southwest Georgia. In one of the first dissertation written by a
Black person in anthropology, Laurence Foster (1935/1978), a student at the University
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Pennsylvania, informed us that Maroon communities existed in southwest Georgia before 1733.
According to Foster, “… there were pioneer exiles from South Carolina who had settled here
long before Georgia was a colony” (p. 24). Following Joshua R. Giddings and others, Foster
referred to the Maroons as exiles and pointed out that they were from South Carolina. With the
establishment of English-speaking White settlements in Georgia, including the southwest,
Maroons felt pressured to establish their communities further south.
Willie James Brown (1956), writing in his unpublished master‟s thesis from Florida
A&M University, has identified sites in Florida wherein those Maroon communities were
established both before and after 1750. Joseph A. Opala (1981) has related that one of the sites
was the Charlotte Harbor area on Florida‟s west coast. According to Opala, “After Jackson‟s
invasion of 1817/18 maroons formed settlements near Tampa Bay, but by the 1830s most of
them moved farther south to the vicinity of Charlotte Harbor on the southwest coast of Florida”
(p. 35). Opala has also reported that:
After the First Seminole War some of the maroons fled to Charlotte Harbor and
maintained politically autonomous towns. Others fled by sea to Cuba and the Bahamas.
The Charlotte Harbor, Cuban, and Bahamian maroons formed a maritime trading network
which provided rum, tobacco, etc. to Indian Negro merchants in North and Central
Florida. During the Second Seminole War the maroons supplied the Seminole and Indian
Negroes with weapons and ammunition. (p. 42)
In addition, Opala has said that the Maroons in Charlotte Harbor made their living by fishing,
hiring out as seamen on British commercial vessels, and engaging in smuggling and clandestine
trade relations with people in the Seminole Nation, Cuba, and Bahamas. Opala further stated that
military forces from the USA were never able to penetrate anywhere in the South Florida region
until the 1830s.
Nevertheless, when Georgia was established by the English, the goal was to use it as an
English controlled buffer zone between South Carolina and Florida. The English also sought to
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use Scottish mercenaries as a military force on St. Simons Island and at Darien. The Scottish did
not fully embrace the role and had several well chronicled protests against the English.
Eventually, many of those Scots simply assimilated into the larger White population and became
just white. For the Maroons and American Indians, the realities of life were very different.
Maroons faced stolen labor and American Indians faced stolen land. Hence, they were natural
allies (Parker, 1997; Willis, 1963).
ORIGIN OF THE GULLAH-SPEAKING GEECHEE MAROON PARTISANS OF THE
SEMINOLE NATION
Thus far shown, the first Black people were introduced to servitude in English colonial
settlements within the present limits of the USA in 1619. The flow of African natives into most
parts of the USA continued from 1619 during the colonial era until the post-Revolutionary War
era in 1808. During the latter year, a macro level law took effect and prohibited the importation
of Black people for the purpose of enslavement (R. Peters, 1845; Donnan, 1935; Du Bois, 1892,
1896; Bennett, 1962/1993; Quarles, 1987; Bergman & Bergman, 1969).
The state of Georgia preceded the Federal effort to stop the slave trade by some 10 years.
Shortly after the end of the Revolutionary War, the state of Georgia passed a law in 1798
prohibiting the importation of enslaved Black people. However, neither the 1798 law nor the
1808 law sufficed to stop the international slave trade. Afterwards, along Georgia‟s coastline
slave trading Whites notoriously resorted to smuggling “Black cargoes” directly from Africa as
well as elsewhere. The smuggling occurred almost until the Emancipation Proclamation took
effect in the mid-1860s (Marbury & Crawford, 1802; Donnan, 1935; Catlin, 1842; Savannah
Unit, 1940/1986; Douglass, 1892/1962; Wells, 1967; Turner, 1949; Du Bois, 1892, 1896;
Aptheker, 1974; Mannix & Cowley, 1962; Smith, 1985).
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Many of these enslaved Africans had been kidnapped into captivity from their homes
along Africa‟s Gulf of Guinea. Subsequently, these Africans were dispatched for forced labor in
areas along the eastern seaboard. Those areas along the eastern seaboard stretched from South
Carolina, Georgia, and northeastern Florida up through North Carolina, Virginia, District of
Columbia, and northeastern Maryland (Bontemps, 1969; Savannah Unit, 1940/1986; Bancroft,
1931; Douglass, 1892/1962; Murray-Douglass, 1923).
The Africans were known by tribal names such as the Gola (a.k.a. Golla, Galla, Gula, and
Gulla), Ibo (a.k.a. Igbo, Ebo, Eboe, Aboe, and Calabar), Ibibio, Bambara, Mbundu, Mandinka
(a.k.a. Mindinga), Mende, Mandinga, Mandingo, Wolof (a.k.a. Jolof), and others. After ending
up in bondage, the Africans came to speak a language called Gullah. It was essentially a mixture
of pidgin English, African languages, and both Spanish and American Indian words. Gullah first
emerged as a pidgin language in the slave factories operated in Africa by the British and then
developed into a Creole language during the colonial period in the USA. Eventually, Gullah
became the first language of many enslaved Africans in Georgia, South Carolina, and Florida.
The central part of the coastal strip that they inhabited consisted mainly of savannah lowlands,
which came to be called the “Gullah area” (Turner, 1949; Herskovits, 1941/1958; Blassingame,
1979; Jackson, Slaughter, & Blake, 1974; P. Wood, 1974; Dillard, 1972; Opala, 1981; Pollitzer,
1999; Montgomery & Guy, 1986; Baird & Twining, 1991; Landers, 2010).
Under the leadership of James Edward Oglethorpe in 1733, English-speaking White
colonists established a permanent settlement in the present-day Savannah, Georgia and Ogeechee
River area. At that time, the area was inhabited by tribes and clans within the Creek
Confederacy. Tribes and clans within the Creek Confederacy were known variously as the
Muskogee, Miccosukee, Yuchi (a.k.a. Uchi, Uche, Uchee, Euchee, Hughchee, and Hog Logee),
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Tallassee, Tamali, Apalachee, Coweta (a.k.a. Caweta and Kawita), Oconee, Shawnee, Savannah
(a.k.a. Savanna), Yamacraw, Yamasee (a.k.a. Yamassee, Yamase, Yemassee, and Yemmassee),
and Guale, as well as Ogeechee (a.k.a. Ogeeche, Ogechee, and Howgechu) (Bartram, 1791/1958;
Williams, 1837; Mooney, 1910a, 1910b; Williams, 1837; Gatschet, 1884; White, 1855; Swanton,
1922, 1928; McReynolds, 1957; Nash, 1982; J. Wright, 1986; Coleman, 1991).
As had certain West Africans, certain American Indians like Tomochichi greeted the
British with open arms. In turn, this action proved to be the downfall of tribes and clans within
the Creek Confederacy (whose words have a certain phonetic sound and often end in ee like
Okefenokee, Oconee, Ocmulgee, Ohoopee, Willacoochee, Tallahassee, and Ogeechee). Shortly
afterwards, the English-speaking White colonists implemented their widely used strategy of
provoking tribes and clans within the Creek Confederacy to attack one another. They also
introduced epidemic diseases like smallpox to them (Bartram, 1791; Williams, 1837; Sprague,
1848; Mooney, 1910a, 1910b; Moore-Willson, 1910; Harper, 1958; Porter, 1964; Brandon,
1965; Irvine, 1974; Hudson, 1976; J. Wright, 1986).
In less than 17 years, one of the tribes and clans within the Creek Confederacy called the
Ogeechee was almost totally wiped out. In the book Handbook of American Indians North of
Mexico, Mooney (1910a) wrote the following information:
Ogeechee. A town or subtribe of the Yuchi, formerly situated at some point on
lower Ogeechee r., Ga. The Creeks and other tribes made war on them, and according to
Bartram they were exterminated by the Creeks and Carolina settlers (?) on Amelia id.,
Fla., where they had taken refuge after having been driven from the mainland. (p. 109)
Mooney noted that the Ogeechee Indians were attacked by a combination of Carolina settlers and
other American Indians. According to Mooney, the Ogeechee Indians were forced out of the
Ogeechee River area of Georgia down into Florida on Amelia Island.
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Shortly before the outbreak of the Revolutionary War, Bartram (1791) traveled through
Georgia and Florida and made observations of American Indians and their physical environment.
Batram reported:
And they say, also, that about this period the English were establishing the colony
of Carolina, and the Creeks, understanding that they were a powerful, warlike people,
sent deputies to Charleston, their capital, offering them their friendship and alliance,
which was accepted, and, in consequence thereof, a treaty took place between them,
which has remained inviolable to this day: they never ceased war against the numerous
and potent bands of Indians, who then surrounded and cramped the Indian plantations, as
the Savannas, Ogeeches, Wapoos, Santees, Yamasees, Utinas, Icosans, Paticas, and
others, until they had extirpated them. The Yamasees and their adherents sheltering
themselves under the power and protection of the Spaniards of East Florida, they pursued
them to the very gates of St. Augustine, and the Spanish refusing to deliver them up,
these faithful intrepid allies had the courage to declare war against them, and incessantly
persecuted them, until they entirely broke up and ruined their settlements, driving them
before them, till at length they were obliged to retire within the walls of St. Augustine
and a few inferior fortified posts on the sea coast. (p. 55)
The “they” Bartram referred to were American Indians in the Creek Confederacy. Bartram also
reported that he observed the following three languages among American Indians in the Creek
Confederacy: (1) Muscogulge, (2) Stincard, and (3) Uches and Savannucas. With regard to the
aforementioned three, Bartram explained that he observed “Muscogulge tongue being now the
national or sovereign language” (p. 55). Furthermore, Bartram used the terms the Muscogulge
Confederacy and Creek Confederacy as synonymous and to refer to the same political nation.
The term Muscogulge later morphed into the term Muskogee in spelling and pronunciation,
according to J. Wright (1986).
In a section called “Commentary” in the reprint Naturalist Edition entitled The Travels of
William Bartram, Harper (1958) included the following information:
… the Ogeechee tribe was a band of Yuchi and this may have been the one which
afterwards removed to Florida and settled at Spring Garden by Woodruff Lake. Possibly
these Indians stopped upon the Georgia coast long enough to leave a memory of
themselves there though could hardly have remained for a sufficient length of time to
erect mounds of any magnitude. However, the Ogeechee mentioned here may have been
Indians from the mouth of Ogeechee River belonging to the Guale tribe which later
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settled in Florida north of St. Augustine. The Quaker Dickenson visited their towns in
1699. As to their “destruction” we may say that myth makers have destroyed more tribes
than America ever contained. (p. 350)
Harper related that the Ogeechee Indian information contained in his commentary was supplied
by J.R.S. Those initials probably represented the full name of John R. Swanton.
Around 1750, an American Indian chief within the Creek Confederacy, who has been
called Cowkeeper, as well as Ahaya and Secoffee, led the remnants of what was left of the
Ogeechee Indians into the present-day southeast Georgia and northeast Florida area. The
Ogeechee Indians, other contingents of southeastern Indians, and Gullahs, who had escaped
primarily from slavery in Georgia, combined to form the political confederation which evolved
into the Seminole Nation (Potter, 1836; Williams, 1837; Sprague, 1848; Giddings, 1858; Florida
Writers‟ Project, 1939; Gatschet, 1884; Mooney, 1910a, 1910b; Porter, 1971, 1996; V. Peters,
1979).
There is ample evidence that indicate Ogeechee Indians were one of the contingents in
the Seminole Nation. White military officials of the USA exchanged correspondence regarding
the Ogeechee Indians in the Seminole Nation. White military officials also acknowledged that
Ogeechee Indians and Maroons fought as comrade-in-arms against military personnel of the
USA. For example, a series of military letters written by Thomas S. Jesup, a Major General in
the U.S. Army, noted the presence of Ogeechee Indians in the Seminole Nation. During the
Second Seminole War, Jesup (1861b) wrote a letter dated January 19, 1837 to Benjamin F.
Butler, the Secretary of War, and stated:
I detached Lieutenant Colonel Foster, from Fort Clinch, with five hundred regular troops,
Georgia volunteers, and Indian warriors, against the Tallahassee and Ogechee Indians,
who had fled from the Withlacoochee, and have established themselves in the swamps
south of the mouth of the Withlacoochee. (p. 826)
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Hence, Jesup directed the forces under his command to attack the settlements of the Indian and
Maroon partisans in the Seminole Nation.
On January 20, 1837, Thomas J. Jesup (1861c) wrote a letter to R. Jones (a.k.a. Roger
Jones), a Brigadier General, and reported that his forces had broken up a “negro settlement in the
Pano Saufkee Swamp” (p. 826). He also reported that Osceola “was in the swamp with the
negroes, but escaped” (p. 826). The following day, Jesup (1861d) wrote another letter dated
January 21, 1837 to Butler and reported that, “Lieutenant Colonel Foster is in pursuit of the
Tallahassees and Ogechees, south of the Withlacoochee …” (p. 827). In both of his letters to
Butler, Jesup mentioned Ogeechee Indians as partisans of the Seminole Nation.
Thomas S. Jesup wrote a letter on January 21, 1837 to report a battle between his forces
and partisans of the Seminole Nation. In that letter, Jesup (1861e) addressed it to R. Jones (a.k.a.
Roger Jones), a Brigadier General, and stated:
An Indian runner has this moment come in from Lieutenant Colonel Foster‟s command
with intelligence of the troops having overtaken a party of hostile Indians and negroes, of
which they killed two and captured eleven Indians and nine negroes; the remainder
escaped. (p. 827)
The letter to Jones provides evidence that Ogeechee Indians were fighting alongside Maroons
against White troops under the command of Jesup. This point is made clearer in a letter written
by Jesup on February 7, 1837. In that letter to Butler, Jesup (1861f) reported:
The expedition has been so far successful that we came up with the enemy on the
27th ultimo, and the advance, under Colonel Henderson, attacked and beat them near the
Hatcheeluskee. This led to a conference with the hostile chiefs, Jumper, Alligator, and
Abraham, who have agreed to meet me, with the other chiefs of the nation, on the 18th
instant, to discuss the terms of a peace, or rather to inform me whether they will accept
the terms which I have offered.
I have required a strict observance of the terms of the treaty, and have demanded
immediate emigration as an indispensable condition.
There would be no difficulty in making peace and giving immediate security to
the country if it were not for that condition; but the chiefs say that their people cannot
live in the country assigned to them in consequence of the coldness of the climate. They
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are here below the 28th degree north of latitude, and will be above the 34th. The negroes,
too, who rule the Indians, are all averse to removing to so cold a climate. (p. 827)
As a military leader, Jesup was a realist. In his letter to Butler, Jesup acknowledged that the
Seminole Nation had Black chiefs as well as Indian chiefs. For example, Jesup identified
Abraham, the leader of the Maroons, as a chief. Jesup also acknowledged that the Maroons had a
relatively high level of power and influence in the Seminole with his comment that Black people
in the Seminole Nation rule the Indians.
Social conditions of Georgia had resulted in both American Indians and Gullah-speaking
Black Maroons migrating southward into Florida. Of the American Indians, the largest
contingent was probably the Muskogee Indians who initially entered Florida with the chief
known as Cowkeeper (a.k.a. Ahaya and Secoffee) in 1750. During that same year, the slavery of
Black people became legal (Candler, 1904). After that many Gullahs escaped from slavery
singly, in pairs, and in larger groups from the present-day areas of Chatham County, Bryan
County, Liberty County, McIntosh County, Glynn County, and Camden County. Other Gullahs
from the present-day Dougherty County area and elsewhere later joined them to live as Maroons
in locations within, around, and below the Okefenokee Swamp—which extends from southeast
Georgia to northeast Florida (Pennington, 1930; Davis, 1931a, 1931b; Sprague, 1848; “Seminole
War,” 1837; Williams, 1837; Hoyt, 1947; Carter, 1960; Dickins & Forney, 1861; Southall, 1934;
Brown, 1956; Porter, 1971; V. Peters, 1979; B. Wood, 1984; Landers, 1999).
During the Revolutionary War to create the USA as an independent country, the Council
of Safety sent a 1776 communication to Congress and stated that Georgia they needed a large
contingent of Continental troops to prevent enslaved Africans from fleeing bondage. According
to Giddings (1858), “General Lee, commanding the military forces in that colony, called the
particular attention of Congress to the fact, that slaves belonging to the planters, fled from
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servitude and sought freedom among the „Exiles of Florida‟” (p. 4). Giddings explained that he
used the phrase Exiles of Florida to refer to the partisans of the Seminole Nation.
In 1812, White people from Georgia, in cooperation with federal officials, invaded
Florida to fight against Maroons and their Indian allies in the so-called Patriot War (Davis,
1930a; Rivers, 2000). On July 30, 1812, Thomas A. Smith, a colonel in the U. S. Army stationed
at Point Petre in Camden County, Georgia, wrote a letter to Major General Thomas Pinckney.
Smith (1930) stated:
The Indians have commenced hostilities in my rear. They have within the last week killed
8 or 9 persons & carried off 70 or 80 slaves. My orders warrant my attacking them in
their Towns or elsewhere, for which events I am preparing. The moments that Arms are
received I will dispatch Maj. Newman with 250 Volunteers with orders to destroy all
their settlements within 100 miles of the St. John‟s. The safety of our frontier requires
this course. They have, I am informed, several hundred fugative [sic] slaves from the
Carolinas & Georgia at present in their Towns & unless they are checked soon they will
be so strengthened by desertions from Georgia & Florida that it will be found
troublesome to reduce them. (pp. 106-107)
Although Smith and other military personnel were used to fight against Maroons and their
American Indian allies, White people in Georgia were never able to completely stop enslaved
Africans from fleeing to Florida to become Maroons before or after the First Seminole War
(Davis, 1930b, 1931a, 1931b; Sprague, 1848; Simmons, 1822; Southall, 1934).
Although Florida became part of the USA in 1821, enslaved Africans continued to desert
Georgia plantations and become Maroons in that state (Sprague, 1848; Southall, 1934; Porter,
1971). This was especially true of Camden County, Georgia. In May 1828, George M. Brooke, a
colonel in the U.S. Army, reported the presence of four particular Maroons from Camden
County, Georgia in Florida. He noted that they had escaped from a White slaveholder named
Mrs. Hannay of St. Mary‟s. On the second day of that month, Brooke (1848a) complained in a
letter that:
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I have ascertained that the negroes claimed by a person in Georgia are not at Peas Creek,
but probably on the Withlacoochee, or in the neighborhood of Pilacklichaha, and it would
be useless for me to send a command after them, because they would be hid by the
Indians from the most careful search. (p. 52)
Although he successfully managed to get the head chief, Micanopy, to surrender the four
Maroons to him, Brooke (1848b) made the following statement in a second letter four days later:
“I really pity those Indians, and although negroes are of little value to the Indians, being rather
masters than slaves, still they view them as property” (p. 52). The capture of those four Maroons
did not curtail relations between Maroons from Camden County and the Seminole Nation.
Around 10 years later, the Army and Navy Chronicle published in its June 15, 1837 issue,
as Porter (1971) has pointed out, the following extract of a letter received by an unnamed White
man living in Savannah from another White man writing from Camden County, Georgia:
You will be surprised to hear that I have not long returned from an excursion after
Indians. Three of them were captured about two miles from my house, and it is believed
that some hundreds are in the Oakafanoke [sic]. The Indians were conducted to this
neighborhood by a runaway negro from this section. The negro is well known to me, and
a great villain he is—he is fled to the Oakafanoke [sic], or in that direction, and fears are
entertained that he may conduct, the next time, a much greater number. (“Extract,” 1837,
p. 379)
The letter was dated May 31, 1837. It was not until almost two years later that much of the
trouble caused in the Okefenokee Swamp region by refugee Creek Indians and Gullah-speaking
Maroons from Georgia plantations began to stop because of their movement to locations further
south.
Whereas those particular Creek Indians, like their kinsmen in Florida, were trying to
escape being sent west, the Gullah-speaking Maroons were trying to escape enslavement. In a
report to his superior officers, Major General Thomas S. Jesup wrote in 1839 that:
… the Creek Indians have all left the Okefenokee & gone south, there were seven
runaway negroes from Georgia among them, well armed & plenty of ammunition. … the
negroes have done most of the mischief in that quarter; the negroes also have left & on
their way south burned the houses in the vicinity. (Quoted in Porter, 1971, p. 282)
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Instead of fleeing north like John “Fed” Brown, James Madison, William and Ellen Craft,
Frederick Douglass, and others, many Gullah-speaking Maroons joined forces with the American
Indians to maintain armed struggle against slaveholding White people. They carried on guerrilla
warfare and encouraged other Black people to run away from slavery and become Maroons. The
migration of Gullah-speaking Maroons from Georgia and their descendants to various points
south and elsewhere lasted from the 1700s up until the Emancipation Proclamation took full
effect in 1865. In addition to Florida, some Gullah-speaking Maroons with Georgia roots
migrated to places such as Oklahoma; Texas; Coahuila, Mexico; Andros Island, Bahamas; Nova
Scotia, Canada; Cuba; Liberia; and Sierra Leonne (“Extract,” 1837; Davis, 1930; Goggin, 1946;
Porter, 1971, 1996; Dillard, 1972, 1980; V. Peters, 1979; Hancock, 1980; Opala, 1981, 2010;
Bullard, 1983; Mulroy, 1993; Twyman, 1999; Howard, 2002; Carrier, 2005).
The American Indians of the Seminole Nation referred to Gullah-speaking Maroons and
other Black people as “Estelusti” as pointed out by Moore-Willson (1910), Littlefield (1977),
and J. Wright (1986). The position of the present writer is that the war-names Geechee and
Geechees were given to Estelusti in the Seminole Nation by American Indians in the Seminole
Nation to distinguish the Estelusti who fought alongside them for over one hundred years from
the other Estelusti. The position of the present writer also is that their American Indian
comrades-in-arms gave them the war-names Geechee and Geechees in honor of the Ogeechee
clan whose numbers were decimated by the treachery of the European colonists. Swanton
(1928), Mahon (1967), Opala (1981), and Sturtevant (1955) have all noted the Creek-Seminole
custom of bestowing honorary war-names on individuals and groups. MacCauley (1887)
observed that Seminoles in Florida continued the tradition of bestowing honorary names on
groups and clans after the Emancipation Proclamation took effect.6
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Geechees participated as partisans of the Seminole Nation in all three Seminole Wars. In
addition, the three Seminole Wars, as many scholars refer to them and date from 1817-1818,
1835-1842, and 1855-1858, cost the federal government millions of dollars and the lives of
scores of troops. The Second Seminole War alone, cost an estimated $20,000,000-$40,000,000
and the lives of approximately 1,500 members of the armed forces of the USA, including
soldiers, marines, and sailors. Throughout this long and costly war, Geechees played significant
and often decisive roles not only as warriors but as advisors, spies, and interpreters as well
(Giddings, 1858; Cohen, 1836; Potter, 1836; Williams, 1837; Marryat, 1839; McCall, 1868;
Mooney, 1910b; Opala, 1981).7
Some Geechees entered the battlefields as chiefs or captains of their own warriors, while
others served as lieutenants and warriors under American Indian hereditary chiefs and war
leaders. Names of male and female Geechee members of the Seminole Nation during its Second
War with the USA included Abraham (a.k.a. Abram, Abra‟m, Yobly, The Prophet, and
Souanaffe Tustenukke), Abia, August (a.k.a. Auguste), Toney Barnett, Polly Barnett, Beckey
Barnett, Grace Barnett, Lydia Barnett, Martinas Barnett, Mary Ann Barnett, Bayal, Betty, Black,
Buck, Long Bob, David Bowlegs, Jack Bowlegs, Sam Bowlegs, Ben Bruno, John Caesar,
Catherine, Caty, John Cavallo (a.k.a. Gopher John, John Horse, John Coheia, and Cowaya),
Charles (a.k.a. Tenebo), Cooter, Cornelia, Cosar, Cudjo, and Cuffee (Jesup, 1861g; Sprague,
1848; Mahon, 1967; Littlefield, 1977; Porter, 1971, 1996).
Additional males and female Geechees of the Seminole Nation were Betsey, Dambo,
Diana, Doc, Fanny, Fay, Andrew Gay (a.k.a. Andrew Gue), Hagar, Hard Times, Harry, Ishmael,
Israel, Jenny, Jim, Juba, Juby, Juda, July, Linda, Lucy, Lybby, March, Mary, Matilda, Monday,
Mundy, Louis Pacheco (a.k.a. Louis Fatio, Luis Pacheco, & Lewis), Peggy, Pompey, Prince,
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Queen, Rabbit (a.k.a. Friday), Renty, Rina, Sampson, Sandy, Sarah, Scipio, Silla, Smart, Susan,
Sylvia, Tamar, Tamour, Tanneba, Taymour, Teena, Teenar, Tena, Tina, Thursday, Toby, Tunee,
Wann (a.k.a. Whan, Juan, Inos, & Inoinophen), William, and Washington (Jesup, 1861g,
Sprague, 1848; Mahon, 1967; Littlefield, 1977; Porter, 1971, 1996).
Of the Geechees who entered the battlefields as chiefs and captains of their own warriors
or served as lieutenants and warriors under American Indian hereditary chiefs and war leaders,
none ranked higher than Abraham. Major General Thomas S. Jesup (1861g), in a report to his
superiors, described Abraham in the following way:
The principal negro chief, supposed to be friendly to the whites; said to be a good soldier
and an intrepid leader; he is the most cunning and intelligent negro we have seen; he is
married to the widow of the former chief of the nation. (p. 852)
On June 15, 1837, the Army and Navy Chronicle published the following extract about Abraham
in a letter received from an unnamed White officer fighting against the Seminole Nation:
We have a perfect Talleyrand of the Savage Court in Florida, in the person of a
Seminole negro, called Abraham, who is sometimes dignified with the title of “Prophet.”
He is the Prime Minister, and privy councilor of Micanopy; and has, through his master,
who is somewhat imbecile, ruled all the councils and actions of the Indians in this region.
Abraham is a non-committal man, with a countenance which none can read, a
person erect and active, and in stature over six feet. He was a principal agent in bringing
about the peace, having been a commander of the negroes during the war, and an enemy
by no means to be despised.
While we lay on the border of Lake To-hop-to-la-ga, and the Big Cypress Swamp,
a negro, Ben, was captured by our horse, and after detaining him for a day, he was sent
out to bring in Abraham, who he said was desirous of peace, and was concealed in the
neighborhood.
Abraham made his appearance, bearing a white flag on a small stick which he had
cut in the woods, and walked up to the tent of Gen. Jesup with perfect dignity and
composure.
He stuck the staff of his flag in the ground, made a salute or bow with his hand,
without bending his body, and then waited for the advance of the General, with the most
complete self-possession. He had since stated the he was expected to be hung, but
concluded to die, if he must, like a man, but that he would make one effort to save his
people. (“Seminole War,” 1837, p. 378).
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In his eyewitness account of the Second War, Captain John T. Sprague (1848) acknowledged the
key role of Abraham. He also provided a picture of Abraham in his book and documentation that
Jesup referred to Abraham as a chief.
Some of the Indian hereditary and war leaders that Geechees fought under during the
Second Seminole War included Alligator (a.k.a. Uchee Billy), Billy Bowlegs (a.k.a. Holata
Micco, Halpatter-Micco, Billy Boleck, & Bolek) Coacoochee (a.k.a. Wildcat), Cooper (a.k.a.
Uchee Jack and Osuche), Sam Jones (a.k.a. Arpeika & Arpiuka), Jumper (a.k.a. Hoethle Ma-tee,
Otee, Emathla, Onselmatche), Micanopy (a.k.a. Mikonopi), Octiarche (a.k.a. Ochtiarche &
Oktiarche), Osceola (a.k.a. Oseola, Aseola, Asi-Yahola, As-se-se-he-ho-lar & Powell), OtulkeThloko (a.k.a. Otalke Thlocko & The Prophet), King Philip (a.k.a. Emathla), Tuskinia, and
Yaholoochee (a.k.a. Cloud) (Sprague, 1848; Williams, 1837; Giddings, 1858; Catlin, 1842;
Mahon, 1967; Porter, 1971, 1996).
Prominent White men assigned to state and federal military forces that Geechees fought
against included future president Zachary Taylor and future Civil War hero William Tecumseh
Sherman, as well as, Walker Keith Armistead, Braxton Bragg, Richard Keith Call, Thomas
Childs, Duncan L. Clinch, M.M. Cohen, Francis L. Dade, Abraham Eustis, Charles Floyd, Upton
S. Frazier (a.k.a. U.S. Frazer & U.S. Fraser), Edmund Pendleton Gaines, George W. Gardiner,
William Selby Harney, Thomas Hilliard, Ethan Allen Hitchcock, James F. Izard, Thomas S.
Jesup (a.k.a. Thomas Sidney Jesup and Thomas Sydney Jesup), William Lindsay, John T.
McLaughlin, Jacob Rhett Motte, Edward Ord, George Henry Preble, Winfield Scott, John T.
Sprague, James Sweat, George H. Thomas, David E. Twiggs, and William Jenkins Worth
(Sprague, 1848; Giddings, 1858; Catlin 1842; Mahon, 1967; Porter, 1971, 1996).
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At the outset of the Second Seminole War in 1935, one of the highest ranking White
Army officers in Florida described the Geechees of the Seminole Nation as “bold, active, and
armed” (Porter, 1964, p. 432). In his history of the Second Seminole War, Captain John T.
Sprague (1848) wrote the following: “The negroes, from the commencement of the Florida War,
have, for their numbers, been the most formidable foe, more blood-thirsty, active, and
revengeful, than the Indian” (p. 309). Furthermore, whereas General Andrew Jackson (1832) had
referred to the First Seminole War as “this savage and negro war” (p. 702), General Thomas S.
Jesup (1861a) referred to the Second Seminole War in the following words, “This, you may be
assured, is a negro, not an Indian war” (p. 821). Jesup made his statement in a December 9, 1836
letter to addressed to Benjamin F. Butler, the Secretary of War. He also informed Butler that the
Maroon partisans of the Seminole Nation was “perhaps, the most numerous” (p. 820).
No one, including participants such as Sprague and Jesup, has been able to discern
exactly how many Geechees were with the Seminole Nation during the Second Seminole War.
However, rather conservative estimates have set total numbers ranging upward from 300 to as
many as 1,400 (Sprague, 1848; Porter, 1971, 1996; Littlefield, 1977; V. Peters, 1979; Rivers,
2000). The position of the present writer is that numbers were probably significantly higher.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed the origin of the Geechees as Gullah-speaking Maroon partisans
of the Seminole Nation. This paper has also examined the historical development and roles of
Geechees as Gullah-speaking Maroon partisans of the Seminole Nation. Additionally, this paper
has discussed the social conditions that resulted in Gullah-speaking Maroons migrating from
Georgia and South Carolina into Florida.
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In sum, this paper has concluded that the Geechees had their origins as Gullah-speaking
Maroon partisans of the Seminole Nation. In terms of their historical development and roles, this
paper has also concluded that Geechees served the Seminole Nation as warriors, advisors, spies,
and interpreters. During the Second Seminole War, General Thomas S. Jesup, a White officer
with the federal forces, declared that Abraham, a Geechee leader with the Seminole Nation, was
a chief. Some of the other Geechees who reached the level of a chief were Toney Barnett,
Gopher John, and August.
Further, in 1935, Alain Locke, a professor at Howard University, approached
W.E.B. Du Bois, a professor at Atlanta University, about writing an essay related to social
reconstruction and the Black population in the USA. The essay was to be published in the
Bronze Booklet series issued by Associates in Negro Folk Education. The project was funded by
the Carnegie Corporation and the Rosenwald Fund. Although it was not published in the Bronze
Booklet series due to political reasons, Du Bois completed the essay.
As part of his essay, Du Bois (1985) brought up the history of Black people in Georgia.
He wrote:
The union of Negroes and Indians for resistance to the whites was long feared in
the United States. Negro slaves took refuge among the Indians in Virginia in 1787 and
about the same time began to escape among the Indians of Carolina and Georgia. The two
races intermarried, making return of the fugitives difficult, as the Indians refused to
surrender their Negro-Indian children. After the Revolutionary War and the War of 1812,
Americans accused the British of convening at the escape of Negroes by means of their
Indian allies. (p. 106)
Du Bois continued:
Georgia from 1789 to 1813 accused the Creek Indians of encouraging the running
away of slaves. The Creeks were attacked by Andrew Jackson and defeated in 1814, but
in 1815, 1,000 Georgia Negroes took possession of the former British fort and together
with the Creeks threatened the South. The Spanish refused to destroy the fort, but Jackson
moved against it in 1816 and wiped it out with great barbarity. Then came the so-called
Seminole wars, which were raids to secure fugitive slaves and drive out the Indians.
(p. 106)
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Although he does not identify Negro Fort by name, Du Bois made it clear that he was aware of
the Black citadel. Du Bois also made it clear that he was aware of the presence of 1,000 Maroons
from Georgia at Negro Fort.
It is high time that the average person in the USA become aware of both Negro Fort and
Fort Mose. It is also high time for the average person in the USA to become aware that Gullahspeaking Maroons from Georgia played active roles at Negro Fort, Fort Mose, and became
partisans of the Seminole Nation during the three Seminole Wars. In addition, it is high time for
the average person in the USA to become aware that the original Geechees emerged as Gullahspeaking Maroon partisans of the Seminole Nation during those three wars.
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NOTES
1

In her introduction to Drums and Shadows, Granger (1940/1986), the supervisor of the Savannah Unit of
the Georgia Writers‟ Project, posed that, “The place name, Geechee, derived from Ogeechee River, near Savannah,
is also used locally to designate the Negroes of this district” (p. xlii). Granger did not explain where she got her
information from. She also failed to explain why some Gullahs became known as Geechees. Granger overlooked or
ignored the fact that a group of American Indians were known as the Ogeechees and occupied the Ogeechee River
area when James Edward Oglethorpe led White colonists into Georgia.
2

I have chosen to follow the style of Du Bois (1903) and capitalize the term Maroon when referring to
fugitive slaves and their independent crop-raising settlements. Also, I stand on the shoulders of Porter (1946) when I
use the term partisan in reference to Maroons in the Seminole Nation.
3

For discussions of other possible sites for Ayllon‟s San Miguel de Gualdape, see Lowery (1901). He has
informed us that, “The conflict of opinion arises as to the direction in which Ayllon went from his landing-place and
the locality in which he established his settlement of San Miguel” (p. 448). It also should be noted that Mooney has
related the following about the Yamasees: “A former noted tribe of Muskhogean stock, best known in connection
with early South Carolina history, but apparently occupying originally the coast region and islands of s. Georgia,
and extending into Florida” (p. 986).
4

Lowery (1905) has reported that enslaved Africans were with the Spanish during the founding of St.
Augustine in 1565.
5

Williams (1837) has stated that both Yamasees and Maroons helped the Spanish-speaking White colonists
to fight against the English-speaking White colonists. He wrote: “The Spanish Governor observing that some
embarrassment had relaxed the fire of the besiegers, he sent out a detachment of three hundred men, with some
Yamasees, against Col. Palmer. They surprised him at fort Mosa, while asleep and unguarded. The Highlanders,
with their Colonel, were cut in pieces; a few only escaped, who obtained a small boat, and joined the Carolina
regiment, at point Quartell. The Spanish historians, assert that Col. Palmer was killed by Wakona the Yamasee
Chief …” (p. 184).
6

Sociologists Theodorson and Theodorson (1969) have defined acculturation as “modification of the
culture of a group or individual through contact with one or more other cultures and the acquiring or exchanging of
culture traits” (p. 3). In a similar manner, sociologists Jary and Jary (2000) have referred to acculturation as a
process in which contacts between different cultural groups lead to the acquisition of new cultural patterns by both
groups with the adoption of parts of the other group‟s culture. In the case of the Geechees and Indians in the
Seminole Nation, acculturation was a dynamic social phenomenon. Opala has related that “… throughout the
eighteenth century Florida maroons were in close contact with the Seminoles and underwent a continuing process of
„Seminolization‟ or acculturation” (p. 19). Nevertheless, following Ian F. Hancock, Opala has explained that, “Some
Seminole blacks spoke English, and probably all of them spoke Afro-Seminole Creole English, a language similar to
Gullah and Jamaican Creole” (p. 22). In a later article, Opala (2010) has identified that Afro-Seminole Creole
English as Gullah. Opala has written that, “The Black Seminoles are a small offshoot of the Gullah who escaped
from the rice plantations in South Carolina and Georgia. They built their own settlements on the Florida frontier,
fought a series of wars to preserve their freedom, and were scattered across North America” (p. 1). Opala added: “In
1978, Dr. Ian Hancock discovered that elders among the Texas Scouts still speak a dialect of Gullah—140 years
after their ancestors were exiled from Florida and as much as 200 years after their early ancestors escaped from rice
plantations in South Carolina and Georgia! In 1980, this writer found that elderly people among the Oklahoma
Seminole Freedmen also speak Gullah, while many younger people remember words and phrases once used by their
grandparents. Both the Oklahoma and Texas groups, though deeply conscious of their Florida heritage, were
unaware of their connection with the Gullah in South Carolina and Georgia. They did not know precisely where
their slave ancestors had come from before fleeing into the Florida wilderness” (p. 1). Long before Opala, Dillard
(1972) reported that, “Since those slaves who escaped to the Florida Seminoles transmitted Pidgin English to the
Indians but (judging from the evidence of the attestations) spoke Plantation Creole themselves, there is evidence of
complicated variation in the English of the Afro-American population as of about 1750” (p. 86). He also reported
that, “… the pidgin stage of Black English spread to the Seminoles and to other Indian tribes” (p. 229). Dillard
further stated that the Plantation Creole known as Gullah had “no geographic limitations” in the USA and could be
found beyond the Charleston-Sea Islands area (p. 217).
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7

Virginia Bergman Peters has argued that the three wars ought to be dated as follows: First Seminole War
from 1810-1818; Second Seminole War from 1835-1842; and the Third Seminole War from 1849-1858. She has
also put forth the argument that the First War “consisted of three highly irregular military intrusions into Spanish
territory which resulted in Florida becoming part of the United States” (p. 11). I hold the position that the First
Seminole War should date from 1816 at the very least. That was the year Gullah-speaking Maroons had armed
conflict at Negro Fort with Federal military forces from the USA.
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Son of the Black Working Class: A Research Note on the Proletariat
Background of W.E.B. Du Bois

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the working-class background of W.E.B. Du Bois, the leading Black
scholar of his day. Specifically, it examines the types of work done by members of his family of
orientation. It also addresses the types of work done by members of his extended family. In
addition, this paper discusses the types of work performed by Du Bois during his teenage years.
Due to a martial breakup between his parents, Du Bois was raised in a low-income, workingclass household headed by a single mother. As a child, Du Bois lived in Great Barrington,
Massachusetts in homes provided by his mother and maternal grandparents who struggled to
make ends meet doing menial and blue-collar labor. During his teenage years, Du Bois also
worked for a time as a menial and blue-collar laborer. The working-class background of Du Bois
has often been overlooked or ignored by writers and scholars. The case study method is
employed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
In his essay titled “Wage Labour and Capital,” Karl Marx (1891/1972), a major
fountainhead of sociology, identified what he described as the main social classes, namely the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat.1 He goes on to define the bourgeoisie as the owners of wealth
and the proletariat as those people who work for a living. On the one hand, according to Marx,
the bourgeoisie social class buys the labor power of the proletariat. On the other hand, the
proletariat social class sells labor power to the bourgeoisie for money.2 W.E.B. Du Bois, a
peripheral fountainhead of sociology, was never an owner of wealth and he worked for a living
all of his life.3 In fact, he was still working for a living up to his death at the age of 95 (Lewis,
2000).
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The purpose of this paper is to discuss the working-class background of W.E.B. Du Bois.
This paper will examine the types of work done by the adults in his family of orientation,
including his father Alfred Du Bois, mother Mary Silvina Burghardt Du Bois, and brother
Adelbert Burghardt. It will also address the types of work done by members of his extended
family, namely his grandfather Othello Burghardt, grandmother Sarah Burghardt, and uncle
James Burghardt. In addition, this paper will discuss the types of work performed by Du Bois
during his teenage years
The research in this paper was conducted with the use of the case study method. It has
relied on both primary and secondary sources. Primary sources utilized in this research include
an autobiographical article titled “House of the Black Burghardts” by Du Bois (1928) from the
Crisis; an autobiographical essay titled “The Shadow of Years” by Du Bois (1920) from
Darkwater: Voices from Within the Veil; an autobiography by Du Bois (1940) titled Dusk of
Dawn: An Essay toward an Autobiography of a Race Concept; and an autobiography by Du Bois
(1968) titled The Autobiography of W.E.B. Du Bois: A Soliloquy on Viewing My Life from the
Last Decade of Its First Century. Primary sources also include correspondence by Du Bois
(1973) and reports from the Census Office (1850, 1860, 1870, 1880a, 1880b, 1900a, 1900b). The
Census Office was the predecessor of the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Bureau of the
Census. Among the secondary sources are W.E.B. Du Bois: Black Radical Democrat by Marable
(1986), The Art and Imagination of W.E.B. Du Bois by Rampersad (1990), W.E.B. Du Bois:
Biography of a Race, 1868-1919 by Lewis (1993), and W.E.B. Du Bois: The fight for Equality
and the American Century, 1919-1963 by Lewis (2000).
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IN-GROUPS, OUT-GROUPS, AND SOCIAL CLASS STRUCTURE IN GREAT
BARRINGTON
Thus far known, the first person to teach a sociology course in an English-speaking
higher education institution was William Graham Sumner. As a pioneer sociologist, Sumner
proceeded to help develop sociology as a discipline by coining a number of terms. Among the
terms he coined are in-group and out-group (Sumner, 1906/1940; Wright, 2010; Boyer, 2001).
Sumner (1906/1940) used the term in-group to refer to people that we have a “we-group”
attitude towards. He stated that, “The insiders in a we-group are in a relation of peace, order, law,
government, and industry, to each other” (p. 12). Sumner utilized the term out-group to refer to
people that we have an “other-group” attitude towards. He said that, “Their relation to all
outsiders, or others-groups, is one of war and plunder, except so far as agreements, have
modified it” (p. 12). In the view of Sumner, “The relation of comradeship and peace in the wegroup and that of hostility and war towards others-groups are correlative to each other” (p. 12).
Sumner added: “The exigencies of war with outsiders are what make peace inside, lest internal
discord should weaken the we-group for war” (p. 12).
In the case of Great Barrington, the Black population and the White population both had
their in-groups and out-groups. Du Bois (1940) has written that the Black population could be
differentiated by the old families and the new-comers. He stated:
In Great Barrington there were perhaps twenty-five, certainly not more than fifty,
colored folk in a population of five thousand. My family was among the oldest
inhabitants of the valley. The family had spread slowly through the county intermarrying
among cousins and other black folk with some but limited infiltration of white blood.
Other dark families had come in and there was some intermingling with local Indians. In
one or two cases there were groups of apparently later black immigrants, near Sheffield
for instance. There survives there even to this day an isolated group of black folk whose
origin is obscure. We knew little of them but felt above them because of our education
and economic status. (pp. 10-11)
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Du Bois continued:
The economic status was not high. The early members of the family supported
themselves on little farms of a few acres; then drifted into town as laborers and servants;
but did not go into the mills. Most of them rented homes, but some owned little homes
and pieces of land; a few had very pleasant and well-furnished homes, but none had
anything like wealth. (p. 11)
Although Du Bois reported that his extended family was somewhat better off than the newcomers, he disclosed that his kinfolk had no wealth. He also disclosed that his kinfolk worked
primarily as laborers and servants.
During his youth, the Black population of Great Barrington continued to increase through
both reproduction and migration. Du Bois (1940) said:
The colored population of the town had been increased a little by “contrabands,” who on
the whole were well received by the colored group; although the older group held some
of its social distinctions and the newcomers astonished us by forming a little Negro
Methodist Zion Church, which we sometimes attended. (p. 15)
As Du Bois has noted, there was certainly social interaction between the old families and the
newcomers. One of the newcomers even rented a house to Du Bois’s mother and father.
According to Du Bois, “I was born in a rather nice little cottage which belonged to a black South
Carolinian, whose own house stood next, at the lower end of one of the pleasant streets of the
town” (p. 12).
The White population also made distinctions based on old families and newcomers. The
old families included White people with English and/or Dutch heritages. Du Bois (1940) has
explained that Great Barrington’s White people were “mainly of English descent with much
Dutch blood and with a large migration of Irish and German workers to the mills as laborers”
(p. 9). He noted that the Irish were singled out by other White people for differential and unequal
treatment. He declared, “Later, in the high school, there came some rather puzzling distinctions
which I can see now were social and racial; but the racial angle was more clearly defined against
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the Irish than against me. It was a matter of income and ancestry more than color” (p. 14).
Whereas the Black population was small, the Irish had reached a critical mass within the White
population wherein other Whites perceived them as a threat and placed them in the category of
the out-group.
As a small town, Great Barrington had also developed social classes by the time of
Du Bois’s youth. Du Bois (1940) related:
The social classes of the town were built partly on landholding farmers and more
especially on manufacturers and merchants, whose prosperity was due in no little degree
to the new and high tariff. The rich people of the town were not very rich nor many in
number. The middle class were farmers, merchants and artisans; and beneath these was a
small proletariat of Irish and German mill workers. They lived in slums near the woolen
mills and across the river clustering about the Catholic Church. The number of colored
people in the town and county was small. They were all, save directly after the war, old
families, well-known to the old settlers among the whites. The color line was manifest
and yet not absolutely drawn. (pp. 9-10)
Clearly, the Black and White people who worked for the large farmers and merchants were not
middle class. Like the mill workers, they belonged to the working class social category although
they may not have been conscious of their class status.
While growing up in Great Barrington as one of the few Black students in his schools,
Du Bois became good friends with the son of one of the town’s wealthiest families. Although he
was able to rub shoulders with members of the town’s upper class, Du Bois was not of the upper
class. Du Bois was clearly a son of the Black working class—given the occupations of his
mother and father.
TYPES OF WORK DONE BY ADULTS IN DU BOIS’S FAMILY OF ORIENTATION
Du Bois was born in Great Barrington, Massachusetts on February 23, 1868 to Alfred
Du Bois and Mary Silvina Burghardt Du Bois. In the case of his mother, her middle name has
been variously spelled as Sylvina and Silvina. Du Bois (1968) spelled her middle name as
Sylvina. In contrast, Lewis (1993) spelled her middle name as Silvina. 4 The Du Bois family was
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a blended type. At the time of his birth, his 35-year-old mother already had one child by a
previous relationship with a cousin. As was the case with his mother’s middle name, there is a
difference in terms of how Du Bois and Lewis spelled his brother’s first name. On the one hand,
Du Bois (1968) spelled his name Idelbert. On the other hand, Lewis (1993) spelled his name
Adelbert. Lewis has charged that, “Adelbert was the half brother about whom Willie was never
quite able to write comfortably or even correctly, consistently rendering his name as Idelbert”
(p. 23).5
Du Bois (1940), in his autobiography Dusk of Dawn, discussed the birth of his brother
Adelbert. He stated:
She had at the age of thirty a son, Idelbert, born of her and her cousin, John Burghardt.
The circumstances of this romance I never knew. No one talked of it in the family.
Perhaps there was an actual marriage. If so, it was not recorded in the family Bible.
Perhaps the mating was broken up on account of the consanguinity of the cousins by a
family tradition which had a New England strictness in its sex morals. So far as I ever
knew there was only one illegitimate child throughout the family in my grandfather’s and
the two succeeding generations. (p. 11)
Hence, Du Bois disclosed that his mother had a child as a result of a love relationship with her
cousin. He also related that may have been a marriage between Mary and John, but was not
recorded in the family Bible. Likewise, Du Bois mentioned that the relationship may have been
broken up by the family due to consanguinity between the two cousins and New England ideas
about sex.6
In 1920, Du Bois issued the essay titled “The Shadow of Years” as one his first
autobiographical statements. It appeared in the landmark book, Darkwater: Voices from Within
the Veil. With regard to his birthplace, Du Bois (1920) has related that:
I was born by a golden river and in the shadow of two great hills, five years after
the Emancipation Proclamation. The house was quaint, with clapboards running up and
down, neatly trimmed, and there were five rooms, a tiny porch, a rosy front yard, and
unbelievably delicious strawberries in the rear. A South Carolinian, lately come to the
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Berkshire Hills, owned all of this—tall, thin, and black, with golden earrings, and given
to religious trances. We were his transient tenants for the time. (p. 5).
Thus, Du Bois makes it clear that the nuclear family he was born into did not own the house in
which they lived. Instead, they were renters. According to Lewis (1993), their landlord was
Thomas Jefferson McKinley. Lewis has described McKinley as “an enterprising ex-slave who
worked as a coachman for the Humphrey family, sold vegetables, and quietly accumulated
considerable real estate” (p. 26).
The enumerator for the ninth census listed him as T.J. McKinley, a 56-year-old Great
Barrington resident. The enumerator also reported that he was living with his 60 years old wife
Margaret McKinley. According to the enumerator, McKinley married his wife in September
1870, worked as a gardener, and could not read or write. That same enumerator reported that the
2-year-old Du Bois and his eight-year-old brother were with their Burghardt grandparents. The
report of the enumerator indicates that both of his Burghardt grandparents could read and write
(Census Office, 1870).7
Du Bois belonged to a clan of Black Burghardts who lived in an extended family context
within the Great Barrington area. Du Bois (1968) has informed us that, “The Black Burghardts
were a group of African Negroes descended from Tom, who was born in West Africa about
1730” (p. 62).8 Of course, his great great-grandfather Tom Burghardt and great-grandfather Jack
Burghardt were dead by the time Du Bois was born. However, Du Bois did know Tom
Burghardt’s grandson and Jack Burghardt’s son by the name Othello Burghardt. It was Othello
Burghardt who was the father of Mary Silvina Burghardt Du Bois. The report of the enumerator
for the ninth census lists Othello Burghardt as 80 years old and suggests he was born about 1790.
It lists Sarah Lampman Du Bois as 78 years old and suggests she was born about 1792 (Du Bois,
1968; Census Office, 1870).
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In 1928, Du Bois published an essay titled “House of the Black Burghardts” in
The Crisis. Du Bois (1928) used the essay to identify his status as a Burghardt, to provide a
physical description of the old Black Burghardt homestead, and to acknowledge that he now
owned the property as a result of a gift. Although he was not born there, the home of his
mother’s parents, Othello and Sarah Lampman Burghardt, held a special place in his heart.
Du Bois has recalled:
It is the first home I remember. There my mother was born and all her nine
brothers and sisters. There perhaps my grandfather was born, although that I do not
know. At any rate, on this wide and lovely plain, beneath the benediction of grey-blue
mountain and the low music of rivers, lived for a hundred years the Black Burghardt clan.
Up and to the east on a hill of rocks was Uncle Ira; down and to the south was Uncle
Harlow in a low, long, red house beside a pond—in a house of secret passages, sudden
steps, low, narrow doors and unbelievable furniture. And here right in the center of this
world was Uncle ’Tallow, as Grandfather Othello was called. (p. 133)
Du Bois added:
It was a delectable place—simple, square and low, with the great room of the
fireplace, the flagged kitchen, half a step below, and the lower woodshed beyond. Steep,
strong stairs led up to Sleep, while without was a brook, a well and a mighty elm. Almost
was I born there myself but that Alfred Du Bois and Mary Burghardt honeymooned a
year in town and then brought me as a baby back to Egremont Plain. (p. 133)
In honor of his 60th birthday, a group of over 50 friends and admirers purchased the Black
Burghardt homestead and deeded the property to him as a birthday gift. Those friends included
Jane Addams, Mary Bethune, Charles Chesnutt, and Clarence Darrow (Du Bois, 1968; Lewis,
2000).9
In the aforementioned essay titled “The Shadow of Years” from Darkwater: Voices from
Within the Veil, Du Bois (1920) described the socioeconomic status of his extended family in a
relatively frank way. Du Bois stated:
The family were small families on Egremont Plain, between Great Barrington and
Sheffield, Massachusetts. The bits of land were too small to support the great families
born on them and we were always poor. I never remember being cold or hungry, but I do
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remember that shoes and coal, and sometimes flour, caused mother moments of anxious
thoughts in winter, and a new suit was an event! (p. 6)
He continued:
At about the time of my birth economic pressure was transmuting the family
generally from farmers to “hired” help. Some revolted and migrated westward, others
went cityward as cooks and barbers. Mother worked for some years at house service in
Great Barrington, and after a disappointed love episode with a cousin, who went to
California, she met and married Alfred Du Bois and went to town to live by the golden
river where I was born. (pp. 6-7)
Whereas Du Bois (1920) has related that his mother Mary was employed in domestic
work as a house maid, Lewis (1993) has informed us that his father Alfred typically worked as “a
baker, barber, and waiter” (p. 22). Du Bois (1968) has suggested that his mother and father first
met in 1867 when Alfred first came to Great Barrington. In this case, Mary and Alfred, both in
their mid-30s, had a whirlwind romance and married in February 1867.
Mary’s parents, according to Du Bois (1968), did not like Alfred who had periods of
unemployment and possessed had no real estate property. Du Bois (1968) has speculated that
Alfred “must have had some money on hand when he came, and he recoiled from grandfather
Burghardt’s home where Mary and her baby were expected eventually to live” (p. 72).
Nevertheless, as Lewis (1993) has pointed out, the question loomed as to where Alfred and his
family were going to live and what he was going to do for a living.
When Du Bois was about 2 years old, Alfred moved to New Milford, some 40 miles
south of Great Barrington, with the expressed purpose of establishing a home for his family.
Alfred wrote for Mary to come to New Milford, but she never went and he never came back to
Great Barrington. Du Bois (1968) later recalled: “I never saw him, and know not where or when
he died” (p. 73). He said, “My mother worried and sank into depression” (p. 73). Du Bois
remembered that, “The family closed about her as a protecting guardian. … Her brothers and
sisters, her cousins and relatives always stood by” (p. 73). Du Bois added: “My silent older half1207

brother early went to work as a waiter and was seldom home, but always he was ready to help”
(p. 73).
The record indicates that Du Bois was raised in a working-class home mostly by his
single mother, whose principal occupation was that of a house maid. Lewis (1993) has used
census data to disclose that his father’s principal occupations were baker, barber, and waiter.10
Lewis has also used census data to disclose that his half-brother’s principal occupation was that
of waiter and coachman.11
TYPES OF WORK DONE BY MEMBERS OF DU BOIS’S EXTENDED FAMILY
Utilizing the personal recollections of Du Bois and town-hall records, Lewis (1993) has
estimated that there were approximately 30 Black families in Great Barrington during the
childhood of Du Bois. Due to White skin privilege, members of those Black families seeking
employment were relegated to working in menial or servant types of jobs. In contrast, White men
could go to work in the mills and White women as salesclerks. However, as Lewis has pointed
out, Black men and women tended to have jobs “as domestics, barbers, stewards, and coachmen”
(p. 18).
In this regard, members of the extended family of Du Bois were no different from the
norm. In fact, Du Bois (1968) has acknowledged that, “In my family, I remember farmers,
barbers, waiters, cooks, housemaids and laborers” (p. 63). According to Du Bois, “I was the first
of the clan to finish high school” (p. 63). Given that he graduated at the top or near the top of his
class at Great Barrington High School, the clan had an extra special reason to take pride in his
accomplishment.
As Du Bois (1968) has noted, his extended family included a clan of people living in and
around Great Barrington. The members included his maternal grandfather, Othello Burghardt,
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and his maternal grandmother, Sarah Lampman Burghardt. It also included his great uncles Ira
Burghardt and Harlow Burghardt. Othello Burghardt and his wife Sarah Lampman Burghardt
produced a total of 10 children together. The principal occupation of Othello Burghardt was that
of a whitewasher and laborer (Lewis, 1993; Census Office, 1850, 1860).
After the death of her husband Othello in 1873, Lewis (1993) has related that Sarah
Lampman Burghardt had to “sell the property on Egremont Plain immediately in settlement of
debts, moving with Mary and her two grandsons into central Great Barrington, where Inez, the
daughter of Mary’s brother, James, probably continued to live with them” (p. 28). Lewis has
suggested that Sarah Lampman Burghardt may have joined her daughter as a housemaid out of
economic need.
Sarah Lampman Burghardt died around 1875, according to Lewis (1993). By the time of
the tenth census in 1880, Du Bois and his mother were sharing a home with her brother James
Burghardt. The enumerator listed his mother as Mary Du Bois and reported that she was married.
James Burghardt was reported as being employed as a barber. The enumerator listed Du Bois as
William E. Du Bois and reported that he was 11 years old (Census Office, 1880a).
THE TEENAGE DU BOIS AND THE WORLD OF WORK
When he was about 12 years old, Du Bois began to work in Great Barrington to help
support the family. During his high school years, he mowed lawns, sold A&P store tea, mowed
lawns, sold and delivered the Springfield Republican newspaper, chopped wood on the
weekends, and stoked the shop stove for one woman every day for 25 cents a day. He also earned
money by distributing T. Thomas Fortune’s New York Globe. While still in high school, Du Bois
began to write a column on Great Barrington for the New York Globe (Du Bois, 1968; Lewis,
1993; Marable, 1986).
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Regarding his foray into the world of work and wage labor, Du Bois (1940) has explained
that he began to work during high school. He wrote:
By the time I neared the high school, economic problems and questions of the
future begin to loom. These were partly settled by my own activities. My mother was
then a widow with limited resources through boarding the barber, my uncle;
supplemented infrequently by day’s work, and by some kindly but unobtrusive charity.
But I was keen and eager to eke out this income by various jobs: splitting kindling,
mowing lawns, doing chores. My first regular wage began as I entered high school: I
went early of mornings and filled with coal one or two of the new so-called “baseburning” stoves in the millinery shop of Madame L’Hommedieu. From then on, all
through my high school course, I worked after school and on Saturdays; I sold papers,
distributed tea from the new A & P stores in New York; and for a few months, through
the good will of Johnny Morgan, actually rose to be local correspondent of the
Springfield Republican. (p. 13)
In his first full-length autobiography, Du Bois indicates that he worked during high school to
help support his family. Du Bois also shed light on the fact that his family of orientation had a
relatively limited amount of income.
The prideful Du Bois (1968) proceeded to repeat this account in his final full-length
autobiography. Du Bois related:
After I entered high school, economic problems and questions of the future began
to loom. They were partly settled by my own activities. My mother’s limited sources of
income were helped through boarding the barber, my uncle, supplemented infrequently
by her own day’s work, and by some kindly unobtrusive charity. But I was keen and
eager to eke out this income by various jobs; splitting kindling, mowing lawns, doing
chores. I early came to understand that to be “on the town,” the recipient of public
charity, was the depth not only of misfortune but of a certain guilt. I presume some of my
folk sank to that, but not to my knowledge. We earned our way. I have a little postcard
dated in 1883 in which Miss Smith on September 19 writes, “We would like to have you
come certainly next Saturday as you did last week to do some splitting for us.” This was a
matter of splitting up kindling for two maiden ladies and this was one of the first of my
economic enterprises. (p. 95)
Du Bois continued:
My first regular wage began as I entered the high school: I went early of mornings
and filled with coal one or two of the new so-called “base burning” stoves in the
millinery shop of Madame L’Hommedieu. From then on, all through my high school
course, I worked after school and on Saturdays.
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For some time too I sent weekly letters to a colored weekly New York Age and
sold copies, and before the A&P stores dealt in groceries and simply were selling tea, I
was one of their local agents. Thus in all sorts of little ways I managed to earn some
money and never asked or thought of gifts. (p. 95)
Hence, both the first full-length autobiography and the final full-length autobiography indicate
that Du Bois rubbed shoulders with the middle class as the saying goes, but he was not of the
middle class. Du Bois was not born into the middle class nor did his family of orientation have a
middle-class lifestyle during his childhood and teenage years. Instead, the two autobiographies
reveal that Du Bois was a son of the Black working class. Du Bois worked primarily in bluecollar type of work as a youth, but he did manage to get white-collar jobs with the Springfield
Republican and New York Age that earned very little money.12
Not long after his grandmother Sarah died around 1875, his mother Mary suffered a
disabling stroke. The stroke partly paralyzed the left side of his body and crippled her left leg and
hand. Du Bois (1968) recalled:
… my worrying mother had a paralytic stroke from which she never recovered. As I
remembered her, she was always lame in her left leg, with a withered left hand. We
always walked arm in arm. … Sometimes mother went out for a day’s work and people
seemed to like her. I always went to bring her home at night and was never left alone.
(p. 74)
Thus, the money Du Bois earned before school, after school, and on the weekends was badly
needed. Despite the financial difficulties of Du Bois and his mother, he managed to graduate
from Great Barrington High School when he was 16 years old in June 1884 as one of the top
students (Du Bois, 1968; Marable, 1986; Lewis, 1993).
On July 8, 1884, J. Carlisle Dennis, a local Black man who worked as a steward for Mark
Hopkins’ widow in Great Barrington, wrote a letter to the New York Globe. In the letter, which
was published on July 12, 1884 with the title “A Globe Agent’s Distinction,” Dennis (1884)
stated:
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I desire to secure your kind offices in behalf of your agent at this place, young Willie
Du Bois, who has just graduated with high honors from the High School at Great
Barrington. His modesty prevented him from giving you a description of his graduation,
his hard and untiring efforts to provide for himself, during his course of study, and the
proud distinction he has won, as the first colored graduate from this school. Du Bois
entered school under many disadvantages; being his widowed mother’s only support, he
was compelled to perform odd jobs between school hours for the friendly neighbors. By
persistent, industrious effort he has accomplished the results hoped for, and stands to-day,
high up in the estimation of Great Barrington’s best citizens, and is considered by all who
know him, to be one of the most promising young colored men of the times. Du Bois is
the youngest of his class, being only sixteen. At the commencement he delivered an
original oration on Wendell Phillips. The production was received by the intelligent
audience with evidences of genuine appreciation, and was considered by many the best
and most original production of the class. The Berkshire Courier comments on the oration
in the following well chosen words: “Wendell Phillips was an appropriate subject for
William E. Du Bois, a colored boy, who has had very good standing in the school. It was
an excellent oration, and provoked repeated applause.” (p. 1)
He further said:
Du Bois has had several offers to go to the Southern States as a teacher, but
prefers to take a year’s preparatory course prior to entering Harvard College. It is
encouraging to the well-wishers of our race that there is an unusually large number of
colored boys and girls who have graduated with honors this year. The colored people of
the little town of Great Barrington are quite proud that one of their small number should
gain such honored distinction at the age of 16. (p. 1)
Dennis befriended Du Bois and helped him to get a job as a time keeper for the Searles Castle
construction project of the widow Hopkins and her second husband, Edward Searles. He was
paid $1 per day (Du Bois, 1968; Lewis, 1993).
Du Bois was also befriended by his school principal Frank Hosmer. While Du Bois was
working at Searles Castle, Hosmer joined with Edward Van Lennup, Reverend Evarts Scudder,
and Reverend C.C. Painter to assist Du Bois to go to college. Their efforts led to four
Congregational churches making a pledge to give Du Bois $25 each for four years to underwrite
his education at Fisk University, a Congregational school for Black people in Nashville,
Tennessee (Du Bois, 1968; Lewis, 1993).
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On March 23, 1885, Mary died of an apoplectic stroke. Du Bois then went to live with his
mother’s sister Minerva. Prior to her death, Du Bois was often seen assisting his mother by
walking arm and arm with her. He was very attentive to his mother and took loving care of her
until she died. Following her death, the 17-year-old Du Bois headed to Fisk University full of
hope for upward social mobility (Du Bois, 1968; Marable, 1986; Lewis, 1993).
After his successful stint at Fisk University, where he earned a B.A. degree in 1888,
Du Bois headed to Harvard University. Du Bois attended Harvard University from 1888 to 1895
and earned several degrees from the higher education institution. In 1890, he earned a B.A.
degree. Two years, in 1892, Du Bois earned a M. A. degree in history. In 1895, at the age of 27,
Du Bois became the first known Black person to earn a Ph.D. in any discipline or field from
Harvard University.13 His doctoral degree was in history. However, Du Bois also completed
some coursework in sociology at Harvard University. While working towards his Ph.D., Du Bois
spent an eventful stint from 1892 to 1894 at the University of Berlin, which was also known as
the Friedrich-Wilhelm III Universitat at Berlin. Later, the institution became Humboldt
University (Du Bois, 1968; Marable, 1986; Lewis, 1993).14
IMPLICATIONS OF DU BOIS AS A SON OF THE BLACK WORKING CLASS
The social background of Du Bois as a son of the Black working class has at least three
significant consequences. One significant consequence is that the leading Black sociologist in the
world had his origins as a member of what Marx would describe as the proletariat. Du Bois was
not born with wealth and he did not die with wealth. Throughout his life, Du Bois worked for a
living and never amassed any large amounts of money or any large property holdings.
A second significant consequence is that both of his parents had occupations which
placed them in the working class. Although they did not work in factories, they found ways to
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exchange their labor for money. His mother, Mary Silvnia Burghardt Du Bois, worked as a maid
(domestic worker) in the homes or hotels of White people. Alfred Du Bois, his father, worked as
a barber when he could find employment. While they were together as a couple, neither was ever
able to amass any wealth. In fact, his parents were renters and not property owners.
A third significant consequence is that the first known Black person to earn a Ph.D. had
Black working-class origins. The example of Du Bois indicates that people from the Black
working class can reach the highest limits of a society when they are provided with viable
opportunities and a viable support from a social network. In the case of Du Bois, he received
support from his extended family, clergy, and faculty at various institutions. Both Black people
and White people stepped up to provide assistance to Du Bois in high school and college.
Du Bois responded to this help by maintaining a record of academic excellence in high school
and college. Perhaps it was his personal experiences that led him to the conclusion that Black
children should be allowed to pursue careers based on interests and aptitude rather than race,
class, or gender.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed the working-class background of W.E.B. Du Bois. It has
examined the types of work done by the adults in his family of orientation, including his father,
mother, and brother. It has also addressed the types of work done by members of his extended
family, namely his grandfather, uncles, and aunts. In addition, this paper has discussed the types
of work performed by Du Bois during his teenage years. Furthermore, this paper has explored
the subject of in-groups, out-groups, and the social class structure in Great Barrington.
As a son of the Black working class growing up in Great Barrington, Du Bois recognized
early on that education would be the key to his upward social mobility. During his youth, the
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enterprising Du Bois engaged in a variety of activities to earn money. In addition to a host of
blue-collar work activities, Du Bois managed to find a major white-collar activity. He became an
agent and writer for the New York Globe.
While still a teenager, Du Bois wrote a column titled “Great Barrington News” for the
May 5, 1883 issue of the New York Globe, the weekly newspaper edited by T. Thomas Fortune.
In his column, Du Bois urged Black people to create and take advantage of emerging educational
opportunities. For example, the youthful Du Bois encouraged Black people to establish literary
societies among themselves. With special reference to the establishment of a literary society in
Great Barrington, Du Bois (1883b) wrote that, “It would be the best thing that could be done for
the colored people here if such a society could be formed here” (p. 1).15 Subsequently, as
Marable (1986) has pointed out, Du Bois played a leading role in the development of the Sons of
Freedom as a literary society.
Nevertheless, the youthful Du Bois also had evolved a sustaining interest in Black
participation in the political and economic systems. As a demonstration of that interest, he wrote
a column titled “Great Barrington Notes” for the April 14, 1883 issue of the New York Globe
wherein he encouraged Black men to participate in the civic affairs of Great Barrington. Du Bois
(1883a) urged Black men to “take as much interest in politics as is necessary for the protection of
their rights” (p. 4).
Later that same year, Du Bois wrote a column titled “Great Barrington Briefs” for the
September 29, 1883 issue of the New York Globe. Du Bois (1883c) took note of the swing vote
potential of the Black population and stated:
The colored men of Great Barrington hold the balance of power, and have decided
the election of many officers for a number of years. If they will only act in concert they
may become a power not to be despised. It would be a good plan if they should meet and
decide which way would be most advantageous for them to cast their votes. (p. 1).
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With economic development on his mind the following month, Du Bois wrote a column titled
“Great Barrington Items” for the October 20, 1883 issue of the New York Globe wherein he
encouraged Black people to develop businesses. Dubois (1883d) praised Black people for being
concerned about the lack of “business men among us” (p. 4). He added: “… the desire to remedy
this evil is becoming more manifest” (p. 4). Hence, at an early age, Du Bois had developed an
interest in cultural nationalism, political nationalism, and economic nationalism. In other words,
the teenage Du Bois was an advocate of racial solidarity and collective behavior around cultural,
political, and economic matters.
Further, by the time he graduated from high school, Du Bois was clearly not the type of
person who told others to “do as I say not as I do.” Du Bois proceeded to blaze new pathways in
scholarship as a student and professor. He also proceeded to blaze new pathways in political
activism and Black economic development as he sought to merge theory with practice. Whereas
the lynching of Emmett Till had a profound effect on Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King, Jr., the
lynching of Sam Hose did the same for Ida B. Wells-Barnett and Du Bois.16 Unlike Hose,
Du Bois was a son of the Black working class who managed to die a natural death despite
oppressive social conditions.
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NOTES
1

Two other widely recognized major fountainheads of sociology are Max Weber and Emile Durkheim. See
Aron (1965, 1967) and Coser (2003).
2

As a fountainhead of sociology analyzing social conditions at the macro level, Marx used the terms
proletariat and working class interchangeably. He also used the terms bourgeoisie and capitalist interchangeably.
See Marx (1852/1972a). Also, see Marx and Engels (1888/1972).
3

Three other widely recognized peripheral fountainheads of sociology are Ida B. Wells-Barnett, Jane
Addams, and Harriet Martineau. Du Bois, Wells-Barnett, Addams, and Martineau have been pushed to the periphery
of the discipline because of their race and/or sex. See Cromartie (2009), Wright (2010), Gilkes (1996), Collins
(2002), Broschart (1991, 2005a, 2005b), Deegan (1988, 1991, 2005), and Lengermann and Niebrugge (1998). Anna
Julia Cooper has also been identified as a peripheral fountainhead of sociology by Lengermann and Niebrugge
(1998), Broschart (2005a, 2005b), Deegan (2005), and Hill (2005). As was the case with Wells-Barnett, Cooper has
been pushed to the periphery of the discipline because of her race and sex.
4

In an email, Lewis (personal communication, October 29, 2010) has informed me that, “I spelled
Du Bois's mother's name as Silvina because it is so spelled in the Great Barrington town hall marriage registry.” In
the case of my paper, I have chosen to follow the spelling of Lewis.
5

For a discussion of the life and times of Du Bois’s brother, see Lewis (1993). Although Lewis has said
that he was relatively silent about his older brother in his autobiographies, Du Bois (1883a, 1884a) mentioned the
activities of his brother in columns for the New York Globe. In an email, Lewis (personal communication, October
31, 2010) has told me that he spelled Du Bois’s brother’s names as Adelbert instead of Idelbert “because of the
census and Adelbert’s signature on his letter to his distinguished brother, W.E.B Du Bois.” He was responding to the
following question I sent him via email: Why did you spell his first name as Adelbert instead of Idelbert? Lewis’s
position is supported by evidence to be found in the reports of the Census Office (1870, 1900a). Hence, I have
chosen to follow the spelling of Lewis in my paper.
6

John Burghardt might be the person listed the reports of the Census Office (1880a, 1900b) for the location
of Decorah Township in Winneshiek County, Iowa. The Census Office stated in both reports that he was a farmer
who was born in Massachusetts. Both reports also stated that he was single.
7

The enumerator erroneously listed Othello Burghardt as Othelo Burget. Du Bois was listed as William E.
Burget and his brother as Adelbert J. Burget.
8

In a letter to the Board of Trustees of John F. Slater Fund, Du Bois (1973b) once described his mother
Mary Sylvina Burghardt Du Bois as a mulatto. However, neither his mother nor Du Bois were true mulattoes. Both
of her parents were Black people and both of his parents were Black people. However, there was some White blood
on the Du Bois side of his family, as Lewis (1993) and Agbeyebiawo (1998) have noted.
9

A key person who helped to organize the birthday celebration which led to the fund was the wife of
M.V. Boutte. Du Bois (1973) attempted to dissuade her organizing of the birthday celebration, but was unsuccessful.
As Lewis (1993) has noted, the birthday celebration led to a testimonial fund which netted some $3,038.41. It was
that money which led to the purchase of the Black Burghardt homestead. According to Aptheker (1973), M.V.
Boutte was a native of Louisiana and long-time friend of Du Bois. Boutte was his fraternity brother and fellow Fisk
alumnus. After receiving a degree from the University of Illinois, he became a pharmacist in New York City.
10

See Lewis (1993) for a thoughtful discussion of the whereabouts of Alfred Du Bois after he left Great

Barrington.
11

When Adelbert Burghardt was 38 years-old, the Census Office (1900a) reported that he was employed as
a coachman and married to 29-year-old Ida Burghardt.
12

During the time Du Bois worked for the New York Age, it was actually still known as the New York

13

Despite being poor, Du Bois (1973a) established the Ph.D. as his goal while still an undergraduate at Fisk

Globe.
University.
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14

On his 25th birthday, Du Bois was in Germany attending the University of Berlin. See Du Bois (1985) for
a discussion of some experiences in that country.
15

As Rampersad (1990) has noted, in 1884, Du Bois played a leading role in establishing Great
Barrington’s Black literary society known as the Sons of Freedom. Du Bois served as the secretary and treasurer.
The mission of the Sons of Freedom was to serve as a club for literary and social improvement. It functioned as a
study group with a focus on the history of the United States of America (USA). See Du Bois (1884).
16

Regarding the day she refused to be moved on the bus, Rosa Parks has said that, “I thought about Emmett
Till and I just couldn’t go back” (Quoted in Christian, 2005, p. 21).
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Conservation of Biodiversity: Policy Recommendations for Asian, African,
and Latin American Countries in the Contexts of International Conventions

Abstract
This paper indicates appropriate policy measures to ensure conservation of biodiversity in
the developing countries. After reviewing scholarly journals and books, this paper identified the
nature and effects of „biodiversity loss‟ and analyzed some steps to improve the situation.
Findings include comprehensive efforts of international, national, and local bodies to preserve
biodiversity. The study emphasizes on incorporation of local bodies in the decision making and
biodiversity programs like community based conservation, eco-tourism, and agro-environment
schemes, to make sure the sustainable use of biodiversity. The study suggests innovative funding
such as charge to use global commons, or impose environmental taxes to support and implement
biodiversity policies.

Introduction
Immediate actions need to be taken to challenge the current extinction crisis (Olson &
Dinerstein, 1998). In this context, to save the variety of life on Earth, the protection of
biodiversity

has

become

an

important

objective

to

international,

national,

local,

nongovernmental, even in individual level (Redford & Richter, 1999). In the last few decades,
billions of dollars been spent and hundreds of national governments have signed biodiversity
treaties (Redford & Richter, 1999). Since 1972, a significant numbers of conventions and treaties
have been adopted to protect bio diversity, such as, Convention on Biological diversity (CBD),
The Convention on International Trade in Species of Endangered Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES), The Convention for the protection of the Environment in the South Pacific,
International Whaling Convention, The Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife
and Natural Habitat, Convention on Migratory Species and so on (International Conventions,
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2003).But the rate of biodiversity loss is still alarming. According to Eastern and Goldfarb,
(2003), the number of endangered species has increased at least seven times within only 25 years
from 1976 to 2000. To continue the development of mankind, the conservation of bio diversity is
essential.
Developing countries are the vital sources of world‟s biological resources. The vast
tropical forests, the huge lands, and the oceans and rivers spread all over Asia, Africa, and Latin
America consisted of numerous and diversified biological resources, though steps are still
inadequate to preserve the diversity of the nature. According to Hackel (1999), most of the
developing nations have lot of fundamental crisis like political unrest or economic insolvency.
Moreover, environmental problem like biodiversity loss is an acute problem in most of the
places. Formulation and implementation of appropriate policies are essential for protecting
biodiversity in developing world.
This paper indicates some important policy measures to protect biodiversity in the Asian,
African, and Latin American countries. The following issues will be addressed specifically:
(i) Nature of the loss of bio diversity, (ii) International Conventions taken to protect bio
diversity; (iii) Recommendations to protect biodiversity in the socio-economic contexts of the
developing countries.
The study is a review of articles. Using meta-analysis by organizing, integrating and
evaluating previously published articles and information, the study tries to examine the nature of
the issue, and indicates some recommendations appropriate especially for developing countries.
Data and information are collected from journals, books, newspapers, and on-line articles.
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Review of the Related Literature
Bio-diversity: Definition, classifications and importance
According to the David Suzuki foundation, (2003), biodiversity is the continuous
interaction of numerous living creatures and ecological groups. The Ecological society of
America states, “Biodiversity includes all organisms, species and populations; the genetic
variation among these; and all their complex assemblages of communities and ecosystems. It
also refers to the interrelatedness of genes, species, and ecosystems diversity (Ecological Society
of America, 2003).
There are different types of biodiversity such as community or ecological biodiversity,
genetic bio-diversity, or species biodiversity (Ecological Society of America. 2003; David
Suzuki foundation, 2003). Bio diversity has numerous ecological, economic and cultural values
(David Suzuki foundations, 2003). Nature has a system of interaction among all living creations.
With all its diversified resources, nature provides human the necessary supply to exist.
Moreover, human cultural diversity is essentially linked to the diversity of the nature.
Threats to biodiversity
According to the United Nations “Global Bio-Diversity Assessment Report” (1995), due
to human activities, world‟s biodiversity is under serious threat. The report identified that almost
all types of biological resources, such as coastal and lowland areas, wetlands, native grasslands,
and many types of forests and woodlands of the world are facing crisis. For example, 25 million
acres of humid tropical forests were destroyed annually in the 1980s and 10% of all world‟s
corals reefs have already eroded. The report estimates that only 13 percent of the earth‟s total 13
to 14 million species have been identified so far. Among them about 26,000 plants and 54,000
animals have been recorded as threatened or extinct and this estimate is far less than the actual
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condition. The report also noticed that the recent extinction of flowering plants and vertebrate
animals have reached 50 to 100 times more than the average expected natural rate.
Extinction is a natural process. According to Easton and Goldfarb (2003), almost all
species of the world are the part of extinction process. But the present rate of extinction is much
higher than any previous time of world‟s history. Bio diversity is also threatened by (i) pollution,
(ii) over exploitation; (iii) climate change; (iv) habitat loss and (v) invasive species (David
Suzuki foundation, 2003).
Theoretical framework of human induced bio diversity loss
A model is presented to discuss the roots of bio diversity loss. The model was based on
both biological and social sciences. The model noted that, “the causes of Habitat destruction are
ultimately linked to demographic patterns, national histories, land tenure rules, distribution of
wealth, and the socio political role. The worldwide trends toward industrialization, increased,
increased per capita consumption and economic interdependence are also critical factors;
understanding these socio-economic trends in predicting the rate, extent and consequences of
biodiversity decline” (Forester & Matchless, 1996). Although, socio-economic factors may be
the engines of change influencing the bio diversity loss, the pathways are biophysical. Studies
found a link between road constructions and reduced genetic diversity of frog population.
Several studies establish a positive relation between population growth and habitat loss through
deforestation.
The model, therefore, emphasized the relationship between socioeconomic and
biophysical factors (Forester & Matchless, 1996) to determine causes and effects of biodiversity
loss, and to find appropriate policies to protect bio diversity.
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International conventions to protect biological diversity
Some significant steps have already been taken to reduce the loss of biodiversity. Among
them, (i) The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora, (ii) The Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitat,
(iii) Convention on Migratory Species, and (iv) World Commission on protected areas are
prominent.
The Convention of International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES), is an agreement between national governments to protect the wild animals and plants
from their trade in international market. This treaty is to stop the exploitation of world‟s
resourceful and distinct plants and animals. The treaty introduced licensing system in all kinds of
international trading of selected threatened species including export, import, and re-export. This
treaty is protecting approximately 5,000 species of animals and 28,000 of plants all over the
world (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora,
2003).
The Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats is widely
known as Bern Convention. The goals of this convention are (i) to preserve wild flora and fauna
and their natural habitat; (ii) To promote cooperation between countries and (iii) to give
particular emphasis to endangered and valuable species, including endangered and vulnerable
migratory species (International Conventions, 2003).
The Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of wild animals, is also known
as CMS or Bonn Convention. It works to aims to preserve terrestrial, marine, and migratory
species (International Conventions, 2003). The World Commission on protected areas offers
management in worldwide protected networks.
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Policy Recommendations
According to the Global Biological Assessment Report, international treaties are not only
effective by themselves due to decentralized research and observation system. To protect the loss
of biodiversity, policies should prioritize the local problems, situations, and possibilities. In the
light of these findings, some policy recommendations are as follows:
Sustainable Use of Biodiversity
The idea of sustainable development prioritizes local institutions, interdisciplinary and
participatory research, and support and participation of local population in the development
process. It emphasizes on incorporations of local and indigenous knowledge, as well as gender
consideration in the preservation and conservation (International Development Research, 2003).
Both Brundtland Commission Report and the Convention on Biological Diversity put emphasize
on sustainable use of biodiversity to protect biodiversity loss. The Convention on Biological
Diversity recommended (i) giving incentives to use more sustainable forms of biodiversity use
and (ii) promoting trade rules and practices that foster sustainable use in bio diversity
preservation (Convention on Biological Diversity, 2003).
Community based conservation
Community Based Conservation (CBC) is a widely practiced way to save wildlife
(Hackel, 1999). The idea is that full cooperation is needed from the local communities to
preserve the rich biodiversity. Generally, local populations are the threats to biodiversity due to
their ignorance, habits, and economic necessities. Without these communities, conservations are
not possible.
The CBC allows three ways of incentives to the local communities to protect
biodiversity. First, allow local people to settle nearby and incorporate them in land use decision
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making. Second, give these people ownership over wildlife resources so they can identify
themselves as the part of the resources. Third, share the economic benefit assured from the
conservation (Hackel, 1999.)
Actually, CBC is a power decentralization process of wildlife through a bottom-up
approach. It realized that appropriate power sharing rather than imposing is essential in
biodiversity conservation and local interest must be involved in all aspects of decisions making.
This decentralization of decision making power transformation is very important in preservation
of bio-diversity (Hackel, 1999).
The idea of Community Based Conservation is compatible to the application of
sustainable development by engaging local communities in the process of development, and
appropriate to meet the targets of the International conventions on biological diversity like
CITES by protecting the wildlife from overexploitation, and can meet the demand of the
convention of migratory species by saving them from hunting. Though community based
conservation now in its experimental phase, it can be a good policy of local governments of
developing countries to protect bio diversity.
Agro-environment Schemes
In most part of the developing world, where agriculture is the primary source of
livelihood, combined agro-environment policies can ensure more environmental protection as
well as more sustainable agriculture (Ovenden, Swash & Smallshire, 1998). Agro-environment
schemes relate landscape protection, natural conservation and environmental protection,
especially conservation for habitats and species grow on agricultural land.
Agro-environment schemes were first introduced in England in 1987 (Ovenden, Swash &
Smallshire, 1998) and now widely practiced in several pilot projects. These projects prioritize the
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wildlife maintenance and biodiversity conservation in their agricultural planning. The
developing countries can take the idea of “Agro-Environment Schemes” from the Great Britain
to protect and use their biodiversity in a more sustainable way.
Integrated Conservation and Development Projects, ICDP’s or ICADs
The incorporation of conservation and development ideas are increasingly getting more
attentions in recent decades. This idea is objected to biodiversity conservation as well as takes
necessary steps to fulfill the basic human needs. This is a practical approach which admits that
conservation is important, but people have to meet their demand from environment. The
developing countries, where funds are limited and population growth is high, can take this
approach as a major tool their conservation policy to balance the situation.
Eco-tourism
As the local population of economically poor but biologically rich parts of developing
world are one of the main obstacles of preserving biodiversity, environmental policies are now
experimenting more economic incentive oriented projects which provide financial benefits to
local stakeholders in poor and indigenous regions (Bookbinder, et al., 1988). The practice of ecotourism is a good and ideal strategy to achieve both economic and ecological targets which
provide economic gain for the poor villagers from tourism and create enthusiasm among
themselves as the local guardian of their own biological resources. The policy of „eco-tourism‟
tries to implement the sustainable idea of Conservation of Biological Diversity. Developing
countries can gain much by implementing the idea of eco-tourism.
Comprehensive international, regional, national strategies:
Biodiversity of one country has important influence over the biodiversity of the other
country. National and local policies to protect biodiversity thus need to be compatible to the
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international and regional policies, treaties, and conventions. Though the problems of
biodiversity vary in different countries, and the root of the problem integrated with the national
problems, biodiversity conservations should be addressed with a worldwide view.
Integrated approaches from governments, NGO’s and Private sectors
According to the Convention of Biological Diversity ( 2003), a global forum, consists of
governments, non-government organizations, academics, the private sector, and other interested
groups could share and develop their thoughts (Convention on Biological Diversity, 2003) and
government should play a leadership role, other sectors of society needed to be actively involved.
Integrated policy approach is essential in facing the challenge of protecting biodiversity. First,
governments in national, state, and local levels should be responsible in formulating and
implementing policies. But to make the policies more successful, field based nongovernmental
organizations should initiate the role of policy advocacy. They can develop, test, and carry out
innovated voluntary approaches to working with communities, especially women and the poor to
implement biodiversity preservation policies. They can help in information gathering, and
applied research. These institutions can raise public awareness and provide technical assistance.
NGOs could establish themselves as the environmental watchdogs by complementing or
supplementing government efforts to protect the biological resources.
The private sectors have more responsibility in tourism development, setting natural
parks, and interpretation centers. They can prioritize preservation ideas in their projects and
businesses.
Adequate, appropriate, and interrelated conservation strategies:
To face the challenge of protecting biodiversity, it is essential to adopt several different
appropriate and interrelated strategies. The Convention on Biological diversity states some major
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challenges such as building adequate expertise and experience in biodiversity planning,
improving policies, legislation, guidelines, for regulating the use of biodiversity, making better
use of technology. Compatible to these ideas, some strategies are suggested below:
(i)

Expansion of the protected area network: to reduce and delay the extinction
process, maintaining viable populations of species of plant or animal is extremely
important. Expansion of protected places can ensure the viability of threatened
plants and animals. (Biodiversity conservation, 2003).

(ii)

Population surveys and assessments and database creation: A regular survey and
assessment of the different species should be conducted to identify their diversity,
nature, problems, habits, and necessity. It is important to build up and design a
proper strategy of conservation. (Biodiversity conservation).

(iii)

Mapping of forest types, protected areas, and natural forest: Latest technology
need to be used in mapping. It will help to create buffer zones and corridors for
endangered species. (Biodiversity conservation, 2003).

(iv)

Improved protection efforts and a landscape approach: It is important to conserve
species not only in the protected areas, but also in the outside the boundaries. This
is an emergency to improve the whole protection process by integrating the
protected and non-protected areas by a landscape approach. Both national and
community bodies should be involved in the landscape approach. (Biodiversity
Conservation, 2003).

(v)

In Situ conservation: To strengthen the preservation process, Good management
is essential. Steps like creation of corridors, introduction of new genetic stock,
and translocation of animals are some effective management approaches to
preserve endangered species. (Biodiversity conservations, 2003).

(vi)

Regular population –habitat viability and risk simulations: Computer models need
to be created to regular survey of growth, habitat variability assessment, and
identify new threats to biodiversity.

(vii)

Captive breeding and species reintroduction: Captive breeding can provide
animals for possible reproduction for supplementing current populations.

(viii)

Preservation plots: To conserve and protect important floral species, forest
preservation plots are important means.

(ix)

Controlling wildlife trade: To control wildlife trade, following steps are
important:
(a) To control biodiversity crimes, setting up of a central task force is essential to
prevent the crime against wildlife, (b) A special court needs to set up for the
prompt punishment for committing wildlife crimes, (c) creation of a central
wildlife crime data bank to collect and analyses data on wildlife trade (d) A
special government cell, including legal and vigilance bodies needs to be set
up within each state forest department.
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(x)

Information network: Promoting networking and sharing of information is
essential for an informed and inexpensive approach to biodiversity conservation.
Using of Geological Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing could help
determine the rate, causes, and scale of biodiversity loss. Information on
deforestation and land-use change can be integrated with data on the distribution
of biodiversity and existing information on soils, topography, climate, etc. to
obtain a comprehensive picture.

(xi)

Community reserves: Community reserves will protect landscapes, ecosystems,
and species traditionally or culturally conserved by local communities.

Innovative funding to support biodiversity conservation
Conservation and protection of bio-diversity needs a huge amount of money. These
necessary funds are insufficient especially in the developing world. In this respect, innovative
ideas and approaches for generating additional funds are very important. According to Neely,
et al., (1996), six principle investors such as the international community, government, donors,
the private sector international and local Ngo‟s are active in financing biodiversity conservations.
Some recommendations are discussed below to enhance their activities to contribute in
biodiversity conservation:
(i)

Financing Biodiversity: Tools that international governing organizations can
initiate:

The international governing system consists of the United Nations system, the World
Bank, the regional development banks like Asian Development Bank (ADB), the International
Monitory Fund (IMF), and several international conventions. Mainly these organizations have
the prime responsibility for generating fund at the global level to protect biodiversity. In recent
time, the World Bank is contributing the largest share to protect biodiversity. Over the last
decade, World Bank funding for biodiversity has involved over 225 projects all over the world.
These projects include of US $1.0 billion of IRDB/IDA resource, about over US $450 million of
GEF funds and an additional US $1.2 billion in co-founding with other donors, governments,
NGOs, and the private sectors (World Bank Group, 2003).
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According to Neely et al., (1996), funds for protecting biodiversity protection could be
generated by taxes and penalties. Charges could be imposed for using global commons, new
agricultural practices, and from the trade in tropical timber. The global common is the asset
which belongs to all humanity and charges should be imposed for its commercial uses. This
money could be transferred to protect world‟s biodiversity. Voluntary joint cooperation between
two or more countries to reduce green house gas emission is a cost saving initiative proposed by
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (Neely, et al., 1996.) Charges for extracting
timbers could be a very good source of finance to preserve biodiversity. Study identified that
only 1-3 percent surge on timber imports on EEC countries, Japan and the USA would raise
between US $30-90 million (Neely, et al., 1996).
(ii)

Financing Biodiversity: Tools governments can initiate:

Governments can provide money for biodiversity by environmental taxes and charges,
and privatization and property rights (Neely, et al., 1996). „Carbon Taxes‟ has already been
imposed in Denmark, Finland, the Netherland, Norway and Sweden for using fossil fuels. In
developing countries, governments can impose taxes for using environmentally hazardous gases.
Taxes can also be imposed for using particular land use that is detrimental to the supply of
biodiversity (Neely, et al., 1996).
(iii)

Financing Biodiversity: Tools donors can initiate:

The Article 20 of the CBD emphasizes on more financial transactions to developing
countries to support biodiversity conservation. Though in general, donor funding are decreasing
in the developing countries recent years, funds for biodiversity protection is increasing (Neely,
et al., 1996.)
(iv)

Financing biodiversity- tools the private sectors can initiate:
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In recent decades, private investments to protect biodiversity have increased
significantly. Many private sectors are working to protect biodiversity through
resources, trading, and marketing. They are also supporting biodiversity initiatives
through planning and research, thus supporting conservation efforts. According to
Neely (1996) many private banks are now involved in conserving biodiversity.
(v)

Financing biodiversity : tools NGOs can initiate:

Over the last three decades, non- governmental organizations are working hard to
conserve biodiversity in international and local level. Their initiatives also help governments to
take more nature friendly policies. „Debt for nature‟ is a good instance in this respect, where the
international commercial banks issue a non-performing note to the developing country to get
cash. Donors enjoy better exchange rates for donation for conservation (Neely, et al., 1996).
Conclusions and Recommendations
This paper identified unified and comprehensive policy measures to preserve
biodiversity. The sustainable and eco-friendly use of biological resources ensures long-term
benefits to mankind. The biodiversity policies of a country should be integrated to the
environmental management, socio-economic activities, and development process.
However, in the light of present research, discussions and recommendations are
applicable to all developing countries, in general .But different regions have different socioeconomic and biodiversity problems .Further research is recommended to choose one area or one
country and put emphasis on its biodiversity policy.
Second, Implementation of policies is important. Many developing countries have
standard regulation to protect biodiversity, but lack of implementation made them useless.
Further research is recommended emphasizing implementation of biodiversity policies in the
developing world.
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Abstract
This paper identifies the importance of environmental sustainability and its compatibility
with economic and social sustainability as it depicts the theoretical controversy over the equal
importance of three dimension of sustainability (environment, economics, and society) versus the
dominance of environment over other components of sustainability. As the horrific
environmental disaster due to human activities in recent centuries have arisen the question
whether economic development, social progress, even human existence is possible without the
shield of a sound and supportive ecosystem, a basic philosophical controversy need to be
addressed in an urgent basis to identify the comparative importance of ecosystem, economy, or
social organizations, to ensure a better future of mankind (Good land, 1995). The „bio centric
idea of optimality‟ is the central theme of this research, which states that sound ecology is the
precondition of all development, whether it is either economic growth or social progress. The
„unexplored borderlands‟ of sustainability needs to be investigated for the prosperity of mankind.
Research on the idea, „environmental sustainability, as an integral part of the process leads
sustainable development‟ will certainly add new features in this investigation.

Introduction
Background and the Problem Statement
The relationships and comparative importance of environmental sustainability, economic
growth, and social progress has become a central part of recent sustainable development issue.
“The Brundtland Commission report” (WCED, 1987) and the “agenda 21 of Rio summit” (UN,
1992), two landmark documents have emphasized a combined development idea consists of
economic growth, ecological preservation, and social development (Littig & Griebler, 2005).
Thus, sustainable development is the process of improvement of different aspects of life rather
than any specific area.
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The failure of the traditional economic theories to address two global problems such as
severe economic disparity and massive threat to environment has created the new ideas of
development. Development is no longer only the economic growth; political stability,
institutional progress, finally, the preservation of ecology is the ingredients of development.
(Kemp & Parto, 2005; Bartelmus, 1986).
Though the large scale use of modern technology since the industrial revolution has
improved the standard of living, it has created severe stress upon the world‟s environment.
(Duchin & Lange, 1994). At the same time, developing countries in the different parts of the
world are fighting with poverty, malnutrition, and huge population growth. Also, the basic
human rights are unavailable to a large segment of the world population. A huge gap between
developed and developing countries is also noticeable.
According to Hanley, Shogren, and White, (1997), the economy, health, society and
environment are interrelated. The economy supplies goods and services. Environment supplies
raw material to economy and global life support services to the economic process (Hanley,
Shogren, & White, 1997) Good environment is also essential for good health. Bartemus (1986)
pointed out that industrial waste can contaminate natural environment, thus creates negative
health effects.
The idea of sustainable development is a combined development approach to address this
complex scenario, which amalgamates the socio-economic and environmental development
concepts (Reid, 1995). More and more, national and international bodies, nongovernmental
organizations, policy planners, development experts all over the world are adopting sustainable
development policies.
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Sustainable development thus, challenges the conventional idea that pro-environmental
policies oppose economic growth. It focuses on human welfare, plans to preserve the global life
support system, addresses the problems of developed and developing countries, and integrates
the economic and environmental decision-making in the development process (Langhelle, 1999.)
But it is still controversial whether a particular dimension of sustainability is more
important than others. Human existence is now in a danger due to the massive environmental
degradation caused by human activities. World Wildlife Fund emphasizes on the improvement of
the quality of human life within the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystem (Goodland, 1995).
Maintaining the life support systems is the prerequisite for social sustainability. So, it is urgent to
address a basic philosophical controversy about the relative importance of nature, human, or
manmade institutions like society or economy.
This paper identifies the theoretical perspectives of two ideas of sustainable development.
After comparing the ideological debate of two comparative ideas of sustainable development,
this paper identifies the importance of environmental sustainability and its compatibility to
economic growth and social progress. This paper also identifies whether environmental
sustainability influence health sustainability in health, works for social sustainability, ensure
sound economic growth, and finally works as a prerequisite for economic and social
sustainability.
Literature Review
Theoretical Foundation
As the paper identifies the importance of environmental sustainability, it uses the ideas of
strong sustainability and bio-centric view of optimality as the theoretical foundation. According
to Yaffee, 1998 and Stanley, 1995, the controversy over managing the ecosystem is ideological.
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The differences between econocentric, anthropocentric, and biocentric views of optimality are
the center of this controversy. Econocentric ideology emphasizes on the smooth functioning of
market economy, the sound operation of supply and demand (Gowdy, 1999). On the contrary,
according to a bio centric view, preserving the nature is the primary objective and prerequisite of
all development (Stanley, 1994). The third perspective is the anthropocentric view, which points
out the balance of ecological, economic and social improvements.
The debate over weak and strong sustainability represents this controversy. Based on the
idea of econo-centric view of optimality, weak sustainability concentrates on the idea of
substitutability. It assumes that all resources are substitutable, whether it is biodiversity,
minerals, or stability of the nature (Gowdy, 1999.) Only economic development can ensure the
better future of mankind. On the other hand, strong sustainability reflects the bio-centric view. It
emphasizes the scarcity of the global resources. According to this view, natural resources are
both renewable and nonrenewable and should be preserved in a sustainable way. Renewable
energies such as air or water quality, forest, or biological species must be consumed below the
natural rate of regeneration. In the case of nonrenewable resources such as specific minerals and
fossil fuels, the rate of consumption should be or equal to the rate of inventing substitute
resources (Gowdy, 1999). Resources should be available for the next generations to use.
The Dominant and Alternative Views of Sustainability: Robert Paehlke, Robinson &
Tinker vs. Eco-feminism
The concepts of sustainability contain a huge and diverse literature (Eichler, 1999.)
Different aspects of sustainability are still unexplorable. There are dominant views of
sustainability, which think environment, economics, and social aspects of sustainable
development should get equal importance in development perspectives, and the alternative views
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of sustainability, which prioritizes the ecological conservation over economic and social
development.
According to (Littig & Griebler, 2005), only the sound ecology is not enough to meet
human needs. The combination of three development aspects such as economic growth, social
and institutional stability, and ecological preservation are important in the development process
to ensure the betterment of mankind.
This dominant view of sustainability is supported by a large numbers of scholars. The
well accepted definition of this sustainability was given by the Brundtland Commission Report
in 1987, which stated that sustainable development is the “development that meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
(Paine & Railborn, 2003). The first Earth summit clarified the idea of sustainable development
more in 1992, when it specified that development should be economically viable, socially just,
and environmentally suitable (Paine & Railborn, 2003.) This summit declared that human beings
are the center of all development thus human welfare is the main objective of sustainable
development.
Robert Paehlke1 supported this combined view of sustainability. He opined that the
coexistence of economy, environment, and society is inevitable and this collective development
is sustainable development (Paehlke, 1999) He identified that sustainability has different
dimensions such as environmental, economic, and social.
According to Robinson and Tinker (as cited in Eichler, 1999) the three primary systems
of human development like environment, economy, and society are interconnected and
overlapping through the process of sustainable development. This is the dominant view of

1

Robert Paehlke is a professor of Environmental Politics and Policy in Canada.
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sustainability which thinks human being is the center of the development. Everything should be
done for the sake of the human interest.
On the contrary, the alternative view of sustainability emphasizes the ecological
dimension over the other two (Littig & Griebler, 2005). This alternative view suggests that
preservation of global ecological system is prerequisite for all other developments like economic
prosperity or social stability, not only for present generation but also for the future generations to
come. Thatswhy, more environmental socio-political policies and efforts are necessary.
Eco-feminism supports this alternative view. The idea of eco-feminism has emerged in
the 1970s, which has at least two prominent branches (Eichler, 1999.) The essentialist ecofeminism identifies the similarity of women and the nature. In different cultures, women are
depicted as Mother Nature. They are comparable to nature. The constructionist view of ecofeminism describes the oppression against both women and nature. There is a special relationship
between women and nature. Both are the victims of overexploitation, violence, and oppression.
Thus women and nature are historically interconnected. So, policies should prioritize the
preservation of women‟s rights and the preservation of ecology.
Two Different Models of Sustainability: Dominant and Alternative Views
According to Eichler (1999) the dominant and alternative ideas of sustainability construct
two different models of sustainability, dominant and alternative. The dominant model is
identified as the „three dimensional model‟ where environment, economics, and sociology have
equal importance. These three components are familiar as three wings of sustainability.
The alternative view of sustainability holds a different view by opposing the equality of
human system and the environmental system. According to this view, human system is only a
part of the natural system. Human activities are only a part of the natural activities. Thus the
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alternative idea of sustainability identifies that human system works under the shadow of a
broader bio-spherical context. They are interrelated but not equal. According to Eichler (1999)
Nature is essential for human being for survive, but human beings are not essential for the nature
to exist.
The alternative view of sustainability identified that the human system has a group of
subsystems such as economic system, social system, governance system, and cultural system.
They all work for the human system. Thus, the bio-sphere is the base, everything work under the
carrying capacity of this natural system. Thus it is essential to maintain and preserve this
biosphere for the existence of present and future generations of mankind and all of human
institutions like economic system, social rules, health, and governance.

Society

Environment

Economy

Figure 1: The Dominant View of Sustainability
Source: Eichler, M. (1999). Sustainability from a Feminist Sociological Perspective: A framework for Disciplinary
Reorientation
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Biosphere
Governance
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Figure 3: The Alternative View of Sustainability
Source: Eichler, M. (1999). Sustainability from a Feminist Sociological Perspective: A framework for Disciplinary
Reorientation

How Environmental Sustainability works as the prerequisite of other Kinds of
Sustainability:
According to Robert Paehlke (1999), there are three clusters of environmental
sustainability. The first cluster is related to the science of ecology, which is composed of
biodiversity, the numerous lists of plants and animals. The second cluster is related to air and
water. The third dimension is called the resource sustainability, which is composed the
renewable and non-renewable resources of the earth. Preservation of all these actually help to
build better health, sound economy, and suitable social and institutional systems.
A better environment certainly ensures better health. A large number of studies indicate
positive relationships between pollution, disease, and mortality. The severe environmental
disruptions all over the world in the last few decades and the devastating public health outcomes
are the major concerns of the health authorities and health professionals. The lave canal,
Chernobyl, and Bhopal disasters have identified that better environment is the precondition of
better public health.
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According to the germ theory, microorganisms are responsible for many diseases (Germ
theory of disease, 2011). The idea of environmental health, which is a distinct area of research
can be defined as “characteristics of health that result from the aggregate impact of both natural
and manmade surroundings, including air pollution, water pollution, noise pollution, solid waste
disposal, occupational disease and poor sanitation” (Germ theory of disease, 2011.)
Environmental sustainability is also important for achieving social sustainability. The
„Systematic Portrayal of Sustainable Development and the Relationships between Society and
Nature‟ model has identified the compatibility of natural and social systems. Developed by two
Austrian sociologists, Beate Littig and Erich Griebler, the model has describes how social,
cultural, political, and executive processes interact and work within the shield of a natural
system. According to the model, society needs material reproduction, cultural exchange, and
formulation and execution of political decisions (Littig & Griebler, 2005.) The model indicates
that the sustainability could be achieved by the transformation between social and ecological
systems.
A sound environment is not actually opposite to even economic development. According
to the concept of „entropic throughput of matter-energy‟, which is very important to make a
relationship between environment and energy, identifies economic process beyond the
relationships only between consumption and production. The idea rather, emphasizes on the
irreversible entropic change. (Daly, 1990). The concept of throughput was introduced into
economics by Kenneth Bolding and more fully elaborated and integrated into economic theory
by Georgescu-Roegen (Daly, 1990).
Thus, environmental sustainability works as the prerequisite of economic, social, and
health sustainability. The idea of „Societal Relationships to Nature‟ identifies that nature has the
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severe power and potentiality and larger scope of its own but it is related to the social power
because this power needs to be expressed by the society. For example, the global worming crisis
or emission problems are related to the economic factors like industrial pollution, public health
outcomes, and housing or transportation decisions (Becker, 1999.)
The „Russian Doll‟ model describes environment as the shield of economy and society.
The idea is that any social, economic, or institutional activities of human systems are impossible
without the basic environmental life support (Levitt, 1998.). The „Russian Doll‟ model claims
that within the cover of environmental support (like biodiversity, resources, air and water)
human beings create institutions to operate for their own needs. Thus, human institutions should
work within the limits of the environmental capacities to meet the human needs.

Society
Economy

Figure3:Russian Doll Model
Source: Levitt, R. (1998). Sustainability Indicators-Integrating Quality of Life and Environmental Protection. Journal of
Royal Statistical Society. Series A (Statistics in Society), Vol.161, No .3. The Pursuit of Sustainable Development:
Concepts, Policies, Arenas. pp. .291-302.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The idea of sustainable development is a relatively new concept. But only over a few
decades it has established itself as a central idea of development and a new real world activity
though debates are still going on about the nature, components, scope, and function of this new
idea of development. In one respect, sustainable development is a milestone in the idea of
development as it clearly identifies that only the economic development is not synonymous to
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development. The idea of environmental sustainability, which describes the essentiality of
preserving environment in any cost, is a truly controversial issue.
In this context, more research should be conducted on sustainable development,
especially on environmental sustainability. A recommendation in the perspective of the current
paper is as follows:
Future studies could identify how more eco-friendly public policies influence other socioeconomic institutions like economic growth, social justice, and educational attainments.
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Abstract
In recent years, fiscal decentralization, which reassigns expenditure functions and
devolves revenue sources to lower levels of government, has been discussed in a number of
countries around world. Although many developing countries have devoted themselves to
decentralization, it is still arguable whether decentralization stimulates economic performance. In
theory, it is expected that decentralization leads to efficient provision of local public services and
stimulates national economy. Earlier empirical literature indicates that the relationship between
decentralization and growth in unclear. Therefore the aim of this paper is to empirically
readdress the question of whether fiscal decentralization stimulate economic performance, using
the latest sub-Saharan countries panel data from 1999-2007.

I. Introduction
In recent years, fiscal decentralization, which reassigns expenditure functions and
devolves revenue sources to lower levels of government, has been discussed in a number of
countries around world. Fiscal decentralization has been a topic in the public finance literature
for almost 40 years (Musgrave, 1959). It is often defined as the devolution of fiscal
responsibilities from the central government to subnational levels of government (e.g., states,
regions, provinces, districts, municipalities). In fact, the basic issue in fiscal decentralization and
fiscal federalism is that of assigning specific fiscal responsibilities to the proper level of
government (Oates, 1999).
The fiscal federalism literature has examined benefits of fiscal decentralization. Its
benefits are often associated with the “Decentralization Theorem.” This theorem claims that
local governments can provide local public services that match regional preferences and needs
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better than their central counterpart, since they are closer to residents (Oates, 1972). In other
words, the most important insight of fiscal decentralization is the potential of decentralized
provision of public goods to improve allocative efficiency by minimizing the social losses from
political compromise. In addition, intergovernmental competition serves to discipline local
governments, enhancing their efficiency and accountability to their residents. In particular, the
effect of fiscal decentralization on economic growth is a key issue in conventional theoretical
studies and in recent empirical studies.
Although it is theoretically expected that decentralization leads to efficient provision of
public services and stimulates economic development, none of empirical studies has been
successful in precisely substantiating or verifying the potential contribution of fiscal
decentralization to economic growth in developing countries. Therefore the aim of this paper is
to empirically readdress the question of whether fiscal decentralization stimulate economic
performance, using the latest Sub-Saharan countries panel data from 1999-2007.
II. Literature Review
A. Defining Fiscal Decentralization
Although fiscal decentralization is discussed as a political issue in many countries, the
term is not sufficiently clear even in the fields of political science or public administration (Bird
and Vaillancourt, 1988). There are many ways to describe the process of fiscal decentralization,
it is useful to focus on two related processes, delegation and devolution of fiscal authority (Bird,
2001; Bird and Vaillancourt, 1998; Litvak et al., 1998; and Martinez-Vazquez and McNab,
1997).
One way to describe “decentralization by delegation” is as a “top down” process by
which the state gives subnational governments the power to perform functions and to raise
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resources according to explicit norms and rules with the understanding that these powers can be
changed or revoked by the central authorities. The degree of discretion in service provision is
often constrained by central government rules and often the authority or discretion to raise taxes
is quite limited. It is clear that in the case of delegation, the power remains within the central
government. Thus decentralization by delegation may be identified with unitary forms of
government.
On the other hand, “decentralization by devolution” can be better described as a “bottom
up” process in which subnational governments have a more permanent right, such as a
constitutional right, to govern their own affairs, including the ability to raise taxes and formulate
their expenditure budgets, with little meddling by the central authorities. In a devolved system,
local governments have their own source revenue as well as discretion to determine the mix of
services. This approach to decentralization may be better identified with federalist forms of
government.
Therefore, decentralization of public policy making power is transfer of legal and
political authority for planning projects, making decisions and management of public functions
from the central government and its agencies to subnational governments (Ter-Minassian and
Craig, 1997; Wildasin 1997). Specially, fiscal decentralization involves devolution where
subnational governments have clear expenditure assignments, substantial budget autonomy, and
legally recognized geographical boundaries within they perform public functions. In a fiscally
decentralized system, the policies of subnational branches of governments are permitted to differ
in order to reflect the preferences of their residents. Advocates make a case that fiscal
decentralization brings government closer to the people.
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B. Measures of fiscal decentralization
Generally, fiscal decentralization is interpreted as devolution of the authority associated
with decision making to a lower-level government. To measure fiscal decentralization, we have
to know the degree of devolution or the level of authority of the lower-level government.
Authority associated with decision-making has been allocated on the basis of legal relationships
between higher and lower-levels government. However, it is difficult to measure quantitatively
the allocation of authority.
The standard approach to measuring the allocation of authority is to make use of
accounting measures such as revenue or expenditure. However, there are some reservations
about using accounting information to obtain accurate measures of the allocation of authority.
First, expenditure by lower-levels government may be financed by intergovernmental grants
from higher-levels government. Hence, the share of expenditure in the total budget does not
necessarily reflect the level of authority allocated to a lower-level government because, to some
extent, its grant relates to expenditure authorized by a higher-level government. Therefore, it is
inappropriate to regard expenditure shares as necessarily an accurate measure of shares of
authority. Given the allocation of lump-sum grants, neither do revenue shares necessarily reflect
shares of authority. This is because the authority associated with the spending of the lump-sum
grant is attributed to the lower-level government.
Second, even if expenditure shares or revenue shares are small, authority is considered to
be fiscally decentralized provided that sufficient resources for public spending are originally
allocated to the lower-level government; that is, if autonomy is achieved. Therefore, autonomy
should be considered as one of the indicators of fiscal decentralization.
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Despite these reservations, previous studies have used an expenditure share as an
indicator of fiscal decentralization. However, it is doubtful that only one indicator (for example,
an expenditure share) fully captures the various dimension of fiscal decentralization. To derive a
convincing general result and to respond to discussions outside the economic field (for example,
political science and law), it is necessary to construct indicators of fiscal decentralization that
reflect various viewpoints.
C. Theoretical Considerations: Rationale for Fiscal Decentralization
The conceptual framework of fiscal decentralization is well established, drawing largely
on contributions by Tiebout (1956), Musgrave (1959) and Oates (1972). In a decentralized state,
mobility of citizens, voting power and competition among local governments ensure the
matching of local public services production with preferences of citizens and enhance efficiency
(Tiebout, 1956).
In The Theory of Public Finance, Richard Musgrave (1959) suggests that, for conceptual
purposes, the functions of government should be separated into three functions or branches,
macroeconomic stabilization, income redistribution, and resource allocation. The stabilization
branch is to assure the achievement of high employment and price stability, the distribution
branch is to achieve an equitable distribution of income, and the allocation branch is to see that
resources are used efficiently.
The stabilization and distribution functions are ordinarily assigned to the central level of
government (Musgrave 1983; Oates 1972). Most authors agree that there are serious limitations
regarding the ability of subnational governments to provide stabilization and redistribution
services. With respect to resource allocation function, Musgrave (1959) argues that policies of
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subnational branches of governments should be permitted to differ in order to reflect the
preferences of their residents.
The stabilization function was considered inappropriate for subnational assignment as (a)
Raising debt at the local level would entail higher regional costs but benefits for such
stabilization would spill beyond regional borders and as a result too little stabilization would be
provided; (b) Monetization of local debt will create inflationary pressures and pose a threat for
price stability; (c) Currency stability requires that both monetary and fiscal policy functions be
carried out by the center alone; and (d) cyclical shocks are usually national in scope (symmetric
across all regions) and therefore require a national response.
The above views have been challenged by several writers (see e.g., Dafflon, 1999; Sheikh
and Winer, 1977; Gramlich, 1987: Walsh, 1992; Shah, 1994; Sewell, 1995; Huther and Shah,
1996) on theoretical and empirical grounds yet they continue to command considerable
following. An implication that is often drawn is that decentralization of the public sector
especially in developing countries poses significant risks for the “aggravation of macroeconomic
problems” (Tanzi, 1996, p. 305).
The famous model of Tiebout (1956) argued that the make-up of communities themselves
was endogenous, and that decentralized decision- making would facilitate the formation of
optimal mixes of congregate together, and this would induce regional governments acting
competitively to provide efficient levels of public goods and services for their residents. These
gains in efficiency are enhanced if taxpayers are mobile because they can migrate or sort
themselves out among the jurisdictions that best match their preferred tax-expenditure package,
as first discussed in Tiebout’s (1956) seminal piece. In short, if preferences for public goods
differ across regions or individuals, the level of welfare achieved through a uniform provision of
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public goods by a central government is inferior to that which can be attained by a decentralized
provision which allows for differences across jurisdictions. Thus fiscal decentralization is
concerned with the assignment of expenditure functions and tax revenue sources among different
levels of government to best achieve an efficient allocation of resources.
While there is a grain of truth in the Tiebout hypothesis, the literal acceptance of it has
been largely discredited. Mobility among communities is nowhere near the magnitude required
to generate optimal mitigates it. As well, the Tiebout model was too simplistic and onedimensional. It turned out to be fairly simple to formulate Tiebout-type models in which either
equilibrium did not exist or if it did, it would be inefficient or unstable (Bewley, 1981).
Nonetheless, the main message of the Tiebout model is a powerful one. In the face of
heterogeneous communities, decentralized decision-makers constrained by the need to cater to
potentially mobile households and firms will strive to provide the best mix of public goods and
services for their residents that they can.
Another theoretical argument for fiscal decentralization is formulated as “each public
service should be provided by the jurisdiction having control over the minimum geographic area
that would internalize benefits and costs of such provision” (Oates, 1972). Oates (1972) argues
that in a world with little externalities and heterogeneous tastes, local governments are best
suited to provide local public services because they can better adapt to differences in tastes and
because they have an information advantage on tastes over central government. This can be
referred to as Oates’ decentralization theorem. An efficient allocation of local public services
means that subnational governments provide services up to the point at which the value placed
on the last unit of services for which citizens are willing to pay is just equal to its benefits. This
implies that subnational governments must be free to levy “own-source” revenues to match
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citizens’ preferences on expenditures. It then suggests a relation between efficiency and fiscal
autonomy (at the margin). The presumption is that different communities have different demands
for types and levels of public goods and services and central provision will be uniform, so that
efficiency could be improved if regional communities provided their own local public goods and
services. Therefore, decentralization is an effective tool for reorganization of the government in
order to provide public goods and services cost effectively (Bennett, 1990; Wildasin, 1997).
Another justification for the decentralization is provided by the public choice school,
which argues that it is a solution to government failures arising from imperfect collective choice
mechanisms or bureaucratic monopoly (Ostrom, 1973; Zax, 1989; Nelson, 1987). One argument
is that the decentralized governance structures facilitate more efficient collective choice
outcomes by forming an effective market for local public goods. Another argument is that
competition among subnational governments, and the attendant threat of residential “exit,”
requires local agencies to be more efficient in service provision, and more responsive to local
preferences (Buchanan, 1984; Ellickson, 1977).
Decentralized governments also may have an advantage in the areas of experimentation
and innovation: successful innovations can be subsequently adopted by other jurisdictions. This
notion of increased experimentation and innovation by state and local governments was one of
the prominent rationales for the recent devolution of welfare in the United States.
It must be noted however that no convincing empirical evidence exists on the efficiency
gain from decentralization. Most of the discussion about fiscal decentralization is theoretical and
refers to anecdotal evidence from a few studies (Litvack, 1998). These studies suggest generally
positive effects of decentralization, but it is hard to draw any conclusive lessons.
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While institutional factors, such as political, social, legal, and economic conditions, are
generally important for the analysis of fiscal decentralization. The key element underlying the
interest in fiscal decentralization is to achieve broader objectives such as economic stability,
sustainable growth, and provision of basic public services equitably across people and
jurisdiction by increasing efficiency, transparency, and accountability in the public sector.
Therefore, policy makers must balance these advantages against potential economies of scale in
service production, the potential costs of spillover effects between state or local agencies, and the
effects of intergovernmental competition and migrational pressures.
D. Decentralization and Empirical Studies
It is expected that if decentralization brings more efficiency in the allocation of public
services, it should also bring economic growth. Indeed, most measures of fiscal decentralization
using subnational governments’ share of revenue or expenditure are positively correlated with
the level of economic development measured by per capita income (Martinez-Vazquez and
McNab, 1997). This means that fiscal decentralization is either a superior good or otherwise
helps economic development. In the second case, a positive relation between decentralization
and economic growth should exist. This is not however what Davoodi and Zou (1998) find.
Using spending share net of intergovernmental transfers as the measure for decentralization, they
find a negative relationship with economic growth for developing countries, and no relationship
at all for developed countries.
Davoodi and Zou’s work is critiqued by Akai and Sakata (2002) for the cultural bias of
their data set. According to Akai and Sakata, using data in which the cultural, historical, and
institutional differences between countries are substantial makes it difficult to determine the true
effect of fiscal decentralization unless adjustments are made to the data in order to account for
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these differences (this idea is also defended by Bird and Vaillancourt, 1998). To control the
cultural and historical bias, Akai and Sakata use data for one country (the 50 states of the United
State) and find that decentralization of government contributed to the states’ economic growth.
The relation between fiscal decentralization and the public sector size relies on the theory
of the Leviathan State elaborated by Brennan and Buchanan (1980). Brennan and Buchanan
model the government as a monolithic entity that systematically seeks to maximize its total
revenue. According to them, the capacity of government to maximize its revenue is only limited
by constitutional constraints, among which is decentralization. Citizen mobility and competition
between subnational governments will limit their tax pricing power and encourage more efficient
allocation of public services.
Consequently, other things being equal, the state should be smaller the more it is
decentralized. The theory of the Leviathan State has limited empirical support. Oates (1985)
conducted a study on this relationship using subnational governments’ share of revenue and
expenditure as proxies for decentralization. He finds no empirical support for the Leviathan
hypothesis. Ehdaie (1994) pointes out a weakness in the Oates (1985) study, arguing that taxing
and spending decisions should not be taken separately in the decentralization process.
Computing measures of fiscal decentralization and fiscal collusion, he finds that decentralization
of taxing power has a negative correlation with the public sector size, while the amount of
transfers has no significant correlation. More recently, Jin and Zou (2002), adding the time series
dimension to cross-section analysis, find that expenditure decentralization leads to a larger state,
while revenue decentralization leads to a smaller state, and finally that vertical imbalances
increase the size of the public sector.
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Much of the recent literature has also focused on the macroeconomic problems that have
arisen as governments devolve greater responsibilities to subnational governments. Empirical
studies by Prud’homme (1995), Hunter and Shah (1996) and Ter-Minassian (1997) show that
decentralization resulted in subnational fiscal indiscipline and aggravated fiscal problems at the
central level. In summarizing the experiences of 20 countries, Ter-Minassian (1997) concludes
that, while efficiency-enhancing benefits of decentralization are well understood in theory,
substantial decentralization makes it more difficult to carry out the redistributive and
macroeconomic management objectives of fiscal policy. Cross-country empirical analysis has
shown that decentralization is associated with lower growth, higher deficits, and larger
governments. De Mello (2000) finds in developing countries that expenditure devolution tends to
worsen central government balance. Fornasari and Webb (1999) also find that increase in
subnational spending leads to increases in national spending and deficits. However, Stein (1999)
shows that decentralization is not associated with higher deficits in Latin America. For this,
Shome (2002) finds that decentralization is associated with lower fiscal deficits both at the state
and central government levels.
In developing countries, decentralization can also cause macroeconomic problems when
key institutional and financial pillars are absent from the federal framework. Coordination
difficulties between the various layers of government can challenge macroeconomic
sustainability even in the least decentralized of systems. Various studies find (for example, Tanzi
2000, Dabla-Norris and Wade 2002) incentives for responsible fiscal behavior and hard-budget
constraints are undermined when the federal framework is characterized by a (i) lack of local
autonomy over expenditure and revenue decisions, and a high degree of dependence on transfers;
(ii) lack of constraints on subnational indebtedness; (iii) weak budget institutions. In an empirical
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study, Rodden (2002) shows that decentralization is associated with large and persistent general
government deficits when subnational governments are simultaneously dependent on transfers
and are free to borrow.
III. Empirical analysis
A. Data and Variables
The current analysis uses data on 6 Sub-Saharan countries, for which the latest
macroeconomic data including the local government expenditure is available. It includes Congo,
Lesotho, Mauritius, South Africa, Swaziland, and Uganda. Characteristics of the data used are
summarized in Table 1. As principal measure of economic performance, this research uses per
capita GDP; this is the measure that has been most commonly used in previous work in the
economic literature.
In addition to economic performance, the two indicators of fiscal decentralization are
introduced into the regression as alternate independent variables to test the effect of fiscal
decentralization on economic performance. First, the share of local and state spending over total
government spending measures revenue decentralization (EFD). The numerator is the total
expenditure of subnational governments, while the denominator is total spending by all levels of
government. This measure has been widely used as a proxy for the extent of decentralization
(Pryor, 1968; Oates, 1972; Panizza, 1999). Second, revenue autonomy (RFD) is considered as
one of the indicators of fiscal decentralization. The economic theory developed by Oates predicts
that fiscal decentralization contributes to economic performance, that is.
This research also includes a number of country economic characteristics in empirical
model to capture all the relevant economic effects on performance after controlling for
differences across countries. Most of these explanatory variables used are similar to those used in
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previous work. A list of the variables used follows. The research uses explanatory variables
measured between 1999and 2007.


Government size, measured by percentage of GDP (GOVT);



Economic structure, measured by trade (OPEN);



Urbanization, measured by the share of urban population over total population
(URBAN);



Total population (POP);



Income group specific effect (LM and UM).

These variables (except for LM and UM) are included in the regression in the logarithmic
form after transformed into natural logarithms. Predictions can be stated for the effects of some
of these variables. First, since models often suggest that population increases enhance economic
performance, the effect of POP on per capita GDP is expected to be positive. Second a higher
urbanization level may increase economic activity, the effect of URBAN on GDP is expected.
Third, since a high level of government involvement in economic activity may reduce
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Table 1
Measurements for the Dependent and Independent Variables
Variables
Dependent variable
Per Capita
GDP
(GDP)

Operational Definitions

Data Source

Annual per capita GDP in year 2000 constant US
dollars

IMF
Government
Statistics

Fiscal Decentralization variables
Expenditure Fiscal Total expenditure of subnational governments over
Decentralization
total spending by all levels of government.
(EFD)
Revenue
Fiscal
Decentralization
(RFD)
Control variables
Government Size
(GOVT)

IMF
Government
Statistics

Annual country fiscal independence; calculated as the
ratio of total general own tax revenue to total revenue

IMF
Government
Statistics

Annual government size; calculated as the ratio of
total government expenditure to GDP

World
Development
Indicators
(WDI), World
Bank
WDI, World
Bank

Openness
(OPEN)

Share of trade on GDP

Population
(POP)

Log of annual country population

WDI, World
Bank

Urban Population
(Urban)

Share of urban population on total population

WDI, World
Bank

Indicators of income group

WDI, World
Bank

Income Group
Dummies
(LM)
(UM)

incentive to work, one would expect the effect of GOVT on GDP to be negative. Although it is
difficult to predict the effect of the remaining variables on GDP, they are included in the model
to capture unexpected influences. All data used in this paper are from following sources: the
International Monetary Fund’s Government Finance Statistics, and the World Bank’s World
Development Indicators.
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Descriptive Statistics
Variables
Dependent variable
Per capita GDP
Fiscal Decentralization
variables
EFD
RFD
Control variables
GOVT
OPEN
Ln(POP)
URBAN

N

Mean

S.E.

Min

Max

33

1764.81

1616.05

245

4709

33
33

12.87
26.07

13.69
19.79

0.57
4.37

41.89
80.46

33
33
33
33

17.15
105.60
15.56
35.99

4.28
54.28
1.48
19.49

12
33
13.88
8.04

27
209
17.68
61.56

B. Empirical model and estimation
Following previous literature, the regression is written as

GDPit    1 EFD it   2 RFD it   3GOVTit   4 OPEN it   5 POPit   6URBAN it   7 LM it
  8UM it  t   i   it
In the above,  s are coefficients; t is a year-specific intercept,  i is an unobserved cityspecific effect ( E ( i )  0) ; and  it is the disturbance term. It is assumed that  it is
independently distributed across cities with zero mean. The empirical model (2) is basically a
panel model of (1) with time-and country-specific effects.
The models introduced above are empirically tested through panel regression. Panel
design is superior to both cross-sectional and time-series models for two reasons. First, panel
data models control for potentially important but unobservable city-specific effects that may be
correlated with other explanatory variables. If a panel model is not used where appropriate,
country-specific effects may be omitted, and omitted variable bias may result. Second, panel data,
which combine time-series and cross-sectional data, greatly increase the degrees of freedom
(Baltagi, 2001; Greene, 2003; Hsiao, 1986).
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There are two ways in which a panel data model may be defined. If one assumes that
parameter estimates are independent of country-specific effects, then fixed effects should be used.
This is equivalent to replacing each observation with its deviation from the group mean over the
whole time period, and then using these deviations in the regression (Baltagi, 2001; Greene,
2003; Hsiao, 1986). Taking deviations in this way means that only the within-group variation is
considered, while the between-group cross-sectional relation is factored out. If one assumes,
however, that parameter estimates vary across countries, then fixed effects models should be
used. A random effects model allows for estimated parameters to vary among countries by
utilizing a generalized regression model where the variance is dependent upon a city-specific
disturbance term. The random effects estimator treats the country-specific effects as random,
coming from some probability distribution, and tends to give results in between the simple
pooled estimator and the fixed effects model (Baltagi, 2001; Greene, 2003; Hsiao, 1986).
However it has the disadvantage that it is rendered inconsistent by correlation between the fixed
effects and the regressors, which may make it particularly unsuitable in this analysis (Baltagi,
2001; Greene, 2003; Hsiao, 1986). However, the fixed effects model does not share this problem.
In order to determine which model is more appropriate for a given model, a Hausman Test is
used.
IV. Empirical results and implications
Table 3 shows the estimation results based on the random effect techniques. Significance of the
estimates is based on White-corrected standard errors.
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Table 3. Results
Dependent variable
Per capita GDP
Fiscal Decentralization
EFD
RFD
Control variables
GOVT
OPEN
POP
URBAN
LM
UM
2
R
Obs

1
Coeff.
0.1743*

-0.9801***
1.0014***
0.1163
-0.0054
0.6358
2.1412***
0.989
33

2
Coeff.

SE

SE

0.0790

0.2841
0.2469
0.0860
0.1618
0.4055
0.3565

0.1133

0.0761

-0.8346*
1.2507***
0.2488***
0.0875
-0.0974
1.7478***
0.987
33

0.3483
0.2561
0.0587
0.1668
0.4917
0.4188

3
Coeff.

SE

0.2997***
0.2485***

0.0573
0.0391

-0.0885
0.9759***
-0.0457
0.3241**
-0.3581
1.1405***
0.995
33

0.1742
0.1643
0.0506
0.1047
0.3009
0.2695

Note: Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors are reported; ***denotes significance at the 0.1% level, ** at the
1% *at the 5%.
Time dummies are included and a constant is included.

The coefficient of fiscal decentralization in question is positive and statistically
significant, implying that the transfer of fiscal functions to sub-national government is conducive
to a better economic performance. The marginal effect is evaluated at 0.299 for expenditure
fiscal decentralization and 0.249 for revenue fiscal decentralization respectively. This finding is
of particular values as it contrasts with the earlier studies.
Unlike the earlier studies using data before 2000, the finding of a positive relationship
between fiscal decentralization and economic performance can be interpreted as the fact that it
would take considerable time for decentralization to have a visible effect on economic
performance in Sub-Saharan countries.
On the other hand, the estimation results indicate that the extension of government size is
generally useless for a better economic performance. The coefficient on government size is
negative but it is not statistically significant. The above negative effect of government size may
be interpreted to mean that excessive government involvement in economic activity is not
necessarily catalyzing economic performance.
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Regarding other estimated parameters, the degree of openness is positively associated
with the economic performance. It is also consistent with a basic growth theory that population
increases reduces per capita income growth. After controlling the difference in the national
income by income group dummy variables, it is found that upper-middles income countries have
relatively high economic performance compared to low income countries.
V. Conclusion
Although many developing countries have devoted themselves to decentralization, it is
still arguable whether decentralization stimulates economic performance. In theory, it is expected
that decentralization leads to efficient provision of local public services and stimulates national
economy. Earlier empirical literature indicates that the relationship between decentralization and
growth in unclear. This paper aims to readdress this inconsistency between theory and empirical
studies, using panel data analysis with the latest data for the period from 1999-2007.
It is found that there is a significant positive relationship between per capita GDP and
fiscal decentralization measured by both expenditure and revenue side.
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Abstract
There is a correlation between governance and development. There is widespread
agreement that government matters intrinsically and for improvement in economic and social
outcomes. The evidence from cross-country analysis is clear. Governance matters instrumentally
for socio-economic performance. Better governance is positively associated with improved
investments and growth. Government effectiveness and efficient bureaucracy and the role of law
are associated with better economic performance, adult literacy, and corruption hinders
development. However, governance is contextual. While it is possible to identify concepts and
principles of governance that are universal, they make no sense without adequate contextual
reference. The peculiar conditions of each country do provide both constraints and opportunities
to improve governance. Therefore, this paper illuminates the complex relationship between
governance and development in general and particularly in the African context. In addition this
research presents intricate arguments demonstrating the causal connections between governance
and democracy on growth and development in Sub-Saharan Africa through an empirical analysis
of panel data.

I. Introduction
How important is good governance for economic growth? Can economic growth be
sustained without good governance? Good governance promotes growth and that growth further
improves governance. Mauro (1995) notes “a consensus seems to have emerged that corruption
and other aspects of poor governance and weak institutions have substantial, adverse effects on
economic growth.” Not surprisingly, there is no doubt that a modern state must be one that
theorizes and implements good governance; leaders and policy-makers in such a state must
demonstrate transparency, accountability and comprehensiveness in the management of the
economy.
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What is certain now is that there is a growing consensus among African leaders that good
governance, peace and security, a healthy, literate population and sound macroeconomic
management are essential requirements for growth and development. In general most countries
have accepted the private sector as the engine of growth. A recent study argues that almost all of
the countries in Africa experiencing negative growth in recent times have been affected by either
conflict or have experienced severe problems of political governance.
Governance and democracy are central to Africa’s search for social, political and
economic renewal. In recognition of the imperative of good governance for development,
African countries, over the last decade, have made remarkable strides and commitments partners
towards good governance in Africa. However, the concept of “governance” is highly contested
and indeed its definition and application are not without problems.
There is, of course, a correlation between governance and development. There is
widespread agreement that governance matters intrinsically and for improvement in economic
and social outcomes. The evidence from cross-country analysis is clear. Governance matters
instrumentally for socio-economic performance; better governance is positively associated with
improved investments and growth; government effectiveness and efficient bureaucracy and the
rule of law are associated with better economic performance, adult literacy; and corruption
hinders development.
A key lesson however, is that governance is contextual. While it is possible to identify
concepts and principles of governance that are universal, they make no sense without adequate
contextual reference. The peculiar conditions of each country do provide both constraints and
opportunities to improve governance. Sub-Saharan African region is culturally, economically
and politically diverse. The countries of the region have different historical experience. A lot of
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effort and determination are required to forge a community with one purpose and goal. Better
performance in economic development and governance mirrors the diversity of the countries of
sub-Saharan African countries.
Given that the governance differs from one sub-Saharan country to the other, this study
aims to clarify the effect of various governance indices on economic performance of sub-Saharan
countries. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a review of selected
literature. In section III, for the empirical analysis, a conventional neoclassical growth model is
specified with various governance indices as sources of growth. Section IV presents estimation
results for the fixed effects regression accounting both the country and time effects. The last
section summarizes the results, draws conclusions, and makes some policy recommendations for
promoting governance as a growth and development strategy.
II. A Review of Selected Literature
Since governance is a broad concept many related concepts are discussed in a several
different disciplines such as development economics (Bardhan, 1990, 1993, 1997a, b; Evans
1992; Elsenhans 1996; Goldsmith 1995; Auroi 1992; Killick 1989; Leftwich 1994; Williamson
1995), public economics (Bardhan 1997b; Tanzi 1996; Hommes 1996), and African
development (Bratton & Van De Walle 1997; Hyden & Bratton 1992).
However, the current use of the governance concept may be traced to a World Bank study
(1989) on Africa that defined governance as “the exercise of political power to manage a
nation’s affairs”. Later, the World Bank (1992) defined governance as “the manner in which
power is exercised in the management of a country’s economic and social resources for
development”. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), on the
other hand, defined governance as “the exercise of authority in government and the political
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arena”. According to this definition, “Good public governance helps to strengthen democracy
and human rights, promote economic prosperity and social cohesion, reduce poverty, enhance
environmental protection and the sustainable use of natural resources, and deepen confidence in
government and public administration”(Tarschys 2001, 28).
Huther and Shah (1996) explicitly linked governance to the notion of institutions,
defining it as “all aspects of the exercise of authority through formal and informal institutions in
the management of the resource endowment of a state.” This was carried through the work of
Kaufmann, Kraay, and Zoido-Lobatón (KKZ 1999) and Kaufmann, Kraay, and Mastruzzi (KKM
2003). KKZ/KKM advanced a working definition of governance: the traditions and institutions
by which authority in a country is exercised. This led to what is now probably the most widely
used set of governance indicators, measuring (i) the process by which those in authority are
selected, monitored and replaced; (ii) the capacity of the government to effectively formulate and
implement sound policies and provide public services; and (iii) the respect of citizens and the
state for the institutions that govern economic and social interactions among them.
There are extensive econometric studies that show strong correlation between long-term
economic performance and good governance. In other words, the quality of governance
fundamentally determines long-run developmental outcomes. Barro (1991) finds that political
instability, proxied by the frequency of coups d’état, political assassinations, and revolutions, had
a significant and negative impact on per capita GDP growth during 1965−1985, after controlling
for other variables suggested by the standard growth model. Several subsequent studies using
indicators drawn from subjective expert assessments confirm Barro’s findings. Reestimations of
Barro’s model explaining growth of per capita GDP show the “rule of law” variable to be
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particularly potent, suppressing the effects of other governance variables such as corruption and
quality of the bureaucracy (Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1995).
On the other hand, Mauro (1995) finds bureaucratic quality to be significant in a growth
equation, even while corruption is not. Seeking to capture contract enforcement and property
rights protection, Knack and Keefer (1995) represent governance as a single 50-point composite
index culled from a subset of the International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) data set. Regressed
against investment ratios, this construct is found to be significantly positive in a Barro-type
growth equation using cross-section data—an improvement of one standard deviation raising
growth of per capita output by 1.2 percentage points. Chauvet and Collier (2004) also found that
those countries suffering from poor governance, on average, experience 2.3 percentage points
less GDP growth per year relative to other developing countries.
Good governance is important for growth and poverty reduction. Some studies have
found strong relationships between per capita income and measures of the strength of property
rights and the absence of corruption. There are also recent findings suggesting a strong effect
running from better governance to better development outcomes (Knack and E. Keefer, 1995,
Mauro, 1995; Acemogh, Johnston and Robinson, 2000).
Kaufmann and Kraay (1999) draw on a large World Bank data set designed to measure
the link between governance and development, and to monitor the performance of countries.
They track the quality of governance from 1996 to 2003 in some two hundred countries. The
quality of governance is divided into six categories aimed at capturing how governments are
selected, monitored, and replaced; a government’s capacity to formulate and implement sound
policies; and the respect of citizens and the state for the institutions that govern them. The six
measured indicators are: (a) voice and accountability; (b) political stability and lack of violence;
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(c) government effectiveness; (d) regulatory quality; (e) rule of law; and (f) control of corruption.
The authors conclude that good governance is not only critical to development but also that it is
the most important factor in determining whether a country has the capacity to use resources
effectively to promote economic growth and reduce poverty.
Similarly, Roll and Talbott (2003)(Tarschys 2001) estimate that governmental institutions
and policies explain most of the variation across nations in terms of economic development-with
secure property rights, business transparency, political rights, civil liberties, and stable rule of
law as significant factors accounting for developmental success.
III. An Empirical Model of Economic Growth with Governance
This study employs panel data for 37 sub-Saharan African countries for the years
between 2001 and 2008. The choice of countries and time series data rests on the availability of
data. Except for the governance indicators which are taken from the Ibrahim governance Index,
all data are from the World Bank Development Indicators. The definitions and descriptive
statistics of each variable included in the model are provided in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
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Table 1
Measurements for the Dependent and Independent Variables
Variables
Dependent variable
GDP

Governance variables
GOV1
GOV2
GOV3
GOV4
GOV5
GOV6
GOV7
GOV8
GOV9
GOV10
GOV11
GOV12
GOV13
Control variables
AID
TRADE
DEP
FDI
HHC

Operational Definitions

Data Source

Annual per capita GDP in year 2000
constant US dollars

World Development
Indicators (WDI), World
Bank

Personal safety index (0-100)
Rule of law index (0-100)
Accountability and corruption index (0-100)
National security index (0-100)
Participation index (0-100)
Rights index (0-100)
Gender index (0-100)
Public management index (0-100)
Private sector index (0-100)
Infrastructure index (0-100)
Environment and rural sector index (0-100)
Health and welfare index (0-100)
Education index (0-100)

Mo Ibrahim Foundation

Aid (% GDP)
Trade as a percent of GDP
Age dependency ratio (dependents to
working-age population)
Foreign direct investment, net flows of a
percent of GDP
Household final consumption expenditure
per capita (constant 2000 US$)

World Development
Indicators (WDI), World
Bank
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics
Variables
Dependent variable
GDP
Governance Index
GOV1
GOV2
GOV3
GOV4
GOV5
GOV6
GOV7
GOV8
GOV9
GOV10
GOV11
GOV12
GOV13
Control variables
AID
TRADE
DEP
FDI
HHC

N

Mean

S.E.

296

6.123

1.009

296
296
296
296
296
296
296
296
296
296
296
296
296

3.896
3.881
3.668
4.371
3.732
3.845
3.850
4.044
3.796
2.495
3.855
3.810
3.610

.386
.413
.434
.270
.720
.383
.289
.182
.307
.892
.335
.316
.441

295
283
288
193
212

1.923
4.236
4.431
.947
21.564

1.212
.491
.212
1.263
1.898

The Ibrahim Index measures the delivery of public goods and services to citizens by
government and non-state actors.
Index uses indicators across four main categories: Safety and Rule of Law; Participation
and Human Rights; Sustainable Economic Opportunity; and Human Development as proxies for
the quality of the processes and outcomes of governance. The Ibrahim Index is the most
comprehensive collection of qualitative and quantitative data that assess governance in Africa
and is a progressive and consultative assessment of governance. The Ibrahim Index is currently
compiled using various international and African sources. Many crucial indicators of governance,
such as poverty and health statistics, could not be included as the data is not sufficiently
comprehensive. The future provision of robust data, including health and poverty statistics, from
African sources is a core priority for the Foundation.
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The primary goal of this study is to investigate whether good governance has an impact
on the economic growth of African countries and thus may explain the differences in their
economic growth. While the focus of this study is on the impact of good governance on
economic growth, the model takes into consideration the conventional sources of economic
growth such as openness to trade, foreign investment, and official development assistance.
Following previous literature, a simple log-linear Cobb-Douglas production function is
specified as
GDPit    1GOV1it   2 GOV 2 it   3GOV 3it   4 GOV 4 it   5 GOV 5it   6 GOV 6 it   7 GOV 7 it   8 GOV 8it   9 GOV 9
 10GOV10  11GOV11  12GOV12  13GOV13  14 AID  15TRADE  16 DEP  17 FDI  18 HHC  t   i   it

In the above,  s are coefficients; t is a year-specific intercept,  i is an unobserved cityspecific effect ( E ( i )  0) ; and  it is the disturbance term. It is assumed that  it is
independently distributed across cities with zero mean. The empirical model (2) is basically a
panel model of (1) with time-and country-specific effects.
The models introduced above are empirically tested through panel regression. Panel
design is superior to both cross-sectional and time-series models for two reasons. First, panel
data models control for potentially important but unobservable city-specific effects that may be
correlated with other explanatory variables. If a panel model is not used where appropriate,
country-specific effects may be omitted, and omitted variable bias may result. Second, panel data,
which combine time-series and cross-sectional data, greatly increase the degrees of freedom
(Baltagi, 2001; Greene, 2003; Hsiao, 1986).
There are two ways in which a panel data model may be defined. If one assumes that
parameter estimates are independent of country-specific effects, then fixed effects should be used.
This is equivalent to replacing each observation with its deviation from the group mean over the
whole time period, and then using these deviations in the regression (Baltagi, 2001; Greene,
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2003; Hsiao, 1986). Taking deviations in this way means that only the within-group variation is
considered, while the between-group cross-sectional relation is factored out. If one assumes,
however, that parameter estimates vary across countries, then fixed effects models should be
used. A random effects model allows for estimated parameters to vary among countries by
utilizing a generalized regression model where the variance is dependent upon a city-specific
disturbance term. The random effects estimator treats the country-specific effects as random,
coming from some probability distribution, and tends to give results in between the simple
pooled estimator and the fixed effects model (Baltagi, 2001; Greene, 2003; Hsiao, 1986).
However it has the disadvantage that it is rendered inconsistent by correlation between the fixed
effects and the regressors, which may make it particularly unsuitable in this analysis (Baltagi,
2001; Greene, 2003; Hsiao, 1986). However, the fixed effects model does not share this problem.
In order to determine which model is more appropriate for a given model, a Hausman Test is
used.
IV. Empirical Results and Interpretations
Several versions of equation 1 are tested in order to obtain a model which yields robust
results and best fits of the data. Accordingly, Table 3 presents the estimation results for the
pooled OLS, fixed-effects estimation, and fixed effects estimation with first order autoregressive.
A comparison of the consistent fixed-effects with the efficient random-effects estimation using
Hausman specification test, rejects the random-effects estimates at p<0.05 in favor of the fixedeffects model. In addition, Durbin-Watson statistics and the Baltagi-Wi LBI show there is a
positive serial correlation. The study thus bases the discussion of findings on the fixed effects
with first order autoregressive estimation reported in Table 3.
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Table 3.
Results
OLS
Safety and Rule of Law
Personal safety
Rule of law
Accountability and
corruption
National security
Participation and
Human Rights
Participation
Rights
Gender
Sustainable Economic
Opportunity
Public management
Private sector
Infrastructure
Environment and rural
sector
Human Development
Health and welfare
Education
Controls
Aids
Trade
Age dependency
N of Obs.
2
R

FE

FE AR(1)

.669(.096)***
-.148(.109)
-.766(.173)***

.007(.041)
-.032(.027)
.039(.054)

.028(.029)
-.006(.022)
.090(.047)

-.435(.124)**

.057(.040)

.003(.031)

-.139(.057)*
.318(.117)**
-.199(.125)

-.029(.016)
-.053(.049)
.324(.081)***

1.282(.256)***
.718(.159)***
-.034(.045)
.014(.131)

.505(.068)***
-.042(.059)
.024(.020)
.047(.049)

.232(.054)***
.068(.049)
.025(.025)
.056(.041)

1.040(.138)***
.148(.102)

.086(.075)
.266(.059)***

.145(.051)**
.169(.056)**

-.438(.026)***
.369(.072)***
-.589(.131)***
274
.845

-.029(.010)**
.108(.040)**
-.107(.039)**
274
.508

-.002(.014)
.064(.038)
.117(.069)

-.017(.007)*
.046(.030)
.002(.033)
238
.365

Note: Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors are reported; ***denotes significance at the 0.1% level, ** at the
1% *at the 5%.
Time dummies are included and a constant is included.

The estimated regression is a constant elasticity model, where coefficients are the
elasticity of economic growth with respect to governance. The results from the model as
presented in Table 3indicate that not all the governance variables have positive and statistically
significant effects on the GDP per capita of African countries. The coefficients on public
management, health and welfare, and education are significant for the fixed effects estimation
with first order autoregressive. The coefficient on public management is significant at .1% level
against a two-sided alternative. The coefficients on health and education are significant at the 1%
level. The coefficient on public management index, .232, is accordance with the conjecture that
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better governance in public management improves economic performance: higher public
management index leads to a higher GDP growth. Accordingly, a 10 percent improvement in the
public management of a country leads to a 2.32 percent increase in its real per capita GDP. In the
case of health and welfare, the study finds that a 10 percent increase in the health and welfare
index of a country corresponds to a 1.45 percent rise in its real per capita GDP. Similarly, a 10
percent improvement in education translates into a 1.69 percent rise in per capita GDP.
Finally, the impact of foreign aid on economic growth has a negative and statistically
significant. The impact of foreign aid on economic growth is controversial. Moyo (2009) argues
that aid disbursements which are especially in the form of concessional loans and grants have
hampered, stifled, and retarded Africa’s development. Some studies including Hansen and Tarp
(2000; 2001) and Dalgarrd et al. (2004) find a positive impact while others including Mosley
(1980) identify a negative impact of aid on growth. On the other hand, Fayissa and El-Kaissy
(1999) and Burnside and Dollar (2000) conclude that aid has a positive impact on growth in
developing countries with a good policies and little effect in countries with poor policies.
V. Discussion and Conclusion
Furthermore, the World Bank indicators coupled to the Mo Ibrahim Indicator of Human
Development illuminates the complex relationship between governance and development in
general and particularly in the African context. Scholars and practitioners such as Joseph Stiglitz
(1998) have presented intricate arguments demonstrating the causal connections between
governance and democracy on growth and development.
However, current data and governance indicators allow for the presentation of
meaningful correlations that are indicative of the positive impact that improved governance has
had for human development on the continent. The basis of this interpretation is that Africa has
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recently exhibited consistent and significant growth rates that are not simply the result of the
resources boom due to increased demand from Asian countries. Improvement in the investment
climate and the management of macro-economic fundamentals are indicative of enhanced
economic governance on the continent.
It is important to note that with the increase in economic growth, there is also an increase
in the rating of most African countries with regard to human development. This suggests that the
resources generated by economic progress are increasingly being used more effectively and
efficiently. The general improvements in the provision of health and educational services
coupled to inroads into poverty suggest better governance and the management of resources to
the benefit of citizens. This correlation is supported by the World Bank Governance Indicators of
“Voice and Accountability”, “Government Effectiveness” and “Control of Corruption”.
This data indicates that improved economic performance is linked to better governance
and that improved governance has contributed to the more effective utilization of resources.
Africa appears to be moving forward in terms of economic growth, human development as well
as democratic and political governance.
A government working on the principles of good governance will provide a stable macroeconomy, well-defined and secure property rights, a non-arbitrary legal system, social peace,
low-cost and efficient infrastructure services and an efficient public service conducive for private
sector-led economic development. Excessive and complex regulations on businesses,
expropriation of the means of production and diversionary activities such as corruption, are
inimical to economic growth and development.
It is also accepted that some government intervention in the economy is desirable and that
for good governance to ensue, the regulatory and judiciary bodies, public enterprises and other
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public administration institutions should be effective, efficient, fair, accessible, responsive and
accountable. Decentralization of power and resources to local governments is one way for
governments to get closer to its citizens, to be more accountable, transparent and responsive to
its citizens, and in increasing the scope for citizens to influence priorities and service
interventions.
In the political realm, Africa accepts that good governance requires free and fair
competition for political power and effective and independent parliaments, judicial systems and
media organizations to check any tyrannical tendencies of governments and ensure that measures
and policies advantageous to the state are taken. The state should use all the legitimate means at
its disposal to protect its citizens from aggression from without its borders and by other citizens.
Additionally, it is accepted that the state does not have the capacity and cannot, by itself,
deliver economic development effectively. Good governance, therefore, also involves the state
forging closer partnerships with the private sector and civil societies to improve public service
delivery and bring about economic advancement. Towards this end, governments are recognizing
the full role of non-state actors in the development process by giving them the space for them to
play their full roles in policy formulation, service delivery and empowerment of communities to
demand services. It is also recognized that, to have credibility and legitimacy, non-state actors
should be professional and have sound internal governance and leadership structures that ensure
accountability, transparency and performance.
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Abstract
Based on research situating aspects of my life as a recent-pass archivist at historically Black Fisk
University, where I re-processed the W.E.B. Du Bois Collection, 1867 to 1963, juxtaposed with
serving as African American studies, humanities, history and political science professor at
separate institutions throughout middle Tennessee, this narrative is designed to identify and tease
out contextual points of reference for presenting a transdisciplinary and holistic approach to
analyzing Du Bois‟ often-cited “Talented Tenth” philosophy. Whereas echoes of his famed 1903
Souls of Black Folk reverberate throughout many of the nation and world‟s undergraduate
classrooms of higher learning, this inquiry concludes that his contributions too often are
presented devoid of context and/or in extremely simplistic terms. Specifically, his command for
the 10% to “work for the race” is vastly under-explored. Du Bois‟ personal work ethic presented
here explores through nearly a century of behind-the-scenes, local-to-international, and nonstop
bills and receipts; lecture engagements; organizational affiliation activity; writings; and collected
material. All of the previous mentioned documents are contained within the 128 boxes of Fisk‟s
Du Bois Collection.
Du Bois‟ magnanimous endeavors are prone to be ignored, or left out of discourse, by many
introductory-level higher education instructors inclined to center discussion too much on his
strategic differences with the likes of Booker T. Washington and Marcus Garvey. Loaded with
implications associated with potential student growth in conceptualizing of “Talented Tenth”
philosophy, this discussion projects endless learning possibilities if they had access to the
primary material held within Fisk‟ archival repository. Whereas correspondence with judges for
the NAACP‟s 1924-1925 Amy Spingarn Prize in Literature & Art include Eugene O‟Neill,
famed Nobel Prize-winning playwright, and Henry Ossawa Tanner, noted African American
painter, and are partially representative of the arts covered through the collection, it also
embodies formal contributions in history, sociology, journalism, business and political science
disciplines as well. Advocating the benefits of a transdisciplinary framework for learning and
critical analysis, through anecdotal and suggestive implication, I show not only that studying Du
Bois may be greater appreciated from a transdisciplinary perspective, but also that having
students work with the W.E.B. Du Bois Collection, 1867-1963, could prove to be an excellent
simulation of lived history, expanding beyond data they are presented through secondary sources
on similar content.
Incorporating auto-ethnography as a method for communication of aforementioned ideas, this
narrative uses study of Du Bois, visa vie two years processing his collection, as a window into
personal reflections and intersections relevant to historical thinking and merits relating to
contextualized knowledge. In utilizing such a method, my intention is to be suggestive of such
merits in teaching in general, and for students at HBCUs specifically.
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Anderson and Stewart (2007) in their “A Note to Readers” for Introduction to African American
Studies: Transdisciplinary Approaches and Implications assert:
The concept of African American Studies that provides the foundation for this text is
transdisciplinary. This term conveys the idea that adequate examination of the
experiences of people of African descent requires tools of analysis that go beyond those
used within traditional academic disciplines. Whereas Transdisciplinary African
American Studies makes use of established disciplinary perspectives, it focuses equal
attention on using other ways of knowing to generate broader and richer interpretations of
the experiences of people of African descent. Similar to the interdisciplinary model, the
goal of Transdisciplinary African American Studies is to generate distinctive analyses
that yield richer insights than those emerging from narrowly structured disciplinary
studies. (n.p.)
Accordingly, our discussion embraces this framework primarily because of the references
to “other ways of knowing” to “yield richer insights.” In the case of exploring William Edward
Burghardt Du Bois, 1868-1963, a trans-disciplined author, business developer, economist, editor,
educator, organizational architect, researcher, and social agitator, collegiate students can learn
through accessing primary archives and special collections, alternatives to reliance on secondary
sources exclusively.
Our discussion addresses the inter-relationship between knowing, doing, being, and
relating, whereby analysis of Du Bois‟ “Talented Tenth” philosophy, and expressions of his life,
are presented as inherently transdisciplinary because his contributions through respective
disciplines represented ways of knowing and exploring, rather than defining him as a person. I
was fortunate to be able to re-process Fisk University‟s W.E.B. Du Bois Collection, 1867-1963,
while serving the institution from 2006 to 2008. The narrative that follows intends to be
suggestive of pedagogical implications associated with systematic integration of primary source
material into the classroom. As one of the most widely heard and read voices of African
American leadership during his era, both respected and despised alike, Du Bois‟ preeminence as
a pioneering historian and sociologist situated him as an established intellectual through national
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and international standards of the late 19th and 20th centuries. The opportunity to handle, engage,
and interpret documents that record much of his life‟s exploits should not be taken for granted.
Moreover, for students afforded such an opportunity, their conceptualization of what “Talented
Tenth” philosophy embodied could be expanded substantially.
Regarding the methodological style embraced to communicate my experience
reprocessing the collection, and its implications for teaching, I employ auto-ethnography. In their
account of methodological merits associated with auto-ethnography as process and product,
Ellis, Adams and Bochner (2011) report:
Reflexive ethnographies document ways a researcher changes as a result of doing
fieldwork. Reflexive/narrative ethnographies exist on a continuum ranging from starting
research from the ethnographer‟s biography, to the ethnographer studying her or his life
alongside cultural members‟ lives, to ethnographic memoirs (ELLIS, 2004, p.50) or
“confessional tales” (VAN MAANEN, 1988) where the ethnographer‟s backstage
research endeavors become the focus of investigation (ELLIS, 2004). (p.6)
It is with this backdrop in mind that our discourse on W.E.B. Du Bois is situated, more
specifically, from the vantage point of a participant observer (Baher, 1996), working two years
re-processing 128 boxes of primary material that records Du Bois agency, while simultaneously
teaching African American Studies, United States history, humanities and political science
courses at several middle Tennessee institutions of higher learning that used secondary textbooks
to teach similar content.
This paper is less about the well-documented (Lewis, 1993, 2001; Battle and Wright,
2002; Alridge, 2008; and Rabaka, 2010) magnanimous exploits of Du Bois, and instead deals
more with reflections and potential proscriptions for enhanced use of said collection as a
teaching tool for students, not just for outside researchers for publication purposes exclusively.
The intimate process of working with such rich documents also penetrated sensibilities
associated with my personal narrative and historical orientation through reminders of my
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hometown Petersburg, VA, introduction to Liberia, West Africa, identification of the arts as tools
for social engagement, and my own agency as a “Talented Tenth” educator. The following
metalogue, a “written conversation[s] among parties that preserve[s] individual voices while
revealing contested areas” and a “method of inquiry for exploring the creation of scholarship”
(Staller, 2007, p. 137), creatively encapsulate thoughts derived from my deep frustration
developed from seeing such rich primary material devalued by faculty who ultimately serve as
the leading points of reference from which students take their directional clues.
“I sense your feeling of deep urgency and responsibility to address “cultivating and
preserving cultural resource management and marketing for a historically black Fisk
University, and innovatively branding a new educational ethos for the institution’s survival
in the 21st century,” (N. Cruz, personal communication, March 19, 2008) said Nadine...in
response to my proposed position I thought “what do you mean?”
Then it dawned on me, the RESPONSIBILITY of articulating what I see through
investigation of craft, social presence, and INTENTIONALITY...
the RESPONSIBILITY to use any and all avenues for educational INTERSECTIONS,
COMPLEXIONS, and rebuking timid association of myopic scope...nope, nope,
nope...what a joke...
A joke to shape discourses on race simply based on selections of snippets and flashes of
segmented aspects of philosophical thought...
Like for instance the classic Booker T. & W.E.B. debate...
“caste down your bucket” Atlanta Compromise, 1895
(OR)
“talented tenth” Souls of Black Folk, 1903
Remember the forced paper in freshmen history? The one where you picked one, or the
other?
Never to bother considerations addressing the social conditions, wherein African
descendants in America produced myriad responses...
Did not both Booker T. Washington & W.E.B. Du Bois propose to educate and empower the
less-fortunate, different tactics, yet overlapping?
In 1952 at the age of 84
Du Bois writes to Arna Bontemps, Librarian @ Fisk
a letter responding to his alma mater’s request...
for his collection at the time most appropriate...
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“Also, there is one other matter that Shirly keeps
asking me to emphasize, and that is that my career
did not end with Booker T. Washington, and that if,
therefore, you are still working on those
comparative biographies I hope you will not either
over-stress that earlier part of my career or
forget the latter part. There seem to be a
considerable number of persons who think that I
died when Washington did, which is an exaggeration,”
said Du Bois…
REJOICE, REJOICE, REJOICE, REJOICE !!!
Sound the Jubilee
Echoing loud from the singers from Fisk, reminiscent of sounds heard by Du Bois back in 1888
in the
ville, Nashville that is...
Oh what a thrill, thrill, thrill
but still the descendants children‟s children are mislead
Mislead with rope memorization spoon-fed
as if lifeless seeds for the mentally dead
What does the record reflect, or better yet, which records are chosen for
INTERPRETATION?
A sense of RESPONSIBILITY indeed because unexplored and missing pieces to the
philosophy
of TALENTED TENTH
Lay in moving beyond exclusive elitism perceptions of “better” and “worst” in class-based
analysis...
One needs look no farther than the records that are his...
His as HISTORIAN
His as SOCIOLOGIST
His as EDITOR
His as SOCIAL AGITATOR for SOCIAL CHANGE
His as ORAGNIZATIONAL ARCHITECT
His are SOCIALLY PRESENT, EVER-ENGAGING THEORY with PRACTICE, DYNAMIC
in SCOPE,
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Pragmatic in Implementation...Who am I to complain of over-work?
W.W. I. Troops @ Fort Lee
According to their official website “Fort Lee is located in America‟s Historic Heartland in
Tidewater Virginia, twenty-five miles south of Richmond, and very near the confluence of the
James and Appomattox rivers,” (History Section, para. 1). It is merely fifteen minutes from this
very fortress where several intersections, including my personal narrative, founding of the host
organization, the National Association of African American Studies & Affiliates (NAAAS &
Affiliates), and Du Bois archives associated with a proposed study of Black agency in WWI
tentatively titled The Black Man in the Wounded World, converge. Amongst the nearly eight
boxes of correspondence and field notes associated with this project are photographs of Black
troops at Ft. Lee, which, at the time of processing, made me think of my home town Petersburg,
VA. Simultaneous with the reprocessing of the collection was time spent with my then 83 yearold father, who was in Nashville during his final years in the flesh on this earth. The correlation
here is that my father spent 25 years as professor of political science at historically black
Virginia State University (VSU), where he retired in 1992, just one year removed from the
establishment of NAAAS & Affiliates, of which the majority of the founders were VSU faculty
members.
In this 150th year anniversary of the United States Civil War, it is significant to note that
correspondence between Carter G. Woodson and W.E.B. Du Bois regarding a possible joint
authorship for Black Man in the Wounded World is ripe with personal conjecture because
Woodson‟s Association for the Study of African American Life and History (ASALH) currently
has as its Black History Month theme the role of Black troops in the Civil War, and by extension
Black military agency in United States history generally. It is no coincidence that this sense of
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commitment to presenting Blacks in their full humanity, as opposed to historical footnotes and
appendages to the dominant culture, is what grabbed my attention as a college freshman in 1990
while home on Christmas break reading a copy of Du Bois‟ The Gift of Black Folk, 1924.
Unbeknownst at the time, but field records preserved through the Fisk archives are presented in
the aforementioned seminal work, and cultural resource landscapes would eventually play a
profound role in my life and significantly impact how I contextualize history and my approach to
presenting historical material to students and lay persons under my tutelage. Indeed the national
historic landmark denoting General Robert E. Lee‟s surrender to General Ulysses S. Grant
literally is at the foot of the hill on VSU‟ s campus, the same hill I recall as a young lad going toand-fro with my parents putting in work to qualitatively preserve the viability of HBCUs. Ft. Lee
is a mere ten-to-fifteen minute drive up the road.
It is a disservice and is stifling to look to Du Bois exclusively as an antagonist to Booker
T. Washington‟s industrial education model or as an elitist with no connection to the common
human being, as many introductory level college courses do. To the contrary, self-inquiry
occurred when I began to internalize in 1990 that as a person of African descent in America, and
one afforded opportunities in higher education, that it was my job to use my skill-sets toward
greater neutralizing of access and opportunity for those of a darker hue. This self-inquiry further
matured the same year when reading of Du Bois‟ experiences in Nashville when he was
introduced to Negro Spirituals and black southern culture, a sharp contrast from his New
Barrington, Massachusetts upbringing. The larger point here is that at seventeen, I was not
concerned with whether what I was reading was from a historian, novelist, sociologist, or
organizational leader, but was drawn not only to the content, but to the creative, autobiographical style he used as well. Accordingly, my foundation into academic work centered on
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aspiring to a higher ideal, more commitment, and service to a greater good. Similarly, I believe
that student interpretation of “Talented Tenth” philosophy may be partially expanded by
handling documents that record such action as editing the student newspaper, the Fisk Herald,
and his sacrifices made through subsequent teaching at rural schools during the summer inbetween terms.
Liberia Involvement and Pan-Africanism
“No family was more associated with the creation of the republic of Liberia than the Roberts
family of Norfolk and later Petersburg, Virginia” (Tyler-McGraw, Roberts Family section, para.
1). Auto-biographical, biographical and international contextual clues converge once again as the
experience re-processing Du Bois‟ collection comes into greater focus. Records of Du Bois‟
involvement with Pan-African movements appear in the Pan-African Congress subseries.
Correspondence, applications, and reports from the 1919, 1921, 1923, and 1945 congresses are
included. Notwithstanding, The last section of memorabilia holds valuable travel records
associated with Du Bois‟ overseas agency, particularly from Japan in 1936 and from Liberia in
1923-1924. The latter evidential records are of particular relevance because of their reminding of
personal travel to the West African nation in 1989 while a junior in high school.
To look through postcards and invitations associated with the Liberian Inaugural Ball,
and that nation‟s Secretary of State Reception, 1923-1924, proved to be more than a trivial
pursuit, but instead made me think of the circumstances that afforded my meeting Liberia‟s
Secretary of State under the Samuel Doe administration, Alvin Jones, Sr., over sixty-years
removed. For it was Alvin Jones, Jr., my classmate at Randolph-Macon Academy in the middleto-late 1980s, who was my close friend and roommate at the Air Force Junior ROTC prep school
in Virginia‟s Shenandoah Valley region. After intense prodding of my parents they agreed to
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allow me to travel with my friend for Christmas break in 1989. At 16, naïve and ignorant to the
tumultuous winds brewing on the island at the time, the experience impacted me in profound
ways through to present times. Despite the richness of the trip, I lost contact with my friend for
over a decade after high school graduation. However, as I continued to mull over the Liberia
documents within the Du Bois collection, I was inspired to try and find my friend and his family
after certain evacuation from Liberia in the midst of its near fifteen year Civil War from 1989 to
2003. With a quick internet search, I stumbled across a funeral program document from Liberia
that had the name Alvin Jones, Sr. on it. I called and spoke with Mr. Jones, who was in the same
Northern Virginia home I knew twenty years prior.
This linkage takes on greater significance once consideration of Petersburg VA‟s unique
correlation to the West African nation, where many of its early founders originated, comes into
play. Least of which is their first president, Joseph Jenkins Roberts, who served from 1847 to
1856 and again from 1872 to 1876. It was while working through the Du Bois collection, and
sifting through the likes of “Liberia, the League, and the United States,” published in Foreign
Affairs: An American Quarterly Review, 1933, that I was reminded of other cultural resource
edifices from Petersburg, in particular a statue I vaguely recalled of one Joseph Roberts. Yes,
Roberts is from Norfolk, VA and lived in Petersburg, VA for fifteen years immediately prior to
immigrating to Liberia. The point here is not to glorify Liberia or to indulge in “look at me and
what I have done in life,” but instead to endorse the merits of what Gillespie (n.d.) refers to as
“curriculum development as an iterative process” (p. 4) wherein knowledge should be
contextualized. It is my belief that such contextualization of knowledge also could prove
beneficial in presenting historical material to our students as well. The all too often pressure to
be “objective” does not mean ignore one‟s own relationship to the inquiry. Moreover, even
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following clues of the esteemed Du Bois, whose academic credentials speak for itself, represents
a useful undertaking because he too incorporated personal narrative into many of his writings
including The Black Flame: A Trilogy, posthumously edited and published by Herbert Aptheker
in 1976. Numerous drafts and edits of this historical novel are contained within the Fisk-held
collection and carry strong implications for broadening student application of skill-sets that
ultimately enhance their comprehension of the “big picture” of a particular lesson presented in
class. This last example stands out because of the potential impact of students being able to touch
and interact with the drafts and revisions of this novel, as they provide autobiographical clues
and may help them partially dissect Du Bois‟ processes of engagement between his self as an
inquirer and the subject matter he engages.
Scholar/Activist
While catching a cab, from the host hotel of the NAAAS & Affiliates conference in Baton
Rouge, back to my own hotel on Monday February 14, a most interesting occurrence took place
that is relevant to our current discussion. The cab driver‟s initial conversation centered on ways
he had engaged various riders with historical trivia. It so happened that most of his references
were from the north east of the country. Invariably he asks me “what I do”, “where I am from,”
and “why was I in Baton Rouge.” The conversation from there caught me by pleasant surprise. It
turns out the cab driver attended V.S.U. from 1971 to 1975 and says to me “you look like Calvin
Miller,” a dynamic professor he associated with being active in exposing the campus to civic
engagement and black progressive thought. One particular instance stood out to him, when Julian
Bond, at the time a pioneer Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) co-founder
from 1960, and in the midst of a four term stint as a Georgia House of Representatives member
from 1965 to 1975, was brought to the campus by my father in the early 1970s.
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This same Julian Bond would later chair the NAACP board from 1998 to 2009 (Yoes,
2008), a century removed from Du Bois‟ co-founding of the organization, and additional board
member, director of publicity and research, and founder and editor of the organization‟s monthly
magazine, The Crisis, capacities. Such agency demonstrated Du Bois‟ rare agility at balancing
the line of political activist/organizer, public servant, and scholar congruently. Notwithstanding,
the decade from 1934 to 1944 was one where Du Bois carried out a hiatus from his duties and
membership with the NAACP, a result of essentially being forced out. Bond‟s ascension to
chairing the NAACP board of directors took form from deep Nashville and Fisk roots, as his
mother and father met at the institution resulting from the former being a student and the latter an
instructor in the early 1920s. Additionally, the elder statesman Horace Mann Bond emerged as
president of historically black institutions Fort Valley State College, 1939 to 1945, and Lincoln
University, 1945 to 1957, and as a key contributor, along side John Hope Franklin and C. Vann
Woodward, to critical research that impacts the NAACP‟s historic 1955 Brown v. Board of
Education ruling. Imprints from the aforementioned agency carried out by the senior and junior
Bond are found within the Du Bois collection from correspondence to writings.
Consider the instructional implications afforded to students if they had the opportunity to
interact with the most extensive subseries in the collection, that of the NAACP. Following the
organizational structure, from annual conferences at the national level to state and local
branches, records document the dynamic and multilayered relationship experienced between he
and the organization he co-founded in 1909; he resigned from the NAACP in 1934, rejoined in
1944, and left permanently in 1948. Consider the irony, if you will, of how Du Bois could be
forced out of the organization. For students potentially working with such documentation, they
may be able to greater conceptualize some of life‟s cruelties, even as they relate to ones
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presented on pedestals. Again we see that “Talented Tenth” does not come without a tremendous
price to be paid, or sacrificing for a cause considered greater than one‟s mere self.
Containing correspondence with organizational officials such as Mary White Ovington,
Joel Spingarn, Walter White, Roy Wilkins, and Mary Church Terrell, the Du Bois collection
could serve as a dynamic educational laboratory, potent in its existence as a simulator of student
interface with such material. Imagine a student holding and reading the letter from Terrell to
Du Bois to confirm that she was in fact a founding member, a request he graciously validates.
The possibilities for using primary documents in the classroom are limitless, particularly at those
institutions where such material is accessible. It was comforting to hear from two recent Howard
University graduates in attendance while delivering this paper, who shared stand-out teaching
moments in their maturation wherein a professor required them to familiarize themselves with
contents held in Howard‟s Mooreland-Spingarn Library, of which the Arthur Barnette Spingarn
Collection was acquired in 1946 (Mooreland-Spingarn Research Center, para. 4), and is
presently housed.
The linkages with HBCUs found within the Du Bois Collection are substantive, which
partially record his agency as an editor of the Fisk Herald and as an esteemed alum of Fisk
University, 1888; professor of economics, history and sociology, Atlanta University, where he
emerged as a principle organizer/researcher of the Atlanta University Studies, 1897 to 1910;
chairman of the sociology department, Atlanta University, 1934 to 1944; high volume lecture
engagements at Fisk, Livingstone, and Talladega respectively; and writings by Howard
professors Alain Locke, cultural pluralist philosopher, and advocate of the “New Negro”
concept; E. Franklin Frazier, first African American president of the American Sociological
Society and authority on the black family; and Charles Wesley, pioneering African American
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historian, 1911 Fisk alum, Howard history professor, dean, 1920 to 1940 (Charles Wesley is
Dead at 95; A Pioneer in Study of Blacks, 1987).
Students will be able to greater appreciate that “Talented Tenth” does not mean ivory
tower intellectualism, where theoretical pontifications supersede action. This appreciation may
be gained from working with documents pertaining to the Fisk student revolt of 1924, the
subsequent removal of Fayette McKenzie as president of the university, the post-fifty-year-old
Du Bois‟ agency in this movement, and the subsequent campaign for an African American to
lead the historically black institution. Moreover, by engaging with documents that record
Du Bois‟ endurance through the 1951 embattlement from the United States Justice Department,
who formally indicted, made stand trial, and ultimately acquitted him of subversive activities
charges, students may come to view and greater appreciate “Talented Tenth” as an action verb,
not a descriptive adjective.
Arts Integration
Citing Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Harvard University director of the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for
African and African American Research, and contemporary editor of Du Bois‟ The Gift of Black
Folk:
“Black people were using art and historical narrative as weapons in the civil rights
movement, trying to show that black people were innately as intelligent as white people,
that they weren‟t distinctly inferior by nature and the best way to do that they felt was by
holding up the achievements of intelligent or artistic or creative black people,” Gates
said. “And no one did this more brilliantly than the great W.E.B. Du Bois himself.”
(Christoffersen, 2009, para. 8)
With this in mind, although exposure to ideas and activity through secondary sources is
important, there is nothing like the real thing. Imagine if students have the opportunity to thumb
through primary documents that record pertinent Du Bois activities with the Crisis Publishing
Company, including advertising invoices, content notes and final drafts of material published or
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considered for publication. These records help to document opportunities for younger artists and
authors during the Harlem Renaissance such as the aforementioned Fisk Librarian, 1943-1966,
Arna Bontempts, to whom Du Bois in 1952 reminded “I hope you will not either over-stress that
earlier part of my career or forget the latter part.” Over a quarter of a century prior, it was
through avenues afforded by Du Bois‟ Crisis and the National Urban League‟s Opportunity that
aspiring young artists like Arna Bontemps, Langston Hughes, Jessie Fauset, Nella Larsen and
Claude McKay were able to articulate themselves.
Whereas Du Bois‟ personal correspondence with judges for the NAACP‟s 1924 to 1925
Amy Spingarn Prize in Literature & Art includes Eugene O‟Neill, famed Nobel Prize-winning
playwright, and Henry Ossawa Tanner, noted African American painter, students may benefit
from multiple access points to information and personal handling of lived history only mirrored
and referenced in the textbooks they use. In efforts to broaden how we as educators present
“Talented Tenth” philosophy, it is imperative that we also expose our students to holistic
depictions of human beings and their complex make-up. As with all other endeavors by Du Bois,
his approach to artistic enterprise is one of utility wherein the function of an artist is understood
in the context of how their art impacts and contributes to the quality of life of their people.
Accordingly, in her 2008 dissertation Adrienne Macki notes:
Although there are countless companies that emerged in Harlem in the 1920s (such as the
New Negro Art Theatre and the Dunbar Players), the Krigwa Players (named after the
Crisis Guild of Writers and Artists) and the Harlem Experimental Theatre, served as
models of community-driven social protest theatres and significantly contributed to the
development of African American performance. Heavily inspired by the Art Theatre
Movement, their efforts exemplify great experimentation and innovation in terms of
design, theatrical aesthetics, and business practice. (p. 29)
Students can read about the Krigwa Players, co-founded by Du Bois with Regina Anderson in
1924 (Hine, 1993), but if afforded the opportunity to work with correspondence and memorabilia
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of the group contained within the Du Bois Collection, their experience and sensibilities may be
enlivened.
As educators we must use whatever works to expose our students to human complexity
and diversity. An entertainment and/or arts-based major may associate the great Paul Robeson
with his acting and song genius of the 1920s and 1930s, particularly as he was one of the first
African Americans to receive leading and respectable roles in the mainstream industry. However,
students may be lead to greater understanding of the extreme sacrifices made by a “Talented
Tenth” protagonist such as Robeson who endured some of the more vicious attacks by the likes
of Joseph McCarthy and his debilitating red scare of the 1940s (PBS, American Masters, Paul
Robeson section, 2006). When one has the chance to internalize integrity-driven actions by
Du Bois and Robeson, whose diverse political work formally joined forces in 1948 as co-chairs
of the Council on African Affairs, “Talented Tenth” becomes much more than talent for selfindulgent purposes, or to fulfill self-fulfilling prophesies. To the contrary, despite the often noted
summation of “Talented Tenth” philosophy as elitist and detached from the “common”
individual, consider Alexander Street Press‟ adoption of Du Bois‟ article, “Krigwa Players Little
Negro Theatre” in Crisis, v. 32, July 1926, to promote their software Black Drama: African,
African American, and Diaspora 1850 to Present:
“The plays of a real Negro theatre must be: 1. About us. That is they must have plots
which reveal real Negro life as it is. 2. By us. That is they must be written by Negro
authors who understand from birth and continual association just what it means to be a
Negro today. 3. For us. That is, the theatre must cater primarily to Negro audiences and
be supported and sustained by their entertainment and approval. 4. Near us. The theatre
must be in a Negro neighborhood near the mass of ordinary Negro people.”
Summary/Findings/Conclusion
Expanding how “Talented Tenth” philosophy is presented to introductory level undergraduate
students perhaps could be a beneficial strategy in showcasing what genuine sacrifice is, how
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tireless devotion is exemplified and to what extent Du Bois‟ quest for higher ideals and
commitment to a noble cause was in fact actualized, not just spewed as lip service. By working
intimately with such primary materials as NAACP Board of directors‟ minutes, committee
activities, and departmental reports; Pan Africanism; Accounts, Bills & Receipts; Writings; and
Memorabilia; all representative of series and sub series contained within Fisk University‟s
W.E.B. Du Bois Collection, 1867-1963, students may be greater impacted by real-life scenarios
that are complex and multifaceted as opposed to being unconsciously led through instructional
tendencies that deduce Du Bois to his seminal 1903 publication, Souls of Black Folk, despite the
fact his work continues for an additional sixty years. Considering that not every student has
access to such a rich collection, those that do certainly should utilize it!
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Electoral Participation among Black Women in Georgia: A Comparative
Analysis of Atlanta and Keysville

Abstract
This study examines the demographic characteristics, socioeconomic characteristics,
Political Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement, Voting Attitudes, Voting Patterns and Voting
Participation among black women voters in Keysville and Atlanta, Georgia. Employing a cluster
sampling, a self-administered questionnaire was utilized to collect data from 218 black women in
Keysville and 246 black women in Atlanta. The findings, focused on the rural-urban differentials
of voting patterns among these women, suggest an overall need to increase the participation of
black women in local, state, and national elections.

INTRODUCTION
Black women have a unique experience in the American economic, social, and political
structures. They continue to comprise a large percentage of poverty statistics and occupy a
significant number of low-wage jobs. There is an overwhelming number of black female heads
of households and a disproportionate number of black women incarcerated every year. In light of
these facts, the black woman’s existence can be perceived as marginal.
Understanding marginality is essential for explaining black women’s political position
relative to other groups. Common usage explains marginal as being situated on the border or
edge/at the outer or lower limits; minimal for requirements. In describing black women’s
political status, marginality is contextualized to include their involvement in the political process
as decision makers and as the population for whom decisions are made. This marginality appears
in the political realm when they seek to be involved as voters endeavoring to improve or enhance
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their material condition. To this end, over the years, rates of black women registration and voting
have increased.
Questions about political participation of black women arise when one considers their
simultaneous increase in public office holding, their rise in leadership positions on legislative
committees, and their growth among tenured ranks in political offices. This potentially redefines
the contours of their marginal status by bringing into focus the nature and scope of this status.
According to voter registration statistics, as of 2007, black women make up 16.72% of all
Georgia registered voters or 786,429 active voters.1 A glimpse into registration figures in select
urban and rural areas reveals that as of November 2007 in Georgia, black women represented
large percentages in urban counties—23.5% of registered voters in Fulton County and 32% in
DeKalb County were black women. Interestingly, their percentages were high in rural counties
as well—28% in Burke County; 27% in Bibb County; 23% in Quitman County; and 17% in
Troup County. The Georgia Coalition of Black Women states that as of January 2008, in 18 of
Georgia’s 159 counties and 125 of its cities, African-American women have become the largest
block of registered voters.2
Other than these recent statistics, there is little research concerning the black woman
voter that specifically focuses on the outcomes of her engagement at the local, state and federal
levels. As a result, the quest for answers concerning factors impacting black women’s
marginality encounters many obstacles. There is a gap in our understanding of factors that
influenced previous participation or special elections because of the lack of a concrete frame of

1

www.ga.sos.gov [accessed December 19, 2007].

2

Cynthia Post, Black Women are the Largest Voters Black in Georgia. Atlanta Daily World
http://kathmanduk2.wordpress.com/2008/01/27/black-women-are-largest-voters-block-in-Georgia, [accessed May
22, 2008).
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reference for analyzing voter registration and turnout numbers of black women that isolates
voting pattern or types of involvement at each level. Focused research on this group may provide
further insight into the relation between their social and economic status and their levels and
types of voting participation with other forms of engagement.
An analysis of the socioeconomic characteristics of Georgian black women in terms of
age, income, educational attainment and marital status can be used to capture their electoral
participation during congressional election years, presidential elections, and voting on local
referendums. Further, the question of marginality may be explored further through the
examination of the influence of those factors on their voting participation both historically and
currently in the effort to understand and predict voting behavior. Focusing on voting
participation by black Georgia women begins a systematic unraveling of their political
participation and understanding regional differences. Other related factors, such as knowledge
sources and attitudes towards voting, broaden the inquiry into her voting behavior.
Clarifying voting participation of this group also lends itself to potential theories about
those forces which contribute to black women voting in Georgia. For example, the civic
obligation perspective, illuminated by historian Linda K. Kerber, has not been examined to
account for differences in socioeconomic factors among women.3 It contends that while men’s
rights have been bought about by their obligations to public service, traditional woman
obligations were to the family. Absolution from public service—the constitutional right to be
―ladies‖—has clear roots in the principle of overture, by which a woman’s legal identity is
absorbed by a man’s. Thus, while women have had obligations, it is merely ―the forms and
objects of demand‖ that have differed, and disparities between the obligations of men and
3

Linda Kerber, No Constitutional Right to be Ladies: Women and the Obligations of Citizenship (New
York: Hill and Want, 1998).
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women have affected women’s qualitative ability to exercise rights. While such perspective may
lend to examinations of the sex role, it is not easily generalized to women of differing economic
circumstances. Further, age, race and regional factors are not easily discerned. Thus, continued
research on black women and civic participation expounds on the assumptions of the civic
obligation perspective and broadens research on women and involvement.
Georgia’s history provides an interesting context for examining voting by black women.
For example, women in Georgia could not vote until 1922 and the amendment was not officially
ratified and approved by the Georgia state legislature until 1970. 4 The city of Waycross allowed
women, many of them property owners, to vote in municipal primary elections. In May 1919,
women were allowed to vote in Atlanta municipal primary elections, by a vote of twenty-four to
one. The question of women’s suffrage was seriously considered, with both active proponents
and opponents alike. Several groups and individuals created a connection to the national
movement. However, participation in suffrage organizations by black women was discouraged
because of the belief that the woman’s suffrage question was separate from the male’s.5
The delay in extending voting rights to women sustains the inquiry into voting attitudes
held by black women in Georgia, and the impact of these attitudes on their voting. This context,
combined with Georgia’s practice of the all-white primary, use of violence against blacks that
attempted to exercise the vote, and other tactics and strategies designed to deter black voting
contributes to the central question of this work—why do black women in Georgia vote at all?
The purpose of this study is to explore those factors which affect voting by black women
in Georgia, specifically Atlanta and Keysville in the election cycles that occurred between

4

E. Lee Eltzroth, New Georgia Encyclopedia. Women’s Suffrage Retrieved October 30, 2008 Georgia State
University,.www.georgiaencylopedia.org [accessed November 13, 2007].
5

Ibid.
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January 2004 and July 2008. This research inquires into the voting activity of this population in
local, state, and national elections, specifically, examining how socio economic characteristics,
knowledge of politics and issues, familiarity with the voting process, and voting participation are
associated with recent voting by black women in Georgia. This examination explores both
general theories that seek to explain for voting and participation, as well as those perspectives
particular to blacks and voting. The primary goal of this work is to provide analysis of voting and
voting decisions by black women located in urban and rural areas. The secondary goal is to
broaden the perspective on the black women’s vote in Georgia.
Examinations of candidate support from African-American women in rural areas or
discussion of issue support strategies among first-time African-American women voters is
absent, and thus becomes significant to those genuinely interested in or those who closely follow
politics. This limited analysis contributes to the problem as research consistently highlights the
closing gap between male and female voters, with the 1980s serving as the pivotal point in which
women’s voting participation began to rise. The result is a limited understanding of voter
participation among women in general, but particularly of the black woman population, and
ultimately, the association between this population and the significance of their participation in
Georgia.
Likewise, relegating voting by black women to media conducted exit poll findings is
problematic. One of the problems with post-voting polling systems is that the results must be
manipulated to ascertain that respondents to the poll match the percentages of those
constituencies in the overall populations. For example, in the 2004 exit polls, it appears that
women were initially overrepresented, and because of the increased black turnout it appears that
blacks were underrepresented. Obviously, either of these misrepresentations causes notable
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changes in an exit poll results. The focus of these polls is on the candidates contesting for
elective positions and the focus on voters remains secondary. Because the African- American
voters in general and African-American women voters in particular constitute such a small
percentage of the overall voting population, almost no data about black voters from exit polls
have been publicly introduced to explain a number of election outcomes which are remarkable or
perplexing. Without any substantive analysis, results of political watchers have inherent
limitations to continued scholarship in this area.6
This study seeks to answer six key research questions: (1) To what extent have black
women’s socioeconomic characteristics impact their knowledge about voting, familiarity with
the process and engagement in voting?; (2) How are voting attitudes of black women in these
locations influenced by their political knowledge, familiarity and engagement?; (3) How does
their voting history influence their political knowledge, familiarity and engagement?; (4) How do
the voting attitudes by black women in these locations influence their recent voting
participation?; and (5) To what extent does the understanding of politics by black women in
Atlanta and Keysville (such as political knowledge, familiarity with the voting process and
political engagement) influence their voting participation?
Jewel Prestage notes that the neglect of the examination of the role of black women in the
political area is reflected in the rash of scholarly publications under the separate rubrics, Politics
and Women in Politics.7 Due to the gap, researchers have had to rely upon analysis and
conclusions made about voting behavior that does not reflect the political realities of black
women. Shelby Lewis, recently appointed member of the J. William Fulbright Foreign

6

Ibid.

7

Jewel Prestage, ―Black Woman State Legislators‖ in A Portrait of Margininality: The Political Behavior
of the American Women, eds. Marianne Githens and Jewel L. Prestage (David McKay and Company, 1977), 401.
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Scholarship Board, notes that ―this approach ignores the visibility of black women and it has
made them seem unimportant.‖8
A systematic inquiry into black women voters in Georgia was conducted in this study. It
seeks to fill the gap in research, considering voter knowledge, engagement and attitudes, and
statistical evidence of the increasing voter registration and voter turn out numbers among black
women. Moreover, the study findings offered strengthen the interpretation used in straw polls,
pundit analysis, and contemporary analysis offered in other sources, yielding greater substance to
the representation this group as a voter constituency.
While this research focuses on Georgia, it offers a general understanding of voting
participation among this population through its comparative work in the City of Atlanta
(metropolitan) and the town of Keysville (micropolitan). Primary data was collected from
women who live in locations with differing population densities, occupational differences, and
patterns in social life dynamics, but are linked by histories of being engaged in political activity.
Review of the Literature
Prestage argues that African-American women as political activists for their entire history
on the American continent who were long denied the right to vote and hold office, resorted to
nontraditional politics.

9

After the 1965 Voting Rights Act, nontraditional activities began to

given way to more traditional ones. In the first phase (slavery through the Civil War), AfricanAmerican women, while deprived of access to traditional channels of political participation, were
nonetheless active in a wide range of efforts designed to alter their status as slaves and as

8

Shelby Lewis, ―Black Women at the Founding Conference,‖ in Black Women at the United Nations, ed.
Hanes Walton, Jr. (San Bernardino, CA: The Borgo Press, 1995), 18.
9

Jewel Prestage, ―In Quest of African-American Political Woman‖ Annals, AAPSS, 515 (May 1991), 88-

103.
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women. During the second phase (Reconstruction), she points out that African-American males
achieved the right to register and vote, and these women are reputed to have found means of
influencing the political decisions of their male kin. In phase three (Post-Reconstruction to
World War II), women developed formal organizations to counter the violence and legal
constraints and fight white control in the southern states. This phase witnessed the challenge to
white women’s suffrage associations when these groups disassociated themselves from
advocating suffrage for blacks. Prestage cites the final phase, the Second Reconstruction, as a
period in which black women are highlighted as active participants in the battle against
challenging legal and cultural norms.
In Women as Voters: Their Maturation as Political Persons in American Society, John
Stucker examines the political history of women in general, giving particular attention to
milestone events, such as the gradual extension of suffrage as a major event which contributes to
their role as voters. 10 Specifically, he focuses on the impact of the 1965 VRA on the voting of
black women, relative to their white female counterparts. He argues that the initial failure of
women to come to the polls after the passage of the nineteenth amendment was related
principally to three factors: local resistance to implementation, racial policies that militated
against black women, and the problems of internalizing voting has a habit. He concludes that
differences in women’s votes can be explained in terms of the socialization of women; the failure
to achieve economic rights which affect a sense of political efficacy; and the isolation of women
from mainstream, effective organizations.

10

John Stucker, ―Women as Voters: Their Maturation as Political Persons in American Society‖ (1977) in
A Portrait of Marginality, 259-263.
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Feminism and Black Woman Suffrage
Feminist scholars attempt to discover the roots of women’s political, social, and
economic conditions by arguing the continued subordination of women by men. Intellectual
roots of black feminism and its relevance to politics go back a long way. Black feminist theory
centers black women’s lived experiences as the center of analysis. This theory evaluates
intersections of race, class and gender as a method to evaluate African-American women’s wellbeing at many levels, to include to their overall status in the political realm. Specifically, black
feminist theory contends that black women live dual identities in being both black and female,
with multiple operations of these identities. These systems of oppression operate in an
interlocking fashion to impact the black woman.11
Black feminist theory argues that black women have been pushed by their
marginalization in white women’s movement and civil rights movement. The reality for black
women is the reality of problems peculiar to their group, most of which are the result of the triple
oppression of racism, sexism and poverty’s social expectations and inequalities of remuneration
in their labor are significant elements. Acknowledging these dissimilarities creates a feminism
that does not deny the realities of race.
Scholars identify discriminatory practices which occurred in antebellum reform
organizations in spite of historical accounts which state inclusiveness of black women in these
organizations. 12 Black feminists organized separately from white feminists because they were

11

Shelby Lewis, ― A liberation Ideology: The Intersection of Race, Sex, and Class‖ in Mary Lyndon
Shanley (ed.,) Women’s Rights, Feminism, and the Politics in the United States (Washington, DC: American
Political Science Association, 1988), 38-42.; and Deborah K King, ―Multiple Jeopardy, Multiple Consciousness:
The Context of Black Feminist Ideology‖ in Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society, (Autumn, 1988), 4046.; and Bell Hooks, Feminist Theory from Margin to Center (Boston: South End Press, 1984).
12

Teraborg- Penn, ―Discrimination in the Woman’s Movement, 1920-1930‖; and Jerry Perkins, ―Bases of
Partisan Cleavage in a Southern Urban County,‖ Journal of Politics 36, no. 2 (1974): 208–13.; and Davis, Women,
Race and Class, 1981; and Paula Giddings, When and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women On Race and Sex
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critical of the racism and classism present in the white women’s organizations. In the Century of
Struggle: The Woman’s Rights Movement in the United States, historian Eleanor Flexnor notes
the existence of Afro American female reformers, in spite of their minimal presence and
participation in national organizations and conventions, Sojourner Truth is one of the few black
women commonly cited by historians as having frequented women’s rights conventions. 13
According to Jennifer P. Gonzales’ Searching for Sisterhood: Black Women, Race and
The Georgia Era, the role of black women in voter organizations and clubs is best understood
through the support of black women in unions such as the Atlanta Federation of teachers, the
National Council of Negro Women, and the Georgia Nurses Association.14 This involvement,
and its members, were scattered in various locations throughout the state of Georgia. This
indirect involvement, is best explained by the politics of the feminist movement in Georgia
during the 1960s and 1970s. It was during these years which black women were also heavily
involved in the ―communal‖ needs of the black community.
Club Movement and Suffrage
The American Equal Rights Association (AERA) was formed in 1866 and was dedicated
to promoting human rights, black suffrage, and woman’s suffrage.15 In 1869, when women’s
suffrage was won in the U.S. Congress, the AERA split into two factions: The American Woman
Suffrage Association (AWSA), a moderate group led by Lucy Stone and Julia Ward Howe; and

in America (New York: William Morrow and Company, 1984).; and Benita Roth, Separate roads to Feminism:
Black, Chicana and White Feminist Movements in America’s Second Wave (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University
Press, 2004).
13

Eleanor Flexnor, Century of Struggle: The Woman’s Rights Movement in the United States (Belknap
Press, 1996).
14

Jennifer P. Gonzales, ―Searching for Sisterhood: Black Women, Race and The Georgia Era‖ (Master’s
Thesis, Georgia State University, 2005).
15

See note 4 above.
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the National Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA), was a more radical faction formed by
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony. While the former campaigned to accomplish a
state-by-state right to vote, the latter sought a constitutional amendment for the vote and worked
for a variety of reforms. These organizations were nationally based but with avid regional and
local activity in many states including Georgia.
According to the League of Women Voters of Georgia, with the passage of the 19 th
amendment imminent, all branches of the Equal Suffrage Society of Georgia merged into a state
LWV. Likewise, the Georgia Woman Suffrage League joined the League of Women Voters. The
League of Women Voters of Georgia was formally organized on April 3, 1920, at the home of
Mrs. Emily C. MacDougald of Atlanta. Members were encouraged to be political themselves, by
educating citizens about, and lobbying for, government and social reform legislation.
The National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs (NACW), founded in 1896, was an
umbrella group for women’s organizations at the state and local levels. It operated through a
series of departments and a strong executive cabinet. Its official organ, National Notes, served as
an instrument to unite the women and to educate them in the science and techniques of reform.
In 1895, Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin, founder of NACW, issued a call for a national
meeting of Colored Women to take place in Boston, Massachusetts. Following that initial
meeting, the National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs, Inc. (NACWC) was organized in
1896 in Washington, DC at the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church. This organization marked the
beginning of a new era in African-American womanhood and provided a vehicle for action
through organized effort.
Davis notes that black women’s efforts at organizing occurred within the segregated unit
of the club movement, its umbrella organization being the General Federation of Women’s
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Clubs.16 The result was the conception of a number of black women’s clubs to include The
National Federation of Afro American Women; the National League of Colored Women; the
African-American New Era Club; and, The National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs.
Notable researchers in this field contend that this involvement was fundamental to their
development as political activists.17 The movements and the church served as a training ground
for black women; they proved their political grit through their organizing, mobilizing, and
fundraising. Black women’s clubs and the black church were critical support systems for
politically active women.
Black Political Participation and Engagement
Matthews and Prothro, authors of Negroes and the New Southern Politics, studied the
effects of county-level, social economic and political variables on aggregate, southern black
political participation. They found that 30 percent of male students and 21 percent of females at
the ―most active‖ level and 12 percent of males and 17 percent of females at the second level of
involvement. Well over half—57 percent—of blacks enrolled in predominately black institutions
at the height of the sit-ins were women.18
Regardless of women enfranchisement, the gender gap in voter participation within the
black community persists.19 However, black women activity ―behind the scenes‖ in churches,

16

Davis, Women, Race and Class, (1981).

17

Marsha J. Darling, ―African-American Women in State Elective Office in the South.‖ In Women and
Elective Office eds. Sue Thomas and Clyde Wilcox (NY: New York University Press, 1997, 150-162); and Marianne
Githens and Jewel L. Prestage (eds.), A Portrait of Marginality: The Political Behavior of the American Woman.
(David McKay Company, Inc., 1977).
18

Matthews and Prothro, Negroes and the New Southern Politics (Harcourt, Brace and World, 1966).

19

Katherine Tate, ―Black politics as a collective struggle: The impact of race and Class in 1984,‖ (Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1989).
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parent groups and other civic organizations that allow them to play a role in politics has
increased since they gained access in the 1960s.20
Bositis Joint Center’s survey of likely black participants in the 2008 nominating process
found that respondents expressed a very high level of engagement in the political process in the
presidential election cycle. More than 80 percent of the respondents said they were closely
following news coverage of their party’s presidential candidates, and about two-thirds said they
were extremely likely to participate in their states’ primaries or caucuses. A large majority (87%)
of those surveyed said they intended to participate in the Democratic nominating process.
Voting Patterns
Women have are less likely to feel that their participation has an impact on government
and have less confidence in their ability to understand or influence politics than men.21 Black
women have less positive feelings about the political system than black men, and beliefs about
the political system are more important predictors of levels of participation for women than men.
Baxter and Lansing works revealed that black women, when compared with black men and with
white men and women, have the lowest levels of trust in the federal government, the lowest
feelings of political efficacy, and the highest sense of discrimination in the area of employment.22
The assumption that these variables are indicators of alienation and that alienation is correlated
with nonvoting, and black women would therefore be expected to go the polls at very low rates.
Beginning in 1950, black women have moved ahead to voting levels comparable to those of
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black men. In 1968 and 1972, black women voted at the same rate as black men, and in 1976,
they voted at higher rates. The voting pattern of black women is a paradox: black women are
voting at the same or higher rates than black men, while their confidence in the federal
government and their sense of political efficacy are declining.
According to the census report on Voting and Registration in the Election of November
1984, black women represented 10.2 million or 11 percent of the 89.6 million women of voting
age-population. During the 1984 election, 6,058,000 or 59.2 percent of voting-age black women
turned out to vote, as compared with 4,235,000 or 51.7 percent of black men.23
Close to 9 million black women were registered to vote in the election, and of that
number, 7.6 million said they actually voted, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. There were
over 13 million black women in the U.S. in 2000.
Methodology
To examine the recent voting patterns among black women in Keysville and Atlanta in
Georgia, this study employed a self-administered voting participation survey of a cluster sample
of 462 black women between January 2004 and July 2008 election cycles. Specifically, this
research aimed to: (1) measure recent voting behavior among the population under study,
(2) explain voting behavior using mixed methods of quantitative and qualitative research, and
(3) provide baseline data for continued examination of black women and voting.
Results
Demographic Characteristics: Nearly two-thirds of the respondents were 40 years of age
or older, with a slight variation between Keysville (64%) and Atlanta (67%). Nearly 40% of the
women were married and 39% were single at the time of the study. Over one-quarter of the
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sample (28%) reported as to having no children, 48% had one or two children, and 24% three or
more children. Of the 330 mothers, 52% had children under the age of 18 years.
Socioeconomic Characteristics: Of the 213 respondents in Keysville, 93% stated salary
and wages as their primary source of income, leaving 5 (2%) for Disability/SSI, four each (2%
each) for Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) and child support or alimony as the
primary source.
Likewise, the majority of Atlanta respondents, (198 or 86%) stated salary and wages as
their primary source of income, followed by 13 (6%) pension, 10 (4%) disability/SSI and 2 each
reporting TANF or commission.
There were significant differences in income distribution patterns between respondents in
Keysville and Atlanta. The majority of Keysville respondents (54%) reported earnings between
$15,000 and $19,999, 19% between $20,000-$24,999, 10% between $25,000-$29,999, and 13%
less than $14,999. Thus, 96% of Keysville respondents earned less than $30,000 per year. As for
Atlanta respondents, slightly more than one-fourth (26%) were below $30,000 earnings per year,
while another 30% earned a moderate income between $30,000-$49,000, and 44% fell in the
earnings of $50,000 or more. Thus, nearly three-fourths of Atlanta respondents earned higher
than their counterparts in Keysville. This is not surprising considering the differences in their
respective levels of education and employment opportunities.
Although Keysville women outnumbered those with high school (36%) and college
(60%) their Atlantan counterparts (18% and 45%, respectively), nearly one-third of the Atlanta
women reported education beyond college. This pattern may partly be attributable to the
availability of educational facilities and opportunities in urban areas.
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Occupation wise, 47% of those employed in Keysville worked service related jobs (i.e.,
nurses, servers, cashiers, etc.) as opposed to only 33% holding similar jobs in Atlanta. On the
other hand, 33% of Atlanta women were professionals and another 14% held managerial
positions, while only 7% of Keysville women were in professional jobs and 2% in managerial
positions.
More than one–half of Keysville respondents (52%) rent their dwellings compared to
only 21% of Atlanta respondents. Additionally, 74% of Atlanta respondents owned their homes
compared to 43% of Keysville respondents. Given the occupational and income differentials
between the two samples, these differences in home ownerships may be expected.
Forty-six percent of Keysville respondents had affiliation with the African Methodist
Episcopal (AME) followed by those affiliated with Baptist (19%). On the contrary, the latter was
the dominant faith among Atlantans (70%). Both Keysville and Atlanta respondents claimed
regular attendance at religious services (90% and 85%, respectively).
Political Knowledge, Familiarity and Engagement: Keysville respondents were more
knowledgeable of Georgia politics than their Atlanta counterparts (97% Keysville and 84% of
Atlanta respondents considered themselves as ―somewhat knowledgeable‖ or ―very
knowledgeable‖). This knowledge-gap extended to local politics as well, 98% of Keysville and
79% of Atlanta respondents claimed to have knowledge of local politics. Knowledge of the
voting process in their respective precincts is reported by 98% in Keysville and 88% in Atlanta.
The remaining 16% of Atlanta respondents and 3% of Keysville respondents stated that they
were ―not very knowledgeable or ―had no knowledge.‖
The level of familiarity with electoral processes appears to be higher than the level of
political knowledge among the respondents. For example, 98% of Keysville and 96% of the
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Atlanta respondents were confident about their familarity with processes involved in Presidential
elections. Similarly, 98% of Keysville and 82% of Atlanta respondents maintained their
familarity with processes involved in both state and local elections. Thus, the level of
unfamiliarity is higher among Atlantans than among Keysville women.
Majorities in both locations (94% of Keysville and 91% of Atlanta ) reportedly had
discussions with family members and friends about politics. Relatively fewer respondents
engaged in discussions about candidate values and platforms (84% and 87%, respectively).
Differences were more pronounced berween the two sample locations in terms of their personal
active engagement by way of attending Community Forums or Town Hall meetings—94% of
Keysville and 41% of Atlanta respondents answered affirmatively. As for the passive
engagement, most (96% of Keysville and 95% of Atlanta) kept themselves abreast with political
news through various media avenues including television, newspapers and radio.
Voting Attitudes: There is a general consensus among respondents about the importance
of voting, although a few were unsure about the impact of their voting on the final election
outcome. Majorities in both locations believed that voting is important. While most (95%)
believed that black women’s vote can change the landscape of American politics, 5% of Atlanta
respondents were skeptical about such impact. Similarly, most women in Atlanta as well as in
Keysville espoused a need to increase voting by black women in elections as well as a need for
more black women elected officials.
Voting Patterns: All Keysville respondents and 95% of Atlantan women were registered
voters in Georgia at the time of the survey. Keysville women outweighed Atlanta voters in a 2:1
ratio among those who never missed (to vote) in local elections. Interestingly, although many
Atlanta women missed to vote in the local elections, they voted in greater number in state
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elections, and an even higher number in national elections. Perhaps the role of media in terms of
commercials and political discussions about national elections, involvement of local churches in
the national electoral process, combined with the perceived personal impact in terms of broader
issues such as immigration, taxes, education, and employment may have contributed to this
higher participation in national elections among Atlanta women.
In the previous 2004 presidential election of Bush v. Kerry, 98% in Keysville and 92% of
women in Atlanta voted. In the 2008 ―Super Tuesday‖ Primaries 95% and 90%, respectively of
Keysville and Atlanta respondents voted. In regard to the recent local elections, there was not
only a higher level of voting (98% of Keysville and 77% of Atlanta respondents) than historical
voting levels (71% in Keysville vs. 37% in Atlanta) but also a smaller gap between the voters in
the two locations. Ninety-three percent of Keysville compared to 86% of Atlanta reported voting
in their last State election. Thus, overall voting participation among African-American women is
not only increasing compared to historical voting levels, but also the rural-urban gap is
narrowing, although local and state elections continue to attract fewer women than national
elections.
There were also reported differences in outcomes of their vote in elections held after
January 2006. For example, 96% of those in Keysville reported that the candidate they voted for
won ―all of the time‖ or ―most of the time‖ compared to 65% of those in the Atlanta sample.
Summary
The overall voting participation among African-American women is not only increasing
compared to historical voting levels, but the rural-urban gap is also narrowing over the time.
Healthcare is the number one priority to both groups (74% in Keysville and 82% in Atlanta). The
other two political issues that Keysville women were concerned about were education and the
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economy (68%, and 54%, respectively) while for Atlanta respondents they were education and
employment (71% and 50%, respectively). Only a few Atlanta respondents (and none in
Keysville) identifieds other issues as immigration and abortion as ones they find important.
Most women in Atlanta as well as in Keysville espoused a need to increase voting by
black women in elections as well as need for more black women elected officials. Many of these
women offered the following suggestions to increase voting by black women: ―more education,‖
―targeted voter registration drives,‖ and ―getting involved.‖ Atlanta respondents uniquely
suggested to ―make elections more relevant to black women.‖
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OSTRACISM PRODUCES STRONG DAMAGE TO AFRICAN-AMERICAN
PARTICIPANTS’ SENSE OF BELONGING WHICH IN TURN ACCOUNTS
FOR DRAMATICALLY INCREASED NEGATIVE PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR

OSTRACIZERS

LLOYD R. SLOAN
CANDICE M. WALLACE
ALISON A. DINGWALL
DOMINIQUE HUBBARD
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON, DC

Ostracism Produces Strong Damage to African-American Participants’ Sense
of Belonging Which in Turn Accounts for Dramatically Increased Negative
Perceptions of Their Ostracizers1

Literature on social rejections suggests that ostracism has detrimental effects on individual‟s
social well-being. Specifically, ostracism significantly impacts levels of sense of belonging, selfesteem, sense of control and meaningful existence. The experience of ostracism often leads to
impaired cognition, maladaptive behavior and negative judgments of the source of ostracism
(Williams, 2001; Zadro et al., 2004; Bourgeois & Leary, 2001). While prior research has
investigated many antecedents of, and responses to ostracism, few studies have directly explored
the mediating role of impaired social well-being on rejected participants‟ perceptions of the
source. Results from this study remained consistent with previous literature in that ostracism
strongly and significantly impaired participants‟ social well-being. As a notable result of this
impairment, participants perceived the sources of rejection as less trustworthy, more prejudiced
and more arrogant. The results of this study indicated that damage to one‟s sense of belonging
mediates these perceptions and may help to explain these negative judgments.

Ostracism and social rejection
Research suggests that people are motivated to affiliate and to belong to groups for
emotional support, social connections and basic survival. (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Williams
2001). Thus, the experience of rejection from a group can result in a variety of negative
responses. One type of rejection is ostracism. Ostracism is the exclusion of an individual or
group, either physically or socially, by another individual or group (Williams, 2001). The
experience of ostracism has detrimental effects for the target on his or her sense of social well
being (Williams, 2001). Consequently, and as this study demonstrates, threats to social well-
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being may result in differing judgments of the source of ostracism as a way to buffer these
negative effects.
Research on ostracism suggests that it is used by various societies and species to protect
and to control the group. Social rejection may serve to support group cohesion, cultural values,
or protect personal safety. Informally, ostracism can be used between friends to obtain
compliance or to express anger, such as in the „silent treatment‟. Ostracism can is also used
formally in societal sanction to maintain order, such as imprisonment or ex-communication.
The current study considers ostracism through the Need-Threat Model of Ostracism
developed by Kipling Williams. Williams suggests that being ostracized threatens and frustrates
four fundamental needs required by an individual to maintain positive social well-being. Social
well-being is comprised of self-esteem, sense of belonging, sense of control and meaningful
existence. The Need-Threat model describes the dimensions along which the experience of
exclusion can negatively impact the individual. According to the model, possible antecedents
(individual differences, characteristics of the source, and situational pressures), moderators
(individual differences or attributions), consequences (psychological, physical, behavioral), and
timing effects (initial, intermediate, and long-term) combine with individual differences in the
source and the target, as well as role differences and situational pressures to threaten the four
needs. Williams‟ ostracism framework identifies innumerable ways that the relationships of the
variables could influence one-another (Williams & Sommer, 1997). Using Williams‟ Need
Threat model as a framework, prior research has investigated the conditions of, and responses to
ostracism. Of particular interest in this study is the impact of ostracism impaired social wellbeing on rejected participants‟ perceptions of the sources of ostracism.
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Types of Ostracism
Three types of ostracism are most often discussed in the literature; physical, social and
cyber ostracism. Physical ostracism is the physical removal of an individual from a group, such
as when parents place their children in timeout, literally removing them from playing with
others. In social ostracism, the target remains in the presence of others but is ignored by them,
such as the “silent treatment” or the “cold shoulder”. Due to the increasing use of the internet and
other technical devices, cyber-ostracism has become more prevalent in ostracism research
(Williams, Cheung, & Choi, 2000). Cyber-ostracism could include blocking from chat rooms,
ignoring of emails and even ignoring of text messages (Smith & Williams).
Responses to Ostracism
In addition to the negative impact on individual social well-being including lowered
levels of sense of belonging, self-esteem, sense of control, and meaningful existence, being
ostracized can result in a variety of behavioral and cognitive responses. When ostracized, even
for a short period of time, participants have reported a decrease in mood, increased anger, and an
increase in loneliness (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Zadro et al., 2001).
The behavioral effects of rejection can include negative behaviors such as hostility,
aggression or withdrawal. However, being ostracized can also result in positive behaviors such
as a need to reconnect with the individual or group that is the source of the rejection (Twenge,
Baumeister, Tice, & Stucke, 2001; Twenge, Catanese, & Baumeister, 2003; Williams &
Sommer, 1997). A study conducted by Carter-Sowell, Chen & Williams (2008) suggests that
participants that are ostracized are more likely to engage in social appeasement. This social
appeasement finding suggests that targets of ostracism comply with a request in order to remain
a part of or to rejoin the group. Although the target has regained social connections, social
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appeasement behaviors may make them more susceptible to possible harmful requests or
behavioral suggestions (Carter-Sowell, Chen, & Williams, 2008).
Furthermore, ostracized individuals express aggressive behaviors towards both the source
of the ostracism as well as seemingly innocent bystanders (Gaertner, Iuzzini, & O‟Mara, 2008).
When a target is rejected and the group membership of the ostracizing source is salient during
the ostracism experience, the aggression from the target victim is directed towards not just the
ostracizing source, but towards the entire group to which the ostracizer belongs. It seems that the
target transfers his or her aggression to ostracizer further onto the ostracizer‟s entire group
(Warburton, Williams, & Cairns, 2006).
Research concerning the cognitive effects of ostracism suggests that rejected individuals
perform worse on intelligences tasks, recall less information on memory tasks and demonstrate
significant impairments to reasoning compared to those that are not rejected. Additionally,
targets of ostracism are more likely to derogate the source of the ostracism and are more likely to
judge the source of the ostracism in a negative way (Baumeister, DeWall, Ciarocco, & Twenge,
2005; Bourgeois & Leary, 2001). Following experiences of ostracism, individuals need to regain
a positive self-image. To buffer them from the negative impact of ostracism, previous research
has shown that rejected individuals place less value on the opinion from the source of the
ostracism as well as decreasing the importance of the interaction with the ostracizer. In addition,
individuals who are ostracized also tend to report that the source did not know them very well
(Bourgeois & Leary, 2001).
Social Identity Theory
People often use those within their social groups to determine how they should look,
think and behave (Festinger, 1954). In the context of ostracism, this suggests that if we are
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rejected by the in-group, we may engage in cognitions and/ or behaviors that aim to maintain a
positive view of the in-group and/or their views of us, thus buffering damage to the self which
may be greater in the case of in-group rejection than in ostracism by an out-group. According to
social identity theory, groups not only serve to maintain our inherent need to be around others,
they also help build our self concept and influence our self esteem. Social identity theory posits
that the groups we belong to provide a great deal of information about who we are and how we
should behave. We often apply the categorizations that we associate with the groups to which we
belong, to ourselves. Thus, we attach social and emotional importance to our in-groups because
they are a reflection of the self (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). This results
in a great deal of work to maintain a positive perception of the group. If the group is perceived
positively and we gain a great deal from group membership, we are generally happy with our
status as group members. However, if the group becomes a negative reflection of the self or
rejects us, we make attempts to improve the group, re-establish the connection, or find another
group that better maintains our positive sense of self (Brown, 2000).
Racial identity is one source of social identity. Racial identity is the sense of self one
builds with his or her racial group. Since race is a group that we belong to merely by existence,
we perceive that we are members of our racial group and possess common physical and social
characteristics. Certain racial groups are associated with positive and negative perceptions in
society that can result in multiple variations of how group members perceive the group and
subsequently perceptive the self. Nonetheless, studies have indicated that a positive racial
identity can be beneficial to the individual (Cunningham, 2005; Robinson & Biran, 2006;
Rowley, Sellars, Chavous, & Smith, 1998). Thus the relevance and salience of the in/out-group
to the individual may alter that individual‟s response to being ostracized, given that a person‟s
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self-concept is a combination of both personal attributes and of their perception of their social
identity.
Ostracism and its impacts over time
Recent research in ostracism has explored the role of time on the experience of ostracism.
It has been hypothesized that the experience of ostracism may have an immediate reflexive and a
later reflective component (Williams, 2007; Wirth & Williams, 2009). This means that there may
be an initial reaction to ostracism that is consistent with the precognitive nature of rejection (i.e.,
reflexive) and, a subsequent appraisal of the causes and contexts that surround the ostracism and
which occurs after the initial pain of ostracism has diminished somewhat (i.e., reflective). Such
reflexive attributions may likely be formed in a manner which will reduce the pain of rejection.
The current research continues to explore the target‟s judgments of the source of
ostracism. Consistent with previous research, it was predicted that ostracism alone would result
in diminished social needs (sense of belonging, self-esteem, sense of control and meaningful
existence) compared to inclusion. Furthermore, targets of ostracism would report more negative
judgments about the source of the ostracism. The current study also sought to explore the
mediating effects of the four needs on the evaluations of the source.
Method
Participants
223 undergraduate students at Howard University were recruited to participate in this
research for which they received partial course credit.
Materials
All measures and manipulations were given and responses collected through the use of
personal computers. Participants were ostracized or included during the experiment through the
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use of Cyberball, an online ostracism paradigm. Participants were randomly assigned to either
the inclusion or exclusion conditions and led to believe that they were playing with two coplayers connected over the internet. In the inclusion condition, the Cyberball game consisted of
15 simulated throws among the three players resulting in participants receiving the ball a total of
5 times or approximately 33% of the time. In the ostracized condition, participants received the
ball only once in the first round of simulated throws and then were left to watch the remainder of
the simulated game (14 tosses) between the two other co-players. The pictures of the co-players
were pre-tested for consistency on 10 personality dimensions, as well as age, race, and gender.
Procedure
Upon arriving, subjects were welcomed and thanked for agreeing to participate.
Participants were then advised on administrative details including course credit, the consent
form, and a preamble explaining the nature of the study, generally described as concerning their
personality and groups that they support. Participants were randomly assigned to a computer and
to one of the experimental condition. To prevent any experimenter bias, all testing experimenters
were unaware of the specific ostracism/inclusion and co-player category condition numbers and
simply carried out a predetermined program of condition imbedded codes.
Once the consent form was signed, the experimenter took a digital picture of the
participant and explained that the picture would be uploaded into the computer system so that the
co-players would know with whom they are interacting. Participants were seated at individual
computer stations and were presented with all of the materials and manipulation on the computer
using MediaLab software (Jarvis, 2000) and asked to begin. Participants played Cyberball, a
cyber-ostracism scheme in which players are either ostracized or included by a co-player
believed to be at a remote location. Cyberball was imbedded in a series of questionnaires that
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assessed participants‟ social well-being. After playing Cyberball participants were asked to
complete the first round of questions assessing their social well-being. Participants were then
engaged in a 10 minute filler task. Following this task, participants completed a second round of
measures assessing social well-being as well as their attitudes toward the source of ostracism.
After the experiment was completed, participants were thanked, debriefed and excused.
Results
Ostracism at time 1
Consistent with previous literature, ostracism negatively impacted participants‟ selfreported feelings of social well-being. Participants that were ostracized reported lower levels of
sense of belonging, F (1, 223) = 182.94, p < .001, self-esteem, F (1, 223) = 65.19, p< .001, sense
of control, F (1, 223) = 107.97, p < .001 and meaningful existence, F (1, 223) = 161.85, p < .001
than participants that were included.
Ostracism at time 2
Participants continued to show effects of ostracism by analysis at time 2 however, these
effects had begun to diminish. Results revealed a significant main effect for sense of belonging F
(1,223) = 3.68, p <.05; self-esteem F (1, 223) = 4.66, p <.05; and sense of meaningful existence
F (1, 223) = 8.94, p =.01. The effect of ostracism on sense of control remained only marginally
significant, F (1, 223) = 3.84, p =.08.
There was a significant interaction between race and ostracism on sense of belonging, F
(1, 223) = 5.59, p <. 05 and sense of control, F (1, 223) = 3.93, p < .05 at time two (See figure 1).
Participants that were ostracized by White co-players reported lower levels of sense of belonging
and sense of control compared to participants that were ostracized by African-American coplayers. These interacting effects did not emerge for self-esteem and meaningful existence.
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Figure 1: Ostracism by Race interactions at time 2.

Source Judgments
In addition to reporting lowered levels of social well-being, participants that were
ostracized rated the sources of ostracism significantly more negatively than participants that were
included. The ostracized participants judged their co-players as more prejudiced, F (1, 223) =
47.10, p < .001, more arrogant, F (1, 223) = 35.45, p < .001, and less trustworthy, F (1, 223) =
20.83, p < .001 (See figure 2). Additionally, a main effect of race of the co-player emerged for
prejudice, F (1, 223) = 14.80, p < .001. Participants that played against White co-players rated
their co-players to be more prejudiced than participants that played against African-American coplayers regardless of ostracism or inclusion.
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Figure 2: The impact of ostracism (vs. inclusion) on source judgments.

Mediation analysis
Using the Baron & Kenny (1986) method of analysis, sense of belonging, self-esteem,
sense of control and meaningful existence at time 1 and time 2 were tested as potential mediating
variables for the predictive relationship between ostracism and participants‟ perceptions of the
sources of ostracism. Interestingly, sense of belonging at time 1 was the only significant
mediator of the relationship between ostracism and perceptions of the ostracism source. The
previously reported analysis of variance suggested that ostracism significantly impacted source
perceptions. Regression analysis revealed that sense of belonging at time 1 was also a significant
predictor of judgments of prejudice, β = -.47, p<.001, trustworthiness, β = .39, p<.001 and
arrogance, β = -.46, p<.001. When sense of belonging at time 1 and ostracism were both entered
into the model, sense of belonging significantly, fully, mediated the relationship between
ostracism and reported judgments of source trustworthiness (β = .05, p = ns.) and source
arrogance (β = .11, p = ns), and partially mediated judgments of source prejudice (β = .16, p <
.05) (See figure 3).
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Figure 3: Sense of belonging mediates source judgments. Note: Standardized betas are
reported. Coefficients not in parentheses represent parameter estimates for a regression model
containing both predictors. *p<.05; **p<.001.
Sense of belonging differently mediated perceptions of source prejudice based on the race
of the co-player with which the participant played Cyberball. Sense of belonging fully mediated
perceptions of prejudice ratings when the co-player was White, β =.19, p = ns (β = .37, p<.001,
when ostracism was assessed alone) but only partially mediated prejudice ratings when the coplayer was African-American, β = .16, p<.05 (β = .41, p<.001 when ostracism assessed alone).
These ethnicity based findings did not occur for trustworthiness or arrogance.
Discussion
As expected, ostracism resulted in powerful detriments to participants‟ social well-being.
Those who were ostracized reported significantly lower levels of sense of belonging, self-esteem,
sense of control and meaningful existence compared to those who were included. Additionally,
ostracized participants reacted with more negative perceptions of their co-players (sources of
ostracism), judging them as more prejudiced, more arrogant and less trustworthy. Included
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participants did not form these same perceptions. Based on this research, it appears that these
negative judgments are a function of the experience of lowered social well-being, especially
sense of belonging. Feelings of rejection by others presumably lead to negative feelings and
sense of belonging which, in turn, lead to negative perceptions of the ostracized source. Race
relations between African-Americans and Whites may have played a role in judgments of the
source‟s level of prejudice for the participants in this study. The results of this study indicated
that while diminished levels of sense of belonging only partially mediated prejudice ratings for
those who played against African-Americans, it fully mediated prejudice ratings for those who
played against White co-players As indicated by Bourgeois and Leary (2001), forming negative
impressions of the source of rejection may serve a protective function for the self which may
help to buffer the effects of exclusion. Alternatively, forming negative impressions of the source
of rejection may be the first step toward more negative behavioral intentions (i.e., aggression and
hostility). Future research should explore the contexts in which negative perceptions of the
source result in intent to cause harm versus help to buffer rejection, and would benefit from
identifying which perceptions are more or less likely to lead to either of these dramatically
different outcomes.
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BELIEF AND PRACTICE OF “BLACK MAGIC” AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
FOR PAKISTANI MUSLIM SOCIETY
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Belief and Practice of “Black Magic” and Its Implications for Pakistani
Muslim Society

ABSTRACT: Magic plays a multidimensional role in society and is an integral part of any
religion and culture. It is generally perceived a practice through which one inflicts pain to others
Magic in Islam encompasses a wide range of practices, including black magic, warding off the
evil eye, the production of amulets and other magical equipment. Muslims do commonly believe
in magic and explicitly forbid its practice. This is based on the belief that no one knows the
future or the unseen except God Almighty. That is why the Quran asserts that even Muhammad
(PBUH) does not know the unseen. Concerning this, it says “If I had the knowledge of the
unseen, I should have secured abundance for myself, and no evil would have touched me”
(7:188) Abdullah Ibn Mas`ud incited in Mishkwat Sharif (2006:376) reported, “Anyone who goes
to a diviner, a practitioner of magic or a soothsayer, asking something and believing in what he
says, denies what was revealed to Muhammad.”
Thus Islam has closed the door for practicing magic, simply because it is against its teachings,
and it is deceptive and harmful. But there are many things which are prohibited in Islam but still
popular in culture. This paper discusses religious and cultural divide on the use of black and
white magic in Pakistani Muslim society. It explains the use of magic from the prospective of
practitioners as well as those who are using it for the solution of various economic, domestic and
social problems. It reveals the unislamic procedures adopted by the magicians for various
malicious purposes such as to separate a husband from his wife, to stop girls from getting
married, to make someone‟s business down and to stop a child from studying etc.
The data resource for this study was collected by employing anthropological methods and first
hand information was collected both from practitioners and users on different forms and
symptoms of magic, objects used in magic, procedures adopted, rituals performance and various
purposes which persuade people to go against their religion and manipulate the supernatural
forces to get things they want in their life.

Introduction:
Magic is the “manipulation of laws of nature”. It is aimed to bring changes by
manipulating the supernatural forces. Humans try to control natures with the help of magic, spell,
and other specific rituals. The purpose of magic is to control or forecast natural events, effects, or
forced by the supernatural. (E.B Tylor, 1871: 122) Magic is faculty of wonderful virtue, full of
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most high mysteries, containing the most profound contemplation of most secret things, together
with the nature, power, quality, substance and virtues thereof, as also the knowledge of whole
nature and it don‟t instruct the concerning the differencing and agreement of things amongst
themselves whence it produced its wonderful effect, by uniting the virtues of things through the
application of them one to the other, and to their inferior suitable subjects, joining and knitting
them together thoroughly by the powers and virtues of superior bodies. (Agrippa & Laurence
1913: 39)
Malinowski distinguished between magic, through which ends are achieved, and religion,
in which ends are achieved. In Magic, Science and Religion and Other Essays, he defined “magic
as a practical art consisting of acts that are only means to a definite end expected to follow later
on; religion as a body of self-contained acts being themselves the fulfillment of their purpose”
(Malinowski 1982:88). Durkheim (1976:44) saw religion as socially integrating, whereas
magical practices failed to unite its practitioners into a single moral community. His nephew
Mauss proposed a similar distinction in A General Theory of Magic, defining as magical any rite
that does not play a part in organized cults. Moving beyond this, however, he argues that the
primary feature of magic is a belief in an impersonal power with automatic efficacy but that this
power also represents “the rudimentary data of religions,” with both deriving from the same
source (Mauss 1972:137).
Radcliffe-Brown (1956:138) felt that a simple dichotomy between magic and religion
was unhelpful and viewed the various attempts made by Frazer, Malinowski, and Durkheim to
distinguish religion from magic as contradictory and difficult to apply. He suggested that it was
better to subsume both within the category of ritual; this has been generally accepted by
subsequent anthropologists. Levi-Strauss (1966) argues that the category of magic is used to
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mark off “outside” thought as different from our own “scientific” thought and has no general
cross cultural meaning. He implies that the very category of magic must be “dissolved.” In
modern anthropology the tendency is not to separate “magic” as a sharply defined field, with
ritual and religion on the one hand and technical activity on the other. Instead, anthropologists
study interpenetration of the symbolic and scientific aspects of knowledge and the techniques for
their application. Tambiah‟s (1990) two modes of thought reflect this approach. He employs the
concepts of causal and participatory thought, the former primarily associated with science, the
latter primarily with magic, religion, and art. He suggests that they are socially constructed
orientations to reality, but the factors prompting a switch from one to another require further
study: “It is this context in which sacred attitudes are evoked and in which code switching occurs
that remains for us still a major phenomenon to interpret” (Tambiah 1990:92).
Magic (locally known as “jadoo”. It is the use of certain strategy, tactics or material to
affect people‟s minds so as to see what is unreal and believes it to be reality) is, however
something full of flaws and errors. According to Sir James Frazer, The fatal flaw of magic lies
not in its general assumption of a sequence of events determined by law, but in its total
misconception of the nature of the particular laws which govern that sequence. (Frazer (1922:49)
cited in book authored by Brian, R. Clack. 1999. Wittgenstein, Frazer and Religion.
PALGRAVE: New York.
The concepts of mimetic and contagious magic, first defined by Sir James Frazer in his
classic and voluminous anthropological treatise known as the Golden Bough, are not perhaps
entirely inclusive. Nevertheless, almost all forms of magic seem to relate either directly or
indirectly to one of these two principles. For example, the evil eye is the name given to the belief
that one man may harm another by merely looking at him with evil or malice. In this case no
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physical object is involved, but as the name evil eye implies, the very act of looking at the victim
is a form of contact and allows some of the malice felt by the ill wisher to enter into the victim‟s
body. In a milder and more general form, in India it is regarded as dangerous to allow a stranger
to look enviously at a child, and parents speak disparagingly of their own children, for fear that
some evil person, hearing the words of praise, will turn envious eyes upon them. The East
Indians of Trinidad in the West Indies believe that a woman should not exposed her breasts to
the public when nursing her baby, in case a stranger should look with lust upon her breasts and
thus poison the purity of the family love that joins mother and child in a separate and private
communion. (Frazer, 1922:216).
The principles of sympathetic magic of Sir James George Frazer, have been explicated in
his The Golden Bough (third edition). These principles include the “law of similarity” and the
“law of contact” or “contagion.” These are systematized versions of the manipulation of
symbols. Frazer (1922:217) defined them this way:
“If we analyze the principles of thought on which magic is based, they will probably be
found to resolve themselves into two: first, that like produces like, or that an effect
resembles its cause; and, second, that things which have once been in contact with each
other continue to act on each other at a distance after the physical contact has been
severed. The former principle may be called the Law of Similarity, the latter the Law of
Contact or Contagion. From the first of these principles, namely the Law of Similarity,
the magician infers that he can produce any effect he desires merely by imitating it: from
the second he infers that whatever he does to a material object will affect equally the
person with whom the object was once in contact, whether it formed part of his body or
not”.
Marwick as cited in Middleton & Winter (1978:112) says, “We may say that competition
and tension arise more frequently where statuses are achieved than where they are ascribed”. He
also formulates his hypothesis saying,
“That competition will tend to occur between persons in a social structure, and that this
competition will develop into tension and conflicts, the desire for the object or status
competed for is intense and social structure does not eliminate or regulate the
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competition; and that this tension will tend to be projected into which beliefs and
subsequent conflict if there are no other adequate institutionalized outlets for it”.
Marwick as cited in Middleton & Winter (1978:112) explains, “We may say that
competition and tension arise more frequently where statuses are achieved than where they are
ascribed”. He also formulates his hypothesis saying,
“That competition will tend to occur between persons in a social structure, and that this
competition will develop into tension and conflicts, the desire for the object or status
competed for is intense and social structure does not eliminate or regulate the
competition; and that this tension will tend to be projected into which beliefs and
subsequent conflict if there are no other adequate institutionalized outlets for it”.
Most of the Pakistani urban dwellers believe in Black Magic (Black magic is locally
termed as Kala Jadoo or Kala Ilm. All forms of magic are evil, or black magic. This view
generally links black magic with Satanism. The religions that maintain this opinion include most
branches of Christianity, Islam, Judaism, and Hinduism.) and according to Gallup Pakistan
Survey which was conducted on February 16, 2007 (Islamabad) says that latest survey on
„Religion and Spiritual Beliefs‟, half of Pakistan‟s urban population believes that Black Magic is
a plausible reality and Tweeze Ganda (a kind of „amulet‟) can be used to heal its ill effects. The
other half disagrees. The survey, which was conducted in December 2006, revealed that 52% of
the respondents expressed belief in Black Magic (Kala Jadoo) while 47% does not and a further
1% did not give any response. Similar results were observed in regard to Tweeze Ganda; half of
the respondents (49%) believe in it, whereas the other half (50%) does not. Respondents were
also asked to give their opinions on Palmistry. It was noted that one-third of the urbanites (31%)
believe in it as opposed to two-thirds of those (68%) who do not do so. This survey was
conducted by Gallup Pakistan affiliated with Gallup International, on a sample of over 1000
respondents in the urban areas of all four provinces of Pakistan. This sample was statistically
selected across all ages, income groups and educational levels. The error margin for a sample of
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http://www.gallup.com.pk/Polls/press16feb07.pdf.
Magic in Islam: In Islam-magic, sorcery and witchcraft all fall under the term „sihr’. Sihr,
according to Abdussalam-Bali (2004) is defined as an act that brings one closer to the devil—by
using the devil. Sihr is further described as a word stemming from the Arabs and can be
considered as the English equivalent to witchcraft (Eldam, 2003). It can thus be taken as an
occult science and as an act is accomplished by gaining proximity towards the shaytaan (devil).
The Muslim belief in the existence of this art is precipitated not only by cultural affiliations, but
also by the religious book of Islam, the Qur‟aan. Evidence from the Holy Qur‟aan says
“…Suleiman (Solomon) did not disbelieve, but the devils disbelieved teaching men magic...”
(Abdussalam-Bali, 2004, p. 21). It is further stated in the Quraan “I take refuge with the Lord of
the daybreak from the evil of what He has created, from the evil of darkness when it gathers,
from the evil of the women who blow on knots, from the evil of an envier when he envies”
(Abdussalam-Bali, 2004, p. 22). This, according to Abdussalam-Bali (2004) is a reference to
female sorcerers who blow on thread knots while making their spells. Lethargy, illness, bad
dreams and voice hearing are other symptoms of bewitchment that are identified by Islam.
Magic in Islam encompass a wide range of practices, including black magic, warding off
the evil eye, the production of amulets and other magical equipment. Muslims do commonly
believe in magic and explicitly forbid its practice. Muslims believe that the devils taught sorcery
to mankind. Qur‟an says:
“And when there came to them a Messenger from Allah confirming what was with them, a
party of those who were given the scripture threw away the book of Allah behind their
backs as if they did not know. And they followed what the devils gave out falsely of magic
of the reign of Solomon; for Solomon did not disbelieve but the devils disbelieved,
teaching men magic and such things that came down at Babylon to the two angels Harut
and Marut, but neither of these two (angels) taught anyone (such things) until they had
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said: we are only for trial, so don’t disbelieve. And from them (magicians) people learn
that through which they would cause separation between a person and his spouse, but
they could not thus harm anyone except by Allah’s leave; and they learn that which
harms them rather than profits them. And indeed they knew that its practitioner would
have no share in the Hereafter. And how bad indeed was that for which they sold their
own selves if they but knew”. (Holy Qur‟an, 2:101-2).
Another reference of magic in Islam is found in the Surah Al-Falaq (meaning dawn or daybreak)
of the Holy Quran, which is a prayer to ward off Black Magic.
“Say: I seek refuge in the lord of mankind, the king of mankind, the lord of mankind, from
the evil of sneaking whisperer, who whispered in the hearts of mankind, of the jinn and of
mankind”. (Al-Quran: 113).
Surah Nas of the Holy Quran also deals with the similar theme:
“Say I seek refuge in the lord of day break, from the evil of that which He created, from
the evil of the darkness when it is intense, and from the evil of malignant witchcraft, and
from the evil of the envies when he envied” (Al-Quran 114).
In another tradition, Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) says:
Avoid the seven deadly acts which are: ascribing partners to God, magic, killing the
human self which Allah prohibited except with right, eating usury, devouring the
orphan’s wealth, defecting from the battle-field (without a justified reason) and
slandering chaste, unwary believing women. (Abdullah- bin- Amer 2006:67)
In another tradition Prophet (PBUH) says:
“The one who hang anything in his neck or in the arm will be submitted to that thing”.
(Abu-Hurraraih 2006:71).
Social context of black magic and its implications for Pakistani Society
Black magic is considered bad morally and socially and it is absolutely forbidden in
Islam. The intention behind black magic is to inflict pain to others and make them suffer. It is
considered dangerous to an extent that it may even cause death. Black magic is usually done to
separate a husband from his wife, to stop girls from getting married, to make someone‟s business
down and to stop a child from studying. So, as a result, a man deeply in love with a woman starts
hating her for no reason, a beautiful girl will not get proposal, a man doing successful business
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receives sudden loss and an intelligent child will lose concentration in studies and an apparently
healthy person who was never diagnosed any illness becomes paralyzed. Black magic is a
disease, which affects one according to the condition of the purity of your soul. A weak soul
increases the destructive effectiveness of black magic and a sacred soul can successfully resist it.
(These responses were recorded during in-depth interviews with those respondents who sought
black magic as a solution to their troubles. I acknowledge Iqra Khalid and all respondents and
magicians for making this analysis as a true representation of reality.)
Purpose and ways of Magic: The practice of magic is preceded by feeling of enmity and
revenge. Individual motives for performing magic or accusing others of doing so prominently
includes retaliation, resentment, a desire for power when other avenues are difficult to obtain or
after continuous failures in life and due to the obsessed desire to control one‟s own destiny or to
take revenge from enemy. In magic where objects are exploited like sweets, milk, eggs and these
things are given to the person on whom the magic is done without making him conscious of it.
Sometimes magic can also be done on the human body parts like teeth, nails, hair or on clothes
and jewelry and other accessories worn next to a person skin.. Sometimes black magic is
practiced by writing on amulets and the Quranic verses are written in reverse or they are crossed
in order to augment negative desired impact. These amulets are kept in different parts of the
house and other hidden spaces where that person is expected.
There are different kinds of magic done for various purposes i.e., Magic of love is a kind
of magic that is used mostly by the women to trap their husbands or lover to gain their undivided
attention and love. Mostly it is done to intensify love and to receive special treatment and favors
from husband or lover. It becomes crucial where the husband is suspected to have an interest in
other women or intends to go for second marriage. Interestingly, more women opt for this kind
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of magic. When they are in love but the person they love is either unaware or not willing to
marry them then they only seek refuge in magic. Taking advantage from this, most of the magic
practitioners proclaim with guarantee “mehboob app ke qadmon main” which means that your
lover will submit to you.
Another factor leading toward black magic is family disputes and conflicts and it is
locally termed, as sehr-e-tafreek. It is done to separate husband and wife/two friends/separation
between mother and son, between two brothers etc. So with this, one‟s love for his/her beloved
changes into hatred. One becomes always doubtful, arguing on minor issues etc.
Magic of insanity which is another type of black magic and locally termed as Sehr-ejanoon which aims to cause physic problems. It works on a person‟s mind to make him/her
incapable to participate in social life, leads to extreme worries for example extreme anxiety,
headache, absent mindedness, nervousness, self-talking, staring at someone with angled eyes,
being unstable, no consistency in completing anything, sleeping at inhabited places, experiencing
horrible dreams and hallucinations, torturing one‟s own self, loss of memory etc.
Another most common reason for which magic is done is the phenomenon of delayed
marriages. This is locally termed as „Rishtoun ki bandish’. It is also believed that some spirits
may fall in love with a person and may create become hurdle in ones marriage or there might be
any jealousy seen among the relatives, neighbors, friends which may cause this. There are some
other symptoms through which one is judged as he/she may be the victim of this kind of magic
which can be uneasiness while sleep, shortness of breath, chronic headache, extensive
uneasiness, backache, fiancées coming in dreams as ugly faced or seeing images and figures of
suspected persons who might have involved in doing magic.. People who are jealous may like to
down somebody‟s business to stop his progress and it is known as „Karobar ki Bandish’.
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Nowadays there is quite tough competition among the people. People who fail to gain material
prosperity despite consistent efforts become hopeless and envious. Then they take support from
magic to earn more money for them but invite misery for those whom they cannot see earning
well.
Black magic may be done to make a serious student flunk in his/her studies. It may also
be done on the children to take revenge from the other family members, especially it is thought
that children are the soul of their parents and one cannot see their children in pain. This can turn
bright students into idols or make them sick so they cannot continue studies. According to one
respondent, her daughter lost her eye sight when she declared the news of her merit scholarship.
She took her to different doctors all over the country but nobody could diagnose any scientific
reason for her loss of eye sight. Then she started contacting saints and magicians and healers for
the cure of her daughter. Magic is also done to make married couple sterile to make them deprive
to enjoy marital happiness and comfort of their children. Under these magic, women either do
not conceive or experience miscarriages and complications in their pregnancy.
Magic is a kind of purposeful cooperation between the magician and the Satin. According
to Raymond Firth as cited in Reader in Comparative Religion: An Anthropological Approach,
sacrifice means “the loss entailed by the devotion to some other interest, or the destruction or
surrenders of something having a higher or more pressing claim”. Because of this magic, the
magician performs some illicit and prohibited acts. And the satin helps him and fulfills his
demands. In return, the magician commits acts against the will of God, just to keep the satin
happy and to stay in his good books. Magic involves a partnership between magician and Satin
followed by rituals. This confirms that Satin entraps a magician first by making him do things
which are against the will of God and then helps him in return. Subsequently his help to a
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magician depends on how worst of acts he performs against the will of God. The bigger the sin,
the faster the help.
Magicians first seek permission of his teacher and then perform some sinful acts, for
example, they write sacred verses of Quran incorrectly or act to offer their prayers without
performing the important ritual of ablution. Some magicians even go to the extent of burning the
holy verses or tie Quran to their feet and enter in bathrooms. Some write the verses of Quran
with dirty things like menstrual blood. Some magicians sacrifice animals without uttering the
name of Allah and they throw the slaughtered animals at places where satin comes to make his
appearance. So, the bigger sinful act a magician is going to perform, the more powerful he
becomes.
Powers manipulated by magicians have positive as well as negative effects on human
lives. The first step with which the magicians manipulate their power is that they must know the
name of the person and the person‟s mother‟s name in order to spell bound him by magic. Then
they determine their line of action. Most of the magicians use strange and apparently
meaningless materials like straw sticks, blood of owls, urine, menstrual blood, droppings of
animals, head of a lamb etc. they also use different spells for magic. According to Malinowski as
incited in E.E. Evan Pritchard (1922: 5) „the spell is “occult handed over in magical filiations,
known only to the practitioner”. Knowledge of magic is the knowledge of the spell, the ritual
centers round it, it is always the core of the magical performance”. The magicians have their own
ways of performing their acts. For example, if their task is to force someone into love, they will
spell at the food of their victim. If they need to write amulets, they use Zafran (saffron). The
writing on tweeze (Amulet) is done with different kinds of inks according to the requirements
and demands of the patients. Sometimes amulets are written with dirty substance such as urine,
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menstrual blood, saffron mostly for malevolent purposes. If their task is to make people fight and
depart from each other, they use blood of an owl for it or head of a goat, nails or eggs. Once the
amulet is written then the next task is to use it as prescribed by the magician. For example,
certain amulets are hanged or buried or soaked in tea or soft drink to be given to the person one
intends to harm. These amulets are also tied with different coverings such as fabrics, leather,
silver, gold etc. The magician prescribes the material. A malevolent tweeze is tied with hair or
urine and mostly kept at a place not accessible to others such as graveyard or under the
pillow/bedding of the target person.
Sometimes magicians perform the act by themselves and sometimes ask their clients to
do it within their guidelines. When they had to go through all the troubles by themselves, their
charges are greater accordingly. Sometimes magicians tell them strange remedies including
objects not easily available, for example blood of specific animal. According to one respondent,
she was worried for her daughter‟s marriage and she thought to take help from the magician who
was eligible to reverse the magic which has been inflicted on her daughters to stop her proposals.
She was asked to bring blood of black goat and loban (Frankincense) which were not easy to
arrange for the fact that she wanted to hide it from others. That is why she preferred to pay thirty
thousand rupees to the magician as she was not able to arrange the required ingredients with
confidentiality.
According to the magicians people approach them with all kinds of social, economic and
medical problems and magicians practice different types of magic including noorani ilm or white
magic. The white magician, traditionally, relies on prayer, meditation and holy rituals to please
the God to take people out from vulnerable state but now many magicians are opting for black
magic for negative purposes. On one side, they disobey Islam and on the other side they
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manipulate and abuse those who seek their help. According to (William A. Lessa and Evon,
Z. Vogt. 1965: 78) “he might help man and other supernatural beings or might deceive them.
Sometimes virtuous, he is also wicked. Many myths tell of his seduction of women, and he is
capable of such base misdeeds as incest. Supernaturally clever in a scheming deceptive way, he
tricks his companions so that he may win the races or eats their food; disguise himself to seduce
women”. Same is the case with magicians in Pakistan. When they find people in extreme
distress, they assure them quick remedy and make them believe on their extra-ordinary powers
for having a direct contact with supernatural by employing ghosts and spirits. In my opinion,
people having weak faith become easy prey for magicians. Due to lack of religious and formal
education people still have superstitious beliefs which are well known to magicians. Therefore,
in order to save people from this insanity it becomes indispensible to enlighten them with true
spirit of Islam so that they can differentiate Alim (who is a religious scholar) from Amil who
practices magic.
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RACE VERSUS CLASS:
CHARLES VERT WILLIE’S CRITIQUE OF WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON’S
VIEWS IN THE DECLINING SIGNIFICANCE OF RACE
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Race versus Class: Charles Vert Willie’s Critique of William Julius Wilson’s
Views in The Declining Significance of Race

In this study, the author examines the views of two major and contemporary black
sociologists: William Julius Wilson and Charles Vert Willie. Specifically, the study reports
(1) the ideas of Wilson (1978a, 1978b, 1980) as he posited them, according to Willie (1978,
1979), in the initial edition of his book titled The Declining Significance of Race and in a journal
article with the same title, both published in 1978, and as Wilson presents them in the second
edition of the book published in 1980 (Wilson 1980), and (2) the critique by Willie (1978, 1979,
1981, 1983) of Wilson‟s ideas. As Wilson‟s titles imply, he argued that race was becoming less
important for the progress of African Americans; significant to this position was Wilson‟s
insistence that race was already considerably less important than social class. Willie (1978, 1979,
1981, 1983) held the contrary position that when one considered the advantages of white
Americans compared with black Americans, historically and contemporarily, there remained a
primacy of race as the most significant causal variable for the whites‟ advantages. Utilizing the
Sociology of Knowledge, which, as reported by Robert Merton (1968) seeks the roots of an
expert‟s knowledge (that is, the social and cultural determinants of his or her ideas), the study
postulates the likely causes of these two scholars differing views. Let us examine separately in
some detail Wilson‟s position and Willie‟s criticism.
William Julius Wilson’s Position and Argument in The Declining Significance of Race
William Julius Wilson gained prominence in the 1980s as a result of the publication of his
controversial book, The Declining Significance of Race: Blacks and Changing American
Institutions (1978, 1980). In the opening sentence of the preface to this work, Wilson (1980) states:
“This book is a study of race and class in the American experience” (p. ix). As a result of the study,
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Wilson (1980) makes this statement regarding black and white relations in America: “I now feel
that many important features of black and white relations in America are not captured when the
issue is defined as majority versus minority and that a preoccupation with race and racial conflict
obscures fundamental problems that derive from the intersection of class with race” (p. ix). In the
first sentence of the first page of his book, Wilson states his conclusion--which is his thesis--and
attempts to explain and support it throughout this work. Wilson (1980) presents his conclusion as
follows:
Race relations in America have undergone fundamental changes in recent years, so much
so that now the life chances of individual blacks have more to do with their economic class
position than with their day-to-day encounters with whites. (p. 1)
Elaborating on his conclusion that there has been a change in the relationship between blacks and
whites in America, Wilson (1980) notes that in the antebellum period and the period from the Civil
War through the first half of the twentieth century, “blacks were denied access to valued and scarce
resources through various ingenious schemes of racial exploitation, discrimination, and
segregation, [which] were reinforced by elaborate ideologies of racism” (p. 1). Wilson (1980)
pointed out that today, however, these “[t]raditional patterns of interaction between blacks and
whites, particularly in the labor market, have been fundamentally altered,” (p. 1) and those patterns
no longer “provide a meaningful explanation of the life chances of black Americans” (p. 1).
Explaining how the relationship between blacks and whites today differs from that of
previous periods, Wilson (1980) argued that beginning with “the latter half of the twentieth
century … many of the traditional barriers...crumbled under the weight of the political, social, and
economic changes of the civil rights era” (p. 1). Wilson (1980) insisted that a new set of obstacles
had emerged that (1) were impersonal and could prove to be even more fearful and difficult to
overcome than the traditional barriers, for certain segments of the black population, and (2) were
due to the basic structural shifts in the economy. Explaining the relationship between the basic
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structural shifts in the economy and the changes in kinds of barriers to progress in the black
population, Wilson (1980) wrote:
Specifically, whereas the previous barriers were usually designed to control and restrict the
entire black population, the new barriers create hardships essentially for the black
underclass; whereas the old barriers were based explicitly on racial motivation derived
from intergroup contact, the new barriers have racial significance only in their
consequences, not in their origins. In short, whereas the old barriers bore the pervasive
features of racial oppression, the new barriers indicate an important and emerging form of
class subordination. (p. 2)
These statements on shifts in the structure of the economy and changes in the nature and types of
obstacles confronted by the black population outline much of Wilson‟s views in The Declining
Significance of Race
Wilson (1980) explained that his basic thesis was that “[A]merican society has experienced
three major stages of black-white contact” (p. 2). He identified stage one as the preindustrial stage.
This stage coincided “with antebellum slavery and the early postbellum era,” and was designated
as “the period of plantation economy and racial-caste oppression” (p. 2). Stage two was identified
as the industrial stage. It began “in the last quarter of the nineteenth century and ends at roughly the
New Deal era.” Wilson (1980) called this “the period of industrial expansion, class conflict, and
racial oppression” (p. 3). Stage three is the modern industrial stage. It is “associated with
the … post-World War II era, which really began to crystallize during the 1960s and 1970s,” and is
designated as “the period of progressive transition from racial inequalities to class inequalities”
(p. 3). Wilson (1980) emphasized that each of the three stages “embodies a different form of racial
stratification structured by the particular arrangement of both the economy and the polity” (p. 1).
After designating his three historical periods, or stages, Wilson (1980) made a specific
effort to emphasize the importance of both the economy and polity in shaping race relations in
American society. He states: “although this abbreviated designation of the periods of American
race relations seems to relate racial change to fundamental economic changes rather directly, it
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bears repeating that the different stages of race relations are structured by the unique arrangements
and interactions of the economy and the polity” (p. 3). Wilson (1980) continued his emphasis on
the importance of the unique arrangements and interactions of both the economy and polity on
racial stratification by stating the following regarding the preindustrial and industrial periods:
Although I stress the economic basis of structured racial inequality in the preindustrial and
industrial periods of race relations, I also attempt to show how the polity more or less
interacted with the economy either to reinforce patterns of racial stratification or to mediate
various forms of racial conflict. (p. 3)
Of the significant relationship between changes in the economy and in the polity as it
related to the modern industrial period, Wilson (1980) explained,
I try to show how race relations have been shaped as much by important economic changes
as by political changes. Indeed, it would not be possible to understand fully the subtle and
manifest changes in race relations in the modern industrial period without recognizing the
dual and often reciprocal influence of structural changes in the economy and political
changes in the state. (p. 3)
Wilson‟s “central argument is that different systems of production and/or different arrangements of
the polity have imposed different restraints on the way in which racial groups have interacted in the
United States. He explained that the constraints imposed by different systems of production and
different arrangements of the polity “structured the relations between racial groups” and “produced
dissimilar contexts not only for the manifestation of racial antagonisms but also for racial group
access to rewards and privileges” (p. 3).
Wilson (1980)52 argues that social class is more critical than race for the progress/success of
African Americans. (p. 89) He pointed to changes in the structure of American society since about
the middle of the twentieth century to explain the poor economic conditions of African Americans
compared with whites at the present time. (pp. 89-103, 114-16, 151) Wilson (1980) identified several
specific changes in the United States economy that had a detrimental effect on the employment and
progress of African Americans from the mid-twentieth century to the late 1970s and 1980 when the
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first and second editions of his book were published. They changes were the following: (1) The
sharp and substantial rise in the black teenager population in the central-city areas contributed to
high teenage joblessness (p. 92); (2) A shift in the economy from “a basis in goods-producing
industries (manufacturing, construction, mining, and agriculture) to a concentration on serviceproducing industries (transportation, service, government, public utilities, trade, and finance),”
[italics added] (p. 93) resulting in a change from 51 percent of American Workers being employed
in goods producing industries (manufacturing) in 1947 to 68 percent being employed in service
producing industries in 1980 (p. 93); (3) The growth of corporate industries and the relationship of
that growth to a surplus African American labor force--a relationship in which barriers to
employment were created, not for those in the low-paid, menial jobs, but for those in the “more
desirable, higher-paying jobs” in larger manufacturing and service producing industries—(pp. 9697) a relationship resulting, in large part, from the demands and power of an elite labor force of
unions for blue collar workers in the corporate sector that locked African Americans out of those
unions and from supportive legislation for those unions, but not from corporate management
“creating a split-labor market—split in the sense that black labor was considered cheaper than
white labor, regardless of the work involved” (p. 98); and (4) The expansion of the government
sector, which led to an increase in white-collar jobs for well-educated and highly trained blacks,
and an expansion of the black middle class, but did little to lift up the black underclass (p. 102).
Wilson (1980) explained that these changes were beneficial to persons (blacks and whites)
with high levels of education and training and detrimental to those with low levels of education and
inadequate training. He feels that education is critical to the economic progress of African
Americans. He expressed his views on how educational level is related to occupational mobility in
this statement: “Access to the means of production is increasingly based on educational criteria ...
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and thus threatens to solidify the position of the black underclass.” (p. 151) In Wilson‟s analysis,
poorly educated and inadequately trained African Americans, particularly the increasing number of
teenagers and young adults of the inner city, saw a decline in their condition. He reported,
however, that the likelihood of economic mobility for educated and talented African Americans, by
contrast, was much more promising. Of this latter group, Wilson (1980) wrote: “talented and
educated blacks are experiencing unprecedented job opportunities in the growing government and
corporate sector, opportunities that are at least comparable to those of whites with equivalent
qualification” (p. 151).
Charles Vert Willie’s Critique of William Julius Wilson’s Views
Willie‟s first critical comments on Wilson‟s conclusion that there has been a decline in the
significance of race in American society appears to be in his article titled “The Inclining
Significance of Race” published in the July/August edition of Society, 1978. In that article, Willie
(1978a) indicates that he was responding to Wilson‟s “article on „The Declining Significance of
Race‟ that appeared in the January/February edition of Society” that same year. (p. 10) Willie
(1978) began his discussion of the article by stating that Wilson‟s conclusion that race has declined
in significance “is all a matter of perspective.” (p. 10) He accused Wilson (1978a) of using “the
perspective of the dominant people of power in his article.” (p. 10) Willie (1978) described this
perspective as follows:
From the perspective of the dominant people of power, inequality exists because of the
personal inadequacies of those who are less fortunate … they assert that poverty is not a
function of institutional arrangements but a matter of individual capacity. From the
perspective of the dominant people of power, the social stratification system in the United
States is open and any who has the capacity can rise within it. (p. 10)
Continuing his description and analysis of the perspective of the dominant people of power, Willie
(1978) emphasized the failure of this perspective to look beyond the individual and personal
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inadequacies to institutional barriers, constraints, and obstacles to progress by blacks and the poor.
Willie explained,
This orientation toward individual mobility tends to mask the presence of opportunities that
are institutionally based such as attending the “right” school, seeking employment with the
“right” company or firm, and being of the “right” race … [and] to deny the presence of
opposition and oppression that are connected with institutions. According to the
perspective of the dominant people of power, opportunity is a function of merit. (p. 10)
Willie (1978) argues that it is from this perspective of the dominant people of power, with its focus
on “individual traits rather than a complex of characteristics,” that Wilson attempts his analysis of
the relationship between African Americans and whites in the United States. (p.10)
Willie (1978) is also critical of Wilson‟s statement in the article that “„class has become
more important than race in determining black life chances in the modern industrial period‟”
(p. 10). He accuses Wilson of trying “to disassociate himself from the individualism of the
dominant people of power by calling for „public policy programs to attack inequality on a broad
class front--policy programs, in other words, that go beyond the limits of ethnic and racial
discrimination by directly confronting the pervasive and destructive features of class
subordination‟” (p. 10). Willie (1978) felt that the action called for by Wilson “ignores the
interconnection between race and social class as a complex of interrelated characteristics and
further does not take cognizance of the fact that there may be a serial pattern to the solution to
social problems” (p. 10).
Instead of accepting the perspective of the dominant people of power, Willie (1978)
contends that it is possible to understand social phenomena/problems, and by implication the
relationship between African Americans and whites, “„by using a method that analyzes complexes
of characteristics‟” (p. 10). He notes that Wilson (1978a) acknowledges that race relations in the
modern industrial period have been shaped as much by important political changes as by important
economic changes, but then denies the significance of this complex. According to Willie (1978),
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Wilson denies the significance of complexes of characteristics by claiming that “„ingenious
schemes of racial exploitation, discrimination, and segregation … however significant they were in
the creation of poverty-stricken ghettos and a vast underclass of black proletarians … do not
provide a meaningful explanation of the life chances of black Americans today‟” (p. 10). Willie
(1978) points out that Wilson focused on the economic sphere, but emphasized that intervention in
the area of racial discrimination and oppression in other institutions and social arrangements may
be required first. (p.12) Willie (1978) explains that there is an ordering of social events into a
sequential pattern and that the solution to one problem makes possible the solution of another.
(p. 12).
In his discussion of income and education, the importance of which is implicit in his earlier
description of the perspective of the dominant people of power, Willie (1978, 12-14) indicated that
there is inequality between African Americans and whites in income and that race is the critical
issue.13 Inequality in income was the reality, insisted Willie, for both the low income and poorly
educated and the more highly talented and educated segments of these races. Willie (1978, 12-13)
reports that in 1975, African Americans and other minorities earned only two-thirds as much
income as whites, and that this ratio was the same at both the poor and affluent ends of the income
scale.14 Referring to these rates, Willie (1978) wrote:
In general, the proportion of high-income blacks is far less than what it would be if there
was no racial discrimination. The 1977 report, All Our Children, by the Carnegie Council
on Children of which Kenneth Keniston was senior author states that “90 percent of the
income gap between blacks and whites is the result … of lower pay for blacks with
comparable levels of education and experience”. (p. 13)
The findings of All Our Children were not the only evidence of the inequality in income between
whites and blacks at the same educational levels.
Willie (1978, 13) also presented some of the finding of Herman Miller in Rich Man, Poor
Man, published in 1971, to demonstrates the critical importance of race in education and income
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differences between African Americans and whites. Willie (1978) points out that Miller found 80
percent of African Americans [italics added] with only an elementary education or less likely to be
employed as service workers and laborers (which were at the bottom of the occupational ladder),
but only 50 percent of whites [italics added] with that low level of education likely to be working in
these kinds of jobs. These findings indicated to Willie (1978) that “disproportionate number of
blacks in low-paying jobs” cannot be explained by education alone. (p. 14) It appears obvious that
Willie attributes the differences in types of jobs and levels of income to differences in race. Willie
(1978, 14) also notes that Miller, using 1968 data, found that the median income gap between the
two races widened with increases in education. (p. 14) With the availability of the findings in the
report, All Our Children, and Miller‟s book, Rich Man, Poor Man, when Wilson wrote his article
“The Declining Significance of Race” (and his book with the same title) in 1978, Willie (1978)
questioned why Wilson would still state that “„many talented and educated blacks are now entering
positions of prestige and influence at a rate comparable to or, in some situations, exceeding that of
whites with equal qualifications‟” (p. 13).
Willie (1978) argued that Wilson‟s assertion that historically, the experience of African
Americans has moved from one of “„economic racial oppression‟” for nearly all of them to
“„economic subordination for the black underclass‟” eliminates racial discrimination as a
significant cause of their poverty. Willie (1978) reasoned that if one assumes that there are not
extraordinary biological differences between African Americans and whites in the United States,
then it is difficult to explain why, at the time he wrote the “The Inclining Significance of Race” in
1978, the proportion of poor African Americans with an annual income under $5,000 was two and
a half time that of poor whites.
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To this point, Willie‟s critique of Wilson appeared in Willie‟s 1978 article “The Inclining
Significance of Race,” which was printed in the July/August edition of Society, and was a response
to Wilson‟s argument in “The Declining Significance to Race” printed that year in an earlier
edition of that same publication. However, his discussions in The Caste and Class Controversy
(1979), in Chapter 3 of A New Look at Black Families (1981), and in Chapter 1 of Race, Ethnicity,
and Socioeconomic Status (1983) were based on the content of Wilson‟s book. In all three of these
works, Willie was consistent in his criticisms of Wilson and in his argument that race is more
critical than class for equality and progress for African Americans.
In Chapter 3 (“Relative Effect of Race and Social Class on Family Income”) of The Caste
and Class Controversy, Willie (1979) reports that race is significant as it relates to income.
Referring to a report entitled Social Indicators of Equality for Minorities and Women issued by the
United States Civil Rights Commission in 1978, which was based on a survey of 15,170
households and which “used the statistical technique of multiple regression analyses” to determine
whether African Americans and other minorities received less pay than whites because of their
“different characteristics” or “unequal pay for equal work,” (p. 54) Willie (1979) stated:
On the basis of this study that was conducted in 1976, one may conclude that even when all
things are equal (including age, education, and occupation) black and other minority males
receive an annual income that is 15 to 20 percent less than that received by majority white
males. (p. 55)
He concluded that “these findings indicate that racism is alive and well in the United States”
(Willie 1979, p. 55).
Again using the 1978 Civil Rights Commission report as his source, Willie (1979) reported
that for all occupations, when differences were statistically controlled and only males were
analyzed, “blacks paid a 15 percent tax in less income received for not being white” (p. 56).
According to Willie (1979), this analysis is “contrary to William Wilson‟s conclusion that „the
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equal employment legislation in the early sixties have virtually eliminated the tendency of
employers to create a split labor market in which black labor is deemed cheaper than white labor
regardless of the work performed‟” (p. 56).
Expressing the relative impact of race and social class on income, Willie (1979)
proclaimed: “Race depresses black family income more than social class for blacks” (p. 59).
Apparently referring to Wilson‟s conclusion that “„the more talented and highly educated blacks
are experiencing unprecedented job opportunities in the corporate and government sector because
of the expansion of salaried white collar positions and the pressures of demonstrated affirmative
action,‟” (p. 50) Willie offers this contrary conclusion:
The greatest negative effect [on family income] for the race [African Americans] is
experienced at the top rather than at the bottom of the social class (or occupational)
hierarchy. This occurs precisely because of the absence of affirmative employment
practices that are designed to achieve equity in the proportion of white and black or other
minority professional and managerial workers. (p. 59)
It is evident that Willie (1979), in The Caste and Class Controversy, holds the view that race is
more significant than class for African Americans‟ life chances. His conclusions are in direct
opposition and contradictory to those presented by William Wilson (1980) in The Declining
Significance of Race
Willie (1981), in A New Look at Black Families, discussed the continuing significance of
race. He pointed out that “a careful and critical reading of what is currently happening to black and
brown populations in this country might have caused William Wilson to be more cautious in his
conclusions” (p. 28). Race relations, according to Willie (1981), is one of the best indicators of
how near the United States has come to fulfilling its basic commitment of justice for everyone.
Using race relations as an indicator, Willie concluded that race is of continuing significance rather
than declining in significance. (p. 28)
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Willie (1981) presented findings from systematically gathered data which indicate that race
continues to be significant. Referring to one of his own studies, he wrote:
Despite the increase in education of blacks, the data revealed that only 3 percent of the
managers and administrators came from black or other minority household heads in 1976;
that there were two-thirds fewer than there should have been; and that, collectively, they
earned $9.5 billion less than they would have earned had there not been any discrimination
in the number of minorities employed in these occupations and in the salaries that they
received. (p. 40)
These statements from A New Look at Black Families reveal that Willie feels there was
discrimination against African Americans in both high-status and low-status occupations and at
both high levels and low levels of education.
In his book, Race, Ethnicity, and Socioeconomic Status: A Theoretical Analysis of their
Interrelationship, Willie (1983) reports that in a previous book, The Caste and Class Controversy
(Willie, 1979) which he edited, he introduced a counterhypothesis to Wilson‟s declining
significance of race. Willie‟s counterhypothesis was that the significance of race is increasing and
that it is increasing especially for middle class blacks who are coming into contact with whites for
the first time for extended interaction. (p. 2)
In Race, Ethnicity, and Socioeconomic Status, Willie (1983) disagrees with Wilson‟s claim
that public law that prohibits discrimination “has been fully effective and that limited education is
the prevailing basis for employment discrimination” (p. 3). Willie (1983) acknowledged that the
law was responsible for creating new opportunities for African Americans in a less segregated
society, but he felt that the law was, at the same time, responsible for exposing some of those who
experienced the new opportunities to prejudices that were absent when the society was more
segregated. (p. 3) Here, Willie is evidently referring to middle-class African Americans who for
the first time were coming into contact with whites for extended interaction. In a more segregated
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society, middle class African Americans had less contact with whites and, therefore, less exposure
to their prejudices.
Willie (1983) argues that Wilson, in The Declining Significance of Race, (1) never clearly
states why in the modern industrial period “economic class becomes most important as black-white
contact becomes largely social and political,” (2) does not provide evidence of the “extent of
intergenerational poverty that is assumed to exist among blacks,” and (3) “does not identify [racial]
discrimination as a contemporary structural barriers. He believes that Wilson places too much
emphasis on historical structures and too little on human actors. Willie states that “Wilson‟s
analysis, which emphasizes historical structural barriers as impediments to human fulfillment,
eliminates psychological discomfort and denies social discrimination as a real problem” (p. 4).
Willie (1983) accuses Wilson of placing “humanity at the disposal of history” (p. 4).40 He
believes that Wilson, in his analysis of the association between race and life chances of African
Americans, “lets his humanistic ideas drift to a social determinism,” as did Karl Marx, and, in
effect, “sacrifices thinking, feeling, and acting humanity to an ideology” (p. 5). In regard to this
point, Willie asserts: “Blacks are pictured as passive individuals caught in the tentacles of a process
that is beyond their control.” (p. 5) Willie believes that Wilson‟s ultimate goal is to help poor
African Americans, but that his world view denies the humanity of this group.
Comparison of the Two Scholars
Comparative Dimensions
This study compared Wilson and Willie on several dimensions. Those dimensions were
age, state and region of birth, family socioeconomic status (SES), types and locations of their
colleges of universities, and organizational participation and affiliation seeking the social factors
that might have influenced their differing views.
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Differentiating Characteristics
It does not appear that either age, family SES, type of school, or organizational affiliation
would be the root cause of their differences. Wilson was born in 1936 and Willie in 1927, making
them contemporaries. Available evidence indicates that Wilson was born in poverty and Willie into
a working class, or perhaps, a middle class family. It does not seem to the author that this apparent
difference in family background would account for the difference in their views on the relative
significance of race for African Americans‟ progress since it was Willie, from a family with the
higher social class position, who believed that race had the greater influence. Although Wilson
earned his bachelor degree in the north (Wilberforce University in Wilberforce, Ohio) and Willie
earned his in the south (Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia), both institutions were historically
Black colleges/universities (Evory 1979, Evory 1981). There is no evidence to show that the
location of these two schools influenced these scholars‟ views. The discussion below on the social
environment for African Americans in the North and South, however, might suggest a possible
relationship. Both Wilson and Willie earned doctoral degrees from large, predominantly white
universities outside the south. Each social scientist was affiliated with diverse organizations, both
those that were predominantly white and those related to and concerned with, primarily, the
education and progress of African Americans (Evory 1979, Evory 1981).
Only one factor clearly differentiates Wilson and Willie and is assumed to have influenced
their different views: Wilson, who argued that class is more critical than race for African
Americans‟ progress, was born and reared outside the south (Derry Township, Pennsylvania) while
Willie, who contended that race is more significant than social class, was born and reared in the
south (Dallas, Texas).
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Interpretation of the Differences
Influence of the north on Wilson
The author believes that Wilson‟s choice of social class as more significant than race for
African Americans achievement and progress was influenced by his being born and reared outside
the south. African Americans who lived outside the South during the first two-thirds of the
twentieth century had migrated from the South to the North by the millions. Between 1910 and the
middle 1960s—the period in which Wilson who chose class as more critical than race for African
Americans (as well as Willie who chose race) in this study was born, reared, and educated--over
five million African Americans left the South (“Life in the „Promised Land,‟” 1992, p. 1; Pettigrew
1971, p. 2). This mass migration from the South was due both to factors that “pushed” them from
the South and to factors that “pulled” them to the North and other areas (Baron, 1969, p. 140-41;
“Life in the „Promised Land,‟” 1992, p. 1; Pettigrew, 1971, p. 2). Both the push from the South and
pull to the North and other regions fell under two categories: (1) citizenship rights/equal justice and
(2) economic survival/improvement.
Concerning citizenship rights/equal justice, African Americans were pushed from the South
by the “Jim Crow” system of white supremacy, “a two-track system of citizenship--separate and
unequal.” (“Life in the „Promised Land,‟” p. 1) “Jim Crow” laws established racial segregation in
nearly every area of public life in the South. (“Life in the „Promised Land‟”) Segregation and
unequal treatment for African Americans were not only required by law, or at least supported by
legal authorities and the white populace generally, but also enforced, in part, by threats of violence
and acts of violence, including lynchings (Asante, 1991; “Life in the „Promised Land,‟” 1992)
As explained in “Life in the „Promised Land,‟” (1992 p. 2) African Americans were
“pushed” from the South by the desire to escape the oppressive conditions of “Jim Crow,” but they
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were, at the same time, “pulled” to the North by the hope of finding freedom denied them in the
South.29 In the North, although African Americans experienced segregation and were denied equal
rights and equal educational opportunities (“Life in the „Promised Land,‟” 1992), the “system of
racial controls [was] less obvious than the South‟s Jim Crow.” (Baron, 1969: 141)31 Pettigrew
(1971) identified several significant “push” factors which affected the economy of the South and
the livelihood of southern African Americans and pushed large numbers of that group from the
region: the high birth rate among the rural people in the South; the increase in the use of machinery
in southern agriculture; “government programs limiting agricultural production;” the spread of the
bollweevil, an insect that destroyed cotton, the major crop; and the “shift of cotton cultivation to
the Southwest and West.” (p. 2) African Americans were also pushed from the South by the
sharecropper system that, in reality, made them slaves to white landlords on the property on which
they lived and worked and by the poor harvests due to natural disasters, such as major floods.(“Life
in the „Promised Land,‟” 1992, p. 1)
The economic “pull” to the North was the prospect of “new job opportunities.” (Pettigrew
1971 p. 2) as well as “higher wages, [and] better hours” (“Life in the „Promised Land‟” 1992 p. 1)38
A significant migration of African Americans from the South began “during World War I, when
manpower shortages induced northern industries to turn to southern blacks to supply the needed
work force.” (“Life in the „Promised Land‟” 1992, p. 1) Recruiters of laborers went into the South to
encourage African Americans to take jobs in the North (Life in the „Promised Land‟” 1992 p. 1;
Pettigrew 1971 p. 2).
African Americans outside the South did not live in an environment where they were
constantly reminded of their race/color and “inferiority” by overt signs of segregation enforced by
laws, violence, and threats of violence, or of their lack of power and rights by whites who
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frequently and brutally attacked, maimed, and murdered them without justification or provocation.
Even though the denial of equal rights was an important factor that pushed African Americans
from the South and the possibility of receiving equal rights was an equally important factor that
pulled them to the North, the issue of racial equality does not appear to have been the paramount
factor (“Life in the „Promised Land‟” 1992 p. 1; Pettigrew p. 2).
African Americans had been abused due to their race and color and had endured economic
hardship since Reconstruction (1867-1877). They had not left the South in large numbers,
nevertheless, before World War I. The war caused manpower shortages in northern industries
creating job opportunities for African Americans willing to migrate. This opportunity for new jobs
with higher pay and better working conditions appears to be the preeminent factor which, initially,
both pushed African American from the South and pulled them to the North (“Life in the „Promised
Land‟” 1992 p. 1; Pettigrew p. 2). Of course proscription and the factors related to the South‟s
declining economy noted above, which made it increasingly more difficult for African Americans
to find work and survive there, helped in “pushing” a steady and large flow of African American
migrants to the North and other regions for half a century after World War I. It seems apparent,
then, that the primary reason that African American migrants in the North and other regions had
come to these areas from the South was not the greater freedom and less racial oppression which
existed outside the South, although these were, certainly, important factors, but rather the South‟s
declining agricultural economy, which made it difficult, if not impossible, for African Americans
to find work and forced them to leave, and the North‟s expanding industrial economy, which
promised them new and higher paying jobs with better working conditions.
For African Americans in the North, having been both pushed from the South by
proscription and the declining economy and pulled to the North by the growing industrial
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economy, and, at the same time, experiencing less racial oppression than they had encountered in
the South‟s caste system, race became a less dominant issue and economic advancement (e.g., new
and higher paying jobs and better working conditions) a more dominant issue in their daily lives
than they had been in the South. This latter point was due to the inability of the society and
economy of the South to offer substantial improvement in types of occupations or amounts of
income that African Americans could obtain. In essence, in the North, the issue of race, while
remaining very important, became less critical, and the issue of class, due to the better job and
higher income opportunities, more critical for African Americans.
Influence of the south on Willie
Charles Willie, who supported the position that race/color is more significant than class for
African American‟s advancement and success, lived his early years and earned his bachelor‟s
degrees in the South. The South, as noted above, was very different from the North during the
middle third of the twentieth century when Willie was born, reared, and educated, as it had been,
historically. Although vastly different from the North, the South was as likely, if not more so, to
have influenced Willie to develop the belief that race is more critical than social class as the North
was Wilson to formulate the opposite view.
From 1877 to the late 1960s, African Americans in the South were rigidly segregated from
whites, ostracized, brutalized, and provided inferior educational facilities (Anderson 1988).
According to James D. Anderson (1988), during these nine decades, African Americans in the
South remained oppressed and their “education developed in [the] context of political and
economic oppression” (p. 2).
In the South, the issue of race controlled the lives of African Americans. As it was noted
above in the discussion of the push of African Americans from the south, African Americans and
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whites were segregated in every area of public life. Signs directed them to where they could and
could not go and instructed them in what they could and could not do. African Americans were
continually reminded of their race and color and of their inferiority to whites. Also, they were in
continual fear of insult and physical harm, even death, for violation of the South‟s white
supremacy laws and customs.
Schools in the south, like the southern society in general, were organized around race to a
far greater degree than they were in the north. African Americans were segregated from whites in
all places and at every level of education through undergraduate study. It was not possible for
African American students in the south to attend integrated schools and have access to the same
facilities as white students, as it was for African American students in many places in the North. In
the southern society, including the schools, where segregating African Americans and treating
them as inferior and different was prevalent, race controlled African Americans‟ thoughts and
actions.
Conclusion
This study presents the views of two prominent African American sociologists: William
Julius Wilson and Charles Vert Willie, who held contrary positions on the relative influence of
social class and race as influences on African Americans progress and success. Utilizing the
sociology of knowledge as the field of inquiry to seek the roots of these scholars‟ ideas, the study
found that Wilson and Willie differed on one factor, where they were born and reared. Wilson was
born and reared in the North and Willie in the South. These differences were interpreted as being
the determinant of their views on the relative influences of race and class for the success of African
Americans. Both scholars grew up during the era of “Jim Crow.” The social environments of the
North and South of that period likely influenced Wilson, the northerner, to view class issues, such
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as jobs and pay, as more significant than race. Willie, in the deep, south that was characterized by
rigid segregation and violence, was likely influenced more by race than social class issues.
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Abstract
This paper will include a review of the current literature on criminal justice policy with
an emphasis on the unprecedented increase in prison populations and present an alternative
solution to incarceration in the form of pretrial diversion. The authors will present findings of
quantitative research linked to attrition and recidivism rates of a local pretrial diversion program.

Introduction
An unprecedented increase in the prison population is one of the most daunting dilemmas
facing the criminal justice system today. The rise in the prison population is also a major impetus
for the implementation of alternatives to traditional criminal sanctions and for the development
of new criminal justice policies. The seriousness of this dilemma is substantiated by statistical
data. By 2006, the United States incarceration of 750 inmates per 100,000 people in the
population was the highest in the world (King, Mauer, & Young, 2005). In 2002, Alabama’s
incarceration rate was 43% greater than the national average (Wool & Stemen, 2004). The
unprecedented growth in the prison population is due in part to criminal justice policies.
Until the mid-1960s, criminal justice policies stressed that rehabilitation could be
accomplished within the penal system. The ensuing years were marked by a growing
dissatisfaction with the results of criminal justice policies (Dilulio, 1996; Harris, 1983) and led to
the conclusion that nothing worked in correctional rehabilitation programs (Cullen & Gendreau,
2001; Gendreau & Paparozzi, 1995). In the decades that followed, a matrix of criminal justice
polices were implemented, which were collectively known as law and order policies. In the later
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part of the 20th Century, law and order policies were solidified with the enactment of policies
such as three strikes laws and mandatory minimum sentencing. The new policies advocated
controlling crime through the use of increased incarceration (Fabelo, 1996; Mackenzie, 2001),
which prompted an unprecedented growth in the prison population (BJS, 2006; Cose, 2000; Cose
et al., 2000; Mauer, 2004a, 2004b) and in the costs associated with operating and constructing
prisons (Cose, 2000). The following discussion will include a summary of criminal justice
policies implemented in the 1980s and1990s. Additionally, criminal justice policies in the 21st
Century will be discussed, which has thus far resulted in a tentative dismantling of law and order
policies.
Brief History of Criminal Justice Policy
The 1980s ushered in a new era in criminal justice policy and were significant in criminal
justice history primarily because of the impact of the war on drugs. The war on drugs produced
extensive changes in the criminal justice system and, consequently, in criminal justice policies
(Jensen & Gerber, 1996; Jensen, Gerber, & Mosher, 2004; Mauer, 1994a). An expansion of
criminal penalties for drug-related crimes began in the 1970s and continued through the 1980s,
culminating in a declaration of war on drugs. In efforts to reduce drug-related crimes, lawmakers
enacted a series of anticrime bills to control drug-related crimes. Consequently, law and order
polices were enacted into law with passage of the following acts: (a) Crime Control Act of 1984,
(b) Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, and (c) Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988. Conjointly, such bills
provided funds for stricter drug policies and drug control programs (Teasley, 1997). The passage
of these bills had major effects on the criminal justice system including: (a) disparities in
sentencing (Gross, 1997; Vagins & McCurdy, 2006), (b) increases in the numbers of drug-related
cases, and (c) the creation of drug courts (General Accounting Office [GAO], 1997).
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The war on drugs began in earnest with the passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.
This act included mandatory minimum sentences initiated by specific amounts of drugs. This act
also established stricter penalties for crack cocaine offenses when compared to penalties for
powder cocaine offenses. With the stricter penalties for crack cocaine, a disparity in sentencing
was created that impacted the demographics of the prison population. It was evident that
sentencing disparities unfairly and disproportionately penalized African American offenders for
drug crimes compared to White offenders. To explain, crack cocaine was sold in less expensive
doses and more accessible to African Americans, whereas powder cocaine was more accessible
to affluent White offenders. Consequently, African American offenders were more likely to be
found guilty of crack cocaine offenses and receive more time in prison (Gross, 1997; Mauer,
1994a, 2004b; Vagins & McCurdy, 2006).
As a consequence of stricter drug policies, drug cases inundated the criminal courts
(Mauer, 1994a). From 1980-2001, the number of offenders in prison for drug offenses increased
by 1,300% (Jensen et al., 2004). To address the surge of drug cases, some state and local
authorities created special courts to adjudicate them. Drug courts differed from traditional court
proceedings by utilizing special legal proceedings generally designed to provide supervised
treatment and drug testing for nonviolent drug offenders (GAO, 1997; Goldkamp, 1995). In the
past, the courts referred offenders to other agencies for treatment as a stipulation of probation;
however, this new model incorporated drug treatment into judicial proceedings.
The matrix of law and order policies endorsed during the 1980s was unparalleled and had
far-reaching implications for the criminal justice system. Law and order policies mandated
increased detection, apprehension, punishment, and incarceration of criminals. The implications
for the criminal justice system were manifested in the 1990s and in the 21st century.
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During the 1990s, law and order policies were sustained and fortified by government
actions. To an unprecedented extent, law and order crime policies equated to vigorous sentencing
reforms such as longer sentences, less judicial discretion, elimination of parole, more death
sentences, habitual offender laws, and reductions of treatment and education programs for
offenders (Gross, 1997; Ismaili, 2003; Mauer, 2004a. 2004b). Accordingly, more people than
before went to prison and served longer sentences (Cose, 1999). The trend to enact habitual
offender and mandatory minimum sentencing laws began in earnest in the 1980s and continued
throughout the 1990s.
By 1994, 24 states had adopted habitual offender laws commonly called three strikes.
Habitual offender laws require judicial authorities to consider an individual’s prior criminal
history and impose substantially longer sentences based on the extent of the record. Three strikes
laws require criminal penalties to become progressively more severe with each felony conviction
until the third felony offense; then the offender is sentenced to a life-term in prison. In some
states, the three strikes laws apply to any felony conviction, whereas in other states the three
strikes laws apply only to serious felony offenses (Mackenzie, 2001; Mauer, 1994a).
The impact of three strikes laws on the criminal justice system has been mitigated by the
distinction between the types of felony offense considered. For example, three strikes laws that
consider any felony conviction can drastically impact the prison population. Conversely, three
strikes laws that consider only a serious violent felony will have minimal impact on the prison
population because these felony convictions would have resulted in severe criminal penalties
regardless (Mackenzie, 2001; Mauer, 1994a).
Another tool of law and order policies is mandatory minimum sentencing laws. Such
laws curtail the discretionary powers of the criminal justice system. Offenders subject to
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mandatory minimum sentencing laws are sentenced based on the law, regardless of individual
circumstances. In other words, judges have no discretion to impose a lesser sentence based on
individual circumstances (Mackenzie, 2001).
Thus far in the 21st Century the trend in criminal justice policy has been to mitigate the
effects of law and order policies. Lawmakers in many states have enacted legislative reforms to
ameliorate the impact of law and order policies. In 2001 and 2002, 15 states enacted various
legislative reforms including (a) repealing mandatory minimum sentences for nonviolent
offenders, (b) increasing the number of offenders eligible for early release from prison,
(c) restoring discretionary power to judges, and (d) relaxing habitual offender laws (Turner &
Wilhelm, 2002). Between 2004 and 2006, 22 states reformed sentencing policies or approved
policy changes involving probation and parole revocation procedures, as well as increased the
use of alternatives to incarceration. State lawmakers also passed legislation reforming parole and
probation policies, which emphasized the expanded use of community supervision and reduced
dependence on incarceration. For example, Michigan, historically known for its severe
sentencing guidelines, enacted ground-breaking legislation that repealed almost all of the state’s
mandatory minimum sentencing drug laws. This legislation also returned discretionary power to
the judges. For example, judges could now consider an offender’s individual circumstances (e.g.,
prior record, role in the crime). Michigan lawmakers also abolished lifetime probation (Greene,
2003).
Many states have expanded drug treatment services to mitigate the effects of law and
order policies. In fact, 13 states chose to pass legislation that either created pathways for judges
to utilize alternatives to incarceration or expanded the use of existing treatment and diversion
sentencing options. For example, lawmakers in Louisiana launched a new drug diversion model.
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The legislation permits certain individuals facing drug charges to enter a treatment program
without entering a guilty plea. On successful completion of treatment, the charge is dismissed;
additionally, the charge is not considered a conviction. In Indiana, after an examination of recent
legislative activity, lawmakers expanded drug treatment options by establishing a diversion
program. The program provides community-based treatment for qualified offenders. These
offenders are expected to enter a guilty plea and participate in treatment, rather than face
incarceration (King, 2007).
The 21st century has been characterized by smart-on-crime approaches to criminal justice
policies, thus far. Smart-on-crime approaches emerged from the awareness that the enormous
investment in law and order policies has generated modest returns. It appears that professionals
within the criminal justice field and lawmakers have adopted an array of new policies and
programs to ameliorate the impact of 30 years of law and order policies. It remains to be seen if
this trend of reversing law and order polices will continue.
Pretrial Diversion: An Alternative to Incarceration
Increased prison populations and economic pressures in the area of corrections signify a
need for effective alternatives to incarceration (Wool & Stemen, 2004). Pretrial diversion
programs, offer a less expensive alternative to incarceration (Latimer, Dowden & Muise, 2005).
One example of a pretrial diversion program is found in the state of Alabama. 1976, Act Number
706 of the Alabama State Legislature gave the District Attorney full prosecutorial discretion in
relation to first time felony offenders in Montgomery, County (Montgomery, County, District
Attorney’s Office, 2001). This Act established the Pretrial Diversion Program, Fifteenth Judicial
Circuit, Montgomery, Alabama. Offenders completing all the program requirements do not go to
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trial. Instead the District Attorney files a motion to Nolle Pros charges against them and no
felony convictions appear on their records.
Program Design
At the core of the program is the idea that crime is a violation of people and relationships
not just a violation of the law (Guest, 1991). First time, nonviolent, felony offenders may
participate in the program. Victims agree for offenders to participate in the program. Offenders
accepted into the program write a letter of apology to their victims, agree to make restitution to
their victims, participate in continuing education, remain drug free, complete 300 hours of
community service, complete individual and group counseling, and maintain employment while
in the program (Montgomery County, District Attorney’s Office, 2001).
Influence of Adlerian Theory
According to Adler, behavior has a purpose (1976; 1991). This purpose is driven by goals
humans set for themselves in order to overcome feelings of inferiority. Adler proposed that
childhood neglect, abuse, or pampering could hinder social interest and result in fictional goals
linked to feelings of inferiority that drive an individual and lead to criminal activity (1976).
An Adlerian approach views individuals holistically, from their subjective perspectives
and stresses the importance of their underlying life goals that give direction to their behaviors
(Adler, 1991). Adler (1976) asserted that the goal of security and superiority motivates offenders
and every other human being. However, because offenders lack social interests in conventional
society, they do not approach goals in a cooperative way. Instead, offenders seek to be superior
in a private and personal manner often at the expense of others in society.
There is an inverse relationship between social interest and feelings of inferiority (Adler,
1976). The goal then is to change the cognitions driving the behavior of offenders and increase
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offenders’ social interests in conventional society. In order to change cognitions, counselors
challenge offenders’ basic premises and life goals (Guest, 2001). At the same time counselors
offer offenders encouragement to change attitudes and help offenders develop a sense of
belonging in the community.
Elements of the program connect each of the five life tasks associated with Adlerian
theory: work, friendship, love/intimacy, self-acceptance, and spirituality (Adler, 1991; Dreikurs
& Moska, 1967; Mosak & Dreikurs, 2000; Sweeney, 1998). In relation to the life task of work,
offenders complete 300 hours of community service, consistently have a job, and do continuing
education while they are in the program. Intake officers monitor offenders to ensure they are
meeting these requirements. Additionally, offenders pay complete restitution to victims and take
random drug screens.
The counseling portion of the program covers the last four life tasks. Friendship involves
relating to others and establishing healthy relationships. Love/intimacy relates to achieving
bonds of familiarity, closeness, love and intimacy with a group. Self-acceptance relates to
learning to like and appreciate self. Spirituality centers on offenders’ values, life meanings, and
goals.
Offenders attend a minimum of eight individual sessions where they build a genogram
with a counselor and begin to understand the private logic that is driving current faulty life goals.
This same genogram is used later in the group counseling process. In conjunction with individual
counseling, offenders also spend at least a year in a four phase semi-structured group counseling
program. Group counseling is the foundation upon which change occurs within offenders.
As a part of the program, offenders must let go of the unhealthy relationships with other
individuals still actively involved in crime. Wood (2007) referred to these unhealthy
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relationships as criminal subcultures. A new healthy support network in the form of the staff,
counselors and group members replaces the unhealthy relationships. Group is a social framework
where offenders can develop a healthy sense of belonging and community (Carlson, Maniacci &
Watts, 2006). Within the program the goal of the group therapy is to “help offenders live a
socially useful lifestyle” (Guest, 2001, p. ix). Positive self-concept and identity is the basis of
such a lifestyle. However, the key to change is ensuring offenders’ positive self-concepts and
identities have no connection with criminal subcultures or faulty thinking connected with past
criminal behavior.
The group counseling process has four phases: I am Conflicted, I am Mad; I came from a
Family; and I am Becoming (Guest, 2001). In the conflicted stage, the focus is on understanding
of personal integrity and belief systems at the core of the offenders’ value systems. Through
group exercises, offenders develop a spiritual dimension as they share the values, goals and
meanings they associate with life (Guest, 2001). Through the group feedback process, they
develop and learn to change the values, meanings, and goals that are not working in their lives.
As the first phase entitled I am Conflicted ends, offenders make a collage of their life goals and
confront their own immortality by writing an epitaph for their tombstones. The epitaph exercise
allows offenders to reflect on how they want family members and friends to remember them and
to determine if their current life choices will lead to such memories.
At this point the group process has also touched on the life tasks related to friendship and
self-acceptance (Guest, 2001). Related to friendship are the group exercises that establish trust
and unity within the group. Associated with self-acceptance are the group exercises that require
offenders to identify their strengths and confront and forgive themselves for their faulty
behavior.
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As the process moves forward, in the stage entitled I am Mad, offenders learn to “break
down the denial of anger” (Guest, 2001, p. ix). Here additional self-acceptance occurs as
offenders gain insight into their own behavior, learn to change thought processes related to
anger, and begin to develop inner peace. The mad stage breaks down denial of anger with the
goal of reducing anger situations and learning effective coping skills. Offenders keep daily anger
logs and work through anger with letter writing exercises that they share with group members.
In the third stage of group, entitled I Came from a Family, offenders address the life task
of love/intimacy by exploring family systems to “further break down denial and gain an
understanding of each person’s unique background” (Guest, 2001, p. x). Offenders review their
family genograms and explore patterns of behavior within the family over three generations.
They confront the results of their own behavior as they review relationship choices, job choices,
substance abuse choices, and many other choices they made in life. By this stage, the group has
become a surrogate family with members who love and care about one another. Offenders gain
insight from group counselors and other offenders about how events within their families
impacted their lives. Insight during this stage motivates offenders to change in order to create
different lives for themselves and their children.
In the final phase of group, I am Becoming, offenders recognize that their family of origin
may not have met all of their developmental needs and they learn to re-parent themselves to
address past abuse and neglect (Guest, 2001). Written exercises allow offenders to confront past
abuse and neglect. An explanation of transactional analysis provides offenders with tools they
can use to identify and change inner dialogues that are negatively impacting their lives. This
phase ties back into the life task of self-acceptance and finding peace within. Throughout the
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process group counselors question mistaken thinking, identify, and help change the life goals that
drove offenders when they committed their crimes.
Semi-structured exercises (Guest, 2001) guide the entire group process with the
culmination resulting in the change of life scripts. The final exercise in group requires offenders
to write a fairytale. Disque and Bitter (1998) noted that our lives take the form of a story or
narratives “about who we are; who others are; what we are worth to ourselves, others and the
world and what conclusions, convictions, and ethical codes will guide us” (p. 431). In the final
stage, offenders “use their imagination to develop a new life script which does not include
victimization and which integrates ego states in a healthy way” (Guest, 2001, p. 129). The stories
illustrate the breaking of unhealthy patterns and allow healing.
Finally, visualizations are a part of each phase of the group process. Visualizations help
in generating and working through conjunctive feelings (Dinkmeyer, Kottman & Ling 1991). For
example, in the final phase of the group work, the visualizations center on abuse issues. In one of
the visualization, the offenders confront childhood abusers and return the negative feelings the
offenders still carry regarding the abuse.
The preceding discussion on the structure and philosophical foundations of a pretrial
diversion outlined the process and components of the program that offenders have to successful
complete in order to avoid a felony conviction. The following discussions will look at attrition
and recidivism which are important factors when evaluating the effectiveness of pretrial
diversion programs.
Attrition
The implementation of effective alternatives to traditional criminal justice, such as
pretrial diversion programs, is crucial considering that the prison population has quadrupled over
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the past three decades, as well as the burgeoning costs associated with imprisonment (Mauer,
1994a, 2004b; Tewksbury & Mustane, 2001). The evaluation of pretrial diversion programs can
offer possible alternatives to the overburdened criminal justice system. The effectiveness of
pretrial diversion programs can be evaluated by several means. For example, the proportion of
offenders who complete the program can be compared to the proportion of those who fail to
complete the program. Further, the reasons for failure offer another way to examine the
effectiveness of a pretrial diversion program (Nuffield, 1997).
Research (Boyd, 2007) sought to examine the variables that impact attrition in a pretrial
diversion program. Accordingly, the results of this study could provide vital information
concerning the efficacy of pretrial diversion programs. As maintained by Nuffield (1997), the
effectiveness of a pretrial diversion program is determined by completion rate and causes of
attrition. In this regard, an attrition profile could be used to proactively address attrition issues
and enable counselors to design individualized services to reduce the likelihood of attrition. For
example, an offender with a drug addiction could be referred for drug treatment prior to
participating in the pretrial diversion program. By addressing the drug addiction prior to
participation in the pretrial diversion program, the offender’s chances of successfully completing
the program could increase. Thus, an attrition profile could be useful in improving the
completion rate.
It is important to consider the effectiveness of a diversion program as ascertained by the
completion rate and the reasons for attrition. A review of the literature suggested that attrition
rates vary from program to program, and that no single intervention or program works with all
offenders (Van Voorhis & Spencer, 1999). Statistics suggest that attrition rates are disparate. The
researcher expected to find that certain offender characteristics would predict attrition.
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A total of 252 participants were included in this study, 75% (n = 190) completed the
pretrial diversion program and 25% (n = 62) did not complete the pretrial diversion program due
to attrition. The participants spent an average of 18.77 months in the pretrial diversion program.
On average, the participants owed $1,908.58 in restitution. The average age of the participants
was 28.94. The ethnic composition of the participants was 68% African American (n = 172) and
32% White (n = 80). The gender composition of the participants was 39% male (n = 99) and
61% female (n = 153). The researcher wanted to identify which offender characteristics
(predictor variables) distinguished offenders who completed the program from those offenders
who did not complete the program.
Fourteen predictor variables were of interest to this study. The predictor variables were
age, gender, ethnicity, history of substance abuse, number of job changes in the past five years,
number of residence changes in the past five years, drug-related offense, amount of restitution,
months in program, depression scores, total self-concept scores, reading score, spelling score,
and arithmetic score. The grouping variable was offender outcome, which had two levels:
offender attrition and offender completion.
Data analyses were conducted for 14 predictor variables. To select a more parsimonious
set of predictor variables, a preliminary screening process was used that included conducting t
tests for continuous predictor variables and Pearson chi square for categorical predictor
variables. The results of the preliminary screening process found eight significant predictor
variables (i.e., drug-related offense, ethnicity, history of substance abuse, months in the program,
self-concept score, academic achievement level, depression score, number of residence changes
in the past five years). Subsequently, a predictive discriminant analysis was conducted. However,
the resulting classification rate was unacceptable. Therefore, it was decided to further reduce the
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number of predictor variables to find a subset of predictor variables that would accurately
classify offenders. By utilizing an all possible subset methodology, the best subset of predictor
variables was selected. Five variables (i.e., of months in program, drug-related offense, ethnicity,
self-concept as measured by TSCS, academic achievement as determined by WRAT3 arithmetic
score) discriminated between offender attrition and offender completion. The research findings
indicated that 62.9% of offenders who had an attrition outcome were correctly classified.
Based on the results of this study, offender characteristics that comprised the attrition
profile are factors that counselors and program administrators could directly mediate with two
exceptions (i.e., ethnicity, drug-related offense). The only offender characteristic over which
counselors or program administrators have no control or influence is ethnicity. In the case of
drug-related offense, program administrators can indirectly address this characteristic by
utilizing drug treatment assessment to determine whether or not offenders who committed this
type of crime have a drug addiction. The remaining offender characteristics (i.e., self-concept,
academic achievement) can be directly addressed by engaging in interventions that increase selfconcept and/or remediate academic deficits.
Recidivism
Differences exist between the recidivism rates of restorative justice participants and those
who refuse to participate. Latimer et al. (2005) linked the voluntary nature of restorative justice
programs with recidivism rates. In their research, they found that 20% of participants in the
restorative justice program recidivated and 48% of those that refused to participate in restorative
justice programs recidivated.
There is limited information regarding recidivism as an outcome criterion in relation to
restorative justice (Bonta et al., 2002). The information available relates to the impact on adults
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versus juveniles, restitution, victim/offender meetings, and community service hours. Bonta et al.
pointed out that restorative justice is significantly more effective at reducing recidivism in adults
than in juveniles. Restitution is the factor most associated with reduced recidivism. The
incorporation of victim offender meetings provided small decreases in recidivism. Reduced
recidivism is also associated with a community service element to the program (Harris & Wing
Lo, 2002). Moreover, program integrity impacts recidivism results (Andrews & Dowden, 2005).
Program integrity relates to effective implementation of program goals and objectives.
Another issue present in relation to recidivism is the unit of measurement used to
measure recidivism. Connelly and Jones (2001) referenced a 1983 report from the Bureau of
Justice Statistics which gives three different measures of recidivism: rearrest, reconviction, and
reincarceration. Additionally, they acknowledged, there is not a record of all offenders who
recidivate. They explained that the Bureau of Justice Statistics lists those that have an arrest
indicated in a federal database. Such databases, used to determine recidivism, may not be up-todate. Also not all offenders who reoffend are rearrested.
A variety of other variables impact recidivism. According to Paolucci, Violato and
Schofield, (2000) variables such as age, race, employment, geographic area, substance disorders,
dissociative experiences, genetic predictors, physiological predictors, family structure,
relationships, or support may all play a role in recidivism rates. One pathological issue to
consider is dissociation (Snow, Beckman & Brack, 1995). Other psychological issues such as
antisocial attitudes and personality traits such as self-concept (Hannah-Moffat, 2005) can also
impact recidivism.
For the purposes of this paper, results of a National Crime Information Center (NCIC)
database search, involving 250 offenders who completed the program between 2002 and 2006,
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provided information linked to recidivism (Norvell, 2008). In this study any arrest after an
offender completes the program is recidivism. A search of the NCIC database revealed 10 of the
250 offenders, recidivated, and 240 of the offenders did not recidivate. The United States
Sentencing Commission (2004) reported a 2 year recidivism rate of 11% for first time felony
offenders. The 4% recidivism rate at the program in this study is lower than the 11% recidivism
rate reported by the United States Sentencing Commission.
Three of the offenders that recidivated finished the program in 2002. Two of the
offenders that recidivated finished the program in 2003. Two of the offenders that recidivated
finished the program in 2004.Two of the offenders that recidivated finished the program in 2005.
One of the offenders that recidivated finished the program in 2006.
The researcher used descriptive statistics to examine differences between recidivists and
nonrecidivists. Six of the 10 (60%) recidivists were female. Four of the 10 (40%) recidivists
were male. One hundred and fifty-five of the 240 (65%) nonrecidivists were female. Eighty-five
of the 240 (35%) nonrecidivists were male. Three of the 10 (30%) recidivists were Caucasian.
Seven of the 10 (70%) recidivists were African American. Seventy-nine of the 240 (33%)
nonrecidivists were Caucasian. One hundred fifty-nine of the 240 (66%) nonrecidivists were
African American. Two of the 240 (1%) nonrecidivists were Hispanic or other. The mean
(average) number of hours recidivists spent in individual counseling was 16 hours. The mean
(average) number of hours nonrecidivists spent in individual counseling was 14 hours. The mean
(average) number of hours recidivists spent in group counseling was 131 hours. The mean
(average) number of hours nonrecidivists spent in group counseling was 128 hours.
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Conclusions
As the costs associated with incarceration continue to grow, there is a need for effective
alternatives and the dissemination of information linked with these alternatives. Further research
is needed to determine the impact of the program in this article on offenders’ social interests and
how this effects attrition and recidivism long term. However, the research to date provides strong
support for the use of Adlerian based, restorative justice programs as an alternative to
incarceration. Program descriptions, such as the one provided in this article, can aid community
leaders in implementing effective alternatives to incarceration.
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Introduction
A sense of urgency is needed to increase the number of African-Americans earning
baccalaureate degrees through doctorate degrees in the STEM areas. The National Center For
Education Statistics (2000) report, Entry and Persistence of Women and Minorities in College
and Science and Engineering, indicated that African-Americans earned 6.2 percent of the
baccalaureate degrees and 2.2 percent of the doctorate degrees awarded in science and
engineering. “With people of color representing the majority of students now entering the
academic pipeline, the United States is challenged to develop the human capital of AfricanAmericans, American Indians, Chicanos and Latinos to meet the continued demand for STEM
professionals” (Hammarth, 2000, p. 92).
Despite a significant increase in national testing and high school graduation rates,
African-Americans are still lagging behind in retention and graduation rates from postsecondary
institutions on both the undergraduate and graduate level. “For the past 100 years, the
institutional graduation rate has stubbornly held at the 50 percent mark: half of all students
entering higher education fail to realize their dreams and aspirations based on earning a degree”
(Educational Policy Institute [EPI], 2003, p. 6).
There are a number of programs that have been created to increase the entry and
completion of STEM degrees by underrepresented groups. The most notable is probably the
Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP). LSAMP is a National Science
Foundation funded program which actively recruits, retains, and graduates underrepresented
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minorities in STEM. The overall objective is to increase the number of underrepresented
minorities receiving STEM degrees on the baccalaureate level and put them on the pathway for
graduate degree programs. Unlike most traditional programs, the LSAMP programs are multifaceted and built upon alliances.
The purpose of this paper is to explore some of the best practices in retention of
underrepresented minorities in STEM developed in the Tennessee Louis Stokes Alliance for
Minority Participation (Tennessee LSAMP) Alliance since its inception in 2002. The Tennessee
LSAMP program is funded by the National Science Foundation. This program is focused on the
recruitment and retention of underrepresented students who major in science, technology,
engineering, or mathematics (STEM). Tennessee LSAMP is comprised of six major colleges and
universities located in the state of Tennessee: Tennessee State University (lead institution),
LeMoyne-Owen College, Middle Tennessee State University, University of Memphis,
University of Tennessee (Knoxville), and Vanderbilt University. Each of these campuses is
charged with developing student initiatives to help in the recruitment and retention of
underrepresented STEM students on their campuses. Student support services have been proven
to have a positive effect on student retention (Lenning, Sauer, Beal, 1980, p. 4). Since each
campus has its own unique culture and climate, the structures of these initiatives will vary.
Therefore, for the purpose of this paper, the authors wanted to explore what each Alliance
institution considered to be a “best practice” in the retention of underrepresented minorities in
STEM majors.
Retention Programs and Systems
Literature suggests that the focus of retaining underrepresented groups should not be
narrowly defined to one program or series of programs. “Even though there are a plethora of
programs and services to help minority students succeed, a disparity in minority and majority
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retention rates remains” (Seidman, 2005, p. 20). Despite the success of the LSAMP program in

increasing the number of minorities pursuing and completing STEM degrees, it is only one
program. Many campuses have at least one program. “The ultimate challenge is not to create
assessment programs but to develop services that respond to the academic and social needs of
students” (Sherman et al., 1994, p. 178). “It is one thing to conceive of, even design, an
institutional retention effort; it is another to implement and manage one within the often rigid
maze of institutional structures” (Tinto, 1982, p. 699).
Lee (2002) noted in his findings that “special educational programs are not always
effective in increasing STEM activities. Attention must be paid to the actual outcomes of
interventions, as well as to the social processes that form around intervention strategies” (p. 367).
The American Council on Education 2005 report recommends that campus leaders should
“create ways to track and examine equitable outcomes for specific groups of students and make
equality in results a core indicator of institutional accountability” (p. 18). Therefore, a support
system or mechanism is needed that identifies, monitors, and corrects the disparities of students.
“A key decision for retention programs is to identify actions which may equalize the opportunity
to succeed for African-American students. Doing so will call for either substantial faith in
support programs and services or some additional information” (Sherman et al., 1994, p. 168).
The information needed to design services or to develop support programs for AfricanAmerican students to persist in postsecondary education is critical. “It is incumbent on the
institution to know their customers and provide the necessary services to help them become
successful” (Berger & Lyon, 2005, p. 17). “Tracey & Sedlacek (1985) and Nettles et al. (1986)
have found that the academic adjustment and achievement of African-American and other
minority students are influenced by different sociocultural and contextual factors” (Smedley
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et al., 1993, p. 435). “Some of the factors to be considered when designing retention programs
are institutional goals, culture, and history; resources available; student characteristics; and the
purposes of student academic and social services” (Sherman et al., 1994, p. 178). Designing
college programs with an institutional fit in mind will ultimately lead to an increased level of
student satisfaction. “College programs, then, that promote student institutional fit from the
beginning and programs that promote student development and involvement in the institution are
more likely to produce satisfied students” (Seidman, 2005, p. 13).
Literature further suggests that there is a linkage between the social and cognitive
attributes of the student and the institutional factors of the institution. When considering student
persistence and retention, there is an overlap between two major models that provide a
comprehensive framework for college persistence and departure: Tinto’s Student Integration
Model and Bean’s Model of Student Departure. “The two models argue that pre-college
characteristics affect how well students subsequently adjust to their institution. Further, the two
models argue that persistence is affected by the successful match between the student and the
institution” (Cabrera et al., 1992, p. 145).
A student retention framework was devised by Swail (1995) to attempt “to develop
additional linkages, such as between student services and academic services, where the notion of
Tinto’s theory of academic and social integration (Tinto, 1975, 1993) is most relevant” (EPI,
2003, p. 68). The Student Monitoring System created by Swail (1995) has 5 major components:
(1) Financial Aid, (2) Recruitment & Admissions (3) Academic Services, (4) Curriculum &
Instruction and (5) Student Services. “Such a system, when developed to capture data that
reflects the true nature of student and faculty life, provides institutions with a snapshot of student
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experience in terms of academic and social development” (Tinto, 1993, as cited in EPI., 2003,
p. 68). This system could serve as an “early intervention mechanism.”
Early and intensive intervention is providing an intervention strong enough to effect
change. This feature also means developing intervention programs that closely monitor
the student and have them demonstrate that he or she has mastered the skill or social
factor or has developed positive habits (Seidman, 2005, p. 21).
According to Sherman et al. (1994), “the key to planning, implementing, and continuing
successful retention programs may be collecting and using accurate and valid assessment data”
(p. 178). The American Council on Education (2006) report posited that “the key is for higher
education institutions to know how to better identify those students who need support – and what
type of support, both academic and financial, would be the most helpful – in order to be
successful in STEM fields” (p. 16). Rowser (1997) in her study suggested that universities
generally plan programs “with good intentions, but more attention should be focused on program
effectiveness and the affect of program participation on African-American students” (p. 724).
Models of Retention
There are numerous models of retention in the literature. Many of them focus on how
well the students are able to integrate into the university culture. The Educational Policy Institute
Report (2003) noted that the most significant studies are those that have been conducted by Tinto
(1975), Pantages and Creedon (1978), Cope and Hannah (1975), and Lennning, Beal, and Sauer
(1980). Most recent studies include the works of Tierney (1992), Cabrera, Nora, and Casteneda
(1993), and Cabrera and LaNasa (2001). “Two major comprehensive conceptual models of
student persistence have emerged from the various theoretical perspectives on this phenomenon,
Bean’s Student Attrition Model (1980, 1982, 1983, 1990) and Tinto’s Student Integration Model
(1975, 1987, 1993)” (Thomas, 2000, p. 591).
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Comparison between Models
When considering models for student departure, the Tinto Student Integration Model is
the one that is often the model of choice. Tinto’s Model is based on the premise that if a match
exists between the student’s characteristics and expectations and the universities characteristics
and expectations, the student should persist and graduate. “The Tinto (1993) model specifies a
longitudinal process in which a number of background variables (e.g., race, secondary academic
performance, parental encouragement, etc.) interact to form students’ initial commitment to the
college campus and to educational attainment goals” (Thomas, 2000, p. 593).
Tinto theorizes that it is this interaction between the student and the institution that will
determine whether the student will persist or eventually dropout. “This integration process
increases student satisfaction with the institution, creates a sense of belonging at the institution,
and creates a stronger commitment to the institution's educational goals and standards, leading to
an increased involvement with learning” (Shultz et al., 2001, p. 209). The decision of whether or
not a student decides to drop out of an institution is dependent upon the interplay “between the
individual’s commitment to the goal of college completion and his commitment to the
institution” (Tinto, 1975, p. 96). This interplay and integration process, however, has been more
arduous for African-American students to achieve at majority (white) institutions. “Oftentimes,
students of color at predominately White institutions feel they are in a foreign land and
experience predominately White institutions as foreign colleges with alien cultures and
communities” (Shultz et al., 2001, p. 210).
Unlike the Tinto Model, which has a sociological framework, Bean’s Student Attrition
Model has more of a psychological framework. Bean makes the argument that it is the student’s
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attitude towards college that influences whether or not the student will persist or drop out of
college.
Bean’s model is based on the organizational process models of turnover, which
emphasizes the significance of behavior intentions. Intentions to persist are influenced by
student attitudes, which are shaped by their experiences with the institution. Bean’s
model incorporates background, organizational, environmental, attitudinal, and outcome
variables (EPI, 2003, p. 36).
The decision of students to persist or not is not a simple enigma that entails simply putting
correlations together. “Bean postulated that student departure decisions were based on a complex
interrelationship of non-cognitive factors (including attitudinal and behavior intentions) that
affected a student’s decision to drop out or persist, and environmental factors (including family
approval)” (Edwards, 2002, p. 25). Unlike the Tinto Model, Bean perceives the external factors
to be more significant to the persistence of the student than those of the institution. “Bean
proposes that the role that factors external to the institution play on the college persistence
process is by far more complex and comprehensive than the one portrayed by Tinto” (Edwards,
2002, p. 26).
As with any model, one must recognize that there is not a universal model applicable to
every situation. “Hence, as the study of retention has developed, so too has awareness that each
institution must tailor retention to fit the specific needs of its students and the context of that
particular institutional environment” (Siedman, 2005, p. 3). A common fiber among the models
is student integration into the institutional environment. Just (1999) propounds that “one aspect
for all the models, whether for the dominant culture or minority cultures, seems to emerge as
important, and that is congruence or the sense of integration the student perceives within the
college milieu” (p. 7).
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The LSAMP Model
The Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP) originated in 1991 to
address a charge by Congress to increase the number of underrepresented minorities participating
in science and engineering. “It was designed to develop comprehensive strategies intended to
increase the quality and quantity of minority students who successfully complete baccalaureate
degrees in STEM and who continue on to graduate studies in these fields” (Clewell, Cosentino
de Cohen, Tsui, & Deterding, 2006, p. 2).
Unlike most traditional programs, the LSAMP programs are multi-faceted and built upon
alliances. Note the three main points concerning the LSAMP (Sharp, Kliener, & Fletchling, 2000,
p. 1):

First, the NSF program stipulates the formation of Alliances, conceived as partnerships
among academic institutions (universities, colleges, and community colleges),
government agencies and laboratories, industry and professional organizations. Second,
LSAMP targets undergraduates who have shown interest or aptitude for STEM fields in
high school, when they entered college, or during their college career. The program is not
focused solely on students with existing track record but attempts also to nurture those
who have still to display their potential. Third, while providing some financial support,
LSAMP puts major emphasis on offering various activities designed to help minority
students fulfill their potential in college and to sustain their interest in STEM fields and
graduate study through hands-on research experience and interaction with other
institutions in the Alliance.
There are currently approximately 42 LSAMP Alliances across the nation, and the
uniqueness of each Alliance can be contributed to not only geographic region, but more importantly
the institutions that make up those Alliances. These institutions “select strategies and approaches that
are tailored to their institutional setting and are likely to result in the achievement of program goals”
(Sharp et al., 2000, p. 2). The target areas identified by (Sharp et al., 2000) for these select “strategies
and approaches” are the summer bridge program, student research, mentoring, stipends, and tutoring.
As we examine the Tennessee LSAMP Model, we will identify what the institutions in that particular
Alliance have identified as some their best practices.
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The Tennessee LSAMP Model

Tennessee LSAMP is comprised of six major colleges and universities located in the state
of Tennessee: Tennessee State University (lead institution), LeMoyne-Owen College, Middle
Tennessee State University, University of Memphis, University of Tennessee (Knoxville), and
Vanderbilt University. Tennessee State University, Middle Tennessee State University, the
University of Memphis, and the University of Tennessee-Knoxville are the four (4) public
institutions that geographically represent what has been termed the three (3) States of Tennessee:
Middle, East, and West Tennessee. LeMoyne-Owen College and Vanderbilt University comprise
the two (2) private institutions within the Alliance, representing both regional and national
prominence.
Summer Bridge Program
A vital component for retention in the Tennessee LSAMP Alliance has been an Alliancewide Summer Bridge Program. The purpose of the program is to assist incoming freshmen
STEM majors with the transition from high school to college, and to get them acclimated both
academically and socially to the university campus environment. The Tennessee LSAMP
Alliance hosts jointly a four-week summer bridge program for these incoming freshmen, rotating
the program among the partner institutions.
In order to motivate and prepare program participants to excel academically, eight
program objectives are proposed to: 1) strengthen skills in mathematics, physics, biology,
chemistry, computer applications, and language arts; 2) provide a life applicable research project;
3) improve written and oral communication skills; 4) increase preparedness for college and
awareness of campus resources; 5) increase motivation and ability to achieve in college classes;
6) provide exposure to a college environment; 7) expose participants to enhance their cultural,
social and academic awareness; 8) promote parental awareness and involvement through a parent
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orientation and closing banquet. Since its inception in 2004, the Tennessee LSAMP Summer
Bridge Program has averaged approximately 36 participants annually. The 2009 Summer Bridge
had 35 participants. Impressively, all participants (100%) were enrolled in college after the
freshman year and thirty (30) participants (91%) are still enrolled in STEM majors.
At the University of Memphis, located in Memphis, TN, Tennessee LSAMP students also
participate in the Math Boot Camp for approximately three (3) weeks during the summer. During
this time, incoming freshmen students receive enrichment in mathematics, engineering, physics
and chemistry. The students receive a stipend and a book voucher for their participation in Math
Boot Camp. Tutorials are also provided in physics, mathematics and engineering by upper-class
students.
Student Research
Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU), a predominantly white public institution
located in Murfreesboro, TN, offers cutting edge research opportunities. Research fosters a
closer relationship to faculty and the department that is beneficial to the student (Woolston,
Hrabrowski, Maton, 1997, p. 108). At MTSU students are given four options to participate in
research: 1) Financially Underwritten Academic Year Research- students are guided by a faculty
mentor and are required to work 5-10 hours per week in the laboratory. These students also
receive a stipend for their research. 2) School Credit Academic Year Research- upon approval by
the academic department chair, student may receive 3-9 hours of academic credit for doing
research. This research is guided by a faculty mentor for 5-10 hours each week. 3) STEPMT
Summer Research Partnership- the STEPMT program provides financial support for five teams
consisting of a faculty member, an upperclassman research student, an underclassman research
assistant, a rising high school senior, and a Rutherford County high school science or
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mathematics teacher. These participants are expected to work full time during the summer
months in this research opportunity. 4) Tennessee LSAMP Summer Research Team- Tennessee
LSAMP provides financial support for full time summer research for 8-10 weeks. This research
is faculty led and the students are required to present their research at the annual MTSU Scholars
Day Research Conference, and the Tennessee LSAMP Research Conference as well.
The Tennessee LSAMP Research Conference provides students with an opportunity to
present their research in a competitive setting, and to also inquire about research opportunities on
other campuses, at national laboratories, and at corporations. The conference also presents
information about the graduate school process and hosts a graduate school fair. Over 200
students and faculty participate annually.
Mentoring
Tennessee LSAMP as an alliance has explored peer mentoring as an instrument for
retention. The Peer Mentoring Program was designed to provide personal support to students as
they transitioned academically and socially to the university environment during their first two
years. Mentoring is a relationship that is beneficial to both parties, where an advanced person
(mentor) works with a beginning person (protégé or mentee) (Healy, 1997, p. 10).
Tennessee State University (TSU), a historically black public institution located in
Nashville, TN, offers a peer mentoring program as one of its retention efforts. At TSU, freshmen
students are paired with an upper-class student in their major, with at least a 3.0 GPA to mentor
them for the academic year. Mentors are required to meet with their mentees for 4-5 hours each
week and complete a weekly questionnaire. The mentors are given a small monetary stipend for
serving as mentors during this time. According to Healy (1997), “mentors as well as protégés can
be transformed through mentoring” (p. 15). LeMoyne-Owen College, a historically black private
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institution located in Memphis, TN, offers Town Hall Meetings as an added mechanism for
mentoring. The Town Hall meetings provide an avenue for students to present any academic or
personal concern to TLSAMP staff. Students are also given an opportunity to provide feedback
concerning the Tennessee LSAMP program and its initiatives and to give ideas to better help
serve the students.
The University of Tennessee (UTK), a predominantly white public university located in
Knoxville, TN offers a monthly seminar series for Tennessee LSAMP participants as a
supplement to the mentoring process. These seminars address areas of academic excellence,
technical professionalism and leadership development. Specific seminar titles have been such as
“What is Undergraduate Research” presented by Dr. Ernest Brothers, “The Art of Networking”
presented by Todd Reeves, and “Guaranteed 4.0©” by Donna O. Johnson. UTK also has a
Student Advisory Council to address the needs of the students, as well as share their
accomplishments.
Financial Aid
With the exception of Grade Point Average (GPA), standardized test scores (ACT, SAT),
and class ranking, probably the most critical factor needed for enrollment and determining which
institution of higher learning to attend is financial aid. “College financing is arguably one of the
most important and costly endeavors a family can make” (EPI, 2003, p. 70). The Journal of
African-Americans in Higher Education (2000) posits that “probably the most important factor in
achieving a high African-American student graduation rate is the availability of financial aid”
(p. 92). “It is widely recognized that financial aid is critical to underrepresented populations
majoring in science, engineering and math fields” (Fenske et al., 1999, p. 6). Literature also
suggests that underrepresented minority students majoring in the STEM fields “spend more years
enrolled and graduate at a slower rate than nonscientific majors” (Fenske et al., 1999, p. 4). “It was
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hypothesized that financial aid might be especially helpful in enabling underrepresented minority
students to complete S&E degrees because these students are most prone to financial difficulties”
(NCES, 2003, p. 86).

Vanderbilt University, one of the private institutions within Tennessee LSAMP, has
approximately fifty percent of its STEM students receiving need-based financial aid packages at
an average value of about $40,000 per year. The fraction of Tennessee LSAMP participants who
have financial need is higher, and for those participants, Vanderbilt dispenses an annual total of
$2,039,111 in financial aid to 41 Level 1 students for an average of $50,978 per year per student.
Level I participants are defined as those students who receive direct financial aid or
academic support from the AMP program in the form of scholarships and stipends or
travel to various scientific and academic conferences. This type of support for Level I
students ranges from those who are supported with travel funds but receive no
scholarship or stipend, to those who receive full tuition at their respective institutions.
They differ from Level II participants who take advantage of some of the program’s
resources and services but receive no form of financial support or travel (Hall, 1999,
p. 77).
This funding comes from sources other than the Tennessee LSAMP grant. Research indicates a
positive relationship between receiving financial aid and persistence (Jensen, 1981).
Conclusion
Significant efforts have been made to increase the number of minorities pursuing and
completing degrees on the undergraduate level in Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) fields. Two statutes enforced by the U.S. Department of Education’s
Office of Civil Rights to ameliorate the problems associated with this issue are Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972 and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. There have also
been concerted efforts by the National Science Foundation (NSF) as well. “One of the goals of
the National Science Foundation’s human resource development program is to assure equality in
science and engineering (S&E) education, and NSF has established a number of programs that
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prioritize education in STEM for students including women and minorities” (National Center For
Education Statistics [NCES], 2000, p. 1).
Literature has indicated that because of the lack of persistence and retention of minorities
in STEM fields, more researchers are examining the disparities between entry and completion of
STEM programs. Hall (1999) refocused his research on “factors that affect the matriculation of
African-American STEM majors in the Alliance for Minority Participation (AMP)” because of
the absence of literature on discipline specific retention and graduation rates of students (p. 24).
The authors in this paper have only scratched the surface regarding the efforts of numerous
LSAMP Alliances across the nation to retain underrepresented minority students in STEM
disciplines. The uniqueness of the LSAMP Alliances will always be associated with the
institutions that make up those Alliances. The institutions that make up the Tennessee LSAMP
are all unique in their missions, culture, and campus environment. The challenge will continue to
be creating and assessing a support system or mechanism that identifies, monitors, and corrects
the disparities of underrepresented minority students majoring in STEM disciplines.
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Field of Dreams: A New Kind of Research from Science to Spanish and
Everything in Between

At most colleges and universities, there are the traditional methods of evaluating
professors for tenure and promotion in terms of teaching, scholarship, and service. The majority
of academic departments in both public and private universities do not consider works of fiction
as legitimate publications in one‘s field. Only articles in peer-reviewed academic journals, papers
published as part of conference proceedings such as this one, book chapters or books (even those
published by obscure academic presses) are acceptable. This is not to say that the work of the
scholar is not important, even critical, in legitimizing the writers who belong in the canon, for
example, or showcasing truly worthwhile endeavors while eschewing alchemistic pursuits in
various academic disciplines. Yet I contend that creative writers should not be shunned by the
academic establishment. Instead, they should exist more broadly, not only within the parameters
of English Departments where original works of fiction count toward tenure and promotion.
Those of us in fields from Science to Spanish (and everything in between) are wrongly
made to feel guilty, ashamed, and even inadequate by academics if we yield to a creative calling
and those characters within us who simply must be heard. For those who find themselves at war
between duty and quixotic dream-weaving, I would like to propose a new kind of scholarly
research that I am denominating ―field fiction.‖ This original writing would involve in-depth
research in one‘s academic field (from art to zoology) with the express purpose of creating a
work of fiction. The definition of ‗fiction‘ would include poems, plays, novels, films, and virtual
worlds of all kinds. As anyone who writes fiction knows, a tremendous amount of research goes
into the process of producing a solid creative work. The ―field fictionist‖ would be sure to
include a works cited or credits page that would provide valuable information for others.
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Thus, I would like to offer my story below as the very first example of field fiction from
someone who teaches Spanish in a Modern Language Department.
The Sandglass
The last ferry boat to depart from the small island was putt-putting toward the mainland a
short distance away. A sea-fragrant evening breeze was softly blowing.
―So how many are we aboard this here vessel?‖ said an old, gravelly-voiced man with
unruly, white hair looking around and smiling.
He was dressed in a white toga and sandals as was a younger man while the two young
women were wearing gleaming-white stolas draped in artistic folds. The history department at
the university had sponsored a big picnic with a Roman costume party theme to raise money to
help a group of undergraduates defray expenses for a trip to Italy. Both alumni and current
students had joined in the fun.
―It depends on who counts,‖ said the young man. He was tall, handsome, square-jawed
with slick-backed hair and startlingly blue eyes that beamed with the grin in his voice. He looked
meaningfully around. ―Some would say five. But I,‖ he paused momentously, ―would say four.‖
He was standing with an air of exaggerated confidence, leaning an elbow against a
railing.
―What do you mean?‖ said a pretty woman with big, brown eyes and blond hair who
looked up suspiciously. She was sitting on a narrow, wooden bench.
―Well, we‘re married now. That means we‘re one, honeybunch,‖ he said.
―There will be four after I feed you to the sharks, buster!‖ she said.
He blew her a kiss.
―You‘re a troublemaker,‖ she smiled, turning up her nose and looking away.
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―Ah, Mrs. John King,‖ he mused.
―That‘s not my name!‖ she bristled again.
―A rose by any other name—‖
―I won‘t be erased and you know it!‖
―Come on now, it‘s age-old tradition to take your hubbie‘s name,‖ he teased and
chuckled.
―Opposites attract and then aggravate the daylights out of each other,‖ the old man
cackled. Then his expression turned serious and sad. ―My wife and I used to spar back and forth
like that. God, I miss her!‖
For a few moments no one spoke. They felt the coolish wind on their faces as they
listened abstractedly to the sounds of the motor and the churning water.
―There are six of us aboard if we count my baby,‖ a short, plump woman said, smiling in
the direction of the newlyweds. She was in her early thirties and a doctoral student. Her skin had
a luminous, milk-chocolate tone. She was teaching two undergraduate history courses at another
university while she finished her dissertation at this one. She had come to the picnic because she
had traveled abroad as a student on scholarship years ago. It had been such a unique, life-altering
experience that she wanted other students to share in this opportunity that would broaden their
minds and likely fill their lives with greater purpose.
―What baby?‖ said the old man.
―The one right here,‖ the woman said, patting her slightly bulging midriff.
―Well, the baby isn‘t an actual person yet and doesn‘t count,‖ he said.
―He sure is alive and kicking I can tell you!‖ the woman glowed.
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―Do you have enough space?‖ the young bride said, scooting over to make more room on
the bench.
―I‘m fine,‖ the woman said, smiling pleasantly.
―Well, I‘ll tell you young‘uns one thing. If you‘re not productive, right now, today, you
don‘t count for anything,‖ the old man said sadly, shaking his head. ―I‘m going to be 78.
Everyone discounts us old, retired folks. You see it in their condescending eyes at stores, at
restaurants, everywhere. They relax because they know we don‘t matter. If we insist on anything,
even common courtesy, we‘re cantankerous or senile.‖
―Well, I‘m counting you in,‖ said the young man.
―Thanks, pal,‖ the old man laughed and then had a coughing fit. The wheezing sound was
like a handsaw fitfully cutting through wood. He sat down on the very edge of the bench.
―Young and productive don‘t mean you count,‖ said a stocky man, suddenly appearing
from the other end of the boat where no one had seen him. He had a thick Spanish accent. ―I‘m
not even human – except in the eyes of God. I‘m invisible. I keep your hotels and farms running,
though. But I‘m not a person, amigos. I‘m an illegal alien. So don‘t count me.‖
―This amiga wants everyone to count,‖ said the blond woman. She stood up. ―I‘m going
to rewrite the history of the Americas for my master‘s thesis, you know.‖
―Don‘t count on it,‖ said her husband and winked.
―You‘re so right about how some people are invisible,‖ the blond woman continued
seriously, jutting her pointy chin in the direction of the dusky-skinned Hispanic man. ―My older
brother is gay. If his colonel finds out, it won‘t matter that he can shoot straight or that he has a
pile of medals.‖
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―A cousin of mine with a spinal cord injury from a diving accident has always said he
became invisible the day he sat in his wheel chair,‖ the old man said, dabbing the corner of his
eye that was tearing from some irritant.
―At least your cousin has a wheel chair,‖ the Hispanic man said. ―They‘re not so lucky in
my country.‖
―For some, black folks don‘t count for much either,‖ the doctoral candidate said ruefully.
―What are you saying? Our president is black,‖ said the blue-eyed young man. ―He got
elected, didn‘t he? Times have changed.‖
―You count because you‘re one, mighty voice,‖ said the man at the wheel to the black
woman. ―The cries of my ancestors have long been lost to the sands of time.‖ The man was a
high school English teacher in his mid-fifties who also worked part-time on weekends for the
ferry company. On his mother‘s side he was Arawak and on his father‘s, Shoshone. He had wise,
black eyes and was wearing a beaded vest. There was an aura of quiet dignity and even regality
to his bearing for those sensitive enough to notice.
―Money sure counts,‖ muttered the Hispanic man gloomily.
―What‘s that?‖ the blond woman said, pointing over the side of the boat.
A strange object was bobbing in the water.
―That thing?‖ her husband said. ―Who knows?‖
The others peered curiously too.
Grabbing a small net the woman reached over –―Careful, now. Curiosity killed the cat,‖
from her husband – and scooped up an ancient, misty sandglass used by seafarers centuries ago.
It was in excellent condition. Gently she flipped the antique timepiece to stand vertically in her
hands. The grains of sand began to flow once more.
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All at once storm clouds rolled in, obscuring the orange sun that had been tranquilly
setting with its soft halo of shimmering gold. Flashes of white lightening scarred the darkening
sky above the swirling water followed by booming cannons of thunder. For an instant, the black
clouds cleared and the crescent moon was the ghostly sail of a ship gliding across starlit seas.
―Whew! What just happened?‖ said the blond woman, astounded and frightened,
embracing her husband.
―I don‘t know,‖ her husband said, his big arms protectively surrounding her too. ―But I‘m
wondering what in tarnation was in those whiskey sours anyway?‖
Everyone was talking with bewildered excitement about their sudden and incredibly
surreal experience. As if for the first time, too, they noticed with surprise that the former Chair of
the Native American Studies Department and current President of the university was at the wheel
of the boat and also part of their group was the visiting Nobel Laureate from Mexico.
Soon it was all over the local, national, and international papers and other media outlets:
What a treasure trove for historians! Christopher Columbus‟ original Journal, lost for
hundreds of years, has just been discovered in the dusty corner of a private library in Barcelona.
Like so many historical homes, this stately manor house that belonged to an elderly woman who
passed away about six months ago was being razed, sadly, to build a beehive condominium
complex. Fortunately, however, the Journal was found before the home and its contents became
a pile of rubble. Fascinating new insights are emerging about the man known today as one of the
greatest humanists of all time and his earth-shattering voyage.
Indeed, it appears that the Admiral was a bit of a tippler. Bartolomé de las Casas (14741566), a Dominican priest who wrote the well-known „Brevísima relación de la convivencia en
las indias‟ (A Brief History of Coexistence in the Indies) praising the Spanish for their just and
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humane treatment of the Amerindians, apparently omitted this truly perplexing October 10th,
1492 entry from his abridged copy of Columbus‟ Journal translated below:
“…Gloria in excelsis Deo! Fear and grave discontent had spread this morning
even to the officers at the second land sighting that turned out to be but a wistful dream.
However, before the sun sank into the sea today, God in his infinite wisdom sent from the
skies saint protectors and angels to the very deck of the Santa María to save me from
being thrown overboard. At first my men were deathly frightened but I saw immediately
that this divine intercession was to spare me from mutiny and a watery grave.
Successfully I managed to calm the crew at the appearance of this heavenly host.
There were four angels who took the form of an old man, a young man, and two
women. One of the angels in the shape of a woman was dark-skinned! Also among the
holy assemblage was, I believe, St. Brendan, darker, too, than I had conceived, and with
him a man wearing an ornamental vest whom I took to be a subject of the Great Khan. It
was through St. Brendan that the others spoke after they had conferred among themselves
in a celestial tongue that was not Latin. At first I had some difficulty understanding St.
Brendan yet soon enough I was able to grasp the meaning of his words. He told me that I
would reach a Promised Land just two days away that was an entirely new continent and
not the regions of India at all! I was cautioned by this godly group to treat the natives I
would encounter (here St. Brendan indicated the man in the vest), the women, the men,
the elderly, and the young of this beautiful land with utmost kindness and respect for their
beliefs and ways as that is what the God of all human beings expects. They said through
St. Brendan that my deeds in this new territory must be a torch glowing gloriously down
the halls of history, blazing a path of beneficence for others to follow. They also said that
God loves equally fair and dark-skinned peoples. They quoted Matthew and talked about
a golden rule and the loving example of our Lord, Jesus Christ, who cares for all
children and creatures of the earth. The angel with the golden hair, exuding the sweetest
scent of flowers, heaven indeed after the foul stench of my crew, returned the sandglass
that a man had dropped overboard this morning. When the sandglass touched my hands,
the angels and saints vanished. Gloria in excelsis Deo!...”
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Folknography as Action Research

Abstract
Though the origins of the qualitative practice of action research remain nebulous, most
original resources refer to Kurt Lewin and his psychological research of the 1940’s. Lewin is
believed to be the first scholar to coin the term action research. Stephen Corey, a researcher at
the Teachers College at Columbia University, pioneered the use of action research in the field of
education in the 1950’s. Corey believed that this style of research would bring about change
since it allowed educators to interact with their passion for learning. Action research has
emerged as a form of qualitative inquiry into the ways to improve organizations, agencies,
communities or institutions. Its purpose is to help people in their understanding of a specific
situation in order to resolve the problems that confront them. The four themes of action research
include empowerment of participants, collaboration through participation, acquisition of
knowledge, and facilitation of social change. Folknography, a more recently identified research
method, serves well for a researcher or research teams wanting to conduct “action oriented
research.” This methodology fulfills the requirements of the four action research themes and
engages technology to provide instantaneous feed forward by respondents. This paper provides
the evidence for researchers to accept, adopt, and engage in Folknography as action research.

Introduction
Educators, social workers and change agents have engaged action research in projects for
many years. Within all definitions of action research, four basic themes repeatedly emerge as
standards for the implementation of this kind of research. The four themes include empowerment
of participants, collaborative participation, knowledge acquisition, and social change. (Ferrance,
2000, p. 9) This paper presents a review of these four themes of action research and demonstrates
how folknography as a research method fulfills the four general principles. In this paper, the
author provides clear substantiation and examples of how folknography serves the researcher,
field research teams and academia as action research.
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In conducting action research, researchers structure their routines and activities for
continuous confrontation with the data focusing on the main question for each inquiry or project.
In action research the process remains basically the same regardless the research project. First,
the problem or major question is identified; second, researches collect and organize data; third,
the researchers interpret and analyze the data; fourth, actions are proposed in regard to the data
collected and finally, the researchers reflect on all knowledge gained. (Ferrance, 2000).
Folknography, a qualitative research method designed primarily to gather information
concerning a designated people group or a folk, has emerged as a powerful tool for researchers
seeking to engage in action research. The method can be used within parent circles, participant
groups or client projects. The author has engaged the research in numerous research projects that
have resulted in advocacy efforts and social change. (www.folknography.com) “Action research
is not only a solving process but it is also a reflective and reflexive process dealing with
existential trajectories of the learning process.” (Huessein, 2008) Folknography serves similarly
but also allows for the researchers to work together in teams, emphasizes the importance of voice
for the participants, establishes feed forward capabilities and also provides an effective way for
data to be recorded and disseminated quickly through the use of technology.
Empowerment of Participants
Action research is carried out by individuals who are interested stakeholders in the
research. This fact has led to criticisms of the validity of the research process, with accusations
of the inevitable researcher bias in data gathering and analysis. The justification for action
research counters this criticism by suggesting that it is impossible to access practice without
involving the practitioner. Practice is action informed by values and aims which are not fully
accessible from the outside. The practitioner may not even be wholly aware of the meaning of
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his/her values until she/he tries to embody them in her/his action. Thus, in reality, each
researcher has a stake in the outcomes as do the participants in an action research project.
(Hopkins, 1983)
Folknography operates in many of the same ways but provides a more grounded theory
approach. The participants (respondents) have ample opportunity to voice their knowledge,
concerns, insights and proposals. Researchers place findings, data narratives and images on a
dedicated web site allowing comments, editing capabilities, and virtual review by participants.
The emphasis moves from a possible biased interest held by the researcher to a more unbiased
data set generated by the voices of the folk. The researcher(s) generate the questions but the
respondents provide the answers and remain as stakeholders in the outcome of the project. The
respondents identify the perceived problem(s) and solution(s). “One of the fundamental
characteristics of this approach is collaboration, which enables mutual understanding and
consensus, democratic decision making, and common action.” (Oja & Smulyan 1989)
For example, in a folknographic project performed in General Cepeda, Mexico, a
collaboration of undergraduate students from Ohio University and the Technological Institute of
Monterrey surveyed and interviewed hundreds of the town’s citizens seeking to discover why the
majority of the men in the community demonstrated an obvious anti-social behavior. The
resulting data demonstrated that without a high school education opportunity in the community
the men could not avail themselves of the many job opportunities flourishing around them. The
past employment that revolved around agriculture had disappeared and the new opportunities
available in the multinational manufacturing plants required the equivalent of a high school
diploma. With no high school in the community, the men and women of General Cepeda were
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locked out of any employment opportunities and they turned to other activities to diminish their
sorrow and frustration. (www.folknography.com)
Today, a high school in General Cepeda operates giving citizens an opportunity to earn a
high school diploma and also seek jobs that help sustain family life in Mexico. This happened
primarily because after the students-researchers completed the project, data were compiled in
folknographic narratives. The data summary report was forwarded to the governor of the
Mexican state of Coahuila, where General Cepeda is located. As a result, resources were
committed to the community and educators opened a high school causing the anti-social
behavior to subside. Men and women began working and students now attend the high school to
pursue their dreams. “As a result of this research, the voices of people were heard and power
holders responded according to the need. Today General Cepeda prospers partly due to the
research performed by these courageous people.” (Monroy, 2010)
The respondents of the General Cepeda study realized the problems they faced and
suggested a solution. The research project empowered them to discover a strategy that changed
their lives and future. Folknography, as action research, puts the emphasis on the respondents,
giving them voice and empowers them to bring about change. (Lucas)
Collaborative Participation
Collaboration within the realm of higher education, and particularly in research, “has
long been part of accepted practice, often driven by the scale of the challenge but usually from a
collegiate ethos and a desire to impart knowledge and experience as widely as possible.” (Read,
2010) The information and communication technology community within higher education has
only accelerated the emphasis on collaboration, sharing and benefiting from this spirit of
collaboration both in terms of creating new information infrastructures and through a free
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exchange of knowledge and experience. This has been the case since the early days of computer
technology and earlier in the case of information services such as libraries. The Internet and the
World Wide Web have dramatically enhanced this beneficial interchange. “More recently, the
open agenda has promoted benefits to research, education, and society in general through opensource software, open standards, open access to research outputs, and open educational
resources. Many opportunities lie ahead for more open, extensive collaboration and information
sharing, including through use of virtual research environments and cloud computing services.”
(Oja & Smulyan) The new word for research is collaboration.
Action research operates as a process of deep inquiry into practice and moves towards an
envisioned future, aligned with values while engaging in collaboration. This research is the
systematic, reflective study of one’s actions, and the effects of these actions, in a specified
context. Researchers examine their work and seek opportunities for improvement. As designers
and stakeholders, the researcher works collaboratively with colleagues to propose new courses of
action that help their community or culture to improve working practices. Researchers seek
evidence from multiple sources to help them analyze effects to the action taken. (Center for
Action Research)
Similarly, folknography operates on a model of collaborative or participatory action
research. This is an approach whereby researchers engage with a group of participants in the
context of their working or living environment to help define and explore certain problems and
needs. Such an approach emphasizes the importance of involving participants at all levels and
stages of the process, from initial problem clarification through solution implementation and all
intervening stages. It is built around principles of narrative theory in that it advocates the
importance of voice, aiding and allowing participants to express views of their own,
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“differentiating between that which is known and that which they are coming to know.” (Fisher,
1987) As such, the method spotlights participants as initiators of learning, solution, and change.
In folknography, collaboration serves several vital roles. As a method, folknography
brings researchers from various disciplines together to view a problem from different
perspectives. These multiple views illuminate a problem from various angles in order to identify
various solutions. Most problems have many solutions, though one generally offers the most
suitable path for success. Debriefing sessions, where researchers engage in round table
discussion for review during the research process, allow for reflection, operational adjustments,
discussion, and collaborative analysis. Focus groups and plenary sessions offer a more broad and
collective review. Narratives posted daily to a project dedicated webpage allow for additional
review by researchers and respondents.
Folknographers seek comments and contributions after writing the necessary research
narratives. When researchers post their narratives to a dedicated web site, participants can review
the text and propose changes. This collaborative step allows vetted perspectives to be viewed by
academia or published by the research team. (Lucas, 2005)
Finally, collaboration in folknography provides for teaching moments. Since
folknography generally relies on team effort, researchers learn about interviewing, focus group
facilitation, and narrative writing. Respondents willingly offer up their knowledge and
information thereby teaching the researchers about the culture.
During a folknographic research project in the Dominican Republic, undergraduate
students from Ohio University worked with the author to interview and survey hundreds of
residents of a teeming, poverty stricken section of a major Dominican city. The research team
sought to discover the residents’ view of a medical clinic operated by two American physicians.
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Since the Dominican Republic is primarily Spanish speaking, many team members needed
translators to ask the interview questions. Aside from the author and two other team members, no
other team member spoke Spanish. Local high school students were recruited to work alongside
the OU researchers to serve as cultural mediators and language translators. The collaboration
proved to be highly successful and genuinely educational. Not only did the translators learn
about education in the United States but the OU students learned about Dominican culture,
Spanish as a language and the education system in the Dominican Republic. All of this exchange
provided ample evidence that participant collaboration in folknographic studies adds to the
success of the overall research project.
Folknography as action research provides a great window of opportunity for
collaborative efforts. Enhanced and accelerated by advances in technology, collaboration in
research appears destined to only grow in importance. Folknographic participants learn through
peer review, debriefing, group action and cultural exchange. Folknography depends on
collaboration.
Knowledge Acquisition
Engaging in action research provides for learning. Participants learn from each other and
from the experience of the research project. Often the participants learn what must be done or
should be done to solve problems or resolve issues. The action researcher acquires increasing
skills in such things as the ability to build shared vision, to bring to the surface and challenge
prevailing mental models, and to foster more systemic patterns of thinking. Senge (1990) asserts
that action researchers are responsible for building frameworks and networks through which
people are continuously expanding their capabilities to shape their future. “Action researchers
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are responsible for developing a learning environment which challenges the status quo and
generating liberating alternatives.” (Argyris et al. 1985)
Folknography provides numerous opportunities for knowledge acquisition. As a teaching
tool, instructors can take students in the field for research projects and teach data collection,
narrative writing, interviewing, and focus group facilitation. Moreover, cultural courtesy and
awareness have emerged as teaching themes as well. (Hopkins)
In a Southern Ohio research effort known as the Blackfork-Poke Patch Project,
researchers worked for over two years interviewing and surveying past and present residents
from the region. Blackfork, a community where African American, Native American and
Caucasian coexisted in the post-WWII era, stands as a silent memorial to an historic past and
heritage of people who negotiated a peaceful living during racially charged times. Poke Patch,
located nearby, emerged as a remote residential place where freedom seekers found safety and
refuge during the operation of the Underground Railroad. After the Emancipation Proclamation,
Poke

Patch
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a

haven

for

the

brave

voyagers

and

their

descendents.

(www.folknography.com)
During the study, researchers discovered a rock structure now known as the Window
Rock House. This cave-like formation reportedly provided shelter and safety to escaping
enslaved people as they traveled the Underground Railroad from the southern plantations to the
coveted freedom in the north. The rock formation, hidden for many years in cultural myth and
legend, came to light during the extended research effort. The structure has a hand-chiseled
watch window in the wall providing a clear view of the valley below. Reportedly, refugees used
the window as a smoke hole, ventilation source and a window for keeping guard in case bounty
hunters and dogs moved up the valley. The researchers, using folknography as their research
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method, re-discovered the historic site by following up and triangulating stories told to them by
the folk. The discovery confirmed the folk-tales that Poke Patch had been a well-used refuge for
the conductors and voyagers of the Southern Ohio route of the Underground Railroad. Other
valuable knowledge concerning conductors, route locations, safe-houses and safe passage sign
emerged during the study. This folknographic study, conducted in an action research model,
produced significant acquisition of knowledge. (www.folknography.com)
Social Change
Action research was first described by Kurt Lewin in 1946 and focused on issues of
workplace democracy. (Lewin, 1946) Community action research began with Brazilian educator
Paolo Freire, who used innovative methods to teach literacy to peasants in Brazil and Chile.
(Freire, 1972) Participatory rural appraisal began with studies by Robert Chambers, which were
designed to improve the lives of subsistence farmers. (Chambers, 1994) All of this intellectual
action and activity points to the fact that social change can come about by qualitative research
projects performed by stakeholders and interested parties. Researchers engage in action research
to identify the need for change and then propose the manner or vehicle to affect that change. This
research highlights solutions to pressing social or cultural problems. The participating
researchers actually become social change agents proposing the needed changes to the
gatekeepers. (Jarrett, Charles W. 2006)
Folknography offers an alternative to the prospective researcher. Action research has
often been limited to educators and yet community action research also seeks community change
For example, Chambers (1994) designed a method for studying rural farming needs. He and his
collaborators affected change in farming practices in Australia. Folknography as a broader
research method seeks the knowledge from the folk, depending on the targeted population group.
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Culture, community or rural groups can engage in a folknographic study in order to answer a
pressing question, discover a solution to recognized problem or solve a social puzzle. Educators,
students, community members or other participants may join forces to accomplish the
folknographic project. (www.folknography.com)
According to Fisher’s narrative paradigm and the concepts in narrative theory, people
have knowledge and prefer to share this information in story form. People are storytellers.
(Fisher, 1994 & 1995) By gathering the stories of folk in the targeted research population, the
folknographer gathers a collection of narratives (stories or research memos) from the
respondents and develops their voice. Change comes as a result of the weight and insight of the
knowledge, hopes, stories and narratives recorded during the research. In essence, the
folknographer gives voice to the folk, allowing for needed social change. (Lucas)
During a folknographic study called Porter Gap Road: A Microcosm of Appalachia,
researchers made discoveries that eventually led to social change on the four mile stretch of
highway. Porter Gap Road, located in Southern Ohio a few miles north of the Ohio River,
stretches exactly four miles between Ohio’s Route 93 and Route 650. The old road, originally
constructed during the iron furnace boom, passes the remains of an iron furnace located exactly
at the two-mile mark on the road. La Grange Furnace, a somewhat smaller furnace when
compared to the numerous others in the region, gave rise to a traditional furnace community
called La Grange complete with a school, store, church and a common water source, the
La Grange well. (www.folknography.com)
During the research interviews and surveys, researchers discovered that no speed limit
was posted along the highway. This automatically made the speed limit 55 mph even though the
highway twists and turns in snake-like fashion up and down the Southern Ohio hills and valleys.
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Upon the completion of the study, folknographers completed a summary report and submitted
the document to the county commissioners. In a few short months, reduced speed limit signs
were erected along the route. The research caused social and cultural change along Porter Gap
Road.
Additionally, researchers photographed the entire road known as Porter Gap. These
photographs were posted to a dedicated web-site space, published in the summary report and
shown to the county commissioners in a power-point presentation. A few photos displayed
decayed, deteriorating bridges that posed danger to vehicular traffic on the road. Within three
months of the dissemination of the summary report, the bridges on Porter Gap Road were
replaced.

The

research

instigated

infrastructural

changes

on

Porter

Gap

Road.

(www.folknography.com)
The Porter Gap Road project produced an even more significant example of social
change. While recording data from folknographic interviews, researchers noted oral references to
a “lost African American cemetery” in the region. Nonchalant non-verbal arm sweeps generally
accompanied the vague comments about the location of the cemetery. Many respondents insisted
that, when they were children, they had seen or visited the cemetery but then added, “I’m not
sure where it is now.” Undeterred, researchers continued to ask questions about the lost cemetery
and the possible location. Numerous folk reports indicated that such a place existed somewhere
in the vicinity.
Finally, after hours of interviews and focus groups, the research team identified a general
location. To confirm the possible location, team members scoured old maps and documents at
the Court House. According to the folk, the Spanish Flu raged through the region in 1917-1918.
Several African Americans, working and living in LaGrange Hollow, succumbed to the flu. The
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folk knowledge indicated that families buried several individuals somewhere near the old furnace
location. After document searches, additional interviews and countless hours of investigation
hikes, the research team found the site.
Ground sensing radar unveiled a total of twelve previously unmarked graves just outside
the parameter of the old Brown Apple Orchard. While carefully surveying the site, the author
uncovered a small stone marker with the name “Mills” etched in the surface of the rock. In days
to come, community members came forward to volunteer granite markers for each of the graves.
The folknographers found a total of twelve graves with ten adults and two youth interned there.
Researchers organized and hosted a consecration ceremony for the cemetery and named the
place Sacred Hills. Today volunteers mow and maintain the grave sites and now visitors can hike
up the steep Southern Ohio hill to the once lost cemetery. The significant site stands as a
powerful reminder that folk knowledge matters. The discovery made national news on CNN. The
actions of this folknographic research project affected society. (www.folknography.com)
Conclusion
Educators, social workers, community action agents and social scientists recognize the
importance and need for action research. (Hussein, 2008) Yet, as any social change agent
recognizes, action research can appear broad in definition and difficult to systematically engage.
Specifically, action research efforts should include empowerment of participants, collaboration
through participation, acquisition of knowledge, and social change. (Ferrance) As a research
method, folknography offers application in cultural studies, social challenges, and community
efforts. Folknography allows for the researchers to work together, emphasizes the importance of
voice for the participants, and also provides an effective, rapid way for data to be recorded and
disseminated. The ultimate effect of folknography is the empowering act of giving voice to the
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folk studied. In the truest sense, this is the most significant result of a successful folknographic
project. The researcher serves as the message conduit of the target population of the study.
Folknography, as action research, produces solutions, but it is also a reflective, reflexive process
dealing with existential trajectories of the learning process. Participants learn about themselves
and others. This makes the action and activities worth any and all efforts. Folknography serves
well when there is need for action research.
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Abstract
This investigation sought to investigate the state of African American couples through the
perspective of relationship training. To better understand Black couples, grounded theory was
produced from interview responses of relationship training facilitation. A three-step coding
process consisting of open coding, axial coding, and selective coding revealed four social factors
regarding the derived central phenomenon: relationship training of Black couples. A generally
analysis of racial history, cultural influence, family influence, and socioeconomic factors were
found to provide special considerations that must applied in formulating appropriate training in
response to the struggles facing African American couples. The results of this examination were
intended to promote future research regarding the training of Black couples and a subsequent
increase in successful African American marriages.

Introduction
Despite a recent saturation of books that debate the topic of “black love”, very few focus
on relationship training, a useful tool that can bring more African American couples together.
Moreover, the effectiveness of such training would require an understanding of the specific
issues these couples face in greater American society. Regarding black love, Dr. Rosie Milligan,
author, lecturer, and relationship educator best summated that “African Americans are not
Caucasian clones” and that the black experience, in the context of love and matrimony, require a
different approach in resolving interpersonal issues (Fullwood, 2004). Thus, improving the
vacant landscape of scholarly research with this particular focus can be of great benefit.
This examination focuses on relationship training as it pertains to the specific sector of
African American couples. A qualitative analysis from in-depth interviewing of relationship
programming, with a special interest in arming black couples with the skills and strategies to
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maintain successful unions, was conducted. This analysis is also intended to apply the process of
producing grounded theory from this issue to better understand how relationship training can be
most beneficial African American couples.
Literature Review
The relationships between black men and women reflect a complicated existence. Black
love has been referred to as an entity unlike any other due its complexities and the dynamic state
of these unions (Simon, 2000). The blame cannot be simply placed on an “aggressive” African
American women or “untrusting” African American male. The social baggage of the world is
placed on both who attempt to balance a relationship with everyday struggle. National polls also
support the notion that endurance black relationships deviate from the greater population. The
U.S. Census Bureau reported that African Americans experience a lower rate of marriage and
marital stability than all other ethnic groups (Anonymous, 2007). Thus, black men and women
have challenges in their relationships that have social and historical ramifications.
The current struggle in black relationships can be linked to social change. As a result of
the 1960s social events: the Civil Rights Movement, women‟s liberation, and the sexual
revolution, upheaval appeared in the black community. These events were transported through
racial and gender equality as professional advancement, pre-marital sex, and out-of-wedlock
births (Bradley, 2004). A commencing of more black women in the workplace, professional
advancement of African Americans in general, and elevated sexual freedom caused a break in
ties with traditional family norms. This historical period became a catalyst for the current age of
black love and families. In further explaining this change, researcher Gary Becker (1981) created
the Becker Theory which states that marriages are most attractive when one party is perceived as
having a “comparative advantage” in domestic duties, like child-rearing, and the others is
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advantaged by generating income (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2007). So, as more black women
entered the workforce, and black men gained better occupational opportunities, their mutual
interest in marriage decreased. Just the same, as more African American households landed on
public assistance, the infamous “man-in-the-house” rule prevented a man from living there.
Moreover, a decline of employment prospects for African men by the mid-1980s caused a shift
in the breadwinner role, whether it was derived from public assistance or an increase work
opportunities gained by African American women (Wilson & Neckerman, 1986). Thus, black
couples experienced evolutionary change through social events from recent history.
The state of the black family directly is attributed to understanding the complex mating
environment of African American men and women. Before slavery, African families were a
strong unit where men dominated, women held prestigious but principal domestic role, and
extended kin supplemented overall support (Billingsley, 1968). However, according to
Billingsley (1968), the American slave system showed disregard for the integrity of family
leading to damaging consequences for relations between black men and women, even to this day.
This is a core issue regarding the discussion of black relationships. Fullwood (2004) recalled:
“The black family in America has struggled, and it is primarily because of the vestiges of
slavery. We were very rarely allowed to have real family structure for obvious reason,
and the fact that slavery only ended some 140 years ago makes it difficult to recover from
such malicious treatment (p. 4A)”.
His statement correlates the role of black history in defining the challenges of these families.
Although African Americans have survived the hardship and oppression of their history, but the
weakened state of present-day black families show limits in the aftermath of such endurance.
Recent models in relationship training and therapy have begun to acknowledge the role of
race and culture in the success of romantic unions. Multiculturalism (race, ethnicity, culture,
gender, religion, etc.) in couples therapy has begun to be utilized in addressing the fact that
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intimate norms vary across shared life experiences of couples; which also emphasizes that varied
socio-cultural factors are included in a multicultural perspective (Gurman, 2008). Practitioners
and clinicians cannot deny the role that cultural differences plays in how they treat and counsel
couples experiencing conflict. However, the best-trained relationship counselors with high
success rates among African American couples have encountered unexpected difficulty in
treating them (McGoldrick, 1998). Apparently, factors of race, culture, and social effects among
black relationships have great significance in their intimate journeys. Research of these factors
can better guide relationship educators in directing the issues of black couples. Moreover, new
grounded theory regarding the subject can ignite effective research, better practice, and foster
successful resolutions to the special challenges inhabited by African American couples.
This qualitative effort seeks to answer the following questions:
RQ#1). How can relationship training be more impactful for Black couples?
RQ#2). What information regarding African American couples will benefit
relationship educators in training them?
Methodology
In accordance with Strauss and Corbin‟s (1990) process that builds grounded theory, a
detailed procedure of analysis was used to categorize related themes into a theoretical
proposition. The text used for analysis was drawn from a 50-minute interview with the lead
relationship educator from the Alabama Community Health Marriage Initiative (ACHMI), a
workshop funded through Auburn University through Tuscaloosa One Place, a family training
and resource support organization, in Tuscaloosa, AL. This relationship educator was contacted
via email through a mutual source, and agreed to participate in this investigation. Although eight
questions were prepared in advance by the interviewer, the rich responses and strong
conversational content superseded set interview protocol resulting in more valuable data. After
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the interview was transcribed, feedback from peer debriefing assisted in the coding process.
Subsequently, a three-phase coding and analysis process commenced.
Open Coding
A search for open codes, or salient categories of information supported by the text, as
prescribed by Strauss and Corbin (1990), was applied to interview responses yielding a central
phenomenon. First, through manual color coding on the transcript, each open code was identified
and numbered. A total of 56 open codes were extracted from the interview transcript. Secondly,
these codes were then grouped into five more specific sub-categories, also referred to as
properties, which represent the themes that characterize actions being explored for this particular
grounded theory. And finally, ascribing to the detailed procedure outlined by Creswell (2007) a
single sub-category,” relationship education”, was given distinction as the central phenomenon.
As it relates to the study of this particular grounded theory and coding from the text, a more
defined central phenomenon was determined: relationship training of African American couples.
Axial Coding
In order to better understand the categories surrounding this central phenomenon, the
relationship training of black couples, a second phase of this process, axial coding, was applied
to the interview transcript. An implementation of this data was divided into three sub-groups
offering further consideration of conditions surrounding the relationship training of black
couples. The first group listed topics that relate to the central phenomenon. The second grouping
offered direct textual references that support each of the forty corresponding topical relationships
to the central phenomenon. The third group then associated the sub-categories derived from open
coding to each of the forty topical relationships, and its corresponding textual reference. Manual
color coding aided in categorizing this information directly from the interview transcript.
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Selective Coding
The final phase in developing a grounded theory, selective coding, was then implemented
to reveal itself by understanding the causal conditions surrounding relationship training of
African American couples. Manual color coding was used to identify the most frequent occurring
topics in the textual references and applied to the list of relationships to the central phenomenon.
A relational coding paradigm was then created from the results of both these actions,
respectively. Figure 2 details the eight textual themes the best characterize the relationship
training of black couples. Just the same, in Figure 3, the most important relationships to the
central phenomenon were configured in a relational diagram. Thus, the analysis and comparison
of both figures in the selective coding phase rendered a coding paradigm that represents four
theoretical ideas. (Figure 4)
Findings
Four theoretical ideas were deduced through this extensive coding and analysis process of
interview data. During the initial stage in the open coding process of the transcript, 56 general
themes, or open codes, were identified. Examples among theses 56 themes included “marriage”,
“relationship counseling”, “cultural differences”, “economic issues”, and “communication skills”
(see Figure 1). In the next stage of open coding, five sub-categories, or properties, were
established to further group the open code themes: “couples”, “relationship training”, “sociocultural influence”, “social institutions”, and “other independent themes” (See Figure 1). The
results from this open coding analysis rendered a central phenomenon in this interview,
“relationship training of African American couples”. Basically, all raw responses from the
training facilitator were transformed into this central phenomenon (see below):
“So even in counseling, you know, I have a counseling background, even if one of „em
come to counseling, the chances that couple is going to make it, increases. Even if the
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other one doesn‟t even come, one of „em has coping skills and has got communication
skills. ..If one has the skills, most of the time they can kinda make it happen. So most
definitely. Only if one of them goes, they have the coping skills to make it.”
Further examination of the central phenomenon occurred in the axial coding phase. This
shows a discovery of forty relationships to the central phenomenon. These relationships were
drawn from key comments made by the respondent which correlated to relationship training of
African American couples. Such “causal conditions that influence the central phenomenon”
(Creswell, p. 161) were intricately assessed and organized in exploring a possible grounded
theory. By doing this, the most frequent relationship categories are acknowledged and
diagramed: “cultural history”, “family influence”, “the Black church”, “education and work
opportunities”, “interracial couples”, “influence of culture”, and “communication skills in a
relationship” (see Figure 2). Additionally, the most relevant characteristics in the respondent‟s
comments to the central phenomenon also diagramed are: “relationship educators”, the
“uncoupling of Black men & women”, the “role of Black churches”, “family influence”, “racial
history”, and “culture” which include elements of race and ethnicity (see Figure 3).
The selective coding process became a comparative analysis of both diagrams (Figure 2
Figure 3). Consequently, four ideas were deduced as influential factors in the manifestation of
relationship theory among African American couples: elements of the Black race, the influence
of the African American culture, the role of Black churches, and socioeconomic factors.
Collectively they create components that surround this central phenomenon (see Figure 4).
Ultimately, a theoretical model to understand the guiding principles surrounding relationship
training in African American couples became the grounded theory of this data collection.
Discussion
The results of this analysis indicates a grounded theory composed of racial history,
cultural influence, family background, and socioeconomic factors as consideration for optimal
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relationship training among African American couples. These four elements were indicated to
provide explanation for special circumstances faced by Black couples.
Racial History
Understanding the significance of Black history is integral in guiding the interaction of
Black marriages and premarital couples in relationship training. Data suggests that relationship
educators must not only be aware of the “middle passage” and slavery; they must gain specific
training for themselves regarding the events of Black history and how those events are
perpetuated through current institutions like marriage and family. Although Black history
contributes to the historical landscape of America, the disproportioned and disadvantaged
struggle of African Americans is still evident in their modern-day familial interactions.
“…the notes and the research that we use in the class goes deep into our culture, about,
okay, why marriage, why now? And it goes all the way back from when we came over,
and when African Americans came over on slave ships. And it works its way of through
to the family…”
Not only has the events of racial history lead to interpersonal issues between Black men and
women, but it has weakened the institution of Black marriage. This analysis also addressed that
the disintegration of Black marriages over time allow the racial and historical struggle of African
Americans to be more influential than their progress. If relationship training cannot resolve the
tension among Black couples caused by historical factors, Black men and women will continue
the growing trend of seeking fulfilling relationships outside of their race.
Cultural Influence
This investigation supported the significance of cultural factors in understanding how
Black couples should experience relationship training. The respondent suggested that various
cultural characteristics not experienced by couples of other races should be a major consideration
in the relationship skills of African American couples. The respondent in this investigation
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further emphasized the necessity of including the media‟s influence in the cultural determinants
plaguing African Americans undergoing relationship training. The marginality of Blacks in the
media has lead to the uncoupling of African American men and women. News stories have
embellished and manipulated research studies to broadcast a scarcity of Black couples and
marriages in society. Also, negative media depictions of Black women as “berating” and Black
men as “unfaithful”, undermining labels, further shapes their perceptions of each other. Black
couples are then likely to enter into relationships with labels and not a clear impression of a
prospective mate. Such media effects have lead to the dissolution and ambivalence among Black
men and women toward fulfilling unions.
This analysis also recognized the long-standing dominance of the Black church is also
another cultural element to factor into couples‟ training of African Americans. Unlike the
influence of other cultural institutions, Black churches serve as a central figure in the Black
community. Not just for religious enlightenment and spiritual practice, Black churches have
guided the social, cultural, and political interactions of African Americans since slavery. The
data conferred that regarding romantic relationships, many Black women, and fewer Black men
are likely to view the church as a source of counseling and support. In either case, churches are
optimal venues to conduct relationship training in the African American community. Such
characteristics of the African American culture are a vital link in affecting relationship training
of Black couples.
Family Influence
Theoretical implications of this analysis imply that family influence is a key factor
general couples‟ training. Per the workshop instruction of the respondent, a lack of Black
marriage in society has become the current norm, and thus plays a major role in African
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American couple‟s training. As the majority of Black youth are being raised in single-parent
homes, they are growing up without a model of marriage. As referenced in this interview, a
general tenement of relationship training is that couples merge their family histories. Without
strong examples of marriage, very few Black youth will have a positive example to reference in a
relationship. Therefore, Black youth may be less likely to develop the strong coping and
communication skills toward successful unions in the future. Moreover, the respondent
emphasized that that the role of a mothers and fathers directly influence how couples shape their
expectations of each other. Since many Black children are without a father-figure in the home,
they are likely to be completely unaware of appropriate behaviors and interactions of a husband.
“… when housing projects were started, and women had to say, that they were not
married to get certain benefits—And have a man in the apartment living there with them
but couldn‟t spend the night. They couldn‟t be they during the day … couldn‟t leave a
toothbrush or nothing—or they would come by and check. And if a man was there, they
wouldn‟t get their benefits…and all that stuff led to uncoupling and of the Black man as
head of the family.”
They also may relate the independent decisions of a single-mother to be suitable behavior to
model when entering an intimate relationship. Including the racial and cultural factors previously
mentioned, data substantiated that the overall influence of family situations histories of African
Americans is crucial in the understanding how relationship training will affect them.
Socioeconomic Factors
The data of this examination said that although ethnic and cultural factors have the most
influence over African American relationships, economic issues play a prevalent role in the
success of Black couplings. The respondent suggested that professional and educational
advancement of Black women reduce their financial need and/or for a marriage partner desire,
unlike before the era women‟s liberation. Similarly, especially in the last few decades, the same
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advancement of African American men over time has also decreased their desire to marry until
much later.
“… You see the independent (Black) women, but then there‟s the independent (Black)
man. You see men with these jobs that say, I ain‟t got time to get married.”
Also noted in this analysis is the disproportion of economic levels that exist among Black
family structures compared to the greater society; the type of issues Black couples face with a
conflict of jobs, money, and opportunity have lead to a higher number of divorces in African
American marriages. The respondent further emphasized that although the socioeconomic status
of single Black women has surpassed Black men overall, they are likely to choose a male with
less professional status, but better relationship and communication skills. In this instance,
relationship training can directly counteract the negative influence of socioeconomic factors
facing Black couples. Yet, the complexities of economic issues confronting African Americans
often challenge marriage and mating practices in the Black community. Thus, addressing
socioeconomic factors in relationship training of African American couples is an important
element in the process.
Regarding the research questions, the blend of racial history, cultural influence, family
influence and socioeconomic factors create guidelines of consideration when Black couples
participate in relationship training, and thus can impact them. Independently, they each stand as
simple social factors. But collectively, they create a grounded theoretical model that directly
addresses the special mating issues generally affecting African Americans. With this grounded
theory in hand, a better understanding of the special considerations that exist for Black couples
can be applied to actual relationship training, which ultimately benefits educators and clinicians.
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Limitations
Several constraints offered limitations in this research investigation. First was the
limitation of time. This entire investigation, from data collection to composing the report, had to
be done within the confines of an academic semester. More time would have allowed for a more
comprehensive investigation. Secondly, due to the time constraints, data collection was limited
to a single interview. With more interviews, an increase in data and richer responses could have
enhanced the results. Lastly, as this project a qualitative research effort. In the eyes of some
academic scholars the execution of the study and interpretation of the results may lack the
perspective quantitative researchers bring to their work. A broader and more comprehensive
study of this grounded theory is certainly warranted. Such results could lead to more universal
understanding of the differences in marriages and mating practices between ethnic groups.
Conclusions
African American couples in relationship training are confronted with different
challenges in maintaining their unions. The lack of research on the topic of relationship training,
as it pertains to Black couples, provided the rationale for this investigation. This study sought
examination of the issues Black couples face which may affect their experiences in relationship
training. Just the same, this study intended to provide information that can assist relationship
educators in their work with African American couples. Interview data and analysis revealed that
four social factors must be addressed in training Black couples: racial history, cultural influence,
family influence, and family influence. These social factors were configured into a grounded
theoretical model allowing for a better understanding of the life experiences surrounding African
American couples in society. The proposal of this grounded theory can lead to further research
and new developments to improve the state of Black marriages in America.
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Code Book for Grounded Theory
Figure 1
Open Codes (56)
Marriage/marrying Training
African American couples Afro- Am. Premarital couples
Class Relationships Programs
Workshops Community Church
Singles
Teaching
Caucasian
Marriage curriculum Love Babies
Boundaries
Information Culture
People
Black Men
Family
History
Economic issues
Interpersonal
Black Women
Acculturation
Socioeconomic status
Media
Studies (research)
Opportunity
Race
Black community
Black church
Personality
Feedback
Family histories
Mom
Dad
Change/changing
Generations
College
Follow-up
White women
Conservatism
Relationship educator
Interracial couples
Uncoupling of black men & women
Family traditions
Background
Socioeconomics
Communication skills
Cultural differences
Discussions
Divorce
Relationship counseling
Money
Properties (sub-categories):
Couples African American couples, African-American premarital couples, love,
interracial couples, uncoupling of black men & women, divorce, singles,
relationships, personalities, interracial couples
Relationship Training  training, class, programs, workshops, teaching, marriage curriculum,
information, feedback, follow-up, discussions, relationship
counseling, communication skills, relationship educator,
interpersonal, boundaries
Socio-Cultural Influence community, Caucasian, culture, people, acculturation, race, black
community, conservatism, socioeconomics, cultural differences,
money, background, family traditions, opportunity, people, family
histories, Mom, Dad, generations, white women, change,
Studies(research), socioeconomic status, history, money
Social Institutions family, church, Black church, College, media, marriage
Other Independent Themes Studies (research), black men, black women
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Central Phenomenon:
RELATIONSHIP TRAINING OF BLACK COUPLES

Communication
skills in a
relationship
Lack of
marriages to
model

Influence of
culture

Interracial
couples

RELATIONSHIP
TRAINING OF
AFRICAN
AMERICAN
COUPLES

Education and
work
opportunities

Cultural history

Family influence

The Black
church

Figure 2
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Relationship
educators
Uncoupling
of black men
& black
women

Culture
(ethnicity,
race)
RELATIONSHIP
TRAINING OF
AFRICAN
AMERICAN
COUPLES

Racial
history

Role of black
churches

Family
influence

Figure 3
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Racial History

Family Influence

RELATIONSHIP
TRAINING OF
AFRICAN
AMERICAN
COUPLES

Role of Culture

Socioeconomic Factors

Figure 4
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BREAKING THE SILENCE: WRITING THE BODY

ELENA GARCES DE EDER
WASHINGTON, DC

Breaking the Silence: Writing the Body

LATIN AMERICAN WOMEN
Because I am a woman born and raised in Colombia, I could concentrate specifically on
my country‟s history, on women in Colombia, and how their lives have developed since the
coming of the Spanish conquistadores to the New World in 1492. In, this presentation, however,
I do not ignore women in other countries of Latin America because the experience of women in
Colombia is repeated throughout the hemisphere. Spanish culture, language, and religion have
had universal influence in the region, where, more or less, 600 million people live, sharing a
world view. The Spanish conquerors brought with them their Mediterranean culture, which was
greatly influenced by Moorish philosophy, as the Moors lived in the Iberian Peninsula for 800
years. That philosophy blended with the Catholic Christian doctrine to impact the lives of the
inhabitants of the Latin American regions which begin in Mexico and end in Argentina, down to
Tierra del Fuego. Latin American people come from all races of the world; the indigenous
inhabitants who first populated the lands, followed by Europeans, Africans, Asians, and Arabs,
and their children who have, or who have not, intermarried. Latin America is a melting pot of
races where culture, the Catholic religion, and the Spanish language are shared. Portuguesespeaking Brazil is the exception, but they too, share the same culture and (the) religion.
However, many indigenous groups, until today, retain their separate cultures, languages, and
religions. Colombia, alone, has eighty different indigenous groups.
WOMEN’S SOCIAL CONTEXT
Even though the social status of women in Latin America has undergone great change,
still the traditional gender relations among the sexes deeply affect female existence in the social,
political, and private arenas. Women‟s lives in Latin America are heavily influenced by gender
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role asymmetry and patriarchal cultural values. Hierarchy and gender stratification result from
patriarchal ideology. They blend with another male philosophy based on honor and shame:
machismo, the cult of virility and male dominance, and the good reputation of women (PittRivers 1966:45). This male philosophy derives from the legacy left by Moorish cultural
influence in Spain (Schneider 1971:1). The counterpart of machismo is the cult of the Virgin
Mary as the model for women to follow. Marianismo is the “cult of feminine spiritual superiority
[which] … teaches that women are semi-divine, morally superior to and spiritually stronger than
men” (Schneider 1971-91). These two philosophies influence male and female identities, gender
relations in the social and political arenas, and also, the family structures, the education of boys
and girls, and opportunities for women in the social and public sectors. The Latin American
historian, Asuncion Lavrin (1987, 110-11) affirms that traditional socialization of boys and girls
is strongly organized by machista ideology, which is the basis of society. It has to be overturned
she goes on saying, by studying the lives of women in a group or as individuals, to understand
how their identity is structured within the family milieu. Afterwards, we can create politics and
public policies that will benefit women and benefit their status within the family, their cultures
and their societies (1987: 110-113). Latin American governments and their laws do not consider
women‟s human rights to be of imminent importance for their well-being. For example issues of
great importance, as are sexual and reproductive health (Cabal, Lemaitre, and Roa 2001).
It is good to have in mind that discrimination brings stress, unhappiness, illness, and
underdevelopment. Development is not only economic development. Development is nothing
more, than a state of harmony and equilibrium in the life of human beings within their culture
and society. Anything that threatens women‟s human and psychological integrity is based on
oppression and violence. Discrimination is an obstacle to health as it promotes stress. To redress
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discrimination and violence against women is the responsibility of governments (THE
WOLRD‟S WOMEN 2010; PAHO 1998; Inter American Bank 2004; OAS 1998; UN
Commission on the Status of Women 1998).
HOW CULTURE WAS ORGANIZED
Simone de Beauvoir (1952) argues in her book, The Second Sex, that in early times men
and women had the same rights and participated equally in the construction of daily life. Later,
with the beginning of agriculture, the domestication of animals and the genesis of private
property, female status changed. Frederick Engels (1985:120-21) asserts: “The overthrow of
mother‟s right was the world’s historical defeat (my italics) of the female sex. The man took
command in the home…[and]… the woman was degraded and reduced to servitude.” As Judeo
Christian religion helped establish the roots of patriarchy, the Old Testament organized woman‟s
role from the beginning of historical time. The Bible states that man was created in the image of
God, receiving directly from heaven the right and the power to rule the world and to possess the
tool by which to construct it, that is, the „Word.‟ Homo Sapiens (the thinking human being)
dominated nature and has been the creator and organizer of culture and society from time
immemorial. Man, then, was to rule the world, and woman, created out of man‟s rib, according
to the Bible, was to be his companion; she was the Other, a mirror to reflect male identity and
power; “a helpmeet…a Heaven‟s last best gift”, says Mary Nyquist (1987:173).
Patriarchy, which rules with the Father‟s Law and is organized by the incest taboo and/or
the Oedipus complex, explained by Sigmund Freud, structures society (Rubin 1975). The
Oedipus complex and its resolution through the castration complex allows the male child to “exit
from the imaginary orbit of maternal desire and return to the father;” in order to enter “the
exigencies of the symbolization of desire through language” (Irigaray 1985: 61) into culture and
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become a member of a social group. In other words, for the child to become a speaking
individual, member of a social group, he or she has to separate from the mother‟s nurturing
embrace, enter and apply the rules and codes of culture and language, and become, in this way,
an independent social, speaking human being. Woman, thus, recognize and accepts her
difference. She is controlled through her sexuality, which is divergent from man‟s, therefore, she
is kept mute, captive, absent, alienated; she is the other, says Elaine Marks. With the resolution
of the Oedipus complex, the individual becomes a structured, gendered subjectivity—male or
female—and is socialized accordingly. The French psychoanalyst and feminist, Julia Kristeva
(Guberman 1996:110) further explains the separation of the infant from the mother as an
experience that must be repressed or sublimated for the child to become human and a speaking,
social individual. And, for the French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan (1977:77) the idea is clear
and simple: the Father prescribes the Law that organizes the origin of culture and of language
into which the person is born. Furthermore, because of the symbolic “lack” that patriarchal
culture defines, woman is controlled through her sexuality, and is taught to repress her female
nature. She is silenced. Woman is feared because of her difference. Thus, gender has deprived
woman of being the subject of her own desire, and is kept at the margin of society (Benjamin
1988; Mitchell 2000). Because the world has been organized by the rule of man, male sexuality
establishes the correct biological model. Anything else is considered different; it is the Other
(Rubin 1975:184-85). Thus, woman was a gift from one patriarch to another: from God to Adam.
The genesis of male and female genders originated the division of labor between the sexes.
Human culture and society were organized accordingly under the rule of patriarchy. It was also
the beginning of violence for the female of the species, a violence based on discrimination, of
silencing, and on the appropriation of woman by man to serve his desires and his needs.
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Patriarchal rule determined the legal and religious laws that shaped women‟s destinies.
Private property and inheritance gave absolute power to men, denying women the possibility of
owning anything, not even their own bodies. Like land, animals, and slaves, women have been
owned in societies with modes of production that benefit property and the rule of the father, or of
the patriarch, to whose authority they were, and have been subjected (Lerner, 1986). One could
say that this is the rule that has been followed, with differences brought about by individual
cultures.
Undoubtedly, cultural, religious, and social rules and codes have been modified
throughout time, to help those who do not benefit from them, and suffer. The philosophies that
have infused cultures and societies throughout centuries are still there, hidden, influencing those
who rule societies and are in power (Kristof 2010). An example is the rule of the Catholic
Church regarding birth control and abortion, ignoring what a woman wishes or how these rules
might affect her health (Frank Rich, 2011)..
The Inter-American Commission of Women for the Prevention of Violence Against
Women (OAS, 2004) defines violence as any “act or conduct, based on gender, which causes
death or physical, sexual, or psychological harm or suffering to women, whether in the public or
the private arena.” By this definition, violence is a way of life, throughout the world.
CULTURE’S SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE
Clifford Geertz (1975), one of the twentieth century‟s renowned anthropologists, explains
how, when human beings began to walk on their two feet, they developed the ability to use tools,
organize themselves in groups, and communicate with each other. This process, says Geertz,
took millions of years to develop. As we acquired culture, we became „human beings.‟ Without
man and woman, there would be no culture, but without culture, there would not be man or
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woman. In other words, the development of the human brain started simultaneously with the
development of culture, as if culture was the tool that enlarged the brain. Culture promoted the
birth of Homo Sapiens.
The French philosopher and feminist Monique Wittig says that gender has deprived
woman of “the authority of speech” and of the possibility to use thought on behalf of the world
she too, inhabits. Woman has been excluded, because of her gender, from making “any claim to
the abstract, philosophical, political discourse that gives shape to the social body” (Wittig,
1986:66, 67). Woman has been kept at the margin of culture and society; she has been silenced
by the Law of the Father. According to the French psychoanalyst, philosopher, and linguist, Julia
Kristeva (1984:81), the symbolic, which is the father‟s code to decipher society and the world, is
what organizes meaning. Cultural symbolic meaning, she explains, is what structures society and
the self. Language cannot be a separate issue from the social construct, because the individual
constantly interacts between the two; neither can exist without the other. As mentioned, for the
person to be able to enter the symbolic order or culture, he or she must first separate and become
independent from the mother‟s body.
Reason and language belong to the father‟s code. Culture instructs people what the
symbolic rules are. The individual becomes human by relating to social meanings, through
language and symbolic references.
For Julia Kristeva, the symbolic is the national language of society that organizes culture
and unites its members into a group. It is the Father‟s Law that establishes the rules to be
followed by the Cartesian ego who declares Cogito ergo sum, „I think, therefore, I am.‟
According to the rules of the Father and his Word, this rationality plus syntax and meaning
demand the absence of the mother and orders her silence, for she—who is the metaphor of nature
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and represents instinctual drives—may destroy culture and symbolic meaning. Nevertheless,
language has another side, says Kristeva; she calls it, the semiotic. The semiotic represents the
mother‟s body and the natural drives for pleasure or eroticism; it is definable in rhythmic
intonations, music, play, laughter and sounds and can be observed in poetic language, for
example. It is the other side of language, she says. The semiotic is considered violent by the law
of the Father, simply because it can threaten the cultural order as it can erupt into the closed
socio-symbolic order of society and modify it. This is why it needs to be harnessed.
It is useful to keep in mind that patriarchal culture provides the symbolic language (which
is not just linguistics) that individuals use to communicate. It unites them through values, ideas,
sentiments, and behavior patterns, all of which depend on language for transmission. Culture
centers human beings in the human universe. Society, culture, and civilization can be “separable
from the individual who composes” a given culture, but no person can develop his or her
humanness without culture (Ruth Benedict 1934:253). Culture is a common world of thoughts
and feelings. The individual constantly interacts between language and the social order; neither
can exist without the other (Gallop/Burke 1980: 109-110). Culture provides the rational
framework for individual life styles but people are still free to think for themselves. However,
the way one grasps the world is influenced by different ideologies, perceptions and
interpretations transmitted by discourse and culture. Unfortunately, sociological research, far too
often, ignores human beings‟ individual behavior and relationships, while reaffirming cultural
patterns or social institutions as if they were persons. As the German anthropologist, Emile
Durkheim (1939: 2239) affirms, “it is psychology that will have the last word” when we are
speaking about human beings, their needs, and their desires. Psychology and discourse are key to
understanding.
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WOMAN AS DISSIDENT
As a dissident within the organized discourse of culture and society, and following Julia
Kirsteva (1986:298), I would say that woman writes, speaks, thinks like a foreigner. By being
different woman is misunderstood; she can however, interrupt the other‟s discourse and she can
help different thoughts and ideas to come forth. Because of her singularity, woman is feared and
supposed to be a “Deamon…[and] a witch” (Kristeva 1986:296). Nonetheless, woman will know
how to use the word that has turned into feminine flesh and which is also, music and poetry.
Kristeva reminds us that only through true dissidence thought will come forth (1986:299) and,
women‟s desire and views will benefit society with a discourse less stern, more flexible that will
speak of the dreams, the enigmas of the body and the lives, the secret joys, shames and hatreds of
the second sex (1986:204).
In other words, what is known as the patriarchal social code will be deconstructed by
feminine dissidence. By deconstructing society, “feminism encounters the major theoretical
challenge of all contemporary thought” (Felman 1976:4). This deconstruction will help to
liberate the oppressed, and the Other, who is a dissident of the logical and linear discourse of the
Father. The new discourse will eradicate both, silence and the “phallic period.” According to
Kristeva to subvert the discourse of the Father, is to,
…attack the very premises of rationality and … society, as well as the notion of a
complete historical cycle, and dismantle them patiently…starting with language and
working right up to culture and institutions.
This feminine text is subversive, as it interrupts what is known and defines important,
what is to live for language and feelings. This is a new energy that will give, and produce, says
Helene Cixous, “far more radical effects of political and social change than some may like to
think” (1976:882).
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And woman, who can carry life in her womb, she is also the mother, the giver of life and
love, who will be the metaphor for change, for a new code handed out by her, the poet and the
dissident, the artist and the creator of another social code (Stanton 1986:168). The semiotic will
invade the symbolic and both discourses will re-construct a different language, a different code
of life. Similarly, the semiotic will help to reorganize reality, and the opposition between male
and female, yet emphasize their differences. Nevertheless, as Juliette Mitchell (1974:414)
affirms: “Women have to organize themselves as a group to effect change in the basic ideology
of human society…a cultural revolution…[that] needs theory and political practice.”
Not only the deconstruction of the symbolic is necessary, but also the inscription of the
feminine/semiotic/female body/unconscious has to be carried into language for the true
revolution to happen (Stanton 1980:75, 76). As Donna Stanton explains, linguistics and praxis
have to be intertwined and lined in “the demolition of the old and in the building of a new
thought and being;” also, in the reconstruction of culture and its institutions.
WOMAN’S SPEECH AND WRITING
What will woman‟s speech and writing do for society? Following this trend of thought,
three French feminist writers, Luce Irigaray (1985), Helen Cixous (1976), and Julia Kristeva
(1983) affirm that when woman starts speaking freely about her body, her sexuality, her
eroticism shall come forward. At this point, feminine discourse will have the power to influence
and change society, and the logic of the Father‟s linear discourse that organizes the social
structures will be arrested. Logos, the Word of the Father, shall be broken by the discourse of
woman. This breaking up and interruption of the discourse of the symbolic order by the
discourse of the unconscious will stir up a revolution, a change in the world. At the same time, a
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dialectical interchange between the symbolic and the semiotic will start, continuously enriching
the life and the homogeneity of this new society (Kristeva 1983; Stanton 1986).
Joining the three French feminists and writers in their plea for our feminine voices to
unite in the deconstruction and reconstruction of the social code, I shall express my thoughts on
the vision I have about what it means for woman to “write her body” and speak up.
To write our feminine bodies is to take possession of them, to own them, and write
through them about our feelings and our desires, our joys and our sorrows, our humanity and our
spirituality. Luce Irigaray (1985:85) explains it quite clearly what is woman‟s desire: “Woman‟s
desire,” she says, “would not be expected to speak the same language of man‟s; woman‟s desire
has doubtless been submerged by the logic that has dominated the West since the time of the
Greeks…that is, the rational, Cartesian logic.”
Thus, to speak about our unconscious desires is to finally become one with our own
desire, a desire that has been mistakenly replaced by a phallic symbol that is used as the signifier
of the psychic and spiritual power belonging to those who know how to speak about their selves
and their human nature—their lives, the world, and humanity. This new symbol, then, represents
the power of the desire of the speaking subject.
To quote Helen Cixous (1976:889)
[woman‟s] libido is cosmic, just as her unconscious is worldwide. [H]er writing can only
keep going…she goes and passes to infinity. She alone dares and wishes to know from
within, where she, the outcast, has never ceased to hear the resonance of a fore language
of 1,000 tongues which knows neither enclosure nor death…Write! and your self-seeking
text will know itself better than flesh and blood…
It is worth recalling here Audre Lorde‟s (1980:126) ideas on the influence of poetry for
the reshaping of culture. These ideas are interchangeable with Cixou‟s and Kristeva‟s, the desire
to write with our body and to speak, also, from the semiotic:
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Poetry is the way we help give name to the nameless so it can be thought…[P]oetry coins
the language to express and charter this revolutionary awareness and demand …I]n the
forefront of our move toward change, there is only our poetry to hint at a possibility made
real.
Finally it can be said: “And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehend it
not” (St. John, II:5) because when the semiotic, which is tied to woman‟s body, interrupts the
patriarchal discourse that establishes cultural life, dark will be replaced by the shining light of
woman‟s unconscious, and darkness, which is that which is not comprehended, will be
discarded. This will be the triumph of feminine ethics, theory, and politics.
WOMEN KNOW THE IMPACT OF SILENCE
In my studies of Colombian women, I have found numerous accounts of women from
diverse geographical locations and socio-economic groups, who, as children, were taught to keep
silent and stay in the shadows Here are three examples:
Susana: I married simply to stop hearing my father stamping his feet because he
did not agree with me… I never had any interesting conversations or any kind of
communication with my parents. I always felt ignored by them. I was very much
afraid of my father, who completely ignored me … Whenever I asked my mother
anything concerning sex or the functioning of our bodies, she answered that I was
too young to know about „those things.‟ My mother never answered any of the
questions I asked her. Never.
Dora: We had to be respectful of adults. To be loved by adults, we had to be
obedient and quiet. … My mother did hear our opinions, but at the end, we kept
quiet and did what she told us to do . . But they (teachers and parents) never went
deep into the subject of (virginity); nothing was clear, everything was kind of
shady, and we never asked. We listened and we kept silence.
Then, as Dora grows and marries an abusive husband:
If I cried because he used gross language against me, he hit me all over my body
and face. The bruises lasted up to a month. I was just eighteen years old. No one
ever mistreated me. I grew up in a secluded and loving atmosphere . . (Now) I had
no friends; I didn‟t tell anyone about my suffering.
Esperanza: At the age of five, my parents forced me to do housework. …he
(father) used to put two or three bricks in front of the stove, so I could reach pots
and pans and cook the food …I also had to wash the clothes for my father and
brothers. The dirty blue jeans were the worst. And my father never stopped
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screaming at me. He always found a reason to yell. Even today, I don‟t know why
he shouted at me and was not able to address me in a nice way. … This is what I
remember, my father always screamed at me.
Here are the techniques for imposing silence: (1) Ignore a young girl. Do not answer her
questions. Make her feel that questions about her biology are sinful, that she has no right to
question anything, at all. (2) Teach that to be a good girl, she has to sit silently before her elders,
preparing her to stay silent, even in the face of harsh physical abuse. (3) Shout her down, before
she is old enough to formulate her questions: “How do I do this work? Why are you asking me to
do a job I’m too small for? Why don’t you ask my brothers to help?”
The imposition of silence on youngsters bears consequences not only for girls like these,
who remain victimized as women, but also on whole societies. In a recent article in the Miami
Herald (July 10, 2010), Marifeli Perez reports that only 50 percent of women in Latin America
participate in the work force. In several countries, the percentage is lower. Because many women
work part-time and/or work in low-skilled jobs, they earn less than men. At the same time,
educated women suffer from the wage gap, too. And whereas Latin American women have
become educated, sometimes more than their male countrymen, they still participate in the
workforce less than men do. Nevertheless, in the face of these disadvantages, the Inter-American
Development Bank reports that women‟s earnings are sufficient to reduce the poverty rate by 50
percent, in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Women have made progress, but their advancement is limited. They have experienced
improved health care, especially in the area of maternal mortality. At the same time, domestic
violence against women remains a conspicuous problem. Since the 1960s, women all over Latin
America have had the vote, but not until the 1970s did civil liberties and gender equality receive
attention (Perez, 2010). Up until today, we have seen elected four female Presidents in the
region: Michelle Bachelet in Chile; Cristina Fernandez de Kirchener in Argentina; Laura
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Chinchilla in Costa Rica; and Dilma Rousseff in Brazil. The success of these exceptional women
does not eradicate the fact that most Latin American heads of state and national legislators
always have been, and remain, men. . Women serve as a miniscule portion of these bodies.
RECLAIMING THE SILENT WOMAN
Despite their advances, women in Latin America by and large, remain invisible. They
must settle for roles that are assigned. Without speech, they cannot express wishes, feelings, or
desires. Because they cannot break from a destiny designed by others, they continue to endure
discrimination in most spheres. But following the vision of their feminist writers and
philosophers, they can find a path to overcome that pre-designed destiny.
Together with the three French feminists mentioned, I shall sing their ode: “We are
stormy and beautiful,” powerful and knowledgeable. “Our blood flows,” together with our milk,
and with both “inks” we shall write a new history of the world, of the pleasures of our bodies. By
learning to know ourselves, to recapture our bodies, and to understand our unconscious, we shall
rise and speak of our secrets, of our unknown “dark,” beautiful, and luxurious continent. We
shall be no more “the repressed of culture” (Cixous 1976:878). The archaic silence that has
dominated our female world will fall apart and disintegrate at our feet, together with our anger,
our sadness, and our guilt. Our discourses will be more flexible and free (Kristeva 1986:204)
This change will allow our subjectivity and our identity to emerge, giving us a name that we will
be proud to bear. Our will shall fill ourselves, giving us power, knowledge, and creativity to be
used in the reshaping of our lives and a world that has constrained our existence as women.
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The Role of Women in Economic Development

The human being has to face the law of mutual reliance as soon as he comes in to being.
His body, morality, wisdom can not be flourished without society. From his creation to his death,
he is completely reliant on the society. He opens his eyes in a family and depends on others for
his upbringing. When he grows up, he comes into contact with a family, a community, and a
nation. That is why he depends on society in order to get even food, dress, and shelter. If all
these facilities are terminated, he will be vanished automatically. The deeds, desires, and habits
of an individual are worthless without the communal life. In this way, he affects the others‟ lives
and vice versa. That is why he is called socialist or social natured. Individuals and the
community are interdependent and share each other‟s loss and profit.
Society is the name of a large group of people who live together in an organized way,
making decisions how to do things and sharing the work that needs to be done. Islam has its own
strong, durable and sustainable social structure that contains immortal and universal code of
conduct. It is composed of justice and equity and of which all ingredients are interlinked and
harmonious in their nature. It is such a complete and comprehensive code of life as covers all the
spheres of life. Islam reforms not only the community but also an individual. Islam emphasizes
on the reform of an individual rather declares it a starting point. Because an individual is a basic
unit of a society and his reformation is, in actual, the reformation of the society therefore, both
individual and society have equal importance in the eyes of Islam.
The basic unit of human society is composed of the mutual relationship of male and
female. And Islam gives them a meaningful position under the civil law and law of
interdependence. It admits the individual position of every person may be a male or a female.
Islam does not consider anyone to be a passive component of the society. According to Islam
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every individual is an integral part of the society and is responsible for his deeds. Allah almighty
in the Holy Quran:
“Whose over works righteously it is for his own soul , and whose over works evil it is
against it.” (1)
Man and woman are the two pillars of the society. They establish and promote a universal
society. They have their own identification and both are the founder of the society. There is a
legal equation between them .Both have some rights and responsibilities. Allah almighty in the
Holy Quran says:
“I do not neglect any of your actions either you are male or female, and you belong to
each other” (2)
A healthy society can only be set up if every person fulfills his duties up to the mark
keeping ups and downs of the time in view. Islam has eliminated the darkness of the ignorance
and blessed women with her true and natural status. She had been authorized to settle her
matrimonial issues according to her own will. She had been given not only the right of vote but
also proprietary rights. Women had been blessed with higher position by declaring higher status
of a mother than that of a father. The husbands have been advised to treat their wives nicely.
These are some rights of a woman that have been granted to her by Islam. It does not lack
interest that Islam did not suppress the innate qualities of women but nourished these qualities
and gave her freedom to work within due limits. That is why, the women manifested their talent
in the field of education. Islam makes it obligatory for all males and females to seek knowledge.
More over, Islam does not reserve the right of seeking knowledge only for men. That was why
the women not only gained the knowledge of the Holy Qur‟aan but also mastered the art of
“Hadith”. They had an impressive command on “Hadith” and they did their best to resolve their
best to resolve the issues of daily life in the light of the “Holy Qur‟aan” and “Hadith”. In the
same manner, there is a lion share of women in all the trades of education that enlighten the
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human spirit .It is an admitted fact that the body is dead without soul and vice versa. Therefore,
the demands of the both, body and soul must be accomplished. Every human being has some
social and economical responsibilities to perform therefore, it is his first and foremost duty to
perform them.
It is an established fact that Islam does not allow us to keep our fingers crossed. Islam
negates improper delicacy and luxury. Islam is all about motivating women to do their domestic
tasks themselves. But their out door activities are also allowed in Islam.
If we study the initial ages of Islam, we find an active and meaningful character of the
women. That was why, the Holy Prophet had not told the situation at the first revelation to any
man but revealed the whole account to Hazrat Khadeeja. She immediately accepted him as a
divine prophet of Allah and took him to her cousin Waraqa who was a Biblical scholar. After
hearing what had happened, Waraqa said that this was a divine message revealed to Mohammad
and that Mohammad was chosen by Allah to become a prophet. On this occasion, Hazrat
Khadeeja is appeared as a sociologist and her social services hint her role in future. She consoled
her with very comprehensive statement „“ Allah will never disgrace you, you keep good relation
with kith and kin, help the poor and the destitute, serve your guest generously and assist the
deserving the calmly afflicted one”. (3)
Similarly, the Holy Prophet stayed in the cave “Thaur” during “Hijra”, at this hour of
trial, when every Muslim was under the strict watchfulness of the enemies, Hazrat Asma
daughter Abee Bakar exhibited her wonderful administrative qualities. During this period, she
took care of her father and the Holy Prophet. She not only kept it secret but also informed the
Holy Prophet of enemy‟s movements and activities. (4)
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From religious point of view, the society of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) era is regarded as
an exemplary society. Now the question arises what was the nature of women‟s role in the
construction and development of this society whether they had a sense of responsibility at the
turning point of the society or they possessed superficial position that had neither perception for
the ups and downs of the society, nor duty, nor a role in the society. To seek the answers of these
questions, it is essential that trade-wise activities of the women belonged to the term of prophet
hood should be examined. As it is important for a society, that its individuals should not only be
aware of their responsibilities but also have the passion to discharge them. In addition to that all
the members of the society should have the right to reap benefit from the results of their labor.
“To men shall be the portion of what they earn and to women shall be the portion what
they earn” (5)
In this context, we will discuss the role of the women in economical development . There
are two main parts of human life.
i) Resurrection

ii) Subsistence

Allah, Subhanahhoo wa Ta‟aala preferred these two parts of life when He created human
beings. Resurrection had been procured by creating the first human being who was a prophet and
the subsistence had been guaranteed by providing him with all the needs, comforts and
commodities of life in Heaven. On one hand, resurrection has a significant value while on other
subsistence regarded as the foundation stone as well. It is an irrefutable fact that economics is the
integral part of the society. It is impossible to attain peace, security and unity in society without
economical prosperity. It is difficult for a nation to sustain their political and social freedom
without economical stability. Where trade, agricultural production and industry are essential,
there moral and spiritual power is also required for its durability. Consequently Islam has
interlinked morality, religion and economy. Allah almighty in the Holy Quran says:
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“Then when the prayer is ended, disperse on the land and seek of the fadl of Allah, and
remembers all much! Haply you may thrive”. (6)
“Fadl” an Arabic word usually in the meaning of livelihood in Holy Quran.
In fact, the above verses show that on one hand, Allah, Subhanahhoo wa Ta‟aala strung
morality, religion and economy and on the other He motivates human beings to earn their
livelihood through various techniques .And similarly every one has been activated for increment
of the production so that every one may achieve the destination of self reliance and get rid of dull
and idle life.
It is not inopportune to mention that subsistence is inevitable for the fulfillment of the
humanity. Economical advancement is as necessary as moral and spiritual maturity. The part of
humanity that is ignorant of trends of the market and is unable to comprehend the system of
exchanging things and access to things in exchange for money. Trade is a Herculean task for that
part of the society. In fact, economical needs motivate human beings towards trade. After this,
his mental faculties and awareness with the market promote him and make him successful. When
we study the Holy prophet‟s era, we come to know that the woman had a great deal of
information about trade and they had been conversant with the rules and regulation of the trade.
They had taken interest in the affairs of trade and had dealt with the affairs of the market. The
trade and market mechanism has based naturally on investment.
INVESTMENT
The Holy Prophet‟s first wife Hazrat Khadeeja bint Khawaild was a respected and
wealthy lady of Makka. She was the first one among the male and female who embraced Islam.
She used to hire men‟s services in exchange for wages in order to invest her money. Those male
workers used to work hard to promote the trade and got their reward.(7) Before his marriage with
Hazrat Khadeeja, the Holy Prophet himself worked as a laborer with Hazrat Khadeeja‟s slave
Maisrh in order to run Hazrat Khadeeja‟s business .And he had run her business successfully.
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Later on, the Holy Prophet Mohammad married Hazrat Khadeeja. To marry a trade woman
shows that the Holy Prophet had never minded the working of women in the field of trade.
Rather the Holy Prophet had admired this quality of women. Therefore the Holy Prophet married
her. Similarly the women used to sell and purchase things in the market. And all their activities
had not been forbidden for them.
PURCHASE OF THE PROVISIONS
Umrah bint Tabakh says, “once, she along with her maid bought a fish from the market
and kept it in a knapsack in such a manner that its head and tail were out of the knapsack. Hazrat
Ali happened to pass there and he asked how much it was. It was quite large and nice that the
whole family could be satiated. (8) It appears that sometimes the women used to purchase the
goods of daily needs themselves.
The ladies of the Prophet era were involved in management of the market as well as
purchase of the provision.
MANAGEMENT OF THE MARKETS
The management of the market can be entrusted to the person who not only possesses the
knowledge of the ups and downs of the market but also possesses administrative qualities. Shiffa
bint‟e Abdullah who was a wise and dignified woman had been assigned the affairs of the market
by the caliph Hazrat Umar. Hazrat Umar Farooq used to pay special attention to her and used to
prefer her counsel. (9) It is worthy of mention that the women had run their own business in the
light of religious and social code of trade. Because their goal was to earn their livelihood through
honest means. In other words, she had been a perspicacious woman.
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TRADE ACTIVITIES
Hazrat Qeelah Anmaria had run her own business and had asked the Holy Prophet
questions about Islamic principles of trade. Once the Holy Prophet had been at leisure after
performing “Umrah” (pilgrimage to Makkah on days other than Hajj days) and “Saii” (running
between Safa and Marwh).
After having a hair cut, the Holy Prophet had been going to put off his “Ihram” (pilgrim‟s
dress), Haazrt Qeela asked the Holy Prophet that she was a trade woman and her method of
bargaining was that at first, she fixed the maximum price of a thing and later on she reduced the
price.
The Holy Prophet forbade her to do so. (10) Where asking a question at the moment of
putting off “Ihram” indicates her curiosity, there the Holy Prophet‟s immediate response shows
that he did not mind asking question in hurry rather he answered her questions. In addition to that
he did not raise an objection against her being a trade woman. Similarly, if we cast an eye over
the history of the term of Prophet Hood, we will find that the give- and – take of women was not
confined to the domestic life, they purchased and sold some other goods. They also learnt the
secrets of import and export that is an integral part of economical field. It is usually learnt about
the prices of the things of daily use but the import and export need more experience, skill and
insight. It is essential to learn about exchange rate of money, standard and quality of things, and
the trends of the market of the country where the things are being sold.
It does not lack interest that the women belonged to Prophet Mohammed era had learnt
these onerous affairs very well. Hence Hazrat Asma bint Makhrba‟s son Ayyash bin Abdullan
bin Abi Rabeea sent her scent from Yemen and she dealt in these perfumes. (11)
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THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN INDUSTRIAL FIELD
The women of the early era of Islam were not confined to that actives but also have
industrial skill. It is essential for economical advancement that industries and handicrafts should
be promoted so that the people may get consumer‟s goods easily. It is not inopportune to say that
handicrafts and industries play a vital role in economical development. The spinning wheel
played significant role in textile industry because there had been no textile mills in the time of
Prophet Mohammad (pbuh). To weave cloth on looms after winding thread from cotton had been
a valuable industry in that age. And the women used to perform that task. To spin and make
skeins of cotton in order to weave cloth had been in fact, a step towards industrial development.
The history has showed some industrial activities of the ladies of early era of Islam.
(A) YARN INDUSTRY
Hazrat Zaid bin Eskan said to Hazrat Um-e-Salma, “whenever I come to you, I find this
tool of winding thread in your hand. Hazrat Um-e-Salma replied, “it puts “Satan” (devil) to flight
and eliminates the apprehension of the heart. (12) Probably, she meant that “Satan” produced the
fear of indigence and doubts in the heart of a human being. (13). The process of winding thread
keeps someone busy and it can become a source of income. In this way, the women belonged to
Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) era remained busy in productive activities.
Not only common woman but also Governor‟s wife operated spinning wheel. As though
manual work had not been a sectional compulsion for the women of that age. Abdullah-ulQureshi went to Hindah bintul Mutlib who was a chief‟s daughter and wife of Hajjaj bin
Yussouf, an influential Governor, and found that she was operating spinning wheel with her own
hands. He exclaimed with great astonishment that having been a Governor‟s wife, she had been
operating a spinning wheel. On enquiring, the noble lady said “I have heard from my father with
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reference to my grand father that the Holy Prophet said “The woman who works hard will get
more reward than the other women”. (14)
On this occasion, Hindah bint Mutlib‟s ratiocination from this hidth indicates that all
physical and mental activities through which a man reaps benefits in this world are included in
the list of labor. As if the women of that age had been fully involved in the industrial procedure
of that era. Those women not only spun yarn but also wove cloths. Once a woman presented a
hand woven sheet to Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) and he accepted it. (15)
(B) SHOES MAKING INDUSTRY
The women were interested not only in textile industry but also in shoes making industry.
They had a significant role in the industry of shoes making. Hazrat Zainab bint Jahesh who was
expert in embroidery work, had made shoes through tanning and donated these shoes to the poor
and needy for Allah‟s sake. (16)
The above given facts narrate that the women had been expert in fundamental handicrafts
and they had a vital role in the field of industrial development. Above mentioned facts indicates
not only their skill in the industrial work, but also a vital proof of their intellectual level and soft
corner for the society. She was working not for herself but for the needy people, which indicate
their direct and vital contribution in overall G.D.P. and social uplifting.
ROLE IN AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
In the times of Prophet Mohammad (pbuh), the women took part in the field of
agriculture. On one hand, they grew vegetables for domestic use while on the other; they also
looked after the orchards and gardens in order to meet their financial needs.
Jabir bin Abdullah reveals that my maternal aunt had been divorced. She had been bound
to spend the days of “Iddat” (the period of legal probation assigned for a divorced or widowed
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woman before being remarried in order to determine whether she is pregnant). Despite observing
“Iddat” she came out of her home and cut some palm trees down and intended to sell them.
Someone forbade her to do so, and advised her not to leave her home during the period of
“Iddat”. On this she approached Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) and inquired about the issue,
prophet Mohammad (pbuh) replied, “you can come out of your home and pluck dates from your
orchard so that you may earn your livelihood and spend some portion of your income for the
needy, so that you can perform some noble task”. (17)
Through these words prophet Mohammad (pbuh) drew Hazrat Jabir‟s maternal aunt‟s
attention to the noble deeds and welfare of the humanity. It means that “Sharia” (a divine law)
enables woman folk to earn as much money as she could spend not only to meet her personal
needs but also to serve the humanity. And she could do the works of social welfare.
This “hadith” ( sayings or actions of prophet Mohammad (pbuh) indicates that a woman
can come out of the house in order to achieve the sacred motives and accomplish the deeds of
welfare. More over, the woman of earlier times of Islam used to come and go to the fields and
bazaars in order to meet the needs of their daily life. Because if there had been some prohibition
why she would have intended to go to the orchard. And there would be no cause of the debate
whether the woman could come out of the house or not in specific days of “iddat”
Above narrated “hadith” (sayings or actions of prophet Mohammad (pbuh) shows that the
query is not about the point whether the woman could come out of the house but the query is
about the issue whether the woman could come out of the four walls of a house during the
specified days of “Iddat” (the period of legal probation assigned for a divorced or widowed
woman before being remarried in order to determine whether she is pregnant). Islam emphasizes
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that it is better for a woman to come out of her house to share the responsibilities of making
prosper and established society so that the labor of every individual may become fruitful.
THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN ECONOMICAL RESPONSIBILITIES
The women have always been a significant part of the population. During the era of
Prophet Mohammad (pbuh), the women not only played an important role in economical
development but also shared with men in the connection of discharging their responsibilities. It is
worthy of note that the women looked after their children and husbands alike. And they
maintained an exemplary balance between the domestic and out door activities.
Accordingly, a well-known “Faqih” (one well versed in Islamic Jurisprudence) “Sahabi”
(the companion of the Holy Prophet) Hazrat Abdullah bin Masood‟s wife was acquainted with
industry and trade. She met the needs of the children and her husband through that. One day, she
came to the Holy Prophet and said “I am a skilled woman, I make things and sell them , in this
way, I can earn my livelihood but there is no source of income for my husband and children.
That is why, they have got nothing. She enquired whether she could spend her earning on her
husband and children.” The Holy Prophet replied “there is a reward for whoever does it” (18)
From above mentioned fact it is evaluated that the women not only fulfill their on needs
with their own earning but also contribute to the family. Although it was not their religious duty
yet they consider it was their moral liability.
It is evident that subsistence is, in fact, the responsibility of men. But under some certain
circumstances, a woman can perform the duty of earning livelihood and can spend her money on
her husband and children. Actually, she is doing more than her duties. And it is, no doubt, a
commendable effort or behavior to share others‟ responsibilities. Therefore, she deserves
admiration.
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There is an account of Hazrat khaula bint‟e Thalla that her husband said to her
unintentionally “From today, your status is like my mother for me” Such kind of words are
called “Zahaar” in terms of “Fiqah” (Islamic Juris prudence). Later on, they both came to the
Holy Prophet and enquired about the issue. Since there had been no revelation in this context,
therefore the Holy Prophet said to Hazrat khaula bint Soalba‟s husband “keep away from your
wife.” Hearing this, his wife said, “O Prophet of Allah; they have nothing to get their bread and
butter. I afford their expenses, therefore, how they can spend their lives without me”. (19).
Later on, Almighty Allah gave the orders of “Kafara” (propitiation) in Saurah Mujadlah.
Matrimonial life is restored after propitiation. The incident concludes that there are several
examples to accomplish the economical responsibilities by the women in the times of Prophet
Mohammad (pbuh).
THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN MEDICAL ACTIVITIES
It is a known intuition Human life is the combination of two things.
I) Body

II) Soul

Theology for soul and physiology for the body have an established importance. It is
worthy to mention that women belonged to the times of Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) had done
not only the household work but also performed services as mid wives. Abou Rafia‟s wife Hazrat
Salma who was released by Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) used to perform the services of a
midwife. (20)
If we look deeper, it is found that there is a problem of modesty and privacy of a woman
at the time of delivery. It is mandatory to encourage the women to seek skill in this profession so
that they may be able to help the other women at the miserable time of their delivery and in this
way, they can save the lives of the mothers and new born infants .It is rational that it is a task of
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great responsibility therefore, the women belonged to the times of prophet Mohammad (pbuh)
had not been ignorant of their duties. They used to discharge their duties well at the hour of need.
To take care of the new born infants and their mothers is feminine task. It does not lack
of interest that women belonged to the times of Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) had the knowledge
of Medical Sciences.
The profession of Medical Sciences requires a high mental faculties, courage and
dutifulness. Hazrat Ayesha‟s nephew Hazrat Orwah said to her “I am not astonished at your
command on knowledge and poetry as you are the daughter of Hazrat Abubakr Siddique, but I
am astonished at your skill and knowledge about medicines and medical treatment . Keeping her
hands on Orwah‟s shoulder, she narrated that when Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) had been
seriously ill, delegations from various parts of Arabia had come and given him useful pieces of
advice regarding his treatment. Following these medical suggestions, I used to treat him. In this
way, I had learnt how to treat the patients. (21)
It is easier to treat the patients during peaceful situation in the country but during war, it
becomes more difficult and important. It does not lack interest that the woman showed their
talent in the field of medical treatment and medicines in the times of Prophet Mohammad (pbuh)
and they had not ignored their responsibilities. That is an evidence of their high skill in the field
of medicine while, on the other hand, it is a mark of their great passion and courage for this
profession. It is worthy of note that lady doctors treated men at the hour of need in the days of
war.
Hazrat Rafedh had installed a camp at “Masjad-e-Nabvi” where she had treated the
wounded to seek the grace of Allah. Hence, when Hazrat Saad bin Moaaz had been badly injured
in “Ghazwah-e-Khandq”, he had been treated in the same medical camp. (22)
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They were not only fulfilling their duties besides it they have proper esthetic sense. They
were utilizing their sense of adamancy.
THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN ADORNMENT PROFESSION
The Women of the early era of Islam were not oblivious their adornment activities
because Almighty Allah had embellished this universe with the existence of woman. He not only
allows the ladies to embellish themselves but also orders to dress themselves up for the pleasure
of their husbands. On the other hand, she has been ordered to observe “Pardah” (to wear sheet or
veil to cover her body from the strangers) so that her beauty may not become a seduction. As
every woman is not capable to adorn herself, therefore, some women seek training and surpass
the other women in this art. The ladies who join this profession are called “Mashatah”
(Beautician, a trained woman whose job it is to improve the appearance of customer‟s face body
and hair using creams).
In the Holy Prophet era, several women worked as a beautician or bride-dresser. The
Holy Prophet sent “Hazrat Safia” to “Hazrat Um-e-saleem” for adornment before her marriage.
Similarly, “Aamna bint Uffaan”, Hazrat Usman‟s sister was a bride-dresser by profession, (23)
It appears that the profession of bride-dresser was not regarded as undesirable. Therefore,
the Holy Prophet allowed this profession. Similarly, another “Sahabia Raalat-ul-Qarshia” who
was an impressive orator and possessed eloquence came to the Holy Prophet and said, “Asslamo-Alaikum!, now I have become a grand mother and I adorn the brides for their husbands that is
why I could not have an opportunity to join army whether I am a sinner. You are requested that I
may kindly be taught and learnt something so that I may get proximity to Almighty Allah.
Having listen to her words, the Holy Prophet smiled and asked her to make brides and adorn
them more for their husbands (24)
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THE WOMEN IN THE MODERN AGE
It is unfortunate that, in the age of modern science and technology, to settle the true and
reasonable status of the ladies is still a burning issue. More over, it is a matter of grave concern
that the entire world has not been able to draw the comprehensive and justified parameters for
the respectable role of a woman in a society.
Though in 2006, realizing the faculties and talents of the women to assume the
responsibilities of an international status and office , Mr. Kofi Anaan, the then General Secretary
of UNO, said;
“The world is ready for a woman as Secretary General of the United Nations”.
He further added that although the women have made progress in every field of life yet
there is still to do a lot. (25)
According to him, despite all these efforts, women could not adopt definite spheres of
life.
“Women were under represented in the legislative, justice and economic decision making
areas and in too many other areas, not least peace and security” (26)
And according to Kofi Annan, the society is determined to subjugate the woman but they
are resisting subjugation by the more powerful man. Hence Dr. M. Lakshami Narasiah writes.
“Structural subordination of women to men has not been able to prevent them from
playing a vital role in the over all development of the society. Especially, their active
participation in economic activities has become common in all countries developed and
developing.” (27)
He further writes.
“Women are still often segregated in to jobs that are less well paid then those typically
taken by men. They are often well qualified than men, and the jobs they do are often less
secure.” (28)
ML Lakshmi Narsia evaluated the difference between the life of male and female,
“difference between the life situation and opportunities of men and women still arise from
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unequal possibilities of asses to employment, income, economics resources, healthcare, food,
education and training. (29)
Traditional culture is also responsible for the discriminating situation of the women. Anis
Ahmad says “comparative study of legal social and economic problem of women will inform the
concerned groups about the gross injustice done to the women in the name of traditional culture.
Islamic movement committed to the path of “Ijtahad” should use their talent and resources to
educate others about these issues and at the same time make efforts to play a constru3sctive role
in the solution”. (30)
Under such circumstances, it is essential that women should recognize their true status. In
addition to that they should avoid extremism and riot and keeping the noble and exemplary
character of the women of the era of Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) in view, they should promote
their social character in order to achieve their respectable position.
CONCLUSION
Islam does not confine the existence and struggle of a woman to the field of knowledge
and philosophy. Yet it provides a vast atmosphere for her flight. She can make progress in the
field of knowledge, literature including medicine, agriculture, trade and industry. Therefore, she
is encouraged to join various professions like industry, collective and national services, so that
she may be able to seek knowledge and practical skill.
Islam does not aim at the isolation of women from collective activities. It is a fact that
successful social activities promote such qualities as are essential for a successful human being,
for example hard working ,simplicity and determination, etc. When a woman remains away from
the struggle or wrangle of social life, she falls prey to snobbery, luxury, delicacy and
inconsistency. Islam condemns these social evils and emphasizes every one to face odd
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circumstances boldly so that the society may get rid of these injurious evils that are developed by
these fragile individuals of the society. Therefore, it is essential that every individual either a
man or a woman should take part in nation building activities, so that a solid and civilized
society may come in to existence. To achieve the lofty aim of the creation of the solid,
established and civilized society, Islam advises both man and woman to participate in collective
activities. I would like to suggest the following measures to improve the situation.
1) It is the need of the hour to determine the concept of the equality between male and
female. The concept of adding the masculine task in the list of feminine jobs
neglecting her sex exhibits the attitude of the men. Instead of this hypothesis, the true
and balanced ideology is that the task may be assigned to every individual according
to his natural formation, structure and innate faculties and the reward i.e.,
remuneration of that assignment must be determined according to its importance and
significance in the society.
2) Woman workers must be provided with a secure atmosphere of working and be
equipped with self defense training.
3) The women should be aware of their responsibilities and religious guide lines. Islamic
guide lines regarding the responsibilities of the woman, courtesy and respect for
woman should be an integral part of the syllabus that is taught in schools, colleges
and universities.
4) Like men, the women should be imparted training in suitable professions so that they
utilize their time in a better way.
5) The access of women to their share of the inheritance and their proprietary rights
regarding their income, property must be ensured.
6) We should change the thinking of the sub-continent that sun is dominated over the
daughter so he might be entertained with healthy diet and better education. This type
of thinking can affect their whole life.
7) All family members should share burden of domestic liabilities of the working ladies.
It is injustice that the domestic liabilities should be allocated for female. It is stigma
of the society that the female have to work hard in office as well as in their own
home.
8) Educated women who are facing economical crisis should be awarded scholarships
and we should provide them vocational training also, so that they might be able to
coup the situation.
9) If female are working then their must be cheep and easy transportation for them.
10) Ethical value does matter in this context we have to work on two grounds on the one
side we should educate our daughters that they should be dressed simply rather than
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pomp and show and on the other hand male colleagues who like them to harsh them
should be sentenced. There must be hard and fast rule for such persons.
11) Pregnant women mother of new born babies and nursing mother should have the
piece of mind and their must be full care of their infant and proper environment, diet
and health care during the sensitive period of pregnancy. It is because running a
home, looking after children along with their job require considerable sacrifices.
12) There must be appropriate policy for disable women so that they should be able to
participate in the race of life their hidden talent should be evaluated and utilized. This
action should have a positive effect on the Psychological condition of the
handicapped female as well as on the whole society. We should realize the facts that
these female are counter part of the society and the world.
13) The Advancement of women must continue to seek bridges between being content
with little opportunities and the vision of further development. It will be satisfactory
steps in this condition.
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Abstract
As international students enroll in counselor training programs and American students
desire to pursue employment in international settings, it is important for counselor training
programs to focus on the history of mental health, the responsibilities of the family in caregiving, the counseling presence in China and the availability of counselor training programs.
These factors will be considered with regard to the People’s Republic of China.

Due to the recent visit by the President of China to the United States and the reliance of
U.S. businesses on the capital investments from China (Lee, 2011), Americans should be
encouraged to learn more about the People’s Republic of China. In addition, the international
community has become smaller with the use of global cell phones, video conferencing and
forums as the Sino American Forum.
As international students enroll in counselor training programs and American students
desire to pursue employment in international settings, it is important for counselor training
programs to focus on the history of mental health, the responsibilities of family in care-giving,
the counseling presence in China and the availability of counselor training programs.
The focus has been placed on China due to its “rapid industrialization, extraordinary
growth and population of 1.3 billion” (Cook, Lei and Chiang, 2010, p. 61). Rapid change has
been associated with mental health issues such as depression, substance abuse, gambling and
relationships issues.
Before the 1800’s, mental health concerns were viewed as physical problems and
treatment focused on physiological well-being. Mental illness was not viewed as a condition that
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was associated with a physical complaint until the later part of the 1800’s (Chang, and Kleinman,
2009.
In addition, mental health services were scarce and Western missionaries provided the
services. After the People’s Republic of China was recognized in 1949, mental health services
changed from Western practices to a government standard for mental health (Yip, 2005). The
China Disabled Persons’ Federation is significant in that it offered protection and rehabilitation
to persons with physical and mental disabilities. Also, mental health services were offered in the
schools.
In 2002, the China Ministry of Education developed standards for prevention of mental
health issues in the schools (Zhou, 2007). These standards are continuing to shape mental health
services in Chinese schools.
From 1987 up to today, the government has provided assistance to extend mental health
services to urban areas. However, in rural areas with limited mental health services, persons who
desired services often relied on assistance from healers from Buddhist and Taoist religions
(Chang and Kleinman, 2002).
There is an estimate of 13,000 mental health practitioners in the People’s Republic of
China. However, service providers are concentrated in large urban areas. Individuals may not be
able to obtain services as a result of the fee-for-service practice whereby the cost of counseling is
too expensive. The estimated cost of a 10-15 minute counseling session is $5 for a person with
an income of $3,572 according to the National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2008 (Cook, Lei
and Chiang, 2010).
Other factors that can impact the accessibility of mental health services are fewer
programs for welfare and employment assistance and services for persons with disabilities.
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Telephone hotlines have been set up to assist with the gap in services (Phillips, Liu and Zhang,
1999; Hou and Zhang, 2007).
Families who provided care for family members with mental illness in China were faced
with two historical barriers. One barrier involved the political control of mental health services
during the Cultural Revolution. Criticism of family members with capitalistic views was
encouraged and the embracing of capitalism was regarded as a cause of mental illness. Families
were encouraged to turn over the care giving responsibility of family members with mental
illness to political care giving provided by government run hospitals (Yip, 2005).
The second barrier was the Chinese perspective that families should support a family
member with a mental illness. The family care giving responsibility placed a severe burden upon
family members in terms of finances, time and sacrifices upon the family schedules and social
life. In addition families faced difficulties in working with the negative behaviors of the client
(Yip 2005).
The counseling presence in China is limited in that there are few graduate level training
programs. Many of the practitioners who are working as counselors received their training as a
result of the less formal continuing education programs with shorter training periods (Cook, Lei
and Chiang, 2010). However, Lim (2010) reported about 60 universities with counseling and
psychology related departments and some with degree programs in urban centers in China. He
added that there were several certification programs that were not associated with a university.
Some Chinese students have chosen to pursue counselor training internationally. Some of
the locations included Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, and the United States (Lim, 2010).
The first school counseling training program was started in 2007. It was offered by
Beijing Normal University in collaboration with Rowan University in the United States.
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However, the role of the school counselor has not been understood and articulated in China
(Lim, 2010). With regard to the training for school counselors, many of them are teachers who
were trained in mental health education (Jiang, 2007).
According to Cook, Lei and Chiang, 2010, universities in the United States have begun
training international students to become counselors through the use of online programs. The
training programs have emphasized Western counseling theories while ignoring the rich Chinese
cultural influences. It was recommended that the faculty members utilize culturally appropriate
strategies that address the cultures of students and become knowledgeable of the Chinese culture
and world view. In addition, faculty members should work to promote standard counseling
strategies and a code of ethics for Chinese counseling practitioners.
The history of mental health in the People’s Republic of China has documented a scarcity
of services particularly in rural areas as well as the cost being seen as expensive. Additional
burdens have been placed upon families for care giving not only in terms of finances but services
to assist the client. Chinese students may decide to obtain counselor training in the United States.
In addition, the Chinese students who are receiving training from online programs in the United
States are being trained in Western theories and practices that ignore the rich Chinese traditions.
As the People’s Republic of China continues to send representatives to the United States,
new collaborations and linkages can be developed in the area of counseling to include
recognition of the Chinese culture within online programs within the United States, collaboration
with universities within the United States to offer counseling programs in China and encouraging
Chinese practitioners to consider pro bono services to assist clients who cannot afford the
services.
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Abstract
This paper adopts a declarative and summative approach to address performance-based
funding and budgeting in American higher education based on the relevant research literature.
Review of the Literature covers the history and origins, the theoretic framework and environment,
current practices and concerns, examples of implementation through trials and errors, and
projected future trends; Key Elements, Basic Characteristics, Benefits and Drawbacks of
Performance-Based Funding and Budgeting (PBFB) are compared with other and particularly
the most widely used budget processes in higher education; some Critical Issues as Related to
Higher Education Budgeting and critical conditions for successful implementation are identified;
and a number of questions that require further longitudinal empirical research are presented
under Discussion and Implications.
Budgeting in American higher education experiences four major eras of evolution: (a) the
era of executive budgeting (approximately 1910 – 1935), (b) the era of performance-based
budgeting (PBB) (about 1940 – late 1960s), (c) the era of programming, planning, and budgeting
systems (PPBS) (1965 – mid 1990s), and (d) the era of budget reform (since mid 1990s), which
are best known for their respective orientations of control, management, planning, integrating
budgeting with strategic planning.
About 70 years after the concept was introduced, PBB which was theorized substantially
in performance measurement in the late 1800s is experiencing a renaissance as a state-level
budget and funding allocation method that not only relates resources to activities and outcomes
and institutional achievements, but also emphasizes the linkage between budgeting and strategic
planning in both institutional (internal) and societal (external) environment in response to the
public outcry for results-oriented accountability and budget efficiency with reduced public
funding resources. Similar to the Corporate Performance Management (CPM) framework, the
PBB conceptual framework lies in result orientation comprising three elements: the result, the
strategy, and the activity/outputs. Although different in focus, both performance budgeting (PB)
and performance funding (PF) create a link between budget allocation and institutional
performance based on the underlying premise that higher education institutions are motivated to
improve their performance when it is tied to budget allocation.
Performance-Based Funding and Budgeting (PBFB) are categorized into six types:
(a) Performance Reported Budgeting (PRB), (b) Performance Informed Budgeting (PIB),
(c) Performance Based Budgeting (PBB), (d) Performance Determined Budgeting (PDB),
(e) Presentational Performance Budgeting (PPB), and (f) Direct Performance Budgeting (DPB).
Legislative evolution of this practice has witnessed all 50 states utilizing some form of either PB
or PF mechanisms and processes, or both, in the state appropriations and special state funding
allocation to higher education institutions either through state coordinating boards, the legislature,
or the governor’s office. PBFB will continue to spread but also show continued instability. Some
performance funding models are of critical interest. Most legislatures will use a ―combination‖
approach. Seven possible combination models are becoming the future trends. While the ethic of
accountability of performance models is well accepted, the instrumental and utilitarian function
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of performance models that reduce performance to what is measurable might threaten the
intrinsic value of higher education.

INTRODUCTION
Budgeting in American higher education is undergoing the era of budget reform (since
mid 1990s) characterized by key measures of performance budgeting and a strong relationship
with strategic planning in response to the public outcry for results-oriented accountability and
budget efficiency and effectiveness in alignment with reduced public funding resources (Brown
& Gamber, 2002; Lasher & Greene, 2001, Shah & Shen, 2007). The preceding three major eras
of evolution of budgeting – (1) the era of executive budgeting (approximately 1910 – 1935),
(2) the era of performance-based budgeting (or the management era) (about 1940 – late 1960s),
and (3) the era of programming, planning, and budgeting systems (PPBS) (1965 – mid 1990s) –
are best known for their respective orientations of control, management, and planning (Caruthers
& Orwig, 1979; Lasher & Greene, 2001).
About 70 years after the concept was introduced, performance budgeting is experiencing
a renaissance as a state-level budget and funding allocation method that not only relates
resources to activities and outcomes and institutional achievements, but also emphasizes the
linkage between budgeting and strategic planning in both institutional (internal) and societal
(external) environment (Brown & Gamber, 2002; Diamond, 2003a, 2003b; Lasher & Greene,
2001; OECD, 2008; Schick, 2008; Shah & Shen, 2007; Tyson, 2009; Williams, 2004a, 2004b).
Although different in focus, both performance budgeting (PB) and performance funding (PF)
create a link between budget allocation and institutional performance based on the underlying
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premise that higher education institutions are motivated to improve their performance when it is
tied to budget allocation (Shin & Milton, 2004).
Becoming a trend in the budget process, legislative evolution of this practice has
witnessed more states in the United States moving toward utilizing either performance budgeting
or performance funding mechanisms and processes, or both, in the state appropriations and
special state funding allocation to higher education institutions either through state coordinating
boards, the legislature, or the governor’s office (Brown & Gamber, 2002; Burke & Minassians,
2001; Harbour, 2002; Mize, 1999; NCSLnet, 2008). This trend has prevailed to the United
Kingdom and most Nordic countries in initiating a market-driven higher education accountability
program, to Canada in assessing university efficiency and quality, to Australia and New Zealand
in establishing a new accountability system, and to South Korea and Thailand in the lead in Asia
(Atkinson-Grosjean & Grosjean, 2000; Diamond, 2003a, 2003b; Shah & Shen, 2007; Shin &
Milton, 2004).
This paper adopts a declarative and summative rather than an analytic approach to
address performance-based funding and budgeting in American higher education based on the
relevant research literature in five sessions: Review of the Literature covering the subheadings of
history and origins, the theoretic framework and environment, current practices and concerns,
examples of implementation through trials and errors, and projected future trends; Key Elements,
Basic Characteristics, Benefits and Drawbacks of Performance-Based Funding and Budgeting
(PBFB); Critical Issues as Related to Higher Education Budgeting; and Discussion and
Implications.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
History and Origins
Performance-based budgeting (PBB) can be traced back to performance measurement
arising in the late 1800s or early 1990s at the New York Bureau of Municipal Research, which
became associated with proto-performance budgeting in the early 1930s. In any history of
performance budgeting, Clarence Ridley director of the International City Managers Association
(ICMA) who developed performance measurement in the late 1920s, the monthly Uniform
Crime Report system initiated by the Detroit Bureau of Municipal Research in 1930, and the
Hoover Commission Report in 1949 are of critical interest (Williams, 2004b). The Hoover
Commission publicized the concept of performance budgeting and encouraged its widespread
implementation in 1949 (Diamond, 2003b).
The period of 1950s to 1960s reflected the rise of performance budgeting model in the
environment of expanding program evaluation and policy analysis (Williams, 2004b). The
Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 promoted the mandatory use of performance
information and program costs by agency heads in their budget decision-making process, but
performance budgeting was not regarded as an important reform or a fundamental change in
budget decision making because of the constraints of inaccurate accounting systems and
performance-measurement systems, thus the gradual loss of interest in this performance-oriented
approach on the part of budget policy makers (Diamond, 2003b). That was somehow the
Executive Budget emerged again in the mid-1960s under the name of program budgeting
(Williams, 2004b).
However, between 1990 and 1996 a spate of new laws and critical threshold events
emerged from congress and created a government-wide platform for the ―new performance
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budgeting‖, which Mikesell used to categorize the reforms of the 1990s, or the ―new
performance‖-based management: the Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990, Reinventing
Government in 1992, the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 (GPRA), National
Performance Review of 1993, the Clinger Cohen Act of 1996, etc. with an attempt to convert the
federal budget process to a more results-based one (Diamond, 2003b; Williams, 2004b).
Performance budgeting efforts in the 1990s went beyond the workload productivity and
efficiency focus of earlier phases and placed greater emphasis on outcomes and accountability
(Shin & Milton, 2004).
The Theoretic Framework and Environment
Performance budgeting was theorized substantially in performance measurement whose
preconditions as catalysts were not mature until the late 1800s, and in the late 1940s and early
1950s the Hoover Commission used the terms program budgeting and performance budgeting
almost synonymously (Diamond, 2003a, 2003b; Williams, 2004a, 2004b). The Hoover
Commission recommended ―that the whole budgetary concept of the federal government should
be fashioned by the adoption of a budget based on functions, activities, and projects; this we
designate a performance budget.‖ (Diamond, 2003b, p. 4). An early definition by the U.S.
Bureau of Budget is ―A performance budget is one which presents the purposes and objectives
for which funds are required, the costs of the programs proposed for achieving these objectives,
and quantitative data measuring the accomplishments and work performance under each
program.‖ (Axelrod, 1988, p. 266, cited in Diamond, 2003b, p. 4). A 1994 report published by
the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) defined PBB as ―Performance budgets use
statements of missions, goals and objectives to explain why the money is being spent. It is a way
to allocate resources to achieve specific objectives based on program goals and measured
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results. …Performance budgeting differs from traditional approaches because it focuses on
spending results rather than the money spent—on what the money buys rather than the amount
that is made available‖ (Carter, 1994, p. 2-3, cited in Young, 2003, p. 12).
Similar to the Corporate Performance Management (CPM) framework whose concept is
strategy and planning meet execution and measurement, the conceptual framework of
performance-based budgeting lies in result orientation comprising three elements: the result, the
strategy, and the activity/outputs (Wikipedia, 2009), or a system that compiles and presents
information on actual or expected results and buys results through the expenditure of public
funds (Schick, 2008). The early theory of performance budgeting lies in the core technical
antecedents of performance measurement such as cost accounting, the ―social survey‖,
government statistics, scientific management, pragmatism, and the individuation of political
science (Williams, 2004b). The vital part is to link the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) (such
as input, process, outputs, and outcomes) to resources through the interaction of availability of
performance information (PI) (OECD, 2008; Wikipedia, 2009). The approach of performance
budgeting is based on funding desired outcomes, while performance funding originally
developed as a cost reimbursement model for resource allocation that addresses activities rather
than

objectives/outcomes,

and

relies

on

activity

classifications

and

performance

measures/evaluations (Lasher & Greene, 2001). Different in focus, performance budgeting (PB)
links state budgets indirectly and loosely to results, while performance funding (PF) ties state
funding directly and tightly to performance. The tie between results and resources in PB is
flexible but unclear, while in PF clear but inflexible (Burke & Modarresi, 1999; Shin & Milton,
2004).
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In the mid 1990s, the Total Quality Management (TQM) and Continuous Quality
Improvement (CQI) movement, which took hold in business and industry, affected states seeking
a similar paradigm to fund colleges and universities and require them to meet the states’ needs
rather than the states meeting their needs (Mize, 1999). During the 1990s, the analytic
component of Public Administration absorbed performance management and budgeting into
New Public Management as state policy-makers sought to enhance accountability in higher
education as well as to enhance the states’ organization, fiscal, and political capacity to
implement performance budgeting and funding (Williams, 2004b). In addition to traditional tools
or approaches, such as across-the-board cuts, delaying expenditures, increasing taxes and fees,
performance information was highlighted among other factors to make additional spending
adjustments, address fiscal stress and shortfalls (Brown & Gamber, 2002; Young, 2003). That
was a rationalization, but not an invention of budgeting process.
Environment-driven factors incubate the embarkation of performance funding and
budgeting and funding in higher education. Among them are financial crises, economic
downturns, growing pressure to control and reduce public expenditures, changes in political
administration, public sector management, and the impacts of social context such as crime,
health care, fiscal crises on higher education. The Depression years (1929-1940) drove the
federal government to rationalize and move its funding and budgeting mechanism from the
executive budgeting before the WWII to the old performance-based budgeting in 1940, and to
the full-blown PPBS in 1960s and the less-ambitious program budgeting in 1974. Likewise, the
challenge of emerging market economics invited back the ―new performance‖ budgeting in
1990s, and constrained budget conditions due to declining revenues and rising costs from
changing economic conditions, threats to financial solvency and government social policy
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around the turn of the 20th century challenged the state higher education budgeting to set the
primary objectives to put in place a more effective accountability device. The economic
downturn in the beginning of the 21st century evidences the renaissance of performance funding
and budgeting as a state-level budget and funding allocation method in American higher
education, which integrates input, performance, outcomes and results with the arising strategic
planning in higher education in response to the balance between reduced public funding
resources and the public outcry for results-oriented accountability. (Brown & Gamber, 2002;
Diamond, 2003a, 2003b; Lasher & Greene, 2001; OECD, 2008; Schick, 2008; Shah & Shen,
2007; Tyson, 2009; Williams, 2004a, 2004b)
Current Practices and Concerns
For decades, the federal and state governments have been pursuing the approach of
performance-oriented resource allocation with the performance budgeting in the forefront of
budget reform since the 1993 GPRA because the previous efforts with PPBS, Management by
Objectives (MBO), and Zero-Based Budgeting (ZBB) in the 1960s and 1970s failed to make a
substantial impact on the budget process (Shah & Shen, 2007). Legislative use of performance
information or measures in the budget process has increased since 1997, and a 2007 survey of
legislative fiscal offices found that 22 states indicated use of performance measures in the
legislative budget process (NCSLnet, 2008). By 2001 since the first state (Tennessee) adopted
performance funding in 1979, thirty six states had adopted performance budgeting or
performance funding, or both, practice to inform the constituents about higher education and
distribute state funds to higher education institutions. Some policymakers and educators see
performance-based funding as a catalyst for change by shifting the focus to important goals,
objectives and initiatives in teaching and learning, while others see it as an effective means of
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receiving funding increases beyond inflation and enrollment growth. (Burke & Minassians, 2001;
Harbour, 2002; Mize, 1999; Shin & Milton, 2004).
In 1997, Mississippi Legislature began including performance targets in the
appropriations of 21 agencies accounting for about 85% of the state’s general fund
appropriations (NCSL, 2008). In 1999, the North Carolina Community College System (NCCCS)
performance funding program evolved out of three legislatively mandated initiatives: a NCCCS
accountability program, a NCCCS formula funding study, and a state government performance
audit. A general appropriations bill (House Bill 168) passed by the North Carolina General
Assembly mandated the implementation of performance funding for the 58 colleges in NCCCS.
Each institution can carry forward the equivalent of one third of 1% of its regular general fund
appropriation for satisfactory performance on 6 of the 12 specific mandated measures to
determine if a college is eligible for special budget flexibility and a supplemental allocation
(Harbour, 2002).
Some performance funding models are of critical interest regarding to determining the
size of performance bonus and selecting the core performance measures. A report entitled
―Recommendations for Performance Budgeting in the Utah System of Higher Education”
(Antonymous) presented that in 1999 USHE proposed a funding mechanism based on an
appropriation of $30 per FTE student enrolled at each institution. System-wide this would
amount to approximately $2.5 million, but the Legislature increased the non-compensation base
funding of USHE by $1.5 million for FY 2000 based on an appropriation of approximately
$17.70 per FTE student enrolled. This report also identified 12 most common types of key
performance indicators used in the states. The USHE model uses value based on total number of
students at each institution. The Tennessee model uses value based on budgeted increase for non-
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personnel service costs to provide approximately $29.4 million annually to the institutions, and
measures each institution on a set of quantitative out-come based standards. The South Carolina
model uses a set percentage of base budget, and in 2000, 100 percent of the higher education
budget was performance based. The Florida model beginning in 1996-97 for the community
colleges and area technical centers encourages an institution to place 5% of its budget in an
incentive program pool that the Legislature would match with an additional $12 million based on
satisfactorily meeting the performance standards for graduation, completion, and transfer rates.
The Texas model under the supervision of the Legislature not only establishes the core
performance measures on common institutional missions and goals for admission, graduation,
licensure, postgraduate training, continuing education, research, services, etc., but also sets up
additional measures for enhancement beyond institutional missions and goals that contribute to
broader state goals. The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) recommended
that supplemental funds be added to base funding to reward senior universities in their
achievement of state goals for instruction, research and public service in 13 performance
measures. The Virginia’s funding model includes the major components: (a) The performance
for each measure is based on the percentile rank of the institution relative to its national peers;
(b) All measures are weighted equally by institutional type (e.g., doctoral institutions receive a
weight of 16.67% and comprehensive institutions receive a weight of 20%); and (c) Monetary
rewards are weighted by institutional size using the fulltime equivalent students on campus. The
core performance measures for Virginia’s institutions of higher education include Graduation
Rate Measure, Retention Rate, Transfer Rates, Percentage of graduates employed in their field of
study or pursuing further education, Teacher Workload and Productivity, Research and
Instructional Expenditures divided by the number of full-time faculty, and Space Utilization.
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(Antonymous; Crowder & Janosik, 2001; Lasher & Greene, 2001; SCHEV, 1999; Shin & Milton,
2004)
Meanwhile, concerns and barriers to implementation include issues such as
(a) disagreement on definition and measurement of performance measures/indicators;
(b) difficulty to indentify appropriate, measurable criteria to assess performance and determine
the size of performance bonus; (c) many factors outside control of institutions or agencies and
long term; (d) limited knowledge of the cause-and-effect relationship between the criteria and the
measures used as proxies for the desired outcomes; (e) mismatch of the budget frameworks with
the existing program structures; (f) the potential for establishing easily achievable criteria that
require little advancement for some institutions; (g) possible perverse incentives—what’s
measured gets done; (h) the need to improve the existing budget-costing systems and associated
skills; (i) the need to introduce a new system of accountability and budget incentives;
(j) uncertainty of the performance funding baseline; and (k) uncertainty of application of
performance budget to base funding or incremental/supplemental funds (Diamond, 2003b;
Lasher & Greene, 2001).
Examples of Implementation through Trials and Errors
The implementation of performance-based funding and budgeting in American higher
education has witnessed the juxtaposition of continuing triumph and continuing trials and errors.
In 1979, Tennessee State took the lead in implementing performance funding and budgeting
among some other states (Colorado, Florida, Kentucky, Missouri, South Carolina, Virginia, and
West Virginia) that were moving toward performance measures for their higher education
institutions, but it was not until 1995 that 9 states did so, 16 states in 1997, 21 states in 1998, and
23 states in 1999 (Brown & Gamber, 2002; Lasher & Greene, 2001; Mize, 1999). In 1998, all but
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5 states indicated that they were likely to link some funding to performance within the next five
years (Burke & Minassians, 2001), but a 2007 survey of legislative fiscal offices found that only
22 states indicated use of performance measures in the legislative budget process (NCSLnet,
2008).
Tennessee’s higher education performance funding model has been the subject of
extensive analysis and interpretation (Harbour, 2002). According to Richard G. Rhoda,
Executive Director of the Tennessee Higher Education Commission (THEC), since 1979, close
to $500 million dollars has been rewarded through performance funding to public colleges and
universities which can receive up to 5.45% in new money over and above their annual formulagenerated appropriations based upon exemplary performance levels achieved on selected
assessment areas. About 60% of the performance funding indicators is devoted to student
performance and satisfaction, and 40 % focuses on academic program and institutional indicators.
The current five-year program cycle covers 2005-10 using the assessment, criteria, and scoring
protocols developed with the active participation of the governing boards as well as statewide
college and university participation.
Burke and Associates (2002) in their Book, which is viewed as the first comprehensive
study of performance funding of public colleges and universities, identified the champions
through the case studies of performance funding in Tennessee, Missouri, Florida, Ohio, and
South Carolina, and examined the reasons why Arkansas, Colorado, Kentucky, and Minnesota
first adopted and later abandoned their programs. Their study ties some state allocations directly
to institutional results on designated indicators. According to NCSL (2008), the 2007 survey of
legislative fiscal offices reported more states such as Main and Michigan that adopted the
performance budgeting procedures in 1997 have moved away from the approach, and it is
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endangered in Florida and Tennessee. Brown & Gamber (2002) analyzed the Kentucky’s
struggle in the classic conflict between the coordinating agencies and the university president,
raising two critical questions: ―should the indicators be mandated or should they be largely
discretionary for institutions, and should campuses have wide choice or restricted choice in
indicator weights (p. 115)?‖ Hundreds of different performance indicators are in use in higher
education throughout the U.S. and in Western Europe. Mize (1999) pointed out that the numbers
of indicators vary dramatically by state: Florida has 40 indicators, South Carolina 37, Colorado
28, Arkansas 14, Kentucky 13, Tennessee 10, Minnesota and Missouri 9, and California 5. Trials
and errors incubate the blame on failure to apply performance funding to the academic
departments that are mostly responsible for institutional results on many of the mandated
performance indicators (Burke and Associates, 2002). The Kentucky case also exposes the
perennial problems of trying to gain consensus and trying to ensure continuity (Brown &
Gamber, 2002).
Projected Future and Trends
According to Young (2003), all 50 states, plus Puerto Rico, utilize some form of
performance measures in their budgeting process. This means that 30 years of practices since its
revival in 1979 have improved the performance measures more comprehensively for greater
acceptance. They are becoming more output- and outcome-based and increasingly missionsensitive in linking state resources to campus results. Performance funding and budgeting is
moving from fad to trend, and the practice of prescribing the performance indicators is
decreasing (Burke, & Minassians, 2003).
Performance budgeting and funding will continue to spread but also show continued
instability. Bad budgets for states and higher education will continue to erode support for
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performance funding and budgeting. Most legislatures will use a ―combination‖ approach rather
than be committed to performance-based funding and budgeting as the predominant approach.
Some possible combination models are: (a) starting with a Zero-based Budget but combining it
with performance and traditional approaches (as in Delaware); (b) adopting some components of
PBB such as focusing on institutional missions and goals and performance information, but
allowing ―variance reports‖ to explain the differences (as in Hawaii); (c) adopting some
components of PBB, but requiring the submission of a four-year Strategic Plan and providing
periodic progress reports (as in Kentucky); (d) incorporating a variety of approaches such as
performance measures and outcomes, traditional/incremental budgeting, and zero-based
budgeting (as in Missouri, New Mexico and Tennessee); (e) adopting some components of PBB,
but requiring line-item information available within each program (as in North Carolina); and
(f) integrating performance-based with program-based and zero-based with a set percent (such
as10-20%) reduction options (as in Oregon) (NCSL, 2008).
Providing adequate base funding prior to implementation appears to be a critical concern.
Most new initiatives will come from coordinating and system boards rather than the legislative
mandates, and will seek specific improvements in campus performance rather than the
systematic reform of higher education (Burke, & Minassians, 2001, 2003). More policy makers
in state government and higher education agencies will turn to performance reporting as a ―no
cost‖ alternative to performance funding and budgeting as responses from State Higher
Education Finance Officers (SHEFOs) from all 50 states showed that as of 2003 performance
reporting had been used as an informal form of performance budgeting in all but 4 states and as
the preferred approach to accountability for higher education. The seventh annual survey of
SHEFOs showed the continuing triumph of performance reporting and the continuing trials of
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performance budgeting and funding in higher education (Burke & Minassians, 2003; Burke, &
Modarresi,1999). Only history will be a judge whether performance reporting represents ―real‖
accountability that sets goals and seeks results or accountability ―lite‖ that looks good, but less
fulfilling.
KEY ELEMENTS, BASIC CHARACTERISTICS, BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS
Currently, statistics from research literature and surveys suggest that the performancebased approach (both PBF and PBB) is becoming a trend at the state appropriation level, but
other budgeting and funding approaches including the incremental, formula, program, zero-based,
line-item, incentive, and responsibility center (cost center) budgeting and funding processes are
also widely used in higher education, although the traditional/incremental approach is still the
most widely used among higher education institutions. Compared with various mechanisms used
in the public funding and budgeting processes, key elements, basic characteristics and features,
benefits and drawbacks of alternative budget formats widely used in higher education are
presented in Table 1 below.
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Table 1. Elements, Characteristics, Benefits and Drawbacks of Alternative Budget Formats
Feature

Incremental

Performance

Formula

Program

Zero-based

Line-item

Incentive

Responsibility
center

Contents and
concepts

Increments or
decrements from
the base budget;
either positive or
negative dollar
amounts or
percentages.

Based on
historical data,
projected trends,
and negotiated
parameters to
provide desired
levels of funding.

Expenditures for
a cluster of
activities
supporting a
common
objective

Priority for new
programs and
start-up
activities, but not
popular in higher
education; goals
and objectives
oriented.

Expenditures by
objects
(inputs/resources)

Setting aside a
pool of funds for
the achievement
of state goals
and specific
outcomes.

Academic
departments and
support units are
cost centers.

Format

Incremental or
decremental;
muddling
through.

Presenting a
results-based
chain to achieve
a specific
objective;
performance
information and
reporting;
immediate
inputs, outputs,
outcomes.
impact, and
reaching.
Data on inputs,
outputs, impacts
and mission,
goals, and
objectives;
formula funding
based on costs;
purchaserprovider splits;
metrics and
benchmarks of
success.

Expenditures by
program;
institutional
direction and
data bases.

Micro-economic
approach to
budgeting;
rational and
objective in
translating the
objectives into
operating plan
elements.

Operating and
capital inputs
purchased

Based on
proposals
submitted by
institutions and
motivations;
formula funding.

Self-supporting;
budgetary unit
responsibility; all cost
and incomes,
appropriate
incentives allocated
to the cost unit.

Orientation

Competition –
free; limited
conflicts; longterm
commitments

Formula
manipulates
institutional data;
selected
measures of unit
costs; selected
output
measures;
Quantitative and
technical
decision-making;
simplistic and
rigid.
Uniformity in
appropriation
request.

Input controls;
focus on ends
rather than
means

Results and
outcome
oriented.

Input controls

Output and
results oriented
at the state level;
adding values to
inputs.

Financial autonomy;
Balance projected
expenditures and
revenues.

Associated
management
paradigm

Simple and
easy; every
budget item
treated the same
on a reasonable
set; time and
energy saving.

A combination of
technical
judgment and
political
agreements.

Hierarchical
controls,
managerial
flexibility over
allocation to
activities within
the program

Hierarchical
decision-making;
centralized,
vertical decisionmaking process.

Hierarchical
controls with little
managerial
discretion

Efficient and
effective
management;
decentralized
decision making.

Corporate-style
management of
resources through a
decentralized
budgeting system.

Benefits

Increase the
ability to predict
the
consequences of
budget

Equitable
distribution of
funds; providing
a useful
framework for

The cost-benefit
analysis l inks
the planning
goals to
resource

Better for
administrative
functions.

The line item
ceiling ensures
spending within
the caps in tight
fiscal grip; the

Both qualitative
and quantitative
issues can be
addressed;
encouraging

Facilitating
accountability;
responsive to both
public policy and
institutional needs;

Focus on results;
funding
incentives;
process for
resource
allocation.
Managerial
flexibility over
inputs and
program design
but
accountability for
service and
performance
Presenting better
opportunities for
institutions to
identify and
control costs;
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alternatives with
accuracy and
confidence.

Drawbacks

Non-aggressive;
base budget is
minimum to
institutional
operation;
scarifying the
selection of best
policy for
minimizing the
conflicts.

focusing on what
the institutions
need to maintain
consistent
institutional
operations within
the
expenditures.
Limited creativity
to introduce new
programs; lack
of motivation for
strategic
planning for
future resources
allocation.

institutions to
communicate
with the state
legislature.

expenditure;
possessing the
theoretical
attractive-ness.

input information
facilitates how to
spend.

faculty
participation.

enhancing
cooperation among
campus units.

The unit-cost
Too
Time-consuming
The detailed lineProxies such as
Difficult to classify
measurement
cumbersome to
and subjective;
item control leads
test scores are
the responsibility
does not
account for cost
Unable to
to
used to
centers in
consider
allocations;
recognize
micromanagement
measure the
application;
changes in
irrelevant for
continuing
of operations;
objective;
academic programs
marginal cost
institutional
commitments;
institutional
encouraging
may become budgetconcepts;
managers to use
questionable
managers have
short-term
driven; lacking
across-the-board as a tool to
validity and
limited managerial
goals.
central control.
allocation
undertake their
reliability of the
discretion to be
funding;
responsibilities;
criteria and
held account-able
enrollmentdisregard the
measurements.
for performance.
driven to
institutional
encourage the
missions and
institutions to
assume the
develop highprogram cost
cost programs.
and data.
Sources: Based on Shah & Shen’s table design (2007), the writer modifies and expands from three to eight types of budgeting formats in comparison (Brown & Gamber, 2002; Lasher &
Greene, 2001; Shah & Shen, 2007).
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Shah & Shen (2007) classifies performance budgeting into four categories:
(a) Performance Reported Budgeting (PRB) – performance information presented as part of the
budget documentation but not used by budgetary actors for resource allocation; (b) Performance
Informed Budgeting (PIB) – taking program performance into account but only utilizing the
information as a minor factor for decision-making; (c) Performance Based Budgeting (PBB) –
performance information playing an important role for resource allocation along with many other
factors, but not necessarily determining the amount of resources allocated; and (d) Performance
Determined Budgeting (PDB) – allocation of resources directly and explicitly linked to units of
performance. The OECD (2008) categorizes PB into three broad types: (a) Presentational
Performance Budgeting (PPB) – performance information (targets or results, or both) presented
in budget documents or other government documents; (b) Performance-informed Budgeting(PIB)
– resources indirectly related to proposed future performance or to past performance; (c) Direct
Performance Budgeting (DPB) – allocation of resources based on results achieved.
CRITICAL ISSUES AS RELATED TO HIGHER EDUCATION BUDGETING
According to Harbour (2002), Serban (1998) claimed that performance funding programs
are characterized by six major components: goals, performance indicators, success criteria,
indicator weights, allocation methods, and funding levels; Burke (1998) held the selection of
performance indicators as the most critical and controversial issue in establishing a performancebased program. The analytical distinctions made by Serban, Burke, Harbour and others express
deep concern for the use of performance indicators and accountability programs in higher
education.
Tyson (2009) present some critical issues related to expenditure effectiveness in
performance budgeting: Who is trying to achieve what? Do benefits justify costs of information?
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What is the link between the decision makers and the information? Where is the starting point?
What is the role of budget analysts? What is the role of legislature? How tightly can results and
funding be linked? Who does the motivation impact? Are there any behavioral distortions?
Critical conditions for successful implementation of PB include (a) budget classification;
(b) performance measurement and reporting; (c) output-focused performance management
paradigm; (d) informed budgetary decision-making; (e) motivation to make a change;
(f) importance of legislative support; (h) top-down and bottom-up management capacity in
information technology, accounting system, and financial cost (Shah & Shen, 2007). In addition,
the internal and external environment of higher education institutions is also critical in the PBF
and PBB implantation.
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Atkinson-Grosjean and Grosjean (2000) raise a number of questions that require further
longitudinal empirical research: the long-run improvement evidence of performance-based
funding on institutional performance; allocation money as effective incentive for participation;
greater state intervention vs. loss of autonomy; compliance or agreement with the concept and
process; increased demand for detailed reporting as an additional burden; aggressive competition
among institutions for compliance; quality of education sacrificed to meet external standards to
attract additional funds.
Moreover, Schick (2008) offers some practical advice on the following issues on improve
the prospect for PB: performance budgeting as informatics concerning information overload, the
cost of information, critical data gaps, making performance information useful, and dealing with
asymmetrical information; performance and decisions concerning performance vs. change at the
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margins, output or outcomes as results, the time frame, basic methods for linking resources and
results; and governing and managing for results.
In conclusion, the ethic of accountability of performance models is well accepted but
what is in dispute is the instrumental and utilitarian function of performance models that reduce
performance to what is measurable. This might be a threat to uphold the intrinsic value of
education.
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The Impact of Socio-economic Factors on African American Male Dropout
Rates

African American families in the United States have a history of low socio-economic
status (SES) dating from slavery, Reconstruction, and segregation to the present. African
American people were marginalized for a long period of time after emancipation, and they have
yet to achieve socioeconomic parity with mainstream America (Hunt and Colander, 2011).
In order to establish that low SES contributes to dropout rates in general and to black
male dropout rates in particular, an examination of family welfare is necessary. The conditions in
which African American males grow up are significant in projecting their future academic
pursuits and the extent of stay in school. Their family structure and SES are largely predictive of
their future financial, educational and social status. Likewise, the educational level,
occupation/income, social status of the surrounding community and neighborhood heavily
impact the African American male’s educational completion level (Ingrum, 2006).
Parental educational level
One of the most common factors cited by student dropouts themselves is low parental
educational levels (Ingrum, 2006 and Hunt & Colander, 2011). However, low parental
educational levels do not function in isolation. Together with other factors, they may help
develop a script that adds dropping out to the young person’s repertoire of possibilities.
Moreover, parents with low educational levels generally have limited opportunities for economic
advancement because of limited skills set. Low parental education levels portend low SES and
limited student learning experiences and academic goals. For example, students from low SES
are likely to have inadequate learning resources and a home where learning is less emphasized
by parents who must work two or more jobs to provide basic necessities. When many of these
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students arrive at school, they are not academically, economically, physically, emotionally or
psychologically ready to learn. Certainly, they are more likely to be exposed to high stress levels
and to lack the educational enrichment opportunities available to students whose parents have
attained higher education levels.
All too often, black male student achievement suffers when their background works
against them. For example, if they come from lower SES levels, it is likely that the parents do
not hold a high school diploma, a college degree, or steady job that allows time to spend with the
children. The odds are also greater that the head of household is a single parent who lacks
resources to move from poorer neighborhoods where schools may be overcrowded and underresourced. Teachers in these schools may encounter more discipline problems which, along with
remediation needs, intensify the need for involvement of these same exhausted, stressed parents.
Teachers are under mounting pressure themselves because of growing educational accountability
requirements and the magnitude of addressing achievement gaps in preparation for standardized
tests. Low SES, less academically equipped parents are less prepared and have less time to assist
their children with homework and extra learning resources. This, in turn, increases the likelihood
of poor student performance the attendant low self-esteem and academic disengagement among
large numbers of students. Widespread low achievement levels depress expectation levels in
poor schools which, in turn, can lower teacher motivation. (Rank, 2004). The problem is
compounded because parents in low SES homes can scarcely afford alternative educational
resources available in the community that charge a fee for tutoring, counseling or enrichment
programs. Students themselves may be too proud to ask for help or overwhelmed by
responsibility for helping their parents keep up with household chores, childcare needs, and work
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schedules. Some youngsters juggle schoolwork, chores and part time jobs to help the family stay
afloat.
Some young black males take their need for acceptance and belonging to the streets
where immediate gratification is more attractive than delaying it in order to stay in school for
years. For a child who has been deprived of high quality educational preparation, toys, books and
a quiet place to study; life in the streets can become inviting. If young people who struggle to
acquire basic necessities see others flashing quick cash from engaging in questionable activities,
it can be hard to resist. This temptation can be irresistible for academically talented students, but
for those who find school frustrating, tedious and difficult, the lure of non-educational routes
may trump all the alternatives. School as a path to future social and economic advancement can
be too distant, too difficult, and too abstract. Formal schooling seems unattainable, unattractive,
and unreasonable--a waste of time when to a youngster overwhelmed by the challenges of low
SES (Ingrum, 2006).
Parental occupation/income
Parental income and occupation play a big role in the lives of all children and too often
predict the future they are likely to have. In particular, many African American males view
school as a long, winding road to wealth; whereas, they can see examples of peers who drop out
of school and make lots of money in the shortest time possible. When black males from low
income homes dropout and start selling drugs, they compare their lifestyles and the speed at
which they make money with the returns from staying in school, graduating and getting a regular
job to be too distant, too difficult and unexciting. The greater attraction is the quick money from
selling drugs—notwithstanding the risks involved. Moreover, their peer society may not consider
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the source of money that transforms the young black males; they look at material possessions
and the assumed luxury lifestyles the dealers live (Holzer & Offner, 2001).
African American males from low socio-economic backgrounds tend to have low
motivation in school. The peer culture values fashionable clothing, computer games, cars, and
spending money. Once they have embarked on the alternative path, they may find it difficult to
return to school and earn a diploma. They may have good intentions, but sometimes the law
catches up with their habits, and they end up in jail. There is often the opportunity to earn a GED
while incarcerated, but when they leave, their employment opportunities are limited by criminal
records. They may feel the only option left to them is to go back to illegal activities and they end
up developing a vicious cycle that is hard to break (Ellis, 2010).
The socioeconomic conditions of African American black males are worsened if they
engage in early sexual activities that make them teen fathers. According to Whitmire (2010),
young parents are not in a position to support their school going children and their newborn.
Young parent and students at the same time have to work to support their new baby. School
attendance and completion become secondary compared to the child’s immediate needs. The
option open to them is to seek employment with their limited education, and they are trapped at
the bottom of the wage scale (Crouse, 2008 and Bornstein & Bradley, 2003).
Type of neighborhood/community
According to Hunt and Colander (2011), neighborhoods are made up of people in the
community, “who have similar socio-economic status, attitudes and beliefs, educational
attainments, ways of living and power to influence community affairs” (p. 212). Different
neighborhoods present different challenges to both young and older generations, and for younger
residents, educational opportunities are greatly affected by type of neighborhood they live in.
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Patterson (2008) acknowledges that “there exists a relationship between neighborhood
characteristics and the likelihood that a youth will drop out of high school or have a child during
the teenage years” (p. 1).
People who live in poor neighborhoods as stated earlier are likely to have lower levels of
educational attainment. This is the most significant factor in keeping them in these residential
areas. It is, therefore, undeniable that there are few highly educated black male role models in
these communities. Most times, these young black men are raised by all female household. The
females in the household work hard to maintain the family, and the young males do not have an
early strong impression of a hard working father ingrained in their minds (Vartanian and
Gleason, 1999). The consequences of such circumstances are the effect it has on school
attendance and implications on completion. Not all research supports this position, however.
Vartanian and Gleason (1999), argue that the effect of neighborhood on educational attainment
may be biased due to close interactions with people from other neighborhoods and other factors
that may not be observed or controlled during research and data collection.
Some black males are mocked and ostracized when they stand out in the community as
hard working students. The common understanding of many in the black community is that black
males will not amount to anything, therefore; there is no need of trying to be “white” by staying
in school and hoping to get a good office job. A recent challenge for black males from low SES
is bullying. It is documented (Roland and Galloway, 2002 and Rigby, 2001) that students from
low SES who lack of fancy clothes, electronic equipment, and poor neighborhood are more
likely to be targeted by bullies.
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Conclusions
The African American male drop out is a topic of major concern for the black
community. The more black males drop out of school, the less black males are found in high
positions of influence. Socio-economic status is not the only factor causing males to drop out of
school. There is plethora of other factors closely intertwined and hard to separate one from the
other. However, if the SES can be addressed, that will be a step closer toward dealing with this
issue.
Recommendations
1. The whole community should unite and address the male drop out as one voice.
2. Men need to step up and be more involved in the lives children and be role models.
3. Sex education should be taught in middle and high school.
4. Young parents should be encouraged to stay in school as long as it will take to
graduate.
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